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Message from the Conference Chair, Programme
Chair/Co-Chairs and Local Chair
It gives us great pleasure to extend our warmest welcome to all participants of the 21st International
Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE) 2013. This year, the 21st ICCE is conducted in Denpasar,
Bali, Indonesia. Bali is the most famous Indonesian tourist island, and it is popular among international
visitors as well. Balinese people are friendly and welcome to other multi-ethnics. The province of Bali has
two state universities, Udayana University and “Ganesha” University of Education, and many private
universities. Bali has two prominent points, tourism and education, thus, it is worth to accommodate
international educational events, such as ICCE 2013. Building on the success of the previous conferences,
the program aims to foster lively exchanges and global collaborations on understanding, critiquing,
advancing and applying the theories and practices in the field of technology enhanced learning.
The main conference schedule includes the all-important keynote speakers: (1) Professor Marcia Linn
from the UC Berkeley, USA on Designing Visualizations and Automated Guidance to Create 21st
Century Learners, (2) Professor Imam Robandi from the Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Indonesia
on Intelligent Control Solutions using MATLAB: Laboratory Based Education Experiences for Academic
Atmosphere Improvement, (3) Professor Marcus Specht from the Open University of the Netherlands on
We Need Mindful and Seamless Learning Technologies, and (4) Professor Glenn Stockwell from Waseda
University, Japan on Motivating to Learn or Learning to Motivate? Examining the Relationship between
Technology and Motivation in Language Learning.
Furthermore, we are featuring three theme-based invited speakers: (1) Professor Tore Hoel from Oslo
and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, Norway on Standards as Enabler for Innovation in
Education – a Reality Check, (2) Professor Ming-Puu Chen from National Taiwan Normal University,
Taiwan on Designing Digital Game-based Learning for Enhancing Critical Thinking, and (3) Professor
Jianwei Zhang from the University at Albany, State University of New York, USA on Cultivate Creative
Knowledge Practices through Principle-Based Design. In addition, we have a special invite speaker:
Professor Herman Dwi Surjono from the Yogyakarta State University, Indonesia on The Implementation
of ICT to Enhance Student Learning Activities.
We would like to thank everyone who has been involved directly or indirectly in making these
proceedings come to fruition, and we hope a resounding success. We have to start with all of the paper
authors and registered participants; we acknowledge their exciting academic contributions and are
delighted that they chose ICCE 2013 as the conference at which to present their work and/or to be
engaged in fruitful intellectual exchange. In conjunction we have to thank all the members of the Local
Organizing Committee and the International Program Committee who work the hardest under the time
pressure.

We hope all participants will have further opportunities to create new friendships and professional
collaborations, and to leave fond memories for their stays in Bali. With its breathtaking sceneries,
interesting culture, as well as Bali’s renowned, highly developed arts, it will definitely be an unforgettable
experience for everyone.
Thank you!
“Terima kasih!”

TSUKASA HIRASHIMA (Japan)
Conference chair

PUDJO SUMEDI (Indonesia)
Local Chair

LUNG-HSIANG WONG (Singapore)
Program Chair

MUHAMMAD LUKMAN (Indonesia)
Secretary to Local Organizing Committee

CHEN-CHUNG LIU (Taiwan)
Program Co-Chair

PREFACE
The International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE) is a series of annual conferences
encompassing a broad range of issues related to using information technology for education. The ICCE
conference series is organized under the auspices of the Asia-Pacific Society for Computers in Education
(APSCE). This year, ICCE 2013, being held from 18 November to 22 November 2012 at Denpasar, Bali,
Indonesia, has 340 early registrants from 31 different countries or economies. Like previous conferences
in this series, ICCE 2013 is structured as a meta-conference to allow researchers in the Asia-Pacific
region to connect with international research communities and with each other for the worldwide
dissemination and sharing of research, development, and deployment ideas that span the field of
Computers in Education. Seven interrelated sub-conferences on specialized themes, each organized by a
program committee appointed by the respective special interest group (SIG – see
http://www.apsce.net/SIGs.aspx), constitute the five-day Conference schedule. They are:
C1: ICCE Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education/Intelligent Tutoring System (AIED/ITS)
and Adaptive Learning
C2: ICCE Conference on Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) and Learning Sciences
C3: ICCE Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies, Open Contents, and Standards
C4: ICCE Conference on Classroom, Ubiquitous, and Mobile Technologies Enhanced Learning
(CUMTEL)
C5: ICCE Conference on Digital Game and Digital Toy Enhanced Learning and Society (GTEL&S)
C6: ICCE Conference on Technology Enhanced Language Learning (TELL)
C7: ICCE Conference on Technology, Pedagogy and Education (TPE)
The Program Committee is comprised of a strong team that includes the Conference chair, the
Program Coordination Chair and co-Chair, seven executive sub Conference Chairs and 284 experts in the
field of Computers in Education from 41 different countries or economies. Three former ICCE local
organizing chairs have played the role of consultants in overseeing the conference organization process.
In total, the conference received a total of 248 papers (155 full, 54 short, and 39 posters) from 36
different countries or economies. Table 1 provides the submissions by country of the first author of
individual paper.
All papers were subjected to a rigorous review process by 2-4 reviewers from the respective sub
conference program committees. After a discussion period within the individual program committees led
by the sub conference Executive Co-Chairs and Co-Chairs, recommendations were made to the
Coordination Committee Chair and co-Chair. They made sure that the review process for all sub
conferences maintained the highest standards. This resulted in 38 full, 97 short, and 61 poster acceptances
across all of the sub conferences. The overall acceptance rate for full papers is 24.5%, and the complete
statistics of paper acceptances is shown in Table 2.
The acceptance rate for the full papers in the individual sub conferences closely mirrored the overall
acceptance rate. This is a testimony to the continued maintenance of the quality of presentations in our

conference. The number of submissions and the acceptance rate for each sub conference is summarized in
Table 3.

Table 1: Distribution of Paper Submissions for ICCE 2013
Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Colombia
Germany
Denmark
Egypt
Greece
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Moldova
Mexico
Mauritius

Submissions
12
1
1
1
4
9
1
4
1
1
1
4
8
15
75
1
1
1

Country
Malaysia
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
The Philippines
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
Tunisia
UK
USA

Submissions
5
1
2
2
1
1
1
5
8
1
2
1
5
64
4
2
2
4

Table 2: Results of the Overall Reviewing process for ICCE 2013
Submissions
Results
Full
Papers
Short
Accepted
Papers
Posters

38

Full papers
155
38
(24.5%)

Short papers
54

97

74

23
(42.6%)

61

21

13

Posters
39

27
(69.2%)

Table 3: Breakdown of Submission and Acceptance Rates by Sub conference
C2
Sub Conference C1
Papers
Full
8(33) 3(16)
Short
6(7) 14(8)
Poster
9(2) 10(10)

C3
C4
C5
accepted (submitted)
7(28) 5(19) 3(9)
15(5) 9(5) 5(7)
8(5) 4(1) 9(6)

C6

C7

4(17)
23(18)
13(13)

8(33)
15(4)
8(2)

The poster session also includes 11 presentations for the Work in Progress Poster (WIPP) program.

Last, the main conference schedule includes the all-important keynote speakers: (1) Professor Marcia
Linn from the UC Berkeley, USA (“Designing Visualizations and Automated Guidance to Create 21st
Century Learners,” representing sub-conference C2), (2) Professor Imam Robandi from the Institut
Technologi Sepulu Nopember, Indonesia (“Intelligent Control Solutions using MATLAB: Laboratory
based education experiences for academic atmosphere improvement,” representing sub conference C1),
(3) Professor Marcus Specht from the Open University of the Netherlands (“We need Mindful and
Seamless Learning Technologies,” representing sub conference C4), and (4) Professor Glenn Stockwell
from Waseda University, Japan (“Motivating to learn or learning to motivate? Examining the relationship
between technology and motivation in language learning,” representing sub conference C6); the themebased invited speakers: (1) Professor Tore Hoel from Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied
Sciences, Norway (“Standards as enabler for innovation in education – a reality check,” representing sub
conference C3), (2) Professor Ming-Puu Chen from National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan
(“Designing Digital Game-based Learning for Enhancing Critical Thinking,” representing sub conference
C5), and (3) Professor Jianwei Zhang from the University at Albany, State University of New York, USA
(“Cultivate Creative Knowledge Practices through Principle-Based Design,” representing sub conference
C7); and the special invited speaker: Professor Herman Dwi Surjono from the Yogyakarta State
University, Indonesia (“The Implementation of ICT to Enhance Student Learning Activities”).
In addition, there will be four panel sessions: (1) “Ideating cross-pollination: A marriage in the making
between technology-enhanced learning and the learning sciences” (moderator: Professor Lung-Hsiang
Wong from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), (2) “Technology and Vocabulary Learning”
(moderator: Professor Glenn Stockwell from Waseda University, Japan), (3) “Designing for StudentGenerated Designs (SGDs)” (moderator: Professor Manu Kapur from Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore), and (4) “E-learning in School Education in the Coming 10 Years: Critical Research Issues
and Policy Implications” (moderator: Professor Siu Cheung Kong from the Hong Kong Institute of
Education).
The first two days of the conference are devoted to pre-conference events. This year they include 13
workshops, two interactive events, one tutorial, and the Doctoral Student Consortia, which will include 12
pre-doctoral student presentations followed by mentoring activities conducted by top-notch researchers.
The Workshop papers are published in separate proceedings with its own ISBN number.
We would like to thank everyone who has been involved directly or indirectly in making these
proceedings come to fruition, and we hope a resounding success. We have to start with all of the paper
authors; we acknowledge their exciting research contributions and are delighted that they chose ICCE
2013 as the conference at which to present their work. In conjunction we have to thank the IPC and the
Executive Chairs for all of the sub conferences. We gave them a lot of autonomy in making decisions, and
selecting papers, and, as you will see from the proceedings they were thorough in their reviewing and
selection process. In addition, they took on the difficult work of making sure all of the papers were
submitted on time, and were properly formatted for inclusion in the proceedings. We have to thank our
keynote and invited speakers for graciously accepting our invitations and for their willingness to
participate in all activities of the conference. Many thanks also to the panel organizers – the panels give
the conference a unique flavor. Of course, the biggest thanks go to the people who have to sweat it out,
and work the hardest under the time pressure – the Local Organization Committee.
Thank you all for your commitment and hard work toward making ICCE 2013 a success. We hope that
you will find the conference presentations to be insightful, interesting, and inspiring. Please partake in
the rich academic atmosphere of the conference, acquire the deep insights you can gain by interacting

with colleagues, and most of all enjoy the vibrant and colorful ethnic experiences around you in Bali
Island.

Conference Chair:
Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hiroshima University, Japan
Program Coordination Chairs:
Lung Hsiang WONG, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (Chair)
Chen-Chung LIU, National Central University, Taiwan (Co-Chair)
Local Organizing Committee Chair:
Pudjo SUMEDI, Universitas Muhammadiyah Prof. DR. HAMKA, Indonesia
Secretary to Local Organizing Committee:
Muhammad LUKMAN, Universitas Muhammadiyah Prof. DR. HAMKA, Indonesia

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: C2
Designing Visualizations and Automated Guidance to Create 21st Century Learners

Professor Dr. Marcia C. Linn
Graduate School of Education, University of California, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
Open source, online learning environments can transform education and support worldwide efforts to
promote the capabilities students need for the 21st Century. Recent research suggests promising ways to
take advantage of online, dynamic visualizations of complex phenomena such as global climate change.
New technologies offer ways to diagnose student progress and provide automated guidance. These
environments can use this information to create tools that enable instructors to efficiently monitor student
progress and plan coherent lessons. Examples from the Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE),
an open source, customizable learning environment featuring a library of curriculum materials, will
illustrate designs for instruction, assessment, and teaching tools that develop integrated understanding and
provide a firm foundation for future learning. These recent trends have valuable implications for the
design of learning environments that provide continuous assessment and guidance for students.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: C1
Intelligent Control Solutions using MATLAB: Laboratory Based Education Experiences
for Academic Atmosphere Improvement

Professor Dr. Imam Robandi
Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Industrial Technology, Institut
Technologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS), Indonesia
Abstract
Intelligent control application now is rapidly growing in industry. Control System Toolbox of MATLAB
provides industry-standard algorithms for systematically searching, analyzing, designing, tracking,
observing and tuning linear and nonlinear control systems. MATLAB presents the system as a transfer
function, polynomial, conventional algebraic, plotting, state-space, pole-zero-gain, or frequency-response
model. The Intelligent controls consist of Fuzzy Logic, Optimal Control (LQR, Linear Quadratic
Regulator), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Neural Network (NN), Artificial Immune System (AIS), Bee
Colony Algorithm (BCA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Simulated Annealing (SA), Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), and Bacterial Foreging. The problems in power engineering consists of design,
optimization, parameter tuning, and modeling. Step response plot of the power system can be visualized
as behavior in time domain and frequency domain. Stability analysis (dynamic and transient) of control
can be demonstrated through interactive and automated techniques through MATLAB. Power System as a
MIMO (Multi Input Multi Ouput) system can be easily modeled in a Linear and Non-Linear System as a
state space. The controlability, observability, and stability are mandatory requirements of intelligent
control which can be performed by using MATLAB easily.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: C4
We need Mindful and Seamless Learning Technologies

Professor Dr. Marcus Specht
Centre for Learning Sciences and Technologies, Open University of the Netherlands,
Netherlands
Abstract
Seamless technologies are with us everyday. We use personal technologies that link our physical reality
and environment with digital friends, media, discussion groups. Public display technologies become more
and more present in our everyday environments and woven into everyday activities from riding a train to
a visit in the zoo or a museum. Digital and real worlds are more and more merging and our perception and
focus sometimes is blurred and we are distracted by the one or the other. This has an important societal
impact that the generation of mobile natives is becoming aware of.
Some key components of learning are curiosity, focus, flow, endurance, or the framing of new
knowledge in relation to earlier experiences and knowledge. New technologies enable some of these but
they also hinder some of these. The keynote will give some ideas on how to design seamless learning
technologies in a mindful way to enable focus, avoid distraction, foster endurance and curiosity, or enable
framing of experiences. The affordances of new technologies will therefore be mapped on how they can
facilitate best conditions for learning, ranging from linking of real world activities and curricular
structures to the usage of mobile notifications for reflection or awareness in acting and learning.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: C6
Motivating to Learn or Learning to Motivate? Examining the Relationship Between
Technology and Motivation in Language Learning

Professor Dr. Glenn Stockwell
Graduate School of International Culture and Communication Studies, Waseda University,
Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
From the early days of computer-assisted language learning (CALL), there has been discussion of how
technologies can play a role in motivating learners in learning a language (e.g., Warschauer 1996), and as
technologies have become more sophisticated, the growing range of uses of technology in and out of the
classroom increases the potential for enhanced motivation. As Dörnyei (1999, p. 525) very rightly argues,
“motivation is one of the most elusive concepts in applied linguistics and indeed in educational
psychology in general.” While motivation in language learning has been a consistently recurring theme
over the past half a century or more, the last few years has seen a renewed interest in motivation in the
field, and a number of books have appeared recently laying testimony to its importance (e.g., Dörnyei &
Ushioda, 2011; Murray, Gao, & Lamb, 2011). Increased motivation has often been given as the
justification for the introduction and use of technology in language learning environments, but what is the
nature of the relationship between motivation and technology, and what are the characteristics of the
motivation for using technology for learning a second language?
This presentation looks at how technology can be used in language learning contexts, and the
relationship between technology and motivation in language teaching and learning. It begins with looking
at general issues associated with technology and motivation, including a brief discussion of the so-called
inherent motivational benefits of using technology, including the related concept of learner autonomy. It
then considers the issue of motivation for using technology from both the teacher’s and learner’s
perspective, followed by an overview of communication technologies that have come into the mainstream
in English language teaching and learning, and how these can impact motivation. These include writing

for a real audience through blogs and social networking tools (e.g., Lee, 2009) and the potential benefits
of anonymity that may be seen in different types of communication tools such as virtual worlds (e.g.,
Deutschmann, Panichi, & Molka-Danielsen, 2009). The presentation continues with an examination of
mobile technologies for language learning, and explores the concept of private and studying spaces (cf.,
Stockwell, 2010). The presentation concludes by examining the local and global issues associated with
using technology for language learning, and how motivation may be affected by the technologies that are
available in both more and less technologically advanced regions.

THEME-BASED INVITED
SPEAKERS

INVITED SPEAKER: C3
Standards as Enabler for Innovation in Education – a Reality Check

Tore Hoel
Learning Centre and Library, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences,
Norway
Abstract
Standardization is seen as static, while innovation is dynamic. Still standards could play a positive role for
innovation though providing information, compatibility, variety reduction and quality assurance. In
education, standardization meets a strong need for openness, which has become a key driver for
innovation in Learning, Education and Training (LET). Open data, open access, open educational
resources, open education, and lately, MOOCs are significant global trends. Formal standardization,
based on a closed business model, could be seen as the direct opposite to openness and therefore fail to
support innovation in education. This presentation will explore contradictions and paradoxes of
standardization in LET. What organizations are active in our domain, and how innovative are they? What
are the potential of formal vs. consortia standardization? What are the roles of different stakeholders?
Could all development be left to the market?
The presentation draws on personal experience as an expert in European and international
standardization bodies (CEN and ISO), and as an observer of consortia standardization (e.g., IMS Global,
W3C, IDPF, Daisy). The success of these bodies within the LET domain varies a lot. What are the
success factors and how do we assess the quality of a standard? Recently European pre-standardization
experienced a major setback due to lack of understanding by formal standardization of the needs of the
educational community. The presentation will conclude with a proposal for a revitalized process, bringing
stakeholder needs, LET technology trends and the need for harmonized understanding of the basic

concepts

and

models

closer

together.

INVITED SPEAKER: C5
Designing Digital Game-based Learning for Enhancing Critical Thinking

Dr. Ming-Puu Chen
Graduate Institute of Information and Computer Education, National Taiwan Normal
University, Taiwan
Abstract
Recently, game-based learning has become an effective cognitive tool to enable learners to actively
construct knowledge by playing, maintain higher motivation and apply acquired knowledge to solve reallife problems. The game-based learning process can be employed to provide a rich learning context to
help learners construct higher level knowledge and skills through ambiguous and challenging trial and
error practice. During game-playing, learners engaged in higher order cognitive activities that promote
attention, selection, activation and retention. Through a pedagogically meaningful process of game-play,
content, skills and attitudes can be integrated in the gaming context to engage learners and enhance
learning by playing. However, what an effective game-play is consisted of, what critical phases are
involved and what sequences of game-play are pedagogically meaningful to the learners still need to be
further studied. In this presentation, a game-play cycle based on the perspective of knowledge
transformation is introduced to facilitate novices’ critical thinking by game-playing. Implications and
related issues of the proposed game-play cycle are discussed. The assertion that effective game-based
learning can be achieved by means of deliberate design of the processes of game-play is contended and
supported. It is concluded that a pedagogically meaningful game-playing process can be employed as a
prospective means to facilitate the development of higher order thinking skills.

INVITED SPEAKER: C7
Cultivate Creative Knowledge Practices through Principle-Based Design

Dr. Jianwei Zhang
School of Education at the University at Albany, State University of New York, USA
Abstract
Classroom innovations to cultivate creative knowledge work currently rely on prescriptive designs that
specify a set of procedures to achieve preset goals, with limited creative engagement of teachers and
students in the design process. In this talk, I will present a more adaptive, principle-based approach to
learning design: teachers work with their students to co-regulate and co-improvise knowledge-building
practices in light of a set of principles. They come up with productive configurations and strategies to
address their knowledge goals that continually deepen as progress is made, with computerized tools
providing feedback on their collaboration and progress. I will discuss the feasibility and advantages of
this approach based on my analyses of a set of knowledge-building communities equipped with
Knowledge Forum and highlight implications to teacher development. This principle-based approach
sheds light on new designs of technology to leverage idea interaction and development, feedback on
progress, and inform deeper opportunities for sustained knowledge building.

SPECIAL INVITED SPEAKER
The Implementation of ICT to Enhance Student Learning Activities

Dr. Herman Dwi Surjono
College of Engineering and the Graduate School of the Yogyakarta State University,
Indonesia
Abstract
As the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for delivering instruction materials
increases, the term of e-learning has become widespread. Many educational institutes and universities in
Indonesia have tried to adopt the e-learning system as parts of their efforts to foster teaching and learning
processes. The quality of student activities can be enhanced through the effective use of e-learning. The
Yogyakarta State University (YSU) Indonesia has been implementing the e-learning system called
BESMART since 2006. It was developed using the Learning Management Systems of Moodle. The
implementation of the e-learning system in some schools and universities in Indonesia has several
obstacles such as low bandwidth of internet connection, lacks of teacher’s computer skills, limited
numbers of accessing terminals, no supporting policy for implementing e-learning methods and other
administrative stuff. The problems could be solved by the implementation of a blended learning.
In my speech, I will discuss about the integration of ICT into teaching and learning process by the
implementation of blended learning in order to increase the quality of student learning activities at the
YSU Indonesia. The blended learning is a combination of e-learning and traditional classrooms. It can be
the accommodation of the best elements of e-learning contents consisting of items like simulations,
virtual laboratory, and online discussions into a face-to-face learning. The student activities that can be
enhanced by the effective use of blended learning include online collaboration and discussion, online
quizzes and assignments, online inquiry and explorations, as well as any individual activities such as ereflections, e-journal, blogs, e-portfolios. Other conventional face-to-face activities can still be
incorporated in the blended learning such as tutorials, practicum, project work and laboratory work.
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Visualization of Slide Relations for Supporting
Presentation Speech Preparation
Tomoko KOJIRI and Naoya IWASHITA
Kansai University, Japan
kojiri@kansai-u.ac.jp
Abstract: The objective of our research is to develop a support system for creating
presentation speech, especially speech that explains relations between two slides
(complementary speech). Complementary speech is required between slides whose relations
are difficult to understand from their contents, such as texts, figures, and tables. If authors
could notice relations between created slides that are recognized by audiences, they would
prepare appropriate complementary speech at the right places. To make authors notice slides
where complementary speech is needed, our system analyzes relations between slides based
on their texts and visualizes them. Four slide relations are defined and the method for
detecting these relations from the slide texts is proposed. Then, analyzed relations are
arranged in two-dimensional spaces that represent sequential relation and inclusive relation of
their topics. The experimental results showed that most detected slide relations were the same
as what examinees understood, and visualization of slide relations was useful in creating
complementary speech.
Keywords: presentation support, slide relations, visualization, model of audiences

1. Introduction
Currently, we often present our ideas using presentation tools, such as PowerPoint from Microsoft. By
explaining ideas using presentation slides (slides), abstract topics can be represented visually.
However, it is difficult to create slides that can communicate our ideas precisely to audiences, since
organizing various topics that explain ideas (topics) in a sequential order sometimes hides relations
between topics. Vanacken et al. (2011) developed a new presentation tool in which topics are
represented in a network structure. In this tool, presenters explain ideas by moving topics along the
network structure. However, although relations between topics can be shown by the network
structure, presenters need to explain topics in a sequential order. Thus, audiences still have the
possibility of losing relations between topics, which prevents them from understanding the entire
scope of the ideas.
A presentation consists mainly of slides and speech. Slides represent abstract topics in a
physically fixed space with visual effects, by using not only texts but also diagrams, tables or short
video. As pointed out by Tufte (2004), representing ideas using slides involves drawbacks in that
relations between topics are sometimes difficult to understand because topics are assigned to different
slides. On the other hand, speech gives supplementary explanation of the contents of the slides.
Speech is categorized into two types: one is to provide additional explanation to individual slides
(explanatory speech) and the other is to explain the relations between slides (complementary speech).
The latter type of speech tries to solve the drawback noted by Tufte and help audiences to grasp the
entire scope of the ideas.
Various studies on supporting effective presentation have been proposed. Hanaue et al. (2011)
provided automatic slides creating a tool based on elements that describe each topic prepared by a
presenter. This study focused on arranging elements in slides and did not consider the order of created
slides. Maeda et al. (2011) proposed a learning activity for acquiring slide creation skill, especially
how to order slides that is appropriate for the audiences, and developed its support tools. In the
learning activity, audiences create amended versions of presented slides and discuss the reasons for
modifying them in order to consider the appropriate skill in arranging the order of the slides.
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Hasegawa et al. (2012) developed a system that extracted typical patterns of slides that were created
by the members of the community so as to teach appropriate slide patterns to newcomers of the
community. These studies supported users in acquiring the order in which to arrange slides, but
speech was not focused on. On the other hand, Okamoto et al. (2012) developed a presentation
rehearsal support system in which audiences can add comments on specific points in the presentation
video. The added comments were organized according to the presented slides, so the presenter can
grasp the inappropriateness of their slides and explanation speech easily. However, the lack of
complementary speech was not grasped by the organized view. In addition, if there was no audience,
presenters were not able to use this system and were not able to create effective slides and speeches.
Our research supports presenters in creating speech, especially complementary speech.
Audiences understand the entire scope of ideas based on relations between slides, which are different
according to their topics. If relations between topics could be grasped easily only by contents of
slides, complementary speech would not be needed. On the other hand, if relations between slides
were difficult to grasp, complementary speech that explains their relations would be required. To
support presenters in noticing pairs of slides in which complementary speech should be added,
showing relations that audiences may understand from slides is effective. Therefore, in our research, a
complementary speech creation support system is proposed in which slide relations by audiences for
the given slide file are inferred and are visualized. By observing visualized slide relations, presenters
are able to easily find pairs of slides where complementary speech should be created.
Currently, our system focuses on research presentations in computer science. The users of the
system are presenters who finished preparing slides but are not able to add sufficient complementary
speech.

2. Approach
2.1 Slide Relations
Slides correspond to topics that explain the idea to be communicated, so slide relations are determined
by relations between their topics. Figure 1 shows the topic structure. Presentation consists of various
topics that have sequential relation, and each topic consists of sub-topics. Sub-topics also have
sequential relation and inclusive relation. Sequential relation indicates that one topic/sub-topic moves
to the next new topic/sub-topic, and inclusive relation shows that one sub-topic is going to be
explained in detail by the next sub-topic. Currently, we assume that one slide consists of one subtopic; thus, slide relations indicate relations between sub-topics in former and latter slides.
Based on the topic structure, four slide relations are defined (Figure 2). Here, we assume that
slides for sub-topics are arranged by number, i.e. from 1 to 7.
 Refinement relation: This is when sub-topics of slides are in an inclusive relation, and the subtopic of the former slide includes the sub-topic of the latter slide, e.g. slides 1 to 2 in Figure 2. In
this relation, new methods or words tend to be proposed in the former slide and the latter gives
detailed explanations. Words in the former slide often appear as part of the title in the latter slide.
Slides 2 to 3 in Figure 3a are examples of slides in the refinement relation.
 Sub-topic transition relation: This is when sub-topics of slides are in a sequential relation, and
the former slide corresponds to the former sub-topic and the latter slide is the latter sub-topic, e.g.
slides 2 to 3 in Figure 2. In this relation, main contents are similar in both slides, so they tend to
have similar titles. Slides 4 to 5 in Figure 3b are examples of slides in sub-topic transition
relation.
 Topic transition relation: This is when topics that sub-topics of slides belong to are in a
sequential relation, and the former slide corresponds to the sub-topic in the former topic and the
latter is the sub-topic in the latter topic, e.g. slides 3 to 4 in Figure 2. In this relation, the title of
the latter slide is not related to the contents of the former slide. The presentation of computer
science research often consists of typical topics, such as background, objective, approach,
experiment, conclusion. These topics often appear independently of the former topic. Thus, if
such words are used as a part of the title of the latter slide, topics are considered to be changed
between slides. Slides 1 to 2 in Figure 3a are examples of slides in topic transition relation.
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Upper-sub-topic transition relation: This is when slide A and the former slide are in the
refinement relation, and slide A and the latter slide are in the sub-topic transition relation, e.g.
slides 6 to 7 in Figure 2. This relation cannot be grasped by the contents in the latter and former
slides, since they do not have direct relation. Thus, this slide relation is difficult for audiences to
understand without any complementary speech.

Figure 1: Topic structure

Figure 2: Topic structure and slide relation

2.2 Overview of Complementary Speech Creation Support System
Contents of the slides are insufficient to understand the detail of the topics. Complementary speech is
needed between slides whose relations cannot be grasped only by the contents of the slides. Such
slides are in upper-sub-topic transition relation or in one of the other three relations, but their contents
are insufficient to grasp their relations correctly. As focused as error-based simulation researches
(Hirashima et al. (1998), Kajimoto et al. (2002)), to show insufficiency of presenters’ slides promotes
them of notice the slides that complementary speech is needed. Thus, to visualize the relations that
audiences can grasp from the slide contents, our complementary speech creation support system infers
the slide relations from their contents. By visualizing the relations, presenters can learn which slides
require complementary speech.
Figure 4 illustrates the system architecture. Presenters input their slide file into the system.
Text in input slides is decomposed into words by the lexical analyzer, and relations between slides are
3

analyzed based on their words by the mechanism for detecting slide detection. The visualization
interface represents relations between slides graphically. After presenters modify slide relation and
input complementary speech, visualization of slide relations is updated by the mechanism for
modifying slide relation. When the visualized relations satisfy the presenter’s intention, appropriate
speech is prepared.

ＦFigure 3: Slide examples and slide relation

Figure 4: System architecture

3. Visualization of Slide Relations

4

3.1 Detection of Slide Relations
The system detects three relations, such as refinement relation, topic transition relation and sub-topic
transition relation, from text in slides. First, text is divided into title part and body part. Then, it is
decomposed into words using a lexical analyzer. Slide relations are detected using meaningful words
in slides, such as nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives.
Figure 5 illustrates the steps for
detecting slide relations. When texts of
two slides, such as former and latter
slides, are input, firstly system checks if
two slides are in topic-transition relation.
Slides in topic-transition relation are
determined by the existence of words in
titles that represent a typical topic. As for
the typical topics in the computer science
field, background, related research,
objective, approach, experiment, result,
conclusion, consideration and future work
are defined. If one of these words is
included in the title of the latter slide, the
slide and its former slide are in topictransition relation. In case two slides are
not in a topic-transition relation, sub-topic
transition relation is checked. Topics in
slides are similar in the slides that are in
sub-topic transition relation. The titles of
ＦFigure 5: Steps of detecting slide relations
such slides may be similar. Thus, words in
their titles are compared and if more than one word is the same, they are inferred to be in sub-topic
transition relation. It two slides are not in sub-topic transition relation, they are checked if they are in
refinement relation. In slides in refinement relation, a word in the former slide tends to be explained in
the latter slide. Therefore, if words in the former slide are included in the title of the latter slide, these
slides are determined to have a refinement relation. If not, no relation is inferred by these slides.

3.2 Visualization Method
Slides are visualized in a way such that their relations are easily and intuitively understood by
presenters. Refinement relation corresponds to the inclusive relation of topics, and topic transition
relation and sub-topic transition relation are the parts of sequential relations. In our system, topics are
mapped to the two-dimensional space where the horizontal axis corresponds to the sequential order of
topics, and the vertical axis represents the details of the explanation. For example, explanation
becomes more detailed as slides’ positions get lower in the two-dimensional space.
Let us explain the concrete method for arranging slides. The first slide is allocated at the left
topic position. Then, according to the detected relations with the former slides, each slide is allocated
to the two-dimensional space. Figure 6 illustrates the allocation method of slides according to the
detected slide relations. If the slide has refinement relation with the former slide, the slide is put in a
lower position than the former slide, and the two slides are connected by a yellow line (Figure 6a). If
the slide is in sub-topic transition relation with the former slide, it is allocated to the position right of
the former slide, and they are connected by a green line (Figure 6b). If the slide is in topic-transition
relation, it is allocated to the position to the right and top of the former slide because the latter slide is
the first slide of the new topic (Figure 6c). These slides are connected by a red line. To grasp the
change of topic easily, a dashed vertical line is depicted between two slides. If slide relations are not
detected, an X mark is inserted between two slides (Figure6d).
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Figure 6: Visualization method for each relation

4. Prototype System
We have developed a prototype system that automatically analyzes the relation between slides of an
inputted file and visualizes their relations. The system is implemented by C#. MeCab (2009) is
applied as a lexical analyzer. Available presentation slides are newer than PowerPoint Office 2007.
Figure 7 shows the system interface. When the PowerPoint file is selected by the slide
selection button, the system opens the file, analyzes the relations between slides and shows the result
in the visualization area of slide relation. In this area, slides are represented by blue squares and their
page numbers are attached to the square. When the square is clicked or the page number is selected
from the list of slides, its contents appear in the slide contents area.
Complementary speech can be created from the complementary speech creation area. In the
area, slide relations between the currently selected slide and its next slide can be re-defined manually
by selecting an appropriate one from the list. From the list, refinement relation, topic-transition
relation, sub-topic transition relation, and upper-sub-topic transition relation can be selected. When
the relation is selected, complementary speech creation form appears (Figure 8). When the
complementary speech is inputted, slide relations shown in the visualization area of slide relation are
updated based on the selected relation, and inputted speech appears in the complementary speech
area. In the case where the upper-sub-topic transition relation is selected, the level input form emerges
to indicate the level of the next slide (Figure 9).
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Figure 7: Interface of prototype system

Figure 9: Level input form

Figure 8: Complementary speech creation form

5. Experiment
We have evaluated the validity of the detected slide relations and usability of the prototype system.
Examinees were eight students in our university (A – H), all of whom were engaged in the research
field of computer science. They did not have much experience creating slides.

5.1 Validity of Detected Slide Relations
The objective of this experiment was to evaluate whether the slide relations detected by the system
were appropriate. In the experiment, first, three slide relations that we have defined were explained to
examinees. Then, they were asked to select three relations or no relation between slides in the given
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slide file. Each examinee selected relations for another examinee’s file, namely, examinee A checked
examinee B’s file and examinee B evaluated examinee C’s file, and so on. All slide files consisted of
around 10 slides. In each file, all figures were removed and were replaced with their titles.
Selected relations were compared with those detected by the system, and precision and recall
rates were calculated. Precision and recall rates were derived by the following equations.

The precision and recall rates of examinees’ answers are shown in Table 1. Precision rates
were 1.00 for three examinees and larger than 0.67 for all examinees. Therefore, the relations detected
by the system were almost the same as what ordinary audiences could recognize. The disagreements
between the system and examinees occurred mostly between topic transition relation and sub-topic
transition relation. For example, for slides whose titles were “experiment” and “result”, the system
determined topic transition relation since both words are seemed to represent new topics, but
examinees thought they were sub-topic transition relation because “experiment” and “result” usually
appeared together. Currently, the words that characterize new topics are defined by authors
heuristically. The words that constitute a new topic may be different according to the audience. Thus,
we should investigate the words that are recognized as new by most audiences.
Table 1: Precision and recall rates of detected slide relations
Examinee
Precision
Recall
A
1.00
B
0.67
C
1.00
D
0.89
E
1.00
F
0.67
G
0.89
H
0.83

0.75
0.67
0.60
0.73
0.67
0.67
0.62
0.63

On the other hand, recalls were more than 0.60 for all examinees, so the system could
recognize most relations that examinees understood. Most relations that the system could not extract
were sub-topic transition relation. Currently, the system detects the sub-topic transition relation only
from the number of identical words in titles. The system is not able to understand synonyms or words
that represent similar meaning. For example, examinees recognized that “background” and “problem”
indicate the problem to be solved in the presented research and assigned the sub-topic transition
relation between these slides. However, the system could not find any relation because they do not
contain the same words. To cope with this drawback, we need to introduce a dictionary into the
system that defines words with similar meaning.

5.2 Usability of Prototype System for Complementary Speech Creation
The objective of this experiment was to evaluate the usability of the prototype system for creating
complementary speech. Examinees were asked to create complementary speech using the prototype
system. Then, they were asked to answer questionnaires related to the visualization, creation of
complementary speech, and usability of the system.
Tables 2 and 3 show the questionnaire results. They were asked to select one of four choices,
1 being the worst and 4 the best. Table 2 evaluates the understandability of the visualization methods
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for each slide relation. The questionnaire asks if the visualization methods were intuitive and effective
for understanding the relations. Based on the result, examinees could grasp the refinement relation,
topic-transition relation, and sub-topic transition relation easily. However, they had difficulty
understanding the upper-sub-topic transition relation. Some examinees recommended that it would be
more understandable if two slides that have sequential relations were connected by a line, rather than
those that have upper-sub-topic relation. We need to revise the visualization method for the uppersub-topic relation according to this opinion.
Table 2: Questionnaire results about understandability of visualization methods
Relation
1
2
3
Refinement relation
0
0
Sub-topic transition relation
0
1
Topic transition relation
0
0
Upper-sub-topic transition relation
3
4

4
1
5
4
1

Table 3: Questionnaire results about complementary speech creation and system usability
Questionnaire items
1
2
3
4
1. Visualization of slide relations helps you in
0
0
2
determining target slides to create complementary
speech?
2. Visualization of slide relations helps you in creating
0
2
3
complementary speech?
3. Was the system easy to use?
0
2
1

7
2
4
0

6

3
3

Items 1 and 2 in Table 3 asked about the effectiveness of the system for creating
complementary speech. Based on the results, most examinees were able to create complementary
speech based on the visualization of the slide relations. Many examinees commented that they were
able to create complementary speech easily because they could grasp the slides that audiences may
find difficult to understand by the visualization of slide relations.
According to item 3 in Table 3, the usability of the system was not good. Currently, the
contents of only one slide can be viewed in the slide content area. However, in considering
complementary speech, the contents of the former slide and the latter slide should be examined.
Therefore, some examinees commented that it would become more useful if contents of two slides
were displayed at the same time. Thus, we should re-design the interface so as to view contents of two
slides simultaneously.

6. Conclusion
In our research, a complementary speech creation support system has been developed that makes
presenters notice slides that need speech by showing slide relations that can be grasped by audiences.
Four slide relations were defined and methods for extracting three of them were proposed. In addition,
visualization methods that can represent slide relations intuitively were introduced. Experimental
results using our prototype system proved that our system could detect slide relations that are almost
the same as human audiences. Moreover, the prototype system was effective in creating
complementary speech.
Currently, our system introduces a very simple approach in detecting slide relations, such as
the coincidences of words. This approach has a limitation in that the system could not grasp words of
the same meaning as shown in the experimental result. To cope with this drawback, synonyms should
be introduced in considering the similarity of topics.
Current our system utilizes only texts information. However, slide relations also can be
grasped by figures or tables. We should develop the method for analyzing figures or tables to grasp
slide relations more accurately.
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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate, from learning style perspective, the main factors that
affect the learning performance of the learner while using learning support systems. An
experiment was conducted to evaluate two different modes of a customizable language
learning support system. Students in experimental group A, who were provided with both
visual and verbal learning objects, had more difficulty to focus on study compared to those in
experimental group B, who were provided with only the learning objects matching their
learning style while both using the system. Moreover, 53.3% of students in experimental
group A believed the type of LOs, which they preferred more and felt more comfortable with,
was not the type of LOs which was more effective for their learning.
Keywords: ontology; customizable learning objects; language learning support; teaching
method; learning style; evaluation

1. Introduction
One of the biggest problems in older Learning management systems, such as Moodle, is that they
cannot satisfy the complicated requirements of learners, especially with regard to differences in
learning abilities.
Even for a group of leaners who have the same learning objective, different learner may have
individual knowledge structure, learning styles and learning habits. These individual characteristics
will lead to learning abilities differences and complicated learning requirements. Therefore, simply
providing the same learning materials to every student, limits the effectiveness of the system.
To address this problem, in recent years personalized or adaptive learning support has been
considered in many e-learning systems (Hwang et al., 2012; Klašnja-Milićević et al., 2011; Romero et
al., 2009) and have shown their effectiveness.

1.1 A Customizable Language Learning Support System using ontology-driven engine
A learning support system serves as a mediator between the learner and the learning objects (LOs).
Such a system’s assistance to a learner would be more effective if it could provide LOs appropriate to
the learner’s characteristics. Based on this perspective, a customizable language learning support
system (CLLSS) intended to provide LOs according to the learner's knowledge structure, learning
style and habits has been developed by Wang et al. (2013).
A course-centered ontology(i.e. an ontology based on a specific course) for the construction
of domain knowledge network and a teaching method ontology describing teaching forms of specific
course are built in CLLSS as the foundation for LO’s metadata creation. Furthermore, CLLSS makes
use of the course-centered ontology to provide learners (a) a visual representation of every knowledge
point; and (b) a pedagogical approach which enables the learner to compare an unlearned knowledge
point with all its related knowledge points, especially with those acquired knowledge points.
However, how reasoning mechanism in CLLSS analyzes and extracts the learner’s
characteristics from the learning history and how to match the types of LOs with the learner’s learning
habits and learning styles, still are unsolved yet. Therefore, a series of experiments in this research are
conducted to examine which kind of factors affect the learning performance of the learner while using
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CLLSS. Based on the results of the experiments, we intend to determine the mode and the strategy
which could improve the learner’s learning performance more effectively.

1.2 The teaching method ontology
Although CLLSS is suitable for any language course, a specific Japanese grammar course was chosen
as a sample to evaluate the system in this research and COJG (a course-centered ontology of Japanese
grammar) has been developed as the domain model for the CLLSS by Wang and Mendori (2012). In
COJG, the classes (including 23 top level classes, 23 second level classes and 25 third level classes;
these represent grammar concepts of the grammar course) reflect the knowledge classification and
their individuals (also called "instance") represent corresponding grammar points (GPs, in total about
205 GPs).
By means of the alignment of COJG and the teaching method ontology as the metadata of
LOs, CLLSS intends to customize the LOs to improve the learning performance. Therefore, as to the
ontology of teaching method which might have numerous concepts, this paper only focuses on the
partial which related to the grammar teaching method.
There may be no single best approach to grammar teaching that would apply in all situations
to diverse types of learners. However, different approaches to grammar instruction share common
features and appreciation (Hinkel and Fotos, 2002). In this research, two stages of grammar teaching
are considered in the teaching ontology. The first stage is “exposure with explanation” which presents
new target language data to leaners to facilitate the noticing of grammatical phenomena and then
explains the grammar rules (may involving more examples) to the learners to better understand the
grammar points. The next stage is “practice” which expects learners to apply grammar rules to all
forms of exercises until they reach competence expansion. Apparently, the concrete contents of these
two stages should be also decided by the characteristics of the course.
Although these two stages also might have numerous concepts, for the experiment in this
paper we only focuses on the teaching methods shown in Table 1 as one of the foundations for LO’s
metadata creation (another one is the contents of COJG). LOs respectively involve two kinds of
exposure with explanation (verbal and pictures with verbal) and four kinds of verbal practices and
three kinds of visual practices are prepared by two expert teachers for all the grammar points. The
reason why those two stages both consider the verbal and visual teaching method will be discussed
with the learning style theory in section 3.Those teaching methods forms in Table 1 are intended to
help to identify learners’ learning habits and learning style preferences.
Table 1: The sub-concepts of grammar teaching method in teaching method ontology.
Exposure with explanation
Practice

Verbal explanation
Pictures or diagrams with verbal explanation
Verbal
Transformation question
Choice question
Translation
Order words to make a sentence
Visual
Fill-in-blanks with pictures
Anime fragment
Singing Practice

2. The dimensions of Learning style and the results of the preparatory phase
2.1 The Learning style
During one learning process, learners visually or literally receive the information from learning
objects; they reflect, reason and try to use or discuss with others; then memorize and visualize the
knowledge through repeatedly practices. “The ways in which an individual characteristically acquires,
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retains, and retrieves information are collectively termed the individual’s learning style” (Felder and
Henriques, 1995, p.21). Among the learner’s characteristics that affect the learning effectiveness,
learning style has been recognized as one of the important factors (Filippidis & Tsoukalas, 2009).
The widely adopted leaning style model was presented by Felder and Silverman in 1998 and
revised by Felder in 2002. This model defined four dimensions of learning style: Active/Reflective,
Sensing/Intuiting, Visual/Verbal, and Sequential/Global dimensions. Learners of active scale tend to
understand the knowledge through active trial, discussion or by explaining it to other while learners
of reflective scale tend to observe reflectively; learners of sensing scale prefer to perceive data by the
senses while learners of intuiting scale prefer by accessing memories or insights; visual learner prefer
that information are presented by diagrams, flow charts, pictures or films rather than in written words,
which is preferred by verbal learners; sequential learners gain understanding in logically linear steps
while global learner need the big picture of a subject before mastering details.
When learners are provided with the types of LOs which match their learning style
preference, they normally will feel more comfortable in the learning process. This kind of comfortable
learning environment would active the learning motivation.
However, it may not correspond to the style that enables learners to learn most effectively. If a
LOs in well designed by expert instructor, a learner could learn effective even the type of this LO
does not match her/his learning style. Also the learning effectiveness can be affected by other factors
such as the learner’s learning habit.
Furthermore, when given a variety of types of LOs by e-learning systems, learners usually
struggle to make the choice between the motivation and effectiveness and some of them even get
confused. The results of the experiment in this paper also confirm this point.
Assume one learning support system organizes the learning objects based on the learning style
theory mentioned above, among the following three ways which is the best strategy to balance the
learner’s motivation and learning effectiveness?
(1) Present all types of LOs and let the learner make their decision.
(2) Present the LOs whose types match the learner’s learning style.
(3) Suggest types of LOs that were most frequently opened, based on the learning history.
Or maybe the most suitable way is considering the combination of the learning style and learning
history? If so, how to combine them will be another question.
To find out the answers for determining the strategy of CLLSS, a series of experiments in this
research is designed. In the experiment of this paper, we only focus on the Visual/Verbal dimension
of learning style. Therefore, in the teaching method ontology, the two stages of grammar teaching
both include visual and verbal forms as the first-level sub-concepts as shown in Table 1.

2.2 The ILS Questionnaire results of the preparatory phase
In the preparatory phase, a questionnaire was conducted in 3 Chinese universities with 183
undergraduate students in the Japanese major for collecting learning style distribution data.
The measuring tool adopted in this phase was a questionnaire written in Chinese, translated
from the Index of Learning Styles (ILS) questionnaire of 44 questions (Soloman and Felder, 2001).
The ILS questionnaire was designed based on the Felder-Silverman learning style model (1988, 2002)
mentioned above. All the participants including 78 male and 105 female students were voluntarily to
fill in this questionnaire. The results of the learning style questionnaire are shown in Table 2.
According to Felder and spurlin (2005), each learning style dimension has associated with 11
force-choice items, with each option (a or b) corresponding to one or the other category of the
dimension (such as active or reflective). Given visual/verbal dimension as an example, based on the
answer of its related 11 items, participant would be identified as having strong, moderate or mild
preference for visual or verbal. Learner with strong or moderate preference for one category normally
is stably exhibiting consistent learning behavior. Conversely, learner with mild preferences would be
expected to shift their preference in learning activities readily.
As shown in Table2 (Dimension 3: Visual/ Verbal), 20.2% of student are strong visual
learners, who strongly prefer that information be presented visually, and 30.1% are moderate visual
learners, while only 1.6% of student are strong verbal learner who strongly prefer spoken or written
explanations to visual presentations, and 6% are moderate verbal learner .Meanwhile, 42.1% of
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students with mild preference for visual or verbal are fairly well balanced in the dimension of Visual
/Verbal.
Table 2: The results of the learning style questionnaire.
Learning style
Dimension 1:
Active/ Reflective

The number (and percentage)of Students in every scale

5
(2.7%)

Moderate
Active
28
(15.3%)

Dimension 2:
Sensing/ Intuitive

Strong
Sensing
19
(10.4%)

Moderate
Sensing
44
(24%)

Mild
Active
55
(30.1%)
Mild
Sensing
64
(35%)

Dimension 3:
Visual/ Verbal

Strong Visual

Moderate
Visual
55
(30.1%)
Moderate
Sequential
17
(9.3%)

Mild
Visual
47
(25.7%)
Mild
Sequential
52
(28.4%)

Dimension 4:
Sequential/
Global

Strong Active

37
(20.2%)
Strong
Sequential
6
(3.3%)

Mild
Reflective
56
(30.6%)

Moderate
Reflective
31
(16.9%)

Strong
Reflective
8
(4.4%)

Mild
Intuitive
37
(20.2%)

Moderate
Intuitive
13
(7.1%)

Strong
Intuitive
6
(3.3%)

Mild
Verbal
30
(16.4%)
Mild
Global
59
(32.2%)

Moderate
Verbal
11
(6%)
Moderate
Global
41
(22.4%)

Strong
Verbal
3
(1.6%)
Strong
Global
8
(4.4%)

3. Experiment and Results
3.1 The purpose of the experiment
The experiment in this paper has been conducted to investigate the following research questions:
(1) Can students choose the LOs that mostly match their learning style while given LOs presented in a
variety of types by CLLSS?
(2) What are the factors that affect the choice of students while given LOs presented in a variety of
types while using CLLSS?
(3) While using CLLSS, are there any learning performance (including learning achievements,
effectiveness, perception, cognitive load and so on) differences between students who are provided
with all types of the LOs and choose LOs by their preferences and the students who are only provided
with the LOs matching their learning style?
Moreover, the learning achievement of the two groups of students, who learned respectively
with the two modes of CLLSS mentioned above, will be compared with a control group, who study a
given textbook at the same time.
Obviously, it is very difficult to accommodate the full variety of learning styles in LOs of any
chosen course. The experiment in this paper only focuses on the Visual/Verbal dimension of learning
style since the LOs in language teaching have obvious contrast in this dimension.
From the experimental results, we aim to show the effectiveness of the learning support
function of CLLSS and also search a better solution to the matching strategy of CLLSS.

3.2 Open mode and Learning Style Matching Mode of CLLSS
To find out the answers of the questions mentioned above, two CLLSS modes with two different
strategies for LO suggestion are discussed in this paper: Open Mode and Learning Style Matching
Mode. Figure 1 shows the LOs list of the grammar point “~tekudasai” in Open mode which provides
both the visual and verbal LOs to the learner. Different from Open Mode, Learning Style Matching
Mode only provides the visual LOs to visual learners and the verbal LOs to verbal learners.
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Figure 1. The list of LOs of the grammar points “~tekudasai” in Open mode.

3.3 Participants
Among the 183 students who participated in the ILS questionnaire, 90 of them participated in the
experiment in this paper. In this experiment, participants used the Chinese version of the CLLSS
system presented by Wang et al (2013).
These 90 first grade students from 3 different classes were taught by the 3 different instructors
who had taught Japanese grammar course for more than seven years. Before the experiment, all the
students already studied Japanese for six month. Although these 3 classes are using different reference
books for the Japanese grammar course, the sequence of concepts in the past six month are mostly the
same as the beginning of the course. And the teaching styles of these 3 instructors were all verbal
style. The students hardly received any visual explanation or practice in previous classroom teaching.
The learning styles of participants in each class are shown in Table 3(“before grouping” row).
Table 3: The participant profiles from the learning style perceptive.
The number (and percentage)of every scale
Visual/ Verbal dimension
before
Class 1
grouping Class 2
Class 3
Sum
after
grouping

Experimental
group A
Experimental
group B
Control group

Total

Strong
Visual
3
4
10
17
(18.9%)
5

Moderate
Visual
6
7
14
27
(30%)
10

Mild
Visual
11
4
7
22
(24.4%)
7

Mild
Verbal
4
4
9
17
(18.9%)
6

Moderate
Verbal
0
1
4
5
(5.5%)
1

Strong
Verbal
1
0
1
2
(2.2%)
1

25
20
45
90

6

9

7

5

2

1

30

6

8

8

6

2

0

30

30

Students from each class were assigned to be the experimental group A, B and the control
group based not only on their learning style type in visual/verbal dimension but also on their learning
achievement in last semester’s final exam, so as to minimize the group composition differences. The
learning styles of participants in each group are also shown in Table 3(“after grouping” row).

3.4 Measurement techniques and Experimental Procedures
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The Measurement techniques in this experiment included the learning achievement tests, and the
questionnaires for measuring the students’ learning perception, habits, and preferences and so on.
The test sheets were developed by two experienced teachers. The pre-test aimed to evaluate
the students' knowledge about the learning target of 5 grammar points (GPs). The pre-test contained
10 transformation items with a perfect score of 10. The post-test contained 5 fill-in-blank items and 5
transformation items presented in verbal form, and 5 fill-in-blank items and 5 transformation items
presented in visual form. Those 20 items are designed for assessing the students' knowledge of target
contents in both verbal and visual aspects after the learning activity. The perfect score of the post-test
was 100(50 for verbal aspect and 50 for visual aspect). (Since the participants hardly received any
visual explanation or practice before the experiment, the visual form items are no considered in the
pre-test. Also, before the experiment most of the participants have not learned these 5 GPs yet, so the
scores of fill-in-blank items were too difficult and no suitable to be used to represent the students'
knowledge about these 5 GPs.)
Figure 2 shows the procedures of the experiment. At the beginning of the experiment, all of
them took the pre-test and learning attitude and motivation questionnaire (Questionnaire-1).

Figure 2. The experimentatl procedures.
Then, five GPs(“~tekudasai”, “~naru”, “~to”, “~nara” and “~temorau”), which mainly
involved in Imperative Expressions, the Expressions of Change, Conditional Expressions, and Giving
and Receiving Expressions, are chosen as target learning contents. The learning activity of
experimental groups was performed in the computer-assisted language learning lab. After a 25
minutes training, the experimental group A with thirty students used the Open Mode of web-based
CLLSS while the experimental group B with thirty students used the Learning Style Matching Mode
of CLLSS for studying the target contents. Meanwhile, the control group in another classroom with
thirty students studied with the given textbook. For all these three groups, the time of the learning
activity towards the target contents was 60 minutes.
After the learning activity, all the students took the post-test and another questionnaire
(Questionnaire-2) which involved learning attitude, motivation, habit and preference, technology
acceptance measures, and cognitive load (the last two aspects just for experimental groups). Both two
questionnaires written in Chinese are designed based on the measure tools respectively designed by
Hwang and Chang (2011), Pintrich and DeGroot (1990), Chu et al. (2010) and Sweller et al. (1998)
with some modifications.

3.5 The Analysis of Learning perception
The feedback about the learning activity and the system evaluation from the experimental groups, are
shown in Table 4.
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For the experimental group A, B, the average ratings of “Effort for understanding the target 5
GPs” (the maximum is 7) are 3.45 and 3.5 respectively. The average ratings of “Effort for
understanding the purpose and the explanation of learning activity” (the maximum is 7) are 3.06 and
2.86 for the experimental group A and B respectively; this means most students in the experimental
groups can easily understand the learning purpose of this activity.
In terms of technology acceptance measures of the experimental groups, the average rating of
“It is easy to use this Mode of CLLSS” (1-3: strongly to slightly disagree, 4-6: slightly to strongly
agree) received the average rating is 5.13 for group A and 4.94 for group B respectively; this means
most students in the experimental groups felt that the CLLSS was easy to operate and get familiar
with. The average rating of the item “This Mode of CLLSS is useful in learning knowledge” (1-3:
strongly to slightly disagree, 4-6: slightly to strongly agree) is 4.94 for group A and 4.72 for group B
respectively, implying that most students in the experimental group identified the usefulness of the
CLLSS in improving their learning performances.
In terms of cognitive load, the average rating of the degree of distraction and pressure while
using the CLLSS are both lower than 2.5 for both experimental group A and B, implying that using
the CLLSS the students can concentrate on learning with low pressure.
Table 4: The MANOVA results of items about learning perception in Questionnaire-2.

Group
A
Group
B
MANOV
A(Wilks’
Lambda)
Box’s M
Test
One way
ANOVA

Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.

Effort
for the 5
GPs
(1-7)
3.45
1.23
3.5
1.02

Effort for
understanding
the purpose
(1-7)
3.06
1.34
2.86
1.10

Sig.
0.918

0.675

Technology
Acceptance
Easiness Usefulnes
of Mode s of Mode
(1-3:no
(1-3:no
4-6:yes)
4-6:yes)
5.13
4.94
0.62
0.73
4.94
4.72
0.46
0.99
0.038*
(P<0.05)
0.323*
(P<0.05)
0.150
0.340

Cognitive Load
Distraction
(1-7)

Pressure
(1-7)

2.45
1.5
1.77
1.28

1.87
1.29
1.90
0.92

0.041*
(P<0.05)

0.857

The multivariate test result (Wilks’ Lambda, p<0.05) indicates that there was a significant
difference between the experiment group A and B in the ratings of the 6 items shown in Table 4.
Furthermore, the results of individual univariate analyses indicate that there was a significant
difference in the rating of “Distraction” item between groups A and B; this suggests that the students
who learned with Open Mode were easier to lose their attention than the students who learned with
Learning Style Matching Mode while both using CLLSS. For the other five rating items in Table 4,
the results show that there was no significantly different between the experimental groups A and B.
The Questionnaire-2 paper for experimental group A (who learned with the Open mode of
CLLSS) had four items more than the one for experimental group B. The results of the addition items
are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: The results of the addtional items in Questionnaire-2 of experimental group A.
Item
1
2
3

Question
Which type of LOs is more effective for you?
Which type of LOs you feel more comfortable with?
Did you Struggle to make choice and sometimes get
confused?
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Visual
verbal
11(36.7%) 19(63.3%)
25(83.3%) 5(16.7%)
YES
No
18(60%)
12(40%)

total
30

4

Did you preference change during the learning activity?

25(83.3%)

5(16.7%)

According to Table 3, in experiment group A there are 15 students (including strong and
moderate visual learner, totally 50%) which are stable visual learners and only 2 students (1 moderate
verbal learner and 1 strong verbal learner, totally 6.7%) which are stable verbal learners. The rest
43.7% of student in this group with mild preferences would be expected to change their preference
readily. And the result in item 2 of Table5 shows that 83.3% (falling into the range between 50% and
93.7%) of student in experiment group A were more comfortable with visual LOs; this coincides with
the data in Table 3.
However, according to item 1 of Table 5, only 36.7% of students thought that the visual LOs
were more effective for their study. Moreover, 53.3% (16 students) of students in experiment group A
chose different answer in items 1 and 2; this means that more than half students using Open Mode
thought the type of LOs, which they preferred more and felt more comfortable with, was not the type
of LOs which is more effective for learning.
This situation may be caused by the students’ learning habits. Since nowadays in China a
majority of LOs of most curriculums especially Japanese Language course are presented in verbal
form, the students already use to verbal LOs no matter what learning style they belong to. Moreover
the final exams of those curriculums are mostly in verbal form; this also encourage the students
emphasize the skill at verbal tasks more than visual tasks. This result implies that if the learning
support system only provided learners in group A with the LOs matching their learning style (just as
in Learning Style Matching Mode), about half of the students would believe that these LOs was
ineffective for learning.
Furthermore, item 3 of Table 5 indicates 60% of student in experiment group struggled to
choose LOs between visual and verbal type and even got confused sometimes. It is also found that the
percentages of the students whose preference change with grammar points(shown in Item 4 of Table
5) are 83.3% (66.7% checked more teaching method if the grammar points is more difficult while
43.3% checked fix teaching method based on the type of grammar point).

4. Conclusion and Further work
From perspective of learning style, this study conducted a series of experiment for evaluating
the different modes of a customizable language leaning support system called CLLSS (also designed
by authors).
In the experiment in this paper, the Visual/Verbal dimension of learning style is considered
from learning style perspective. Therefore, visual and verbal teaching methods, considered the two
classifications in teaching methodology, enrich this teaching method ontology, which is one of the
main ontology engines for CLLSS.
Furthermore, two modes were provided by CLLSS in this experiment: Open mode, which
provides the learners with both the visual and verbal types of LOs, and Learning Style Matching
Mode, which only provides visual learners with the visual LOs to and verbal learners with the verbal
LOs.
In the preparatory phase, a survey using ILS questionnaire participated by 183 undergraduate
students in the Japanese major, was conducted for collecting learning style distribution data. Among
them, 90 students attended in the experiment in this paper and were assigned to be the experimental
group A studying with Open mode of CLLSS, the experimental group B studying with Learning Style
Matching Mode of CLLSS, and the control group studying with the given textbook.
From the analysis of learning perception of experiment groups, the points listed below,
suggested by the results, are worthy of consideration: (1) the students who learned with Open Mode
are easier to lose their attention than the students who learned with Learning Style Matching Mode
while both using CLLSS; (2) for the student using Open Mode, 83.3% of them are more comfortable
with visual LOs, but only 36.7% of them thought that the visual LOs are more effective for their
study; (3) more than half students using Open Mode thought the type of LOs, which they preferred
more and felt more comfortable with, was not the type of LOs which is more effective for learning (4)
60% of students using Open Mode suffered from the decision between visual and verbal LOs.
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In further work, the learning achievement differences among the two experimental group and
control group will be analyzed based on the pre-test and post-test scores. Furthermore, the learning
attitude, motivation, technology acceptance measures aspects will also be discussed.
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Do novices and advanced students benefit
differently from worked examples and ITS?
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Abstract: Prior research shows that novices learn more from examples than unsupported
problem solving. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) support problem solving in many ways,
adaptive feedback being one of them. However, when students repeatedly request hints from
ITSs, problem solving is eventually replaced with worked examples when students request
solutions to the current step or the whole problem. We conducted a study to observe the
difference in learning outcomes when novices and advanced students learn from examples or
with an ITS. The study had three conditions: Examples Only (EO), Problems Only (PO) and
Alternating Examples and Problems (AEP). After each example/problem, students received
Self-Explanation (SE) prompts. The result shows that novices learnt significantly more
conceptual knowledge in the AEP compared to the PO condition. Moreover, novices in the
AEP and PO conditions performed significantly better on SE prompts than students in the EO
condition. Advanced students who learnt from examples only did not significantly improve in
the study. Overall, the study suggests using AEP for novices and either AEP or PO for
advanced students. The results clearly reveal that using examples alone is not an effective
approach for novices and advanced students in comparison with ITSs.
Keywords: Worked examples, problem solving, intelligent tutoring systems, novice and
advanced students

1. Introduction
Students with limited prior knowledge struggle with problem-solving. Human tutors often provide
worked examples to novices as a way of providing missing knowledge. Numerous studies performed
over the last three decades have proven the advantage of worked examples over unsupported problem
solving (i.e. solving problems without guidance or feedback) (Sweller, 2006; Atkinson et al., 2000).
On the other hand, Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) support problem solving by providing
adaptive scaffolding in terms of feedback, guidance, problem selection and other types of help.
Recently several studies have compared learning from examples to learning with ITSs (Schwonke et
al., 2009; McLaren and Isotani, 2011; Kim et al., 2007). However, little attention has been devoted so
far to the difference between novices and advanced students in those two types of situations.
We conducted a study that compared learning from examples only (EO), alternating examples
and tutored problems (AEP), and tutored problems only (PO) in the area of specifying database
queries in SQL (Shareghi Najar and Mitrovic, 2013). In this paper, we explain the results that show
how advanced students and novices performed in that study. Our hypothesis is that novices and
advanced students would not learn more from worked examples in comparison with ITSs or a mixture
of examples and ITSs.
We start by presenting a short overview of related work, followed by a description of our
approach in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results of the study, while the conclusions and the
directions of future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Many prior studies have shown the worked example effect: students learn more from worked
examples than unsupported problem solving. Sweller et al. (2011) explain the worked example effect
underlying the Cognitive Load Theory (CLT).
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Sweller (2006) identifies three different loads for the working memory: intrinsic, extraneous
and germane load. Intrinsic load is caused by the nature and difficulty of the learning task; as much as
a problem is more complex, its intrinsic load is higher. Extraneous load is caused by information
which is not related to learning like noise in the class or an unrelated joke during the lecture. In
contrast to the extraneous load, germane load is caused by information which is related to learning
materials.
Clark et al. (2006) outline different strategies and instructions to reduce extraneous load, and
increase the germane load. Examples reduce the cognitive load on the working memory; thereby,
learners acquire more knowledge from examples than unsupported problem solving. Examples
provide information learners need to solve a problem. As a result, novices who normally do not have
enough prior knowledge to solve problems benefit more from examples than unsupported problem
solving (Van Gog and Rummel, 2010; Sweller and Cooper, 1985).
There has been no agreement on how much assistance should be provided to students. Kirschner,
Sweller and Clark (2006) show that maximum assistance (e.g. examples) is more efficient than
minimal assistance (unsupported problem solving) which has been corroborated by prior studies
(Atkinson et al., 2000). Apart from the advantages of examples versus unsupported problem solving,
recently researchers focused on different example-based learning strategies. van Gog et al. (2011)
investigate the difference between worked examples only (WE), worked examples / problem-solving
pairs (WE-PS), problem-solving / worked examples pairs (PS-WE) and problem-solving only (PS) on
novices. The results show that the participants in WE and WE-PS had a higher performance in the
post-test than PS and PS-WE. Furthermore, the mental effort imposed by WE-PS and WE was lower
than PS and PS-WE.
The question is whether using examples for novices or advanced students is the best approach
in comparison to Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS)? In contrast to unsupported problem solving,
ITSs never leave students at impasse, because students can ask for different level of hints including
final solutions. Research has shown that ITSs improve learning significantly more than unsupported
problem solving (Mitrovic, 2012; Vanlehn, 2011; Koedinger et al. 1997)
Kim and colleagues (2007) discuss two experiments on pure worked examples and ITS. This
research was done in Statistics and both procedural and conceptual knowledge acquisition were
measured. In the first study, there was no significant difference between advanced students and
novices. The second experiment shows that worked examples improved learning in both conceptual
and procedural knowledge, and the ITS significantly improved students procedural knowledge. The
paper concludes that worked examples outperform the ITS on conceptual knowledge, and use less
learning time; on the other hand, the ITS is superior in procedural knowledge acquisition, but takes
more time.
McLaren and Isotani (2011) compare examples only, alternating worked examples with
tutored problem solving, and problem solving only. They conducted their study using Stoichiometry
Tutor. Results show that students learnt the same from the three conditions, but students who worked
with examples only used less time than the other two groups. However, examples were followed by
Self-Explanation (SE) prompts while the problems were not. SE is a metacognitive process in which
students give explanations after they study learning materials (Chi et al., 1994).
ITSs provide students with problems-solving tasks, and generally provide multiple levels of
adaptive feedback, which differ in the amount of information provided. Many ITSs allow the student
to select the level of feedback they want, and/or to ask for multiple feedback messages. Therefore, it is
possible for the student to ask for feedback repeatedly, which eventually includes the solution for the
current problem. In that way, the student can convert problem solving to learning from worked
examples. Consequently, students working with ITSs get the benefit of learning from worked
examples, and therefore could outperform those students who learn from examples only, because the
ITSs provides students additionally with opportunities to try out the newly acquired knowledge in
solving new problems.

3. Study Design
As far as we know, all prior studies that addressed the difference in learning from worked examples
and ITSs used well-defined-tasks (e.g. geometry, algebra, and stoichiometry). Well-defined tasks are
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those for which there is an algorithm for solving problems (e.g. mathematics, physics) (Mitrovic and
Weerasinghe, 2009). Therefore, it is interesting to observe how novices and advanced students would
learn from examples in different context with ill-defined tasks. Rourke and Sweller (2009) show that
the worked-examples effect can be obtained in both ill- and well-defined tasks compared to
unsupported problem solving. To the best of our knowledge, learning from examples has never been
compared with ITSs for ill-defined tasks. In our project, we focus on defining database queries using
the Structured Query Language (SQL). Note that SQL is more complex than the learning tasks used in
prior research.
We performed an experiment with SQL-Tutor, a constraint-based tutor that teaches SQL
(Mitrovic, 2003). SQL-Tutor is a complement to traditional lectures; it assumes that the student has
already acquired some knowledge via lectures and labs, and the tutor provides numerous problemsolving opportunities. The system currently contains more than 200 problems defined on 13
databases. Figure 1 illustrates the problem-solving page in SQL-Tutor, showing the problem text at
the top, as well as the schema of the selected database at the bottom of the screen. Additional
information about the meaning and types of attributes is available by clicking on the attribute/table
name. The student can specify his/her solution by filling the necessary clauses of the SQL SELECT
statement. Before submitting the solution to be checked, the student can select the level of feedback
they want to receive. SQL-Tutor provides six levels of feedback. The lowest level, Positive/Negative
feedback, simply states whether the solution is correct or how many mistakes there are. The Error
Flag feedback identifies the clause that is incorrect. The Hint level specifies the message
corresponding to one violated constraint, while the Detailed Hint provides more information about the
relevant domain principle. The Partial Solution specifies the correct version of a clause that is
incorrect in the student’s solution, while the Full Solution provides the correct version of the SELECT
statement. The feedback level automatically increases to the Detailed Hint level, while the student
must explicitly request the higher levels. Students can attempt the same problem as many times as
they want. Students may switch to another problem at any time. The system selects the next problem
based on the student model.

Figure 3. Screenshot of original SQL-Tutor
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For this study, we developed three versions of SQL-Tutor which provided different
combinations of worked examples and problems. Figure 2 shows the study design. In each condition,
the student was given a set of 20 problems/examples arranged in pairs, so that the problems/examples
in one pair were isomorphic. The Examples Only (EO) and Problems Only (PO) conditions presented
isomorphic pairs of worked examples and problems consecutively, while the Alternating Examples
Problems (AEP) condition presented a worked example followed by an isomorphic problem.
As discussed before, worked examples have been shown to decrease the load on the working
memory. If the freed space in the working memory is used to increase germane load, learning should
improve. Research has shown that an effective way to increase the germane load is to involve students
in self-explanation (Hilbert and Renkl, 2009). Students who generate explanations themselves learn
more than students who receive explanations (Aleven and Koedinger, 2002).
PO

AEP

EO

n = 12

n = 11

n = 11

Pre-test
20 problems in 10
isomorphic pairs
st
1 in each pair: problem
2nd in each pair: problem
Each problem followed
by a C-SE prompt

20 problems and examples in
10 isomorphic pairs
st
1 in each pair: example
2nd in each pair: problem
Each problem followed by a
C-SE prompt and each
example followed by a P-SE
prompt

20 examples in 10
isomorphic pairs
st
1 in each pair: example
2nd in each pair: example
Each problem followed by
a P-SE prompt

Post-test
Figure 4. Design of study with three conditions
Research on self-explanation shows that few students self-explain spontaneously (Chi
reference), but can be encouraged to self-explain with carefully designed prompts. SE prompts can be
of different nature, according to the knowledge they focus on. For instance, Hausmann et al. (2009)
compare justification-based prompts (e.g. “what principle is being applied in this step?”) and metacognitive prompts (e.g. “what new information does each step provide for you?”) with a new type
called step-focused prompts (e.g. “what does this step mean to you?”). They found that students in the
step-focused and justification conditions learnt more from studying examples than students in the
meta-cognitive prompts condition. In another study, (Chi and VanLehn (1991) categorized SE as
either procedural explanation (e.g. answer to “why was this step done?”'), or derivation SE (e.g.
answer to “where did this step come from?”').
Previous research (Schwonke et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2007) showed that worked examples
increase conceptual knowledge more than procedural knowledge, while problem-solving produces
results in higher acquisition of procedural knowledge. To compensate for this, we developed two
types of SE: Conceptual-focused Self Explanation (C-SE) and Procedural-focused Self-Explanation
(P-SE). C-SE prompts encourage students to reflect on concepts of the learning material (e.g. “what
does the select clause in general do?”). P-SE prompts encourage students to self-explain the
procedures of solutions (e.g. “what will happen if we don’t use DISTINCT in this solution?”).
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of a situation when the student has finished reading an example.
The complete example was shown at the same time. Next, the system shows a P-SE prompt, located
on the right side of the screen. The student gives a correct answer to the prompt, and the system
provides positive feedback.
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of a problem-solving task. In this situation, the student was given a
C-SE prompt after s/he solved the problem. The student gave a wrong answer to the C-SE prompt,
and because there is only one attempt per SE prompt, the system showed the negative feedback and
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revealed the correct answer. Once students received SE feedback, they could continue with the next
task.
The participants were 34 students enrolled in the Relational Database Systems course at the
University of Canterbury. They learned about SQL in lectures before-hand, and needed to practice in
the lab. The students did not receive any inducements for participating in the study, but we told them
that working with our system may help them learn SQL. We informed them that they would see ten
pairs of problems, and that the tasks in each pair were similar.

Figure 5. Screenshot of an example page followed by P-SE

Figure 6. Screenshot of a problem solving page followed by C-SE
The study was conducted in a single, 90-minute long session. At the beginning of the session,
the students took a pre-test for 10 minutes. Once the students logged in, SQL-Tutor randomly
allocated them to one of the conditions (EO, PO, or AEP), giving sample sizes of 12 in PO, 11 in AEP
and 11 in EO. The students then interacted with SQL-Tutor, and took the post-test at the end of the
session.
The pre-test had five questions, three of which were multiple-choice questions and two were
problem-solving questions. The first and the second multiple-choice questions measured conceptual
knowledge students had, while the third question measured procedural knowledge. For the fourth and
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the fifth questions, students had to write a query to answer the question. These two questions
measured procedural knowledge and the problem-solving skill of the students. The post-test was
similar to the pre-test with one extra question about the difficulty of the tasks. We asked students to
answer this question: “How difficult was it for you to complete the tasks in this study?”' Students
rated the complexity of the tasks on the Likert scale from 1 to 5 (simple to difficult). The maximum
score on each test was 11.

4. Results
We calculated the average of scores in the pre-test and the post-test, and the time students spent on the
system (Table 1). The students who had the pre-test scores lower than 45% were considered as
novices and the rest were called advanced students.
Table 4. Basic statistics for all the participants
Number of students
34
Pre-test (%)

45 (14)

Post-test (%)

70 (17)

Learning time (min)

58 (20)

Table 2 presents some statistics about the novice students. We used a significance level of .05
for all analyses. The Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA test did not reveal a significant difference on the
pre-test performance of the three conditions; therefore, our groups were comparable. Using the same
test, we saw no significant difference between the groups on the post-test. The Wilcoxon signed ranks
tests show that novices in PO and AEP condition improved significantly between the pre-test and the
post-test while EO shows a marginally significant improvement. There are no significant differences
between the three conditions on the post-test performance and the normalized learning gain 1, but there
is a marginally significant difference in learning time (p = .06). The Mann-Whitney test shows that
novices in EO spent significantly less time than novices in AEP (p = .03) and PO (p = .05). The table
also indicates a significant difference in the normalized conceptual knowledge gain (p = .04), and the
Mann-Whitney test revealed that novices learnt significantly more conceptual knowledge from AEP
than PO (p = .01).
Table 2. Dependent variables for novices (N Normalized)
PO

AEP

EO

Number of students

6

5

5

Pre-test score (%)

31 (11)

36 (5)

33 (10)

.79

Post-test score (%)

65 (12)

73 (18)

53 (14)

.14

Improvement pre- to post-test

p = .03*

p = .04*

p = .07

N

.50 (.14)

.56 (.30)

.29 (.20)

.13

67 (12)

70 (12)

46 (15)

.06

.33 (.27)

.20 (.68)

.15

.56 (.22)

.60 (.09)
.55 (.44)

.24 (.35)

.28

.42 (.38)

1.00 (0)

.70 (.45)

.04*

.52 (.20)

.45 (.36)

.18 (.29)

.12

Learning gain

Learning time (min)
Multiple choice questions N
Problem solving questions
Conceptual knowledge
Procedural knowledge

1

N
N

N

Normalized learning gain= (Post test - Pre test) / (Max score - Pre test),
results in the tables.
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p

N

represents normalized

The participants received C-SE prompts after problems and P-SE after examples. Therefore,
the AEP group saw half of the C-SE prompts that PO students received, and also half of the P-SE
prompts that the EO participants were given. The SE success rates for novices are reported in Table 3.
The Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA test shows a significant difference between novices in the three
conditions on overall success rate. The Mann-Whitney test reveals that novices in PO and AEP scored
significantly higher than novices in EO (p < .01 and p = .03). Moreover, the Mann-Whitney test
indicates a significant difference in P-SE success rate on SE prompts (p = .3); thus, novices in AEP
performed significantly better than novices in EO who saw the same type of SE prompts (P-SE).
Overall, the analyses of the pre-test, post-test and SE performances confirm our hypothesis
that novices benefit more from AEP or PO than using EO. We think that ITS engaged novices with
both examples and problems while examples could not provide any rehearsal opportunity. On the
other hand, AEP novices learnt significantly more conceptual knowledge than PO. Since novices in
the PO condition did not have a chance to improve their conceptual knowledge (apart from C-SE
prompts), the AEP novices outperformed PO by acquiring significantly more conceptual knowledge
due to studying examples.
Table 3. Analysis of SE performance for novices
PO
AEP

EO

p

SE success rate (%)

88 (7)

87 (12)

67 (8)

.02*

C-SE success rate (%)

88 (7)

90 (14)

N/A

.26

P-SE success rate (%)

N/A

85 (12)

67 (8)

.03*

Students who scored more than average in the pre-test were classified as advanced students, and
their performance is reported in Table 4. The Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA reveals that there was
no significant difference between the pre-test performances of the three groups; thus, our groups were
comparable. Although the table shows no significant difference between the three conditions in the
post-test, the Wilcoxon signed ranks tests revealed that advanced students in EO did not significantly
improved between the pre-test and the post-test (p = .42). The table shows a marginally significant
difference on the problem-solving, and a significant difference in learning time between the groups.
The Mann-Whitney test shows a significant difference between EO and PO on problem-solving (p =
.04), and learning time (p <.01). This result is in line with those studies show advanced students learn
more from problem-solving only than reviewing examples only. The Mann-Whitney test also shows a
significant difference between EO and AEP on learning time (p = .02). Note, that the result shows
insignificant improvement between pre-test and post-test for students who studied examples only
while students spent less time than the other groups on the system. That maybe cause by illusion of
understanding.
Table 4. Dependent variables for advanced students (N Normalized)
PO
AEP
EO

p

Number of Students

6

6

6

Pre-test (%)

52 (6)

59 (7)

55 (10)

.16

Post-test (%)

80 (13)

82 (15)

64 (18)

.16

Improvement pre- to post-test

p =.03*

p = .03*

p = .42

Learning gain

.59 (.24)

.55 (.36)

.15 (.46)

.23

73 (10)

63 (17)

32 (15)

<.01*

.17 (.26)

.50 (.44)

-.03 (.82)

.34

.72 (.32)

.61 (.45)

.16 (.42)

.08

.17 (.40)

.58 (.49)

.42 (.49)

.28

.66 (.26)

.52 (.50)

.08 (.50)

.12

Learning time (min)
Multiple choice questions

N

Problem solving questions
Conceptual knowledge
Procedural knowledge

N
N

N
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We analyzed the performance of advanced students on SE prompts, summarized in Table 5.
Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA test shows no significant difference between the three groups. A
possible explanation is that the difficulty of the self-explanation prompts was not suitable for the
advanced students. The SE prompts gradually become more complex, but advanced students might
not have difficulty understanding the prompts as they have more domain knowledge.
Table 5. Analysis of SE prompts for advanced students
PO
AEP
EO

p

SE success rate (%)

89 (8)

83 (12)

75 (13)

.18

C-SE success rate (%)

89 (8)

95 (6)

N/A

.22

P-SE success rate (%)

N/A

72 (24)

75 (13)

.94

Overall, we found that novices improved the most from the AEP condition in comparison to
the other two conditions. Moreover, advance students did not improve when learning from examples
only; therefore, EO was not an appropriate approach for them. This is an interesting finding since the
prior research suggests that students learnt the same from examples and ITSs.
The novices and advanced students in the PO and AEP groups could select the feedback level 2
when they submitted their solutions, up to the complete solution (the highest level of feedback).
Therefore, the participants could transform a problem-solving task to a worked example by asking for
the complete solution. For that reason, we analysed help requests submitted for the problems given to
the PO and AEP conditions. There was no significant difference, in number of requests for complete
solution, between PO and AEP participants.

5. Conclusions
Prior research shows that students, particularly novices, learn more from examples than unsupported
problem solving. On the other hand, most of the studies that compared examples with ITSs indicate
that students learn the same from worked examples and ITSs, in domains with well-defined tasks.
This encouraged us to observe the examples effect in a domain with ill-defined tasks (SQL) (Shareghi
Najar and Mitrovic, 2013). We compared student performance in three conditions: alternating
example/problems, problems only and examples only. In this paper, we discuss how novices and
advanced students performed in that study.
The results show that novices who worked with alternating examples and problems and
problems only outperformed novices who worked with examples only. This suggests that novices
benefit most when they were engaged in tutored problem solving. On the other hand, the results show
that novices in alternating examples and problems outperformed problems only in conceptual
knowledge acquisition; thus, alternating examples and problems is the best learning strategy for
novices. The difference between alternating examples and problems and the other two groups was that
the novices were able to increase their initial learning by studying examples and then use what they
have leant to tackle isomorphic problems.
In addition, advanced students did not significantly improve in the examples only condition.
This is an expected result, since advanced students had enough prior knowledge, so what they need
was practicing that knowledge in solving new problems. But the examples could not provide a
problem-solving opportunity for the examples only group. Therefore, examples caused expertise
reversal effect (Kalyuga, Chandler, and Sweller, 1998). Expertise reversal effect indicates that worked
examples are more convenient in the early stages of learning while students could benefit more from
problem solving in later stages (Salden et al., 2009).
Sweller and Cooper (1985) explained a two-step learning process. First, examples are suitable
approach for students, particularly for novices, since examples reduce the cognitive load and increase
the initial learning. Second, students use the cognitive schema created from reading examples in
2

SQL-Tutor offers six levels of feedback (Mitrovic, 2003)
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solving a similar problems. Our result is in line with two-step learning process. However, using ITS
instead of examples leads to a higher performance, because ITS provides students with a variety of
supports. In general, our study justified a learning strategy that helps students in early stages (novices)
and in later stages (advanced students). This strategy suggests using a combination of examples and
ITS for novices, then when student knowledge increases, the system can continue giving them a mix
of examples and problem solving, or gradually switches to ITS only. Shareghi Najar and Mitrovic
(2013) suggest that for a long learning time, problems only may even outperform alternating examples
and problems condition since advanced students do not need any more knowledge, and what they
need is applying those learned schemas in solving new problems.
Although the students learning from examples only could have spent more time to read and
review examples, they preferred to finish the study early. They therefore took the post-test before
learning enough; thus the examples caused illusion of understanding (Shareghi Najar and Mitrovic,
2013). Illusion of understanding occurs, because the students are reading examples too fast and not
trying to explain to themselves; therefore, overestimate their knowledge about a concept. Using
examples does not engage students as deeply as problem solving does.
As all of the prior research compared examples with ITSs in the domains with well-defined
tasks, we investigated the examples effect in SQL which is a well-defined domain with ill-defined
tasks. SQL-Tutor provides more complex problems than algebra, geometry and stoichiometry tutors.
Nevertheless, the age groups of participants were different.
It could be argued that this result is due to differences between conceptual-focused selfexplanation and procedural-focused self-explanation. As discussed previously, we use two different
types of self-explanation prompts in order to reinforce examples and problems with the most suitable
prompts. For instance, it is not appropriate to reinforce examples with conceptual-focused selfexplanation prompts because examples have been shown to increase conceptual knowledge
(Schwonke et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2007).
A limitation of our study is the small number of participants. It would therefore be interesting
to see the results of a larger study.
In our future research on using examples in ITSs, we will draw on three perspectives: when to
give examples, how to design examples, and how to scaffold examples. However, the features of the
instructional domain need to be considered. We have recently conducted a study to see how students
study examples using an eye tracker, and in our future work, we aim to use the findings from that
study to implement pedagogical interventions to improve learning from examples.
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Abstract: Eye-movement tracking is a potential source of real-time adaptation in a learning
environment. In order to have a more comprehensive and accurate picture of a user's
interactions with a learning environment, we need to know which interface features he/she
visually inspected, what strategies they used and what cognitive efforts they made to complete
tasks. Such knowledge allows intelligent systems to be proactive, rather than reactive, to users'
actions. Tutorial dialogues is one of the strategies used by Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs)
and has been empirically shown to significantly improve learning. EER-Tutor is a constraintbased ITS used to teach conceptual database design. This paper presents the preliminary
results of a project that investigates how students interact with the tutorial dialogues in EERTutor using both eye-gaze data and student-system interaction logs. Our findings indicate that
advanced students are selective of the interface areas they visually focus on whereas novices
waste time by paying attention to interface areas that are inappropriate for the task at hand.
Novices are also unaware that they require help with the tutorial dialogues.
Keywords: Eye-tracking, tutorial dialogues, constraint-based intelligent tutoring system

1. Introduction
Tutorial dialogues are used in ITSs to simulate one-on-one dialogues between a student and a human
tutor that would occur in a classroom environment. The use of tutorial dialogues has been empirically
evaluated and shown to significantly improve learning (Olney, Graesser, & Person, 2010;
Weerasinghe, Mitrovic, Thomson, Mogin, & Martin, 2011).
This paper outlines work in progress that investigates how students interact with tutorial
dialogues using both eye gaze data and student-system interaction logs. From observation, students
interact differently with tutorial dialogues in an ITS. One of the obvious factors behind this is the
amount of prior knowledge. We believe that we can detect sub-optimal student behaviour from eyetracking and/or ITS logs in order to allow an ITS to intervene when needed and better guide students’
learning. For example, we can investigate if the dialogue contents are being visually attended.
In order to have a more complete picture of a user’s interactions with a learning environment,
we need to know which interface features he/she visually inspected, the strategies used and what
cognitive efforts he/she made to complete tasks (Bednarik, 2005). Such knowledge allows intelligent
systems to be proactive, rather than reactive, to users’ actions (Gertner & VanLehn, 2000). Some of
this information can be obtained by analysing existing student-system interaction logs but Bednarik
(2005) highlighted the potential for using eye-movement tracking as a source of real-time adaptation.
Tutorial dialogues have been used in a number of ITSs in order to encourage students to selfexplain. Self-explanation is a constructive activity during which a person tries to make sense of new
information by explaining it to his or herself (Chi, 2000). This results in the revision of his/her
knowledge structure for future application. Despite the effectiveness of ITSs, some studies indicate
that students only gain shallow knowledge that they then have difficulty applying to new and different
problems (Aleven, Koedinger, & Cross, 1999). One of the ways to overcome this shallow learning
problem is to encourage self-explanation in order to promote deep learning (Chi, Bassok, Lewis,
Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). Why2-Atlas (Vanlehn et al., 2002) and Auto Tutor (Graesser et al., 2003)
teach mainly through tutorial dialogues. In contrast, systems like Geometry Explanation Tutor
(Aleven, Ogan, Popescu, Torrey, & Koedinger, 2004) and KERMIT-SE (Weerasinge & Mitrovic,
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2005) support problem solving, and tutorial dialogues are provided as additional support. The
Geometry Explanation Tutor allows students to give natural language explanations about their
problem-solving steps. KERMIT-SE asks students to justify problem-solving decisions that led to an
incorrect solution.
The project will give us a better understanding of how different students interact with tutorial
dialogues in an ITS. We will get an indication about whether eye-tracking gives us a more complete
picture of students’ interactions and whether the cost of eye-tracking can be justified. For example, we
may be able to use time-based evidence to determine if a student is not paying much attention to the
tutorial dialogue by looking at the time between the dialogue appearing and the student responding.
This does not reveal situations in which the student is taking time to respond but is visually attending
to irrelevant areas of the interface however. A comparison of the accuracy of classifying students’
behaviour based on these different measures would be useful. Because we have already implemented
adaptive tutorial dialogues in EER-Tutor (Weerasinghe et al., 2011), we will use this constraint-based
ITS. EER-Tutor teaches database design using Enhanced Entity-Relationship (EER) data modelling
(Elmasri & Navathe, 2007).
We present EER-Tutor in the following section, and discuss related work on using eyetracking data in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experiment we performed, followed by a discussion
of results in Section 5. Finally, we present conclusions and future research plans in Section 6.

2. EER-Tutor
EER-Tutor (Zakharov, Mitrovic, & Ohlsson, 2005) is a constraint-based ITS which provides a
learning environment for students to practise and learn database design using the EER data model.
The interface of EER-Tutor (Figure 1) shows the problem statement at the top, the toolbox containing
the components of the EER model, the drawing area on the left, and the feedback area on the right
(please note that the screenshot in Figure 1 shows the version of EER-Tutor used in the study, not the
standard interface). Students create EER diagrams satisfying a given set of requirements which are
checked for constraint violations on submission. EER-Tutor records detailed session information,
including each student's attempt at each problem and its outcome.
Tutorial dialogues have been implemented for EER-Tutor (Weerasinghe, Mitrovic, & Martin,
2008; Weerasinghe et al., 2011). The model for supporting adaptive dialogues is out of the scope of
the current paper, and we refer the interested reader to (Weerasinghe, Mitrovic, & Martin, 2009) for
details. Here we present only a short explanation of the tutorial dialogues.
When a student makes one or more mistakes, he/she is presented with a tutorial dialogue
selected adaptively. The problem statement, toolbar and drawing area are disabled but visible for the
duration of the dialogue and the error is highlighted in red in the diagram. Each dialogue consists of
several prompts, and provides multiple possible answers to the student. Therefore the student answers
prompts by selecting an option he/she believes is correct, or asks for additional help by selecting the
“I need more help” option. The prompt types analysed are as follows:
• Conceptual (CO): discusses the domain concept with which the student is having difficulty
independently of the problem context. This is shown in Figure 1: the student has modelled
‘Address’ as a derived attribute instead of a simple attribute so the prompt is asking about the
basics of derived attributes. An incorrect answer to a conceptual prompt results in an additional,
simpler conceptual prompt being given.
• Reflective (RE): aims to help students understand why their action is incorrect in the context of
the current problem, and therefore the prompt text refers to the elements of the problem. For the
error in Figure 1, this is: “Can you tell me why modelling Address as a derived attribute is
incorrect?”
• Corrective action (CA): gives the student the opportunity to understand how to correct the error
for this specific problem. For the error in Figure 1, the CA prompt is asking the student to specify
the best way to model the ‘Address’ attribute and giving the different attribute types as options.
Not all dialogues have this prompt type.
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•

Conceptual reinforcement (CR): allows the student to review the domain concept learned. For
the error in Figure 1, the CR prompt asks the student to choose the correct definition of a derived
attribute from the given options. Again, this is a problem-independent prompt.
In addition to multi-level dialogues, students are given single-level hints when they make
basic syntax errors such as leaving diagram elements unconnected. When we use prompts and
dialogues from now on we only refer to multi-level dialogues unless otherwise specified.

Figure 7. The EER-Tutor interface

3. Related Eye-tracking Research
Eye-tracking is concerned with determining the point of gaze of a person’s eyes. The human eye
makes a series of rapid eye movements (saccades) then fixates on some point in a visual scene (a
fixation) (Goldberg & Helfman, 2010). In order to help with eye-tracking analysis, Areas of Interest
(AOIs) can be set up that specify important regions in the user interface. AOIs help by defining which
fixations should be tallied and to define scanning sequences and transitions for example (Goldberg &
Helfman, 2010). Eye-tracking is used in interface usability studies, advertising as well as
developmental psychology. In regards to ITSs, eye-tracking has been used in a variety of research,
ranging from error prediction and determining if students read system feedback (Gluck, Anderson, &
Douglass, 2000), to its use as a form of input (Wang, Chignell, & Ishizuka, 2006) and to the analysis
of how students interpret open learning models (Mathews, Mitrovic, Lin, Holland, & Churcher, 2012).

3.1 Eye-tracking for User Modelling
The use of eye-tracking to increase student model bandwidth for educational purposes was first
discussed in (Gluck et al., 2000). Students used the EPAL Algebra Tutor, an adaptation of the
Worksheet tool in Algebra Tutor (Koedinger & Anderson, 1998). Gluck, Anderson et al. (2000) found
that students ignore bug messages and that some students also ignore algebraic expressions so the
tutor can draw their attention to these areas.
Conati and Merten carried out online assessment of students’ self-explanation using eyetracking data and interface actions (Conati & Merten, 2007). Students used the Adaptive Coach for
Exploration (ACE), an exploration-based learning environment that allows students to explore
mathematical functions (Bunt, Conati, Huggett, & Muldner, 2001). An empirical evaluation of a
probabilistic user model including self-explanation found that gaze-tracking data improved model
performance compared to using only time data as a predictor of self-explanation.
In other work, Kardan and Conati (2012) used only users’ visual attention patterns to assess
their ability to learn with an interactive simulation. The simulation used shows how an algorithm for
solving constraint satisfaction problems in the domain of Artificial Intelligence works. The authors
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also found that the changes in users’ attention patterns when moving to solving a more difficult
problem can be used to classify the students based on performance. For example, high achievers
increase the number of fixations on an AOI that should be used more in the harder problem.
Eivazi and Bednarik (2011) proposed the use of real-time tracking of users’ visual attention
patterns to model users’ high-level cognitive states and performance. The rationale is that an
intelligent system can monitor users and use eye movement data to guide learning. Eye movement
features were calculated for each interval corresponding to an utterance coded to a cognitive trait such
as planning while solving an 8-tile puzzle. A Support Vector Machine-based classification was used
to predict problem-solving cognition states such as planning as well as a user’s performance.
Performance was accurately predicted: the high-performance group had a lower number of fixations
but longer fixation durations than the low-performance group for example.
Tsai et al. (2012) used eye-tracking to study students’ visual attention when predicting debris
slide hazards in an image-based, multiple-choice science problem. Students attended more to the
chosen option than the rejected ones and spent more time inspecting features relevant to the answer
chosen than features that are irrelevant to it. Regarding successful problem solvers, the study found
that they shift gaze from irrelevant to relevant features. This is in contrast to unsuccessful problem
solvers who shift their gaze from relevant to irrelevant features and the problem statement.

3.2 Eye-tracking and Expertise
Differences between novice and expert pilots were also found using eye-tracking data gathered during
simulated Visual Flight Rules flight landings (Kasarskis, Stehwien, Hickox, Aretz, & Chris Wickens,
2001). Experts had more frequent fixations on relevant areas but for shorter durations. The scan
patterns of experts are also stronger and more defined, which means that they better maintain airspeed
and good landing performance because the patterns are consistent and efficient.
Law et al. (2004) also used of eye gaze patterns to differentiate between novices and experts.
Novice and expert surgeons performed a task on a computer-based laparoscopic surgery simulator.
Expert surgeons were quicker and made fewer errors overall as expected. Novices had to fixate on the
tool’s position and had varied behaviours whereas experts could manipulate the tool while
maintaining eye gaze on the target.
Jarodzka et al. (2010) similarly investigated the differences in strategies used by novices and
experts and therefore the areas they fixate on. When asked to describe the locomotion patterns of
swimming fish from a video, experts attended to task-relevant features more than novices and
remained focussed on these areas. In addition, experts focused on different features because they
employed knowledge-based shortcuts unknown to novices.

4. The Study
During the week prior to our study, the participants had used EER-Tutor in a regular lab session and
completed a pre-test. This test was made up of 6 questions and included these types of questions:
problem solving (drawing an EER diagram for the given scenario), multiple-choice, short answer and
justification. The maximum mark on the pre-test was 27.
27 Computer Science students (9 females), aged from 18 to 50 years old (mean 23.8 years,
standard deviation 7.3 years) participated in the study. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. The participants were enrolled in a second-year database course at the University of
Canterbury and volunteered to take part in the study. Each participant was given a NZ$20 voucher on
completion of the study and took part in the study individually.
The EER-Tutor version used in the study excluded interface features unneeded for the study
(scrolling for example). The dialogue prompts and options vary in length so we always displayed the
options in the same position to ease the definition of areas of interest. In addition, the tutorial
dialogues were not adaptive. That is, all students received the same order of prompts within a
dialogue about the same error (constraint violation). This means that the dialogue length is only
affected by the correctness of the students’ answers.
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We used the Tobii TX300 Eye Tracker, which allows unobtrusive eye-tracking as it is an
integrated eye-tracker. Subjects are able to move during the tracking session while accuracy and
precision are maintained at a sampling rate of 300 Hz (Tobii Technology AB, 2010).
The participants initially read an information sheet and signed a consent form. They then
provided their age and vision status. A calibration phase with the eye-tracker was then carried out.
This involves the participant following a marker on a 9-point grid with their eyes. The participants
were instructed to complete or at least attempt all of the problems and to submit their solutions
regularly.
During the session, the students could work on three problems and were free to move between
problems. The students build up the diagrams incrementally and are free to choose the order in which
they model elements and the elements’ positions in the solution area. Each diagram is therefore
different, which differs from the majority of the related work above. Two problems were of moderate
difficulty, and the last one was the most difficult. We selected problems that describe real-world
situations the participants were familiar with (a health club, student accommodation services and the
Olympic games), but the problems are not too easy so that students make mistakes when working on
them and get tutorial dialogues corresponding to the mistakes made. Each student was given 50
minutes to solve the problems. Participants were reminded to regularly submit their solutions during
the session. The mean session length was 49.1 minutes (standard deviation 3.0 minutes).

5. Data Analyses
One participant was excluded because no eye-tracking data was collected. We classified the
participants as Novice or Advanced using a median split on pre-test scores (median score is 13.50).
This resulted in 13 novices (Mean=10.50, SD=2.30) and 13 advanced students (Mean=16.50,
SD=1.94). Using a median split means calculating the median pre-test score for the participants and
using this as the threshold for defining groups: a novice is a student with a pre-test score of 13.50 or
less and an advanced student has a pre-test score greater than 13.50. Because of the small sample size,
we used non-parametric statistical analysis methods. A Mann-Whitney U-Test shows that there is a
significant difference in the distributions of pre-test scores between the two groups (U=0, p <0.001).
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Table 5: Summary statistics of Novice and Advanced students
Mean number of completed
problems (SD)
Mean number of submissions
per completed problem (SD)
Mean time per completed
problem in seconds (SD)
Mean time per attempted
problem in seconds (SD)
Mean number of submissions
(SD)
Mean number of single-level
dialogues seen (SD)
Mean number of dialogues
seen (SD)
Mean number of prompts
seen (SD)
Mean dialogue length (SD)

Novice
1.08 (1.12)

Advanced
2.15 (0.69)

U (Sig.)
39.50 (0.019**)

10.29 (5.06)

11.31 (5.17)

39.50 (NS)

948.05 (582.66)

1000.13 (636.32)

37.00 (NS)

1212.73 (238.44)

1042.69 (223.48)

127.00 (0.029**)

19.15 (8.32)

19.46 (8.26)

77.00 (NS)

0.91 (0.83)

0.74 (0.49)

84.50 (NS)

15.77 (6.70)

15.08 (8.09)

86.50 (NS)

53.92 (22.30)

44.92 (26.26)

106.00 (NS)

3.43 (0.21)

2.99 (0.45)

158.00 (<0.001**)

17.03 (7.94)

15.78 (6.78)

93.00 (NS)

113.77 (8.88)

117.69 (3.28)

70.50 (NS)

128.08 (44.51)

105.23 (83.90)

124.50 (0.039**)

Mean time per prompt in
seconds (SD)
Mean number of unique
relevant constraints (SD)
Mean number of violated
constraints (SD)

5.1 Analyzing the EER-Tutor Logs
There were 502 submissions (i.e. solution attempts) in total and 1285 prompts seen. Table 1 shows a
summary of the statistics for the Novice and Advanced student groups. The distribution of each
statistic across groups was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝=0.05.
This test is used for all Novice-Advanced comparisons in this paper.
Table 6: A comparison of the percentage of choices made by Novice and Advanced students
Mean percentage of correct choices (SD)
Mean percentage of help choices (SD)
Mean percentage of incorrect choices (SD)
Mean percentage of unanswered prompts (SD)
Mean percentage of correct choices for
reflective prompts (SD)
Mean percentage of incorrect choices for
reflective prompts (SD)

Novice
78.13 (13.46)
2.63 (2.93)
17.62 (10.75)
1.62 (1.55)

Advanced
85.36 (9.34)
1.95 (3.19)
10.88 (8.26)
1.81 (2.31)

U (Sig.)
59.00 (NS)
104.00 (NS)
117.5 (0.10*)
84.00 (NS)

73.11 (16.01)

84.71 (12.59)

49.00 (0.072*)

21.60 (14.10)

9.08 (8.84)

133.00 (0.012**)

As expected, the distributions of the mean number of completed problems are significantly
different. Advanced students solved more problems on average but the distributions of the mean
number of submissions and time spent per completed problem are not significantly different. When
we also consider attempted problems that were not completed, we see that there is a significant
difference in the distributions of the mean time spent per problem. In fact all of the Novices attempted
the problems in order of difficulty and only 6 attempted the most difficult problem (compared to 12
Advanced students).
Because the number of submissions, dialogues (both single- and multi-level) and prompts
seen are not significantly different, we analysed finer-grained measures. The distributions of the
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dialogue length are significantly different. We expected this result as Novices may not always answer
prompts correctly because they have misconceptions or missing domain knowledge (reflected by
dialogue length). Interestingly the distributions of the time per prompt are not significantly different.
The distributions of the number of unique relevant constraints are not significantly different
because all students were solving the same problem set. The distributions of the mean number of
violated constraints are significantly different as expected however.
A comparison between the number of prompts of each type seen by Novice and Advanced
students did not reveal any unexpected results. Regarding the correctness of the choices made for each
prompt, it was expected that Advanced students would make fewer incorrect choices because they
began with more prior domain knowledge. The distributions are marginally different as seen in Table
2. Although the distributions are not significantly different, it is interesting that Advanced students
make more correct choices on average as expected. We had expected there to be some difference in
the percentage of help choices made by the two groups however, suggesting that Novices may be
unaware that they require assistance in answering the prompts.
Because we are interested in students’ interactions with the tutorial dialogues, it is useful to
look at the time spent and prompt answer correctness for each prompt type. We had expected to find
some differences in the distributions of mean prompt reflection times for the different prompt types
but this was not the case. While a conceptual prompt may not require the student to read the problem
statement or spend time reflecting on their solution, this is expected behaviour when interacting with a
reflective prompt for example. The distributions of correct and incorrect answers for reflective
prompts are marginally and significantly different respectively (see Table 2). These findings are not
surprising but it is interesting that this is the only prompt type with differences between the two
groups.

5.2 Analyzing the Eye-Tracking Data
For the data during which prompts were visible, we output the following metrics from Tobii Studio:
• Fixation duration (seconds): duration of each individual fixation in an AOI.
• Fixation count: number of times the participant fixates on an AOI.
• Visit count: number of visits to an AOI.
Table 7: Summary eye-gaze metrics comparing Novice and Advanced students
Novice
Advanced
U (Sig.)
Mean fixation duration
0.26 (0.06)
0.23 (0.04)
114.50 (NS)
(SD)
Mean fixation count (SD)
226.23 (107.09) 135.01 (68.07)
131.00 (0.016**)
Table 3 shows the above metrics for Novice and Advanced students for the whole EER-Tutor
interface (visit count is excluded as there is only one AOI). The distributions of the mean fixation
duration are not significantly different, with a shorter mean fixation duration for Advanced students.
More informative results should be possible when we break down the EER-Tutor interface into key
areas especially because the distributions of the mean fixation count are significantly different.
Advanced students are making fewer fixations and so it would be useful to see the differences
between where Novices and Advanced students look.
The AOIs defined for the EER-Tutor interface are shown in Figure 2. The problem and
feedback are where the problem text and dialogues are displayed respectively. Users build their
diagram on the canvas, and the toolbar has been included because it would be interesting to see if it is
being used despite it being disabled during dialogues. The length of the prompt text and options varies
so extra space has been included to ensure they are displayed in the same position in order to make it
possible to analyse finer-grained metrics for the feedback AOI (for example transitions between the
three options).
Another reason to use AOIs is to make the eye-gaze patterns clearer by defining regions with
specific functions. For example Figure 3 shows two gaze patterns of the same Advanced student: the
first pattern is for all corrective action prompts and the second for conceptual prompts. It is clear that
the student is re-reading the problem statement for the corrective action prompts but not the
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conceptual prompts. This is not surprising because conceptual prompts discuss problem-independent
domain knowledge while the corrective action prompt refers to the error in the solution of a specific
problem.
We have not completed any complex gaze-pattern analysis to date so Table 4 shows the
analysis of the above eye-gaze metrics but breaks down the results by both the prompt type and AOI.
Only marginally and significantly different results are included.
The distributions of the mean fixation durations for the canvas AOI are different for both
conceptual and conceptual reinforcement prompts. For conceptual reinforcement prompts there is
also a significant difference in the distributions of the mean fixation durations for the problem AOI.
This is interesting because these prompt types are problem-independent and so there is no need to
look at the canvas or problem statement to answer the prompts. The reason for both groups looking at
the canvas may be the fact that the error is highlighted in red on the diagram so is eye-catching. The
difference may be that Advanced students do not look at their solutions for as long because they do
not need it to answer the prompt. This is supported by the Advanced students’ lower visit counts to the
canvas AOI but further investigation is needed.
The distributions of the mean fixation counts are significantly different for the canvas and
feedback AOIs of conceptual prompts. The canvas and problem AOIs’ distributions are also
significantly different for conceptual reinforcement prompts. Again there is no reason to look at the
canvas other than to look at the highlighted error as discussed above. While Advanced students have a
lower mean fixation count on the feedback area, it may be that they are able to select the correct
option more quickly than Novices. More details of the students’ behaviour would be revealed by
breaking down the feedback AOI into prompt text and individual option AOIs.
Problem
Toolbar
Canvas

Feedback
Figure 8: The AOIs defined for the EER-Tutor interface
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Problem 3

Problem 2
Figure 9: Gaze patterns for one student: corrective action prompts (left) and conceptual prompts (right)

The distributions of the mean visit counts are marginally different for the feedback AOI for
corrective action, conceptual reinforcement and conceptual prompts. This can be a result of Advanced
students making fewer transitions between the AOIs because they recognise the relevant AOIs for
each prompt type and focus on those (in this case the feedback area) whereas Novices are unaware of
the relevance of the different areas and therefore more frequently switched between AOIs. In fact
when looking at the same conceptual prompt, for the same problem for an Advanced and a Novice
student shows that the overall pattern may appear similar initially (see Figure 4). After considering the
order of the fixations however, it becomes clear that the Advanced student looks at the canvas only
once before returning and focussing on the feedback AOI for the rest of the time the prompt is
displayed. This is in contrast to the Novice, who switches between the feedback and canvas more
frequently and even looks at the problem statement briefly. Further investigation of the transitions is
required however as this is a quick observation of behaviour of these two specific students.
Table 8: Summary eye-gaze metrics comparing Novice and Advanced students: prompt types and
AOIs
Mean fixation
duration (SD)
Mean fixation
count (SD)

Mean
visit
count (SD)

Prompt

AOI

CO
CR
CR
CO
CO
CR
CR
CO
CO
CA
CR
CR

Canvas
Canvas
Problem
Canvas
Feedback
Canvas
Problem
Canvas
Feedback
Feedback
Canvas
Feedback

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

0.24 (0.02)
0.22 (0.06)
0.30 (0.09)
70.93 (38.99)
214.70 (103.18)
21.46 (19.73)
8.92 (6.09)
17.45 (9.06)
30.32 (21.01)
5.96 (3.12)
5.73 (4.07)
18.61 (16.95)

0.20 (0.03)
0.17 (0.08)
0.19 (0.05)
24.32 (13.07)
117.44 (87.39)
8.64 (11.54)
3.08 (1.96)
7.49 (5.18)
17.18 (17.65)
4.08 (1.70)
3.91 (4.23)
11.45(7.94)

134.50 (0.001**)
112.50 (0.06*)
32.00 (0.026**)
141.00 (<0.001**)
121.00 (0.019**)
122.00 (0.016**)
29.00 (0.093*)
138.00 (0.001**)
113.50 (0.052*)
86.50 (0.08*)
110.50 (0.077*)
90.00 (0.052*)
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Figure 10: The gaze patterns of the same prompt for an Advanced (left) and Novice (right) student

6. Conclusion and Future Work
It is evident that there are some differences between Novice and Advanced students in terms of their
behaviour as indicated by the collected EER-Tutor and eye-tracking data. From the EER-Tutor logs
we see that there is no significant difference in the distributions of the percentage of help choices
made by the two groups. Novices therefore may need the ITS to intervene and explain the error being
discussed in more detail. The distributions of the time-based evidence ‘mean time spent per prompt’
are not statistically significant however, suggesting a knowledge gap because we are using only EERTutor logs. Another data source such as eye-gaze data can be combined with the EER-Tutor log data
so that we better understand students. The eye-gaze data reveal that there may be differences between
the groups in terms of Advanced students being more selective about the areas they focus on and
therefore making fewer visits to irrelevant AOIs. While this needs to be investigated further, it
demonstrates that it should be possible for an ITS to eventually detect sub-optimal behaviours that
produce these effects from both sources in real-time and react appropriately. An example of suboptimal behaviour is a student who does not refer to his/her solution at all when interacting with the
tutorial dialogues.
We intend to further analyse the collected data, in particular by investigating the transitions
between the different AOIs of the EER-Tutor interface (the students’ gaze patterns) and using
machine learning to discover commonly occurring learning behaviours. One of the next steps is to
build classifiers that are able to automatically place students into the appropriate group. Classifiers
built using only EER-Tutor data, only eye-gaze data and both data sources will be compared. The
performance of these classifiers will help us determine whether the cost of eye-tracking is justified:
features calculated from EER-Tutor may provide reasonably accurate student classification that is
relatively inexpensive to collect. In addition, this work needs to be incorporated into EER-Tutor to
provide adaptive interventions and guidance, which themselves are directions for future research.
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Abstract: This research aims to give learners more content-dependent scaffolding
in the self-directed learning of history. Learners use a system to build a concept
map containing a chronology. The system is able to generate content dependent
support adapted to the learners. To enable this support, we built a semantic open
learning space using a natural language online encyclopedia and semantic
information using the open linked data. The support is provided by the
automatically generated questions and documents. The learners request
questions when they need and the system will generate the questions depending
on the concept map of the learner. The generated questions aim to leads the
learners to new knowledge deepening their understanding.
Keywords: Semantic Open Learning Space, Self-directed Learning, Question
Generation, History Learning, Adaptive Learning Support

1. Introduction
When learners are confronted with a self-directed situation, their interests will
influence their learning. The advantage of this is that the learners will be more
motivated than they are by with classroom learning. Learners can proceed at their own
rhythm and take more time to study the concepts in which they are interested. However,
the disadvantage is that to study in a self-directed way and reach their learning
objective, learners must use their self-regulation skills (Biswas, Roscoe, Jeong and
Sulcer, 2009). If these skills are insufficiently developed, the resulting learning will be of
a lesser quality than classroom learning, and learners will waste a considerable amount
of time trying to extract the information they need, especially in an open learning space
where the information is not limited to the studied subject.
Previous research already created systems to overcome this disadvantage such as
the Navigation Planning Assistant (Kashihara and Taira 2009), which provides an
environment used to describe learners’ learning plans and state of understanding to
prompt their self-regulation in an open learning space. The limitation of this system,
however, is that its support is ‘content independent’ due to the difficulty of working with
natural language information on the Web. Of course, we overcome the difficulty when we
can prepare learning materials in advance. Teachers, however, cannot regulate the
learning materials in principle in self-directed ‘exploratory’ learning: if teachers specify
the learning materials, self-directed learning loses its meaningful advantages. Other
notable related research is Kit Build Method (Hirashima, Yamasaki, Fukuda and
Funaoi, 2011), which provides a knowledge externalization environment for building a
concept map and providing support during the concept map construction. Also notable is
the Betty’s Brain (Leelawong and Biswas, 2008) system which also uses concept map in
an environment for learning by teaching. However, in both cases, as the learning
material (kits of the concept map) needs to be prepared beforehand, this requires a
considerable amount of time even for constructing the closed space of learning. The
underlying difficulty of this is also that the system cannot use the semantic information
to prepare the domain concept structure of a target field.
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Therefore, our approach for building a system able to generate content dependent
support in an open learning space is to use semantic information. This is build based on
Wikipedia for the natural language information and enhanced by semantic information
using open linked data (Heath and Bizer, 2011) to make it a semantic open learning
space. This research has two advantages for learning support:

The system can provide content dependent questions in accordance with the
learners’ interests to deepen their understanding by enhancing their internal selfconversation.

The system can provide suitable documents in accordance with the questions that
learners try to answer and highlight the information on which they should focus.
Even learners less skilled at self-regulated learning can continue motivated
learning, since they are released from extracting suitable information from huge
amounts of information.
Both for A) and B), one key issue is the adaptability to the learners’ interests and
learning topics. To realize the above advantages, we adopt ontology and a linked open
data technique to eliminate the difficulty of the natural language understanding
problem in the history domain. Then, the system can automatically construct respective
concept structures of the learning topic in accordance with learners’ circumstances.
Regarding A), the problem is that learners cannot always generate good
questions (Otero, 2009). The quality of the learning depends on the quality of the
questions during this process (Bransford, Brown and Cocking, 1999), it is important to
support the learners’ question asking and answering activities in the learner’s internal
self-conversation in self-directed learning. By answering good questions that lead to a
deeper understanding, the learner will be motivated to pursue his/her learning. Thus,
learners need to be able to generate good questions by themselves. However, learners
without support tend to focus on their interests and may not explore others subjects.
However, if the support ignores these interests, the motivation of the learner will be
reduced. To make this self-conversation explicit, the system suggests a list of possible
questions depending on the learner’s situation represented by the concept map to help
the learner’s question asking activity 3.
Regarding B), to support learners without strong self-regulation skills, the
system introduces semantic information into the documents. When studying an
important number of different concepts, learners may have difficulties in managing new
information. It can become difficult to extract the suitable resources to answer the
current questions and separate the information in a document into what is already
known and what is (ir-)relevant to answer the questions. The system provides
documents with a dynamic enhancement based on Wikipedia text with semantic
information. These documents can highlight on demand concepts that appear in the
text.
In this paper, we mainly discuss the technical issues to overcome to enable
semantic open learning space with adaptive learning support. After overviewing our
system in Sect. 2, we describe how the system builds a concept map on the basis of the
ontology and semantic database in Sect. 3. Concept maps constructed by the system and
the learner play an important role in helping the learner navigate his/ her learning
regarding both A) and B). Different learners have different learning situations and often
do not share the same learning experiences and interests. If we want to take these
differences into account, we have to provide them dynamic advice that adapts to suit the
learner. Then in Sect. 4, we discuss the question generation and highlight functions in
accordance with both concept maps without forcing learners to follow a fixed path.

3

We also expect that it may enhance the learner’s internalization of his/her question asking and answering
activities, although this is out of the scope of this paper.
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2. Overview of the System
2.1 Learning Activity on the System
The system has three main windows: the question window in Fig. 1(a), the document
window in Fig. 1(b), and the concept map window in Fig. 1(c). The question window
contains the list of questions generated by the system and the questions already
answered by the learner. The document window displays the document answering the
selected questions.
In our research, the learner is given the task to build a timeline of the events of
the studied period with causal relationships between these events. Our system provides
a specific knowledge externalization environment to improve the understanding of
chronology depicted as Fig. 1(c). To learn history in a satisfying way, learners need to
understand the relations between the events (Stow and Haydn, 2000). They must study
the events as a whole, not every event separately. The learner’s concept map is designed
on this principle. In the center of the concept map in Fig. 1(c) is a timeline of the events
ordered by time as usual, but learners also need to add relations between these events
as well as other related concepts. All non-event concepts are displayed around the
timeline. The motivation for this is to enhance causal understanding of the historical
epoch events according to the time series which are backbone of history learning. The
surrounding concepts contribute to deepening their causal understanding. The timeline
has to contain the important events of the studied period, which are chosen by a teacher
from a timeline of all events in the studied period generated by the system to limit the
preparation time, but the learner is free to add every event he/she considers relevant.
The required events are present in the concept map of the learner at the beginning but
they appear in grey until the learner adds them from a document.
When using the system, all learners have the same starting point. They are given
a document about the main subject of study. For this scenario, the studied subject is
World War 1, and the starting document is the introduction of the Wikipedia page about
WW1. The learners’ task is to create a timeline of the events of WW1. The period of

Figure 1. System Image
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study we defined is from the beginning of 1914 to 1920 so the learners can also study the
reasons for and consequences of the war.
When learning without support in self-directed exploratory learning, learners
have to keep their focus on achieving their objective. If they do not, they will lose their
way among irrelevant information. For example, when using Wikipedia, an unfocused
learner will follow the links that most interest him/her and quickly move away from the
domain of study. On Wikipedia, it is not difficult to start on an historical subject and end
up on a page about sport or cooking in just a few clicks. It is also possible for learners to
stay on topic but study documents of little importance. A learner could study about all
the weapons used in WW1, which are still in the studied domain but do not help deepen
the understanding of reasons of the War. While the interests of the learners are
important for motivation, they often become a problem in self-directed open learning.
Our system aims to give advice adapted to suit the learner. The interests of the learners
influence their concept map, which is used to generate the questions to be answered
(Fig. 1(a)).
The learning is divided into two mains step. First, the learners start their
learning with a document given by the system in the document window, in Fig. 1(b).
While working on a document, they update their concept map, shown in Fig. 1(c), with
all concepts and relations they consider interesting. They can add concepts in Fig. 1(b) to
the concept map Fig. 1(c) by selecting them in the document, shown in Fig. 1(b). To add
relationships between concepts, learners need to select two related concepts in their
concept map, shown in Fig. 1(c). Then the system will generate a list of possible types of
relation which includes invalid answers: (i) if the system shows one valid answer, they
can easily construct their concept maps without enough understanding, and (ii) the
system can understand the meaning of each link chosen by learners.
The concept map created will be different depending on each learner since all
learners will perceive the importance of the concepts in accordance with their interests,
and we do not regulate the parts used for constructing the concept map to enhance their
self-exploratory learning.
Then, when the learner thinks all concepts considered important have been
added to the concept map shown in Fig. 1(c), a list of questions from the system appears
in the question window, shown Fig. 1(a). The timing of showing the questions when they
complete learning is important to become aware of the importance of questioning and
answering activities. This list of questions will contain questions that will lead the
learner to new relevant information that can deepen his/her understanding. The process
used to generate this list is explained in section 4.1. The learner can also simply choose
a question from the list without refreshing it. The list of questions is only refreshed
when the learner requests it.

2.2 Inside of the System
The Fig. 2 shows the inside of the system in relation to a learner’s activities described in
the section 2.1. We adopt the server & client method to share ontologies among clients.
Middle of the Fig. 2 shows the module structure in a client system. Top shows the
ontologies and endpoints to retrieve semantic information from Freebase and DBpedia
described below. The server stores semantic information once retrieved by a client.
When the learner needs a document, the system uses the resources of the server
to generate a document with highlighted information.
The system’s concept map is updated with every modification of the learner’s one.
The system’s concept map will always contain more concepts than the learner’s map.
Every time the learner adds a concept to the map, the system will also integrate the
concept to its map. Moreover, the system will also extract the semantic information
about the concept, including other related concepts. For example, if the learner adds to
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Figure 2. Structure of the system
his/her concept map the concept “Allies”, the system will extract all the information on
it. The system will then add its related concepts to the map. The map of the learner will
only contain “Allies”, although the system’s concept map corresponding the learner’s one
also contains all the alliance members (e.g. France, United Kingdom, Russia…) and the
battles (ex: First Battle of the Marne, Trench Warfare, Battle of Verdun…) in which the
Allies fought, that the learner doesn’t know yet. Thus, the role of the questions listed by
the system is to lead the learner into discovering these concepts.

3. Concept Map Building based on the Ontology and the Semantic Database
Wikipedia is one of the largest information databases available online. It is also making
efforts to add semantic information to the pages, though these pages are still not
developed enough to be used in our system. The information present on Wikipedia is
provided by users, so it can contain invalid information, but most of the information can
be considered accurate. This is the case for most self-directed learning on the Internet.
Wikipedia is always evolving: invalid information is regularly corrected, and missing
information is regularly added. This makes it a powerful and reliable source of
information that can be used as an open space for learning. A significant number of
research projects are aiming to transform information from Wikipedia into semantic
information. In our case, the system uses two of these projects as sources of semantic
information: DBpedia (Bizer, Lehmann, Kobilarov, Auer, Becker, Cyganiak and
Hellmann, 2009) and Freebase (Bollacker, Evans, Paritosh, Sturge and Taylor, 2008).
The system uses DBpedia because the information is always up to date with the latest
Wikipedia information. However, DBpedia contains many relations that are not
meaningful for history learning and are difficult to manage. Freebase offers more
meaningful relationships between concepts, but as the concept information is not always
the same as on Wikipedia, there could be contradictions between the text and the
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semantic information. The combination of DBpedia and Freebase is a satisfying
information source for our system. Wikipedia is also translated into many languages,
and the pages in different languages are related to each other, making multi-language
use possible.
The system accesses the information using SPARQL requests on a server with an
endpoint for both Freebase and DBpedia. The semantic information is then used to build
the concept map as detailed in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) presents simple examples of the ontology.
The history dependent types ontology in Fig. 3(a) unifies the DBpedia and Freebase
types. The ontology is created by us by merging the DBpedia and Freebase ontologies,
all the similar types are associated to a new equivalent type used only by our system. In
the Fig. 3 are examples of the types association for a relation type on the right and for a
concept type on the left. For every type used in the system, there is one Freebase type
and one DBpedia type. Since the DBpedia information contains the Freebase URI, the
system can identify the DBpedia and Freebase versions of an instance as the same
concept.
Fig. 3(b) shows two examples of the semantic information of one instance of
relationship and one instance of concept, and Fig. 3(c) shows an example of a concept
map built by the system and integrating these examples. Once the information has been
extracted, the system generates concepts and relation instances using the semantic
information. The system prioritizes the concept information from DBpedia since it is
updated at every modification of a Wikipedia document, so the text information and the
semantic information will always be the same. For the relationships information,
Freebase is prioritized since the relation information of Freebase contains less
irrelevant information.
A simplified example can be seen for one concept and one relationship: the First
Battle of the Marne and the relationship between the First Battle of the Marne and
France. The semantic information used can be found in Fig. 3(b). The First Battle of the
Marne is identified as an ‘Event’, so the system will extract its start and end dates to
place it at the right position on the time axis of the timeline in Fig. 3(c). For the

Figure 3. Information Extraction and Use
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relationship between the First Battle of the Marne and France, the type of relationship
‘combatants’ and the orientation ‘France’ are extracted and inserted into the concept
map. The concept map in Fig. 3(c) shows an example of a concept map created using the
starting document. The history dependent types ontology in Fig. 3(a) shows that the
Event type is related to its equivalent on Freebase and DBpedia, as well as their
parameters, which are often different. The ontology only contains the parameters that
are relevant for the history learning.
As a result, the system manages two concept maps: its own map and the learner’s
map. The learner’s concept map is modified by the learners during learning, and they
can only see their own concept map, which is then compared with the system’s map to
generate the questions as described in section 4.1.

4. Support Functions Using Semantic Information for Self-Directed Learning
4.1 Question Generation
To generate a question, the system uses history dependent question generation ontology
and patterns to generate a natural language question. As opposed to Goto et al. (2010),
our method generates the questions starting from the semantic information in the
concept map and uses the natural language only to display to the learner. For the
system, a question consists of two main parts: the type of question and the target
concept. The ontology contains the following types of questions defined by Graesser et al.
(2010) as shown in Fig. 4.
These question types are domain independent. Thus, variables appears in
questions are manually associated to a history dependent type in the history dependent
types ontology to be adapted to the history learning. The system also can access patterns
depending on the question type and the target concept type to generate natural
language questions. These natural language questions are then displayed to the learner.
The system compares its concept map with the learner’s one and finds a target
concept or relation for the question. The types contained in the ontology are the types of
all the concepts under the WW1 category on Wikipedia as well as all their related
concepts. The ontology can easily be expended for other types. The number of types stays
manageable for our purpose as DBpedia’s ontology currently contains 359 classes with
some categories not relevant for our system, such as fiction or sports. From the DBpedia
and Freebase types, we create the ontology and associate the question pattern to them.
The detailed process of the question generation can be seen in Fig. 5.
First, the two concept maps on top are compared, and the target concepts and
relations are identified. The target concepts are determined by comparing the system’s
and learner’s concept map. All concepts have a single ID and all entries in the concept
map are controlled so all the information present in the concept map can be analyzed
and understood by the system. The system finds all missing information and identifies
the targets related to the unknown concepts. There are two categories of targets: the

Figure 4. Types of Questions referred to Build Ontology (Quoted from Grasser 2010)
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Figure 5. Question Generation Process
target concepts and target relations. The target concepts are those that have the most
unknown related concepts. For example, in Fig. 5 the learner’s concept map contains
only the Allies without its members. The learner needs to learn about the members of
the Allies to improve his/her understanding. Then, the system will select the Allies as a
target for a question, so the learner will be able to complete his/her concept map. The
system uses the natural language pattern in the ontology and generates a question will
be “What countries were the members of the Allies?”
The target relations are those that are important for the understanding. For now,
they contain the relations between events and between an important event and another
concept. For example, in Fig. 5, the learner does not have the reason for the war. The
system will create a question to explore the relation between WW1 and the
Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria. The generated question will use
WW1 as a target, and answering the question will lead the learner to learn about the
Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria. The system uses the natural
language pattern in the ontology for a “reason for” with the target concept being an
Event and the generated question being “What was the reason for World War 1?” If the
learner chooses this question from the list, the system will give him a document
describing the reasons for the World War 1 which will lead him to learn about the events
leading to the war, one of the most important being the Assassination of Archduke Franz
Ferdinand of Austria.
When all the questions have been generated, the system displays them in a list
and the learner can choose them. By using the targets in Fig. 5, the generated questions
will be:
What countries were the members of the Allies?
What countries were the members of the Central Powers?
What was the reason for World War 1?
What were the consequences of World War 1?
What accord did the Central Powers sign during World War 1?
What accord did the Allies sign during World War 1?
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4.2 Dynamic Document Generation with Highlighted Information according to the Question
As the learning advances, learners will encounter more and more concepts, and it can
become difficult for them to keep track of their knowledge if they do not have the
necessary self-regulation skills. They have the concept map to help them, but judging
the importance of the concepts in the document may become more difficult. The system
provides a function to highlight the concepts in the document on demand, so learners
who have difficulties in extracting the information will not be stopped in their learning.
If a learner can already extract the information by him/herself, s/he will not need to use
the function. Learners need to identify which concepts in the document they already
know and which are related to the concept they are now studying. The dynamic
document generation creates a document that uses a color code to represent the different
kinds of concepts mentioned in the document. With the semantic information at our
disposal, the information in the document can be made easier for the learner to extract.
The documents are enhanced with the gathered semantic information. The
semantic information is used to make the important concepts appear in the document
clearly. The process is described in Fig. 6. The learner’s and system’s concept map are
used to categorize the concepts into four types: the main concept of the document, the
concepts known by the learner, the concepts related to the main concept unknown to the
learner, and the other mentioned concepts. To handle the natural language mentions of
the concepts in the documents, the system uses alternates names gathered on DBpedia.
The system uses the Wikipedia redirects as alternate names to identify the mention of
the concepts in the document in natural language.
Fig. 6 shows the enhancement of the Wikipedia document about the First Battle of the
Marne. The resulting document is on top, and the categorized concepts are shown under
it. The process starts from a Wikipedia page about the main concept in the case of Fig.6
the main concept is the ‘First Battle of the Marne.’ The system identifies the concepts
mentioned and organizes them in four categories: main concept, concept known by the
learner, concept unknown by the learner but related to the main concept and the other
mentioned concepts. Then, the system highlights all of the concept mentions in the

Figure 6. Dynamic Document Generation
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document using a different color for each category.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
To provide content dependent support in the open learning space to support self-directed
learning, techniques using semantic information are necessary. This paper describes a
way to build such a space by using a natural language encyclopedia (Wikipedia) and
semantic information using the open linked data. We discussed how to use this space to
provide meaningful and adapted support to learners with different profiles.
The next step of this research is the evaluation. It will consist of two groups of
learners. The first group will use the system, and the second will be a control group.
First, the two groups will learn about the same subject, one group will use the system
with advice and the other without advice. Both groups will have to create a timeline.
Then in a second session, both groups will use the system without the advice. They will
have to learn about a second subject by generating questions by themselves. They will
have to use as many questions as possible to generate the best timeline they can. We
will evaluate the quality of the timeline by taking into account its complexity and the
density of the relations. We also want to evaluate the quality of the questions through
the experiments. We will carefully address the specification of the ontology in another
paper.
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Abstract: In this paper, an interactive environment for learning by problem-posing targeting
arithmetic word problems that are solved by one-step multiplication is described. Its practical
use in an elementary school is also reported. We had already developed an interactive
environment for learning by posing arithmetic word problems that can be solved by one-step
addition or subtraction. Then, a practical use by the first grade students of an elementary
school had been performed. The results suggested that the learning by using the environment
was effective to improve the student's problem solving performance. As the next step of this
previous research, we have developed another learning environment where a learner poses the
multiplication word problems. In order to design the environment, we categorize word
problems that can be solved by one-step multiplication based on the sorts of quantities
consisting of the multiplication. Then, based on the categorization, we have built a task model
of the problem-posing. The learning environment is used by a class of the second grade
students for 9 class times, and we have confirmed that the scores of problem-posing and
problem-solving were improved in the group of students who obtained low scores in the pretest.
Keywords: Problem-posing, sentence-integration, interactive environment, multiplication,
arithmetic word problem, problem structure

1. Introduction
Problem posing is well known as an effective way to promote learners to master the use of solution
methods (NF Ellerton, 1986; Polya, 1945; Silver & Cai, 1996). Moreover, several researchers have
already investigated that it is important for solving arithmetic word problems to understand the
problem structure. They also have suggested that poor problem solvers often fail to elicit problem
structures from the problems (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Mayer, 1982).
In light of these considerations, we started to make a model of problem structure of
arithmetical word problems, and developed an interactive environment for learning by problemposing based on the model (Nakano, et al, 1999). Moreover, we have already developed an interactive
environment for learning by posing arithmetic word problems for one-step addition or subtraction
(Hirashima, et al, 2007; Hirashima, et al, 2011). In the environment, the learner can pose an arithmetic
word problem by selecting three cards from a set of given sentence cards and arranging them in a
proper order. We call this problem posing as “problem posing as sentence integration” and the
implemented learning environment as “MONSAKUN”. These cards and the proper order of them
have been designed on the basis of problem structure and a task model of problem posing (Kurayama
& Hirashima, 2010). The learning environment diagnoses the posed problem on the basis of the task
model of problem posing and gives the learner a feedback based on the results of the diagnosis.
In a previous research, we have implemented MONSAKUN on media tablet (This
environment is called “MONSAKUN Touch”). Because of this implementation, it becomes possible
for a teacher to conduct learning by problem-posing with MONSAKUN Touch in a usual classroom.
Being able to carry out learning by problem-posing in a usual classroom, there are advantage not only
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to omit the time to move to a computer room or to avoid inconvenience to have a class in unfamiliar
room, but also promote a teacher to fuse the learning in his/her usual teaching. From the results of an
experimental use, it is understood that the first grade students in an elementally school were able to
pose the problems properly, and their problem posing skills and their ability of problem solving were
improved (Yamamoto, et al, 2012).
As the next step, we have designed and developed another interactive environment for
learning by problem-posing for one-step multiplication or division arithmetic word problems. Because
the problem structure and the task to pose the problems are important difference between
addition/subtraction word problems and multiplication/division word problems, we defined a model
of problem structure and tasks of problem posing for one-step multiplication or division arithmetic
word problems. This paper also describes the design of above learning environment and its practical
use targeting at the second grade students in an elementary school who were taught the way to solve
multiplication arithmetic word problems just before this practical use.
A model of problem structure and a task model of problem posing are explained in the next
section. Subsequently, we have described a developed learning environment by problem posing and a
function for real-time analyzing the students learning data on MONSAKUN Touch. Procedure of
practical use of MONSAKUN Touch and the analysis of the results are also described.

2. Problem structure and task model of problem posing
2.1 Problem structure of arithmetic word problem solved by one-step multiplication or
division
In this section, we described that a problem structure of 1-step multiplication or division arithmetic
word problem is different from a one-step addition or subtraction one. Multiplication is generally
expressed by "multiplicand multiplied by multiplier is product". The value arising from repeating the
multiplicand as many times as there are units in the multiplier is called the product (Davies, 1841;
Greer, 1992; Vergnaud, 1983). Example of multiplication word problem are shown Example (b) and
(c) in Figure 1. In Example (b), the number of apple in "five apples in each box" is the multiplicand,
the number of box is the multiplier, and the number of apple in total express the product. That is, the
number that was repeated the "five apples in each box" as many times as the number of box is "apple
in total". In this example, the properties of "the number of apples in each box", "the number of box"
and "the number of apple in total" are clearly different but both "the number of apples in each box"
and "the number of apple in total" expresses the number of apple. Therefore, in Example (b), in order
to derive the calculation "5×3=15", distinguishing the properties of the given three quantities and
relations between them. So, because the multiplication is considered as a relation of quantity, we call
multiplicand is "base quantity", multiplier is "proportion quantity", and product is "compared
quantity". Then, there are the two types of division from this different that is "base quantity" and
"proportion quantity". Based on the above consideration, the multiplication or division has three types
of calculations. (1) Compared quantity divided by base quantity is proportion quantity, (2) Base
quantity multiplied by proportion quantity is compared quantity, (3) Compered quantity divided by
proportion quantity is base quantity.
In Figure 1, Example (b) and (c) are solved by "5×3". However, "five apples" in Example (b)
and "five apples" in Example (c) have different properties. That is, the property of quantity has not
only the property of calculation like "base quantity", but also the property of itself. This means that
"five apples" in Example (c) shows "apple in total" but "five apples" in Example (b) shows "apple in
each box". Figure 2 shows this property. Firstly, the quantity is classified by either one quantity or
relation of two quantities. Secondly, a relation of two quantities has two kinds of relations that is the
same quantity's relation or other quantity's relation. Lastly, the relation of other two quantities is
consisting of degree and quotient. Quotient has unit quantity and non-unit quantity. Because of page
limitation, the details of this classification are omitted in this paper. The stories of multiplication or
division arithmetic word problems are consist by applying these quantities to base quantity,
proportion quantity and comparison quantity. This applied model is shown in Figure 3.
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On the other hand, in the cases of addition or subtraction problems, the calculation operation
is decided by a story of a problem which is classified in one of following four story types: (1)
combine, (2) increase, (3) decrease and (4) compare (Riley & Greeno, 1988). In Example (a), the
calculation operation "3+5=8" is derived by the combine story which is expressed by combining the
number of apples with oranges because the properties of three given quantities are the same ones in
addition and subtraction. In Example (b), in order to derive the calculation "5×3=15", it is important
to distinguish the properties of the given three quantities and relations between them. Because of this
difference, we arranged the task model of problem posing that can be solved by one-step
multiplication and division word problems originally.
(a) Example of Addition word problem
There are three apples. There are five oranges. How many apples and oranges are there in total?
(b) Example of Multiplication word problem 1
There are five apples in each box. There are three boxes. How many apples in total?
(c) Example of Multiplication word problem 2
There are five apples. The oranges are three times of the apples. How many oranges are there?
Figure 1. Example of Each Operation’s Problems.

Figure 2. Classification of Quantity.

Figure 3. Story of One-step Multiplication Arithmetic Word Problem.
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2.2 Task Model of Problem Posing for Multiplication and Division
In this section, we have described a task model of problem posing in the basis of previous
multiplication and division's structure. Task model of problem posing consists of restrictions that
should be satisfied in order to pose a problem. It is important to understand multiplication and
division arithmetic word problems to distinguish each quantity, which are base quantity, proportion
quantity and compared quantity. Therefore, we designed the task model of problem posing with a
focus on these quantities and its relation.
The task model of problem posing for multiplication and division are shown in Figure 4.
Deciding calculation operation structure is to decide the calculation for requiring answer. This is
multiplication or division. In deciding quantity relation structure in calculation operation, the relation
between each quantities to which the calculation operation structure correspond is decided. The
problem operation structure is derived operation from timeline of problem's story. So, the calculation
operation structure not necessarily corresponds to problem operation structure, because calculation
operation is changed by given required value in problem. Next, story operation structure by quantity
means the relation of the quantity that is not given required value. Of course, there is the story for
deciding the story operation structure by quantity. Then, by referring to 2.1, the division story consists
of partitive division for required base quantity and quotative division for required proportion quantity.
Multiplication and division stories are also required each proper constitution of quantity, object and
value. Exercises of problem posing and diagnosis function of posed problems are designed based on
this task model.
Here, we explained the difficulty of the problem by a difference between calculation
operation and problem operation by using example in Figure 5. Problem operation by quantity is
expressed as "base quantity ×proportion quantity = compared quantity". But required value is
proportion quantity in this example. Therefore, calculation operation by quantity is expressed as
"compared quantity ÷ base quantity = proportion quantity ". The problem which problem operation by
quantity doesn't correspond to calculation operation by quantity, like this example, is called as a
reverse thinking problem. In contrast, the problem which problem operation by quantity correspond
calculation operation by quantity is called as a forward thinking problem. The reverse thinking
problem is more difficult than forward thinking problem because of the difference between structures.

Figure 4. Task Model of Problem Posing.
There are three apples in each box. There are several boxes.
There are fifteen apples in total. How many boxes are there?
Figure 5. Example of One-step Multiplication Word Problem.
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3. MONSAKUN Touch 2 and MONSAKUN Analyzer
3.1 Framework of Learning Environment
MONSAKUN Touch 2 and MONSAKUN Analyzer are connected via Wi-Fi network and
MONSAKUN Analyzer is able to visualize learning data sent from MONSAKUN Touch 2. This
framework is shown in Figure 6. Each learner poses word problems by using MONSAKUN Touch 2
respectively. The posed problems are diagnosed by MOSAKUN Touch 2. The diagnosis judged not
only whether it is correct or not, but also categorizes the incorrectness if the posed problem is
inadequate one. As learning data, the posed problems and the results of the diagnosis are sent to
MONSAKUN Analyzer via Wi-Fi network. MONSAKUN Analyzer visualizes the learning data with
several types of graphs. Details are described in the next section.

Figure 6. Framework of Learning Environment.

3.2 Learning environment for problem posing by one-step multiplication or division
This learning environment called MONSAKUN Touch 2 is shown in Figure 7. In this practical use,
we have only implemented multiplication problem posing into MONSAKUN Touch 2 because our
target is only the 2nd grade students in this time. In the learning by problem-posing with the system, a
learner is given an assignment of problem posing and a set of sentence cards from the learning
environment. We call a sentence card as a "simple sentence card" that consists of an object, an
attribute of the object, and a quantity of the attribute. The environment can diagnose a posed problem
based on the task model of problem posing and give the learner a feedback for the posed problem. The
learner is required to select three simple sentence cards and arrange them in a proper order for posing
the problem. The set of cards given to the learner includes several dummy cards that cannot be used to
pose an adequate problem for the problem posing assignment. An assignment is expressed by a
calculation operation or a problem operation like “3×2=?” or “3×?=6”. Figure 8 shows a procedure of
diagnosis of the posed problem. The examination is carried out by checking out of several constraints
that the posed problem is required to satisfy. The constraints are defined based on the task model.
Then, MONSAKUN Touch 2 has two methods to give feedback to students. One method is that
system feeds back to the students that a posed problem is "correct" or "incorrect", and the other
method is that system feeds back an explanation of why a posed problem is incorrect as shown in
Figure 8 (e.g. Check the objects that are appeared in the posed problem). Also, MONSAKUN Touch
2 diagnoses the order of base quantity and proportion quantity because of verifying the learner knows
the meaning of quantity. If the learner cannot distinguish the types of each value, he/she will make a
mistake for the order of the sentence cards.
In MONSAKUN Touch 2, the learner logs in to the system at first. Then, the learner selects
the level for learning. After that, the learner starts to pose problems that are fit for the given
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assignment. If the learner finishes all given assignments in a level, the learner is allowed to move to
another level of problem-posing assignments.

Figure 7. Interface of MONSAKUN Touch 2.

Figure 8. The Process for Diagnosing the Posed Problem.

3.3 MONSAKUN Analyzer
MONSAKUN Analyzer is the web-based system which is developed by using PHP and MySQL for
visualizing a student's learning data on MONSAKUN Touch 2. The interface of MONSAKUN
Analyzer is shown in Figure 9. The learning data of all students in a class are gathered and displayed
with an interface that consists of a bar chart shows the number of posed problems and a doughnut
chart shows the rate of each error. In the left side, three bar charts indicate the teacher the average
number of posed problem in total, the average number of correct problem, and the average number of
wrong problem. The doughnut chart displays the teacher the sorts of incorrectness which are in
accordance with diagnosing of MONSAKUN Touch 2 in Figure 8. In addition to the visualization of
the number of posed problem and the rate of each error, MONSAKUN analyzer displays the average
progress with a level and number of task. This system can display these data not only in each lesson
but also in each student by clicking the link "see the each student's data". This interface shows the
learning data which is the same type of the data are shown in each lesson. When MONSAKUN
Analyzer shows the learning data of each student, the teacher can see the posed problem of each
student by clicking "see the each student's log". These data are updated in real-time. By using this
system, the teacher can confirm the process of student's problem posing performance by each lesson
and the student's learning data in performed lesson.
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Figure 9. MONSAKUN Analyzer.

4. Practical Use of MONSAKUN Touch 2
4.1 Procedure of Practical Use
The subjects were 39 students in the second grade of an elementary school. The subjects had just
learned the way to solve arithmetic word problems that could be solved by one-step multiplication.
This practice used nine lesson times (45 minutes per lesson, in 3 weeks). One lesson consists of
teaching of problem-posing by a teacher and problem-posing exercise of MONSAKUN Touch 2. The
teaching is designed based on the task model of problem posing for one-step multiplication or division
in 2.2. At first, the learner poses the problem by using the MONSAKUN Touch 2 for introduction of a
new level of problem posing. Second, the teacher teaches a method of problem posing by using the
task of problem posing and several sentence cards each of them written on a sheet of paper. In this
teaching, the task and cards are displayed on blackboard for teaching the problem structure following
our model of problem posing as sentence integration. Then, the students answer a teacher's question or
discuss with other students about given problem posing task. This teaching consists of selecting of
necessary sentence cards and explaining its reasons, and describing the pictorial expression of the
posed problem. The learner is able to acquire the problem structure through learning in this lesson of
problem posing on the basis of the task model described in Section 2.2. Then, they used the
MONSAKUN Touch 2 as exercise of the teaching. The teacher monitored students learning data for
adjusting progress of lesson during each exercise by using MONSAKUN Touch 2.
The students used MONSAKUN Touch 2 before and after the teaching for 5 - 10 minutes
respectively. The teacher taught the method of problem posing for 25 - 35 minutes. Problem posing
exercises on MONSAKUN Touch 2 and the teaching were divided into 7 levels that are shown in
Table 1. The contents of each level were classified by three scales that are the calculation operation,
the problem operation, and the number of problems that should be posed in an assignment. The
students are only given multiplication problem because they have not learned the division yet. So,
they are given problem operation in Lv.5 and calculation operation in other levels. In Lv.1, the
students are required to pose the story. Lv.4 and 5 are composed of the reverse thinking problems.
Lv.6 and 7 requires a learner to use the distributive law. These contents of each level were decided by
the consultation of the teacher and us on the basis of the task model. The teacher has performed one
level by one lesson in order from level 1 to 7. In the sequence of this learning activity, the learner is
able to sophisticate the problem structure that he/she acquired by posing problems on MONSAKUN
Touch 2 after he/she is taught the method of problem posing based on the task model by the teacher.
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Figure 10 shows the scene that the subjects were using MONSAKUN Touch 2. The subjects took a
pretest in one lesson time before the period, and a posttest and a questionnaire in one lesson time after
the period. In the exercise of MONSAKUN Touch 2, if the subjects finished problem posing at all
tasks, they repeat previous level.
In this practical use, MONSAKUN Touch 2 only gave feedback that the posed problem is
correct or not because we have aimed that the subjects pose the problem by using the taught problem
structure. Three teaching assistants have supported setting of the wireless LAN and operation of the
MONSAKUN Touch 2, but they didn't help the learners to pose problems.
As the pretest and posttest, we used the same usual problem solving test, extraneous problem
solving test and problem posing test. The usual problem solving test used to assess the subjects usual
problem solving performance. The extraneous problem test includes extraneous information that is not
necessary to solve the word problem. It is more difficult for learner to solve the extraneous problem
than to solve the usual problem solving (Muth, 1992). Because the learner has to judge the relevance
of each sentence and find the sentence including as the extraneous information in order to solve the
extraneous problem. In this process, the problem structure plays a crucial role. Therefore, the
extraneous problem solving is useful to assess leaner's comprehension of the problem structure. In
problem-posing test, the students are required to pose four problems by composing several sentence
cards provided beforehand. This test is used to examine the student's problem-posing performance.

Table 1: Levels of MONSAKUN Touch 2.
Level

Calculation
operation

Problem
Number of posing
operation
problem per level
x×y=z
1
(story operation)

1

x×y

2

x×y

x×y=?

1

10

3

x×y

x×y=?

2

10

4

x×y

1

10

5

x÷y

1

10

6

x×y

1

10

7

x×y

1

10

?÷x=y
?÷y=x
?×y=x
y×?=x
(a+b)×y=?
(a-b)×y=?
x×(b+c)=?
x×(a-b)=?

Number of
posing problem
10

Figure 10. Scene of Using MONSAKUN Touch 2.

4.2 Analysis of the Pretest and Posttest
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Analysis of the pretest and posttest are reported in this section. The results of these tests are shown in
Table 2. In the problem posing test, the subject are required to pose four problems by selecting and
arranging twenty eight sentence cards. There was a significant difference in the number of correct
problem between pretest and posttest (paired t-test, p=.011), and effect size is medium (|r|=.50). These
results suggest that the subjects improved their performance of problem posing through the learning
by problem-posing. The usual problem solving test composed of three problems in Lv.1-3, two
problems in Lv.4, four problems in Lv.5, one problem in Lv.6. Total number of problems are ten. The
extraneous problem solving test also has the same composition, too. There was no significant
difference in the scores between the pretest and posttest (paired t-test, p=.22) in the usual problem
solving test. In the extraneous problem solving test, there was also no significant difference in the
scores between the pretest and posttest (paired t-test, p=.12).
Because the SDs in two usual problem solving tests were much bigger than the ones of
problem-posing test, we analyzed the results of problem solving and extraneous problem solving test
by dividing into high group and low group based on average of the score of extraneous test in pretest.
Table.3 shows the results. There are no significant differences between the score of each test in high
group. In contrast, there are a marginally significant between the low group's score of pretest and
posttest in usual problem solving test (paired t-test, p=.09), and the effect size is small (d=.49). Also,
there are a significant difference in the scores of extraneous problem solving test between pretest and
posttest (paired t-test, p=.004), and the effect size is large (d=1.19). These results suggested that not
only the subject improve the problem solving performance, but also this learning environment was
effective for the learner who can’t judge the problem structure to acquire the problem structure. Based
on these result of analysis, we have considered that suggested problem structure and its task model of
problem posing are reasonable, and this learning environment by posing problem was effective for
understanding the problem structure of one-step multiplication word problem. However, this result
needs more investigation and we should analyze the student's log and show a teacher's teaching
method.
From the results of MONSAKUN Analyzer, the each subject has posed an average forty four
problems in each lesson. Among them, twenty seven posed problems were correct problems and
seventeen were wrong problems. This indicates that the subjects learned how to posed problem with
MONSAKUN Touch 2 because the learner posed the problems with several errors.
Table 2: Score of Pretest and Posttest in total (N=39).
Test
M

Pretest
SD

Posttest
M
SD

Problem posing

2.54

0.96

2.94

0.99

**

Usual Problem solving

8.18

1.68

8.51

1.38

n.s.

Extraneous Problem Solving

7.72

1.74

8.23

1.75

n.s.
** p<.01

Table 3: Score of Pretest and Posttest in high group (N=25) and low group (N=14).
Test
Usual Problem solving
Extraneous Problem Solving

Group

Pretest
M
SD

Posttest
M
SD

High group

8.80

1.30

8.92

1.32

n.s.

Low group

7.07

1.71

7.79

1.15

+

High group

8.84

0.83

8.60

1.45

n.s.

Low group

5.71

0.96

7.57
1.99
**
** p<.01, + p<.10
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5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have described a model of problem posing in one-step multiplication or division
arithmetic word problem, the development of an interactive environment based on the model, and the
results of its practical use. In order to design and develop the learning environment, at the first step,
we have indicated that the multiplication word problems are defined by three quantities and its
relation. These three quantities are base quantity, proportion quantity and compared quantity.
Secondly, the task model of problem posing in multiplication or division word problems is built on
the basis of this problem structure. After that, we have developed learning environment for problem
posing implemented the task model of problem posing. This environment consists of MONSAKUN
Touch 2 and MONSAKUN Analyzer. MONSAKUN Touch 2 provides the environment for learning
by problem posing as sentence integration to the learner. MONSAKUN Analyzer provides the
visualized student's learning data on MONSAKUN Touch 2 to the teacher. By using this environment,
it is realized that the lesson for acquiring the problem structure through our task model of problem
posing has been realized. In addition to above, we have reported its practical use and the results of
brief analysis. These results suggested that the second grade students were able to improve their
problem solving performance. We have judged that the proposed task model of problem posing and
the problem structure were reasonable.
As our future works, we need to analyze the student's log in this practical use to understand
student's learning performance. Furthermore, we should perform the practical use for problem posing
in division to third grade students of an elementary school continuously. Sophistication of the task
model of problem posing and evaluation of learning effect of the teaching method with MONSAKUN
Touch 2 is also an important future work.
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Abstract: Metacognition and self-regulation are important components for developing
effective learning in the classroom and beyond, but novice learners often lack these skills.
Betty’s Brain, an open-ended computer-based learning environment, helps students develop
metacognitive strategies as they learn science topics. In order to better understand and
improve the effect of adaptive scaffolding on students’ cognitive and metacognitive skills, we
investigate students’ activities in Betty’s Brain from a study comparing different forms of
adaptive scaffolding. We measure students’ cognitive and metacognitive processes from
students’ action sequences by (i) interpreting and characterizing behavior patterns using a
cognitive/metacognitive model of the task, (ii) mapping students’ frequently observed
cognitive and metacognitive process patterns back into their overall activity sequences and
measuring their effectiveness, and (iii) employing a binning method with clustering and
visualization techniques to characterize the temporal evolution of these processes. Our
experimental studies illustrate that the effectiveness and temporal changes in students’
behaviors were generally consistent with the scaffolding provided, suggesting that these
metacognitive strategies can be taught to middle school students in computer-based learning
environments.
Keywords: pedagogical agents, teachable agent, metacognition, scaffolding, measuring
metacognition

1. Introduction
Our research group has developed Betty’s Brain, a computer-based open-ended learning environment
(OELE; Land, 2000), where middle school students learn science topics by teaching a virtual agent
named Betty using a visual causal map (Leelawong & Biswas, 2008). As she is taught, Betty can
answer questions, explain her answers, and when requested by the students take quizzes developed by
Mr. Davis, a Mentor agent. Betty’s quiz performance helps students assess Betty’s, and, therefore,
their own knowledge. This motivates them to learn more, so they can help Betty improve her quiz
score.
More recently, we have directed our attention to how students develop metacognitive
strategies that include information seeking, solution construction, and solution assessment as they
learn the science topics while they teach Betty. Our approach utilizes trace methodologies derived
from students’ actions and activity patterns in the environment to infer aspects of their metacognitive
abilities (Aleven et al, 2006; Azevedo, et al., 2012; Hadwin et al, 2007). This is based on a
metacognition as events hypothesis, which theorizes that the use of metacognitive strategies manifests
as continually unfolding events that can be inferred from learners’ behaviors.
In this paper, we extend our previous work on using sequence mining methods to discover
students’ frequently-used behavior patterns from their activity sequences as they work in the Betty’s
Brain system (Kinnebrew & Biswas, 2012). In particular, we extend our techniques for analyzing
students’ action sequences by (i) interpreting and characterizing behavior patterns using a
cognitive/metacognitive model of the task, (ii) mapping students’ frequently observed cognitive and
metacognitive process patterns back into their overall activity sequences, (iii) using metrics to
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evaluate the effectiveness of these processes, and (iv) employing a binning method to characterize the
temporal evolution of these processes based on their occurrence over the course of learning activities.
One of our primary goals in this paper is to study and analyze how students’ learning
behaviors evolve as they use the Betty’s Brain system. We have developed a combination of sequence
mining techniques (Kinnebrew, Loretz, & Biswas, 2013) and temporal interestingness measures
(Kinnebrew, Mack, & Biswas, 2013) to capture and rank students’ activity patterns. We employ a
visual technique called heat maps (Wilkinson & Friendly, 2009) to study the temporal trends of the
more interesting behavior patterns, and compare the trends across groups of students. The results in
this paper and others (e.g., Biswas, Kinnebrew, & Segedy, 2013) represent a post hoc analysis of
student behaviors, and it helps us evaluate the effectiveness of the feedback that Mr. Davis provides
students to help them become more effective learners. Our longer term goal is to use the results of
these analyses to track students’ cognitive and metacognitive processes and measure the proficiency
of their use as they work on their learning and problem-solving tasks. These results will help us
develop better adaptive scaffolding mechanisms to support student learning.

2. Background: Metacognition
Metacognition is described as being made up of two constituent parts (Flavell et al, 1985; Veenman,
2012): (1) Metacognitive knowledge, which deals with awareness in the form of interplay between
knowledge of one’s abilities to perform tasks, the nature of the task, and the strategies one can employ
to successfully perform the task; and (2) Metacognitive control, which includes activities related to
goal selection, planning, monitoring, and evaluating one’s cognitive processes in order to better
regulate those processes in the future. Researchers have established strong links between learners’
metacognitive abilities and their effectiveness in executing cognitive processes. For example, Winne
(1996) characterizes cognition as dealing with knowledge of objects and operations on objects (the
object level). Metacognition, on the other hand, corresponds to the meta-level that contains
information about cognitive processes. Metacognitive monitoring brings the two levels together, as it
describes the process of observing one’s own execution of cognitive processes at the object level and
exerting control over the object level using metacognitive knowledge and strategies.
An important implication of the interplay between cognition and metacognition relates to the
dependence of metacognition on cognition (Land, 2000). In other words, metacognitive knowledge
may not be sufficient for achieving success in learning and problem solving, especially for learners
who lack the cognitive skills and background knowledge necessary for interpreting, understanding,
and organizing critical aspects of the task at hand (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000). Learners
may also lack knowledge of effective strategies (e.g., the ability to extract relevant information when
reading a science text), and, therefore, resort to suboptimal strategies in performing their tasks
(Azevedo, 2005; Kinnebrew & Biswas, 2012). Poor self-judgment abilities result in difficulties for
monitoring and evaluating one’s own effectiveness and progress, which can be a significant stumbling
block in selecting and implementing relevant strategies in a timely manner. However, research studies
have shown that with proper scaffolding, middle school students can improve their metacognitive
awareness and develop effective metacognitive strategies (Kramarski & Mevarech, 2003). Recent
results in Segedy, et al. (2013) also demonstrate that providing students’ support in becoming more
proficient in the cognitive processes when they need it, improves their overall effectiveness in the
Betty’s Brain system. Furthermore, we believe that developing the relevant cognitive skills will help
students interpret and apply metacognitive strategies in a more effective manner.

3. Betty’s Brain
Betty’s Brain (Figure 1) is an open-ended learning environment (Land, 2000) that provides students
with a learning context and a set of tools for pursuing authentic and complex learning tasks. Students
explicitly teach Betty by constructing a causal map. For example, they may draw a causal link
between garbage and landfills and methane to represent the relationship garbage and landfills
increase methane (a greenhouse gas). Students can check what Betty knows by asking her questions,
e.g., if garbage and landfills decrease, what effect does it have on polar sea ice? To answer questions,
Betty uses qualitative reasoning that operates through chains of links from the source concept to the
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target concept (Leelawong & Biswas, 2008). The learner can further probe Betty’s understanding by
asking her to explain her answers. Betty illustrates her reasoning by explaining her thinking and
highlighting concepts and links on the map as she mentions them. The goal for students using Betty’s
Brain is to teach Betty a causal map, whose correctness is determined in relation to a hidden, expert
causal map.
Therefore, students’ learning and teaching tasks are organized around three activities: (1)
reading hypertext resources to learn the domain material, (2) building and refining a causal map,
which captures the domain model, and (3) asking Betty to take quizzes. Students explicitly teach Betty

Figure 1: Betty’s Brain: (a) Map Editing Interface; (b) Quiz interface
by constructing a causal map. The map building and quiz interfaces for the system are shown in
Figure 1.
Learners can assess their progress by having Betty take a quiz on one or all of the sub-topics
that make up the causal map. Quiz questions are selected dynamically to reflect the current state of the
student’s map; questions are chosen (in proportion to the completeness of the map) for which Betty
will generate correct answers. The remaining questions produce incorrect or incomplete answers and
they direct the student’s attention to erroneous and missing links, respectively. After Betty takes a
quiz, her results, including the causal map she used to answer the questions appear on the screen as
shown in Figure 1(b). The quiz questions, Betty’s answer, and the Mentor’s assigned grade, i.e.,
correct, correct but incomplete, or incorrect appear on the top of the window. Clicking on a question
will highlight the causal links that Betty used to answer that question. To help students keep track of
correct and incorrect links, the system allows students to annotate them with a green check-mark
(correct), a red X (incorrect), or a gray question mark (not sure).

3.1 Cognitive/Metacognitive Process Model
We have developed a systematic approach to interpret students learning behaviors on the system. The
model takes into account the close connection between the cognitive and metacognitive processes,
and represents our expectations of the skills and strategies students need to develop to address the
learning task effectively. Overall, this model, shown in Figure 2, includes three primary processes that
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Figure 2: Cognitive/Metacognitive Task Model

students are expected to engage in while using Betty’s Brain: (1) information seeking, i.e.,
determining when and how to locate needed information in the resources, (2) solution construction,
i.e., organizing one’s developing understanding of the domain knowledge into structural components
(e.g., causal links), and (3) solution assessment, i.e., assessing the correctness of one’s causal model.
(1) and (2) together represent strategies linked to Knowledge Construction (KC), whereas (3) pertains
to strategies related to Monitoring (Mon). In executing metacognitive strategies, learners have to
correctly execute related cognitive processes to be successful. Identifying information, for example,
requires students to locate sentences that contain causal information as they read the resources and
make sense of the content. Similarly, solution construction includes strategies for converting the
acquired information into causal links and adding them to the appropriate place in the causal map.
Solution Assessment includes strategies for (1) checking the causal map, i.e., assessing the
correctness of all or a part of the causal model, and (2) interpreting explanation structure, i.e., using
the explanations to explicitly identify and annotate parts of the causal model as correct or incorrect.
This makes it easier for the student to focus on parts of the map that need more work. Successful
execution of monitoring metacognitive processes relies on students’ abilities to execute cognitive
processes for assessing the causal model (via questions, explanations, quizzes, and question
evaluations) and recording progress (via note taking and annotating links with correctness
information). The cognitive and metacognitive process model provides a framework for interpreting
students learning activities and behaviors (activity sequences) on the system.

3.2 Measuring Cognition and Metacognition
We have developed sequence mining methods for analyzing students’ learning activity sequences and
assessing their learning processes as they work in Betty’s Brain (Kinnebrew, Loretz, & Biswas, 2013,
Segedy, Biswas, & Sulcer, 2013). In this paper, we extend this analysis and demonstrate the use of
information gain measures and visualization methods to show how student behaviors evolve during
the course of the intervention. In particular, we are interested in studying (1) whether students are able
to interpret and apply KC and Mon strategies, and (2) whether this results in students’ suboptimal
behaviors gradually evolving into the use of more optimal strategies as the intervention progresses.
To assess the effectiveness of students’ activities we calculate four measures: (1) map edit
effectiveness, (2) map edit support, (3) monitoring effectiveness, and (4) monitoring support. Map
edit effectiveness is calculated as the percentage of causal link additions, removals, and modifications
that improve Betty’s causal map. Map edit support is defined as the percentage of causal map edits
that are supported by previous reading of pages in the resources that discuss the concepts connected
by the manipulated causal link. Monitoring effectiveness is calculated as the percentage of question
evaluations, quizzes, and explanations that generate specific correctness information about one or
more causal links. For example, when Betty answers a quiz question correctly, all of the links she
used to generate her answer are also correct. When students view the links Betty used to answer a
correct question, they generate correctness information for each link (i.e., each link Betty used to
answer the question is correct). Finally, monitoring support is defined as the percentage of causal link
annotations that are supported by previous quiz questions and explanations. For support metrics, a
further constraint is added: an action can only support another action if both actions occur within the
same time window, and we calculated support for a ten minute time window.
The information for calculating the measures and deriving student behavior using sequence
mining is extracted from students’ activities on the system collected in log files. For example, if a
student accesses a page in the resources, this is logged as a Read action that includes additional
information, e.g., the page accessed. In this work, students’ activity sequences are defined by six
categories of actions: (1) Read, (2) Link Edit, (3) Query, (4) Quiz, (5) Explanation, and (6) Link
Annotation. Actions are further distinguished by contextual details, such as the subtopic associated
with the link, and the correctness of the link edited. Sequence mining techniques are applied to
discover frequent behavior patterns for students in a given group are described in detail elsewhere,
and not discussed in this paper (Biswas, Kinnebrew, & Segedy, 2013; Kinnebrew, Loretz, & Biswas,
2013; Kinnebrew & Biswas, 2012).
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4. Method
We present post-hoc analyses from a 2012 classroom study with Betty’s Brain in which 7th grade
students in a middle Tennessee school learned about the greenhouse effect and climate change. The
analysis that follows tests the effectiveness of two sets support modules designed to scaffold students’
understanding of cognitive skills and metacognitive strategies important for success in Betty’s Brain:
(1) Knowledge Construction (KC) and Monitoring (Mon). The KC module provided support for
information seeking and solution construction, and the Mon module helped students understand how
to use Betty’s quizzes to identify correct and incorrect links on the causal map. Participants were
divided into three treatment groups. The KC group (KC-G) used a version of Betty’s Brain that
included the KC support module and a causal link tutorial that they could access at any time in the
system. The tutorial allowed students to practice identifying causal relations in short text passages.
The Mon group (Mon-G) used a version of Betty’s Brain that included the Mon support module and a
marking links correct tutorial that they could access at any time in the system. The tutorial presented
practice problems in which students used the results of graded quiz questions and the related causal
map to identify the links that could be marked as correct. Finally, the control group (Con-G) used a
version of Betty’s Brain that included neither the tutorials nor the support modules.
The KC module was activated when three out of a student’s last five map edits were incorrect,
at which point Mr. Davis would begin suggesting strategies for identifying causal links during
reading. Should students continue to make incorrect map edits despite this feedback, the KC module
activated a second tier of support: guided practice. During guided practice, students were moved to
the causal link tutorial where they read short text passages and expressed the primary idea in the
passage as a causal relation. When they worked on the tutorial, students were not permitted to access
any other portion of the program. Students completed the tutorial session once they solved five
problems correctly without making a mistake.
The Mon module was activated after the third time students did not use evidence from quizzes
and explanations to annotate links on their map. At this time, Mr. Davis began suggesting strategies
for using quizzes and explanations to identify and keep track of which links were correct.
Additionally, Mr. Davis discouraged students from annotating links as being correct without using the
suggested strategies. Should students continue to use quizzes and explanations without annotating
links correctly, the Mon module provided students with guided practice. Like the KC tutorial, students
had to complete five problems correctly on the first try to complete the tutorial session.
Seventy-three students, taught by the same teacher, participated in the study. Because use of
Betty’s Brain relies on students’ ability to independently read and understand the resources, the
system is not suited to students with limited English proficiency or cognitive-behavioral problems.
Therefore, data from English as a Second Language (ESL) and special education students were not
analyzed. Similarly, we excluded the data of students who missed more than two class periods of
work on the system. Our experimental analysis used data collected from 52 students who participated
in the study, with 15 students in the Con-G condition, 20 students in the KC-G condition, and 17
students in the Mon-G condition.
Learning was assessed using a pre-posttest design. Each written test consisted of five
questions that asked students to consider a given scenario and explain its causal impact on climate
change. Scoring was based on the causal relations that students used to explain their answers to the
questions, which were then compared to the chain of causal relations used to derive the answer from
the expert map. One point was awarded for each causal relationship in the student’s answer that came
from or was closely related to an expert causal link. The maximum combined score for the five
questions was 16. Two coders independently scored a subset of the pre- and post-tests with at least
85% agreement, at which point the coders split the remaining tests and individually coded the answers
and computed the scores.
Performance on the system was assessed by calculating a score for the causal map that
students created while teaching Betty. This score was computed as the number of correct links (the
links in the student’s map that appeared in the expert map) minus the number of incorrect links in the
student’s final map. We also used the log data collected from the system to derive students’ behavior
patterns, interpret them using our cognitive/metacognitive model, and study the temporal evolution of
the observed KC and Mon strategies over the period of the intervention.
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5. Results
Repeated measures ANOVAs performed on the pre- to post-test gains revealed a significant effect of
time on test scores (F=28.66, p <0.001). Pairwise comparisons of the three groups revealed that the
Mon-G (learning gain mean (m) = 2.41, standard deviation (sd) = 1.92) had marginally better learning
gains than KC-G (m = 1.28, sd = 2.33), which had better learning gains than the Con-G students (m =
1.03, sd = 1.99). The Mon-G learning gains were better than the Con-G gains (p < .075), indicating
the two interventions may have resulted in better understanding of the science content. There was
virtually no difference in the final map scores between the three groups. The small sample size and
the large variations in performance within groups made it difficult to achieve statistical significance in
these results. However, one positive aspect of this finding is that while students in the Mon-G and
KC-G spent an average of 10% and 17% of their time in guided practice, respectively, they learned,
on average, just as much, if not more, than the Con-G students.
We assessed students’ overall behaviors using the effectiveness and support measures
reported in section 3.2. The results in Table 1 show that the KC-G students had the highest scores on
both map editing effectiveness and support, suggesting that the KC feedback did help students more
effectively and systematically read and construct their causal maps (however, only the map edit
support showed a statistically significant difference, KC-G > Con-G, p = 0.02, and the map edit
effectiveness illustrated a trend, KC-G > Con-G, p = 0.08). However, the monitoring feedback did not
help the Mon-G students do better than the other two groups for monitoring effectiveness or support.
The Mon-G students did have the highest monitoring effectiveness, but the differences were not
statistically significant. The Con-G students had the highest monitoring support average (p < 0.10,
when comparing with other groups). It is not clear why the Mon or KC support and tutorials resulted
in students performing less supported monitoring activities than the Con-G students.
Table 9: Effectiveness & Support Measures ((mean (std dev)) by Group
Measure
Map edit effectiveness
Map edit support
Monitoring effectiveness
Monitoring support

Con-G

KC-G

Mon-G

0.46 (0.13)
0.43 (0.25)
0.30 (0.22)
0.61 (0.30)

0.52 (0.07)
0.64 (0.19)
0.32 (0.21)
0.32 (0.40)

0.50 (0.12)
0.55 (0.23)
0.40 (0.20)
0.33 (0.32)

6. Temporal Evolution of Behaviors
We developed an approach for studying how students' learning behaviors and strategies evolve over
time as the result of the scaffolds and feedback provided by the learning environment or the changing
demands of the task over the course of learning. We have developed a methodology called the
Temporal Interestingness of Patterns in Sequences (TIPS) along with a corresponding interestingness
measure, for identifying and visualizing the most temporally-interesting patterns of student behavior
(Kinnebrew, Mack, & Biswas, 2013).
To characterize the temporal evolution of pattern use, we sliced each student’s sequence into a
given number of bins and aggregated the pattern use frequencies for corresponding bins over a group
of students using the following approach:
1. Map the patterns back to the individual student activity sequences with occurrence frequency
over the length of the sequence. This is performed by slicing each sequence into n bins, such
that each bin contains approximately (100/n) % of the student’s actions in the sequence. Since
corresponding bins for different students can be of different sizes (i.e., the number of actions
in the bin) depending on the total number of actions the student performed, the frequency of a
pattern in a bin is calculated as the number of occurrences divided by the size of the bin;
2. Compute the group frequency of the patterns for each bin as the average across all students in
the group, and normalize the frequency counts as percentages to provide a standard basis for
comparison across groups. The percentages allow direct comparison across groups in terms of
the evolution of pattern use, even with different total frequencies for pattern use in the groups;
and
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3.

Form a pattern vector for each group by considering each behavior pattern to be defined by a
vector consisting of n feature values, where each feature value corresponds to the percentage
frequency count for the corresponding bin.
4. Provide a ranking of the candidate patterns using Information gain (IG) as an interestingness
measure applied to the temporal footprint of each pattern. IG is defined as the difference in
expected information entropy between one state and another state where some additional
information is known (e.g., a set of data points considered as a homogeneous group versus
one split into multiple groups based on the value of some other feature or attribute). In TIPS
we apply IG to determine which patterns are the best descriptors of the data because
knowledge of their occurrence provides the least amount of uncertainty about the temporal
location of actions in the sequences. This IG measure for a pattern defines its temporalinterestingness in TIPS and is used to rank all candidate patterns in descending order, so the
pattern that has the highest information gain will be ranked first.
5. For the highly-ranked patterns, visualize their temporal footprints using heat maps (Wilkinson
& Friendly, 2009) to assess usage trends and spikes. Specifically, we employ a singledimensional heat map where each temporal bin's value is its percentage of the total pattern
occurrence. The heat map is generated by assigning a color to each bin, which is determined
by where its value falls between the highest and lowest value in the heat map.
As an initial analysis of student learning behaviors, we ran the students’ activity data through
a sequence mining algorithm (Kinnebrew, Loretz, & Biswas, 2013). This algorithm identified 143
different action patterns that were observed in a majority of students. We ran our binning method on
all 143 patterns to divide up the activity sequences into 5 bins, such that each bin contained about
20% of the students’ actions in the learning environment. The TIPS algorithm (Kinnebrew, Mack, &
Biswas, 2013) was then run on the 143 patterns, and the top four distinct behavior patterns ranked by
IG are listed in Table 2. Patterns 1 and 2 can be classified more as KC strategies, and not surprisingly
the KC group has the highest average frequency of use for these strategies. Similarly, patterns 3 and 4
involve interpretation and further probing into Quiz results, respectively, and, therefore, they may be
classified as Mon strategies. Mon-G has a marginally greater frequency of use of these two strategies
than the KC-G; however, the CON-G students show the highest average frequency of use for these
strategies. When one looks at these results in conjunction with monitoring effectiveness, the MON-G
students do have a higher value for that measure as compared to the other two groups. Surprisingly,
however, the CON-G students had a much higher score than the Mon-G and KC-G students for the
monitoring support measure. However, it is interesting to note that this did not translate to higher map
scores and better pre-post test gains for this group.
Table 2: Comparison of Pattern Frequencies across Conditions for highest ranked TIPS patterns
Rank

Pattern

1

[Add incorrect link (AIL)] → [Remove incorrect link (RIL)] → [Read (R)]

Avg. Frequency
CON
1.4

KC
5.0

MON
0.9

2

[Read Multiple Pages(R-M)] → [Add incorrect link (AIL)]

1.7

5.0

1.9

3

[Add incorrect link (AIL)] → [Quiz (Q)] → [Remove incorrect link (RIL)]

5.3

4.2

4.3

4

[Quiz (Q)] → [Explanation (E)]

7.6

3.2

4.5

While these broad category differences in pattern use among students suggests that the
expected effects on student learning behaviors for the two experimental conditions, the heat maps
provide a visual comparison of the temporal evolution of individual activity patterns across
conditions. Figure 3 illustrates the temporal evolution of the four behavior patterns listed in Table 2.
In the heat maps, the lighter shades imply a lower frequency of occurrence for that pattern in a bin,
and the darker shades imply higher frequencies of occurrence. The legend colored white denotes the
lowest frequency of occurrence in that heat map expressed as a percentage of total occurrence for the
corresponding group, whereas the legend shaded black denotes the highest percentage frequency of
occurrence in the heat map.
Pattern 1: AIL → RIL → R, very likely represents a justifiably cautious strategy, where the
student added a link then correctly surmised that the link was incorrect. It was not clear if this was a
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guess or the student used past information (e.g., a previous quiz result) to come to this conclusion. In
any case, the student then decided to read the resources further, presumably to find the right link. The
KC-G students used this pattern with much greater frequency that the Con-G and Mon-G students and
the pattern use was uniformly distributed through the period of the intervention. For the Con-G
students the use of this pattern increased monotonically through most of the intervention, but
dramatically dropped off for the last bin. The Mon-G students use this pattern sporadically (their

(1) AIL → RIL → R

(2) R-M → AIL

(3) AIL → Q → RIL

(4) Q → E

Figure 3: Temporal Evolution of Behavior Patterns

average frequency of use in the intervention was < 1), but the pattern’s use peaked in the middle of
the intervention.
Pattern 2: R−M → AIL, represents a suboptimal behavior, where students read multiple pages
then added an incorrect link to the map. Though the KC-G students did this most often, Figure 3
shows that this behavior decreased in frequency for the KC-G students as the intervention progressed.
The frequency of use of this pattern for Mon-G and Con-G groups was roughly the same. But the
Con-G students’ use of this pattern decreased with time, whereas for the Mon-G students the
frequency of use was more uniform with a small increase at the end.
Pattern 3: AIL → Q → RIL represented a strategy where a student added an incorrect link and
then took a quiz to see how the score would change. Depending on the outcome (in this case, the score
likely decreased), the student determines that the link added was incorrect, and, therefore, deleted it.
This generally represents a suboptimal trial-and-error strategy. Students in all three groups used this
strategy, but the Mon-G and KC-G students used it less than the Con-G students. This may be
attributable to the effectiveness of the Monitoring scaffolding. To study this pattern further we
developed two pattern-specific measures: (1) a measure of cohesiveness of the pattern, i.e., in what
percentage of the AIL → Q → RIL patterns was the delete action supported by the quiz result; and (2)
a support measure, i.e., in what percentage of the AIL → Q → RIL patterns was the addition of the
link supported by recent actions. The MON group had higher cohesiveness (41.9 to 38.0 and 37.3 for
the CON and KC groups) and higher support (27.7 to 20.3 and 18.7 for the CON and KC groups)
measures, implying that when they employed this pattern, they did so in a more systematic way than
the other two groups.
Pattern 4: Q → E represents a good monitoring strategy, where the students use the
explanation feature to identify the links Betty used in answering a question that appeared on the quiz.
The Mon-G feedback provided by Mr. Davis emphasized the use of this approach to identify the
correct versus incorrect links in their maps. The feedback had a positive effect. The Mon-G students
used this feedback more frequently than the KC-G students, and the frequency of use increased as the
intervention progressed for these groups. This can be attributed to the fact that the explanation feature
becomes more useful as the size of the causal map grows. However, it was surprising that the Con-G
students used the explanation feature with higher frequency than the other two groups, but their use of
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this behavior occurred more at the beginning and end of the intervention, with very little use in
between. Perhaps, feedback from the Mentor would have led to greater use, and better map scores for
the Con-G students.

7. Discussion and Conclusions
The results presented in Sections 5 and 6 provide evidence that a combination of theory-driven
measures and data-driven mining techniques can be successfully employed to produce a more
complete description of the type of metacognitive strategies students use and their effectiveness in
their learning and problem-solving tasks. Furthermore, the temporal interestingness measures and the
heat map visualization help us study how these behaviors evolve during the intervention. In this work
on investigating cognitive and metacognitive processes in Betty’s Brain, we had to carefully
instrument the system to collect rich data on the students’ activities and the context associated with
those activities. Post hoc mining and analysis of this data revealed a number of interesting results.
More generally, and perhaps most important, the results show (i) that it is possible to infer aspects of
students’ use of strategies through these data mining and analysis techniques combined with a
cognitive/metacognitive model of the task, and (ii) that tracking student performance and related
context information with respect to their activities allows us to better characterize how students’ use
of these strategies evolve, and how effective is the scaffolding provided by the system.
Our analyses in this study focused on students’ information seeking, solution construction,
and solution assessment strategies. Knowledge construction (KC) strategies include seeking out
information, thinking deeply about the material to develop a sufficient understanding to apply it to
model-building and problem-solving tasks. In particular, information structuring strategies in Betty’s
Brain help students with their map-building activities, which include understanding the structure of
the causal model, the ability to construct it in parts, the ability to add links correctly to an existing
structure, and also the ability to reason (e.g., answer questions, formulate hypotheses) with the
evolving structure. The primary monitoring strategies relate to determining when and how to check
the correctness of the current causal map, and then, in more detail, using the quiz (assessment) results
to determine the correctness of individual links and identify parts of the map that are incomplete or
still need work.
In summary, the analysis presented in this paper successfully employed our metacognition
measurement framework to evaluate the effects of scaffolding support for metacognitive and cognitive
processes important for success in Betty’s Brain. Comparison of different versions of Betty’s Brain, a
version that provided very little scaffolding and no guided practice versus two experimental
conditions: one that provided Knowledge Construction scaffolds and a second that provided
Monitoring scaffolds, produced interesting results. Overall, the interventions resulted in changes in
student behavior that were consistent with the provided scaffolding, implying that these metacognitive
strategies can be taught and supported for middle school students in a computer-based learning
environments. In more detail, the KC group tended to use KC strategies more often than the other two
groups, but this was not true for students in the Mon group, who did not use monitoring strategies
more often than the other two groups (see Table 2 and Figure 3). Furthermore, when we analyzed the
temporal evolution of two monitoring-related behaviors, the positive result was that the Mon-G
students applied the Q → AIL → Q pattern more effectively than a trial and error strategy as
compared to the other two groups. Their use of this behavior pattern only increased toward the end,
when the map building task became more difficult. In subsequent versions of the system, we may
monitor the use of this behavior more closely, and provide students help with alternate strategies that
are likely to be more effective in helping them complete their causal map. There were less distinct
differences in the use of explanations after a quiz. All students used the explanation feature more
often toward the end. To promote more uniform and effective use of explanations throughout the
interventions, we will develop new feedback that better explain how to interpret quiz results and the
role of explanations in probing the correctness of links used to answer questions (e.g., how to use the
results from multiple quiz questions).
Further improvements in the scaffolding and feedback on solution construction and solution
assessment strategies provided by the environment and creating repeated opportunities for students to
practice them should lead to better science learning performance. An interesting implication of this
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work is that solution assessment strategies can be the key to better learning performance as well as
prove to be the catalyst for developing more effective information seeking and solution construction
strategies. The results presented in this paper are promising, but further analysis and more systematic
experiments will have to be conducted to achieve conclusive results.
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Abstract: For practice-based science education, the authors developed a cognitive simulator
that demonstrates the human memory process and simulates the serial position effect in
different experimental situations. Our cognitive simulator as a learning tool is established on
the basis of the dual storage model; it visualizes the items stored in the short-term and longterm memories. The participants learn how the model works while confirming which items are
rehearsed in the short-term memory, encoded into the long-term memory, or overflowed from
the memory. We designed and performed practice-based psychological training through two
university class sessions of the author’s cognitive science class. The results of the practice
showed that participants’ data interpretation and data prediction were improved through class
activities. More specifically, the participants explained the observed data using naïve concepts
prior to the learning phase, but they subsequently explained them using theoretically defined
concepts of the dual storage model. Furthermore, the participants were successfully guided to
predict the experimental results more accurately by the learning activities using the cognitive
simulator.
Keywords: Cognitive model, Dual storage model, Serial position effect, Psychology
education

1. Introduction
Computational cognitive models have a central role in the investigation of the human mind in
cognitive science. Such models exemplify hypotheses regarding cognitive information processing
performed in the human mind as a computer program and empirically examine the hypotheses
through the comparison of computer simulation results and human data obtained in psychological
experiments. Computational modeling has opened a new era of science concerning the human mind
through the development of this new and innovative research tool. The utilities of computational
cognitive models as research tools have been widely approved through a long history of cognitive
science studies.
In a previous study, we have investigated the functions of computational cognitive models as
learning tools (Miwa, Morita, Nakaike, and Terai, in press). Further, we have proposed a new
instructional design, learning by creating cognitive models, and confirmed empirical evidence of its
effectiveness thorough actual class activities. The computational model used in this study works as a
cognitive simulator, visualizing the inner statuses of the cognitive system and flows of information.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that participants’ scientific activities improve by
using such a cognitive simulator as a learning tool. We focus on two learning activities: data
interpretation and data prediction in psychology domain. In general, practice-based psychology
education is performed by having participants perform experiments, analyze the data, and interpret the
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results. We add the model-based approach in such a practice-based training. This approach teaches
participants top-down and theory-based thinking, whereas the former approach teaches them bottomup and evidence-based thinking. These two types of thinking are critically important not only in
psychology but also in various types of natural and human sciences.
Before presenting our hypotheses, we should make a clear distinction between a theory and
model. In the following description, a theory refers to a conceptual theory. In general, such a
conceptual theory is described using natural language, and sometimes, it is depicted by diagrammatic
representations such as a flowchart. A theory may offer abstract prediction, but it does not lead to
more precise observed data (such as concrete experimental results) in a specific condition. On the
other hand, in the present study, a model refers to a computational model. A model is described as a
computer program that runs on a computer. It predicts specific experimental results in a hypothesized
condition by computer simulations. A theory is given empirical feedback from the comparison
between simulation results and psychological experiments.
Our first hypothesis is as follows: learning with computational cognitive models may activate
participants’ theory-based data interpretation. Theory-based data interpretation means that participants
interpret experimental data from the viewpoint of a theory by using theoretical terms and concepts
defined in the theory. Science develops as initial regularities and patterns of observed data are
identified (data description), and then, the reasons why such patterns emerge are explained (data
interpretation). In the learning of science, such explanative activities are crucially important. Because
a theory is conceptually indicated, participants may not be capable of directly connecting the theory
and data. Such participants very often face difficulties about explaining why specific data patterns in
experimental results emerge based on a theory. Our cognitive simulator demonstrates the process of
generating the output, helping participants grasp the relation between theory and data. This may
improve participants’ theory-based data interpretation.
In addition, data prediction is essential in scientific activities. For data prediction, we should
be familiar with the mechanisms behind observed data. If we do not obtain knowledge about such
mechanisms, we cannot know anything about what happens in advance prior to observing the
phenomenon. In psychology, observed data refers to experimental results and mechanisms are
described as cognitive information processing performed in the mind. Our cognitive simulator is
expected to help participants grasp the inner behavior of the system. When participants understand
information processing of the system accurately, they learn to perform mental simulations of the
system in their mind; thus, they accurately predict the experimental results in a hypothesized situation.
Our second hypothesis is as follows: learning with computational cognitive models may lead
to a participant’s deeper understanding regarding the mechanisms of the cognitive system; thus,
participants may predict the experimental results in a hypothesized situation more accurately.
We examine the two aforementioned hypotheses through participants’ learning activities in an
actual classroom setting.

2. Learning Material
2.1 Serial Position Effect
In our practice, we selected a popular and well-known psychological phenomenon concerning human
memory, the serial position effect, as a learning material (e.g., Murdock, 1964). The serial position
effect is one of the most famous findings that has been confirmed in many laboratory studies and is a
learning topic in almost all introductory textbooks of experimental psychology. A representative
characteristic of the serial position effect is as follows: when participants are presented with a list of
words, they tend to remember the first few and last few words and are more likely to forget those in
the middle of the list. The tendency to recall earlier words is called the primacy effect; the tendency to
recall the later words is called the recency effect. Figure 1 shows a representative result reported in
Rundus (1971).
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Figure 1: A representative experimental result indicating the special position effect. The horizontal
axis shows the order of presentation items, and the vertical axis shows the average recall ratio of each
item. The bold line shows a representative example result reported in Rundus (1971), and the dotted
line shows the result of our participants (see Section 4).

2.2 Dual Storage Model
The serial position effect is explained on the basis of the dual storage model of human memory
(Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1971), which hypothesized a multiplicity of the memory system. A primary
concern of our practice is the distinction between the short-term and long-term memories. Sensory
information obtained from the outside world is temporally stored in the iconic memory.
Subsequently, information selectively focused in the iconic memory is sent to the short-term memory;
however, it is maintained only for about 15–30 s. Without rehearsals of items, they are soon erased
from the short-time memory. Through rehearsal activities, the information in the short-term memory
is encoded into the long-term memory. Once the information is encoded in the long-term memory, it
is never forgotten. The primacy effect emerges because only the words presented earlier are put into
the long-term memory through rehearsals. The recency effect appears because the words from the end
are left in the short-term memory and directly retrieved from the memory when asked to be reported.
In contrast, the words in the middle of the list have been there for too long to be held in the short-term
memory and not long enough to be encoded into the long-term memory.

3. Cognitive Simulator
Figure 2 shows the summary of our production system model.
Our model on the server consists of nine production rules.

Figure 2: Summary of the production system model. Italic letters indicate the production rules and
letters in parentheses indicate the parameters involved in the rules.


A presentation rule: presenting an item and encoding it into the short-term memory.
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Two erasing rules: erasing items from the sort-term memory after the time limit for holding items
has passed, and erasing items from the short-term memory when the number of items has
exceeded the working memory capacity.
A rehearsal rule: performing rehearsals of items in the short-term memory.
An encoding rule: encoding items into the long-term memory.
Two reporting rules: reporting items from the short-term and long-term memories when asked to
report memorized items after all items have been presented.
Two rules for stopping the system and increasing the time counter.

4. Class Practice
Our class practice was performed in a cognitive science class in the Graduate School of Information
Science of Nagoya University. Two class sessions were assigned in this practice. A summary of the
flow of the sessions is as follows.
In the first class session, the participants joined a memory recall experiment. They were
presented with a series of 20 words with an interval of 3 s. After the presentation phase, they were
immediately asked to recall memorized items and write them on a sheet of paper. A total of four
experimental sessions were repeated. The words recalled by each participant were gathered via a webbased data collection system and analyzed using a semiautomatic analysis system. The participants
were presented with the analyzed result immediately after the data were gathered. The results
presented to the participants are shown in Figure 1. The result replicated crucial characteristics of the
serial position effect such as the recency effect, primacy effect, and decrease of recalls of the middle
terms. Subsequently, the participants were required to explain why such a U-shaped pattern emerged.
We treated this result as a pretest regarding data interpretation. The participants were also required to
predict the experimental results when the words were presented with intervals of 1 and 5 s. They
reported the prediction by drawing two additional lines with a pencil, each of which corresponded to
each of the predicted results whose presentation intervals were 1 and 5 s, on a graph in which the
simulation result at 3 s was indicated.
Next, the dual storage model was conceptually explained to the participants by an instructor.
They were taught fundamental functions of the model’s components such as the short- and long-term
memories; they received instructions concerning how the model works. Following the lecture, the
participants were again required to predict the experimental results when the intervals were 1 and 5 s.
The result was treated as a middle test regarding data prediction.
The second class session was conducted a week after the first session. In the second session,
the participants learned how the model processes information by using our cognitive simulator. Our
cognitive simulator visualized the items stored in the short-term and long-term memories. The
participants were taught how the model works while confirming which items are rehearsed in the
short-term memory, encoded into the long-term memory, or overflowed from the memory.
After the learning phase using the cognitive simulator, the participants were again required to
explain why the U-shaped pattern emerged (as a post-test regarding data interpretation) and predict
the experimental results when the words are presented with intervals of 1 and 5 s (as a post-test
regarding data prediction).

5. Results
A total of 11 graduate students participated in our cognitive science class. Eight among the eleven
participants who participated in both class sessions were analyzed.

5.1 Data interpretation
First, we analyzed the pre- and post-tests for data interpretation. The following are representative
descriptions of two participants.
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The following two descriptions were recorded in the pretest: “Words presented in the
former phase are well memorized because memorizing activities can be concentrated without interest
in other words. Words in the final phase are also well memorized because the delay from the
memorizing timing to reporting is small” (Subject A), and “The human brain has a nature that objects
initially and finally faced are well memorized” (Subject B).
The descriptions were changed in the post-test: “Words presented in the former phase are
memorized in the long-term memory through plenty of rehearsals before overflows from the shortterm memory. Words in the final phase are reported directly from the short-term memory even when
they are not memorized in the long-term memory” (Subject A), and “Many rehearsals of the former
words can be performed and sent to the long-term memory. The middle terms are impossible to be
rehearsed, so they are erased from the short-term memory. The last words are memorized in the shortterm memory” (Subject B).
Even in the initial phase, all participants were aware of the U-shaped pattern and
demonstrated the primacy and recency effects in the experimental results. The above examples clearly
indicate that the participants explained the observed data using naïve concepts before the learning
phase, but they subsequently explained the data using theoretically defined concepts of the dual
storage model. However, this explanation shift from the pre- to post-tests may arise from conceptual
understandings of the dual storage model by a tutor’s lecture and not by the experiences of using the
cognitive simulator.

5.2 Data prediction
Next, we analyzed data prediction. We examined the extent to which participants accurately drew the
two lines corresponding to the results in the cases where the presentation intervals were 1 and 5 s. The
drawn lines and plotted points were digitalized. For the estimation, we utilized the Euclid distance
(ED) between a predicted line drawn by a participant and a target line obtained by computer
simulations as the degree of correct prediction. The ED is defined by the following equation. T
indicates a vector of the target line that consists of the simulated 20 recall rates, each of which
corresponds to a recall rate of one of the presented words. P indicates a vector of the predicted line
that consists of 20 recall rates plotted by each participant. A smaller value of the ED indicates a more
correct prediction.

ED(T,P) =

20

∑ (T − P )

2

i

(1)

i

i=1

Figure 3: One-way ANOVA showed that the main effect of tests was significant (F(2, 14) = 9.23, p <
.01 when the interval is 1 s; and F(2, 14) = 5.31, p < .01 when the interval is 5 s). The results of
multiple comparisons using Holm’s method showed that the EDs between the simulated and predicted
lines in the middle and post-tests were shorter than the ED in the pre-test when the interval was 1 s
(MSe = 213.09, p < .05). The ED in the post-test was also shorter than the ED in the pretest when the
interval was 5 s (MSe = 358.07, p < .05).
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Figure 3 illustrates the results. Regarding data prediction, we conducted three tests: pre-,
middle, and post-tests. A decrease in the value from the pre- to middle tests indicates effects of only
conceptual explanations by a tutor; a decrease from the pre- to post-tests indicates effects of the
experiences using the cognitive simulator with conceptual explanation.
The value of the ED gradually decreased from the pre- to post-tests, indicating that the
participants were successfully guided to accurately predict the experimental results by the learning
activities in the class practice using the cognitive simulator. In particular, in the case of 1 s interval, a
statistically significant improvement was only detected between the pre- and post-tests but not
between the pre- and middle tests, indicating the efficiency of the practice with our cognitive
simulator.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a cognitive simulator that demonstrates the human memory
process and simulates the serial position effect in different experimental situations. We designed and
performed practice-based psychological training through two university class sessions of the author’s
cognitive science class. The results of the practice showed that the participants’ data interpretation and
data prediction were improved through the class activities, indicating the advantages of using a
computational cognitive model as a learning tool.
J. R. Anderson (1993) proposed the theory–model–data perspective in a research program of
cognitive science. The improvement of the participants’ data interpretation implies that a cognitive
computational model actually functions as a mediator connecting a theory with empirical data. Even if
a theory is conceptually taught, the participants may face difficulties interpreting the data from the
viewpoint of the theory because of the difficulty of ascertaining a direct reference between the theory
and data. The participants in our practice confirmed the behavior of the model while confirming the
memory process on the computer display one by one. This activity may lead the participants to a more
precise understanding of the dual storage model as a conceptual theory of human memory.
Moreover, the participants were guided to predict data patterns more precisely in
hypothesized situations. For prediction, the participants need to perform the model in their mind, and
infer the results through such mental simulations. This implies that through practice, the participants
successfully established the dual storage model as a mental model of the human memory process that
can be executed mentally. A mental model has an important role in actual science history. For
example, thought experiments are believed to have played decisive roles in the discoveries of
Einstein’s theory of relativity and Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism. Such thought
experiments are likely to be considered as a qualitative mental simulation (Nersessian, 2008). In
education, the importance of instructions to support a learner’s mental model construction has been
recognized (Clement, 2000; Gilbert, 2004).
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Abstract: We proposed a design method to automatically generate an educational game by
substituting the cards of an existing card game for new cards that have practice problems
written on them. However, several games in which most players rarely solved problems were
created by the method. Therefore, this study examines the reasons why they rarely solved
problems. We conducted an experiment that asked test subjects to play useful and useless
educational games and their reactions were videotaped. The video recordings and interviews
suggest that few subjects solved problem in playing the educational games had no
opportunities for solving problems to predict the future game state that would result from each
choice to make a favorable choice. On the other hand, all subjects solved problems in playing
the educational game had opportunities for the prediction. On the basis of the results, this
study also organizes the rules that provides the prediction, and develops a system that detects
useless educational games. The results of experimental evaluations of the system suggest that
the detection system can detect useless educational game by the detection of the rules for the
prediction.
Keywords: Educational game, authoring, analysis of learning activity, automatic generation

1. Introduction
We have been studying how to create educational game that enables formal learning activities in the
form of a game. As a product of this study, they have organized and analyzed the rules of card games,
and have proposed an EPIC (Embedding Problem-exercises Into a Card game) method to create an
educational game that incorporates cards that have educational practice problems written on them into
the rules (Umetsu, Hirashima, and Takeuchi, 2006). Using this method, an automatic generator for
educational game applications has been developed (Umetsu, Azuma, Hirashima, and Takeuchi, 2011).
The EPIC method transforms an existing card game into an educational one by substituting
the cards of the existing card game for new cards that practice problems are written on them. Thus,
according to the game created by this substitution, a player has to derive answers form the problems,
instead of using the properties of the original cards. Therefore, we expect that the game may be
understood as an educational game for problem-solving exercise.
However, several games were created with the EPIC method in which most players rarely
solved problems (Umetsu, Baba, Hirashima, and Takeuchi, 2012). The circumstances suggest that it is
unclear as to why players solve problems, and what game rules make the players solve problems.
Therefore, this study examines the reasons why players solve problems in educational games created
with the EPIC method. As the result of the experiment, we found that few subjects solved problem in
playing the educational games that had no opportunities for solving problems to predict the future
game state that would result from each choice to make a favorable choice. On the other hand, all
subjects solved problems in playing the educational game had opportunities for the prediction.
To detect useless educational game or to design useful educational game, it is necessary to
clarify which rules of an educational game provide opportunities for the prediction in playing the
educational game. Therefore, this study also organizes the rules for the prediction, and develops a
system that detects these rules from educational games generated by the automatic generator on the
basis of the EPIC method.
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2. Method to Design Educational Games
There have been several investigations into the design methods for educational games; however, most
of these studies have dealt only with a limited part of the design process. On the other hand, this study
analyzes concrete methods to embed problem-solving exercises into existing card games as well as
examination of the reasons why players carry out the learning activities.

We have proposed a concrete method to design educational games automatically. We
call the method “EPIC method”. In EPIC method, an existing card game is transformed into
an educational one by substituting the cards of the game for cards with problem statements.
To play in accordance with the rules of the game, players have to solve the problems
provided on the substituted cards, instead of using the property of the original cards. Figure 1
shows the framework for the EPIC method.
A card game is any game using cards as the primary device with which the game is
played. The activity of playing the card game involves moving the cards following a given set
of rules. Certain rules, determine how a player should move the cards, depending on values of
cards’ properties. In playing the game, the operations of the cards are decided on the basis of
three evaluations of the card’s value: assignment, comparison, and calculation. Therefore, we
transformed an existing card game into a playable new game by substituting cards in the
game for those having properties that are based on the three evaluations can be performed.
In other words, a new game can be developed by substituting cards from an existing
card game for cards with problem statements, which consists of given information and
questions. The question and corresponding answer are used instead of the property of the
original card and the value of the property, respectively. Thus, according to the game created
by this substitution, a player must derive answers from the given information because the
movement of the cards by a player depends on the properties of the cards.
We have developed an authoring system on the basis of the EPIC method. The
authoring system can generate a computer-based educational game from text of rules that
consists of words or sentences that are used to describe rules of a card game.
Card game
rules
assignment comparison

Educational game
without change
calculation

use values of properties
value
properties

value
properties

card

card

substitute
playing cards
for new cards
with problems

rules
assignment comparison

calculation

use answers
answer
questions

answer
questions

given
given
information
information
problem card
problem card
derive answer

Figure 1. Framework of EPIC method.

3. Analysis of Reasons for Carrying out Learning Activities
In playing the game created by EPIC method, answers of problems are required. Nevertheless, several
games were created with the EPIC method in which most players rarely solve problems (Umetsu et
al., 2012). This suggests that it is unclear as to why players solve problems, and what game rules
make the players solve problems. Therefore, this chapter examines the reasons why players solve
problems in useful and useless educational games created with the EPIC method.
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3.1 Reasons for solving problems
On the basis of EPIC method, we speculate on the reason why players solve problems. We
expect that there are three reasons for solving problems. In playing a card game, there are three
evaluations of the card’s value: assignment, comparison, and calculation. Generally in a game
application, the evaluations are automatically performed by the game application to relieve
players of the tasks. The game state is changed automatically on the basis of the results derived by
the application. An educational game created with the EPIC method substitutes the card’s value for
answer of problem. Therefore, generally in the educational game application, the evaluations are
automatically performed by the educational game application.
In such case, (1) to find out the details of this automatically processed state transition, the
player has to solve the problem to obtain the answer that is necessary for analyzing the automatically
processed transition procedure. A player occasionally wants to check the automatic operations.
Because the answers of the chosen cards are required for finding out the state transition, the player
solves the problems written on the cards.
However, it is unlikely that there are many players who solve problems to find out the details
of the automatically processed state transition. Therefore, the educational game in which a player
has to change the game state manually is created to force the players solve problems. In such
educational game, (2) the player has to solve the problem since obtaining the answer to the problem is
necessary for carrying out the correct transition in accordance to the rules, because the transitions are
correct or not depending on the answer.
The manual transitions make players solve problems. However, it may be cumbersome to
play the manual game. Therefore, we have placed emphasis on the following reason for solving
problems. (3) A player is usually required to make a choice in playing game. The player solves the
problem since obtaining the answer to the problem is necessary in order for the player to make a
favorable choice. To make favorable choice, the player has to predict and evaluate the future game
states that are results of each choice. The answer is necessary for predicting the future states, because
the future states depending on the answer.
As an exception, we think that (4) a player might solve the problem for no particular reason,
such as the problem written on the card entered the field of vision.

3.2 Examination of the reasons
We conducted an experiment to clarify the reasons why players solve the problems and examine the
reasons. Test subjects were asked to play games created with the EPIC method, and their reactions
were videotaped. In addition, the subjects were told to press a button when they had solved each
problem, and the timings of problem solving were recorded. Later, whilst showing the test subjects
these video recordings, an interview survey was conducted on the subjects to investigate “when” they
solved the problems and “how” they came to solve the problems.
In this experiment, 20 test subjects played each of the four educational game applications
created by the automatic generator for ten minutes. All four educational games incorporated problemsolving exercises that were based on arithmetic formulas using three-figure numbers. The 20 test
subjects could solve the problems easily because they were of the university level.
Two of the four educational games had no opportunity for solving problems to predict the
future state that would result from each choice to make a favorable choice (Reason (3)). They were
created from Old Maid game. One of the two educational games was general game which state was
changed automatically. Therefore, the game had opportunities for solving problems to find out the
details of this automatically processed state transition (Reason (1)). The other one of two was
specially-designed game in which a player had to change the game state manually. The other two of
four educational games had opportunities for the prediction. One of the two was created from Sevens
game. The other was created from Daifugo game. We confirmed that players solved the problems for
these reasons by playing the games many times.
Table 1 shows the number of players who solved problems with each reason. The
diagonal line area in Table 1 meant there was no subject who solved problems with the reason. (4)
meant the number of players who solved problems for no particular reason (Reason (4)). Table 2
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shows average number of problems one player solved (rounding to one decimal place). The 20
subjects fell into four groups. Group A consisted of two subjects who solved problems with Reason
(1), (2), (3), and (4). Group B consisted of three subjects who solved problems with Reason (1), (2),
and (3). Group C consisted of 15 subjects who solved problems with Reason (2) and (3). The number
in Table 2 shows average number of solved problems in these groups. The table suggested that
although there were multiple opportunities for solving problems with Reason (1), or (4), the Group B
didn’t solve problems with Reason (4) and the Group C didn’t solve problems with Reason (1) and
(4).
The results suggest that Reason (1) and (4) make few players solve problems. In addition,
even though there were multiple opportunities to solve the problems with (1) and (4) as their reasons,
the subjects only solved a small fraction of the problems available in the manner. Although the all 20
subjects solved problems with Reason (2), educational game that requires the player to change the
game state manually was useless. This is because the changing states manually are cumbersome.

We asked the 20 subjects to answer the question about the Old Maid (manual), as follows:


Was the manual game enjoyable than the automatic one?
never want to play the manual game, disagree, as same as, agree, never want to play the
automatic game

The result of the question was that 6 subjects chose “never want to play the manual game,”
and the other 14 subjects chose “disagree”. The result suggests that the manual game was
unappreciated in terms of motivating the 20 test subjects.
On the basis of the results of the experiment, we have placed emphasis on Reason (3).
Therefore, to detect whether or not an educational game has opportunities for solving problems for the
prediction or to design useful educational game, it is necessary to clarify how provide the
opportunities for solving problems for the prediction. Under the circumstance, this study clarify what
kind of game rules provides the prediction, and develop a system that detects these rules from
educational games generated by the automatic generator on the basis of the EPIC method.
Table 1: Number of payers who solved problems with each reason.

Number
of players

Old Maid
Old Maid
Sevens
Daifugo
(automatic)
(manual)
(automatic)
(automatic)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)
5
2
20
2
5
20 2
5
20 2

Table 2: Average number of problems one player solved with each reason.

Group A
Group B
Group C

Old Maid
Old Maid
Sevens
(automatic)
(manual)
(1)
(4)
(2)
(4)
(1)
(3)
12.0
8.0
13.0
5.5
8.0
18.0
15.3
0.0
23.0
0.0 11.7
20.7
0.0
0.0
24.5
0.0
0.0
33.7

Daifugo
(4)
4.0
0.0
0.0

(1)
18.5
11.3
0.0

(3)
26.0
26.3
36.3

(4)
8.0
0.0
0.0

4. Solving Problems to Predict the Future State to make a favorable choice
On the basis of the experiment in previous chapter and an examination of 184 card games, we
organized the game rules that provide opportunities for solving problems to predict the future
game state that will result from each choice to make a favorable choice.

These rules basically provide opportunities, and it depends on the learners themselves
as to whether the learning activity actually takes place. Moreover, this study cannot currently
deal with frequency of opportunities in playing a game. The calculation of the frequency
remains to be solved. It is to be noted that there are predictions that confirm the definite transition to
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the next state, and there are uncertain predictions in which there are high probabilities of transitioning
to a new state. This study is only concerned with the determinable predictions.
To provide the prediction, the state of an educational game must satisfy five requirements. If
(i) a player make a choice, (ii) the choice alters the future state of a game, and besides that, if (iii) the
answer alters the future state of playing game, the answer becomes necessary in predicting the future
state of playing game. Also, to make prediction, (iv) it is necessary that the information related to the
ruling of the state transition is available to the player. In addition, once the information is available,
the operation that conceals the information doesn’t make the information unavailable as long as the
information remains unchanged because a player can memorize the information. (v) Since other
operations may change the information related to the ruling of the state transition between the choice
making and executing the state transition caused by the choice, it is a necessary that the information
related to determining the state transition remains unchanged by such other operations.
To provide the situation for the prediction, it is essential for an educational game to have the
rules that result in the five requirements. We describe the rules in terms that are within the card
game model (Umetsu et al, 2011). The card game model is a structured representation of the

nouns, verbs, sentences from the rules of card games.
For the requirement (i) a player make a choice, the game has to have one of four rules:
“<player> choose <any>,” “<player> assign <value> to <parameter>,” “<player> move <card> from
<field A> to <field B>,” or “<player> flip <card> in <field>.” For the requirement (ii) the choice
alters the future state of a game, a conditional statement of any “if-then rules” has to include the
chosen one by the player in those four rules (<any>, <value>, <parameter>, <card>, or <field>).” For
the requirement (iii) the answer alters the future state of playing game, the conditional statement of
the “if-then rule” has to include the answer of any cards.
For the requirement (iv) the information related to the ruling of the state transition is available
to the player, all parameters in the conditional statement have to be available. The parameters are
variables, constants, properties of cards, and number of cards. Variables and constants are always
available. Properties and number of cards are described in “card field” rule in which there are the
cards.
For the requirement (v) the information related to determining the state transition remains
unchanged by other operations, it is necessary that there is no rule that change the parameters of the
conditional statement of the if-then rule between the choice making rule and the if-then rule. There are
five kinds of rules that change the parameter: “choose <card>,” “move <card>,” “shuffle <card
field>,” “assign <value> to <parameter>,” “change order of <parameter>.” If the <card>, <card
field>, <value>, or <parameter> is the parameter of the conditional statement, the information related
to determining the state transition is changed by the rules. If the rules couldn’t find by running a full
search on sequence of operations between the choice making and the if-then rule, the requirement (v)
is satisfied. Since the same parameter is sometimes described in different words, it is necessary to
determine whether or not they are identical. Because of page limitation, the explanation of the
determination is leaved out.

5. Detection System and Evaluations
We develop a system that detects the rules for the prediction from an educational game generated by
the automatic generator. The generator can generate an educational game application from text of
rules that consists of words or sentences that are within the card game model. The detection system
searches the text for the rules for learning activities, and shows the rules to users. To evaluate the
detection system, we conducted two experimental evaluations.
For the first evaluation, the detection system detected the rules for the prediction from the
four educational games as mentioned in chapter 3. On the basis of the detection, we derived
opportunities for solving problems for the prediction. Then, we examined the relationship between the
opportunities and the time when the subjects solved a problem.
Table 3 shows the results. The opportunities included all the times when they solved the
problem for the prediction (precision 100%). Although the subjects didn’t always solve problems at
every opportunity, the results didn’t suggest that the accuracy of the detection system was low. These

were basically opportunities, and it depends on the subjects themselves as to whether the
subjects actually solved problems. We ask the subjects the reasons of the problems unsolved.
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They answered “It was not necessary to solve problems, because I had solved the problem
before and remembered the answer.” and “It was not necessary to solve all problems, because
could find a favorable choice by solving some of the problems.”
For the second evaluation, we created 56 educational games with the generator (the four
educational games in the first evaluation were not included), and the detection system detected the
rules for the prediction from the 56 games. We played the 56 games for 10 minutes and found
opportunities for the prediction.
As the result, the opportunities we found in 54 of the56 games were provided the detected
rules (precision 96.4%). In the other two games, there were the rules that flipped the card and replaced
the card after the flip operation. It is difficult to evaluate the combination of the two rules provide the
prediction or not. The detecting system was defective in the ability to evaluate the combination.
On the other hand, we found opportunities for the prediction in four of 56 games but the
detection system detected no rule from the four games (recall 92.9%). The reason of this was that the
detection system detected wrong rules. The rules were trouble-free operations that changed no
information related to the ruling of the state transition. However, the detection system mistook the
trouble-free rules for the rules that changed the information.
In addition, the result of the second evaluation suggests that the detection system could detect
useless educational games. The detection system found eight of the 56 games have no rule for the
prediction. The eight games were the games judged to be useless games because most players rarely
solved problems in previous research (Umetsu et al, 2012).This study can explain why few players
solved problem in the eight games. Because there was no opportunity for the prediction, the eight
games were useless for most players.
These results suggest that the detection system can detect the rules for the prediction and
useless educational game.
Table 3: Number of solving problems and number of detected opportunities for solving problems.
Precision
Solving / Opportunities

Sevens
Daifugo
100.0% (505/505)
100.0% (603/603)
63.8% (505/792)
78.4% (603/769)

6. Conclusions
This study examined the reason why several educational games in which most players rarely solved
problems were created with EPIC method. We conducted an experiment that asked test subjects to
play useful and useless educational games and their reactions were videotaped. The video recordings
and interviews suggest that few subjects solved problem in playing the educational games had no
opportunities for solving problems to predict the future game state that would result from each choice
to make a favorable choice. On the other hand, all subjects solved problems in playing the educational
game had opportunities for the prediction.
On the basis of the results, this study also organized the rules that provide the prediction, and
developed a system that detected useless educational games generated by the automatic generator. We
conducted experimental evaluations of the detecting system. The results suggested that the detection
system could detect the rules for the prediction. The detection system could also detect useless
educational game by the detection of the rules for the prediction.
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Abstract: This paper considers teacher adoption of an open learner model (OLM) constructed
from automated and manual data. It shows OLM visualisations; how teachers, students and
peers can provide data to an individual’s model; and an overview of how such manuallyprovided information is combined with automated data. Teacher experiences reveal the
potential for OLMs of this type in classrooms, as well as some of the barriers to achieving
this.
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1. Introduction
Open learner models (OLM) – learner models that are visualised to the user in an understandable form
– are increasingly used in Higher Education (e.g. Bull, Jackson and Lancaster (2010); Demmans Epp
and McCalla (2011); Hsiao, Bakalov, Brusilovsky and Koenig-Ries (2011); Mitrovic and Martin
(2007); Perez-Marin and Pascual-Nieto (2010)). The visualisations can take a variety of forms, e.g.
skill meters (Bull, Jackson and Lancaster (2010), Mitrovic and Martin (2007)); concept maps
(Mabbott and Bull (2006), Perez-Marin and Pascual-Nieto (2010)); hierarchical tree structures
(Conejo, Trella, Cruces and Garcia (2011), Mabbott and Bull (2006)); treemap (Bakalov, Hsiao,
Brusilovsky and Koenig-Ries (2011), Kump, Seifert, Beham, Lindstaedt and Ley, 2012). Aims of
OLMs vary, but include promoting reflection by allowing learners to see representations of their
knowledge or skills; facilitating planning; promoting collaboration; and helping teachers better
understand student needs (Bull and Kay, 2007).
There is also increasing interest in competency frameworks in teaching, e.g. language
(Council of Europe, n.d.); STEM literacy (Bybee, 2010); geography (Rempfler and Uphues, 2012).
Changing teaching, or aligning theory and practice towards a competency focus, is not necessarily
straightforward for teachers (de Bruijn (2012), for vocational education; Moonen, Stoutjesdijk, de
Graaff and Corda, (2013), for language). We support teachers with a competency-based OLM to help
them relate activities to competencies, and provide (automated & manual) feedback based around the
competency approach. In addition to a competency focus, teachers need to (i) understand the purpose
of OLMs, and (ii) be able to see how to adopt them in the classroom. This is not as easy as it sounds:
teachers are used to the many ways in which data can be visualised, including learning analytics (e.g.
dashboards: Verbert, Duval, Klerkx, Govaerts and Santos (2013)). Visualisation for teachers is often
activity-focussed, e.g. what students have done (contribution to discussion, accessing information, test
scores), rather than showing what competencies students are developing. Thus, there can be a
preconception about what OLMs are.
This paper describes the approaches taken by four teachers to use competency frameworks in
the Next-TELL OLM, indicating that while it may not always be an easy process, teachers are
nevertheless able to find ways to incorporate the OLM into their existing or desired approaches to
teaching.
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2. The Next-TELL Open Learner Model
The Next-TELL OLM is a web cloud based tool. It functions in all major browsers, and can be used
on desktop computers and iPads. This section presents technical points, and how teachers set up the
OLM.
Technical Information: At the front end, the OLM serves up .jsp pages, many of which
contain AJAX functionality, allowing real time interaction. The .jsp pages harness the power of
JQuery functions, amongst other open source JavaScript libraries. An API lets other tools
communicate with, and contribute data to the learner model. The back end logic is programmed in
Java, and served up by an Apache Tomcat server. The database is Apache Derby based, accessed
through a JDBC connection.
The learner model may be opened at different levels of abstraction and for different scopes of
information, e.g. a specific student’s participation in an activity, or a specific competency for a
student group. As a result, much of the learner modelling algorithm is executed at the time of the
information request. A cache of small grain size exists to specify the learner model for each evidence
source for each competency for each activity for each student. All other information is combined from
this cache by the modelling algorithm at the time of the information request. When a new piece of
evidence is added to the database the cache item is recalculated that matches the specific student,
competency, activity, and evidence source associated with the piece of evidence. All pieces of
evidence that match are retrieved. Starting with the oldest, the following algorithm is applied on each
item:
new_value = old_value (1 - depreciation_factor) + evidence_value (depreciation_factor). This gives
the newest piece of evidence slightly more influence than the second newest, which in turn has
slightly more influence than the third newest, and so on, to reflect current competencies. The model is
built from multiple pieces of information to increase the accuracy of this prediction. Variation of the
value for depreciation_factor allows the level of influence of information to be changed (e.g. if the
value is set towards 1.0, the last piece of evidence contributes most to the model, with older evidence
not used).
The cache contains learner model values for each combination of a specific student,
competency, activity, and evidence source. Cache items are combined to give the model values for
queries of coarser grain sizes. Three parameters are used to determine the level of influence cache
items have when they are combined: competency influence, activity influence, and unit influence (i.e.
competency influence is only used when combining competencies, and so on). Each has a value
between 0.0 and 10.0. For example, when combining several competencies to give the modelled value
for an activity:
OLM_value = ∑ competencyn x competency_influencen , each competency is combined with a
relative influence. The default value is 5.0, but the teacher may change this value as required. The
same method is used for combining activities and units. When students are combined, this is with
equal weighting: no one student is more important than another within a group. When evidence is
combined for different sources for the same grain (competency, activity, student are specified), this is
done proportionally according to the volume of information associated with each source. The OLM
draws evidence from a variety of sources: the ‘usual’ automated learner model data: an instance of
OLMlets (Bull, Jackson and Lancaster, 2010) provides inferred data in some of the cases described in
this paper; and manual input from teachers, students (self-assessments), and peers (peer assessments).
Thus, the OLM is flexible in the data it comprises, and also in its use.
Setting Up the OLM: There are two ways in which a teacher can give
assessment/feedback/evidence: (i) Google spreadsheet; (ii) web form (Figure 1). Cells for number
values in spreadsheets, and stars in the web form, provide numerical data for modelling, while text
feedback may be given as additional explanation to help students understand the information in their
learner model. Students provide self and peer-assessments using a similar web form; and an additional
rubrics interface is being developed. Automated data can directly enter the learner model through the
OLM API.
Figure 2 shows examples of how the OLM is visualised to teachers. Top left shows the
treemap visualisation, allowing drill-down to sub (and sub-sub) competencies. Top right shows the
word cloud (upper blue component – the larger the text, the stronger the competency; lower red
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component shows weaker competencies – the larger the red text, the less evidence there is for the
competency). The bottom of Figure 1 shows the skill meters (clicking on ‘e’ shows the evidence list).
Thus we have combined more traditional OLM presentation methods (skill meters) with more recent
treemap and word cloud approaches, to align with visualisations that are often used in other settings.
The first columns (shown for the skill meters) give the selected group and students in that group; the
middle columns, the competencies; and the final columns show the extent of contribution of each
activity to the competencies. Thus, in this example, the teacher is viewing several (demo) students at
the same time. Information can also be displayed relating to a specific individual, competency or
activity; and individual students can view their own OLM (or that of others, if permission was given).
To enable the OLM to receive student, activity, and competency data, teachers need to set up
the OLM for their course. Existing competency frameworks may be used (e.g. Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe, n.d.); Next-TELL-created frameworks
such as for facilitating meetings (Reimann, Bull and Ganesan, 2012)); or teachers may develop (or
share) their own competency frameworks. Setting up a framework is achieved as illustrated in Figure
3, showing how nested competencies can be added. Students, groups and activities are added in a
similar way, and these components are then linked to each other. As can be seen, while leading to a
potentially useful tool, the setup does require some effort from the teacher, especially if they are
designing their own competency framework. This is a further barrier to overcoming possible teacher
reticence to using a flexible OLM tool. In this paper we introduce ways in which four teachers have
approached OLM introduction, to demonstrate a range of methods that may be adopted to suit teacher
requirements.

Figure 1. Providing Learner Model Data and Feedback (Teacher)

Figure 2. The Next-TELL Open Learner Model Visualisations
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Figure 3. Configuring for the Next-TELL Open Learner Model

3. Teacher Use of the Next-TELL OLM
This section describes examples of how 4 teachers approached introducing the OLM into classrooms.
Teacher 1: A teacher of history and economics to 16-18 year-olds in Germany was introduced
to competencies and the OLM with a demonstration. While requesting guidance on using the OLM,
he wished to retain independence concerning set-up. However, he did state that access to preformulated examples could be beneficial - especially from colleagues. For his first use in an
economics course, he divided the OLM into four broad clusters of competencies: (i)
Kommunikationskompetenz (communicative competence); (ii) Sachwissen (expertise/knowledge of
the field); (iii) Interpretation/Deutung und Reflexion (interpretation and reflection); (iv)
Methodenkompetenz (methodological competence). The teacher’s primary interest in the OLM is to
provide students with a platform to peer-review and comment on their own work and results. He
would also like to offer course content and tasks directly to students, to highlight the link between
their work and associated competencies. The teacher was also keen on using OLMlets to provide
automated data to the OLM. In line with the point above, he stated that he would like to link the OLM
with additional materials and instructions as already used in the classroom. For example, add a source
on analysis in economy or history courses, to relate to the competencies defined. This suggests a
perception of achievable integration into his existing teaching. The teacher is now inputting
competencies for use in two classes each having 20 students.
Teacher 2: A teacher of geography and history to 16-18 year olds in Germany was given a
demonstration of the OLM in an introductory session, for a bilingual programme taught in English.
About a month after OLM introduction, the teacher stated that he wished to streamline his classroom
teaching, assessment and feedback procedures in both subjects towards a greater focus on the
competence scheme used in the final examination - with the intention of supporting his students in
improving these competencies. He considered the OLM an opportunity to help him in achieve this
goal because of the competency-related feedback structure. He was keen for students to become aware
of the competencies and competency levels with reference to the course and the related grades as early
as possible in their preparation for the exams. During introduction to the OLM, he liked the
functionalities of self and peer-assessment (he already offered paper-based self-assessment), but not
peer model viewing. Over the month he built an increasingly specific picture of how he wanted to use
the OLM. However, determining competencies and sub-competencies was a challenge, as he had to
define each precisely. He formulated a sentence for each, to explain the meaning of the competency
name to his students. However, initially the students did not understand the teacher’s formulations. He
subsequently produced 2 posters (Figure 4), one for geography and one for history, which he taped to
a board in the classroom so that they remained visible at all times. The sub-competencies were
formulated as questions, to help clarify to students, the information they need to provide (e.g. for
geography – What spatial structures can be identified? What criteria can be used to assess the
problem?; for history – What motives, conclusions and structure does the source have? What is the
historical value?) Each subject-based overall competency was divided into three sub-competencies:
identification, analysis, and assessment. The teacher then put “competence-answers” to the questions
on the posters, in the manner of “I can...” statements, to form sub-competencies in the OLM (e.g. I
can indicate and explain the spatial structures and developments; I can assess the spatial structures,
developments and/or problems by applying self-chosen criteria). Figure 5 gives an excerpt from the
competency structure configured in the OLM (geography). Following this, the teacher input his data
for 19 students, covering the three sub-competencies in ‘Identification of Region and Problem’,
relating to four activities. There were 68 instances of numerical teacher input to the model. The
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following day the students performed 49 self-assessments, providing data for the learner model (plus
4 text comments).

Figure 4. Teacher’s Posters for Students (introducing the idea of competencies)

Figure 5. Excerpt from Teacher’s Competency Structure
Teachers 3 & 4: The OLM was introduced during a one-day workshop to two teachers of 1518 year olds in an Upper Secondary School in Norway. The teachers were jointly teaching Natural
Science for first year students in the General Study Programme, a programme for students aiming for
higher education. The unit to be taught was on Energy for the Future. The unit addresses six
competence goals defined in the national science curriculum: (i) carry out experiments with solar cells
and suntraps and explain the main principles for how these function; (ii) explain how heat pumps
function, and in which contexts heat pumps are used; (iii) explain what redox reactions are, carry out
experiments with combustion, galvanic elements and electrolysis, and elaborate on the results; (iv)
describe the principles and areas of use of some common rechargeable and non-rechargeable batteries
and fuel cells; (v) elaborate on different uses of biomass as an energy source; (vi) elaborate on
hydrogen as an energy carrier. The workshop was to help teachers set up the OLM for this unit, in
particular: adding competencies; defining activities to generate evidence; and tying relevant
competences to the defined activities. (Previously we had worked with the teachers to identify
activities to generate evidence for the OLM. These included: OLMlets; teacher and peer evaluation of
a presentation of a group project on solar cells; and self-evaluation.) Looking at the national
curriculum competence goals, the teachers were confused about how to use them with the OLM,
because the competencies were formulated as combinations of knowledge and skills, rather than
knowledge, skills and attitudes (e.g. EU, 2007). In the Norwegian national curriculum, the competence
goals, while including knowledge and skills, express these as, for example, “Carry out experiments
with solar cells and sun traps, and explain the main principles for how these function”. Thus, the
teachers were unsure whether these should be defined as an activity, competence goal, or both.
Discussion resulted in each of the competence goals being divided into subgoals; and a set of
activities for the unit: 5 experiments, self evaluation, peer evaluation, OLMlets.
17 of the 29 students submitted 80 numerical self-assessments; and 13 submitted 20
numerical peer assessments to the OLM. 20 received automated data from their use of OLMlets (484
items). There were 18 text comments in self-assessments, and 22 in peer assessments. (Teachers were
not assessing.)

4. Summary and Conclusions
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This paper has introduced potential benefits of OLMs, including consideration from a competency
perspective. It has also considered difficulties in encouraging more widespread OLM use in schools.
We have introduced how four teachers took up the Next-TELL OLM as examples of how this can be
flexibly achieved in practice: i.e. an OLM that has no tightly prescribed use can be integrated into the
classroom. This was the case even when teachers had to define their own competency structures and
relate these to activities, which required them to think about their courses in new ways.
With reference to learning about how to configure information for the OLM, teachers had
different levels of support. Two teachers took part in a workshop introducing the OLM, which fitted
their school’s approach of discussing teaching of specific subjects amongst the teachers teaching those
subjects. The other two teachers developed, or are developing, more independent approaches.
Some teachers may initially use manual-only learner model input. This is sufficient for the
OLM to be usable and, indeed, it provides a way for current information about competencies to be
presented to students and teachers following the OLM concept (rather than performance results, or
data on activities completed). Teachers may decide to later include automated data, or may decide to
retain this learner-model inspired approach that is closer to their current methods of providing (and
enabling) feedback. One of the teachers in Germany was keen to use OLMlets in the future to
incorporate automated input alongside teacher and student assessments, and the Norwegian teachers
integrated OLMlets into their classroom activities – this then contributing a major part of the NextTELL OLM information.
The teachers took different approaches to building competency structures. The first, in the
early stage of considering competencies, produced a small set of broad descriptors. The others defined
sub-competencies within competency structures, building their own structure or extending from the
national curriculum. One produced posters to introduce the OLM to students, suggesting OLM can
have an impact on the whole assessment and feedback culture in class by increasing the transparency
of a teacher’s assessment scheme. Two teachers used self, peer and automated data, but not teacher
input, having a student-centred focus; while one input student assessments in advance of students
providing self-assessments. The remaining teacher plans to initially use self-assessments and
OLMlets. Two teachers focused on a specific unit of teaching, while two are using, or planning to use
the OLM more widely across courses. Thus, while it may not be straightforward to think in terms of
competencies and understand the OLM concept, our teachers were motivated to use the Next-TELL
OLM (and OLMlets), and identified ways of incorporating it into their teaching. Therefore, the
growing use of OLMs in higher education may also extend to schools – perhaps in some cases as part
of a broader feedback tool.
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Abstract: Recommending learning materials for e-learning systems often encounters two
issues: how to classify and organize learning materials and how to make effective
recommendations. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to handle these two
problems. Specifically, we compile each learning material to concepts according to their
relevance which is modeled as the length of a term-weight vector. Then recommendations
are generated by taking into account the document’s similarity with some good learning
material, the personalized time-aware usefulness of the learning material, the concepts of
the learning material as well as their difficulty levels. Experimental results based on a
small sample demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in terms of knowledge gain
obtained.
Keywords: e-learning systems, learning materials, material concepts, knowledge gain.

1. Introduction
The popularity of web-based learning environments have led to the creation of huge amounts of
digital learning materials that are either used as mandatory or supporting materials during lectures
or shared amongst learners. One of the challenges facing e-learning today is to provide effective
and personalized recommendations to learners in order to overcome the information overload
problem (Guo, Zhang and Thalmann, 2012; Guo, Zhang, Thalmann & Yorke-Smith, 2013).
Another issue recognized is how to classify and organize learning materials effectively.
Many approaches have been proposed to enhance recommender systems in e-learning
(Zhang, Tjhi, Lee, Vassileva & Cooi, 2010; Doan, Zhang, Tjhi and Lee, 2011). The research has
shown that hybrid approaches (Ghauth and Abdullah, 2010) could generate more accurate
recommendations than non-hybrid approaches, especially to alleviate some inherent issues of
recommender systems such as data sparsity (Guo, Zhang and Thalmann, 2012; Guo, Zhang,
Thalmann & Yorke-Smith, 2013). In particular, a hybrid method can recommend learning
materials that well suit both the student preferences and the current learning context. Our work is
inspired by Ghauth and Abdullah (2010) where learners are identified as similar to each other, then
preferentially recommended what has been most useful to similar “good” learners. Good learners
refer to the students who have already worked with these learning materials and have passed some
tests effectively. Our work is also motivated by the Peer-based Intelligent Tutoring Model
proposed by Champaign, Zhang and Cohen (2011) in which each learning object stores those
students who experienced the object, together with their initial and final states of knowledge.
Then, these interactions are used to reason about the most effective lessons to show future students
based on their similarity to previous students. However, most previous works have not considered
the concepts of learning materials, the difficulty levels and the time spent on learning materials
simultaneously. The material concepts refer to the topics of a specific discipline or domain.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach to recommend effective learning materials in
two steps: (1) compiling the learning materials to material concepts in terms of the relevance; (2)
determining the most useful learning materials to recommend, according to the ratings given by
students, the time that they spent on learning materials and the difficulty levels that they specify to
different concepts. Therefore, we take into account the difficulty levels of each concept, the
"content" (whose suitability will be determined by the first step of the algorithm) and the
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"collaboration" (provided by the second step) to generate the most beneficial personalized learning
materials. We have built a prototype of the system and performed simulated experiments on a
sample dataset. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in terms of knowledge
gain.

2. Our Approach
The general structure of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1. On the one hand, tutors can upload
the links of learning materials, the course names as well as the concept names to the e-learning
systems, and determine the right courses for all learning materials which will be stored in the
database, and after which an important learning material-concept relevance matrix will be set up.
On the other hand, students are required to specify a difficulty level for each concept, to give their
ratings to learning materials and to estimate the time that they spent in reading through each
material. Finally, our algorithm will generate personalized recommendations by taking into
account both material similarity and personalized usefulness of the promising “good” learning
materials.

Figure 11. The general structure of our approach

2.1 Building a Learning Material-Concept Relevance Matrix
Assume that there are a set of n learning materials denoted as M = {m1 ,, mn }, and a set of k
concepts denoted as C = {c1 ,, ck }. We form a learning material-concept relevance matrix L ,

where each entry li , j equals 1 if a learning material mi belongs to concept c j ; otherwise equals 0.
For clarity, we keep the symbols u, i, j for indexes of students, learning materials and concepts,
respectively. Each learning material mi for concept c j is represented as a term vector in d-

(

)

dimension: mi , j = t j ,1 ,, t j , d , where each term t j , p (1 ≤ p ≤ d ) is defined as a single word of the

concept c j and hence d is the number of words in that concept. For example, for the concept
“software process model”, it contains three words, namely “software”, “process”, and “model”,
i.e., d = 3 . The weight of each term w j , p is computed using the well-known tf-idf method,
reflecting the extent to which the term t j , p is important to the concept c j . Thus, the term weight
vector for each learning material with a specific concept can be represented by:

wi , j = w j ,1 ,, w j , d . We define the relevance of a learning material mi to a specific concept

(

)



c j as the length of the term weight vector, i.e., li , j = wi , j , and L = (li ,1 ,, li , k ) as the relevance
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vector across all concepts, and max L = max L as the maximum relevance in the vector. The
li , j

learning material mi will be classified to concept c j if the following criterion is satisfied:

li , j > θ l max L ,

(1)

where θ l ∈ [0,1] is a relevance threshold, and we empirically set its default value 0.8. Thus, a
learning material may belong to multiple concepts if the above criterion for each concept is
satisfied. In case none of the concepts meet the relevance criterion, we will relate the learning
material to the concept of the highest relevance. Finally, the learning material-concept relevance
matrix is built by setting the entry as 1 if a learning material belongs to the corresponding concept,
or as 0 if not.

2.2 Determining the Usefulness of Learning Materials
After compiling each learning material to relevant concepts, a relevance matrix is constructed. On
the other hand, students are asked to specify a difficulty level for each concept by issuing a rating
from 1 to 5, where 1 means that the concept is the easiest and 5 the most difficult. Formally,
suppose there are q students, and each of them su (1 ≤ u ≤ q ) rates a difficulty rating d u , j for
each concept c j . In addition, for each learning material mi , students report their preference rating

and the time that they spent in reading it, denoted as a couple ( pu ,i , tu ,i ) . The rating pu ,i indicates

the usefulness of the learning material mi relative to student su . It takes an integer value from the
range [1, 5] where 1 means the least useful and 5 the most. The time tu ,i is another indicator of the
usefulness of a specific learning material. It is estimated by students in minutes such as 10 or 20
minutes. If a student has not used a learning material, the two ratings will become (0, 0).
Hence, in this work we compute user (i.e., student) similarity according to the material
difficulty and preference ratings (time ratings will be used later). In particular, we denote
simd (u, v ) and sim p (u, v ) as the similarities computed based on difficulty ratings and preference
ratings, respectively. Then user similarity is computed as the average of both types of similarities:

1
( sim d (u, v ) + sim p (u, v )) ,
(2)
2
where sim(u, v ) ∈ [0,1] is the overall similarity between users su and sv . The difficulty similarity
sim(u, v ) =

is defined as the differences between difficulty levels towards the common concepts rated by them:

simd (u, v ) = 1 −

1
∑ d u, j − d v, j ,
4k j

(3)

where 4 is the maximum rating difference since the rating scale is in the range [1, 5].
The preference similarity is defined as the cosine value of angles between (the overlapping



of) two rating vectors ru and rv , where ru = ( ru ,1 ,, ru ,n ) is a preference rating vector for user

su over all learning materials. Cosine similarity is a commonly used similarity measure:
sim p (u, v ) =

∑

r ⋅ rv ,i

i∈M u ,v u , i

∑

i ∈M u , v

ru2,i

∑

i ∈M u , v

rv2,i

,

(4)

where M u , v denotes the set of learning materials that both users su and sv have rated. However, as
pointed out by Guo, Zhang and Yorke-Smith (2013), the cosine similarity suffers from the ‘singlevalue’ problem. That is, when the rating vector has only one element, the resultant cosine value
will always be 1 regardless of the real rating values. To handle this problem, we similarly compute
the preference similarity as the normalized differences between rating values:

sim p (u, v ) = 1 −

1
ru ,i − rv ,i ,
4
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(5)

where i indicates the only learning material that both users su and sv have rated.
In our approach, two users are regarded as similar if their similarity is greater than a
predefined threshold θ s (by default, θ s = 0.8 ). Then a set U u = {v | sim(u, v ) > θ s , v ∈U } of
similar users can be identified and hence recommendations can be made according to the ratings of
similar users. However, for the users without sufficient rating information, known as the cold users
in the recommender systems (Guo, Zhang and Thalmann, 2012), similar users are hard to be
determined by similarity. To cope with this issue, we treat all other users as similar users of the
cold users.
The time information is used to discount the preference (usefulness) ratings given by users,
reflecting the efficiency and value of each learning material. We take into account this factor with
the aim to recommend the most useful learning materials from which users can get the most
benefits in as a short time as possible. Hence, the time-discounted preference rating is defined as:

r 'u , i =

ru ,i
.
tu , i

(6)

Hence, the time-aware usefulness pu , j of a learning material m j is computed as the average of
time-discounted ratings given by the similar users:

p u, j =

1
Uu

∑

v∈U u

r' v, j .

(7)

Note that for the learning materials rated by the active user herself, the usefulness computation will
take into consideration her rating data as well.

2.3 Generating Recommendations
In this section, we proceed to determine the beneficial value of each learning material.
Specifically, it is composed of both the similarity between the learning material in question and the
‘good’ learning material, and the computed usefulness. A good learning material (denoted as m' ) is
defined as the material that receives the greatest usefulness within a specific concept. The
similarity between a learning material mi and the good material m' is computed in two cases. First,
when the concept has only one term, the similarity is defined as the difference between the term
weights:

sim( m i , m' ) =

1
w ij ,c − w 'j ,c ,
max W

(8)

i
'
where max W is the maximum difference between any two weights w j , c and w j ,c toward a

certain concept c . Second, when the concept has multiple terms, the cosine similarity is used:

sim( mi , m' ) =

∑ w ⋅w
∑w ∑w
c

c

i
j ,c

i 2
j ,c

'
j ,c

c

g 2
j ,c

.

(9)

Hence, the recommendation (beneficial) value is the combination of material similarity
with the good learning material and the personalized usefulness of the learning material:

1
1 
1
rec(u, mi ) = 1 −
sim( mi , m' ) ,
(10)
 p u ,i +
5
s +1 
s +1
where rec(u, mi ) is the recommendation value for user su on target learning material mi , and

s = U u is the number of similar users. Therefore, a list of learning materials can be ranked and
recommended according to the beneficial values in descending order.

3. Evaluation
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To verify the effectiveness of our approach, we implemented a prototype based on a small sample
of data. Specifically, we collected a number of learning materials (scoping in two concepts) from
online knowledge systems (such as Wikipedia, Google search) and some tutorial web pages as
shown in Figure 2. The two concepts are “software process model” and “API” and hence four
terms are obtained. Of the ten collected materials, four are quite related with the first concept,
three are somehow but not quite correlated with the first concept, two are highly associated with
the second concept and the left one material is irrelevant to both concepts.

Figure 12. The original data collected and used in our experiments
Compiling Learning Materials to Concepts. For each learning material, we count the number
and times of terms occurring in the documents, and compute the tf-idf weight for each concept
term. Then a vector of term weights is obtained from which the relevance is computed as the
length of the weight vector. Finally, we determine whether a learning material belongs to a
specific concept based on Equation (1). The results show that the first four learning materials are
correctly classified to the first concept. However, for concept “API”, only the last material, namely
“API 10” is correctly classified (but “API 9” is not). This may be due to the fact that the document
“API 10” is much shorter than “API 9” (see the column “wordcount” in Figure 2), and hence the
former document possesses a higher term frequency than the latter. For other learning materials
which do not meet the requirement of Equation (1), the concept with the greatest relevance will be
adopted. As a consequence, materials 5-7 are labeled by the first concept whereas “API 9” by the
second concept. To sum up, all materials are correctly classified to proper concepts.
Recommending the Most Useful Materials. Different users often gain different benefits after
reading even the same learning materials. Thus, we define the knowledge gain for each user as the
benefits obtained via using a specific learning material according to her learning ability:
Gain( su , mi ) = LAu ⋅ rec( su , mi ) ,
(11)
where Gain( s u , mi ) denotes the knowledge gain obtained by user su using learning material mi ,

LAu denotes her learning ability, and rec( su , mi ) is the personalized beneficial value given by our
algorithm. For experiments, we randomly generate a learning ability in [0,1] for each user, where 1
means the active user can completely absorb all the benefits provided by a learning material
whereas 0 indicates completely not. For simplicity, we keep the learning ability fixed, though it
may vary in different contexts. For each experiment, we randomly simulate and group n users
(each with a random learning ability) together, where n varies in the set {10, 20, 50, 100, 200,
500}. Then we calculate the average and the maximum learning ability of each group. To have
more reliable values, we generate 50/100 groups each time and use the average and the maximum
values across all groups. Thus, the users with the maximum learning ability are the best users in
the groups. The objective of the experiments is to show whether the users with average learning
ability, if they adopt our recommendations (denoted as AvgRec), can achieve the same as or even
better knowledge gain than the best users using random materials (BestRand). The mean absolute
errors (MAE) between the knowledge gain obtained in two cases is used to measure the quality of
our recommendations:

MAE =

1

κ

∑ ∑ Gain( s
u

i

u

, m i ) − Gain( s u ' , m r ) ,

(12)

where s u ' represents the best user and mr is a randomly selected learning material, and κ is a
normalization factor. Thus, smaller MAE indicates better accuracy relative to the best users. The
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knowledge gain and MAE on 50 groups and 100 groups are shown in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.
Figure 3 shows that consistently, as the number of users (i.e., students) increases, the
knowledge gain obtained by the average users (who receive and adopt our recommendations) is
equivalent or even better than the best users who pick random learning materials, regardless of the
number of groups (used to determine the maximum and the average learning abilities). The
variation of knowledge gains is due to the differences of initialized average and maximized
learning ability. The results from Figure 4 show that the MAE remains low (smaller than 0.08)
across different numbers of students, indicating that the differences of knowledge gain obtained by
average users and best users are quite small. In conclusion, our method can provide users with
personalized and useful learning materials from which they can gain good knowledge.

Figure 3. The knowledge gain obtained with 50 (left) and 100 (right) groups

Figure 4. The mean absolute error (MAE) obtained with 50 (left) and 100 (right) groups

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm to produce effective and personalized learning material
recommendations for students, aiming to (1) classify and organize the learning materials (uploaded
by tutors) to different material concepts in terms of relevance; and (2) recommend students
effective learning materials from which they can gain the most benefits in a short time, taking into
account both the similarity between a learning material and a promising ‘good’ one, and the
personalized usefulness of a learning material according to the time-aware ratings and difficulty
levels reported by similar users. The experimental results based on our simulations show that our
approach may work effectively to generate beneficial recommendations in terms of knowledge
gain. In addition to the user-related features such as the learning ability, in the future we intend to
incorporate other features, e.g., “education background” and “types of learners” to further improve
our approach.
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Abstract: We propose, Aim-Math, an alternative approach to develop an interactive-enhanced
mathematics learning system for blind and visually impaired (VI) students. By integrating the
text-to-speech technology with the educational process, Aim-Math is able to read aloud the
math expressions in Thai and to provide the interactive features that allow the students to
study and practice on their own. With this interactive mathematics learning system, the blind
and VI students can conveniently learn mathematics.
Keywords: Text-to-speech, blind and visually impaired learning, mathematics, interactive
learning

1. Introduction
In the past few decades, text-to-speech (TTS) technologies have shown successfully in developing
automatic math reader systems (Raman & Gries, 1995; Stevens, Edwards & Harling, 1997; Ferreira &
Freitas, 2004; Soiffer, 2009) including i-Math (Wongkia, 2012). i-Math is proposed in 2012 as an
assistive technology for Thai blind and visually impaired (VI) students in learning mathematics.
Although TTS removes barriers to access math content and symbols for blind and VI students, it is
inadequate to help the students to understand the subject matter. Being able to access the materials
which are full of notations and symbols via the synthesis voice is rather difficult especially when the
students continuously listen over the long periods.
In teaching and learning system, an interactive instruction that allows students to explore,
search, and write is able to help them to gain a deeper understanding of concepts. With the interactive
features, the teaching instruction will be more attractive and easy for the students to follow. Besides,
the progress of computer technology makes it possible to combine TTS and interactive features to
form a practical math learning tool. Therefore, we designed Aim-Math, an audio-based interactive
system which integrate i-Math with the interactive features such as read aloud a typed-character,
provide immediate feedback, and drop a hint.

2. Backgrounds
We begin this section with the development of i-Math, an automatic math reader system, which is
able to read math expressions in Thai, and follow with the scaffolding process which is a traditional
and popular technique for interaction in teaching and learning process between teachers and learners.

2.1 i-Math
i-Math, an intelligent accessible mathematics system, is a TTS system which is able to read both math
expressions and Thai plain text aloud. The motivation for developing i-Math is the awareness of the
need of technologies that enable Thai blind and VI students to have the same opportunities as the
sighted students in studying, especially in math and science. i-Math takes math expressions and Thai
plain text in Microsoft Word format as an input and generates speech output in Thai.
i-Math begins the process with extracting an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format
from the input document and adding the necessary words to convey the meaning of math expressions.
Next, all English and Greek alphabets, math symbols, and numerals are mapped into their Thai
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pronunciation patterns. Then i-Math applies a rules-based strategy to analyze a Thai syllable, a basic
pronunciation unit of Thai sound. Finally, i-Math generates an output sounds by a concatenation
technique. To accurately read exponents or powers, , involving two components, the base ‘a’ and
the exponent ‘b’. i-Math reads the base ‘a’ first and adds the word “ยกกําลัง (/yók-gam-lang/, to the
power of)” follows with the exponent ‘b’. The expression,

, is then read in Thai as “a ยกกําลัง b”. To

identify the end of a base, i-Math adds the word “ทั้งหมด (/táng-mòt/, all)” when the base is not one
character. The expression,

, is read as “a บวก b ทั้งหมด

ยกกําลัง c”. If the base is a kind of math

expressions, e.g., a fraction, the word “ทั้งหมด” must be added as well. For example, the expression,
, is uttered “เศษ a ส่ วน b ทั้งหมด

ยกกําลัง c”. The two underline words “เศษ (/sàyt/, numerator)” and

“ส่ วน (/sùan/, denominator)” are added into the utterance to identify the beginning of the numerator,
the beginning of the denominator, the end of the fraction, and the beginning of the exponent
respectively.
i-Math differs from other math reader systems in that its input and output are in Thai. The
input format is in Microsoft Word since it is easy to use for most Thai teachers, blind and VI students.
Importantly, to produce concise and clear Thai speech of the math expressions that convey the correct
meaning, the relationships between notations appearing in the expressions, the locations, and the order
of appearances of characters are taken into account. i-Math also retains the order of spoken words to
serve the ease of communication between users and i-Math.
i-Math was evaluated in three aspects. First, the intelligibility results indicate that i-Math can
generate understandable pronunciations for math text. Next, overall speech quality results show that
the utterances produced by i-Math are good quality and understandable with slight effort. Finally,
teachers and students have positive perceptions toward the use of i-Math.

2.2 Scaffolding in Technology-Enhanced Learning
Scaffolding is a teaching strategy used to support students in learning (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976)
for helping students in performing a task. Up until now, the scaffolding still gains interesting from
educators and researchers in several fields, e.g. science and math education and technology-enhanced
learning. In technology-enhanced learning, the scaffolding has been designed to best support a student
learning (Sharma & Hannafin, 2007). The computer-based scaffolding includes interaction between a
teacher and students in learning process by providing, fading, and removing supports to students.
Jackson, Krajcik and Soloway (1998) proposed Guided Learner-Adaptable Scaffolding
(GLAS) as a guideline for implementing scaffolding in designing educational tools. GLAS allows the
students to control the changing and fading the scaffolding on their own. The scaffolding in GLAS is
categorized into three parts: supportive, reflective, and intrinsic scaffolding. Firstly, supportive
scaffolding is a support for doing the task by providing advices, e.g. examples, hints, explanation,
during and alongside to reach the task. Next, reflective scaffolding is a support for thinking about the
task. Students are provided opportunities to reflect what they are thinking (e.g., planning, predicting).
Finally, intrinsic scaffolding is a support for changing the task itself. This scaffolding is provided for
reducing the complexity of the task.
The success of i-Math in producing accurate audio of math expressions and the well-known
learning strategy led us to the idea of combining i-Math with the scaffolding technique to design and
develop an interactive learning tool, Aim-Math. The architecture of Aim-Math is described in the
following section.

3. Aim-Math
Aim-Math was designed to be a supplementing math learning tool, not for replacing the classroom
teacher. The instruction and exercise in Aim-Math are intended to provide motivation for blind and VI
students in mathematics learning. The following issues were concerned in designing Aim-Math:
• The instruction and exercise should be in the interface suitable such as keyboard navigation.
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• The instruction must synchronize between sound and text with pause and repeat sound
playing.
• Text and picture should be allowed the size adjustment, for supporting the low vision
students.
• The sound must be provided in concise and clear sound, avoiding a very long explanation.
• The math expressions must be read aloud in correct, concise, and clear.
• The exercise must be arranged from simplest to the most complex. The multiple choices
should be avoided since the students have to continuously listen for a very long period.
• The immediate feedback should be provided to reflect what the students are doing.
The first two issues are for the students to select the content of the Aim-Math and to control
the speech. The third through the fifth are to facilitate especially the blind and VI students. The last
two items are designed to be an interactive learning system based on the scaffolding process. In this
section, we describe math content, math reader feature, and interactive features available in AimMath.

3.1 Mathematical Content
To construct the math learning tools for blind and VI students, the exponent content is added in the
initial state of the Aim-Math prototype. The reasons for including this content are: the exponent is a
basic knowledge for learning Algebra in higher level and it is found in the beginning of the secondary
school level. The instructions and exercises used in Aim-Math are based on the Mathematic Learning
Standard, the Thai Basic Education Core Curriculum B.E. 2551 (A.D. 2008). Table 1 shows some
examples of the exercises provided in Aim-Math and its English translations provided in the
parentheses. In the first example, the students are asked to express “125” in the exponential notation
while they are asked to compute the values of the exponential expressions in the 2nd–4th examples. The
5th and 6th examples are in math word problems. Each instruction is prepared in concise and clear
explanation. The set of exercise is provided from simplest to the most complex. The students are
asked to fill in short answers while the multiple choices are avoided.
Table 1: Some examples of exercise in Aim-Math.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Examples of exercise

จงเขียน 125 ในรู ปของเลขยกกําลัง (Write 125 in the exponential notation.)
มีค่าเท่ากับจํานวนใด (What is the value of
?)
จงหาว่า
แทนจํานวนใด (What is the value of
?)
จงหาว่า

แทนจํานวนใด (What is the value of

?)

จงหาว่า
มีค่าเท่ากับเลขยกกําลังใด (What is the value of
?)
โรงเรี ยนมัธยมแห่งหนึ่งมีนกั เรี ยนจํานวน 1,000 คน จงเขียนจํานวนดังกล่าวในรู ปเลขยกกําลัง (A school has 1,000
students. Write the number of students in the exponential notation.)

3.2 Math Reader Features
To provide correct and understandable sound of math expressions, i-Math is used in the reader
aloud module of Aim-Math. i-Math generates Thai speech of plain text and math expressions by
adding extra words to convey correct meaning of such math expressions. The i-Math generations and
English translations of the 2nd–5th examples (Table 1) are shown in the 2nd and 3rd columns (Table 2),
respectively.
i-Math added the word “ยกกําลัง (/yók-gam-lang/, to the power of)” to convey the meaning of
exponents shown in highlight marks (2nd column). The 3rd and 4th example present the different
” and “
” which convey the different meaning. i-Math
pronunciations of the expression “
generated “(ลบ 5)

ทั้งหมด ยกกําลัง 2” for the expression “
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”, while it generated “ลบ 10

ยกกําลัง 2”

for “

”. The word “ทั้งหมด (/táng-mòt/, all)” was added for ending the base of the exponents

illustrated in bold text. In 5th example, the fraction was read by adding the words “เศษ (/sàyt/,

numerator)” and “ส่ วน (/sùan/, denominator)” as shown in the italic text. The minus, multiplication,
and division signs were mapped into the corresponding Thai words “ลบ (/lóp/, minus)”, “คูณ (/koon/,

multiply)”, and “หารด้วย (/hăan dûay/, divided by)”, respectively as shown in the underline text.
Moreover, before reading the Thai text, i-Math segmented the string into a sequence of words with the
space in-between text since there is no end-word boundary in Thai. All Thai pronunciations were
matched into their corresponding Thai sound and generated Thai speech.
Aim-Math extracts the output of i-Math both in Thai pronunciations and the corresponding
sound of math expressions and displays on the user interface of Aim-Math.
Table 2:. Thai pronunciations generated by i-Math.
No
2

Input

มีค่าเท่ากับจํานวนใด

3

จงหาว่า

แทนจํานวนใด

4

จงหาว่า

แทนจํานวนใด

5

จงหาว่า
มีค่าเท่ากับเลขยกกําลังใด

i-Math generation

(ลบ 5) ทั้ง หมด ยก กํา ลัง 2 มี ค่า
เท่า กับ จํานวน ใด
จงหาว่า ลบ 10 ยก กํา ลัง 2
แทนจํานวนใด
จงหาว่า ( เศษ 1 ส่ วน 2) ทั้ง หมด
ยก กํา ลัง 5 แทนจํานวนใด
จงหาว่า (5 ยก กํา ลัง 2 คูณ 5 ยก
กํา ลัง 7 ) หาร ด้วย 5 ยก กํา ลัง 3
มี ค่า เท่า กับ เลข ยก กําลัง ใด

English translation
What is the value of minus 5 all to the
power of 2?
What is the value of minus 10 to the
power of 2?
What is the value of the denominator
1 the numerator 2 all to the power of
5?
What is the value of 5 to the power of
2 multiply by 5 to the power 7 divided
by 5 to the power of 3?

3.3 Interactive Feature
To make Aim-Math an interactive learning system, we apply the scaffolding technique in designing
the interactive features. Figure 1 illustrates the interactive features of Aim-Math. Sequence of math
problems (Sequence of Exercise) is carefully selected from the simplest to the most complex. Each
problem is presented in different forms, i.e. a graphic display, its corresponding Thai pronunciation
(text) synchronizing with its audio in Problem Posing step. Aim-Math uses two transformed outputs,
text and sound, of i-Math to post and play a math problem. Aim-Math is aimed to design especially
for blind students but it is not limited to only blind students. Low vision and sighted students can fully
utilize. Obviously, totally blind students cannot gain a benefit from that the graphic display on the
screen, however, the students who are low vision are able to enlarge the size and read the problems.
Moreover, teachers, parents or other assistants can use the graphic display and text during providing
guidance.

Figure 1. Interactive feature of Aim-Math
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The Answer Input step accepts the typing answer input from users. Each typed-character is
converted into audio played sound for the users to verify what they have typed. After typing the
answer, the users press the Enter key on the keyboard to submit the answer. In Aim-Math, the star
sign, ‘*’, denotes the multiplication sign and the hat sign, ‘^’, is the to-the-power-of sign. The answer
will be checked to determine whether it is correct or not in the Answer Checking step. If the answer
correct, the users will receive immediately the correct feedback (Feedback) and automatically go to
the next problem. Otherwise, the users will receive a step-by-step hint from the Hint Provider step.
The users can then try to input their new answers. After checking, if the new answer is still incorrect,
the users will be provided the correct answer and explanation in the Answer & Explanation step.
The main interface of Aim-Math is depicted in Figure 2. The interface in this figure presented
in English for easily reading but the developed interface of Aim-Math is in Thai. The sample math
problem, “What is the value of ?”, is shown in the Problem part. The two buttons: Read and
Pause allow users to control the audio during their listening. Aim-Math also provides the Help button
or pressing Ctrl+H on the keyboard to describe keyboard controling both in text and sound. For
example, Ctrl+R is for “Repeat “ and Ctrl+P for “Pause”. The Stop-providing-a-hint button is
provided in the case that the users do not want any suggestion.

Figure 2. Aim-Math Interface
Table 3: scaffolding technique in designing interactive feature of Aim-Math.
Scaffolding
Supportive

Reflective
Intrinsic

Implementation of Aim-Math
Post the math problem in sequence from simple to complicate
problem with text and sound synchronization, font size
adjustment, and pause and repeat audio.
Provide hints after the first incorrect answering.
Provide immediate feedback, solution, and explanation after
entering answer such as reading aloud typed characters, correct
or incorrect feedback, and dropping a hint.
Provide a notepad window with guided questions and editing
field.
Give an example of the similar problem at the first time.
Post the new math problem with association to the recent
problem.

Fading
Automatically available.

Option with the Stopproviding-a-hint button.
Automatically available.

Option with the Notepad
button.
Option with Example
button.
Option with the Change
button.

In the Answer part, the users can type in their answer with the read-aloud-typed-character
function. Three buttons provide in this part is the Example (Ctrl+E), Notepad (Ctrl+N), and Change
(Ctrl+G) buttons. The Example button is provided to show a similar example at only the first time that
the users meet this kind of problem. In the case that the users ignore the hint the Notepad and
Example buttons are faded. Clicking the Notepad button will open the notepad window with the
guideline, e.g. “ can write in the multiplication form as…”, that allows the user to fill what they
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think in the editing fields. Moreover, the problem can change with the Change button, but the new
problem remains the association with the recent one. For example, the math problem, What is the
value of ?, is posted after clicking the Change button.
After answer checking, the feedback, solution and explanation are provided in text format
with sound synchronizing in the Explanation part. However, if the users fill in the incorrect answer,
Aim-Math will provide the message “The answer is incorrect, do you need the suggestion?” even the
users ignore the hint by pressing the Stop-providing-a-hint (Crlt+S) button.
The three scaffolding categories: supportive scaffolding, reflective scaffolding, and intrinsic
scaffolding, and their designs and fading are described in Table 3. The supportive scaffoldings are
provided through the sequence of posting problems, message synchronizing with audio of hints,
feedback, solution, and explanation with the Stop-providing-a-hint button for fading. To explicit what
the users think, the notepad window appears and fades with pressing the button or keyboard for
reflective scaffolding. Options with the Example button and the Change button are intrinsic
scaffolding to simplify the problem.

4. Conclusion and Future works
Aim-Math combines i-Math and the scaffolding technique in designing an interactive learning system.
Aim-Math system has been implemented to be an interactive-enhanced math learning tool for Thai
blind and VI students with math content, exponents, as an initial prototype. This system can be used
by individual blind and VI students to learn math through the learning activities with short
instructions and interactive exercises. The accurate utterances of math expressions are rendered to the
students with the capability of i-Math. The interface is designed to be suitable for the users who are
blind and VI with a number of the keyboard control options and sound synchronization. However,
some options are provided only at the first time the problems appear and fade away if the students do
not need them anymore. The students can choose or ignore the options they want to help them learn
and meet the right answer of the posted problems.
The performance evaluation of Aim-Math will be carried out in two parts, i-Math accuracy
and interactive features learning benefits. The first part, i-Math accuracy evaluation, was fully
completed and its results. The second part, the interactive features learning benefits, will be conducted
to determine whether Aim-Math can help the blind and VI students to enhance their mathematics
learning. The success of this study will open an alternative gateway in learning math for blind and VI
students.
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Abstract: This paper proposes “fraction block” as an educational reifications of fraction.
Fraction block reifies characteristics of “ratio fraction” as a pair of numerator block and
denominator block. The length of the blocks can be changed by keeping the ratio of numerator
block to denominator block. By using the fraction block, a quantity represented as a length of
tape is derived from another quantity represented as another length of tape. This deriving
operation is a reification of multiplication or division with a fraction. We have implemented a
learning environment where a learner is able to directly operate the fraction block in order to
derive a quantity from a quantity. Experimental use of this environment in an elementary
school is also reported in this paper.
Keywords: Fraction Block, Visual & Manipulatable Model, Ratio Fraction, Multiplication &
Division.

Introduction
In order to comprehend a certain difficult or complex subject, learning by operating a model that
includes all features of the subject is effective way for a learner to promote intuitive and constructive
understanding (Papert, 1982). Papert advocated a computer-based learning environment where a
learner was able to experience mathematic operations and the results of the operations, and then he
called it “the country of mathematics”. “Logo” is a realization of such learning environment for
geometry. Our research that is inspired by his researches has targeted on promotion of conceptual
understanding of fraction that is well-known as one of the most difficult subjects in arithmetic in
elementary school.
Students around the world have difficulties in learning about fractions. In many countries, the
average student never gains a conceptual knowledge of fractions. Conceptual knowledge of fractions
is defined as knowledge of what fractions mean, for example their magnitudes and relations to
physical quantities. Student’s difficulties with fractions often stem from lack of conceptual
understanding. Many students view fractions as meaningless symbols or view the numerator and
denominator as separate numbers rather than a unified whole (Warrington & Kamii, 1998, Cramer et
al., 2002, Bulgar, 2003, Fazio & Siegler, 2011). Also in Japan, fraction is known one of the most
difficult subjects in elementary school curriculum of arithmetic. Teaching conceptual understanding
of fractions is assumed to be important problem in pedagogy even now. Although almost Japanese
children can correct calculation problem, many of them can’t justify the arithmetic calculation
procedures of fractions that they used to derive correct answers (Naito et al., 1990). In the academic
ability survey all over Japan in 2010, children were questioned a word problem “2 liters of juice is
divided into 3, what liters is 1 part? You have to answer by fraction”, which is well known problem
that students often fail to distinguish the meaning of ratio from quantity in fraction. Unfortunately, the
correct answer rate is 40.6% in sixth grade students. This result suggests that not a few children don’t
understand the meaning of a fraction well. Besides, in the academic ability survey all over Japan in
2008, children were questioned calculation problem “2÷3 (You have to answer by fraction)” and the
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correct answer rate was 73.8%. This result suggests that they know how to calculate fractions. Since,
teaching conceptual understanding of fractions is more important than formal calculation.
In this research, “fraction block” is proposed as an educational reification of “ratio fraction”.
The fraction block reifies a fraction as a pair of numerator block and denominator block. The length of
the blocks can be changed by keeping the ratio of numerator block to denominator block. Then, by
using the fraction block, a quantity represented as a length of tape is derived from another quantity
represented as another length of tape. This deriving operation is a reification of multiplication or
division with a fraction. We have implemented a computer-based environment where a learner is
allowed to directly manipulate the fraction block in order to derive a quantity from another quantity.
In the process, the learner should modify the length of the fraction block.
In this paper, the idea of fraction block and its implementation as an educational tool are
described. Experimental use of this environment in an elementary school is also reported in this paper.

1. Our Idea and Method
Although children well know they can make some parts to divide certain thing like a cake, there are
three lacking concepts to comprehend the meaning of fraction: that is, (1) by using a fraction, a
quantity is derived from another quantity, (2) in order to derive a quantity with fraction, it is necessary
to specify a base quantity, (3) an input quantity is assigned to a denominator (in multiplication) or a
numerator (in division), and then output quantity is assigned to a numerator or a denominator
respectively. Actually, these 3 points is not taught clearly in elementary schools. In an introduction
phase, children are taught fraction as part-whole ratio by dividing concrete things like a square paper.
In this time, the size of a square paper is not often discussed by a teacher or children. They don’t scale
or compare size of the paper. In addition, part and whole are not appear simultaneously then they
can’t compare the part size and the whole size. That is, (I) there is no activity to relate dividing
operation to quantity. As the next step, children are taught fraction as quantity by dividing 1 meter
tape. With a story that is "we cut 1 meter tape into 3 then a part is 1/3 meters", a teacher usually only
uses unit quantity for base quantity. Thus 2 fractions, that is, "1/3meters" and "1 dividing into 3" are
recognized by learners as the same numbers. Thus, (II) children can’t perceive the importance of
defining base quantity and (III) relation between base quantity and part quantity. Additionally, a tape
diagram doesn’t present the part quantity and the whole quantity in the same way, and the part tape
can be seemed to quantity and ratio (Figure 1). We think it is too hard to understand the relation
between dividing operation and two quantities. Several teachers reported that children considered 1
meter was not quantity but whole and part tape was not quantity but part on tape diagram
(Komabayashi & Karihara, 1990).

Figure 1. Tape Diagram
Fraction of ratio is able to be explained with 2 ways, (i) dividing concrete thing as part-whole, (ii)
calculation methods in word problem. (i) We use concrete things to teach part-whole fraction. But
concrete things have quantity necessarily then divided one has also quantity. Therefore ratio and
quantity are not separated on diagram. There is a need to separate ratio and quantity, or the method to
represent only ratio. (ii) Teachers don’t explain enough why we calculate multiplication and division
such as methods. Almost children can calculate multiplication and division but not explain why they
calculate by the method. These lacks of understanding will cause trouble on solving word problem.
For the reason, we believe firmly separating ratio and quantity on diagram foster the
acquisition of fraction conception and propose fraction block which is visible, direct-manipulatable
and assessable. In this model, we separate the representations of quantity and ratio. Quantity is
represented by tape (Figure 2) and ratio is represented by fraction block (Figure 3). Learner can
change the fraction block’s length to match various tapes as base quantity and pick up related tape.
Such as operations about ratio are only usable in our mind, but our idea might be let ratio operations
become concrete operations. We expect that children will understand fraction conception by using this
concrete operation, and our first step is letting children can distinguish ratio and quantity, and
understand the relation.
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Figure 2. Tape

Figure 3. Fraction Block (Two Third)

2. Fraction Block Model
We propose that fraction block is visual & manipulatable model of ratio fraction. In this section,
we explain the features and why we think children will be understand ratio fraction of by the
model.

Features
Fraction block has following 3 features, "visible", "direct-manipulatable" and "assessable". Figure
4 shows an example of fraction block that expresses "2/3". Fraction block is composed of 2 blocks
that are located up and down. The upper block is called "numerator block" assigned to numerator.
The numerator block is composed of several unit blocks and the number of the unit blocks
represents the numerator number. The lower block is called "denominator block" and the number
of blocks represents denominator number. In the basic meaning of fraction, denominator number
specifies how many parts the fraction breaks a quantity into. Then, numerator number specifies
how many parts the fraction gathers as the output. Fraction block can be changed any length
horizontally following the length of base quantity (Figure 4). Ratio is applied any base quantity but
quantity’s base quantity is fixed by unit quantity, or changing base quantity is determinant
difference between ratio and quantity. This importance is visible and manipuratable on fraction
block model. By the way, Arithmetical fraction expression is composed to 2 numbers vertically,
matches fraction block representation.

Figure 4. Changing Length to Fit a Tape
On fraction block model, learner can manipulate ratio operations directly. Ratio operations are
multiplication and division. Multiplication is the operation that we consider known quantity as
base quantity and find related quantity by times ratio. On fraction block model, learner fits
denominator block to the tape and pick up numerator block’s length tape (Figure 5). Division is the
operation that we consider unknown quantity as base quantity, or known quantity is related to
numerator number, we find base quantity by divide into ratio. On fraction block model, learner fits
numerator block to the tape and pick up denominator block’s length tape (Figure 6). From the
above, the relation between ratio and quantity is visible and direct manipulatable on fraction block
model.

Figure 5. Multiplication (Multiplying 2/3)

Figure 6. Division (Dividing into 2/3)

Fraction block model is also assessable. Because it is identify length of tape and operator,
manipulation of fraction block relates to arithmetic formula. Implementing on Computer, computer
can assess learner’s process of using fraction block as arithmetic formula and feedback correct or
not. Also, computer store learner’s process as log data and we can analyze it.

Necessity of Experimental Use
In order to confirm that our model is an adequate representation of fraction of ratio, we used it in
educational context and examined that it is usable for students. In order to this confirmation, we
have implemented an interactive learning environment where a student is able to directly
manipulate the fraction block. Through discussion with our cooperative elementary school teacher,
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we decided target students as 6th grade. Therefore, in this experimental use, we examined whether
students who have already learned the fraction can use the fraction block smoothly or not. If they
can use smoothly, we can guess that the fraction block is fit for their understanding of fraction.
Because our goal is to use the fraction block in introductory phase of fraction, this is the primitive
but indispensable step of this research.

3. Learning Environment
We have implemented a computer-supported learning environment based on the fraction block.
The environment is able to use on tablet computer and it is connected to server through wireless
LAN. A learner can directly manipulate fractions of ratio, and multiply and divide a length of tape
from a length of tape by using a fraction block. An example of screen of the environment is shown
in Figure 7. The right side of the screen on green background is the filed to manipulate fraction
blocks. There are several yellow rectangles and semitransparent red rectangles. Yellow ones are
tapes which represent quantities. Red ones are fraction blocks or integer blocks (we will explain it
later) which are representations of ratio. Leaner can pick up related tape by fitting a fraction block
to a tape. As an aside, leaner use only touching or dragging with his/her finger on the learning
environment.

Figure 7. An Example of Screen

Two kinds of representation and transforming practices
Computer shows learner two kinds of representation, one is arithmetical formula on left hand
screen, another is fraction block model on right hand screen. Leaner has two practices, (1)
transforming formula to fraction block and (2) transforming fraction block to formula. (1) In this
practice, computer shows one formula first, learner makes correct length tape in the same way as
formula. The formula defines length and how to make. If leaner mistook a length, computer
feedbacks length of the tape, else if tape was made in the different way, computer feedbacks
formula as the way of leaner’s operations. (2) In this practice, computer shows four formulas
which all are same length but made by different way (Figure 8) and present the animation that
making answer tape by using fraction block in the certain way. Learner watches the animation and
selects to answer one formula.

Figure 8. Four Formulas as 2/3 Meters

Tools in environment of fraction block model
Leaner can use following items.
• Fraction block : The reification of fraction of ratio. The shape is a pair of red semitransparent
blocks ordered vertically. It is expandable optionally and fitted to any tape to make related
tape.
• Integer block : The reification of integer of ratio. The shape is a red semitransparent block. It
is expandable optionally and fitted whole block length or one block length to any tape to
make related tape. Fitting whole block length is division and one block length is
multiplication. Leaner can compare fraction operations to integer operations.
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•

Tape : The reification of quantity. The shape is a yellow rectangle. It is not expandable. The
length is either integer or faction. Leaner can cut off integer length tape from roll of tape and
make fraction length tape from fraction block, and check the length by measure arranged
above.

Process of making the tape for answer
Learner answers the tape by following process.
i.
Cut off a tape from roll of tape.
ii.
Fitting fraction block or Integer block to tape, and make related tape.
iii.
Scaling the tape with measure if learner wants.
iv.
Put the tape in answer area (below and pink background) if you think the tape is correct.
Learner can execute these steps as many times as needed. If fourth step has done, computer starts
assessing. If the answer is correct, computer goes next question, else if error, computer shows
feedback message and leaner tries again.

4. Experiments
We verified the validity of fraction block model by using the learning environment at attached
elementary school of Hiroshima university. In this section, we explain the methodology and
outcomes.

Methodology
Subjects are 76 students, they are all 6th grades and have been taught fraction enough in the usual
way. Additionally, it is assumed that they have good conceptual understanding of fractions
because their correct answer rate of the typical problem on the pre-test is 87.8%, is better than
40.6% which is the rate of academic ability survey all over Japan. At least, they can distinguish the
meanings of fraction.
We carried out a pre-test a few days before students used our learning environment, and
just after the use, we carried out a post-test and a questionnaire. We used the same test in the pre
and post tests, that is, a typical problem: “How many meters is 1/3 of 2 meters?” by showing a
picture instead of words and request them to select an answer from several choices (Figure 9). We
adopted this type of problem because we needed to know their conceptual understanding of
fractions. To understand a picture is assumed to be more intuitive task than reading words.
After using our learning environment, we also carried out a six-point scale questionnaire
on which smaller is better, asked two questions, “Can you use this software enough?” and “Do you
think fraction block is fraction?”, to confirm subjectivity of students.

Figure 9. Paper Test
In the class, we delivered one tablet for one person and students could use our learning
environment individually. First, they were given instructions of how to use our learning
environment by the tablet computer. Second, they solved 13 practices of transforming fraction
block to formula. Third, they solved 13 practices of transforming formula to fraction block. Total
time was about 30 minutes. Several students who finished the exercise early, they were allowed to
use fraction block to make a tape from another tape.
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Hypothesis
If they can use our learning environment smoothly and recognize that fraction block is fraction,
fraction block is assumed to be consistent with student’s understanding. In order to confirm this
validity, we analyzed three types of data, (1) system log, (2) questionnaire and (3) pre-post paper
test. (1) A tablet computer sends log data to the server at any time, thus we can examine each
learner's activity history that is, how many times a learner answered, how many tapes was made,
how long learner solve a practice, and so on. The analysis of the log data indicates objective
information. (2) We used questionnaire to confirm learners' subjectivity. We asked learners
directly that they accept fraction block is fraction. (3) We also adopted pre-post paper test because
it is useless if our learning environment have students confuse or make a mistake even if students
can use and accept our model.

Results
Based on analysis of the log data, we confirmed that all students solved all practices of
transforming fraction block to formula. Also, 74 in 76 students solved all practices of transforming
formula to fraction block. Because most of them solved practices more than necessary, we judged
that students can use our learning environment actively (Table 1).
In the questionnaire, there are two questions, “Can you use this software enough?” and
“Do you think fraction block is fraction?” that were replied by a six-point scale on which smaller
is better. Most of them answered 1 in 1st question and 1 or 2 in 2nd question (Table 2). These results
suggested that the students felt they can use fraction block well and accepted fraction block as
fraction of ratio.
Comparing the results of the pre-test and post-test, there were no students who got worse
scores. There are 65 students who answered correct in the pre-test, and all of them answered
correctly in the post-test. There are 9 students who answered incorrectly in the pre-test, 4 of them
answered correctly in the post-test (Figure 10). This result suggests that using the learning
environment might cause some learning effects to them but this result is not enough, thus we have
to investigate that our model is truly helpful for learner who don’t have conceptual understanding
of fractions enough.
Table 1: System Log Data.
Practice

Answered

Correct

Formula → Fraction Block
Fraction Block → Formula

26.57
40.58

24.25
30.37

Percentage

0.91
0.75

Tape

45.33
---

Table 2: Results of Questionnaire.
question

1
2

1

2

3

4

5

6

71
57

0
13

1
1

1
0

2
3

0
1

Figure 10. Transition of Paper Test
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed fraction block model which is a kind of educational reifications of fraction
for intuitive and constructive learning. For that, fraction block has three features, visible, directmanipulatable and assessable. Learner can watch and directly manipulate fraction of ratio, and try to
create a tape by ratio operations practically. Also, computer can trace learner’s activities and give
feedback to their operations.
We have already developed a learning environment based on fraction block model and
verified the validity by using at an elementary school. As results, we found that students who already
understood fraction conceptually could use fraction block and accept the fraction block as fraction of
ratio. These results suggest that the fraction block is consistent with student’s knowledge. However,
our experiment is not enough to verify learning effect. Therefore, we will verify it by using our
learning environment by students who have not studied fraction in elementary school.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe how to improve a Japanese language education
environment for nonnative speakers (dictogloss system oriented for focus on form) and its
evaluation. Our existing dictogloss system already has some functions supporting learners'
self-study with dictogloss activities. However it has not been evaluated in practical situations.
To adapt this system to real foreign language education scenes, we improved the system so
that it accepts Roman alphabet input without kana-kanji conversion, which some learners
actually prefer to input with kana-kanji conversion. We also developed a recording function of
a learner's operations which enables us to analyze activities of actual learners. Preliminary
evaluation of our improved dictogloss system with actual learners shows that our improved
dictogloss system has better learning effect than a conventional dictation environment.
Keywords: Dictogloss, focus on form, second/foreign language education

1. Introduction
In this paper, we improve a Japanese language education environment for nonnative speakers
(dictogloss system oriented for focus on form) and evaluate it. Dictogloss is a multiple skills
collaborative activity proposed by Wajnyrb (1990). In a dictogloss activity, a teacher reads a short text
to learners and the learners try to reconstruct the content of the text and the learners discuss the
original short text based on their own reconstructed text. This activity requires learners to exercise
their own skills: listening, reading, writing, and speaking.
Learners cannot engage in this activity by themselves, because this activity is a collaborative
learning method and it needs some learning partners and a teacher. We developed a prototype
dictogloss system which supported learners’ self-study by using intelligent agents as a learning
partner (learner agent) and a teacher (teacher agent) (Kondo et al. 2012). The intelligent learner agent
can suggest its own reconstructed text and discuss the original text with the learner. The intelligent
teacher agent can summarize learners’ errors.
The existing dictogloss system, however, only has minimum functions supporting learners’
self-study. It has not been evaluated in practical situation. To adapt this system to real foreign
language education scenes, this paper improves some functions. We also have this improved system
evaluated by actual learners of the Japanese language.

2. Functions for Existing Dictogloss System
In this section, we explain the basic functions in the existing dictogloss system.

2.1 Function for Dictation Stage
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This stage is a phase in which learners listen to a short text and take notes about the text. In this
system, a learner plays a sound file of the short text recorded by native speakers. The learner can
listen to this sound up to five times. At the first listening, the learner focuses on listening to the sound
without taking any notes. After that, the learner listens to the sound with writing down important
words and phrases for reconstructing the original text. The learner inputs his/her own reconstructed
text to the system after he/she finishes listening.

2.2 Function for Reconstruction Stage
This stage is a phase in which learners discuss the original text based on their own reconstructed texts.
In this stage, the learner agent generates its own reconstructed text which leads the learner to identify
his/her errors. The agent engages in discussion with the learner about the reconstructed texts.

2.2.1 Reconstruction Function
The learner agent analyzes the learner's reconstructed text to recognize his/her errors based on the
architecture of error detection proposed by Kondo et al. (2010). The learner agent generates its own
reconstructed text based on a focus on form approach. Focus on form is a pedagogical approach in
which a few grammatical forms are focused in a lesson. In addition, it has been pointed out that
keywords in a dictogloss text should be given to learners before they listen to the text (Wajnryb
1990). Accordingly, Kondo et al. (2012) divide forms in a dictogloss text into four categories: (1)
focused forms in a given dictogloss text, (2) keywords in the text, (3) FonF forms in the text, and (4)
other forms. Among these forms focused forms should be given the highest priority, and keywords
should receive the second priority. Forms not belonging to these two categories are further divided
into two groups. This is because some forms are suitable for FonF instruction but others are not
(Kondo et al. 2010). The learner agent generates different texts depending on which of the four
categories the learner's errors involve. The reconstructed texts by the learner agent are generated so
that the learner would pay more attention to focused forms and keywords. Table 1 summarizes how
different texts are generated by the learner agent. See Kondo et al. (2012) for further discussion.
Table 1 : Answer generation policy for the learner agent.
Learner’s answer

(a) Correct

(b) Incorrect

(1a) Incorrect answer
(1b) Incorrect answer*
(1) Focused forms
(2a)
Incorrect
answer
(2b) Correct answer
(2) Keywords
(3a) Correct answer
(3b) Incorrect answer*
(3) FonF forms
(4a) Correct answer
(4b) Correct answer
(4) Other forms
Incorrect answer*：The learner agent generates a different incorrect answer from the learner’s.

2.2.2 Dialog Function
The learner makes the final reconstructed text through discussion with the learner agent. The learner
compares his/her own reconstructed text with the agent’s reconstructed text. The learner can ask the
agent using the following prepared templates:
(1) “Does Sn have form?”
(2) “Does Sn not have form?”
(3) “Does form1 is replaced with form2 in Sn?”
“Sn” stands for a sentence number, and “form” is replaced by a linguistic form of learner’s choice.
The learner agent asks the user questions about errors in the user’s reconstructed text using the same
templates when the agent recognizes user’s errors. After finishing the discussion, the learner can
submit the final reconstructed text to the system.

In answering questions from the learner, the learner agent replies based on the correct
answer. Suppose that the learner asks “Does sentence 2 have tabe-teiru (eating)?” and that
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the correct answer has tabe-teiru. Then the learner agent replies “It certainly has tabe-teiru.
Great!” Figure 1 shows an example dialog.
S: Let’s begin, shall we?
User 1: Does S2 have Shizuoka?
S: It certainly has Shizuoka. Great!
User 1: Does S1 not have Mt.Fuji?
S: Really? It sounds to me that S1 has Mt.Fuji.
User 1: Does Mt.Fuji is replaced with Hamamatsu in
S1?
S: Really? Something might be wrong with it.
Figure 1. Example dialog.

2.3 Function for Analysis and Correction Stage
When the learner submits the final reconstructed text, the teacher agent shows the original text and a
summary of the learner's errors. This system can recognize the following kinds of errors:
(1) Erroneous omission: Learners incorrectly omit necessary linguistic forms.
(2) Erroneous addition: Learners incorrectly add unnecessary linguistic forms.
(3) Confusion of different linguistic forms: Learners mistake a linguistic form for another form.
(4) Incorrect word order
In the summary, the learner's errors in the reconstructed text and the corresponding arts in the original
text are highlighted in different colors according to the types of errors. The summary emphasizes
detailed information about focused forms and errors involving them. Other minor errors are also
provided but they are hidden from the learner's view unless he/she requests them.

3. Improvement and Evaluation of the Dictogloss System
3.1 Expansion to input in Roman alphabet without kana-kanji conversion
For actual Japanese language learners, it is difficult to input reconstructed text and/or questions to the
learner agent using kana-kanji conversion. According to interviews of actual Japanese language
learners, a Roman alphabet input without kana-kanji conversion is much easier than a kana-kanji
input method, especially for beginner level learners.
To realize the learner agent and the teacher agent, the dictogloss system needs to identify the
words in the learner's reconstructed text and/or learner's questions to the learner agent. Although the
words inputted without kana-kanji conversion are ambiguous in identifying the intended words, our
system can guess the intended words based on the system knowledge about the original text. This is
because the system stores semantic representation and surface forms of the original text.

3.2 Recording Function of Learner's Answers and Operations
Our existing dictogloss system has minimum functions supporting learners’ self-study, but it isn’t
designed for practical situations. To provide a more practical dictogloss system, we should record not
only learners’ answers but also the history of their operations. Thus we added a function gathering
learners’ answers and operations and transmitting them to a logging server.

4. Evaluation of the Improved Dictogloss System
4.1 Purpose and Method
The purpose of this preliminary evaluation is to evaluate whether our improved dictogloss system has
better learning effect than a conventional dictation environment or not.
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The subjects of this evaluation are 4 university students. These subjects are nonnative
Japanese speakers who are learning the Japanese language. In this evaluation, each subject studies
particular Japanese linguistic forms both with our improved dictogloss system and in a conventional
dictation environment. In our prepared conventional dictation environment, the subjects play a sound
of a short text up to 5 times using Windows Media Player and write down its content using a simple
text editor. After answering the problem, the original text is provided in a written text and the learner
confirms his/her errors.
2 of the subjects were categorized into a beginner level group and the other 2 subjects to a
middle level group. The subjects were shown a Japanese textbook and self-reported their level
according to how difficult they think the textbook was. The decision on the categorization was based
on the learners’ self-evaluation and comments from a Japanese teacher who teaches the subjects. We
prepared 6 beginner level problems and 6 middle level problems. In this evaluation, 2 subjects (1
beginner level subject and 1 middle level subject) worked on 3 problems at their level using our
system and then worked on the other 3 problems in the dictation environment. The other 2 subjects
worked on the problems in the reverse order. When each problem was finished, the subjects selfevaluated their errors and/or their lack of knowledge they found though answering the problems.
We expected that our improved dictogloss system had better learning effect than the
conventional dictation environment, based on the following hypotheses:
(1) Through the discussion with the learner agent of our system, a learner using our system can
reconstruct the original text more correctly than using the conventional dictation environment.
(2) Feedbacks from the teacher agent of our system lead a learner to focus on his/her errors.
Especially in learning general usages of grammatical forms, our system has higher effect.
(3) The feedbacks which highlight focused forms lead a learner to focus on his/her errors in those
forms.

4.2 Results
Our hypothesis (1) was confirmed by the result in Table 2. Table 2 shows the correctness of the
subjects' reconstructed texts using our system and using the dictation environment. The correctness is
measured by correct morpheme rates (the number of all morphemes in the 6 problems was divided by
the number of correct morphemes). The correctness using our system is 93.2 %. This percentage is
11.7 percentage points higher than the average using the dictation environment, which is 81.5 %.
Table 2: The correctness of the learner's reconstructed text.
Our Dictogloss System
total
morphemes

Dictation environment

total
correct
total
correct
total
correct
morphemes
correct
morphemes
morphemes
morphemes
rate
morphemes
rate

Beginner group
Middle group

138
98

131
89

94.9%
90.8%

118
98

104
72

88.1%
73.5%

total

236

220

93.2%

216

176

81.5%

Our hypothesis (2) was confirmed by the result in Table 2. Table 2 shows the summary of the
subjects' self-evaluation after each problem. We categorized their self-evaluation into the following
categories:
(a) The evaluation refers to general usages of grammatical forms.
(b) The evaluation refers to whether the subject can reconstruct particular forms without referring to
their usages.
Table 3 shows that the self-evaluation with our system involved more references to general
usages of the grammatical forms in the problems. 5 cases in category (a) were written when the
subjects used our system. In contrast, only 1 case in category (a) was written when the subjects used
the dictation environment. In category (b), table 3 does not show much difference between our system
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and the dictation environment. Additionally, we analyzed the 5 cases in category (a) with our system
with respect to whether the teacher agent gave the subjects feedbacks related to general usages of the
grammatical forms. In 4 of the 5 cases (80.0 %), the teacher agent gave the subjects such feedbacks. It
indicates that the teacher agent's support is effective in teaching knowledge of general usages of the
grammatical forms in targeted languages.
Table 3: Categorized learners' self-evaluations.

Beginner group
Middle group
Total

Our Dictogloss system
Category (a) Category (b)
3
4
2
2
5
6

Dictation environment
Category (a) Category (b)
1
3
0
3
1
6

Our hypothesis 3 was confirmed by the result of Table 4. The Table 4 shows the rates in
which focused grammatical forms were mentioned in the subjects' self-evaluation when the subjects
used our system. The focused grammatical forms were mentioned in 4 of the 5 cases (80.0 %) in
category (a). The result of category (a) confirmed that the feedbacks of the teacher agent are effective
in leading learners to focus on their errors about focused linguistic forms.
Table 4: Focused forms and keywords indicated in subjects' self-evaluations.
Total of (a)
Beginner group
Middle group
total

3
2
5

Focused targeted
forms in (a)
2
2
4

Rate of focused forms in (a)
66.7%
100.0%
80.0%

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have improved a Japanese language education environment for nonnative speakers
(dictogloss system oriented for focus on form) and evaluated it. The Roman alphabet input method in
our improved system enables actual learners, especially beginners, to easily input their reconstructed
text and questions to the learner agent. The recording function of actual learner's operations enables us
to analyze their activities. The preliminary evaluation with actual learners examined our hypotheses
(1) (2) and (3), which confirmed that our improved dictogloss system has better learning effect than a
conventional dictation environment.
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Abstract: Assessment is useful for students to improve their learning and for teachers to
adjust their teaching practice. However, most traditional assessments do not provide useful
information to improve learning and teaching. Recently, cognitive diagnostic assessment
(CDA) which is designed to measure specific knowledge structures and processing skills in
students has attracted a great deal of attentions. In this paper, we apply a CDA approach in
fraction problems to 144 sixth grade students in an elementary school in Japan. We show how
CDA can provide detailed information about learners’ strengths and weaknesses and discuss
the applicability of web-based CDA for providing effective feedback.
Keywords: cognitive diagnostic assessment, web-based assessment, feedback

1. Introduction
Assessment is helpful to inform students about how their present state relates to goals and standards
and what are the learning tasks to work on (e.g., Clark, 2012). Assessment can also provide teachers
with information about how students have learned and what they need to teach them. Teachers can use
assessment results to organize a sound instruction plan for facilitating students’ educational
development or evaluate instruction to improve their teaching skills (AFT, NCME, NEA, 1990).
In current school education, to assess students’ present state of learning related to learning
goals, teachers rely heavily on their own constructed classroom tests which are primarily used for
assigning students’ grades. However, there are a number of problems with this assessment when
applied to formative assessment. Firstly, students have difficulty in understanding feedback message
(Higgins, Hartley, & Skelton, 2001). When teachers transmit feedback information to students those
messages have to be easily decoded and translated into action. Secondly, few teachers receive much
formal systematic training in assessment design or analysis (McMillan, Myran, & Workman, 2002). It
has been pointed out that teachers’ assessment literacy is low and most teachers have difficulty in
using assessment appropriately (DeLuca & Klinger, 2010). Thirdly, traditional assessment procedures
lack detailed diagnostic information about students’ academic achievement and do not provide
meaningful information to guide remedial education (Lee & Sawaki, 2009).
In this paper, we aim to introduce cognitive diagnostic assessment (CDA) and its method for
providing feedback effectively and show the assessment has the potential to provide useful
information for students to improve their learning and for teachers to adjust their teaching contents
and activities, especially when assessment is implemented in web-based learning environment.

2. Cognitive Diagnostic Assessment in Fraction Problems
Most of current tests, which only report a small number of content-based subscores, total scores, or Tscores, are almost no use for providing diagnostic information about students’ strengths and
weaknesses. In recent years, CDA which is designed to measure specific knowledge structures and
processing skills in students has been particularly attracting a great deal of attention. CDA combines
theories of cognition of interest with statistical models intended to make inferences about students’
mastery of so called “attributes”, which refer to students’ “knowledge”, “cognitive processes”,
“skills” or “strategies” in a particular domain (Tatsuoka, 1985). Through fine-grained diagnostic
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reporting of students’ attribute mastery profiles, CDA provides more detailed information concerning
whether or not, or to what extent students have mastered each of a group of specific defined attributes,
rather than assigning each student only one single score. These attributes are exactly what affect
students’ learning performance and their understanding and are exactly what teachers need to help
students to master.
Attributes necessary for the domain need to be specified first by experts in that area, by
specifying what the key knowledge or skills are for students to understand the content in their learning
process. We have developed eight attributes required in solving fraction problem according to the
“Japanese government curriculum guidelines for teaching” (Table 1) (for details, see Takahashi, Sun,
& Kakinuma, 2011). The numbers in the parentheses in the table denote grades where students are
supposed to study the skills, according to the guidelines. We comprised a diagnostic test of 35 items
and administered it to 144 sixth grade students in an elementary school in Tokyo. Table 2 shows
examples of five students’ attribute mastery probabilities who have the same number of correct
answers. In this paper, DINA (deterministic input, noisy “and” gate) model (Junker & Sijtsma, 2001)
was applied to estimate attribute mastery probabilities. We can see the student 2 masters A5 fully but
does not master A4 at all. On the other hand, the student 3 masters A4 fully but does not master A5. It
was clear that students even with exactly the same test scores could have totally different attribute
mastery profiles. These data cannot be obtained from the current typical educational tests.
Table 1: Eight attributes defined in solving fraction problems.
Attributes
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

Descriptions
understanding the meaning of fraction (3rd grade)
changing fraction forms(4th)
reducing to a common denominator (5th)
reducing to the lowest denominator (5th)
adding and subtracting fractions with a common denominator (3rd)
multiplying (6th)
dividing (6th)
deriving fractions from statements (3rd)

Table 2: Examples of five students’ attribute mastery probabilities who have the same score.
Student Total score
1
22
2
22
3
22
4
22
5
22

A1
0.47
0.78
0.33
0.41
0.66

A2
0.54
0.93
0.96
0.69
0.02

A3
0.46
0.01
0.50
0.05
0.02

A4
0.75
0.02
1.00
0.19
1.00

A5
0.54
1.00
0.01
0.94
1.00

A6
0.97
0.99
1.00
0.88
0.52

A7
0.95
0.93
1.00
0.82
0.92

A8
0.35
0.78
0.35
0.41
0.66

3. Feedback for Improving Learning and Teaching Practice
3.1 Feedback for Improving Learning
There is a lot of evidence showing that self-regulated learners are more persistent, resourceful,
confident and tend to be higher achievers (Zimmerman & Shunk, 2001). In self-regulated learning,
students undergo a recursive triptych: (1) forethought phase―analyze tasks, set goals, and plan
behaviors before learning efforts; (2) performance phase―monitor and control their behaviors during
learning efforts, and (3) self-reflection phase―self-evaluation based on feedback after learning
efforts. Self-reflection processes in turn affect forethought processes and beliefs regarding subsequent
learning efforts, which complete the self-regulatory cycle (Zimmerman, 2007). Intelligent selfregulation requires that students have in mind some goals to be achieved (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006). However, students, particularly novices who lack prior knowledge of learning tasks, have
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difficulty in setting goals and recognizing what the task should be done next (Kostons, van Gog, &
Paas, 2012). For example, reactive learners, who self-regulate less effectively, set vague goals and as
a result fail to evaluate (Reeve, Ryan, Deci, & Jang, 2008). Hence, assessment is needed to facilitate
the development of self-regulation in students. In particular, CDA can contribute to foster selfregulation.
Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick (2006) proposes seven principles of good feedback practice in
relation to the development of self-regulated learning. As one of them, Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick
(2006) indicates the importance of clarifying assessment goals and standards. Indeed, some researches
have already demonstrated that these approaches are effective (Suzuki, in press; Weaver, 2006).
Suzuki (in press) showed that a rubric was helpful in informing students about the test’s goals,
grading standards, and their achievement within those standards. The students who received a rubric
had higher intrinsic motivation and used more deep-processing strategies than those who did not
receive it. In CDA, attributes correspond to learning goals and attribute mastery probabilities do to
students’ achievement within standards. Therefore, CDA can be used to clarify goals, analyze
cognitive processing and knowledge state required in solving the problem, and provide effective
feedback.

3.2 Feedback for Improving Teaching Practice
CDA can provide not only usable information that helps students improve their learning, but also
good information to teachers. That is, each individual student’s attribute mastery probabilities are
useful information for teachers to know about each student’s detailed knowledge state and give them
appropriate guidance individually for their future remedial work. Moreover, categorization of students
based on their knowledge states makes it clearer and easier to understand the situation about the
whole class. These concise summaries of the results might be more useful sometimes than the
information of each individual student’s profile for teachers, especially for those teachers who are
teaching many students and have difficulty to know and deal with student’s problem individually. So,
we also performed a hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method to categorize students based
on students’ attribute mastery probabilities. As a result, 144 students were classified into four groups.
Table 3 shows the four clusters’ profiles, the sizes and mean scores of each cluster, which could be
useful for teachers to adjust their teaching contents and activities in group guidance.
Table 3: Four clusters with different types of attribute mastery probabilities.
Clusters

Mean
scores

Cluster 1
(n = 96)
Cluster 2
(n = 12)
Cluster 3
(n = 14)
Cluster 4
(n = 22)

30.9

0.96 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99

27.8

0.52 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04

17.9

0.62 0.41 0.04 0.39 0.96 0.77 0.65 0.63

22.7

0.48 0.68 0.47 0.94 0.15 0.98 0.98 0.64

A1

A2

Attribute mastery probabilities
A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

It is clear that students in the 1st cluster have mastered all attributes completely, which
indicates about 67% of all the students in our study have achieved the level required by “Japanese
government curriculum guidelines”. While students in the 2nd cluster haven’t mastered A8 at all, but
all other attributes almost perfectly. It indicates that these students might have problems with reading
comprehension or lack skills to derive expression from word problems rather than fraction calculation
itself. We also see that students in the 3rd cluster have their mastery probabilities of almost all the
attributes except only for A5 below 80%. In other words, it is indicated that about 10% students
haven’t mastered skills required in solving fraction problem at all and more comprehensive
supplementary instructions for these students need to be provided.
Especially students in the 4th cluster is worthy of notice. They are capable of multiplying and
dividing fractions which are the skills required in 6th grade. Nevertheless, they are not capable of
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adding and subtracting fractions with a common denominator which are the easier skills supposed to
be acquired in 3rd grade. In fact, even students in the 3rd cluster, which have the lowest average score
among the four clusters, have mastered the skill A5 almost perfectly. The students in the 4th cluster
might have conducted addition and subtraction under a wrong rule: for example applying rules of
multiplying or dividing for adding or subtracting (e.g., 2/5 + 1/5 → 2/25). Teachers need to realize the
problems for these students and amend their wrong knowledge of calculation algorithms adequately.

3.3 Reporting Diagnostic Results by Descriptive Documents
As shown above, CDA has the potential to guide students in their learning and teachers in their
teaching. The success of providing effective feedback depends, in part, on method how to transmit the
information. In fact, attribute mastery probability is a difficult concept and hard to grasp for both
students and teachers because the meaning of probability is usually difficult to be understood. For
effective feedback, assessment results need to be provided in the form of written documents
containing statement that describe assessment standard and students’ achievement. Needless to say,
the descriptions should be written clearly and simply (Shute, 2008). However, how to effectively
communicate such complex and detailed information on CDA specifically, has not been adequately
studied yet (Robert & Gierl, 2010). In this study, an approach for reporting diagnostic results is
proposed and implemented in a web-based system.
We provide rank categories for performance levels as an aid to interpreting attribute mastery
probabilities. Of course, it is hard to say how many categories or how large each category are
appropriate and should be, but for demonstration we use three rank categories as follows in this paper:
“Excellent” for the range of mastery probability from 80% to 100%, “Good” for those from 50% to
79%, “Failed to achieve” for those from 0% to 49%. Even if students understand their level of
achievement, they might not be motivated to learn further if they have no idea how to improve their
performance. In our system we not only provide students with detailed information about what
cognitive attributes were measured by the test and the degree to which the students have mastered
these attributes, but also show them possible approaches to enhance their comprehension. Figure 1
shows an example of descriptive score reports on Moodle for a student regarding his two attributes’
mastery out of eight. The report includes the degree of attainment, diagnostic information and
guidance for the student to improve his learning, and skill description. Students can grasp their own
achievement within standards by referring to the reports. If they have not mastered the skills yet, they
can obtain information to fill the gap with learning goals from. Moreover, students and teachers can
refer to each skill description, which informs them the learning goal to be achieve, by moving the
mouse over each attribute's name.
In addition to the diagnostic feedback information about individual students, formative group
profiles derived from cluster analysis can be useful for teachers as well to adjust their teaching
contents and activities in the classroom. Figure 2 shows an example of descriptive score reports about
one group profile, including characteristics of performance and guidance for improving teaching
practice for each group. The radar chart of attribute mastery probabilities for each group gives a more
visual display of overall mastery status for teachers to have a clear grasp and understanding about the
class overall.

4. Web-based Assessment System
To provide fine-grained knowledge of students’ performance, a web-based assessment clearly has
potential advantages (e.g., Gikandi, Morrow, & Davis, 2011; Wang, 2011). One of them is its
accessibility and timeliness. Students can take cognitive diagnostic tests on the web and get feedback
immediately. Teachers can have immediate access to individual students’ diagnostic information,
group profiles, or information about test items they conducted. Additionally, web-based environments
have capability to manage and organize large amount of information by using tools such as widget,
which are not available in a static format on paper. For example, we can create tooltips to display
diagnostic reports for both students and teachers for further information. Say when putting the mouse
pointer over the attribute "changing fraction forms" in Figure 1, a tooltip will appear to show the
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details about its description. We can also use widgets to provide further information for teachers from
each cluster to

Figure 1. Sample diagnostic feedback for individual students
refer to individual diagnostic information of the
students classified in the cluster.
As a platform, we used Moodle, a Learning
Management System (LMS) or Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE) widely used for its usability
and scalability, to develop our web-based
assessment system for students and teachers to
access through their web browsers. We
implemented items of a cognitive diagnostic
fraction test in multiple-choice form on the
Moodle platform. Students are asked to solve the
problems on the web and after they finish the test,
they will get all the diagnostic information
feedback immediately just as stated above. The
basic analyses are performed by using Moodle’s
modules, and for CDA analysis because there is no
existed module we implemented DINA model in
R, which is an open source statistics language, into
the system by linking the R module through PHP
program to Moodle platform.

Figure 2. Sample diagnostic feedback for
teachers with group profiles

5. Summary and Discussion
How to assist students and teachers to improve learning and teaching practice is a very important
issue in education. In this study, we reviewed the concept of effective feedback for both students and
teachers, and suggested applying CDA for feedback. To undergo successful self-regulated learning,
students need to know learning goals, discrepancies between required and actual performance, and
guidance for improving learning. We showed that CDA is applicable to provide effective feedback,
and we presented an approach for reporting diagnostic information for CDA. Group-level diagnostic
information in addition to individual student-level diagnostic information is also considered useful for
teachers to grasp situation about the whole class and adjust their teaching contents and activities in
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group guidance. We proposed classification schemes to categorize students into different groups
based on their knowledge states. Furthermore, we implemented a web-based CDA system on Moodle
platform, which can expand the potential of CDA through immediate analyses and linkages to large
amount of diagnostic information for more effective feedback.
There are two directions for our future research. Firstly, we will examine the effects of our
feedback approach in practical situation. This paper focused on design for effectively reporting CDA
results, but obviously how students and teachers interpret and use feedback information is another key
point. If they misinterpret the information we provide or cannot translate guideline for improvement
into action, we need to revise our method for displaying diagnostic results. At mean time, construction
and development of a web-based assessment system is another goal of our study. How to implement
different functions to the system and make them easily usable for different users is a crucial issue and
need to be further investigated and verified.
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Abstract: With the development of the information technology, digital learning is introduced
to construct problem-based learning systems, such as online discussion. This paper
investigated on-line PBL processes and designed intelligent tutors with pragmatics and
semantic concept map. The tutors interact with students based on the observed concept map
and provide guidelines for students’ on-line discussion. A preliminary experiment is carried
out to exam the system implementation. The result shows the effectiveness of the proposed
method and the possibilities of sharing the burden of instructors for online discussion.
Keywords: Intelligent tutor, Problem-based learning, concept map, online discussion

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of computer technology and Internet communication, the learner-centric
learning style has become a new trend of pedagogical methodology. (Stephenson, Brown and Griffin,
2008) Problem-Based Learning is one of the popular learner-centric learning styles. PBL is defined as
a learning that results from the process of working towards the understanding of a resolution of a
problem. (Barrows and Tamblyn, 1980) Operationally, students encounter a problem, then form a
PBL group to discuss the problem and brainstorm ideas, accordingly they go studying the learning
issues independently and come back to share information, and finally the learning results are
presented and reviewed. (Yang and Chang, 2005)
Recently, Internet advanced technologies are widely introduced to construct PBL tools and
systems, such as POLARIS (Problem-Oriented Learning and RetrIeval System) (Lutgens, Koehorst
and Ronteltap, 2004), CoMMIT (Collaborative Multi-Media Instructional Toolkit) (Lautenbacher,
Campbell, Sorrows, and Mahling 1997), PsyWeb (Koehorst, Ronteltap, Schmidt, and Winke, 2002),
and eSTEP (e-Secondary Teacher Education Project). (Derry, 2006)
Throughout the PBL process, group discussion plays the crucial role of the successful
learning. In E-PBL, online discussion board provides the environment of group brainstorming and
forming the concept map. Therefore, the loading and responsibilities of the instructors in discussion
board are significant. The goal of this research is to create virtual tutors to ease the burden of the
online instructors. By analyzing the concept map forming in the discussion board, the virtual tutors
are able to promote the learning topics, guide the discussion, motivate and remind the fall-behind
students.

2. Research Background
2.1 Concept Map
In PBL learning, concept map is commonly used to evaluate or reveal the understanding of the
assigned problem and solution. Concept map is one kind of visual knowledge representation, which
can be used to express students’ understanding about topics. (Novak and Gowin, 1984; Novak, 1998;
Canas, et al., 2005; Novak and Canas, 2008). Teachers can evaluate students’ concept map to judge
the comprehension level of students. (Gouli, Gogoulou, Papanikolaou, Grigoriadou, 2005)
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A concept map includes concepts and the in-between relationships. (Novak and Canas, 2008)
As Figure 1 shown, the concepts in a concept map are denoted as nodes, which express in single
words or short phrases, and the in-between relationships are described as directed edges with labels,
called propositions. (Turns, Atman, Adams, 2000) Normally, one labeled relationship will connect
two concepts; for example, the proposition connecting “concept maps” and “organized knowledge”
can be interpreted as “concept maps represent organized knowledge.”

2.2 Concept Map Scoring
Using the concept map to assess students’ outcome led to the concern of the reliability and validity of
concept map scoring (Klein, Chung, Osmundson & Herl, 2002). Many scoring scheme have been
discussed and proven the reliability and validity of accessing students concept maps during the
learning process. Other than the holistic examination, concept map scoring methods fall into two main
categories, structural schema and relational schema. Both of them maintain their advantages and
disadvantages due to the properties of learning content. In this research, we adapts the relational
schema for concept map scoring due to the simplicity and robustness.
The reliability and validity of the relational scoring method has been verified in (McClure &
Bell, 1990; McClure, Sonak & Suen, 1999). The main idea of the relational scoring schema is to
evaluate the concept map as a combination of propositions which is two concepts connected with a
relation. Each proposition can be scored from 0 to 3 depends on the user definition. The summed-up
score of the concept map represents the similarity of the master concept map.
There are three main criteria in the relational scoring method:
1. Links between compared concepts in master map
2. Label of relationship indicates a possible relationship
3. Direction of arrow indicates a hierarchical relationship
In this research, the first criterion of the relational scoring method is applied to score the
discussion concept map comparing to the master concept map. A concept map could be decomposed
into a set of propositions. Therefore, master map and student map are decomposed into two different
set of propositions: M and S. If any proposition p in student map S and proposition p can be found in
master map M, then student map S get 1 point.

2.3 Pragmatics
In linguistics, the study of the relations of a sign (word) to other signs (words) in a language is called
syntactics; whereas, semantics investigates the relations of a word to objects that it signifies (means).
Quite different from syntactics and semantics, pragmatics focuses on the relations of linguistics word
to their users or its interpretants. Formally, Austin began the research of pragmatics, especially SAT
(Speech Act Theory).(Austin, 1962) It naturally matches the interactive acts among students in the
online discussion boards. Based on the pragmatics, the discussion thus can be segmented and then
extracted the corresponding concepts.
Speech act theory classifies the acts of a speech into three parts: (1) locutionary act, related to
the meaning of its contents; (2) illocutionary act, indicating the act performed by the speech action;
and (3) perlocutionary act, meaning the consequence of the speech. Additionally, the illocutionary
acts are analyzed into verdictives (e.g., estimate, assess), exercitives (e.g., warn, order), commisives
(e.g., promise, undertake), behavitives (e.g., apologize, commend), and expositives (e.g., conclude,
assume), (Austin, 1962) or representatives, directives, commisives, expressives, and dekclarations.
(Searle, 1972)

3. Virtual Tutors Development
3.1 System model
Fig. 1 shows the proposed system model. The system first captures raw discussion sentences during
students’ discussion periodically. The system logs all the users’ behaviors in the database including
time, discussion content, logging behavior, etc. Virtual tutors can obtain necessary data through
accessing database. To segment the discussion, pragmatics indexing is applied. Sentence
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segmentation is a collection of collection of sentences in same turn and input is a set of sentences
which are already indexed as REQUEST, POSTIVE_EVALUATE, CHAT or REPLY. Sentence
indexed in REQUEST is considered as an open of a new turn and end of previous turn.
Segmented sentences can be treated as sentences in the same theme. Once the concepts in the
discussion group have been spotted, the relationships among concepts then can be constructed. In
pragmatic, concept relationship mostly occurs in the same turn, in other words, these sentences appear
in same turn, should describe same theme. Hence, concepts extracted from sentences which appear in
same turn should be described same theme. Therefore, concept map could be built using the concept
miner. Sentences then are converted to parse tree by Sinica treebank. The tutors can discover concepts
through parse trees of discussion sentences.
Once the students’ concept map is built, the tutors compare the map against the master map
which is defined by teacher and score the map. Based on the score, the tutors thus can evaluate the
performance and provide the feedbacks. The detail mechanism of feedback is discussed in the later
section.

Figure 1. System Model

3.2 Tutoring feedback
To give appropriate feedbacks, several factors are concerned in E-PBL discussion board:
A. Understanding of the discussion content
In this research, we adapt automatic concept map construction from students’ discussion contents to
achieve this objective. The intelligent virtual tutors can evaluate concept map of students to know
students’ comprehension about discussion topics and provide suggestions based on evaluation results.
B. Learning motivation
Because of negative feedbacks would cause the diminish of motivation, the research avoids negative
suggestions during the discussion such as「You guys are wrong」. Instead, virtual tutors would
encourage student with positive or neutral suggestions such as 「Please think of related topics」. We
expect that positive or neutral suggestions could encourage and motivate students to discuss more
about the topics.
C. Reminder
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The common problem in online discussion is the control of speak due to not face-to-face interaction.
Instructor as a kindly reminder is necessary and helpful for promoting students to discuss the given
topic. Maintaining the discussion board in high frequent interactions would also increase the intention
of students’ participation.
Based on the above concerns, the system designs the feedbacks of the virtual tutors including:
Participation promoting
The virtual tutors will evaluate the participation of students and encourage low-participated
students to be more ‘active’ in the discussion.
The participation could be formulated as:

amount ( sentences ) / timeperiod .

(1)

where amount ( sentence s ) is the amount of sentences student s speaking, and timeperiod is a unit
of time such as 60 seconds or 120 seconds. For example, if the sentence amount of student s in

60 seconds is 10 then the participation of student s is 10

60

≈ 0.167 .

Learning achievement encouraging
In the system, tutors monitor the construction of students’ concept map periodically. The
learning achievement is evaluated by the concept map scoring scheme from time to time as shown
below.

learning achievement increasing it+1 ~ t
= Scoring(M, St+1) - Scoring(M, St)

(2)

Tutors will give appropriate suggestions based on the observed student progress. When the
concept map score is below the threshold, the virtual tutors will promote students to discuss more and
remind them the learning topics. In the other hand, if the group discussion is effective and the concept
map score is above threshold, tutors would like to keep the discussion going.

3.3 System Implementation

Figure 2. System Implementation
Fig. 2 shows the system implementation. The system is built on Moodle platform. The online
discussion board is implemented on 123flashcat which is served as an activity by Moodle. students
can start their own discussion through the provided Moodle interfaces. Also, other learning activities
can be carried out such as obtaining learning materials and exercises on Moodle as well.
All the activities in the discussion board will be recorded in the databases. Consequently,
virtual tutors analyze discussion contents, score the concept map and give the sound feedbacks to
encourage learning. In general, 123flashchat could support multiple discussion boards at the same
time. For tutors’ performance, we limit one group discussion at one time and schedule other groups in
different time slots to get the better interaction.
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4. Experiments
We apply the system to a college-level database management system course under e-PBL
environment. Tutors play roles of discussion assistants who would remind students to be more ‘active’
and request students to utilize course content to solve given problems. During the course, the
instructor first lectures brief knowledge about database. 34 students in the class are divided into six
small groups, and each group has five to six students. Students are allowed to form their own group
freely. Each group is assigned to discuss same topics in E-PBL. In this experiment, the master concept
map for the selected topic is constructed with 35 concepts and 34 links by the instructor. The
discussions are carried out without the presence of the instructor. During the discussion, the system
records the assessment information for each group including the number of extracted concepts, the
number of link, score, time and the number of sentences After each discussion is over, students
present their solutions about the assigned questions in oral presenting and accomplish self assessment,
peer assessment. In addition, we use TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) questionnaire to learn
acceptance of our system.
Table 1. Statistic results for online discussion
Group
A
B
C

Concept
11
7
7

Link
4
1
1

Time
405.0144
119.5107
271.7443

Mean
131
108.5
113.75

Participation
High
Low
Low

CV
33.81257
78.7987
28.18105

The results show the assessment of the small group discussion based on the two aspects
mentioned in the previous section: degree of participation, and learning achievement. The time and
the number of sentence simple can be used to evaluate degree of participation and interaction.
However, as to the cognitive and content-related posts, the constructed concept map and the score
well represent the level of understanding for each assigned topic. According to the results, group A
shows not only high participation and interaction but also high score on concept map scoring.
The following sample questions are the test of the usefulness and ease of use for the virtual tutors in
TAM model.
Usefulness:
Q1: The virtual tutors can speed up the progress of the discussion
Q2: The virtual tutors can enhance the understanding of the learning content
Q3: The virtual tutors can improve the learning outcome
Q4: The virtual tutors overall can help my discussion

Ease of use:
Q5: The design and presentation of the virtual tutors are easy to understand
Q6: The suggestions from tutors are reasonable and understandable
Q7: The use of tutor is intuitive
Table 2. Statistic results for usefulness and ease of use for the virtual tutors in TAM model
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

Strong agree
4.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.33
0.00
8.33

Agree

Neutral
50.00%
62.50%
54.17%
50.00%
62.50%
45.83%
45.83%

Disagree
41.67%
29.17%
33.33%
41.67%
25.00%
41.67%
37.50%

4.17%
8.33%
12.50%
8.33%
4.17%
12.50%
8.33%

Strong Disagree
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

In Table 2, over 50% students agree virtual tutors can improve discussion progress,
over 60% students agree virtual tutors can help students to familiarize course content, over
50% students agree virtual tutors can improve the discussion result and over 50% students
agree that virtual tutors overall can help the online discuss. Therefore, the results reveal the
correspondences with the performances of the group discussions.
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5. Conclusions
This research proposed virtual tutors which can increase learning motivation and promote learning
activity. To access students’ comprehension, we try to construct and evaluate students’ concept map
during the discussion. The process of the knowledge construction could be observed through the
proposed method. In addition, the virtual tutors can play the roles of discussion instructors that ease
the burden of instructors who adapt E-PBL as the curriculum plan.
The extending master map is adapted to mine concepts from discussion contents. Using the
extending master map, some concepts defined in master can be found. However, some misspell words
cannot be recognized. The extending master map should be able to expand or tolerate such mistakes.
Second, effectiveness of suggestion should be acknowledged. Observation shows that some
suggestions are not effective for some students. In the future, some mechanisms can be applied to
detect the effectiveness of the suggestion and be able to adjust and react based on the instant feedback.
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Abstract: In this paper, we analyze data gathered from students’ interactions with iList, an
intelligent tutoring system that teaches linked lists to computer science (CS) undergraduates.
A number of features have been extracted from the log files which were used to; a) build
predictive models of students’ performance, b) analyze temporal aspects of students’ problem
solving behavior. Our results suggest that it is possible to build predictive models of
performance with an accuracy of 87% by using logistic regression. The results also show that
it is more likely a student will perform a step correctly if s/he spends more time on it.
Keywords: ITS log file, data mining, intelligent tutoring system, educational data

1. Introduction
Educational data mining (EDM) research focuses on analyzing data gathered from students’
interactions with computer-based educational systems. It aims at answering educational research
questions and developing methods to better understand students and the settings which they learn in
(Baker & Yacef, 2009). Mining log data of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) has the potential of
revealing information important to students, educators, and developers of these systems. Information
that could make education more effective and responsive to individual needs (Mostow & Beck, 2006).
Log files of an ITS generally contain information related to users’ performance and problem solving
behavior while using the system. Data mining techniques can be applied to information extracted from
log files to build models that can predict future performance of users (Cetintas, Si, Xin, & Hord, 2010;
Romero, Ventura, Espejo, & Hervás, 2008). This is an important step for adapting system behavior
and for providing proper interventions (e.g., feedback) to enhance learning.
The ability to predict students’ performance is very important in an educational environment.
It has been suggested that improved student performance prediction could save students tremendous
amount of time and effort that could be alternatively used to learn other tasks (Cen, Koedinger, &
Junker, 2006). Previous research has utilized log data to design predictive models of users’
performance. For example, Cetintas et al. (2010) used data gathered from log data to build a model
that was able to predict correctness of problem solving. Their model utilized some performance,
problem, time, and mouse movement features to build the model. Similarly, Beck and Woolf (2000)
used traces from previous users of a mathematical tutor to construct a linear regression model that
predicts if a student will be able to answer a problem correctly, and how long it will take to answer.
Their model was very accurate at predicting the time students required to generate the response, and
was somewhat accurate at predicting the likelihood of students answering correctly.
In this study we use data gathered from students’ interactions with the iList ITS, which we
will introduce later. We focus on predicting students’ performance using a number of features
extracted from the log files. The contributions of this paper are two fold; first, we apply data mining
and statistical techniques to iList log data in order to understand problem solving behavior of students.
This eventually will lead to improved system design. Second, we build predictive models of students’
performance from features extracted from the log files. Building high-level student models from log
data has the advantage of not explicitly using any expert knowledge of the domain. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the iList intelligent tutoring system.
Section 3 describes our methodology of data collection and features extracted from log data. Section 4
presents and discusses our results, and describes future work directions.
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2. The iList System
iList is an intelligent tutoring system that is designed to aid teaching basic concepts of data structures
to CS students, particularly linked lists (Fossati et al., 2009). The iList system provides students with
a simulated environment where linked lists are represented graphically and can be manipulated using
programming commands (C++ or Java). Students are asked by the system to solve certain problems
such as, insertion or deletion of a node into a linked list, or performing more complicated operations.
A problem represented by an initial state space is presented, students are then asked to perform a
number of steps to modify the state space till the desired configuration is reached. The system
supports two types of problems; the first type is one where the student delivers a solution in a step-bystep fashion. The other type requires the student to write an entire block of code that typically
involves constructs such as for loops. In this study we focus only on the former type of problems.
The main components of iList include: 1) the constraint evaluator which checks the correctness
of the submitted solution. The usage of constraints in iList is motivated by constraint-based-modeling
where domain knowledge is modeled as set of constraints. In a linked list problem, there are several
properties that a solution should have in order to be correct. For example, lists should be free of
cycles; lists should not terminate with undefined or incorrect pointers; and no nodes should be made
unreachable from any of the variables. With these properties represented as constraints, iList can catch
many common mistakes students make. 2) The procedural knowledge Model (PKM) is an important
architectural feature of iList. The model is built from past log files of students’ interactions. The core
of this model is a probabilistic graph equivalent to a Markov Chain. Its main components are states
and actions. A state “S” corresponds to a possible linked list state, whereas an action “A” corresponds
to a command that can modify that state. In the graph, actions and states are represented as vertices.
Frequencies associated with states and actions are converted into probabilities using maximum
likelihood estimation. The “goodness” value (“G”) is then computed for each state of the graph, and it
represents a lower bound on the probability that a student will reach a correct solution from that state.
Additionally, for each state, “criticality” (“C”) is computed which represents the probability that a
student will get into a hopeless state (a state with goodness G = 0) from the current state. At run time
student actions can be matched against the graph. And 3) the feedback manager interacts with both
units in order to generate and issue feedback messages as students are progressing towards the
solution.
iList uses both positive and negative feedback strategies to guide learners through their
learning activity, which essentially depends on the correctness of students’ responses. Negative
feedback is given in response to students’ mistakes, which allows students to learn from them.
According to Ohlsson (1996) people indeed learn from making mistakes and correcting them. On the
other hand, positive feedback is provided in response to students making correct steps. This type of
feedback can reinforce the correct knowledge students have, or allow them to successfully integrate
new knowledge if this correct input was originated by a tentative step (Ohlsson, 2008). Negative
feedback is a predominant feature generated by many ITSs today, as those systems are designed to
react to students’ mistakes. However there is increasing evidence that suggests positive feedback may
also be important in enhancing students’ learning (Fossati et al., 2009). We can describe the five
main types of feedback generated by the feedback manager in iList:
Syntactic feedback – Is generated when commands entered by students are syntactically incorrect.
Execution feedback – The system successfully parses the command entered by student, but encounters
a runtime error, e.g. reference to a non-existing variable.
Final feedback – Is presented when the student explicitly asks the system to evaluate his/her solution.
Final feedback comes from a collection of feedback units associated with the individual
constraints that have been violated, which in turn highlight gaps or incorrect knowledge.
Reactive feedback – This feedback is presented in response to a student move, and it depends on the
goodness of a move and its level of uncertainty. Both factors can be obtained from the PKM. For
example, a student enters a command that gets correctly executed, but the student has not yet
completed the problem. This type of feedback can be either negative or positive feedback.
Proactive feedback – iList can look forward to moves a student can make at any given time and it can
intervene with this type of feedback. Proactive feedback depends on the state of the current
solution, its criticality, and time factor based on when the last step has been carried out (Fossati,
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Di Eugenio, Ohlsson, Brown, & Chen, 2010). Proactive feedback can be either negative or
positive.

3. Methods and Data
We used log data from iList, version 5, as described in (Fossati et al., 2010). In our experiments, 32
college students worked with iList for approximately one hour long session during their introductory
computer science data structures course. Students solved problems presented by the system at their
own pace. In this study, we considered the first 5 problems, which use the interactive step-by-step
mode. The system logged various actions taken by the student, including problem selection,
programming commands, and undo/redo operations. Additionally, iList logged the automatically
generated feedback provided to the students, and the metrics the system used to generate such
feedback. In particular, iList recorded its probabilistic estimates of goodness “G” and criticality “C”
of each solution step. These measures are crucial because most of the pedagogical decisions of iList
are based on them. As we will see in section 4.3, our new logistic regression model can improve on
the usage of these metrics alone.
We have extracted a number of features from the log data that will be used in the analysis of
students’ performance and interaction behavior. Some of these features have been used in previous
research (Beck & Woolf, 2000; Mostow & Beck, 2006). Below is a description of these features:
The goodness (G) of state S – Explained in section 2
The criticality (C) of state S – Explained in section 2
Step duration – The time taken by the student to complete the step (milliseconds)
Relative step start time (RSST) – The start time of the step relative to the start time of the problem
(milliseconds), it is the elapsed time since the start of the problem
Log step duration – The natural log transform of step duration
Log RSST – The natural log transform of relative step start time
Number of undos – Number of undos made so far in a given problem
Number of redos – Number of redos made so far in a given problem
Number of bad steps – Number of incorrect steps made in a given problem
Number of good steps – Number of correct steps made in a given problem
Syntax feedback– Number of syntax feedback messages so far in a given problem
Execution feedback– Number of execution feedback messages so far in a given problem
Negative reactive feedback – Number of negative reactive feedback messages
Positive reactive feedback – Number of positive reactive feedback messages
Negative proactive feedback – Number of negative proactive feedback messages
Positive proactive feedback – Number of positive proactive feedback messages
Step type – Refers to the type of actions performed. These can be: Node Declaration: creating a
reference to a node, e.g. Node *T. Node Creation: creating a new node, e.g. T = new Node.
Delete Node: deleting a node from a linked list, e.g. delete T. Data Assignment: assigning a value
to the data field of a node, e.g. T.Data = 3. Link Assignment: assigning the link field of a node to
either another link or null value, e.g. T.link = T1.Link, or T = T1, or T.link = null.
Target Step: The class label (1 = Correct, 0 = Incorrect), it represents the correctness of the step. It is
determined based on the sign of the difference between the goodness G of the previous and
current states. If the sign is positive then the step is considered correct, otherwise it is considered
incorrect.

4. Experiments
We first start by exploring problem solving behavior relative to time. We used one-way ANOVA to
find any significant temporal differences between step types, and between correct and incorrect steps.
We then used logistic regression to build a predictive model of the correctness of a step, which can
then be used to judge student performance. We evaluated a number of models for this purpose with
different feature subsets. We used the SPSS Statistcs17 software package for the ANOVA and logistic
regression analysis. Mathematical details of logistic regression can be found in (Hosmer, 2000).
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4.1 Analysis of Students’ Temporal Problem Solving Behavior
We were interested in exploring the problem solving behavior of students with respect to time (Step
Duration). For this we conducted a number of ANOVAs where time is the response variable. The
independent variables were the Step Type with five levels (Node Declaration, Node Creation, Delete
Node, Data Assignment, Link Assignment), and Target Step. We used natural log transform of Step
Duration because the original variable did not have a normal distribution. The ANOVA was
significant for Target Step * log (Step Duration) F (1, 1921) = 11.19, p < 0.05: this indicates that
students are taking more time to perform correct steps (with a mean M = 3.04), as compared to
students who fall into errors or do incorrect steps, and who take less time (with a mean M = 2.90).
ANOVA also showed a significant effect for Step Type * log (Step Duration), F (4, 1918) = 18.50, p
< 0.05. Bonferroni posthoc tests revealed that Node Declaration (M = 3.25) and Data Assignment (M
= 3.53) took more time and their means were significantly higher than the other step types, Link
Assignment (M = 2.94), Node Creation (M = 2.77), and Node Deletion (M = 2.65). Additionally, Link
Assignment was significantly different from Node Deletion but not from Node Creation. However
this should be viewed within the context of our experimental protocol and the type of problems
(exercises) described earlier. In order to shed some light on the relationship between Step Types and
Target Step, we performed a chi-square independence test. The test was significant X2(4) = 211.13, p
<.05, which indicates that there is some type of dependency or relationship between step type and
getting the step correct or not. Based on these results, we further explore this kind of relationships
between variables via logistic regression analysis.

4.2 Predicting Students’ Performance Using Logistic Regression
We choose logistic regression because we have a binary response variable (Target Step). We build
models that are able to predict if the next step in a problem solving exercise will be correct or not. We
choose to include all the variables (except Step Duration and Relative Step Start Time for which we
include their log transform instead) in the regression model in order to check the prediction power of
each individual variable. We include the Step Type in the regression model. One advantage of logistic
regression is that it can handle categorical variables.
Table 1 shows the results of logistic regression; significant variables at the 0.05 are indicated
by an asterisk next to the coefficient column. The Wald chi-square value and the odds ratios are also
shown. We evaluate and compare two models for this task (Model 1 and Model 2). Model 1
incorporates all features listed in the column labeled Variable in Table 1, while Model 2 excludes the
two probabilistic measures (G and C) which originally were used in iList for task modeling and
feedback generation. Model 1 was significant with X2 (18) = 1510.74 and p < .05, which suggests that
this model with these independent variables included is more effective than the null model with
intercept only (baseline model without any independent variables). The Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L)
goodness-of-fit test of the model was insignificant with X2 (8) = 14.45 and p = .07, suggesting that the
model fits the data well. Table 2 shows classification results of Model 1, it classifies 87.7% of
instances correctly. It also shows the recall, and precision for each outcome. The recall for predicting
the correctness of the step is 89.4%, which is slightly higher than that of incorrect steps of 86%.
However the precision is higher for the latter with 88.8%, and 86.6% for the former. On the other
hand, Model 2 was also significant with X2 (16) = 964.95 and p < .05, however the H-L test was
significant with X2 (8) = 153.51 and p < .05, which indicates that the model is not quite good fit for
the data. Model 2 classifies 81.6% of instances correctly. We also evaluated a logistic regression
model with only G, C, and Log Step Duration; the model was able to classify only 80.4% of instances
correctly.
From Model 1 we can see that the most predictive variables are: G, Number of Bad Steps, C,
Log Step Duration, Step Type, Number of Good Steps, Number of Undos, Number of Redos, and
Feedback Negative Reactive. Coefficients that are close to zero or odds ratios that are equal to one are
not useful predictors. Furthermore, for all continuous variables in the model, the coefficient represents
the change in log odds for each one unit increase of that independent variable. The model suggests a
number of observations. First, chances that students will make correct steps increase if they spend
more
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Table 1: Logistic regression results, predicted variable Target Step = 1
Variable

Coefficient

Step Type
Step Type (1)- Data Assignment
Step Type (2)- Delete Node
Step Type (3)- Link Assignment
Step Type (4)- Node Declaration
Log RSST
Log Step Duration
Number Of Good Steps
Number Of Bad Steps
Number Of Redos
Number Of Undos
Feedback Syntax
Feedback Execution
Feedback Positive Final
Feedback Negative Reactive
Feedback Positive Reactive
Feedback Positive Proactive
Goodness (G)
Criticality (C)
Constant
Model Chi-Square [df]
H-L Chi-Square [df]
% Correct Predictions

.43
.37
.06
2.67*
-.27*
.54*
-.37*
-1.37*
-.78*
.56*
.02
.07
.06
.17*
-.02
.02
4.15*
-1.10*
-.80

Model 1
Wald
80.00
.94
.73
.05
47.85
3.87
30.62
14.80
147.54
85.48
107.23
.08
.63
.23
6.46
.16
.05
261.23
22.19
2.03

1510.74 [18]
14.45 [8]
87.7

Odds

Model 2
Wald

Coefficient

1.53
1.45
1.06
14.43
.76
1.72
.69
.26
.46
1.75
1.02
1.08
1.06
1.19
.98
1.02
63.33
.33
.45

Odds

.72
.52
1.03*
3.04*
-.23*
.17*
-.05*
-1.24*
-.62*
.42*
-.01
.02
.21*
.28*
.21*
-.18*

99.15
3.69
2.62
17.40
85.82
4.17
5.01
.53
177.89
80.88
90.84
.06
.07
4.84
25.22
18.58
11.90

2.06
1.69
2.80
20.98
.79
1.19
.95
.29
.54
1.52
.99
1.02
1.23
1.32
1.23
.83

-.26

.31

.77

964.95 [16]
153.51 [8]
81.6

* Statistically significant, P < .05

time on them, as indicated by the sign of coefficient of Log Step Duration. Similarly, the chances of
getting the next step correct decrease relative to the number of bad steps in a given exercise. Likewise,
it appears that the redo’s and undo’s work in opposite fashion as indicated by the sign of their
coefficients, where the chances of getting a correct answer on the next step decreases with the number
of redo’s performed and increases with the number of undo’s. The G and C scores which encode
probabilistic measures of getting a correct or wrong answer also work in an opposite fashion as
indicated from the signs of their coefficients. Most of the feedback types were not significant in this
model other than Negative-Reactive feedback which has a positive coefficient, indicating the chances
of performing a next correct step increase with more feedback of this type. The model also shows that
Step Type is a significant predictor, however some of coded variables (Step Type(1) Data
Assignment, Step Type(2) Delete Node, Step Type(3) Link Assignment) are not, where the reference
baseline category was set to the first (Create Node) for the purpose of logistics regression. The odds
of getting a Node Declaration correct are almost 14 times higher than the reference category. The
ANOVA analysis we presented earlier revealed that Node Declaration took more time from students.
This might explain the relationship between time spent on a step and getting it correct.
In Model 2, the list of significant features included the proactive and reactive feedback
features. While both positive and negative reactive feedbacks have positive coefficients, the positive
proactive feedback has a negative coefficient. This suggests that these types of feedback have an
opposite effect on student performance. It is also noted that the feature Log RSST has a negative
coefficient in both models. This indicates that some students are relatively slow in solving a problem,
and this might raise the chances of producing errors. However, this effect is stronger in Model 2
compared to Model 1.
Table 2: Classification results of Model 1, observed and predicted frequencies for predicting step
correctness by logistic regression, baseline 50.4% for Target Step = 1.

Observed
Target Step

0
1
Overall % Correct

Predicted
Target Step
0
819
103

1
133
866
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% Correct (Recall)
86
89.4
87.7

% Precision
88.8
86.6

4.3 Discussions and Conclusions
Our analysis showed that time has an impact on students’ ability to perform correct or incorrect steps.
The more time students spent on a particular step the higher chances they will perform it correctly,
and vice versa. This also indicates that there are two types of interaction behaviors. First, students
who put more thought into a problem, and students who jump straight into solving a problem without
giving proper thought. While the former behavior should be encouraged, the latter should not. Proper
interventions can be designed to mediate both types of interactions. For example, the system might
not allow the student to type an answer straight, and enforce some time gap between the problem
presentation and when the student can enter his/her answer. However, this could be done relative to
the student historical performance, in order to differentiate between high and low performing students.
In our earlier work, (Fossati et al 2010), the two probabilistic measures G and C (goodness
and criticality of a state), and time, were the only variables used to predict students’ performance. We
have seen an increase by almost 7% in the prediction power for students’ performance after adding the
set of derived features which were obtained from the log files. Using the set of derived features alone
has almost the same prediction power as the probabilistic measures G and C. However, not all these
features were significant predictors as indicated by the results of logistic regression of Model 2
presented in Table 1. It is also apparent from the regression results that there is tendency of falling
into errors as more steps are performed, as indicated by the effect of Number Of Bad Steps predictor,
and to some extent by the Number Of Good Steps.
We were able to achieve acceptable results of predicting students’ performance on a particular
task. The classification models built in this study can be used for predicting and tracking students’
performance and providing proper interventions and guidance through the learning process. The
results from this study will also enforce some design decisions (e.g. interface design, computational
models) for future versions of iList; including our new ITS “ChiQat”. The ChiQat project aims at
building an intelligent tutoring system for teaching basic data structures including lists, trees, stacks,
and recursion.
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Abstract: Learner models form the basis of adaptive learning systems, representing what the
system knows about a learner. Knowledge about a learner’s expertise within a learning
domain plays an essential role when recommending learning objects as well as when
supporting a learner’s reflection and awareness. In this paper we present the Competence
Analyser tool to construct knowledge structures as a foundation for learner models in
accordance with a psychologically sound framework, the Competence based Knowledge
Space Theory (CbKST), which supports performance assessment in user-adaptive learning
systems. The tool enables the learner to actively influence the learning profile creation by
setting learning goals and defining prior knowledge in the context of learning domains. A first
prototype has been developed and evaluated within the frame of the EC-funded TARGET
project that provides a game-based learning environment with adaptive story recommendation.
The paper outlines how to foster awareness and self-regulation while building learner and
domain models for adaptive learning systems using a graph-based GUI tool.

Keywords: Learner Modelling, Knowledge Modelling, Graph-based Visualization,
Prerequisite-relations, Competence based Knowledge Space Theory, Critical Reflection

1. Introduction
In user-adaptive learning systems information about the learner is used to identify and recommend
learning objects, or more concretely to select and adapt instructional strategies to the learner (Kay &
Kummerfield, 2012). A learner's specific needs may depend on various factors, including prior
knowledge (e.g. expertise levels), motivation, learning styles, learning goals and learning efficiency
(Klašnja-Milićević, Vesin, Ivanović & Budimac, 2011). Some of these factors, such as knowledge or
motivation, typically vary within a single learning cycle. Hence, to support adaptivity during a
learning cycle the learner model needs to be continuously updated. To this end, information about the
learner may be collected through a combination of implicit performance assessment and explicitly
requested user input (Brusilovsky & Millán, 2007), and then strategically integrated into the learner
model.
The psychologically sound framework behind our approach is the Competence-based
Knowledge Space Theory (CbKST) (Heller, Steiner, Hockemeyer & Albert, 2006). The CbKST is a
framework for representing the conceptual organisation of a given body of competences. It extends
the behaviourist Knowledge Space Theory (Doignon & Falmagne, 2011), which focuses on the set of
problems or tasks a person is able to master. Beyond that, the CbKST concentrates on the
identification of latent skills and competences and prerequisite relations between them: If a person
wants to develop competence x, he or she has to develop y beforehand. These competences and their
prerequisite relations represent a competence structure which forms the basis of learners’ domain
models and, furthermore, for updates on these models.
Technology-enhanced learning (TEL) applications building upon the CbKST require the
definition of the competence structure and the competences a learner exhibits and aims to develop at
the very beginning of the learning process. Therefore, we introduce the Competence Analyser (CA), a
tool that allows defining initial competence information needed to provide CbKST based assessment
and recommendation strategies. The first part of the CA constitutes the Competence Structure Editor
(CSE). The CSE embodies the interface to model the competence structure of a learning domain,
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consisting of competences and their interrelations (i.e. prerequisite relations). It also supports the
learner in gaining insights into the learning domain in terms of critical reflection on learning goals and
competences and on how these competences of the learning domain relate to each other.
The second part of the GUI is to define a learner’s prior knowledge, in form of a “User Competence
Profile” (UCP) and learning goals by means of a “Target Competence Profile” (TCP). The difference
between these profiles results in the “Gap Competence Profile” (GCP) that encompasses the set of
competences a learner aims to develop by engaging with the TEL application.
Relevant and related work to the CA can be found in European research projects in the field
of TEL. APOSDLE (http://www.aposdle.tugraz.at), a work-integrated learning system, implemented
two competence related authoring tools. First, Moki (Ghidini et al., 2009) allows modelling tasks and
concepts (or skills) in a wiki and to export this model as an OWL-Ontology. The second competence
related authoring tool developed within APOSDLE, the Task Competence Tool (TACT), allows to
directly model tasks, topics and relations between tasks, topics and competences needed for a certain
task (Lindstaedt & Christl, 2011). Another description about competence gap analysis was given by
Coi et al. (2007) who presented a gap analysis tool on a conceptual level. Nkambou, Gauthier &
Frasson (1996) amongst others, describe similar authoring system, but do not work on the basis of
competences and competence relations.
In this paper we will introduce the Competence Analyser tool as a GUI component to define
CbKST supporting user and domain model construction. We will present the graphical user interface
including information about its implementation and possible application. Subsequently, we will
provide insights into the main results of the usability study and finish with a brief discussion on the
topic.

2. Functionality and implementation
A first prototype of the CA was implemented for and integrated in a Digital Educational Game in the
course of a TEL platform called TARGET (www.reachyourtarget.org). The main component of
TARGET is a 3D virtual learning environment which consists of story dependent indoor and outdoor
locations where the learner communicates with non-playable characters to gather pieces of
information in order to master game scenarios. Stories represent learning objects that are
recommended to a user on the basis of a learner’s current competence state modelled and updated
through the CbKST service that works on the basis of the models designed in the CA (Kopeinik,
Nussbaumer, Bedek & Albert, 2012).
In TARGET each learning cycle was described through a learning plan (i.e. an ordered set of
game scenarios the learner has to engage with). We developed CA to assist in the definition of
learning plans with learning goals, prior knowledge and a learning domain. Within the two main
frames of the GUI learner and instructor can handle tasks such as: (1) the definition of the learning
domain in terms of competences and relations between competences (Competence Structure Editor)
and (2) the selection of competences to learn.

2.1 Competence Structure Editor
The Competence Structure Editor (CSE) was implemented as a prototype to support instructors and
organizations in creating competence structures. In this context, a competence structure is defined as a
set of competences ordered by means of prerequisite relations. A prerequisite relation between two
competences x and y means: “If a person wants to develop competence x, he or she has to develop y
beforehand” which is conceptually the same as “If a person has shown that he or she has competence
x, he or she has competence y too”. In this case, competence y is a prerequisite competence for
competence x.
The CSE provides not only a tool to relate competences to each other but also to visualize a
previously constructed competence structure as a modified Hasse diagram. The main difference to a
standard Hasse diagram is the visualization of the connectedness of a vertex by increasing the
diameter of the vertex (see Figure 1). This visualization should make the information contained in the
competence structure more meaningful and insights more intuitive. The Hasse diagram is made
directly editable by mouse events. A mouse editing event is only accepted if it does not contradict the
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Hasse diagram. A contradiction can e.g. occur if a cycle is introduced or by trying to add edges which
are already indirectly inferred by the Hasse diagram. For the cycle detection we used an algorithm
which is based on a dynamic topological sort algorithm as described by Pearce and Kelly (2006). For
calculating the transitive reduction of the graph as needed by the Hasse diagram visualization, we
implemented a simple algorithm which basically calculates the transitive closure of the graph (Aho,
Garey & Ullman, 1972). Consequently, for every valid editing action the transitive reduction and the
topological order of the underlying graph data structure is updated. The visualization itself was based
on the Jung Framework (Madadhain et al., 2005).

Figure 13. The Competence Structure Editor GUI.
The CSE (see Figure 1) offers three different views: (CSE1) The Prerequisite Editor which allows to
create and edit competences and to model their interrelations. (CSE2) The Closure View displays
the competence structure as a more detailed representation that also includes transitive connections.
(CSE3) The Tabular View displaying the competences and their relations in form of a table. (CSE4)
Filter and Edit Panels are part of all three views and can be used to search and edit competences.

2.2 Competence Analyser
The CA view fosters a learner’s active part in the personalization process. It is provided as an input
device to create an initial state of the learner profile and is used either by the learners and their
supervisors in collaboration, or by the learners themselves. Using the CA the learner is asked to drag
and drop competences from the list provided on the left hand side to either the UCP pane (information
about existing expertise) or the TCP pane (learning goals). When the learner is finished, the UCP pane
should include all competences the learner is competent in the use of at this point in time. The TCP
should include all competences the learner would like to show after the execution of the resulting
learning cycle. The Gap Competence Profile (GCP) then shows the competences a learner has to learn
in order to achieve the defined goal state.
Figure 2 presents the visual framework of the CA: (CA3) The Competence Panel implements a
tree like representation of the competence structure that is based on the inferences available from the
Competence Structure Editor and the semantics of a Prerequisite Relation. The competence panel
provides drag and drop functionality from the panel to a visualization. (CA4) The Profiles Pane shows
predefined job profiles consisting of a set of competences. (CA5) The User Competences Profile Pane
allows adding and editing of competences that are identified as prior knowledge of a learner. (CA6)
The Target Competence Profile Pane allows adding and editing of competences that are defined as the
learning goal. (CA7) A panel that visualizes the difference between TCP and UCP. (CA1, CA2, CA8
and CA9) Menu Items to save, load and update data in the Panes.
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Some options offered by the interface are: (a) Drag and drop of competences from the list view
to the profile tabs. (b) Selection and multiple selection of competences to move/delete within the
profile tabs; (c) The right mouse click on a competence-vertex displays a context menu; (d) Scrolling
is supported using the mouse wheel.

Figure 14. The Competence Analyser GUI.

3. Usability Studies
During the development process of the Competence Analyser we carried out several iterative
evaluation cycles for both, formative and summative evaluations, respectively. For the formative
evaluations we applied a thinking-aloud method with a small set of experts (n = 4 – 6) in the field of
cognitive psychology and TEL. Participants were asked to verbalize their thoughts as they interacted
with the tool. For each major release of the tool, we applied a more standardized procedure for
carrying out summative evaluations. The rationale behind a more standardized procedure was to
compare the evaluation results over time (at least on a descriptive level). For each of the studies, a
minimum of eight participants who were unfamiliar with the tool took part. The participants have
been provided with the background and purpose of the evaluation study as well as with a brief
introduction to the tool´s interface and its main features. Afterwards they had to structure a learning
domain (in the field of elementary algebra) and define a current and target competence profile for an
imaginary 2nd grade pupil. Finally, they were asked to fill out a short version of IsoMetrics inventory
for the testing the usability of the GUI (Willumeit, Gediga & Hamborg, 1996). IsoMetrics is based on
the ISO 9241/10 standard. The short version of the IsoMetrics inventory consists of the following 7
factors:

Suitability (15 items), e.g.
“In a given screen, I find all of the information I need in that situation.”

Self Descriptiveness (12 items), e.g.
“The terms and concepts used in the software are clear and unambiguous.”

Controllability (11 items), e.g.
“In order to perform my tasks, the software requires me to perform a fixed sequence of steps.”
(formulated conversely)

Conformity with User Expectations (8 items), e.g.
“When executing functions, I have the feeling that the results are predictable.”

Error Tolerance (15 items), e.g.
“I have never made an entry that caused a software error (e.g. a system/program crash or an
undefined dialog state).”
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Suitability for Individualization (6 items), e.g.
“The software lets me adapt forms, screens and menus to suit my individual preferences.”
Suitability for Learning (8 items), e.g.
“In order to use the software properly, I must remember a great many details.”
(formulated conversely)

The rating scale for the IsoMetrics inventory has a range from 1 (predominantly disagree) to 5
(predominantly agree) as well as the opportunity to rate 0 (no opinion). The following figure shows
the results (means and standard deviations for all sub-scales) for the final summative evaluation study
with a sample size of 9 participants.

Figure 15. IsoMetrics – results of the summative evaluation study
As shown in the figure above, the results of the formative evaluation indicate, that the Competence
Analyser Tool has potential for improvement. However, the quite high value for the dimension
suitability for learning is very satisfying. In any case, we consider the results in general and the
answers / responses to the open questions of the short version of the IsoMetrics inventory, as
important insights that will be taken into account during further iteration cycles in the development of
the Competence Analyser Tool.

4. Discussion
The Competence Analyser was developed, integrated and repeatedly evaluated in the course of the
European research project TARGET (7th framework program), where resulting learning profiles
served as a basis for adaptive learning object recommendation (Kopeinik, Nussbaumer, Bedek &
Albert, 2012). Additionally, it aims to facilitate the learner´s reflection upon his or her own
performance, strengths and weaknesses: The CA-GUI is the application of an open learner model
(Bull, 2004), where the learner´s interactions with the GUI and his or her reflection should lead to an
enhanced learning process (Mitrovic & Martin, 2002). We will extend the reflection support of the
tool by editing the appearance of nodes according to the learning performance of completed learning
tasks.
Although the tool worked well from a technical perspective, usability studies have shown that
some end-users found it difficult to handle the bubble visualization in the user profile tab and would
have preferred a simpler table like view. Unfortunately, the summative evaluation studies were
restricted to one time use (e.g. different participants were in the samples) and therefore do not
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consider potential improvements after familiarization. Problems have also been identified with the
visualization of the knowledge domain, since readability tends to decrease with the growth of the
graph. The main issue is the increasing number of edge crossings which hinder visual clarity. Future
work will therefore inspect algorithms to optimize the positioning of nodes in order to minimize edge
crossings.
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Abstract: This paper presents an augmented reality supported Tangram game system, named
ARTangram. The ARTangram system allows children to use physical Tangram pieces to solve
Tangram puzzles, detects children solving status by recognizing the locations of the pieces,
and dynamically provides children with digital augmented outputs, including information,
feedbacks, and prompts, to assist children in solving Tangram puzzles. The digital augmented
information includes game progress, elapsed time, a shadow outline of the specific shape, and
colored shapes to indicate correctly-placed pieces. The prompts include text information to
inform of the piece to place, audio hints to imply the correct location of the piece, and visual
shape hints upon the correct location of the piece. An evaluation was conducted to ask 20
kindergarten children to use Tangram puzzles to form a house shape with the assistance of the
ARTangram system. The results reveal that children might encounter difficulties in solving
Tangram puzzle and the ARTangram system helped children correctly place pieces when they
encountered difficulties.
Keywords: Augmented reality, Tangram puzzle, computer generated prompts

1. Introduction
Tangram is a puzzle game which challenges players to put together seven geometric pieces to form a
specific shape with a given outline. Players need to observe and compare the shape of pieces and
given outline and then place each piece in the correct location. During placing each piece, players
move the piece and rotate the piece to a specific angle. Tangram is proved to enhance children ability
in geometry, either with concrete physical or with computer based manipulatives (Olkun, 2003;
Olkun, Altun and Smith, 2005). However, concrete physical manipulative or tangible interface is
more natural and familiar than virtual interface for young children (Marshall, 2007; Xie, Antle, and
Motamedi, 2008) while computer based manipulative or virtual interface can be connected with
interactive, immediate, and adaptive feedbacks (Burns and Hamm, 2011). Augmented reality is a
technology, which can combine physical manipulative with digital information or feedback (Azuma,
1995; Kipper and Rampolla, 2013; Milgram, Takemura, Utsumi and Kishino, 1994). Schneider,
Jermann, Zufferey and Dillenbourg, (2011) suggested that “the coupling of tangible user interface
with augmented reality allows for a very close mapping between tangible input and digital output…“
Price and Yvonne (2004) claimed that interacting with a physical world with augmented digital
information can facilitate children active learning. Most adaptive learning systems offer virtual
interfaces for students to interact and learn, detect student learning status by analyzing student inputs
from keyboard and mouse, and adaptively provide digital feedbacks. This paper presents an
augmented reality supported Tangram game system, named ARTangram, for exploring the feasibility
of utilizing augmented reality to implement an adaptive learning system, which enables and detects
physical manipulatives and adaptively provides digital feedbacks. The ARTangram system allows
children to use physical Tangram pieces to solve Tangram puzzles. Augmented reality was applied in
the ARTangram system to detect the locations of the pieces, to analyze children solving status, and to
dynamically provide children with augmented digital outputs, including information, feedbacks, and
prompts, to assist children in solving Tangram puzzles.
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2. ARTangram System: Augmented Reality supported Tangram
2.1 Environment
The ARTangram is an augmented reality supported Tangram game system. The environment of the
ARTangram system includes a computer with a camera and a screen, seven physical Tangram pieces,
and a plate (Figure 1). The plate has a physical given outline, such as house shape, for players to place
pieces to form. The camera is fixed above the plate to capture a video for the system to recognize the
locations of pieces. Each Tangram piece has a unique marker for identifying the piece and the plate
has two markers as references for calculating the locations of pieces (Figure 2). Each Tangram piece
also has marked a number and players are requested to place pieces in the number order from number
1 to number 7. This request aims to reduce the variability of children Tangram puzzle solving status
and the complexity of developing adaptive system feedbacks. The ARTangram system is installed in
the computer. The ARTangram system analyzes the video captured from the camera, recognizes the
markers to detect the locations of Tangram pieces, diagnoses the children Tangram puzzle solving
status, and displays the captured video and adaptive digital augmented outputs in the screen to assist
children in solving Tangram puzzles.

Figure 1. Environment of the ARTangram system.
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Figure 2. House shape by Tangram pieces

2.2 Digital Augmented Outputs
Besides displaying the camera-captured video in the screen, the ARTangram system dynamically
displays digital augmented outputs upon the video, including augmented information, feedbacks, and
prompts.

2.2.1 Information and Feedbacks
The ARTangram system provides players with digital augmented information and feedbacks,
including progress, time, a shadow outline, and colored shapes on correctly-placed pieces (Figure 3).
The progress indicates the number of pieces which the player has already correctly placed. The time is
the elapsed time from the start of the game. The shadow outline displays the given outline, which is
the same as the physical outline on the plate, for the player to form. When the ARTangram system
detects that the player places a piece in the correct location, the system displays a colored shape upon
the piece to verify it and play an audio feedback, such as “Good job!” If the given shape is formed,
the system will display a congratulation text message and end the game. Otherwise, the system will
prompt the player to place the next piece both in text and audio messages, such as “Please place the
second piece!” If the player cannot solve the puzzle in 60 seconds, the system will display an
encouragement text message, such as “Go!” (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Digital augmented information of the ARTangram system
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Figure 4. Visual shape hint for the third and fourth prompts of the ARTangram system

2.2.2 Prompts
When solving Tangram puzzles, children might encounter difficulties. The ARTangram system
provides 4 levels of prompts to assist children in solving Tangram puzzles. The first level prompt
informs children of the piece to place both in audio and text messages, such as “Please place the third
piece!” If a child can not correctly place the piece during 30 seconds, the system will offer the second
level prompt to hint the location of the piece in an audio message, such as “You might consider the
upper location!” If the child still cannot correctly place the piece after more 30 seconds, the system
will provide the third level prompt to display a visual shape hint upon the correct location of the piece
for 5 seconds (Figure 4). After more 30 seconds, the system will offer the fourth level prompt to
display the visual shape hint until the child correctly places the piece. The difference between the
third level prompt and the fourth level prompt is the display time of the visual shape hint.

3. Preliminary Evaluation
An evaluation was conducted to evaluate whether the ARTangram system helps children solve
Tangram puzzles or not and the attitude of children about the ARTangram system. The participants
were 20 kindergarten children, including 9 boys and 11 girls. Children were instructed in the Tangram
puzzle game and the usage of the ARTangram system. Children were asked to use Tangram pieces to
form the house shape with the assistance of the ARTangram system. The student required prompts to
place each piece in the correct location were recorded. The statistics of required prompts of each piece
were listed in Table 1. All children successfully formed the house shape with the assistance of the
ARTangram system. The average time of the children to solve the puzzle is 3 minutes and 22 seconds.
In general, most children easily placed the first, third, fifth, sixth, and seventh pieces in the correct
locations. One child needed the fourth prompt in placing the first piece and one child needed the third
prompt in placing the third piece. Most children encountered difficulties in placing the second (80%)
and the fourth (95%) pieces. Some children could not rotate pieces to the correct angle so that they
could not find out where the piece should be placed. Some children placed pieces in the wrong
location. For example, some children placed the fourth piece in the chimney of the house (the location
of the seventh piece). About 25% children correctly placed the second and fourth pieces with the
assistance of the second prompt, i.e. the audio hint of the correct location. Most children needed the
visual shape hint to help them place the second (55%) and fourth pieces (70%). The results reveal that
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children might encounter difficulties in solving Tangram puzzles and the ARTangram system helped
children correctly place pieces when they encountered difficulties.
Table 1: Required prompts for students to place piece in the correct location.
First piece
Second piece
Third piece
Fourth piece
Fifth piece
Sixth piece
Seventh piece
Total

First prompt
19 (95%)
4 (20%)
19 (95%)
1 (5%)
19 (95%)
20 (100%)
20 (100%)
102 (73%)

Second prompt
0 (0%)
5 (25%)
0 (0%)
5 (25%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
10 (7%)

Third prompt
0 (0%)
7 (35%)
1 (5%)
7 (35%)
1 (5%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
16 (11%)

Fourth prompt
1 (5%)
4 (20%)
0 (0%)
7 (35%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
12 (9%)

After solving the Tangram, children were asked to fill a questionnaire to access their attitude
about Tangram puzzles and the ARTangram game system. The questionnaire contains five questions.
A researcher helped children understand the questions. Table 2 lists the results of the questionnaire. In
general, children had positive attitude about Tangram and the ARTangram game system. The results
of question #1 show that six children did not play Tangram puzzles before and other children liked
Tangram. The results of question #2 reveal that all children liked the game. All children were satisfied
with the piece-detention ability of the system (question #3) and considered that the system helped
them solve Tangram puzzles (question #4). All children were satisfied with the game system in
general (question #5).

Table 2: Questionnaire results.

#1: Did you like Tangram
before?
#2: Do you like this game?
#3: Are you satisfied with
the piece-detection ability
of the system?
#4: Does the system help
you solve Tangram?
#5: Are you satisfied with
the game system in
general?

Strongly
agree
4 (20%)

Agree

No opinion

Disagree

10 (50%)

6 (30%)

0 (0%)

Strongly
disagree
0 (0%)

12 (60%)
14 (70%)

8 (40%)
6 (30%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

15 (75%)

5 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

16 (80%)

4 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4. Conclusion and Discussion
This paper presents an augmented reality supported Tangram game system, named ARTangram. The
ARTangram system enables children to solve Tangram puzzles through physical maniplatives. The
physical maniplatives are more natural and easier for young children. The ARTangram system utilizes
augmented reality to detect the locations of Tangram pieces, to analyze children Tangram puzzle
solving status, and to dynamically provide digital augmented outputs, including information,
feedbacks, and prompts, to assist children in solving Tangram puzzles. The ARTangram also
demonstrates different forms of the digital augmented outputs: text, audio, and visual forms. The
results of the evaluation show that the ARTangram system helped children correctly place pieces
when they encountered difficulties. The ARTangram system reveals the feasibility and potentiality of
applying augmented reality to implement an adaptive learning system, which combines physical
maniplatives and digital augmented adaptive feedbacks to assist children in learning.
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The ARTangram system is a prototype system for exploring the feasibility of applying
augmented reality to adaptive learning systems. The ARTangram system was implemented with some
simplifications and limitations for reducing the complexity of developing the system. The
ARTangram system can be enhanced to be more flexible and adaptive by further implementation and
artificial intelligence techniques. First, the ARTangram system only stores a puzzle solution of the
house shape (Figure 2), but the location of the second piece can be exchanged with the location of the
fourth and fifth pieces. The ARTangram system can be enhanced to store multiple possible solutions.
Second, the ARTangram system requests players to place pieces in number order. The request is, in
part, a kind of guide, but also restrains children from placing pieces in their orders. Allowing children
to place pieces in their orders will increase the possible Tangram puzzle solving statuses and require
containing more feedbacks and prompts in the system. Third, the ARTangram system provides
prompts piece by piece. It provides immediate feedback when the children cannot correctly place a
piece, but it deprives children of the opportunity to find out that the pieces were incorrectly placed by
themselves. For example, some children placed the fourth piece in the chimney of the house, but it
will result in no place for the seventh piece. If the system did not immediately provide prompts,
children might find out the predicament when placing the seventh piece. Children might change the
locations of pieces to successfully solve the puzzle, or might fail to recover the error. How to provide
appropriate adaptive feedbacks for children requires further investigation. Fourth, the ARTangram
system currently provides feedbacks and prompts based on the current Tangram puzzle solving status.
Building student model and taking individual traits into account will make the system more adaptive.
The ARTangram system currently displays captured video and digital augmented outputs in a
screen. Children move their sight to and fro between Tangram pieces and screen. Using head-mounted
displays or augmented reality enabled glasses, such as Google Glass, as display equipment will solve
this problem.
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Abstract: Recently, the research in intelligent educational systems has much interest in
exploring data from academic settings to understand learners behavior and mental states. We
have been developing IMS (Intelligent Mentoring System) which performs automatic
mentoring by using an ITS (Intelligent Tutoring System) to scaffold learning activities and an
ontology to provide a specification of learner’s models. To provide learner’s models in
mentoring, the ontology describes qualities and quality values on awareness which are
conceptualization of subjective evaluation. To specify relationships among qualities on
awareness in academic settings, this study organized academic emotions in the psychological
research and proposed their ontological descriptions.
Keywords: Ontology, academic emotions, control-value theory

1. Introduction
Recently, learners’ situations have been tried to recognize through their face images, eye movement,
and other physiological indices which pertain to semi-conscious behaviors of learners during
operation of e-learning systems. Analysis of data obtained from such the behaviors can provide
understanding of learners' mental states such as confidence or confusion (Arroyo et al., 2009; Muldner
et al., 2009; Kojima et al., 2012) in addition to learners' knowledge structures focused by researches
about Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). On the basis of the analysis, Intelligent Mentoring System
(IMS) which supports learning from both aspects of knowledge and mental states has been developed
(Kojima et al., 2012; Muramatsu et al., 2012). In conceptual framework of IMS, interactions

between user and system are captured in two levels of cognitive activity; high-level
interactions (HLI) and low-level interactions (LLI). The HLI explicitly pertains to user’s
awareness and is consequently illustrated by data resource which is sampled in large grain
sizes. In contrast, the LLI does not always pertain to user’s awareness and is consequently
illustrated by data resource which is sampled in very smaller grain sizes. In e-learning
environment, behaviors of learners who gaze problem and selection statements of a multiplechoice test are regarded as LLI resources. Muramatsu et al. (2012) developed an ontology to
provide consistent descriptions of knowledge about relationships among LLI resource and
mental states of learners which is task-oriented and independent from knowledge structures
of specific study domains. In concrete terms, they described multiple-choice test event and
positioned a learner's eye movements and mental states in it.
Their ontology well illustrated co-occurrence of semi-conscious behaviors and mental
states felt by learners in multiple-choice tests. However, it does not have enough description
how mental states are occurred in each academic setting. For implementation of IMS, the
learner’s model should contain knowledge how mental states of learners are identified by
their feelings to learning activities and materials. The feelings are often represented by
subjective qualities such as conviction and hesitance (Muramtsu et al, 2012) or emotional
dimensions such as easy/difficult, boring/interesting, confused/comprehending and
tired/concentrating (Nosu & Kurokawa, 2006). Thus, the current study aims to generalize the
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ontological descriptions concerning the mental states, according to concepts of academic
emotions proposed in psychological researches. To be more precise, we organize concepts
and theory of emotions in academic settings, and propose ontological descriptions of them, to
specify relationships between so-called academic emotions and subjective qualities which are
used to represent learners’ mental states.
2. Emotions in Academic Settings
In the study area of psychology, emotions of learners related to academic learning, class room
instruction and achievement are referred to as academic emotions (Pekrun et al., 2002).
Especially ones related to achievement are specified as achievement emotions (Pekrun et al.,
2011). This questionnaire consists of scales about nine emotions; enjoyment, boredom, anger,
hope, anxiety, hopelessness, pride, relief and shame. These nine emotions can be divided into
two types according to their object focus; activity emotions which pertain to ongoing
achievement-related activities, and outcome emotions which pertain to the outcome of these
activities. Enjoyment, boredom and anger are included in the activity emotions. Moreover,
the outcome emotions include prospective outcome emotions such as hope, anxiety and
hopelessness, as well as retrospective outcome emotions such as pride, relief and shame.
Academic emotions are conceptually explained on the basis of control-value theory
which is proposed by Pekrun (2006). In this theory, two kinds of appraisals are of primary
importance; appraisal of subjective control and value. The former pertains to perceived
controllability of achievement-related actions and outcomes, and the latter pertains to
subjective importance of achievement-related activities and outcomes. In activity emotions,
control and values refers to action rather than outcomes For example, when a learner feels
competent to master the learning material and perceives the material as interesting,
enjoyment for studying is induced. The prospective outcome emotions are identified by
whether there is some lack of control to attainment of success (positive value) or avoidance
of failure (negative value). For example, when a student expects that s/he could fail an
examination and perceives the examination as important, s/he feels anxious before the
examination. In contrast, retrospective outcome emotions are induced when success (positive
value) and failure (negative value) are perceived to be caused by internal factors. That is, the
control concerns whether the outcome was caused by the self, or by other persons and
external circumstances.
3. Ontological Descriptions
3.1 Method to Build Ontology
For the purpose that knowledge on academic emotions and subjective qualities is
appropriately managed under an ontology, we expanded concepts of quality and quality
values. These concepts are already defined in a top-level ontology YAMATO (Yet Another
More
Advanced
Top-level
Ontology;
http://www.ei.sanken.osakau.ac.jp/hozo/onto_library/upperOnto.htm). In despite of wide applicability over domains,
they are distinguished from human recognitions including sensations and perceptions. For
example, generic quality of sweet foods and drinks is not sweetness as a result of perception,
but is contained amount of materials which make human to taste sweetness. That is, the
"sweetness'' which human perceive is just named as if it was a quality of sweetness (Tarumi,
2010). Therefore, the attributes of emotions which are perceived by humans have to be
psychologically or subjectively defined in distinction from the YAMATO's qualities and
quality values.
In the following subsections, we introduce ontological descriptions for knowledge
pertains to emotions in academic settings. First, qualities and quantities are expanded to cover
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psychological or subjective attributes on the basis of human awareness. Second, antecedents
of academic emotions are specified in an appraisal action which takes object focus and be
associated with subjective value and control.
3.2 States, Actions and Attributes Related to Awareness
According to Barušs, consciousness is defined as all subjective awareness characterized by
intentionality, and to the explicit knowledge of one's situation, mental states or actions
evidenced behaviorally (Barušs 1987). This definition indicates two types of consciousness;
one is subjective consciousness and the other is behavioral consciousness. Thoughts, feelings
and sensations which occurs to persons are regarded as a subjective awareness, and the
awareness expressed through one's behaviors is regarded as a behavioral awareness (Barušs,
2000). That is, the behavioral consciousness is defined as an operationalization of the
subjective consciousness to deal the awareness in objective researches.
In YAMATO, the awareness can be specified with external state and actor state action.
Figure 1 shows state of being aware and awareness-focused action. The state is defined as a
subclass of the external state in YAMATO. Objects of awareness are represented by of what
role-holder played by a physical or semi-abstract thing, and subjective qualities are
represented by quality on awareness which plays subjective quality. The action is defined as
a subclass of the actor state action in YAMATO and composed of slots of doer, object and
result. Since the doer's awareness can be observed only when it is explicitly expressed,
content of awareness is defined as a role-holder of a content role under the result slot. The
object of awareness which is role-holder in the object slot is linked to the content of
awareness by depend on link.

Figure 1. State of being aware (upper) and awareness-focused actions (lower)

The definitions of the object and content of awareness enable to distinguish attributes
which human recognize from YAMATO's qualities and quality values. Subjective qualities
(such as conviction and hesitance) and emotional dimensions (such as easy/difficult,
boring/interesting, confused/comprehending and tired/concentrating) are attributes which
only exist in human awareness. Figure 2 shows qualities and quality values on awareness.
Each is defined as a subclass of qualities and quality values in YAMATO. The quantitative
perceptual quality value is divided into primitive perceptual quantity and composite
perceptual quantity which are conceptualization of psychological quantities. The quantitative
perceptual quality is divided into unipolar perceptual quality and bipolar perceptual quality
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which take quality values; primitive perceptual quantity and composite perceptual quantity
respectively. Adding to the quantitative perceptual quality value, they take qualitative
perceptual quality value.

Figure 2. Quality value on awareness (upper) and Quality on awareness (lower)

3.3 Subjective Measurement and Appraisal
In psychometric methods using rating scales, subjective evaluations are often expressed as a
point on rating scale. The previous research by Nosu and Kurokawa (2006) used rating scales
to obtain subjective evaluation of emotion under e-learning environment. Here, we specified
an action to rate on scale which is located under the awareness-focused action (Figure 3).
The subjective evaluation can be regarded as transforming subjective quality on the doer's
awareness into a representation. Because a numeric value subjectively measured is equal to
the scale marking of selected point on a scale, the value slot of the subjective measurement
and the scale marking slot are linked by the same as link.

Figure 3. Action to rate on scale

Whereas the emotional dimensions of subjective evaluation such as easy/difficult,
boring/interesting, confused/comprehending and tired/concentrating are specified as
attributions on awareness through the action to rate on a scale, academic emotions are
thought to be identified by objects of awareness as "object focus" and their attributes on
awareness as "antecedents" of appraisals. Thus, we conceptualized an action to appraise and
its subclasses on the basis of doer's awareness (Figure 4). The action to apprise is a subclass
of the awareness-focused action as well as the action to rate on scale. The object focus in the
control-value theory is defined as an object of awareness played by occurrent in the of-what
slot of doer's middle state. Activities and outcomes in academic settings are regarded as
occurrent things rather than continuant things, because the object focus which concerns the
doer of the action exists just in his/her awareness pertains to past, present and future. In our
ontology, the subjective value and control which are antecedents of appraisals are defined as
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attributes of the object focus, because the doer is thought to feel that the antecedents are
attributed to the object of awareness. Emotions induced in the appraisal are described in the
content which is played by proposition. This proposition does not exactly indicate an emotion
itself which the doer feels but an emotion expected to be occurred in the doer's awareness,
because this action is a conceptualization of control-value theory which provides identities of
each academic emotion. This action can be divided into three subclasses; activity focused,
outcome/prospective focused and outcome/retrospective focused. The starting time of the
activity focused is specified in interval, implying the object focus is ongoing thing. In the
outcome/prospective focused, the ending time of action is before starting time of object
focus. Inversely, in the outcome/retrospective focused the ending time of action is after
starting time of object focus. These imply that object focus in each outcome focused action
refers to occurrent thing in future and past respectively.

Figure 4. Action to Appraise and Its Subclasses

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In the current study, we generalized ontological descriptions pertain to mental states
according to concepts of academic emotions and control-value theory. We introduced
concepts of attributes on awareness, and specified actions to rate on scale and action to
appraise. In action to rate on scale, subjective qualities are described as a role played by
quality on awareness under the state of being aware, and transformed into subjective
measurements played by propositions. In action to appraise, academic emotions are specified
by an object focus and its subjective values and controls which are played by qualities on
awareness.
These descriptions can clarify relationships between academic emotions and subjective
qualities which are defined as qualities on awareness. In case of e-learning environments,
learning materials such as multiple-choice tests can be object focus, and activity emotions
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such as enjoyment, boredom and anger can be induced. The subjective qualities mentioned in
Muramatsu et al. (2012) and emotional dimensions measured in Nosu & Kurokawa (2006)
play roles of subjective controls or values which identify academic emotions. For example,
when learner’s mental states are estimated as interesting and comprehending, enjoyment is
expected to be an academic emotion. In this situation, the quality of interesting plays
subjective value which takes quality value of positive or negative, because subjective
evaluation on a scale of interesting correlated to dimension of positive/negative affect
according to a research on structure of academic boredom by Acee et al. (2010). On the other
hand, the quality of comprehending plays subjective control in the situation, because it can be
regarded as controllability to master the learning material. On the basis of our ontology, such
the situation is described as an instance of “activity focused” action, and the enjoyment is an
instance of “activity emotion” which fills its result slot. The subjective qualities (interesting
and comprehending) is also described as an instance of “subjective value” and “subjective
control” which are attributed to the objective focus. Estimation of learner’s mental state in
that example can be provided by such the system developed in Nosu & Kurokawa (2006), by
using template matching of facial expressions and biometrical signals obtained through
learner’s activity. To organize components of academic emotions in a certain situation, our
ontological descriptions would be applicable to other real systems. Hence, they form
prototype of framework to manage subjective qualities which implemented in learner’s model
of IMS.
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Abstract: In this paper, an inquiry-based Augmented Reality learning tool was implemented.
Students could control, combine and interact with the 3D model of micro particles using
markers, and conduct a series of inquiry-based experiments. The AR tool developed was
tested in practice at a junior high school. Experiment result shows that the AR tool has
significant supplemental learning effect as a computer-assisted learning tool and students
generally have a positive attitude towards this software.
Keywords: Augmented Reality Environment, chemistry course, inquiry-based learning

1. Introduction
It is the first time that students came into the world of chemistry in junior high school. Abstract
concepts such as molecule, atom, amount-of-substance, etc., are all formidable tasks for them, and
they are often required to envision across micro and macro worlds, which can be really challenging.
“The composition of substances” is a critical concept in chemistry learning, as it is the foundation of
further learning of chemicals and organic chemistry. However, young students’ ability of imagination
is limited, and it is difficult for them to imagine how particles such as atoms could compose
substances. The situation calls for an urge to improve the present learning methods and tools in
chemistry teaching.
Augmented Reality (AR) provides a seamless interface for users that combines both the real
world and the virtual world. Nowadays, the integration of AR with disciplinary teaching has greatly
emerged. For example, Cai et al. (2013) used AR technology to simulate the convex imaging
experiment in the physical course. As a computer assisted tool, we think AR is also the most suitable
and appropriate solution for the present problems in the instruction of chemistry micro worlds.
In this paper, we first review related works in section 2, and then introduce the inquiry-based
AR tool we developed in section 3; we further present the empirical study and results in section 4 and
5, and finally propose the conclusions in the last section.

2. Related Work
There are considerable computer-assisted learning tools in chemistry teaching, and a great number of
researchers have designed specific scenarios with these tools and tested their learning effect with
students. Among them, the most applauded ones in recent years for microstructure learning is Virtual
Reality and Augmented Reality based learning tools.
According to Merchant et al. (2012), they examined the impact of 3D desktop virtual reality
environments on learner characteristics with 3 simulations set up in Second Life. The interactive
features of these applications include the ability to interact with the object by zooming in and out,
rotating the object and programming the objects to behave in a certain manner. They found that the
3D virtual reality environment would promote students’ chemistry learning achievement. Dalgarno et
al. (2009) used a Virtual Laboratory to prepare new university chemistry students studying at a
distance for their on-campus schools. Most students who used it found it a valuable preparatory tool
and would recommend it for future use. These VR applications are tested to be effective, whereas
their interactive methods are considered to be unnatural and limited.
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Iordaches, Pribeanu, & Balog (2012) implemented a chemistry scenario under the Augmented
Reality Teaching Platform (ARTP). Students could fulfill tasks with colored balls on the periodic
table. “Assigning semantics to a ball by placing it onto a Chemical element on the periodic table
creates a feeling of freedom and control for the student who can master the learning process”
(Pribeanu & Iordache, 2010). The results of the study show that by using ARTP, the students could
better understand the lesson and learn Chemistry with less effort. In another study, researchers
constructed an AR environment under ARIES, which allows students to conduct chemistry
experiments such as the reaction of hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) produces
a table salt (NaCl) and water. “Image-based AR environments seamlessly combine interactive 3D
learning content with real environments containing physical objects. The learners can interact with the
content in a direct and intuitive way by manipulation of physical objects. The active participation of
learners in hands-on activities has a particularly positive effect on the perceived enjoyment, resulting
in their increased motivation for learning” (Wojciechowski, Cellary, 2013).
Despite the integration of AR with science disciplines, such as chemistry and physics, AR
environment also works well with art disciplines. Several recent applications of AR in art courses
have proved its motivation value to students in addition to its interactive feature. Chen, & Tsai (2012)
developed an augmented reality system for library instruction. The application results in significant
learning performance improvement and is indeed helpful in promoting learner motivation and
willingness to learn. “obviously, learners were very satisfied with the proposed ARLIS for library
instruction.” Di Serio, Ibanez, & Kloos (2012) discussed the impact of an AR system on students’
motivation for a visual art course. In the paper, the authors show that augmented reality has a positive
impact on the motivation of middle school students.
Our research targets at the chapter “The composition of substances” in junior high school
chemistry course. Traditional 2D pictures and textbooks cause great cognitive loads on students.
Using AR to learn, students can observe the molecule or crystal model from each angle. Furthermore,
Piaget said that “knowledge origins from activities and recognition starts from practice”. In prevalent
chemistry learning software, students can only observe structures rather than interact with them. In the
proposed AR environment, students could control particles in micro worlds with markers, combine
molecules and substances with these particles, and further comprehend and conclude the process of
substance composition.

3. Inquiry-based AR Tool Description
3.1 Instructional Design
The software contains 4 specific applications of substance composition 1) hydrogen atom and oxygen
atom compose water molecule, and water molecules compose water; 2) carbon atoms compose
diamond crystals; 3) carbon atoms compose graphite crystals; 4) chloridion and sodion compose
NaCl.
Students are required to complete the inquiry-based activity with the AR tool and fulfill the
exploration form in groups of three. We’ll introduce the first learning activity (the water application)
in details.
Table 10 Learning activity design of application 1.
Time

8-10 min

Activity form content
Learning activity 1：
Operation procedure
1.Double click application 1.
2.Place marker “4” under the camera. The atom you
observe is______. Explain the reasoning________.
3.Lift marker “2” slowly. What happens? _______.
4.Place maker “3”under the camera. The atom you
observe is______. Explain the reasoning ________.
5.Lift marker “3” slowly. What happens?_______.
6.Place markers “2” “3” and “4” on the table in
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Knowledge point
Know the structure of the
hydrogen atom.
Know the structure of the
oxygen atom
Know the composition of
the atom and that
electrons
revolve
around the nucleus.
Know the composition of
the water molecule

order and move “2” and “4” toward “3”. What Know the composition of
happens?________.
water.
7.Turn to the back sides of markers “2” “4” and lift Be able to conclude that a
“3” slowly. What happens?________
molecule is one of the
8.Form a conclusion regarding your observation
particles that can
and record______________________
compose substances.
As shown in Table 1, after using the AR tool to complete the inquiry-based activity,
researchers expect students to (1) know there are 3 particles that could compose substances, could
explain the formulation of water, graphite, diamond and NaCl, know the structure of atoms of
different elements, and connect the features of substances with micro structures; (2) able to generalize
abstract concepts, and master basic research methods of chemistry; (3) form the habit of respecting
objective facts and serious attitude towards science, inspire inner interest in learning chemistry.

3.2 Application Design
The software is programmed in Java, and the extra packages used include, NyArToolkit, Java3D and
JMF (Java Media Framework). Besides accurate modeling, the essence of Human-Computer
Interaction in this software is to detect and record the position of each marker in the camera’s view, as
the application will trigger different animation when the marker is at different position. In a word, the
interaction between users and computer is position-based interaction. The following shows some
operation screens of two applications, the water and the diamond case.
When students move marker “2” within the camera’s view, they’ll see the model of hydrogen
atom, when lifting the marker, they’ll see the electron is revolving about the nucleus irregularly.
When putting all 3 markers within the view, students could see the oxygen atom and
hydrogen atom. If both hydrogen atoms are moved close to the oxygen atom, we could see a water
molecule formed. Afterwards, we can turn the marker of hydrogen atoms over, and lift the water
molecule to observe its structure. When lifting the water molecule, we could see water molecules
form a real water drop.
In the second application, the inquiry-based activity requires students to construct the
diamond crystal using carbon atoms. First, we construct a basic tetrahedron unit of diamond crystal
using carbon atom and chemical bond, as shown in Figure 1. Further we will use this unit to construct
a more complete structure of diamond crystal, as shown in Figure 2. Students can get hints from
another marker to deduct the structure they have built is the structure of diamond, which combines
chemistry with daily social life.

Figure 16 Basic unit of diamond crystal

Figure 17 Part of diamond crystal

The interaction tool of this software is marker. A set contains 6 markers, with numbers printed
from 1 to 6, which are selectively applicable for different applications. After the software is installed,
students could use different markers to control micro particles and complete the inquiry-based
learning activity as instructed in the exploration form, and further generalize concepts and
conclusions.
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4. Experiment Methods
The software’s validity was tested in Meishan Junior High School, Shenzhen. The subjects of the
empirical study are the 29 students of Class 9, Grade 2. Before the experiment, researchers installed
the AR software on each computer of the classroom. The experiment design contains 4 sections as
shown in Table 2.
Table 11 Experiment Design
Experiment content and operation methods
Source of measure instrument
Pre-test: a paper and pencil quiz test with every The quiz was devised by Ms. Shengyan Wan
student, required to complete independently
of Meishan Junior High School.
Divide the class into groups of 3 randomly. Each
group is required to use the AR tool to learn as
The exploration form is devised by the
indicated on the exploration form and complete
researcher, which corresponds with the
the form in cooperation without teacher’s
software and the learning objectives.
guidance. (the tool contains AR-based software,
markers and the activity form)
Post-test: the same quiz test with every student,
The paper quiz test was the same with pre-test
required to complete independently
The scale consists of 4 constructs, which
respectively based on the following 3
papers with minor revisions. (Learning
Paper and pencil questionnaire survey with every
attitude (Hwang & Chang, 2011),
student, required to complete independently
Satisfaction towards the software (Chu,
Hwang & Tsai, 2010), Cognitive validity
and accessibility (Chu, Hwang, Tsai &
Tseng, 2010)).
This empirical study mainly focuses on the supplemental learning effect of AR-based learning
tool. The students in the class tested were taught the content of “The composition of substances” just
in the week of this experiment. However, according to their teacher, students are not much motivated
and did not comprehend the materials well, as the content is dull and abstract. Their chemistry teacher
expressed the hope to review the content with AR tool. For this reason, the experiment didn’t arrange
a control group. The score of pre-test will represent students’ learning outcome with textbooks, and
the score of post-test will represent students’ learning outcome with AR inquiry-based learning tool.
All the tools used in the activity including the software, markers and the activity form did not literally
present knowledge points in the quiz test, which means what students need to write in the quiz must
be concluded by themselves in the observation and exploration during the inquiry-based learning
process. And in this case, we consider the vertical change of pre-test and post-test scores will
represent the AR tool’s learning effect. The questionnaire mainly surveys students’ attitudes towards
this AR learning tool.

5. Result and interview
During the process of the whole experiment, researchers observed carefully and made records of
students’ performance. Most students looked excited, curious and motivated during the inquiry-based
learning activity. The first 2 groups to finish the whole activity were all boys. At first, 2 girls did not
participate in the learning activity, meanwhile, they were doing homework on the other side; after the
teacher’s encouragement, they joined the experiment later. We found that most students do not like to
consult the papery activity form; on the other hand, they like to interact with the software on their
own. According to the responses of the activity form, we found there are still conspicuous mistakes
which can be avoided with careful observation and proper teacher guidance.
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After the experiment, we picked 5 students tested randomly for interview and communication.
In the interview, we asked them to talk about their feelings about the learning tool. First, they
admitted the AR tool could help them remember the structure of atoms. In traditional class, it’s
difficult to remember all these with merely teacher’s plain instruction. On the contrary, the software is
more attractive which leaves a deeper impression in their mind. Second, compared with previous flash
courseware and other 3D modeling software, AR tool could help them develop their operation
capabilities. The natural and direct interaction is better than keyboard and mouse interaction for them
to remember especially the procedural knowledge. At the same time, students also proposed some
suggestions towards this tool. First, the model can be instable and twinkling at times. Second, they
hope the simulation of substances can be more real. Third, they hope the software could add some
cartoon or animation elements to be more fascinating. When the researcher asked the 5 students
interviewed whether they would like to use AR tool in future study, they said “yes” with one accord.

6. Conclusions and discussion
We acquired the preliminary conclusions as follows: (1)The AR inquiry-based learning tool has
significant supplemental learning effects. (2)Students in general possess a positive learning attitude,
and present positive evaluations towards the AR tool.
The empirical study belongs to software supplemental effect tests. We represent the score of
pre-test as students’ learning outcome with textbooks. Although students learned the chapter in class
within a week, memory decay is inevitable. As a result, the score of pre-test should be lower than
students’ learning outcome with textbooks. We didn’t arrange control group experiments, and we
have to admit if they review the same content with other tools or materials, score promotion may also
be witnessed.
In both the interview and the questionnaire, we found that students think the stability of the
AR tool is not satisfactory. The main reason is AR software needs to detect the real scene with the
camera, which can be constricted by the lighting condition of the spot. The problem provides more
space for our improvement of the software.
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Abstract: This paper describes the process that is performed by CSTutor to analyse each
student program. CSTutor is an Intelligent Tutoring System that supports the student’s
learning by doing. Built as an integrated part of Visual Studio 2010 or 2012, CSTutor can give
assistance to a student writing programs in Visual Studio from the earliest stage. The analysis
process starts by capturing the student’s program from the Visual Studio Editor. The program
is then parsed and simplified into facts in a knowledge base. This knowledge base also
contains rules, actions, constraints, and a goal to be achieved. The goal can be decomposed
into several sub-goals to give a finer detail of feedback to the student. So that it can be used as
a practical supplement to classroom instruction, CSTutor provides a number of exercises that
can be tried by the students. Further, the number of exercises can be increased without having
to change CSTutor’s program code. The teacher just needs to add the description of the
exercise, the constraints, and the goal that should be achieved in the new exercise. The
evaluation of CSTutor is in progress and it is expected that CSTutor will help students learn
programming to an improved degree.
Keywords: Program analyser, C#, Intelligent Tutoring System

1. Introduction
Many Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) have been developed to help students learn programming
(Johnson & Soloway, 1985; Sykes, 2007; Weragama & Reye, 2012). However, not many ITSs are
really used in classrooms (Pears et al., 2007). Some possible reasons for this are: the number of
exercises in the ITS are too few, and the ITSs can only help students with problems that are related to
program syntax and not to program logic.
The first reason concerns the number of exercises that are supported by the ITS. Because of
the complexity of recognising the students’ code, an ITS may only be able to handle such code for a
few problems only. For example, in Johnson & Soloway (1985), there are only two unrelated
exercises that can be used by the student to practice. When there are only a small number of exercises
and more over they are not related to each other, the exercises cannot be used to incrementally build
up the student’s knowledge about how to write programs.
With regards to the second reason, some ITSs are designed to help the student write a
syntactically correct program, rather than a syntactically and logically correct program (For example:
Sykes, 2007). Because there are many development environments (nowadays) that can give assistance
about the syntax errors that may exist in a program, it would be much better if the ITS can concentrate
on giving assistance about any logical problems. The ITS that gives support to syntactic problems
only will lose its charm because the student can get similar support from modern development
environments, without having to run the ITS.
The goal of this research is to help students learn programming, a subject area that is widely
known as difficult (Teague & Roe, 2008). To achieve the goal, we have developed CSTutor, an
Intelligent Tutoring System that can tailor its assistance and feedback based on the state of the user’s
program. CSTutor is expected to be used as a supplement to the classroom instruction. Unlike other
ITSs in the programming domain, CSTutor uses natural learning as its teaching method. Schank and
Cleary (1995) state that natural learning can improve the learning process. By using natural learning
as its teaching method, CSTutor is expected to makes the learning process more enjoyable and
effective.
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In order to enable CSTutor to be used as a supplement to the classroom instruction, CSTutor
should provide a sufficient number of exercises. Where desired, the teacher can add new exercises to
CSTutor without having to modify the program code. Currently, CSTutor provides 16 programming
problems for the student. These problems cover the topics of assignment statements, conditional
statements, repetition using ‘for’ statements, and one dimensional arrays. More programming
problems are planned. This paper shows how CSTutor recognizes the student program for a given
problem and gives feedback on any student logic errors.

2. Analysing the Student Code
Checking the correctness of a student program can be complex and difficult because the solutions to a
given problem can be numerous and varied. In order to check the correctness of the student program
as well as to give some feedback and assistance, a knowledge base is employed in the ITS. This
knowledge base contains facts, actions, and rules along with the goal for a particular problem.
How can this knowledge base is used to check the student code as well as to give feedback to
the student? For example, assume that the student is asked to find the amount of discount from a total
of items purchased. In the problem description, it is stated that a 10% discount will be given to the
customer when his/her total purchased is greater or equal $100. Otherwise the customer will only get
5% discount. Figure 1 shows parts of some possible solutions of the problem:
Version 1.

Version 2.

Version 3.

if (purchase >= 100)
disc = 0.1 * purchase;
else
disc = 0.05 *
purchase;

if (purchase < 100)
disc = 0.05 *
purchase;
else if (99 < purchase)
disc = purchase * 0.1;

if (99 < purchase)
disc = purchase *
10.0/100;
else
disc = purchase * 0.05;

Figure 1. Parts of some possible solutions of the problem of calculating a discount

2.1 Setting up the Goal
For the problem described above, we can use the value in variable disc as our goal to see if the student
program can solve the given problem or not. In this case, the final value of this variable is
0.1*purchase if the value of variable purchase is greater than or equal to 100, and 0.05*purchase if
the value of variable purchase is less than 100.
In CSTutor this goal can be represented with a predicate HasVarValue that has three
arguments in it. The first argument will refer to the ID of the variable, the second argument is the
value of the variable, and the third argument is a condition or list of conditions. Figure 2 shows how
the goal of the above problem is defined in CSTutor.
Goal: HasVarValue(varID_purchase, val_purchase)
HasVarValue(varID_disc, 0.1*purchase, [GE (val_purchase, 100)])
HasVarValue(varID_disc, 0.05*purchase, [LT (val_purchase, 100)])

Figure 2. The goal to find the discount based on the value of total purchasing

2.2 Parsing the Student Code
The student’s code is parsed and changed to facts and actions. For an if statement, CSTutor will try to
make explicit of all the implicit conditions and then simplify them. An action will be used to store any
assignment statement inside an if statement along with the simplified condition to become facts.
For example, let’s see how the condition and the assignment statement in the “else if”
statement of Figure 1 - Version 2 be read and stored as facts. Firstly, this condition is made explicit to
become:
[(! (purchase < 100) && (99 < purchase)]. This explicit condition is then simplified to become: (99 <
purchase). The whole code of Figure 1- Version 2 will be stored in knowledge base as:
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HasVarValue(varID_disc, 0.05*purchase, [LT(val_purchase, 100)]).
HasVarValue(varID_disc, purchase*0.1 , [LT(99, val_purchase)]).

2.3 Checking the Student Code
The last step that is performed is to check if the facts generated from the student code satisfy the goal
or not. There are rules in CSTutor that are used to do this task. Some of them are: a rule to check if the
arithmetic expression in the “fact” is actually the same as the arithmetic expression specified in the
goal or not; a rule to check if the logical expression in the “fact” is actually the same as the logical
expression specified in the goal or not; etc.
For example using the first rule, all of the following arithmetic expressions are considered
equal: “0.1*purchase”, “purchase*10.0/100”, “10*purchase/100.0”, etc. On the other hand, using the
second rule we can check that for an integer variable, the following logical expression are considered
equal: “LessThan(val_purchase, 100)”, “GreaterThan(100, val_purchase)”, “LessEqual(val_purchase,
99)”, etc.
By these and some other rules, CSTutor can check if the facts generated from the student code
satisfy the goal or not. This information is used to give feedback to the student. If necessary, a sub
goal can be defined to give a finer level of feedback.

3. Evaluation Design
At the time of writing, the evaluation of CSTutor is still in progress. The users of this system are the
students at QUT who are taking a C# programming course. Ethical problems would have occurred if
only some students enrolled in the course were allowed to use the ITS. This meant that it was
impossible to have a control group to compare against the students who were using the ITS. Therefore
the evaluation of the natural learning ITS will be measured by comparing the students’ programming
skills before and after they use CSTutor.
Two types of evaluation are being used. One is to measure CSTutor’s capability for checking
the correctness of the students’ code, and the second is to measure CSTutor’s performance in helping
students learn programming. For the first evaluation, a database that records the student program and
the feedback from CSTutor, will be used. Using the database, we can see how many times CSTutor
considers a correct program as correct, and an incorrect program as incorrect.
For the second evaluation, a questionnaire will be used along with the database. This
questionnaire is designed to obtain student feedback about his/her experiences in interacting with
CSTutor and the effectiveness of CSTutor in helping the student to learn programming.
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Abstract: As described in this paper, we propose a slide-selection approach to overcome the
problem of realizing a learning environment in which learners can construct presentations by
choosing prepared slides. The advantage of this approach from the viewpoint of generating
content-dependent guidance messages is that the system can extract the contents of each slide
by adding tags that have meanings specified by an ontology, which contributes to
enhancement of ontology-based intelligent meta-learning support.
Keywords: Meta-cognition, presentation, slide-selection, guidance generation

1. Introduction
Our previous work, presentation-based meta-learning support system, realized a guidance function that
provides meta-cognitively aware instruction that compels learners to think between the lines (Noguchi,
Seta, and Ikeda, 2011; Seta and Ikeda, 2012). This function is based on knowledge of the educational
psychology field. Results of experimental results of studies suggest that the system can facilitate learners'
meta-learning processes: it tightens their criteria to evaluate their learning processes and learning
outcomes. Results show that participants using the system achieved higher average scores than those
not using our system. Nevertheless, some learners who were unable to perform learning processes by
themselves were re-organized according to their own awareness of ignorance. As described herein, we
propose a slide selection approach to overcome this problem: we can realize a learning environment in
which they can construct their presentations by choosing prepared slides. This approach is beneficial
because it generates content-dependent guidance by which the system can understand the contents of
each slide by adding tags for which the meanings are specified by ontology, thereby contributing to
enhancing ontology-based intelligent meta-learning support.

2. System Overview
Figure 1 depicts the interface of our system for the slide selection mode. It includes three panes: (a) at
left is a ‘teaching activity pane’ that shows hierarchy of terms representing teaching activity; (b) at
center is a ‘presentation structure design pane’ that shows an intention structure representing
presentation scenario; and (c) at right is a ‘slide selection pane’ that presents a set of slides that
learners can use for their presentation.
In Fig. 1(a), teaching activities such as ‘Make learners understand why the Design Pattern was
produced’, ‘Make learners understand the significance of building DP’, and so on are provided to
make a presentation scenario in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(b), learners clarify their intention of presentation
with a hierarchical structure using terms presented in Fig. 1(a).
Our learning system provides users a representation to describe their intention of the
presentation (intention structure), the associated intention structures, and guidance function enhance
their awareness. Giving appropriate instructions according to learners’ learning contexts is important
to facilitate their learning skill acquisition. In the intended structure (Fig. 1(b)), each node represents
an educational goal. Educational goals that are mutually connected vertically represent that the learner
intends to achieve the upper goals by performing lower ones, e.g., the learning goal of ‘Make the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

learner understand the importance of building DP’ is detailed with the sub-learning goal of ‘Make the
learner understand viewpoints of software design’ and ‘Make the learner understand the importance
of each DP having its own name’. These terms are provided from the system in Fig. 1(a) to represent
the learners’ educational goals.
Finally, they choose a slide from the slides in Fig. 1(c) that contribute to achieving each goal set
at the leaf of the hierarchy.
A notable feature of the slide selection mode is that the system can understand the contents of
each slide because teacher pre-constructed tags can be added to represent learning topics of each
presentation slide. Consequently, the system can provide content-oriented guidance information.

3. Guidance Function Enhancing Reflective Meta-Learning
Learners must reflect on their own learning experiences, using them as learning materials, to acquire
learning skills. Figure 2 presents an example of a guidance message designed to enhance these
reflective activities: we aim to embed a guidance function into our system that gives at least the
following types of messages. In the figure, black parts represent prepared templates. Blue contentdependent information appears according to their intention structure and selected slides.

Makes them aware of their own understanding state.

Makes them aware that explanations to others contribute to deepening of their own
understanding.

Makes them aware of the validity of learning objectives and methods.







More concretely, we aim to provide the following messages corresponding to items listed above.
‘You answered that you did not understand the Slide No. 7 contents before designing the
presentation. However, you embedded it into your presentation. What was your intention of
doing that?’
‘Slide No. 10, which you do not choose exemplifies the advantages of the Slide No. 7 embedded
into the introduction part. Embedding it (Slide No. 10) contributes to enhancing selfcompleteness of your presentation and deepening learners’ (audiences’) understanding, although
you answered that you do not understand the Slide No. 10 contents. By addressing the relations
among these slides (No. 7 and No. 10), you can deepen audiences’ understanding with the
connection between the theory and implementation. Why do not you learn about it to embed it
into your presentation?’
‘In the intended structure, you declared the learning goal of ‘make the learner understand why
UML was born’. Regarding Slide No. 4, however, Slide 17 seems more suitable to achieve the
goal. Consider which is more suitable to achieve the learning goal.’
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By providing guidance messages like these to learners, we intend to enhance their metalearning by reflecting on their own learning processes, or by learning again according to the message.
The advantage of the slide-choice approach from the viewpoint of generating content-dependent
guidance messages is that the system can understand the contents of each slide by adding tags with
meanings specified by ontology, which contributes to enhancement of ontology-based intelligent
support.

4. Conclusions
This paper presents a discussion of the design of our presentation-based meta-learning environment in
which learners build their presentations by choosing a prepared set of slides: guidance functions to
enhance their reflective meta-learning are embedded. We’ve already completed implementation of the
interface using JavaScript. We are currently striving for implementation of the guidance generation
engine based on the ontology that cooperatively works with knowledge representation of contents of a
set of slides (Heath and Bizer, 2011).
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Abstract: We have built an instructional design support system called “FIMA-Light” which
reasons about teacher’s intentions from his/her lesson plan and automatically produces I_L
event decomposition trees. In this paper, we discuss a particular use of I_L event decomposition
trees produced by FIMA-Light in a teacher education program. First, we consider effective
alignment between teacher education at university and teaching practice in the classroom. We
also report on trial use of FIMA-Light in teacher education at university in order to investigate
the usability of the information expressed by I_L event decomposition trees.
Keywords: Instructional Design, Ontology, Teacher Education, Teachers’ Professional Ability

1. Introduction
It is important to improve teacher education programs in keeping with changes of social needs. In Japan,
the Central Education Council (2006) published a report about how teacher education should be
conducted in the future. This report states that various teaching practices in schools aligned with teacher
education provided at university, such as lectures, play the most important role in improving the quality of
teacher education programs. In this study, we examine the ability of teachers to instruct learners (the
ability to properly design and practice instruction). We also clarify the respective roles of teaching practice
and university education in teacher education programs, as well as the relationship between them. Then,
we propose the use of an instructional design support system called FIMA-Light (Kasai, Nagano &
Mizoguchi, 2011) which we have built to support teacher education at university. FIMA-Light can reason
about teachers’ deep-level intentions from lesson plans designed by them and can automatically produce
the entire lesson structure in the form of I_L event decomposition trees. In this paper, we report the results
of an experimental practical use of FIMA-Light in a university lecture in a teacher training course.

2. Instruction in University Education and the I_L event decomposition tree
In this subsection, we consider the concrete roles of university education and teaching practice, as well as
effective alignment between them in teacher education programs. In their policies, universities (faculties)
generally describe this alignment in terms of “Bridging Theory and Practice”. Here, as this “Theory”, we
clarify what trainee teachers should learn in their university education before their teaching practices. To
instruct learners effectively, various kinds of knowledge related to learning (for example, knowledge
about the mechanisms and processes involved in human learning and knowledge about instructional
design methods in order to let students attain an educational goal) is necessary. This knowledge consists of
rules that have been formulated by our predecessors through practical experience, investigation, and
analysis. These rules have been constructed in the form of various theories, such as learning/instructional
theories and Instructional Design (ID) theories. Since these theories cannot be applied to every student and
situation, (trainee) teachers cannot always utilize them effectively in their practices. Nevertheless, we
think it is important for trainee teachers to learn about these theories before their teaching practices. And
they should re-construct these theories in the form of practical knowledge through applying them to
concrete situations in their teaching practices. So, in university education, they should aim to achieve the
following two main goals before their teaching practices:
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• To understand that there are various strategies (flows of instruction and learning) for students to
attain educational goals.
 To understand learning/instructional theories and expert teachers’ knowledge gained from
practice.
• To improve their skills in designing lessons that integrate a global strategy for attaining an overall
goal in the whole lesson and local strategies for attaining sub-goals.
When the alignment with teaching practice is also taken into consideration, the way in which these
goals are expressed in the trainee teachers’ university education is important. We considered that the I_L
event decomposition tree, which is defined based on the OMNIBUS ontology (Hayashi, Bourdeau, &
Mizoguchi, 2009), might be suitable for such university education. A method for realizing the state change
(macro I_L event) is expressed by a decomposition relation with multiple micro I_L events, called a
WAY. In the OMNIBUS ontology, every piece of knowledge extracted from learning/instructional
theories and practices can be described as a WAY. The flow of a lesson is modeled as a tree structure of
I_L events that is called an I_L event decomposition tree. It is possible for university students to be made
aware of the alignment between university education and teaching practice, because the I_L event
decomposition tree can express concrete teacher behaviors in interacting with students and concrete
teaching materials by repeated decomposition.
The purpose of this study is to provide a system that supports the university education in teacher
education programs by using I_L event decomposition trees. One of problems that will be faced in using
I_L event decomposition trees for the university education is the difficulty of expression. In order to
support the university education, we propose the use of a system called “FIMA-Light” (Kasai, Nagano
and Mizoguchi, 2011) which automatically produces I_L event decomposition trees from lesson plans.

3. Trial Use of FIMA-Light in Teacher Education at University
We report on the trial use of FIMA-Light in a lecture (seven students attended) for teacher education,
conducted in order to investigate the usability of information that I_L event decomposition trees
express. The purpose of this investigation was to find answers to the following question:
• Can I_L event decomposition trees improve university students’ awareness of strategies from
global to local viewpoints, whose aim is to let school students attain the educational goals?
We think that the result obtained by answering this question can serve as an indicator that shows
whether the expression of the I_L event decomposition tree is effective in trainee teachers’ university
education. The investigation was conducted via the following steps.
1. The instructor (the first author of this paper) explained the I_L event decomposition tree.
2. The instructor directed the university students to create lesson plans and describe what teachers
should consider in each scene of the lessons to attain the overall goal of the whole lesson or subgoals, if they noticed something.
3. The instructor inputted all data of the lesson plans into FIMA-Light and provided the university
students with the I_L event decomposition trees that FIMA-Light produced.
4. The instructor let the university students improve their lesson plans.
5. The university students gave a score between one and five (with one being the lowest and five
being the highest) in response to the question, “Did you think that your awareness of strategies from
global to local viewpoints, whose aim was to let students attain the educational goals, was enhanced
by the I_L event decomposition tree?”.
First, we show the results of analysis of the number of descriptions of what teachers should consider
in attaining the overall goal of the whole lesson or sub-goals. Although the instructor directed the
university students, there were on average only 0.86 descriptions in each lesson plan before they improved
their lesson plans. This result shows that, at first, the university students were hardly aware of strategies
from global to local viewpoints whose aim was to let school students attain the educational goals. After
they improved the lesson plans, there were on average 2.29 such descriptions in each lesson plan. The
number of descriptions in the improved lesson plans is not enough either, because all scenes in a lesson
should contribute to attaining the educational goal of the whole lesson or the sub-goals. However, from
the results of the questionnaire (university students gave an average score of 4.43), we judged that I_L
event decomposition trees could improve their awareness of strategies from global to local viewpoints
whose aim was to let students attain the educational goals.
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Figure 1. An example of an I_L event decomposition tree and its structure.
Secondly, we introduce an example of such improvements. Figure 1 shows an I_L event
decomposition tree that FIMA-Light actually produced from a lesson plan in the investigation. The
educational goal of the lesson was that students should understand “suitable behavior in compliance with
protection of personal information”. In the original lesson plan before it was improved, there was a flow
containing two scenes, “the teacher gives students actual cases where damage occurred” and “the teacher
asks students about their ideas”, in order to let them think about suitable behavior. In the I_L event
decomposition tree that FIMA-Light produced from the lesson plan, there was an I_L event (“a” in Figure
1) aimed at letting students “collaborate” between the two above scenes. When the university student was
provided with the tree, he added the new scene “discuss in a group” to the lesson plan. He also added the
description “do not make a group formed of close students, in order to enhance students’ ability to
collaborate” to the newly added scene. We focus on the fact that the educational goal “enhance the ability
to collaborate”, which was not contained in the original lesson plan, was newly added. This suggests that,
thanks to the I_L event decomposition tree, the university student could notice implicitly that, even though
the educational goal is the same, a difference between ways of attaining that goal results in a difference in
the quality and effectiveness of learning. Awareness of such differences is important for teachers to design
suitable instructions according to changes in the concept of scholastic ability. The results suggest the
possibility that using I_L event decomposition trees in university education can contribute to enhancing
the quality of teacher education programs.
In future work, we intend to clarify how FIMA-Light should be utilized in university education in
order to let university students efficiently attain the educational goals for teacher education. In particular,
we intend to examine the generation of suitable feedback based on I_L event decomposition trees
produced by FIMA-Light.
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Abstract: Various models of learner’s annotative activity have been proposed in E-learning
domain. This models which try to conceptualize the annotations of learner are used as basis of
many annotations systems. In this article, we propose a new formal model of learner’s
annotations dedicated to Web services invocation. This conceptual model, composed of
ontology and pattern of annotation, tries to present the learner’s annotative activity as a means
of invocation of appropriate Web services. Therefore, from a learner’s annotation we interpret
a goal implicitly expressed and we try to discover and invoke a Web service which can meet
the annotation’s object and consequently assist the learner in his learning activities.
Keywords: E-learning, learner, annotation, annotative activity, Web service, ontology, pattern

1. Introduction
The e-Learning is an activity with high knowledge content. So the learner mobilizes varied data to
realize his different activities in an effective way. Therefore, this learner is a member of the category
of "knowledge worker" (Drucker, 1994) who needs to be assisted by computing tools to better manage
his personal knowledge needed to carry out his activities. Among these tools, we are interested in our
research works to the annotation systems existing in the Web. These annotation tools are widely used
in E-learning platforms because annotation practice is omnipresent. During his reading, the learner
usually uses comments, highlight, circle of sections, post-it etc.., to annotate the reading resources in
his learning session. Indeed, many systems have been developed to annotate digital documents such
as XLibris (Marshall, Morgan, Golovchinsky and Schilit, 2001), MemoNote (Azouaou and
Desmoulins, 2006), TafAnnote (Cabanac, Chevalier and Chrisment, 2007), iAnnotate (Plimmer,
Samuel, Heng, Meghavi and Laura, 2010)…But the majority of annotation systems share the same
features aimed primarily to: create new annotations, visualize existing annotations by considering the
styles of shaping, manage the storage of annotations, search and share annotations according to
multiple criteria. However, the repetition of the same features by the majority of Web annotation
systems shows an under exploitation of the annotation’s semantic. This is due to the fact that all the
formal models of learner’s annotations proposed by the researchers who develop these annotation
systems superficially analyze and conceptualize the learner’s annotative activity.
In this paper, we propose a new formal model of learner’s annotations dedicated to Web
services invocation. This conceptual model, composed of ontology and pattern of annotation, tries to
present the learner’s annotative activity as a means of invocation of appropriate Web services.

2. A formal model of learner’s annotations dedicated to Web services invocation
We propose in this work a new annotation’s formal model composed of an ontology and pattern of
annotation. Thus, by the use of an annotation ontology, we store a semantic of the learner’s annotative
activity available to computer programs. In addition, we try to automate, on one hand the annotative
activity of the annotator and on the other hand the process of deduction of the appropriate Web
service to answer the annotation goal, by means of an annotation pattern.
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2.1 Annotation ontology
The learner’s annotative activity should be presented through a model which reflects the three aspects
(physical, semantic and contextual) of the annotation necessary to exploit it as a potential source of
Web service invocation. However, the existing models of annotation (Kahan and Koivunen, 2001);
(Marshall, Morgan, Golovchinsky and Schilit, 2001); (Azouaou and Desmoulins, 2006) can not
represent these three aspects of the annotation at the same time. They are not therefore suitable for our
approach. So, any model of the state of the art is dedicated to accommodate our approach consisting
in presenting the annotative activity of the learner as means to invoke appropriate Web services and
consequently assist him in his learning activities. Our first objective is to model the annotation so that
it can represent the three necessary aspects for our approach. The proposed model is based on
ontology composed of three aspects: physical, semantic and contextual. This annotation ontology with
its semantic descriptions, allow for an efficient reasoning on the attributes of the annotation and
therefore a search for the most relevant Web services. Figure 1 describes the annotation ontology. We
detail the semantic aspect, because it plays a key role in the invocation of Web service from an
annotation.
 Reading domain: represents the domain in which the user reads and annotates a document.
 Reading goal: presents the goal of the learner in his reading activity.
 Annotative act: presents the action to annotate. It is the process that involves the choice of an
annotation shape according to a well determined goal and to apply it to the annotated passage.
 Annotation goal: represents the object implicitly expressed by the annotator by chosen an
annotation. This goal hides a need for Web service to meet this object expressed by the learner.
 Service community: Set of services offering the same feature. Every community is described by
a name and an objective which represents the feature proposed by this community. Thus, for
each annotation goal corresponding one or several service community that can meet this goal.
 Effect: is the result of Web service called from this annotation.

Figure 1. The annotation ontology

Table 1: The annotation pattern

2.2 Annotation pattern
The annotator repeats the same tasks during the creation of an annotation: the selection of the anchor,
the choice of the shape and the explicitation of the various attributes of this annotation. Consequently,
when it is a question of annotating a wide collection of documents, the annotative activity becomes
heavy for the annotator. On the other hand the process of search and invocation of Web services
satisfying an annotation goal requires a learning phase from the annotation system to automate this
process during the later annotation sessions of the annotator. So, to automate, on one hand the
annotative activity of the annotator and on the other hand the process of deduction of the appropriate
Web service to answer the annotation goal, we propose to use a pattern of annotation.
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The proposed pattern allows to deduct the annotation goal from its shape and then based on
this object the system interprets the appropriate Web service which assists the learner to achieve the
goal of his annotation. The pattern is represented by an ontology that refers to the elements of the
annotation ontology. Indeed, the annotation pattern represents a conceptual solution (the semantic of
the annotation) to a problem (find this semantic for a given annotation shape in a given context).Our
annotation pattern (see table 1) is composed of four elements:
(1). Pattern name: the name of the pattern should express the semantic of the annotation.
(2). Problem: describes the problem to be solved by our annotation pattern. It represents the
choice of an annotation shape.
(3). Context: the context in our case is a set of information that characterizes the annotation
session of the learner. This information allows us to infer the semantic of the annotation.
(4). Solution: it is to find some attributes of the semantic aspect of the annotation such as the
annotation goal and the service communities.

2.3 Case study
To better explain our approach of assistance of learner’s annotative activity by Web services, we
present a scenario in which a learner in E-learning domain consults a course. The reading goal of the
learner is to understand this consulted course. The first made annotation consists in to translate a
passage. Based on our new approach, we consult the annotation ontology and interpret the goal of this
annotation. For example, we offer to the learner the choice to invoke an online translator presented as
a Web service to meet the goal of this annotation. If the learner confirms this choice, a search query of
Web service, to satisfy this goal, will be built and sent to a directory of Web services. So we specify at
the search query, the keyword "translator" which is the name of the desired Web service. The search
result returned as a list of Web services. Finally, the annotation system must choose itself the most
relevant Web service to the learner. So, in that case appears the need to the learner’s profile helping to
choose the target language of the translation. The information such as the native language seems
decisive. This information can be extracted from the annotation ontology via the class "annotator /
Native language". Thereafter, during the invocation of the selected Web service, the annotation
system must automatically supply the passage to be translated without recourse to the learner. This
information can be extracted from the annotation ontology via the class "Annotated content".

3. Conclusion
The main objective of our research is to propose a new approach of exploiting the annotative activity
as a means of Web services invocation. We have proposed an annotation conceptual model
composed of ontology and pattern of annotation. Thus, by the use of ontology, we stored a
semantic of the learner’s annotations. In addition, we tried to automate the annotative activity of the
learner and the process of invocation of the appropriate Web service to answer the annotation goal, by
means of an annotation pattern. In future work, we will try to develop a prototype of an annotation
system based on the proposed model to experience our new approach of assistance of the learner by
Web services.
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Abstract: Self-reflection and self-evaluation are effective processes for identifying good
learning behavior. These are essential in self-directed learning scenarios because students have
to be responsible for their own learning. Although students benefit from doing fine-grained
analysis of their own behavior, which we observed in our previous work, asking them to
perform tasks such as analysis and making annotations are tedious and take significant amount
of time and effort. In this paper, we present our work on the development of incremental affect
models that can be used to minimize effort in analyzing and annotating behavior. Incremental
models have an added benefit of adaptability to new information, which can be used by future
systems to provide up-to-date affect-related feedback in real time.
Keywords: self-directed learning, self-regulation, annotation, affect modeling, incremental

1. Introduction
Self-reflection and self-evaluation are self-regulatory processes that can help students understand their
learning behavior (Zimmerman, 2002). Students who understand their behavior can change it so they
can perform better in succeeding learning sessions. Although self-reflection and self-evaluation are
important, much effort is required which often discourage students from actually using them. When
available, teachers or peers can also help students regulate their learning behavior by directing their
attention to what they did wrong or by giving them suggestions for learning better. Unfortunately,
teachers or peers are not always available especially when students study on their own. Furthermore,
students also need to learn how to regulate their own behavior so they do not become dependent on
external evaluation and feedback.
In our previous work, we developed a self-reflection and self-evaluation support tool that can
help students observe their own behavior and encourage them to evaluate it (Inventado et al., 2013).
The tool captured screenshots of the students’ desktop and webcam, which they later reviewed and
annotated after learning. The tool also asked students to evaluate their performance according to their
analysis after annotation. Our results confirmed the significance of self-reflection and self-evaluation
in learning wherein students discovered aspects of their learning behavior they did not know about,
identified problems in their learning behavior and formulated strategies that could improve their
performance. Much like other existing research, our results highlight the value of understanding one’s
learning behavior despite the significant amount of time and effort required.
The aim of the work discussed in this paper is two-fold wherein we want to: 1) minimize the
effort required for observing and annotating learning behavior and 2) utilize students’ annotations for
creating affect models that future systems can also use to provide real-time feedback.

2. Data Characterization
The data we used for our experiments were taken from our previous work, wherein data was collected
from five separate two-hour learning episodes from four students over a span of one week (Inventado
et al., 2013). In a learning session, students had complete control over when, where and how they
learned. Specifically, two of the students’ task involved writing an academic paper, while the other
two students created research presentations. After each session, students reviewed their learning
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session and annotated their activities, intentions and affect using a software tool we developed.
Activities referred to any activity done while learning (e.g., using Google Chrome, using Microsoft
Word, reading a paper, sending a text message). Intentions indicated whether the student performed a
learning or non-learning related activity. Affect referred to how students felt while performing an
activity and was differentiated using academic emotion labels (i.e., delighted, engaged, confused,
frustrated, bored, surprised or neutral) which are commonly used to describe emotions in learning
settings (Baker et al., 2012; D’Mello et al., 2008).
Students’ annotations were processed so that contiguous annotations with the same activity
and affect labels were merged. This resulted in a total of 1,015 annotations with an average of 50.75
annotations in each learning session. Each annotation was used as a training example consisting of
four features (i.e., time elapsed in seconds, activity, intention and activity duration) and a
corresponding affect label. The distribution of the affect labels was— Engaged (39.61%), Neutral
(30.34%), Confused (11.33%), Bored (9.06%), Delighted (7.09%), Frustrated (2.07%), Surprised
(0.39%) and Disgusted (0.10%).

3. Incremental Affect modeling, Results and Analysis
Much research such as that of (Baker et al., 2012) and (D’Mello et al., 2008) have modeled students’
affect as they used computer-based learning environments. These learning environments were built
specifically for teaching a particular domain and students’ actions were constrained by the design of
the environment. In a self-directed learning environment however, students’ behavior is unconstrained
and information such as learning goals, learning progress and possible actions are only partially
available.
Affect models are usually built from many students’ behavior and generalize over how they
commonly react to events while learning. These models are often static so they are highly dependent
on the data they were trained on. However, the methodology used in our previous work was quite
different wherein students annotated their affect at the end of every learning session as a part of
helping them self-reflect and self-evaluate. The availability of students’ annotations enabled us to
build incremental models that adapted to new data after every session.
In order to build and evaluate the performance of incremental affect models in self-directed
learning scenarios, we built one model for each student (i.e., personalized model). In the first step of
the process, each model was trained on data from the first session. The resulting model was then
evaluated by using it to predict affect in the second session. Data from the second session was again
used for training and the updated model was evaluated on the data from the succeeding session. This
process was repeated until the model was tested on data from the last session. The whole process
resulted in four personalized affect models which were updated and evaluated four times. We used a
data stream mining toolkit called Massive Online Analysis (MOA) (Bifet et al., 2010) which
contained implementations of the different machine learning algorithms we used to conduct our
experiments.
Table 12: Performance of personalized incremental affect models over sessions.
Algorithm
iOVFDT

Weighted Naïve
Bayes

Student
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Incremental Affect Model Performance – Accuracy (Kappa)
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
0.274 (0.080)
0.440 (0.275)
0.636 (0.469)
0.356 (0.162)
0.640 (0.412)
0.497 (0.263)
0.511 (0.319)
0.406 (0.212)
0.203 (-0.005)
0.668 (0.273)
0.706 (0.465)
0.592 (0.190)
0.000 (-0.045)
0.163 (0.140)
0.000 (-0.007)
0.567 (0.402)
0.302 (0.130)
0.378 (0.171)
0.505 (0.263)
0.872 (0.678)
0.659 (0.429)
0.473 (0.264)
0.437 (0.216)
0.302 (0.059)
0.328 (0.130)
0.618 (0.267)
0.837 (0.680)
0.810 (0.327)
0.702 (0.495)
0.451 (0.137)
0.267 (-0.307)
0.525 (0.260)

Table 1 presents the results of the two best performing algorithms we used from our
experiments. We can see that there were no constant improvements in the models’ performance over
time. A probable reason why this happened was because students’ activities were used as a feature for
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modeling and according to the data, students were engaged in activities which they did not perform in
previous sessions. Initially, collecting more training data would seem to be a good solution however,
we also need to consider that the state space for activities in a self-directed learning environment is
infinite. A few years or months from now, students could use new software or engage in new
activities that we cannot foresee at the moment. Despite the decrease in the models’ performance, we
also see performance increase in succeeding sessions indicating that the models adapted to the new
data. Unfortunately, due to the limited data we collected, we could not identify the best algorithm. We
aim to collect more data in the future to perform better analysis.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we discussed the creation of incremental affect models for students in self-directed
learning scenarios. Students learning in this kind of environment are not bound by any rules, thus
making it difficult or even impossible to collect training data that could model the student well. It is
advantageous to create incremental models because they can continuously accommodate new
information, which also gives them the potential to perform better than static models.
Our observations for this experiment were limited by the number of sessions in which we
gathered data. Collecting data over a longer period may reveal more interesting results. Currently,
preliminary evaluations indicate that the resulting models have the capability of predicting affect
using simple features making it worthwhile to investigate further. Using better features can further
improve the performance of these incremental models.
The self-reflective and self-evaluative methodology we used highlighted the value of
annotating one’s own behavior despite the effort it required. The incremental affect models we built
using the data from our methodology may be used by future systems to help minimize annotation
effort by using the affect predictions as suggestions so that students can confirm affect annotations
instead of identifying them manually. Furthermore, these affect models may also be used by future
systems to predict students’ affect and provide affect-based feedback in real-time because the data it
uses is readily available.
The methodology we presented can be easily extended to other domains where people benefit
from self-reflection (e.g., work, exercise). It can be used to predict other factors (e.g., stress,
motivation) using features that can also be annotated (e.g., cost, effort).
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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss reuse of teaching strategies that schoolteachers employing
in practice. One of the significant capabilities of teachers is to blend content knowledge and
general pedagogical knowledge within a context. The authors carried on a case study of
modeling practical teaching strategy of schoolteachers in order to facilitate reusing them based
on an ontological engineering approach. As the result, the teacher could design lesson plans
serving his different two intentions.
Keywords: Ontology, Instructional design, Knowledge sharing

1. Introduction
One of the important goals of teacher development is to gain a capability to blend content and
pedagogical knowledge depending on lessons. Such blended knowledge is referred to as
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Shulman, 1986). Before teachers deliver lessons they
explicitly or implicitly make plans of lessons and occasionally describe them in a format
called “lesson plan.” A lesson plan is a description or an outline of a lesson including the
goals, the activities that a teacher will do, and the materials as well as anticipated problems
and errors (Richards and Lockhart, 1994). Lesson plans are considered as a description of
PCK and can be used as a vehicle of PCK (Juang et al., 2008).
The goal of this study is to develop a technology for facilitating to share and reuse of
pedagogical knowledge described in lesson plans based on an ontological engineering
approach (Mizoguchi and Bourdeau, 2000)(Devedzic, 2006). This study uses OMNIBUS
ontology (Hayashi, et al., 2009) as the basis for modeling teaching strategies. This paper
reports the result of practical experiences that the authors have conducted with an official
research group of schoolteachers of Tokyo prefecture in Japan, named “ToChuSha”. This
group consists of only practicing schoolteachers of all ages that are from novices to experts.
They advise each other on lesson plans that they made by themselves. Through this activity,
they share their experiences and develop their teaching skill.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
OMNIBUS and the relation between OMNIBUS and PCK. Section 3 explains the result of
the extraction of teaching strategies from lesson plans and the creation of new lesson plans
with the strategies. Lastly, Section 4 and concludes this paper.

2. OMNIBUS Ontology as a Basis for Modeling Teaching Strategies
OMNIBUS is the ontology to organize teaching strategies included in learning and
instructional theories as well as in empirical knowledge of schoolteachers. Two important
concepts in OMNIBUS are I_L event and WAY. I_L event is a concept that is composed of
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state change of a learner (learning goal), a learner’s action that cause the change (learning
action) and an action facilitates the learning action (instructional action). WAY is the concept
that links I_L events with decomposition and achievement relation. This represents how to
teach learners for achieving a learning goal represented by an I_L event. These two concepts
can describe the plan of a lesson as a tree structure of WAYs that is a part-whole structure of
learning goals. In OMNIBUS scenario model refers to such a structure made by WAYs.
As mentioned above, PCK represents the blending of content and pedagogical
knowledge and lesson plans are the descriptions of them. The concept of WAY can be used
for describing PCK and general pedagogical knowledge. WAYs included in a scenario model
are connected with content knowledge, and they represent PCK. On the other hand, if WAYs
can be separated from content knowledge, it will represent general pedagogical knowledge.
In OMNIBUS, such a WAY is called as WAY-knowledge. This relation between WAY and
WAY-knowledge contributes to share and reuse both cases of lessons and teaching strategies
as general pedagogical knowledge.
3. Modeling Practical Lesson Plans
Based on OMNIBUS, the authors made two scenario models from two lesson plans made by
two different teachers in ToChuSha. These two lesson plans are similar because both of them
adopt the same policy that learners learn through discussions with others and make selfevaluation of their thinking. They have some differences that come from characteristics of
students that get the lesson and the teacher conduct it.
Table 1 presents the quantitative data of the two scenario models. The model of the
lesson plan1 (LP1) is composed of 69 WAY and 93 I_L events. These WAYs include the
same WAYs that both macro and micro I_L events are the same. These 69 WAYs are
classified into 17 types of WAYs. On the other hand, lesson plan2 (LP2) is composed of 58
WAY and 81 I_L events and these WAYs are classified 14 types of WAYs. These scenario
models include 12 common types of WAYs. These same types of WAYs show the similarity
of these lesson plans.
Table 1 quantitative data of each I_L scenario models made from lesson plans
# of
I_L event
LP1 93
LP2 77

# of
leaf I_L events
26
21

# of
WAYs
69
57

# of
# of
types of WAYs common types of WAYs
17
12
14

In addition to the types of WAYs extracted from the two lesson plans, 48 types of
WAYs are made from the interview with one of the teachers. In the interview, the authors
asked one of the teacher about the other WAY to achieve I_L events included in the models
from their lesson plan. As the result, the authors describe 72 types of teaching strategies used
in ToChuSha as pieces of WAY-knowledge.
To examine the potential of the reusability of WAY-knowledge, one of the teacher use
pieces of WAY-knowledge experimentally for designing new lessons. The main goals of new
lessons are the same as the lesson plan1 and 2. The difference between lesson plans ones in
the previous section and new ones is the conditions of lessons. Although the former is for one
period, the latter is longer or shorter lesson. One has more than one class, and the other has
shorter time to teach the topic. Here, we call the former Long lesson plan (LLP) and the latter
short lesson plan (SLP). The former one, Long lesson, can include many activities to
exchange and evaluate their own opinions each other. On the other hand, the latter one, Short
lesson, cannot secure sufficient time for such activities. This lesson requires an alternative to
group discussion of students for a mutual exchange of their own opinions.
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Following the conditions, the teacher made lesson plan with pieces of WAY-knowledge
extracted from lesson plans, LP1 and LP2. The teacher could make two satisfactory lesson
plans just using pieces of WAY-knowledge in a short time. Especially, he could change the
focuses of lessons. Although in LLP he set some opportunities to evaluate learners’ own and
others’ opinions, in SLP he made a plan in which he represents his evaluation of students’
opinion. He said that choosing a teaching strategy from pieces of WAY-knowledge is helpful
for designing lesson. He also said he could choose appropriate strategies for shortening the
time of the lesson. Table 2 presents the quantitative data of each I_L scenario model of new
lesson plans. 10 WAYs are the same in the lesson plans, and the other WAYs represent the
difference between them. All the WAYs used in them are extracted from the lesson LP1 and
LP2.
Table 2 quantitative data of each I_L scenario models made by the teacher
# of
I_L event
LLP 87
SLP 78

# of
leaf I_L events
23
19

# of
WAY
66
56

# of
# of
WAY-knowledge common WAY-knowledge
24
10
17

4. Conclusion
This paper presents the potential of the reusability of teaching strategies in practical lesson
plans based on OMNIBUS. In the case study reported on this paper teaching strategies are
described with the concept of WAY. The authors extracted teaching strategies from two
lesson plans as pieces of WAY-knowledge and then, using such descriptions of teaching
strategies as WAY-knowledge, a teacher could make two lesson plans serving his different
two intentions.
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Abstract: The CSI (Collaborative Science Inquiry) learning environment is designed to help
secondary school students understand scientific concepts, and develop scientific inquiry
knowledge and skills through collaborative inquiry-based learning activities. This paper
presents the design rationale and architecture of the system to support the shape of CSI
learning environment. A pilot study that evaluates the effectiveness of the learning design is
then reported. The findings attest to the positive role that CSI plays in enhancing students’
conceptual understanding, learning interest and engagement in collaborative inquiry activities.
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1. Introduction
Inquiry-based learning supported by Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) has long
been recognized as an effective pedagogical approach in science learning. In recent years, a number of
computer-supported inquiry-based science learning environments (e.g. WISE, Co-Lab, Inquiry Island,
and nQuire) have been created and studied. Research-based evidence has confirmed that such learning
environments could facilitate the development of cognitive and metacognitive strategies in pupils
(Goldsmith, 2007; Minocha & Thomas, 2007; Schwarz & White, 2005). Encouraged by such research
outcomes, we endeavour to develop a web-based science learning environment — CSI (Collaborative
Science Inquiry) learning environment to enhance science learning for secondary school students. The
uniqueness of CSI lies in its integration of modelling, visualization, inquiry and social interactions, a
feature that is not common in most of established applications. With multiple functions, the system is
targeted to support secondary school student to develop scientific conceptual knowledge and learning
skills (e.g. inquiry skills, modelling skills, collaborative learning skills), as well as reflective thinking
skills. To date, a series of usability tests and pilot studies have been conducted for improving and
validating the system. In this paper, we document the development of the CSI system and the
implementation of CSI-supported science inquiry to enhance the learning of a biology topic in a
secondary science classroom. We hope this study can help teachers better comprehend the needs and
approaches to integrate ICT-supported collaborative inquiry to induce enhanced learning outcomes.

2. Design rationale
Pedagogical principles for model-based inquiry learning attained in existing studies have been mined
and translated into the design of CSI system. White and Frederiksen (2002) held that an inquiry cycle
consists of iterative activity sequences such as “question-predict-experiment-model-apply”. And the
application of this inquiry model produced positive learning outcomes for both high and low
achieving students. The inquiry process designed in Inquiry Island is composed of similar sequence of
activities including questions, hypothesis, investigation, data record and analysis, model creation and
evaluation. Empirical data gained had proved it as facilitating students’ socio-cognitive and metacognitive development. The inquiry process embedded in EIMA (Engage-Inquiry-Model-Apply), the
teaching framework developed to improve students’ engagement in the guided scientific inquiries is
consistent with the ones mentioned above as well (Schwarz & Gwekwerer, 2007). Through literature
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review, it is affirmed that a model-based inquiry process mainly includes orientation or question,
hypothesis, plan, investigation, model, and conclusion (Bell, et al., 2010), and that modeling being an
integral component in science inquiry deserves attending. In the design of CSI learning environment,
modeling approach is highlighted as it can help visualize the comprehension and transformation of
scientific concepts occurred in the learning process. To better support modeling, the pre-model and
model phases, building on the design principle of “Predict-Observe-Explain (POE)” (White &
Gunstone, 1992), are embedded in CSI inquiry cycle. The model-based CSI inquiry cycle finally
developed encompasses eight phases: Contextualize, Question & Hypothesize (Q&H), Pre-model,
Plan, Investigate, Model, Reflect, and Apply. The CSI inquiry phases are proposed to guide teachers’
design of inquiry activities and students’ exploration in inquiry activities.
CSI learning environment is a complicated system, so we employ a standard approach the
Rapid Application Development (RAD) for system development in the consideration of the research
condition (fund, manpower and the expected duration).RAD focuses on the short development cycles,
limit features development in each cycle and strong end user involvement. It is appropriate for CSI
development. The development of the whole system is classified into several stages as Figure 1
shows. The stages which have been complete are described in solid boxes; stages presented in dashed
boxes are still under the development. The development process consists of five short development
cycles which mostly involve: design → discuss → adopted features development→ discuss &
usability test → redesign. The participants who take part into different stages include designers,
programmers, researchers and teachers.

Figure 1. The Development Process of CSI Learning Environment
At each stage, consultants and collaborators from different research including science
education, computer technology, and educational technology areas are invited to give feedback and
comments on the design of the system. Subsequent revisions are made based on the feedback and
comments. During the whole process, to verify the validity of the system at each stage, usability
testing is proposed to conduct to collect data for revising and improving the design and development.
This approach helps to develop complicated system in effective way. Up to date, we have finished
several usability tests and three pilot studies. The existing CSI system has been revised and improved
based on the usability report and feedback from trial implementation in the pilot school.

3. Architecture of the System
As a web-based learning environment, the CSI system can be accessed via general browsers (e.g.
Firefox, Google Chrome, IE). The system includes two major functional modules: teacher module and
student module. Table 1 describes the main functionalities of each component in the two modules.
With CSI system, teachers are allowed to design, import and edit the learning content in Project
Management and they can review and comment on students’ artefacts through Solutions Review.
Students focus on their inquiry activities and construct their learning artefacts individually or
collaboratively in My Project. For a detailed introduction of the system, please refer to Sun & Looi
(2013).
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Table 1: Description of teachers’ module and students’ module
User
Component
Functionality
Profile
Subject Management
Project Management
Teacher
Solutions Review
Simulation Library
Mail Box
Profile
My Project
Student
My Group
Mail Box

Identifies users based on photos, name, nationality and profile
description.
Allows defining subjects and grades for projects.
Allows editing content, attaching guided questions, inserting images,
videos and simulations, and establishing and managing groups for
students.
Allows viewing and examining students’ artefacts (e.g. written
information, pre-models and models); providing feedback through a
comment box.
Allows uploading and executing simulations for the projects.
Used to send message to exchange ideas, written materials or other
information.
Identifies users based on photos, name, nationality and profile
description.
Allows students to go through inquiry phases to conduct learning
activities and complete series of learning tasks.
Enables students to manage the access to the system and create or find
an available group to join.
Used to send message to exchange ideas, written materials or other
information.

In this paper, we specifically describe the student interface of the topics in “My project”,
which is the main venue of students doing inquiry activities. The student interface presents a four
paned window: shared workspace, inquiry phases, group member list, and a chat box. See Figure 2.
The main component, shared workspace presents the content or tools for each inquiry phase. In a
typical learning scenario, the system will guide students to go through the 8-phase inquiry process:
Contextualize - Q&H - Pre-model - Plan - Investigate - Model - Reflect - Apply. Considering students
may vary in cognition levels and inquiry skills, skipping one or more phases in the inquiry process is
acceptable in the CSI instruction (Kilinc, 2007). Inquiry activities of different difficulty levels (Simple
vs Complex) are both provided. Teachers and students can choose the appropriate ones based on
students’ abilities.
Components of student
Inquiry

Shared workspace

Chat tool

Group members

Figure 2. The Interface of Student’s Workspace in “My Project”
To facilitate students’ mode-based inquiry, the learning scenario of modeling activities in Premodel can be briefly described as follows: 1) After reviewing the modeling tasks and the procedures
in “Instruction” tab 4, the students draw individual models on the private modeling space (in the “My
4

The system employs “Instruction” as a platform for providing scripts about procedures and tasks of the activities in the phases of
Pre-model, Investigate, Plan, Model, Reflect (Dillenbourg, 2002).
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Work” tab). 2) They shift to review and comment on the model drew by one of their group members
through clicking on the relevant tab (group members’ modeling tab), and then seek consensus on a
group model through discussing with group members. 3) Finally, they construct and post their
collaborative model on the group modeling space (in the “Group” tab) through peer review,
discussion and modification. Students can rethink their pre-models after obtaining new understanding
of the concepts in Investigate; they are likely to draw another revised/elaborated model
collaboratively in the Model phase. Hence, the model construction in CSI lessons can be refined as
following steps: constructing initial models→ reviewing models → discussing models → revising
models → reflecting and elaborating models. The collaborative modeling approach combining
scientific modeling with synchronous construction and communication is proposed to facilitate
students’ acquisition of sophisticated understanding of scientific concepts, reasoning skills and
reflective learning skills, as well as students’ critical thinking and their collaborative learning skills
(Johnson & Johnson, 1999; Koschmann, 1996).

4. Methods
4.1 Participants
46 students in two secondary 1 classes from a local future school participated in this pilot study. The
school provides one to one computing environment. As a future school, the computer facilities are
excellent and the school had full-time ICT coordinators who assist teachers in the technical aspects of
the use of ICT in their teaching. The students each is equipped with a Macbook and has developed
good competence and familiarity in ICT-supported learning. A biology teacher with rich teaching
experiences taught both classes.

4.2 Procedures and Lesson Design
Researchers, collaborators and science teachers worked in close collaboration to design the CSI
lessons. “Diffusion and Osmosis” in the domain of biology subject from year-1 science curriculum
was selected as the topic for this study. Two 50-min lessons incorporating the CSI system were
designed and delivered under this topic. In the CSI lessons, altogether six inquiry phases were
included: (Overview) → Contextualize → Q&H → Pre-model → Investigate → Reflect → Apply. In
the Overview tab, there were brief descriptions of the project, learning objectives and tasks. After
reviewing the Overview information, the students proceeded to read the story in the Contextualize tab.
In the following, the teacher guided the students to formalize and edit their collaborative hypothesis
according to the questions posed in the Q&H phase. Then the students were engaged in the Pre-model
phase (build individual models → peer review and discussion→ build group models5) based on the
information gained in “Instruction”. During this process, the teacher was responsible for supervising,
managing and scaffolding students’ learning activities. Before investigation, the teacher concluded the
work done by students and presented some selected hypotheses and models generated by the students.
This was intended to visualize and expose students’ misconceptions of Diffusion and Osmosis. Then
students were presented with two videos and one dynamic simulation to make further investigation of
the scientific phenomena, especially for the mechanism of diffusion and osmosis in particular level. In
this phase, they manipulated visualizations, conducted observations, and discussed with their peers the
evidence attained in Investigate. A series of questions were raised for the students to guide them to
observe the simulation in a deep and purposeful way. Afterwards, students reflected upon on their
hypothesis, pre-models and conceptual understanding obtained in Reflect. The reflections could be
shared within group members. Students were also required to apply their new understanding in the
new context designed in the Apply tab.
Before the CSI class, students were asked to try the system at home to get themselves
familiarized with the basic manipulations and navigations in the system. The teachers integrated the
5

The system provides two modeling spaces, namely, individual modeling space and group modeling space for students’
building/drawing by modeling tools in the system or inserting images drawn by other tools. The group modeling space with
its sketch tool enables students to do synchronous collaboration of modeling activties.
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instructional content in the system and managed groups. Students were divided into 11-12
heterogeneous dyads (in terms of students’ science abilities, gender, and ethnicity). Pre-and post-tests
using identical test items (the test was built on the “Diffusion and Osmosis Diagnostic Test”)(Odom
& Barrow, 1995) were conducted at the beginning and concluding stages of the lessons.

4.3 Date Source and Analysis

The study focuses on examining students’ conceptual change and their performances at the specific
inquiry phases in the CSI system. Multiple sources of data including pre-and post-test scores, field
notes, observation sheets, interview transcripts, target group video and audio transcripts (a voice
recorder were set up in each of the 4 target groups and a video camera was set up at the back of
classroom to record teacher and student actions), and learning artefacts (pre-models and reflection)
were mined.
In test employed was made up of 10 paired two-tier multiple choice questions (altogether 20
questions) covering: 1) the identification of diffusion; 2) the movement of particles in diffusion; 3) the
rate of diffusion; 4) dissolve and solutions; 5) the identification of osmosis; 6) the water movement in
osmosis; 7) the effects of osmosis. The first tier were content (what) questions with two, three, or four
choices; the second tier were of why questions with four choices (among the four, there was only one
desired reason, the other three were alternatives derived from misconceptions detected during the
multiple choice test with free response reasons and the interview sessions). One item was scored 1
point, the total score was 20. In data analysis, the difference between pre-and post-test was examined
to identify students’ conceptual changes. Video and audio data were analyzed to reveal teacherstudent and student-student interactions in the class, as well as student learning performances in CSI
learning activities. In particular, students’ modeling performances and their self-reflections were
scrutinized to uncover the conceptual transformation process. Teacher and student feedback on CSIsupported collaborative inquiry were also collected and studied for supporting the continuing
implementation of the CSI system. The results were subsequently verified by cross-referencing
multiple sources data.

5. Findings and Discussions
5.1 Conceptual understanding
Paired-samples t-test (valid n=37) administered confirmed significant improvement in students’ test
scores in the post-test (M=12.97, SD=2.774; t (36)=-4.299, p = 0.000<0.01) compared to the pre-test
(M=10.62, SD=2.792). This suggests the effectiveness of CSI lessons in helping student develop
conceptual understanding. Further analysis shows that students’ improved most on item 4 (the correct
rate increased from 45.9% to 78.4% in the post-test), item 7(from 40.5% to 81.1%), item 13(from
29.7% to 81.1%), item 16 (from 2.7% to 29.7%), and item 18 (from 24.3% to 62.2%). It indicates that
students gained better understanding on the reasons of diffusion, the effects of diffusion, and the
nature of osmosis at the microscopic level. This further reflects that students could acquire more
knowledge on the mechanism of scientific phenomena with CSI system.

5.2 Modeling Performance
A scientific model is defined as a representation that abstracts and simplifies a system by focusing on
key features to explain and predict scientific phenomena, so building models reifies the conceptual
models. To explore how students identified and described key features or attributes of diffusions and
osmosis models, and how they related them, we judged the models built in Pre-model by assessing
and analysing the model quality. In the Pre-model phase, the students were instructed to build two
models to represent diffusion and osmosis at the microscopic level. Students were allowed to use
sketch tool in CSI system to construct their models. According to available literature, we classify the
quality of models into three levels (Ergazaki, et al., 2005; Harrison & Treagust, 2000): 1) High
Quality Models (H), which contain accurate description of science conceptions or phenomena that
involve objects (model components) with basic properties, and reflect interaction between objects
(model components). 2) Medium Quality Models (M), which feature partially exact description of
particular scientific conceptions or phenomena and take into account some of appropriate components
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of models. 3) Low Quality Models (L), which contain inaccurate description of all modelling
components and are usually at the level of the scribble drawing. Additionally, if the models built were
at the macroscopic level, they were marked as 1, the microscopic level as 2. See the exemplars we
coded from students’ models.

Figure 3a. H2 Model of Diffusion

Figure 3b. M2 Model of Diffusion

Figure 3c. L2 Model of Osmosis

As depicted in Figure 4, most students could only draw individual models at Pre-model stage
(80%) and most of them (65%) failed to finish the collaborative models. We inferred that students’
inadequate collaborative skills and limited class time caused the failure of co-constructing of models.
Compared to the osmosis model, students were found to perform better in the construction of
diffusion model. Data analysis of their resultant models suggests that most students constructed the
individual models at the particulate level but the model quality varied (12.9% of H2, 54.8% of M2,
3.2% of M1, 27.4% of L2, 1.6% of L1). Positively, more than half of the students drew the middle
quality of diffusion models at particulate level (M2 = 54.8%). The deficiencies were: 1) The models
lacked the necessary annotations of each model component; 2) The models failed to represent the
process of how particles scattered over time; 3) The particles drawn were placed in an orderly
arrangement in the container, which should not be the case. For osmosis models, H2, M2, M1, L2, and
L1 were taking up 2.5%, 40%, 7.5%, 35%, and 15%. The significant proportion of M2 models may
indicate that these students, who had viewed and observed the videos, had acquired a more
appropriate perception of the micro- phenomenon of osmosis. However, some students failed to
distinguish the model components of osmosis which resulted in a number of L2 models (e.g.
identifying the egg yolk membrane as the partially permeable membrane) although they knew that
osmosis would happen when the egg was immersed in the corn syrup. We also notice that students’
active engagement in peer review and discussion of models led to the improvement of their prior
knowledge of osmosis and diffusion, especially the groups who built H2 models.

Figure 4. The Percentages of Different Quality of Models
(PM-ID: Pre-Model-Individual model of Diffusion. PM-IO: Pre-Model-Individual model of Osmosis, PM-GD: Pre-ModelGroup model of Diffusion, PM-GO: Pre-Model-Group model of Osmosis)

In conclusion, students’ modeling performance provides a window into the students’
misconceptions and their reasoning of diffusion and osmosis. In Pre-model, a considerable proportion
of students established a (partially) correct understanding of the diffusion and osmosis phenomena,
and developed a microscopic view for representing the scientific phenomena, with most of ideas
residing at the moderate level of the macroscopic view as they were at the beginning of the inquiry.

5.3 Reflections
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After observing the three visualizations about diffusion and osmosis, students reflected and improved
upon their Q & H answers and pre-models. This, to some extent, shows their progress in
understanding the scientific concept. Their responses at the Reflect phase could be mainly classified
into four categories: A. verification B. improvement C. explanation D. critical reflection (Kember, et
al., 2010). “Verification” refers to the reflection with simple assessment of the artefacts.
“Explanation” focuses on interpreting the definitions of the concepts, but without commenting on how
to improve the artefacts. “Improvement” means the reflection expressing students’ ideas on how to
improve their artefacts. “Critical reflection” pertains to those reflections that involve the critiques, and
the proposals of improvement, as well as further explanation of the artefacts. Reflection from lowlevel to high-level thinking is ranked progressively from “verification” to “critical reflection”. The
ranking of students’ reflection responses enables researchers to probe the degree of students’ thinking
and understanding of their work in the inquiry. We illustrate some exemplars based on the
categorization of reflection mentioned above.
A. Verification: “The models I drew were not animated but still showed how diffusion and osmosis happened.”
B. Explanation: “Diffusion is the movement of particles from a higher concentration to a lower concentration.
Osmosis is the movement of water molecules from a higher water potential to a lower water potential.”
C. Improvement: “At first, the pre-model of osmosis was just molecules gathering in the middle of a cell.
However, after learning more about the cell membrane, the pre-model was changed to molecules going into the
cell through the cell membrane.”
D. Critical reflection: “My pre-model was quite similar to the one in the video clip but that only refers to the
diffusion but for the osmosis, I did not draw the process properly as I did not know at first that osmosis involved
water molecules (only). I would have changed the picture we drew for the osmosis in the different way like in a
beaker separated in half by a partially permeable membrane and place water on both sides but add a solute in
one of the side.”

In category A, students assess their models with simple words, and do not describe why they
think the models are satisfactory, what their current understanding of diffusion and osmosis are; in
category B, students interpret their major understanding of diffusion and osmosis, but without
connecting it with the reflection upon their pre-models or answers in Q&H; in category C, students
propose the revisions of the osmosis models with a simple explanation; in category D, students
evaluate their osmosis models in more deep and comprehensive way, and they point out the defects of
the previous models, and interpret how to improve and elaborate them. This indicates these students
had attained a profound level of reflective thinking.
Based on our data analysis, although 30.28% of students reflected upon their artifacts through
“verification”, the rest of the reflections reveals students’ deep thinking of their artifacts and
understanding changes. Among the rest, the “explanation” (23.33%) mainly concentrated on: 1)
providing supplementary comments for the Q&H answers and interpreting the process of diffusion
and osmosis at the particulate level. 2) presenting the definition of diffusion and osmosis, in order to
show their current conceptual understanding. 3) explaining the effects of diffusion and osmosis. This
means students that gave the “explanation” reflections had achieved better understanding of the target
concepts, especially, the knowledge of the definition, the movement of the particles, and the results of
diffusion and osmosis. Students that gave “improvement” reflections (18.33%) generally thought that
they should revise and improve their previous work, because they recognized the misconceptions they
held in their prior knowledge. Most importantly, 28.06% of students formalized their critical
reflection thus suggesting that a group of students succeeded in developing more correct and
comprehensive understanding, because they had managed to convey and present their new
understanding through critique, and improve their previous ideas and explain the reasons of
improvement. This indicates their sophisticated understanding of the concepts. See the excerpts from
their critical reflections.
Student A: My pre-model for osmosis was very different than the video's one. I only drew 1
molecule instead of many and after investigating the animations; my model was more molecules as I
need to represent the whole drop of dye instead of just 1 molecule.
Student B: My pre-model for diffusion is different as it did not show the membrane and I used
a rectangle for the beaker. My pre-model for osmosis was not in detail. I just drew an egg and arrows
pointing which direction are water and corn syrup.
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5.4 Teacher and Student Feedbacks
The transcribed interviews were analyzed to mine the teacher and students’ perceptions about CSIsupported collaborative inquiry activities. In general, the teacher and students held an overall positive
attitude toward the CSI intervention in the science class. Their perceptions can be summarized as the
following:
Teacher’s feedback:
• Students are given more opportunities to respect and appreciate viewpoints and clarify doubts,
because the system allows for sharing and building artefacts through collaboration among peers.
• The system can help teachers to maximize the learning potential for improving students’ selfdirected learning by initially providing more scaffolding before gradually reducing the amount of
information provided. This allows students to think more critically, as well as inquiring and
reflecting more.
• Pre-model provides a means for students to explore and discuss in greater depth what they have
known; this allows teachers to pick out any potential misconceptions in their prior knowledge.
Students are interested in the modelling activities and they become more engaging in the inquiry.
• The system supports students’ working from home. Teachers can review their work at any time
anywhere.
Students’ Feedback:
• The system is different from what they used before and it is more interactive. They become more
engaged in the inquiry through real-time chatting, modelling and visualization.
• They paid more attention on the activities with CSI system, because their learning can be guided
by the instruction and questions. Meanwhile, peer discussion and review also help them to keep
pace with their team members, improving their time management skills and collaborative learning
skills.
• They benefit from the Investigation. The simulations in the tab provide important information for
them to learn new ideas and when answering the guided questions, they can manipulate the
simulations to review the results and then check the answer. The dynamic simulation is
specifically useful as it is more interactive and hands on.

6. Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper, we briefly present the theoretical underpinning of the design of CSI and the
implementation of CSI supported collaborative inquiry for learning biology in a secondary classroom.
Our analysis of data collected from classroom deployment helps us attest to the system providing
improvement in students’ conceptual understanding, learning interest and engagement. The evaluation
of this comprehensive science learning environment is a complex, multifaceted and continuing
process. So far, we have conducted pilot studies on the subject domain of physics and biology. In
further work, we will conduct a workshop for science teachers from different schools, and use the
lesson exemplars to guide the teachers to design and implement lessons with CSI system. More
research work will be done concerning science instruction, science learning and CSCL (Computer
Supported Collaborative Learning) for science. We will make more efforts to investigate the potential
value of CSI system for science instruction and learning, and help teachers to attain further
understanding of how to implementing such system in their teaching practices.
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Abstract: This paper describes an experiment on peer groups that had a robot as a learning
partner, to examine whether the robot could encourage the participants to talk on their own
initiative. The authors measured the number of proactive utterances of each participant during
the sessions. The authors compared the experimental groups that had robot facilitators, which
were manipulated by professional human facilitators, and the control groups, which were also
led by professional human facilitators but without a robot. The result showed that the
participants in the experimental sessions talked on their own initiative much more than those
in the controlled sessions. Finally, the authors qualitatively examined the characteristics of the
proactive utterances in the peer group and found that the utterances contained supportive
responses, which encouraged the participants to voluntarily join the dialogue promoting the
counseling.
Keywords: robot, proactive discussion, peer group, supportive response

1. Introduction
The application of robot technologies to collaborative learning settings is an emerging topic in the
research on computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL). Though robots are not yet a familiar
component of our daily lives, the advantages of using robots (i.e., humanoids) to improve our standard
of living have been discussed for years in the area of human-robot interaction (Feil-Seifer & Mataric,
2005; Tapus, Mataric, & Scassellati, 2007). As it is for various modes of usage in medical and care
areas, researchers from the field of computer science and robotics to learning are discussing the
tremendous potential of having robots participate in collaborative learning.
There are two reasons researchers intend to use robots as social partners in learning (Miyake
& Okita, 2012; Okita, et al., 2010). One is that the human-like appearance and behavior of robots
elicits strong social responses that invite active engagement, so that a robot can work with students as
“a learning friend” who helps them enjoy in class or in a small group and thus stay engaged in
learning. The body of a robot is designed to approximate that of a human in both form and function,
but most robots (except actroids) are not too human-like and still have machine-like properties. This
gives people room for imagination and creativity in social interactions and elicits greater empathy.
Current technological limitations do not allow robots to work as learning collaborators in the
completely same capacity as that of a human teacher or facilitator; they can only explain subjects to
the students, comment on students’ ideas, and exchange questions and answers, at least to the extent
that the messages could be prepared prior to the sessions or provided by human operators. The other
reason is that a robot can be a great interface for collecting the process data of the participants’
learning activities while working as a learning partner, and for reflecting our own facilitation
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behavior. This enable us to know the mechanisms and design the principles of productive activity in
collaborative learning.
In this paper, we focus on the former to find the potentials of the robot as a learning partner in
different types of collaborative learning. Recent researches show the effectiveness and limitations of
using robots in school settings. Kanda et al. (2004) conducted a study with Robovie, a humanoid
robot, in a school setting for 18 days, which helped Japanese children practice English. A large drop
in engagement was observed by the second week, indicating that certain social and emotional support
was required in order to enhance the collaboration between the learners and the robot. Another
research conducted by Okita et al. (2010) used the Honda ASIMO (Advanced Step in Innovative
Mobility) as a learning partner for children in various learning settings. They found that children
engaged better when the interaction was cooperative and ASIMO used a more human-like voice and
gestures. Additionally, the research suggested that in future interventions, the continuous engagement
with children and responses of ASIMO be increased. Furthermore, learning scientists conducted
studies with robots in structured collaborative learning settings to acquire and construct scientific
knowledge through conversation. Miyake (2012) introduced remotely operable robots in a scripted
collaborative learning activity based on the Jigsaw method and found that robots as participants
provided opportunities to involve children in constructive conversation. It resulted in better learning
in that the robots were accepted as “just like the other kid who does not know the answer, but
sincerely working to know the answer.” Oshima & Oshima (2013) introduced the same robots in a
Jigsaw-based reciprocal teaching activity in the university classroom and compared it with learning
activity involving human facilitators. They showed that robots could function as learning partners
quite as well as human facilitators; the robots could elicit the same amount of meaningful learning
processes and learning outcomes as the human facilitators did.
Although the researchers cited above have indicated that robots as partners for collaborative
learning can possibly substitute human facilitators in structured learning settings—with structured
scripts and materials—we should investigate the potential of robot facilitation in ill-structured
settings—more self-regulated student discussions for them to learn what the students do not know in
the absence of educational materials. For example, Miyake et al. (2012) introduced the remotely
operated robot for children’s dialogue while the children were walking through the gallery of an art
museum. The robot was meant to enhance their viewpoints and help them find something meaningful
in the artworks. The researchers reported that such intervention could expand the group’s scope of art
appreciation. We need to explore many more cases in both formal and informal learning settings
wherein the participation of robots as learning partners was successful.
In this study, we introduced a remotely operated robot as a learning partner in peer group
sessions for career development. Career development is a serious learning agenda for adolescents in
every country because they are at a crucial stage in human psychological development that is strongly
linked to identity formation (Morris, 1997). A person’s career development involves the creation of a
career pattern, decision-making style, integration of life roles, values expression, and life-role selfconcepts (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2002). However, adolescents who do not have sufficient social
experience to examine their identities and roles while working and communicating with peers have
difficulty considering their prospective careers. This is also a research agenda in designing informal
learning environments because there are few studies in learning sciences research.
As the first step, the purpose of this research is to explore the possibility of using a robot as a
learning partner in peer groups to find out whether it creates an environment that encourages
participants to talk on their own initiative, especially for their career development. A peer group is
defined as a set of people who, through homophily, share similarities such as age, background, and
social status. The peer group is expected to help individuals form their own identity, as such groups
allow people to escape the direct supervision of people with authority (i.e., teachers, parents, adults,
etc.). When among peers, people learn to form relationships on their own and get a chance to discuss
their interests. Clinical and social psychologists and psychological practitioners use peer groups to
develop self-help groups for people who have serious problems, thereby allowing them to find social
support, including information, encouragement, and solace close at hand. This characteristic of the
peer group has also been utilized in career development, and is called “peer career counseling.” Ash &
Mandelbaum (1982) described a college career proactive development counseling program using peer
counselors and revealed that students were sensitized to the career development process. We believe
that robots participating in peer career counseling elicit more voluntary participation than do human
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career counselors participating as facilitators. The reason is there is no hierarchical difference between
robots and young participants, and the robots’ appearance is more neutral than that of human career
counselors; that is, participants feel no anxiety related to hierarchical differences because the robot’s
appearance and voice can decrease the necessity of social comparison due to the lack of social
presence of a human operator, even if the operator is a professional career counselor (cf. similar to
computer-mediated communication, as described by Kiesler & Sproull, 1986). From this viewpoint,
we expect that remotely operated robots can be learning partners for the participants in peer groups for
career development and elicit proactive utterances from the participants in dialogue more than human
peer counselors can.

2. Research Method and Design
2.1 Participants and Design
Thirty undergraduate students (sophomores and juniors) in a private university in Tokyo participated
in this study. The reason we did not tap the seniors was that sophomores and juniors did not yet need
to seek jobs, but it was necessary for them to consider their identity and future career in order to
prepare for future job-seeking activity.
Seven professional facilitators participated in this research. They had a National Certificate of
Career Consulting Grade 1 or 2, or passed the National Exam of Career Consultant and had more than
five years of group counseling experience.
Desktop Robovie-W robots (Figure 1) were used as robot facilitators in the experimental
groups. Robovie-W is 30 centimeters tall and has a camera, speaker, and microphone, through which
the remote operator and participants can communicate. Robovie-W can also move its eyes, head, and
arms in order to convey some form of nonverbal expression. The verbal and nonverbal expressions of
the robots were remotely operated by human professional facilitators who had had level of
certification in career counseling or similar experiences.
We used a simple experimental study design for looking at the differences of the facilitators
(robot vs. human professional facilitator) and seeing if these would affect the participants’ discourse
in the peer groups (i.e., participating in the discussion more proactively).

Figure 1. Robovie-W: a Desktop Robot

2.2 Peer Counseling Procedure
First, the students were told about the procedure of the experiment and asked to answer the prequestionnaire (described in section 2.3). Then they were randomly assigned to either the experimental
groups, which were facilitated by robots that were remotely operated by professional human
facilitators, or control groups, which had no robots and were led by professional human facilitators.
Each group was composed of three students and one facilitator (robot or human). The participants sat
around a table, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Experiment Snapshots (Upper: experimental group; Lower: control group)
The seven human professional facilitators (including the two robot operators) were provided
the experiment procedure and scenario—what they should talk about with the students during the peer
group session, regardless of the difference of the conditions. They were told to strictly follow the
procedure and scenario, which emphasized timekeeping and using active listening strategy without
any suggestions or comments during the peer group sessions. Here is a sample scenario: “So, please
tell us about your dream for the future, Mr. B.”; “What are you planning for the coming summer
vacation to prepare for your dream?”; “Your plan is (summary of what Mr. B. says)”; “What do you
think of his dream, Mr. A?”; “Do you all have any suggestions for preparing for Mr. B’s dream?
Please feel free to discuss this”; etc. This scenario was carefully designed by one of the authors, who
had plenty of experience in peer career counseling, and another professional counselor, who was one
of the robot operators in this study. In designing the scenario, they referred to the categorization of
verbal active listening strategies in the study of Cormier & Cormier (1998).
In the beginning of the peer group discussion, the facilitator (robot or human) explained how
the participants should listen and talk in the peer group, and conducted a short ice-breaking session.
Then the facilitator introduced the theme of the peer group, which was “What is your plan for the
coming summer vacation to prepare for the future?” After starting the discussion, the facilitator had to
follow the scenario described above, concentrating on asking the participants an equal number of
times and using the active listening strategy. Surprisingly, all of the participants felt that the robot
facilitator was autonomous—that it could understand the dialogue by itself, decide how to facilitate
the discussion, and say things on its own initiative. We believe that because the robot’s movements
and utterances were not so fluent, the participants considered it real. To maintain ethical propriety, the
participants were told after the interview described below that the robots were operated by human
facilitators. The facilitators were told to complete the peer group scenario within 30 minutes to keep
the length of time uniform for all the groups. After the peer group session, the authors interviewed
each group. The participants were then asked to answer the post-questionnaire (also described in
section 2.3).

2.3 Data Collection and Analysis
In this study, three kinds of data were collected for research purposes. First, the students’ discussion
during the peer group activity was video-recorded and transcribed. The transcription was used for
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analyzing the interaction between the facilitators (robot or human) and students to examine how
students participated in the discourse. Second, questionnaires were conducted before and after the
peer group session to examine whether or not the effects of the conditions were significantly different.
The pre- and post-questionnaires were designed based on the General Self-Efficacy Scales (GSES)
(Sakano & Tojo, 1989), which is a well-formed Japanese instrument to measure the individual’s
strength of general self-efficacy across a variety of daily life settings. The reason we used this scale is
that the effectiveness of peer support may be explained in terms of an individual’s improved selfefficacy due to the peer group (Bandura, 1997; Benight & Bandura, 2004). Third, group interviews
were conducted to find out the participants’ feelings about the peer group experience. The interviews
were also video-recorded and transcribed.
The transcribed peer group discussion was coded based on the rule shown in Table 1,
regardless of the difference in facilitator (robot or human), in order to clarify whether the students
could participate in the discussion proactively with a robot as the facilitator in the peer group. Each
student’s utterances was coded into (1) an utterance for communicating with the facilitator, prompted
by the facilitator (FP-p); (2) a proactive utterance for communicating with the facilitator, without
prompting from the facilitator (FP-a); (3) an utterance for communicating with the participants,
prompted by the facilitator (PP-p); and (4) a proactive utterance for communicating with the
participants, without prompting from the facilitator (PP-a). Two independent coders coded the
utterances. The inter-coder agreement was 87.7%, and discrepancies were resolved by discussion.
The questionnaires were analyzed based on three factor scores (aggressiveness of action,
anxiety about failure, and social position of ability) that were originally defined in Sakano & Tojo
(1989). A two-way (2 x 2 design; experimental/control x before/after the peer-group) within-subjects
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on each of the factor scores to examine the difference
due to the experimental control.
Table 1: Coding Rule for the Participants’ Utterances
Utterance prompted by the facilitator
FP-p
An utterance in response to the
Communication
facilitator’s prompt
between the
facilitator and the
FS
participant
FS
PP-p
An utterance toward the other
participants, prompted by the
facilitator

Proactive utterance
FP-a
An utterance without any prompt

FS
PP-a
An utterance toward the other
participants without any prompt from
the facilitator

Communication
between the
participants
FS
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Effectiveness of the Peer Group for Career Counseling Purposes
We examined the difference in the effectiveness of the peer group first because it is the prerequisite
for this study to ensure that the effect is almost same in both conditions; we consider it useless if the
robot facilitator could not achieve the same or better effect.
The ANOVA on the factor score “aggressiveness of action” showed a significant main effect
of before/after the peer group (F (1,28) = 4.860, p < .05), and no other significant main effect or
interaction was observed. The ANOVA on the other two factor scores also showed significant main
effects of before/after the peer group: anxiety (F (1,28) = 4.964, p < .05) and social position: (F (1,28)
= 17.968; p < .05); no other significant main effect or interaction was observed. Therefore, we can
confirm that the peer group was effective in the two conditions from the viewpoint of self-efficacy
and that there is no significant difference on the effectiveness of the peer group sessions; that is, the
peer group facilitated by a remotely operated robot was effective without any significant difference
from the one that was facilitated by a human.

3.2 Differences of Students’ Participation in the Peer Groups
We compared the students’ participation in the two conditions (robot or human facilitator) based on
the coding of their utterances during the peer group session. We performed a t-test on the number of
each category of utterances. The Welch’s t-test was performed if two samples had possibly unequal
variances. The results (Figure 3) showed that significant differences between the conditions on the
number of utterances categorized as FP-p (t (18.848) = 5.697, p < .001), FP-a (t (16.746) = 3.656, p <
.001), and PP-a (t (16.986) = 2.139, p < .05), but no difference in the category PP-p (t (28) = .100,
n.s.).
The first significant difference on FP-p explained that the human facilitators could prompt the
participants’ utterances during the peer group discussion. It seemed that the human facilitator could
speak fluently and use his/her active listening strategy in responding to the participants’ utterances,
but the robot lacked fluency because the operator could only input messages on the control software
using the keyboard after understanding the participants’ utterances. In other words, it took time to
respond, thus decreasing the opportunity to intervene in the conversation at the right time in order to
prompt the participants’ utterances. In contrast, the second significant difference on FP-a explained
that the participants spoke to the robot facilitator a lot more than they did to the human facilitator.
The third significant difference on PP-a explained that the participants in the experimental
group participated in the discussion much more proactively than in the control group, even with fewer
prompts from the robot facilitator. In contrast, the utterances between the participants (PP-p), which
were prompted by the facilitator, did not differ between the conditions. Likely, the reason is the need
to strictly follow the scenario, in which the facilitators in both conditions had to prompt the discussion

(S.D.=14.8)

(S.D.=4.7)

(S.D.=34.9)
(S.D.=34.9)

(S.D.=15.1)

(S.D.=16.7)
(S.D.=19.7)

(S.D.=6.6)

(S.D.=20.1)

Figure 3. Number of Participants’ Utterances Categorized as Forms of Communication
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by saying, “Do you have any suggestions for preparing for Mr. A’s dream? Please feel free to discuss
this.” The conversation that followed the prompting was not influenced by the conditional difference
because the robot facilitator did not have to respond or intervene unless necessary.

3.3 Characteristics of Proactive Utterances in the Peer Groups
To clarify how the participants proactively spoke in the experimental groups, we further examined the
characteristics of the proactive utterances qualitatively from the viewpoints of active listening skills.
As mentioned earlier, Cormier & Cormier (1998) categorized verbal and nonverbal active listening
skills. The verbal skills comprise reflecting, clarifying, paraphrasing, and summarizing. Paine et al.
(1989) also mentioned that the facilitator should try to elicit supportive responses from other members
during the self-help group session in order to encourage the peer group members to disclose their
private issues.
The scenario given to the facilitators asked them to use three of the verbal skills described by
Cormier & Cormier (1998): clarifying, paraphrasing, and summarizing. However, reflecting the
participants’ emotions, including supportive responses, was not required since it was difficult for the
robot to react smoothly to the participants’ utterances, considering the short interval that the operator
needed to input the message. In addition, we had to find out if the peer groups in both conditions
produced a positive mood that encouraged the members to disclose what they thought. It was
necessary to examine whether the groups in both conditions truly became peer groups, where
participants had proactive conversations on their own initiatives.
Afterward, we analyzed the supportive responses in the proactive utterances. Table 2 shows
the number of supportive responses in the peer group session in both conditions. We considered “Yup
yup,” “Mm-hm,” “Ha,” “Hmmm,” “I know,” “Aha,” and “Oh, yeah?” as supportive responses in the
conversation. Although “Yes,” “Yeah,” and “Well” are also supportive responses, we did not include
them, as it is difficult to distinguish them from simple answers.
Table 2: Number of Utterances as Categorized as Supportive Responses
Facilitator’s utterances
Participants’ utterances
Experimental Groups Control Groups Experimental Groups
Control Groups
Yup yup
0
49
22
6
Mm-hm
0
9
0
0
Ha
0
11
2
1
Hmmm
0
5
12
3
Heh
1
73
5
8
I know
0
27
1
0
Aha
62
104
7
6
Total
63
278
49
24
As shown in Table 2, the facilitator’s supportive responses in the control groups far
outnumbered those in the experimental group. In particular, “Aha” was introduced in the scenario
given to the facilitators in both conditions because the facilitators considered it so easy, even for the
robots. That is the reason “Aha” was used to some extent even in the experimental groups. However,
other expressions for supportive responses were not used in the experimental groups because it was
very difficult for the robot operators to use for immediate intervention to the participants’
conversation.
In contrast, the participants in the experimental groups used more supportive responses than
those in the control groups did. A chi-square test was performed on the total number of supportive
responses to determine if the tendency of supportive responses differed between the conditions. The
result showed a significant difference (χ2(1) = 69.664, p < .01), indicating that there were significantly
many supportive responses from the participants in the experimental groups and from the facilitators
in the control groups. We consider this as evidence that the peer groups with a robot facilitator
became much more participant centered than those with a human facilitator.
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4. Conclusion and Future Work
This study involved adolescent peer groups with remotely operated robots and human professional
facilitators. In the experimental group, the robots, operated by human facilitators, were expected to
elicit proactive utterances from the participants. We examined if this affected the participants’
discourse in the peer groups. The findings revealed that both experimental and control peer groups
produced similar results with regard to self-efficacy improvement—one of the standards used in
evaluating the effectiveness of peer groups for career development. Additionally, the participants in
the experimental groups talked on their own initiative during the sessions. The participants in the
experimental groups used supportive responses much more than those in the control groups did. We
consider this as powerful evidence that the robot has the potential to create a more participantcentered proactive discussion than the human facilitator can because these responses were recognized
as the denominator of their self-facilitation. One of the reasons the participants could participate so
proactively was the robot’s disfluency in communication, as they needed to activate the use of
supportive responses in order to supplement the flow of the peer group session.
This study indicates the possibility of using a robot as a learning partner in a peer group to
help participants engage and talk on their own initiative. However, the disfluency in communication is
considered both an advantage and a disadvantage. In the group interview after the experiment, the
participants in the experimental groups mentioned that they felt comfortable talking about themselves
to the robot, and also felt the need to help the robot when they noticed that it had difficulty
communicating with them. However, some participants mentioned that they worried about the
disfluency of the robot’s communication. We consider that the robot’s features (appearance,
disfluency, etc.) are useful in eliciting active communication from students, but certain refinements
are also necessary so as not to make the participants feel anxious during the peer group session.
Much work is still needed to reinforce meaningful communication for prompting learners to
think about serious topics, such as their identity or career development. We need to further investigate
the learning process based on the transcribed conversation in order to design a richer behavior model
using the robot as the learning partner.
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Abstract: Visualizations in computer science topics are known to have several benefits such
as promoting conceptual and procedural understanding, improving prediction and reasoning
abilities and helping learners construct mental models. This learning effectiveness has been
found to be a function of students’ engagement level with visualization. In the current study,
we did a controlled field experiment to determine the effect of two different instructional
strategies with visualization on procedural understanding of the topic of pointers in a 1st year
programming classroom. These instructional strategies, operationalizing different engagement
levels, were: prediction activity interleaved with instructor feedback using visualization
(experimental), and simply viewing the visualization with parallel instructor commentary
(control). We found significant difference in the relative rate of correct solution of the
procedural questions on the post-test. However, there was no significant difference on the
post-test scores. We also found a significant difference in classroom behavioral engagement
between the two groups. We propose that there may be conditions, other than engagement
level with visualization, such as learner characteristics or challenge level of assessment
questions that may play a role in the determining learning effectiveness of visualizations.
Keywords: Visualization, instructional strategy, engagement levels, behavioral engagement

1. Introduction
Computer-based visualizations such as videos, animations and simulations have been shown to be
effective learning resources (Linn & Eylon, 2006). They are known to be useful in making the
invisible visible (Rutten et.al. 2012), constructing mental models (Buckley, 2005), and improving
prediction and reasoning abilities (Riess & Mischo, 2010). In Computer Science (CS) topics,
visualizations have been found to promote conceptual and procedural understanding (Byrne et. al.,
1999; Hansen et.al., 2000; Laasko et.al., 2009) and improve vocabulary of programming terms (BenBasset Levy et.al, 2003). Visualizations used in CS for teaching and learning fall into two categories Program visualization (PV) (Ben-Ari et.al, 2011; Urquiza-Fuentes et.al, 2013) and Algorithm
visualization (AV) (Byrne et.al., 1999; Hansen et.al., 2000; Grissom et.al., 2003; Laakso et.al., 2009).
Prior research has developed guidelines for design of visualizations to promote learning
(Ilomäki et.al, 2009). However, even a well designed visualization can get reduced to a visual
textbook if the instructional strategy used is to simply play the visualization in classroom (Lindgren &
Schwartz, 2009). Thus, the instructional strategy used with visualization is an important determinant
of learning effectiveness of visualizations. The instructional strategies with visualization that have
been reported to be successful are: prediction worksheets with visualization (Ben-Bassett Levy et.al,
2003), exercise sheets (Laakso et.al, 2009), integrated prediction activity (Hansen et.al, 2000) and
online quiz (Hansen et.al, 2000). Naps et.al. (2002) hypothesized that learning outcome from
visualization will increase with increasing level of student engagement with visualization. Numerous
studies have been done to test these hypotheses by contrasting learning at multiple levels of student
engagement with visualization. We report some of these studies in Section 2 as part of Related Work.
(For the rest of this paper we will refer to Naps’ engagement levels as ‘engagement level with
visualization’ which is different from students’ behavioral engagement).
In CS domain, procedural thinking skills, that is, an understanding of ‘how to’ carry out
stepwise execution of a program for a given set of input data, are crucial in the learning of CS topics
(Hundhausen et.al, 2002). Multiple empirical studies have been conducted with visualizations at
different engagement levels for improving procedural thinking skills but the results have been mixed.
For example, for the strategy of prediction activity with visualization, Byrne et al. (1999) found that
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groups that viewed animation and/or made predictions did significantly better in procedural
understanding on challenging questions than the No viewing-No prediction group where students
were made to do oral prediction on the topic of binomial heap. But, Jarc et.al. (2000) found no
difference in procedural understanding between groups that only viewed the visualization versus the
group where prediction activity was integrated into the visualization for a set of sorting algorithms.
The topic in both these studies was algorithms. For programming topics such as if-while constructs,
significant learning gain in terms of procedural understanding was found in a field study with tenth
grade students using Jeliot program visualization tool (Ben-Bassett Levy et.al., 2003).
In this paper, we report a study of students’ procedural understanding in the programming
topic of Pointers, under two different conditions of classroom instructional strategies, operationalizing
two different engagement levels with visualizations. The topic of Pointers is often difficult to grasp
for beginners because of its abstract nature. We did a controlled field experiment where one
instructional strategy was to show the visualization with parallel commentary by the instructor,
whereas the other strategy was to make students do prediction activity with instructor feedback
interleaved with visualization demonstration. After the treatment, both groups solved the same posttest that tested their procedural understanding of pointers. We also administered a survey to capture
student perception of learning from the respective instructional strategies. To triangulate our results,
we performed classroom observations for behavioral engagement based on the BOSS protocol
(Shapiro, 2003). The sample consisted of 230 students in a first year CS1 programming course.
We found no significant difference in the post-test scores between the two groups. However,
the experimental group exhibited a significantly higher rate of correctly solving the post-test problems
than the control group. From the student perception survey, we found each group highly favored the
respective instructional strategy used with visualization. The classroom observation study revealed
that the experimental group was at a significantly higher active engagement level than the control
group. To identify possible reasons for these results, we noted that students of both groups had prior
exposure to prediction activity with program visualization and were highly trained in procedural
thinking. We concluded that there may be conditions such as learner characteristics, topic complexity,
and challenge level of questions, along with engagement level with visualization which may play a
role in the learning outcome.

2. Theoretical Background and Related Work
In this section we give an overview of the work done to test learning outcome from visualization in
response to change in engagement level with visualization, effected by different instructional
strategies with visualization. We describe key theories on effect of engagement level with
visualization on learning outcome followed by literature survey of positive and negative empirical
studies with focus on those that measured procedural understanding in CS topics. We also report
studies on the students’ behavioral engagement while viewing visualizations. We conclude the section
by outlining the need for our work.
From their meta-analysis of learning effectiveness studies for visualization in CS,
Hundhausen et.al. (2002) postulated that how students interact with visualization has a significant
impact on their learning from visualization. Based on this, Naps et.al (2002) proposed a taxonomy of
six engagement levels for algorithm visualizations - No Viewing, Viewing, Responding, Changing,
Constructing and Presenting - hypothesizing that learning will increase as the engagement level with
visualization proceeds from No Viewing to Presenting, such as, Responding level will lead to better
learning outcome with visualization than Viewing. In the ‘No Viewing’ level, no visualization is
involved. In the ‘Viewing’ level students simply watch the visualization. In the ‘Responding’ level
students not only watch but interact with the visualization by responding to the visual cues presented
like answering exercise or prediction questions. In the ‘Changing’ level, students interact with
visualization by changing variable parameters. In the ‘Constructing’ level, students create their own
visualization whereas in ‘Presenting’ level, they present their created visualizations to the class. The
engagement levels with visualization have historically been one of the most explored conditions while
measuring learning from visualization. Naps’ hypotheses have been tested by multiple studies but the
results are mixed.
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In one of the successful studies, Grissom et. al. (2003) found learning gain increased with
increasing student engagement for simple sorting algorithms (insertion and bubble sort) across no
viewing, viewing and responding through online quiz. Similar result was reported by Hansen et.al
(2000) where instructional strategy used for responding level was interactive prediction and questionanswering. Byrne et.al, (1999) did a controlled experiment with CS majors who were aware of
algorithm analysis but had no prior knowledge of the topic binomial heap. These students did better in
procedural understanding in post-test when at Responding level (viewing with oral prediction) or
Viewing level compared to No viewing – No prediction group. However, the effect of visualization
and prediction could not be isolated in this study. Ben-Bassett Levy et.al. (2003) did a field study at
school level on programming topics like if – while statements with the post-test containing questions
on predicting output of a program code using Jeliot. They found all groups of students – Strong,
Average and Weak – showed significant learning gain with average students gaining the most. Laakso
(2009) found learning gain for conceptual understanding at both Viewing and Changing levels but
gain was statistically significant for Changing level on the topic Binary heap. However, this result
was obtained only after correction for behavioral engagement of student pairs since all students did
not perform at the expected level of engagement with the visualization. In contrast Myller et.al (2009)
found visualization led to increased behavioral engagement in terms of amount of collaborative
activity. Thus in the current study we measured the behavioral engagement of both the groups to
confirm the attainment of the intended engagement level with visualization.
In contrast to the above studies, there are studies that did not find a difference in learning
outcome at different engagement levels with visualization. Jarc et. al. (2000) found no difference in
learning outcome (conceptual and procedural understanding) between Viewing and Responding
where Responding level was operationalized through automated prediction questions for a set of
eleven algorithms. Again, Stasko et. al. (1993) did not get any significant difference in procedural
understanding between no viewing group and group that could run the visualization on their input data
sets (Active viewing) on the topic of pairing heap. A possible reason cited was the visualization
design was not suited to novice learners. Hundhausen & Douglas (2000) did a similar experiment
comparing two groups at Constructing and Active viewing levels for procedural understanding. They
also did not get any significant difference between the groups on the topic Quick select algorithm.
Urquiza-Fuentes et. al. (2013) found no difference in learning outcome between three groups at No
viewing, Viewing and Constructing levels when the topic is simple like in-fix operators. But
visualization showed an effect when topic was of medium complexity like user-defined data types.
However, for medium complex topic there was no significant difference in learning outcome between
Viewing and Constructing levels. A significant difference was however obtained in favour of Viewing
level rather than Constructing on Analysis and Synthesis level questions when the topic was of high
complexity like recursive data types.
The overview above shows that most of the above studies have been for algorithm
visualizations, and fewer for program visualizations (this was also noted by Ben-Ari et.al, 2011). The
studies related to program visualizations either do not emphasize topics for procedural understanding
or do not try to isolate visualization engagement levels through controlled experiments. Analyzing the
successful studies for the instructional strategies employed, we found that the successful studies
involved active learning techniques like prediction activity and integrated question-answering activity.
In the current study, we vary the engagement level between Viewing (watching visualization only)
and Responding (prediction activity interleaved with watching visualization) levels using a quasiexperimental research design, for a programming topic involving procedural understanding.

3. Research Questions & Hypotheses
The current study explores three research questions on outcomes with visualization using two
different instructional strategies with visualization at Viewing and Responding engagement levels in a
large classroom setting. The topic of the study was of medium complexity and students in both groups
were exposed to active learning strategies and trained in procedural thinking. Under these conditions,
we explored three research questions.
RQ1: Does prediction activity with visualization (Responding) lead to higher levels of learning
outcome than simply viewing the visualization (Viewing) for programming topics?
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RQ 2: Do prediction activity with visualization lead to higher behavioral engagement than just
watching visualization for programming topics?
RQ3: What are student perceptions about learning from visualization through the strategies used?
The substantive hypothesis flowing from RQ1 can be stated as: Prediction activity interleaved
with visualization will lead to higher learning outcome than simply viewing the visualization with
parallel instructor commentary in a programming class (H1_1). The null hypothesis corresponding to
this is, Prediction activity with visualization leads to same learning outcome in a programming topic
as watching visualization alone (H0_1). To test this hypothesis, we conducted a post-test measuring
students’ procedural understanding of the topic of Pointers. We compared the post-test scores of the
two groups as also the rate of correct solving of the post-test questions by the two groups.
The substantive hypothesis corresponding to RQ2 is formulated as: Prediction activity with
visualization will lead to higher behavioral engagement in a programming class than simply viewing
the visualization (H1_2). Thus the null hypothesis here is Prediction activity with visualization will
lead to same amount of behavioral engagement as watching visualization alone in a programming
lecture (H0_2). To test this hypothesis, we did a classroom observation of student behavior based on
the BOSS protocol.
RQ3 leads to the substantive hypothesis that students will perceive the classroom strategy of
prediction activity with visualization to be more effective for learning than students who were taught
through the strategy of viewing alone (H3_3). The null hypothesis that follows is students who only
saw the visualization (Viewing level) will perceive the instructional strategy to be as useful for
learning as the students who did prediction activity with visualization (H0_3). To test this hypothesis,
we executed a student survey on the instructional strategies used with visualization.

4. Research Methods
A field experiment was conducted using mixed methods research design. The quantitative part
involved a 2-group post-test only design to determine students’ learning, along with a short perception
survey to identify their perceptions of the instructional strategies implemented. The qualitative part
consisted of in-class observations using a structured protocol to determine students’ classroom
behavioral engagement.

4.1 Sample
The sample consisted of 230 first-year undergraduate students from different branches of engineering
(Electrical, Mechanical, Aerospace and Chemical) enrolled for an introductory course in computer
programming at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India. These students were among the
highest ranked in an extremely competitive exam testing analytical skills in mathematics, physics and
chemistry. They were trained in procedural thinking through their preparation for the exam and other
courses in their first year. These students had been exposed to learning programming topics from
visualizations in the programming course. However, only those students who had self-declared no
prior knowledge of pointers (the programming topic in this study) were considered for the study.
Students in the programming course were divided among two sections for scheduling reasons.
Thus two groups were accessible to the researchers to conduct a controlled study. The first section
was the responding group (N=135; Male = 120; Female = 15) and second section was the viewing
group (N= 95; Male = 85; Female = 10). Assignment of the treatment to the groups was done on a
random basis. The groups were tested for equivalence on basis of quiz marks conducted prior to the
study. The marks in each group were found to be normally distributed. We compared the means of the
quiz marks for the two groups using independent samples t-test and found them to be equivalent
(Mexperimental = 16.91 (SD = 5.83); Mcontrol = 15.72 (SD = 6.09); p > 0.05).

4.2 Learning materials used
The topic chosen for the study with visualization was Pointers. Pointers are variables that store
computer memory addresses. The topic was deemed suitable for learning with visualization since it
involved making the invisible memory address manipulations visible to the students. The visualization
chosen was a non-interactive program visualization covering basic pointers and pointer arithmetic
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(Student project, University of Pittsburg, 2012). The reason for the choice was it satisfied the
requirements of visualizations at the responding level as specified by previous research studies
(Urquiza-Fuentes et.al., 2009) like presence of explicit feedback and additional narrative or text
explanations of what is happening. This visualization displayed the change in memory map in
response to execution of each line of code with explicit explanation as also its output, if any (Figure
1).

Figure 1: Screenshot of Pointer animation

4.3 Instruments
To measure students’ understanding of the topic, achievement scores on a post-test were recorded.
The post-test scores were used to investigate RQ1 on students’ learning outcome. There were four
post-test questions measuring procedural understanding the questions were created by the instructor
who was also an educational technology (ET) expert and validated by another ET expert. One sample
post-test question is given below.
Predict the output of the following program int main () {
int A[4], *p;
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) A[i] = i;
p = &A[0];
printf ( “ %d %d %d /n” , *p , *(p +=2) ,*(p+1) + *(p-1));
return 0}
The full marks of the four questions awarded for correct answers were 5, 2, 3, 3, respectively, making
a grand total of 13 marks. Partial marking were done if the question contained multiple procedural
understanding testing points.
To answer RQ2 (students’ behavioral engagement in the classroom), in-lecture observations
of their behavior were done by six researchers. There is considerable debate about the proper
definition of the multidimensional construct of student engagement (Parsons & Taylor, 2011).
Fredericks, Blumenfeld and Paris (2004) categorized engagement studies into three categories behavioral, emotional and cognitive. For our study we measured behavioral engagement of students in
terms of student participation in classroom. The results of the classroom observations were used to
confirm if the intended level of engagement with visualization was indeed attained during the lecture.
The observations were based on the standard classroom observation protocol of Behavioral
Observation of Students in Schools (BOSS) (Shapiro, 2003). The in-class observations were coded
based on BOSS terminology to report three categories of student behavior – Active engagement
(AET), Passive engagement (PET) and Non-engagement (NET). For example, behaviors like reading
aloud, raising hand or talking about learning material were coded as AET whereas behaviors like
listening to lecture/ peer answer or reading silently were coded as PET. Some of the NET codes used
were talking at inappropriate times, manipulating non-related objects and looking around the room.
The protocol was piloted in this classroom to establish inter-rater agreement which was found to be
90%.
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The students were also given a 2-item Likert scale questionnaire to capture their perception of
the instructional strategy used with the visualization in their class. The questionnaire asked students
whether the instructional strategy used helped them learn and if they would recommend the strategy
for rest of the course. The student responses on this 5-point Likert scale survey were used to answer
RQ3 on students’ perceptions on learning through different instructional strategies with visualization.

4.4 Procedure
The responding group was given short theoretical introduction to pointers and pointer arithmetic
subtopics. In each case, the explanation was followed by the visualization. The visualization was run
in step-run mode and students were asked to predict and write down the result of the next step before
viewing the result in the visualization. They got immediate explicit feedback from the visualization as
also explanation provided by the instructor for each step. After this activity, they took the post-test
and the perception survey. The viewing group was given a longer verbal introduction for the same two
subtopics. The visualization was demonstrated in step-run mode with parallel commentary by the
instructor, but students were not explicitly asked to make predictions. Both groups were taught by the
same instructor with the same lecture content and same set of visualizations on the same day with
responding group going first. The treatment duration was one hour for both. After the treatment, each
group took the same post-test that had questions based on the visualization along with the perception
survey. Students in each group had to attempt the post-test individually within a time limit of 20mins.
The qualitative part involved in-lecture observation of student behavioral engagement. Each
observer observed random sets of 20 students twice during the prediction activity for responding
group and the corresponding code segment for viewing group using the BOSS codes. Individual
students were observed for a fixed time interval of 5 seconds at a stretch. Student behaviors as defined
in BOSS protocol were observed and classified into engagement (active and passive) and nonengagement categories. The total number of students thus observed per group was (20 x 6) = 120 and
the total number of observations were 240 per group.

4.5 Data Analysis
To test if the means of post-test scores for the groups were significantly different, we did independent
samples t-test using SPSS ver.16. T-test was deemed suitable since the achievement scores adhered to
normalization and homogeneity of variance assumption, besides being interval data. The t-test type
chosen was independent samples since two groups were mutually exclusive. We also compared the
mean rate of correct solutions of the two groups. To calculate the rate of correct solution for each
student (R), we divided the number of correct responses of each student in a group (C) by the average
time taken by the group to solve the post-test (t) i.e. R= (C/t). Since the distribution of R was found to
be non-normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was done to
compare the medians of the two groups.
The engagement survey responses were analyzed by the non-parametric test of MannWhitney U to check for significant difference between group responses. This test was chosen since
the dependent variable (survey responses) is ordinal and independent variable (treatment) is
categorical with two levels. Also, both distributions were found to be non-normal from the ShapiroWilk test.
The in-class observations of net engaged and non-engaged observations for each group, based
on BOSS protocol, were tested for significant difference using Pearson’s chi-square test. This test was
deemed suitable since both independent (instructional strategy) and dependent variables (engagement)
were categorical variables with two levels, the distributions were found to be non-normal from
Shapiro-Wilk test and cell count of the 2x2 contingency table was more than 5.

5. Results
5.1 Post-test Results
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Post-test scores of both groups exhibit good representation in high scores range (Fig. 2). The mean of
total post-test score of the experimental group was 7.91 (SD =3.07) while the mean of the control
group was 7.89 (2.92). We found no statistically significant difference between either of the group
means in the total post-test score or in question-level means. Both groups at Viewing and Responding
engagement levels did equally well in the post-test with p > 0.10. However, it was observed that
experimental group was able to complete the post-test in half the time (10mins.) taken by control
group (20 mins.). We compared the rate of correct solution between the groups (U = 3.84x103 p
=0.000) and found a statistically significant difference in favor of the experimental group. Thus, even
though the absolute post-test scores did not exhibit a significant difference, the significantly faster rate
of correct solution of the experimental group leads to rejection of the null hypothesis (H0_1). The
alternate hypothesis (H1_1) that prediction activity interleaved with visualization leads to better
learning outcome than simply viewing the visualization with parallel instructor commentary in a
programming class, is accepted.

Fig. 2: Frequency percentage distribution of post-test marks across the groups

5.2 In-lecture Observation Results
The 240 observation codes in each group were categorized into engagement (active and passive) and
non-engagement. The percentage of observations out of the total that were in each category is reported
in Table 1. The chi-square (χ2) test on the engagement and non-engagement categories of each group
revealed a significant difference between the two groups (Table 1).
Table 1: In- lecture student behavioral engagement observation results
Observed Engagement
Non-engagement
Engagement (total)
Active engagement (AET)

Observation Frequency (percent)
Responding
Viewing
26 (10.83%)
47 (19.58%)
214 (89.17%)
193 (80.41%)
56 (23.33%)
23 (9.58%)

Passive engagement (PET)

158 (65.83%)

Chi-square results
χ2 (1) = 7.13, p< 0.05
χ2 (1) = 4.42, p< 0.05

170 (70.83%)

Both groups showed high behavioral engagement in the classroom with total engagement of
responding group (89.13%) being higher than Viewing (80.41%) which was also found to be
statistically significant from Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 1). We analyzed the total engagement
data further into active and passive engagement based on BOSS terminology and found the
responding group (23.30%) to be more actively engaged than viewing (9.58%). The chi-square (χ2)
test yielded a significant difference between the groups on active engagement. Thus the null
hypothesis, H0_2 is rejected. The prediction activity with visualization led to significantly more active
behavioral engagement in classroom than viewing alone.

5.3 Student Perception Survey Results
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The responses of both groups to the short 2-question survey on a 5-point Likert scale were analyzed.
The survey questions asked were: Q.1) ‘Did you learn from the strategy used?’ and Q.2) ‘Do you
recommend the strategy used for rest of the course?’ While analyzing the survey responses, the
‘Strongly Agree’ and ‘Agree’ responses were clubbed together into a single category of ‘Agree’.
Likewise ‘Strongly Disagree’ and ‘Disagree’ were clubbed into a single category of ‘Disagree’.
Analysis of the responses showed both groups highly recommended the instructional strategy used
with visualization in the lecture. 91.9% of the responding group favored the use of visualization with
instructor’s parallel commentary and prediction activity and agreed that this strategy helped them
learn. For the viewing group, 87.4% favored the use of visualization with instructor’s parallel
commentary whereas 84.2% agreed that this strategy helped them learn. We did Mann-Whitney U test
with these survey responses on a 5-point Likert scale and did not find a statistically significant
difference in responses of the two groups on either question (Table 2). So, for students exposed to
active learning at tertiary level and being trained in procedural thinking (learner characteristics),
highly positive response for visualization alone with instructor commentary as also visualization with
commentary and prediction worksheet was obtained. Thus the null hypothesis H0_3 is accepted.
Table 2: Mann-Whitney U test results for student perception survey
Question
Q1. Instructional strategy
with visualization helped me
learn

Group
Responding
(N= 136)
Viewing
(N= 95)
Q2. I would recommend this Responding
instructional strategy with (N= 136)
visualization for the course
Viewing
(N= 95)

Agreed
91.9%

Disagreed
2.8%

84.2%

2.1%

91.9%

2.2%

87.4%

2.1%

U
7255.5

p
0.245

7838.5

0.958

6. Discussion and Conclusion
6.1 Answering RQ1
The first research question – ‘Does prediction activity with visualization (Responding) lead to higher
levels of learning outcome than simply viewing the visualization (Viewing) with parallel instructor
commentary for programming topics?’, was answered by the post-test scores. We found no
statistically significant difference in post-test scores either for the total score or at question level
between the responding and viewing groups. But the time taken by experimental group to solve the
same post-test paper was half (10mins.) that of control group (20 mins). Thus the different
instructional strategies with visualization implemented at two different engagement levels, appears to
have had an effect on the learning outcome in terms of the relative rate of correct solution between the
two groups. The strategies however did not lead to any significant difference in terms of absolute
post-test scores. Some of the possible reasons could be:
The significantly increased level of behavioral engagement of the experimental group in the
class may have led to the significantly higher rate of correct solution exhibited by the
experimental group relative to the control group.
Post-test questions were possibly not sufficiently challenging to measure the difference in
procedural understanding between the two groups. Byrne et.al, 1999 found significant
differences in procedural understanding but only on the challenging questions.
The learner characteristic of both these groups may have played a role. Students of both groups
were highly trained in procedural thinking and had prior training in predicting with
visualization for learning programming topics. This prior exposure to prediction activity
with visualization may have conditioned the viewing group to apply their prediction skills,
even when they were not explicitly asked to. The fact that viewing group took double the
time to solve the same paper as responding group is possibly because they took the extra
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time to apply their prediction skills to answer the post-test questions. However, further
experiments are required to explore effect of prior training in prediction activity with
visualization on learning outcome.
While the specific instructional strategy implemented at two different engagement levels with
visualization did have an effect on the learning outcome in terms of rate of correct solution but did not
show an effect in terms of post-test scores. Both strategies were found to lead to high learning
outcome, as seen from the score distribution across groups as given in Fig. 2. Similar results were
reported by Byrne et.al, (1999) in which groups that viewed animation with prediction as well as the
group that viewed animation without prediction performed well. (Byrne’s study compared these
groups with a No viewing-No prediction group and a No Viewing – prediction group while our study
did not have such a group).

6.2 Answering RQ2
The second research question, ‘Do prediction activity with visualization lead to higher behavioral
engagement than just watching visualization for programming topics?’ was answered by our inlecture observations. From Table 1 we see that there is a significant difference in behavioral
engagement between the responding and viewing groups. Further, there is a difference in the quality
of engagement in the two groups. The Responding group is found to exhibit higher Active
Engagement than the Viewing group, whose behavioral engagement is largely passive. Thus the
instructional strategy used to implement two different engagement levels with visualization had a
significant effect on the behavioral engagement of students in the two groups. The relation between
classroom behavioral engagement and learning outcome needs further study.

6.3 Answering RQ3
The third research question, ‘What are student perceptions about learning from visualization with the
strategy used?’, was answered by the student perception survey. From Table 2, we find both groups
highly favored the instructional strategy used with them for learning with visualization and there was
no significant difference in response between the groups. A probable reason can be that viewing
group gave a positive response to visualization only strategy, since they automatically did prediction
on their own due to prior training of prediction with visualization, thus converting the strategy used
with them to visualization with prediction.

6.4 Overall Conclusion
We find that there is a significant difference in the relative rate of correct solution on questions of
procedural understanding on a programming topic like pointers in a 1st year programming course.
However, no significant difference in the procedural understanding was found in terms of the absolute
post-test scores. A plausible explanation can be that our student sample was highly trained in
procedural understanding. Hence, the control group was able to comprehend and then apply their
procedural knowledge in solving the post-test questions. However, it took them more time compared
to the experimental group who had already comprehended the procedure in class and only had to do
the application in the post-test. We also found significant difference in the classroom behavioral
engagement between the groups but non-significant difference in student perception of the respective
instructional strategy used with visualization. Our conclusion is that there may be other conditions
such as learner characteristics, topic complexity, and challenge level of questions, along with
engagement level with visualization that play a role in the learning outcome. Similar conclusions have
been stated in other research work (Byrne et.al., 1999; Urquiza-Fuentes et.al., 2013). Our study points
to the need for further research which tries to isolate the effects of these conditions, so that instructors
can choose the optimal strategies for teaching-learning with visualizations, based on the set of
conditions in their context.
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Abstract: This study aims at applying social network analysis (SNA) to establishing
indicators for collective knowledge advancement. To do so, a SNA application, Knowledge
Building Discourse Explorer (KBDeX), was developed and the effectiveness of several
indicators was examined by applying them to an evaluation of students’ discourse identified in
another study as somewhat advanced in their state of collective knowledge. Results indicated
that SNA with our proposed indicators quantitatively captured the collective knowledge
advancement. We discussed the mixed-method approach with descriptive studies of cases and
quantitative SNA.
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1. Introduction
With the development of new theories of learning that unify the acquisition and participation
metaphors (Sfard, 1998), it has become clear that current assessment techniques are not adequate for
examining new theories of learning in the knowledge-creation metaphor (Paavola, Lipponen, &
Hakkarainen, 2004). Here, attention is focused on the example of Bereiter’s model of a knowledgebuilding community (Bereiter, 2002) in order to discuss the techniques needed for such an
examination. Scardamalia and Bereiter explain the nature of knowledge building by referring to two
modes of learning: the belief mode and the design mode (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2005). In the belief
mode, learners are concerned with what they or others believe or ought to believe, namely, with the
mental states of individuals. On the contrary, in the design mode, learners are concerned with the
usefulness, adequacy, improvability, and developmental potential of ideas. Learners in the design
mode should be aware of whether their ideas are good enough to solve the problems to be addressed,
and how they should contribute to improving those ideas. Knowledge building is a social process that
engages both modes of learning. The belief mode is used by learners to investigate the current state of
their community knowledge level in order to highlight any problems. Learning in the design mode
thus enables the creation of knowledge to solve problems. Exchange between learning modes is
iterative, such that learners continuously participate in social practices of knowledge creation, and
individuals generate knowledge that not only directly contributes to the advancement of community
knowledge but also determines how best to contribute to this advancement.
How do we assess learning in knowledge building? The detailed description analysis of
discourse can reveal how a group of learners engage in their joint activities to construct shared
knowledge in their groups as communities. However, as suggested by Mercer and colleagues (Mercer,
2005), detailed description analysis of discourse cannot be used for large datasets because it is highly
time-consuming. Consequently, Wegerif and Mercer developed a methodology to combine detailed
description analysis of discourse and computerized discourse analysis to handle large datasets
(Wegerif & Mercer, 1997). Although their approach is useful in qualitative and quantitative analyses,
the focus of the methodology is still on the participation metaphor, rather than a combination of the
acquisition and participation metaphors or the knowledge-creation metaphor.
In this paper, SNA of discourse is proposed as an assessment approach in the knowledgecreation metaphor. In the next section, a brief review is given of literature that investigates knowledge
creation and on educational studies applying SNA to collaborative learning.
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2. SNA of Collaborative Learning Discourse
In educational research on networked learning and computer-supported collaborative learning, there
have been discussions on the advantages of using SNA to investigate community knowledge
advancement and individual learners’ engagement in this advancement (de Laat, Lally, Lipponen, &
Simons, 2007; Martinez, Dimitriadis, Rubia, Gomez, & de la Fuente, 2003; Reffay, Teplovs, &
Blondel, 2011). A limited number of studies have used SNA, especially in the knowledge-creation
metaphor. Over a period of three years, Zhang, Scardamalia, Reeve, and Messina (2009) implemented
a complementary approach that used SNA to visualize and compare classroom collaboration among
fourth grade elementary school students through a CSCL environment designed to support them in
knowledge building. An analysis of the students’ online participatory patterns and knowledge
advancement indicated that this learning process facilitated students’ knowledge advancement
effectively, and that this was the case through critical changes in organizations within the classroom:
from fixed small groups in the first year of the study to appropriate collaboration through dynamic
formation of small teams based on emergent goals.
Oshima, Oshima, and Knowledge Forum Japan Research Group (2007) further extended the
potential of SNA as a core assessment technique by describing a different type of social network.
Ordinary SNA illustrates the social patterns of learners, namely, the learners’ social network. As de
Laat et al. suggested, this approach is thus informative when examining developments or changes in
the participatory structure of a community (de Laat et al., 2007). However, Oshima et al. (2007)
argued that existing social network models are unable to examine how community knowledge
advances through learners’ collaboration. Instead, they used a similar procedure to that in ordinary
SNA, but proposed a different type of social network, one based on the words learners use in their
discourse on a CSCL environment. This social network, with words selected as nodes representing
learners’ knowledge or ideas during discourse on a study topic, was compared with a network of
words from the discourse of a group of experts on the same topic. The results showed that there were
remarkable differences in the community knowledge of elementary school students and of experts in
terms of the words centered on the networks. Oshima et al. (2007) concluded that SNA could provide
a new type of representation of community knowledge building by learners, enabling researchers to
adopt a new complementary assessment technique for investigating knowledge building community
models.
Although educational studies have proposed the application of SNA to learning analysis as a
new assessment technique in the knowledge-creation metaphor, an exact methodology has to be
established. Currently, researchers familiar with SNA conduct analysis with whatever software is
available to them. For those interested in using SNA to analyze discourse data for examining
participation patterns and collective knowledge advancement during collaborative learning, SNA
software that can easily explore discourse data is needed. As a consequence, we have developed the
Knowledge Building Discourse Explorer (KBDeX) software. In this paper, we introduce KBDeX and
explain how three different types of discourse-based social networks are represented. Moreover, SNA
conducted with KBDeX is demonstrated by using written discourse data in a CSCL environment.
Finally, the potential contribution of KBDeX to a new complementary assessment approach in the
knowledge-creation metaphor is discussed.

3. Knowledge Building Discourse Explorer: An Application for SNA of Discourse in
Collaborative Learning
To establish a methodology for discourse analysis in collaborative learning from the perspective of
complex network science, we are currently developing a platform application called Knowledge
Building Discourse Explorer (KBDeX) (Matsuzawa, Oshima, Oshima, & Sakai, 2012; Oshima,
Oshima, & Matsuzawa, 2012) is an analysis platform for visualizing network structures of discourse
based on a bipartite graph of words × discourse units (e.g., conversation turns, BBS postings, or
sentences) (Figure 1). Using discourse data (in .csv format) and a list of target words for bipartite
graph creation (a text file) as its input, KBDeX can create visualizations of three different network
structures: (1) learners’ network structure (top right window in Figure 1), (2) unit network structure
(bottom left), and (3) the network structure of the target words (bottom right).
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Figure 1. The Interface of KBDeX.
KBDeX automatically calculates typical measures for network structures used in network
science, (1) the betweenness centrality coefficient, (2) the degree centrality coefficient, and (3) the
closeness centrality coefficient. Betweenness centrality is a measure of the number of node pairs for
which the shortest path between them passes through a selected node. High betweenness centrality
suggests that the selected node works as a key mediator in linking other nodes. Degree centrality is a
straightforward concept that indicates cumulative path lengths by which each node is linked to other
nodes in the network. High degree centrality means that the node is at the center of the network as a
whole, or near the center of a local cluster in the network. Closeness centrality is a more sophisticated
measure of how close the node is to other nodes in a network, based on the geodesic distance.

4. An Exploratory Study to Establish Indicators for Collective Knowledge
Advancement
For examining our SNA indicators for collective knowledge advancement, we designed a blind-test
study. By using the same datasets as those that other researchers had already analyzed to draw their
conclusion on the collective knowledge advancement in two different conditions of classroom
discourse on a CSCL (Chan & Lam, 2010), we tested our SNA-based approach to evaluating the
collective knowledge advancement and compared our conclusion with theirs.
Our SNA of students’ discourse on CSCL in two different classrooms was conducted as
follows. First, we proposed several indicators to capture collective knowledge advancement, creating
indicators for continuous improvement of ideas and idea diversity based on the theoretical framework
of knowledge building (Scardamalia, 2002). Second, we compared the two classroom discourses with
the two kinds of indicators for detecting differences in collective knowledge advancement between
the classrooms. Finally, we examined the differences by integrating our results with findings from the
original study (Chan & Lam, 2010) that analyzed the same data with a different methodological
approach.

4.1 Classroom Descriptions
Eighty 10th graders in two chemistry classes in Hong Kong participated in the original study. Lessons
were conducted in English, and students took notes in English in the CSCL environment. Both
classes engaged in a knowledge-building inquiry with reflective assessment. The first class is called
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Reflective Assessment (RA, n = 40) and the second Reflective Assessment with Scaffolds (RAS, n =
40). Both classes were taught by the same teacher, who had taught high school chemistry for more
than 12 years and had used knowledge-building pedagogy for over 6 years.
This classroom study was conducted in the second semester of 2008-09, lasting from Feb–June
(16–18 weeks). There were five chemistry lessons each week, and each lesson was 35 minutes long.
In both classes, students studied electrochemistry using knowledge-building inquiry approaches.
Students had similar inquiry experiences and both used the same instructional topics, textbooks, and
reference materials, and conducted the same experiments. As a key difference, however, students in
the RAS class wrote reflective summaries in the CSCL environment using a set of predesigned
conceptual-change scaffolds, typical topics being “My initial ideas,” “What we think,” and “What I
think now.” Students in the RA class wrote reflective summaries without the scaffolds. Chan and Lam
(2010) evaluated students’ discourse for clarifying whether conceptual change happened in their
explanations, and showed that students in the RAS class were significantly better in their conceptual
understanding. The goal of SNA in this study was to detect differences in collective knowledge
advancement between the two instructional conditions, in particular which class engaged in more
collective knowledge advancement through discourse.

4.2 Data Analysis with Indicators for Collective Knowledge Advancement
Referring to the socio-cognitive determinants of knowledge building communities (Scardamalia,
2002), two aspects were selected for SNA, continuous improvement of ideas and idea diversity, and
were measured with using our hypothetical indicators for collective knowledge advancement. Based
on the premise that learners’ ideas are represented as clusters of nodes, specifically sets of words as
nodes with links among them, we established an indicator for the improvement of ideas as follows.
We first generated a benchmark network based on appropriate issue discourse by asking the teacher to
provide us with a list of study questions that he wanted his students to pursue. We next created
answers to the study questions, and used those answers as input data (a bipartite graph of 65 sentences
× 91 words) for the benchmark network structure. We also created networks of student discourse
using the same set of detected words (2309 sentences × 91 words in the RA class, and 2631 sentences
× 91 words in the RAS class). We used correlations of betweenness centrality and degree centrality
coefficients of words between the benchmark network and the student network as indicators for
students’ continuous improvement of ideas. To examine time-serial change in the state of collective
knowledge, students’ word networks were constructed at three different times when students reflected
on their progress. Figure 2 shows the transition of correlations between the two classroom networks
and the benchmark network. Fisher’s z-transformation tests indicated significant differences between
phases 1 and 2 in the RA class, and between phases 1 and 3 in the RAS class. The results suggested
that the improvement of ideas in the RAS class was more stable and oriented towards the appropriate
benchmark network. We found no significant differences in analysis of the degree centrality
coefficient.
Idea diversity was explored from two different perspectives, temporal and individual diversity.
Temporal diversity was examined by analyzing the extent of differences in network structures across
different phases. In particular, we compared centrality coefficients of nodes appearing in the previous
and current phases. If students were involved in more diverse ideas in the current stage than the
previous stage, centralities of nodes appearing in the current stage would be equal to or higher than
those of nodes appearing in the previous stage. Multiple t-tests on the mean degree and betweenness
centrality coefficients showed that: (1) in phase 2 the betweenness centrality coefficients of nodes in
the previous phase were significantly higher than those in the current phase, t(71) = 3.05676, p < .05
for the RA class, and t(73) = 2.76447, p < .05 for the RAS class, (2) in phase 3 there were no
significant differences in the betweenness centrality coefficients, and (3) in phases 2 and 3 the degree
centrality coefficients of nodes in the previous phase were significantly higher than those in the
current phase, t(71) = 9.4707, p < .05 for the RA class in phase 2, t(73) = 6.2865, p < .05 for the RAS
in phase 2, t(74) = 2.3767, p < .05 for the RA class in phase 3, and t(77) = 2.8379, p < .05 for the RAS
in phase 3. Based on results that new nodes appeared in the current phase had less centrality
coefficients than did existing ones, we concluded that students in the both classrooms were more
likely to extend their ideas rather than radically changed ideas across phases.
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Figure 2. Transition of Correlation Coefficients of Betweenness Centrality
between Students’ Word Network and the Benchmark Network.
Individual diversity was examined by conducting stepwise analysis (Oshima et al., 2012), where
each individual student’s contribution to the network structure was evaluated by calculating the
displacement of node coefficients after isolating target individuals’ discourse from the total discourse.
We examined correlation coefficient tables across individual contributions within each phase and
found that in phase 3 there were fewer significant correlations in the RAS class than in the RA class.
Based on results, we concluded that the RAS class was more diverse in individual ideas than was the
RA class in the last moment of their learning.

5. Discussion
Our SNA of students’ online discourse in classroom environments with and without scaffolds for
conceptual change is summarized as follows. First, whereas there were significant correlations
between students’ networks and the benchmark network in the both classrooms, students in the RAS
class engaged in more stable and continuous improvement of ideas toward the intended state of
knowledge. Second, students’ ideas in both the RA and RAS classes did not change radically across
phases. They gradually constructed ideas based on what they had learned in previous phases. Finally,
however, students’ individual contributions in the RAS class were more diverse than those in the RA
class, particularly in phase 3, indicating that students’ contributions in the RAS class were more
distributed in collective knowledge advancement than those in the RA class.
Combined with results of the original study analyzing the same discourse data (Chan & Lam,
2010), we conclude that the implementation of scaffolds facilitated students’ conceptual change
through their more productive engagement in collective knowledge advancement. Our SNA results
complementarily support the original study by providing a process-oriented analysis of collective
knowledge advancement. In particular, the difference in idea improvement between the two
classrooms is a new finding. Students with conceptual change scaffolds were continuously engaged in
improving ideas in comparison with those without the scaffolds. Why students without scaffolds
discontinued their idea improvement in phase 2 and digressed from the expected state of knowledge in
phase 3 is an interesting research question for us to further examine. One possibility to explain such a
difference in idea improvement between the classrooms might be another finding in our SNA that
students with conceptual change scaffolds were more diverse in their contributions to collective
knowledge advancement. Scaffolding prompts for students to be metacognitively aware of their ideas
from previous to current phase might facilitate them to elicit more variety of ideas through integrating
different ideas out there. This is also an interesting question to examine in the future studies.
As a new methodological approach, SNA could provide the learning sciences researchers with
new representations of knowledge at the collective level during collaborative learning. Collective
level process-oriented analysis in collaborative learning supported by a new tool like KBDeX would
strengthen our assessment of collaborative learning and understanding of how different types of
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instructional scaffolds influence collective knowledge advancement and learners’ individual
accomplishments.
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Exploring the Difficulties in Digital Logic
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore whether there are differences in the reading
process between high-grade and low-grade students by tasking them to find a bug in a digital
logic circuit. Based on the pre-test scores, 155 high school students were divided into a highgrade group and a low-grade group. To examine their reading process, both groups were asked
to find a bug in a digital circuit, and an infrared eye tracker recorded their eye movement.
Correlation coefficient was used to analyze the saccadic data. The findings show 1) the
integrative saccades from signal names of the timing diagram to other Regions of Interest
(ROI) has the lowest correlation coefficient (0.3345); 2) there is a larger difference in the
integrative saccades between the high and low-grade groups from signal names of timing
diagram to timing diagram ROIs of RESET, CLOCK, INPUT and OUTPUT. These findings
show that the low-grade group had some difficulties in reading comprehension when reading
timing diagrams of RESET and OUTPUT, but fewer difficulties when reading CLOCK and
INPUT. In addition, difficulties in reading comprehension also appeared when calculating
OUTPUT. This paper contributes to the field of learning science by providing evidence of the
saccade difference between digital circuit readers with and without difficulties in reading
comprehension.
Keywords: eye movement, reading process, digital logic circuit, saccade

1. Introduction
One of the basic skills of an electronics engineer is to read digital logic circuits (digital circuit
in short) (Harris & Harris, 2012). Since many students have difficulties in reading digital circuits,
understanding the reason for these difficulties is a key point in the electronics education.
A “saccade” is the eye movement people make when reading, viewing, or searching. The
short pauses between saccades are “fixations”, and the brain obtains information during these
fixations (Rayner, 1998). Fixations and saccades are common behavioral variables of eye movements.
Integrative saccades have been used to present referential connections between text and
illustration. Holsanova, Holmberg, and Holmqvist (2009) adopted the concept of integrative saccades
to represent verbal and pictorial information that correspond with each other. The referential
connections variable can be used to represent the referential connection between two different types of
pictorial information as well.
Digital circuits generally include circuit symbols, signal names of circuit, signals of circuit
and wires (Kumar, 2009). For the convenience of reading, function tables and truth tables are often
provided in circuit diagrams. Timing diagrams with various signals are also provided as well. Figure 1
is the experiment material used in this study and an example of a digital logic circuit.
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Figure 1.The digital logic circuit.
Most studies discussed the pedagogical issues surrounding digital logic (Reis & Marques,
2013), but none investigated the difficulties in reading comprehension of digital circuits. This study
used an errorless circuit diagram (with function table and truth table) and a timing diagram with an
embedded bug for the participants to read. The participants were required to find the bug, but did not
need to give an answer of the correct waveform. Participants needed to go through a reading process
to understand the digital circuit and find the bug. To understand the comprehension difficulty in
finding the bug, this study used eye trackers to record participants’ eye movements.

1.1 Research Question and Hypothesis
Since the linear reading style with continuous symbols of the text does not apply to the
reading style of pictorial digital circuits, the author was curious whether there were variations in the
reading style of digital circuits as well.
Q1: Is there a difference in saccades between the high and low-grade group in the digital circuit
reading process?
The logic saccade varies from person to person when difficulty in reading comprehension
appears. Since the high-grade group had less comprehension difficulties than the low-grade group, the
logic saccade between the two groups might be predicted to be different.
H1: There is a difference between the saccade of high and low-grade groups in the digital logic
circuits reading process.

2. Method
2.1 Participants
One hundred and fifty-five third grade students (N=155), who were aged from 17 to19
(average 18.37 years old), from the Department of Information Technology, Hsinchu Kuang-Fu
Senior High School participated in a pre-test before the experiment. They consisted of 145 male and
10 female students. They all took digit electronic circuits course, and their average grade were above
60 (full score 100). Participants with high myopic and those who did not want to participate the
experiment were excluded. The high-grade group and the low-grade group were selected based on the
results of the pre-test; both groups had 40 students each. One of the 80 candidates did not complete
the eye tracker calibration due to eye injury, and another did not complete calibration because she
wore fashion contact lenses. Four of the candidates had invalid eye movement data. Since the eye
tracker was mounted on the frame of a pair of glasses, participants with a higher degree of myopia
could not wear their own glasses during the experiment. Seven candidates with medium-degree
myopic were removed from the samples because they could not read the questions clearly. Thirteen
candidates were screened out from the samples in the end. The number of effective sample was 67 (62
males and 5 females), including 32 high-score participants (N1=32) and 35 low-scored participants
(N2=35).
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Hence, the remaining 67 students who were computer literate and had normal or corrected to
normal vision participated in the formal experiment. All participants signed written agreement for
participating in this experiment. The participants were notified by a written statement that the aim of
this experiment was to study their reading process.

2.2 Materials
This study designed a paper pre-test and a visual test. The pre-test was a paper test of 10
multiple-choice questions, 6 fill-in-the-blank questions and 4 questions of drawing timing diagram.
The full score was 100 and the time limit was 45 minutes. The author graded the pre-test, and then
illustrated the test results and the reliability (Cronbach’s α=0.73) of the test.
The material of the visual test is illustrated in Figure 1. This question was designed to
examine the reader’s ability to read, comprehend, reason, and debug digital circuits. The knowledge
and symbols tested were J-K flip-flop, level-triggering, XOR gate, function table, truth table,
CLOCK, RESET and timing diagram. To eliminate the memory variable, the question included a
function table and a truth table. The visual test was a debugging task, and a bug was embedded in the
timing diagram.
In order to analyze the eye movement data, Regions of Interest (ROI) were allocated in the
examination material. Table 1 shows the definitions of the ROIs in the experiment. Apart from the
wires, the ROIs cover all the symbols and information in the examination material. Since participants
did not have any problems in reading wires, wires and signal names were combined into one ROI
instead of having separate ROIs. As shown in Figure 2, the visual test was divided into 58 ROIs for a
more detailed analysis. The reading process could be analyzed in detail if a signal of the timing
diagram was defined as multiple ROIs of the same category. For example, the ROI of CLOCK in
Figure 2 is composed from no. 21~35 ROIs in the timing diagram, but these 15 ROIs all belong to R6
of Table 1. The area in which the participants gazed at could be observed from the analysis of the eye
movement data. The bug was embedded in no. 58 ROI of R9.
Table 1: Definitions of different Regions
of Interest (ROI) of the digital circuit.
ROI types
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

function table & truth table
signals of circuit
signal names of circuit
signal names of timing diagram
RESET signal of timing diagram
CLOCK signal of timing diagram
input W of timing diagram
input X of timing diagram
output Y of timing diagram

.
Figure 2.The ROIs of digital logic circuit

2.3 Design
This experiment was designed based on the pilot study. The participants had fast saccades and
did not gaze at every symbol and line. Instead, they fixated briefly on certain symbols, timing
diagram, and other objects. The visual information received was more stable when the participants
gazed at particular areas during the reading process. The participants spent longer time processing the
information while they were gazing at the diagrams, and their eye movement data reflected the
symbols, timing diagram, and other objects that were being gazed or re-gazed. Logic forward
fixations were shown when the participants did not have difficulties in reading, while logic regressive
fixations were shown vice versa. When participants encountered difficulties in reading
comprehension, they would reread symbols, timing diagram and other objects, and then integrate the
information to help them understand the diagram.
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This study was a 2 × 9 factorial quasi-experimental design. The first independent variable was
the groups (the high-grade group and the low-grade group). The second independent variable was the
nine ROI types defined in Table 1. The dependent variable was the percentage of the number of
saccades starting from a ROI to another ROI in Table 1. In this study, the percentage of the number of
saccades was referred to as integrative saccades. Integrative saccades represent the referential
connection between two different ROI’s information in a logic circuit. The hypothesis was verified by
analyzing the integrative saccades in the nine ROIs of the participants’ reading behavior.

2.4 Apparatus
The EyeNTNU-180 eye-tracking system which consisted of a glasses frame, a mini camera,
two infrared LEDs and a laptop computer (P4-2.2 GHz) was used in this study. The stimuli, namely
the question, were presented by this computer which also controlled the experiment. The computer
had a 15.6-inch screen, and the reported angle-error of accuracy of the EyeNTNU-180 was 0.33°. A
chin frame was used to increase the accuracy of measurement and stop the participants’ head from
shaking. The participants’ eyes and the screen were 60 centimeters apart. The sampling rate of eye
movement data was 180Hz. Eye movement data analysis software, ROI Splitter, Hot Zone Analyzer,
Fixation Calculator and Saccade Statistics were used for analyzing eye movement data. SPSS for
Windows of version 18.0 was used to analysis correlation coefficients.

2.5 Procedure
Pilot studies were conducted and modified prior to the formal group test and visual test.
All participants (N=155) took paper test for 45 minutes, and the author graded the
examination paper. Based on the results of the pre-test, the author selected 40 high score and 40 low
score students. 32 participants in the high-grade group and 35 participants in the low-grade group
participated in the visual test after the elimination of vision problems.
The procedure was illustrated to the participants before the experiment. The mini camera was
adjusted and a nine-point calibration was conducted. A sample of a circuit diagram and a timing
diagram were given to the participants so that they could familiarize with the question type and the
experimental procedure before the experiment. The question in Figure 1 was shown on the screen by
the eye tracker system. The participants read the material and clicked on the spot of his/her answer on
the computer. There were no time limits.

3. Data Collection, Data Analysis and Results
During the visual test, the eye tracker used 180Hz sampling rate to record every participants’
eye movement data. If the fixation duration of the sample was shorter than 80 milliseconds, they were
excluded to filter out the great amount of fast saccades. The remaining qualified samples were used
for analyzing eye movement data. ROI Splitter was used to define the ROIs of the digital circuit in the
test (Figure 2). According to the calculation results of both the Fixation Calculator software and the
Saccade Statistics software, the number of saccades for each participant was 58x58=3364 times.
Based on the ROI definitions in Table 1, this number was then integrated into 9x9=81 times. Due to
the large variance between the participants’ saccade numbers, a combined calculation of integrative
saccades was adopted. Table 2 and Table 3 show integrative saccades of the high-grade group and the
low-grade group. In these two tables, the saccade starts from the column ROI to the row ROI. Since
saccades within an ROI are not considered in this paper, the diagonal lines in these two tables are zero
by default.
Table 2 shows integrative saccades of the high-grade group between nine ROIs of the digital
circuit. The higher the percentage indicates the higher the saccade rate. In order to express in a more
convenient and clear way, “(from, to) = (R7, R6) = 5.13%” stands for “the percentage of integrative
saccades from INPUT W (R7) to the CLOCK (R6) is 5.13%”. The integrative saccades of the highgrade group’s reading behavior may be observed in Table 2: (1) saccades starting from R7, R6 and R8
ROI has the top three highest percentages (16.72%, 14.59% and 13.78%); (2) the top three saccade
destinations are R7, R6 and R8 ROI, with 15.69%, 15.62% and 13.42%, respectively; (3) (R9, R8) =
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5.21% has the highest percentage. These discoveries imply that the high-grade group valued the three
signals INPUT W, CLOCK, and INPUT X in the timing diagram and would inspect their symbols
regularly. This is similar to the electric circuit theory as they both need to inspect the INPUT W,
CLOCK, and INPUT X to infer the validity of OUTPUT Y. In addition, (R9, R8) = 5.21% represents
the high value the high-grade group students had for the relationship between OUTPUT Y and INPUT
X.
Table 2: High-grade group’s (N1=32) integrative saccades (Moving from column to row).
R1
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Sum

0.00%
1.91%
2.27%
0.81%
1.39%
0.88%
0.88%
0.81%
0.59%

R2
2.35%
0.00%
4.91%
0.22%
0.73%
0.29%
0.59%
0.37%
0.07%

R3

R4

1.32%
4.99%
0.00%
0.95%
0.66%
0.73%
0.29%
0.44%
0.07%

0.37%
0.15%
0.22%
0.00%
0.73%
1.10%
1.54%
0.88%
0.37%

R5
1.69%
0.44%
0.15%
0.95%
0.00%
4.47%
1.54%
0.59%
0.37%

R6
1.61%
0.51%
0.51%
0.73%
3.67%
0.00%
4.84%
1.76%
0.95%

R7
1.54%
0.81%
0.37%
1.10%
2.05%
5.13%
0.00%
3.37%
2.35%

R8
0.66%
0.22%
0.44%
0.73%
1.10%
1.54%
4.25%
0.00%
4.84%

R9
0.29%
0.22%
0.29%
1.10%
0.51%
1.47%
1.76%
5.21%
0.00%

Sum:
9.82%
9.24%
9.16%
6.60%
10.85%
15.62%
15.69%
13.42%
9.60%

9.53% 9.53% 9.46% 5.35% 10.19% 14.59% 16.72% 13.78% 10.85% 100.00%

Table 3 demonstrates the integrative saccades of the low-grade group’s reading behavior: (1)
saccades starting from R6, R5 and R1 ROI has the highest percentages, with 13.32%, 13.20% and
12.42%, respectively; (2) the top three saccade destinations are R1, R5 and R7 ROI, with 14.49%,
13.84% and 13.45%, respectively; (3) (R3, R2) = 5.30% has the highest percentage. These discoveries
imply the low-grade group valued the two signals CLOCK and RESET in the timing diagram and
would inspect their symbols regularly. This implies the low-grade group had a tendency to rely on
function tables or truth tables, and that they were not familiar with J-K flip-flop or XOR gate.
Furthermore, (R3, R2) = 5.30% represents the high value low-grade group students had for the
relationship between the signal names of circuits and the signals of circuits, which was an unexpected
result.
Table 3: Low-grade students’ (N2=35) integrative saccades (Moving from column to row).
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Sum:

R1
R2
0.00% 3.75%
3.10% 0.00%
2.59% 4.01%
0.39% 0.39%
2.72% 1.16%
0.78% 0.65%
1.03% 0.13%
0.65% 0.26%
1.16% 0.39%
12.42% 10.74%

R3
2.20%
5.30%
0.00%
1.03%
0.26%
0.13%
0.26%
0.13%
0.26%
9.57%

R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Sum:
0.26% 3.10% 1.81% 1.55% 1.03% 0.78% 14.49%
0.13% 1.03% 0.52% 0.65% 0.26% 1.29% 12.29%
0.13% 0.13% 0.65% 0.13% 0.52% 0.52%
8.67%
0.00% 1.16% 0.13% 0.52% 0.26% 0.78%
4.66%
1.94% 0.00% 4.79% 1.81% 0.65% 0.52% 13.84%
0.26% 4.40% 0.00% 4.27% 1.29% 0.65% 12.42%
0.65% 1.68% 4.14% 0.00% 3.62% 1.94% 13.45%
1.03% 0.52% 0.65% 1.81% 0.00% 4.92%
9.96%
1.16% 1.16% 0.65% 1.42% 4.01% 0.00% 10.22%
5.56% 13.20% 13.32% 12.16% 11.64% 11.38% 100.00%

SPSS was used to analyze the correlation coefficients between corresponding columns based
on Table 2 and Table 3. The correlation coefficients of the integrative saccades in all the ROIs are
higher than 0.8867, except R4 (Table 4). This suggests that the difference between the high and lowgrade group’s integrative saccades is generally small, except R4 which has the lowest correlation
coefficients of integrative saccades than any other ROIs (0.3345). Thus, H1 is supported. On closer
examination of the R4 column in Table 2 and Table 3, the high and low-grade groups have a larger
difference in integrative saccades from signal names of the timing diagram to RESET, CLOCK,
INPUT W and OUTPUT Y. This may be due to the low-grade group’s (1) difficulty in reading
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comprehension of RESET, (2) neglect of CLOCK in reading, (3) neglect of INPUT W in reading and
(4) comprehension, or reasoning difficulty in OUTPUT Y.
Table 4: The correlation coefficients of integrative saccades between high and low-grade groups.
From where
Correlation
coefficient

R1
0.8867

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

0.9187

0.9715

0.3345

0.9355

0.9319

0.9572

0.9868

0.9442

4. Conclusion and Implications
The purpose of this paper is to explore the difficulties in digital circuit reading
comprehension. The integrative saccades between the reading processes of high and low-grade
students in Table 2 and Table 3 support the hypothesis of differences between the reading process of
high and low-grade students.
The reading saccades of the high-grade group imply that they valued INPUT W, CLOCK, and
INPUT X in the timing diagram and would inspect their symbols regularly. This is similar to the
electric circuit theory as they both need to inspect the INPUT W, CLOCK, and INPUT X to infer the
validity of OUTPUT Y. In addition, (R9, R8) = 5.21% represents the high value high-grade group
students had for the relationship between OUTPUT Y and INPUT X.
The reading saccades of the low-grade group imply that they valued CLOCK and RESET in
the timing diagram and would inspect their symbols regularly. This implies that the low-grade group
had a tendency to rely on function tables or truth tables, and that they were not familiar with J-K flipflop or XOR gate. Moreover, (R3, R2) = 5.30% represents the high value low-grade group students had
for the relationship between the signal names of circuits and the signals of circuits, which was an
unexpected result.
Based on the findings, the low-grade group had more difficulties in reading the timing
diagram of RESET and OUTPUT, and fewer difficulties in reading the timing diagrams of CLOCK
and INPUT. Difficulties in reading comprehension also appeared when calculating OUTPUT.
Therefore, by improving the low-grade group’s familiarity with digit elements and function
tables/truth tables, reading comprehension in timing diagrams of RESET and OUTPUT, emphasizing
the importance of timing diagrams of CLOCK and INPUT, and improving the ability to calculate
OUTPUT may improve students’ abilities in digital circuit reading comprehension. This paper
provides evidence of difficulties in digital circuit reading comprehension and contributes to the field
of learning science.
However, the only type of material used in this experiment was the positive level-triggering JK flip-flop, which limited the evidence and findings in this paper.
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Abstract: To help students solve exercise problems on information modeling systems, we
introduced face-to-face group discussions during which each group member explains his or
her own solution, and then all members explore a solution as a group. Improved motivation
levels, and other beneficial effects, were observed in participants following their completion
of discussion exercises. In this paper, we describe a system to support such face-to-face group
discussion exercises. The results of the system’s in-class trial suggested that it had several
benefits.
Keywords: Group discussion, collaborative learning, learning management system

1. Introduction
In recent years, university student diversity has increased significantly. Consequently, it has become
necessary to devise lessons adapted to a wide range of student attitudes toward learning and academic
achievement in order to help all students attain the required level of understanding. We proposed a
course design that combines ICT-based individual studies and face-to-face collaborative learning, for
students taking introductory object-oriented modeling classes; and then demonstrated the design’s
effectiveness (Takai et al 2009 & 2011). However, some problems emerged as a result of this new
course format, such as increased instructor workload resulting from the need to prepare for group
discussions. To address these problems, this study aims to develop a system that supports face-to-face
group discussions when solving exercise problems. We call this system the Group Discussion
Exercise Support System (GDS).
In the field of information system design and development, various support systems for
collaborative learning have been developed (Hazeyama 2000, Beghaei et al 2007, Nakamura et al
2006). The purpose of these support systems is to help students practice developing information
systems and executing modeling projects. On the other hand, the GDS has distinctive features
supporting face-to-face group discussion exercises.

2. Practice of the Course Blending Individual and Collaborative Learning
2.1 Outline of Target Course
The target course called “Laboratory on Information Systems 2” consists of 15 classes, each
comprising two consecutive periods, and is held for juniors in the Department of Human Information
Systems. The course concerns the practice of modeling that is part of upper processing in information
system development, and course goals include being able to describe a modeling outcome, as well as
being able to create a program that corresponds to a given model.
The entire course consists of four learning components: (1) programming basics using a
database, (2) modeling basics, (3) modeling practice, and (4) system development programming
corresponding to a model. However, this study focuses on the second and third components: modeling
basics and modeling practice.
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2.2 Design of the Entire Course
The course is divided into two parts (each with a different learning-style focus): (1) acquiring basic
skills, principally through individual learning; and (2) gaining practical skills, principally through
collaborative learning. The first part consists of learning management system (LMS)-based individual
learning and exercise problems. Basic skills and knowledge relating to programming, databases, and
modeling are acquired in this part of the course. Figure 1 shows the learning activity design for basic
skills acquisition.
The first part of the course, described above as “(1) acquiring basic skills, principally through
individual learning,” incorporates LMS-based individual learning, in the form of self-learning style
lessons. In previously conducted lessons, we were able to confirm that individual learning with a selflearning style is an effective approach for acquiring knowledge and improving student motivation
(Sasaki et al 2005).
The modeling practice portion of Figure 1 employs a method combining both individual and
collaborative learning. Students first work individually to find solutions for given exercises, and then
submit their solutions. Following the submission of their solutions, students engage in a group
discussion activity.

Figure 1. Learning Activity Design for Basic Skills Acquisition.

2.3 Introduction of Group Discussions and Its Effects
Students must complete exercise problems as part of their individual learning, and they must submit
their solution files to the LMS before the next class. As face-to-face collaborative learning, students
engage in a face-to-face group discussion for the first 30 minutes of each class following the
submission of solution files.
In group discussion, each group member presents his or her own solution (reached individually)
to the group; after which the group as a whole must come up with a solution. During this process, we
expect students to improve their understanding through peer teaching, and by clarifying for each other
any issues that may have been unclear prior to the discussion. In addition, we have made a rule that
during Q&A each member must comment on each presentation. We expect students to become
comfortable with giving presentations, asking questions, and forming opinions through discussion.
After the group discussions, the instructor provides feedback to the entire class for the given exercises
by referring to the respective worksheets that have been submitted.
We did not include group discussion of exercise problems in our initial implementation of this
course. Later, after introducing group discussions, we evaluated their effectiveness by comparing test
results from before and after the introduction of discussions, and found no significant difference in
terms of students’ acquisition of basic skills. However, we discovered that the group discussions were
effective in improving students’ acquisition of basic skills for putting modeling into practice. In
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addition, the results of student surveys revealed that students felt the group activities had helped them
grow and acquire communication skills. Further student interviews revealed that the introduction of
group discussion was effective in improving student motivation, as a result of students becoming
more familiar with their peers and more comfortable with discussion (Takai et al 2011).

3. Group Discussion Support System(GDS)
3.1 How does the System(GDS) support Group Discussion
The procedures for the group discussion exercises supported by the GDS are described in greater
detail in Section 2. These group discussions have the following distinctive characteristics:

They are a face-to-face, 30-minute group activity conducted during class, and the discussions are
held simultaneously by all groups in the class.

There are three or four members in each group, membership is assigned by the instructor, and
groups disband after each group discussion session.

During group discussion, each member first presents his or her own individual solution, and then
the group as a whole generates a solution.

There is a rule requiring all members to make comments because one of the goals of the group
discussion is to practice working cooperatively in a group.
The GDS aims to address several problems and issues affecting current classes:
1. There is significant instructor workload involved in preparing for group discussions. The
instructor must divide students into groups, and create a seating chart and worksheet.
The GDS automates student grouping and seating chart generation.
2. Current worksheets are paper-based, and only the instructor has access to them once
submitted. Digitizing the worksheets will allow the instructor and students to share
information and promote the review of worksheets by students.
3. The GDS will support the instructor in providing feedback. Currently, the instructor
gives a brief lecture (including feedback) based on the collected solutions and questions.
However, the instructor is typically unable to answer all student questions in this time.
The GDS will allow the instructor to focus his or her in-class feedback on the most
important points, while answering other comments electronically after class.
4. The GDS will enable students to view worksheets submitted by other groups, as well as
instructor feedback. It is expected to enhance student understanding.
Instructor

Students
(2)Work on exercise problems
and submit answers.

(1)Post exercises.
(3)-(4) Grade and give feedback.
(6)Post review exercises.

LMS

(6)View feedback.
(7)Work on review exercises.

(8)Check review exercises.
Exercise submission information
(3)Prepare group discussions.
(5)View results and give feedback.

GDS

LMS: Learning Management System

(4)Hold group discussions and
submit the results.
(6)View feedback

GDS： Group Discussion Support system

Figure 2. Relationship between the Learning Management System (LMS) and the proposed
Group Discussion Exercise Support System (GDS).
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3.2 Relationship between the LMS and the GDS
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the LMS we are using in our course and the proposed GDS.
The numbers shown in the figure correspond to specific actions, taken by the instructor or students, in
the order they are performed (separate actions indicated by the same number are performed
simultaneously).
In our course (including group discussions), we employ an LMS (Blackboard Learn R9.1) that
has already been implemented at the university, to support individually performed course
components. For these components, the LMS is used to deliver instructional materials, test student
understanding, collect reports, and provide individual feedback. The GDS supports face-to-face
discussions, and provides access to discussion outcomes after they have been submitted.

3.3 GDS Functions for Students
The GDS has the following functions for students:

Viewing exercise problems and seating charts

Filling-out worksheets during group discussion

Functions for viewing feedback after group discussion
Figure 3 is an example of a screenshot, showing the worksheet students use to input their
answers and/or comments. The upper half is used when each student presents his or her personal
solution to the group, and the bottom half is used when creating a group solution.

(worksheet)
(timer)
(presentation timer)

(current activity)
(comment from 末本 to 石渡)
(roll)

(ending time)
(time left)
(Start, Stop, Reset button
for presentation timer)
(check for presentation
& comment)

(facilitator)
(note taker)
(time keeper)
(solution)

(solution file by group member)
(file selection button)
(additional explanation on the solution)

(questions)

(submit button)

(button for adding question entry)

Figure 3. An Example of an Electronic Worksheet.
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3.4 GDS Functions for Instructors
The GDS has the following functions for Instructors:
 Management of exercise problems and users
 Input of IDs of students with submissions, and generation of groups
 Management of start and end time of group discussions
 Viewing the worksheet and entering feedback
Groups can be generated automatically by the GDS, or the instructor can manually assign
groups. Automatic grouping by the GDS follows these guidelines: Students who submitted exercise
problems are divided into groups of three; however, groups of four can be created, if there are
remaining students. Grouping is done randomly; however, students who were members of the same
group in previous discussions are not grouped together again, where possible.

4. Trial Use of GDS in the Classes and Evaluation
We tested the GDS in two classes of “Laboratory on Information System 2” course, held during the
first semester of 2012. The class consisted of 31 juniors, and they held group discussions using paperbased worksheets from the third through sixth class sessions. In the seventh session, group discussions
were held using both the GDS and paper-based worksheets. Group discussions during the eighth
session were conducted using only the GDS. The exercise themes for the seventh and eighth sessions
were class diagrams and sequence diagrams, respectively; and in both sessions, the number of
discussion groups was nine.
For both the seventh and eighth sessions, the instructor entered feedback to student questions
after the discussion period, and allowed all students to view other groups’ answers, questions, and
instructor feedback. The seventh session had 12 entries for student questions and comments, and 10
instructor feedback entries. The eighth session had 10 student and 11 instructor entries.
After each session, students were asked to submit individual answers to a review exercise by the
following week. In addition, students took a survey regarding the GDS during the time when the
seventh and the eighth sessions were held.
The survey consisted of the following questions:
Q1 Was the system effective overall in advancing the learning activities?
Q2 Was the ability to refer to other groups’ worksheets effective?
Q3 Was the ability to receive instructor comments on an individual basis effective?
Q4 Was the ability to view worksheet content after its submission effective in encouraging
review of the exercise?
Q5 Do you prefer paper-based or electronic worksheets (or cannot decide)?
Q6 Based on your response to Q5, explain why you chose paper-based or electronic worksheets
(or could not decide)?
Q7 Do you have any other impressions or concerns?
Q1

7%

Q2
Q3
Q4

57%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

effective
somewhat effective
somewhat ineffective
ineffective
unanswerd
(a) Results of question 1 to 4.

36%

Paper based
worksheets
Cannot decide
Electronic
worksheets

(b) Result of question 5.

Figure 4. Results of the survey. The number of respondents was 30, representing a collection rate of
97%.
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Figure 4(a) shows the compiled results for Q1 through Q4. The Q1 results reveal that the GDS
was considered, overall, as effective or somewhat effective. The Q2 results show that the ability to
view other groups’ worksheets was considered especially effective. In addition, many students felt
that receiving individual feedback from the instructor (Q3), and being able to view submitted
worksheets at a later time (Q4) were effective. More students answered “somewhat ineffective” to Q1
than they did to Q2 through Q4; thus improvements should be made to the GDS in areas other than
those referenced in Q2 though Q4.
Figure 4(b) shows the results for Q5. The majority of students preferred electronic worksheets;
though quite a few students answered “cannot decide.” Few students preferred paper worksheets.
In response to Q6, those who preferred paper-based worksheets gave reasons such as being able
to write small notes, being able to write important points quickly, and that it was easier to remember
things written on paper. On the other hand, the reasons for preferring electronic worksheets included
(in addition to the benefits described in Q2 through Q4) that writing was more efficient with a
computer than by hand, that it was easier to formulate answers using the electronic worksheets, and
that such worksheets were environmentally friendly.
In one of the responses to Q7, the student’s comments regarding the advantages of the GDS
mirrored our own goals for the system:
Using the GDS while studying was very helpful, as I could view the final answers submitted by
other groups while I worked on the review exercise.
Nevertheless, some students did note areas where they felt usability could be improved.

5. Conclusion
This paper describes the group discussion support system (GDS) that we have developed, and the
results of its trial in-class implementation. The GDS helps students practice presenting their own
solutions in face-to-face small-group discussions, and explore solutions as a group. The survey
conducted after the trial indicated that many students considered the GDS effective. We intend to
study the problematic areas pointed out in the survey, and make improvements to the system in the
future.
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Abstract: New teachers who are shocked by real-world classroom situations - such as rules of
the local school, human relationships in a shielded environment, and the reality of teaching
children - tend to leave the workforce within a few years, and it has become necessary to
educate student teachers in the universities with a focus on adaptive professional socialization
of teachers (Zeichner & Gore 1990) to overcome this problem. We have provided a weblog
community where pre-service teachers can have a dialogue based on their report of
experiences during their practice teaching. However, in order to promote the professional
socialization of teachers, we have designed a new weblog community where experienced
teachers can participate. Through comparative analysis, we have pursued the effectiveness of
this change in design. In this study, we referred to Hong (2010) and categorized their diaries
and comments within the weblog community into nine factors, and analyzed the features of
their communication. We revised the design of the pre-teaching from the year 2010, and
altered the lesson design of the pre-teaching for the year 2012 so that pre-service teachers
could exchange their opinions focusing more on the ways of schools and teachers. The class
design was changed so that experienced teachers provided hints during pre-teaching to
motivate pre-service teachers to think about the issues, and the pre-service teachers were made
to take the initiative in using the weblog. From the results, we found that the number of entries
of diaries and comments into the weblog community differed between the years 2010 and
2012. Moreover, it became relevant that the ratio of the diary entries about “commitment
towards work,” “value and standpoint as teachers” and the like increased.
Keywords: Lesson design, pre-service training, weblog community, teachers’ professional
identity

1. Introduction
In order for teachers to adapt to tackle big complex problems at schools, there is a need to focus on
teachers’ adaptive professional socialization (Zeichner & Gore, 1990). The reason behind this is that
the turnover rate within a few years of new teachers is high due to the reality shock they face, such as
rules of the local school, human relationships, and the reality of the children (e.g. Hong, 2010). As
one of the reasons, a previous research pointed out that there is a gap between the teacher education at
universities and the actual work at the schools, such as the teacher of the course not overlooking the
pre-service teachers during the practice teaching. (Zeichner, 2010).
We have provided a weblog community where pre-service teachers could have a dialogue
based on their reports on experiences during their practice teaching, as a part of the preparation and
reflection of the practice teaching. (Mochizuki & Kitazawa, 2009). However, the closed community
of pre-service teachers lack real-life experiences, so a course design where experienced teachers can
participate, such as in pre-teaching and the weblog community, and motivate pre-service teachers to
adapt professional socialization is needed.
This previous research suggested that the weblog community became an important resource
about professional socialization through not only providing opportunities to discuss and review
mutually the practical knowledge which they learned during their practice teaching, but also through
exchanging information regarding how to communicate to children and other teachers which they
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could not learn at their universities, and about ways of adapting to problems at school. In this
research, the authors have provided a weblog community that serves as a bridge between pre-service
teachers during practice teaching and the university. In order to promote the professional socialization
of pre-service teachers, we designed a new weblog community that allows the participation of
experienced teachers, and through comparative analysis of the years, we studied the effectiveness of
the change in design.

2. Outline of the Course
2.1 Objectives of the Study
The target course was the “Teacher Training II,” which was a course held at a private university in
Japan from April to July 2010, and at the same time in 2012. This course was a lesson held before and
after practice teaching. In the sessions held prior to the practice teaching, the aim was for the preservice teachers to acquire step-by-step the necessary teaching skills and to brush-up their skills to
create teaching plans, blackboard writing plans, and educational materials, through mutual evaluation
of the teaching plans and trial lessons with the practice school.

2.2 Weblog Community
The weblog community used was an open source system called “OpenPNE (http://www.openpne.jp/)”
provided by Tejimaya Inc. in Japan. Pre-service teachers could informally discuss their various
experiences as student teachers through their online diaries (Figure 1).

2.3 Changing the Design of the Course
We changed the design of the course because we aimed to enhance the sophistication of discussions
among pre-service teachers within the weblog community as follows.
(1) K who was a teacher for seven years participated in the face-to-face course, and K also provided
some comments to pre-service teachers about their trial lessons. K advised not only teaching
techniques, but also made inquiries that made pre-service teachers think about perspectives on
teaching and teachers.
(2) Both the teacher of the course and K waited to submit comments until pre-service teachers
submitted their comments first, and they also did not submit too many comments. They submitted
comments when pre-service teachers request them to, but basically, the pre-service teachers were
made to discuss with the weblog community among themselves.

3. Research Method
3.1 Objectives of Pre-Service Teachers
In the year 2010, fifteen fourth-year students (eight male and seven female) participated in this study.
In 2012, eight fourth-year students (five male and three female) and a female student the second year
the master’s program student participated. However, a fourth-year male student in the year 2012 only
submitted comments to others, because he did practice teaching until November.

3.2 Period of the Study
From April to July 2010, and from April to July 2012.

3.3 Analysis
As the reasons for teachers leaving their jobs, Hong (2010) analyzed to focus the relationship among
six factors: 1) commitment, 2) value, 3) emotion, 4) micropolitics, 5) efficacy and 6) knowledge and
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Figure 1. A sample of a dairy about practice teaching submitted to the weblog community.
beliefs. Therefore, in this research, we defined six categories: 1) commitment towards work, 2) value
and standpoint as teachers, 3) emotion, 4) micropolitics, 5) efficacy and 6) knowledge and beliefs for
teaching. Furthermore, to analyze the contents of reality shock and job adjustment, we focused on two
additional categories: 7) expectations and the reality of schools, and 8) social behavior as
professionals. In this research, we focused on a total of nine categories (eight categories abovementioned and 9) others), and we also analyzed the contents of the diaries and comments which was
submitted to the weblog community.
The first author and the second author independently analyzed the categories of the diaries
and comments of the year 2010 and the year 2012. If the diary and the comment had multiple
categories, we counted each category. Additionally, when opinions regarding categorization did not
match, we decided through discussion.
Table 1: Results of the number of diary entries and comments within the weblog community.
Number of students each
year
15 students the year 2010

8 students wrote diaries and
9 students wrote comments
in the year 2012

Diary entries

Comments

105 diary entries.
Average number of entries was
7.0 per student teacher.

356 (teachers’ comments were
198).
Average number of comments was
10.53 per student.
443 (teachers’ comments were 62).
Average number of comments was
42.3 per student.

84 diary entries
Average number of entries was
10.5 per student teacher.

4. Results
4.1 Analysis of the Number of Diaries and Comments
Table 1 indicates the results of number of diaries and comments with the weblog community. From
the results, we found that the diaries per student teacher slightly increased (the year 2010 was 7.0 and
the year 2012 was 10.5), and the comments per student teacher largely increased (the year 2010 was
10.53 and the year 2012 was 42.3).

4.2 Analysis of Contents of Diary Entries and Comments
Table 2 indicates the results of analysis of diary entries and comments which students by category.
The details of the diary and the comments, and the results of each category are as follows.

4.2.1 Commitment towards Work
Diary entries about commitment towards work increased 17.8 points (the number of the
diaries in the year 2010 was 18 (17.6%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 29
(35.4%)). Comments decreased 0.2 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 5
(3.2%), and the number of the comments in the year 2012 was 11 (3.0%)).
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4.2.2 Value and Standpoint as Teachers
Diary entries about value and standpoint as teachers increased 10.9 points (the number of the
diaries in the year 2010 was 20 (19.6%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 25
(30.5%)). Comments decreased 1.9 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 10
(6.5%), and the number of the comments in the year 2012 was 17 (4.6%)).

4.2.3 Emotion
Diary entries about emotion increased 13.9 points (the number of the diaries in the year 2010
was 48 (47.1%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 50 (61.0%)). Comments
decreased 1.6 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 27 (17.4%), and the number
of the comments in the year 2012 was 58 (15.8%)).

4.2.4 Micropolitics
Diary entries about micropolitics decreased 2.9 points (the number of the diaries in the year
2010 was 3 (2.9%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 0 (0%)). There were no
comments in both years.

4.2.5 Efficacy
Diary entries about efficacy increased 9.4 points (the number of the diaries in the year 2010
was 34 (33.3%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 35 (42.7%)). Comments
decreased 0.6 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 9 (5.8%), and the number of
the comments in the year 2012 was 19 (5.2%)).

4.2.6 Knowledge and Believes for Teaching
Diary entries about knowledge and beliefs for teaching increased 21.6 points (the number of
the diaries in the year 2010 was 39 (38.2%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 49
(59.8%)). Comments decreased 2.9 points (the number of comments in the year 2010 was 29 (18.7%),
and the number of the comments in year 2012 was 58 (15.8%)).

4.2.7 Expectation and Actuality of Schools
Diary entries about expectation and actuality of schools decreased 4.4 points (the number of
the diaries in the year 2010 was 38 (37.3%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 27
(32.9%)). Comments increased 0.1 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 13
(8.4%), and the number of comments in the year 2012 was 31 (8.5%)).

4.2.8 Social Behavior as Professionals
Diary entries about social behavior as professionals increased 6.9 points (the number of the
diaries in the year 2010 was 49 (48.0%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 45
(54.9%)). Comments increased 1.1 points (the number of comments in the year 2010 was 33 (21.3%),
and the number of comments in the year 2012 was 82 (22.4%)).

4.2.9 Others
Diary entries about others decreased 5.7 points (the number of the diaries in the year 2010
was 17 (16.7%), and the number of the diaries in the year 2012 was 9 (11.0%)). Comment increased
13.4 points (the number of the comments in the year 2010 was 58 (37.4%), and the number of the
comments in the year 2012 was 186 (50.8%)).
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Table 2: Results of analysis of diary entries and comments which students submitted in each category.
Categories

Year 2010
Diaries
Comments

Year 2012
Diaries
Comments

18
5
29
17.6%
3.2%
35.4%
20
10
25
2) Value and Standpoint as Teachers
19.6%
6.5%
30.5%
48
27
50
3) Emotion
47.1%
17.4%
61.0%
3
0
0
4) Micropolitics
2.9%
0%
0%
34
9
35
5) Efficacy
33.3%
5.8%
42.7%
39
29
49
6) Knowledge and Beliefs for Teaching
38.2%
18.7%
59.8%
38
13
27
7) Expectation and Actuality of Schools
37.3%
8.4%
32.9%
49
33
45
8) Social Behavior as Professionals
48.0%
21.3%
54.9%
17
58
9
9) Others
16.7%
37.4%
11.0%
Total
102
155
82
Note 1: The value of upper stand indicates the number of submit, and the value of lower
percentage.
Note 2: Total indicates the total number of submitted diary entries and comments.
1) Commitment Towards Work

11
3.0%
17
4.6%
58
15.8%
0
0%
19
5.2%
58
15.8%
31
8.5%
82
22.4%
186
50.8%
366
stand was

5. Discussion
Based on the results of diary entries and comments by the pre-service teachers, we found that the
number of diary entries about “commitment towards work,” “value and standpoint as teachers,”
“emotion” and “knowledge and beliefs for teaching” increased in 2012 from 2010. In 2012, K
participated in the face-to-face course, and gave advice hinting at the values of classroom and
teaching. Students may have kept this in mind has they participated in the training, and as a result,
lead to the increase in diary entries regarding “knowledge and beliefs in teaching” and “value and
standpoint as teachers” This result was the effect of changed lesson design for preparing pre-service
training, where face-to-face lessons included not only teaching techniques, but also advices hinting at
the values of classroom and teaching (Hewitt, 2002).
On the other hand, diary entries and comments about “commitment toward works” and “value
and standpoint of teachers” increased, while there was not much increase in “social behavior as
professionals.” We need to reconsider the modality of the lesson before practice teaching, so that preservice teachers can become aware of the diversity of communication in various schools in the future.
Furthermore, the reason for the increase in the number of comments per pre-service students in 2012
was most-likely due to the fact that the teacher and K waited until the students submitted their
comments first, and tried to keep their comments minimal. It is important that teachers wait for the
students for their comments, in order to promote the students externalizing their experience and
thoughts.
One thing that has become relevant from the 2012 classroom is that, as Heweitt (2002) points
out, instructions in the face-to-face classroom is effected by the activities offline. From this, we can
say that in the course design of practice teaching in universities, it is important to create opportunities
for experienced teachers to directly provide advice to pre-service teachers. An example of a course
design would be for experienced teachers to participate in the mock classes by the pre-service teachers
held in the university, having them throw questions that is associated with adaptive professional
socialization of teachers, in addition to comments regarding the mock class. Furthermore, it is
possible for the pre-service teachers to take notice of the atmosphere of the school or the diverseness
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of the coaching teacher, through sharing the report of the meeting with the practicum schools before
the practice teaching during the class. Also, as a way to promote the professional socialization of preteachers during practice teaching, it is possible to create a community utilizing the weblog
community. In this case, while waiting for the pre-service teachers to comment, the course teachers
and experienced teachers can follow-up with comments that is anticipated to promote social
adaptation to the work environment of the pre-service teachers.

6. Conclusion
In this study, the authors have provided a weblog community that serves as a bridge between preservice teachers during practice teaching and the university. In order to promote the professional
socialization of pre-service teachers, we designed a new way that allowed the participation of
experienced teachers, and through comparative analysis of the years, we studied the effects of the
change in design. Specifically, the course design was changed so that the experienced teachers would
be able to provide a foothold that would allow such discussions, and the pre-service teachers were
made to take the initiative in using the weblog.
To evaluate, we referred to Hong (2010) and categorized their diary entries and comments
within the weblog community into nine factors. From the results, we found that there was a difference
between the ratio of their diary entries and comments with the weblog community between the years
2010 and 2012, where the number of the diary entries and the comments per pre-service teacher was
greater in the year 2012. It became relevant that diary entries about “commitment to work,” “value
and standpoint of teachers,” “emotion” and “knowledge and beliefs of teaching” increased. Based on
these findings, methods have been suggested for a course design to promote social adaptation to the
work environment of teachers, such as the participation of experienced teachers in the pre-teaching
asking about the perceptions of real-world classrooms, and facilitating the weblog community during
pre-teaching and waiting for the pre-service teachers to comment, with follow-up comments by the
teacher of the course and experienced teachers regarding social adaptation.
For future works, we need to reconsider the modality of the lesson before practice teaching, so
that pre-service teachers can become aware of the diversity of communication in various schools.
Additionally, need to analyze the types of contents within “others” in the future.
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Abstract: On the base of systematically analysing and summarizing the web-based learning of
the domestic and international research, by combining the research actuality of web-based
learning and teaching as well as the purpose and characteristic of this study, the article
designed the interaction analysis system based on the collaborative knowledge constructing in
the environment of QQ Group, and analysed the teachers' chat record of three times of online
discussion in the QQ group from topic space, social relations and the process of collaborative
knowledge constructing by content analysis and social network analysis, finding out the
problems during the teachers’ online discussion which organized for promoting research
project and the resistant factor which influence the interactive quality of online discussion, put
forward a series of strategies for improving the quality of interaction and the effects of
collaborative knowledge constructing. Such as make discussion topic clear and definite before
online discussion, pose questions for further consideration in order to keep the discussion
gradual in-depth; appoint someone as the organizer of the discussion; formulate the
intervention system; carry out teacher training with the help of functional characteristics and
technical characteristics of QQ group.
Keywords: QQ, Web-based Teaching Discussion, Collaborative Knowledge Building,
Interactive analysis system, Coordinative knowledge construction

1.

Introduction

Basing on comprehensive analysis and summary, the author designed the interaction analysis system,
tracked and analysed the teachers’ network discussion activities, found the problems in the teachers’
network research, looking for the factors that blocking the network discussion interactive quality by
communication with the principal(CZP) of the research group, constantly adjust discussion mode, and
summarized the strategies of improving the quality of network teaching research and effect of the
collaborative knowledge construction.

2.
The construction of interaction analysis system in the teaching discussion
depending on the QQ group environment.
Basing on the domestic and international cognition of the analysis methods of online interaction,
according to the TSP analytical model of huanglingzi Liu(Liu huanglingzi，2006),the author construct
the analysis system of collaborative knowledge building,consisting of three dimensional
analysis(Subject space, Social relations and Process model) and a supplementary analysis.
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2.1 The analysis of the dimension of collaborative knowledge construction process model
In order to realize the network research goal and solve the problems appeared in the process of
teachers’ project research, it need mutually responding among the members, monitoring and
evaluating and reflecting the process. That is the process of collaborative knowledge building model.
We need use content analysis for completing the analysis of the collaborative knowledge construction
process. The data of the content analysis is the text records from the three times discussion.

2.1.1The coding system of the content analysis.
Comprehensively analyzing different interactive content analysis model, found that, the Henri model
mainly focus on individual development, and did not reflect the interaction process of the team to
participate in the study（Wever,B.D, Schellens, Valcke&Van Keer,2006；Hara,N., Bonk C.J.&
Angeli,C,2000）;Garrison model have not detailed explanation for classification index, the usability is
low（Garrison,D.R,1992；Anderson,T., Archer,W,2000）; Newman model does not provide category
description to help classification（Newman,D.R., Webb,B,1995）;By referencing above, considering
the feature of this research, designed the analysis system of collaborative knowledge
construction，including Sharing and comparing information; Finding and analyzing the differences
and contradictions; Negotiating and constructing new knowledge; Summarizing; Self-examination;
Managing ; Social.

2.1.2 The analysis units
QQ group chat is real-time written communication between many people. It is different from the post
communication in forum, and it's much more complicated than the two consultation process. The
research make the "meaning unit" as the analysis unit, each meaning unit may include one or more
chat logs.

2.1.3The phase of content coding
The basic analysis process is:(1) Two analysts separately coded and classified the original corpus in
the forum individually;(2)Approximately analysing the 40% of the sampling remarks, two analysts
checking the class system and coding results, confirm the coded categories and classifications
standards again.(3) In accordance with the newly identified coding system coded the subsequent
records, and then summarily evaluate the coding results at the end of the coding.

2.2 Analysis of the topic dimension
Designed topic analysis coding system corresponding each network discussion. The second is to
determine the analysis unit, the author determine the "meaning unit" as the analysis unit according to
the characteristics of the QQ group chat. Through the quantitative analysis of the topic, the size of the
topic, the coverage degree of topic, the growth, the contribution degree of the different members in
different topic can be acquired.

2.3 Analysis of the social relations dimension
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In the process of analysis of the social relations dimension, pay special attention to the response
relation between each record, determine the "meaning unit" as the analysis unit, each meaning unit
may include one or more chat logs.

3.

The empirical analysis of interactive discussion in QQ group

The three times QQ group network discussion research record that be analysed is under the different
stages of the subject study.

3.1 The analysis of the first network discussion
3.1.1 The analysis of the process of collaborative knowledge construction in the first network
discussion.
The author coded and analysed the text records of the first time network QQ group discussion
according to analysis code system. From the collaborative knowledge construction process dimension,
The level of the collaborative knowledge construction in the first network discussion is very low, the
phase of “sharing and comparing information take up the most of the information record(42%), the
phase of “finding and analyzing the differences and contradictions” take up 1%, the phase of
“negotiating and constructing new knowledge” take up 3%, also the phase of “summarizing” take up
3%, the phase of “self-examination” take up 1%.

3.1.2 The analysis of the social relation in the first network discussion.
The first network discussion shows that there are two isolated point: HXS and ZF. The whole
interaction between members is dispersed. Most of the members are free out, and there are only three
members (project principal CZP, provincial research staff SGY, project manager GJ) in the network
center, closely dialogue with others. If edge members do not produce interaction with other members
and isolated existence, will do harm to their learning, So it is necessary to take measures to promote
the edge members interaction.

3.1.3 The analysis conclusion of the first network discussion.
Through the above three dimensions analysis on the first network discussion records, we can draw the
following conclusion:(1)The degree of knowledge construction is not deep, is in sharing stage, can't
find and analyze difference and go in-depth consultation and discussion.(2)The social and other
useless information have a high proportion.(3)The management is not strong enough, can not control
interaction progress very well, can not guide the silencers to participate in the discussion
effectively.(4)The topic presented by the project principal can't cause members actively participate in
discussion.(5)There are too much edge members, even solitary members, didn't publish any view in
the discussion.
According to the above conclusion, the author exchanged with the project principal and the
experts, put forward that, the discussion facilitator role should be clear before the second network
discussion; the discussion facilitator need to learn skills of how to manage coordination discussion; So
as to make the discussion have continuity, guarantee the deepening discussion, every time after the
conference, should put forward the questions that need to think deeply; asking for each member make
ready for the discussion around the topic, and no longer remain silent.
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3.2 The analysis of the second network discussion
3.2.1 The analysis of the process of collaborative knowledge construction in the second
network discussion.
The amount of information of “negotiating and constructing new knowledge” in the second network
seminar significantly, shown that the degree of collaborative knowledge building is deepening,
teachers consciously go into a more in-depth discussion. But the information of " summarizing" and "
self-examination " phase is still rare, participants haven't summarized the topics effectively, and were
not reflection after discussion.

3.2.2 The analysis of the social relation in the second network discussion
It was evident that this research network is intensive a lot compared with the last time, the distribution
of the network interactive structure is more uniformity. The learning network density of the second
network research is 4.6154, the standard deviation is 7.1418, improved compared with the first time.
The more the whole network density, the more effect to actor's attitude and behavior. Close contact
network not only provide all kinds of resources for the individual, but also become an important force
to limit its development, so we should continue to adopt strategies to improve the network density.

3.2.3 The analysis conclusion of the second network discussion
Through the above three dimensions analysis on the second network discussion records, we can draw
the following conclusion:(1)The project principal could control the discussion process, management
strength increased, and at the same time, topics also increased, but the topics is still not concrete, and
thus influences the topic coverage degree and growth rate.(2)For prepared the topics, each project
members can participate in discussion, but to discussion content is still not fully prepared.(3)For the
project manager’ participation, teachers seem to be afraid of mistakes.(4)Although the information in
"negotiating and constructing new knowledge" phase increased significantly, but also appeared a lot
of problems: compromise too fast or Too persists own idea etc.
According to the above conclusion, the author exchanged with the project principal and the experts,
put forward that, should affirm the views of teachers as far as possible so as to improve their
enthusiasm; The conductor go stealthily in the discussion, make the local research staff represent the
conductor and give views; The project principal should organize the members summarizing before the
end of the seminar, to ensure the consensus of the conclusion of the study.

3.3 The analysis of the third network discussion
3.3.1 The analysis of the process of collaborative knowledge construction in the third
network discussion
The level of collaborative knowledge construction in the third network discussion is more deeply than
the first and the second. The amount of information of “negotiating and constructing new knowledge”
significantly increased to 29%. At the same time, the information of the reflection phase has
ascended, Management information accounted for 18%,"social" and "other" information reduced.
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3.3.2 The analysis of the social relation in the third network discussion
From the social gram (as figure 1 shows), we can find changes of three times discussion in the
progress of the discussion.

Figure 1 The social gram of the three time’s network discussion
The learning network density of the third network research is 6.3526, the correlation table of
the network density in three times discussion as shown table 1.
Table 1: The correlation table of the network density in three times discussion

Network density

the first network
discussion
1.7308

the second network
discussion
4.6154

the third network
discussion
6.3526

As the table 2 shows, central potential of the network has declined, the center potential of the
third network is very low.
Table 2: The correlation table of the central potential in three times discussion

Network central potential

the first network
discussion
76.21%

the second network
discussion
51.58%

the third network
discussion
26.81%

3.3.3 The analysis conclusion of the third network discussion
 The level of the collaborative knowledge construction is deepening, but the process is not
precise.
 The content of the international conference is clear and specific, finished all the default
topic discussion, but for the emergence of accident topic in discussion there is no
corresponding intervention action and strategy.
 Interaction density of group members increased, The center potential of the network
reduced.
Contrast the three times network discussion research, teachers' participation enthusiasm is in a
rising state. Interaction density of group members increased to 6.3526, the center potential of the
network reduced, the progress no longer controlled by a minority leader, teachers' participation
obviously improved.

4.
The strategy to promote collaborative knowledge building in the network
teaching seminars in QQ environment
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4.1 Clear and definite the topics
Clear and definite the topics before the network discussion, put forward further question that needed
thought deeply, so as to ensure that discussion gradually goes deeply. The discussion topics should be
open and debating, designed around the teaching practice of the teachers. Teachers need to do some
preparation before the discussion, to improve the participation and enthusiasm.

4.2 Designate special persons as discussion facilitator
Designate special persons as discussion facilitator, and improve their management and questioning
skills. The special discussion facilitator could adjust the process of discussion, organize the topics,
build support timely, so as to make discussion not wander, and ensure completing all the topics
timely, improve the strength of management.

4.3Make intervention system of discussion
The special discussion facilitator, could adjust the process of discussion, organize the topics,
build support timely, so as to make discussion not wander, and ensure completing all the topics
timely, improve the strength of management. Meanwhile, the organizer should study that how to
mention the topic, manage and coordinate discussion, etc, in order to improve management and
questioning skills.
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Abstract: Interpreting experimental data based on a psychological theory requires
understanding the mechanisms or factors underlying cognitive processes and acquiring an
attitude for interpreting evidence from a theoretical perspective. In this study, we designed and
practiced teaching and learning activities using cognitive models to foster both requirements
in an introductory course of cognitive science. Fifty-three undergraduate students attended the
course. During practice, students constructed a computational model on the process of
semantic memory and conducted simulations using their model. We evaluated changes in
learner interpretation of experimental data from pretest to posttest. The results of the practice
showed that students’ interpretations of experimental results for semantic memory changed
from pretest to posttest. However, their interpretations of the results of other experiments did
not show much difference between pretest and posttest.
Keywords: Cognitive Model, Evaluate evidence, Mental model, Educational practice

1. Introduction
Evaluating and interpreting evidence is one of the most important activities in the scientific discovery
process. Klahr & Dunbar (1988) proposed scientific discovery as a dual search (SDDS) consisting of
a set of three basic components (search the hypothesis space, test hypotheses, evaluate evidence) to
guide searches within and between two problem spaces. Searching the hypothesis space is the process
of generating a hypothesis. Testing the hypothesis involves searching the experimental space.
Evaluating evidence is the process that mediates between the two spaces. This process assesses the fit
between theory and evidence and guides further searches.
Interpreting experimental data based on a psychological theory requires understanding the
mechanisms or factors underlying cognitive processes and acquiring an attitude for interpreting
evidence from a theoretical perspective. In this study, we designed teaching and learning activities
using cognitive models to foster both of them in an introductory course of cognitive science.
People build mental models to understand the mechanisms of complex objects and
phenomena. A mental model is a mental representation of how a system (object) operates (Norman,
1983). Studies on scientific education or human–computer interaction (HCI) have investigated how
learners or users construct a mental model and how to assist them in building such models (White,
1993; Biswas, Leelawong & Schwartz, 2005; Kulesza, Stumpf, Burnett & Kwan, 2012).
Previous studies show that a mental model is effective for understanding the target
phenomena or control systems. In addition, interactions between learners (or users) and the target
(such as natural phenomena or systems) are important for building mental models.
When learners base a mental model on human cognitive processes, the target system is the
human cognitive system. Because human cognitive processes are invisible, they are difficult for
learners to control and observe. Therefore, we used a cognitive model running on computers instead
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of humans. We expected that interacting with a cognitive model by constructing and running models
would help learners build a mental model based on a target cognitive process.
Furthermore, using a cognitive model would facilitate learners to acquire an attitude of
interpreting experimental results based on psychological theory. Anderson (1993) and Miwa (2009)
argue that cognitive models mediate between data and theory. An explanation of theory level is too
abstract to compare it directly with experiment data such as performance or behavior. In contrast,
cognitive models are specific enough and can be compared with experimental data. Cognitive models
provide prediction results that assume cognitive processes in same tasks or situations as in the
experiment. That is, theories can be evaluated for their validity when a cognitive model is constructed.
This role of a cognitive model could be effective for bridging the gaps between learners’
interpretations of experimental data and their understanding of theories. Therefore, in this study, we
designed teaching and learning activities that assisted learners in developing an attitude for
interpreting experimental results based on the given theory by constructing cognitive models and
comparing the behaviors of the cognitive models with the experimental results.
In this study, a computational model running on a production system was used as a cognitive
system to interact with learners. We used a web-based production system architecture called
“DoCoPro” (Nakaike, Miwa, Morita & Terai, 2011), which is easy to build and is used to simulate
computational models for beginners.

2. Practice
2.1 Class and Learning Contents
We designed teaching and learning activities for an intensive introductory course on cognitive
sciences at the Aichi University of Education titled “Cognitive Science 1.” Students learned about the
methodologies and key topics of cognitive science and cognitive psychology. Fifteen lessons were
conducted over a 5-day period. Cognitive models were used for six lessons conducted during the first
two days. Fifty-three undergraduate students majoring in informational science (31), science (13),
clinical psychology (6), and other fields (3) attended the course. We analyzed data from fifty students
who attended all lessons on cognitive modeling.
We used a classical study of semantic memory developed by Collins & Quillian (1969) as
learning content for these classes. Collins & Quillian conducted experiments using a true-false
reaction-time task to test their hypothesis on the organization of semantic memory, which stated that
semantic memory was organized in a hierarchical structure, as is shown in Figure 1. The true-false
reaction-time task in their experiment used sentences such as “A canary can fly,” to which participants
answered true or false. If the hypothesis was true, the reaction time of a true-false task would change
depending on the number of links between the nodes.
Figure 2(a) shows the results of Collins & Quillian’s experiments. This figure shows that the
reaction time increased as the number of links increased. Many researchers have examined Collins &
Quillian’s hypothesis, and some studies propose other hypotheses about the organization of semantic
memory. However, Collins & Quillian’s work often appears in many cognitive psychology textbooks.
In addition, their model is simple enough to allow beginners to build a computational model.
Therefore, we selected their study for our course’s learning content.

Figure 1. Structure of semantic memory (Collins & Quillian, 1969).

2.2 Learning Environment
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Students used the web-based production system “DoCoPro” during the class. Figure 3 shows the
interface window. On the left side of the window are displayed educational materials, and on the right
side are displayed the components of the production system. Students can build and execute
computational models as educational materials. The details of DoCoPro have been described in a
previous study by Nakaike, Miwa, Morita & Terai (2011). Educational materials were constructed to
help students learn at their own comfortable speed. These materials also included some quizzes to
allow students to check their understanding of the materials.

(a) Collins & Quillian

(b) Our practice

Figure 2. Results of two experiments.

Figure 3. Interface window in DoCoPro.

2.3 Schedule of lessons
There were six lessons in our practice. Each lesson lasted for 90 min. In the first two lessons, we
introduced approaches using cognitive modeling and taught students about the basics of the
production system using DoCoPro. Students were given an ID and a password to log into the system.
They learned about the key concepts of the production system, such as working memory, production
rule, production rule firing, and bounding variable values using a block-stacking task.
Lessons 3–6 contained the main phases of our study. In Lesson 3, we introduced semantic
memory, and students performed an experimental task similar to that conducted by Collins & Quillian
(1969). The experiment was conducted over the Internet. After the experiment, we explained Collins
& Quillian’s (1969) study. Next, students were asked to interpret the two experimental results in a
posttest. Problem 1 consisted of interpreting the results of the above-explained experiment that they
performed. Students were shown Figure 2(b) and required to describe the results and explain why they
occurred. Problem 2 consisted of interpreting the results of an experiment that students did not
perform. They were shown a brief overview of the experiment and its results and required to describe
the same thing that they had investigated in Problem 1.
During Lessons 3, 4, and 5, students built a cognitive model based on the theory proposed by
Collins & Quillian (1969). Students built a model at their own pace based on educational materials
provided to them along with examples of descriptions of the knowledge structure in working memory
and explanation of the rules. Students created the model to fill a gap in the given production rules
based on the rules expressed verbally. After creating the model, the students then checked its
operation through some true–false tasks.
In Lesson 6, students performed simulations and took a posttest. Before conducting
simulations, they selected problems from a problem list to use in the true-false tasks in their
simulations. The problem list consisted of 48 problems in each condition (supersets and properties).
Students were asked to choose eight sentences and simulate four levels—Link1, Link2, Link3, and
False sentences—in each condition. Then, they conducted simulations.

2.4 Pretest and posttest
There were two subjects in the pretest and posttest. Task 1 was conducted to directly evaluate the
effects of practice. Task 2 was conducted to evaluate whether the knowledge that the students gained
was applicable to the interpretation of other experimental results. The pretest and posttest used the
same task. Each test lasted for 10 min.
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In Task 1, we presented the experimental results of Collins & Quillian, and the students
described the results and interpretation of the experiment.
In Task 2, we presented an outline and results of the experiment conducted by Bower (1979),
which investigated the effect of schema on the remembrance of a text, and the students described the
results and interpretation of the experiment. The outline of Bower’s experiment was as follows. A
subject read 18 kinds of texts and was asked to recall the actions described in the texts. The subject
was assigned to three conditions containing three, two, or no similar stories in 18 kinds of texts. The
action that the subject remembered was classified into 1) the action described in the text and usually
performed (stated script actions); 2) the action not described in the text but usually performed
(unstated script actions); and (3) the action not described in the text and seldom performed (other
actions). The experimental results suggested that the remembrance rate of an action not described in
the text but usually performed increases with an increase in the number of similar stories read.

3. Results
We analyzed students’ descriptions in the pretest and posttest to evaluate whether building a cognitive
model and simulation helps learners to interpret experimental results based on the given theory. First,
we compared students’ descriptions of Task 1 in the pretest with those in the posttest to directly
confirm the learning effects of our practice. Next, we investigated students’ descriptions of Task 2 to
confirm that learning activities influence the interpretation of other psychological experiments.

3.1 Analysis of learners’ descriptions in Task 1
We classified learners’ descriptions in Task 1 in terms of descriptive content and level of
interpretation. Descriptive content contained three subcategories: (a) descriptions focused on
differences in the number of links; (b) descriptions focused on differences between the supersets and
properties; and (c) descriptions focused on differences between false sentences and others.
The levels of interpretation were determined by referring to the types of knowledge used in
science as proposed by Clement (1989). Clement classified knowledge used in science into four
levels: observations, empirical low hypothesis summarizing an observed regularity, exploratory model
hypothesis, and formal principles. On the basis of these types, we defined three levels of
interpretation:

Descriptions of the facts shown in the experimental results (Fact): This level corresponds to the
observations of Clement’s (1989) levels of knowledge.

Descriptions of interpretations not based on the theory and model (No Model): This level
corresponds to Clement’s empirical low hypothesis.

Descriptions of interpretations based on the theory and model (Model): This level corresponds to
Clements’ exploratory model hypothesis and formal principles.
Table 3(a) shows the number of descriptions in each level in the three descriptive contents
included in Task 1. Label “O” means the number of students who did not provide descriptions on the
descriptive content. In the pretest and posttest, a chi-square test about the total number of descriptions
was conducted to analyze the differences in each category (M, NM, F, and O). As a result, the number
of descriptions of the four categories were significantly different in the pretest and posttest (χ2(3) =
11.350, p < .01). The results of a residual analysis of the interpretations based on the theory and
model (M) show that there were few descriptions in the pretest but significantly more descriptions in
the posttest. In the interpretations not based on the theory and model (NM), there were more
descriptions in the pretest but few in the posttest.
Next, the same analysis was conducted for every type of descriptive content. As a result, in
the false sentence, the number of descriptions had a significant difference in the pretest and posttest
(χ2(3) = 9.541, p < .05). As a result of residual analysis, in the interpretations based on the theory and
model (M), there were marginal differences, with there being few descriptions in the pretest and more
descriptions in the posttest. In the interpretations not based on the theory and model (NM), there were
more descriptions in the pretest and few in the posttest. In supersets and properties, the number of
descriptions were marginally different in the pretest and posttest (χ2(3) = 6.256, p < .10). As a result
of residual analysis, in the interpretations based on the theory and model (M), there were marginally
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significant differences, with few descriptions in the pretest and more in the posttest. In the number of
links, there were no significant differences in the number of descriptions in the pretest and posttest.
These results show that students’ descriptions changed from the interpretation in a way that is
not based on the theory and that the model of interpretation in the posttest was based on the theory
and model.
Table 3: Number of descriptions in each level in the three descriptive contents.
(a) Task 1

The number of links
The supersets and the properties
The false sentences and others
The total number of descriptions

M
9
7
8
24

Pretest
NM
F
16
15
18
14
13
15
47
44

O
10
11
14
35

M
12
17
16
45

Posttest
NM
F
13
12
12
14
3
19
28
45

M
19
8
4
31

Posttest
NM
F
20
7
19
7
8
15
47
29

O
13
7
12
32

(b) Task 2

Number of stated script actions
Number of unstated script actions
Other actions
The total number of descriptions

M
12
5
0
17

Pretest
NM
F
29
8
20
8
12
21
61
37

O
1
17
17
35

O
4
16
23
43

3.2 Analysis of learners’ descriptions in Task 2
We classified learners’ descriptions in Task 2 according to descriptive content and level of
interpretation. Descriptive content contained three subcategories: (a) descriptions focusing on
differences in stated script actions; (b) descriptions focusing on differences in unstated script actions;
and (c) descriptions focusing on differences in the other action. The level of interpretation was
determined to be one of three levels based on the same criteria as was the analysis of Task 1.
Table 3(b) shows the number of descriptions in each level in the three descriptive contents in
Task 2. Label “O” means the number of students who did not provide descriptions on the descriptive
content. In the pretest and posttest, a chi-square test about the total number of descriptions was
conducted to analyze the differences in each category (M, NM, F, and O). As a result, in the total
number of descriptions, the number of descriptions had a marginal difference in the pretest and
posttest (χ2(3) = 7.688, p < .10). As a result of residual analysis, in the interpretations based on the
theory and model (M), there were marginal differences, with few descriptions in the pretest and more
in the posttest.
In the analysis for every type of descriptive content, in the unstated script actions, the number
of descriptions had a marginal difference in the pretest and posttest (χ2(3) = 6.700, p < .10). This was
the same result as that of the analysis of the total number of descriptions, as shown through residual
analysis. There was no significant difference in other descriptive content (the stated script actions:
χ2(3) = 5.100, n.s.; the other action: χ2(3) = 0.815, n.s.).
These results show the tendency that students’ descriptions change from the interpretations
not based on the theory and model to the interpretations that are based on the theory and model in the
posttest.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we designed and practiced teaching and learning activities using computational
models to assist in the interpretation of experimental data based on a given theory. In our experiment,
students constructed a computational model for the process of semantic memory and conducted
simulations using their model. The results of the practice show that students’ interpretations of
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experimental results for semantic memory in Task 1 changed from pretest to posttest. These results
indicate that the learners could elaborate upon their mental model for the target cognitive processes
and interpret experimental data based on the given theory through learning activities.
Compared to Task 1, there were marginal differences between the pretest and posttest in Task
2. Task 2 was an experiment regarding schema memory and is difficult to interpret using the theory of
semantic memory. As a result, it was difficult for learners to build a mental model for cognitive
processes in Task 2 and interpret experimental data based on the theory and model. In addition, some
descriptions in the interpretations based on the theory and model (M) interpreted experimental results
based on the theory of semantic memory that the students learned. These descriptions resulted in the
learners’ misapplication of the theory of semantic memory.
In the educational practice, learners constructed a cognitive model based on the theory
proposed by Collins & Quillian. They were also given explanations about how to represent the
knowledge structure and production rules from educational materials. Learners translated the given
theory into a computational model running in the production system. As a result, these learning
activities affected the interpretations of experimental data based on the given theory, as shown by the
results of Task 1. However, the effect on the interpretation of experimental data was not so large as to
require learners to construct individual theories or models. Therefore, the challenge will be to assist
learners in generating individual theories and models.
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Abstract: Today’s advanced economies and innovative industries have created a demand for
knowledge workers with 21st century skills. Recent research studies have shown that the
current mode of teaching and learning have not managed to adequately equip undergraduates
with the desired 21st Century skills. Thus, there is a need to introduce more appropriate
methods into the pedagogy. In recent studies, digital storytelling (DST) has been found to be
effective in inculcating ICT literacy, inventive thinking and problem solving skills among
students through involvement in simulated working environment. The process of creating DST
which includes organize ideas, express opinions and construct narratives is also believed to be
able to enhance students’ communicative and collaborative skills. However, the extent this
technology benefits students is still rarely examined in many Asian contexts, particularly in
Malaysia. Hence, this study intends to address this gap in knowledge by investigating the
effects of DST on 198 students undertaking an English for Academic Purpose course at a
public university in Malaysia. A quantitative approach involving the use using a 30-item is
used for collecting data in this study designed to explore the effectiveness of DST from the
students’ perspectives. The findings revealed that students in general were receptive towards
DST despite facing some problems and challenges throughout the project. The findings and
the implications of the study will be discussed in this paper.
Keywords: digital storytelling, 21st century skills, English language teaching, technologyintegrated teaching method

1. Introduction
In order to meet the demands of the 21st century, a variety of technology-integrated teaching methods
have been developed and integrated into current approaches to teaching English Language. This is
also seen as an initiative to enhance the teaching and learning of English language in Malaysia as
research shows that a majority of Malaysian undergraduates have poor command of English language
despite getting 11 years of formal education previously in primary and secondary school (Naginder,
2006; Nor Hashimah, Norsimah, & Kesumawati, 2008). In the Malaysian higher education context, it
is generally felt that technology-integration into language learning will boost efforts to increase the
proficiency level and related 21st skills of Malaysia university students thereby equipping them with
the necessary skills that will enable them to secure good jobs in the market place. This view is
supported by numerous studies which have shown that technology makes language learning more
engaging, faster and easier (Kessler, Bikowski & Boggs, 2012; Hafner & Miller, 2011; Nance, 2000).
On top of that it also equips students with the necessary 21st century skills such as learning and
innovation skills (critical thinking and problem solving, creativity and innovation), digital literacy
skills (information, media and technology literacy), and life and career skills (initiative and selfdirection, leadership, and adaptability) (Trilling & Fadel, 2009). Dumont and Instance (2010:20) also
refers to 21st century skills as “a range of so-called ‘soft-skills’ including good team-working”.
Robin’s definition (2008) of 21st century skills will be used as the working definition for this paper.
The skills are listed below:
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•
•
•
•

Digital literacy - the ability to communicate with the rapid-developing community to discuss
current issues, collect information and seek for help;
Global literacy - the ability to read, infer, respond, and contextualize messages from a global
perspective;
Technology literacy - the capacity to utilize computers and other technological tools to
enhance learning, productivity and performance;
Visual literacy - the ability to understand, create, and communicate using visual images; and
Information literacy - the ability to search, assess, and synthesize information.
(Robin, 2008:224)

2. Digital Storytelling
One of the technology-integrated pedagogical tools that is growing in popularity is digital storytelling
(DST). It combines conventional storytelling with a variety of digital multimedia such as still images,
video clips, voice narration and background music to create a set of slides accompanied by narration
or music. Robin (2006) classified DST into three major types; personal narratives, historical
documentaries and stories designed to inform or instruct the audience on a particular concept or
practice. Students are free to exercise their creativity as opposed to the bullet-form power point which
has limited flexibility and diversity.
Research studies have shown that DST can promote the development of student-centered
learning, project-based learning and reflections leading to deep learning (Barret, 2006; Robin 2008).
Salpeter (2005) found that DST as a project could help students improve their research skills,
organisational skills and increase students interest in the content subject. Although using DST
requires extra effort from students as they have to take on multiple roles (as narrator, director, script
writer and editor), they also gain benefit at the same time in the sense that they are able to develop
soft skills by working together in a team (Beckett & Slater, 2005; Hafner & Miller, 2011; Robin,
2006). A few small-scale studies have been undertaken on DST focusing on its use as a teaching aid
in Malaysian schools and the findings have been generally positive (Cut Nora Azizah, 2010; Salimun,
2011). However, no study has been undertaken on the use of DST to teach English in a Malaysian
university especially on students creating their own digital stories; hence this paper which examines
the perceptions of a group of university students towards the extend DST helps them to develop 21st
century skills, is both timely and crucial.

2.1 The DST project in the English for Social Sciences Course
The English for Social Science (ESS) course is a compulsory course for all Faculty of Social Sciences
and Humanities students at the National University of Malaysia. Starting from Semester 1, 2011/2012,
the course evaluation component has been redesigned to resolve several issues reported by the course
instructors. Lack of motivation to learn especially among low proficiency students had led to
problems such as poor attendance, inattentiveness and also passiveness in the classroom. In addition
to that, it was felt that one of the previous evaluation components which required students to post a
summary of articles on a specific topic onto a blog needed to be replaced because it was neither
interactive nor critical. Majority of the students also had a high tendency of plagiarizing by copying
and pasting materials from the Internet into their summaries. In view of that, the DST project was
introduced.
Figure 1 below is the summary of the procedures that the students had to undertake for this
project. It is based on Robin and Pierson’s (2005) four-step approach in creating and integrating
digital stories into learning.
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Figure 1. Description of the tasks and assessment involved in the project.

2.2 The Study
The research questions of this study are:
1. What are the students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of DST in helping them develop
the following 21st century skills:
(a) ICT literacy skills
(b) Critical thinking and problem solving skills
(c) Communicative skills in English.
(d) Collaborative skills
2. Are there any differences in perceptions between the Low Proficiency learners and High
Proficiency learners? If yes, in what ways are their perceptions different?

3. Research Methodology
The sample of this study consisted of 201 ESS students with diverse English proficiency level,
ranging from the lowest MUET Band 1 (very limited user) to Band 4 (competent user). MUET stands
for the Malaysian University English Test. It is a test that is generally used to measure Malaysian
university students’ proficiency in English. These students came from mixed disciplines under the
Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities, National University of Malaysia. Most of them were in
their first or second year of studies. The students were divided into two categories. Those with MUET
Bands 1 and 2 were classified as Low Proficiency (LP) learners and those with MUET Bands 3 and 4,
were classified as High proficiency (HP) learners.
This quantitative study employed a questionnaire consisting of 31 items designed to identify
students’ attitudes and self-perceived benefits towards their participation in the DST project. A fourpoint Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 4=strongly agree) was used to measure each item. The
questionnaires were distributed to all students undertaking the ESS course at the end of the semester,
after their DST presentation in the 13th Wee. 201 questionnaires were returned. The collected data
were tabulated and statistically analysed using SPSS version 17.
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4. Presentation of Findings
The data were analysed using both descriptive and inferential tools. Item analysis and ranking were
the descriptive tools used and the inferential tool used was a one-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA).

4.1 Item Analysis
Item analysis was carried out to look at the pattern of responses from the respondents in order to gain
an overview of how students perceived DST in terms of the 21st century skills under investigation. A
four-point Likert scale (comprising 4 for strongly agree, 3 for agree, 2 for disagree and 1 for strongly
disagree) was used to score the items. The data revealed that on the whole, LP learners agreed that
DST helped in developing the various 21st century skills. However, to a certain extent, some did feel
that the DST project was too time confusing. The mean scores of the HP learners followed that of the
LP learner. They also indicated disagreement with negative items like difficult to work in group and
getting confused over what they had to do for the project.

4.2 Item Ranking
The date revealed that four of the five highest ranking items for both groups were the same although
there were some variations in positioning. The mean scores for the top-five items were all above 3.25
and the differences were very close. A difference worth noting was that Item 3 (In my group, all of us
work as a team to complete the digital story) which ranked first for the HP learners was not in the top
five item list for the LP learners.
A closer analysis of the items indicated that the HP group was more drawn into the
collaborative nature of DST as the two items that ranked the highest were indicators of collaboration
(item 3 & 2); meanwhile the LP group seemed to be more excited about the usage and the application
of technology in creating their digital stories. The ranking also demonstrated that both groups seemed
to enjoy the opportunity of channelling their creativity through planning and creating interesting
digital stories (item 19).
The five items with the lowest mean scores were the same for both groups except for slight
differences in mean scores. All these were negative items, thus, it could be deduced that students
generally felt DST helpful. However, item 16 (Digital Storytelling project is too time consuming)
scored slightly above 2.55 which inclined towards ‘agree’. It could be surmised that students found
DST a bit too time consuming, however, they did not find it a waste of time (item 14) and they did not
find it difficult to work in group (item 4).

4.3 Comparison of mean scores
Inferential statistics in a form of a one-way ANOVA was carried to compare the mean scores of the
two groups of students’ perception in relation to (1) ICT literacy, (2) critical thinking and problem
solving, (3) communicative skills in English and (4) collaborative skills in order to determine the
reliability and validity of the descriptive findings. The thirty items from the questionnaire were
classified according to the four aforementioned 21st century skills. Before comparing the mean scores
of the grouping, it was necessary to determine whether the grouping of items was reliable. The
Cronbach’s Alpha reliability test was undertaken to test the grouping’s internal consistency. The
Cronbach’s Alpha reliability value for ICT literacy was 0.83, for critical thinking and problem solving
was 0.71, and for communicative skills in English was 0.91 which are all above 0.70 indicating that
the grouping of these items was reliable except for collaborative skills which was 0.60. A possible
explanation for the low Cronbach’s Alpha value was due to the small number of items for
collaborative skills compared to other groupings which had a minimum of 6 items each.
The mean scores of the items in the grouping were compared using ANOVA as tabulated in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparison of mean scores.
21st Century Skills
ICT Literacy
Critical Thinking &
Problem Solving
Communicative skills
in English
Collaborative skills

Proficiency level
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

Mean
3.1820
3.0728
2.9144
2.9029
3.0560
3.0713
3.0899
3.0575

Std. Deviation
.50437
.53356
.39244
.41290
.47657
.50965
.44927
.49265

df

F

1

2.153

.144

1

.039

.843

1

.047

.829

1

.231

.631

The results showed that there was no significant differences in mean score between the LP and the HP
learners (p<0.05) for all four categories which means that both LP and HP learners’ perceptions of the
four categories were relatively similar despite differences in proficiency levels. Another point to note
is that the mean scores of all the categories are all higher than 3 or approaching 3 which further
confirms the students’ favourable opinion of DST in helping them enhance the various 21st century
skills.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The quantitative data analysis demonstrates that regardless of their proficiency level, the students felt
that they had benefitted from the DST project. The general pattern indicated that they were very
positive towards the innovation and agreed that DST helped them to develop the 21st century skills
under investigation in this study namely ICT literacy skills, critical thinking and problem solving
skills, communicative skills in English and collaborative skills. To what extent this was achieved
would be discussed in another research study that explores the qualitative data in the form of focus
group interviews and blogs. The students did point out the problem of the project being too time
consuming although they did enjoy working together in groups. A comparison of HP and LP learners
revealed that LP learners were more excited with the technology than the HP learners whereas the HP
learners were more attracted by the prospect of working in group generated through this project than
the LP learners. This suggests that the HP learners are probably more familiar with such technology
hence they did not find it that exciting. Generally, Malaysian students in urban areas have higher
proficiency in English and are more exposed to technology than students in rural areas (Majid,
Muhammad, Puteh, & Bunari, 2008; Razak, Kabilan, & Silong, 2007). This is an area that the
Ministry of Education is still trying to address in its efforts to narrow the gap in academic
performance between urban and rural students.
It can be concluded that generally the findings of this study are in line with those found in
other research studies. Hafner and Miller (2011) found that collaborative digital video (which is
similar to DST in function) contributed to effective team-functioning among their students by
nurturing their soft skills namely communicative skills, leadership skills and time management skills.
In addition they also discovered that it was able to foster autonomy amongst them. A few earlier
studies undertaken at the National University of Malaysia also supported the use of technology for
teaching English as a Second Language (ESL). Thang and Bidmeshki (2010) also found the ESL
students very receptive to the introduction of an innovation in the form of an online component for
learning English for Science and Technology. Nadzrah, Hafizah and Azizah (2010) found that the use
of blogs via the online discussion board to teach ESL benefitted the shy students and increased their
level of confidence. Zaini, Kemboja and Supyan (2010), also reported that blogging helped to
improve English writing proficiency. Thus it would appear that the National University of Malaysia
and possibly other Malaysian Institutions of Higher Learning are ready for more creative and
innovative ways of teaching ESL involving the use of technology. As Tapscott (1998) and Presky
(2001) pointed out, our current generation of students is a generation that has grown up with
technology and has been surrounded by it all their lives; hence they would be the group most willing
to embrace methods in teaching involving technology. As educators, we should be aware of this and
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make efforts to tap into this strength to enhance students’ learning processes and their acquisition of
the necessary skills to equip them for the modern workplace.
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Abstract: The human representation of number magnitude is often described by the metaphor
of a mental number line. Recent studies repeatedly found the accuracy of children’s mental
number line representation to be associated with more general arithmetic and mathematic
achievement. Therefore, specific number line trainings have been developed. A growing
number of intervention studies indicates significantly positive training effect with
improvements generalizing from number line accuracy to other numerical (e.g., magnitude
comparison) and arithmetical tasks (e.g., mental addition). This holds for both paper-pencil as
well as first computer-supported number line trainings. However, with computer technology
progressing rapidly it provides increasingly sophisticated possibilities for training the mental
number line. In this article we specifically elaborate on the issues of interactive learning
environments as well as embodied interactions. With respect to interactivity we discuss its
necessity for the adaptivity of the learning environment required to guarantee balanced
success rates in multi-learner trainings. As regards embodied interaction we elaborate on new
possibilities to develop trainings allowing for bodily experiences of numerical concepts such
as the mental number line offered by new digital media. We conclude that the latest
development in computer technology opens up new directions for the successful training of
numerical competencies that should be pursued as they may be particularly beneficial for
those with special needs in numerical / mathematical learning.
Keywords: Mental number line, Computer-supported learning, Numerical development

1. The mental number line
The spatial representation of numbers, often described by the metaphor of a mental number line
(MNL), is one of the basic numerical representations (Dehaene, Piazza, Pine, & Cohen, 2003; Booth
& Siegler, 2006). Upon this MNL numbers are represented spatially in ascending order corresponding
to their magnitude. Importantly, there is evidence on such a spatial representation of number
magnitude from infancy on to adulthood (e.g., de Hevia & Spelke, 2009). Moreover, the MNL relates
number magnitude and space with a specific spatial directionality. In languages with left-to-right
reading and writing smaller magnitudes are associated systematically with the left side and larger
magnitudes with the right side of space. Fischer, Warlop, Hill, and Fias, (2004) observed that fixating
a digit induces spatial shifts of attention while the spatial direction of head movements predicts
number magnitudes produced in random number generation tasks (e.g., Loetscher, Schwarz,
Schubiger, & Brugger, 2008). Thus, the association of numbers and space seems automatic,
bidirectional and present from early age on.
Importantly, the MNL representation was observed to be associated positively with children's
numerical and arithmetical competencies (e.g., Booth & Siegler, 2006). In children, the MNL
representation is usually assessed by the number line estimation task in which participants are asked
to estimate the location of a given target number (e.g., 17) on a presented number line (ranging for
example from 0 to 100, e.g., Siegler & Opfer, 2003). While the spatial-numerical demands of these
tasks are undisputed, the processes underlying the task are more controversial (e.g., Moeller, Pixner,
Kaufmann, and Nuerk., 2009). Thus, when training number line estimation it is not only the spatial
nature of number magnitude representation which is practiced but also other representations recruited
to map numbers onto space. Yet, for the development and implementation of successful MNL
trainings the continuous spatial character of the MNL seems particularly promising.
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2. Training the mental number line
2.1 First approaches
In recent years several number line interventions were proposed. On a quite basic level Opfer and
Siegler (2007) gave second graders feedback on their number line estimations and found these to
improve performance „strikingly abrupt, often occurring after a single feedback trial, and
impressively broad, affecting estimates over the entire range of numbers from 0 to1000.“ (p. 169).
Similarly, Ramani and Siegler (2008) used linear board games, in which children had to move a
playing piece along a linear and equidistant number line. The authors observed positive transfer
effects of such linear board games on children’s performance in magnitude comparison, counting, and
numeral identification, which were not observed for an identical game with colors or circular (instead
of linear) number board games (Siegler & Ramani, 2009). Furthermore, Ramani and Siegler (2011)
found the specific benefits of those linear board games to be present in low-income children in
particular. Additionally, Ramani, Siegler and Hitti (2012) also observed these beneficial effects in the
classroom setting.
In summary, there is accumulating evidence suggesting that spatial-numerical games can be
applied successfully to foster numerical and arithmetic competencies in children. So it is not
surprising that components training spatial-numerical associations have also been employed in other
multi-componential intervention or prevention programs such as Rightstart (e.g., Griffin, Case, &
Siegler, 1994) or Big Math for Little Kids (Greene, Ginsburg, & Baalfanz, 2004). However, their
specific effects were usually not evaluated. Finally, it is important to note that all of these
interventions were paper-pencil based. Yet, computer-supported methods may add considerably to
increase both the motivational appeal but also training efficiency by (i) implementing numerical
trainings in general, (ii) ensuring adaptivity, accessibility and interactivity (i.e., collaborative and
competitive gaming), and (iii) allowing to experience numerical concepts in an embodied fashion.

2.2 Computer technology to train numerical competencies
Over the last decades the use of computer technology to support mathematical learning has become
increasingly popular. Already back in 2000 the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics of the
USA claimed that “technology is essential in teaching and learning mathematics; it influences the
mathematics that is taught and enhances students’ learning” (p.11). Recently, Li and Ma (2010)
evaluated the actual benefits of computer technology in mathematics education. They not only
observed significant positive effects of computer technology on mathematics achievement but also
found that effects of computer technology were relatively more pronounced in elementary school and
for children with special needs in mathematics learning. This is of particular interest as it suggests that
computer technology may be specifically suited to support the acquisition of basic numerical
competencies which are most often impaired in children with mathematics learning disabilities (e.g.,
Dowker, 200). Against this background the MNL is a reasonable candidate to be trained in computersupported environments.

2.3 Computer-supported MNL training
There have been several approaches to train the MNL representation using computer technology in
recent years. In the following, we will first give a brief overview of the range of computer-supported
MNL trainings from very circumscribed number line trainings to multi-componential training
programs. After this we will then discuss two specific aspects of the use of computer technology
important with respect to future applications: Interactivity and adaptivity of training environments and
the possibility of task-specific embodied experience of the concepts trained.
2.3.1 Computer-supported number line trainings
Current developments in educational technology strive to use methods of computer-based instruction
or – as more advanced methods - of “serious games”, “game-based learning” or “digital educational
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games” (Amory, Naicker, Vincent, & Adams, 2008). Besides general motivational effects, these
methods are also able to support learning more specifically by measuring learner performance,
providing different levels of task difficulty, and giving fast and individualized feedback in rich
multimedial environments. So, it is not mainly the use of media itself which supports learning, but
their ability to induce or support specific cognitive processes (Kozma, 1991; Clark, 1994).
There are currently a variety of different computer-supported number line trainings and we do
not pretend to present an exhaustive list. Nevertheless, most of the existing number line trainings are
part of multi-componential numerical trainings for the prevention or remediation of mathematics
learning difficulties. Some of these programs are freely available on the internet (e.g., The Number
Race: http://www.thenumberrace.com or Calcularis: http://www.calcularis.ch/int) whereas others are
commercially
oriented
(e.g.,
Number
games
with
Elfe
and
Mathis:
http://www.psychometrica.de/rechenspiele1.html; Number Worlds and Building Blocks:
http://www.sranumberworlds.com/; http://gse.buffalo.edu/org/buildingblocks/ which overlap partly).
Importantly, all of these programs address basic numerical competencies and are targeted at rather
young children from pre-kindergarten through elementary school (see Clements & Sarama, 2011 for a
review). However, the reference to as well as the specificity with which the MNL is trained varies
considerably between programs. Calcularis, Number Worlds, and Elfe and Mathis use number lines in
a quite explicit way with some kind of number line estimation as one component of the intervention.
In Calcularis, for instance, a falling cone has to be landed as closely as possible to the target number
on a given number line. In contrast, the primary focus in The Number Race is on magnitude
comparisons: Whenever one wins against a computer player one is allowed to move a playing piece
an according number of steps. Thereby, a number line is referenced to in a similar way as in the board
games used by Siegler and collegues (e.g., Siegler & Ramani, 2009).
Some of the multi-componential intervention programs are evaluated scientifically indicating
their positive effects on children's numerical development in general and their initial arithmetic
achievment in particular (Number Worlds: e.g., Griffin, 2004; Building Blocks: e.g., Clements &
Sarama, 2007; Number games with Elfe and Mathis: Lenhard, Lenhard, Schug, & Kowalski, 2011) while others still await evaluation (e.g., Calcularis). Nevertheless, evaluation did usually not
differentiate between single components of the programs so that it is hard to infer the effectiveness of
the number line components in particular. This is different for The Number Race as it specifically
aims “to emphasize the association between representations of number and space (Wilson et al.,
2006a, p. 2). There are several empirical studies indicating its positive effects (Wilson et al., 2006b;
2009). Importantly, however, only Kucian et al. (2011) employed and evaluated a specific number
line training. The authors used an advance version of the Calcularis program. The evaluation of this
number line training not only involved behavioral measures but also their neural correlates.
Behaviorally significant improvements of children’s number line accuracy as well as arithmetic
performance were found. On the neural level this was accompanied by reduced recruitment of brain
regions associated with number magnitude manipulations after the training due to automatization of
cognitive processes.
Moreover, there are also attempts to use the MNL concept for training more advanced
mathematical
competencies.
Still
on
a
basic
level
The
Number
Catcher
(http://www.thenumbercatcher.com) addresses the base-10 place-value structure of the Arabic number
system and multi-digit numbers. Moreover, the ARILAB II environment contains a training of
fraction knowledge by systematic use of number line information (e.g., Psycharis, Latsi, & Kynigos,
2009). Finally, Olson (1995) developed a framework using number lines in the teaching of algebraic
functions.
2.3.2 Interactive number line trainings
In most of above number line trainings learners interact only with the learning environment. Yet, it is
known that players in digital games seem to favor the opportunity to challenge and compete with one
another (e.g., Weibel, Wissmath, Habegger, Steiner, & Groner, 2008). Such a competitive reward
structure (Johnson & Johnson, 1989) seems adequate for simple and speed-related tasks which train
automatic processes (Clifford, 1972), as it is the case for training the MNL. However, it also requires
a homogeneous group of learners, because otherwise it would be demotivating for low-achieving
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learners (Ames, Ames & Felker, 1977). However, as a homogeneous group of learners cannot be
guaranteed there are specific demands on interactivity and adaptivity of the learning environment.
In this vein, we recently developed a web-platform allowing for interactive browser games
addressing numerical and orthographical competencies (http://dbwiscam.informatik.unituebingen.de/). It is possible to register at the platform and create an account before entering the game
zone. Amongst other games training arithmetic (e.g., addition, multiplication, etc.) a number line
game was implemented in which the players have to indicate the correct position of a given target
number within a pre-defined number range. The number line game comprised two number ranges
(i.e., 0 to 100 and 0 to 1,000) and two difficulty levels (i.e., 0 as start and 100 or 1,000 as endpoint vs.
odd ranges, e.g., positioning 37 on a number line from 12 to 64). Importantly, the number line game
allows interactive gaming in either single- or multi-player modus with up to five players in which a
player can play against other human or computer-controlled opponents. Generally, it is not possible
that a player places his/her estimation on the same position as another player because the marker used
to indicate ones estimations covers about 5% of the entire number line. This way, players are
encouraged to make spontaneous estimations. After all players have set their mark the player with the
estimation closest to the correct position of the target number (indicated by a green bar) wins the
game. Importantly, a first field study showed that because numerical skill levels of players are very
heterogeneous playing against students with a higher skill level was frustrating. However, skill levels
need to be matched so that players apply more effort and play longer periods of time (Liu, Li, &
Santhaman, 2013). Therefore, adaptivity of the training environment is the crucial aspect which will
make or break the whole idea of interactive number line training (see also Wilson et al., 2006a, for
adaptivity in The Number Race). In the further development of the number line game and the webplatform adaptivity will be implemented in several ways. First, with every game played each
registered player will receive an automatically updated indication of his/her proficiency level to
selectively pair comparable game partners. Second, we will introduce the possibility of individual
handicaps (e.g., time delays) to a balance the chance of winning. Finally, based on the players’
previous estimation performance the activity of the computer-controlled player shall be adapted to
allow for an individual success rate of at least 50%. Thereby, it should be possible to balance success
rates and keep the motivation of the individual players high regardless of their skill level with the
ultimate goal of interventions tailored to the individual’s needs.
2.3.3 Embodied number line trainings
In recent years, digital media such as dance mats and later infrared- (e.g., Nintendo Wii) and camerabased systems such as the XBOX Kinect sensor started to provide the additional feature of an
“embodied interaction” (Dourish, 2001) by measuring user movements and/or gestures. Yet, besides
the general motivational appeal of embodied interaction, movements and thus embodied features can
also be used to support learning more specifically - given the task to be learned also has a spatial
dimension. In case of numerical tasks the movement of a learner may be congruent or incongruent to
the internal MNL representation. When any learning task activates the MNL, it may be expected that
movements which are congruent to this internal representation should corroborate task performance
and learning.
As a first example of specific embodied number line training Fischer, Moeller, Bientzle,
Cress, and Nuerk (2011) used a digital dance mat to train kindergarteners on a systematic left-smaller
and right-larger association. In a magnitude comparison task children had to take a step to the left
when a presented target number was smaller than a simultaneously presented standard and a step to
the right when the target number was larger than the standard. Importantly, the results corroborated
the hypothesis that an embodied number line training should be more effective than a control training
without physical-spatial elements. Children not only got specifically more accurate in positioning
target numbers in number line estimation but the advantage of the embodied over the control training
also generalized to children's counting principles, which were not trained directly. Finally, the results
of a mediation analysis indicated that children's improvement in counting was mediated by their
improvement in number line estimation and thus by an increase in number line accuracy.
Interestingly, these differential training effects favoring the embodied over the control
training were found for the case of a categorical training of number line direction (i.e., one step to
either the left or right). However, so far the association between the MNL and
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numerical/mathematical performance was even more pronounced for tasks assessing the continuous
nature of the MNL (i.e., number line estimation). Therefore, it seems promising to expand the concept
of embodied number line training to continuous movements along a number line. Possible computer
technology to allow for this is now available with the increasing width of SMARTBoards® or camerabased systems such as the XBOX® Kinect sensor. Accordingly, Link, Moeller, Huber, Fischer, &
Nuerk (in press) pursued this idea using the kinect sensor in first graders who had to estimate the
position of a target number by walking along and stop at the correct position on an up to 3 meter long
number line taped on the floor. Compared to a non-embodied control condition they observed that
children improved more strongly not only in number line estimation but also in a mental addition task.
Again this indicates an advantage of the embodied training condition. Finally, so far these embodied
approaches to number line learning are restricted to single user environments. However, when
implementing above described attempts to balance success rates competitive trainings on the dance
mat are well conceivable. Moreover, refined tracking procedures for camera-based systems now allow
for tracking more than one person at a time and thus a competitive version of the continuous number
line training as used by Link et al. (in press).

3. Summary and Conclusions
In the current article we described the idea of a MNL and aimed at evaluating in what way the
development of children’s MNL representation can be corroborated by computer-supported learning
environments. Please note that there already are both paper-pencil but also computer-supported
approaches to number line trainings for which scientific evaluation indicated significant training
effects. Nevertheless, we argue that with the rapid progress in computer technology increasingly
sophisticated possibilities for training the MNL are provided. With respect to interactive learning
environments we suggest that adaptivity will be the crucial aspect of any learning environment aiming
at allowing interactive and competitive number line trainings. Mechanisms implemented to guarantee
balanced success rates in multi-learner trainings seem mandatory to keep even those with specific
needs motivated. As regards the possibility of embodied interactions with the learning material we
propose trainings allowing for bodily experiences of the MNL to be particularly fruitful. New media
devices such as the Kinect sensor allow for full-body movements along the MNL with the
isomorphism between full-body movements in physical and number space corroborating children’s
understanding of numerical quantities. In this context, recent results from research on children with
special needs in mathematics education are of specific relevance. Studies by Ramani and Siegler
(2011; 2012, see also Wilson et al., 2009, for similar evidence for The Number Race) clearly indicate
that training the number line by playing linear board games seems to be even more effective for
children from underprivileged families. Against this background exploiting the possibilities of recent
progress in computer technology seems specifically reasonable as it opens up new directions for the
successful computer-supported training of the MNL targeted at those with special needs in numerical /
mathematical learning.
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Abstract: In this paper, time evolutions of students’ knowledge level who are engaged in
collaborative learning, is simulated using mathematical model. In this model, students try to
acquire hierarchic-structured knowledge. It is found that the structure of the collaborative
groups formed by the students influence their achievements. Collaborative learning is said to
be useful because one can reach the level where one cannot reach with the traditional teaching
approach. We have the result that collaborative learning is especially effective when learning
the difficult knowledge and we might be able to say our model successfully described the
aspect of collaborative learning.
Keywords: Collaborative learning, Hierarchic-structured knowledge, Mathematical model
approach, Computer simulation

1. Introduction
In recent years, there have been theoretical studies of teaching-learning process especially in a
collaborative learning. Since Hake reported that the performance of the students can be enhanced
using a teaching approach involving collaborative group work, in contrast to the traditional noninteractive lectures (Hake, 1998), the processes of learning and understanding physics and
mathematics have become the focus of cognitive research. In order to precede the research,
mathematical model of teaching-learning process have been proposed and studied.
There are some mathematical models of teaching-learning process and we classify these
models into three categories; differential equation modeling (Pritchard, et al., 2008), Ising spin
modeling (Bordogna et al., 2001, 2003, Yau-Yuen, 2006, Yasutake, 2011) and stochastic process
modeling (Nitta, 2010). In this study, we adopt Ising spin modeling since the model is mostinvestigated one among mathematical learning models. In the Bordogna's model, a collaboration
results in exchanging student's knowledge with each other. However the knowledge was just a block
of what he/she knew in the model. Actually, one knowledge should be based on related basic
knowledges, namely hierarchic structure of knowledge. This is similar to hierarchic model of data,
information, knowledge, wisdom, known as DIKW Hirarchy (Ackoff, 1989).
In this study, we propose a mathematical model of collaborative learning and we suppose that
students exchange hierarchic knowledge with each other. The aim of this study is to clarify how
students acquire knowlege and what kind of manner of grouping of students are effective for
collaborative learning.

2. The model and the simulation method
When we work out a solution to the problem, various types of knowledge are necessary. So we
suppose a hierarchic structure of knowledge shown in figure 1. It shows that one needs both
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knowledge A and B, which are the knowledge that lies under the knowledge D, to learn knowledge D
and same thing applies to knowledge E and F. The knowledge level of the ith student at time t is given
by
, where
corresponds to optimum knowledge and
consists of knowledge levels
,
corresponds to no knowledge at all. The knowledge level
, ...,
.
Knowledge F
Knowledge E

Knowledge D
Knowledge A

Knowledge B

Knowledge C

Figure 1. Hierarchic structure of knowledge
A class is divided to some groups and each group consists of n students. The cognitive impact
of the student-student interaction in a group for knowledge A~C,
(A~C applies for X) is given
by
,
where

is the power of influence of jth student on ith student and

(1)
is the confidence of the

ith student. Cognitive impact is expected to be larger when the power of influence is large. The more
confidence the student has, the less cognitive impact the student gets, because he/she has the
confidence that his/her idea is correct meaning there is less chance to change his mind. The term
shows that the bigger the difference between the ith student’s knowledge level and
the jth student’s knowledge level, the larger the cognitive impact will be. It also shows that cognitive
impact will be negative when the jth student’s knowledge level is smaller than the ith student’s
knowledge level and positive in opposite case.
We model that the cognitive impact for knowledge D~F,
(D~F applies for Y) depends
on the knowledge level of basic (or lower) layer one and the model is described as
.

(2)

and

is the two knowledge levels that lies under the knowledge level Y. The term
means that when your knowledge levels of A and B are small, you have less chance to
gain cognitive impact on knowledge D.
and
is assumed to be given as
(3)
and
where

,
(4)
is the value of influence that jth student potentially has on ith student. It depends on many

factors such as the relationship between the jth student and ith student, persuasiveness, assertiveness,
is the value of confidence that ith student potentially has. It is provided by the student’s
etc.
characteristic.
The cognitive impact of teacher on ith student can be written as
(5)
and
,

(6)

where
and
are the knowledge level of the teacher and his/her power of influence on ith student.
is assumed to be given by
,
(7)
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where

is the value of influence that the teacher potentially has on the ith student. In the case of
, ith student will try to teach the jth student and when he/she does, what he/she doesn’t

know becomes clear. So he/she can learn more efficiently from his/her teacher. Therefore, if
is
,
is amplified as
larger than
,
(8)
becomes larger when the ith student has small knowledge level because
which means that
he/she has lots to learn and has better chance of gaining larger cognitive impact.
The knowledge is assumed to be a dynamic variable influenced by the cognitive impact as
Bordogna described. At a given time interval , the student’s knowledge level changes as follows:
, i.e.
i.
a knowledge gain of amount
with a probability of
(9)
or
ii.
no knowledge gain, i.e.
with a probability of
(10)
or
iii. a knowledge loss of amount
with a probability of
,
(11)
are given by
where Z and
(12)
and
(13)
in which
is the sum of
and
.
is larger when the student’s knowledge level is low
and it is smaller when his/her knowledge level is close to the optimum knowledge. This is because the
less knowledge one has the more things one has to learn and if one’s knowledge level reaches 1, one
has nothing to learn and
becomes 0.
,
,
, i=1,…,N in this paper. N is the total number of
It is assumed that
is taken at random in the interval of (0.6,1). Also
and
in (0,1).
students in the classroom and

3. Result and discussion
We take the class size N=99 which is divided into 33 groups with 3 students in each group. Students
take previous diagnostic test, and are classified into three different sets, namely “high achieving (HA)
, “average achieving (AA) students” with
, and “low achieving
students” with
. Subsequently, three different cases are considered. In Case I, the
(LA) students” with
students only learn from the teacher, which corresponds to the so called traditional teaching approach.
In Cases II and III, the students not only learn from the teacher but also engage in collaborative work
and interact with other students. However, these two groups are formed differently: in Case II the
groups are homogeneous and all the members of each group are selected from same group so that they
have same level of knowledge. In Case III the groups are heterogeneous and a member is chosen from
each set so that they have different level of knowledge.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.Time evolutions of students’ knowledge level in a homogeneous group (a) and in a
heterogeneous group (b). Collaborative learning is included in the red curves (Case II in (a) and III in
(b)) whereas the blue curves contain no student-student interaction (Case I).
Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the time evolutions of knowledge level for (a) Cases I and II and
for (b) Cases I and III. All students’ performance is enhanced when they are engaged in collaborative
learning (Cases II and III) as compared to the traditional approach (Case I). LA students perform
better when the group is homogeneous. On the other hand, HA students and AA students perform
better when the group is heterogeneous. This result is contrast to that of Bordogna and Albano
(Bordogna et al., 2001, 2003). Their results are as follows: LA students perform much better when
they interact with HA students and their achievement was either worse or indistinguishable as
compared to the traditional lectures when they interact with LA students. But HA students perform
much better when they form homogeneous groups. In figure 2 the knowledge level does not reach 1
but when we have enough simulation time, the knowledge level gets close to 1. We need to check up
how long the simulation time is equivalent to actual studying time.
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of students’ average knowledge level in a traditional
teaching approach (Case I), homogeneous group (Case II) and in a heterogeneous group (Case III).
Students perform better when they are engaged in collaborative learning regardless of grouping. They
perform slightly better when they are formed in homogeneous groups than formed in heterogeneous
group.

Figure 3. Time evolutions of students’ average knowledge level in a traditional teaching approach
(blue curve), homogeneous group (red curve) and in a heterogeneous group (green curve).
Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the time evolution of knowledge level A, D and F for Cases I and
II for low achieving students (a) and for high achieving students. Both results show that collaborative
learning is effective for all knowledge but especially when learning difficult knowledge. Collaborative
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learning is said to be useful because one can reach the level where one cannot reach with the
traditional teaching approach. We might be able to say this result is showing the aspect of the
collaborative learning.
To show the effectiveness of collaborative learning using quantitative index, let us introduce
Hake’s actual gain G and show the result in figure 5. Here, gain G is defined as the difference
between the primary knowledge level and the knowledge level at time 40 in the simulation. We have
chosen time 40 because its result was most close to the result of Hake’s. In figure 5, each points
corresponds to each student’s result. We can see the collaborative learning (red points) is slightly
more effective than the traditional learning (green points). The result is qualitatively equivalent to
Hake’s results and this means that our model might be appropriate mathematical model of learning.

4. Conclusion
Mathematical learning model has been formulated to simulate the collaborative learning processes
provided by any intelligent tutoring systems. It is found that collaborative learning is effective in both
grouping, homogeneous grouping and heterogeneous grouping. The students’ average knowledge
level was slightly better in the case of forming homogeneous groups than in the case of forming
heterogeneous groups. But AA students and HA students perform better in heterogeneous groups so
we cannot necessarily say forming homogeneous groups is better than forming heterogeneous groups.
Result showed collaborative learning is effective when learning difficult knowledge. This might help
teachers to improve their teaching strategies.
It is important to compare the results of the present studies with the results of actually
implemented collaborative learning. Then we reformulate and make the more reliable mathematical
model and propose a good condition for students to learn. In the procedure, not only qualitative but
also quantitative investigation is required. In this paper, we introduced students' gain defined by Hake,
which we calculated by the use of the numerical results of the time 0 and 40. In order to further
enhance authenticity, it should be investigated how long the simulation time is equivalent to actual
studying time. We hope that this type of numerical study will help in developing education.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Time evolutions of students’ knowledge level A (highest pair of curves), D (middle pair of
curves) and F (lowest pair of curves) in a homogeneous group. (a) shows the knowledge level of low
achieving students and (b) shows the knowledge level of high achieving students.
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Figure 5. Gain G vs. primary knowledge level. Red points are the students engaged in collaborative
learning and green points are the students only engaged in traditional learning.
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Abstract:In Taiwan, a Web Accessibility Service was establishedin 2004, which provides
online courses for adult learners with disabilities to acquire job-oriented skills, particularly
computer skills. Although a large number of learners have registered for the courses, the
percentage of learners who complete their study is rather low. The purpose of this study is to
identify issues related to the current services through examining the online learning activities
of its participants in the 2012 term.Data sources consist of discussion statements posted
online, discourse of online meetings, and self-reported questionnaires. The results indicate that
the Service support team was rather dedicated to maintaining the system and courses offered.
The learners who submitted the online questionnaires also appeared rather satisfied with the
overall services provided. It seems that the low study completion rate, 5.4% in 2012, may not
be due to the services per se. Other factors causing the low completion rate must be further
explored. Suggestions of future directions for improving the services are provided.
Keywords: Accessibilityweb, learners with disabilities, online forums, web-based learning

1. Introduction
In recent years, the development of computers, telephones, and assistive technology tools, both
software and hardware, has helped individuals with disabilities become more autonomous, productive,
and participatory in academics, employment, entertainment, and other activities (Burgstahler et al.,
2011). Some researchers contend that ICT (Information, Communication and Technology) supported
learning has the potential to equalize opportunities for those with special learning needs (Florian,
2003).In Taiwan, there are approximately 1.1 million individuals with disabilities. To narrow the
digital gap for people with disabilities, the Bureau of Employment and Vocational Training (BEVT),
Council of Labor Affairs in Taiwan established a web-based learning system, calledthe Web
Accessibility Service system, in 2004, to help adult learners with disabilities attain job-oriented skills,
particularly computer skills. It is the hope of BEVT that learners with disabilities can enhance their
skills and subsequently increase their employment opportunities. The website of the service is located
at http://openstudy.evta.gov.tw. Even though a variety of online courses were offered to learners, the
study completion rates were rather low in the past years. The purpose of this study is to explore
possible issues associated with the low completion rate, the findings of which can hopefully be used
for future improvement of the current services.

2. Literature Review
2.1 The Concept of Web Accessibility
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The National Science Foundation defines access as “the ability to find, manipulate and use
information in an efficient and comprehensive manner” (Lesk, 1988). To implement the notion of the
Universal Web, norms and regulations for web design must be established and some necessary
computer aids may be needed by individuals with disabilities in order for them to browse WWW
information without difficulty. More detailed development of accessibility regulations and rules can
be found in Waddell (1999).In Taiwan, four principles are recommended for designing a publically
accessible web (Yeh et al., 2003): 1) Accessibility of multimedia information, 2) Accessibility of
webpage structure and its presentation, 3) Accessibility of webpage development and related
techniques of input/output devices, and 4) Accessibility of website navigation mechanisms.More
concretely, four aspects of accessibility components corresponding to the above four principles must
be considered when designing a public website: content (the text information presented on the web),
structure (the layout of the web design), technique (accessible design of browsing structure among
webpages in any given website), and navigation (accessible design of browsing structure among
webpages). In other words, an accessibility web must satisfy the user in those four aspects.

2.2 The Web Accessibility Service in Taiwan
As mentioned, a Web Accessibility Service was established in Taiwan in 2004, providing a webbased learning environment for adult learners with disabilities to gain job-oriented knowledge and
computer skills. Since then, various online courses have been developed. In 2006, the services were
made public foradults with disabilities. As of the end of 2012, a total of 48 courses were available
online, broken down into five categories of courses, including Basic Computer, Web Design, Office,
Computer Certificate, and Job Technique. Approximately 2,000 members had registered to study one
or more of the courses offered. Each year, only one study term was offered, which lasted for nine
months. The long period of the term was to accommodate slower learners. A study certificate would
be conferred to those who completed their study, one for each course completed. “Completion of
study” was defined as (1) having accessed two registered courses at least twice, each lasting more
than 60 minutes during the studied term, (2) having participated in the online forum and made
postings at least twice, and (3) having submitted the end-of-term questionnaire surveying their
satisfaction with the courses they studied. To date, there are more than 260 learners who have earned
a study certificate, approximately 25 to 30 learners per term. Atotal of five learners have earned one to
two certificates, certified by a governmental institute,as a result of studying the courses since
certificate-related courses were offered in 2011.
Although the number of learners enrolled in the courses offered has been growing steadily,
the number completing their study (approximately 13%, 260/2000 to date) is far lower than the initial
anticipation of the system sponsors. How to increase the usage of the government-supported system
and effectively help adult learners with disabilities acquire the job oriented knowledge and skills
offered is of great concern. This study intends to identify possible issues associated with the low
completion rate through deliberately examining the online learning activities taking place in the
system, the findings of which can hopefully serve as useful references for strengthening the current
system in the future.

3. Method
The learners who enrolled in the courses offered in the term of 2012 were involved in the study.
During the term, online forums, one for each course,wereestablished for learners to post information
and questions. In addition, synchronous online meetings were held once a month, each lasting for two
hours.Online logs posted by the learners, automatically kept in the system, and the verbal
conversations conducted in the online meetings were gathered. In addition to the qualitative data, two
sets of questionnaires, one administered in the middle of the term and the other at the end of the term,
surveying the learners’ satisfaction with the overall services, were also collected. The mid-term
questionnaire consisted of eight questions, whereas the end-of-term questionnaire contained 10
questions (the eight questions of the mid-term questionnaire plus two additional ones). Table 1
displays these ten questions.
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Table 1: The survey questions.
Item
1

Question
Overall speaking, are you satisfied with the services provided by The Web
Accessibility Service?
2
Are you satisfied with the web design and technological processes of the service
platform?
3
Are you satisfied with the stability of the service platform?
4
Are you satisfied with the content and materials of the course?
5
Are you satisfied with the degree of difficulty/easiness of the course?
6
Are you satisfied with the instructor’s explanations and responses?
7
Are you satisfied with the quality of the services provided by the teaching assistants?
8
Are you satisfied with the toll-free customer service provided by The Web
Accessibility Service?
9*
Are you satisfied with the electronic newsletters sent by The Web Accessibility
Service?
10*
Are you satisfied with your learning outcomes?
*
Only asked in the end-of-term questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed based on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly
disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Microsoft Excel was used to analyze the survey data. Content
analysis was adopted to analyze the online logs. A complete statement was used as the analysis unit to
analyze the log data. The statements were firstly classified into types. Eight major types were
identified, shown in Table 2 along with examples of each. Next, the identified types were quantified
to tally frequencies by type.The verbal conversations gathered from the synchronous online meetings
were firstly transcribed verbatim and then classified into types based on the discourse purpose. The
numbers as well as the roles of the participants attending the meetings were also tallied.
Table 2: Types of online logs and associated examples.
Types
Hands-on
operation related
Software
functions related

Question
 “How can I create text effect in Flash?”
 “How can I convert a document into a PDF file?”
 “What are the differences between Office 2003 and Office 2007?”
 “I couldn’t view the awarded PPT (created by a classmate) and other course
content; was it because the version of my Office is 2003?”
Connectivity/
 “It seems that the quality of video and audio is not as good as earlier. It was
system problems
too noisy during the synchronous meeting, and I could barely hear the
others’ voices.”
related
 “We wanted to attend the online meeting but found out that Homemeeting
(the software for meeting) was out of space.”
Certificate exams  “Where can I download the previous exam questions?”
related
 “What are the major changes of the current exam questions, compared to the
previous ones?”
Course content
 “Please explain the 7 layers of OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) to me.”
related
 “How can I distinguish ROM (Read Only Memory) and RAM (Random
Access Memory)?”
Course
 “I have posted the message (about the upcoming exam) on the website in
information
case anyone did not know it yet.”
related
 “Is only a person with disabilities allowed to access the courses?”
Social and other
 “You (the classmates) are invited to visit my personal website of Multimedia
info related
Work Studio.”
 “How can I contact instructor Huang?”
Feedback/
 “I suggest that a subject be added when (the classmates) uploading a file.”
suggestions
 “I personally suggest that the courses be sorted by type in order to expedite
related
our entering the courses.”
Remark: The words in italics are the authors’ notes.
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4. Results
Six courses were offered in the studied term. Fifteen teaching assistants (TAs) stood by online to
assist learners with the courses they had registered for.Although there were 881 learners registered to
study the courses, many of themregistered in more than one course, so the number of individual
learners was actually 443. A total of 48 study certificates were conferred to those completing the
study, although the number of individual learners earning study certificates was actually 18. This
completion rate is very low, regardless of viewing from the total count (5.4%, 48/881) or from the
unrepeated individual count (4.1%, 18/443).
According to the log data, there were 456 statements posted by the learners during the ninemonth period, excluding the TA responses. Connectivity and system related questions appeared to be
the type of statements the learners posted most frequently (a total of 126 postings, excluding duplicate
statements posted in multiple online forums), followed by skills oriented hands-on questions (a total
of 83 postings, excluding duplicates). In contrast, social and other information related statements were
the least frequently posted type (a total of 16 postings, excluding duplicates). It is also found that the
learners in the Computer Certificate class posted the highest number of statements (a total of 152),
whereas the learners in the Job Technique class posted the least number (a total of 27).It indicates that
certificates related questions were the most concerned category.
The analysis of the online meeting data shows, in addition to TAs and coordinators of the web
system, there were 10 to 16 learners taking part in each meeting. Other than announcing general
information and web sources, one or two instructorswere also invited in each meeting to address a
topic in a more practical manner. Examples of the topics were “Whether electronic books suit me at
the current stage,” “The procedures of attending the exam of Computer Software Application – Level
C,” “Overview ofsheltered workshops andwork areafacilitiesinNew Taipei City,” “Life education and
positive thinking,”and “Walking in the Cloud.”
There were 8 to 13 learners who submitted the mid-term questionnaire, whereas 6 to 11
submitted the end-of-term questionnaire. The overall survey results reveal that the percentages of
learners who felt (strongly) satisfied are far higher than those who felt (strongly) unsatisfied.Based on
the mid-term surveys, the stability of the service platform appeared to be the item which had the
lowest number of learners who felt strongly satisfied. The item forwhich most learners were strongly
satisfied was the quality of the services provided by the TAs. The results of the end-of-term survey
disclose that the item which had the lowest number of learners who felt strongly satisfied is the
learners’ own learning outcomes. Overall speaking, the items which most learners felt strongly
satisfied included the toll-free call service, the overall services, and the quality of the TAs’ services.

5. Conclusions
The study results reveal that the Web Accessibility Service support team was rather engaged in
supporting the provided services. Not only were the TAs responsive to learners’ inquiries (postings),
but the coordinators were also rather participatory in the learning activities. Although the number of
learners attending the online activities was low, those who were constantly involved in the activities
seemed to be highly likely to complete their study. Those learners, in general, were also satisfied with
the overall services and courses provided. This indicates that once the learners became part of the
learning community, they tended to sustain and also complete their study. Therefore, to resolve the
issue of the low completion rate, the focus of the attention must be placed on those who registered for
the courses but seldom or never accessed them. To improve the usefulness and effectiveness of the
current system, what prevents those learners from continuing their study is the central issue to be
scrutinized.
Several factors are speculated to be associated with the learners’ failure to continue their
study. For example, the stability of the system may be one reason. As the log data disclosed, the
statements/questions that learners most frequently posted in the online forum were related to
connectivity problems. For those who were less experienced in using computers, being unable to cope
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with connectivity problems might hinder their attempts to use the system. As Hegarty et al. (2000)
contended, in addition to the technical aspect, the psychological aspect, such as attitudes and selfconfidence, must also be considered when providing ICT intervention for learners with special
learning needs. Learners with disabilities may be shyer and less confident about participating in public
activities. Therefore, how to help them step out and adapt to the online learning community may
demand more of the system team’s effort.
Narrowing the digital gap for people with disabilities has become a global trend. Establishing
a helpful, useful, and friendly online learning environment to facilitate learners with disabilities to
attain competitive skills and subsequently secure a decent job is one way to that end. It is particularly
important that a government-supported web service, such as the one examined in the present study,
can provide such an environment to meet the anticipated goal. To achieve that goal, more effort
committed to improving the current services is needed.

6. Suggestions
To encourage more learners to take advantage of the services provided by the Web Accessibility
Service, the following suggestions are provided:

Establishing an active tracking center
The current contact center established in the Service allows members to contact service staff
through either a toll-free phone line or an online stand-by service. For shy or publicphobiclearners, this kind ofpassivecontact servicemay be ineffective.It is necessary that staff at
the center actively contact those who register for the courses but do not show up in later learning
activities. This contact must be systematically tracked and followed up. Rubrics for contacting
and tracking learners’ learning situations are also needed. In addition, staff must be trained prior
to engaging in the tasks. Although the number of learners registered in the system far
overwhelms the limited number of contact staff,the outcome will add up as such contact persists.

Attending to learners’ learning needs based on their computer skills background
It is reported that the disability types of the learners registered in the current term consisted of
visually, hearing, physically, and cognitive impaired, and a few others. Although the Service was
thoughtful to develop both cognitive oriented and non-cognitive oriented courses for various
types of disabilities, it did not consider the learners’ knowledge backgroundor computer skills
level. It is important that when contact staff tracks learners’ learning situations, their
backgrounds and computer skill levelsmust also be recorded. The RDEC report (2008) revealed
that difficulties encountered by learners with disabilities included being unable to find the desired
webpages from the overloaded web information and not understanding the web content written in
English. To some learners, holding their hands to go through certain learning sessions may be
necessary.

Understandinglearners’ learning situations through multiple online tools
Designing more comprehensive questionnaire items for learners to fill out is one way of
elicitingfirst-hand information about the learners.Inviting them to be speakers in the online
meetings to share their learning process, learning hardships and learning outcomes is another
method of identifying their learning needs and learning progress directly.
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Abstract: Computer based interactive visualizations have been shown to be effective learning
resources in science and engineering for improved conceptual understanding, reasoning and
prediction abilities, and experimentation skills. In a prior study, we reported the development
of Engineering Design Interactive Visualizations (EDIV), and showed their effectiveness as
self-study material in improving students’ engineering design competencies. Here, we
investigate students’ interaction with the EDIVs in order to gain insight into what makes the
EDIVs effective. We conducted a qualitative study using screen capture logs to identify
behavioural differences between high and low scoring learners as they interact with the EDIV.
We found that the high scoring group spent more learning time on interactive activities such
as variable manipulation and decision making tasks, while the low scoring group spent more
time on reading and concept clarification tasks.
Keywords: Design competency, interactive visualization, learning behaviour

1. Introduction
Computer based interactive visualizations have several known benefits in science and
engineering education (Rutten et. al., 2012), such as making invisible things visible, allowing students
to build mental models, promoting inquiry-based learning, and improved conceptual understanding
and reasoning abilities. Integration of visualizations in laboratories has shown improved prediction
ability as well as experimentation skills (McKagan et al., 2009). In this study we focus on interactive
visualizations that promote students’ engineering design competencies, such as structuring open
problems, gathering information, multiple representations, and divergent and convergent thinking. In
a prior study, we have reported the development of Engineering Design Interactive Visualizations
(EDIVs) that students can use for self-learning (Mavinkurve et. al, 2012). Each EDIV is based on an
open-ended design problem in electronics, such as the design of an amplifier. EDIVs contain concepts
necessary to design the solution to the problem, as well as activities that students can perform to
develop design competencies. The features and activities in the EDIVs are based on principles of
formative assessment (Chen, 2012), scaffolding (Fund, 2007) and dynamically linked multiple
representations (Ploetzner et al.,2009).
In the previous study, we have shown that students who learn with EDIVs are able to solve
open design problems more successfully than students in the control group. While the conclusion was
that EDIVs were effective in developing engineering design competencies, the study was not designed
to answer how or why the EDIVs were effective. In this study, we directly address the question of
what makes the EDIVs effective, by examining students’ behaviour as they interact with them. The
goal of this study is to identify behavioural differences between learners who scored high and those
who scored low on the design problem they attempted after interacting with the EDIV.
We used a qualitative design to address the above research goal. The data source is a detailed
log of students’ interactions with the learning material, recorded via a screen-capture software. We
coded the logs based on students’ actions, and compared the learning behaviour of five high and five
low scorers. We found that there is a difference in the behaviour pattern of the two groups. High
scorers spent more learning time on interactive activities such as variable manipulation and decision
making tasks, while low scorers spent more time on reading information and on concept clarification
questions. Observed differences in learning behaviour of the two groups of learners indicate that how
students interact with the learning material affects how much they learn.
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2. Theoretical basis
Computer-based visualizations have been shown to be effective teaching-learning aids in
science and engineering education. Visualizations can represent complex, abstract and invisible
concepts (Gordin, 1995). They allow self-paced learning and opportunity for instant feedback.
Interactive visualizations have been shown to have a range of benefits, from improved conceptual
understanding, higher level cognition abilities, scientific discovery learning, and improved lab related
skills of students (Rutten et al, 2012 and references within). However learning gains are seen with
visualisation ,when learners actively engage with visualizations (Naps et al., 2002). To promote high
engagement level, it is recommended that visualizations offer features that allow learners to explore
and interact with the visualizations, such as the opportunity to manipulate variables(Chen et.al, 2012).
In self-learning materials, intelligent self-regulation needs setting of learning goals and tuning
thinking process to achieve learning goals (Nicol, 2007). In computer based visualizations, in order to
allow learner to set goals and align the learning process, scaffolding strategies are needed to guide the
learner (Hmelo-Silver, 2007). One of the scaffolding strategies is the use of question prompts at
appropriate stages of learning (Xun & Land, 2004). Feedback in visualizations provided via
simulative manipulation helps learners to clarify concepts and leads to improvement in learning gains
(Chen et.al, 2012). These studies help to establish the importance of appropriate instructional
strategies in learning materials, but do not establish the relation between students’ learning outcomes
and their interaction with the material.

3. Learning environment and activities
The learning material is in the form of interactive computer-based visualizations on various
topics in basic electronics such as circuit and amplifier design. The primary learning objective of the
self-study material is to enable students to learn the ability of ‘structure open problem’, one of the first
steps in designing electronics circuits. In addition to concepts related to the topic, each EDIV contains
various activities and features that address the above competencies. These activities have been
designed based on the principles of formative assessment, scaffolding and dynamically linked
multiple representations. A key activity in the EDIV is a simulation in which the learner can
manipulate variables and get visual feedback on the results of a ‘virtual experiment’ (Fig. 1). In
addition, each EDIV contains a number of carefully chosen multiple-choice questions of two types: 1)
Conceptual questions to help the learner master the necessary conceptual understanding before
proceeding towards the design task, labeled as Concept Clarification Questions (CCQ); and 2)
Questions to aid learners in making decisions related to the design task at hand, labeled as Decision
Making Task Questions (DMTQ). CCQs and DMTQs provide feedback on learners’ choices and
guide them towards correct conceptual understanding and suitable design decisions (Fig. 2).
Other features of the EDIVs include multiple representations in the form of waveforms,
graphs and equations which work as a hint for design choices, and animations which depict physical
processes. The EDIVs also contain Design Tips and Info Boxes, which are scaffolds that appear as
supportive text. Design Tips relate to the key decisions learners need to make in order to achieve
successful design. An example of a Design Tip is: It is important to choose the Q-point location near
the centre of the load line to get faithful amplification. An Info Box contains information necessary to
carry out design of a circuit, such as “In the cutoff region of load line VBE is less than 0.7V.”

Figure 1. Multiple representations

Figure2. Decision making task question and feedback
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4. Research Methods
4.1. Sample and procedure
This study is part of a larger project to develop students’ engineering design competencies. In
prior work (Mavinkurve et al., 2012), we have reported results of a quasi-experiment in which the
experimental group learnt with an EDIV on electronics circuit design while the control group received
instructional material on the same topic from a traditional lab course. Students in both groups studied
the material for 30 minutes without instructor intervention. They then attempted the post-test which
contained an open question on the design of an electronics circuit to solve a practical problem. A
validated assessment rubric was used to score students’ design competencies on the post-test. The
experimental group scored statistically significantly higher, leading to the conclusion that the EDIVs
were effective in developing students’ engineering design competencies.
The sample in this qualitative study is a subset of the experimental group. Out of the 37
participants in the experimental group, 10 were selected in the sample for the current study. The
participants are 2nd year Electronics Engineering students in a typical college in Mumbai, India.
Purposive sampling was conducted to obtain 5 participants who scored high on the post-test in the
control study, and 5 who scored low on the basis of the design competency rubrics. Students with
average rubrics scores of 0 or 1 on relevant competencies were identified as low scorers and those
with scores of 2 or 3 were considered to be high scorers. However, the two groups were found to be
equivalent on previous exams that tested conceptual understanding and traditional problem-solving.
While students studied the material, their screen activities were captured by Camstudio6
screen-recording software. These recordings were coded and analyzed to get an insight into students’
behaviour when they learn with self-study EDIVs.

4.2. Data Coding and Analysis
Camstudio recordings of each student were first transcribed. The transcripts were segmented
by activities in the learning material, and focused on start time, end time, activity in the learning
material and the action taken by student while interacting with the content. An example of a transcript
is shown in Table 1. While learning from the EDIVs, possible actions of students are: reading
(concepts, Design Tips, Info Box), clicking correct or wrong answers, reading feedback to answers,
re-trying the question, viewing the animation, and interacting with the variables in the simulation.
Based on these actions, we assigned codes to students’ interaction with material.
Table1. Example of transcript of Camstudio recording
Start time End time
0.47 min
1.31 min

Content in the learning material
DMTQ1- Question to identify DC
circuit
For the given CE amplifier circuit
identify which is appropriate dc circuit?

Student’s actions
• Question read, 2nd option clicked
• Feedback read, wrong answer.
• Try again button clicked
• 3rd option clicked

Our main research goal was to investigate differences in the behaviour pattern of low and
high scorers as they interacted with the EDIV learning materials. We characterized this difference on
multiple measures. We first analyzed how each student spends his/her time during the self-learning
process. We compared the duration of time spent by low and high scoring groups on different
activities and features in the EDIVs. To compare behaviours across students who spent different
amounts of total time, we calculated the percent of time spent per activity/ feature out of the total
learning time. The second parameter we measured was the frequency of visits for each activity/
feature. The time spent on an activity/ feature and the number of revisits indicate the emphasis a
student places on different EDIV activities in their learning process. The third measure was to
identify the correlation between the post-test scores of students and the time spent for different

6

www.camstudio.org
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activities and features. Finally, we analyze the chronological sequence of actions of a typical student
from each group as a graphical representation of the timeline of their learning process.
5. Results
The time spent by students on the EDIVs range from 8 to 23 minutes, with a mean time of
18.8 min. (SD=4.1min.) by high scorers and 16.04 min. (SD=9.7 min) by low scorers. High scorers
spent maximum time on Decision Making Task Questions (4.5 min), followed by reading activity
(3.5min), viewing animation (3min) and variable manipulation (2.5min). Low scorers on the other
hand spent maximum time on reading activity (3.5 min) followed by Concept Clarification Questions
(3min). The largest difference was in the time spent on animation (high – 3min., low – 0.68 min) and
variable manipulation simulation (high – 2.5 min, low – 0.82 min). Fig. 3 shows the comparison of
time spent on different activities by low and high scorers.

Time spent (min)

Time spent on EDIV activities - low and
high scorers

Percent time per
activity - low
scorers

3.5

Percent time per
activity - high
scorers

3
2.5

VM
ANM 7%
8%

2
1.5
1

DMT
Q
22%

0.5
0
READ

CCQ

DMTQ

VARMAN

VIEWANM

REA
D
24%
CCQ
5%

ANM
22%
DMT
Q
32%

CCQ
29%

Activties
LOW

VM
17%
REA
D
34%

HIGH

Figure 3. Comparison of total time spent on
EDIV activities by low and high scorers

Figure 4. Percent of learning time spent on
EDIV activities by low and high scorers

As a percent of total time (Fig. 4), DMTQ is most preferred activity for high scorers; they
spent 32% of their learning time on this activity while low scorers spent only 22% of their time. For
variable manipulation simulation, high scorers spent 17% time while low scorers spent 8% time.
Among low scorers, reading is most preferred activity in which they spent 34% of their learning time
while high scorers spent 24% of their time. The second preferred activity for low scorers was CCQ
activity, which was 29% of the learning time, while high scorers spent only 5% time in CCQ.
The most frequently visited activity by both high and low scoring students is the DMTQ
activity. Reading and viewing animation are the next most frequently visited activities by both groups.
The main difference in behaviour of visits is in Variable Manipulation activity, which is visited by
high scorers more than low scorers, and CCQ activity, which is more frequently visited by low scorers
than high scorers.
A correlational analysis between post-test scores and activity time shows that there is positive
and significant correlation (Spearman rank coefficient ρ=0.67) between post-test scores and time
spent on DMTQ as well as time spent on animation (ρ=0.65). We also found positive but nonsignificant correlation between post-test scores and time spent on VM activity (0.6). CCQ activity
time is significantly negatively correlated with post-test scores (ρ=-0.73).
Table 3-Correlation coefficient for activity time and SOP scores (* significant at 0.05 level)
Post-test
scores

Total time
0.485

DMTQ
0.674*

ANM
0.654*

VM
0.6

CCQ
-0.734*

We illustrate the learning pattern of students interacting with EDIVs, with an example each of
a typical low and high scorer. Figure 5 shows the timelines of behaviour for a low and a high scoring
student . Time is presented from left to right (in minutes), and each row represents a different activity
in the EDIV. When a student spends time on an activity, a block is placed on the row for that activity
for the duration of time spent. The length of the block is proportional to the amount of time spent for
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that activity. This representation is adapted from the analysis in (Atman et. al., 1999) and is similar to
the chronological representation of discourse (Hmelo-Silver et. al., 2009).
Time(min)
Activity
READ
CCQ
DMTQ
VAR MAN
VIEWANM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1

1 1 14 1
2 3
5

Time(min)
Activity
READ
CCQ
DMTQ
VAR MAN
VIEWANM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

Figure 5. Activity timeline for low-scoring student (A, left) and high-scoring student (B, right)
As shown in Figure 5, Student A (left), a low scorer, (post-test score = 2.5/ 12) spent 9
minutes on the learning material, most of it on the reading activity. In CCQ and DMTQ activities,
student A clicked the correct answer and proceeded to the next activity without reading feedback. In
the variable manipulation activity, student A interacted with the simulation for only one value of the
parameter. For the other values, he advanced through the material without viewing the feedback.
Student B (right), a high-scorer (post-test score =11/ 12) spent 21 minutes on the EDIV. She spent the
least time in reading the material (1 minute) and proceeded to CCQ activity. In DMTQ activity, she
first attempted the first question correctly and proceeded to next DMTQ for which selected the wrong
answer, read the feedback and attempted the question again. This time she selected the correct answer.
For the third DMTQ she selected the correct answer and then read the feedback for all answers,
spending a total of 6 minutes on this activity. When interacting with the simulation, student B
changed the values of all available variables, observed the corresponding changes in the circuit.

6. Discussion
Comparison of self-learning behaviour of low and high scorers showed differences in all the
measures we used. High scorers mainly focused on interactive activities such as experimenting with
variables in the simulation and Decision Making Tasks Questions. They not only spent more time on
these activities but also revisited the activity multiple times. On the other hand, low scorers spent the
largest fraction of their learning time reading material and attempting concept clarification questions.
Learning time spent on variable manipulation simulation is low for this group. In terms of similarities
between the two groups, there was no significant difference in the total time spent on learning
material. Similar behaviour for both groups was also observed in the reading of concepts, Info Box
and Design Tips. While the number of visits to DMTQs was seen to be nearly equal for both groups,
the fraction of learning time spent on these activities is different. Overall, students who scored low on
the engineering design competencies seem to have used the learning material in a more traditional
manner, mostly as reading information and clarifying concepts. Since there is no significant difference
between prior knowledge levels between two groups, it is unlikely that a low entry level knowledge
led to this behaviour of the low scoring group.
Our motivation for conducting this comparative study was to try to get an insight into the
relation between learners’ behaviour as they interact with self-learning material, and the quality of
their learning. Naps et. al. (2002) recommend that interactive visualizations will be beneficial if the
learner is active in the learning process. We find that the high scorers in our study employ an active
learning process in which they are engaged with the visualizations at a high level. On the other hand,
the engagement level of low scorers is lower, with reading being the primary mode of interaction.
The development of the Engineering Design Interactive Visualization learning materials was
based on recommended principles from educational research such as formative assessment. Activities
in the EDIV, such as DMTQs promote self regulated learning through the feedback, which not only
indicates the correct or wrong answer, but guides the learner from the actual performance towards the
desired performance (Nichol, 2007). We found that time spent by learners on the DMTQ activity is
correlated with post-test scores which indicates the usefulness of DMTQ activity in self learning
material. High scorers also spent more time on variable manipulation wherein for every change in the
variable, visual and textual feedback is provided. According to Chen et. al. (2012) such ‘simulative
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manipulation’ activities help the learner to acquire knowledge through process of experimentation,
exploration and reflection.
One limitation of this study is in the small sample size, especially in drawing conclusions
based on the correlation results. We chose a qualitative research design with a small sample to gain a
deeper and fine-grained understanding of learners’ behaviour. While this research design is suitable
for our initial research goal, one would need to conduct a study with a larger sample for a correlation
study. A second limitation could be that the pattern we observed was due to the choice of topic in the
learning material. This limitation can be addressed by repeating a similar study with EDIVs in
different topics.

7. Conclusion
Our study has identified the differences in learning behaviour of high and low scoring
students as they interact with EDIV learning material - interactive visualizations on engineering
design. The primary difference is the level of engagement with the learning materials, wherein high
scorers are more actively engaged than low scorers. Our study indicates a correlation between the
pattern of learning behaviour and the students’ development of engineering design competencies
measured by the post-test on solving an open design problem. This study points to the need for further
research to test the hypothesis that the behaviour pattern of learners is responsible for their success in
learning to solve open design problems through the EDIVs.
Further, this study confirms that the activities and features included in the EDIV learning
materials are beneficial to learners. One implication of this research is for instructional designers of
such learning materials. The activities and features that are frequently used by high scorers indicate
that these should be included in the learning materials. Secondly, if these learning materials are being
used with instructor mediation, this study indicates that instructors should encourage students to spend
time on the interactive activities, instead of spending time merely on reading. In future work, we aim
to identify strategies to promote higher engagement levels with EDIVs for all learners.
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Abstract: Pair programming, a programming technique conducted by two programmers work
together at one work station, has been adopted for learning programming. Although it is
known to be effective in various aspects, micro observation of the learning activity,
collaboration, has yet to be conducted in relation to the outcome. In this study, behavior in
pair programming learning was investigated in terms of verbal communication and
programming action, and was compared in relation to the success of problem-solving.
Findings are that, in the successful cases, 1) the learners took programming actions more
frequently, and 2) the learners took more programming actions immediately after the dialogue.
From this, it is suggested that closely-knit dialogue and action can be an indicator of
successful problem-solving, and the findings can be applied to a collaborative learning support
systems.
Keywords: Pair programming, behavior analysis, collaborative learning, problem-solving

1. Introduction
In the programming education, the ability to understand grammar of a program language and writing
of a program and the ability to assemble the algorithm are required. Computer programming is not
only the process of developing code, but also it is more like a process of innovation of programmer’s
ideas. To improve the effectiveness and efficiency of programming, collaborative programming came
into being(Constantine, 1995).
As one major form of collaborative programming, pair programming was originated in
industry as a key component of the eXtreme Programming (XP) development methodology(Beck,
1999). It is conducted by 2 persons who work on one machine with one set of computer equipments,
including one display, one keyboard and one mouse. The programmer who controls a keyboard and a
mouse is called a “driver,” and another who is responsible for observing the code input, giving
suggestions, contributing to the programming verbally, is called a “navigator”.
Pair programming has been accepted in more and more fields because of the higher code
quality created and less time spent compared with solo programming (Nosek, 1998; Williams,
Kessler, Cunningham, and Jeffries, 2000; McDowell, Werner, Bullock, and Fernald, 2002; Muller,
2004). Furthermore, it could improve programmers’ and learners’ programming experience and their
cooperative consciousness (Muller, 2004; Nagappan, Williams, Ferzli, Wieve, Yang, Miller, and
Balik, 2003). However, of course the learners in pair programming face with problems in their
learning activity. They are sometimes successful in problem-solving but not always. Unsuccessful
problem-solving can also be useful in learning, but in general the problem-solving not going smoothly
might decrease the learners’ motivation or might result in the learners’ negative emotion.
Therefore to know how to be more successful in problem-solving in pair programming is an
important issue. Around this issue are research as follows: The programmers’ behavior plays a key
role in the performance of pair programming (Sfetsos, Stamelos, Angelis, and Deligiannis, 2006;
Bryant, Romero, and Du Boulay, 2006; Chong and Hurlbutt, 2007; Hirai and Inoue, 2012). The
cooperative work between the pair has an immediate influence on the programming result and
experience (Pollock and Jochen, 2001; Gehringer, Deibel, Whittington, and Hamer, 2006; Wei, 2012).
However there are few studies that focused on the micro interaction between the learners in pair
programming with quantitative results.
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In this study, pair programming was conducted in an introductory programming course. The
pair’s behaviors in programming were videotaped and analyzed regarding the learner’s utterance and
the programming-related operation of a personal computer. As a result, it was found that operation
covered more time and each operation lasted for longer time in the success cases. Moreover, the
behavior pattern “the operation after dialogue” was more common in the success case, in terms of the
percentage to all the operations and in terms of frequency per minute.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Literature review is presented in the next
section. The data collection and the data analysis are described in Section 3. The analysis results are
presented in Section 4. After the discussion of the results in Section 5, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Solo vs. Pair Programming
In the previous researches which focused on introductory programming courses, it has been proved
that pair programming is more outperformed than solo programming. Pair teams were found to
usually develop the program and software with higher quality (Nosek, 1998; Williams, Kessler,
Cunningham, and Jeffries, 2000; McDowell, Werner, Bullock, and Fernald, 2002), but the time spent
was shorter than individual programmers (Williams, Kessler, Cunningham, and Jeffries, 2000).
Programmers worked in pair were more self-sufficient, generally performed significantly better on
projects and exams (McDowell, Werner, Bullock, and Fernald, 2002; Nagappan, Williams, Ferzli,
Wieve, Yang, Miller, and Balik, 2003).
These researches have shown the efficiency of pair programming, but they did not get into the
details of behaviors or the interaction processes. In contrast, the granularity of our research is on
behavior level. This study focuses on the behavioral difference in relation to the outcome.

2.2 Behavior Analysis in Pair Programming
Behavior in pair programming has been paid increasing attention in more researches. Sfetsos,
Stamelos, Angelis, and Deligiannis (2006) showed that productivity for pairs is positively correlated
with communication transactions. Bryant, Romero, and Du Boulay (2006) presented that the expertise
distribution would influence the pair communication interaction, and noticed that the operation
behavior was assisting intra-pair verbal communication. Chong and Hurlbutt (2007) presented that the
distribution of expertise among a pair had a strong influence on the tenor of pair programming, and
keyboard control had a consistent secondary effect on decision making with the pair. Hirai and Inoue
(2012) compared the utterances in successful and in unsuccessful problem-solving cases, and found
that the successful cases had longer utterances, less repeating explanations and less continuous
speeches.
Cooperation plays important role in many group works in different domains. Cooperative
behavior was also regarded as key component in pair programming and analyzed in some researches.
Pollock and Jochen (2001) presented that the cooperative behavior of pair in a programming course,
such as think-pair-share, group question and role play, made students work in high efficiency.
Gehringer, Deibel, Whittington, and Hamer (2006) presented that the similar cooperative behavior
increased retention and boosted the performance of at-risk students. Wei (2012) learnt that
cooperative learning method was perceived to be effective in teaching programming classes from
students’ survey in a pair programming course.
Our study, on the other hand, focuses on the relation between the behavioral difference and
the result of cooperative problem-solving based on the objective data, where the behavior includes
both utterance and programming operation.

3. Method
3.1 Data Collection
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The pair programming data was collected from one introductory programming course named
“Programming I,” where C language was the major teaching content. The target of the course is
freshmen in the university’s school of informatics. The aim of the course is to let the students
understand the grammar of the programming language and write a program. Each lecture of the course
lasted 75 minutes, where 30 minutes were allocated for pair programming practice. A part of the
practice was videotaped.
In each pair programming practice session, a programming exercise from where already
taught was given to the students. Preparations were done before the data collection, such as the pair
combination, the initial Driver/Navigator role assignment for each pair.
Three cameras from different angles were set for a pair; one for recording the pair’s
communication, one for recording the pair’s behavior and working activities such as typing a
keyboard, using a mouse, pointing at the display, referring to the textbook, and the last one for
recording the screen. Figure 1 shows the scenes from those three cameras.

Figure 1. Scenes from the recorded data.
While programming together, the pairs are required to follow the instructions:

The time limit is 30 minutes. However the exercise should be completed as soon as possible.

Only the driver can operate a keyboard and a mouse. The navigator should observe and
support the driver’s work without touching the keyboard and the mouse.

The textbook can be consulted with but not the Web.

3.2 Data Analysis
A pair encounters problems in a programming session. They may or may not be solved successfully.
We regard each problem-solving process as a case. A case begins with the problem encountered and
ends with it being solved or ends when the time is up. A session can include multiple cases. A case
with successful result is called the success case and a case with unsuccessful result is called the failure
case in this paper.
A video annotation tool ELAN was used to synchronize the three videos into one integrated
video and to label and annotate behaviors on the integrated one. Thirty three sessions were analyzed
and 29 success cases and 16 failure cases were found.
As the major behaviors, utterance and computer operation were labeled. An operation
includes typing a keyboard and handling a mouse.
Besides the basic values such as average length of an utterance, average length of an
operation, and the percentage of operation in the data, two behavior patterns were investigated. One is
“operation after dialogue” pattern, where the last two utterances before an operation comprise a
dialogue. The other is “operation accompanied by dialogue” pattern, where a dialogue continues after
an operation.

4. Results
As for utterance, the average length of an utterance in the success cases (1.82 sec.) was significantly
shorter than that in the failure cases (2.52 sec.) with Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.008).
As for operation, the percentage of operation in the success cases (34.0%) was significantly
higher than that in the failure cases (22.1%) with Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.02). Also the average
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length of an operation in the success cases (7.80 sec.) was significantly longer than that in the failure
cases (4.99 sec.) with Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.03).
As shown in Figure 2, the ratio of the operations after dialogue in the success cases (53.8%)
was significantly higher than the one in the failure cases (16.0%) with Mann-Whitney U test (p <
0.001). Similarly, as shown in Figure 3, the frequency of the operations after dialogue in the success
cases (1.53 per min.) was significantly higher than the one in the failure cases (0.44 per min.) with
Mann-Whitney U test (p < 0.001).

Figure 2. Ratio of the operations after dialogue to the overall operations.

Figure 3. Frequency of the operations after dialogue per minute.
As for the other “operations accompanied by dialogue” pattern, no significant difference was
found between in the success cases and in the failure cases in terms of the ratio of the operations
accompanied by dialogue to the overall operations, and the frequency of the operations accompanied
by dialogue.

5. Discussion
The utterance analysis resulted that the success cases had shorter average utterance length than the
failure cases. As for the utterance ratio and the utterance frequency, no significant differences were
found between the success and failure cases. The same results were reported in Hirai and Inoue
(2012), and we reconfirmed them by using more data in this study. In their research, the rates of
repeated explanation and the rates of consecutive speech were also analyzed. Students who failed in
problem-solving explained more to each other and had more repeated sentences possibly because of
non-smooth understanding of each other. In our study, although the utterance behavior was analyzed
because it was one of the basic parameters, more foci were on the operation behavior and the behavior
patterns that have not been investigated.
In the success cases, the operation ratio was higher, and the average operation length was
longer. Operation covered more time and each operation lasted for a longer time in the success cases.
According to our observation, students who failed in problem-solving often took other actions such as
searching in the textbook or writing on the paper because they need to search for ideas and solutions
to the problem. In contrast, students in the success cases generally could solve the problem smoothly
with the knowledge they already have. This means that the time for searching for solutions was not
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needed and that they typed the code fluently. This could be the reason of more operation time and
longer average operation length in the success cases.
The success cases had higher ratio and frequency of operation after dialogue than the failure
cases. From our observation of the data, the dialogue was mainly the opinion exchange between driver
and navigator, a kind of cooperative work between the pair. With this, it is suggested that the decision
of higher quality was made through the dialogue and then operated by the driver. As presented in the
previous researches, cooperation was found as a factor that would influence the efficiency in many
domains, including programming. Students in a programming course performed in high efficiency
because of the cooperative activities, their retention and performance were increased and boosted.
Although not statistically significant with this data, the number of operations accompanied by
dialogue covered more percentage to the total number of operations in the success cases. Similarly
more number of operations accompanied by dialogue was found in a minute in the success cases. We
noticed that students in the success cases liked to ask their partner about the operation just done, or
preferred to explain the reason of the operation. There was more favorable interaction and good
understanding between the pair in the success cases.
We analyzed two behavior patterns in our study, “operation after dialogue” and “operation
accompanied by dialogue”. They are two different patterns, but overlapping between these two
patterns is possible as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Possible overlap of “operation after dialogue” and “operation accompanied by
dialogue” patterns.
This kind of overlap happens when only the behavior was considered. From only the
behavior, we cannot judge that if the dialogue was related to the preceding operation or the coming
operation. To make the behavior pattern analysis accurate, we took the dialogue content into
consideration. What the pair programmers talked was transcribed, and which operation was related to
the dialogue was judged.

6. Conclusion
In this study, pair programming practice sessions were conducted, recorded and analyzed in relation
to the success and failure of the problem-solving results. We found that, in the successful cases, 1) the
learners took programming actions more frequently, and 2) the learners took more programming
actions immediately after the dialogue. From this, it is suggested that closely-knit dialogue and action
can be an indicator of successful problem-solving.
These findings can be applied to a design of collaborative learning support systems. When a
system finds behavioral signals that indicate future probable failure of collaborative problem-solving,
such as long utterance length, few programming actions, and few patterns of operation after dialogue,
the system can recommend the learners to take more opposite behaviors for successful result. We will
develop this adaptive learning environment based on the obtained results.
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Abstract: With the proliferation of social media into our daily lives, online communities have
become an important platform for collaborative learning and education. To connect users with
varying knowledge levels and increase the net learning throughput, these communities often
follow a question-answer based approach. Understanding what drives attention to helpseeking questions can reduce the amount of questions that go unnoticed or remain unanswered
by the community. In this paper we discuss an important feature that affects the activity of the
community, namely the community norms. We present a machine learning based triggerdriven feedback model that functions by (i) differentiating between help-seeking questions
and follow-up posts – i.e. posts that are part of an ongoing discussion, and (ii) a dynamic
intervention scheme to help improve question formulation. Our findings show that adhering to
the community norms significantly increases the chance of eliciting a response.
Keywords: Internet Relay Chat, Intervention, Group Norms, Text classification, Virtual
Community, Intelligent Agent, Dynamic feedback

1. Introduction
Knowledge sharing has been the focus of research for a long time now and facilitates knowledge
creation, transfer learning and development of knowledge management initiatives (He & Wei, 2009).
In today's digitized world, technical platforms and discussion forums facilitate engagement,
collaboration and dissemination of knowledge among the users. The objective is to connect users from
varying demographical locations and help them to improve their technical skills. Most of these
platforms take the shape of online communities, where a question-answer driven approach is followed
to help beginners learn new concepts.
In such virtual communities built around a common goal, there is usually a certain code of
behavior that people are expected to exhibit. These norms tell people how to behave, and importantly
how not to misbehave (Danis & Alison, 2002). In these communities, however, it has been observed
that newcomers who are not aware of the norms of the community often fail to elicit a response to
their questions due to improper question formulation. As a result, the channel is effectively not able to
meet its goal of delivering immediate solutions and learning may be inhibited. This can also result in a
decrease in the participation of users in the community. To engage more users in goal-oriented
communities, there is a growing need to understand the type of questions they are asking, whether it
fits into the community norms, and possible ways of rephrasing their question so that it has a higher
probability of getting answered.
To explore these and related questions, our paper sets out to study the following research
question: How does an understanding of group norms impact learning of the community users? To
achieve this, we implement a dynamic machine learning based intervention model that identifies
questions that are less likely to elicit a response, and provides triggers (suggestions) help improve
question formulation. Similar to the educational setting, where students are taught the importance of
classroom or school etiquette, our model aims to improve collaborative learning processes that are a
part of the online community.
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2. Related Work
Prior work can be categorized into 3 parts: Virtual Communities, Social Norms, Intervention and
feedback.
Virtual Communities: Successful communities have been found to share characteristics like
common goal accomplishments, common practices for interaction and sharing information, major
participant contribution with both producers and consumers of information. A critical factor that
improves learning and promotes knowledge flow is asking questions (Svinicki, Marilla & McKeachie,
2011). However, it was observed that 40% of potential thread starting messages in Usenet groups
received no response (Burke, Joyce, Kim, Anand & Kraut, 2007). The solutions so far have mainly
focused on rhetorical strategies like group introductions, message length and other contextual factors
as an aid to improve chances of interaction. Johnson (2001) points out the factors that impede the
development of virtual communities include withdrawing, cultural differences, superficial discussion
content, as well as lack of urgency in responding. However, majority of these approaches are
community oriented and not from the user's perspective. To the best of our knowledge, these virtual
communities have not been studied in the light of importance of group norms for response elicitation.
Social Norms: Group norms and social identity have been identified as two major social
determinants that impact virtual community participation (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). They represent
generally accepted and widely-sanctioned routines, values and perspectives that people follow (Gerber
& Macionis, 2011). An interesting prior work by Dholakia, Richard & Lisa (2004) stressed that higher
level of value perceptions leads to stronger group norms regarding the virtual community. This leads
to increased participation and an increased willingness to accommodate and involve others in the
discussion. Rfc (1855) also lays out guidelines for network etiquettes. It stresses on an understanding
of the group culture before communicating, taking extreme care in what should be posted by
conforming to the community norms, not going off topic and engaging in flame wars. People,
especially newcomers who do not conform to these norms are often made to come back into line using
some discretionary stimuli (Chong, 2000). These stimuli in our current study are dynamically
designed and timely triggers, which help people in improving their way of asking questions, adhering
to the community norms.
Intervention and feedback: Feedback Interventions (FIs) are "actions taken by external
agents to provide information regarding some aspect of one’s task performance” (Kluger & Angelo,
1996). Proper intervention helps in encouraging peer dialog around learning and engaging people in
more discussion. It provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance,
i.e. improvement in terms of knowledge and learning (Juwah, Macfarlane-Dick, Matthew, Nicol, Ross
& Smith, 2004). Scruggs, Margo, Sheri & Janet (2010) in their analysis on the importance of
educational support, pointed out that educational interventions like study aids, classroom learning
strategies and computer-assisted instruction had a significant impact on learning. In their review
article, Paul & Dylan (1998) drew together over 250 studies of formative assessment with feedback
carried out since 1988 spanning all educational sectors. Their analysis of these studies showed that
feedback resulted in positive benefits on learning and achievement across all content areas, knowledge
and skill types and levels of education. While the inclusion of such instructional interventions has
been mainly studied in educational settings, we connect the same to virtual communities.

3. Experiments
3.1 Workspace setting and dataset
The virtual community chosen for the purpose of study was "Ubuntu-beginners IRC channel". The
major challenge in this community is that many people (mostly beginners) do not follow group norms.
This leads to repeated manual interventions by experienced users and affects the efficiency of the
community. We intend to automate this and inform users about the group norms, which benefit both
the user and community.
For this study, IRC logs of #ubuntu-beginner channel (a part of the online Ubuntu community)
were used. We analyzed 1412 questions for this study, which were extracted from the logs of year
2011 from 1 month window. To extract the questions from the continuous stream of chat logs, pattern
matching based on regular expressions was used.
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3.2 Data labeling and analysis
The 1412 questions extracted were manually labeled by four independent annotators. It was ensured
that the annotators reached an agreement, by asking them to independently label a sample of 200
questions from the dataset and then cross validate with other annotators. To avoid confusion, a set of
labeling rules were formed through general observation and interaction with the frequent channel
users. These rules are mentioned below. The following three categories of questions had a negative
impact on the efficiency of the community and that did not adhere to the norms of the community.
These are – i) Social questions (such as ‘Hi, how is everyone?’), ii) Meta-questions (these were
questions that asked to ask, such as ‘Can anyone help me?’) and iii) Indirect questions (such as ‘Does
anyone know about Ubuntu?’).
• Rule 1: Questions belonging to any of these three categories were marked as ‘Off-norm’ or
‘Bad’ questions.
• Rule 2: All help-seeking questions that were relevant to the channel and that did not belong
any of the above-mentioned categories were labeled as ‘On-norm’ or ‘Good’ questions.
• Rule 3: Questions that were part of an ongoing discussion, directed to a specific user, or that
were in response to another question were labeled as “Follow-up” questions.
After the labeling, 171 questions were classified as ‘Good’, 93 as ‘Bad’ and the remaining 1148 were
‘Follow-up’ questions. It is observed that ‘Follow-up’ questions are larger in number as compared to
‘Good’ and ‘Bad’ questions, the reason being large number of questions interchanged between the
asker and the responder. Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of answered questions among ‘Good’ and
‘Bad’ categories. It is evident that a higher proportion of ‘Good’ questions are answered as compared
to ‘Bad’ questions. This supports our claim that the chances of questions being answered increase
when they adhere to the group norms. Figure 1(b) represents the question category on the vertical axis
and time on horizontal axis. An important observation is that a stream of ‘Good’ questions (denoted
by an oval boundary) is followed by a large number of ‘Follow-up’ questions (indicating a healthy
discussion), whereas a stream of ‘Bad’ questions results in a decrease in the number of ‘Follow-up’
questions. This further strengthens our claim that users respond (in terms of follow up questions)
more to ‘Good’ questions.

(a)

(b)
Figure 18: (a) Answered/Unanswered question distribution; (b) Scatter plot of question
category vs. timestamp.
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3.3 Feature Engineering
Understanding what drives attention in virtual communities involves defining a collection of features
and then filtering out the important ones. The following text/post features were considered to identify
attributes that could be used to categorize questions in one of the above mentioned classes.
• Complexity (Unigrams and Bigrams): To measure the complexity of a post we use N-grams
with N=1 and N=2. N-grams are a continuous sequence of n lexical resources like words,
letters and syllables collected from text or speech corpus.
• Style (Part of speech (POS) tagging): Various posts have unique style of grammar. To
measure this, we use POS tagging. Stanford’s POS tagger library was used for this purpose.
• Informativeness: The novelty of the post’s terms with respect to other posts. We derive this
measure using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) measure.

3.4 Classifier training and results
We performed the question category identification using Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
(Platt, 1998) method of Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Hearst, Dumais, Osman, Platt &
Scholkopf, 1998). The kernel used for SVM was Polynomial with order 3. SVMs have been shown to
outperform other existing methods (naïve Bayes, k-NN, and decision trees) in text categorization
(Joachims, 1998). Their advantages are robustness and elimination of the need for feature selection
and parameter tuning. To guarantee that the model performs well in practice and generalize to an
independent data set, -fold cross validation technique was used with
. To assess the model’s
performance we measured accuracy (correctly classified instances), macro averaged F score
(computed globally over all category decisions) and Cohen’s kappa/kappa measure. To gain further
insights into which features contributes to each class, we use precision and kappa value measure for
individual feature. After the training the accuracy obtained was 94.75%, macro-averaged F score .957
and kappa value 0.832.
Table XIII: Top features table for each category
Category
Bad questions

Top Features (By precision)
anyon_know , anyon_help, help_me, anyon, MD_NN (POS) , can_anyon,
doe_anyon, someon

Follow-up questions

did_you, oh , you_mean, you_need, hav_you, do_that , you_try, username

Good questions

and_i, CC_VBP (POS), comput, gui, emapthi, read, after

Table I shows the top features (stemmed) for each class. An observation is that predictors of
‘Bad’ questions are words generally used in Meta-questions, such as ‘Does anyone know how to
install Ubuntu?’. This question would be better if it were more specific, and framed as ‘How to install
ubuntu 12.04 on dell 1555?’. Other features like ‘help_me’ indicate that although the user is asking
for help, he is not clear and is asking indirect questions. Features predicting ‘Follow-up’ questions
seem logical and valid. These features are words used in conversation as a reply to someone’s query,
such as ‘did_you’, ‘do_that’, ‘you_try’. An important observation is that the features of good
questions are specific to community and these may change if we analyze a different community.
Features like ‘comput’ and ‘gui’ are specific to computer related fields. In summary, the above results
suggest that the features predicting the Bad or Follow-up category are independent of the channel
(goal directed) or topic, whereas those belonging to the ‘Good’ category depend on the topic and
context of the questions posted in the IRC channel.

3.5 Intervention and Feedback
In this section, we discuss our intervention and feedback model, based on principals of good feedback
practice as identified by Juwah, Macfarlane-Dick, Matthew, Nicol, Ross & Smith (2004) from the
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conceptual model and research literature on formative assessment. Our model seeks to provide users
with effective and timely feedback, to help them understand how their question could be better framed
to increase the chance of eliciting a response from the community. The trigger advice and direction
helps them avoid abortive work. ‘Follow-up’ questions do not require an automated intervention, as
they indicate an on-going discussion amongst users in the community. ‘On-norm’ questions include
those framed adhering to the norms of the community, and require no automated intervention. On the
other hand, “Off-norm” questions can be further subcategorised as “Social questions”,
“Metaquestions” or “Indirect questions”. Questions so framed are less likely to attract the attention of
the community and may remain ignored. For the development of timely and correct triggers, we used
the features which were strong predictors of different categories of bad questions (Table I) based on
weights. Then, we used regular expressions to create various combinations of such features, to form a
baseline for comparison. An important aspect of the model is that the feedback delivered to the user is
in the form of a personal message, rather than a public message in the channel. The purpose this
serves is twofold – i) It facilitates the development of self-assessment in learning, without affecting
motivational beliefs and self-esteem, ii) It helps in maintain the efficiency of the community.
Table XIV: Sample intervention based on questions identified
Question Type
Good
Follow-up
Bad (Social)

Example
Which is latest ubuntu?
sam: You used sudo?
Hey all, watsup?

Bad (Indirect)

Does anyone know git?

Bad (Metaquestion)

Hey, can anyone help
me?

Sample Intervention
No intervention
No intervention
“Such questions are not apt for this
community. You might want to ask
questions without being too social.”
“You might want to rephrase your
question. Indirect questions generally do
not get answered.
“Hey this community would appreciate if
you directly asked your question. Do not
ask to ask”

For the implementation, we used an open source Java framework for writing IRC bots called
“Pircbot”. It includes an event-driven architecture to handle common IRC events. To facilitate proper
communication between IRC bot (which delivers personalized message to end user) and the machine
learning model, we used Bazaar (Adamson & Rosé, 2012), an open source architecture for
collaborative conversational agents. The detailed flow of events in our implementation is shown in
Figure 2. The personalized interventions that are given by our model based on question type are
shown in Table II.

Figure 19: Implementation details of the intervention and feedback system
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4. Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we presented a new support mechanism for the users of IRC virtual community. The
objective was to identify questions that did not adhere to the norms of the community and automate
the intervention and support pipeline to help improve question formulation.
In this study, we focused only on the Ubuntu IRC community, instead of considering other
open source discussion forums. As a result, the classification accuracy may not be a true reflector of
the kind of questions asked in such virtual communities and it may have generalization errors.
Future work would involve extensive user studies on a large and diverse user base to understand the
effectiveness of the model. We also aim to test our system using other IRC channels. We plan to study
other relevant factors like context of the questions, timing of the query, number of active users etc.,
which lead to answered or unanswered questions. Based on these factors, we could then analyse and
predict the specific user questions’ attention span and the probability of eliciting an answer in the
virtual community.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a highly interactive touch-based application to teach the
basics oftrigonometry to secondary school students. The application, called Ziggy, lets
students “touch” and“push” triangles, dynamically modifying the shape and size, and observe
the effect on the angles, sidesand the trigonometric ratios. An early version of Ziggy has been
tested in small-scaleexperiments in the classroom.
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1. Introduction
Basic trigonometryis hard for most learners. One of the main obstacles students experience is relating
the graphical representation of a triangle and the underlying mathematics(Blackett& Tall,1991).
Interactive environmentscan help visualize this relationship by showing how changing the shape of a
triangleaffects the correspondingvalues of the angles and lengths of the sides.There are many
interactive environments that support learning geometry (e.g., GeoGebra, Cinderella, Geometer’s
Sketchpad) but, to the best of our knowledge, thereare currently no interactive tools offering a
comprehensive instruction on basictrigonometry. Touch devices are becoming increasingly popular in
schools, and they make it possible to transform mathematical objects and functions into graspable
objects that can be manipulated, transformed, and explored in an intuitive manner.Real-world motion,
as used in touch devices, can help students to recognize these kind of patterns more readily(Ottmar,
Landy, & Goldstone, 2012).Moreover, successful math students oftenmake use of perceptual and
visual patterns to solve problems (Kellman, Massey, et al. 2008).
This paper describes an interactive touch-based application,called Ziggy1, to teach the basics
of trigonometryto secondary school students.The application contains both instructional materialand
exercises covering the Pythagorean theorem, the 180º rule and the trigonometric relations sine, cosine
andtangent. Ziggy offers the ability todrag numbers from the pictorial representation of anexercise,
toalgebraic equations and emphasizes the dynamic relationship of the trigonometric functions. It
wasexpected that that this type ofinteraction with triangles fosters a deeper understanding of the
underlying principles.

2. The application
Figure 1 illustrates the interface of Ziggy. On the left is the graphical representationof an exercise.
The area on the right is used for mathematicalequations related to the exercise, and the instructions are
at the bottom.Students can drag the angles indicated with a semi-circle.The values displayed along the
sides are updated dynamically while the student is dragging, asare the corresponding values in the
equation.
1

Ziggy is an acronym for “Zeerinteractievegoniometrie”, “Very interactive trigonometry” in English.It
is available at http://ziggy.gw.utwente.nl.
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Figure1. Screen layout for exercises.
To compute the unknown angle A, students choosethe appropriate rule (e.g., sin) by clicking on one
of the buttons in the upper right corner of the screen. An empty equation appears and students solve
the exercise by dragging values fromthe triangle to the empty slots in the equation. Next, the equation
iscomputedbyrearranging the equations and changing the locations of values. This method, called
pushing symbols, is based on the technique used in Algebra Touch (Ottmar, Landy, & Goldstone,
2012). Figure 2 shows how a student drags the denominator (8.05) across the “=” (middle). This
gesture represents multiplying both sides by 8.05. Amultiplication sign appears and a hole is made for
the value.

Figure 2. Illustration of the pushing symbols technique introduced in Algebra Touch as used in Ziggy.
Ziggy immediately offers feedback when students make mistakes tryingto solve exercises. Students
are not allowed to drag values to a mathematically incorrect location inan equation. For example,
angles cannot appear in locations where a side is expected. When a student selects the wrong rule or
when values are incorrectly entered into a formula, Ziggy blocks the actions of the student and
displays an error message.A more detailed (technical) description of Ziggy can be found in
Anjewierden, Kamp,& de Jong (2013).

3. Ongoing Research
In a pilot study we compared education using Ziggy with traditional education. A prototype ofZiggy
was implemented in a real classroom setting at a secondary school in the Netherlands.
3.1. Participants
Participants were 28 third grade high school students, who followed a track for pre-university
education. The group consisted of 16 males and 12 female students from two different classes. The
non iPad class with 8 females and 6 males scored 5.99 (SD 1.024) on average on math. The iPad class
consisted of 4 females and 10 males and had an average math score of 5.52 (SD 1.132). This group
was familiar with operating an iPad, which they had been using in the classroom since the beginning
of the school year.
3.2 Procedure
Students participated in two lessons of 45 minutes. Both lessons started with instruction on the five
rules of basic trigonometry:Pythagorean Theorem, the 180ºrule, and the sine, cosine and tangent. This
instruction was thesame for both groups. In the control group static pictures were used to illustrate the
underlyingprinciples as opposed to the dynamic and interactive triangles of Ziggy in the
experimentalgroup. In the second part of the lessons students were offered a set of exercises in which
anunknown value of a triangle had to be calculated using two given values and one of the
fiveabovementioned rules. The Ziggy group used interactive and dynamic triangles, and solved
theequations using the pushing symbols technique described. The control group was offered
similarexercises on paper, using static pictures of triangles, and they used pen and paper and a
calculator to compute their answers. The second lesson started with refreshing knowledge learned in
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the previous lesson. After ten minutes of practice with simple triangles, more difficult exercises were
introduced using composite triangles. Apost-test was used todetermine knowledge gain. The first part
assessed conceptual knowledge and consisted of thirteen items. Students were asked to predict the
effect of changes in shape and size of triangles on the corresponding numerical values of the sine,
cosine and tangent. The second part of the test measured procedural knowledge and consisted out of
fourteen item in which students had to solve traditionaltrigonometrically problems.
3.3 Results
Preliminary findings do not support our assumption that the use of Ziggy will increase learningeffects.
Both groups in the second study showed similar learning outcomes on the post-test. At the time of the
study, however, Ziggy was stillunder development and results can be partly attributed to flaws in the
prototype. For example,students in the Ziggy group were not able to look up information in the
instruction pages duringpractice. We also feel that some of the support Ziggy offers might actually be
too much.Students quickly thought they understood the material, and processing of underlying
principlesseemed to remain shallow.

4. Conclusion and future work
We currently focus on improving the navigation of Ziggy and fixing remaining bugs. We also aim to
improve the feedback offered by Ziggy. As indicated we feel that the feedback should be more
subtle.We are working on feedback that will stimulate students to think about problems, like the
feedback used by Stampfer,Long, Aleven&Koedinger (2011). In a new version of Ziggy, exercises
have been added which areespecially designed to challenge students’ understanding of dynamic
relationships between trigfunctions and stimulate a deeper understanding of the material. Future
research is necessary to check if these adaptations will lead to improvedlearning results.
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Abstract: Computer programming is a challenging subject to teach and learn both for students
as well as teachers. Cognitive skills such as programming comprehension and debugging are
the most important skills necessary for a programmer. Students have a difficulty to build these
cognitive skills either due to lack of resources, pedagogy and feedback mechanisms. In order
to address some of these challenges spoken tutorial puzzle based approach has been discussed
focusing on programming comprehension and debugging skills of the learners. A study has
been conducted to analyze the cognitive difficulties of students in programming education
through spoken tutorial based workshops. This study comprised of a group of non-CS
engineering undergraduates. It is noted that majority of students showed cognitive difficulties
related to programming, debugging and program comprehension, irrespective of the
programming language used. This paper discusses how puzzles help in building the
programming skills of the learners. We also discuss the challenges and benefits of using
puzzles to teach programming skills.
Keywords: puzzles, programming, debugging, comprehension, spoken-tutorials, cognition

1. Introduction
Programming involves comprehension and debugging of computer programs using syntax and
semantics of different programming languages. Research in programming education shows that the
failure rate and drop-out rate of programming courses are relatively high (McCartney., 2004) and
overall effectiveness is poor. Learners can be categorized as capable and non-capable based on their
programming abilities. Capable students can write programs and they typically learn programming
with moderate effort. Whereas, incapable students cannot write correct programs and need more
personal attention and cognitive support to learn programming. Since the failure rate is high, the
incapable category plays a significant role in the effectiveness of programming course. In this paper,
we report the result obtained by assessing comprehension and debugging skills of students using
puzzles and visualization tool to teach Java and C/C++ courses through spoken tutorial workshops.

2. Relevance of Comprehension and Debugging Skills
Programming involves several sub tasks and each subtask has critical role to contribute towards
programming skill (Neal., 1989). Novice programmers stumble due to cognitive problems at various
levels of programming which starts with basic recall or memorization problems, where students fail to
remember the keywords, syntax or semantics of a language. And next stage involves comprehension
or ability to understand the given programming problem or program code. At this level also students
have a serious difficulty to interpret the given code and logically predict the program output.
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3. Spoken Tutorial and Visualization Tools

3.1 Relevance of Spoken Tutorials
A spoken tutorial (Moudgalya., 2011) is a screen-cast of an expert demonstrating an activity along
with narration. A ten minute spoken tutorial can have more than about one hundred screen transitions.
As a result, the screen-cast is the most effective way to create such an instructional material (Eranki.,
2012), compared to all other methods, for example, demonstrating how to write a program in Java to
store the elements into an array or matrix.

3.2 What is educational in Logical puzzles?
Logic puzzles are becoming more popular among students as they are intriguing and engaging to
solve the mystery. Puzzles have also been used for demonstrating the capabilities of logic
programming since the beginning of this discipline. We have used logical puzzles designed using
flash animation tool to help students visualize the logical flow and programming comprehension of
the code. Games and puzzles have a history of engaging aptitude, which will make students gain more
repeated exposures required for effective learning. Puzzles on design and analysis of algorithms help
students think about algorithms on a more abstract level, divorced from programming and computer
language minutiae.

3.3. Visualization Tools
Visualization tools help learners understand logical control flow of the code. They can provide either
Intra or inter procedural depending upon the levels of complexity of the program code. (Andrew.,
2003). We used two visualization tools namely: (a).Codeasy-A java based visualization tool to teach
java concepts as shown in Figure 3. (b).Flash Puzzle- to teach C/C++ concepts as shown in Figure 2.
Codeasy shows 4 sections namely- Methods, constants, expression instance/array sections to visualize
the logical flow of the code. Both the tools provide step-wise control of the program code.

4. Research Methodology
4.1. Research Questions: Spoken tutorials along with Animation puzzles have been used to
understand the programming competency of the learner. The research questions examined in this
study area are: (a). Does logical puzzles help to build programming comprehension and debugging
skills of students? (b).Does programming by visualization improve comprehension and debugging
skills?

4.2. Sample:
The sample comprised 160 non-computer science (CS) students from local
Table 1: Sample
engineering college with basic knowledge of computing and Internet skills.
A breakup of the sample is given in Table 1. Two randomized groups [A, B] Group FOSS M F
Java
38 2
of each 40 students attending either Java or C/C++ subjects were formed. A
C/C++
32 8
Two hour workshop with pre-post tests and individual assignments for each
Java
32 8
tutorial were conducted. A total of 9 Java, 9 C/C++ tutorials were used for B
C/C++ 30 10
this study. Experimental Group-A(C/C++) students worked with flash
puzzles, while Group-A(Java) students worked with Codeasy tool during the workshop as an
assignment, while the control Group-B students worked on the text assignments which was noninteractive and had no- feedback during the workshops.
FOSS

Group

PreCS

PostCS Mean-Diff SD

N

Java

A
B

62.33
60.25

172.55 109.22
124.55 64.30

76.84
45.50

40
40

C/C++ A
B

64.15
62.35

186.25 122.10
141.25 78.90

86.35
55.50

40
40

Table 2. Competency Analysis

Figure 1: Effect of Visualization on Programming
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While Details of competency analysis computed among the groups are shown in Table 2. And
similarly, effects of visualization on programming competency is also been shown in Figure 1.

5. Effect of Puzzles and Visualization Tools on Programming competency
We performed quantitative analysis of the pre (PreCS) and post (PostCS) programming competency
scores. We computed average gain in comprehension and debugging skills for the whole group as
well as sub-groups based on PreCS and gender. We then determined significance using ANOVA and
computed the effect size. Feedback scores of 160 participants obtained from pre and post workshops
was analyzed. The results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) was significant, F(3,317) = 13.84,
p<.0001. The results indicate that PreCS was almost the same for both groups, where as PostCS
showed a significant difference among the groups. Group A students of both Java and C/C++ did not
differ significantly from one another. This shows that the novice learners improved much more
significantly, compared to experienced learners. The improvements were noticed in better
visualization, comprehension, comfort to handle programming situations such as writing, debugging
and sequencing. As PostCS improved for everyone and for about half the population significantly, we
believe that the spoken tutorial based programming along with visualization tool was very effective.
Most students report code debugging and understanding of logical flow as a challenge. Programming
CDS requires active participation and cognitive thinking skills which needs to be build at the
beginning of the course. Our experimental results show that student competency was higher when
subjected to visualization tools than non-visual approach used in regular spoken tutorial workshops.

Figure 2: Flash Puzzle

Figure 3: Codeasy- Java visualization tool

6. Conclusions
Using the data collected from students who underwent spoken tutorial workshops on Java, C/C++,
effects of visualization tool on comprehension and debugging skills was studied. Novices have found
the spoken tutorials to be more useful than those who had prior experience. Visualization tools have
helped build mental model and logical flow of the program. Students showed very strong interest to
learn programming through visualization and actively participated by themselves. The feedback
received from students also talks about the curiosity and interest gained by students, while practicing
the programs. While Group B students went through spoken tutorials only without visualization tool
Pedagogical aspects of spoken tutorials and puzzles have also been studied. A statistical approach has
been used to discover relationships between programming concepts and visualization tools used to
teach students. The study of program comprehension is an interesting discipline to teach and learn. As
such, no readily accepted solution exists to validate proposed advances. More standardized
benchmark methods are necessary for integrating these tools.
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Abstract: Various fields of education have focused on augmented reality (AR), which can
synthetically present virtual objects in real environments. This study examines the effects
of utilizing AR learning equipment for synchronized model operation in astronomy
education. The findings show that AR enhances the learning experience of students by
synthetically presenting a Computer Graphic (CG) shadow on a Moon model as well as
creating a CG Sun and background.
Keywords: Augmented reality, tangible user interface, astronomy education

1. Introduction
It is sometimes difficult for students to understand the position of heavenly bodies as they revolve
around the Sun at different speeds and rotate on their individual axes (Masuda, 2007; Vandenberg,
1978). Thus, it has become necessary to switch freely between the aspects of Ptolemaic theory and
Copernican theory to solve problems in the astronomical field. Morita et al. (2010) developed
multi-view astronomical learning equipment and showed that active learning was useful for
understanding the presented information (Setozaki et al., 2010).
On the other hand, various fields of education have studied augmented reality (AR), which
can synthetically present virtual objects in real environments (Yuen, 2011). Moreover,
synthetically presenting three-dimensional information in real environments can enhance effective
learning in the astronomical field (Setozaki et al., 2012). Therefore, this study examines the effects
of utilizing AR learning equipment for synchronized model operation in astronomy education.

2. Procedure
2.1 Development of the AR Learning Equipment for Astronomy Education
Figure 1 illustrates the AR learning equipment used for astronomy education. Regarding this
learning equipment, the operation of astronomical models and the AR system was synchronized
for learners to observe the phenomenon in which the Moon waxes and wanes. The orbital plate
was attached to the table so that each model could easily operate, and markers were attached to the
bottom of the Earth and Moon models. The top plate of the table was created from translucent
acrylics and a web camera was placed underneath the table to clearly recognize the markers. By
recognizing the image of the markers, the position information of both the Earth and Moon models
was acquired. A small wireless camera was built into the Earth model and the image viewed from
the Earth model was shown on a monitor.
The Computer Graphic (CG) models were synthetically presented by using AR authoring
software (Unifeye SDK). The CG model of the Sun was synthetically presented as an image
viewed from the Earth model, while the phenomenon in which the Moon waxes and wanes was
shown by synthetically presenting a shadow on the Moon model. Furthermore, to show the
day/night rotation of the Earth model, a CG of the gradation from black to colorlessness was
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created in the background of the Moon model. As a result, when the observation from the Earth
model was in the opposite direction of the CG Sun, the background (except for the Moon model)
became dark.

Earth Model with a Built-in
Wireless Camera
Monitor (42-inch)
CG Sun

Students using the Equipment
CG Shadow on the Moon

Orbital Plate

Control PC

Earth Model

Moon Model

Orbital Plate
AR Marker

CH1
CH2

Receiver
(Image from the Earth Model)

Image from the Web Camera
underneath the Table

Web Camera

Recognizing the Image

Figure 1. AR Learning Equipment for Astronomy Education.

2.2 Subjective Assessment by Survey
A total of 47 undergraduate university students participated in the study. After operating the
learning equipment, the students responded to eight questions by selecting from the following four
responses: Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. The positive (Strongly Agree
and Agree) and negative (Disagree and Strongly Disagree) responses were totaled for each item
and compared using Fisher’s exact test.

3. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the results of Fisher’s exact test. All of the students responded in the affirmative to
the question item of “The synthetically presented CG shadow on the Moon model enhances my
understanding” and “Synthetically presenting CG models in real environments is effective for
learning.” Moreover, there were many affirmative replies for the item, “conscious of the day and
night,” “conscious of the sunrise and sunset,” and “conscious of the sunlight.” These responses
show that the use of AR equipment was effective for learning about the Sun’s diurnal motion and
sunlight as well as understanding “the phenomenon in which the Moon waxes and wanes.”
Conversely, there were a number of negative replies regarding “the consciousness of the
observation time.” Therefore, the observation time of the information presentation needs to be
improved in the future.
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Table 1: Results of the subjective assessment.
Question Categories

Positive
Strongly
Agree
Agree

Negative
Strongly
Disagree Disagree

Fisher’s
Exact
Test

The synthetically presented CG shadow on
the Moon model enhances my understanding.

35

11

0

0

**

Synthetically presenting CG models in real
environments is effective for learning.

25

21

0

0

**

This learning equipment makes me conscious
of the day and night.

23

18

5

0

**

This learning equipment makes me conscious
of the sunrise and sunset.

14

20

10

2

**

15

18

13

0

**

8

21

12

5

n.s.

7

20

18

1

n.s.

5

11

23

7

+

This learning equipment makes me conscious
of the sunlight.
This learning equipment makes me conscious
of the phenomenon in which the Moon waxes
and wanes.
The gap between the shadow and the model
of the Moon was not a problem.
This equipment makes me conscious of the
observation time.

**: p<.0.1, *: p<.05, ✝: p<.10, n. s.: not significant.

4. Conclusion
This study examined the effects of utilizing AR learning equipment for synchronized model
operation in astronomy education. The findings show that the use of such equipment enhanced the
learning experience of students by synthetically presenting a CD shadow on the Moon model as
well creating a CG Sun and background. However, it became clear that the information
presentation should be more conscious of the observation time. Using data from this study, future
research should focus on improving AR learning equipment and examining effective practical uses
of the AR learning equipment in elementary schools and junior high schools.
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Abstract: We have developed a prototype community site for building up a good habit. A
user can join in the prototype site together with a family or a close friend as a partner, and
thereby the user and the partner can encourage each other while they receive an alarm of the
beginning of the plan to practice the objective activity. In this paper, we discuss the effect of
encouragement for habit development from the results of an evaluation experiment. The
results of the short-term experiment were not so good. However, it suggested that a user
should send an encouragement message to the partner that has low motivation.
Keywords: habit development, informal communication, community site, encouragement

1. Introduction
We are now developing the community site as a support system for activity promotion of education,
learning and/or lifestyle habit. In designing the community site, we are also conscious of a social
capital. The study by Eng et al. (2002) shows that socially isolated people had an increased risk of
disease because they spoiled a healthy lifestyle. The social isolation probably has a bad influence in
not only the lifestyle habit but also the learning habit. The sociological definition of the social capital
is as the resources embedded in social networks accessed and used by actors for actions (Lin, 2001).
We expect that the value as the social capital is included in the network between the users in the
community site such as SNS. Therefore we propose a support method for motivation development by
using the potential of social capital of the community site. The types of social capital are commonly
divided by the distinction into bridging and bonding. An anonymous community is easy to become
the bridging type because it is little affected by a family and a parent organization. Our community
site has the property of bonding by being registered a relation of a family or a close friend as a
partner, although most of the users in our community site are anonymous. In this paper, we describe a
function of encouraging a partner each other for developing a good habit, and then discuss the effect
from the use of the function.

2. Motivation Development
The ultimate purpose of our study is to let users keep up their objective activities by developing
internal incentives (intrinsic motivation). We think that our community site has to let users keep their
motivation high by giving external incentives (extrinsic motivation) while waiting for the intrinsic
motivation to rise. We propose some methods to support for raising users’ motivation for habit
development. Self-monitoring: A user can look back on own activity with a calendar and graphs. The
user would feel sense of accomplishment and a fret, and thereby improve the motivation for next
opportunity. Competition: A user can get the points when s/he achieves objective action, and compete
the number of points between friends. It seems that a factor of the competition with others more
strongly affects the extrinsic motivation. Information Sharing: A user can share information such as
objectives, methods and continuation states of activity on the bulletin board in most community sites.
Intrinsic motivation would be affected by interacting with the friends aspiring for each other's
accomplishment and enjoying the stimulation from other users. Encouragement: A user can send an
encouragement message for other user that is going to practice the objective activity. It seems the
encouragement is for the extrinsic motivation, but it is not a main purpose to get an encouragement.
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3. Prototype System
There is, of course, considerable preceding study to send a personal message for improving the
motivation such as MVEM (Motivational and Volitional Email Message) by Kim & Keller (2008).
We would like to treat the personal encouragement message that is more casual and frequent. In
addition, from the viewpoint of social capital, we would like to let a user send a message by the hand
of the user, in order to be able to be conscious of human relationships. Therefore we propose a
personal encouragement message function. We have designed it to cooperate with the alarm function
for scheduling because the alarm is the scene that wants to attract attention most. Herewith it becomes
possible to encourage by an appropriate timing. A user registers the activity that wants to be habit, and
decides practical plans (date, start time and period of time) as a schedule. Our prototype system
notifies the user’s mobile phone via the alarm email by the following timings: 1) short time ago of the
planned start time, 2) planned end time, 3) when no plan is registered, 4) about before half day of the
start time of the partner's plan. When the partner of a user registers an encouragement message in
response to an alarm email 4), the user will receive the alarm email 1) saying that “You got a personal
encouragement message from your partner”. We have developed a prototype community site as a web
application. We assumed the site to be used with almost any smartphone. As for this prototype
system, a function to compete the number of points between friends and/or other users and a function
for sharing information such as objectives, methods and continuation states of activity are not yet
implemented.

4. Evaluation Experiment
10 subjects in their twenties consisting of undergraduate and graduate students are 5 sets of pairs, and
used our prototyping system for a week. At first the subjects registered one objective activity that they
wanted to continue. Next, they registered a schedule that is one plan a day for the experiment period.
The subjects can register a performing result of the objective activity by following the link in the
email of alarm 2) of the chapter 3. The planned total number of 10 subjects was 70, but it was only 37
times that the subject sent a personal encouragement message for the partner's plan. Figure 1 shows a
change of the performed results. It seems to need further support because performed rates and
registered rates decrease in a short term. And also, there is not the difference between the active pairs,
which exchange the many encouragement messages, and inactive pairs. The active pairs' characteristic
is that they are on good terms enough to share a joke within personal encouragement message, and
also each other's positivity is about the same. For example, they are the close friends of coterie. On the
other hand, the inactive pairs are, for example, seniors and juniors from the laboratory, and there were
not the unique contents of encouragement messages by the partner. In addition, each other's positivity
of inactive pairs is not same, because one subject sent encouragement messages well, but another one
did not send much them. None of active pairs and inactive pairs sent an encouragement message
related to the partner's objective activity directly. By the friend relations, the subjects could not send a
message such as suggesting a reward for raising extrinsic motivation.
In the case of sending or receiving an encouraging message, the whole of the subjects
performed 26 times and did not perform (includes unregistered) 26 times. In the case of handling no
message, the whole of the subjects performed 6 times and did not perform 12 times, but the result of
Chi-squared test for given probabilities showed that there was no significant difference (χ2 = 2, df = 1,
p = 0.157). And also there are no differences with the sending and receiving of the encouraging
message, and with the active pairs and the inactive pairs. Furthermore we separated one week for
former half (3 days) and latter half (4 days), and then we confirmed difference between both halves,
and difference between the sending and receiving of the message. Table 1 shows that there was
significant difference between the former half and latter half, when a subject sent a message to the
partner, in the frequency of performing her/his objective activity. When a subject sent a message, in
both halves, there were significant differences between the performed times and unperformed times.
The subjects often carried it out in former half (χ2 = 5.4, df = 1, p = 0.020); conversely they in latter
half did not often carry it out (χ2 = 4.54, df = 1, p = 0.033). There was no significant difference
between the both halves, when the subjects did not receive a message from the partner. However, in
latter half, there was significant difference between the performed times and unperformed times when
they did not receive a message (χ2 = 5.55, df = 1, p = 0.018).
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Overall

Active 2 pairs

Inactive 3 pairs

Figure 1. Results of objective activity performing rate
Table 1: Comparing the frequency of subjects’ performance from the perspective of elapsed days.
Days
1-3
4-7

Sent an Encouraging Message
Performed Unperformed
χ2
12
3
7.927
6
16

df
1

Received an Encouraging Message
Days Performed Unperformed
χ2
df
1-3
9
6
0.285
1
4-7
10
12
(“Unperformed” contains “Unregistered”)

p
0.004
**

P
0.593

Days
1-3
4-7
Days
1-3
4-7

Did Not Send an Encouraging Message
Performed Unperformed
χ2
df
6
9
0
1
8
10

p
1

Did Not Receive an Encouraging Message
Performed Unperformed
χ2
df
p
9
6
3.436
1
0.063
4
14

5. Discussion and Conclusion
We realized that it was insufficient only by giving the environment for encouraging each other. In the
former half, the users that sent an encouragement message tended to perform their objective activity,
but it is considered they sent the message because their motivation was strong enough to perform it. It
is interesting that the tendency turned over in the latter half considered to have lost motivation. They
might intend to have achieved duty. Further it is interesting without stimulation from others by the
encouragement messages to hardly perform the activity if the motivation is low. It was the only result
that could realize the effect by the encouragement message in this experiment. We told the subjects
that they could use the prototype site continually when the experiment period was expired, but the
strong extrinsic motivation by the cooperation to the experiment was lost after the experiment period.
Therefore, the use of the site decreased sharply, after about 2 weeks from the end, none of the subjects
sent an encouraging message and registered the performed result of the activity. We consider that the
encouragement message can convey that the user still have interest for developing habit to the partner
not only encouraging the partner; moreover, we consider that the users feel that the partner lost
interest to habit development when they do not receive an encouragement message. Especially, the
motivation of one of the pair would decrease infectiously if another one's motivation decreases.
Therefore, we consider that users should form a group of more than 2 people. In addition, we would
like to implement a function to let users compete between other users. It is important that we prepare
for a mechanism for letting users enjoy to encourage each other.
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Abstract: While opportunities for technology-based collaborative learning have reached out
to a large majority of the community, not everyone has been able to benefit from the growth of
collaborative learning. Computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL), in particular, has
great potential for children with special needs in terms of building social interaction and
collaborative skills through the use of various information and communication technology
(ICT) tools. This paper presents a preliminary investigation on how library spaces could be
utilised to encourage collaborative learning skills for children with special needs. Gaps in
literature with regards to the usage of library spaces for this purpose as well as the limitations
of current tools in terms of language diversity are also explored. Future research directions
are also presented to position plausible strategies to use libraries as spaces for collaborative
learning for children with special needs, using appropriate tools to support their learning
process and experience.
Keywords: children with special needs; library spaces; collaborative learning; ASD; CSCL

1. Introduction
Collaborative learning as an effective learning method is increasing in popularity as rapid
advancements of technology have enabled communities all over the world today to collaborate as a
group in various fields and areas of interest at literally a click of a button. Collaborative learning is
very much grounded in the social theory of learning and has a large focus on the idea of meaning
making within a group of learners (Stahl, 2005) as well as in the social constructivist theory which
strongly emphasises on “human dialogue, negotiation and collaboration” (Bonk & Cunningham, n.d.).
While these collaborative learning opportunities have reached out to a large number of people, there
still exist groups of people who have yet to benefit from the full potential of technology for learning –
children with special needs.
Individuals with special needs is defined as persons with a “diverse range of needs often
caused by a medical, physical, mental or developmental condition or disability” and can “include
cognitive difficulties, physical or sensory difficulties, emotional and behavioral difficulties, and
difficulties with speech and language” (Special, n.d.). Previous research has also been indicated that
the environment around children with special needs is not always conducive for their learning needs
and can prove to be extremely challenging for them (Alper, Hourcade, & Gilutz, 2012). Interactive
technologies can be seen to be able to ‘play a positive role in helping children manage these
challenges, from communicating with others, to learning in school, to experiencing and enjoying the
world” (Alper, Hourcade, & Gilutz, 2012, p.1). While there are various conditions classified under
the term ‘special needs’, this paper concentrates on children who have been diagnosed with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD).
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2. Collaborative Learning Opportunities for Special Needs in Libraries
Libraries are a space for public use and play an important role to provide information as well as
learning spaces for learners in terms of information searching and conducting their learning process.
Through the paradigm changes of libraries from being reader-centered, book-centered, and learningcentered (Bennet, 2008), it is noted that these changes show that libraries are breaking down its walls
and providing access to more people, and it is through these changes that the call to address the needs
of users with special needs is heightened. In Malaysia, provisions for children with special needs are
not extensively offered in public libraries. There is a pending necessity to conduct studies on local
libraries in Malaysia, to understand how children with special needs can be included and encouraged
to learn collaboratively using library spaces. Pustaka Negeri Sarawak (PNS), for instance, is the
biggest public library in the state of Sarawak in East Malaysia, and it has facilities that can cater to
individuals with physical disabilities and children. The facilities at PNS include a designated room for
children equipped with computers for children to access educational games, children friendly furniture
as well as enough space to encourage interactivity among children. There is also a room equipped
with tools to aid users who have disabilities with sight, speech as well as physical immobility.
However, the facilities available in the library are also limited, most can only cater to one individual
at any one time. The space allocated to these individuals is also restricted to one room, and it targets a
more mature group of users, not children. To date, there are no allocated spaces for children with
learning disabilities at all within PNS, and unfortunately, there are no provisions for collaborative
learning for special needs. In the northern part of Sarawak, Pustaka Miri is the biggest local library
available, and it also provides a special needs room for its users. However, like PNS; these services
are limited to users with physical special needs and not for children with learning disabilities (Official
Website of Sarawak State Library, 2009). Libraries within the other divisions in Sarawak such also do
not provide such services to users with special needs (LibraryNet- Where Minds Meet, nd.),
highlighting the fact that this initiative has yet to be developed in Sarawak.
To date, there is clear that there is a gap in literature on the usage of libraries as learning
spaces for users with learning disabilities and on the measurement of success or failure about how
these spaces were actually used. Accordingly, there is lack of reporting on studies that looked into the
usage of library spaces as an area to encourage collaborative skills for children with special needs
such as ASD indicates that there is a need to further research the usage of library spaces for this
purpose. One aspect that should be taken into consideration is the establishment of a learning space
which incorporates the usage of various ICT tools that can assist with the learning development of
children with special needs, which simultaneously encourages collaborative learning. Research on the
usage of multitouch tabletop technology such as SmartBoard, DiamondTouch, Microsoft Surface and
FTIR (Frustrated Total Internal Reflection) in encouraging social skill training and collaborative
interaction amongst children (Chen, 2012) has shown that these tools are beneficial for children with
ASD. Chen (2012) observed increased interaction, communication, participation and co-dependence
amongst the users who found that it was more comfortable to work on the multitouch table together
due to the setting of the tool. Multitouch tabletops were also reported to support intuitive and natural
interactions, while allowing for rough motor skills and imprecise manipulation (Chen, 2012). There
has also been research conducted on the use of physical-digital interaction tools to encourage
cooperation and social interaction in children with special needs (Christensen, Monsen, Hansen,
Anderson, & Safiri, n.d.). The research conducted by Christensen et al. showed how the painting
application was capable of encouraging students with special needs to collaborate with one another in
terms of task division and was a good tool to use when encouraging social interaction amongst group
members. Although the prototype of the tool was tested on a group of students without special needs,
the relevance of the test on children with special needs was gauged by teachers for special needs
children who had also provided the researchers with the necessary information needed to design the
prototype (Christensen et al., n.d.).
Several aspects need to be considered when designing a learning space which can
accommodate the needs of children with special needs. The design of the existing Children Infotheque
in PNS (Official Website of Sarawak State Library, 2009) could be used as a foundation for designing
learning spaces for children with ASD, and could be further improved in terms of creating a layout
which allows for a mix of larger spaces with smaller ones to facilitate children who need to withdraw
to different spaces while in an activity. A low sensory-stimulus environment within the library space
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in PNS to help children with ASD who suffer from problems with sensory integration or perhaps
sensory defensiveness (Scott, 2009) should also be designed. The space should also reflect a pleasant,
well-proportioned area with plain, bare walls decorated in muted soft colours for the purpose of
introducing them with stimulus which consists of wall displays of work and information, which may
result in suiting up the learners’ needs (Scott, 2009). Apart from that, the incorporation of ICT tools in
the learning space at the Children Infotheque at PNS also allows for children to collaborate with one
another while working on activities, which is an aspect that can be mirrored in the design of the
learning space for children with special needs within PNS.

3. Conclusion
The evolution of libraries are testament that societies today want learning spaces that have more of a
human touch and transcends boundaries, be it both physical and virtual. Trends in information
management today allude to the vast potential of using libraries as spaces for collaboration for
children with special needs. It is indeed research area which has been overlooked, and more attention
should be given towards creating a collaborative learning space that children with special needs can
benefit from, both in terms of social interaction and enhanced learning experiences.
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Abstract: In this paper the authors propose a method and a system to support CSCL
discussion with use of a developed function to emphasize the main sentence of each utterance.
Generally, CSCL discussion environment has a difficulty to read huge volume of many
utterances. The authors propose a function to provide two parts of input text fields, one is for
main sentence of conclusion of an utterance, the other is for details or justifications of the
utterance. At the time of representation, the proposing system first shows a list of main
sentences. When members want to see details of an utterance, he or she clicks a link attached
to the target main sentence. With use of the proposed function, a member of CSCL discussion
will become easy to grasp a big picture of a discussion. It is expected to provide deep
understanding of discussion and prompt to write meaningful utterances on CSCL. In order to
verify an effect of the proposing system, the authors conducted a controlled experiment. The
result shows that members of a target group tend to use various types of utterance roles rather
than ones of a control group. From this result, the proposing system is thought to provides a
CSCL environment for deeper understanding of discussion and utterances.
Keywords: CSCL, discussion, main sentence, utterance role, controlled experiment

1. Introduction
Collaborative learning and CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning) have established
specific research areas in the learning science and e-learning. Researches on CSCL have been active
from late 1990's. ISLS (2013) started International conferences of CSCL in 1995, and holding in
every two years. Japanese Society for Information and Systems in Education (JSiSE) started a task
force for CSCL and Supporting Technology in 2003. Kojiri et al. (2006) compiled the result of
investigation and discussion of this task force. In this activity, many problems were pointed out for
CSCL supporting environments. One major problem is readability of text-based CSCL discussion.
There are many uploaded utterances on a server for one discussion, and members should read and
understand whole sentences. Since this reading and understanding takes long time and concentration,
some members may drop out to follow the discussion.
In order to prevent this problem, there are many proposals. The first category is to add “role”
to each utterance and help understanding the abstract meaning. For example, Barros & Verdejo (2000)
provided 6 roles of Proposition, Alternative proposition, Comment, Justification, Question, and
Answer. Weinberger & Fischer (2006) limited the roles into 3: Opinion, Counter argument, and
Reasoning. The second category is to visualize structure of discussion or relationships between
utterances. For example, Mühlenbrock & Hoppe (1999) proposed a system to visualize a sequence of
utterances for collaborative problem-solving activities. Bakers et al. (2002) proposed a system to
represent utterances of debate discussion in two-dimensional space. The third category is to analyze
context of utterances and summarize them with use of NLP (Natural Language Processing) function.
For example, Kim et al. (2008) proposes a system called PedaBot, to refer related utterances
automatically with use of TF-IDF method. Tsurugi et al. (2008) utilized morphological analysis to
correlate utterances.
Unlike the approaches above, the authors propose a function to provide two parts of input text
fields, one is for main sentence of conclusion of an utterance, the other is for details or justifications
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of the utterance. This way forces some additional workload to CSCL members to input the text.
However, there are major 2 advantages.
• When one inputs a body text, he or she is forced to summarize one’s utterance. It gives a chance
to rethink whether the utterance is consistent and summarized or not. Then it facilitates logical
communication skills in CSCL environment.
• When other members refer the utterance, the proposing system first provides a list of main
sentences only. When members want to see details of an utterance, he or she clicks a link
attached to the target main sentence. It helps faster understanding of discussion and trend of
utterances.

2. Proposing System
The proposing system is implemented on a Web server, and utilizes a copyright-free online discussion
system. The authors modified it and provided the functions with use of PHP script and MySQL
database. Figure 1 shows a screen of utterance input. It has 3 text input parts: member name, main
sentence, and details. In order to analyze utterance tendency, he or she selects the utterance role:
Proposal, Affirmative, Negative, Opinion, Question, and Reason. Finally there is a submit button.
Figure 2 shows a screen of utterances representation screen. At the right hand side, there is a list of
utterances. It just shows names, utterance roles, and main sentences. When a viewer clicks a main
sentence, the whole body text appears at the left hand side of the screen. In order to control the
representation in Figure 2, the authors also utilized JavaScript.

Figure 1. Utterance Input Screen

Figure 2. Utterances Representation Screen

3. Controlled Experiment
In order to verify the effect of the proposing system, the authors conducted a controlled experiment.
The examinees were 34 undergraduate students of various faculties in Sophia University.

3.1 Sequence
First, a pre-test was conducted in order to organize Target group and Control group. They are
introduced the usage of usual online discussion system with utterance role selection in 10 minutes and
requested discussion in 30 minutes. The given discussion topic was “Is vide game harmful or not for
youngers?”.
Based on the pre-test, all examinees were divided into 2 Target groups and 2 Control groups,
as all groups were non-significant in utterance frequency and utterance role distribution.
Next, a text was conducted. For the Target groups, the proposing system was assigned. On the
other hand, the same system of the pre-test was assigned to the Control group. Discussions were done
in 50 minutes for the topic “Electronic book will become popular or not?”.
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3.2 Result
In order to verify quantitative significance between TG and CG, the authors utilized 2 parameters.
1. Utterance Frequency (UF): how many utterances are appeared in the discussion. If the system
forces to rethink and arrange one’s utterance, there should be fewer utterances.
2. Role Distribution (RD): how far the utterance roles were distributed. If one uploads an utterance
without deep thought, he or she tends to use one specific utterance role. If the roles are
distributed, it shows that he or she views other utterances and selects one’s utterance roles with
deep thought.
For these parameters, the average scores and standard deviations are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The Result
Target Group (TG)
Control Group (CG)
Utterance
Frequency (UF)
Role
Distribution (RD)

7.57 (SD=19.49)

4.71 (4.84)

0.54 (0.081)

0.48 (0.023)

For UF, UFTG is significantly lower than UFCG (p<5%). This result shows that the proposing system
forces deep thought and arranged utterance. For RD, RDTG is significantly higher than RDCG (p<5%).
This result also shows that the proposing system forces deep thought and arranged utterance.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposed a simple method to divide “main sentence” and “details” when a CSCL learner
inputs one’s utterance. Although it was a simple idea, the controlled experiment showed clear
significances of two parameters. There might be some arguments that parameters of UF and RD
described in section 3.2 indicate deep thought of examinees or not. The authors will try to justify these
relationships, and also find clearer quantitative evidences to show deep thought and meaningful
discussion.
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Abstract: The purpose of presentation rehearsal is to enable a presenter to be aware of
insufficiency or incompleteness of his/her knowledge and refining the knowledge. In our
study, we have proposed a framework of the presentation rehearsal support system to assist
the peers to review the presentation in the rehearsal, and have developed a prototype system.
In the review work of our system, a reviewer make annotations with text, but it sometimes
hiders the peers from giving explicit and practical review comments for a presenter.
Therefore, we attempt to apply a visual annotation method for computerized presentation
rehearsal system. In this paper, we propose the visual-oriented annotation method for review
works in our computerized presentation rehearsal support system.
Keywords: presentation rehearsal, peer review, visual annotation

1. Introduction
Learning in a self-directed way has been more and more important along with increasing
opportunities for learning on the Web. On the other hand, learners often finish it with incomplete
knowledge (Hammond N., 1993). It is also hard for them to be aware of the incompleteness of
knowledge they have learned even if they think it is completed (Thüring M. et al., 1995). From this
point of view, the purpose of presentation rehearsal is to enable a presenter to be aware of the
insufficiency or incompleteness of his/her knowledge and to refine his/her knowledge, presentation
materials and oral explanations through a review work with peers comments. However, it is
sometimes hard for the reviewers to remember the details of a particular part of the presentation
precisely and give instructive suggestions or resolutions to the presenter.
We have accordingly proposed the framework of computerized presentation rehearsal support
environment and developed the prototype system (Okamoto R. and Kashihara A., 2007). We made a test
use of this system with improvement in the last 6 years. The system equipped with a function of making
annotations to a particular slide of a presentation with text comments. The function is almost working
well, however, it is sometimes hard for peers to write all precise information of annotation targets with
its position etc. in a short time. This hinders the peers from giving explicit and practical review
comments to the presenter, and causes some disagreements in the discussion. Our approach to resolving
the issue is to propose a review support system with visual-oriented annotation method. This paper
describes the problems with an existing approach, proposes our new approach and prototype system.

2. Annotation Method in Review Work for Presentation Rehearsal
In the review work of a presentation rehearsal, in general, an annotation is made as text data consists
of a pointer to targets and reviewer’s comment. Though, it is sometimes hard for reviewers to note
down all of necessary information while listening to the presentation in the short time. In addition,
text information has a linguistic ambiguity from the first. Therefore, it causes of a gap in
understanding between the reviewer and others. For the issues, we attempt to apply visual anchor
annotation method.
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We have been developing a prototype system of a presentation rehearsal support system. We
have made improvements the system has gone along with operational test since 2006 and recorded 61
sets of rehearsal data with 2,380 annotations in total. Table 1 shows a type classification result of
annotations accumulated in the database.
Table 1: Classification of Annotation Points
Type of Annotation Point
(1) Presenter
(2) Presentation Scheme

(3) Slide Contents

Number

Behavior of Presenter

201

Aural Expression

452

Relation between Slides
Layout

187

Graphics

120

Text

626

(4) Others

Percentage
653

27.4 %

578

24.3 %

933

39.2 %

216

9.1 %

Total: 2,380
There are four types of categories, from a viewpoint of visibility of the target, (3) 39.2 % is
the only visible target and others are not. The total percentage of (1) and (2) is 51.7 % which more
than half number of annotations, but we cannot apply the anchor annotation method directly to them.
(1) is a category of presenter’s behaviors which includes annotations for a falter or fluff in aural
expressions and (2) is for a structure of a presentation. In our previous review system, these two types
of annotations are just associated with slide transition timing and not classified explicitly.

3. Review Process with Visual-Oriented Annotation
To apply visual anchor annotation method, we define two phases of annotation process as follows.
(1) Annotation Making Process: This is a term in the middle of a presentation. In this process, for
“(3) Slide Contents”, the reviewer use straightforward access to targets by use of graphical interface
of presentation slides. About the other types of annotations, reviewer makes annotations briefly and
takes time later in next process in a phase of interval between presentation and discussion.
(2) Annotation Refinement Process: In this process, reviewer refines the annotations and reorganizes
made in the previous process. We newly designed two types of interfaces for this process. The one is
for “(1) Presenter”, the annotations stored in the previous process are related to the time-line by
confirming recorded video etc. The second is for “(2) Presenter Scheme”. For these annotations, we
use a tree structure of scheme visually.

4. Development of Prototype System
We have been developed a prototype system of the review support environment. The base of the
system is our pre-developed rehearsal support system, and we have upgraded the “Review Server” for
the new feature of our new “Peer Client” with our visual-annotation method.
Figure 1 shows an example of an interface of a peer client for the review work. In the
interface, many types of data from review server are displayed depending on the situation. In the
middle of a presentation, a screen image of a projector, which reflects an animation progress at
intervals of a few seconds, is displayed. The progress status of a presentation is displayed as a list of
slide information in real-time at the lower left of the interface. To make annotations to slide contents
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in the screen image, a reviewer can make an annotation point, which in the shape of red pin, any time
with a mouse-click on the image and write a comment for it in the lower middle field. In other cases,
make annotation for “Presenter” or “Presentation Schema”, a reviewer can make a review-point and
move it on to the area for each at the upper middle of the interface. The review-points stored in the
area are associated with time stamp and schema tree in another window.

Figure 1. Interface of Peer Client in Visual-Oriented Annotation Method

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we described the problems with an existing approach in computerized presentation
rehearsal system in our previous research. And also, we proposed a review support system with visualoriented annotation method and describe about new prototype system. Presently, we are continuously
developing the prototype system and will make a test use in the near future to evaluate availability of
the method.
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Abstract: In this paper, three case studies of web-based peer interaction with different
agendas are investigated. The pedagogical design concerns language learners engaged in
intercultural exchanges over blogs and wikis. The data consist of posted online interaction and
interviews where the student activities are mapped out in relation to steps in Intercultural
Communicative Competence online. The results show that the planning and implementation
are specifically important phases in intercultural exchanges.
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1. Introduction
For teaching and learning practices, development of web-based technology has meant creating
affordances for multilingual interaction networks and language learning over vast distances. For
intercultural communication online, the area of telecollaboration in foreign language education
platforms has been an area with increased interest (e.g., O’Dowd, 2007). It is of essence to investigate
pedagogy in such platforms, where traditional borders between learning sites are becoming blurred. It
is connected to the transformation seen in the continually changing online landscape caused by the
network
society
(Castells,
2000).
This paper presents three case studies of student engagement in intercultural exchange interaction.
The purpose is to explore the nature of the exchange interaction and the implication of the web-based
technology.

2. Intercultural web-based exchanges
The increased use of the web for learning has altered the structures of communicative practices for
learning. They are affected by the actual use of the technology and how literacy is materialized, which
has changed conditions for learning (e.g., Beetham & Sharpe, 2007; Lankshear & Knobel, 2007).
Concerning networked pedagogy and the use of web-based writing environments, the meaning of
peer work has been discussed (Lundin, 2008). When learners are online there is a type of community
driven approach which offers opportunities to meet online, apart from learning traditionally organized
by the teacher. The learner autonomy that the web offers is something that takes time for students to
get used to. In fact, collectively producing content on the web has implied a dramatic change for
learners (Lund, 2010). Ware and Kramsch (2005) claim that: “Web-based technologies have been
advocated as particularly promising examples of computer-based learning with the potential to enable
language students to interact across geographic, linguistic, and cultural lines” (Ware & Kramsch,
2005, p. 190).
2.1 Online intercultural communicative competence
The concept of culture is in need to match the complexity of the modern globalized world (Bhabha,
1994; Risager, 2007). Through web-based intercultural exchanges, online environments are situated in
a context where language and culture are associated with more than national identity (Helm & Guth,
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2010). In communication where English is the lingua franca, learners are multilingual who “have
grown up in a variety of national, supranational, and ethnic cultures” (Kramsch, 2006, p. 250).
In intercultural communication online, models of Byram’s (1977) influential model of
Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC) has been modified in research involving exchange
studies dealing with intercultural competence (e.g., Belz, 2007; Dooly, 2011, Elola & Oskoz, 2008,
Liaw, 2006; O’Dowd, 2007). This model has been adopted and expanded to embrace various online
contexts in new online literacies and foreign language learning (Helm & Guth, 2010).
Concerning web-based tools for written communication, two common technologies are blogs and
wikis for asynchronous modes of interaction, having an influence on exchanges. Such technology
implies a specific type of turn-taking interaction. This gives time for reflection in the delay in
response time between communicators (Levy & Stockwell, 2006). For peer work in the form of peer
critiquing and joint writing, such environments lend themselves well. In studies of network-based
writing, activities where learners critically pay attention to how their writing is perceived by others,
create conditions for learning and promotion of linguistic and cultural skills (e.g., Lee, 2010; Thorne,
2003).
2.2 Language learning as participation
From a sociocultural perspective, learning is seen as situated in a social and a cultural context.
Learners are connected with the social and material environment where they participate in joint
interaction (Warschauer, 2005). In communication, learners often need to understand perspectives of
others. This is a process of dialogue in “co-construction rather than transmission” (Tomasello, Kruger,
& Hilary, 1993, p. 501). This implies that communication is a temporary transformation where those
involved “become inhabitants of a partly shared social world, established and continuously modified
by their acts of communication” (Rommetveit, 1974, p. 23). It should be pointed out that being
engaged in dialogue, is not only restricted to speech interaction but to any verbal communication, also
written (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
3. Data and methods
The data in the paper consists of three case studies where web-based environments were applied in
language and communication courses in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) for engineering students
at a technical university. The studies are performed in non-experimental, natural settings. The use of
different web-based environments has been part of the language learning scene for a few years now.
The three studies are examples of different activities evolving by using such environments and
what activities are developed. Case study 1 concerns non-native English speaking international
engineering students at a Swedish university engaged in poetry blogging with native English speaking
students in the US, Case study 2 is a technical writing exchange taking place over a wiki between the
same student body as in the previous case study. The students gave and received feedback to each
other and collaborated on texts related to their technical writing studies. Case study 3, finally, is an
exchange taking place between two groups of non-native English speaking students, one from Sweden
and one from Taiwan over a wiki. This third study involved intercultural communication topics where
differences and similarities were highlighted among Swedish students and Taiwanese students such as
everyday engagements in studies, family life, holidays as well as discussing ways of life in the two
countries. Even though the content of the third case study was the only one explicitly dealing with
cultural aspects, in all three case studies, there is an overarching element of cultural issues being
discussed.
The gathering of data is primarily done by observations of the student driven posted interaction
on the web. In addition, there are also student interviews where follow up questions are asked
concerning the web-based interaction. When investigating the traces of the posted activities the
archived versions of web-pages were investigated to determining the nature of the page revisions.
Dooly (2008) gives an overview of some general points from online collaborative learning
projects. The data is scrutinized from these points, or tendencies, from the planning and the
implementation phase. The analysis of the intercultural dimensions of the data is based on the three
principal features of ICC, intercultural sensitivity, intercultural awareness and intercultural adroitness.
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4. Results and discussion
The three studies in this paper are examples of how trajectories of web-based exchange environments
can develop in quite contrary directions due to the technology and the student preparations. Both
environments are asynchronous writing environments, offering a certain amount of delay in
responses. However, the blogging format offers a specific reflective element, allowing postings to be
added chronologically. The wiki on the other hand gives an environment where users can add text but
also override previous entries. The web-based setting offers a diverse language learning environment
where students from different linguistic and national backgrounds can be engaged in a range of
language learning activities as long as student preparations are made.
In the three exchanges there are a few recurrent items highlighted by the students that stand out
as the driving force for online discussions, creating a dynamic environment. One such item is the
implications of addressing others through giving response and sharing text. Another item is receiving
feedback from others and the interactive work that is produced through the web-based context.
From the planning and implementation stages suggested by Dooly (2008), planning and setting
up the exchange proved to be crucial points when students were involved in an exchange. Fostering
students in ways of collaborative work online, proved to be a way forward for interaction and joint
understanding of persons from another culture. In connection with this, finding ways of clarifying the
online work and understanding the plan of action in order to get started early, proved to be important
steps, although not always easily applicable. When considering the framing of a web-based writing
environment in language learning, it caters for development of the three elements of ICC, intercultural
sensitivity, intercultural awareness and intercultural adroitness. The results show that applying the
ICC model on the three case studies, students embrace skills of interpreting events from other
cultures, willingness to explore and participate in online communities, knowledge of processes of
interaction and communicating online as well as cultural, literacy and language awareness. The
expansion of the concept of ICC suggests that the competences needed for online intercultural
communication are multifaceted and involve a broad range of skills.
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Abstract: In previous studies, we proposed methods for calculating similarity between test
items to automatically retrieve similar test items in e-testing, and conducted experiments and
evaluations of those methods. Test item similarity data is applicable to tasks such as
automatically retrieving similar test items, automatically constructing item banks, visualizing
structure between test items, optimizing amounts of test information, estimating the difficulty
of unanswered test items, conducting computer adaptive testing, and creating test items. To
improve the accuracy of retrieving similar test items, we propose a new method for calculating
test item similarity that applies latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic
document model. We assume that each test item is represented by a vector using topics
estimated by LDA, and the similarity between test items is calculated by cosine similarity.
Applying LDA to calculate similarity between test items lowers the number of retrieved
dissimilar test items, and creates vectors based on the relation between extracted terms. To
accurately estimate topics in each test item, we perform preprocessing by identifying where
important terms occur and enhancing the co-occurrence relation between terms. We use 250
test items from the Systems Administrator Examination to test the effectiveness of retrieving
similar test items. The results indicate the effectiveness of the preprocessing steps, and of
applying LDA to calculating test item similarity. We furthermore demonstrate the
improvement in accuracy of retrieving similar test items by the proposed method in
comparison with existing methods.
Keywords: e-testing, item bank, similar test item, LDA, similarity

1. Introduction
The prevalence of online testing has increased in recent years, resulting in a need for large item banks
(Ueno, 2005; Ueno & Okamoto, 2008). Test items in item banks are often hierarchically classified,
based on the knowledge they test. In the integrative e-testing system developed by Songmuang and
Ueno (2008), for example, test items are classified according to subject, and according to broad and
midrange scope, then classified into a multi-hierarchy by class subject according to the System of
Intelligent Evaluation Using Tests for TeleEducation developed by Guzman and Conejo (2005).
These systems are implemented using a computer adaptive testing (CAT)-based system or an
automated test construction system. Test items in these systems are metadata such as correct response
rate and item response theory parameters (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). Learning
management systems such as Moodle (Dougiamas, 1999) or Blackboard (Blackboard Inc., 1997) also
hierarchically manage test items.
For fields in which knowledge is disorganized, however, more test items mean increased
difficulty in appropriate classification. Appropriate classification may also require extensive
familiarity with the knowledge of subject field or area. To address these problems, we have proposed
a method of calculating similarity between test items to allow for automatic retrieval of similar test
items (Takagi et al., 2009). In this study, we examine the calculation of similarity between multiplechoice items. We say that two test items are “similar” when they test the same knowledge (i.e., when
the knowledge needed to provide the correct answer is similar for each question). This knowledge
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includes areas such as sector-specific concepts, laws, figures, and history (targeted knowledge).
Test item similarity data is applicable to the following types of tasks:
(1) Automatically retrieving similar test items
(2) Automatically constructing item banks using clustering techniques (Manning & Schutze, 1999)
(3) Visualizing structure between test items using multidimensional scaling (Young & Hamer, 1987)
(4) Optimizing the amount of test information (Hambleton et al., 1991) when constructing tests
(5) Estimating the difficulty level of unanswered test items (Ikeda, Takagi, Takagi, & Teshigawara,
2012)
(6) Performing CAT for iterative learning (Ikeda et al., 2012)
(7) Creating test items in consideration of difficulty level
In previous studies, we proposed a procedure for automatically identifying parts (question,
correct choice, or incorrect choice) where the targeted knowledge occurs based on the results of
analyzing the type of test item and the features of terms which occur in the question or correct choice
using natural language processing (Takagi, Takagi, & Teshigawara, 2009). Single nouns and
compound nouns are extracted from the part identified by this procedure, and the similarity between
test items is calculated based on the vector space model (Manning & Schutze, 1999). We also targeted
test items created in computer networking classes, and experimentally retrieved similar test items.
This experiment showed improved accuracy with our method in comparison with existing methods,
and the effectiveness of automatically identifying item parts where targeted knowledge occurred.
However, this experiment also showed that noise such as superfluous terms and spelling
variations in the extracted terms results in the retrieval of dissimilar test items. In addition,
representing test items as vectors by only extracted terms is limiting, indicating a need to consider the
relation between terms. To address these problems and improve the accuracy of retrieving similar test
items, here we propose a new method of calculating similarity between test items using latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), a generative probabilistic document model.
LDA estimates single or multiple topics that represent test item content based on the co-occurrence of
terms in the test item. Fundamentally, we assume that each test item is represented by a vector using
topics estimated by LDA, and the similarity between test items is calculated by cosine similarity
(Manning & Schutze, 1999). Doing so provides two advantages:
(1) Since there are fewer topics than extracted terms, the number of vector dimensions, and thus the
number of retrieved dissimilar test items, can be decreased.
(2) Since topics are probabilistically estimated based on the co-occurrence of extracted terms, topics
can be estimated using key terms that are orthographically different yet semantically similar.

2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
In the topic model, documents are described as a distribution of topics and each topic is described as a
distribution of words. Hofmann (1999) proposed probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI) in a
pioneering study of topic modeling. LDA extends PLSI, and is a generative probabilistic document
model where the multinomial distribution of each topic Mult(θ) is assumed to follow the Dirichlet
distribution Dir(θ|α), which is the prior distribution conjugate to the multinomial distribution. LDA
thus overcomes the overfitting problem, which can prevent generation of new documents for PLSI.
Figure 1 shows the LDA model represented as a probabilistic graphical model, denoting
dependency among random variables or parameters as a directed graph. In the figure, the black circle
α

β

θ

z

w

N

M

Figure 1. Graphical Model Representation of LDA.
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indicates an observed variable and others circles indicate latent variables and unknown parameters.
Rectangular areas indicate repeated sampling, with the number in the lower right corner indicating the
number of repetitions. Here, N is the total number of words and M is the total number of documents.
We next describe the generative process for a document corresponding to the graphical representation
of LDA in Figure 1. Set of documents D is generated by repeating the following process M times:
1.
Sample N words from a document.
2.
Sample the generative probability of each topic θ from the Dirichlet prior distribution Dir(θ|α).
3.
For each of the N words wn,
(a) Sample a topic zn from the multinomial distribution Mult(θ).
(b) Sample the word wn from the multinomial probability, conditioned by the topic zn p(wn|zn,β).
In LDA, the value of latent variable z probabilistically varies based on θ, and multiple topics
are generated from a document. Since the model parameters α and β are located outside the
rectangular area in Figure 1, LDA can generate unseen documents, too. It is assumed that the
dimension k of the Dirichlet distribution (the dimension of the topic variable z) is known and fixed. In
addition, the generative provability of a word to a topic is indicated by β, which is a k × V matrix
represented by p(wj=1|zi=1)=βij. Given the parameters α and β, the joint distribution is given of a topic
mixture θ, a set of N topics z, and a set of N words w as follows:
N

∏ p( z

p (θ, z, w | α, β) = p (θ | α )

n

| θ) p ( wn | zn , β) .

(1)

n =1

Integrating over θ and summing over z, we obtain the marginal distribution of a document as follows:

 N
p(w | α, β) = ∫ p(θ | α ) ∏∑ p( zn | θ) p( wn | zn , β) dθ .
(2)

 n =1 z
n


Here, the parameter α is a k-vector with components αi>0, and the parameter of the Dirichlet
distribution is as follows:

∑ α ) θα
p (θ | α ) =
∏ Γ (α )
k
i =1 i

Γ(

i =1

1 −1

1

k

θ kα k −1 ,

(3)

i

where Γ() is the gamma function. The model parameters α and β are generally learned using an
approximation based on variational Bayesian inference (Blei et al., 2003) or a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004). Teh, Newman, and Welling (2007) proposed
collapsed variational Bayesian inference, which improves the inference accuracy. Gibbs sampling
(Griffiths et al., 2004) is another kind of MCMC method applied to learning parameters. While LDA
requires specification of the number of topics, nonparametric Bayesian methods such as the
hierarchical Dirichlet process do not (Teh, Jordan, Beal, & Blei, 2006). This study uses variational
Bayesian inference to learn α and β.
In recent years, LDA has been widely applied in fields such as information retrieval and
document clustering (Chemudugunta, Smyth, & Steyvers, 2007; Cao, Li, Zhang, & Tang, 2007;
Wang, Zhang, & Zhang, 2008; Iwata, Yamada, & Ueda, 2008). To our knowledge, no research has
targeted test items, so it is unclear whether these methods can be applied. Unlike the documents
examined in the studies mentioned above, test items consist of questions with correct and incorrect
choices, and sentences or terms differ by form. Therefore, in this study, we propose a method of
applying LDA to capture test item features.
3. Previous Study
In this chapter, we describe a procedure for automatically identifying parts where the targeted
knowledge occurs, and a procedure for calculating similarity between test items, both of which were
proposed in our previous study (Takagi et al., 2009).
3.1 Automatically Identifying the Knowledge Occurrence Part
Figure 2 shows a procedure for automatically identifying the knowledge occurrence part. The five term
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1. Morphological Analysis and Term Extraction
All Five Terms Extracted
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3. Morphological Analysis and Term Extraction
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Match
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None of the Five Types of Terms

Question and Correct Choice

Correct Choice

Some of the Five Types of Terms

Question

Figure 2. Procedure for Automatically Identifying the Knowledge Occurrence Part.
Table 1: Targeted knowledge types and examples.
Targeted Knowledge Type
Example
Japanese
ru-ta (router)
Single Noun
English
Telnet, UDP
Japanese
denshiteki komyunike-shon (electronic communication)
Compound
English
TCP IP, B-to-B
Noun
Japanese and English
OSI sanshou moderu (OSI reference model)
types in Figure 2 are types of targeted knowledge, which can be classified into single nouns and
compound nouns. A single noun is a noun that cannot be further divided into shorter, more basic
nouns. Targeted knowledge can be further classified into five types of terms, according to whether
they are Japanese, English, or a combination of Japanese and English (Takagi et al., 2009). Table 1
shows the targeted knowledge types and examples. For morphological analysis we use the Chasen
software package developed by the Nara Institute of Science and Technology (Matsumoto, 2000), the
most popular and widely used Japanese morphological analysis program. To extract the five types of
terms, we use the TermExtract Perl module developed by Nakagawa, Maeda, and Kojima (2003a),
which is used as the “automatic technical term extracting system”.
First, the correct choice is morphologically analyzed and the five types of terms are extracted
from it (“1” in Figure 2). If the number of extracted terms is one and there are no other terms (e.g.,
particles or auxiliary verbs), the question is analyzed as to whether the sentences in question matches
a negation expression, such as “machigatta (wrong)” or “ayamatteiru (incorrect)” (“2” in Figure 2). If
so, the knowledge occurrence part is identified as the question. If these sentences do not match the
negation expression, the knowledge occurrence part is identified as both the question and the correct
choice. On the other hand, if multiple terms are extracted from the correct choice, or if there are other
terms (“1” in Figure 2), the question is morphologically analyzed and the five types of terms are
extracted from the question (“3” in Figure 2). If there are no extracted terms, the knowledge
occurrence part is identified as the correct choice. If there is more than one extracted term, the
knowledge occurrence part is identified as the question.
3.2 Calculating Test Item Similarity
Figure 3 shows the procedure of calculating test item similarity based on automatically identifying the
knowledge occurrence part. First, the knowledge occurrence part is automatically identified by the
procedure as described in the previous section (“1” in Figure 3). There are three parts where the
targeted knowledge occurs. Second, sentences and their parts are morphologically analyzed, and the
five types of terms shown in Table 1 are extracted (“2” in Figure 3). Third, stop words are eliminated
from the extracted terms (“3” in Figure 3). Examples of stop words are the broader term and the term
occurring in
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Figure 3. Procedure for Calculating Test Item Similarity.
a set phrase used in the question. In case of “3” in Figure 3 “me-ru (mail)” is a broader term against
“sentakushi (choices)” and “ika (the following)”) are considered unrelated to test item content. Fourth,
the remaining terms in each test item are binary weighted (Manning & Schutze, 1999), adding weight
1 to all terms (“4” in Figure 3). Finally, the test item similarity represented as a vector featured by the
term weights is calculated by cosine similarity (“5” in Figure 3).
Here, if the weight or binary variable to term i in documents dx and dy are xi and yi,
respectively, the total number of terms i is T, and the measure of similarity (dx, dy) between these
documents by cosine similarity is as follows:

∑ x ⋅y
∑ x ×∑
T

σ (d x , d y ) =

i =1 i

T

2
i =1 i

i

.

T

y2
i =1 i

(4)

4. Issues to be Considered and Solving Approach
We assume that each test item is represented by a vector using topics estimated by LDA. When doing
so, each test item is represented by a co-occurrence matrix of terms. Thus, the accuracy of the topic
estimation depends on the co-occurrence relation between terms in each test item. For example, LDA
classified the following two test items as being on the same topic, despite their having no shared terms
and being related to very different topics. The targeted knowledge of Test Item 1 is “copyrighted
works (chosakubutsu)”. The targeted knowledge of Test Item 2 is “swapping (suwappingu)”.
However, since the terms “copyrighted works” (Test Item 1) and “program (puroguramu)” (Test Item
2) co-occurred in other related test items, the co-occurrence between these terms is increased, and the
item was estimated as belonging to the same topic.
Test Item 1
How long is the term of protection for personal “copyrighted works” after the author dies?
(1) 25 years
(2) 50 years
(3) 75 years
(4) 100 years
Test Item 2
A user installed and ran a new “program” on a server with virtual memory storage, resulting in
“swapping” and lowered processing efficiency of previously installed programs. Which of the
following is an appropriate solution to this problem?
(1) Upgrading the CPU
(2) Adding a magnetic disk device to expand auxiliary storage
(3) Upgrading to faster main memory (4) Increasing the amount of main memory
To prevent such misidentification of topics, the co-occurrence relation between the targeted
knowledge and terms relating to the targeted knowledge should be considered in LDA. However,
unlike general documents, test items consist of questions with correct and incorrect choices, and the
targeted knowledge will not necessarily occur in the same location in each form. We therefore take
the two following preprocessing steps before using LDA:
(a) Identifying the part (question, correct choice, or incorrect choice) where the targeted knowledge
occurs
(b) Enhancing the co-occurrence relation between terms occurring in the part identified in
preprocessing step (a)
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To perform preprocessing step (a), we automatically identify the knowledge occurrence part
as described in section 3.1. Doing so helps to decrease the number of terms unrelated to the targeted
knowledge. Here, we focus on single nouns constituting a compound noun. The meanings of these
single nouns often contain the meaning of the compound noun (e.g., “denshi me-ru (e-mail)”,
composed of “denshi (electronic)” and “me-ru (mail)”, and “TCP purotokoru (TCP protocol)”,
composed of “TCP” and “purotokoru (protocol)”). Thus, a compound noun is created from
semantically related single nouns, and there is a semantic relation among these single nouns.
Therefore, to realize preprocessing step (b), we create a co-occurrence relation among single nouns,
compound nouns, and the single nouns constituting compound nouns that occur in the part identified
in preprocessing step (a). For example, when “jiki disuku souchi (magnetic disk device)” and
“konpyu-ta (computer)” both occurred in a part, we extract “jiki disuku souchi (magnetic disk
device)”, “jiki (magnet)”, “disuku (disk)”, “souchi (device)”, and “konpyu-ta (computer)”. Extracting
co-occurrences in this way allows for the correct evaluation of items, even when terms related to the
targeted knowledge are written differently (e.g., “jiki disuku souchi (magnetic disk device)” and “jiki
disuku (magnetic disk)”).

5. Calculating Test Item Similarity Using LDA
In this section, we propose a method for calculating test item similarity using LDA, based on the
preprocessing described in the previous section. In section 5.1, we describe the procedure of the
proposed method. In section 5.2, we describe a method for managing test items using test item
similarity.
5.1 Calculating Test Item Similarity Using LDA
Figure 4 shows the procedure of calculating test item similarity using LDA. First, the part where the
targeted knowledge occurs is automatically identified by the procedure shown in Figure 2 (“1” in
Figure 4). There are three parts where the targeted knowledge occurs. Second, sentences in their parts
are morphologically analyzed, and single nouns, compound nouns, and single nouns constituting the
compound nouns are extracted (“2” in Figure 4). Third, terms commonly occurring in set phrases used
to pose questions are eliminated from the extracted terms (“3” in Figure 4), as described in section
3.2.
Fourth, co-occurrence matrices are created based on the extracted terms for each test item, and
the topic of each test item is estimated based on LDA (“4” in Figure 4). The model parameters α and
β are learned based on variational Bayesian inference. At this stage, we also give the number of
similar test item groups as the initial number of topics k. Fifth, estimated topics are binary weighted
(“5” in Figure 4), adding weight 1 to all topics. Finally, the similarity between test items represented
as a vector featured by the topic weight is calculated by cosine as in equation (4) (“6” in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Procedure for Calculating Test Item Similarity Using LDA.
5.2 Automatically Classifying Test Items
Figure 5 shows the assumed procedure of automatically classifying test items into similar test item
groups. We assume that test items are managed as an item bank and hierarchically classified
according to subject or test categories and subcategories. Also, test items include metadata such as
content, correct answer rate, and difficulty.
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First, similarities among all test items created in the past are calculated (“1” in Figure 5). Test
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Figure 5. Procedure for Automatically Classifying Test Items.
items targeted for calculating similarity with another test item are assumed to be in the same category
as the comparative one. Next, the resulting similarities generate similar test item groups using a
clustering technique (“2” in Figure 5). In addition, the similarities between new test items and each
similar test item group are calculated. From this result, new test items are classified into an
appropriate similar test item group (“3” in Figure 5). As mentioned above, test items can be
automatically classified into similar test item groups.
6. Experiment and Evaluation
6.1 Overview of the Experiment
We conducted an experiment where we retrieved similar test items to validate the effectiveness of the
following three features, and to measure improvement in the accuracy of retrieving similar test items
by the proposed method.
(1) The effectiveness of automatically identifying the knowledge occurrence part (“1” in Figure 4)
(2) The effectiveness of extracting single nouns, compound nouns, and single nouns constituting a
compound noun (“2” in Figure 4)
(3) The effectiveness of using topics estimated by LDA (“3” in Figure 4)
To retrieve the similar test items, we used seven LDA methods, using the method described in
section 3.2 and the termmi software (Nakagawa et al. 2003b), an existing text mining tool. Table 2
shows an overview of the LDA methods. LDA 1 through LDA 6 differ from the proposed method in
terms of their text information determination (“1” in Figure 4) and term extraction (“3” in Figure 4).
There are three types of text information from which terms are extracted. LDA 1 and LDA 2 extract
terms from the part identified by the procedure, as described in section 3.1. LDA 3 and LDA 4 extract
terms from the question and its correct answer. LDA 5 and LDA 6 extract terms from questions,
correct choices, and incorrect choices. There are also two types of extracted terms; LDA 1, LDA 3,
and LDA 5 extract terms as SN (single nouns) and SNs (multiple single nouns constituting a
compound noun), while LDA 2, LDA 4, and LDA 6 extract terms as SN (single nouns) and CN
(compound nouns).
In termmi, single nouns and compound nouns are first extracted from the question, correct
choice, and incorrect choices. Next, the extracted terms are weighted based on occurrence and
concatenation frequency of terms, called the FLR method (Nakagawa, Yumoto, & Mori, 2003). If a
compound noun formed by adjoined single nouns N1, N2,…, NL (in this order) is CN, the weight by
concatenation frequency LR(CN) is defined as follows:
L

∏

LR (CN ) = (

1

( LN ( N i ) + 1)( RN ( N i ) + 1)) 2 L .

(5)

i =1

LN(Ni) is the number of all single nouns which adjoin the left of Ni and RN(Ni) is the number of all
single nouns which adjoin the right of Ni. If the occurrence frequency of CN is f(CN), the weight of
CN, FLR(CN), is defined as follows:
FLR (CN ) = f (CN ) × LR (CN ) .
(6)
Finally, similarity between test items is calculated as the cosine similarity (equation (4)).
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We targeted 250 test items from the “Systems Administrator Examination” (Information
Technology Promotion Agency, Japan, 2006) from 2004 to 2008. These test items have at least three
similar test items. To evaluate the accuracy of retrieving similar test items, we use the micro-averages
of
Table 2: Overview of methods using LDA in experiment.
Method
Text Information Decision (“1” in Figure 4)

Term Extraction (“2” in Figure
4)
Proposed method
SN, CN, & SNs
Automatically identify
LDA 1
SN & SNs
the knowledge occurrence part
LDA 2
SN & CN
LDA 3
SN & SNs
Question & correct choice
LDA 4
SN & CN
LDA 5
SN & SNs
Question, correct choice & incorrect choice
LDA 6
SN & CN
the recall and the precision (Manning & Schutze, 1999). Given test item number i, the number of
similar test items Ai, the number of retrieved test items Bi, and the number of similar test items among
retrieved test items Ci, the micro-averages of recall and precision are defined as follows:

∑
R=
∑
∑
P=
∑

n
i =1
n

Ci

(7)

A
i =1 i

n

i =1
n

Ci

.

(8)

B
i =1 i

The relationship between recall and precision is a trade-off, and it can be convenient to
combine recall and precision into a single measure of overall performance. Therefore, we use the Fmeasure (Manning & Schutze, 1999), which converts recall and precision into a scalar value that takes
into account both measures. The F-measure is the harmonic average of both values, and the F-measure
of the micro-averages of recall and precision is defined as follows:
1
F=
.
1
1
(9)
+
2P 2R
To evaluate whether similar test items are retrieved higher, we also set a threshold for the result of
retrieved test items. In this case, test items exceeding the threshold are regarded as retrieved test
items, and the micro-averages of recall, precision, and F-measure are calculated.
6.2 Retrieving Similar Test Items
The experimental procedure is given below. Steps (1) and (3) are conducted for 250 test items, and
finally recall, precision, and F-measure are calculated for each method.
(1) Classifying test items into similar test item groups
The targeted knowledge of each test item was determined by one of the authors. We regarded
similar test items as those that covered the same targeted knowledge, and we created similar test
item groups. Two hundred and fifty test items were classified into 62 similar test item groups.
(2) Retrieving similar test items
Similarity between test items was calculated based on nine methods. The targeted test items for
calculating similarity were the 250 test items targeted in this experiment. It is necessary to give
the number of topics to use LDA. In this experiment, we regarded the number of topics as the
number of similar test item groups, set as 62 for LDA. Test items were then arranged in order of
high similarity.
(3) Extracting test items by threshold
Since test items targeted this experiment have at most seven similar test items, we set the
threshold to the top seven test items, and extracted from the result of step (2).
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(4) Calculating recall, precision, and F-measure
From the result of steps (2) and (3), the micro-averages of recall and precision were calculated by
equation (7) and (8), and F-measure was calculated by equation (9). In this calculation, a similar
test item is one determined to have the same targeted knowledge as test item i.
Table 3 shows the results of the recall, precision, and F-measure calculations. The left column
values are calculated from the result of step (2), and the right column values are calculated from the
result of step (3). Compared with the other methods, the proposed method improves the F-measure.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The results of the experiment indicate that the proposed method improves F-measure in comparison
with other methods. The results clearly show that the proposed method improved accuracy of
retrieving similarity test items. In this section, based on the experimental results shown in Table 3, we
will discuss the effectiveness of three features described in section 6.1.
First, comparing LDA 1, LDA 3, and LDA 5, we find that LDA 1 improves the microaverages of recall, precision, and F-measure in comparison with LDA 3 and LDA 5. These results
indicate that
Table 3: Result of recall, precision, and F-measure (No threshold | Top seven test items).
Method
Recall
Precision
F-measure
Proposed method
0.711
0.675
0.326
0.369
0.448
0.477
LDA 1
0.647
0.615
0.282
0.350
0.393
0.446
LDA 2
0.394
0.378
0.188
0.216
0.255
0.275
LDA 3
0.595
0.544
0.263
0.308
0.365
0.394
LDA 4
0.353
0.343
0.205
0.237
0.259
0.280
LDA 5
0.510
0.481
0.263
0.297
0.347
0.367
LDA 6
0.055
0.052
0.039
0.040
0.046
0.045
Method of previous studya
0.722
0.568
0.191
0.491
0.303
0.526
Termmib
0.888
0.593
0.059
0.298
0.110
0.397
a
Takagi et al., 2009. b Nakagawa et al. 2003b.
the procedure of automatically identifying the knowledge occurrence part is effective for improving
the accuracy of calculating similarity using LDA. Comparing the proposed method, LDA 1, and LDA
2, the proposed method best improves the micro-averages of recall, precision, and F-measure. These
results indicate that extracting terms as single noun, compound noun, and single nouns constituting a
compound noun is effective for improving the accuracy of calculating similarity using LDA. Finally,
comparing the results for the case with no threshold in the proposed method and existing methods, we
find that the proposed method improves the micro-average of precision and the F-measure in
comparison with the existing methods. These results indicate that using topics estimated by LDA is
effective for decreasing false retrieval caused by extracting unnecessary terms.
As mentioned above, we showed the effectiveness of the proposed method for test items from
the information technology field targeted in these experiments. However, in the method using LDA,
similarities of retrieved test items were about the same values. This is because all topics estimated by
LDA in each test item were binary weighted. Therefore, when more than one topic is estimated for a
test item, each topic should be weighted by a different value.
7. Conclusion
We proposed a method for calculating similarity between test items for automatic classification. In the
proposed method, test items are represented by a feature quantity vector as estimated by LDA. To
accurately estimate topics, we performed the following preprocessing steps before using LDA:
(a) Identify the part (question, correct choice, or incorrect choice) where the targeted knowledge
occurs
(b) Enhance the co-occurrence relation between terms occurring in the part identified in
preprocessing step (a)
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In preprocessing step (a), we automatically identified the knowledge occurrence part. In preprocessing
step (b), terms were extracted as single nouns, compound nouns, and single nouns constituting a
compound noun from the identified parts.
We furthermore conducted an experiment in which we retrieved similar test items. The result
of this experiment showed the following three effects and accuracy improvements of the proposed
method in comparison with existing methods:
(1) The effectiveness of automatically identifying the knowledge occurrence part
(2) The effectiveness of extracting single nouns, compound nouns, and single nouns constituting a
compound noun
(3) The effectiveness of using topics estimated by LDA
In the future, we would like to work further on the tasks mentioned in section 1, making it
possible to automatically manage, create, and group test items.
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Abstract: Polymorphism is a crucial concept in creating programs using object-oriented
languages. Although understanding polymorphism requires learners to capture dynamic
(behavioral) aspects of objects, current tools provide only static (structural) aspects. To
address this limitation, we developed a workbench tool called “enPoly” that is a redesign of
the “Anchor Garden” proposed by Miura et al. (2009). Our tool has the following two key
features: (1) it shows learners behavioral aspects of objects in an animated fashion and (2) it
shows the distinction between the definition and implementation of methods through
visualization, thereby promoting the understanding of the Interface concept in Java. An
experimental study was conducted in which 12 students were divided into two six-student
groups, one of which was the control group. All six students in the experimental group
succeeded in solving the given programming task using polymorphism even though they did
not succeed in their initial state. In contrast, the six students in the control group made no
improvements.
Keywords: Polymorphism, object-oriented programming, behavior, animation, tool,
scaffolding

1. Introduction
Polymorphism is a fundamental concept underlying object-oriented (OO) programming languages.
Understanding polymorphism is a strong foundation for computer science and engineering.
Applications of polymorphism promote robust and extensible programs (Meyer, 1990).
In this study, we use the term polymorphism to describe a system in which behavioral results
of message passing can be changed by instances. We limit the application of our claim within the Java
programming language, which is a strongly typed language. Therefore, we view polymorphism as the
behavioral change using common interfaces and implementations. Figure 1 illustrates polymorphism
in Java, which gives a comparison of the use of polymorphism to an equivalent if statement. The code
in the right-hand box of the figure is an approach using an “if statement” in which the program first
tests what type of instance has been encountered, and then selects an appropriate branch. The code in
the left-hand box of the figure is a solution using polymorphism in which the program automatically
selects an appropriate branch by simply calling the greeting() method.

Figure 1. Illustrating polymorphism by comparing its implementation to that of an if statement.
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Although polymorphism is useful to create quality object-oriented programs, it can be
difficult to master the concept and properly apply it. Ross (2005) claimed that the information
supporting polymorphism in textbooks is limited when compared to other OO concepts such as
inheritance and encapsulation. Liberman (2011) reported that the concept of inheritance and
polymorphism are misunderstood by teachers who are trained in non-object-oriented languages,
primarily in teacher training education. Our experience has shown that students who have learned
programming skills via C failed to apply polymorphism given the problem illustrated in Figure 1. All
the students came up with the if statement approach rather than applying polymorphism even when
we asked them to apply polymorphism and students had already learned the concept.
In this study, we therefore present a tool to support the learning of polymorphism. Our
software provides students a visualization tool for the world model based on the OO concept in which
polymorphic aspects are highlighted via animation and clear representations of the interface.

2. Related Work
Miura et al. (2009) proposed a workbench tool to support students learning OO concepts in
programming, especially type, objects, and pointers. They defined “workbench” as a means not only
to visualize models representing the concepts to help students understand but also to provide a highlevel interactive user interface for learners such that they can directly touch the models. Miura et al.
claimed that the users of Anchor Garden (AG) can actively learn via interactions between users and a
workbench, in which trial and error leads students to discover how a visualized world can be changed
by their operations. Our research builds upon this workbench model. As AG supported only static
structural models, we expanded it to behavioral models in order to support learning the polymorphism
concept.
We also reviewed other learning environments that could be considered a support to learning
polymorphism. First, Squeak (Dan et al., 1997) has an object inspector with which users can not only
watch variables within objects but also interact with objects by directly sending messages from the
user interface; however, the system does not provide any visual models of message passing. Smalltalk
is one of the weakly typed languages in which polymorphism would be implicitly and naturally
implemented, and it may prevent students from explicitly learning polymorphism. Although the
choice of languages to best teach students in programming education is controversial (e.g., the
procedure-first or object-first controversy (Lister, 2004; Lister, et al., 2006)), we should at least help
engineers and computer scientists who have mastered strongly typed languages (e.g., Java or C++)
and are being driven by requirements from industry.
Alkazemi et al. (2012) proposed a method to learn polymorphism using BlueJ, which is a
developmental environment presented by Kolling (2003) designed for object-oriented programming
education. The system provides functions to edit class diagrams and object models in support of
writing source code in Java; however, the system supports only static structural models—i.e.,
behavioral models are not supported. Tarsem et al. (2006) proposed an approach to teach
polymorphism in the game programming context. We agree that the theme is attractive and strongly
motivates learners; however, the proposed environment does not provide any functions to directly
support learning polymorphism.
Our research could easily be categorized as a visual debugging approach for novice-level
OO programming education. Many tools have already been proposed in this field, including OOPAnim (Esteves, et al., 2003), ALICE (Cooper, et al., 2003), JGrasp (Hendrix, et al., 2004), Jeliot3
(Moreno, et al., 2004), JIVE (Gestwicki, et al., 2005), and jList (Fossati, et al., 2009). OOP-Anim is
designed to learn the concept of the class and instance relationship. ALICE is a scripting system to
develop algorithm construction skills via the creation of three-dimensional animations. JGrasp and
jList are both designed to scaffold the understanding of data structures and algorithms by visualizing
models that represents those concepts. Although these tools are available for OO languages, the
design of the tools is not for understanding OO concepts. JIVE has functions to support learning by
visualizing the object system; the tool can visualize any user program written in Java by executing it
with the Java Debugger Interface; however, visualization of the behavioral aspects is limited to static
representations using Sequence Diagrams, which is considered less intuitive for novice learners.
Jeliot3 provides a descriptive visualization of the program interpretation and execution; however, the
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mechanism of calling methods is not visualized; therefore, it is limited for learning polymorphism. As
Ben-Ari et al. (2011) summarized regarding visual debugging, a descriptive visualization approach is
limited because learners cannot focus on their misunderstandings. Another problem with the visual
debugging approach is that these tools do not allow learners to operate the models to further their
understanding. In additional, as these visual debugger approaches require completed source code for
visualization, it is not appropriate for the learner who cannot yet write any full programs.

3. enPoly: Polymorphism Visualization System
3.1 Purpose and Targets
In this paper, we present a system called enPoly that allows users to more easily learn polymorphism.
The origin of the name is that the system enables learners to understand Polymorphism. The target
audiences of the system are as follows: (1) novice-level software designers and programmers who
have basic programming skills in strongly typed languages, such as Java and C++; and (2) learners
who have learned polymorphism at least at a basic level (e.g., via lecture or book) but who have
limited practical understanding and cannot apply the concept successfully.

3.2 Functions
Our enPoly system was built based on AG (Miura et al., 2009), which provides fundamental functions
to visualize a static object system. We expanded AG by adding new functions, as illustrated in Figure
2. The left-hand image of the figure shows the original AG and the right-hand image shows enPoly.
Both systems have basic functions with which users can create and operate an object system,
including variables, although they are limited in the prepared class type. Our enPoly system has the
following three additional features: (1) polymorphic animations; (2) interfaces and inheritance; and
(3) anchor representation. Further descriptions of these features are included in the subsections below.

Figure 2. Characteristics of enPoly in comparison with Anchor Garden.

3.2.1 Polymorphic Animations
As visualizations of message passing are considered crucial for understanding dynamic and
polymorphic aspects of an object-oriented system, we propose an animated representation for message
passing in enPoly. Our system uses a balloon representation, which is a popular message model in
manga, for visualizing messages. A balloon flows on the link connected between a sender object and a
receiver. For method calls, a balloon flows from a sender object to a receiver, and then flows in the
opposite direction for a return value. For example, the left-hand image of Figure 3 shows calling
method deposit() from the variable ban1 to a BankAccount object. Users can send messages by rightclicking a variable and selecting the type of message to send.
Another feature for visualizing polymorphic behavior is the use of a balloon as a result of
method execution. When a receiver object receives a message, the object puts a result balloon on the
upper right-hand corner of the object. For example, the right-hand image of Figure 3 shows calling
method greeting() from variables per1 and per2 to objects whose classes are inherited from the Person
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class (i.e., Japanese and American). Given these visual cues, users learn polymorphism by observing
the differences in behaviors when these users send the same message to two different types of objects.
In the given example, a Japanese object says “Konnichiwa,” which is a greeting in Japanese, whereas
an American object says “Hello.”

d ep o sit(1 0 0 0 )

Figure 3. Screenshots of enPoly: BankAccount example (left) and Greeting example (right).

3.2.2 Interfaces and Inheritance
To further promote the understanding of the Java interface and inheritance (including implementation
of the interface in Java), we incorporated guides for these concepts into enPoly. First, we designed
class and interface representations using different figures by which users can easily distinguish
between them. More specifically, classes are represented as rectangles and interfaces are represented
as ellipses. Because we cannot create objects from interfaces, the warning message “cannot generate
any interface’s object” would be shown in the object field if users attempt to create an object.
Second, the relationships of inheritance between classes are indicated in the Unified Modeling
Language notation in our system. This therefore requires users to make a link from a variable typed as
a super interface to an object whose class is a concrete implemented subclass of the interface. Third,
when users try to link an object to a variable by dragging an anchor tab, enPoly guides the object that
can be assigned to the variable by changing the color to red if possible; otherwise, blue is used.

3.2.3 Anchor Representation
In AG, the anchor tab is a draggable point that is associated with each variable. Miura et al. (2009)
claimed that users can easily make a link connection by dragging an anchor tab from a variable to a
target object; however, we redesigned this functionality so that our anchor is associated with an
object. This design is important for learning polymorphism because not only can the system easily
guide learners in the direction of message passing but it can also provide the type-checking function,
as described in the previous subsection.
Using enPoly’s pointer representation, a recursive object structure can certainly be modeled.
For example, Figure 4 shows the object model of numerical formula expressions. The model in the
figure represents “6 /(2 + 1),” which is written in infix order. The interface Expression is defined as a
super-interface of InfixExpression and Number. InfixExpression has two expressions as left and right,
which are defined as Expression variables. Therefore, the InfixExpression object “/” can have the “6”
Number object and the “2 + 1” InfixExpression object. In this case, a message the parent “/” object
received would be recursively passed to the child objects.

Figure 4. A screenshot of enPoly illustrating a recursive example of a calculator.
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4. Experimental Study
We conducted an experimental study in which subjects were given programming tasks designed to
assess the level of understanding of polymorphism.

4.1 Task Description
We designed the programming tasks to assess the level of understanding of polymorphism by
ensuring that the task could not be solved without polymorphism. An example of the task is shown
below.
Task 3: The given program (Calculator.java) is a part of the calculation program. Students have
to complete the program by adding some appropriate classes, but they cannot edit the given program.
A part of the given program is shown in Figure 5, as well as the class diagram for the task, although
the class diagram is not given to students.

Figure 5. Task 3: An example task used in our experimental study.

4.2 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of the study is that “enPoly can guide students who cannot solve the programming
tasks in their initial state to understand polymorphism and apply it to complete the task.” In the
experimental (tool-assisted) group, students were given opportunities to use enPoly in their own way.
The process we assumed the students would follow via enPoly is described as follows:
(1) Create static object structure
(1-a) Students create variables in enPoly for all classes shown, as well as create instances
(1-b) Students create anchors by connecting objects and variables and examining what type of
objects can be assigned in a variable
(2) Observe dynamic object behaviors
(2-a) Students observe behaviors of the object system by calling methods (repeatedly)
(2-b) Students examine differences of behaviors by calling the same method for objects of different
types (i.e., observing polymorphic behaviors)
Hence, this experimental study examines whether the proposed functions described in Section 3 above
are workable.

4.3 Experimental Study Plan
The experimental study was conducted with 12 master’s and undergraduate students who have
programming skills in C and Java. They were assigned to one of the following two groups: (1) the
experimental group in which students engaged in a task with enPoly and (2) the control group in
which students did the same task without the tool. Although we tried to randomly assign students to
each group, all three master’s students who were already skilled were included in the control group.
We prepared three tasks at three levels, as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Tasks used in the experimental study.
Example
Including
Components
Estimated Time
Estimated
Lines of Code

Task 1
Greeting
method call

Task 2
1 Operator
Calculator
return value

15 min
10

20 min
20

Task 3
Multi Operator
Calculator
return value;
recursion
30 min
20

The procedure of the experimental study for each subject is shown in Figure 6. All subjects
were given three tasks in the same order from lower to higher level. First, a subject tried to solve the
first task without a tool in both groups in order to evaluate the skills for the initial state. Students who
successfully completed the task went to the next task, and those who failed the task retried the same
task after learning it. The learning process is different for the two groups. The enPoly system was
given to subjects in the experimental group, whereas a lecture by a teaching assistant was given to the
control group. If the subject completed the task in retrial, the subject went to the next task; otherwise,
the subject exited the experiment.

Figure 6. Procedure of the experimental study for each subject.

5. Results
5.1 Results
Results for the experimental group are summarized in Table 2; results for the control group are
summarized in Table 3.Cells in the “Subject” column show the IDs of the subjects. The string below a
student ID shows the grade of university student. For example, M1 means 1st grade master’s student
and B4 means 4th grade bachelor’s student.
Cells in the “Task” column show the results using the following notation:
✓ - Student completed the task
△ - Student failed the task, but completed creating the structure of the objects with enPoly
× - Student failed the task
－ - Not applicable
The “No Ast” column indicates that students were not given tool assistance, and “enPoly”
indicates that students were assisted by enPoly. Numbers below the results show the time taken for the
task in minutes, and numbers inside parentheses show the time taken to use enPoly.
The “Level” column shows how each student’s understanding level changed. The left-hand
number in the “Level” cell shows the level in the initial state for the student and the right-hand
number shows the level after finishing. For example, “1 → 3” means that the student was at level 1 in
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the initial state and changed to level 3 after learning and completing the tasks. Furthermore, the level
of a student’s understanding was identified by which level of task the student completed. For
example, the student who failed Task 1 was identified as level 0, and the student who completed Task
2 but failed Task 3 was identified as level 2.
Table 2: Results for the experimental group (with enPoly).
Subject

A
(B3)
B
(B3)
C
(B3)
D
(B3)
E
(B4)
F
(B4)

Task 1
No Ast enPoly
✓
15
×
15
×
15
×
15
×
15
×
15

Task 2
No Ast enPoly

－

×
20

✓
15(8)
✓
5(2)
✓
15(5)
✓
15(6)
✓
20(10)

－

✓
25(10)
✓
30(5)
✓
20(7)
✓
30(13)
✓
30(8)
△
30(18)

－
－
－
－

Task 3
No
enPoly
Ast
－
✓
35(10)
－
✓
25(10)
－
✓
25(6)
－
✓
25(12)
－
✓
25(13)
－
－

Level
1→3
0→3
0→3
0→3
0→3
0→
1.5

Table 3: Results for the control group (without enPoly).
Subject

G
(M2)
H
(M2)
I
(M2)
J
(B4)
K
(B4)
L
(B4)

Task 1
No Ast enPoly
✓
5
✓
5
✓
10
×
20
×
30
×
20

Task 2
No Ast enPoly

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

×
40
×
35

－

－

－

Task 3
No
enPoly
Ast
✓
－
35
✓
－
30
✓
－
75
×
－
75
×
－
60
×
－
75

Level
3→3
3→3
3→3
0 →0
0→0
0→0

5.2 Qualitative Analysis of the Learning Process
The screen that the subjects were operating was recorded via a screen capture application and was
analyzed qualitatively to discover system usage patterns in performing the tasks. In this section, we
present two narratives of the learning process involving enPoly, tagging the fragments of the
processes with 1-a, 1-b, 2-a, and 2-b, as described in Section 4.2 above.

5.2.1 Case I: Task 1
In this case, we describe the learning process for subject E on Task 1. The subject was creating the
object structure in enPoly. At first, the subject created three variables for Person, Japanese, and
American (1-a). Then, the subject tried to create instances, but then realized that Person could not be
instantiated because it is an interface (1-a). Subsequently, the subject created a Japanese instance and
assigned it to the Japanese variable first (1-b). The subject tried to assign the instance to both Person
and American variables, and then realized that the instance (of Japanese) can be assigned to the
Person variable (1-b). The same examination was done for an American instance (1-b). Finally, the
subject looked back to the program, which is given in the task, and found that the visualized structure
is the same as what the task requires (1-b). The status of enPoly for the completion of these operations
is shown in the left-hand image of Figure 7.
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Subsequently, the student observed the behavioral aspects for the created object structure. At
first, the subject examined the call methods for all variables (2-a). In that process, the same method
was repeatedly called for more than two instances (2-a). Through this process, the subject realized
differences in the object behaviors between the Japanese and American instances when he sent the
same message to the two instances (2-b). As a result, the subject understood the location where the
method should be implemented (2-b), which led to completing the task.
We observed a similar process, as described above, for five of the six subjects. The final
subject had almost the same process, although the process of (1-b) was omitted.

Figure 7. Screenshots created by students in our experimental study for Task 1 (left) and Task 3
(right).

5.2.2 Case II: Task 3
In this case, we describe the learning process for subject A on Task 3, although we omit the
descriptions of the object-creation processes (1-a and 1-b) because the processes were quite similar to
those of Task 1. The status of enPoly after the process is shown in the right-hand image of Figure 7.
After creating the object structure, the student observed the behavioral aspects of the created
object structure. The subject examined the call methods of getValue() twice from the variable of
Expression (2-a). The subject examined calling the same method from an instance of InfixExpression
as well (2-a). Next, the subject realized that the differences in the callable method set between
Expression and InfixExpression (2-b). The subject then repeatedly examined the call method of
getValue() by changing the value of the Number instance or the operator of the InfixExpression
instance. As a result of this exploration, the student succeeded in completing the task.
We observed a similar process, as described above, for four of the five subjects who
attempted Task 3. The fifth subject had almost the same process, although the process of (1-b) was
omitted.

6. Discussion
6.1 Evaluation of enPoly
As shown in the results summarized in Tables 2 and 3 above, the understanding levels of the subjects
in the experimental group changed from 1.67 to 2.75, on average, whereas in the control group, all
subjects had no change in their level of understanding. We believe this difference is significant; that
is, enPoly supported students in effectively learning polymorphism.
This claim is reinforced by the results of the qualitative analysis of the learning process with
enPoly, as described in section 5.2 above, in which we observed that students could use enPoly in our
hypothesized procedure. We observed students exploring behavioral actions with enPoly by
repeatedly calling methods (to trigger a message passing animation), and such actions were taken
even though the teachers did not require or mention it. We think such autonomous student exploration
promoted a clear understanding of the polymorphic system, leading to the result that almost all
students succeeded in completing the task after using enPoly, which indicates that one of enPoly’s
features, namely polymorphic animations, worked effectively.
The results of our qualitative analysis showed that enPoly’s interfaces and inheritance features
also effectively worked. Students who had no understanding of the interface concept could not
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understand the fact that a subclass’ instance could be assigned to a variable defined as superclass. The
enPoly system succeeded to scaffold such students by supporting their exploration of what types of
instances could be assigned to the variable. Nonetheless, we did not assess whether this understanding
rose to the full conceptual level of the interface, but we could at least provide students a successful
case to form initial understandings of the concept.

6.2 Limitations
A critical problem in our experimental study was the difference of understanding levels between the
experimental and control groups. Three master’s students who had more experience than the
undergraduates were included in the control group; however, the deviation should be affected as
negative bias. At the very least, we can find the difference of the results for the students initially at the
same level between the two groups. Hence, our claims are still effective, though limited by a few
subjects.
The fundamental feature of our enPoly approach lies in its animated visualization of the
dynamic aspects of the modeled system. Although we could show the effectiveness of this approach
and its acceptability for learners, results do not indicate that our approach has an advantage over the
static visualization approach for illustrating dynamic aspects, such as using sequence diagrams. It may
be an advantage for learners to explore details at their own speed.
Finally, the differences between the experimental group and control group have been assessed
even if the experimental group subjects were scaffolded by enPoly. Our final goal should assess
whether the experimental group students were able to complete the task without enPoly; however, we
still believe enPoly provided the environment necessary to understand the polymorphism concept as
the qualitative analysis of their learning process indicated.
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Abstract:The main issue addressed in this paper is how to improve the learning situation of
self-directed learning on resource finding and organization from the Word Wide Web. In this
paper, we have firstly proposed a multi-layer map model thatvisualizes basic learning
behaviors when using the internet for locating and organizing learning resources. It provides
learners with the structures of the found resources, the tools for their semantic management,
and also an easy way to share the resources via the map representation. A system based on the
proposed model has also been developed, that enables individual learners to easily locate
suitable learning resources from the Web by referring resource maps and also to organize
them as personal topic maps. By referring to a community topic map which merges all the
personal topic maps created by individual self-directed learners, the learners can share their
own resources and collect those of other learners into their learning topics. As a result, the
learners re-organize their personal topic maps by taking the resource from the community
topic map, and at the same time contribute to the community topic map through their personal
topic maps. A case study conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the system produced
several positive results which validated our hypothesis.
Keywords:web-based learning, self-directed learning, community-based learning, resource
organization, topic maps, multi-layer map model

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the internet, it has become possible to overcome the restrictions of
time and place for self-directed learning. Such learning has been demonstrated to enhance the learning
process (Thuering, Hannemann, and Haake, 1995), but often requires learners not only to navigate
Web pages to find proper resources but also to control the navigation and knowledge construction
processes (Kashihara and Hasegawa, 2005). As a result, Web-based self-directed learning has become
an important research area in the past decade. In order toaddress this issue, our approach is to
integrate self-directed learning into community-based learning through which learners are able to have
informal community-centered communications (Fujimoto, Hasegawa, Miura, and Kunifuji, 2006).
Community-based learning also attracts attentions along with the fast development of the Web
technology. However, it is difficult for the learners to access suitable learning resources from
community-based learning without a suitable communication platform. In order to address this
problem, we have designed the proposed model, the Multi-layer Map Model (Li and Hasegawa, 2010)
based on an ISO standard named Topic Maps. This model enables learners to visualize common
learning behaviors employed by web users, such as locating learning resources, categorizing found
resources and sharing the resources among community members. We have proposed a resource
organization system (Li, Hasegawa, and Kashihara, 2012) which connects Web contents and learning
topics by means of multi-layer map visualization. A case study intended to determine whether
potential learners could improve the efficiency of their self-directed learning was conducted to assess
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the effectiveness of this system. After analysis of the experiment data, some encouragingconclusions
were drawn which indicate that through topic map representations provided by the system, learners
were able to locate appropriate learning resources faster, organize learning resources in a more
meaningful way, and share and collect learning resources inside their learning community more easily
and effectively.

2. Issue Addressed
2.1 Self-directed Learning
Learners can navigate a vast volume of Web-based resources to achieve their individual learning
goals. Such resources usually provide them with hyperspace which enables them to navigate in a selfdirected way by following links among the pages (as shown in Figure 1). Self-directed learning is
expected to enhance their information literacy by encouraging the selection of suitable resources, each
of which may have a different credibility and/orviewpointof the same topic(Hasegawa, Kashihara, and
Toyoda, 2003).

Figure 1. Self-directed learning

2.2 Community-based Learning
In this paper, community-based learning is defined asthe process of communication by community
members who share the similar learning goals for the purpose of encouraging each other’s selfdirected learning activity. Figure 2 shows the process involves not only sharing resources, but also
performing peer-review ofresources found. Ordinarily, it is not so easy for self-directed learners to
obtainadequate support since learning resources and processes vary from learner to learner (Ota,
Kashihara, and Hasegawa, 2005). However, community-based learning makes it possible for the
learners to engage in informal communication as feedbacks ontheir individual self-directed learning
processes.
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Figure 2. Community-based Learning

2.3 Difficulties in Self-directed and Community-based Learning
The large amount of information available on the Web makes it very difficult for the learners to locate
suitable learning resources for particular topics of interest. Traditional search engines only generate
lists of pages ranked according to a matching algorithm. The learners therefore often have to click into
certain Web pages to find out whether they are appropriate or not to achieve their learning goals, and
may miss the opportunityto learn if, after two or three useless clicks, they give up.If the learners do
finally successfully locate sufficient learning resources from several URLs as a learning hyperspace,
they have to organize these resources and to construct their knowledge by navigating the hyperspace.
Inexperience self-directed learners sometimes lose sight of their learning goals because of the
complexity of the hyperspace. Such navigation problems have been recognized as major issues, and
have been discussed in the context of educational hypermedia/hypertext system development
(Brusilovsky, 1996). From the perspective of community-based learning, it is difficult to pass on
learning achievements and get feedback among members of the community who share similar
interests in certain topics.

2.4 Requirements
To summarize what was described in 2.3, there are three major difficulties when it comes to selfdirected learning on the Web. Firstly, it is difficult to locate suitable learning resources on the
internet; secondly, it is difficult to organize the found learning resources in a way which can help the
learners better build knowledge structures; lastly, it is difficult to share their learning resources and
collect those of others insidetheir learning communities. By analyzing these three difficulties and the
contextsin which they regularly occur, we come up with threecorresponding requirements, which if
satisfied, could greatly enhance the current learning situation. These requirements are:
1. More semantically structured representations for internet resources in order to locate the
candidates oflearning resourcesmore swiftly and correctly.
2. More sophisticated methods of resource organization. Learners often use internetbrowsers
for information management by simply adding interesting links to their favorite lists;
however this does not facilitate later learning activities such as reviewing to build
knowledge structures.
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3. A visual space where not only the status of other learners’ resource collections can be
explicitly represented, but where sharing resources and exchanging feedback can take
place.
The following sections discuss how difficulties arising from the three requirements can be
effectively addressed.

3. Approach
3.1 Multi-layer Map Model
The Multi-layer Map Model is the core of the proposed learning environment, which is intended to
perform as a GUI for self-directed and community-based learning. Figure 3 shows the four layers of
the model;each has different functions, yet is dependent on the services provided by their nearest
layer. The contents layer is the lowest layer of this model, where actual Web content in various digital
forms is located. The resource map layer is the place where structures of the Web contents are
visualized as learning resources. The personal map layer is where users engage in their self-directed
learning. They can define topics, build up connections between topics, and include the learning
resources represented on the resource map layer in the topics they create.The community map layer
merges personal topic maps with those of other community members by displaying bubble charts
based on their features and relations.
The model provides members of the community with a communication basis via superposed
map representations. It primarily focuses on visualizing the structure of the learning contents in term
of resource maps, and then enables the learners to edit or reconstruct their personal maps according to
their learning processes. Moreover, this model includes acommunity map where the personal maps are
merged, viewed and used by other community members who have similarinterests. This model is
based on the concept of Topic Maps which is explained in the next sub-section.

Figure 3. Multi-layer Map Model

3.2 Topic Maps
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Topic maps are an ISO standard for describing knowledge structures and associating them with
information resources (ISO/IEC 13250, 2002). While it is possible to represent immensely complex
structures using topic maps, the basic concepts of the model—Topics, Associations, and Occurrences
(TAO) —are easily grasped (Pepper, 2000).

Figure 4. Basic Concepts of Topic Maps
Figure 4 illustrates how the three key concepts relate in the Topic Map standard and how this concept
is applied to our research. Topics represent concepts of a certain field in which a learner is interested
Association links represent hyper-graph relationships between topics. Occurrence links represent
actual Web content relevant to a particular topic. Topic maps can be used to qualify the content and/or
data contained in information objects as topics, to enable navigation tools and to link topics together
with multiple, concurrent views on sets of information objects. Li and Hasegawa (2010) provide a
detailed discussion of how the concept of topic maps is applied in every layer.

4. Resource Organization System for Self-directed & Community-based Learning
Figure 5 shows interfaces and workflows of the pilot version of the Resource Organization System for
Self-directed & Community-based Learning (ROS). The learners first use the embedded search engine
API to select links with the most relevance to their interests from the Web. A local crawler next
gathers URLsand titles containedin selected links.ROS subsequently generates spatial map as the
resource map automaticallywhich visualizes the structures ofweb pages not only within a learning
resource but also among learning resources, based on the results gathered by the local crawler(as for
details of how resource maps are being generated, please refer to our previous paper (Li and
Hasegawa, 2010)).On one side of the window it shows the structure of the crawled URLs in form of
nodes labeled with page titles, and the actual webpage of the selected link on the other side. By
checking the real webpages and their semantic representations at the same time, this arrangement is
intended to increase the speed and accuracy of learners’ comprehension of the main contents of the
links. On one hand, the learners can access the contents by clicking on a node, while on the other hand
they can generate the corresponding resource map on the right correspondingly by clicking a link on
the left. ROS thus enables learners to collect nodes of their interests, and the learners can edit their
personal topic maps simply by dragging and dropping selected nodes. ROS next merges necessary
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information (number of learners under a same topic, number of learning resources under every topic,
and number of shared learning resources among topics) of the personal topic maps and presents them
in the form of a community topic map. Relevance to topics of the current learner (colors of bubbles),
with other topics in the community topic map (distance between bubbles) and the number of learning
resources under one topic (size of each bubble) give the learners hints for choosing learning resources
of interest. We have applied a spring model for placing bubbles (Hasegawa and Li, 2012) which
represents all the topics created in the learning community.After clicking a bubble, learning resources
will be presented in term of nodes of a different shape labeled with their titles, which also can either
be collected or graded by the current learner. As a result, the learners create their personal maps by
referencing both the resource map and the community topic map. Learners’ personal topic
mapscontribute to the community topic map as well.

Figure 5. System Flow

5. Evaluation
In order to assess the effectiveness of this pilot system,especially by referencing the three
requirements proposed, we conducted a case study as an important component of this research. 16
graduate studentsparticipated in the case study. Since the experimental environment(UI and
experimental resources) is written in English, they are also expected to have the similar level of
English proficiency.

5.1 Evaluation Method
Given that many self-directed learners are accustomed to using Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) to
search, organize and learn information on the internet, we designed a contrast evaluation plan in order
to compare the advantagesofusing ROS versus IE for resource searching, organizing and sharing
activities. The experimental subjects were required to use both IE (control condition) and ROS
(experimental condition) respectively to conduct web-based self-directed learning on two different
learning themes--- E-learning and Environmental Protectionfrom two websites (previously prepared,
working as learning resources) within a fixed amount of time (30 minutes each). In order to provide
similar conditions, 20 keywords working as subthemes were prepared for each learning theme. There
were at least 10 webpages on average for each subtheme, which makes a total of more than 200
webpages in each websites, ensuring the subjects’ impossibility to read though all pages within 30
minutes.Each subjects was first required to learn the one learning resource (E-learning or
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Environmental protection) with either condition (ROS or IE) and then to learn another resource with
the other condition. The order of the learning resources and conditions were assigned for considering
counterbalance to ensure adequate data samples were obtained.Since time for instructionfor
participantsand the refreshment time between phases was required, an extra 30 minutes was added to
experiment time,requiring a total of 1.5 hours for a complete session. As a result, each subject was
asked to conduct self-directed learning by using either IE or ROS under the themes of both E-learning
and Environmental protection within 1.5 hours.

5.2 Experiment Procedures & Evaluation Factor
The learning goals for each subject were: finding webpages and creating knowledge structure based
on the webpages found. The subjects were first asked to find webpagesthey thought appropriate from
the two websites provided by using IE and ROS separately. In the case of IE, the found pages needed
to be saved in the favorite list under the name of the subject.In the case of ROS, by reviewing the
webpages and their resource maps simultaneously, the subjects were ask to save the found pages in
terms of personal topic maps by dragging and dropping the nodes to the topics created by themselves.
Based on the contents stored in the IE favorite list or system’s personal topic map, the subjects were
asked to draw keyword maps on a paper;thekeywords written were either extracted from storedcontent
or generatedby the subjects while reviewing the webpages they had found.Here, we want to
emphasize that those topics in the personal topic maps were created by the subjectfor categorizing
found webpages;and that the keywords writtenfor keyword maps were thoseextracted or summarized
from the webpages stored to describe the learning content of the subject. Finally the subjectswere
asked to review the webpages collected by the community members and add new keywords into the
keyword map they had drawn previously. Here, in order to provide similar conditions, instead of
using the community-based learning resources gathered by all the subjects in ROS, we previously
prepared Urls corresponded to the 20 subthemes from E-learning and Environmental protection. In IE,
the Urls were represented in term of bookmark lists, and in ROS they were represented in term of
community topic maps. As a result, only the advantage ofusing community topic maps was evaluated
in this experiment, not the function for generating community topic maps, which will be considered in
a future study. In summary, the subjects were asked to conduct three procedures for the learning of the
two themesrespectively while using IE or ROS.The three procedures are:“Finding learning resources
(Procedure 1)”Drawing Keyword Map (Procedure 2) Supplementing Keyword Map (Procedure
3)”,there were evaluation factors indicating the learning effectiveness of the corresponding processes
for each of these procedures.
Number of Webpages Foundin Procedure 1: this evaluation factor was chosen based on the first
requirement listed in Section 2.4. The semantic representations of resource map offered by ROS is
supposed to help the subject more swiftly and accurately locate potential learning resources, and the
number of webpages found in a fixed time can best illustrate the efficiency of doing so.
Number of Keywords drawn and Webpages Viewed in Procedure 2:The second requirement
listed in Section 2.4 suggests that learners need a more sophisticated way to organize and review
found learning resources than using the favorites list of an internet browser. The personal topic maps
in ROS provide the subject with a more semantic management and a representation of learning
resources, which are intended to facilitate later review. Therefore, the number of keywords drawn by
reviewing the found resources is believed not only to filter out the irrelevant pages accidentally stored
due to the rush, but also to evaluate the accessibility of the found learning resources. Moreover, by
counting the number of webpages viewed from which the keywords were written, we could evaluate
the efficiency of reviewing found webpages when using IE or ROS. One point that needs to be stated
is that it must be the number of pages from which keywords are drawn, not only those viewed without
keywords having been extracted.
Number of Keywords Added and Webpages Viewed in Procedure 3: Based on the third
requirement listed in Section 2.4, we designed the third procedure as community-based learning. The
community topic maps in ROS give the subject overviews of the status of resource collections of
other learners and the ratings (number of stars) as feedback for each learning resource. We considered
the number of keywords newly added into the keyword map created previously and the webpages
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viewed for writing these new keywords valuable evaluation factors, in evaluating the efficiencies for
resource sharing and searching in a learning community via map representation.
Number of Keyword Islands Drawn within Keyword Map Eventually:This evaluation factor
wasnot initially considered. However, when viewing the keyword maps drawn by all the subjects, we
found that the number of keyword islands (cluster of keywords) by using IE and ROS were very
different. This might best describe the difference between the knowledge structures generated while
using IE or ROS.

5.3 Data Analysis
Details are shown in Table 1. From the average data itself, we could easily see the difference in the
use of IE and ROS in each group of data. However, we useda T-test to determine whether the means
of the two groups were statistically different from each other and to assesswhether the difference was
meaningful or not. We could easily see from this table that t Critical two-tail < |T stat.|and p<0.01
from every group of data indicated thatdifferences within each group werestatistically significant.
Table 1. Experiment Data with T-test
Ave.(ROS)
WebpagesFound
Keywords /
PagesViewed
KeywordsAdded/
PagesViewed
Islands

64
48.312/
14.437
35.437/
12.5
1.812

Ave.(IE)
17.875
21.6875
/6.75
16.1875/
6.5625
4.8125

T Stat
19.654
10.052/
11.181
7.066/
6.188
-7.745

TCritical
two-tail
2.131
2.131/
2.131
2.131/
2.131
2.131

P(T<=t) two tail
4.06E-12
4.67E-08
1.13E-08
3.83E-06/
1.74E-05
1.28E-6

5.4 Discussion
Based on the results of the data analysis, the following conclusions have been drawn:
ROS enables the subjects to find more suitable webpages.This conclusion indicates that the
visualization of the explicit structure of selected links and enhanced semantic representation of its
contents on ROS enabled the subjects to overcome the complexity and obtain learning resources
appropriate to their learning goals faster and more correctly.
ROS enables the subjects to write more keywords from more webpages viewed.Due to the
limitations of organizing information using browser’s favorite lists, ROS simplified the process by
enabling the subjects to create personal topic maps, to which interesting webpages (Occurrences) were
added and relationships among topics (Associations) were built. The data suggests that, due to its easy
accessibility and meaningful structure, the personal topic map played a positive role in the process
ofreviewing resource and constructing knowledge structure.
ROS enables the subjects to write more keywords from more webpages viewed in
community-based learning. The community topic map on ROS gave the subjects overviews of all the
learning topics and the learning resources of their learning community, which enabled the subjects to
quickly locate the necessary learning resources, and because of which, as the result indicated, more
keywords had been written.
ROS enables the subjects to draw less keyword islands eventually.This result was unexpected
and thus had not been considered as an evaluation factor at the outset. However, when examining
keyword maps drawn by every subject in aggregate, we found that the number of keyword islands was
62% fewer when using ROS than that of using IE, as shown in figures 6 and 7. Not only that, the
average number of keywords in every keyword island created using ROS was 26.66, greater than that
of keyword islands created using IE which was only 4.50.There were relatively few connections
among main keywords in the drawings created by IE users; however, when the meanings of most
keywords were considered, it seemed reasonable to think that connections should have been made.
Comparatively, ROS users performed well as indicated by the number of connections thathad been
drawn and the number of keywords added,This change, after consulting each subjects about the
reason those connections were being made, is due to the structure of personal topic maps where the
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basic connections (Associations among topics) were already present. They were conducting selfdirected learning with the awareness of the connections among topics; therefore the connectionswere
made among keywords extracted in their learning. Take the example created by one subject (as shown
in figure 7). In his personal topic map in ROS, there are topics of E-learning, Adult learning, Mlearning, and Distancelearning. E-learning is the main topic and the others are ones related to it. We
can see these connections among these topics in his keyword map, and the keywords around these
topics were extracted from webpages stored in these topics in his personal topic map.This accident
finding indicates that semantically structured representation of learning resources can give the leaners
positive impact while reviewing their learning materials for knowledge construction.

Figure 6. Example of Keyword Map When Using IE

Figure 7. Example of Keyword Map When Using ROS

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This research proposed a Multi-layer Map Model by employing the methodology of Topic Maps to
addressseveral difficulties in web-based self-directed learning. We also developed a resource
organization system by using Microsoft.Net and Silverlight which enabled the visualization of the
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basic learning behaviors of searchingfor and organizing information from the internet. Based onthe
results of the case study presented, we are able to conclude that learners using the proposed model
performed better on tasks that required them tolocate and organize learning resources. We can also
tentatively state thatbuilding connections among learning topics not only provides a better means of
resource management but also is subconsciously helpful in thecreation of knowledge structures.
In the future, while improving the current model`s functionality, we also want to focus more
closely on CBL (Community-based Learning). Community here means a group of people sharing
similar learning interests but with different knowledge levels and learning goals. Such diversity inside
the community makes interactionamong community memberspossible; if such interactions could be
better utilized and community knowledge or skill shared and inherited, each individual’s learning
activity can be expected to improve.However, the current learning environment does not enable
learners to take complete advantages of CBL activities, as communications cannot be passed
promptly, advanced learning skills cannot be properly observed, and community-level knowledge
structure is difficult to recognize.Combined with the results of current research, we want to emphasize
more on factors of CBL, which is expected to play an important role in people’s learning activities.
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Abstract: In this study, we developed a programming practice monitoring system to facilitate
teachers’ giving appropriate instructions to students at the right time during classroom
lectures. To help teachers to provide appropriate instruction to learners, we identified
parameters that would be useful for teachers during programming practice in classroom
lecture. We constructed a programming practice monitoring system with five functions. The
system automatically acquired the programs written by students to evaluate their performance
using the five functions. We allowed four subjects to test our proposed monitoring system
during a simulation of a classroom lecture.
Keywords: Programming, practice monitoring system, semi-automatic programming
evaluation

1. Introduction
In the areas of programming and algorithm education, many studies have developed learning support
system with GUI (Fossati et al., 2008; Kogure et al., 2012; Malmi et al., 2004; Noguchi et al., 2010).
However, during programming courses for beginners in educational institutions such as universities,
the costs of grading the programs and reports submitted by students are very high. Thus, several
automated methods have been developed for the evaluation of student programs, such as LAURA
(Adam & Laurent, 1980) and PROUST (Johnson, 1990). We also developed a teacher support
environment that focused on supporting teachers during programming education (Kogure et al., 2010).
The environment made it easier for teachers to grade programs and text reports. However, the teacher
accessed the environment after the classroom lecture finished.
In this study, we address the provision of appropriate instructions to students during
classroom lectures. Lectures mainly involve the provision of exercise by teachers. Teachers also give
individual instructions to students while walking around the class and checking what the students are
doing. The teacher also provides instructions to the whole class. Typically, the number of teachers is
extremely low relative to the high number of students. Therefore, it is very difficult for a teacher to
fully appreciate the status of all the students in the classroom. This means that it is necessary for a
teacher to obtain answers to questions from each individual student to understand their status fully.
Thus, a teacher needs to stop to conduct student exercises to obtain the necessary information. In
addition, teachers can only obtain poor quality information in real time. A method is available that
uses a clicker-based technique to address these problems (Kennedy & Cutts, 2005). In this method,
the teacher gives students a dedicated remote control in advance. When a teacher asks questions
during the class, the students answer the questions using a remote control. Thus, the teacher can see
the answers immediately. Suppose that a teacher asks students about their progress in a particular
exercise. The students can answer the question but the answers are based on their subjective
evaluation and therefore the answers do not necessarily reflect their actual progress. Thus, the teacher
cannot help students who do not correctly understand their progress. On the other hand, Spacco et al.
present AutoCVS (Spacco at al., 2004), which is Eclipse plug-in for collecting student's program.
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Jadud also constructed a programming editor, called BlueJ (Jadud, 2006), for recording a student's
snap-shot on editing own program. Their systems, although, cannot deal with the possibility of
automatically judgment and analyzing of student's program.
Therefore, we propose a method that allows teachers to conduct an objective assessment
based on clear criteria. During programming exercises, one of the indicators used as an objective
assessment is the program written by the students during the class. In this study, the teacher is
supported by the automatic collection of the programs written by the students where the environment
automatically analyzes the programs. Thus, a teacher can appreciate the progress of students in real
time.
Our study aims to achieve the followings:
1. We summarize the information required by teachers during a lecture.
2. We develop a method for extracting the desired information from the programs, which are
collected automatically.
3. We build a server that automatically extracts the necessary information from the programs
collected.
4. We build a client that presents the extracted information to the teacher.
The programming exercise monitoring system constructed in this study has two components.
First, it has an information extraction server that extracts useful information for the teacher. The
server collects the students' programs automatically and extracts the necessary information. Second, it
has an instruction support viewer that makes it easier to present the extracted information to the
teacher. We assess whether the system could extract the necessary information from the programs
collected during real classes. We also have four subjects use the instruction support viewer and we
perform a subjective evaluation by the subjects. A virtual classroom experimental environment is
simulated, which collects the programs produced in the real class. The results of our subjective
evaluation suggest that collecting the programs produced in classes by students in real time allows the
teachers to provide appropriate instructions to students.

2. Concept of the Proposed Exercise Monitoring System
2.1 Definitions of Lecture, Exercises, and Steps
We define lectures L, exercises E, and steps S. Typically, lectures in higher education institutions are
held 15 times or 10 times during a single course. First, we define Li as the i-th in the course. In each
lecture, a teacher will provide exercises to students. Next, we define Ej as the j-th exercise in all
lectures. Each exercise that occurs during a lecture may include several small exercises. We refer to
these small units as steps. Finally, we define Sj,k as the k-th steps of Ej. In addition, a teacher gives the
required steps and optional steps to students during the exercise. Thus, we define isRequired(Sj,k) as a
function that returns true if step Sj,k is required or false if step Sj,k is optional.

2.2 Definitions of the Step Progress and Exercise Progress of Students
In a class Li, some students will write a program Ej while other students may write a programs Ej' from
last week's lecture Li-1. In addition, some students will be working on the same exercise Ej but on
different steps. In addition, a teacher will want to know the progress of each student. We define
isStepFinished(s, j, k) as a function that returns true if student s has finished step Sj,k or false if he/she
has not. Thus, a teacher will know the steps a student has finished. Therefore, we define the step
progress sp(s, j) in an exercise Ej as the step that student s has finished.
In other cases, a teacher may want to know the exercises a student has completed. Thus, we
define isExerciseFinished(s,j) as a function that returns true if student s has finished all of required Sj,k
or returns false if he/she has not finished them. We also define exercise progress ep(s) as an exercise
Ej that a student s is working on.

2.3 Definitions of the Student Program and Standard Algorithm
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During the class, students will compile the same step in a program many times. The information
extraction server automatically collects a student program when a student compiles the program using
the wrapped compiler that a teacher gives to the student in advance. A student uses the wrapped
compiler when he/she compiles their own program, then the wrapped compiler compiles the student
program using the original compiler (e.g., gcc) and sends the program, the student information, and
the current time to the information extraction server using secure cp (e.g., scp). We define p(s,t) as a
program that student s compiles at time t.
We may want to automatically assess the exercise and step that correspond to p(s,t). Thus, a
teacher prepares the correct program for each step in each exercise and translates each program into a
standard algorithm st(j,k) for step Sj,k in advance. The standard algorithm is represented using
Extended PAD (Konishi et al., 2007). Our evaluation system can convert a macro-operation into
various patterns of statements that implement the functions of the macro operation. It is relatively
easy to represent various programs as an algorithm with the same function. In addition, Extended
PAD can represent various types of arbitrariness. Thus, Extended PAD can use the two extended
expressions: “Non-ordering structure” and “Alternative structure.” Our proposed programming
exercise monitoring system applied an automatic evaluation module to the student program based on
comparing the standard algorithm with Extended PAD expressions derived from the student programs
(Konishi et al., 2007).
In addition, if a teacher finds that a program has a distinctive difference from the standard
algorithm, he/she may want to search for the same distinctive point in other students’ programs.
Therefore, the monitoring system also applies an automatic classification module to student programs,
which detects differences from the standard algorithm (Kogure et al., 2010).
3. Modules Used in Previous Studies

3.1 Overview of the Assessment Module for Student Programs
Previously, we developed an evaluation system that compared the PAD translated from a student
program (s-PAD) with the PAD of a standard algorithm prepared in advance by the teacher (t-PAD),
which classified student programs into four categories (Konishi et al., 2007). Our system calculated
two agreement rates to assess the student programs. First, it calculated the agreement rates for s-PAD
based on t-PAD. We defined sar(s, j, k) as the agreement rate so that a number of operations in the sPAD of student s during step Sj,k in exercise Ej corresponding to the operations in the t-PAD divided
by the number of all operation in the s-PAD. Second, it calculated the agreement rate for the t-PAD
based on the s-PAD. We also defined tar(s, j, k) as the agreement rate so that a number of operations
in the t-PAD during step Sj,k in exercise Ej corresponding to the operations in the s-PAD of student s
divided by the number of all operations in the t-PAD. Table 1 shows the classification types, which
were assessed automatically. The information extraction server used modules to calculate sar(s, j, k)
and tar(s, j, k). We decided classification thresholds shown in Table 1 by heuristic approach based on
maximizing classification rates of programs collected in past times from programming course in our
university.
Table 1: Classifications of student programs.
Classification type
PERFECT
EXCESS
PARTIAL
NOMATCH

Condition required for classification
sar(s,j,k) = 1 && tar(s,j,k) = 1
sar(s,j,k) = 1 && tar(s,j,k) >= 0.7
sar(s,j,k) >= 0.75 && tar(s,j,k) >= 0.7
otherwise

3.2 Overview of a Module that Searched for Programs with a Particular Difference
During the evaluation of the reports and programs submitted by students, a teacher may find a
distinctive point (e.g., an error or an additional exercise) in a student's program. We define
positionDiffi(s,j,k) as the range from the previous operation at the beginning of i-th different position
in t-PAD to the next operation at the end of the i-th different position in the t-PAD for step Sj,k by
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student s. We also define contentDiffi(s,j,k) as the s-PAD operations at positionDiffj(s,j,k). For
example, Figure 1 shows positionDiff() and contentDiff() examples. Thus, a teacher can find programs
with the same positionDiffj(s,j,k), or both the same positionDiffj(s,j,k) and the same contentDiffj(s,j,k)
using an existing module (Kogure et al., 2010).

pad(s,j,k)
…
…
s-op15
s-op16
s-op17
s-op18
s-op19
s-op20
s-op21
s-op22
…

st(j,k)

Diff0
Diff1

…
…
t-op17
t-op18
s-op19
s-op20
s-op21
s-op22
s-op23
…
…

pad(s,j,k) is a pad translated by student s
program for step Sj,k
st(j,k) is a standard algorithm in step Sj,k
prepared by teacher in advance
First diff
positionDiff0(s,j,k) = {t-op17, t-op19}
contentDiff0(s,j,k) = {s-op16}
Second diff
positionDiff1(s,j,k) = {t-op19, s-op22}
contentDiff1(s,j,k) = {t-op18, t-op19, t-op20}

Figure 1. An example of a difference during automatic classification.

4. Overview of the Programming Exercise Monitoring Environment
Figure 2 shows the relationships among the modules and the database. The teacher prepared the
standard algorithm st(j,k) for step Sj,k during exercise Ej in advance. The teacher can create the
standard
instruction
teacher
students

Evaluation
Database

Web form for
registering standard
algorithm

Classification
Database

Web form for
registering
classification criteria

Evaluation module
Classification
module

Student Program
Database

Module collecting
program

Extracted Info
Database
Comment
Database

information extracting
module

Annotation
Database

I nform ation
Ex traction Server

Ex isting Modules

Progress viewer for
each exercise or step
Program and Comment
viewer
Annotation student
viewer

I nstruction Support
View er
N ew Modules for this study

Figure 2. The relationships among the modules and the database.
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algorithm st(j,k) from the correct programs for step Sj,k or can modify st(j,k) using an existing PAD
editor.
4.1 Information Extraction Server
During a lecture, the information extraction server operates in the following steps.
1. A program p(s,t) is collected and stored in the database when the server receives the program.
2. The server executes the following operations during each step Sj,k.
2.1 In the k-th step Sj,k, the server calculates sar(s,j,k) from p(s,t) and st(j,k) using the existing
evaluation module.
2.2 The server stores information for p(s,t), which is obtained from the evaluation.
3. The server assesses step Sj,k', which corresponds to p(s,t), using the following equation.

S j ,k ' = arg max sar ( s, j , k )
S j ,k '

4.

The system stores the assessment information extracted from the database.

The proposed environment had 11 tables in the database, as shown in Table 2. A teacher
prepared the first four data (1-4) in advance. The information extraction server updated the next four
data (5-8) in real time during the class. The teacher could register the last three data (9-11)
before/during/after the class.
Table 2: Database tables.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table Name
Classes
Students
Registrations
Exercises
PersonalEvaluations
PersonalClassifications
ClassAchievements

8

ClassClassifications

9
10
11

Criteria
Comments
AttentionStudents

Content
Information on courses
Information on students
Registration information for a course
Information on the exercises in a course
Each students’ evaluation results
Each students’ classification results
Summary of the evaluation results for the whole
class
Summary of the classification results for the whole
class
Classification criteria
Comments tagged by teachers in each programs
Observable students tagged by a teacher

4.2 Instruction Support Viewer
The instruction support viewer has five functions, which help the teacher to provide appropriate
instructions to students. The five functions are described in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5.

4.2.1 Function that Displays the Exercise Progress of Students in Lectures
If a teacher wants to know the exercise progress of all the students, he/she can use a function that
displays the exercise progress ep(s) in a circle graph. The progress ep(s) is calculated using the
following equation.

ep( s ) = arg max sar ( s, j , k )
Ej'

Thus, the teacher can provide appropriate instruction to the whole class because they can
appreciate the exercise progress of the class as a whole.

4.2.2 Function that Displays the Step Progress of Students in Exercises
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If a teacher wants to know the step progress of all students in an exercise, he/she can use a function
that displays the step progress sp(s,j) as a bar graph. The progress sp(s,j), in an exercise Ej is
calculated using the following equation.

sp ( s, j ) = arg max sar ( s, j , k )
S j ,k '

The teacher can check the change of the step progress over time. Therefore, the teacher can
provide detailed instruction on a particular step that most students have been working on for a long
time and give initial instruction on the next step to all students.

4.2.3 Function that Displays the Classification Results for Student Programs in an Exercise
A teacher may want to know how many students made the same mistake in an exercise. If most
students make the same mistake, the teacher may well want to give instruction to the whole class. If a
small number of students make the same mistake, the teacher may well want to give specific
instruction only to those students.
In this study, a teacher can check each student's positionDiff(s,j,k) and/or contentDiff(s,j,k). If
the teacher focuses on a particular positionDiff(s,j,k), the system finds the collection p(s,t) that
includes the same positionDiff(s,j,k) or both the same positionDiff(s,j,k) and contentDiff(s,j,k). The
instruction support viewer then shows the list of the students whose programs include the same
positionDiff(s,j,k) or both the same positionDiff(s,j,k) and contentDiff(s,j,k).

4.2.4 Function that Displays a Student List Tagged with Comments
A teacher can tag the student records with comments using the instruction support viewer if the
student has unique characteristics (e.g., a student has very high programming skills or his/her
attendance is poor). The teacher can then browse the list of students tagged with comments. If there
are several teachers or teaching assistants, it is also possible to share information on students using
tagged comments.
The instruction support system can display the list of the comments tagged for a particular
exercise. The teacher can also read a student’s comments tagged for all exercises if the teacher wants
to focus on the student.

4.2.5 Function that Displays the Program
The teacher can examine students’ programs using the viewer if he/she wants to assess the
programming progress of those students. The viewer displays the student programs in different
windows so that the teacher can compare a student program with those of other students’.

4.2.6 Integration of the Five Functions
A teacher may want to assess the step progress during exercises using the function described in
section 4.2.2 while looking at the exercise progress using the function described in section 4.2.1. A
teacher may also want to tag comments using the function described in section 4.2.4 while looking at
a program produced by a student using the function described section 4.2.5. Therefore, the five
functions described above should be integrated seamlessly so that several functions can be used
together.

5. Evaluation Experiment
5.1 Evaluation of the Information Extraction Server
During the experimental evaluation of the information extraction server, we focused on two variables:
the accuracy of the automatic program evaluation module and the accuracy of step progress analysis
using the information extraction server.
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The evaluation was conducted as a part of a programming class held in a humanities
department. We collected all of the programs compiled by the students in the exercises. The class
contained 25 university sophomore students. In this experiment, it was not possible to use the realtime transfer program because of a security issue. Thus, we modified the compiler wrapper. The
compiler wrapper temporarily stored all of the programs on the student's PC when they compiled a
program. After the class, we manually collected all of the programs that were stored temporarily.
In the lecture, the teacher gave exercise ex7 to all the students. However, some students
worked on previous exercises during the lecture. There were seven possible exercises that students
worked on, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Exercises and steps in the exercises.
Exercises
ex1
ex2
ex3
ex4
ex5
ex6
ex7

Steps
step 1, step 2, step 3, step 4 and step 5
step 1 and step 2
step 1 and step 2
step 1 and step 2
step 1 and step 2
step 1, step 2 and step 3
step 1, step 2 and step 3

5.1.1 Accuracy of Automatic Program Evaluation Module
Table 4 shows the evaluation results for the automatic evaluation module for each of 20 randomly
selected pairs of a student program and the corresponding standard algorithm. The most important
point in this experimental evaluation was the number of false alarms (the cases in which the system's
evaluation was “equal” and the teacher’s evaluation was “not equal”). This is because if there are false
alarms, the teacher might overlook mistakes in the student programs. Table 4 shows that the number
of false alarms was zero and the overall accuracy was 94.1% (i.e., (299+70)/392). The main reason for
the miss (the cases in which the system’s evaluation was “not equal” and the teacher’s evaluation was
“equal”) was that the standard algorithm did not cover all the possible alternatives.
Table 4. Evaluation results for the automatic evaluation module.

Equal
Teacher's
evaluation
Not Equal
Total

System evaluation
Equal
Not Equal
299 (76.3%)
23 ( 5.8%)
0 ( 0.0%)
70 (17.9%)
299 (76.3%)
93 (23.7%)

total
322 (82.1%)
70 (17.9%)
392 (100%)

5.1.2 Accuracy of the Step Progress Assessment Using the Information Extraction Server
To evaluate the step progress, we manually tagged the correct steps in all the programs. Next, we
compared the manually tagged steps with the automatically tagged steps, which were calculated from
maximizing sar(s,j,k) by p(s,t). Among the 507 programs collected, the system results and manual
results were both correct for 381 programs (case A). For 124 programs (case B), the system result was
wrong and the manual result was correct. For case A, the accuracy of the step progress assessment
was 75.1%. For case B, the step progress of 24.5% of the programs was undetectable using the
system. This problem occurred because the automatic evaluation module could translate none of the
124 programs into the correct sPAD due to syntax errors. Since the compiler wrapper stored the
student programs when the programs were compiled; hence, the system could not translate those
programs with syntax errors into well-formed sPAD. Thus, we constructed another method that
compared programs including syntax errors with the correct program. In this method, the system
executed the diff command in Unix (i.e., the command extracting the difference between files). One
student program was compared with each of the possible correct programs using the diff command.
The result with the minimum different lines was adopted as the target of the evaluation. Using this
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simple method, the system tagged the correct steps in the 124 programs. For the remaining two cases
(case C), the students were working on irrelevant programs during a class, and the system correctly
judged that those programs involved none of the steps in Table 3.
5.2 Experimental Evaluation of the Instruction Support Viewer
To evaluate the instruction support viewer, we registered 25 students in the student database. We
performed the experimental evaluation using a virtual environment because our instruction support
viewer was a prototype and we did not want to disadvantage the real students. The virtual
environment was a lecture that involved exercise ex7 (as shown in Table 3). The lecture duration was
80 min. In the experimental evaluation, we simulated four situations: 20 min, 40 min, 60 min, and 80
min (the end of the lecture) after the beginning of the lecture. There were four subjects in the
evaluation. One was a teacher who performed the lecture documented in Table 3. The other three
subjects had experience as teaching assistants in a department of informatics. We asked the four
subjects to emulate the teacher's actions in these situations using the instruction support viewer. We
asked them to obtain the necessary information for answering those questions in Table 5 by using the
instruction support viewer.
Table 5. The questions provided to the subjects in each situation.
Situation
20 min

40 min

60 min

80 min

Question
How many students worked on exercise ex7? How many
students worked on each step in exercise ex7?
Who worked on ex1 or ex2?
Who worked the fastest on the exercise? Check the student
program and tag the student.
Who had poor programming skills? You may use the search
function in the student annotation database.
Who was the student who needed special attention? What
was the step progress of the student?
How many students worked on step1 in ex5? Assess
whether you needed to provide instruction to all of the
students or specific students.
How many students finished exercise ex7? Assess whether
there is a need to teach a catch-up class. If so, what would
be the exercise in the catch-up class?

All the four subjects had no trouble in using the instruction support viewer. The subjects also
gave appropriate answers to those questions in Table 5 by using the viewer. We also conducted a
subjective evaluation about merits/demerits of using the viewer through a questionnaire. We received
positive evaluations for each of the five functions and some comments for further improvements.

6. Conclusion
We developed a programming exercise monitoring system to facilitate teachers’ giving appropriate
instructions to students at the right time during classroom lectures. Our programming exercise
monitoring system has five functions. The system collects the programs written by students
automatically. Teachers can assess the collected programs using the integrated five functions. We
collected 507 programs during an actual programming exercise in a classroom lecture. We asked four
subjects to use our proposed monitoring system in a simulated classroom lecture. The evaluation
revealed that the system had high accuracy in evaluating student programs and that the five functions
were useful in real classroom settings.
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Abstract: Understanding the significance of argumentation in the learning and doing of
science, the community of computer-supported collaborative learning has developed an
increasing interest in argumentation. To empower the teaching and learning of science in real
classrooms, a collaborative argumentation tool (called AppleTree) embedding three
scaffolding mechanisms, namely, dual representational and interactional spaces, automated
assessment for learning, and staged-based collaboration scripts, has been designed and
developed using a design research approach. This paper presents the design rationale of the
system and its realized prototype. A pilot study in a secondary science grade 1class is also
reported. Preliminary data analysis results point towards validation of the effectiveness of the
system on empowering learning and its usability.
Keywords: Collaborative argumentation, science learning, assessment for learning

1. Introduction
Engaging argumentation in science teaching and learning has long been stressed. The recognition that
argumentation deserves a place in the pedagogy of science (Lin, Hong, Wang, & Lee, 2011), from the
cognitive perspective, is based on the substantiatedclaim that argumentation is an effective process
through which students improve conceptual learning and process skills (Noroozi et al., 2013). From
the socio-cultural perspective, argumentation is the “core epistemic practice” in science (Bricker &
Bell, 2009), and as a structural element of the language of science, argumentation is essential in doing
and communicating science, and instrumental to the growth of scientific knowledge (Lemke, 1990).
Thus science learning could be framed as the appropriation of argumentation practices(Osborne,
Erduran, & Simon, 2004).
Being cognizant of the paramount value ofargumentation to science learning, the computersupported collaborative learning (CSCL) community expressed an increasing interest in
argumentation (Bouyias&Demetriadis, 2012) and developed a good number of technology-enhanced
learning environments(Scheuer et al., 2010) that promote the teaching and learning of argumentation
and provide students with new and rich opportunities for complex collaborative learning through
argumentation. In these environments, the representation, construction and sharing of arguments
within and between learner groups are facilitated (Noroozi, et al., 2013). Yet problems also arise as
students may engage only in low level argumentation (Bell, 2004) and not elaborate and reflect on
knowledge (Barron, 2003), thus do not improve in knowledge as expected (Fischer, Bruhn, Gräsel,
&Mandl, 2002). These make it clear that argumentation does not necessary lead to improved learning
and external support is needed to induce productive argumentation-based peer interaction
(Bouyias&Demetriadis, 2012).
Motivated by the progress achieved and problems encountered in the computer supported
collaborative argumentation (CSCA) studies, we aim to develop AppleTree, a complex CSCL
environment with multiple mechanisms to scaffold collaborative argumentation to empower learning
in the science classroom using the design research approach. This paper focuses on introducing the
design rationale and the prototype of the system and its piloting in a secondary science class. The pilot
study is conducted to examine the effectiveness of the system on empowering learning and its
usability.
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2. Literature Review
The section reviews the relevant literature to identify the key design components

2.1 Representational and Interactional Space
In the online environment, equal participation can be enhanced as the slow-paced, shy or weaker
students are allowed more time for argument construction and for contributing to the group
discussion, which may otherwise be interrupted or dominated by outspoken or aggressive students in
the face to face environment (Veerman, Andriessen, &Kanselaar, 2000; Nussbaum & Jacobson,
2004). The provision of representations of argumentation also benefits students as it encourages them
to make their opinions and arguments explicit, to negotiate and elaborate to come to a shared
understanding, to focus on the task, and to maintain the consistency andplausibility the argumentation
(Munneke, van Amelsvoort, &Andriessen, 2003; Suthers, 2003). This raises the question of how
representational and interaction spaces should be designed to facilitate online argumentation.
Existing CSCA tools have used different types of representations of argumentation (Suthers, 2003). In
general, there are two types of tools, namely discussion-based tools and knowledge representation
tools (Van Bruggen&Kirschner, 2003). In discussion-based tools (e.g., “CSILE”, Scardamalia,
Bereiter, &Lamon, 1994), the environment offers students the opportunity to exchange arguments, yet
the structure of argumentation is not explicitly represented. In knowledge representation tools (e.g.,
“Belvedere”, Paolucci, Suthers, & Weiner, 1995) the structure of argumentation is explicitly
represented. Investigations have been made to compare the effects of different types of representations
on the construction and communication of arguments. Relatively more research advocates that graphic
representation is more beneficial than the linear texts as diagrams can clarify relations (Suthers,
2003), represent structure (Schwarz, Neuman, Gil, &Ilya, 2000), provide overviews (Larkin& Simon,
1987), maintain focus (Veerman, 2000), and enhance reflection on alternative perspectives
(Kolodner&Guzdial, 1996). Nevertheless, this issue remains controversial as the evidence gained is
still far from being sufficient (Amelsvoort, Andriessen, &Kanselaar, 2007). Kanselaar et al (2002)
argue that a combination of structured and unstructured interaction modes can support argumentative
processes. In the task window, students are required to construct argumentative diagrams. This may
encourage them to attend to multiple perspectives and to elaborate arguments. In the communication
window/chat boxes, combining free text entry and well-designed argument moves/sentence openers
stimulates students to critically check the information.

2.2 Assessment For Learning
To foster productive collaboration, Jermann and Dillenbourg (2008) proposed the regulation
approach, that is, taking actions “on the fly” when unexpected events occur during interaction, as an
effective way to structure collaboration. Regulation is a complex skill that requires a quick assessment
of the current interaction situation and its compatibility with the desired (Jermann&Dillengourg,
2008). This is consistent with “assessment for learning” which occurs during the teaching and
learning process rather than after it, and has as its primary focus on the ongoing improvement of
learning with the provision of descriptive feedback (Chappuis&Stiggins, 2002). However, with
current technologies, assessing the cognitive aspect of collaborative learning automatically is indeed
difficult. The established automated assessments are mainly focused on the social aspect (e.g.,
Janssen, Erkens, Kanselaar, & Jaspers, 2007). One possible way to address this issue is to engage peer
assessment that students critically assess each other’s contributions and provide focused feedbacks
(King, 1999; Veerman, et al., 2000). Besides enabling assessment, peer assessment is also a learning
mechanism as prompting students to rate contributions may encourage reflection (Rummel&Spada,
2005) and requesting students to give explanations may enhance knowledge construction (Wecker&
Fisher, 2006). With computer support and peer assessment, timely and richly provision of information
of the learning processes can be attained. Yet as computer supported assessment is syntactic not
semantic, to realize assessment for learning, students themselves can and should be the evaluator and
interpreter of their learning and thus they can manage theirlearning accordingly--know how they learn
best, where they are in relation to the learning goals and plan next moves (Chappuis&Stiggins, 2002).
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2.3 Scripts For Learning
In CSCL research, the role of collaboration scripts has been extensively discussed. The use of scripts
can be an effective technique to assist students to understand and participate in argumentative
discourse and facilitate argumentative knowledge construction (Bouyias, Demetriadis, &Tsoukalas,
2007). Different process categories of argumentative knowledge construction (e.g., the construction of
a single argument, the construction of argumentation sequences) are distinguished and various forms
of collaboration scripts have been designed to facilitate these particular processes (Noroozi et al.,
2013). Communication-oriented scripts are composed to facilitate interaction and social modes of coconstruction (e.g., Rummel&Spada, 2005). With the recognition of students’ difficulties in doing
collaborative argumentation as aforementioned and teachers’ challenges in designing and
implementing collaborative argumentation activities, a CSCA tool embedding a stage-based
collaboration script with a focus on guiding argumentation sequences and communication is needed.

3. AppleTree Instantiation
The motivation for the design of AppleTree stems from a literature review that identified key design
components of CSCA tools and current approaches to improving learning in CSCL. AppleTree is
envisaged as a multiuser tool embedding three mechanisms, namely dual representational and
interactional spaces, automated assessment for learning, and a stage-based collaboration script, to
scaffold collaborative argumentation.

3.1 Dual Representational and Interactional Spaces
Considering the respective advantages of graphic and linear representations and the different
preference of interaction medium by different students, both graphic representations (on a public
working space) and linear texts (in the chat box) are used in AppleTree (see Figure 1). The chatting
tool also supports coordinating and regulating group work. On graph-based argumentation space, an
argument is an organized set of argument elements represented by nodes and/or directed links. The
specific types of argument elements designed are in accordance with Toulmin’s Argumentation
Pattern (TAP) (1958). For pragmatic considerations (e.g., understandability oflower secondary school
students) (Scheuer, et al., 2010), the original TAP model is simplified. Three argument elements,
namely claim, evidence for and evidence against are identified as the essential components of an ideal
argument. These three elements are indicated by: 1) the type of Node: Claim vs Evidence and/or; 2)
the type of directed Link: For vsAgainst. To encourage brainstorming and pooling of ideas, a bubble
node with an undirected link as the “placeholder” for initial ideas is provided (see Figure 1).
The AppleTree chat box incorporates the basic features of a chat room. Besides, the chat can
be linked with any post on the board with a drag and drop gesture. The post dragged and dropped will
be attached to the end of that chat and represented by an attachment icon. When the user clicks the
icon, the post will be highlighted on the group argumentation graph and the content of the post will
below the chat room (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Interface of the AppleTree System
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3.2 Assessment For Learning

Figure 2.A framework for assessing collaborative argumentation
Combining computer support, self-evaluation and peer assessment, AppleTree provides theseaspects
of assessment depicted in the three dimensions: the dimension of cognitive & social; the dimension of
the time of assessment: real-time & longitudinal; the dimension of the unit of assessment: individual
& group. Figure 2 presents a holistic view of the assessment components embedded. The cognitive
aspect of collaborative argumentation is about the construction of sound and syntactically valid
arguments which can be measured by the structure (using Erduran, Simon, & Osborne’s grading
scheme, 2004) and content validity (assessed by peers) of the argument. The social aspect of
collaborative argumentation is about students’ participation in constructing and communication of
arguments which can be measured by the amount of contributions and interactions with others (using
social network analysis). Besides, the assessments of social and cognitive aspects can be applied to
both individuals and groups and to different time periods (real-time & longitudinal). In AppleTree, we
designed two crystal balls (representing individual-level and group-level assessment respectively) to
visually integrate all these assessment components. Taking assessment component at group level as an
example, we illustrate they operationalization and visualization in Table 1.
Table1. AppleTree assessment components and visualization (Group level assessments)
Component
Operationalization
Visualization
“Action” is about the frequency with When students click “Action”, the
which each student participates in system will display pie and bar charts
different types of collaborative to illustrate the distribution of
activities,
namely,
constructing different types of activities of each
arguments within the group(Posting), group.
rating and commenting (Comment)
other groups’ work and Chatting with
others (Chat). This assesses the social
aspect of collaborative argumentation
based learning environment (CABLE)
and reflects the participation and
equality of participation.

“Social” is about the frequency of
participating and interacting with other
groups of a group in collaborative
argumentation based on Social
Network Analysis. In the analysis of the
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When students click “Social” , the
system will display the social network
analysis diagram to illustrate the
participation rate of each group
(represented by the volume of the

social network established, “Density” node) and the interaction rate the
and “Centrality” are calculated. Social group has with others (represented by
assesses the social aspect of CABLE and the thickness of the directed arrow).
reflects participation and interactivity.

“Quality” is about the extent to which
the “Evidence For” and “Evidence
Against” produced is validate based on
peer-assessment result. In peer-rating,
each student will decide whether the
evidence proposed in other groups
each is valid or not by selecting “Like”,
“Neutral”, or “Dislike”. Different types
of judgments are assigned with
different scores and the Quality is
reflected by the total score of the
argument elements. This assesses the
cognitive aspect of CABLE and reflects
the content validity of the arguments.
“Structure” is about the extent to
which the argument produced is
complete based on Erduran, Simon, &
Osborne (2004)’s grading scheme. This
assesses the cognitive aspect of CABLE
and
reflects
the
structural
completeness of the arguments.

When students click “Quality”, the
system will display the average score
of the posts a group has developed.
The post which has received the best
score will be provided as well.

When students click “Structure”, the
system will display the distribution of
different
types
of
arguments
(represented by different types of
Apples).

3.3 Staged-Based Collaboration Script
A stage-based collaboration script with a focus on guiding argumentation sequences (argumentcounterargument-integration, Leitão, 2000) and communication is embedded in AppleTree to further
scaffold the teaching and learning of collaborative argumentation.
• The teacher organizes students into small groups and introduces the task.
• Provided with source documents and assigned roles (e.g., advocate vs opponent), students
brainstorm, generate and improve their own arguments and then to challenge the alternative
arguments within the group.
• Once having completed one owngroup’s product, studentsvisit other groups’ spaces to review
others’ work. They rate the quality of the argumentsand provide commentsto other groups
(commenting on comments is also allowed). Justifications for their judgment have to be
provided as well (Figure 3). During intra-group and inter-group interaction, the teacher and
students can generate assessments with which they can adjust the teaching and learning
processes.
• Students return to their own group to further improve the arguments by addressing the
comments received from other groups, and discussing how to integrate the good points gained
from other groups.
• If time permits, more rounds of peer-rating and commenting can be enacted to inspire greater
improvement in group work.
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Justifying
Rating

Commenting

Figure 3. Peer-rating and commenting on AppleTree
During these iterative cycles of interaction, students are constantly involved in reflective
thinking and negotiation processes by exercising their critical thinking and communication skills.
They are also encouraged to take the perspectives held by others into consideration, through which
they gradually develop a comprehensive and holistic understanding about the topic. Based on the
stored artefacts, students can easily decide on their group stand on the issue. Variations of this
generic script are also possible. For example, teachers can assign students (or groups) holding
contradictory viewpoints to do a debate or to work in a group. In practice, adaptations can be made to
this generic script.

4. A Pilot Study
An exploratory study was conduct in a secondary science grade 1 class to 1) examine whether
AppleTree can help students improve their understanding of scientific knowledge; 2) assess the utility
and usability of AppleTree system; 3) and investigate whether embedding automated assessment for
learning in AppleTree leads to better learning gains.

4.1 Participants and activity design
32 students from a 7th grade class of a neighborhood school in Singapore participated in this study.
They were heterogeneously grouped into 8 groups by their science teacher according to the school
final-year examination score of science. They were randomly assigned to 2 experimental conditions (4
groups for each): 1) using AppleTree with the assessment functions (experimental group) and 2) using
AppleTree without the assessment functions (controlgroup). The topic of the lesson was “diversity of
plant and animal life”. A same lesson plan (co-designed by the teacher and researchers) was used in
two separate lessons (90 minutes per lesson including pre and post-tests) for the two groups. The
science teacher of the class instructed both lessons (control first). The lesson was designed to help
students articulate the common characteristics of different types of animals, basing on which they can
categorize living organisms. In the lesson, the main learning task for students was to identify an
imaginary animal into Amphibians, Reptiles, Birds, or Mammals. The lesson design was in
accordance with the proposed script (see Table 2).
Table 2. Lesson design
Learning activity
1. Task introduction
• Teacher introduced the scenario of the task
• Teacher encouraged and motivated students to participate in the task.
• Teacher guided students to enter the AppleTree system.
2. Task Stage I: Intra-group (Constructing)
• Students went through the source document
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Time
5 mins

15 mins

• Students provided individual claims without providing evidence
• Students deleted identical claims within a group.
• Students provided evidence supporting each claim
• Students challenged each other’s claim/evidence within the group
3. Task Stage II: Inter-group (Rating & Commenting)
• Students visited another group’s board (assigned by the teacher using Round
Robin) to evaluate their postings.
• Students who had finished the assigned rating and commenting work were
encouraged to evaluate more groups’ work
• Students viewed comments from other groups
4. Task Stage III: Intra-group (Enhancing)
• Students improved their group work and took a group stand on the issue
5. Conclusion
• Teacher commented on students’ answers and revealed the answer
• Teacher guided students to clarify the controversial points

15 mins

8 mins
7 mins

4.2 Data source
A pre-&post-test design using the same test items (2 multiple choice questions and 1 open-ended
question, validated by a group of science teachers) was used to examine whether the students
hadimproved their understanding of the scientific knowledge (i.e. common characteristics of different
type of animals) involved and whether the experiment Group, provided with AppleTree assessment
for learning, performed better than the control group. The total score of the test was 25. The two tests
were administered at the beginning and the end of the lessons respectively (5 minutes for each
test).The test papers were independently marked by two researchers. Good inter-rate reliability (r=
.81) measured with Cohen’s kappa was achieved. Process data on how students used AppleTree was
collected via a screen capturing software Morae 2.0 installed on every computer. Two researchers
observed the lesson and took down detailed notes. All the process data were collected and put into
analysis to examine students’ engagement in the learning task and the utility and usability of the
AppleTree system. Based on Morae recordings, two researchers coded and counted the time a student
group (one from the E-Group was chosen through random selection) spent on different types of
interaction (see Table 3). Moreover, the time the students from the E-Group spent on using the
AppleTree assessment was also coded and calculated.
Table 3.Scheme for coding types of interaction
Category
Description
ArgumentationStudents construct, elaborate and communicate arguments.
oriented interaction
e.g., What you provided is not evidence.
Coordination-oriented
Students regulate and manage their group work (e.g. negotiating
interaction
working procedures or seeking assistance).
e.g., We don’t have enough time. Hurry.
Off-task interaction
Students discuss off-task topics.
e.g., My computer is so slow.

4.3 Results
An independent same test was employed to examine the differences of pre-test scores between the
experimental group and control group. Pre-test scores suggested the experimental group and the
control group were equally competent in science (t (15) =1.32, p> .05). Students in both groups had
higher scores in the post-test than they did in the pre-test. Statistical differences can be found in both
the experimental group (t (15) =-4.60, p< .01) and the control group (t (15) =4.59, p< .01). No
significant differences of learning gains (post-test score minus pre-test score) can be found in the
experimental group and the control group (t (15) =-0.17, p> .05). The mean score of the experimental
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group (M=18.19) was higher than that of the control group (M=16.88) in the post-test.

Figure 4. Pre-and Post-test scores
In the 90-minute lesson for the experimental group, the teacher used 16 minutes and 25
seconds to provide instructions. Excluding the time for instruction, greeting and tests, students spent
57 minutes and 50 seconds working in AppleTree. The results suggested high student engagement in
the learning activity as little off-task interaction was observed. This was in consistence with the
researchers’ in-class observation. Most of time, students were developing arguments on the graphbased argumentation space. Though less adopted, the provision of online chatting was also useful as it
enabled the coordination of group work, an important aspect of productive collaboration.
Table 4. Time distribution of different types of interactions using AppleTree (E-group)
Graphical space
Online chatting
OnArgumentation based interaction
32m33s
3m01s
task
Coordination based interaction
11m02s
Off-task
2m03s

Total
46m36s
2m03s

Students from the E-Group did spend some time getting feedback about their performance
using the AppleTree assessment. For instance, they sometimes clicked “Quality” to check the average
score of the posts developed by themselves or their groups. The posts with extremely high or low
scores were the ones that often caught students’ attention and students often negotiated and discussed
these posts with their peers. The average using time was 8 minutes and 54 seconds with a high
standard deviation of 4 minutes and 33 seconds (Table 4). This suggested great variations between
students though they had the same technical training and support (a user manual). As noted, some
students frequently generated and read assessment reports while others only concentrated on
developing arguments. Besides, though multiple assessment components embedded in AppleTree,
students mostly used peer-rating. Other assessments were seldom used. This phenomenon, to some
extent, could be ascribed to the collaboration scripts adopted. In both intra-and inter-group activities,
students were asked to challenge each other’s claim or evidence, and rate and comment on others’
work. In other words, peer-rating was required to be used. That students did not use the assessments
extensively was probably due to the fact that students were not familiar with the assessments and they
had no clear idea how to interpret and react to the feedback provided by these assessments such as
“Structure” or “Social”. That students did not use the assessment sufficiently could possibly explain
why no significant difference was found between the experimental group and the control group in
learning gains.

5. Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced the design rationale and main features of our assessment-embedded
CSCA system. This pilot study on design and implementation of AppleTree in science lesson, points
towards some validation of the system on empowering learning. Our next step is to study the usability
and the effectiveness of incorporating automated assessment for learning in CSCA in further
experiments. In the short duration of usage of the system, the students may need more time to be
familiarized and to understand the why and how of using the assessment. We also need to continue
our professional development sessions for teachers to help them better understand and utilize
AppleTree to design science lessons and enact collaborative argumentation activity making use of
automated feedback. The system development and school implementation is still ongoing. More
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results will be reported in the near future. Through further design-based research practices using
AppleTree, we can further conduct investigations into students’ learning and interaction processes in
scientific collaborative argumentation, automated assessment for learning, and teaching orchestration
and learning regulation.
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Abstract: With the emergence of Web 2.0, social tagging provides an opportunity to help
learners to share, organize, and manage the learning information from reading materials.
Moreover, a tag-based learning system can enable them to complete their learning activities in
an effective and efficient way through the use of web 2.0 social tagging technologies.
However, few studies have directly discussed why social tagging can benefit from usergenerated tags in reading learning. Therefore, this paper first explores the use of effective
social tagging learning to help students not only improve their understanding of the English
material that they read, but also develop their ability to read well. We then investigate how to
apply tag-based learning to help learners focus on studying the resources and make sense of
the material and remember it more easily. The experimental results showed that tag-based
learning can improve users’ efficiency in reading learning.
Keywords: Web 2.0, Learning effectiveness, Social tagging

1. Introduction
To make students proficient in the use of English language with reading learning, one
efficient way is training students to think globally and capture the important concepts of the
instructional material. Recent research has identified benefits to using Web 2.0 within the online
learning. Moreover, web 2.0 tools and technologies can be used to develop adaptive learning
environments, and stimulate different learning achievements. Thus, educators and administrators have
thus been increasingly turning to Web 2.0 applications to enhance on-line learning and develop a new
generation of learning architecture (Casey & Evans, 2011; Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2012; McLoughlin &
Lee, 2010; Rodriguez, 2011).
Additionally, web 2.0 social tagging is also widely used in social platforms such as Flickr and
Del.icio.us with their community-based user interfaces, which provide additional ways of innovative
learning that enable users to organize and summarize new ideas and retrieve resources (Bateman et
al., 2007; Heckner, Heilemann, & Wolff, 2009). Despite past studies demonstrating that social tags
can improve users' efficiency in searching for resources (Golder & Huberman, 2006; Cho et al.,
2012), studies are still lacking specifically regarding social tagging learning efficiency. The potential
impact of Web 2.0 social tagging applications on English reading learning seems especially relevant
and thus warranting further investigation.
In order better understand how social tagging impact learners’ reading behaviors and enhance
reading comprehension, this paper explores the learning effectiveness of social tagging by developing
tag-based learning framework (TLF). The TLF framework for knowledge retrieval incorporates both
social tagging and friendships inherent in the social network established among users, items and tags,
which can act together to enhance the learner’s ability. This is accomplished by collecting a
representative portion of reading learning materials, capturing explicitly expressed bonds of
friendship between users as well as by employing social tags. In this way, the study presents different
beneficial aspects of tagging learning and its suitability for collaborative learning environments.
These finding and results can thus provide instructors and administrators with suggestions and a
reference for the future design of efficient web 2.0 supported collaborative learning activities.
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Moreover, these indications warrant future experiments in social tagging applications in collaborative
learning environments to further improve reading skills and recommendations.

2. Background and motivations
Social tagging originally emerged as a solution for enabling users to easily add metadata to
online content, which would allow users to interact and easily share information (Chen, Chen, & Sun,
2010; Wang & Yang, 2012a). The tagging process also provides an easy and simple way to help
learners to summarize new ideas, facilitate opinion exchange and communication between them and at
the same time receive peer support through the viewing other learners’ tags (Bateman et al., 2007;
Bennett et al., 2012; Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2012a).
An extension application to tag clouds have emerged as an important new interface paradigm,
quickly gaining popularity in social information sharing sites, which face the pressure to find visually
appealing ways to summarize vast amounts of information (Guy et al., 2010). A tag cloud is mapped
like a graph, where tags are represented as visually distributed nodes, and similarity relationships are
the edges between the nodes (Shaw, 2005). Studies have indicated that tag clouds involve using
semantic web technologies to generate semantic concepts, which offers a new way to extract
meaningful learning results and analyze learning behavior (Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2012b). This
information can be helpful to learners and teachers for enhancing search ability and evaluating student
learning achievements. Figure 1 illustrates the example of social tagging and a tag cloud produced by
students who were motivated by different focused concepts or topics. By crowd-sourcing intelligence
in the form of tagged learner thinking, learners can be helped to speedily recover past observations
and thoughts, with just a few tag searches.

Figure 1. Social interaction & conceptual transmission with tags.
Although many social tagging systems have been developed and provide a rich support
knowledge for users (AbuSeileek, 2011; Conole & Culver, 2010; Cress, Held, & Kimmerle, 2013; Fu
et al., 2010), studies exploring and discussing social tagging and its potential for learning efficiency
are few. Therefore, this paper focuses on investigating the effect of social tags on reading learning,
and also performs an analysis of the learning behaviors of students for Web 2.0 social tagging
learning to collect implicit information for learning related to English reading. Moreover, experiments
were conducted to investigate how the use of tags facilitates collaborative learning (AbuSeileek,
2011; Erçetin, 2010).

3. Methodology
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This paper develops a tag-based learning framework (TLF) and implements a tag-based
reading learning system (Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2010; Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2011; Chen, Chen, & Sun,
2012a), which combines social tagging, collaborative learning, and the semantic concepts of articles
to exploit quantitative and qualitative methods of data analysis to investigate the learning
effectiveness of social tagging in an on-line reading learning environment.
3.1 A Tag-based Learning Framework (TLF)
A Tag-based Learning Framework (TLF) was implemented in this study in order to enhance
the learning experience and performance by using a tag-based learning approach. Figure 2 depicts the
TLF framework, which consists of three major layers. At the bottom layer of data storage, different
application records were stored in the analytical database. At the analyzer level, a series of analyses
provide descriptive and predictive results. For instance, a “structural analyzer” extracts the summary
of article concepts from the reading materials; a “tagging behaviors analyzer” records the tagging
learning portfolio of each student and then analyzes it to determine whether or not there are early
indications of a learning problem by comparing it to the “semantic analyzer”, which elicits implicit
semantic relationships between tags and concepts. Finally, a “material recommendation analyzer”
recommends appropriate supplementary knowledge to students and helps them gain new information
from articles more easily.
At the application level, the student can explore valuable feedback from the integrated
analysis of the above relevant components. For teaching guidance, a “comprehension assessment
agent” provides correlate measures of thinking during tagging learning and more standard assessment
measures (i.e. data preprocessing, structural analysis, semantic analysis, and tagging behaviors
analysis); this information can assist teachers in understanding student reading behaviors. A “tag
cloud representation agent” creates a visual representation of a piece of text/tag, based on degrees of
relevance, and then discovers interesting clues and refines learners’ thoughts or ideas of the reading
through “social navigation agent”. A “learning alarm agent” combines with the results
“comprehension assessment agent” and “tagging behaviors agent” to support suitable supplementary
materials by analyzing the characteristics of the tag. The last two agents in the TLF framework create
a “test agent” that assigns appropriate test items to students and helps students to better understand the
theme. Moreover, teachers may improve their methods of teaching by being more aware of what the
students understand and what they do not understand. A “Feedback Agent” provides teachers with
valuable input when they attempt to adjust their teaching strategies or diagnose a student’s learning
obstacles.

Figure 2. The tag-based learning framework.
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3.2 A tag-based learning environment
A tag-based learning system was constructed for providing intelligent support through social
tagging and semantic web technologies in order to enhance reading comprehension and learning
performance for students. The system architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The system architecture.
The user interface of the proposed platform, shown in Figure 4, was divided into five parts.
First, after logging into the learning environment, the students will see a list of subjects to be learned,
which are pre-deﬁned by the teacher. Once the students select a learning subject, a system interface
for reading learning is displayed. In the next part, and according to the comprehension of the selected
article, students can also utilize the input area to create a list of tags. The students use tags to make a
clear overview in their mind for their reading. These tags can be regarded as a reading anchor for the
students, including such aspects as the structure of the article, important points, and topics that might
be most relevant to their reading goals. It is helpful if there is a list of words or phrases that sum up
the main themes or ideas in the article. In the third part, students select this function that provides a
quick and useful personal snapshot of an article’s major themes, and includes the main topic of the
article and necessary supplementary knowledge. This function of the system design had already been
developed in our previous recommend system (Chen et al., 2011), and allows students to select any
node to acquire new knowledge from the supplementary materials by using the learning
recommendation mechanism. Fourthly, the tag cloud visualization tool was used to help students learn
through discovering interesting reading clues and refining their thoughts or ideas of the reading. When
students click on a given tag in the tag cloud, the tool not only serves as a useful reference guide, but
also selects suitable supplementary materials for students by analyzing the characteristics of the tag
cloud. In fact, the interface even provides students with the opportunity to mature socially by
providing an avenue for student concept mapping, relationship building, and peer discussion. Fifthly,
and finally, there is a post-quiz part that was used to measure students understanding and to help
teachers evaluate students’ comprehension of the article content. This information can be useful in
helping the system to identify learners’ misconceptions of the reading and assist them to promote their
learning performance during learning processes.

4. Experiment Design
In our previous study, the pre-test and post-test experimental design was already described
with the results indicating that the group using the tagging system demonstrated a comparatively
significant improvement in reading comprehension ability (Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2012b). In this paper,
in order to investigate more deeply the relations between social tagging and reading learning, and to
discussed how to apply tag-based learning to help learners put more of their focus on studying the
supplementary resources, an experiment was conducted to analyze the characteristics of students’ tags
and investigate the effectiveness of tag-based learning based on the TLF framework. The analysis
methods used in this study apply content analysis, statistical analysis, and interviews with both
students and teachers.
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Specifically, 343 senior high school students participated in this study. The average age of the
students was 17 years. At school, they had used computers for eight years and studied English for ten
years. The tag-based learning activity encourages users to specify social tags and all the social tags of
students were collected and stored. In total, we collected 7,720 tags with a total of 680 unique tags.
For material selection, the articles were selected from the fields of science, and the materials
were ensured to be suitable for senior high school students. Throughout the experiment, students
interacted by discussing, sharing, and learning in the learning activities, and they learned and gained
new background knowledge to enhance their learning experiences and performances. To make sure
that each student could understand and use the new system, a list of guidelines was generated with
function descriptions of the system for students to follow. At the end of the experiment, students were
asked to complete a survey about their tagging experiences. The questionnaire had a Cronbach’s alpha
of .805, which suggests high reliability.

Figure 4. The user learning interface.

5. Experimental Results
In this experiment, we analyzed the tagging learning effect on tag structure, tag utility, and
user satisfaction. The major findings are described below.
5.1 Analysis of tagging structure
By focusing on the tags which are most common in the tagging distribution, the top 30 tags
were collected to undergo statistical analysis. The observation found that tag’s distribution of tagging
learning tended to stabilize into power law distributions, which means that the proportions of most
common tags are nearly fixed over time, implying that students can use suggested popular tags from
the tag cloud as a means of learning and accessing omitted information of the articles, or when a
student cannot grasp the main points of the article. In other words, tagging learning provides another
way to help students to more easily achieve an understanding consensus among learners (Golder &
Huberman, 2006).
On the other hand, the experimental observations with tagging behaviors from the system log
for students showed that 73% of the tags appeared in the content of the corresponding article. These
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tags usually focused on the article title, or people, places, concepts and proper names found in the
article. In order to more deeply understand tagging behaviors of user-generated tags and find
interesting insights into reading learning, we classified features according to the classiﬁcation of tag
characteristics (Gupta et al., 2010), as shown on the left side of Figure 5. The interesting result shows
that most of the tags used the content-based tags to identify the actual content of the article. In
contrast, only about 14% of the context-based tags appear in the field of time and location, and
approximately 26% of the tags belong to other categories (e.g., verb, adjective) or unclassified. These
unclassified tags may point to the users’ opinions and emotions, which are worthy of further
investigation in the future.
Additionally, the issue of tagging knowledge sharing and reuse was investigated from
different perspectives. The right side of the Figure 5 shows the dynamic effect of reused tags in that
tag distribution could be more greatly concentrated on “action/event” and “title/concept”. This finding
indicates that these students gradually began to notice more nuanced details while developing the
background knowledge they needed to understand the concepts in the readings. In other words,
students chose to reuse tags through our proposed tag cloud, consisting of other students’ tagging
records, as a means to help them make sense of the complex contextual information of the article and
accumulate knowledge. This information can be helpful to learners for enhancing their information
search ability (Golder & Huberman, 2006; Cho et al., 2012).

Figure 5. Distribution of user-generated tags (appearing in the article).
Furthermore, we also compared 27% of the social tags that did not appear in the
corresponding article. The analysis results listed in Figure 6 reveal that these tags maintain a similar
reused tag distribution and are almost exclusively concentrated on “action/event” and “title/concept”,
implying that tagging learning provides an opportunity to help students organize ideas and activate
their thinking by the reuse of the tags.
Furthermore, we determined the origins of these tags to several related resources including the
recommended supplementary knowledge/articles from a previously proposed recommendation system
(Chen et al., 2011), online news, and an online dictionary of science. These links of information were
analyzed to explore whether or not these tags could help students to gain different perspectives on the
reading process. Within above mentioned two classiﬁcations of tag information (i.e., content/contextbased tags), approximately 32% of the tags appear in recommended supplementary articles and 21%
of tags appear in online news. This finding suggests that the tags provides a more natural and efficient
way to help students acquire and link new reading clues and knowledge. These tagged resources can
also be exceptionally useful in providing student learning references and access to helpful
information.
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Figure 6. Distribution of user-generated tags (not appearing in the article).
5.2 Analysis of learners’ tagging motivations
In this case study, 193 participants took part in this experiment. Each student was asked to
complete a survey measuring motivation with a five-point Likert Scale (Gupta et al., 2010). The major
type of motivation for learning is shown in Figure 7. The results of the analysis show that 37% of the
students had a tagging motivation that aimed to help them organize the context of the article.
Secondly, 22% of the students thought that tagging can both enable the discovery of relevant
resources and assist them in discovering implicit concepts about which they read. The major tagging
motivations related to the expression of their opinion and the sharing of their exchange experience
was 15% and 11%, respectively. Finally, few students expressed a tagging motivation aimed at
attracting other students’ attention (7%), enjoying competitive learning (2%), and self-expression
(6%). By observing the tag diversity from the various tagging motivations, the students realized that
shared social tags could enable learning communities to obtain richer meanings which they could not
achieve on their own.

Figure 7. Motivations behind Tagging Learning.
5.3 Analysis of satisfaction levels with tagging learning
In order to understand if the tagging learning would be helpful in enhancing students’ learning
experience, a questionnaire was used to collect feedback concerning the perceived usefulness and ease
of use from students in the experimental group. The Cronbach’s alpha value of the questionnaire
items was 0.734, with a score higher than 0.7, suggesting good questionnaire reliability (Nunnaly,
1978). Table 1 depicts a portion of the questions and the corresponding results, which show that most
of the students had positive attitudes about using the tagging in learning activities. Most of the
students also thought that the tags were easy to use in the social tagging learning system. Despite the
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results suggesting a positive effect for learning, we nonetheless observed a few students who still did
not effectively use tags due to their inability to use the tagging links to improve their learning. This
finding reveals the need to offer tag training so that more students would be able to use the tags within
the tag-based learning system.
Table 1: A part of survey results.
Question
I think the tagging was easy to use
I can get started quickly with the tagging learning without guidance
I think the user-generated tags were useful during the tagging learning process
Tagging learning can inspire me to rethink other ideas which have never been noticed
by others
By tagging learning, I think the tagging learning can enable more efficient reading
*
5 is complete agreement and 1 is complete disagreement

*

Mean
4.5
3.8
4.7
4.1
4.3

In addition to students’ satisfaction with the tagging learning, two experienced teachers
observed the students’ learning behavior. The investigation of the teachers’ feedback regarding their
monitoring of the students’ use of tagging learning to promote the learning success of every student
resulted in the conclusion that the students shared more ideas and had better discussions when they
practiced with the tagging learning guidance. As mentioned in the above analysis results, the teachers
agreed that tagging learning and recommending can reinforce background knowledge and influence
the students’ concentration and responsiveness. Moreover, students were found to learn and remember
new information best when the social tagging learning system provided links to relevant background
knowledge. Most of the teachers also wanted to continue using the system and were willing to
recommend it to other teachers.

6. Conclusion and future work
This paper explored the impact of using the Web 2.0 technology of social tagging learning to
enhance the effectiveness of reading learning. A Tag-based Learning Framework (TLF) was
developed that can provide a richer understanding about why users tag, and how users can more
efficiently employ tags and tag preferences to enhance the learning experience and knowledge
transfer. We also surveyed the learners’ perceptions on social tagging, which was on the whole
positive. The experimental results also helped us to reveal that social tagging learning offers students
a novel learning approach to more effectively learn when reading. These results also point to
suggestions and references for the design of efficient web 2.0 supported collaborative learning
activities in the future. Further research will be needed to investigate this methodological concern and
its practical application.
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Abstract: University freshmen have to cope with complex and heterogeneous information
infrastructures typically found in nowadays universities. Usually learning management
systems like Moodle or Blackboard are applied for lectures. Additionally, Cloud Services like
Google Drive, Brainstormer, and Doodle are meanwhile frequently used as tools for learning
in various contexts. They support storage, content production and particularly also
coordination. The management of these heterogeneous tools is a challenge for the individual
users as well as for the usage in groups. This paper presents a mobile application to support
the learners in the formation of informal learning groups and integrates heterogeneous cloud
services to support group formation and further group work in a campus environment.
Keywords: information ecologies, cloud services, mobile learning, group formation,
recommender systems

1. Introduction
Nowadays presence-based university studies are supported by a complex and heterogeneous
information infrastructure: Course-specific information is typically embedded in learning
management systems, with possibly different systems used even in one university. Administrative and
organizational information about study programs, general student services etc. is often provided
through other information channels than the course-specific information. Students access, partially
store and further manage this information on personal devices such as notebooks or smartphones.
Generally available social media and cloud services may be used to share and further distribute such
information. In this sense, a modern campus information environment is an example of a complex,
heterogeneous and somewhat scattered infrastructure (Hanseth, 2010).
From the given characterization we can directly construe the challenge of better integration.
Integration can be addressed from two sides: from the sources (i.e. information and service providers)
or from the user (student) perspective. Integration from the source would need to be based on strong
premises of being able to change large parts of grown systems. So, in a pragmatic approach we
address the problem from the user perspective.
We have specialized the problem for a typical application scenario: Especially students in their
first semesters on campus face the challenge of finding peer groups to collaboratively work on
assignments or prepare for exams. This includes the problem of group formation and basic support for
group work. As a further specification, we have set a focus on delivering and managing information
on personal mobile devices and on considering opportunities in space and time in a campus
environment. This conceptual and technical challenge has been addressed in a software development
project with master level students from an interdisciplinary study program on interactive media and
applied cognitive science.

2. Related Work
Providing orientation support for freshmen on campus has been a theme of a number of mobile
learning applications (Giemza, Verheyen, & Hoppe, 2012; Lucke, 2011), often also using a gamebased approach. While these approaches focus on learning the university campus and the
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surroundings, our application focuses on getting to know new fellow students to form learning groups.
The gamification aspect has a lower importance, as we believe that the students have an intrinsic
motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000) to find learning groups for gaining knowledge from others in the
collaborative learning process.
Jansen et al. (2005) describe a prototypical campus information system that integrates
interactive public displays with personal mobile devices and supports personalized and location-aware
information transfer. If such an infrastructure (including interactive displays distributed over the
campus) were widely available and accessible this would have been an ideal basis for implementing
the specific functions supporting group formation and support of group work. However, unfortunately
we cannot rely on such premises.
The formation of learning groups has been studied from an intelligent systems perspective using
quite sophisticated processing techniques (Hoppe, 1995; Isotani, Inaba, Ikeda, & Mizoguchi, 2009;
Largillier & Vassileva, 2012). In our case, we do not rely on deep knowledge modeling and intelligent
learner diagnosis as input to the group formation process, although this could be considered in future
versions. Our starting point and current focus is on opportunistic usage of simple user profiles, general
information and coincidences in time and space.
Jansen et al. (2013) have classified the usage of existing cloud services from an educational
perspective. They distinguish different types of services, including archiving/repository services (such
as Dropbox), communication and coordination services (such as Twitter or Doodle) and rich
production services beyond simple text messages (such as MindMeister). Still, simple repository or
communication services are predominant in many educational applications. A future potential is seen
in the area of processing services and especially services for learning analytics.

3. Meet2Learn
3.1 General
Meet2Learn aims at supporting students in meeting new fellow students with the goal to form learning
groups for their joint lectures. This will not be achieved by a self-contained standalone application but
by integration of different and heterogeneous information sources into one environment. Once the
learning group has been formed, the system will act as an organizer to integrate learning materials and
other artifacts worked out collaboratively from different cloud services.
In Meet2Learn learning groups are informal groupings organized by students themselves, in
contrast to exercise groups offered beside a lecture. Here the learners take the initiative to organize
and execute the learning group. Nevertheless they are formed around a lecture that builds the context
and the content of the learning group. To support learners in creating and finding appropriate learning
groups, the system needs to be aware of the lectures being offered at the University. This will prevent
the users from creating multiple learning groups concerning one and the same lecture - only due to
different naming of the lecture by the learner - while searching for a group or while creating it.
Furthermore learners need to be represented in the system to provide grouping support based on a user
profile. This profile needs to contain the course of studies, the number of semesters and finally the
attended lectures. This will empower the system to provide recommendations based on user-based
collaborative filtering methods (Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstrom, & Riedl, 1994). Finally,
universities provide various learning management systems (LMS) like Blackboard or Moodle, which
can be integrated with the learning groups to import learning material from the lecture as well as to
export collaboratively elaborated content back into the LMS. This content will be exported from the
“production-type” cloud services like Google Drive or Brainstormer (Brainstormer, 2013).
In the sequel we will explain the components of the Meet2Learn applications in more detail,
starting from an architecture overview, the mobile application and finally the recommendation
approach. The target groups for the first prototype of Meet2Learn are students at the University of
Duisburg-Essen studying Applied Computer Science and Applied Communication and Media Science.
Therefore the system imports the lectures from the university system called LSF and exports learning
groups into a Moodle provided by the university as well.

3.2 Architecture Overview
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The frontend of Meet2Learn has been developed as a native mobile Android application. This results
in the benefit of a practically permanent availability to the students for checking the status of learning
groups and receiving notifications about relevant information. The backend uses an agent architecture
on top of a blackboard system (Weinbrenner, 2012). This allows for a flexible and extendible design
with connection to heterogeneous services using multiple programming languages. The integration of
cloud services takes place on the server side through agents as well as directly on the client side
through the Android application. The recommendation in contrast is done only on the server side
through recommendation agents (see Figure 1).
The application integrates the following types of cloud-based services on the smartphone:
Communication, Production and Repository. Twitter and Facebook are integrated as the first type of
service. Hereby students can announce learning groups to their friends that are not yet using the
Meet2Learn application. This will increase not only the number of users but also the probability that a
learning group will take place with enough participants. Furthermore it will increase the extrinsic
motivation (Brophy, 2004) to the learner, as he or she announced the intention to participate in a
learning group to the public. Google Drive and Brainstormer are integrated as cloud-based production
services. Here learners produce learning artifacts collaboratively and link them to the learning group
for sharing the results. Dropbox is integrated as a cloud-based repository service. Learners can link
uploaded resources and provide direct access through the learning group. The client-based integration
makes use of the rich connectivity and extendibility of Android through flexible built-in and thirdparty APIs.

Figure 20. Meet2Learn Architecture Overview
On the server side, we use an agent architecture utilizing the SQLSpaces (Weinbrenner, 2012)
as a shared memory with different tasks assigned to agents. In the lower left of Figure 1, importing
agents gather data from different heterogeneous sources and import them into the system. The current
configuration integrates the study program from the central repository of the university (LSF). This
data is used to support the students in adding lectures to their profiles and prevents multiple notations
for one lecture. The recommendation agents are responsible for processing user profile data and for
generating recommendations. One particular feature is the notification of the learners about new
recommendations for a learning group based on the user profile or opportunities (e.g., a new learning
group of interest will take place closely to the users’ current location). Notifications are implemented
using the native Android notification mechanism and the Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) service.
The recommendation approach used in Meet2Learn will be explained in more details in section 3.4.
Finally, exporting agents integrate learning groups into external systems, like the aforementioned
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learning management systems (LMS). We are planning to integrate the university’s Moodle by
exporting Meet2Learn learning groups into Moodle groups. This will allow learners to continue the
work of a well-established learning group inside Moodle closely located to the lecture.

3.3 Mobile Application
The main entry point for the learner to the system is the Meet2Learn mobile application. Figure 2
shows three main views for the user. The first view (a) represents the main entry point to the
application. Here the user finds a “news feed” containing the latest information about learning groups
as well as notifications with recommendations and reminders to the learner. The messages are typed
by a color tag on the left and can be therefore quickly grasped and identified. A click on the message
opens a new view presenting more details about the event. This view therefore only visualizes events
and the results of the server side recommender system. The second screen (b) shows the group
creation screen. The learner can configure a new group by setting multiple parameters like the name,
time and place and publish this new group to the system. Fellow students can search this group and
join it. Finally, the users are responsible themselves to participate physically in the informal learning
group.

Figure 21. Meet2Learn App - (a) News feed and notifications (b) Group creation view (c)
Group details view
The last screen (c) shows the details of a learning group. The learner can see the title, the
participants, the next meeting and finally the resources shared within the learning group using the
aforementioned cloud services (here Dropbox and Google Drive). For this purpose Meet2Learn
registers itself as a recipient of “share events” of other applications on the Android phone. A user can
therefore open the Google Drive app and share the link to a resource with the Meet2Learn app. This
will prompt the user to select the correct learning group to share the document with. All participants
of this group will receive a notification that a new resource has been shared with them in the shared
group. The view (c) also implements the standard share button (top right) that allows the users to
publish a learning group on cloud-based communication services like Twitter and Facebook. In this
example, the user can share the information about the learning group for the lecture “InfoN” by
clicking the share button. The system will present a list of possible (cloud) services to use to process
the message. If the user selects Twitter, the system will open the common Twitter dialog with a
prefilled message about the group and a link to a web page presenting some more details about the
learning group (Figure 3). Finally the user can send the tweet and share this to his or her followers.
This allows promoting the learning group to other learners not using Meet2Learn and thus allows new
users to join the Meet2Learn community.
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Figure 22: Web page with details about the learning group

3.4 Recommendation Approach
Discovery of learning groups is a crucial aspect of Meet2Learn as it affects the decision whether to
create a new learning group or to join an existing one. One possibility for discovering learning groups
is an active exploration through searching and browsing groups by the user on the device. To reduce
the accompanying risk of information overload that is given through search and especially browsing,
recommender systems as information filtering systems provide a passive way to discover new items in
a system (Maes & others, 1994). Recommendations for learning groups are generated by the system
and presented to the user in the mobile application. In the Meet2Learn system this means predicting
the users’ interests for a specific course inferred from his/her specific profile compared to the other
users’ profiles and offering relevant learning groups for this course as recommendations.
In the current version Meet2Learn uses a user based collaborative filtering (CF) approach
(Resnick et al., 1994), utilizing the k nearest neighbors of a user to predict her interest in courses.
Therefore a meaningful representation of a user in a feature space is created to calculate similarity
measures. Each course leads to a feature, where the values capture the user’s visited courses, course
interests or participation in learning groups. The binary feature vector encodes these user-course
adjacencies. A ranked list of recommendations is created through a weighted average of the nearest
neighbors based on the inverse Euclidean distance. The user’s yet undiscovered courses that will be
recommended have a positive, non-zero mean value in the nearest neighbors vectors, reflecting that
similar users are interested in this course while the user herself has not explicitly indicated an interest.
In this relatively low-dimensioned data (around 19 course items for the study course in question) it is
very likely to have several users that are too similar, namely having a similarity measure of 1. The
consequence is that the system cannot infer any new interests from the neighbors’ profiles in such
cases. For that reason, k nearest neighbors are considered, with k > 1. Increasing the value of k could
also affect the stability of the nearest neighbors (Beyer, Goldstein, Ramakrishnan, & Shaft, 1999).
A common challenge for collaborative filtering is the cold start problem (Lam, Vu, Le, &
Duong, 2008; Schein, Popescul, Ungar, & Pennock, 2002), which mainly occurs for the system events
new item, new user and new community. Items in the sense of Meet2Learn are courses. If a new
course is added to a system, no user will receive a recommendation for the course, as there are no
relations present. A new user will not be similar to other users, who already visited courses or
indicated interests. Therefore no useful recommendations for the new user can be generated by the
system. In a new community all users have the same similarity but no indicated preferences, which
prevents making inferences about interests. These problems are widely known and usually solved
with hybrid recommender systems that combine CF with content based filtering (Burke, 2002; Schein
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et al., 2002). Meet2Learn overcomes these challenges with rule-based inferences and bootstrapping in
the case of a new community. The required profile information is used in conjunction with a
knowledge source (LSF data for the course schedules) and rule set as an output of association rule
learning to infer content-based recommendations.
Collaborative filtering deals in its standard method with a single relation. In Meet2Learn,
several relations are encoded into the user profile. From a calculatory perspective, all relations in the
algorithm are flattened into a single matrix encoding one subsuming relation. The current system uses
standard methods for Collaborative filtering and does not distinguish the different relations. As an
extension for next iterations, we will explore alternative approaches for better recommendation
results. Some efforts have been put into the development of techniques for dealing with multirelational data. Szwabe et al. (2013) proposed bi-relational Collaborative Filtering on the basis of
RDF-like behavioral data triples that outperforms regular CF. Instead of a user-item matrix, an
element-fact matrix is build where the columns consist of the data triples. Anyway, the proposed
approach does not support multi-relational data.
Helou et al. (2010) elaborated a multi-relational graph-based recommendation approach, called
“3A recommender” that also outperforms standard collaborative filtering. Therefore a multi-relational
graph is constructed using the relations of the system entities, namely actors, activities and assets (3A)
that are the nodes of the graph. These relations capture interactions between these entities or are
constructed through heuristics, e.g. similarity measurements according to latent semantic analysis. An
algorithm derived from personalized PageRank is used to generate a ranking vector. This ranking is
affected by relative importance of entities, which is manifested as an aspect of contextualization,
assuming that entities in the target user’s context are more relevant. This context consists of past
activities and the relations that are established by the user, inclusive social relations as “friendship”. In
Meet2Learn this might be the user’s interaction with learning groups, extracted relations from
external data sources as social networks or other activities that are close in the sense of time.
While these methods solve the problem of multi-relational data, still some flaws and challenges
remain. One issue being specific for many domains is the influence of time. The volatile nature of
some relations, for example communication between users, is not negligible. Learning groups, the
latest activities and interactions that are closer to the present, especially on-going groups, are more
relevant to a user. This might have several reasons that can be found in the origin of academic studies,
e.g. the diversity of specializations in the field of studies, the failure in exams leading to an anomaly
in the course schedule or a reorientation of the student causing not to reflect his former interests
anymore. While the overlap of courses of different students is high in the first semesters, it gets
relatively low in the later semesters. If time would not be an important aspect, the system will be
biased by this initial overlap. Several strategies have been developed to handle time in graph-based
systems. In respect to the graph-perspective, collaborative filtering recommendation can be modeled
as a link prediction problem (Z. H. Z. Huang, Li, & Chen, 2005). (Z. Huang & Lin, 2009) shows
approaches that reformulate the link prediction problem taking time into account, especially
considering temporal evolutions of link occurrences. For each time window a single graph is built
from all nodes and edges that could be observed in the given time, which leads to successive time
slices. A (hybrid) solution is the aggregation of the time series of adjacency matrices into a single one
as a weighted summation, where this weighting could be described through different damping
functions (Cortes, Pregibon, & Volinsky, 2005).
Taken as a whole, these proposed approaches aim in capturing multiple relations and especially
discriminate them in the algorithms – as opposed to aggregating them linearly in a single adjacency
matrix. These relations might directly reflect a user’s interest but also ease up the discovery of new
items through social network based approaches that are not represented in standard collaborative
filtering methods. The specific domain of the Meet2Learn system advises the integration of more
extensive content based filtering, such as scheduling and organizational constraints and inferences
from static knowledge sources (e.g. LSF), aiming to increase the recall and precision of
recommendations.

4. Evaluation
We have conducted a pilot usability and acceptance study with a functional prototype of the
Meet2Learn system. The prototype has been evaluated with ten subjects (N=10), according to
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Nielson’s usability heuristics (Nielsen, 1990). The subjects were asked to follow a scenario in which
they played the role of a freshman at the University of Duisburg-Essen in the bachelor program on
interactive media and applied cognitive science. The script contained typical user actions with the
Meet2Learn scenario, e.g., creating an account, setting up the profile, searching for learning groups,
creating learning groups, etc. To overcome the cold start problem for the recommendation system, we
created a few hundred “artificial” user profiles to simulate a system state with students in six
semesters and multiple learning groups. We observed and supported the users during the run and also
asked for instant feedback. Afterwards the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire. This
questionnaire was based on the standardize Technology Acceptance Model Version 2 questionnaire
and has been extended by two open questions (requests for improvements and perceived usability
issues) as well as socio demographic questions (age, gender, course of studies, Android experiences).
We have used a 7-point Likert scale with the lowest score 1 and the highest score 7.
The first results show an overall positive altitude of the subjects towards the application. In
summary, the subjects agree that the application is usable (M=5.1) and that they did not perceive the
usage as exhausting. Furthermore they didn’t find the application hard to explain (M=4.7). The
importance and the relevance for university studies have been also judged positively (M=4.7). From
the results of the two open questions and the comments during the runs, we can also conclude and
extract valuable information. Subjects suggested including a timetable for organizing the lectures and
learning groups in one application. They also would like to extend the functionality of profiles with
user pictures and friends lists (i.e., towards a social community). Requests for previewing the
members of a learning group before joining confirm the request for more social aspects. One user also
requested an alerting component that will notify the user before joining learning groups that take place
at the same time as already joined learning groups or lectures marked in the user profile. We also had
to face some issues during the run. Although we put a strong emphasis on electing Android skilled
subjects, we have observed problems in using the Android platform itself, e.g., software vs. hardware
buttons, software keyboard usage etc. Few users had also problems with the creation of learning
groups, which we afterwards identified as a software failure on the server side.
Nevertheless, the pilot study shows positive results concerning the usability of the graphical
user interface and the acceptance of the approach. We will elaborate on the results of the study and the
user comments to improve the usability of the software. Finally, some subjects already asked for the
final availability of the software, which indicates a real demand for such a system.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
The Meet2Learn application is an example of integrating and managing information from
heterogeneous sources to support personalized and group learning. It takes the heterogeneity of the
surrounding information infrastructure as a given and aims at user-side integration. It combines
general information from the campus environment with personal profiles and location information. It
also includes the use of several types of cloud services.
Recommending learning groups in Meet2Learn uses the user-based collaborative filtering
approach. Although the pilot study only used artificial data, we could proof the concept by generating
meaningful recommendations to the subjects. Based on the literature review of recommender systems,
we will compare different approaches in an experiment to gain more functionalities and better
recommendations for the learners.
We plan to have the system ready for use in the winter term (starting in October 2013). It will
be further evaluated with a group of beginners from Interactive Media and Applied Cognitive Science.
From a systems perspective, the application will be enhanced by using ontologies and semantic
processing for identifying specific user interest and needs.
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Abstract:Currently, more than a dozen online learning systems to support student-generated
questions are on the market. In view of the fact that constructing “tests”made of questions
generated by students would promote further cognitive processing on the part of the students,
but no systems supporting such activities have been developed, this study aimed at developing
an online student-generated tests learning system. Anevaluation study was conducted to
collect preliminary data with regard to the learning support of the developed system.
Descriptive data analyzed highlighted two distinct aspects of the thought and learning process
mobilized by student-generated tests. First, a global and macro view that highlights the
integration and inter-connectednessof the entire study material. Second, technical issues
associated with test construction skills. Suggestions for future study are provided.
Keywords:online learning system, student-generated questions, student-generated tests

1. Introduction
In light of contemporary educational theories including constructivism and metacognition, some
limitations associated with current assessment practice have been noted. Particularly, questions
contained in practice and testing are usually constructed by teachersaround study content that they
think are of relevance, importance and interest (English, 1997). As having been found that teachers
and students may view “educational relevance” differently (Aikenhead, 2008), enabling and
empowering students to find out what they view as relevant, important and interesting when engaged
in learning, and to construct questions around those identified areas has attracted the attention of an
increasing number of researchers and practitioners.
Student-generated questions (hereafter name SQG) is a notable comprehension-fostering and monitoring cognitive strategy. By emphasizing understanding and personal knowledge construction,
and creating learning environments that mobilize higher-order thinking on the part of the
learners,SQGaligns closely with contemporary educational theories(Yu and Liu, 2008).Overall, the
accumulated evidence from many studies since the 1960s provides a solid empirical basis to support
the teaching and inclusion of SQGto enhance learning (Belanich, Wisher and Orvis, 2004; Brown and
Walter, 2005; Chin, Brown and Bruce, 2002; DoriandHerscovitz, 1999; English, 1997; Perez, 1985;
Silver andCai, 1996; Yu andLiu, 2008).
With sound theoretical foundations and solid empirical bases supporting the learning effects
of SQG, currently more than a dozen online learning systems have been developed to support
SQGactivities (Yu & Wu, 2012). However, current endeavors center on students constructing
“individual items” over the studymaterial. As having been pointed out by ChamosoandCa’ceres
(2009), constructing “tests” is different from constructing questions by directinglearners’attention to
additional criteria (e.g., the distribution of course concepts to be learned). As no systems supporting
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student-generated tests (SGT) are yet available on the market, this study aims at the development and
evaluation of an online SGT learning system.

2. The Developed Online SGTLearning System
Adopting the framework of most existing SQG systems, the developed SGTconsist ofthreemain
functions:test-construction, test-assessment, and test-viewing. Each of the functions is briefly
introduced.
Test-Construction.To construct a test composed of questions generated by students, students
determine the overall structure of a test first (including question types and the number of questions
within each type with its weight), and then select questions to be included in by dragging from a pool
of SGQ space to the SQT space. Considering that constructing new questions may be needed at this
stage, such a design is in place.
Test-Assessment.To enable students to receive peer feedback with regard to their constructed
test, a test-assessmentfunction was built. Having decided which test to assess (from a list of tests in
the test-assessmentwindow) and reviewed the information related to the constructed test, the assessor
give their quantitative and qualitative feedback using an online assessment form. A set of criteria
deemed important considerations for test-constructionare provided to enable objective and
constructive feedback.
Test-Viewing.To promote learning by observing peers’ work, a test-viewingfunction for
viewing tests constructed by peers as well as assessment given by peers was built. Not only are
different versions of generated tests made accessible to students via test-viewing, the interaction
between test constructor and test assessors with regard to a SGT can be viewed.

3. Evaluation Study of SGT
As constructing questions and tests are essential skills expected of teachers, student-generated
questions and tests activities are integrated carefully in one courseoffered at a secondary teacher
preparation program ofanational university in Taiwan. In total, fifty-four student teachers enrolledin
thecourse(i.e., Instructional Principles).The course curriculum included a total of ninechapters related
to the principles of effective instruction.
In the first class, the instructor explainedthe general arrangement, requirements, course format
and the purpose for incorporating SGQ and SGT in this course.Students were directed to construct
questions around the study content (per chapter) at the initial stage of this study, and then use SGQ as
a basis for SGT at the final stage.
To equip students with essential skills associated with the engaged task, a training session was
arranged. Information on the basic concepts related to SGQ with examples and the operational
procedures tointeract with the SGQ function of the developed system were explained and practiced.
As a routine practice,following the instructor’s explanation of each instructional principle, students
were given twenty minutes to generate at least two multiple-choice questions pertaining to the
delivered instruction and assigned text. They were then asked to assess four randomly assigned
questions and to engage in peer-assessment sessions after class.
At the final stage of this study, students were instructed to construct a test covering all study
content in this course, with reference to questions they have already generated, aftera training session
on SGT. To collect students’ view toward SGT, they were asked to respond to a questionnaireat the
last instructional session. The following question was analyzed and results reported in this study: what
do you think of SGQ and SGT as a learning task in terms of learning behaviors, thought process,and
learning effects?
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4. Results and Conclusion
Students’ response to theopen-ended question was analyzed using the constant comparativemethod
proposed by Lincoln andGuba (1985).Despite their similarity in terms of entailing various cognitive
and metacognitive processes (including rehearsal, self-monitoring, -reflection and –adjustment on the
student part), which led to solid memorization, enhanced understanding and overall better learning,
SGT differed from SGQ in two distinct ways.
First, as compared to having students generate questions on individual chapters, a globaland
macro view that highlightsthe integration and inter-connectednessof the entire study material are the
most salient feature associated withSGT. Specifically, nearlyone-third of the respondents(17, to be
exact) indicated that rather thantreating concepts inindividualchapters as capsulated parts,SGT
provided an opportunity for the ‘fusion,’‘linkage,’ and ‘integration’ ofconcepts in different
chapters’(some of which may ‘appear at first to be seemingly unrelated’), and rendered a more
‘comprehensive,’‘integrative’ and ‘holistic’ viewoflearned concepts in the course, resulting from
‘further reviewof all course materials’and ‘evaluation ofwhat have been learned as a whole,’triggered
by SGT.
The other critical featureof SGTinvolves test constructionskills.Specifically, twelve
studentshighlighted ‘test structure’as one important factor to consider when generating atest.In
addition,factors,such as‘overall suitabledifficultlevel,’ ‘adequate sequencing,’ ‘quality ofindividual
question items,’‘balance and weighting of different chapters,’‘available test administration
time,’‘scoring scheme,’or‘thetotal number of questions,’have been pointed out by eleven participants
to be taken into account when generating a test.
To sum up, test constructionnot onlyrequiresvarious capacities associated with SGQ, it further
demands studentsto focus on building connectionsand integrating learned concepts scattered in
different chapters, while making crucial decisions regarding various technical issues. Asone
studentput it, ‘I will pay attention more on the inter-relationships amongall questions included in a
test, for instance, the graduallyincreasing difficulty level as the test progresses, no redundancies on
the main ideas tested, and so on. In short, I am more concerned about thewhole rather than the
parts,as to improvetheoverall qualityofthegenerated test.’
While this study rendered some preliminary data indicating some distinct features of SGT, as
compared to SGQ, issues regarding whether such features are conducive to better learning gains and
germane to individual cognitive development will warrant future studies.
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Abstract: We used an eye tracker to record and analyze the gaze of learners watching text and
drawings being written, as in the case of a teacher writing on a blackboard. Many teachers and
learners understand the benefit of using blackboards, but there remains insufficient scientific
evaluation of their use. Course content presentation that includes in-process writing of text is
highly characterized by the sequential presentation of the writing processes. We believe that
this presents a visualization of the thought process, and is thus far richer in educational
information than simple presentation of completed forms. We focus on gaze during the
presentation of graphs and equations as fundamental research to elucidate the benefit of
presenting the writing process.
Keywords: gaze, eye tracker, writing process, blackboard, slide

1. Introduction
Advances and diffusion of information and communications technology have made more common the
replacement of traditional blackboards with slide-based presentation tools. When presentations are
slide-based, the illustrations and animations to be shown to learners can be prepared beforehand, and
design functions can be used to easily create slides with high visual appeal. Slides are also beneficial
in that they can be reused in future presentations. Although slides have many benefits, numerous
problems with the use of presentation software have been indicated, such as the amount of
information that is delivered and the monotony of such presentations(ReyNolds, 2007; Tufte, 2003).
Though perhaps now in the minority, many teachers and learners prefer classes that use
blackboards in preference to presentation software(Yanagisawa & Fukuda, 2008), and many teachers
use their experience, knowledge, and teaching skill to determine how a variety of information should
be presented to learners.
One of the predominant features of the traditional methods of presenting information on a
blackboard is that learners watch information presentation as it is being written(Brown, 2012).
Research is currently being performed that focuses on such features to examine the benefits of
presentations that incorporate representations of the writing process(Bandoh et al., 2002; Kurihara,
2006).
We believe that this represents a visualization of the thought process, and thus is far richer in
educational information than simple presentation of results. Presentation software has advanced
features such as animations, but these features are simply methods for drawing attention or
mechanically creating sequential divisions, and do not reflect the structure or thought process behind
the object being displayed. Showing this process has meaning with regard to understanding, and is
different from presentation of completed forms or mechanical step-by-step presentations.
We focused on learners’ gaze as fundamental data for elucidating the benefits of presenting
the writing process. There has been much progress in technologies related to detecting with high
precision where a person is looking, and there has been cognitive research using gaze detection
equipment for, for example, relating comprehension of a text passage based on gaze.
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(a) Plane figure 1

(c) Equation1

(b) Plane figure2

(d) Equation2
Figure 1. Presentation stimuli

For presentation materials, we selected plane diagrams and equations containing exponents
and fractions on the assumption that these items will allow for a hierarchical understanding of
structures. We used an eye tracker (a system for following the path of a person’s gaze) (Duchowski,
2007) to determine exactly what learners were looking at as information was written on a blackboard,
and we investigated differences between this case and one where learners were simply presented with
the final form of information.

2. Experimental methodology
We used the following method to measure participants’ gaze. Tobii T60 Eye Tracker was used to
track gaze(Tobii Technology, 2013a). Participants were 6 men and 3 women who were students in
their early 20s. Experiments were performed on October 10, 17, and 31 in 2012.
Presentation stimuli were the 2 plane figures and 2 equations shown in Figure 1. Two
presentation patterns were used: presentation of the stimuli that included writing the displayed object,
and presentation of the final result only. These figures and equations are represented by structurally
linked objects, and have hierarchical structures. We therefore believe that presentation that includes
writing of the stimuli includes a demonstration of the thought process by which such objects can be
understood.
We created the presented stimuli using the HPT(Handwriting Presentation Tool), which we
are developing in our laboratory. This tool allows presentation of information being written as if on a
blackboard(Hosoki et al., 2011).
We instructed the 9 participants to memorize the information being shown, and presented the
4 stimuli on a screen in sequence. When the presentation of a screen completed, participants took a
reproduction test, and moved to the next presentation. Each participant was shown 2 plane figures and
2 equations. In either case stimuli 1 and 2 were presented, but inconsideration of possible order
effects, the stimuli that presented the writing process and the order in which stimuli were presented
varied among participants.
Stimuli were presented for the amount of time required to write the content plus 5 s. When
only final results were presented, participants saw the image for the same amount of time as those
viewing the writing process. After all 4 stimuli were presented, participants responded to a
questionnaire.
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3. Experimental results
We used Tobii Studio for analysis of the gaze data(Tobii Technology, 2013b). We used gaze plots and
bee swarm diagrams for dynamic analysis of the gaze data, and heat maps and clusters for analysis of
static images. Data other than gaze analysis included tests of reproducing the presented stimuli and
questionnaire results.

3.1 Gaze plots
Gaze plots are superimposed over the figure or equation presented as visual stimulus and a track of
the participant’s gaze is reproduced as an animation showing the flow and time spent looking at the
stimulus, creating a visual representation of what parts of the stimulus the participant viewed and in
what order.
As example gaze plots, Figure 2(a) shows the case where the visual stimulus was the writing
process of plane figure 1, and Figure 2(b) shows the case where the visual stimulus was the completed
diagram only. The plots show the order that the participant looked at areas, and the size of the circles
(stopping points) indicate the length of time the participant paused there. The graphs enabled
confirmation that when the writing process was presented to a participant, the participant’s gaze
followed the writing, and that there was a tendency to focus on characters used to label vertices and
intersections. We also found that gaze sometimes, though rarely, strayed from the presented object.
In contrast, when only the completed diagram was presented in the absence of the writing
process, gaze transition and stopping points varied widely among participants; gaze traveled to a
variety of places and returned, showing no consistency.

(a) Plane figure1 with writing process
(b) Plane figure1 with the static image only
Figure 2. Examples of gaze plots

3.2 Bee swarm plots
While gaze plots allow analysis of the gaze of individual participants, bee swarm plots allow
simultaneous replay of the gaze of multiple participants, thereby allowing between-subject
comparison of a single stimulus.
Figure 3(a) shows a screenshot of a bee swarm plot where the visual stimulus was the writing
process of plane figure 1, and Figure 3(b) shows the case where the visual stimulus was the completed
diagram only. The circles indicate the gaze of each participant. Figure 3(a) was created immediately
after drawing the three sides of triangle ABC and labeling vertices A and B. Participants’ gazes were
clearly concentrated in a limited area. In contrast, in Figure 3(b), where the writing process was not
presented, participants’ gazes were scattered about the image.
Analysis using bee swarm plots indicates that when the writing process is shown, all
participants follow the writing in the same order and at the same location, whereas not showing the
writing process results in varying viewing patterns among participants.
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(a) Plane figure1 with writing process (b) Plane figure1 with the static image only
Figure 3. Examples of bee swarm plots

3.3 Heat map
Heat maps superimpose the eye movement of multiple participants to create a visualization
resembling thermography. Figure 4(a) shows a heat map of the case where the visual stimulus was the
writing process of plane figure 2, and Figure 4(b) shows the case where only the completed diagram
was shown. In comparing the figures, Figure 4(a) shows higher interest in vertices A, B, and C.
Creation and analysis of the heat maps indicate that when figures were drawn, learners tended
to examine vertices, intersections, and other points and places named with letters. In the case of
equations, showing the writing process resulted in a tendency to view exponents.

(a) Plane figure2 with writing process (b) Plane figure2 with the static image only
Figure 4. Examples of a heat map

3.4 Clusters
In a cluster, the eye movements of multiple participants are superimposed to visualize common
stopping places. Figure 5(a) shows a cluster for the case where the visual stimulus was the writing
process of plane figure 1 was shown, and Figure 5(b) shows the case where only the completed
diagram was shown.

(a) Plane figure1 with writing process (b) Plane figure1 with the static image only
Figure 5. Examples of a cluster
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More numerous and fine areas are seen in the case where the writing process was shown, and
gaze also moved to the semicircular area around the edge. In contrast, there were fewer divisions in
the case where the writing process was not shown.

3.5 Reproduction test
Immediately after presentation of the stimuli, participants were asked to take a reproduction test in
which they drew what they had just seen on a piece of paper. Figure 6 shows the results.
Determination of the accuracy of reproduction of the presented plane figure or equation was made
based on how accurately participants reproduced the form, without regard to the order that
information was presented in.
Accuracy for plane figure 1 was 60% for both the case where the writing process was shown
and where it was not. For plane figure 2, however, there was a significant gap in accuracy, 100% and
20% for the cases where the writing process was shown and where it was not, respectively. Scores on
the reproduction test for plane figure 1 were the same, but in the case where the writing process was
shown the reproduction error was consistently that semicircle AC centered at point D did not pass
through point B; all other points were correct.
In the reproduction tests for equations, the cases of presented stimuli 1 and 2 had respective
correct reproduction rates of 50% and 60% when the writing process was shown, and 75% and 80%
when it was not; in each case, scores were higher when the writing process was not shown. Also, for
equations there was little difference between the presented stimuli 1 and 2.
Video analysis of the reproduction test indicated that the reproduced procedure did not
necessarily correspond to the procedure of writing that was presented. Of those participants who
correctly reproduced the stimuli for which the writing procedure was shown, rates of reproduction in
exactly the same manner as presented were 0% for plane figure 1, 40% for plane figure 2, 50% for
equation 1, and 67% for equation 2.
60%
60%

plane figure1

20%

plane firure2

100%
75%

equation1

50%
80%

equation2

60%
0%

20%

40%

static image only

60%

80%

100%

with writing process

Figure 6. Results of reproduction test: The rate reproduced correctly

3.6 Questionnaire
To conclude the experiment, participants responded to a subjective questionnaire on a 5-point scale
regarding the presence or absence of presentation of the writing process for plane figures and
equations (Table 1). Regarding the plane figures, 8 of the 9 participants indicated positive opinions of
seeing the process of writing. However, only 4 participants did so for equations.
Regarding the plane figures, representative positive comments regarding display of the
writing process included statements such as “seeing the order in which to write makes remembering it
easier,” “ABC and the other vertices left a strong impression,” and “without seeing the order to write
things in, I’m not sure where to start from and what to memorize.” The negative comment was “It’s
easier for me to remember when I can see everything at once from the beginning.”
Regarding the equations, a representative positive comment was “seeing the flow helps me to
remember the equation.” Neutral and negative comments were along the lines of “I don’t need to see
the equation written to understand the order of things,” and “When an equation gets long, the order
that it’s written in becomes less important.”
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Table 1: Questionnaire results
Writing process is helpful
Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Plane figures
3
5
0
1
0

Equations
4
0
5
0
0

4. Conclusions and future research
We used an eye tracker to measure and analyze eye movement in cases where the writing process is
shown and where static images are presented. Course content presentation that includes in-process
writing of text is highly characterized by the sequential presentation of the writing processes. We
believe that this presents a visualization of the thought process, and thus is far richer in educational
information than simple presentation of results. We hope to elucidate the benefits of such display of
thought processes, and use that knowledge for implementation into a presentation tool. As a
fundamental experiment, we used plane figures and mathematical formulas in an analysis of the
movement of learner gaze. The results of empirical data confirmed differences in gaze movement
between cases where display of the writing process was present or absent. This study suggests that
display of the process of writing information had positive effects, such as helping to retain learners’
attention, and aiding learners’ constitutive understanding.
Future research will include further experiments aimed at revealing the relation between
thought processes and the presence or absence of display of the writing process. As part of that
research, we will propose and implement new features for implementation into a presentation tool.
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Abstract:This is a reflection paper that discusses the notion of knowledge management in massive
online open courses (MOOCs). We explain MOOCs’ structure in terms of representations of
participants’ minds (both designers and learners), where knowing is understood as a process and a result
of sociotechnical construction, rather than purely social construction mediated by users and learning
tools.By applyingWalsham’s human-centered view of knowledge (2001) we problematise the nature of
MOOCs in relation to individuals’ knowledge management. Such a view emphasises issues of
representations in relation to humans’ knowledge construction. This paper is organised as follows:firstly,
pedagogical assumptions of MOOCs are discussed; secondly, the notion of sense making in a MOOC
context is focused; thirdly, social learning analytics (SLA) is suggested as a key institutional asset to
approach individuals’ knowledge management. Our analysis suggests that the distributed and fragmented
nature of MOOCs sets the scene for a number of challenges in regard to assessment, knowledge
management and pedagogy in MOOCs. Due to the diverse social contexts and learners’ cultural
backgrounds, we believe that it is a rather problematic enterprise for MOOCs’ designers and learners to
attempt to find a unified pedagogical model. Consequently MOOCs are understood as a part of
embryonic and emerging open, social learning, which focuses learner activity in a social setting. Finally
we conclude by arguing that the sense making in MOOCs is likely to take place in a liminal space,
between individuals’ sense giving and sense reading processes.
Keywords:Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs), knowledge management, sense making,
social learning, social learning analytics, liminal (online) space.

1. Introduction
An increasing rise of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) during the last 5 years has attracted the
attention of learners, policy makers, faculties and researchers. MOOCs as a new educational form
questions the role of traditional higher educational institutions as gatekeepers of knowledge by
offering open online courses to the masses, thus potentially “making educational offerings accessible
at a global level” (Cooper & Sahami, 2013, p.28). The open, autonomous and connected nature of
MOOCs is what makes them distinctive from other kinds of online educational formats (Downes,
2007). In addition, MOOCs are often designed and promoted by universities, such as Stanford
University, UC Berkeley and Harvard University in collaboration with different kinds of online
platforms,offered by i.e. Coursera, Udacity and edX.
The idea behind MOOCs’ development was introduced by Downes and Siemens when they
offeredan online course about Connectivism and connective knowledge in 2008 (de Waard, 2012,
p.35).Such course designcombining both formal and informal learning suggestsan open learning
format for all interested participants regardless of their previous academic backgrounds. As
previously mentioned, such courses are primarilyoffered by higher educational institutions around the
world adopting various social media.Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) explain social media as a group of
Internet-based applications that rely upon ideological and technological underpinnings of Web 2.0
and allow the construction and exchange of user-generated content.Thus the open learning format of
MOOCs in their reciprocal relation to higher educational institutions can be seen as an attempt to
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adapt to the growing network society 7, when “higher educational institutions will need to respond by
providing more online learning, online content and more effective tools to find and use this content”
(Kukulska-Hulme, 2012, p.247).Likewise, other researchers highlight the shift from face-to-face
contact to an educational system, especially a formal university system, where students are becoming
more independent and mobile in their learning. Traxler (2010) emphasises the need for a change in
order to “keep university aligned to a changed and mobile society” (p.153).
The design of and research about MOOCs present significant challenges in terms of
understanding the technology-mediated epistemic practices of individuals. This study explores the
issues of knowledge managementand sense making in MOOCs’ structure supporting individuals’
learning activities as well asparticipants’ personalised lifelong learningin online virtual learning
spaces. In the MOOCs’ context, such learning activities are understood as a part of individuals’ social
learning, which in a broader sense is seen as “processes of interaction that lead to concerted action of
change, as group learning, and as the learning of individuals within a social context” (Buckingham
Shum & Ferguson, 2012, p.9). Such a take on social learningparticularly focuses on the non-academic
contexts in which computer-collaborative learning may take place (the home, social network, and a
workplace) and the use of open educational online resources.
Walsham’s human-centered view of knowledge (2001) is employed in our discussion of the
nature of MOOCs in relation to individuals’ knowledge management. Such a view emphasises “what
is in people’s minds, how they represent this to others, and how others interpret these representations”
(2001, p. 600). ConsequentlyMOOCs’ structure can be seen asmultiple representations of both
designers and participants’ minds in their mutualtechnology-mediated interactionsin the online and
physical surrounding environments. All this makes the processof knowledge transfer, construction
and retention problematic in the MOOCs’ context.Knowledge building becomes a process and a result
of a sociotechnical construction mediated both by users and learning tools. Technology itself plays a
role in reshaping individuals’ perceptions, and attitudes and the new teaching and learning methods
that evolve are co-constructed in a sociotechnical system rather than engineered (Viberg & Grönlund,
2012),exemplifyingthe ensemble view of technology as outlined by Orlikowski & Iacono (2001). The
paper’s aim is to problematize how such idea of sociotechnical construction of reality – as opposed to
purely social construction – is reflected in knowledge management processes in the context of
MOOCs.
Today’s e-learning and mobile learning practices leave a large amount of digital footprints
from i.e. learners’ activities in learning management systems(number of posts and duration of time
spent in interaction with a particular platform, among others). Such vast amounts of big data
distributed in various online social contexts is understood as a valuable ‘tracking/measurement tool’
to access what participants do in the context of a MOOC. As social learning analytics (SLA) is rooted
in the concept of online social learning and grounded in learning theory in a participatory online
culture, it has a potential to make sense of such distributed teaching and learning networks
incorporated in MOOCs. SLA focuses on individuals’ learning processes in online social contexts,
when analysing larger amounts of user-generated technology-mediated data.
The paper discusses the issue of knowledge management in the context of MOOCsin the
following order. Firstly, pedagogical underpinnings of MOOCs as a new learning form are brought
up. Secondly, the notion of sense making in a MOOC context is focused. Thirdly, we suggest learning
analytics (LA), and particularly SLA as a key institutional asset to access individuals’ knowledge
management on the one hand, and as referring to a research area in a broader sense, on the other.

2. MOOCs as a Form of Social Learning
MOOCs are considered a form of online social learning 8 that “takes into account the changing
affordances of a world in which social activity increasingly takes place at a distance and in mediated
forms” (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson, 2012, p. 8). Technology use shapes social interaction (Säljö,
7

The term network society wasdeveloped by Castells: “A network society is a society whose social
structure is made of networks powered by microelectronics-based information and communication
technologies. […] A network is a set of interconnected nodes […] A network has no center.” (2004,
p. 3).
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2010) and MOOCs, as well as other forms of online education, are dismantling the appearance of
solidity of the physical classroom and the instructional institution offering the course. Still there is the
tendency to refer to higher educational institutions offering MOOCs as warrants of high quality
courses.
According to Bauman the shift from “solid” to “liquid” modernity is a powerful metaphor for
today’s society where “hardly any form keeps its shape long enough to warrant trust and gel into a
long term reliability” (2010, p.160). In a similar vein, Leander et al. illustrate the transition from the
concept of classroom-as-container, the space where all educational activities take place, for teachers,
students, researchers and policy communities, to a nexus-like perspective conveying the idea that the
flow of information, material, resources “permeate the classroom from every direction” (2010, p.332).
Indeed the classroom-as-container is a conceived space that has shaped how learning and education
should be planned, investigated and produced, whereas the nexus-like perspective allows an
alternative approach to the space(s) that is created when people, both inside and outside school or
other educational arenas, engage with such fluid or liquid (and therefore flexible) supply of large
amounts of information and resources.
MOOCs are good examples of the flexibility of the virtual classroom as a learning space that
is available to all users as long as they have an Internet connection. Taking into account the diverse
social contexts and learners’ cultural, as well as educational backgroundsanattempt to find a unified
pedagogical model becomes a rather problematic enterprise. Still MOOCs’ platforms like Coursera or
Udacity rely upon rather similar pedagogical grounds and designs. Consequently the issue here is
whether the focus should lie on the search for a homogenous pedagogical paradigm or if MOOCs,
instead, should allow participants to take over the control on their learning.
MOOCs as a form of open educational resources (OER) havespecific characteristics: they
have given start and end dates (usually 1-2 months), with pre-recorded lectures provided by the course
instructors. MOOCsaim to make the experience more interactive through the use of i.e. quizzesand
other tasks that can be automatically marked (Glance, Forsey & Riley, 2013). When the tasks do not
permit this kind of machine-generated feedback, the solution is usually a peer review process, where
students mark and grade one another’s contributions.In a MOOC context the goal of such courses
should be to support students’ lifelong knowledge development and practices, rather than to focus on
their results in form of grades and gained credits. This supports what Knight, Buckingham Shum and
Littleton (2013) assume: pedagogy should involve knowledge practices-not assessment practices, in
other words, assessment is used in teaching, but does not drive it. In light of the above, the assessment
issue in MOOCs should be reconsidered due to theirdistributed, fluid and open nature.

3. Sense Making and Knowledge Management in MOOCs
In terms of knowledge management within a MOOC context, the notions of explicit and implicit or
tacit knowledge are significant. The explicit knowledge can be of different kinds i.e. “the content in
books or even the meaning of a single world” (Walsham,2001, p. 600). In terms of MOOCs this
knowledge derivesfrom online course content in forms of recorded video lectures, online
forumcontributions,e-mails communication, and course instructions of different kinds.Such explicit
knowledge becomes a part of individuals’ tacit knowledge only when itis well connected to the
learner’s previous tacit knowledge and offers something new to the users (Walsham, 2001), in our
case the participants of MOOCs. This transition of learners’ explicit knowledge into their tacit
knowing 9emerges as a significant challenge for MOOCs’ designers due to avariety of contexts where
learning occurs, and a variety of learners with different cultural and educational backgrounds. As
Diana Laurillard puts it:

8

The conceptof online social learning is developed, among others, by Blackmore (2010) and Buckingham Shum
& Ferguson (2012).
9
The use of the ”knowing” as a verb rather than a noun emphasises the ongoing process of knowledge
construction.
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the intellectual characteristics students bring to learning are forged by their previous
educational experiences. This is important, because their conception of knowledge influences
how they use the teaching available (2012, p.36).
Michael Polanyi in his discussion about how humans perceive the world introduces the
concept of tacit power, as the way to how humans construct knowledge (1966). In terms of MOOCs
and online social learning, tacit power originates from the learners’ conversations about the course
content, and through their interactions with others (students, instructors, and other individuals they
meet in their everyday life)about the learning content, mediated by a number of (online) tools. This
tacit power develops tacit knowing (Polanyi, 1969), andsuch power is different to each learner,
depending on individual’s previous experiences. Thus we consider the MOOC learning form as a
form of support for individuals’ lifelong learning (rather than their institutionalised learning), where
the development of skills and competences is prioritised. Consequently the issue of assessment and
marking becomes problematic in a MOOC context: What aspects of learning should be assessed?
What are the grading criteria? Do we need grades at all in MOOCs?
In the process oftacit knowledge construction, the concepts of sense giving and sense reading,
originally introduced by Polanyi(1969), complement each other in a broader and deeper process of
sense making.We consider sense giving in terms ofwhat the designers of a particular MOOC
originally meant to achieve offering such a course. Sense reading is what learners do understand inthe
learning practices they engage in. This ‘looping-like’ process continues in the sense giving, which
develops in the learners’ interactions and reflections on the course content. Consequently, the sense
giving of MOOCdesigners will not be the same as the sense reading of their learners, nor the same as
the further sense giving of the learners within the same MOOC.
By adaptingthe concept of liminality (van Gennep, 1960), the sense makingin MOOCs is seen
to occur in a liminal space,between individuals’processes of sense giving and sense reading. The
concept of liminality derives from van Gennep’s anthropological studies of rites of passage that “may
be subdivided into rites of separation [preliminal rites], transition rites [liminal rites], and rites of
incorporation [or postliminal rites]” (Gennep, 1960, p. 11). Being in a liminal space is a metaphor that
suits well the state of transition of individuals and the connectedness at the bordelands of different
communities that characterises the practices of online social learning. When it comes to MOOCs,
participants that come across the open learning material start working with it in a process of sense
making that is likely to occur at different levels and at different sites. It could be inside the learning
platform of a MOOC, but it could also occur via e-mail interaction, in forum discussions, Facebook
groups or in synchronous meetings that the participants arrange via for example Skype. All these
activities are understood as ‘transitions’ that have the potential to facilitate the rise of epistemic
practices among individuals and their lifelong learning. The challenge ahead of us is to follow, to
track and to understand the social practices outside of the platforms and analytics provided by
MOOCs. How are the epistemic practices of participant in MOOCs managed in online as well as
offline activities? How should the issue of drop out be approached in a MOOC perspective?
We do not aim to abandon the idea of MOOCs due to their complexityand the variety of the
contexts in terms of the numberanddiversity of participants and tools involved.We would rather
support Walsham’s view, where the main challenge:
is to design systems [a MOOC system] and approaches to their use which recognise the tacit
basis of all sense-reading, and sense-giving activities [both designers’ and learners’ learning
practicies], and to try to make these activities more meaningful and valuable to all parties
[learners, course designers, and educational institutions involved] (p.601).
It is argued that in order to be able to understand and trace the MOOCs participants’ epistemic
practices and knowledge construction processes it is important to investigate such activities of sense
reading and sense giving by employing methodologies and techniques that take into account both the
situated and distributed nature of learning, as well as participants’ individual actions.
Learning analytics (LA) deriving from business intelligence research area and data mining, is
defined as the “measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data of learners and their contexts,
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for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”
(Siemens, 2011, p.11).More specifically we draw on the Social Learning Analytics that highlights the:
processes in which learners are not solitary, and are not necessarily doing work to be marked,
but are engaged in social activity [a MOOC learning form, where collaborative learning
activities are explicitly emphasised], either interacting directly with others […], or using
platforms [i.e. MOOCs’ LMSs and CMSs] in which their activity traces will be experienced
by others (Buckingham Shum& Ferguson, 2012, p.5).
In terms of MOOCs,SLA as a research methodcanassist to make visible individuals’ processes of
sense making and learning practices in social settings across different scales: “from national and
international networks to small groups and individual learners” (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson,
2012, p.5).Access to such (public) data contributes, among others, to identify humans’ learning
patterns in various sociocultural contexts. SLA in regard to MOOCs is of special importance due to
the rapidly emerging mobile technology spread and use, where constant access to social media’s
virtual environments is one of the users’ prevailing everyday activities.

4.Conclusions
The paper’s aim was to develop on how the idea of sociotechnical construction of reality – as opposed
to purely social construction – is reflected in knowledge management processes in the context of
MOOCs. Individuals’ epistemic practices in MOOCs are influenced not only by the socio-cultural
contexts they are a part of, but also by the engaged technologies. Similarlylearners have an impact on
the use of technology in their learning practices, both occuring in collaborative work as well as in
individualised activities. Knowledge management in MOOCs becomes a process and a product of
such sociotechnical construction, which reflects the distributed and situated nature of learning in
MOOCs at different levels. It is in this polyfaceted character that MOOCs obtain a potential to benefit
and facilitate communication and knowledge sharing across the boundaries of time and space.The copresence of different kinds of social mediating technologies, both at institutional and at individual
levels has a direct bearing on learners’ epistemic processes.
The complex nature of MOOCs’ design in terms of learners’ knowledge management brings
up several interrelated challenges for MOOC organisers, instructors, users and researchers. From a
pedagogical point of view, it is argued that the application of a unified pedagogical model is a utopian
endeavour to conduct. This is due to the diverse nature of contexts, participants, and tools
involved.Processes of knowledge management and sense making in MOOCs are likely to take place
in a liminal space, between individuals’ sense giving and sense reading practices. Thus a number of
challenges in relation to assessment, knowledge sharing, as well as evaluation and dessimination in
MOOCs have to be further investigated.
By adopting a human-centered view of knowledge management and taking into account the
challenging nature of learning contexts, we conclude that the issue of MOOC assessment should be
reconsidered in terms of individuals’ lifelong learning goals. It means that MOOC designers need to
create a learning space where participants are allowedto make their own links and connections in
relation to their tacit power that relies on the individuals’ previous experiences.SLA as a valuable
research tool and technique has the potential to approach learners’ activities in MOOCs, both at the
systemic level and at a more context-focused individual level.
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Abstract: Reading is an important learning skill. But in Taiwan, the traditional education lead
student to study passively when reading. Recently, the organization of text structure is thought
to be an effective way on reading. On organizing, learners can comprehend and memorize
their ideas by building their own text structure. Concept mapping is an organizing method
which is widely used in education. This study designed an E-Book system with concept
mapping function. We defined three concept mapping activities with different concept maps
supported, Full Map, Partial Map and No Map. This study is to investigate the user behavior
of reading through different supported map and see which is better helped on reading.
Keywords: e-book, concept mapping, text structure, text organization, scaffolding

1. Introduction
Reading skills take a big part of our learning. In Taiwan, the education mode leads the students to
accept the knowledge passively from the textbooks. Therefore, the students in Taiwan are always lack
of active thinking. The teaching materials and textbooks are the primary resources during our learning
processes in Taiwan. These kinds of reading materials give readers information to learn. The readers
have to try to understand what the authors want to tell you and organize the information into their
own memories. This process was called “ENCODING” (Craik, 1983). The ENCODING ability is
based on your faculty of memory (Cowan, 2000; Miller, 1956). The use of good organization
strategies in reading help the readers constructing their own memories and also make the
ENCODING process easier (Dwyer, Hogan and Stewart, 2010). As mentioned above, people can
learn better by organizing information themselves than reading the textbooks which are organized by
others (Kintsch, 1994). Therefore, it is very important to find the text structure in reading
comprehension.
The readers can easily notice the logical structure of the articles and the relations with other
parts though the text structure. And it truly makes a great benefit to the readers on their learning. For
instance, it helps the readers to distinguish the different ideas between the authors and the reader’s
about the gist of the article (Meyer, Brandt and Bluth, 1980). By using the text structure, we can make
reading much more efficient. Now, the text structure has been a key factor in our learning and
memorizing (Bower, Clark, Lesgold and Winzenz, 1969). The previous studies prove that the wellconstructed text is much easier to understand and to remember. Consequently, there are a lot of
organization strategies designed for people to translate the information from text to their own
memories, such as annotations, concept mapping (Novak & Gowin, 1984; Novak & Musonda, 1991),
and hierarchical summarizations (Taylor, 1982).
Concept mapping, it‘s an organization strategy which helps the learners to understand the
relationship between concepts. During the process of clarifying concepts and building maps, the
learners can also understand the real meaning of the concepts (Novak & Gowin, 1984; Novak &
Musonda, 1991). The learners organize those fragmental and abstract concepts into a complete one.
They use appropriate connections to connect each concept and make those concepts become a related
network which is called concept map. Concept mapping is to known as a helpful way in learning, and
the following are the reasons for that. First, people are used to understand and remember the
knowledge after they organize and integrate it (Brainerd & Gordon, 1994). Second, concept map
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represents a simple but lucid structure which is benefit to learning (Hall, Dansereau and Skaggs, 1992;
Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Rewey, Dansereau & Peel, 1991). Third, it is easy for people to memorize
and recall the ideas which are correlative (Joseph & Alberto, 2008). And the fourth, concept mapping
is considered to be a meaningful way in learning (Safayeni & Derbentseva, 2005; Heinz-Fry &
Novak, 1990; Novak, 1998). Generally speaking, the learners have to organize the concepts in the
beginning, and then make some links to clarify the correlations between those related nodes in their
mapping. Learners also re-combine the concept map in order to make the map clearer and more
structural (Robinson & Schraw, 1994).
In the previous studies, they had compared the learning effort under concept mapping in many
different ways (Chang, Sung & Chen, 2001). Two kinds of methods are mentioned in this study:
Construct-On-Self and Construct-On-Scaffold. They are provided to help students to construct their
own concept map when learning. In the team of Construct-on-Scaffold, they offer students the
concept map framework belongs to the expert’s. The students have to complete their concept maps
according to the expert’s. After the experiment, they found that Construct-On-Scaffold is better than
Construct-On-Self on learning efficiency.
Chang and other researchers did a similar study before (Chang, Sung & Chen, 2002). They
divided students into three parts: Map-Correction group, Scaffold-Fading group and Map-Generation
group. The Map-Correction group has the reference concept map which reached at about 40%
completeness. When learning, the students filled the uncompleted part and accomplished the map.
The Scaffold-Fading group, a complete expert map was given at the first. But the completeness of
map would decrease gradually. At last, the students were asked to finish their own map without any
reference maps. The Map-Generation group was asked to complete concept map without any
assistance from start to the end. In terms of the result, the group of Map-Correction worked better on
reading comprehension and summarization. And the Scaffold-Fading also made some improvement
on summarization.
According the above studies, we can easily know that concept mapping is beneficial on
learning. Besides, many teaching strategies now are also based on concept mapping. However, the
most studies were focus on learning performance with concept mapping. Therefore, our study makes a
new issue about concept mapping. We want to investigate the user behavior when the students make
the process of concept mapping under different approaches. We defined three different concept
mapping activities called Full-Map, Partial-Map and No-Map. This study, not only compares the
performance with different concept mapping approaches, but also cares about the behavior of readers
while reading under those map provided.
In conclusion, reading takes a big part of learning process. However, our traditional education
mode makes the students learn passively. In order to understand and fix this problem, we made this
study. In our study, we provided three kinds of maps for students to refer to. We asked students to
organize text structure by using those reference concept maps. At the same time, we observed
students’ behavior and try to make some conclusion.

2. System Description
We designed an E-Book system where users can construct their own concept maps while reading. The
allocation of this system can be divided into two parts: a concept mapping block on the left and a
main reading block on the right. The reading block is designed for readers to make some operations
while reading on the text. They can change the text page by clicking the button next to the reading
area. We also add the annotating function in this system. If they need to highlight some words or
sentences, they choose the area they want and then click the right mouse button, choose the option
“HIGHLIGHT”. The selected area will be painted yellow on its background color. And readers can
also make notes by clicking the right mouse button and choose the option “NOTE”. On clicking the
button “NOTE”, a pop-up window showed. People can edit it as a note. After finishing the note, it
becomes a mark on this page. If you want to check the content of this note, double click on it. All of
the activities like highlight or note will automatically add to the concept mapping block on the left.
The concept mapping block on the left is designed for user to construct their concept maps. In
this study, we used the hierarchical structure to present concept maps. There are some advances for
using that. First, organizing or operating the hierarchical concept maps is much easier than the general
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ones. Second, using the hierarchical concept map can clearly express the users’ thinking. The map
consists of Directory Node, Highlight Node, and Note Node. All of them have their own icons.
The Directory Node is shown as a picture like a directory, the Highlight Node is shown as an
underline mark, and the Note Node is shown as an envelope mark.
Directory Node is used to classify the annotations of different topics. The readers can add
Directory Nodes based on their requirements. Readers can add any other nodes into a Directory Node
or move a nested Directory Node into the other one. So that, the structures of the concept map edited
by readers are much more conscientious and careful. As mentioned before, on highlighting some areas
on the text, this system will create a note called Highlight Node at the concept mapping block.
Readers can double click on that node to check the content. When clicking on the node, the block of
reading page would flip to the specific page where the Highlight Node was created. Readers can edit
the title about the Highlight Node which can help reader to manage it efficiently. The use of Note
Node is similar to Highlight Node. Readers can click on the node to check the content about the Note
Node. Also, it is allowed to modify the title and content of Note Nodes. Every kind of node in the
concept maps will be allocated at the default position. If need be, readers can drag the mouse and
move nodes to the specific positions. By the way, only Directory Node can be the parent nodes which
can be added by the other nodes. To summary, readers can handle this system just rely on using
mouse and keyboard.

3. Method
3.1 Design
We designed an experiment to observe the user behavior under different concept mapping activities.
After analyzing the result, we can know what concept mapping style is better on reading. We defined
three activities, “Full-Map”, “Partial- Map”, and “No-Map”. In the activity of “Full-Map”, we
provide a complete expert concept map as assistance for readers. In the activity of “Partial-Map”, we
only provide a partial expert concept map which contains only the Directory Nodes. And the activity
of “No-Map”, we provided nothing. Readers have to read without any support. In this experiment, we
provided an E-Book system which user can construct their own hierarchical concept map and make
some annotations on reading texts. After using our E-Book system with different concept map
activities, we ask users to attend the one-by-one interview and fill out some questionnaire.
There are twenty-one undergraduates from National Central University in Taiwan took part of
this experiment. All the students read the same sixty-page text which is talk about computer science
by using the E-Book system. Students were divided into three parts called “Full-Map” group, “PartialMap” group, and “No-Map” group randomly. There were seven students in “Full-Map” group, seven
in “Partial-Map” group, and seven in “No-Map” group. In group “Full-Map”, they were provided the
complete expert concept map as assistance. In group “Partial-Map” group, they were provided a
partial expert concept map. And the group “No-Map” group, they had nothing to refer.
After the experiment, we asked students to fill out some questionnaires and take part of the
one-by-one interview. We designed the questionnaire with five-point Likert Scale. The content of
questionnaire consisted of three parts, common, individual and short answer part. The common part is
designed to investigate the cognition of students’ about concept map, and the comprehension of
organizing text structure. The three activities groups used the same common part questionnaire. And
the individual part and short answer part are designed dividedly for the three different groups, Full
Map, Partial Map and No Map group. Both of the two parts are set to investigate the user behavior
and the effort of expert concept map under the different actives groups.

3.2 Procedure
This experiment is divided into three phases. The first phase is called Instructing. We instructed
students the importance of organizing text structure and tried to explain the principles of concept map
clearly. At the same time, we taught them how to use this E-Book system. Then, we gave them about
ten minutes to practice. The first phase took about twenty minutes. After the first phase, students were
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asked to attend to the second phase called Experiment. In second phase, students were asked to read
the teaching materials with the E-Book system at about two weeks. In order to observe the user
behavior on the different activities groups, we provided three different concept maps as assistance in
the E-Book system individually. After two weeks, we started to execute the third phase called
Questionnaire and Interview. Every student had to fill out some questionnaires cost about fifteen
minutes. At the end of experiment, we chose two students from the three activities groups respectively
and made the one-by-on interview with them.

4. Result
According to the result of short answer question, there are 80% students agree with the support of
reference concept maps in Full-Map group. And 50% students in Full-map group expect to get the
complete one. Only 30% students want to get the partial expert map. Besides, there are nearly 80%
students in Full-Map group think the concept map is useful in reading. The 50% students in PartialMap group think the support of expert concept map is needed and most of them want to get the
complete expert map than partial one. In No-Map group, the 71% students expect to have the
reference concept map supported. And all the students in No-Map group want to have the complete
expert map as assistance. In addition, the 57% students in No-Map group are agreed with that concept
mapping is useful for students to organize their ideas.
The interviews were focus on the user behavior of doing concept mapping with the E-Book
system. We want to observe the different effort on students under the three different concept map
actives. Base on the result of interviews, students were not used to do concept mapping. In Full Map
group, students used the expert map as assistance, but they also made some extra annotations by
themselves. In Partial Map group, students spent less time to understand the gist of article by using the
partial concept map. And students in No-Map group all expect to have reference concept maps to
assist their reading.

5. Discussion
5.1 Reading Support
In this study, we provided an E-Book system with concept mapping function to assist students in their
reading activities. Nevertheless, we found that students were not used to organize their ideas or
thinking by doing concept mapping. However, they were willing to use expert concept maps as
assistance. They can easily preview and review by using expert concept map which were already
organized by experts.
According to the questionnaire, students in Full-Map group were generally agreed that the
reference expert maps are appropriate for them. Even though they referred to the expert maps, they
still read the whole reading material. Based on that, we presumed the most students would like to
organize their own ideas after reading the whole material. And they trust that can make a deeper
impression on their learning.
The result based on the questionnaire also showed that students in Partial Map group can be
inspired to find all the relation paragraphs according to partial expert maps. The expert partial map
provided a clear view of text structure which helped students to organize their ideas more easily.
According to the result of short answer questions, we found that most students expect to have the
complete expert map to refer than partial one. Students in Taiwan spend a little time on their reading,
so they are not willing to spend a lot of time to do concept mapping. From the result of interviews, we
also knew students will be willing to use partial expert maps to help their organization if time is
enough to. But if it is imperative, the complete expert map is much more appropriate for them. As
above, we suggest that the partial map is more suitable for the long-term reading activities.
Based on the result of questionnaire about the individual part, we found students in No Map
group think that doing concept mapping is good for them to understand how to organize their own
ideas or thinking. But they expect to have a complete teaching process about how to do concept
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mapping or be provided an expert concept map to assist. It seems that students in Taiwan are lack of
doing concept mapping. Thus, students in Taiwan should take much time on practicing doing that.

5.2 User behavior
On reading, students can use concept maps as assistance. Therefore, students can save a lot of time on
organizing their ideas. It is worth noticing that the numbers of flipping pages by clicking the nodes on
concept maps in Full Map group is more than Partial Map group and No Map group. It means that
students who are provided a complete expert map would refer to the map on their learning.
From the annotation point of view, we found students in Partial Map group made more notes
than the other two groups. It represents that the partial map can inspire the students to be willing to
make it complete. Thus, they would try hard to find the related paragraphs or sentences and make
more notes on the text materials. To summary, students can use the partial concept map to help them
to construct text structure and organize their ideas.
Also, we found students in No Map group built few directories when doing concept mapping.
This observation showed that students in Taiwan are not use to organizing their ideas when reading.
Thus, it is hard for students to doing concept mapping.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we try to figure out the effect under different concept maps supported on reading. Thus,
we provided three kinds of concept map activities which use the different reference maps, Full Map,
Partial Map and No Map as assistance in students’ reading activities. From the point of reading
supported, Full Map made the best performance on learning. Students used Full Map spent less time
to understand the gist of an article or a reading material. Also, they have the better understanding on
it. However, the students also get help from the using of expert Partial Map. Those students were
willing to finish the Partial Map to a complete one. Furthermore, students can organize their own
ideas via referring to expert Partial Map. In this experiment, time is the most important variable.
Under the condition of having enough time, students are willing to use Partial Map as a reading
assistance. Although, the help of referring Full Map and Partial Map are both good for students, we
still expect that our education mode can lead student to organize ideas by their own. Thus, they
definitely can promote their reading ability. But now, the most important of all is that we have to
make students get used to operate on an E-Book system.
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Abstract: Kyushu University installed a private cloud system, named “campus cloud system”,
using VCL and CloudStack. For a graduate school exercise course on web search engine, the
authors prepared a virtual machine on VCL, which had apache web server and GETA indexer
preinstalled. This paper introduces an outline of the cloud system, the exercise, and also
reports advantages and disadvantages of cloud based education.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, cloud technologies are used in computer-aided education of universities, and
particularly in information science and technology education. Kyushu University installed a
private cloud system in 2011, named “Kyu(Q)shu University Campus Cloud System (Qcloud
for short)”, using VCL [1,2,3,4] and CloudStack [5] for graduate schools education and
research [6,7].
VCL (Virtual Computing Lab.) realizes DaaS (Desktop as a Service) cloud service. It
was developed by NCSU (North Carolina State University) in 2004 [3,4]. NCSU has donated
the VCL source code to the ASF (Apache Software Foundation), and it is now provided as
open source software. In VCL, a teacher prepares a customized virtual machine (VM for
short), which is installed with specific applications for a lecture. A user can request a VM
through the VCL web interface, upon which VCL copies the VM image to a real machine and
starts it. After starting the VM, a student can access the VM using RDP (remote desktop
protocol) or SSH (secure shell), and use the applications.
We have been providing a course on web search engine for graduate students of the
school of ISEE (information science and electrical engineering), Kyushu University. Most
lectures in the course were discourse style until 2011. It was difficult to teach real
technologies and skills by classroom lectures. Thereby, student satisfaction for the course was
low. In 2012, to drastically improve the course, we decided to introduce exercises in which an
actual search engine is made in the lecture using the VCL system. For use in the exercises of
the course, we prepared a Linux VM on VCL with Apache web server and GETA [8] indexer
preinstalled.
The present paper reports the system, the lecture, the exercises and the lessons
learned. The composition of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the
motivation behind the Qcloud system installation, and an outline of Qcloud. Section 3
describes the web search engine exercise in which students used the Linux VM on VCL to
construct a web search engine. In section 4, we describe the exercise steps, and report student
feedback that was collected by questionnaire. We also discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of cloud based education. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 5.
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2. Kyushu University Campus Cloud System
This section briefly describes the Qcloud system.
Motivation
The graduate school of ISEE has been operating a computer system for education and
research. Until 2011, the ISEE provided an on-premises computer system that was installed
in the ISEE server room. ISEE headquarters had decided on a system replace plan, within
which it indicated the intention to replace the existing on-premise system with a cloudcomputing system. According to the plan, ISEE decided to use two cloud-computing systems,
one was a public cloud service such as AWS (amazon web service), and the other was to use
a private cloud operated by RIIT (research institute for information technology), Kyushu
University. Over the course of half a year, we discussed the design and structure of the
private cloud system, Qcloud. As a result, we decided to introduce four sub-cloud systems as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sub cloud systems in Qcloud.
Name
Education
Sever
Development
Data Processing

Description
Lecture and exercise in graduate school. Like a PC classroom.
Commodity service servers such as mail or web. Long-term period.
Software or service system development. Short-term period.
Big data processing.

An outline of Qcloud
Figure 1 shows an outline of the architecture of Qcloud. We started trial use of Qcloud in
October 2012, and only started to provide Qcloud to ISEE as of April 2013. We are planning
to provide Qcloud to other departments and graduate schools in the future. In addition, we are
also planning to provide it to other institutes.

Figure 1. An outline of Qcloud.

Education cloud in Qcloud with VCL
This paper intends to practice the construction of search engines. We built it for practicing
exercises on VCL for education. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the VCL based education
cloud system. A user signs into the VCL system and submits a VM generation request to the
system.
As shown in Figure 2, there is a file server in education cloud that stores user’s files.
Windows and Linux VMs are configured to automatically mount the user’s private file space
in the file server. The VM is deleted at the end of a lecture, because expire time is defined in
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VCL. Files on the VM are also removed if the VM is deleted. Programing and data
preparation may not finish in one day, and then files should be kept until the last day of the
lecture. We installed a CIFS (common internet file system) user access module into the file
server. Windows and MacOS support CIFS, so a user can access his/her file space anytime
via the campus network without any preparation. The file server contributes to the
improvement of user experiments.

Figure 2. Education Cloud with VCL in Qcloud.

3. Web search engine exercise
Course description
We applied the use of the Qcloud system to the Advanced Distributed Systems course.
Hirokawa, one of authors of this paper, has been teaching advanced distributed systems to
graduate students since 2008. According to the syllabus of the course, lectures in this course
are on the principle, theory, technologies, and applications of wide area network
environments, and basic techniques of the web such as HTML, URI, and HTTP. Moreover,
the course includes the processing and method for collecting data dispersed in the wide area,
analyzing, unifying, and utilizing. Since the operation of the Qcloud system started in 2012,
we decided to perform the construction exercise of a Web search engine from the lecture in
the 2012 fiscal year.
Web search engine construction
In order to construct a Web search engine, it is necessary to collect and to preprocess data.
An outline of preprocessing is shown in the left half of Figure 3. First is the collection of
search data such as html files. Second is forming where low data files are written in various
formats. The last is indexing, where an index file represents the relation of words and files.
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Figure 3. Preprocessing and Simple Web Search Engine.

An outline of a simple search system is shown in the right half of Figure 3. The
system consists of a web server, search program, and index. In Figure 3, search programs are
implemented as CGI (common gateway interface) programs. The user submits a query to the
search system. The search CGI program gets the query and decomposes it into words. Then it
scans for the words in the index. Finally, the program generates HTML for search results, and
returns it to the user.
Customizing a Linux VM for web search engine construction
We made a Linux VM image for a web search engine. At the first stage, the VM was a very
simple CentOS machine on which we installed Apache web server (ver.2.0), the
morphological analysis tool chasen [11], and general-purpose associative retrieval engine
GETA (ver.2) [10]. We also configured the VM appropriately for web search engine
construction. The Apache web server starts when the machine starts-up. We configured the
httpd.conf (Apache’s access control file) to permit the execution of CGI programs on the
website for users. We also changed the iptables file to permit HTTP web access (port 80)
communication from university IP addresses.
The installation of software and configuration of server setting are required for
practical system construction, however it is less related to the essence of the information
retrieval. The essence of a search engine is the crawling of web data, the forming of collected
data files, indexing of files, and the search algorithm. In the exercise course, we prepared an
all-in-one packed VM image. Student’s only need to start the VM to try exercises and can
concentrate on the exercise.
Steps of web search engine construction
In the exercise in 2012, the lecture was carried out in the following steps.
1. Starting Linux VM on VCL. Basics of Linux operation, and basics of Perl
language. (One day)
2. Word counting from original data and extraction of WAM (word-article matrix)
file by Perl script. (One day)
3. Basics of GETA (Generic Engine for Transposable Association). Construction of
a file search Perl program using GETA. (Two days)
4. Web CGI Perl programing. (One day)
5. Self exercise of web search engine construction using provided data files. (2days)
6. Presentation of exercise results. (One day)
In step 2, we offered 100 files of an online novel service metadata. Before the
exercise we collected metadata files from syosetu.com, which is a Japanese online novel
service. All metadata files were written in the YAML text format [12], which is a structured
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data format, but very easy to understand the structure. So, these are suitable for novice word
counting.
Before step 5 (the last exercise), we also offered 42,921 files. These files contain the
outline data of articles, which were posted to IEICE society (the Institute of Electronics,
Information and Communication Engineers), during 2004 to 2011. An article outline consists
of a title, author(s), and abstract. The abstract part has long natural language (Japanese)
sentences, and are difficult to word count. Then, we offered morphological analysis of
sentence, and extracted words.
In step 5, we provided two data sets. Student selected either the metadata of online
novels, or IEICE outline data, and built the search engine using the data. Although we
allowed the collection of real web data, there was no student who collected data by
themselves. Finally, students presented their search engine that he/she created. We indicated
to students to show devised points, enhanced points, and invented points in the presentation.
4. Discussion
Questionnaires and results
In order to evaluate the course content, an easy questionnaire for attendance students was
conducted. The survey items consist of the following seven items and got ten attendance
students to evaluate each on a five-point scale. The results of mark evaluation is shown in
Table 2. The right table in Table 2 is a modified version of the left, where the scores are
subtracted by 3 for intelligibility.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Usability of VCL web interface
Length of VM (max:4 hours, min:1 hours.)
Usability of Linux VM
Usability of SSH terminal operation
Usability of Apache Web server
Usability of GETA
Usability of Perl Language and GETA Perl modules

Table 2: Questionnaire results (Left: original, Right: -3).

Discussion of questionnaire results
The questionnaire contains a portion in which students can describe their opinion freely. We
observed through this portion that the attendance student's degree of satisfaction was high.
The subject assigned to the students is to construct a search engine. They tackled the subject
independently and enjoyed it very much.
The evaluation scores of (b), (e) and (f) were low in Table 2. The question (b)
concerns to the usability of VCL system. Students wrote dissatisfaction to time restriction as
their free opinion. This is because the time limit of virtual machine in the campus cloud
system of Kyushu University is only 4 hours. This limit was set as default. But they can
extend the limit to 8 hours. Unfortunately, they required much longer time for completing
their task of constructing a search engine. They were forced to suspend their job during their
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effort. The setting of a time limit was a problematic. However, students were absorbed in
making their own search engine. Thus, the task was successful. Indeed, many students wrote
that they were interested in creating a search engine.
The evaluation score of question (e) was low. It concerns with the usability of Web
servers for CGI. This is because that the preparation of virtual machines was not enough. It
was the first time to do this class in a cloud environment. It took several weeks until detailed
settings of Apache and permission of related files were worked out. This delay caused
troubles for students. Once the environment was settled, they did not have difficulty in the
second half of the class. Unfortunately, the bad impression in the early times remained.
The reason for the low score for the question (f) comes from the complex of the
exposition. They had to learn the basic notion of information retrieval, such as vector model
of documents, term document matrix and indexing. Then, they had to learn how to use the
tools to create indexes. Since there is a portion with a difficult understanding, it is thought
that it had an impression that is hard to use.
Effectiveness of Cloud
We are satisfied with the effectiveness of the lecture and the exercise using virtual machine
and cloud environment. The first advantage is the maintainability of computer environment.
In case of customization a physical computer environment to fit a course, we must consider
the affect of the customization on other courses. On the other hand, in case of customization
of a VM on VCL, we do not have to care about customizations affecting other courses
because the VM is only used by a course.
The second advantage of VM (or VCL) is that students can experience working as an
administrator. In the exercise, students configured settings of the Apache's httpd.conf, and
students satisfied these administration works, because they wanted to train computer system
admonition for their work after graduation. It was difficult to train admonition in
conventional physical computer environment, because it is too risky. A simple miss
configuration easily causes malfunctioning for the whole system. On the other hand, on VCL,
a learner can delete the VM when the VM's behavior became wrong because of
misconfiguration.
5. Conclusion
This paper reported lessons taught in a search engine course for ICT major graduate students.
They learned how to create their own search engine. The course was taught and run on a
private cloud system. The structure of the cloud system and the contents of the course were
described. The exercise, which actually builds a search engine on the virtual machine in
cloud, was performed. The teachers collected the data and provided it as search targets.
As a result of summarizing the questionnaire from attendance students, it turned out
that the attendance students had a very high degree of satisfaction. Analysis of the
questionnaire results showed that a lecture is improvable by setting change of a VCL system.
The advantages in the case of using the cloud system in education were described as well. We
will expand the scale of a cloud style education system from now on, and consider utilizing it
also for the education in faculties and graduate schools other than an information system. The
content of system maintenance needs to be analyzed. We would like to consider offering the
cloud system not only within our university, but also to domestic universities or other
universities around the world.
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Abstract: It is necessary to perform a literature review before starting a new research project.
However, many students do not know the procedures of performing a literature review. In this
paper, based on the professional experiences and opinions of expert researchers, we describe
an SNS-based literature review system to help students conduct research surveys. This system
includes two search engines, one is an article search engine, which can help students conduct
research surveys, and the other is a logging search engine, which allows students to learn from
each other via their logs and share experience with other students. User models of the system
as well as its functions are presented.
Keywords: Literature review, Learning by Searching, Data Mining, Search Engine

1. Introduction
Before initiating a new research project, it is necessary to conduct a literature review to be well aware
of the current research state including substantive research findings of the area as well as theoretical,
practical and methodological contributions (Yin et al., 2013a). As indicated by Hwang and Tsai
(2011), the procedures of conducting research surveys allow educators and researchers to more
consciously and have higher chances and possibilities to contribute to the relevant studies. "
A scientific literature survey should be accompanied with a document, which describes a
research area and its related work and contains a number of relevant references. It is an important
procedure for students to master in order to conduct research. Many researchers’ supervisors may be
consulted by their students seeking help on how to start a research project efficiently and eventually
publish a paper.
Some of the supervisors may provide their students with some introductory literature. Using this,
the students can perform a more detailed literature review. This makes it easier for the students to gain
important articles, however, the ultimate problem is that they still do not know how and where to
retrieve such relevant articles of importance. Hence, it is better to teach students how to find the
important articles than to give the students articles directly. Moreover, the number of articles which
are provided by supervisors may be limited, and some supervisors may request their students to read
many journal papers and scholarly books according to their interests, and find some gaps in
knowledge, which can be their research topic. However, the actual problem concerns how to find such
valuable articles in their interests.
When starting to conduct research, the first step is to conduct a research survey. This paper
focuses on the following three research problems/questions of conducting a research survey:
1. What kind of articles are important articles in the current research field?
2. What are the factors to determine these important articles?
3. How can one find important articles by using ICT and recommend these articles to students?
Regarding the first two questions, an interview was carried out by asking three research experts,
who are working in Kyushu University. We asked them the following question: “Do you agree that
the following factors – citation rating, journal ranking, survey or research paper, authors or founders can be used to judge how valuable a paper is?” They answer the question with “Agree” or “Disagree”.
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Presented in table 1 are more information regarding these factors - 1) All three experts agreed
that a paper with a high citation rating was a good paper; 2) Two of them agreed that the journal with
a high impact factor was a good journal, as it undergoes a rigorous review process. The Impact Factor
helps to evaluate a journal’s relative importance. 3) A survey paper summarizes the current state of
work in a particular field, which provides an overview of the main issues, results, and open questions
in that field. On the other hand, research papers describe specific work (research, experimentation, or
development of theory). Two of the experts agreed that high quality survey papers are very important.
4) In some fields, a number of people are considered the founders of that scientific field and in some
other fields, they may even be considered as the "mother" or "father" of the field. 10 The founders’
decision, technical knowledge, experience have significant contribution in their research areas. One of
the experts confirmed that such papers belonging to a founder are very worthy of reading, as they
normally have accumulated a lot of research experience and expertise in this area.
Table 1: Factors affecting the importance of research articles
Factors
Citation rating
Journal ranking
Survey/research
papers
Authors/Founders

Description
Papers with a high citation rating.
Papers published in a journal with a high impact factor.
Survey papers provide an important overview of the main issues, results, and
open questions in that field.
Papers published by certain well-known authors or founders of that scientific
field are important.

In this paper, based on the results of the interview with the three experts, we propose an SNSbased literature review system for supporting students to perform literature research surveys. SNS is
defined as a web-based service that allows individuals to: construct a profile within an organized framework;
generate a list of other users with whom they share a connection; and navigate their own list of connections and
view those made by others within the system (Boyd and Ellison, 2007; Yin, 2013).

This is a SNS system, which has two search engines- 1) Paper Search Engine (PSE), which is
used to help students to conduct a research survey, and the other is a 2) Logs Search Engine (LSE),
which allows students to learn from each other via their logs. The users will leave notes while they
use the system. These logs are searching notes or history of their search processes that have been left
by the expert researchers. Students maintain their learning logs, therefore a large number of logs on
the Web will be accumulated. Our SNS-based system can analyze and share these learning logs by
recording the users’ search processes. Hence, as a result, students may become more easily aware of
new knowledge, and learn search skills from others. By using the system, the students can learn how
to obtain important articles, and a SNS member can also share their literature review methods and
hence teach or learn from each other. This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, a literature
review is presented. In section 3, the data preparation of creating the system search engine is
presented. In section 4, a description of our system is explained. Finally, conclusions and future work
are presented in section 5.

2. Literature Review
Learning by Searching (LBS) Strategy
The system focuses on providing a knowledge acquisition tool to effectively acquire knowledge and it
employs a strategy called Learning by Searching – (LBS)’, which we defined as the act of searching
for information on the Web (Yin et al., 2013a). This is a cognitive process through which the user
actively acquires knowledge. It is a strategy of learning and teaching that gives students opportunities
to direct their own learning as they search on the Web.
The existing ‘investigative learning’ methods that use set teaching materials, such as textbooks
and dictionaries, restrict the amount of knowledge that can be learned as they have prescribed
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educational contents and learning materials, such as using elementary school teaching materials
(Murakami, 2010), students can get the right answers through searching activities.
‘LBS’ is different from the existing ‘investigative learning’. Compared with ‘investigative
learning’, ‘LBS’ has the following characteristics:
1) Large amounts of Web data are available as target data.
2) Anyone can obtain Web data easily, however, the quality of information cannot be
guaranteed.
3) Web data does not have correct answers, and therefore it is difficult to provide assessments.
4) Compare with existing teaching materials such as textbook, there is a wide variety of learning
content on the web.
5) Different people may have different knowledge learning needs, with a high amount of
individuality. In order to obtain the accurate information that matches their purpose, it is
important to identify information sources which they would want to access.
6) While learning by searching, students will be able to become aware of the knowledge areas
which they lack proficiency.
7) It is possible to generate new knowledge by using Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
technology to discovery large amounts of Web data.
8) It is possible to produce original ideas through Learning by Searching
9) It is possible to study through trial and error.
Other related works include: training students’ web searching skills, such as: selecting keywords
and/or phrases, the acquisition of search skills, and information gathering approach (Chiou, Hwang, &
Tseng, 2009); observing and analyzing information-seeking behaviors in order to develop new
environments that facilitate teachers’ observation and analysis of the information-seeking behaviors of
students in web-based learning environments (Tseng, Hwang, Tsai, & Tsai, 2009). This paper focuses
on developing a LBS tool to help students to acquire knowledge effectively.
Classification of Literature Review
In general, a literature review can be classified in to 3 categories:
A) A survey of a specialized domain: This kind of survey is conducted by using textbooks, which
can help to master the basic content, or obtain general/systematic knowledge of a specialized domain
(Eom et al. 1993;). This kind of survey can be used to help grasp basic theory, technology,
application, and data in the current research domain. It is suitable for beginners, general public,
students and educators. This kind of research survey is conducted usually while writing a review
paper.
B) Comparison with previous research: In order to determine the originality or effectiveness of
research, one conducts a research survey to compare the research results with the previous research
(Yin et al., 2013ab; Liu et al., 2011). This kind of research survey is conducted usually as a “Related
work” section while writing a researcher paper.
C) Analyzing the research trend: In order to find some new research theme, one analyzes the
research trend. Generally, journal papers and conference proceedings contain academic literature of
higher quality, and these represent the latest developments in a specialized field (Wong & Monacob,
1995; Hwang & Tsai, 2011). Users may conduct research trends analysis with these documents.
Our system belongs to category C). We have built a " Milky Way Research Trend - MWRT"
system for conducting surveys of scientific literature (Yin et al., 2013a), and the learning effectiveness
of MWRT has been confirmed. Based on the MWRT, we proposed a SNS-based search engine to help
analyze research trends. Not only can learners acquire the knowledge of their research fields, but also
search and research skills by using the system.

3. Search Engines of the SNS-based System
As mentioned above, the core of the system is the Paper Search Engine and the Logs Search
Engine. Data preparation is a key stage of creating these search engines. There are five steps of
creating these search engines (Figure 1): 1) Data collection; 2) Stemming; 3) Creating a frequency
file; 4) Creating a database; and 5) Building a system that enables keyword-based searches in the
database.
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Data preparation is conducted from step 1 to step 4. In these stages, “Stemmers” 11 and “GETA” 12
were used to create the database. “Stemmers” were used to generate the frequency file as a textual
index file. The frequency file is the internal data structure that stores the word index information;
GETA was used to convert textual index file into a binary index file WAM (Word Article Matrix),
which can be seen as a database.

Figure 1. Five steps of creating a search engine
At the initial stage of the system, there is no community search logs data. However, we have created a
search engine named “Milky Way”. Thirty-six students have used this “Milky Way” search engine to
analyze the research trends of mobile learning articles. We used these students’ search logs as
experiment data of the system. He search queries and browsing history of the experimental group
were collected as the log data- 84 search queries and 192 browsed web page histories were collected.
Each search queries contains the following:
The number of users who have searched for the same information before
Keywords of the query
Figure 3 shows the segments of log data. Each log data contains the following:
IP address of the PC used by participants
Date and time when the participants browsed the search results
Paper number (1~13353)
Keywords used by participants

4. A SNS-based Literature Review System - Description
After data have been prepared, we built a system which includes two search engines that enable
keyword-based searches of the database. One is for searching research papers, named Papers Search
Engine (PSE); the other is for search logs, named Logs Search Engine (LSE).
This system is a Web Learning system. Fan (2011) identified three benefits of Web Learning
systems: 1) it can provide numerous and various learning materials; 2) it can retain the learners'
autonomy; and 3) it is possible to facilitate collaborative learning between learners and teachers.
By using the system, users can share their search queries and browsing history. We refer to the search
queries and browsing history as “survey history”. This system helps students to find the content they
require. It also analyzes these community search logs, and shares the students’ searching knowledge
and experiences with each other. Users can share problems or new knowledge and comment on
others’ search activities. The system is composed of three parts: “Survey”, “Memo”, and “History”.
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Figure 2. Interface of the system
1) “Survey”: The system provides survey functions such as search and classification. As shown
in Figure 2 (A), the SNS system users can conduct keyword-based searches, and then the paper title
and their numbers are displayed. When clicked ‘★’, ‘○’, or paper title, corresponding information
will be displayed, as shown in Figure 2(B).
‘★’ represents the users who selected the paper. When clicked ‘★’, the users who have browsed
the paper are displayed in figure 2(B);‘○’ represents the papers which were selected as related paper
in the past search results. When a user clicked the ‘○’, the number of times that the paper have been
browsed is displayed in figure 2(B). When the paper title is clicked, the detail of the paper, such as
authors and abstract is displayed in figure 2(C).
2)“Memo”: every user’s latest memo are displayed and the system also provides a forum for
communicating and discussing about the memos.
3)“History”: Search keywords and survey history will be stored automatically.
Scenario of using the system
In this section, we give a general scenario for use with our system, as follows: A research team
consisting of professors, senior and junior researchers were given two tasks: 1) to summarize the
technology development process in mobile learning, and 2) to classify the main types of existing
mobile learning applications.
A professor (expert) began to conduct the first task by using the PSE and inputted “mobile
learning, technologies, trend” as search query items. Figure 3 shows the search results as “Android
(2010), Smart Phones (2007), Wireless (2005), PDAs (2003)”; this means that these words have
higher frequencies than others. In particular, ‘Android’ has been paid a lot of attention since 2010.

Figure 3. PSE search results
After that, the professor conducts the second task. According to his own past experience, he
temporarily classified “mobile learning” into two categories: “Collaborative Data Gathering” and
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“Classroom Response Systems”. He inputs these two categories and clicks the “Classification” button.
Simultaneously, he wrote down a memo as follows: “According to my own experience, I classified
“mobile learning” into two categories”. Then the system refines the classification of mobile learning
as these two categories. Thereafter, the system will recommend a new category called “Participatory
Simulation”, as many researches classify mobile learning applications into three categories: “
classroom response systems, participatory simulations, and collaborative data gathering” (Roschelle,
2003; Ogata et al.,2013 ). The survey process and memos are recorded automatically as survey
history. The professor shares the survey history on the SNS-based system.
Senior and junior researchers use the LSE to search the survey histories of experts, and learn the
research/search skills by browsing the experts’ survey history, as an example. They can discuss with
each other through leaving their opinions and comments in the community forum.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed a SNS-based system to help students conduct research surveys. It is very
important to conduct research surveys for any academic research and may junior researchers may
experience difficulties at the beginning of their research careers, as they are lack the experiences to
locate appropriate keywords for searching within their research fields (Yin et al., 2013a).
Our system supports the analysis of research trends and offers learners opportunities to reflect
their search behaviors. By browsing the experts’ survey history, students can learn research and
search skills. In terms of pedagogical significance and effectiveness, our system has the following
four features to facilitate these:
1) Users can use the system to analyze and compare knowledge/information and research
methods in the literature review.
2) Opportunities are offered to users for reflection. When learners conduct a search, their search
queries, memos, and browsing history are recorded, and therefore this helps learners to reflect their
search behaviors.
3) Users’ search skills and searching efficiency can be improved. By browsing the experts’
survey history, students can master how to select search queries, conduct literature retrieval and
analysis naturally, and therefore helping them to learn search skills.
4) SNS-based system users may share their searching history, so users may find the content they
require easier.
In the future, we will develop the system and evaluate the learning effectiveness of the system.
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Abstract: In this paper, we proposed AR-based learning support system for inorganic
chemistry that uses the historical information of each participant. To perform experiments in a
virtual environment, markers and a USB camera are utilized as the input interface. By using
this interface, a learner can perform chemical experiments in the virtual environment. Our
proposed system presents the learner with a number of questions, which are selected on the
basis of the leaner’s historical information within the system. This selection algorithm helps a
learner perform experiments that correspond to questions suitable for his/her level of
understanding. Each learner’s historical information is obtained from his/her examination
results by paper tests. By this selection method, a learner can repeatedly learn about inorganic
chemistry in the virtual environment.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Experiment-based Learning, Selection of suitable Questions,
Inorganic Chemistry

1. Introduction
In Japanese high schools, chemical education consists of the following three components: theoretical
chemistry; organic chemistry; and inorganic chemistry. To learn inorganic chemistry, it is crucial for
learners to perform various chemical experiments in the classroom. Based on these experimental
results, learners gain knowledge of chemical reactions and learn inorganic chemistry; however, it is
difficult for them to obtain complete knowledge about chemical reactions in a single experiment, and
it is impossible for all experiments to be repeatedly performed until all students memorize all
chemical reactions. To address these problems, learning support systems using virtual experiments
have been developed (Konishi et al. (2010) and Nanko et al. (2008)).
For example, Konishi developed an Intelligent Practice Support System (IPSS) for high
school chemistry (Nanko et al. (2008)); however, IPSS does not take inorganic chemistry into
consideration. In the inorganic chemistry field, it is important for learners to observe experimental
results and the experimental methods in Japanese high school education. To learn inorganic chemistry
based on virtual experiments, we previously developed an AR-based learning support system (Sumida
et al. (2012)). AR is helpful in that it provides a natural user interface that integrates VR and the real
world (Asai et al. (2011), Iwasaki et al. (2010) and Sano et al. (2010)). Using this approach, a virtual
experimental environment is constructed without actual equipment. To perform experiments in the
virtual environment, markers printed on papers are utilized as the control interface, and the virtual
environment is created using AR technology. By operating such markers, users perform various
experiments, such as the flame test. In addition, the system presents questions and hints, enabling
users to acquire knowledge of chemical reactions by solving these questions in a virtual environment;
however, for learning inorganic chemistry using only this system, learners have to select questions
regarding inorganic chemical reactions that they does not yet remember. If the system can present
suitable questions to learners, we expect that they can learn more effectively. Most of the learning
content for chemistry does not have this function (Ikuo et al. (2012)). The content only enables
learners to confirm the chemical reaction or information.
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Display
USB camera

Marker

Figure 1: The overview of the proposed system.
In this paper, we proposed AR-based learning support system using user’s learning historical
information for inorganic chemistry. In the proposed system, AR-based virtual environment for
inorganic chemical experiments is utilized in order to make learners find a questions answer. And the
given questions are determined by each learner’s historical information corresponding to the learner’s
percentage of given questions already answered correctly. This information is calculated from results
of paper tests about inorganic chemical reactions. By using this information, the proposed system can
determine the set of questions given to learner. The determined set of questions corresponds to the
chemical reactions that the learner has not yet answered or mastered. By learning repeatedly using this
system, it is expected that the learner can memorize all chemical reactions corresponding to prepared
questions.

2. Inorganic chemistry learning management system using AR-based virtual laboratory
2.1 System Structure
Figure 1 shows the overview and structure of the proposed system respectively. As shown in Figure 1,
this system has three devices (1: USB camera, 2: computer and display, 3: markers for input
interface). USB camera records image of user’s operation in order to create the virtual environment
for experiments based on real image and CGs. Simulation of experiments and creation of virtual
environment are carried out by computer, and in display virtual environment (processes and results of
experiments) is displayed (shown in Figure 1). In order to construct the virtual laboratory from real
image recorded by USB camera, user’s operation must be recognized from real image. Then various
markers are utilized for recognition of user’s operation. By putting and moving markers in recorded
area, user’s operation of items, used for performing experiments, are easily recognized by the system.
For recognition of markers from image recorded by USB camera, ARToolKit library and markers are
utilized. Table 1 shows examples of markers used in the virtual environment. A set of multiple
markers is used as marker corresponding to equipment (such as burner and beaker). By putting these
markers in recorded area, this system understand that user utilize the corresponding instruments. In
addition, corresponding CGs are displayed near the marker in virtual environment (shown in Figure
1). Then, solutes and water solutions have to be selected for performing experiments which user wants
to conduct. For selection of the solutes and water solutions, 17 solute markers and 6 water solution
markers are used. In order to perform experiments in virtual laboratory, markers corresponding to
operation have to be prepared. The operation markers shown in Table 2 are used for showing user’s
intention of operation.
When a learner wishes to learn about inorganic chemistry reactions using this system, the
system displays questions about chemical reactions over the virtual laboratory to describe the purpose
of experiments to learners. By answering a question by performing experiments in the virtual
laboratory, learners can acquire knowledge about inorganic chemistry. For performing such learning
effectively, the system has to present suitable questions to learners. Then, the proposed system selects
the question displayed over the virtual laboratory based on the learner’s learning historical
information. By using such information, the system can give some suitable questions corresponding to
the chemical reactions that learner have yet to learn.
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Table 1: Examples of Markers Corresponding to Instruments and Item for Experiment.

Instruments

Solutes

Water solutions

An Example Image
of Markers

Table 2: Examples of Markers Corresponding to Operation by Learner.

Operation for water
solutions

Adjustment of
Solutes’ parameters

Checking answer

An Example Image
of Markers

(a) Preparation of water solution which
contain ferric ion

(b) Adding the precipitating agent for
making precipitation of ion

Figure 2: Example of Experimental Process of Precipitation of Ion.
In the next subsection, the details of the virtual laboratory are described.

2.2 AR-based Virtual Environment with Giving Questions Function
In this system, in order to perform the chemical experiments, the virtual environment [4] is utilized.
By using this environment, learner can perform three chemical experiments (1: flame color test, 2:
precipitation of ion, 3: positive ion analysis). The system understands the type of experiments which
learner wants to conduct from the arrangement of the instruments markers. Next, detail of
precipitation of ion experiment is described as example of virtual experiment.
Precipitation of ion experiment is shown in Figure 2. In this experiment, user has to
investigate the phenomenon about the color precipitation of ion, used precipitating agent and so on. In
order to conduct this experiment in virtual environment, user should use the three kinds of marker
(instruments marker, solutes marker and water solutions marker). In the example of experiment shown
in Figure 2, at first, water solution that contains the ferric ion is prepared in beaker (Figure 2(a)). For
this preparation, ferric ion marker is put and moved near the beaker marker. In next process, by
adding the precipitating agent into the beaker, user can check the precipitation of ion. Then a water
solution maker is put and moved near a beaker marker (Figure 2(b)). By this operation, corresponding
water solution (hydrogen sulfide solution) is added into prepared solution in virtual environment.
Although test tube is generally used for this process, since the quantity of solution is not considered in
learning in this paper using proposed system, a solution marker is moved near the beaker marker
directly. By conducting the experiment corresponding to phenomena which can indicate the
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information that user wants to know, user can learn about precipitation phenomena through the
experiments.

(checking the result
of experiment)
(a) An example of presentation of a
question in virtual environment

(during
experiment)

(b) Checking marker

Figure 3: Question and Marker for Checking Answer.
2.3 Giving Questions Function
The question is displayed on the upper part of virtual environment. Figure 3(a) shows
an example of presentation of question in virtual environment. In this question, “What is ion
which can change the color of flame into blue-green?” is written in Japanese. By presenting a
question, user perform experiment in order to find answer about presented question. In
proposed system, user’s answer corresponds to results of experiment. User can show his/her
situation (experiment is finished or not) by checking marker (Figure 3(b)). This marker is
printed on both sides. When this marker is turned over, the system evaluates the answer
(result of experiment). If user makes mistake, hint is displayed on the underside of virtual
environment and user perform experiment again based on given hint. After attaining a correct
answer, by turning this marker over again, the next question is given for user.
2.4 Selecting Questions from the Results of Learner’s Paper Test
In the proposed system, a set of question is given to each learner for leaning the chemical
reactions through answering process. In order to performing learning effectively, suitable
questions have to be selected. By find answers of given questions through experiments in the
virtual environment, the leaner can acquire the knowledge corresponding to given questions.
Algorithm for selecting the set of questions given to a learner for learning process described
above is shown below. Then, in this algorithm, the number of questions in one set is equal to
n.
1. As an initial set of questions, seven questions are given.
2. A learner performs experiments in the virtual environment to answer the given questions.
3. A few days later (within four days), a learner takes a paper test. This paper test includes
all given questions in the virtual environment before now.
4. The number of incorrect answers from Step 3 is set as I(t). The number of given
questions in Step 3 is set as Q(t): where t is the number of times of a repetition of a test in
Step 3.
5. Immediately after a test, if I(t) is smaller than n, the questions corresponding to incorrect
answer are set as the set of questions given in the virtual environment. New questions are
added into the set of questions until the number of questions in a set is equal to n.
Immediately after a test, if I(t) becomes in more than n, n questions are selected from the
questions corresponding to incorrect questions at random, and the selected questions are
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set as the set of given questions in the virtual environment. Return to the Step 2 after the
above process in Step 5.
In Step4, when I(t) is equal to 0 and all prepared questions are given to a learner, this
learning algorithm is completed. By giving the set of question to a learner for learning in the
virtual environment, a leaner acquires knowledge of inorganic chemistry reactions by the
performing experiments in the virtual environment. Moreover, this repetition learning
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Figure 4: Experimental Results of Subject A in Paper Test.
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Figure 6: Experimental Results of Subject B
in Paper Test.

continues until a leaner acquires the knowledge corresponding to all the questions. If a
learner forgets the knowledge about the questions which a learner has answered correctly
before, the system can give the corresponding questions to a leaner once again by the check
of Step 4 using paper test.
3. Evaluation Experiment
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed selection of given questions and learning
process using a virtual environment, learning experiments about chemical reactions were
conducted. Two subjects (A and B) participated in the experiments.
Subject A learned the knowledge of chemical reactions using the proposed system. As a
candidate for comparison, subject B used different systems for learning. The proposed system
was modified as a system which subject B uses. In the system for subject B, the algorithm of
selecting a set of questions given to a learner differs from the algorithm of the proposal
system. In order to confirm the validity of repeated learning, a paper test has only n questions
used by prior learning using the virtual environment in comparative algorithm (in the
proposed system, a test has all question in the virtual environment before now). In the
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experiments, the total number of questions is 35. 35 questions correspond to the inorganic
chemical reactions that Japanese high school students study. Further, n was set to 7.
The experimental results of subject A are shown in Figure 4. By repeated learning, in the
th
18 experiment, subject A has acquired all the knowledge of chemical reactions
corresponding to all questions given to subject A in the virtual environment. Figure 5 shows
the number of correct answers in each experiment. From this figure, it is indicated that
subject A was unable to acquire all seven knowledge in an experiment once. However, by
performing learning repeatedly, finally subject A has acquired all the knowledge of chemical
reaction through learning using the proposed system. Next, in order to compare with a
proposed system, the subject B’s experimental result is shown in Figure 6. As shown in this
figure, the subject B’s learning experiment is ended by 10 times. And the total of correct
answers in paper test is 35 corresponding to given questions because modified system for
subject B does not set repeatedly the problem which the learner was able to solve. After these
experiments shown in Figure 6, subject B challenged answering to all questions about
chemical reactions by a paper test. The percentage of correct answers of the subject B in this
test was 45.8% (He can answer 17 questions). Conversely, subject A can get all the answers
right after this experiment.
From these results, by repeated learning using proposed questions selection algorithm
and virtual environment, there is possibility that a learner can get all knowledge of inorganic
chemical reaction which the Japanese high school students have to study.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a learning support system using AR-based virtual environment and
question recommendation method based on a learner’s learning history. For chemical
experiments, the proposed system gives some questions to a learner. These questions are
selected based on a leaner’s learning history information. The determined set of questions
corresponds to the chemical reaction which a learner cannot answer. By learning repeatedly
using this system, it is expected that the learner can memorize all chemical reactions
corresponding to prepared questions. From experimental results, there is possibility that a
learner can get all knowledge of inorganic chemical reaction which the Japanese high school
students have to study, by using the proposed system.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe an algorithm and programming learning environment by
illustrating the relationships among programs, target domains, and operations. Our proposed
learning environment supports software programming learners in understanding code that
includes nested loops by using a function that visualizes the differences in the target domain's
state before and after executing a sequence of operations. We evaluate this environment in the
classroom, and the results suggest that the proposed environment improves the understanding
of programming beginners.
Keywords: Learning support environment, nested loops, teaching algorithm and
programming

1. Introduction
Several research studies have focused on visualized programming learning environments (Butz et al.
(2006), Fossati et al. (2008), Gabor (2009), Malmi et al. (2004) and Noguchi et al. (2010)). However,
definitive educational methods have not yet been established for learning algorithms and
programming, because learning units in these areas are very large in scope (McCracken et. al. (2001)
and Bennedsen & Caspersen (2008)).
Ideally, items to be learned are divided in smaller chunks, and learners learn each chunk in
three stages. The first stage is the algorithm-understanding phase (S1). Typically, learners attend a
lecture (S1-1) and then reproduce the behavior of the algorithm using the specified input data (S1-2).
Learners also produce operation sequences that represent the behavior of the algorithm. The second
stage is the code-understanding phase (S2). Learners learn to understand the operation sequences and
the state of the target domain (S2-1). They also understand the program code as a whole, based on the
operation sequences (S2-2). The third stage is the coding phase (S3). Learners write (S3-1) and test
(S3-2) their own program code.
We have already constructed the algorithm learning environment for the S1-2 stage (Noguchi
et al. 2010), and we have also constructed the algorithm and programming learning environment for
the S2 stage (Kogure et al. 2012). In this study, we focus again on the S2 stage. As in the previous
study, we define three fields in programming: the programs field (PF), the target domain field (TDF),
and the operations field (OF). It is important to understand these three fields and the relationships
among them in order to understand programs and algorithms. PF stores the program code. OF stores
the operation sequences. TDF visualizes the state of the target domain when an operation sequence is
executed.
In the previous study, we suggested that it is important for learners to understand the
relationship among PF, TDF, and OF on the S2 stage. Learners can understand the operation
sequences for specific input data and the state of the target domain corresponding to the operation
sequences with relative ease. However, they find it very difficult to understand the behavior of the
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program code. One cause of the difficulty is the gap between the concrete fields (TDF and OF) and
the abstract field (PF). Therefore, we propose a new method for understanding program code in order
to bridge this gap for learners.
The system helps the learner learn through the following procedure: First, learners create a set
of operation sequences to process specific input data. Then, learners label the set with its intended
purpose. By doing so, the system promotes the learners' understanding of the relationship between OF
and PF and between TDF and PF. However, it is difficult for programming beginners to understand
certain concepts, such as nested loops and recursive functions.
The primary target of this paper is to focus on teaching multiple nested loops in programs,
and we evaluate our previous environment (Kogure et al. 2012) for promoting this understanding in
actual classroom in a university. We evaluate following three effects of adopting our proposed system
in the classroom. The first effect is that the learners would understand nested loops (E1). The second
effect is that the learners would be able to trace through a program that includes nested loops (E2).
The third effect is that the teacher would be able to measure the learners' level of understanding by
observing a learner’s behavior in the system (G3). We asked a teacher to use our proposed system in a
classroom setting, and the results suggested that all three effects were achieved.

2. Concept of Existing Algorithm and Programming Learning Environment
2.1 Three Fields of Programming
We believe that it is very important for learners to understand three important fields in programming
and the relationships among these three fields. As mentioned earlier, these three fields are the
programs field (PF), the target domains field (TDF), and the operations field (OF). PF manages the
program code. TDF presents the state of the target domain, before and after the system executes
certain operation sequences. OF manages the operation sequences. We explain the three fields in
more detail.
Based on the learning goals, the teacher selects an algorithm and a program code to illustrate
the algorithm. Then, the learners select the input data to use in order to check the behavior of the
sample program. The sample program is stored in PF, where a fragment of the sample program pi is
included in program set P = {p1, p2 ,... ,pi, ... ,pN}. The system automatically embeds a program
fragment p'i (typically a sprintf operation) to observe the behavior of a fragment pi in the original
program set P. The system compiles and executes the program set P' = {p1, p'1, p2, p'2,... ,pi , p'i , ...
,pN, p'N }, then it obtains the execution histories EH = {eh1, eh2, ..., ehj, ..., ehM}. If P includes nested
loops, the number of execution histories M is greater than the number of code fragments N. The
system converts the execution histories into operation sequences, which reproduce the operation for
the algorithm-understanding stage (S1-2); for example, an operation sequence could be "compare A
with B" or "swap A for B" for the sort algorithm. Therefore, the set of operation sequences OS = {os1,
os2, ..., osk, ..., osO} is in OF. The system can present the states of a target domain, stdk after the
system executes the operating sequence os1 to osk in order for the learner to analyze the effects of the
operating sequences. Therefore, the set of the target domain's state, STD = {std1, std2, ..., stdk, ..., stdO}
are in TDF.
Our proposed algorithm and programming learning environment promotes the learner’s
understanding of the code by illustrating the relationships among the P in PF, the OS in OF, and the
STD in TDF, caused by the execution of EH.

2.2 Gap between the Abstract Field PF and the Concrete Fields TDF and OF
In the program P in PF, the teacher describes the algorithm at a high level. The OS in OF and STD in
TDF are concrete forms, because the system generates OS and STD from EH, whereas the system
executes P' for specific input data. Programming learners easily understand the behavior of OS and
STD; however, they have difficulty understanding the behavior of P.
In this study, we use the following three processes to help learners understand a program that
includes nested loops. First, the system help learners to understand the purpose of osk, to observe stdk,
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and to compare stdk with stdk-1. Second, the system teach learners how to insert an os (from osk to osk')
into a package posk, so that learners would be able to understand and describe posk and to compare
stdk' with stdk-1. A posk, which is described in a tag, corresponds to an inner loop in the sample
program. Third, the system teach learners how to insert a pos and/or an os into a package pos'k, so that
learners would understand and describe pos'k in order to space out each posk. This way, learners
understand the outer loop. Thus, the system helps learners to fill the knowledge gap between the
abstract field PF and the concrete fields TDF and OF.

2.3 Externalization to Illustrate the Learners’ Understanding
In a programming exercise, the teacher asks the learners to describe their own understanding of the
concepts. This task has two purposes. First, the learners are able to objectively reaffirm their own
understanding. Second, the teacher can check each learner’s level of understanding. Therefore, the
system must have at least two functions. One is a function where the learners verbalize the intent of a
set of operation sequences. Another is a function where the learners pack the operation sequences into
a package using a GUI interface in order to illustrate the coding/abstraction phase.

3. Overview of Existing Algorithm and Programming Learning Environment
Figure 1 shows the interface of our proposed learning environment. In Figure 1, (1) corresponds to
PF, (2) corresponds to TDF, and (3) corresponds to OF.

Figure 1. Interface overview.
If learners push either the "PREV" button or the "NEXT" button, the system displays the
previous execution history ehj-1 or the next execution history ehj+1, respectively, and it highlights the
program fragment pi that corresponds to the execution history ehj on PF. The system also helps the
learner visualize the stdk that corresponds to the execution history ehj on TDF, and it highlights the
operation sequence osk that corresponds to the execution history ehj on OF. We believe that learners’
program tracing skills are improved by observing the state of target field synchronously with
executing step-by-step (E2 described in section 1).
TDF consists of the constant area (Figure 1 (2-1)), the previous state area (Figure 1 (2-2)),
and the current state area (Figure 1 (2-3)). To compare the states before and after executing a certain
program fragment pi in PF or a certain operation sequence osk in OF, learners can use the state
storage function. If learners push the “STORE” button, the system copies the information of the
current state area to the previous state area. By observing the differences between the previous state
area and the current state area, learners learn the behavior of a specific statement or operation.
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In OF, to generalize the operation sequences osk, learners can pack any operation sequence as
shown in Figures 1(3). Then, learners can label the group of operation sequences in Figures 1(3).
Next, when learners click the vertically long cell for the package of operation sequences, the system
shows the values of the variables before and after the execution of the operation sequences in the
previous state area (Figure 1 (2-2)) and in the current state area (Figure 1 (2-3)), respectively.
The learner generalizes operation sequences by selecting some of the operations, packing them into a
package and tagging a meaning to the package. We believe that those generalizing activities lead the
leaner to focus on the hierarchical structure of the whole operations and hence lead to more deep
understanding of nested loops (E1 described in section 1). We also believe that the teacher can
observe the learner’s understanding level based on the learner’s selecting, packing and tagging results
which are visualized by our system (E3 described in section 1).
To ensure that the learner enters the correct tags, the system offers a selection of tags and asks
the learners to select the tag that is most similar to meaning tagged by learner. It would be ideal for
the system to automatically judge the correctness of learners’ tagging meaning by using semantic
analysis; however, understanding a natural language sentence is difficult to achieve with high
accuracy.
Next, the system helps learners to understand one step of the outer loop using the n-lap
externalization function. For example, in Figure 2(1), learners grouped and labeled three operation
sequences. In Figures 2(1) and (2), they created a group of operation sequences by clicking "five" for
the fifth operation, "nine" for the ninth operation, and the "PACK OPERATIONS" button (shown in
Figure 1(3)). If the learner clicks on the “N LAP ON” button (Figure 1(3)), the system displays three
labels written by the learner and a new input field where the learner describes the general meaning of
the n-lap descriptions. By performing this task, learners can clearly understand one step of the outer
loop.

(1) after learner finish tagging on
1, 2 and 3 laps in inner loops.

(2) after packing a nested
package

(3) after learners push n laps button

Figure 2. Tagging n Laps.

4. Testing the Learning Environment in a Classroom Setting
4.1 Purpose and Conditions
We evaluate our system to confirm three effects: E1, E2 and E3 described in section 1. This
evaluation tests the following three hypotheses:
 Hypothesis 1: Packing operation sequences into a package and tagging the package have a
beneficial effect in understanding the processes of nested loops. (Hypo1)
 Hypothesis 2: Illustrating the relationships among PF, TDF and OF has a beneficial effect on
tracing a program that includes nested loops. (Hypo2)
 Hypothesis 3: The learning environment can be an effective means for the teacher to judge each
learner’s level of understanding. (Hypo3)
The subjects for the experiment were 30 art students (sophomores) from a university in Japan.
Each of the subjects had less than a year of learning programming.
For the experiment, two consecutive lectures were given in the university. The first lecture
about single loop and nested loops was given by a professor who regularly teaches programming
courses. In the second lecture, we allowed the subjects to use the learning environment to understand
nested loops. In both experiments, we recorded the activities on the PC's display in order to observe
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and analyze the subjects' interactions with our learning environment and to determine the subjects'
understanding of programs that include nested loops. We used BB FlashBack Express 3 for recording
the screen video of subjects' interactions with the environment.

4.2 Method of the Experiment
We conducted a pre-test at the end of the first lecture to judge the subjects' understanding level of
nested loops before using the learning environment. Then, we asked the subjects to learn two
programs using the learning environment. The program for the first exercise, Ex1, includes nested
loops and displays a pyramid shape using the asterisk character. In learning the first program, the
teacher described how to use the learning environment, and we helped the subjects to use the
environment. The program for the second exercise, Ex2, also includes nested loops and stores a
triangle shape using the asterisk character into two-dimensional array. In learning the second program,
neither the teacher nor we provided help to the subject in understanding the programs. The subjects
were given 20 minutes to learn the second program. Then, we conducted a post-test at the end of the
self-study (second program) to judge each subject’s level of understanding of nested loops after using
this environment. Finally, the subjects filled out a questionnaire, which we used for a subjective
assessment of the experiment.
The programs used in the pre-test and the post-test are different; however, the questions are
almost the same. Questions 1-1 and 1-2 ask the roles of the first and the second inner loops,
respectively. Question 1-3 ask the role of the outer loop. Questions 2-1 and 2-2 ask about the values
of the control variables to judge the learner’s skill in program tracing. Question 3 asks the purpose of
the program as a whole.

4.3 Verifications of Hypotheses and Review of Results
To determine the effectiveness of our learning environment, we eliminated 6 subjects who had already
fully understood nested loops in the pre-test. Then, we eliminated 6 other subjects who failed to
record their own PC activities. Therefore, we analyzed 18 recordings.
For Hypo1 and Hypo2, we checked whether the subjects performed the 14 actions when
subjects were learning the two programs. Then there are the 2 actions for Hypo2. For each action, we
categorized the 18 subjects into those who performed the action (positive group) and those who did
not perform the action (negative group).
In some actions, the ratios of subjects in the positive group versus the negative group are
more than 2 or less than 0.5. In those cases, smaller groups had less than 6 members, and the
performance of an individual largely affected the performance of the whole group. Therefore, we
eliminated those cases from the evaluation. Thus we selected the 6 actions that we could examine in
detail, as follows:
 Act 1: The subject tries to pack the operation sequences into a package for the outer loop on Ex2
 Act 2: The subject tries to tag all packages on Ex2
 Act 3: The subject correctly tags all packages on Ex2
 Act 4: The subject tries to pack a nested package on Ex2
 Act 5: The subject correctly packs the nested package on Ex2
 Act 6:The subject fully confirms and observes all states of the target domain STD that
corresponds to all program fragments P on Ex2
First, we analyzed the relationships between the pre-test score and these actions, and reaped
the result of no significant difference between the negative and positive on an independent t-test.
We analyzed the elevated score from pre-test to post-test. As results, we reaped the following
conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the actions (if there is a significant difference between the
negative and positive with 5% significance level by performing an independent t-test, we put an
asterisk after the act number. And, if there is a significant difference between the negative and
positive with 1% significance level, we put two asterisks after the act number):
 Act 2* is effective in understanding a single loop in Q1-1.
 Acts 1**, 2*, 4** and 5* are effective in understanding the outer loop in Q1-3.
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Acts 1**, 2*, 4** and 5** are effective in understanding the program as a whole in Q3.
Act 6* is effective in gaining the skill of program tracing in Q2-1.

On the other hand, for Hypo3, we analyzed the relationship between the post-test score and
these actions. we reaped the following conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the actions:
 Acts 1**, 2*, 3* and 4* are effective in understanding a single loop in Q1-1.
 Acts 1**, 4** and 5* are effective in understanding the inner loop in Q1-2.
 Acts 1*, 2*, 4** and 5* are effective in understanding the outer loop in Q1-3.
 Acts 1**, 2*, 4** and 5* are effective in understanding the program as a whole in Q3.
In all pairs of acts and questions (pairs of Acts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Questions 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 3, and
pairs of Act 6 and Question 2-1, 2-2), the positive group achieved higher post-test scores than the
negative group. In more than 68% of pairs, there are significant differences between the negative and
positive with less than 5% significance level. It means that an understanding level of a member of
positive groups tends to be better than of negative groups. Therefore, we suggest that teachers are able
to know each learner’s level of understanding by observing whether the learner performs actions of
Act1 to Act6.
Finally, we summarized the questionnaire responses from 34 subjects (4 subjects did not join
the experiment and only used our environment). The first question in the questionnaire asked whether
the GUI interface is easy to view. The subject had four choices: "4 points: very easy to view", "3
points: easy to view", "2 points: difficult to view", "1 point: very difficult to view". 31 subjects gave
the environment 3 or more points. The second question asked whether the GUI interface is easy to use
and offered four similar choices. 29 subjects gave the environment 3 or more points. The third
question asked whether they gained a deep understanding of nested loops. 26 subjects gave the
environment 3 points. As those results, we suggest that the environment is useful for learning
algorithm and programs.

5. Conclusion
We adopt the existing algorithm and programming learning environment in actual classroom. The
environment allows the visualization of the relationships among the programs field (PF), the target
domain field (TDF), and the operations field (OF). This paper attempts to support programming
beginners in understanding program code that includes nested loops. We evaluated this environment
in a classroom setting. The results suggest that our proposed environment raises the understanding
level of programming beginners.
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Abstract: In this study, a virtual experiment environment for pulley learning using a tablet-PC
and portable haptic device (SPIDAR-tablet) is developed. A learner drags pulleys on a tabletPC by finger to construct a pulley system. Then, the learner can experience weight
corresponding to the constructed virtual pulley system by dragging a string on the display. The
learner can conduct virtual experiments by various pulley systems to recognize the difference
between weights through the haptic device by reconstructing the system. Additionally, a
SPIDAR-tablet is added to the base for portability; thus, the developed system can be used as
a single device. To verify the developed system, an experiment was conducted to confirm that
the subject can freely construct the pulley system.
Keywords: Tablet-PC, Portable Haptic Device, Advanced Learning Environment

1. Introduction
Recently, learning support systems have been developed using information and communication
technology. Many educational tools (such as video, pictures, and text) on the Web are utilized as eLearning content, and many science education tools allow students to watch various science
phenomena. However, learners cannot directly experience these phenomena. It is difficult for
students in junior and high schools to experiment using instruments until the learner has acquired a
basic knowledge of science. Moreover, performing scientific experiments outside school (such as in a
home environment) is difficult.
To solve these problems, we developed a virtual experiment environment (Takamatsu,
Matsubara and Iwane, 2008, Okimi and Matsubara, 2011) for learning about pulley systems.
Takamatsu et al. developed a virtual laboratory (Takamatsu, Matsubara and Iwane, 2008) and used a
haptic device for recognizing the change of weight by using different pulleys, allowing the learner to
arrange a pulley system. This is an important step for pulley learning. However, the learner must
construct a system in a virtual environment, which is limited in Takamatsu’s system. Okimi et al.
developed a virtual environment using augmented reality to improve the process of construction
(Okimi and Matsubara, 2011). In this system, the learner arranges a pulley system by using AR
markers corresponding to pulleys on a whiteboard. The PC captures the markers using a USB camera
and constructs a pulley system based on the marker positions. This allows the learner to construct
various pulley systems merely by arranging AR markers in a virtual environment and to experience
force feedback. However, this system required some hardware: USB camera, AR-markers,
whiteboard, and the haptic device (see Figure 1) with subsequent costs and preparation time.
To solve this problem, many researchers use a tablet-PC. Some examples of learning systems
using a tablet-PC include Yamamoto et al. who developed an interactive environment for learning in
digital storytelling (Yamamoto, Kanbe, Yoshida, Maeda, and Hirashima, 2012), and Liu who
developed creativity support (Liu, Wu, Lu, and Lin, 2012). Another system used tablet-PC’s
interactive software in IC design courses to improve learning (Simoni, 2011). By using a tablet-PC, a
portable virtual environment for pulley learning can be developed.
In the developed pulley learning system, the learner drags pulleys on display using only a
tablet-PC; however, a tablet-PC cannot provide force feedback. Therefore, in this study, a twodimensional haptic device is used to provide this. We modified a SPIDAR-tablet (Tamura,
Murayama, Hirata, Sato, and Harada, 2011) to construct the system and added the haptic device to the
tablet-PC, allowing the learner to perform virtual experiments on a single device and to experience
weight by dragging a string on the display.
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Figure 1. Overview of AR-based System (Okimi and Matsubara, 2011).
In the next section, the details of our system structure and proposed device are described.

2. Virtual Environment for Pulley Experiment
2.1 Virtual Experiment Room Structure
Figure 2 shows the overview of the system. The virtual experiment room is displayed on the tabletPC. The SPIDAR-tablet is around the tablet-PC.
Figure 3 shows the virtual experiment room. Pulleys (three fixed and three moving) are
located in a “parts container area” in the initial state. The learner constructs the pulley system by
dragging these pulleys from this area to the “working area” at the center of the virtual experiment
room. To modify the pulley system, the learner can return pulleys to the parts container area. Pulleys
at the “working area” are recognized as a part of the system. Strings and loads are set for construction
of a pulley system by touching the “set strings” button. Construction processes are performed
automatically. After the “set strings” button is pressed, the movements of pulleys and loads are
simulated while dragging the edge of the string. The sensation of weight is simulated from the
SPIDAR-tablet. Additionally, the “experiment value area” (Figure 3, right) presents the value of a
load and the length of the moving pulley. Confirming this area, the learner can experience the weights
and be given value information corresponding to the experience. If the learner wants to change a
pulley system, strings and loads are deleted from the pulley system by touching the “remove strings”
button, then re-constructing another pulley system.
Figure 4 shows the framework of the proposed system. The virtual experiment room consists
of components for pulleys and visual input information, which manages the visual information of the
system and input from the learner. The components decide the pulley system and load’s position
based on the pulley position. The haptic device receives the force information for providing feedback
to the learner from the component parts.
Next, the method to construct a pulley system with the components is described. First, the
system determines whether there are pulleys in the “working area.” If there is no pulley, the
components do not create a system, even if the “set strings” button is pressed. If there are some
pulleys in the “working area,” the components create a system on the basis of the pulley position.
However, the system cannot create a system if pulley’s position is wrong. Then, the components can
change the position of a moving pulley that is set in the wrong position. The algorithm for pulley
system construction after changing the position of moving pulleys is shown below:
Step 1: Set the pulley on the far left as the checking pulley.
Step 2: If the checking pulley is a moving pulley, check the pulley on the right side.
Step 3: Otherwise, go step 6.
Step 4: If there is a fixed pulley or nothing on the right side of the checking pulley, mark the checking
pulley as a candidate for a pulley connection load.
Step 5: Otherwise, connect the checking pulley and the pulley on the right side with a string.
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Figure 3. Virtual Experiment Room in Tablet-PC.
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Figure 4. Framework of Proposed System.
Step 6: Set the pulley on the right side of the checking pulley as the next checking pulley and return to
step 2.
Step 7: When all pulleys are checked, connect the load with the candidate pulley. If it is not a
candidate pulley, connect the load after connecting their pulleys.
In this way, a pulley system with strings and a load is constructed from the arranged pulleys in the
working area.

2.2 Haptic Device for Tablet-PC
The haptic device improved in this study is developed for a tablet-PC to add force feedback when the
learner drags a string on the display. Figure 5 shows the overview of the haptic device, with Figure 5
(a) being the overview from above and Figure 5 (b) being the SPIDAR-tablet and the base. To
recognize the difference in the weight by changing the pulley system, the haptic device is utilized as
the feedback interface for a virtual load. The haptic device developed in this study is based on the
SPIDAR-tablet (Tamura, Murayama, Hirata, Sato, and Harada, 2011). SPIDAR-tablet is a haptic
device that presents two-dimensional force feedback. The learner fits the ring (Figure 5 (a) center) to
experience the weight.
First, the frame of the SPIDAR-tablet is described. The frame’s role is to hold the motors and
the circuit. The motors are set on each corner of the frame. The string attached to the motor winds the
pulley. As each string is pulled by motor rotation, the ring is pulled by the strings. If a learner puts the
ring on one’s finger, the learner can experience the force by rotation of each of the four motors. The
two-dimensional force is presented to the learner by this process.
Second, the circuit that controls the motors is explained. To provide the desired force, each
motor has to be controlled correctly. The circuit consists of various components (such as a
programmable IC and four MOSFETs (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors)) and is
connected by a USB cable to the tablet-PC that gives the signals to control the circuit and supplies
power to the motors.
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However, the SPIDAR-tablet, as described above, lacks portability. Therefore, we modified it
(Figure 5 (b)) with the haptic device underneath the tablet to create a combined device.
Circuit

Frame

Motor

Base

Ring

Base

SPIDAR-tablet

(a) Overview from Above

(b) SPIDAR-tablet and Basement

Figure 5. Overview of the Developed Haptic Device.

3. Example of Learning Scenario
Table 1: Process of construction pulley system in the proposed virtual environment.
Process

System

Explanation
First, the learner arranges pulleys by dragging
components to the working area from the parts
container area.

(1)

When the learner arranges pulleys, the system
decides the connection of pulleys and position
of the load when the “set strings” button is
pressed.

(2)

The system presents a simulation where pulleys
and loads move, and the system provides force
feedback. The simulation results are in the
experiment value area displayed on the right
side.

(3)

Strings and loads are removed when the
“remove strings” button is pressed. Then, the
system can be reconstructed.
(4)
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Table 2: Example of pulley systems.
(a)

(b)

(c)

1/2

1/4

1/8

Pulley
system

weight

Table 1 shows the process of constructing a pulley system in the proposed virtual environment. The
figures describe the process: (1) arranging pulleys, (2) deciding the pulley system, (3) experiencing
weight by dragging strings and the simulation load moves, and (4) removing strings and the load. The
learner can construct various pulley systems and experience differences between weights in each
pulley system.
Table 2 shows examples of pulley systems. The learner constructs the pulley system by the
process shown in Table 1. The pulley system constructed by the learner is shown in Table 2 (a). The
learner can experience a half weight of the load. Then, by adding a moving pulley to the system, as
shown in Table 2 (b), they can experience a weight load of one-quarter. This can be reduced to oneeighth by adding a moving pulley as shown in Table 2 (c). By constructing the pulley system in Table
1, the learner arranges pulleys in a virtual environment and learns pulley’s characteristic by changing
the system.

4. Experiment of Pulley System Construction
f3

f1
f2

m1

m2

Figure 6. Pulley System Presented to Subjects.

Subject A

Subject B

Subject C

Subject D

Figure 7. Pulley Systems Constructed by Subjects.
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Table 3: Difference of process that subject arranged pulleys.
Subject A
Subject B
Process 1
f1
f1
Process 2
f2
f2
Process 3
m1
m1
Process 4
f3
f3
Process 5
m2
m2

Subject C
f1
f2
f3
m1
m2

Subject D
f1
f2
m1
m2
f3

A verification experiment was conducted. Four college student subjects (A, B, C, and D) participated
in the experiment. Each subject constructed a pulley system in the virtual environment. Subjects
freely arranged some pulleys. Figure 6 shows the pulley systems presented to subjects, and Figure 7
shows the resulting constructions.
The difference in the arrangement of pulleys in Figure 7 was confirmed. None of the subjects
arranged the pulleys in the same positions, although all subjects could correctly construct the pulley
system. This result shows that a learner can arrange pulleys to construct a pulley system in a virtual
environment without limitations on the location of pulleys. Next, the difference in the arrangement
process of pulleys from Table 3 shows the difference in the construction of the pulley system in
Figure 6. All subjects could construct the pulley system, even though most of processes in Table 3 are
different. This result shows that there is no limitation in the process of the construction of pulley
systems.

5. Conclusion
This study proposed a virtual environment for learning about pulleys through performing pulley
system experiments using a tablet-PC and a SPIDAR-tablet. The learner freely arranges pulleys to
construct a pulley system using dragging operation on a tablet-PC. The system can provide force
feedback to the learner, which corresponds to the pulley system. The learner can reconstruct a pulley
system simply by rearranging pulleys. Therefore, the learner experiences a virtual pulley experiment
by various pulley systems to recognize the difference in weights through the haptic device. To
improve portability, the haptic device is added to the tablet-PC, creating a single device with greater
portability than systems using multiple devices. The system was verified and showed that there is no
limitation on either the location of pulleys or the process of pulley system construction.
This research has been made possible through Grant-in-aid for Scientific Research C
(No.24501199) from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and technology of Japan.
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Abstract: e-Testing is effective in relieving time and space limitations for examinations.
However, a drawback is that user authentication employs only login credentials, making
cheating easy. We examine variations in personal writing data in e-testing with the aim of
detecting cheating. We assume two behaviors: answering questions by oneself and replicating
others’ answers. We used the sub-stroke method for data analysis, which allowed confirmation
of differences in the change over time in writing speed and pen pressure, and differences in
average pen angle and direction.
Keywords: e-testing, individual authentication, sub-stroke method, unsteady behavior

1. Introduction
e-Learning is becoming increasingly popular in higher education because it can alleviate time
and space restrictions (Suzuki, 2009). However, few universities give credit for lessons that use only
e-learning; often students can do e-learning lessons at home, but take regular examinations at the
school. e-Testing in the form of web-based exams is effective for reducing the constraints of regular
examinations, as it is possible to take exams at home rather than at a testing center. However, most etesting systems perform user authentication using only a user name and password which are entered at
login, making it easy to cheat. For example, persons other than the one enrolled in the course may
take the exam, or the Internet or books might be used to retrieve information.
Cheating during exams cannot be prevented using only login authentication. Kikuchi et al. (2008)
proposed constant individual authentication using pen pressure data to prevent spoofing in e-testing.
Pre-registered writing data (five characters often used in multiple-choice exams) and writing data for
characters entered during the exam are used. The method performs individual authentication by
comparing these data, and showed the possibility of preventing spoofing by doing so.
However, a method of cheating prevention is also necessary for practical use in e-testing. When
cheating during an exam, the examinee may give answers with peculiarities that appear as abnormal
values in writing data. We aim to detect these abnormal values at the time of cheating through the use
of writing data obtained from a pen tablet.
Writer verification methods using hidden Markov models (Fierrez et al., 2008) and dynamic
programming matching (Komiya et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 1996) have been proposed. These studies
target signatures, however, and cannot be used for the free-response examination that we are
targeting. Moreover, the method of pre-registering the characters used in the exam is to become a
burden on the examinees in the free-response examination. A method that does not depend on
character shape is desirable.
In this study, we use the sub-stroke method (Tokuno et al., 2002; Shimodaira et al., 2003; Nakai
et al., 2003). This method compares similar parts between characters, allowing this method to be
applied to various examination styles and a wide variety of languages. Our analysis focuses on
cheating detection, so we assume two answering behaviors: usual answering behavior that indicates
answering a question on one’s own, or answer replication behavior that indicates transcription of the
answer of another. We analyzed differences between answer replication and usual answering
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behavior. Specifically, we compared differences in the change over time and average values of the
writing data.

2. Available Writing Data
2.1 Writing Data Obtained from Pen Tablets
Examinees can cheat at any time, making it necessary to constantly authenticate them during etesting, not only at the time of login. However, methods that are burdensome for examinees cannot be
used. We thus propose a method to detect cheating through the use of writing data that can be
continuously acquired during the exam. Writing behavior is a natural action while answering
problems, and the use of writing data is not burdensome for examinees.
Static and dynamic writing data are obtained from a pen tablet when examinees write answers.
Dynamic data consist of time series information including pen tip x- and y-coordinates, pen pressure
P, angle between pen and tablet θ, pen direction φ, and writing speed v (Figure 1). Data are saved as a
time series with 10 ms sampling intervals. Static data are image data of the answer screen (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Dynamic Data

Figure 2. Static Data

2.2 Strokes Division of Dynamic Data
We assume a free-response format in which characters produced are different for each examinee
and question. If the test using the language in which the character of a huge variety as Japanese Kanji,
pre-registering all characters used in a free-response examination is burdensome for examinees,
making it difficult to use matching methods that use character shapes for writer verification. A
method that does not depend on character shape could furthermore be applied to various languages in
e-testing.
For data analysis and cheating detection we use a sub-stroke method that compares similar
character strokes. Such dynamic data are not visible to the naked eye and cannot be intentionally
imitated, making it effective as data for cheating detection. The method has two steps: stroke
extraction and stroke division. Stroke extraction means extracting dynamic data between the start and
end of a stroke. Strokes division means dividing data extracted in the previous step into three parts:
“writing-start,” “writing-middle” and “writing-end” (Figure 3). Writing-start is defined as the time
from initial pen contact with the tablet until when the pen starts moving. Writing-end is defined as the
time from when pen pressure begins to fall until when pen leaves the tablet. Writing-middle is defined
as the time between writing-start and writing-end. Each stroke division is assigned a direction number
that indicates the direction of a line connecting the start and end points (Figure 4).
In the sub-stroke method, each dynamic data point is classified according to twelve indicators (3
elements × 4 possible direction numbers) (Figure 5). 3 elements “s”, “m”, “e” are as follows; the
notation "s" indicates writing-start, "m" indicates writing-middle and "e" indicates writing-end. For
example, the notation "s4" indicates writing-start and direction number 4.
By applying sub-stroke method to registered characters and characters written during exams, any
character written during the exams allows comparison with similar parts of registered characters.
Using by sub-stroke method, the examinee does not have to pre-register all characters used during the
exam. From the above, sub-stroke method is a method that does not depend on the form of the
character, and it is available in various test formats and languages.
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Figure 3. Fragmentation of Stroke

Figure 4. Direction Number

Figure 5. Example of Sub-stroke Method

3. Preliminary Experiment
3.1 Experiment Overview
We performed a comparative analysis of usual answering behavior and answer replication
behavior. Usual answering behavior occurs when examinees read a question, think about the answer,
and write the answer by oneself. Answer replication behavior occurs when examinees transcribe a
model answer from an answer sheet without reading the question sentence.
Experiment subjects were eight students at a Japanese university. Subjects first performed
exercises to get used to the pen tablet. Exercises were five simple math questions and transcriptions of
five proverbs. Subjects then solved 10 math problems regarding permutations, combinations, and
profit and loss calculations to produce analysis data. Six questions were solved using usual answering
behavior. Four questions were solved using answer replication behavior (Table 1).
Table 1: Problem Content (usu: usual answering behavior; rep: answer replication behavior)

3.2 Experimental Device
Problems were answered using a pen tablet (Wacom Intous4) and a compatible laptop computer
(Fujitsu FMV-A8280) (Figure 6). Writing with the pen on the tablet is output on the computer’s
monitor (Figure 7). After writing an answer, the user presses a submit button to transfer writing data
to the server.
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Figure 7. System Screen

Figure 6. Experimental Devices

3.3 Data Analysis
3.3.1 Analytical Method Using Changes over Time
Answer replication behavior is abnormal behavior. In the usual answering behavior, the
examinee’s gaze travels between two places: the monitor and the writing hand. In answer replication
behavior, the examinee’s gaze moves between three places: the model answers, the monitor, and the
hand. There is thus a possibility of differences between the dynamic data during the answer time. We
compared changes over time between the dynamic data resulting from answer replication behavior
and that from the usual answering behavior. We first applied the sub-stroke method to each question,
and then drew an approximate straight line according to the classified indicator among the 48 possible
types (4 kinds of dynamic data × 3 elements × 4 directions).
Figure 8 shows and example of the analysis. In that figure, the horizontal axis is the answer time,
and the vertical axis is the value of the dynamic information for the characters representing the
Japanese vowel sounds (a, i, u, e, o). A “pressure-s4” indicator appears at the four sites in this answer.
Data are plotted as a scatter diagram. Approximate straight lines are calculated from among 80 types
for each indicator (48 usual answering behavior types and 32 answer replication behavior types). We
then calculate the average value of the slope of the approximate straight line for each indicator and
each examinee, and check whether the indicators of answer replication behavior are large.

Figure 8. Method of analysis
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3.3.2 Results of Analyzing Change over Time
For each indicator and each examinee, we calculated the difference between the average value of
the slope of the six answer replications and the four usual answers. We then calculated the mean and
variance of the 12 examinees using the calculated difference. Based on the average value, we sort the
indicators in descending order. Tables 2 and 3 show the top five indicators of writing speed and pen
pressure.
Writing-start and writing-end have higher ranks for pen pressure. Answer replication behavior
shows an effect at the start and end of writing strokes. In addition, direction numbers 2 or 4 have a
higher rank. We believe that these effects in answer replication behavior appear when writing lines
either to the left or the right.
Writing-middle has a higher rank for writing speed. Answer replication behavior affects the
middle stroke. In addition, direction numbers 2 or 4 have a higher rank and pen pressure, so we
believe that the effects of answer replication behavior appear when writing lines to the left or right.
There is no large difference in angle and direction. Differences are seen in intercepts of the straight
line approximation. Based on the above, direction and angle are analyzed as the average value of the
data.
Attitude when solving a question is different between usual answering behavior and answer
replication behavior. Change in pen angle is due to this change in attitude. Therefore, the direction
and angle allow comparison of differences between the average values in the usual answering
behavior and answer replication behavior.
Table 2: Analysis of Pen Pressure: Average Top Five Indicators of the Difference

Table 3: Analysis of Writing Speed: Average Top Five Indicators of the Difference

3.3.3 Results of Analyzing Mean Value
Similar to the analysis of change over time, we first apply the sub-stroke method to each
question. For each indicator, we calculated the variance and the mean difference for the four usual
answer questions and the six answer replication questions for each subject. Based on the average
value of the difference, we sorted the indicators in descending order. Tables 4 and 5 show the top five
indicators of the angle and direction.
Angle and direction data were confirmed as having differences. The direction numbers 1 and 2
had higher ranks. We believe that the effects of answer replication behavior appear when writing lines
to the right or left. These results confirm that there is a change in pen angle when performing
abnormal behavior such as transcribing answers from others. Little difference in writing speed and
pen pressure was indicated. We believe that this is a result inherent to angle and direction.
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Table 4: Analysis of Direction: Average Top Five Indicators of the Difference

Table 5: Analysis of Angle: Average Top Five Indicators of the Difference

4. Conclusion and Future Work
We analyzed differences in writing data between usual answering behavior and answer
replication behavior for the purpose of detecting cheating in e-testing. Analysis of change over time
for same questions between examinees indicated differences in writing speed and pen pressure.
Effects of differences in attitude were observed in some indicators of direction and angle. In
conclusion, we found two types of differences in change over time and average value.
Future research will be directed at increasing the versatility of the method, for example, by
extending the sub-stroke method to curves. We also intend to carry out experiments regarding other
cheating patterns, as well as further data analysis.
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Abstract: The study presented in this paper focuses on the accessibility of Learning
Management Systems (LMSs) from teachers’ perspective. We seek to identify accessibility
issues and propose possible improvements. Based on universal design principles and
guidelines, this study adopts heuristic evaluation method and collects qualitative data on the
accessibility of one popular open source LMS, Moodle. Data analysis shows that although
Moodle has paid much attention to accessibility, the level of conformance to the ATAG
guidelines is still low and many accessibility issues remain unsolved. These issues must be
addressed in order for teachers with physical disabilities to be able to use the system
efficiently.
Keywords: Accessibility, universal design, learning management systems, Moodle

1. Introduction
Information and communication technologies (ICT) have become a necessity in higher education in
developed countries. Equal access to ICT systems and services requires Universal Design (UD) of
ICT and use of assistive technology when UD is not enough. The UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities imposes countries, which have ratified the convention, to promote
accessibility to ICT systems and services, including Internet. Internationally, physical / ICT barriers
created by society are more and more regarded as obstacles for equal opportunities and participation.
With the development of e-education and e-society it is important for ICT systems and services to be
equally accessible to all users, including those with physical impairments.
The use of Learning Management Systems (LMSs) is essential for participation in higher
education. Accessibility issues are most likely experienced by users of assistive technology, such as
screen readers. Existing studies mostly focus on the accessibility of LMSs from students’ perspective
or focus on one particular user group. Very few studies have focused on accessibility of LMSs for
teachers who use LMSs to create content for students. We argue that there is a pressing need to take
into consideration various users’ needs and make LMSs accessible and usable to all users. Using
Moodle as an example, this study explores the accessibility issues of LMSs from teachers’ perspective
and is based on existing guidelines (e.g. ATAG - Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines) and
principles of universal design. The research questions that guide the study are:
1. To what extend do LMSs comply with the ATAG guidelines on content creation?
2. What accessibility issues exist in LMSs and how should they be addressed?

2. Literature Review
2.1 LMSs and accessibility
A large body of studies have been carried out on LMSs. Some found that LMSs could make teaching
more efficient (e.g. (Lonn & Teasley, 2009; Swan, 2001)). While others suggested that LMSs requires
that teachers must be able to operate in the technological domain and handle the managerial domain in
addition to their tasks such as designing and planning and teaching courses (Alvarez, Guasch, &
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Espasa, 2009). Usability of LMSs has also been studied in the past (Granic & Adams, 2011). The
existing research focusing on usability of LMSs have very limited findings on the accessibility issues,
although accessibility can be seen as an essential part of usability.
With the increasing complexity of LMSs, learners and teachers with disabilities are having
more difficulties in using them and the accessibility issues are becoming more profound. Several
studies have been conducted focusing on accessibility of individual LMSs in relation to learners with
a specific disability (Habib et al., 2012; Ulbricht et al., 2012; Woodfine, Baptista Nunes, & Wright,
2008). Rangin and colleagues (2011) conducted a systematic comparison of the accessibility among
four LMSs including Blackboard 9.1 Service Pack 3, Desire2Learn 9.2, Moodle 1.9, SAKAI 2.8.0.
They found that many accessibility issues were in fact general usability issues, but had an
overwhelmingly negative impact on the accessibility of the LMS. Their study can be considered a
heuristic evaluation that was based on eight categories of interactions and a set of evaluation criteria.
Among the eight categories, there are one specific for students (common modules/tools including
announcement, discussion, email, chat, assignment/activities/course content, grade book, and
quiz/testing component), one specific for teachers (authoring tools and content creation including file
uploading, helper features, HTML authoring tool, grade book and multimedia content handling). The
rest of the categories are common for both. It was not specified how the criteria were compiled, but
one can see the influence of WCAG guidelines.

2.2 Content creation and standard for accessibility
Among other functions, LMSs provide platforms for teachers to create educational content. In the last
decade, a considerable group of guidelines and standards related to accessibility has been published
that can be applied in virtual education. They include Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG), Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines (ATAG) and Accessible Rich Internet
Applications (ARIA) from W3C, ISO/IEC 24751-1, Individualized adaptability and accessibility in elearning, education and training, and IMS Guidelines for Developing Accessible Learning
Applications (IMS DALA). These guidelines and standards offer support to ensure the accessibility of
virtual education to learners.
Despite of the standardisation and tools to measure accessibility, most LMSs do very little to
ensure education for all and without barriers (Ulbricht, et al., 2012). Efforts have been made to
implement accessibility guidelines, standards and tools have been created to facilitate content
designers to create accessible content. For example, Ulbricht et al. (2012) developed a tool for the
Moodle platform that aimed to facilitate content designers to create accessible content, thus allowing
greater use of a course for the visually impaired. In addition, many researchers reported studies and
process in developing accessible e-learning courses for students and pre-service teachers (Burgstahler,
Corrigan, & McCarter, 2004; Mauch & Mauch, 2012). In the EU project ESVI-AL three levels of
accessibility have been identified: LMS (Accessible Learning Management Systems), LMCS
(Accessible Learning Content Management Systems, including search engines in learning object
repositories), and Open Education Resources (OER, Learning objects with accessibility content).

3. Method
In this research we have combined standard review and heuristic evaluation. Three accessibility
experts participated in the evaluation. All three are teachers in higher education and one of them is
partially sighted and uses a screen reader on a daily basis. Two have computer science background
and one has social science background.
Because the focus of the evaluation is the accessibility of the content generation in Moodle, we
chose to use ATAG principles and success criteria. We have carefully examined the principles and
criteria and decided on those that are relevant for the evaluation (Table 1). Based on an analysis of the
main tasks of teachers, we identified the most frequent tasks in Moodle: Creating and organizing
course content, grading, and giving feedback. In addition, we made a list describing different physical
impairments in mobility, hearing and vision, and their main challenges.
In the evaluation, each participant carried out the tasks, inspected the elements in Moodle
individually, and took notes about the conformance to the principles. This process was based on the
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ATAG principles, success criteria and the different impairments. We evaluated Moodle 2.4.3 and the
platforms were Firefox 21.0.1 and Internet Explorer 9 on Windows 7. The screen readers used were
open source NVDA 2013.3.1, subscription-based ZoomText 10 and InfoVox Desktop Pro version
2.220. The evaluations from individual participants were gathered and an analysis session was
organized for all participants and researchers to discuss and summarise the results.
Table 1. Principles and success criteria (adapted from ATAG2.0)
Principles
A.2 Editing-views
must be
perceivable

Guidelines
A.2.1 Make
alternative content
available to authors

A.3: Editingviews must be
operable

A.2.2 Editing-view
presentation can be
programmatically
determined
A.3.1 Provide
keyboard access to
authoring features

A.3.2 Provide authors
with enough time
A.3.3 Help authors
avoid flashing that
could cause seizures
A.3.4 Enhance
navigation and editing
via content structure
A.3.5 Provide text
search of the content
A.3.6 Manage
preference settings

A.3.7 Ensure that
previews are at least
as accessible as inmarket user agents
A.4: Editingviews must be
understandable

A.4.1 Help authors
avoid and correct
mistakes

Success Criteria
A.2.1.1 Text Alternatives for Rendered Non-Text Content
(Level A)
A.2.1.2 Alternatives for Rendered Time-Based Media (Level
A)
A.2.2.1 Editing-View Status Indicators (Level A)
A.2.2.2 Access to Rendered Text Properties ((Level AA)
A.3.1.1 Keyboard Access (Minimum) (Level A)
A.3.1.2 No Keyboard Traps (Level A)
A.3.1.3 Efficient Keyboard Access (Level AA)
A.3.1.4 Keyboard Access (Enhanced) (Level AAA)
A.3.1.5 Customize Keyboard Access (Level AAA)
A.3.1.6 Present Keyboard Commands (Level AAA)
A.3.2.1 Auto-Save (Minimum) (Level A)
A.3.2.2 Timing Adjustable (Level A)
A.3.2.4 Content Edits Saved (Extended) (Level AAA)

A.3.3.1 Static View Option (Level A)
A.3.4.1 Navigate By Structure (Level AA)
A.3.4.2 Navigate by Programmatic Relationships (Level
AAA)
A.3.5.1 Text Search (Level AA)
A.3.6.1 Independence of Display (Level A)
A.3.6.2 Save Settings (Level AA)
A.3.6.3 Apply Platform Settings (Level AA)
A.3.6.4 Multiple Sets ((Level AAA)
A.3.7.1 Preview (Minimum) (Level A)

A.3.7.2 Preview (Enhanced) (Level AAA)
A.4.1.1 Content Changes Reversible (Minimum) (Level A)
A.4.1.2 Settings Change Confirmation (Level A)
A.4.1.3 Content Changes Reversible (Enhanced) (Level AAA)

4. Result
4.1 Compliance with ATAG Guidelines
Moodle is one of the LMSs that have paid much attention to accessibility. In its developer
documentation, there is an accessibility page providing coding guidelines for developers. This page
contains also a list of web standards, guidelines and legislation as well as accessibility validation tools
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and other resources. When running Moodle though an accessibility validation tool or an accessibility
checker, it does not give any error messages.
In our evaluation, however, we found that Moodle does not fully comply with any of the
criteria based on ATAG 2.0 except for A.3.3. In Moodle, the default setting for audios and videos is to
not play automatically. They can be played only when the Play button is activated and authors have
the possibility to pause, stop, and start again. Table 2 shows the main accessibility issues categorised
by the criteria.
Table 2: Compliance with the criteria
Criteria
A.2.1
A.2.2
A3.1

A.3.2

A.3.4

A.3.5

A.3.6

A.3.7

A.4.1

Accessibility issues
When uploading videos/audio files, no possibility for adding alternative text.
The status for spelling errors is not accessible for screen readers.
Sequential keyboard access, inefficient.
Many functions in the text editor are not accessible with keyboard.
Keyboard traps in YouTube video.
No keyboard access in audio player.
Shortcuts can be defined in Moodle themes, but need programming.
No list up of all shortcuts defined, and users must discover them by reading the documentation
Once in the text editor, it is not possible to use Shift-Tab to move to previous field.
Note: only 5 out of the 39 icons on the text editor menu are accessible via shortcuts (more
shortcuts can be found in the documentation). But all 39 are accessible via ZoomText,
although requiring very many clicks for simple editing and formatting.
Auto save plugin must be installed and enabled, requires administrative privileges.
No warning for automatic logging off (session time limit is 2 hours by default and this can be
customized by authors).
Tab, Shift-Tab, Enter, Escape, and arrow keys are the main keyboard navigation methods.
Although elements are grouped together with a group title, there is no effective way to navigate
between them using keyboard. For example, in the Assignment Editor/Update interface, the
contents are organized into 6 groups (General, Assignment settings, Submission settings,
Feedback settings, Grade, and Common Moodle settings), but it is not possible to navigate
between these groups using keyboard.
In the text editor, it is possible to navigate by levels of headings, images (if a description is
provided) and tables.
From the main page, search does not return the results from sub-pages, e.g. the assignment text.
There is a search function in the Forum. When searching a word in the Forum, there is no
possibility to jump directly to next result. The word is highlighted in green colour which in
invisible in high-contrast setting.
In the text editor, when using keyboard to navigate in the search popup window, the focus goes
back to the editor without warning. Because of this an Enter key intended to Find Next
actually deletes the appearance of the word in the editor.
Customizing the text editor view requires programming.
There is a conflict with platform settings. For example, in the high-contrast mode set up in the
platform, the search result (which is highlighted with green colour) is no longer visible. The
buttons in the text editor are also missing in this mode, only Font family, Font size,
Paragraph, and Insert Moodle media remain).
In the popup window for inserting Moodle media, all icons disappear in the high-contrast mode.
No preview for text, but there is a preview for video, image and audio.
It is not possible to choose which agent to perform the preview in Moodle, but this can be done in
the browser.
It is possible to Undo or Cancel in all pages. It is also possible to “Reset” course settings.
However, there is no author confirmation.
It is not possible to reverse in the same session. For example, once in the text editor, one cannot
reverse to the previous field. This is also a navigation problem.

In addition to those presented in Table 2, there are other issues that also need attention. For
example, there are quite a few popup windows in Moodle and none of them allow the cursor inside
when navigating by keyboard. The information inside the popup windows is therefore not available
for screen readers in synthetic speech or Braille.
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Figure 1. Text editor in the high-contrast mode.
All the 39 icons in the text editor’s menu are tagged with alternative text, which become visible
when moving the cursor over them. However, the three dropdown menus (Font family, Font size, and
Paragraph) are not tagged with alternative text. When in high-contrast mode, most of the icons
disappear together with their alternative text except for these three and the Insert Moodle media icon
(Figure 1). When marking a text area, the icon Prevent automatic linking becomes visible.

4.2 Recommendations
Based on the evaluation, we provide the following main recommendations for improving the
accessibility of Moodle.
Providing keyboard access to icons in the text editor menu. The text editor is one of the most
frequently used functions in Moodle. It is involved in almost all aspects of the authoring process. An
accessible text editor will improve the usability of the system.
Providing efficient keyboard navigation support. Currently using Tab and Shift-Tab is the only
way to navigate in most of the pages in Moodle. Although screen readers allow users to skip some
groups, the navigation with keyboard is still inefficient and tedious (Figure 2). Grouping items and
allowing users to jump from group to group using keyboard will make the navigation more efficient.

Figure 2. Using keyboard to navigate must sequentially go through all the icons and links.
Providing immediate feedback in different modalities. When users use screen reader to interact
with the system, they need to listen to the information repeatedly and to receive confirmations
continuously that they are on the right track. Currently in Moodle, if an obligatory field is not filled in,
there is no immediate audio feedback. So the user does not know that she or he has made a mistake.
When the session reaches its time limit, the user is automatically logged off and unsaved work is lost.
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Immediate confirmation and warning in different modalities will be able to increase the accessibility
of the system.
Providing easily accessible customisation. Currently in Moodle, most of the customisations are
done on the code level. Users must be able to read code to configure the system. An accessible
interface for easy configuration will provide users with freedom and personalised interactions.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we present the preliminary results from a heuristic evaluation of Moodle with focus on
its accessibility for teachers. We have identified accessibility issues and provided recommendations
for improvements. Comparing with the study of Moodle by Rangin and colleagues (2011), our study
provides more concrete and detailed accessibility issues for teachers and recommendations based on
ATAG guidelines.
Although universal design requires that all users, regardless of their physical abilities,
ethnicities, and digital competence, should have access to ICT systems, in this research we focused
mainly on users with physical disabilities. We plan to extend the user group in future evaluations. In
this research only three accessibility experts participated in the evaluation and one of them is visually
impaired. According to Rømen and Svanæs (2012), only 27% of the identified accessibility problems
faced by disabled users could have been identified through the use of WCAG 1.0 guideline alone. The
limited number of participants and the lack of user testing could have limited the results of the
evaluation. In future evaluations, we plan to involve more accessibility experts as well as conduct user
testing.
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Abstract: As information and communication technology (ICT) becomes more robust and
widely used, there is an increasing number of higher educational institutions (HEI) adopting eLearning system for delivering various educational programs. However, there is still an
underlying challenges in the successful implementation of e-Learning approach in higher
education, such as the lack of IT skills for most instructors, the complexity of e-Learning
platforms, technical limitation of users' environment like the network bandwidth and computer
hardware, among others. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of the Webbased e-Learning System (WebELS) for enabling the globalization of higher education in
science and technology particularly in low bandwidth environment. The system supports
asynchronous and synchronous e-Learning approaches, such as on-demand learning for selflearning, online meeting for multi-location group discussion and online lecture for real-time
remote lecture distribution. The system has been designed to address the difficulty of creating
and maintaining an e-learning course to non-IT users by providing an easy-to-use course
authoring tool. Additionally, it supports archiving and dissemination of multimedia contents
on the Internet by its contents management system. Usage in low bandwidth environment such
as a dial-up line has been the design goal in order to reach a wider range of users especially in
developing countries.
Keywords: Advanced learning technologies, e-Learning, distance learning, online learning,
blended learning, online presentation, video meeting, virtual presentation

1. Introduction
As information and communications technology (ICT) becomes more robust and widely used, there is
an increasing number of higher educational institutions (HEI) adopting e-Learning system for
delivering various educational programs, such as continuous education, online academic lecture,
online meeting and similar activities (Kim, et al., 2006). The enthusiasm to adopt e-Learning system
in higher education is primarily to address the need of those individuals who have limited
opportunities for traditional classroom-based education due to time and/or distance limitations.
Nowadays, graduate students and company employees are compelled to gain advanced knowledge not
only to be globally competitive as an individual but to contribute for the sustainable growth and
development of a nation.
There are three basic e-Learning approaches - (1) Asynchronous e-Learning which is achieved by
online self-learning at their own pace and time through course content available online, and may have
supplemental activities such as discussion boards and e-mail, (2) Synchronous e-Learning which is
achieved by real-time interaction between instructors and students and often facilitated by activities
like video conferencing and chat, and (3) Hybrid e-Learning where the activities of both asynchronous
and synchronous approaches are combined to improve the quality of online education. Synchronous eLearning approach, as a complement to asynchronous approach, can positively affect personal
participation from learners by inducing interest and motivation (Hrastinski, 2008). Nowadays, there
are e-Learning technologies supporting each approach, but it is very rare to find an all-in-one
technology that supports a hybrid e-Learning system.
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Although ICT in education has been existing in the past few years, there is still an underlying
challenges in its successful implementation (Carnoy, 2004). Stakeholders in the implementation of a
Web-based e-Learning system must possess basic ICT skills. Some instructors are conservative on
introducing e-Learning as some of them do not have the necessary IT skills, nor do they have the
specific trainings needed to be able to use specific e-Learning system. Moreover, some systems have
complex method of creating and updating an e-Learning course demanding time and effort, and
usually requires an instructional designer with a professional IT skills. Because of this, there is
scarcity of educational content in the higher education in science and technology, coupled with issues
on security and exclusivity of educational resources.
Another challenge in the implementation of an e-Learning system is the technical limitations, i.e.,
network bandwidth and computer hardware. As most of the online courses integrates various
materials such as text, images, audio and video, some students might not have the network access and
computer hardware capable enough to support multimedia content. In the case of an online lecture or
meeting, video conferencing requires high-bandwidth network for providing better output quality.
Thus, the usability of an e-Learning system in low bandwidth environment is limited in this situation.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of the Web-based e-Learning System
(WebELS) for enabling the globalization of higher education in science and technology particularly in
low bandwidth environment. Through continuous development, the new system supports a variety of
asynchronous and synchronous e-Learning activities, such as on-demand learning for self-learning,
online meeting for multi-location group discussion and online lecture for real-time remote lecture
distribution. The system has been designed to address the difficulty of creating and maintaining an elearning course to non-IT user by providing an easy-to-use course authoring tool that can integrate
various media such as slide presentation, image, audio, and video data. It has user management
system where users are classified hierarchically as admin, faculty, staff, and students, with the
function to assign user to several viewer groups. It also has course management system for allowing
instructors to assign permission to courses visible only to specific viewer groups. Additionally, it
supports archiving and dissemination of multimedia contents on the Internet by its contents
management system. Usage in low bandwidth environment such as a dial-up line has been the design
goal in order to reach a wider range of users especially in developing countries such as in Asia and
Africa.

2. System Design
WebELS is designed to meet the requirements mainly for supporting global higher education as a
content management e-Learning system (CMS) (Ueno, et al., 2011). It is an all-in-one e-Learning
system supporting synchronous and asynchronous approaches implemented in two separate modules,
i.e., WebELS Learning for online self-learning, and WebELS Meeting for online meeting and lecture.
WebELS is a client-server system functioning on a Linux OS on the server-side, and Java and Flash
applications for the client user interfaces for achieving a multiple OS system to be used in Windows,
Mac OS and Linux. Every user can use the system over the Internet using any popular browser, such
as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Safari.

2.1 Asynchronous e-Learning Approach
WebELS Learning system is designed to support flexibility and globalization of higher education in
science and technology in asynchronous mode. Lecturers can use the system to create and maintain
contents to be distributed online. Learners can browse the content list and start to learn using the
content by themselves. The system provides all necessary tools during e-Learning process. Tools like
content authoring, content management, user management, course management, on-demand viewer
and offline viewer are included in the system.
Currently, WebELS Learning system supports authoring for video-based Flash media content.
WebELS content is slide-based, which make it easier to edit after it has been created. Each slide in the
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presentation document (.pdf, .ppt,.pptx, .doc, .docx, .odp) are converted series of slide images (.jpg).
Using the Flash-based authoring tool, slide images and raw video recorded from the presentation or
lecture are made to synchronize to create a video-based content as shown in Figure 1. In many
universities and institutes, undoubtedly, there are numerous slide presentations and recorded videos
aiming to be reused but are just left unpublished because there is no system that can easily manage its
online distribution. The learning system technology provided by WebELS can help these valuable
information be distributed online.
Audio-based content are usually preferred in low-bandwidth environment than the video-based
content. In the current version, Java-based content is still available since it supports voice recording
per slide to create an audio-based content. However, WebELS Flash-based content have adaptive
video streaming qualities, such as high, medium and low-quality, thus it would still be useable even in
low bandwidth environment.

Figure 1. WebELS Learning System and the Video-based Content Authoring

2.2 Synchronous e-Learning Approach
WebELS Meeting system shown in Figure 2 supports synchronous e-Learning approach. There are
three servers in the server side, i.e., database server, content server and streaming server. Database
and content server are used for content and user data management, while streaming server is used for
real-time audio-video communication. The system provides necessary tools for administering users
and online meetings. Furthermore, the system supports easy content authoring, online slide
presentation, online annotation, chat messaging and video conferencing.
The video meeting system is based on client-server architecture, in contrast with the peer-to-peer
architecture utilized by a number of similar systems. With client-server architecture, more than two
users can join the video meeting at the same time. The video meeting panel is designed to be
independent from the presentation panel, thereby participants logged-in on the video meeting can still
open a different presentation content, while keeping the video meeting connection. There can be only
one meeting administrator at one time. Administrator can assign presenter, mute all listeners, kick out
a user, and manage the viewing focus to the presenter.
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Figure 2. WebELS Meeting System

3. System Implementation
3.1 WebELS Learning System
Figure 3a shows the user interface of the authoring tool. It is divided into six panels, namely (1) Slide
Navigator Panel for showing all slide pages and for quick slide changing, (2) Raw Video Panel for
displaying raw video stream, (3) Slide Preview Panel for previewing a selected slide, (4) Aggregated
Video Preview Panel for displaying an aggregated video which is synchronized to a selected slide, (5)
Content Information Panel for showing all details of synchronization slides, and (6) Editing Control
Panel for managing learning content. Editing Control Panel contains buttons for video and slide
start/stop synchronization, remove synchronized video, add blank slide, remove slide, pointer
movement management and slide information editor. Synchronization mechanism is based on video
key-marking concept where start and stop times are utilized to trigger slide change automatically at
playback. Slide and video synchronization is easily done using this tool without any third-party
software.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Authoring Tool and (b) Viewing Tool
Figure 3b shows the user interface of the viewing tool. The interface consists of four panels, namely
(1) Aggregated Video Panel for displaying the aggregated video of a current slide, (2) Slide Panel for
displaying the current slide, (3) Content Information Panel for showing slide information, and (4)
Control Panel for controlling online learning content. Control panel contains quality control, zoom
control, toggle view control and full screen mode. Video and slide panels can be toggled to display in
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the main panel. Both can also be zoomed-in to examine more closely or in greater detail. The pointer
mark displays and follows the movement while the video is playing. For low bandwidth environment,
users can select an appropriate video quality for smooth viewing. Progressive downloading and
buffering mechanisms are implemented to further support usage in low bandwidth environment
(Chunwijitra, et al., 2013).

3.2 WebELS Meeting System
Figure 4 shows the user interface for online meeting consisting of video meeting and online
presentation where participants convene via the Internet in real-time. The Flash-based video meeting
interface consists of (1) Video Conferencing Panel for audio-video communication system and (2)
Chat Messaging Panel for text based real-time communication. While the Java-based online
presentation interface consists of (1) Whiteboard Panel for online slide presentation and (2) Control
Panel for slide control and other supported functions.

Figure 4. An example of online meeting using WebELS Meeting System consisting of
a video meeting and an online presentation user interfaces
(Participants: 2 from Japan, 1 from Algeria, and 1 from United Kingdom)
The video conference and chat messaging systems use Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP). RTMP is a
protocol used for streaming audio, video and data over the Internet between Flash player on client side and
streaming server. Parameters for audio-video quality have been optimized in order for the system to adapt
the users’ network environment without suffering from a bad audio-video quality. These parameters
include video resolution, video frame rate, video encoding quality, and audio sampling rate are used to
provide three video quality settings such as low, medium and high, which can be selected in manual or
automatic mode.
Online slide presentation is a technique wherein the presentation panel of one user is mirrored to one or
more users by means of a shared virtual presentation board (VPB) data stored at the server. The presenter
of the online presentation updates the VPB at the server every time there is a new slide event by sending
the data onto the server. While listeners poll the server every one second in order to retrieve the updated
VPB and synchronize their slide presentation. The VPB data used to attain slide synchronization is in the
order of 10kbytes, thus data transfer delay is negligible. Online presentation features synchronized slide
control between the presenter and the listeners for slide changing, scrolling, zooming, cursor positioning,
and playback control for video embedded on the slide. It also features online annotation that allows the
presenter to write using a pen function on the slide display panel (Berena, et al., 2013).

4. Evaluation and Discussion
We used an online questionnaire in conducting the user acceptance evaluation for the system. The
questionnaire has 18 questions divided into three main sections - 8 questions on the authoring function, 6
questions on the viewing function, and 4 questions on the overall system. Each section provides questions
that measures the user acceptance of the proposed tool based on the three factors, namely, (1) Usefulness,
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(2) Ease-of-use, and (3) User satisfaction. We use the Likert scale to measure the responses from the
respondents. Five ordered response levels are used, such as (1) Strongly disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Neither
agree nor disagree, (4) Agree and (5) Strongly agree, and have corresponding scores as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively.
We sent out invitation to a group of prospective respondents via email indicating the purpose of the survey,
user guide of the system, and the link to the online questionnaire. These prospective respondents consist of
IT users who are familiar with computer technologies, and also non-IT users who can use the computer and
Internet technologies with little assistance. A total of 73 respondents consisting of 9 instructors and 64
students in the higher education completely answered the questionnaire after using the authoring tool and
learning content in actual situations.
The results of the survey shows that most respondents responded "Agree" to the usefulness, ease-of-use,
and user satisfaction of the authoring function, viewing function, and the overall system. The results
further show that the proposed authoring and viewing tools have higher user acceptance as a proposed tool
for e-Learning.

6. Summary
This paper presented the design and implementation of Web-based e-Learning System (WebELS) for the
flexibility and globalization of higher education in science and technology particularly in low bandwidth
environment. WebELS supports asynchronous and synchronous e-Learning activities, such as online selflearning, online group meeting discussion, and online lecture. Through the years of development,
WebELS continue to address the underlying challenges in the implementation of e-Learning in higher
education. Currently, WebELS Learning system implements a Flash-based easy-to-use authoring and
viewing tools. Usage in the low-bandwidth environment have been the designed goals, thus an adaptive
video quality for video-based contents were implemented. For WebELS Meeting, online presentation
combined with video meeting creates a virtual room for e-Meeting where participants convene via the
Internet in real-time. Parameters for video streaming have been optimized to allow more users who can
join the meeting.
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Paradoxes in LET standardisation
– towards an improved process
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Abstract:This paper is motivated by paradoxes and frustrations in the practice of learning
technology standardisation. Case studies and participatory observations suggest that
stakeholder engagement is key to an improved process. As industry involvement is hard to
achieve in a fragmented market, the author suggests that government interests should step up
their engagement to speed up the development cycle of idea formation, specification and
implementation.
Keywords: standardisation management, antipatory standards, standards implementation

1. Introduction
This paper is driven by paradoxes in standardisation of emergent technologies in the field of Learning,
Education and Training (LET). As a reflective practitioner (Schön 1983) in this field frustrations over
the standardisation process could (and should) be used to drive proposals for improvements. A series
of recent events have made this author question whether we need a better understanding of the role of
standardisation within this community, synthesised in a way that could clarify the roles of
stakeholders and actors in this field.
Frustrations often translate to dilemmas or – to bring the conversation to a more interpersonal
level – paradoxes. The literature on standardisation shows that paradoxes are part and parcel of this
practice (Cargill, 1989; Cargill & Bolin, 2007); therefore, let us introduce the paradoxical events that
spurred this paper:
First paradox: Open consensus processes should be closed.April 2013, CEN WS/LT 53rd
meeting concluded one of it most successful projects and, at the same time, was reprimanded for its
working methods that led up to this success. Motivation: Openness might harm the business model of
formal standardisation – the sale of standards as documents.
Second paradox: Even if there is no market, formal standardisation insists on selling
documents, undermining the business of standardisation for a community of experts that
contribute for free, but are not able to utilize their own work without paying.April 2013, CEN
WS/LT project experts learnt they could not work under an open contributor licence.
Third paradox: Ideally, the (commersial) market should lead standardisation.However,
these actors see no need to engage. April 2013, CEN Technical Committee 353 had its biannual
meeting. No active or future standardisation projects were reported.There is no clear understanding of
who is driving the market: SMEs and tool developers, the big vendors, publishers, school authorities,
ministries, universities? None of these see their core business depending on new LET standards.
The effects of these paradoxical and frustrating events are obvious: We experience lack of
understanding of the potential of standardisation; new work is hard to initiate; implementers are
focussing on wrong standards; recruitment to technical work is not good and partly from the “wrong”
stakeholders; and last but not least, there is a danger of fragmentation of standards efforts and
organisations.
Frustrations, and cynic musings about paradoxes do not change the world – careful analysis
and design do. Therefore, this paper kicks off a first round of analysis of the state-of-affairs in LET
standardisation as a reflection-on-own-practice study. The question driving this research is what
organisation and process model of standardisation is right for technology and practice development
and innovation in LET. The paper gives first a brief literature review that shows that LET
standardisation is not a well-defined domain, and standardisation in general is full of paradoxes. After
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choosing a case study approach three cases from Nordic and European practices is reported. The
results of these studies are summarised and used as input for design of some proposed actions.

2. What is LET standardisation?
LET community practitioners keep asking themselves how standardisation should be understood in
their domain. After having completed a successful project in CEN WS/LT, Simon Grant tweeted his
new insights into what standardization is, or should be: “Standardization, properly, should be the
process of formulation and formalisation of the terms of collective commitment.” @Asimong (Grant’s
TwitterID is) got an immediate response from @crispinweston “Commitment to whom and why? In
the market, fellow standardisers are competitors.”
In a Twitter conversation this author had with @LearningImpact (who is Rob Abel, CEO of
IMS Global, a consortium standardisation body) the market as a pivotal concept was stressed: “There
is no such thing as “LET” standardization. Standardization requires an industry/market & LET is not
one. LET is a concept” (Tweet of 3rd May 2013). If there is no such thing as LET standardisation,
there is for sure a community of LET standardisation experts who work in a number of committees.
What is raised again and again is the issue of how well this community of experts represents the
“real” interests in standardisation, which is another way of asking who should lead this activity.
The questions of representation and leadership are linked to the main characteristic of
learning technologies for learning, education and training: It is a domain that is volatile, emergent and
highly innovative. Consequently, we are talking about prospective (anticipatory) standardisation,
which in itself is a new paradox: How to fix (and make someone commit to) something that is in flux?

3. Related work
In general, standards are seen as a common good. What causes conflict is disagreements on when this
common good should be applied. Cargill has captured this in still another paradox: “By definition, a
standard is reasonably unchanging; therefore, the only time that an architecture should be
standardized is when it is no longer subject to change – and when an architecture is no longer subject
to change, it is dead” (Cargill 1989, p. 70). Consequently, timing of standardisation is key to
understanding the different stakeholder positions to a particular project and their participation in
different phases of a development project (Ecke & Pinto, 2008).
To boost European industry, the European Commission has proposed to use standards as a
way to leverage R&D results, which “inherently means ‘early standardisation’: standardisation takes
place at a very early stage of technology development” (Ecke & Pinto, 2008). This means promoting
anticipatory standardisation. Sherif (2001) linked standards timing with the technology lifecycle, and
derived three classes of standards. Figure 1 shows the technology S-curve depicting the trajectory of
technology, from idea to mature technology, and transition to a new technology. Anticipatory
standardisation works hand in hand with product design; while participatory standardisation is
initiated only at the stage when knowledge of the technology is shared and products start being
brought to the market. Responsive standards codify knowledge already established in practice.
Most of the standards the LET community has been working on fall into the first category,
anticipatory standards. Early standardisation
may inhibit innovation if introduced at an
inappropriate time, with premature lock-in to a
specific technology and economic inefficiency
as a results (Ecke & Pinto, 2008). The
alternative, to wait till the technology is more
mature before gathering the participants around
the committee table is not very attractive when
you realise that you then will be working with
yesterday’s technologies. So, for the LET
community the only viable approach is to find a
way to do anticipatory standardisation right
when it comes to timing and stakeholder
Figure 1: Timing of standards in relation with the
engagement.
technology S-curve, from Sherif (2001)
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Spirco et al. (2008) investigated how standards influence flexibility of information technology
infrastructures, based on a literature review. They found that standards were regarded both a stabilizer
of technology and as a means to increase flexibility.“On the one hand, standards make technology
stable. On the other hand, some characteristics of standards can increase flexibility. We concluded
that these perspectives do not contradict each other. Moreover, from the managerial standpoint a
balance between flexibility and stability is beneficial” (Spirco et al. 2008).
A simple model adapted from Egyedi (2008) is used to guide the exploration in this paper.
The model (Figure 2) is developed to give a schematic representation of the phases leading up to the
standard implementation, highlighting three main states of a standard, the conceptual idea, the
specification, and the implementation. Two translation processes intermediate between these states,
the standards process and the implementation process.

Figure 2Simple model of standardisation phases, from Egyedi (2008)
This study is an instance of reflective inquiry, following Schön’s theory for reflection-inaction consisting of on-the-spot surfacing, criticising, restructuring and testing of intuitive
understandings of experienced phenomena (Schön 1983). As the trigger events for selecting cases and
spur the reflective inquiry the author uses the dilemmas, disagreements, and conflicts experienced in
European and international standardisation. The aim in to arrive at what Schön calls ‘knowledge-inaction’, presumably having solved some of the dilemmas that disrupt the practice as an committee
expert. However, between inquiry and knowledge-in-action modelling of the domain takes place,
following the Design Science Approach developed by Hevner et al. (2004).
The cases are chosen from the recent practice of this author, the analysis focusing on
stakeholder roles and frames of understanding.

3.1 Case 1: Reactivating the Norwegian mirror committee – searching for stakeholders
This mini case study have analysed two years of activities within the Norwegian mirror committee
SN/K 186, which is responsible for developing a national position on a standards developed in the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN), and ISO. The National Standards Body was not
satisfied with stakeholder engagement and with the committee’s ability to solicit funding.
The re-organised K186 got a new leader, representing Norwegian Centre for ICT in
Education, a government agency. This agency started an internal study coming to grips with the
domain of LET standardisation and how to prioritise. Active recruitment brought some new members
(vendors and publishers) to the mirror committee, which launched a kickoff of the reformed
committee beginning of 2013. After two years of planning and sense making, the committee has still
not come up with an agreed work programme, and it is not clear what role K186 will play in national
and international standardisation work. As a participant for nearly ten years in the committee, the
following observations can be noted:
• More industry (as in non-educational institution) involvement in the committee has not led to a
clearer identification of use cases for standardisation.
• The links between European and international standardisation efforts and the needs for national
standards or adoption of international standards are not clear.
• The proposed focus areas for the mirror committee are generic (e.g., digital learning resources,
and questions and tests), with only one item reflecting national needs (definition of groups in
primary education). For the generic areas, there is no identification of business needs, neither
from industry nor education.
• The focus of the proposed work programme seems to be retrospective, centred around outdated
specifications, e.g., an old application profile of IEEE LOM, not much used in Norway.
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3.2 Case 2: Open process with closed IPR – the role of a pre-standardisation body
The European Union is about to launch a major initiative under the slogan Opening Up Education.
Openness is being embraced by Education, as in open content, open processes, open software, open
data, etc; whereas formal standardisation is going in the opposite direction. This represents a problem
as standardisation work in LET is funded by public institutions and done by experts that have nothing
to gain from their contributions, other than recognition. This mini case study is based on participation
in standardisation work on a European level (CEN WS/LT and TC353).
From time to time, the European Commission fund CEN to perform pre-standardisation work
resulting in a CEN Workshop Agreement (CWA). The work is subcontracted to a group of experts
hired by one of the CEN members, in the case of the InLOC project
(http://wiki.teria.no/display/inloc), AENOR of Spain. Experts of this project were able to negotiate a
contract giving AENOR exploitation rights to their work; however, retaining the right to reuse and
republish for non-commercial purposed material developed by them within the scope of the contract.
Furthermore, they agreed that the final deliverables should be published under a Creative Commons
“by-nc-nd” licence, and that implementers should be granted a perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free
licence equivalent to the Open Web Foundation Agreement OWFa 1.0 - except reserving commercial
exploitation rights.
When CEN saw the consequences of an open process, they instructed AENOR to repudiate
the contract with the experts, and they started a process to discipline the CEN WS/LT to conform to
the closed working process of formal standardisation with document exchange only through a
password protected repository (LiveLink) and a monitored e-mail reflector.
When the experts argued there are no pecuniary motivation for CEN to restrict access to the
CWAs, as these are openly available for download from CEN at no charge, they realised that the IPR
issues for these kinds of documents are less than clear. The documents are only for the use of the
person downloading them. This might make any implementation illegal, unless the document is
bought through one of the CEN members.
From this case study the following observations can be noted:
• Formal standardisation bodies are on a collision course with the educational community on how
to contribute to the development of learning technologies. With openness being the imperative of
learning and research, a closed development model is bound to alienate experts from universities
and organisations supporting open processes.
• Most of the work in LET standardisation is done on voluntary basis. Therefore, motivation needs
to be carefully managed by the standard bodies. Open processes and new and efficient forms of
collaborative work seem to build motivation among LET standards experts, and should be
acknowledged by the SSBs.
• In the LET domain, the problem is not having too few standards to choose among. The challenge
is to make sense of a highly disruptive field, and this presupposes an open conversation.
• A paper and document based business model for standardisation within ICT is outdated. To insist
on pre-web practices is the same as asking for competing consortia standardisation to take over
the work.

4. Discussion
Is standardisation in general, and LET standardisation in particular, a “failing paradigm”? It was
Cargill and Bolin who raised the question, based on the threat of fragmentation of solutions due to “an
excessive proliferation of specifications and SSOs (..) undermining the very value of standards and
the markets that they serve” (Cargill & Bolin, 2007).
Our analysis shows that even if there is an identified LET standardisation community, there is
no clear understanding what a LET standard is. It is hard to draw the borders between use of
technologies for learning, education and training; and use for library functions, recreation and culture,
knowledge management, etc. The LET standardisation community has not been very successful
scoping our work, which has led to setbacks and delays in development of metadata standards, quality
standards, etc.
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What is the problem?
The case studies point to stakeholder involvement as a key challenge. If there are issues with scoping
of the work, it becomes hard to motivate the right stakeholders to be involved. Furthermore, if the
process is closed and is experienced as bureaucratic, stakeholders used to open innovation processes
see no reason to engage.
The mirror committee case epitomized how hard it is to get stakeholder involvement in
standards development within educational markets. While international SSBs focus on regional or
international markets, local vendors and educational authorities often concentrate on national
requirements. There are few incentives for a national mirror committee member to contribute to
international standardisation, as this is an overwhelming process taken care of by players in a
transnational market. At most, a national committee would make a profile of an international standard.
Timing is essential for stakeholder engagement. No stakeholder wants to waste time and
money to enter a process at the wrong stage. First, if the sharing of the results of pre-standardisation is
not happening (as in the 2nd case study), there is no way for industry and others to judge where the
technology development is heading. Second, there is always the Catch-22 argument that you should
not standardise anything before there is an implementation; or you don’t have anything to implement
because there is no specification agreed upon. These lines of argumentation are to a large extent part
of a positioning game among organisations and expert communities. However, the problem with the
standardisation - implementation circle (ref Figure 2) is real enough. Often we have to wait for the
piloting, showcasing and first implementations of new specifications, something that lead to delays
and lost market opportunities, and that create a sense of futility for the whole standardisation activity
when new emergent technologies make the old solutions obsolete.
Who should act?
Standards being a public good, Cargill and Bolin (2007) pointed to the responsibility of government
“to strengthen the standardization system through minimal intervention”. Cargill and Bolin have got a
point; however, their remedy does not sell well to any of the parties caring about standardisation.
Engagement of the market (often understood as industry) has been the test for the sustainability of a
standards initiative, e.g., for funding of new projects in CEN WS/LT or explaining the failure of a
mirror committee. However, this author would claim that the market for learning technologies is not
fully understood to support the notion that industry should be the prime mover and shaker when it
comes to creating LET standards.
No doubt, the learning technology market is substantial in terms of invested money. From a
European perspective, you will only find a few market players identifying themselves as learning
technology providers, e.g., focussing on Learning Management Systems, textbook publishing, training
services, etc. The dominating actors are the universities and a maze of educational institutions and
authorities. But they should not develop technologies, as it were, because they are on the receiving
end as buyers of the products and services being developed. The result in Europe is a non-energetic
formal standardisation process with educational stakeholders being told to lay off, industry interests
not in sight, and as usual, a host of academics circling around to write papers and do more or less
grounded designs for their research. Moving to ISO level the situation is not much different. From a
US perspective the market is king, as stated by the CEO of IMS Global, the consortium being behind
a number of LET specifications: “In general, if an industry is not willing to manage their own destiny
they get what they deserve” (Tweet by @Learningimpact, 2013-05-03). However, IMS Global as a
membership driven organisation has slowed down making new standards and seems more into
organising conferences and doing consultancy based on their existing catalogue of specifications.
If industry is not in the position to drive LET standardisation, who should then do it? If we go
beyond the market rhetorics we see that other forces than industry have played an important role in
ICT standardisation.This paper would suggest that the Educational Authorities, both nationally and
regionally, should step up to their responsibility and realise that they are the only stakeholders that
could strengthen the LET standardisation process and give the activities a new footing. Both
education and standards are public goods and standardisation in this domain is too important to be left
to a non-functioning market to be fixed. However, a more active role needs to be based on a good
scoping of the domain and a deep understanding of anticipatory standardisation being something
different from the regulatory practice, which is the main concern of these authorities.
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What should be done?
What “minimal intervention” could the government come up with to improve the LET standardisation
process? Already today, European Union bodies (http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/) work towards opening
up innovation processes, including standardisation. Through project funding European agencies
promote standardisation as a way to disseminate results. However, a more direct intervention in the
process is needed in order to speed up the Idea - Specification - Implementation cycle.

5. Conclusions and further work
This study was sparked by a number of paradoxes from the field of LET standardisation experienced
by the author as a reflective practitioner. Participatory observations and two mini case studies led to
the conclusion that the current processes maintained by international and regional Standard Setting
Bodies are suboptimal. Lack of openness hampers the conversation that could lead to better scoped
project and more stakeholder engagement. The market for educational services is substantial;
however, this does not imply that there is a great interest in standardisation as means for innovation in
this domain.
How the market works for LET tools and services and what stakeholder interests are
represented in a way that is accessible for anticipatory standardisation projects needs further
exploration. Furthermore, the role of government in learning technology development needs also
more thought. This paper has identified government as a potential driving force in formal
standardisation as well as in supporting community-developed specifications. Within LET
standardisation, the idea - specification - implementation cycle tends to be disrupted by two lines of
arguing: 1) An academic standards expert led process will not produce a strong and effective
standards as the process will not be informed by real industry requirements. 2) LET standardisation
should be based on implementations and one need to wait till industry is ready to get involved. The
resulting waiting game needs to be broken, and in a fragmented market, the only stakeholder being
able to keep the process going is government.
In a study of standards dynamics Egyedi (2008) concluded, “Many standards bodies do not
address standards implementation issues because they argue that this is best left to the market”.
Egyedi found this to be wrong for the cases he analysed, and pointed out that development and
implementation of a standard are intertwined and cannot be separated in a meaningful way. “We
would, therefore, recommend that standard bodies shift their emphasis from the development of
standards to a more systematic inclusion of implementation concerns” (Egyedi 2008). This conclusion
is supported by this study as well. However, to achieve this transformation within the field of
standardisation studied in this paper, more research needs to be done on how organisational and
management issues can be aligned with the specific needs and business culture of learning, education
and training.
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Abstract:The increased use of information and communication technologies(ICT) in schools
promises up-to-date, interactive and collaborative learning content, However, this has proved
difficult to fulfill as the requirements from students and teachers combined with devices in a
variety of contexts are expensive to meet. Software reuse is a proven way to decrease
development time.This paper explores the characteristics of a software ecosystem approach to
cater for a new digital school and presents an enhanced reference model developed forthe field
of technology-enhanced learning (TEL).
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1. Introduction
The deployment of ICT in schools and the demand for digital education have increased significantly
in recent years (Ruth, 2010). Despite an abundance of open educational resources made available to
teachers, the current educational practices supported by ICT are still in question with respect to
sustainability and effectiveness (Dowries, 2007). Facilitating every student in almost every situation is
the grand challenge, which implies that every digital learning resource requires a specific
configuration per student, per course, per task, per context etc. In order to facilitate efficient
development of software for this domain, various software reuse strategies have been adopted, for
instance, Software Product Lines (SPL). The core of SPLs isinherently intra-organizational. This
becomes a challenge inlarge domains with great variability. In such domains it is not feasible for a
single organization to cater for all variations. To mitigate such risks there is a need for an interorganizational approach to development. Software Ecosystem is one example that is better suited for
such problem domains (Bosch, 2009). This work explores the characteristics ofanecosystem for
pedagogical software with built-in support for collaboration and co-creation for different players, such
as teachers and companies. The goal is to develop a foundation for more efficient, effective, and
sustainable technology integration in schools.The contributions of this paper include current practices,
identification of challenges, and a set of possible improvements. We use a three-layered perspective of
ecosystems as a vehicle to analyze how a set of Swedish schools isusingICT to support education. The
results are analyzed and we identify challenges fromcurrent practices. The outcomes of addressing
these challenges are then concretized in three scenarios.These scenarios then serve as input to govern
the extension of a reference model, which is the second core contribution. A reference model is a
domain-specific ontology that packages the collective knowledge within an application domain. It
transfers knowledge from previous to future projects in a domain assistingdevelopers. Finally, we
conclude andidentify directions for future work.

2. Background
In the past, software applications where designed to fill a single purpose or function.As organizations
became more reliant on systems and software, these applications had to be interoperable with other
applications in order to function. The same line of development can be also seen in schools. In order
to meet the needs of an organization, entire organizationmust be considered (Greefhorst & Proper,
2011). Enterprise Architecture (EA) is an approach that considers organizationsas systems and
software (Zachman, 1987). One widely-used process framework for EA activities isThe Open Group
Architecture Framework(TOGAF)(Josey, 2009). TOGAF can be used to describe a system from
various focal points or “architecture domains” which are subsets of an overall enterprise
architecture.These are (1) Business, which describes the processes that constitute the principal
architecture drivers, (2) Data, which describes how data is accessed and stored, (3) Applications,
which describes how individual applications are designed and how they interact with other
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applications and, (4) Technology, which describes the infrastructure that facilitate view1 - 3 in terms
of hardware and software. In our studies we map the three topmost layers onto ecosystem layers.The
fourth layer, technology, is not considered. This mapping is depicted in Figure 1. These layers have
been considered independently in previous work. Liu (2010) defines the scaffolding for a content
ecosystem, which we map the data level to. Jansen, Finkelstein, &Brinkkemper(2009) define software
ecosystems, which applications map to. Moreover, Moore (1993)&Tian et al., (2008) define the
Business ecosystem.

Figure 1. The layers of an Ecosystem.
This mapping was discussed with practitioners and analyzed in a case study (Pettersson et al.,in
preparation)based on interviews with ten teachers and members of four companies. The analysis
identifies three different views, which we describe in detail below using concept and interaction
abstractions.

(A) The Business View(B) The Software View
(C) The Content View
Figure 2. Three concept-interaction models for TEL ecosystem view-points
The three following views takes two perspectives, the teachers and the educational
softwarecompanies. The first is the business view depicted in Figure 2A. A big challenge for ICT in
schools isthat individual teachers cannot purchase material directly. This means that if a teacher
cannot motivate for colleagues that there is anadded value, nothing will be purchased. With the
hesitancy many teachers show for ICT,this becomes a significant problem for advancing its use in
schools (Holloway, 2012). This is also reflected in the companies that say that they never sell to
individual teachers. The companies sell their products as services and charges per annum per student,
mainly directly to municipalities. Furthermore, the content providers are strongly depending upon
external actors for providing anything not part of their core business.The software view depicted in
Figure 2B,is concerned with services, applications, platforms, and reusable assets such as frameworks
and components. From the teacher perspective, software may be divided into a three categories; (1)
hardware (such as dedicated software for an interactive whiteboard), (2) specific subject software
(such as dedicated physics software) and (3) communication. The common factor for all of these is
that the teacher is free to promote which software students should use at their own discretion, if the
school owns the software or the software is free. The teachers rarely provide feedback to the
companies that develop the software. At the same time, they express a wish for being able to
customize the softwarethey use. The development company initiates development of new products
and hires consultants for a variety of tasks. The content view contains three categories depicted in
Figure 2C, (1) Pedagogic, (2) Administrative and (3) Activity content. The pedagogic category
includes assets used for teaching activities such as digitalized textbooks, videos and games. Content
spans the range from the smallest building blocks to a complete digital course package. The case
study indicates that the most common use case is teachers modifying existing pedagogic content.
Administrative content is to a large extent meta-data. This category includes pedagogical plans,
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curriculums, or student reviews. The case study showed that the shear amount and verbosity of
administrative content have steadily increased in recent years. The activity category includes assets
that are produced as an outcome of learning activities and tasks, for example student authored media
or tests. In this category, we also include feedback on activities, reviews or other metrics related to,
for instance, performance. There was no significant evidence for social production communities
within schools with the rare exception of a few wikis.

3. Towards Strategic Reuse
In the previous section,we pointed out several discrepancies between state of the art and reuse
practices in schools. A lack of digital curation causes a difficulty for teachers to share digital content
and collaborate despite customizing content is a very common use case. Furthermore, the acquisition
of content is also inflexible to such a degree that teachers in many cases simply develop content
themselves. There is no sign of systematic reuse, mainly due to the lack of widely adopted standards
and patterns. In order to establisha sustainable approach to ICT, teachers and businessesrequire means
to develop more effectively. Strategic reuse is a proven method to improve software development
(Jacobson, Griss, & Jonsson, 1997). It is clear that strategic reuse is not about code, it is more about
organization and processes (Frakes, 2005). This observation has resulted insoftware reuse methods
with two parallel focuses, the domain and the product (Pohl et al., 2005). Strategic reuse and SPLs in
particular is based in three hypotheses; (1) the redevelopment, (2) the oracle and (3) the organizational
hypothesis (Weiss & Lai, 1999). The redevelopment hypothesis states that, software development is
actually software redevelopment. The oracle hypothesis states that it is possible to derive future
changes from previous for a software system. The organizational hypothesis states that it is possible to
organize both software and organization in such a way that it benefits from predicted future changes.
In order to establish a successful strategic reuse program all three must be satisfied. We define three
reuse usage scenarios. These, presented as challenges and goals,demonstrate what is required to
satisfy these hypotheses in TEL.

3.1 Usage Scenarios
The usage scenarios where derived as a vehicle to identify the existing gap between current practices
and state-of-the art, strategic reuse practices. The scenarios outline threechallenge-goal pairs that
identify gaps and highlight current impedimentsfor adopting strategic reuse practices in the TEL field.
Table 1: Usage scenarios – Challenges and Goals.
ID Problem

Challenge

Goal

S1

Teachers find pedagogical
content inflexible and
difficult to adapt.
(redevelopment satisfied)

Have pedagogical content with
explicit variability. Define and
provide means to use, modify
and extend pedagogical
content.

S2

Collaboration between
stakeholders is perceived as
difficult. (redevelopment and
oracle satisfied)

Satisfy hypotheses (1) and (2).
E.g., identify and
introducevariation points in
pedagogical content and the
means required by teachers to
extend and adapt it.
Satisfy hypothesis (3). Define
interfaces and methods for
interchange of development
assets between stakeholders

S3

Teachers lack best practices
and guidance.(redevelopment
and organizational satisfied)

Satisfying hypothesis (2) by
enabling the formalization of
practices within the platform.

Have activities and artifacts in
the platform that utilize
knowledge transfer.

Have functionality that
enables cooperation with
support for access
control,contributionand
governance.

3.2 Scenario 1 (S1) – Teacher reusing and extending content
In order to perform this activity, the teacher logs into the platform and browse the repository foran
activity that matches the teacher’s needs. The system presents two activities to the teacher that
collectpH with the particular devices available at the school. The teacher walks through the processes
inthe activity, customizes them fit the location where the class will take place through an authoring
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interface. The following day, the students perform the activity collecting measurements and the data is
made available for classroom analysis.

3.3 Scenario 2 (S2) – Software companies collaborating with Teacher
The company wants to start developing a new software product in the subject of biology. The
envisioned product is a mobile application and they have gathered requirements and devised a product
design internally. However, the company does not have sufficient resources and skills to manage the
pedagogical content. For this, the company has planned to find interested teachers in the ecosystem’s
network and announces a request for participation. This request contains a description of the project,
work descriptions with process models that model how the contributions will fit into the project
context.

3.4 Scenario 3 (S3) – Teacher models a learning process
The teacher deploys the activity, distribute the roles and material to the students and begin to follow
the suggested workflow. The teacher finds that the roles suggested by the activity make the groups
slightly to large, which leads to students not being active in the groups. The teacher makes a note for
later reporting and adjusts the groups. When the activity is concluded he teacher modifies the
workflow to reflect the practical changes. The teacher then commits the changes to the platform where
the author gets notified and other teachers can access the changes.

4. A Software Ecosystem Reference Model for the TEL domain
Table 1 describes three goalsfor supporting successful strategic reuse in the TEL domain. These goals
are related to (1) the ability to extend and reuse content and components, (2) extending development
processes between organizations, and (3) the ability to formalize processes. We find that SPLs could
provide a way to achieve the goal of S1, providing the ability to extend and reuse content and
components. However, SPLs fall short in respect to goal 2 due to the lack of inter-organizational
focus. Comparing the required mechanisms with an existing reference model (Pettersson et al., 2010)
for the domain, we find that the existing model falls short.The model is lacking detailed support for
collaboration between the stakeholders as well as facilitating curation of ecosystem assets. This
section describes the enhancements made to meet each goal and combine them together into an
enhanced reference model.

(A) Extension for reuse

(B) Extension for inter-organizational development
Figure 3. Extensions

Goal 1 requires two groups of mechanisms, execution and digital curation, depicted in Figure 3A.
Execution is related to how various executable artifacts are processed in the ecosystem. For this, we
turn to the process enactment language xSPIDER_ML(Portela et al., 2012). For our purposes, we
reduce the language into four core concepts Control, Monitor, Participate and Validate.
Controlintroduces mechanisms to influence the execution of an artifact through the provisioning of
information, for example, providing sensor data, answers to questions, and rich media content like
pictures and videos. Monitor provides mechanisms for observing and supervising artifacts that are
executed in the ecosystem. Participate provides mechanisms that allow multiple users to control the
execution of artifacts. The final concept, Validate, provides mechanisms for validation of the
executable assets including the external inputs and control directives they receive. The second group,
digital curation, is concerned with the artifacts’ life cycles in an ecosystem(Liu, 2010). Digital
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curation relies on three concepts; Contribution Workflow, Conflict Resolution andGovernance(Lam,
2012). Contribution Workflow determines how tasks are distributed among roles including related pre
and post activities after the creative phase. Conflict Resolution is related to how the ecosystem
managesdisagreements in the curation activities. Governance is related to an ecosystem’s policies and
regulations.It extracts rules and policies defined by the first two groups. On top of this it also defines
obligations and consequences of violating the rules.Goal 2 is achieved by software product lines,
more specifically a two-tier lifecycle model (Pohl et al., 2005). This outlines four distinct
development activitiesRequirements, Design, Implementation and Test, all regular software
development activities.To support inter-organizational development, mechanism that manages
interactions between independent entities is required. To achieve this, we refine digital curation
concepts digital curation described above.

Figure 4. A software ecosystem reference model for the TEL domain
We merge the extensions into a single reference model, depicted in Figure 4. The concepts are
subtypes of the Ecosystem Role and Ecosystem Activity. In terms of Ecosystem Roles there are four
new concepts, (1) Ecosystem Manager, (2) Producer, (3) Consumer and (4) Curator. Ecosystem
Manager is essentially an extension of the product manager from a SPL, with added responsibilities
for Ecosystem. Producer can be anything from a company contributing an entire platform to a
photographer providing a picture. Consumersare regarded as end users in the ecosystem, e.g. students
or teachers using assets. Curator is a local ecosystem manager but for a small scope of the ecosystem
and the caretakers that sort, filters and marks the assets of the ecosystem. Furthermore, the Ecosystem
Activity has three new concept groups, Execution, Creation and Curation, which were also discussed
above.

Figure 5. Instantiation of the reference model
In order to initially evaluate theenhanced reference model, we instance it with variation points
in Figure 5 and perform a brief scenario walkthrough of S1 – S3. The Ecosystem Activities (EA) and
Ecosystem WorkProducts (EWP) are derived from the reference model. Offering managed solution
elements and execution trough the software platform as reusable artifacts fulfills S1 together with
extension of content trough the contribution workflow and creation with their possible variations. S2
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is satisfied by the contribution workflow and creation, where the contribution workflow can be either
open or a hybrid. S3 is satisfied by creation of solution elements and they being able to be knowledge
and distributed trough the software platform.
In order to firmly validate the reference model, the collection of more empirical data is needed
from schools and companies. The usefulness of the model increases for every use of it, so the practical
usability of the model relies on organizations and individuals attempting to implement it in their daily
work.

5. Concluding remarks and Future Work
This paper presents three views of TEL ecosystems and usesthem to analyze the technology and
software used in some Swedish schools and educational software companies. Based on a previous
case study, we present abstractions of Business, Software and Content views and we identify
problems, challenges and goals, and construct usage scenarios to demonstrate the gaps in
functionality. We propose two extensions to an existing reference model to provide support for reuse
and inter-organizational development processes. The extensions are merged with the original
reference model. Future research includes an extended validation of the reference. Furthermore, the
methodology must be enabledto companies and schools.Future efforts will be directed to this specific
line of research.
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Abstract: This article reviews the 43 research articles of the past decade on gesture-based
computing in education. The focus is on the primary question: how is GBC used
pedagogically in education? Content analysis is used as primary method. A comparison of
instructional intervention (of GBC) in different sub-education domains is reported.
Keywords: Gesture-based computing, gesture-based learning, instructional approach, content
analysis

1. Introduction
The applications and developments of gesture-based technology have continued to increase and
advance in the field of teaching and learning. Educational researchers are interested in investigating
the effect of gesture-based device not only as a mean of natural input device but also the impact and
effect it may make on learning in other aspects, such as memory (Chao et al., in press) and physical
rehabilitation (Chang, 2011). The present paper is a follow-up to Sheu et al.’s (2013) earlier study in
which 45 articles on gesture-based learning published in the years 2001-2012 were analyzed by using
content analysis in terms of research method, subject domain, topic of learning content, types of
gesture-based computing devices, and the intended settings. In this early descriptive report,
experimental design research is the most common method employed (50%) followed by design-based
research (30.8%). Nintendo Wii is the most used gesture-based device (44%). The largest percentage
of this research is in the domain is in special education (40%). Additional analyses revealed the same
trend in the use of Wii is which predominately was deployed in special education (70%). Among all
identified learning topics, motor skill learning has the highest percentage (20%). When grouping these
topics into three domains of knowledge (procedural, conceptual, and both), the result demonstrates
that procedural type knowledge dominates gesture-based learning studies.
This paper takes a deeper look at these selected studies from a pedagogical perspective,
addressing the question of how these gesture-based technology/computing devices are used in
supporting and/or facilitating learning. We are also interested in how these technologies might be used
differently when supporting different kinds of learning outcomes. In order to answer these questions,
content analysis is used as primary method.

2. Method
2.1 Data Collection and Analysis
The data analyzed in this study covers research articles published in the years 2001-2012 and
retrieved from five academic databases: the Education Resources Information Center Digital Library
(ERIC), Educational Research Complete (ERC), Association for Computing Machinery Digital
Library (ACM), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and SpringerLink. The
first two databases are educational. ERIC is considered the largest database in education and ERC
collects most journals (1,200 titles) in education. ACM and IEEE contain the largest digital libraries
in computing and engineering. However, a high percentage of the collection in these two databases
are conference proceedings. In order to cover more journal articles in computer science, SpringerLink,
which contains considerable journals in computer science, was added.
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Retrieved bibliographic data (approximately 2,430 items) was subsequently filtered manually
by the researchers based on the relevance, publication type (academic journal articles) and published
year (2001-2012). A total of 43 articles were identified to be relevant to the topic of gesture-based
learning and were analyzed in this study. Articles were included as related based on the following two
criteria: (1) Empirical Research paper, other types of papers such as "news," "reviews," and “literature
reviews,” "colloquium," "editorial materials" and "commentary article" were all excluded from the
study, and (2) containing a gesture-based learning component, in which the learner’s gesture (body)
involvement must relate to a target learning content in the learning process. Therefore, the use of
gesture-based devices as a means simply for flipping eBooks and mobility of receiving and sending
information were excluded. Studies purely focused on the technical efficiency of the device, gaming
and robot design were also excluded.
Articles were reviewed to determine: (1) discipline/domain of the study, (2) topic of target
learning outcome, (3) technology--gesture-based related devices used in the learning system, and (4)
instructional approach/intervention of these gesture-based computing device indented to play.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Gesture-Based computing technology in education
The gesture-based computing (GBC) devices used in these articles include Wii, Kinect, robots, haptic
tech, smart phone, tablet, multi-touch display, PDA, GPS, and the researchers’ own design (a
combination of several computing devices, such as barcode, sensor, camera, 3D glasses, etc.). High
percentages of cases (more than 80%) used commercial made and ready to use equipment, such as
Wii and Kinect. According to these articles, one of the major reasons is affordability. These have a
relatively low cost of $130 (for a Kinect Xbox 360 or Wii) compared with other devices, such as
interactive whiteboard (price ranges from US $700 to US $2,200). Such cost estimates do not include
the price for custom-made alternative devices for persons with special needs that can be very
expensive. In addition, they can be applied without computer programming background. In many
cases, very little to no modification is required for educators to use it in their curriculum. For similar
reasons (affordability, low maintenance), Exergames, using video-games for exercise activities, are
popular in schools for promoting physical activities. It is expected to see more and more use of these
ready-to-use products in classrooms, particularly in special education and physical education

3.2 How Gesture-Based computing is used in different domains
3.2.1 Special Education (21 studies)
GBC was used for performance support (job aid and assistive technology for daily use), training
materials/systems (job training) and physical therapy (rehab).
Among these articles, Shih and his colleagues conducted a series of studies on using Wii and related
products to support the learner with both physical and cognitive difficulties to learn daily life skills
(motor skills) and specific job tasks (job training), physical rehab, and other behavior skill training.
Shih's team also turned Wii into an affordable assistive technology, as a switch that can be operated
by people with physical difficulty to handle typical switches. Burke et al. (2010) combined iPhone
and other add-on devices as a performance support system that facilitates learning of skill sequences
by simplifying complex tasks and providing cues (just-in-time support). Petersson and Brooks (2007)
used a robotic device and camera to design an environment that allows children (4-6 years old) to play
games as a type of play therapy. GBC, specifically Exergame, is also used in special education for
promoting physical activity and for engaging autistic students for social interactions and skills
(Hourcade et al, 2012; Porayska-Pomsta et al, 2012)
These studies show that these applications of GBC have a very positive impact on the
learning results of the learners with physical difficulties, cognitive difficulties, or both. These findings
are especially encouraging given that the cost is relatively lower than customized assistive
technology.
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3.2.2 Science & math education (8 studies)
These articles described the use of GBC to support scientific discovery learning by providing
simulations, digital manipulatives, and as a tool as part of larger experiments. Ochoa et al (2011),
Pendrill and Rohlen (2011), and Wheeler (2011) used programs they designed specifically for use in
physical experiences, to be run on Wii remote and iPhone 4. Abrahamson et al. (2011, 2012) created
their own GBC learning system, called MIT, a combination of various technologies, such as screen,
program, controller etc. for discovery-based math instruction. Lists of instructional tactics (tutorial
tactic) were embedded into discovery learning. Majgaard et al (2011) created digital manipulatives
(robotic education tool and number blocks) for learning abstract math concepts. Christodoulou et al.
(2008) used haptic technology to create simulations for various science concepts for students to
explore as a "metaphor" of feeling associated with the concepts. In general, simulations, digital
manipulatives, and tools for experiments were the primary types of instructional interventions
reported using GBC in science education.

3.2.3 General education (7 studies)
Application of GBC is also found in learning emotions, social behaviors, and in facilitating
collaboration. Barakova & Lourens (2010) used a robot in a game for children to learn emotions and
social behaviors. Bekker et al (2010) used six designs of interactive play objects for children to
interactive play with objects to simulate social interaction and physical play. Another creative
application of GBC was to create tangible objectives on learning oral hygiene by Sylla et al. (2012),
who created a giant tooth and toothbrush for preschool children to interact with. Through playing,
children learn the abstract concepts of germs on teeth and how to clean them.

3.2.4 Physical Education (3 studies)
Di Tore et al (2012) used Kinect for a visual-motor game to improve 5th grade students' integration
skill. Grieser et al (2012) used Wii Fit with college students for balance training. Vernadakis et al
(2012) compared Wii Fit and traditional methods on balance training with colleague students and
found that Wii is equally effective as traditional training. While there are other traditional approaches
that are equally effective for fitness training, video-game exercise (Exergame) brings additional
motivation and fun into the activity. Additionally when using these technologies, exercise and
activity, were logged automatically and can be compared and used for further instructional strategies,
such as showing accomplishments, friendly completion in games among students, and visualization of
each part of exercise.
"Wii therapy" in special education or "Exergame" in physical education are effective for a
similar reason, including affordability. Students are familiar with the devices and with minor or no
modification, it can be turned into an instructional technology (or assistive technology). As such, no
high level programming skills are required to run the system.

3.2.5 Other fields in education related fields (4 studies)
Four out of 43 studies were used not in K-12 education system. Kotranza et al (2009) created a
simulation with physical fake breast, sensor, virtual reality, and glasses for medical students to learn
breast exam procedure training. Aleotti and Caselli (2011) used a data glove, motion tracker, and
haptic feedback device to operate and manipulate objects in VR for product assembly and
disassembly training. Binder et al. (2004) created a physical interface (tangible objects) for
architecture and interaction design students for inspirational learning.
The use of GBC in these three studies was more complicated than the cases we have
discussed in previous sections. The scale and complexity of the learning content in the reported
learning context in these studies were also higher. The interventions were required to provide proper
simulations when going through each stage of complex procedural tasks. By providing safe and lower
cost environment (compared to real materials and situations in these fields), learners were allowed to
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engage learning in complex and higher level skill learning, such as imitation, manipulation,
developing precision, articulation, so that these skills became naturalized (Dave, 1967).

4. Conclusion
Overall, there are two major characteristics of gesture-based technology: its kinesthetic aspect and the
fact that it is gesture-based. With these characteristics, GBC provides an interface that allows users to
interact with computers with body-movement, gestures, voice, and even eye movements. With such
features, it expands and enhances all kinds of learning experiences, such as discovering learning,
experiential learning, and game-based learning by providing various instructional interventions, such
as simulation, digital manipulatives, performance/instructional support (job aid, cuing system, just-intime information etc.), and tools for experiments (physics experiments). According to these studies
reviewed for this paper, these already effective instructional interventions are especially helpful for
learners who have physical difficulties using a keyboard and mouse. Similarly, GBC's kinesthetic
aspect seems to have higher advantages to enhance psychomotor skills learning in various ways, such
as imitation, manipulation, precision development etc.
All reviewed studies show positive impact and learning effect of these gesture-based learning
systems. There are advantages of using gesture-based devices in the learning process. Some believe it
is related to kinesthetic memory especially in cases involving complex, three-dimensional motor skills
(Minogue & Jones, 2006) and embodied interaction that abstract math concepts can be learned
through playing manipulatives or tangible objects (Abrahamson et. al., 2011, 2012). However, it is not
clear how these kinesthetic-related information processes or embodied cognitions work for improving
learning. Related research remains at a primitive stage. Interdisciplinary studies and collaborations
cross different fields are required in order to explore the full potential of kinesthetic and gesture-based
technology for teaching and learning.
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Abstract: This paper describes the development of a user-adaptive e-learning system. A user
can select e-learning content that he/she desires on this system to make questions
automatically at random for the selected content. Computer graphics are used to display elearning content and messages on this system, which is expected to allow the user to
understand much more about content and to arouse the user’s interest in it.
Keywords: e-learning, learning system, computer graphics

1. Introduction
Various studies on the e-learning system have been reported [1],[2]. Generally
speaking, however, many e-learning systems are completely standardized and are often
difficult to use as the utility of study that the user desires and to meet the user’s learning level
at any time.
The advantage of using computer graphics as learning materials is that we can expect
the user to understand much more about e-learning content and arouse his/her interest in it
with the computer graphics introduced in making visual effects. A variety of studies on the
learning materials including computer graphics have also been informed [3],[4].
Matsushita et al. have been developing the learning systems using computer graphics
[5]. One problem was that the user had to solve unnecessary questions because these systems
make questions at random for all e-learning contents. The other problem was that the user
remembered the answers because these systems always put questions for the selected elearning content in the same order.
In this study, we developed a new user-adaptive e-learning system that the visual
effects can be expected without submitting uniformity questions. This paper presents the
outline and construction of our newly developed e-learning system.
2. System Development Policy and Environment
The purpose of this system is to allow the user to study at not only educational sites
but also home. Therefore, the specifications of this system were set so that it can be operated
in a standard computing environment. An easy-to-use interoperability system is required for
not only teachers but also primary school students and their parents. As a result, the operation
buttons were simplified and the screen structure and transition were integrated to make the
user realize them easily.
The Microsoft Windows 7 operating system was used on a personal computer in order
to develop this system. The computer graphics were created using the POV-Ray [6] software.
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3. Our Newly Developed User-Adaptive E-Learning System
3.1 System outline
A user can select e-learning content that he/she wants to study on this system to make
questions automatically at random for the selected e-learning content.
The English alphabets, Japanese Kanji characters and elementary mathematics are
available in the branches of learning on this system at present. When changing the branches
of learning on this system, it is possible to do so only by replacing e-learning content with
another one that is set into the system with little modification.
Computer graphics are used to display e-learning content and messages in the
branches of learning on this system, which is expected to allow the user to understand much
more about e-learning content and to arouse the user’s interest in it.
3.2 System construction
This system consists of HTML, JavaScript and PHP with the Web browser interface
built. Fig.1 shows the system construction.
3.3 Screen structure
This system is composed of e-learning content selection screen, e-learning content
confirmation screen, question screen, correct/incorrect answer screens and termination
screen. Fig.2 shows the screen structure.
Content selection screen
E-learning content

PHP
HTML

Content confirmation screen
Reselection

JavaScript

Decision

Random display

Message etc.

Question screen
Web browser

(C

t

hi

/ T t)

Answer

Correct screen
Windows

Continuation

Termination

Answer

Incorrect screen
Termination

Continuation

User
Termination screen

Fig.2 Screen structure

Fig.1 System construction

4. System Operation and Screen Transition
First, accessing the system displays the e-learning content selection screen (Fig.3(a)).
This screen shows all e-learning contents available on the system and the user selects elearning content that he/she wants to study.
Second, the system displays the e-learning content confirmation screen (Fig.3(b)).
When the user is satisfied with the displayed contents, he/she moves to the question screen.
However, when the user tries to reselect the e-learning content due to selection error, he/she
can return to the e-learning content selection screen.
Third, the system displays the question screen (Fig.3(c)). This screen shows the
selected e-learning content at random. After answering the question, the user moves to the
correct answer screen (Fig.3(d)) or the incorrect answer screen (Fig.3(e)) depending on the
correct/incorrect answer.
The correct/incorrect answer screens show the corresponding computer graphics
animations. Multiple computer graphics animations are prepared for each individual screen
and are displayed at random. In addition, both screens enable the user to select whether
he/she continues learning or not. When the user continues learning, the e-learning content
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reselected at random is displayed on the question screen. However, when the user terminates
e-learning, the termination screen (Fig.3(f)) is displayed.

(a) Content selection screen

(b) Content confirmation screen

(c) Question screen

(d) Correct answer screen

(e) Incorrect answer screen

(f) Termination screen

Fig.3 Screen transition (Japanese Kanji characters in the branches of learning)
5. Conclusion and Future Research
In this study, we developed a new e-learning system to be used at both educational
sites and home. This system allows the user to select e-learning content and to study useradaptive content effectively at any time. Further, the use of computer graphics for e-learning
content may make the user obtain some learning effects including the visual
effects.
In future, we are going to create an interface that can change the branches of learning
without modifying the system and to introduce our new e-learning system into the
educational sites and home for system evaluation.
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Abstract: In this study, we have developed a handwriting learning system using the LCD pen
tablet in order to help dysgraphia children to learn Kanji. Teaching materials with a
handwriting interface are available on the market. However, these materials have been
developed for healthy people. The degree of the writing difficulty is different for each child.
Therefore, the guidance adapted for each child is necessary to teaching materials. In this
research, in order to perform detailed guidance in accordance with the degree of writing
difficulties, we have realized functions of handwriting learning support, as described below.
Firstly, we have realized the function of practicing the character, while looking at the model.
For children unable to write correctly only by looking at the form of the final character, our
system includes a function to display the model along the stroke order sequentially depending
on the process of handwriting. Secondly, we have realized the function of tracing a model for
children who can not transcribe it. These two functions are able to use at the same time.
Furthermore, our system also have a function to support handwriting learning by evaluating
each written stroke automatically whether it is right order or a shape of stroke and giving
feedback. Currently, we are evaluating our system in using for instruction to dysgraphia
children at a special support classroom of a primary school.
Keywords: Learning Support, Kanji Learning, Handwriting, Dysgraphia

1. Introduction
The purpose of this study is development of a Kanji learning support system for dysgraphia children.
Among children in elementary schools of Japan, there are some children with dysgraphia (Uno, 2004).
Therefore, guidance adapted for each child is necessary to Kanji learning in elementary school.
Commercially available teaching materials (The Japanese Page.com, 2013; Japanese Language
Lessons: Let's Learn Japanese!, 2013) can be utilized for Kanji learning of dysgraphia children.
However, these materials have been developed for healthy people and can not guide finely depending
on those children.
Because dysgraphia children are not confident in handwriting itself, detailed assistance of
each stroke is necessary to those children (Rosenblum, Weiss & Parush, 2004). Therefore, in this
study, we have realized a system that can recognize characteristics of each stroke inputted by a LCD
pen tablet and feed back the evaluation immediately. We believe these functions contribute
dysgraphia children to write characters intensively while checking each stroke.

2. Dysgraphia Children
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Dysgraphia is a learning disability that affects handwriting (LD OnLine, 2013). Cause of dysgraphia
is estimated that there is some kind of dysfunction in the work of the central nervous system. People
with dysgraphia show symptoms: difficulty in copying characters from a blackboard to a notebook
and understanding punctuation marks, writing in mirror writing, and so on.
Dysgraphia do not retard a child's intellectual development. Therefore, dysgraphia children
can understand learning content. However, due to a setback in handwriting which is essential to
learning, those children lose confidence in learning and themselves. In addition, it is difficult to see
that the setback is caused by dysgraphia. For this reason, those children tend to be thought that they
do not make an effort from a teacher. Because a degree of dysgraphia is different for each child,
appropriate guidance in accordance with children is necessary.

3. Kanji Learning Support System
3.1 Overview of System
On the learning system, a user writes Kanji using a liquid crystal display pen tablet. This system uses
Fujitsu handwritten character recognition SDK for handwritten character recognition and Wintab
SDK for acquisition of the handwriting. Describing Kanji is evaluated automatically by the system.
Evaluation mode of Kanji can be selected from “easy” and “difficult”. “Easy” mode evaluates
whether the shape of written Kanji is consistent with the model. “Difficult” mode evaluates the shape
of Kanji and following items: “Tome” (stop at the end of stroke), “Hane” (jump at the end of stroke),
“Harai” (sweep at the end of stroke), “Kousa” (crossing of two strokes), “Tozi” (closing by two
strokes), and “Nagasa” (difference in two strokes length).
If a user obtains full marks, a flower circle appears on the window to improve the learning
motivation. If a user make a mistake, marks shown why a mistake are displayed on wrong points. In
addition, handwriting data of written Kanji can be saved and read. Time spent in handwriting,
obtained marks and the status of the system at the time of marking are output as a log file. Our system
includes a function to show pronunciation of Kanji during learning.

3.2 Differentiated Instruction to Dysgraphia Children
For the purpose of guidance in accordance with the degree of writing difficulties, we have implement
functions of writing Kanji while looking at a model, tracing a model for children who can not
transcribed it, and evaluating a stroke order automatically. Figure 1 shows that a user uses functions
of display a stroke order on a model and tracing it. In addition, it also shows that a user is pointed out
a wrong point because of a wrong stroke order.

Figure 1. Guidance of a stroke order using functions of showing and tracing a model
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For the use of the function of writing Kanji while looking at a model, a user can select
whether to display the form of the final character or a model along the stroke order sequentially
depending on the process of handwriting in the model area. If a user wants to display a model along
the stroke order, a stroke to write next is highlighted in green.
The function of tracing a model is implemented for children who can not transcribed it. In
terms of this function, the form of the final character is displayed with a pale gray, and a stroke to
write next is highlighted in green in the description area.
Functions of writing Kanji while looking at a model and tracing it are able to use at the same
time. As a result, children can select teaching methods necessary for their own study. For example,
children practice writing Kanji by displaying the form of the final character and using the function of
tracing a model.
By using the function of evaluation a stroke order automatically, the system checks each
written stroke whether it right order and a shape of a stroke. If the stroke written by a user is a
mistake, it is displayed in red. Thereby, the system gives children feedback immediately.

3.3 Use in Primary School
Currently, the system is utilized for instruction to dysgraphia children at a special support classroom
of a certain primary school. We intend to examine an influence of using the system on dysgraphia
children by analyzing log files and handwriting data stored in the system.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we have developed a Kanji learning support system for detailed guidance to dysgraphia
children. In order to perform detailed guidance in accordance with the degree of writing difficulties,
the system has following functions: functions of writing Kanji while looking at a model, tracing a
model for children who can not transcribed it, and evaluating a stroke order automatically.
Future works are the analysis of writing action by analyzing learning data of dysgraphia
children, the grasp of a state during learning and the application of a screening test.
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Abstract: Despite the wealth of educational programming languages, many novice
programmers face difficulties and give up in the early stages, just because they are not familiar
with the programming syntax and semantics. In this paper, we propose a method for
programming langauge education using music notation with an aim to entice novice
programmers to write their own programs. There are two key aspects in our proposed
approach: first, we use music notation as an analogy to programming, based on the
observation that there are similar attributes between the two; second, we provide users with
on-line auditory feedback to immediately notify potential errors in a pleasant way. We find
several key concepts in programming language syntax and semantics, and translate them into
music notation to help beginner programmers learn them with ease and intuition. In addition,
we design examples and a learning support environment, allowing users to learn to program
by themselves.
Keywords: Programming language education, music notation, on-line auditory feedback,
learning support environment.

1. Introduction
With respect to education, Wing stated that every educated person in the 21st century will know core
computer science concepts, known as computational thinking [1]. The key point of computational
thinking is that information and tasks would be processed more systematically and efficiently on the
premise that one has knowledge in computer programming. We discuss our study on computer
programming education as an expanded concept of computational thinking. However, people who do
not write programs regularly face many barriers in the process of learning a programming language.
In this study, we focus on using music to facilitate introducing programming concepts for learning
programming. A similar attempt was done by Dannenberg who drew analogies between computer
programming and music composition in his lecture based on Pascal [2]. The goal was to teach
programming to musicians by programmatically creating audio. Meanwhile, most of the methods used
for the education of programming languages that are targeted for children and teenagers use visual
programming environments and story telling for familiar feedback of programming results [3]. These
studies failed to introduce the structure of programming and the debugging processes, which are
significant processes of the programming curricular [4].
The goal of our research is to improve the effectiveness of programming education using the
method of ‘listening’ to the program’s behavior and utilizing meaningful musical analogies on
programming methodology. Music notation is used as an analogy to programming because it contains
various similar aspects, such as reusable signs, control statements, and the combinations of sequential
and algorithmic structures. In addition, the simplicity of musical symbols and auditory feedback
provides an easy and fun learning experience through familiar notations. We investigated users’
familiarity in basic western music symbols to assess the potential of using music notation for teaching
programming. We created a survey that asked the level of understanding western music scores and
experience in music training. A total of 132 participants (76 females, 56 males, mean age = 25.03, SD
of age = 2.58) took part in the questionnaire. Most participants stated that they understood western
music scores (90.2%), with an average degree of understanding of 3.54 (SD = 1.09), on a scale of 1 to
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5. The average number of years of formal music training was 3.75 (SD = 3.28); 5.3% of those with
music training had trained for 10 years or more. The results of the survey showed that most people
were comfortable with western music symbols and indicated that music could be a good tool for
education and interaction.
In this paper, we propose a method to teach basic programming concepts to beginners through
the usage of music notation. The novelty of our research is using music and music notation as an
analogy to help beginners understand programming concepts and provide on-line feedback on the
status of their programs and algorithms. In addition, we propose our approach with a basic
programming course involving learning about arithmetic operaion expressions, functions, and its
usages related to musical structure. We conduct our research divided in two parts: the concept design
of the programming language education and the development of the programming environment.

2. Methodology
Our research seeks to construct a method for programming education that helps novice programmers
gain an understanding in programming logic. As we show in this paper, we provide simple syntax in
order to make it easier for beginners to learn the programming concepts instead of trying to interpret
complicated code. It is easy to claim that complicated syntax and settings can be overwhelming to
novice programmers. Furthermore, a systematic approach should be used when teaching programming
concepts, beginning from declaring variables all the way to declaring methods and defining classes
[5]. We follow the general curriculum widely used in the computer science field. In this section, we
examine the design of programming language education: examples of programming logic, algorithms
in a musical setting, and an interpreter for the development environment.

2.1 Examples of Programming Logic
We propose a simplified programming language syntax based on Java. Java is one of the most popular
programming languages employed in educational settings, but its complexity makes it difficult for
novice programmers. We believe that basic knowledge in programming can be obtained using the
methods proposed in our research. Thus, we deal with the following areas of programming logic:
variable declaration, arithmetic operation (e.g. addition), and functions (see Table 1).
Table 1: Areas of Programming Logic.
Variable Declaration

Arithmetic Operation

// note change
Sol = Fa + 1;
Mi = Re++;
// variables as instruments
piano, violin, flute;
// melody
melody() {
Do Re Mi Do;
}

// notes and addition
Do Mi Do + Mi;

Function
// fibonacci sequence
melody(notes) {
if(null) {
null;
} else if(Do) {
Do;
} else {
melody(notes-1) +
melody(notes-2);
}
}

This approach would reduce difficulties and challenges for novice programmers to a certain degree by
using musical concepts. Specifically, our development environment provides auditory feedback in online of the program and algorithms. For instance, when a novice programmer wants to write a function
that creates a Fibonacci sequence, it is difficult to capture the program’s behavior. However, on-line
auditory feedback enables beginner programmers to recognize the status of the program execution and
help them debug the algorithm easier.

2.2 Algorithms in a Musical Setting
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For the successful execution of a program, the code needs to be written accurately, based on precise
procedures and methods. We establish a set of basic algorithms with musical analogies for tutoring
computer programming: sequential execution, conditional structure, and repetition (loops) (see Table
2). The relationships between the two help beginners understand programming concepts easily.
Table 2: Basic Algorithms with Musical Analogies.
Sequential Execution

melody() {
Sol Sol La La;
Sol Sol Mi Rest;
}

Conditional Structure

melody() {
Do Re Mi Fa;
}
if(melody once) {
first ending;
} else {
second ending;
}

Repetition (Loops)

repetition(first bar,
twice){
melody(first bar) {
Do Do Sol Sol;
}
}
melody(second bar) {
La La Sol Rest;
}

2.3 Interpreter for Development Environment
Our prototype provides an interpreter (or Java application) as the development environment using
JFugue. JFugue is a Java API used to play music with code and is used to ‘play’ a program in our
approach. With simple syntax, novice programmers write their program and listen to the results
immediately through the interpreter. This makes it possible to notify the programmer of errors and
aids users in fixing them. There is more work that needs to be done to design the interpreter with
syntax highlighting and dialogs for finding examples dynamically.

3. Conclusion
We believe the effects of using music notation as an analogy for programming education will improve
the performance and comprehension of novice programmers. We are planning to evaluate our
methodology and the following hypothesis will be investigated: Our research can assist novice
programmers in enabling to write programs and identify the program’s flow easily in the learning
process. Participants who do not have any programming experience would be selected and split into
two experimental groups. In the control group, they might take lessons how to write a program with a
high-level programming language. In contrast, in the experimental group, they might study how to
write a program based on our approach. We will analyze the quantitative data of the experiments
based on log files and survey responses collected from the participants. The survey may ask about the
process of finding bugs, notifications of the program’s behavior, level of achievement of the goal, and
the quality of the results and program usability. We propose the idea of teaching computer
programming, which could explain the programming process more easily and efficiently. In the next
step, we will focus on the evaluation and the implementation of our method. Our research would bring
a more pleasant and enjoyable environment for programming language education.
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Abstract: Internet-based volunteer communities collaboratively contribute to the expansion of
human knowledge and cognition. Their popularity is evidenced not only by reference sites like
Wikipedia but also by niche communities designed to help people answer complex queries,
especially in relation to highly technical or scientific subjects that are beyond the ability of
their peers to answer. Ask-A-Scientist sites like The Madsci Network are a subset of Ask-AnExpert sites that rely upon expert volunteers to disseminate information directly from the
expert or scientist to the layperson.
This transmission of knowledge, directly from scientist to layperson, promises to transform
how societies interpret scientific knowledge and how that knowledge is used in a social,
cultural, and political sense. This is especially significant for children, who are fast becoming
online consumers of science and are faced with the increasingly difficult problem of
discerning legitimate science from pseudo-science. In this paper, we present details of the
organization, implementation, and research efforts of The Madsci Network virtual community.
Keywords: Ask-A-Scientist, Virtual Community, Ask-An-Expert, Q&A, Question & Answer
Site

1. Introduction
It is often very difficult to find answers to specific, specialized queries on the web, especially when
they are scientific in nature. Virtual organizations like The Madsci Network13, which can be defined
as Internet-based volunteer communities, are indispensible in such cases since finding reliable
scientific information is not easy on the web; harder still is to discern legitimate science from pseudoscience. This is especially significant for children, who are fast becoming online consumers of science
(Dawson, 2000; Forte & Bruckman, 2006; Osborne & Collins, 2001; Sethi, 2005).
As the Internet evolves, it will transform human society in a multitude of ways. In fact, the possible
effects of the Internet on human cognition and science education become apparent when examining
how students use the Internet to learn about science. Our goal is to have a positive social impact on
science education and add societal value to how students use the Internet to learn about science.
Given the prevalence of pseudo-science, filtered scientific reporting, and conflicting ideas, an Ask-AScientist virtual community such as The Madsci Network can give both students and the general
public direct access to legitimate scientific knowledge in an easily comprehensible manner. This
dissemination of knowledge directly from scientist to the layperson promises to transform how
societies interpret scientific knowledge and how that knowledge is used in a social, cultural, and
political sense.

13

http://www.madsci.org
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1.1 Background on The Madsci Network
The Madsci Network (Baram-Tsabari, Sethi, Bry, & Yarden, 2006, 2008) is a virtual organization, an
Internet-based volunteer community, that functions primarily as a human-mediated Question &
Answer (Q&A) site. It is an online, non-profit, Ask-A-Scientist website, a subset of Q&A websites,
with over 700 volunteer scientists and 28 volunteer moderators distributed globally fielding 90-150
questions a day from visitors from all over the world. It handles questions in 26 different scientific
disciplines and consistently gets over 650,000 unique visitors and 4,000,000 page views per year.
Established in 1996, The Madsci Network facilitates the direct flow of legitimate scientific
information from scientists to laypeople, particularly to students (Baram-Tsabari et al., 2006), by
processing questions from students, laymen, and scientists covering topics such as Physics,
Astronomy, Biology, Computer Science, Earth Sciences, etc. It maintains a searchable archive of over
40,000 answered questions, experiments, and other areas of interest to learning science. It has
received recognition from many organizations (including the U.S. Department of Education, Science
magazine, New Scientist, and the BBC) and has received numerous awards, as well.

2. Social Question & Answer (Q&A) Communities
There is a fast-growing interest in studying Question & Answer (Q&A) communities, as evidenced by
the public fascination with question-answering systems like IBM's Watson (Ferrucci et al., 2010;
Kalyanpur, Murdock, & Fan, 2011) and the increasing business demand for Question & Answering
social, scientific, and medical applications, such as on Yahoo! Answers, Naver, WebMD, Quora,
WikiHow, Scientific American's Ask-A-Scientist, Baidu Knows, etc. (Etzioni, 2011; F. Maxwell
Harper, Moy, & Konstan, 2009; F. Maxwell Harper, Raban, Rafaeli, & Konstan, 2008; Nam,
Ackerman, & Adamic, 2009; Wren, 2011). These Q&A sites are quickly becoming repositories of
collective knowledge; Yahoo! Answers alone has over 120 million users and 400 million answers
while Naver has accumulated over 70 million questions and answers with an average of 110,000
answers to 44,000 questions asked every day from 4.5 million daily visitors (F. Maxwell Harper et al.,
2009, 2008; F.M. Harper, Weinberg, Logie, & Konstan, 2010; Nam et al., 2009). In fact, just the
Yahoo! Answers Q&A community generates as many new Web pages each month as are contained in
the English language Wikipedia (F. Maxwell Harper et al., 2009). In general, Q&A websites fall into
three categories: Digital Reference Services (e.g., NY Public Library’s “Ask Librarians Online”),
Ask-An-Expert Services (e.g., The Madsci Network or Scientific American’s Ask-The-Brains), and
Community Q&A Sites (e.g., Yahoo! Answers) (F. Maxwell Harper et al., 2008).
An Ask-A-Scientist social Q&A community like The Madsci Network is not just another site to give
yet another answer, but helps provide a way to think critically about scientific facts; this approach not
only helps provide insight to students but builds techniques to engender lifelong learning. As a
consequence of their design, learning (increased knowledge plus the ability to think critically about
information) becomes an emergent property of these systems and can inform societal structures and
communal knowledge.
In fact, social Q&A sites leverage the wisdom of crowds to go well beyond the limitations of search
engines (F. Maxwell Harper et al., 2008). Social Q&A sites are thus also differentiated from questionanswering systems which attempt to deconstruct a natural language question into information retrieval
and analysis tasks automatically (Wren, 2011). The raison d'etre for social Q&A sites is to allow users
to approach questions that have many different perspectives or explore questions about which they
want to think deeply and critically.
The general framework of such Q&A communities is usually composed of:
•
•

Users: the information seekers who submit the queries
Experts: the scientists or other domain experts who answer the queries
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•

Moderators: contributors who guide the question and answer flow, including triaging
incoming questions, matching experts to new questions, evaluating answers for quality
assurance, etc.

Q&A sites use many variations of this basic framework. For instance, different sites certify experts in
different ways: The Madsci Network requires academic qualifications whereas Yahoo! Answers
allows the users to also be the experts. In fact, different Q&A communities have different
organizations, as well, with some sites not having any moderators or using the users to also help
moderate the site. A typical dataflow for incoming questions to The Madsci Network is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 23: Overview of The Madsci Network Dataflow

3. Dataset
The Madsci Network makes its data available at http://research.madsci.org/dataset/. The Madsci
Network maintains an online archive of more than 40,000 answered questions. These question/answer
pairs are available from 1996-2011. An additional 110,000+ submitted questions from 1995 -

present are maintained offline with associated meta-data. Full names and email addresses are
not included. Access to partial or full components of the 150,000+ question dataset may be
provided per request for research purposes only.
4. The Madsci Network Research Goals
The Madsci Network's ongoing research addresses three broad goals: to improve the efficiency and
quality of Q&A sites, to explore the archives of these sites to identify social patterns and trends, and
to create novel structures to support emergent eLearning in many different contexts. The direct
exchange between scientists and students on The Madsci Network has already shown great promise
for transforming how students learn and how societies cope with scientific and technological change.
The inter-disciplinary nature of this enterprise has led to collaborations with experts from fields as
diverse as Computer Science to Psychology to Science Education.
These collaborations in the analysis of over 10 years worth of data on The Madsci Network had
surprising revelations, including a startling dominance of female contributions among K-12 students
(contrary to offline situations). This female enthusiasm was observed in different countries, and had
no correlation to the level of equality in those countries: Iranian girls, for example, turned out to be
greater users of madsci.org than Iranian boys, although their direct environment does not necessarily
promote such interest in science. This may indicate that the Internet and sites like The Madsci
Network play a potentially empowering and democratic role as a free-choice science-learning
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environment, which is especially relevant to populations which are deprived of equal opportunities in
learning formal science.
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Abstract: Students find Computer Graphics concepts of transformations difficult to visualize.
Using Blender 3D, we developed a three-hour training module on solving transformations
problems. We used think-aloud method and conducted interviews for data collection. Analysis
of results suggests that, students found training module beneficial to visualize and solve
transformations.
Keywords: Blender 3D, computer graphics, think aloud, transformations

1. Introduction and related work
Computer graphics (CG) is an important component of computer science curriculum. Many students
who study this subject face the difficulty in understanding the basic CG concepts (He & Zhao, 2010).
Major difficulty is in visualizing the concepts, such as three dimensional transformations.
Methodology for teaching these concepts varies from teacher to teacher. Traditional strategies like
drawings, verbal explanations and supportive hand gestures are commonly used for teaching these CG
concepts. Apart from these, computer based training (CBT) is also found to be useful (Yuan, 2010;
Divjak, 2004, Luiz, 2002). Since, in most cases, the software used for CBT is proprietary, the
implementation is resource intensive and has limited reach. A methodology which integrates open
source software is desirable.
In this paper we present one such methodology for teaching transformations in CG using open
source tool Blender. Blender is a free open source 3D content creation suite, available for all major
operating systems under the GNU General Public License (Blender website, 2013). Blender has been
used for the educational purposes, primarily because it is open source and offers high quality 3D
visuals (Gumster, 2003), in domains like biology (Andrei 2012, Callieri, Marco, et al. 2010),
computer science (Mustaro, 2011), chemical and physics lab experiments (Sahasrabudhe, 2009, Dere,
2010). We used Blender to study the improvement of mental rotation ability of engineering students
(Kadam, et al. 2012).
The objective of this study is to evaluate the effect of Blender training module in learning CG
concepts and solving transformation problems. This is operationalized into following research
questions (RQ):
1. How do students use Blender to visualize transformation concept in CG?
2. Does Blender training module motivate students to learn CG concepts?
In order to address our objectives we have developed a three-hour training module for teaching CG
concept using Blender. We use think-aloud method to capture students’ behaviour across time spent to
solve CG problems. We also conduct interviews to capture their motivation of using Blender and
learning CG. Analysis of these data suggests that, students benefit from training module procedure to
visualize and understand transformations. During the interviews, students mentioned about getting
motivated towards learning CG.

2. Treatment Details
The treatment comprised of a three-hour Blender training, and a problem solving test. The focus was
to teach transformations topic from basic CG course. We trained 22 first year masters students to
perform 2D as well as 3D transformations in Blender such as, translation, scaling and rotation along
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different axis and from different views. Blender features used to perform these transformations were
3D viewport, keyboard shortcuts, multiple views and transform properties. After training we
administered a post-test, based on composition of 3D transformations problem, that student had to
solve using Blender.
Our aim was to investigate the problem solving approaches taken by students (RQ1) and
whether our Blender training has any effect on their motivation to learn CG (RQ2). We used think
aloud protocol during the post-test to answer RQ1 and interviews after the post-test to answer RQ2.

3. Research Methodology
Sample consisted of 22 undergraduate students from second year masters course in computer
application from a college in Goa University (India). We randomly selected 6 students for the thinkaloud method, followed by an interview. Think-aloud was the main data collection method, and was
supported by a screen capture (of the students solving the problems and participating in the thinkaloud). Rationale for choosing think-aloud protocol was to bring out the details of the trends and the
patterns of students' behavior (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The students were asked to constantly
narrate their thoughts, while the events were being performed. Two observers studied the events of the
actions performed by the students. After post-test, an interview for the same 6 students was
administered to augment the data of think-aloud and screen capture, to answer RQ2.

3.1 Data analysis procedure
Qualitative data of the think aloud method was analyzed by categorizing it in terms of time,
occurrences, and individual performance of the students. Coding scheme was created to identify
behaviours from the overall events of occurrence. Patterns were created and represented in graphs.
Behavioral variables were the actions performed to solve the transformations problems. These are: 1.
Read / understand. 2. Perform sequence of transformations: the sequence important, since a wrong
sequence leads to incorrect solution in the end. 3. Observe final state: helps in finalizing the answer. 4.
Compare two compositions: understanding the student’s behaviour of checking in between the
process. It can avoid time wastage on wrong steps. 5. Perform recheck: could help the users to avoid
wrong answer being submitted as right answer, and save time.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1 Think-aloud
The primary source of data is transcripts of think-aloud method across time, and the screen capture
during the post test. Figure 1 shows the sequence of occurrences of actions/behaviours across time for
individual student. In this representation, the students’ behaviour is compared with instructor’s
solution approach (shown in the last row). It can also be seen that, students have successfully used
training process in solving transformation problem (irrespective of getting correct/incorrect solution).
Transcripts and screen capture data shows that, Blender features such as transform properties were
more useful in verifying actions at each stage of problem solving.

4.2 Interviews
Interview results also endorse the benefits of the methodology to use Blender training module for
transformations concepts in computer graphics. Students mentioned that they found Blender features
like multiple views and transform properties useful to visualize and solve transformations problems.

5. Discussion
As mentioned earlier, the aim was not to evaluate the correct/incorrect solutions, but to observe the
problem solving trends. This was clearly visible in the sequence of occurrences (figure 1). The
students with correct solution had behaviour identical to the instructor’s approach. Analysis of the
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think aloud data of the students who got incorrect solutions reveals that, they either followed the
instructors' steps partially or repeated same steps couple of times. This created confusion for them
while reaching the correct answer. For example, one of the students (S1: blue label in the first
column) realized that the answer is incorrect, after 'performing recheck'. Repeating the process with
correct steps got him/her the correct answer in the end.
The study provides insights on how students use Blender features to solve transformations
problems. It also shows that Blender training module has increased their interest in learning and
solving CG problems like transformations. In future, more such modules can be designed for other
CG concepts which require visualization.

Figure 1. Sequence of occurrences of behaviours and actions performed by students, across time.
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Abstract: In a large practical engineering class, it is difficult for the instructor to give
learners additional instructions while they are doing their work. Therefore, it is useful
for instructors to be able to track the responses of learners after they give instructions.
To accomplish this, a click-stream visualization technique based on Web access log
analysis can help instructors examine the extent to which learners have received the
information they were given. In this paper, we propose an interruption-response
visualization method for a large practical engineering class, using log analysis.
Keywords: Log Analysis, Click-Stream Visualization, Teaching Support System

1. Introduction
While Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics are widely recognized as important tools to
improve educational environment [1], in some case, a conventional log analysis is still useful for
specific practical class with closed network. In a practical engineering class, it is important for
learners to practice what they have learned in lectures. However, it is difficult for instructors to
manage a large practical engineering class such as making electric circuits or embedded systems,
because the level of skill and knowledge differs from learner to learner. Therefore, a teaching support
system and detailed and fully illustrated tutorial manuals are needed to help learners practice their
skills independently [2-3]. In particular, a Web-based tutorial manual is advantageous because the
content can be easily revised. Furthermore, this system enables instructors to track learners’ behavior
and progress using click-stream analysis recorded in the Web server [4]. Nevertheless, even if the
tutorial manual is carefully written, instructors might still have to give some additional information to
the entire class. Because learners are generally focused on their work individually in these classes,
many might not pay attention to the new instructions. In this research, we propose a Web access log
visualization method using click-stream analysis to analyze how learners respond to the instructor’s
directions.

2. Click-stream analysis for a teaching support system
Figure 1 shows an illustration of a large class in practical electronics engineering at our university.
Every student must take this class, and more than 100 students practice their skills in the same room
(Fig. 1). Only a few instructors are in charge of teaching this class. Therefore, Web-based teaching
materials are useful for them (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Overview of the class.

Fig. 2. Teaching materials and apparatus.
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Fig. 3. A page relevance analysis
direction

Fig. 4. Click stream during the irregular

Learners can choose a page of the instruction manual by clicking on the thumbnail. As shown in
Fig.3, we can observe page relevance utilizing click-stream analysis on integrated data of more than
100 viewers of the tutorial manual. In this case, this figure indicates that most of the viewers
proceeded according to page order, except that some went backward, from page 5 to 4. On the other
hand, Fig.4 shows a typical case that students were interrupted by irregular direction of extra page
viewing during their work. Each page must be viewed at directed time, but some viewers had wobble
forwarding according to the time sequence. In this case, viewer1 could follow the direction, however,
viewer2 sometimes did not follow the instructions. From these results, we found that it is possible to
track the learner’s behavior and how he or she responds when an irregular direction is given.

3. Conclusions
In this study, we propose a click-stream visualization technique for analyzing how learners follow an
instructor’s directions and how they behave when an additional instruction is given irregularly.
This technique is effective in identifying students who are unable to follow unpredictable instructions.
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Abstract: Mobilogue is a tool to support educators and students in authoring and deploying
learning support with location awareness and guidance to mobile devices. The application area
of the framework covers informal learning settings like field trips, museum visits as well as
formal classroom settings. The focus of the framework is on the simplicity and flexibility of
the domain independent content authoring and content deployment. We present an authoring
tool that uses a workflow-related, graph-based paradigm to model and author a path across
different locations. Locations relate to physical places or artifacts through QR codes and
provide supportive information. The guidance takes place by identifying the user’s location by
scanning the QR codes and visualizing the appropriate information on the smartphone. Finally
we describe possible scenarios for such informal learning settings and report on an evaluation
of one scenario authored by students for a museum.
Keywords: mobile learning; field trips; museum; authoring; quiz; simulation; informal
learning settings

1. Introduction
Field trips are still a very popular alternative or addition at the same time to in-classroom learning
(DeWitt & Storksdieck, 2008). Such out-of-school settings usually focus on informal learning
environments like museums, zoos or other outdoor settings like cultural or historic heritage places.
These places often do not serve for visitors only, but also provide classes, tours and other activities
targeting schools. The added value for the students is the real experience of an exhibit, a historic place
or technical equipment that is not available in the classroom and therefore cannot be learned by the
students (Kisiel, 2005).
Mobile devices are very well suited for informal learning scenarios (Sharples, Taylor, &
Vavoula, 2005). Due to the small size and the high portability, mobile devices can be used outside,
e.g., in museums (Vavoula, Sharples, Rudman, Meek, & Lonsdale, 2009; Yiannoutsou,
Papadimitriou, Komis, & Avouris, 2009) or other informal settings. The continuously evolving
technology brings new generations of mobile devices year by year, each iteration making them more
powerful and more feature rich. GPS sensors and high-resolution cameras increase the potential to
utilize modern smartphones in outdoor activities, like location based games (Giemza, Verheyen, &
Hoppe, 2012) or treasure hunt games (Botturi, Inversini, & Maria, 2009).
Many museums have already made use of the potential of the smartphone as a digital assistant
or tour guide for the visitors and provide dedicated smartphone applications (e.g., the „Love Art“ app
of the National Gallery in London) through smartphone app markets, like the Apple App Store or
Google Play. While these mobile guides support the visitor, they are usually very specific for the
given location and do not necessarily provide adapted material for educational purpose. On the other
hand many other locations for outdoor activities, e.g., historic heritage places, usually do not provide
any kind of digital support for visitors.
Thus, we decided to develop a framework for the flexible development of location based
guidance scenarios. Such a system should provide the opportunity to embed the creation of a location
specific guide as a basis for informal learning activities by letting the students not only conduct a
scenario prepared by third-parties (e.g. teachers, museums etc.), but prompting them to create a guide
through a particular site or domain by themselves. This can foster the engagement of the students with
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the topic or domain of the place in question and therefore increase the learning effect and the
identification of the learner with the task itself.
An important requirement for realizing such activities is a system that is on the one hand
powerful and flexible enough for creating mobile guides, and on the other hand easy to understand
and applicable for school teachers and students.
This paper presents a framework for authoring and running mobile scenarios with quizzes and
location guidance for various application domains targeting simplicity and universal applicability. The
environment called Mobilogue (“MOBIle LOcation GUidancE”) provides an authoring interface that
allows for creating guided trips based on locations, which contain information about the particular
location, plus optionally a quiz and/or multimedia data, and a recommendation for a next location.
The framework provides a mobile Android application for executing the scenarios in the field.

2. Mobilogue
Mobilogue is a flexible tool for creating and running mobile learning scenarios. It maps the concept of
field trips onto guided tours across multiple (physical) locations supported by a mobile device. Its
basic pedagogical underpinning is learning at stations (also known as learning circles). The learning
takes place at stations, i.e. specific locations, by providing content related to the place or an object at
that place and additional stimuli to foster interaction and curiosity by challenging the learner with a
quiz. Locations can also be seen as stations of a tour in a certain order. Mobilogue guides the learner
across the different locations of the tour, i.e., the learning scenario. Each location has a name and
optionally GPS coordinates that can be used for a map-based navigation between locations in outdoor
settings. The actual localization of the user for presenting the related information is done through a
QR code available at the location. The content for a location is organized in separate “pages”. Each
“page” represents a single smartphone view. This approach allows creating multiple pages for one
location and therefore presenting content on separate pages to avoid scrolling of long texts. These
pages on the other hand may contain different types of content. In addition to plain text, they can
contain images, quizzes and raw HTML content packages. The quiz element enables the scenario
designer to include gaming aspects in the learning activity. It should require the learner to engage with
the location and the context to succeed in the quiz. Mobilogue provides two basic types of quizzes: a
question with a free text answer and a multiple-choice quiz with single-choice answers. The answer of
a free text quiz will be checked against a set of correct strings provided by the author to avoid errors
due to different phrasing. Each answer of a multiple-choice quiz can be linked to a specific score and
an individual feedback telling the learners if their answer was correct. Additionally, an explanation is
provided for further reflection. HTML content packages allow for embedding multimedia information
like videos and audio files and even JavaScript based applications, e.g., for embedding simulations
into a scenario. Additionally the page setup can be authored to vary the sequence of pages according
to a quiz result. This feature can be used to create scavenger or treasure hunt scenarios.
This flexible concept can easily be mapped to real-world scenarios, e.g., guidance across areas
or rooms in a museum or compounds in a zoo. However, it can also be mapped to non-spatial entities,
e.g., like computer parts for supporting learners in assembling a PC by scanning tags and providing
instructions (El-Bishouty, Ogata, & Yano, 2007). In Mobilogue a location is always associated with a
QR code, i.e., each location is identified physically by a QR code that has to be scanned to retrieve the
content. The code itself only encodes a unique id that is a reference to the location information. This
allows presenting arbitrary content for any kind of object referenced by a QR code.
In summary, Mobilogue consist of three elements: the authoring environment to create mobile
guidance scenarios, the repository for storage and exchange and the mobile application for running the
authored scenarios. In the following we will elaborate on all three parts of the framework. The figures
show a scenario created in a student project in cooperation with the espionage museum “TOP
SECRET – Die geheime Welt der Spionage” 14. The exhibition offers a glimpse into the past and
present of espionage and provides information and exhibits from the Second World War and the
former DDR for history classes as well as an Enigma machine or an interactive disk with the Caesar
cipher to enrich computer science classes.
14

TOP SECRECT http://www.spionage.de (last visited May 2013)
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2.1 Authoring Environment
The main idea of Mobilogue is to empower teachers as well as students to create field trip scenarios
without the need to learn a complex authoring tool or to care about the technological background. The
basic concept of the authoring environment is related to the activity of consuming (multimedia)
content in different locations in a certain (guided) order. The authoring tool allows to create such
locations and to organize them in a certain sequence as the guided field trip for the learner through
different locations.
The Mobilogue authoring tool has been developed as a Plug-in for the graph-based modeling
environment FreeStyler (Gassner, 2003; Niels Pinkwart, 2005). FreeStyler plug-ins typically define a
set of graph nodes (objects) and links, building the plug-in’s domain language. Each language
provides a “palette” of options to select from, which is displayed at the right hand side of the
FreeStyler window (see Figure 1a). FreeStyler allows organizing the work on multiple workspace
pages. Figure 1a shows FreeStyler with a Mobilogue scenario and location nodes on the left hand side
and the creation of content pages on the right side (Figure 1b). The presented scenario is the “spy
training” scenario for the TOP SECRET museum.

Figure 24. FreeStyler with Mobilogue Plug-in - (a) scenario editing mode and (b) page editing mode
The creation of a scenario can be seen as a workflow modeling process that utilizes the
Mobilogue modeling language followed by filling the content into the appropriate elements. The
modeling language provides five elements, i.e. graph nodes (Figure 2). The scenario node describes
the scenario. The author can specify a name, a description, the author’s name and a copyright license
(e.g., Creative Commons) in a dialog available through the “Edit Scenario” button. Optionally, the
author can provide a HTML template file for the content visualization inside the pages on the mobile
phone and specify if quiz elements will have a score within the scenario. When activated, quiz scores
are collected throughout the scenario and can be presented to the user within a score overview page
using the score page node (Figure 2d).
The main building block of a Mobilogue scenario is the location node (second node in Figure
2a). This node identifies a learning station in the scenario. The name of the location can be specified
using the text field in the center of the node. The buttons below (left to right) allow for setting the
GPS position of the location using OpenStreetMap (Figure 3b), assigning a QR code (from a
customizable and reusable QR code pool) and opening the related Freestyler workspace for the page
configuration and content. Figure 1a shows the location editing mode on the first FreeStyler
workspace. Figure 1b shows the mode for editing pages of a location that happens on additional
workspaces that are linked to the according location nodes. This allows for a quick navigation from
the location to the content editing mode and back.
The mobile application guides the user on the basis of the graph-based location configuration.
This configuration supports two types of guidance represented by two edge types; one edge creates a
strict order (i.e., only the connected locations will be accepted after scanning) and a second edge that
creates a recommendation for the following location (i.e., the application will recommend this
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location as a following location to the user but will also accept any other location after scanning). This
empowers authors to create strict routes as well as free and open routes where users have the choice.

Figure 25. Elements of Mobilogue’s modeling language – (a) scenario node (b) location node (c)
information node (d) score node (e) data traces node
The last three nodes in Figure 2 (c – e) form the graph in the content editing mode for pages.
The main node to visualize content is the information node. Authors can provide texts (text field in
the center of the node), images (right hand side button), quiz (centered button) and the aforementioned
HTML packages (left hand side button) for the scenario. The text content will be rendered in the
mobile application using the HTML template defined in the scenario node. This allows customizing
the look of the information presentation pages and providing a custom design per scenario.
The quiz button opens the quiz-editing dialog (Figure 3a). A quiz consists of a question with
an optional image, a variable number of questions and optionally images as answers. Furthermore,
each answer can provide an explanation and a score. The explanation should give the learner a better
understanding of the quiz result in contrast to simply returning “correct” or “wrong”. This supports
the learners’ reflection on the previously given answer. Scores will be collected for the whole scenario
– if activated in the scenario configuration – and presented to the learner on a score page represented
by the score node (Figure 2d).

Figure 26. Mobilogue dialogues for (a) editing quizzes and (b) setting GPS coordinates of a location
The last node in Figure 2 (e) shows the data traces node. This node creates a page in the
mobile application that presents the progress traces of the user in the scenario, i.e., the user sees the up
to now visited stations with name and timestamp of the visit. This gives the user a kind of process
awareness of his or her scenario run.
To determine the order of the pages of a single location, they are connected by edges (Figure
1b). Nodes containing quizzes can have multiple outgoing edges with conditions depending on the
answer given in the quiz. This allows for an adaptive sequencing of the pages based on the user’s
answers to quizzes. This feature can be used especially in scavenger or treasure hunt scenarios to
provide wrong information or a wrong way as a kind of penalty.
After having finished the scenario modeling process, the final step is the scenario export. This
step includes two activities; the printing of the QR codes and the deployment of the scenario to a
central repository. The QR codes are automatically generated by the system when clicking the “Create
QR Codes” button in the palette. This will open a dialog where the author can specify the output
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format of the document, e.g., the size of the codes (100 x 100 pixel up to 500 x 500 pixel) or the
printed information (location name, scenario name, GPS position, etc.). The tool creates a PDF
document that can be printed to paper from which the single QR codes can be cut and attached at the
intended place or artifact. This allows for creating location markers with very low costs (esp.
appropriate for schools), but the PDF may also serve as a template for a sustainable installation like a
metal plate. The scenario content itself will be published to the central repository using the “Deploy
Scenario” button. This will publish the scenario making it available for the learners to be played on
their smartphones. Changes to the published scenario can be delivered, since the system detects
updates of a scenario and updates the latest version on the repository accordingly. The next section
will present the repository as the mediator between the authoring environment and the mobile
application.

2.2 Repository
The repository is the mediator between the authoring environment and the Mobilogue app. The
authoring environment publishes scenarios to the repository and makes them thereby available to the
mobile application. First, scenarios are serialized into a JSON representation by the authoring client
and stored via a RESTful webservice to the server, which is implemented in nodejs and express. The
server stores the scenarios in the NoSQL database mongoDB. The Android application on the other
hand retrieves the scenarios via the webservice and stores them in the local database on the phone.
The advantage of this architecture (Figure 4) lies in the open and standardized access via HTTP to the
resources and the programming language independent document format JSON. The JSON document
format has also the advantage of direct storage into the database without any conversion steps. This
approach allows for integrating extensions or new implementations of Mobilogue into the open
architecture, e.g., Mobilogue for iPhones or Windows Phones.

Figure 27. The Mobilogue repository as the mediator between
the authoring environment and the mobile application

2.3 Mobile App
The Mobilogue App is the runtime for scenarios. The application has been implemented as a native
Android app with special care to create an intuitive and easy to use application. The app connects (if
an Internet connection is available) automatically to the repository looking for new scenarios and
updates of the installed scenarios. Currently available scenarios will be presented to the user in the
Mobilogue market (Figure 5a). The user can click on a scenario and read the description before
downloading. The app will download the scenario from the repository and cache it in the
smartphone’s database for offline access. Before the user can start the scenario, he or she needs to
create an account and log into the application. This account is used to identify the user across multiple
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scenario runs on the same phone and therefore allows sharing one phone with other users. This is
particularly important in a school context. With this approach students can share one device and play
a scenario one after the other. Therefore the Mobilogue app provides user scalability on one device
(Giemza et al., 2012). Currently the collected data (progress, scores) stays exclusively on the device
only and the access to this data is limited to the user.

Figure 28. Mobilogue App – (a) Market, (b) Scan screen, (c) Content screen, (d) Enigma simulation
After starting a scenario, the user needs to find the first location and scan a QR code (Figure
5b). A click on the QR code button opens the integrated QR code scanner that uses the smartphone
camera to scan the code and decodes it afterwards. A QR code only encodes a unique id in the
scenario assigned to one location – instead of containing the actual content data. This enables the reuse of QR codes in other scenarios and allows for multiple scenarios at one place using the same
codes. Once the scanner has decoded the id from the QR code, the app will lookup the location in the
currently running scenario on the user’s mobile phone. If the code is wrong (i.e., not available in the
scenario or not complying to a strictly defined route) the user will receive an error message.
Otherwise the user will see the first content page for this location (Figure 5c). The figure shows an
introduction text from the aforementioned “spy training” scenario embedded into the custom HTML
template and a picture below. This content screen is the representation of an information page node
presented in Figure 2c. A quiz will be visualized with a question and a list of radio buttons to answer
the quiz. The button in the bottom of the screen navigates to the next page (alternatively to a data
traces, a quiz or a score page) and the following until the user has seen all content for this location
which will finally bring her/him to the code scan page (Figure 5b). The code scan page presents the
next possible and recommended location for the user. If a next location has been marked with GPS
information, the user can open a map based on GoogleMaps and use it to find the next location.
Finally Figure 5d shows a content page rendering an Enigma machine simulation. This simulation has
been developed using JavaScript and HTML and has been imported as a HTML content package into
Mobilogue. It is rendered inside an Android WebView component. This requires the author of the
simulation to take the limited screen size and the limitations of mobile browsers into account. This
approach allows the integration of arbitrary content like interactive simulations, videos, audio files
and many more without any Android specific programming skills.
Once the scenario has been finished, the user will see a final list of her/his data traces, i.e. the
progress of the scenario run with all visited locations and timestamps, and links to solved quizzes and
the scores. As mentioned above, the collected data is only visible to the user and will allow for
individual reflection of the scenario run and virtually revisiting the place.
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3. Related Work
The topic of mobile content authoring tools is no longer only a research topic but has already been
commercialized. Currently the most popular device with a high acceptance in schools is the Apple
iPad (Henderson & Yeow, 2012). The advantage to the classical textbook is the availability of
interactive content and applications for education. As an alternative to prefabricated content, Apple
provides iBook Author as an authoring tool for creating interactive (proprietary) textbooks. This
empowers everyone to create (educational) content.
GoMo Learning (GoMo Learning, 2013) is a commercial content authoring tool specialized
on multi-device content delivery by utilizing web-technologies (HTML, JavaScript and CSS). It
supports a collaborative and web-based creation of content that can be delivered as a HTML package
or a native application for the different devices. In contrast to Mobilogue, GoMo created scenarios do
not support location based content delivery based on QR code detection. Finally, the high yearly
license fee might be an obstacle for the application within the school context.
Treasure-HIT (Kohen-Vacs, Ronen, & Cohen, 2012) is a research project that supports a
treasure hunt game in the field on mobile devices. The system offers an authoring environment for
teachers to create station-based activities for GPS-identified locations with content, tasks and
feedback for the learners. These games are shared through a repository and can be run on mobile
phones in the field. Treasure-HIT also uses Web-technologies for content visualization on the devices,
thus making it platform independent. Although this project is similar to Mobilogue, it does not
support scenarios inside buildings, as GPS is the only trigger for location detection.
A crucial issue with guidance or navigation applications is the awareness of the user’s
location. Many projects (Ballagas, Walz, & Borchers, 2006; Giemza et al., 2012; Kohen-Vacs et al.,
2012; Spikol & Milrad, 2008) for outside activities rely on GPS to detect the exact location. Indoor
activities need to handle the position detection using alternative techniques. Bahl and Padmanabhan
(2000) present a framework for detecting and tracking the user’s position based on radio frequency
(Wi-Fi) triangulation. Other examples (Föckler, Zeidler, Brombach, Bruns, & Bimber, 2005; Ruf,
Kokiopoulou, & Detyniecki, 2008) introduce frameworks that use on-device object recognition to
present the appropriate information to the user. Mody et al. (2009) propose RFID tags as indicators of
the user’s position by explicitly scanning a RFID tag attached to an exhibit. The downside of these
technologies is that they either rely on an existing infrastructure at the application location (Wi-Fi
signal), require complex pre-configuration of the settings (creating an object database for the
recognition) or require technologies that are not widespread on current smartphone generations (e.g.
RFID/NFC scanners are still limited to few (high-end) smartphones).
In contrast, Mobilogue uses a simple but widely applicable solution to detect the user’s
position. The authoring environment can generate QR codes (see Figure 5b) from authored locations
without any complex configuration or preparation. These codes can be printed out and put to the
physical location at very little cost. These codes can be scanned with almost all Android-based
smartphones thus making it applicable in many contexts and school environments.

4. Evaluation
The mobile application was evaluated using one of three scenarios developed for the TOP SECRET
museum by a student group (bachelor level, computer and media science). The study focused on the
hedonic quality of the software product (the aspects of a user interface that appeal to a person’s desire
of pleasure and avoids boredom and discomfort) using the AttrakDiff (M. Hassenzahl, 2006; 2003)
standardized questionnaire. Additionally the perceived entertainment quality was evaluated by a nonstandardized questionnaire and finally the usability of the software product was evaluated based on
ISO 9241/10 (without personalization items) as a basis.
A knowledge test was conducted before and after the guided tour through the museum to
evaluate the learning effect of the used scenario. The test consists of 10 items dealing with exhibits
that are part of the guided tour and 10 items concerning exhibits that are not directly part of the tour,
but located in the immediate vicinity of the locations directly mentioned in the scenario. The pre- and
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post-test were slightly different from each other, covering the same topics, but trying to avoid a
curiosity bias by the pre-test.
The study was conducted with 46 pupils coming from two classes on high school level. The
students were of age 13 to 15 and were equally distributed between genders. They were divided into
three groups. Six subjects used a usability survey orientating at ISO 9241/10 design principles, 22
subjects as experimental group. Both groups used the Mobilogue guided tour on Android
smartphones. The third group with 18 subjects was not using the Mobilogue app, but was guided
through the exhibition by two students following the same scenario that is implemented by the
Mobilogue app. This group functions as a control group (between-subjects design).
Those subjects using the Mobilogue app were sent into the museum in groups of two with a
short delay between each group to avoid pile-ups in front of the exhibits. The control group, taking
part in a more traditional tour, entered the museum first. Each group was asked to return from the
museum exactly after 60 minutes. This was enough time to conduct the guided tour and spent some
self-directed time within the exhibition.
The results of the usability study were positive. The arithmetic means of the collected
criterions are between 5.1 and 6.2 (7 Likert scale; 1 worst – 7 best: Suitability for the task: M=5.8,
SD=.71; Self descriptiveness: M=5.68, SD=.97; Controllability: M=5.1, SD=.95; Conformity with
user’s expectations: M=6.2, SD=.73; fault tolerance: M=5.9, SD=.83; Suitability for learning:
M=5.84, SD=.79). Only the controllability items are below average. The scenario may explain this. It
forced the user on a strict path through the museum and therefore through the application.
The hedonic quality of the application is slightly above average (7 Likert scale; 1 worst – 7
best: Identity: M=4.6; Stimulation: M=4.8; Attractivity M=5.0). The analysis of the 14 non-standard
items was mostly positive throughout the dimensions fun, learning, recommendation to others,
distraction from other exhibits, orientation, and perceived difficulty of the questions. There are
differences between the experimental group and the control group. The experimental group using the
Mobilogue app reported that they felt more focused on the contents of the tour (M=4.59, SD=1.14)
than the control group (M=3.94, SD=1.12). Focusing on the exhibits presented within a learning
activity without being distracted by other nearby exhibits may be a desirable property of a guided
tour. In contrast to that, a museum is usually also interested in motivating its visitors to be aware that
there are more exhibits than seen during a tour, which might also affect the motivation of students and
other visitors to spent some time in the exhibition after having conducted the Mobilogue guided tour.
Nonetheless, the knowledge tests showed that both the experimental group (Ex) and the
control group (Co) achieved a significant learning effect concerning the topics of the guided tour.
(Percentage of correct answers; Pre-test: Ex M=10.43%, Co M=15.03%; Post-test: Ex M=29.41%, Co
M=56.86%). It is remarkable that the control group performed considerably better than the
experimental group, although the formation of these groups was completely random (within the two
different gender, to achieve an even distribution of females and males in each group). The
performance of the control group may be explained by the presence of the students’ teachers
accompanying this group so that their mindset was oriented towards learning. The knowledge tests
also show that there is only a small learning effect concerning those questions that deal with exhibits
that are not part of the guided tour (Pre-test: Ex M=12.43%, Co M=15.66%; post-test: Ex M=15.45%,
Co M=18.86%). This confirms that participants of a guided tour are usually strongly focused by the
tour and do not acquire a lot of knowledge about surrounding exhibits. Of course we would have liked
the subjects to use the remaining time between the end of their tour and debriefing to look at other
exhibits, but this does not seem to have happened. On the other hand this may be explained with the
playful events offered by the museum (like a laser tunnel that allows for dexterity contests). These
activities were very popular among the students, so that they did look around further.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents Mobilogue as a tool for creating and conducting mobile learning scenarios in
informal settings. The evaluation shows that the presented approach and the developed software
products are suitable for the design and implementation of mobile learning scenarios. The system is
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flexible and generic enough to be used in many domains. The results of the usability study confirm
that the system complies with the general usability criterions for such a system.
Concerning the ease of use of the authoring environment, we can report that the bachelor
students, who created the evaluation scenario for the museum, created two additional and meaningful
scenarios from scratch. Therefore we can conclude they have acquired domain knowledge and tool
knowledge to design a reasonable scenario. Of course the acquisition of the necessary domain
knowledge took more time than the actual design of the scenario in Mobilogue’s authoring
environment. Since the evaluation subjects showed a significant improvement of their knowledge on
the scenarios’ topics, we think that the students were successful. Additionally, the Museum, where the
evaluation took place, installed the scenarios (esp. the QR-Codes) as a permanent offer to their
visitors.
Obviously, the Mobilogue system is not only suited for informal learning, but also for another
type of learning activities: learning through teaching (Gartner, 1971). The students took the role of the
teacher and learned a lot about the field of history while creating the storyboard for the scenario and
they were quite enthusiastic doing that. Actually, the system is especially targeted at students instead
of teachers – which still have to play the role of moderators and domain experts for the students. A
previously conducted study with the Mobilogue system shows the same effect with K12-level students
(Giemza, Malzahn & Hoppe, 2013). Even students of this age were capable of designing meaningful
scenarios for other kids with Mobilogue.
Building upon theses research results we are currently developing a set of different kinds of
scenarios to confirm the flexibility and the general applicability of our system. Besides a scenario for
a Roman museum, we are creating a scenario that deals with guiding students through the process of
assembling a computer by providing textual and video instructions – similar to scenarios by ElBishouty et al. (2007). In this scenario, the QR codes are attached to the computer parts. Furthermore,
we are currently revising the museum scenario used for the evaluation based on the results and try to
identify stimuli and best practices with respect to designing mobile learning scenarios, which motivate
participants to pay more attention to information not explicitly mentioned in the Mobilogue guided
tour – e.g., nearby exhibits – to relax the focusing effect of guided tours. Thus, we will move from
formal learning in informal settings to informal and self-directed learning.
A second line of development focuses on the creation of a Mobilogue platform for scenario
creators and scenario users. On the one hand, this platform will provide information on the overall
scenario usage as well as in depth statistics, e.g., the time spent at a location, popular routes through a
scenario etc. Thereby this platform will be a source for learning analytics research. On the other hand,
the platform will allow scenario users (e.g., students in a class) to review their Mobilogue runs and
reflect on the scenario and the learned content, e.g., by having access to their quiz results. This will be
very useful for follow-up activities and reflections in the schools context.
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Abstract:This paper examined 2-year-olds’ playing with an iPad and whether there is a video deficit
effect, that young children learn less from an iPad than from a live demonstration. Observational case
study has been used in this study.This paper made three important contributions, which include a) there
was a video deficit effect, which exists at least before the child turned 3 years old and it was found young
children (2-year-olds)’s poorer ability to learn from 2D sources (iPad) to real-life situation, in comparison
to their ability to learn from a live demonstration, b) 2-years-olds could not draw a whole cat image,
owing to that children’s understanding from playing theiPad game was linked with their thinking, talking
and reading from the images and iPad games only provided children with higher task complexity and
disrupt their transferring of learning; and c) 2-year-olds needed to develop their experience with multiple
representations, such as language cues, to facilitate their transferring of learning. Parents and teachers
may find this paper useful to examine the values of using 2D sources, such as an iPad.
Key words: video deficit effect, iPad, children’s drawing

1. Video Deficit Effect
In 2005, Anderson and Pempek (2001) proposed a video deficit effect, which refers to young
children’s poor ability to transfer learning from television and videos to real-life situation, in
comparison to their ability to transfer learning from face-to-face interaction. In McCall, Parke and
Kavanaugh’s study (1977), they tested that young children, aged under 36 months old, could imitate
from a black-and-white television, but has poor performance to the groups of same aged children
who had been shown by a live demonstrator. It was also been tested in other studies that this video
deficit effect exists at least till the child reaches 3 years old (Barr, Gracia&Muentener, 2007a; Barr
Muentener, Garcia, Fujimoto & Chavez, 2007b; Deocampo& Hudson, 2005; Flynn & Whiten, 2008;
Hayne, Hisbert, &Simcock, 2003; Nielsen, Simcock& Jenkins, 2008). For example, in Zack, Barr,
Gerhardstein, Dickerson, and Meltzoff’s study (2009), it was found that the young children exhibited
a typical video deficit effect in 2D to 3D transfer. However, recent research found when the young
children turned 5, the differences between the live group and video group disappear (Flynn &
Whiten, 2008; Zack, Barr, Gerhardstein, Dickerson &Meltzoff, 2009; Gerhardstein, Dickerson, Zack
& Barr, 2009). Therefore, learning is affected by the nature of children’s development and
experience of watching television and videos.
Researchers have investigated whether the video deficit effect can be ameliorated (Barr,
Rovee-Collier &Campanella, 2005; Rideout, Vandewater&Wartella, 2003; Skouteris& Kelly, 2006).
Barr (2010) also concluded six factors that may assist ameliorating the video deficit effect.
1) Repetition (Barr et al., 2007a; Barr &Wyss, 2008; Carver, Meltzoff& Dawson, 2006;
Simcock&DeLoache, 2006;Zack et al., 2009;). Repetition can enhance encoding, thus increase the
chances of the transfer because of the processing time.
2) Prior experience (Hauf, Aschissleben&Prinz, 2007; Skouteris, Spataro&Lazaridis, 2006;
Troseth, 2003). It was found that young children’s prior experience with the object, led to a viewing
preference for the 3D objects, because young children prefer familiar information.
3) Working memory demands (Hauf, 2009; Strouse&Troseth, 2008; Suddendorf, 2003). It
was found that task complexity influences learning from television, and high working memory
demands may disrupt the transfer of learning.
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4) Formal features(Aschissleben, 2006; Barr et al., 2007a; Barr et al., 2007b; Barr, Shuck,
Salerno, Atkinson &Linebarger, 2010; Klein, Hauf&Aschissleben, 2006). It was found that video
deficit reflect the young children’s difficulty in understanding the action-based information and
transferring it to their behavioural repertoire.
5) Language cues (Hayne et al., 2003; Booth & Waxman, 2002; Waxman, 2008). Language
may first facilitate transfer of learning, however, only to the groups of older children over 15 months,
especially for the children over 2.5 years.
6) Social contingency (Flynn & Whiten, 2008; Nielsen et al., 2008; McGuigan et al., 2007;
Calvert, Strong &Gallaghis, 2005; Huang &Charman, 2005; Troseth, Saylor &Archis, 2006). The
studies show that the social behaviours may be less likely to transfer from a video than a live
demonstration.
Early screen media (such as television, computers and videos) has been exposed to young
children under 3 years old. For example, television programs such as Teletubbies, In the Night
Gardenwere produced specifically for the age group of children under 3 years old; and parents were
using this kind of media to engage their children to learn. However, with more popular touch screen
technology’s use with young children, such as iPad and its applications designed for young children,
there is a need to study whether the new form of media will provide early childhood educators and
parents a view about the issue of video deficit effect.

2. Children’s playing and Learning with iPads
Within Australia there are a variety of tablets available for personal and technical use. Consumer
studies show that more than a quarter of a million Australians are using Apple's iPad, making it the
most commonly owned tablet computer within Australia (Colley, 2010). With an already high demand
for theiPad, in May of 2011 Apple introduced onto the market the iPad2 (Griffith, 2011). On Apple
website(2011), it explains that the iPad2’ features a large, high-precision, touch-sensitive display that
requires no physical force, just simple contact with its surface’.
Connecting learning through iPad to the early childhood pedagogy of play is the term ‘digital
play’, which is ‘play with digital devices and media; this includes children’s play with computer
software and game consoles that connect to a computer’ (Highfield, 2010). From a developmental
perspective, experts believe that symbolic and imaginative play provides the foundations for all
domains of development (Ebbeck&Waniganayake, 2010). Gonzalez-Mena (2008) further justifies the
use of play for children by explaining that play is a ‘developmentally appropriate practice’, in that it
directly relates to children’s stage of development as defined by theorists. Moreover, within early
childhood settings ‘play and learning are inextricably woven together; play is intrinsically motivated
and powerful for children in all cultures’ (Ebbeck&Waniganayake, 2010).
Linked to both cognitive and physical development is the ability of children to learn from a
two dimensional (2D) source (such as an iPad) and translate that learning to three dimensional (3D)
object response. Effectively, if children are not able to translate 2D images on a touch screen to 3D
objects in real life then the potential for learning will be diminished greatly. Gonzalez-Mena (2008)
stated that there are significant developmental changes in a “representational flexibility” which can
occur in young children’s learning process, and the gradual developmental change occurs when young
children encode information from a 2D resource to a 3D objects. Other researchers also agree that
young children can form an internal mental representation of the target 3D objects when it is
demonstrated depending on the features of the context in 2D resources (Barr, 2010; Couse & Chen,
2010). It has been tested that there is a transferring of learning across the learning content and context
(Barr, 2010; Gonzalez-Mena, 2008; Gerhardstein&Rovee-Collier, 2002).
The interface associated with iPad involves the use of touch screen technology. The use of
touch screen technology within the educational sector has been gaining momentum in schools and to a
lesser degree, preschools for a period of time. The tactile nature of touch screen technology fits well
with early childhood pedagogies and the emergent fine motor development of children with the early
childhood age range. For example, in one of the few research projects done on tablet computers and
preschool aged children, Couse and Chen (2010) explain that young children between the ages of 3
and 6 years old were able to quickly learn to use the touch screen technology as a medium for
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representing their ideas and learning’. Recently touch screens have also been used to investigate
learning. Some researchers such as Gerhardstein and Roveen-Collier (2002), Sutton (2006), Subiaul,
Cantlon, Romansky, Klein, and Terrace (2007) and Zack et al (2009) have already studied the touch
screen technology with the imitation for young children to transfer from 2D to 3D and vice versa. It
was found in the Zack et al’s study (2009) that children can imitate target actions on the 2D touch
screen and with the 3D objects, and children can also imitate across dimensions. Young children can
learn from touch screen technology as it can provide a specific form of transferring of learning from a
2D source to a 3D object response (Barr, 2010; Durkin & Blades, 2009).
To sum up, there are concerns from researchers and educators about the challenges and issues
of using iPad in early childhood educational settings. For example, thereis limited literature on
whether the use of touch screen technology can assist young children’s learning in their cognitive and
physical development, because young children learn through their bodies, such as their eyes, ears,
mouths, hands, and legs (Haugland, 2000).There is also limited research conducted to measure
whether young children can learn cognitively by using an iPad as well as a live demonstration,
although it is acknowledged that touch screen technology has been used widely around with young
children. In addition, little research has been conducted about whether young children, especially
preschoolers, are able to learn in the process of digital play and learning to understanding the concepts
of 3D objects. Therefore, this paper aims to examine 2-year-olds’ playing with an iPad and whether
there is a video deficit effect, that young children learn less from an iPad than from a live
demonstration.

3. Methods
This research used observation qualitative research methodology. Observational case study has been
conducted in this study. “A case study of a current phenomenon for which observations could be used
to supplement documents and interviews is called an observational case study” (Wiersma&Jurs,
2009). Observation as a “fundamental basis of all reserch methods” in the social and behavioral
science (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Denzin and Lincoln (2005) furthis stated that it is possible to
conduct observations in settings that are natural loci of those activities that may be the result of a
controlled experiment.
In this study, children’s drawings were used as an assessment method against their learning
outcomes. Children’s drawing is closely linked to their thinking, talking, reading, and writing.
Children express and interpret meanings in mark making and drawing as well as in speaking and
writing (Clay, 1998; Yang & Noel, 2006). Drawings are one of the most primitive forms of children
expression and communication (Mitchell & Ziegler, 2007). Kress (1997) and Steel (1999) also
agreed with it that the drawings were regarded as an effective means for children to explore their
understandings. Stanczak(2007) states that the meaning of the images represents most importantly in
the way that children interpret those images. Cox (2005) further states that drawing is a constructive
way of thinking-in-action.Young children’s views and experiences can be assessed by paying
attention to their narratives and interpretations as they draw as well (Clark, 2005a; 2005b; Dockett&
Perry, 2005; Punch, 2002; Veale, 2005).
A great amount of existing research analyses the graphic, perceptive and psychological
aspects of children’s drawings (Pillar, 1998). For example, the characteristics which may influence
children’s drawing may include the drawing context (Cox, 2005), cultural context (Cox, Perara&
Fan, 1999), peer interaction (Anning, 2002; Anning& Ring, 2004; Richards, 2003; Thompson, 1999)
and interaction with adults (Braswell &Callanan, 2003; Rose, Jolley&Burkitt, 2006).
In summary, the process of drawings and the accompanying narrative are integral parts of
the meaning-making process (Cox, 2005; Einarsdottir, Dockett& Perry, 2009; Wright, 2007), and the
aim of asking children to explain their drawings is to avoid adult interpretation of drawings(Merry &
Robins, 2001). ‘Young children draw what they know while the old children draw what they see’
(Willats, 2005), and children learn to draw and draw to learn (Denzin& Lincoln, 2005).
Óskarsdóttir(Oskarsdottir, 2006) and Einarsdottira et al (2009) have used children’s drawings to
assist teachers examine the beliefs and values underlying their pedagogical practices. In addition, the
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longitudinal study of young children drawing by Anning and Ring (2004) and Ring (2006)has
extended our understanding of drawing as a tool for constructing and sharing meaning.
Therefore, in this research, the participating children’s drawings were used as to assess their
learning outcomes, and during their drawing process, the participating children were asked to
interpret their thoughts and ideas.

3.1 Participant
One female, Child A has participated in this research. She is a normal-developed child in Australia.
She was 2 years and 5 months old when she initially participated in this research.

3.2 Procedure
The research was conducted in a quiet household environment. The case study has two phases.
Phase 1: Child A was introduced to understand the animal of “cat”. She was shown how to play an
iPad game/program called ‘Animals 360’, in which audiences were introduced with a 360° view on the
world of animals, with their features, habitats and sounds. She had 30 minutes of playing the game,
and then was asked to draw a picture of cat with pen and paper within the following 15 minutes.
Observation was undertaken with the minimum of disruption during the procedure. Child A was
invited to talk and interpret her drawings during the period, and a short conversation between the
participating child and the researchers were carried out in the process.Questions such as “Could you
tell us what you are drawing?” were asked. Notes of child’s answers were taken.
Phase 2: Child A was introduced to a live cat, which she could touch as well as observe. She was then
asked to draw pictures of cat, when the cat was present. During her 15 minutes’ drawing, the child was
also invited to interpret about her drawing. Observations were also carried out with the minimum of
disruption during the procedure.

4. Results and Discussion
Child A spent approximately15 minutes on playing the game; and she demonstrated her understanding
of the image of a cat in the iPad game, by pronouncing clearly and correctly the word “cat” during the
courses of playing the game and drawing her cat. However, Child A’s drawing lost traces of a cat (see
Figure 1). When she was asked to interpret her drawing, she could not explain clearly the cat’s body
parts she was drawing.
The findings agree with the Stanczak’s (2007) statement that the meaning of the images
represent most importantly in the way that the participants interpret those images by using language
cues. Owing to her age, Child A could not use proper language to interpret her drawing. However, the
findings are consistent with Willats’ (2005) statement that young children draw based upon their
knowing, while old children draw based on their seeing and their drawings were linked to their
thinking, talking and reading (Yang & Noel, 2006).

Figure 1. Child A’s drawing of Cat based upon his playing with iPad
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The finding also shows a process of drawing and accompanying narrative, which are integral
parts of the meaning-making process (Cox, 2005; Einarsdottir et al., 2009; Wright, 2007). Child A
used images and verbal signs to convey the meaning of her drawing (Wright, 2007).
Owing to Child A’s age, she was still in the scribble stage of children’s drawing development.
Therefore, she could not draw a complete image of a cat, which she may need to develop this
experience with multiple representations to form the same perception. However, it agrees with Booth
and Waxman (2002), Hayne et al. (2003) and Waxman (2008)’s statement that language cues may
facilitate transfer of learning, especially for the children under 3 years.
Child A was then asked to draw a cat image based upon her experience with the live
demonstration (a real cat). Instead of drawing one image, she drew five images to show her
understanding of a live cat (see Figures 3,4,5,6 and 7).

Figure 2. Child A’s drawing of a cat body

Figure 3. Child A’s drawing of a cat head

Figure 4. Child A’s drawing of a cat’s hair

Figure 5. Child A’s drawing of a whole cat (1)

Figure 6. Child A’s drawing of a whole cat (2)

Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows Child A’s understanding of a live cat. In Figure 2, Child A caught an
important feature of a cat’s body: A tail. Figure 3 shows Child A’s transfer of learning about a cat’s
head with two large eyes. Child A also tried to draw a cat’s hair with the hair sticking around the
whole body in Figure 4. These findings are consistent with Michell and Ziegler’s statement (2007) that
drawings are one of the most primitive forms of children expression and communication. They also
show Child A’s views of cat’s body, hair and head and experiences by touching cat’s hair. It agrees
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with Simcock and Deloache’s findings (2006) that young children can imitate from a live
demonstration. In Figures 5 and 6, Child A drew pictures of a cat by describing his understanding of a
cat’s whole body. The findings show children’s expressions of their drawing’s meaning and
understanding (2006). The findings also agree with theStanczak’s(2007) statement that the meaning of
the images represent most importantly in the way that the participants interpret those images by using
language cues. In addition, the findings are consistent with Willats’ (2005)statement that young
children draw based upon their knowing, while old children draw based on their seeing. Child A drew
five images to demonstrate her understanding not her viewing of the cat. It is linked to his thinking,
talking and reading (Clay, 1998; Yang & Noel, 2006).
In terms of the differences between the pictures of Child A’s drawing of a 2D images from
playing with iPad (see Figure 1) and a live cat (see Figures 2-6), the findings showed there is a video
deficit effect, which exists at least the child turned 3 years old (Anderson et al., 2001; Barr et al.,
2007a; Barr et al;, 2007; Deocampo& Hudson, 2005; Flynn & Whiten, 2008; Hayne et al., 2003;
Nielsen et al., 2008). Although Child A also demonstrated a full understanding of a cat, she could not
draw a cat based upon her understanding of theiPad game. In comparison, she could draw different
kinds of cat’s body parts and whole cat pictures based upon her understanding of a live cat.

5. Conclusion and future research
Overview, this paper examined toddlers’ playing with iPad and whether there is a video deficit effect,
that young children learn less from an iPad than from a live demonstration. It was found young
children (2-year-olds)’s poorer ability to transfer learning from 2D sources (iPad) to real-life situation,
in comparison to their ability to learn from a live demonstration.
This study makes threeimportant conclusions to our knowledge on use of iPad in early
childhood education settings. One, although 2-year-olds could demonstrate their understanding of a
cat while playing with an iPad, they could not draw a whole cat image. It may be owing to that (a)
children’s understanding from playing theiPad game was linked with their thinking, talking and
reading from the images and (b) iPad games only provided children with higher task complexity and
disrupt their transferring of learning (Yang & Noel, 2006).
Two, when children were exposed to a variety of different experiences of learning, such as
touch screens, they need to develop their experience with multiple representations, such as language
cues, to facilitate their transferring of learning, especially for children under 3 years old. In this study,
it was found that the use of drawing and language cues could not help children under 3 years old to
interpret their understanding of concepts from playing with an iPad. For example, Child A had not yet
developed the language communicative abilities; therefore her drawing could not be interpreted
properly. These findings are consistent with Michell and Ziegler’s statement (Michell& Ziegler, 2007)
that drawings are one of the most primitive forms of children’s expression and communication and
also agree with the statement that drawing and accompanying narrative are integral parts of the
meaning-making process (Cox, 2005; Einarsdottir et al., 2009; Wright, 2007)
Three, In terms of the differences between the pictures of Child A’s drawing of a 2D images
from iPad and a live cat, the findings showed there is a video deficit effect, which exists at least
before the child turned 3 years old(Anderson et al., 2001; Barr et al., 2007a; Deocampo& Hudson,
2005; Flynn & Whiten, 2008; Hayne et al., 2003; Nielsen et al., 2008). For example, Child A could
not draw a cat based upon her understanding of theiPad images. In comparison, she could draw
different kinds of cat’s body parts based upon her understanding of a live cat.
There are limitations for this research. The data was solely based upon one case study, which
may limit the generalisation among other children. Therefore, a number of research directions can be
identified. Further research will be conducted with more participating children from different age
groups. In addition, further research will be undertaken about young children’s interaction while
drawing in pairs or groups.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present plans for a retooled ubiquitous computer system that
works towards facilitating knowledge acquisition and knowledge dissemination between
learners during the process of acculturation. Focused on the foreign population of JAIST
(Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology - a Japanese post graduate university in
Japan), the system provides a platform on which to study the behaviour of participants, and
also the process of acculturation dynamically in context. In addition, the study works towards
understanding the feasibility of using such ubiquitous systems as possible support mechanisms
in the future. In the current global environment, human beings via their own experiences
acculturate at different speeds, and with different levels of success. By incorporating
ubiquitous technology into the environment in which people are acculturating, we provide a
new way to analyse the process of acculturation dynamically, and provide assertions as to how
the system may benefit users in the future.
Keywords: ubiquitous learning, mobile technology, acculturation, aware computing,
knowledge embedded environment

1. Introduction
In Japan the ambitious goal of reaching 300,000 international students by the year 2020 has been
regarded of importance (MEXT 2008). Japanese institutions are increasingly marketing their
curriculum to prospective foreign students, but having these students effectively acculturate or adjust
to the environment is seen as difficult (Sun 2012, Murphy-Shigematsu 1998).
Acculturation explains the process of cultural and psychological change that results in the
meeting between cultures, and variations in ways of acculturating have become commonly known by
the terms integration, assimilation, separation, and marginalisation (Sam 2010). Those who integrate
(defined as being engaged in both their heritage culture and in the culture of the larger society) are
seen to be better adapted than those who acculturate by orienting themselves to one or the other
culture (by way of assimilation or separation), or to neither culture (marginalisation) (Sam 2010).
Research demonstrates that there are considerable difficulties and stresses associated with the
process of acculturation (Padilla 1985, Ben-Sira 1997, Douglas 2000, Tilburg 2005, Mirdal 2006,
Gertzog 2011, Valencia-Garcia 2012). These difficulties often present themselves in the form of
language acquisition, cultural communication, and feelings of isolation. Issues surrounding the
process of acculturation have been said to lead to low productivity (Kompler 1999), and even higher
mortality rates amongst the foreign population within its host country (Stevens 2002). In addition,
many of these difficulties are considered as contextual, thus the knowledge acquired also remains
contextual. Contextual relevance in knowledge sharing is a topic that has been extensively discussed
(Hwang 2008, Gertler 2003).
Looking at the way in which learners acculturate to new environments, certain questions arise
in relation to the way in which ubiquitous technology may be useful in this process. For example: 1)
Could ubiquitous technology provide an adequate platform on which the experiential knowledge
associated with the acculturation process may be stored for further reflection? 2) Can ubiquitous
technology play a role in learners effectively sharing and disseminating their knowledge, yet still have
that knowledge remain contextual and relevant? 3) How can this technology provide new ways with
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which to analyse the data associated with the process of acculturation? 4) Is it possible to monitor the
behaviour of learners within this system?
Ubiquitous computing is seen as a technology that has continually gained in momentum since
its conception (Abowd 2000). Referred to as technology that seamlessly enables large numbers of
objects within a computer network (Rodríguez & Favela 2003), ubiquitous computing systems allow
for integration of various wired and wireless sensing technologies, along with embedded software,
mobile, and desktop computing systems. When looking at research surrounding the use of mobile
devices and ubiquitous technology in educational frameworks, it has been demonstrated that many
benefits occur from the perspective of knowledge sharing and reflection (Ogata 2004/2010, Sharples
2000, Wentzel 2005, Sousa 2006). Studies also highlight the importance of understanding how
communication technologies play certain roles in the acculturation process (Parette 2004, Lim 2011,
Chib 2011). Based on these findings, we form assertions that the contextual knowledge acquired
during the acculturation process, may be more easily stored, disseminated, shared, and reflected upon
between participants acculturating to an environment via the latest advances in mobile devices, and
ubiquitous technologies.
This study looks towards utilising mobile devices and ubiquitous technology to not only
better understand the process of acculturation, but also facilitate the construction of a knowledge
embedded environment to provide support for users adapting to a new cultural or organisational
context.

2. The Ubiquitous Learning Log – The System Foundation
As mentioned previously, our plan is to retool an existing an ubiquitous computer system that is
currently focused in educational frameworks. The base system we are using is the “ULL”
(Ubiquitous Learning Log) developed by Ogata et al. (2010). This system facilitates the recording of
experiences that occur “anytime in anyplace”, thus allowing users to then share, reflect upon, and
reuse these experiences at a later date.
Before explaining exactly how we propose to use the ULL system for our study, it is best to
provide the reader with a technical outline of the system in its current form. Doing so will provide an
understanding of the features that we believe to be relevant to the process of acculturation.
Within the following three sub-sections of this paper, we will put forward the key functional
elements of the existing ULL system that will remain intact for our study on acculturation.

2.1 The ULL recorder
The ULL Recorder facilitates uploading or storing of learner experiences into the system wherever or
whenever they may find themselves. Using either a browser-based client, or an android application
(as displayed in figure 1. bellow), learners have the ability to take photographs or video and apply
them to certain logs, ask questions in relation to the log, comment or add extra information, apply
GPS (Global Positioning System) location information, allocate a QR-code for easy retrieval, and also
authorise if the log will be shared with other users of the system.
In addition to the functions stated above, a key aspect of the system is that language
translation supporting numerous languages is also built in if required, thus facilitating effective
communication between learners from different cultural backgrounds. In terms of the server side of
the system, these logs are stored in a server running on Linux OS, programmed using Java and
PostgreSQL.

2.2 The ULL Reminder
A list of all previous learning logs are stored and displayed by the system, which allows a learner to
easily recall all of his/her past experiences. Figure 1. below highlights the 'My Log' section
displaying the logs that an individual has uploaded into the system.
In addition to the learner being able to reflect on his/her past logs, the learner can also look
through the logs uploaded and made available from other learners within the system. This facilitates
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the acquisition of knowledge a learner may not have had direct experience with, or supplies a source
of knowledge from another user as a comparison relative to the learner's experience within the same
geographical location. In addition to the above, the system also facilitates a quiz based on logs
already in the system, allowing users to reflect on knowledge previously obtained in certain
geographical locations.

Figure 1. – ULL Recorder and Log Review Screens

2.3 The ULL Navigator
The ULL Navigator provides the user with an AR (Augmented Reality) interface with which to
navigate through the ULLs in a real-time contextual manner. When a learner enters a certain
geographical location with his/her mobile device, logs that have GPS information attached will send
an alert through the system to the learner. Once alerted, an AR view will appear clearly highlighting
logs that have been recorded in the current area. If a user should decide to click on a certain log, a
Google map will be retrieved marking the ULL Object location, and in addition marking the users
themselves in relation to said log. This function allows for context specific information to be easily
shared amongst users of the system, seamlessly integrating and combining knowledge.

Figure 2. – Smartphone Augmented Reality Display and Googlemap Display

3. Projected Benefit of Ubiquitous Learning Log for Facilitating Acculturation
Now that the reader has an understanding of how the core elements of the system applicable to our
study function, we will look at the possible benefits of the system in relation to the process of
acculturation. The test-bed for our study is JAIST (the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology), which is a post-graduate institution that prides itself on having 29% of students and
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18% of faculty from abroad, thus providing us with the participants to test and validate the system in
the area of acculturation.
The following sub-sections will outline benefits of the ULL system that pertain to the process
of acculturation.

3.1. Knowledge Embedded Environment - Contextual Relevance and Accessibility
Contextual knowledge acquisition and sharing is seen as important (Hwang 2008, Gertler 2003), thus
for an individual to effectively acculturate to a new environment, one could assert that an individual's
experiences within a particular context are more effectively shared when referred to in that same
context. By traditional methods this is of course very difficult to facilitate. The ULL system uniquely
allows knowledge to be shared and disseminated amongst all users of the system, but remain attached
to the context or environment in which it resides, or in which it was originally created. This is what
we call the knowledge embedded environment.
For example, as a user experiences something in the environment that may lead to questions
or issues regarding cultural difference, a user can simply upload an externalised form of this
experience, or a query/question surrounding the experience into the system using the ULL Recorder.
Along with the uploaded experience/query, GPS location information, printable QR codes, and
corresponding augmented reality can all be placed in the environment, and then subsequently used to
retrieve or trigger logs. When the original log author, or another user of the system enters into the
environment that has GPS/QR information attached with his/her mobile device, their mobile devices
will be triggered into displaying the particular issue/comment/question logged by the author, thus
allowing for contextual relevance, or knowledge being embedded into the particular context itself.
Allowing issues or knowledge associated with acculturation to not only be externalised and
shared with others within the system, yet remain fixed to the context itself via GPS or QR-coding,
may prove extremely beneficial in learners ascertaining the relevance of this externalised knowledge.
In addition, facilitation of communication within the environment itself without language barriers
should provide a level of integration - again seen as the most positive form of acculturation amongst
researchers in the field - difficult to attain from other means.
Below in figure 3, we demonstrate how an individual's experience is input into the ULL
system, then subsequently shared, reflected upon, and internalised. This process remains fixed to the
context or environment, thus the embedded knowledge is there ready for the next user who may enter
the same location, or for the original author as a way to reflect upon previous thoughts and
experiences in context.

Figure 3. – From Individual Experience to Knowledge Embedded Environment Model.

3.2 Dynamic User Generation with Community Focus
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The process of acculturation is one that is extremely dynamic in nature. As a learner has an
experience within the context or environment, these experiences form the knowledge that relates to
certain behavioural and cultural changes in the individual. The speed at which changes occur in the
environment, or the speed at which changes occur in the individual, highlight difficulties in traditional
ways of keeping track of these changes amongst individuals during the acculturation process.
In addition, these experiences are extremely personal in nature, thus proving difficult to
express to others that may not have had similar experiences within the same context. An analogy of
this may be related to the tacit knowledge associated with what a roller-coaster feels like – without a
person experiencing the context or environment itself, it may be difficult to externalise the opinions or
feelings, or even answer questions in any meaningful manner that an individual may have relating to
the specific experience.
As logs uploaded into the ULL system can be shared instantly with others, and also be
attached to the context itself via the use of GPS or QR-codes, we believe that this may provide a
powerful mechanism with which to relate to the experiences of others within the learning community
– not only others from the same cultural background, but any users of the system in the same
environment or context. As integration is seen as the most efficient way of acculturating, access to
the dynamically created logs within the environment may facilitate an attachment to others within the
learning community. We see this as very different from regular SNS (Social Networking Services), or
other networked communication methods which are also quite dynamic in nature. This is due to the
way in which users have contextually relevant knowledge shared via the system, that is not only
contextual in nature, but also shared instantly in a dynamic fashion.

3.3 The Ubiquitous Learning Log as an Acculturation Monitoring Tool
Another benefit of using the ULL system, comes from the way in which knowledge and behavioural
changes can be logged and monitored within the system. We assert that this may be beneficial for
administrations and management in charge of facilitating the process of acculturation in newcomers to
a particular context. Acculturation difficulties, as asserted by many in the field (Tilburg 2005, Padilla
1985, Mirdal 2006, Valencia-Garcia 2012, Kompler 1999, Stevens 2002) are seen as issues that affect
productivity and stability within the host society.
Understanding the issues that newcomers are experiencing by conventional methods is not
only time-consuming, but is difficult to keep track of in terms of environmental change. By using the
ULL system, those responsible for managerial decision making will have access to issues that users
are experiencing in near real-time. For example, if a user of the system is having acculturation trouble
in a particular location, the system will highlight the particular location or context along with the issue
itself. As the original author of the log enters the same location, or another user of the system enters
the environment, their mobile devices will be triggered into displaying the particular log which may
or may not also contain a question, answers, or comments from other users. From an administrative
standpoint this could prove extremely valuable, as not only understanding what learners in a particular
environment or context are feeling or experiencing, but also seeing how questions are answered by
other users from a dynamic bottom-up level, will allow for quick decision making or administrative
changes that previously would have taken time-consuming surveys, interviews, and/or
anthropological studies to achieve.
Of course it must be stated that the main focus of our study is not purely focused on
developing a managerial tool to be implemented in the university at this time. We are focused on the
knowledge transferred between users of the system itself, and in addition the behavioural changes
associated. However, in future studies there may be foreseeable benefits in using such a system from
the administration perspective.

4. The System in Practice
To assist the reader in understanding how the system functions in practice, we will put forward an
extremely simple step-by-step scenario highlighting how a user/learner will externalise his/her own
experiences, how that same user/learner will attach or embed this knowledge in the environment, and
how users of the system will retrieve, reflect upon, and use this knowledge.
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4.1 Experience in the Environmental Context
First of all, User-1 enters a new environment that he/she is not familiar with. In this case we put
forward the simple example of a shopping environment. In Japan it is customary for the shop
assistants to call out the phrase 'Irashaimase' in unison, which means 'welcome to our store'. User-1 is
not familiar with this phrase, nor the custom of a greeting in unison, and is unsure how to respond, or
even if responding is necessary.

Figure 4. (left) – User-1 has new experience in environment. (right) – User-1 externalises the experience.

4.2 Externalisation and Sharing of the Experience
Once User-1 has this experience, he takes a quick photograph or recording and uploads it into the
ULL system along with an explanation of what had transpired. The system gives User-1 the option to
attach location data to the log, and also provides an area for a question to be added. Once completed,
the system now has User-1's experience recorded. This externalised experience remains in the ULL
system and attached to the environment itself through GPS or QR-code information.

4.3 User Reflection and Discussion
Now that the experience of User-1 has been externalised via the ULL system, this experience is now
able to be viewed by other users of the system. When User-2 enters the same geographical location,
or scans a QR-code in the context itself, his mobile device is triggered into displaying the experience
externalised by User-1. From this point User 2 has the ability to comment on the experience, answer
any questions that may have been asked, and re-share the experience with others.

4.4 Internalise and Use the New Knowledge
Now User-1 can reflect on the experience with the added benefit of understanding the experience of
User-2 within the same environmental context, thus providing not only a connection with another
foreigner in the environment, but also a way to reflect on his own experience.

Figure 5. (left) - User-2 receives alert via the system to acculturation difficulty and uploads response. (right) User-1 reflects upon his initial experience in comparison with User-2.
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4.5 Deeper Knowledge Transfer/Acquisition and Behavioural Trait Assessment
The simple scenario presented above of course highlights how the system works in practice, and how
the system may benefit in areas of basic language understanding and simple behavioural changes.
However, we assert that the system may also be able to assist in deeper levels of knowledge transfer
and acquisition within much more complex scenarios. Tacit knowledge, for example, is currently
difficult to share with others - especially with others who may be outside the individual's own circle of
friends, or outside of the given context. We believe that this system not only provides a way to share
tacit knowledge that would have previously been unshared, but in addition, have that knowledge
remain embedded in the environment itself, thus providing contextual relevance.
In addition, as users continue to add to existing log entries by making comments or by giving
advice, the system itself provides users a way to gauge the behavioural change, knowledge level, and
progress within other users, and of course within themselves too. Correlations between logs uploaded
into the system may not only shed light in regards to the way in which participants are changing their
behaviour over time, but in addition provide insight into the reasoning process utilised by the
participants in certain situations.
So how will the system be able to highlight change (behavioural or otherwise)? Let us say
that a user has externalised certain experiential and contextual problems into the system, and has had
comments from others in relation to this problem or issue. This user should, in theory, be able to
comment effectively on the uploaded externalisations of others in similar situations. When this
occurs, it may demonstrate changes in the learner's behaviour, and highlight the knowledge generation
process when referring back into previous entries from the same user.

5. Proposed Method of Research and Evaluation
The first step in this study will be to ascertain the acculturation level of existing students within
JAIST. To accomplish this, an initial survey (pictured bellow in figure 4.) has been constructed that
combines several existing instruments used within research projects in this field (Barry 2001, BenetMartinez 2006, Gim Chung 2004, Lim 2002). Following this initial survey, a proportionate sample of
the international student body will be taken, and direct interviews will be given. These interviews
will try to ascertain if respondents are having similar issues within the institution itself, so as to gain
further insight into the areas in which the system should be focused.
Based on the findings obtained from the initial survey and interview, formulation of an
implementation strategy for the mobile and ubiquitous system will be constructed. Although content
for the mobile and ubiquitous system will be dynamic in nature - driven by a user-generated bottomup method - some initial guidance will be applied, thus focusing on certain issues highlighted from the
interviews. Participants will also be chosen based on the proportionate student body sample that
responded to the initial survey. By this we mean that if a certain percentage of students happen to
come from a single country, the study using the technology will reflect the same percentages. These
students will then be encouraged to use both the supplied mobile based android application, and the
browser-based software to assist them in the process of acculturating to the JAIST environment.
The final stage of evaluation consists of a secondary survey and interview that will be
conducted with the students who responded to the first survey. Two groups will be separated from the
respondents:
• group 1 - those who experienced acculturation without the use of the ULL system
• group 2 – those who experienced the process of acculturation with the assistance of using the
mobile and ubiquitous ULL system.
The data gathered from this survey will be cross-referenced with the data from the initial
survey given, and the results of the cross-examination will lead us towards the feasibility of this
technology for the purpose of acculturating to a new environment.
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Survey for Acculturation
Acculturation in Context: Knowledge Sharing Through Ubiquitous Technologies
Background Information
Name:

Email Address:

Male.

Female

Age:
15-20.

21-25.

.

26-30.

31-35.

36-40.

41-45.

Where do you come from?
How long have you been in Japan?
1 Month.
6 Months.
3 Years.
4 Years.

1 Year.
5+Years.

2 Years.

How long have you been in JAIST?
1 Month.
6 Months.
3 Years.
4 Years.

1 Year.
5+Years.

2 Years.

Please circle what kind of JAIST student you are:
M1. M2.
M3.
D1. D2.
D3. D4.

Language Ability and Use
What is your native language?
Rate your overall English language ability (1 being the lowest and 7 being the highest).
Rate your overall Japanese language ability (1 being the lowest and 7 being the highest).
Rate your overall native language ability (1 being the lowest and 7 being the highest).

Feelings and Culture
1.

I feel more comfortable communicating with shop staff in Japan than in my own country.

2.

I only listen to music from my own culture.

3.

I tell jokes both in Japanese, and in my native language.

4.

Generally, I find it difficult to socialise with both Japanese and foreigners.

5.

I get along with Japanese people better than people from my own country.

6.

My closest friends here in Japan are not Japanese.

7.

I feel very comfortable around both Japanese and other nationalities here in Japan.

8.

Sometimes I find it hard to trust both Japanese and other nationalities.

9.

I find it easier to communicate my feelings to Japanese than to other foreigners.

10. Foreigners in Japan should not date Japanese Men or Women.
11. I have both Japanese and foreign friends in JAIST.
12. I do not feel comfortable when I am with other people.

Figure 7. – Acculturation Survey

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have outlined a proposed method using mobile devices and ubiquitous technology
that is aimed at not only facilitating, but also monitoring and exploring the process of acculturation.
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By discussing how the system provides a knowledge embedded environment that can monitor
behavioural changes participants, and facilitate the sharing and reflection of knowledge in various
forms, we have presented a system that has projected benefits associated with acculturation in context.
We assert that by retooling an existing and proven ubiquitous computer system for this purpose, we
not only provide an easy to use system that guides learners to reflect on the acculturation experiences
of themselves and others in a completely new way, but in addition provides a way to attach
knowledge directly to the environment itself.
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Abstract: Campus cultural activity is usually propagandized through the Internet, pamphlets
and posters. Print media draws more attention in public, but is not environmentally-friendly
and economical. Similarly, Internet media is known for its prompt and rich content, but is
hardly expected to arouse the interest of learners since it separates information from real-life
environment. Augmented reality (AR), a promising technology of bridging virtual and real
worlds, has been considered as a better choice for realizing an interactive and boundary-less
mobile learning environment, or an even more advanced ubiquitous learning environment
based on context-aware technology. In this paper, a novel campus touring system for cultural
activity is implemented based on AR technology and smart phones which contains the built-in
GPS, camera, WiFi and digital compass. Wikitude, a mobile AR implementation tool, is used
for system implementation. Furthermore, two groups of students have been selected for
system testing and evaluation. Experimental datum are collected and summarized via an openended online questionnaire. Experimental result shows that propagandizing and learning
campus cultural activity through this mobile campus touring system is a more satisfying and
interactive approach for college and university students.
Keywords: Augmented reality, ubiquitous learning, campus touring system

1. Introduction
The rapid growth of wireless and mobile technologies has attracted attention of researchers in
educational technology. Due to the advances in wireless technology and mobile devices, like smart
phones and other handheld devices, students can start learning without any limitations of time and
space. Numerous studies have investigated the effect of mobile learning (m-learning) as a
complementary teaching technique in outdoor learning activities, and proofed its effectiveness in
practice (Chin & Chen, 2013).
Recent progress on mobile hardware technology makes it possible to achieve the ubiquitous
learning (u-learning) environment. Compared with m-learning, u-learning is a higher level of elearning. This new kind of learning environment can provide an interoperable, pervasive, interactive,
and seamless learning architecture to integrate, connect, and share learning resources among
appropriate identities (Huang, Chiu, Liu, & Chen, 2011). Up to now, smart phone does appear to be a
more maturing platform to support u-learning environment: the built-in GPS and digital compass
sensor can guide students where they are and which directions they are heading to, the camera and
multi-touch screen are well designed for observing real-life environment and manipulating digital
information gained from the Internet. By means of augmented reality, all digital information will be
integrated with the real-time image on the multi-touch screen, and users can operate them easily with
a couple of finger-clicks.
Campus cultural activity is a common form of informal learning for college and university
students. Nowadays, traditional print media and modern Internet media are two most frequently-used
approaches for activity propagandism. Print media, like posters and pamphlets, can be put up and
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handed out anywhere on campus conveniently; the well-designed content can easily arouse students’
attention and leave audience an indelible impression. However, the production cost of print media is
high, and when the activity is over, outdated posters and pamphlets may also cause environment
pollution. In contrast with print media, Internet media is environmentally-friendly and prompt,
whereas it seems not that natural and convenient to search information by typing keywords. As a
result of breaking down the connection between digital information and meaningful context, Internet
media makes students cause confusion in a mass of information.
In this paper, we implement a mobile campus touring system based on Augmented Reality
and GPS technology, which contributes to the application of innovative technologies in an informal
learning situation to propagandize campus cultural activities.

2. Related Works
2.1 Situated Learning
According to situated learning theory(Lave & Wenger, 1991), knowledge acquired in the context of
real life is more practically applicable to problem solving in reality, maximizing the effects than the
one gained through direct teaching (Kim, Park, & Lee, 2011). In other words, meaningful learning is
deeply rooted in relating real-life context; there is no sense in learning without practical situation. As
can be seen, situated learning theory emphasizes two important learning principles: one is integrating
learning with actual practicing in meaningful context; the other is learning collaboratively and socially
by face-to-face communications or social network tools. At present, formal learning is commonly
limited in classrooms; students cannot experience the pleasure of knowledge application, let alone
apply knowledge flexibly to solve everyday problems.
Currently, the functions of smart phone can basically support situated learning in following
ways: wireless network enables any learner to search and download any learning material anytime and
anywhere; portable size and extensible storing space make it possible to carry and record individual
learning progress in detail; abundant mobile apps afford different learning materials and methods to
learners of different learning styles. However, most of the content in existing mobile learning
software has no relationship with learner’s real location and context. That is to say, a completely
virtual learning environment implemented by flash or video is designed for learners, which doesn’t fit
the requirements of situated learning theory. Therefore, a different kind of mobile learning software
based on the theory of situated learning is totally in need.

2.2 Mobile Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality technology helps us combine physical world with the virtual world seamlessly.
Without replacing the real world, this technology augments virtual information on top of the real
world with continuous and implicit user control of the point of view and interactivity (Kesim &
Ozarslan, 2012). The coexistence of virtual objects and the physical environment allows learners to
visualize abstract concepts and experience phenomena that are impossible or dangerous in the real
world (Arvanitis et al., 2009; Klopfer & Squire, 2008).
Two main devices for displaying Augmented Reality are recorded in the history of
development. Head-mounted display (HMD) is the first display device utilized for creating an AR
environment. Users should wear a special helmet on their head, and then HMD displays images of
both the physical world and virtual objects over the user’s field of vision. With the rapid development
of handheld computing, mobile Augmented Reality (mobile AR) technology begins to emerge. The
mobility offered by handheld devices would leverage the authenticity of a learning environment and
increase learner’s interaction with others (Klopfer & Sheldon, 2010). In addition, mobile devices with
built-in location sensor (e.g., Global Positioning System [GPS]), having the ability of obtaining
learner’s accurate location and environment information in real time, could assist mobile learning
softwares in estimating and sending the most suitable resources automatically and adaptively.
Mobile Augmented Reality provides unique user experience in information accessing.
Searching through smart phone’s built-in camera instead of typing keywords in the input box has
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totally reformed the customary way of human-computer interaction. Researchers and developers
focused on mobile education have already paid close attention to these amazing features of mobile AR
technology. Therefore, a growing number of studies and applications on mobile AR have come out,
and numerous open-source software development kits on mobile AR are available on the Internet.
In order to validate the real effect of mobile AR-based learning, Parhizkar et al.(2012) in
LIMKOKWING University design and develop a mobile phone augmented reality application and
multimedia application on Android OS platform for general science studies of primary school
syllabus. Santana-Mancilla et al. (2012) at the University of Colima propose a mobile augmented
reality system that allows Mexican secondary education students to access additional informative
contents related to their textbook. Chou and ChanLin (2012) implement a prototype campus touring
system for Fu-Jen Catholic University, which provides hidden information to help freshmen get
acquainted with campus through mobile AR on smart phones. Liu and Tsai (2013) in Kainan
University develop AR-based mobile learning material installed on mobile phones, which enable
students to access information about scenic spots nearby, so that they can learn about
buildings/places/views of interest in English. It is encouraging that all the studies above verified the
effectiveness of mobile AR technology in educational practices.
All in all, mobile AR technology certainly creates a promising opportunity in situated
learning, and applications in most of related studies get satisfying results. However, there is more
research paying attention to the mobile AR-based applications in indoor learning, only a few studies
focus on outdoor learning, for instance, AR-based campus touring system for freshmen. Therefore,
more case studies on outdoor learning could be performed and beneficiaries of mobile AR-based
learning system could be enlarged, not just focused on freshmen. In consequence, this study has been
conducted to explore the effectiveness of mobile AR technology on outdoor learning applications for
students except for freshmen.

3. System Implementation
3.1 Overview
The aim of our research is to design and implement a mobile AR-based campus touring system for
cultural activity in Beijing Normal University. In addition, system evaluation was carried out among
17 student participants, and user feedback was collected by using an online questionnaire.

3.1.1 System Architecture
The whole system contains two parts: a mobile client app on Android OS platform and a remote data
server. Wireless Network is the only connection between client and server. After submitting a request
from a client, the server will receive and respond this request and return the processing results to
client. The system architecture is shown as follows (Figure 1).

Figure 29. System Architecture.
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3.1.2 Available Functions
The mobile client app mainly consists of two systems: mobile AR Displaying system and auxiliary
collaboration system.
As for AR Displaying system, location-based virtural learning information combined with
real-time images will display on the muti-touch screen, users could click the information they are
interested in and start to learn in detail immediately.
While AR Displaying system makes up the primary function of a mobile client app, the
functions in auxiliary collaboration system, such as making comments, following activities of interest
and rating activities, help make this app a collaborative learning environment instead of
noncooperative one. Users can not only learn outdoors by themselves, but they can also exchange
ideas on some cultural activity with other students who have the same interest.
The functions of this mobile client app are shown as follows (Figure 2).

Figure 30. The Functions of Mobile Client App.

3.2 Implementation
3.2.1 Technologies and Tools
Different parts of this system are implemented with different technologies. Mobile client app was
developed using the Eclipse platform based on Java JDK, Android SDK and Wikitude SDK. Wikitude
SDK is a freeware tool which assists developers in creating mobile AR environment or applications in
an easy way. Founded in the fall of 2008, Wikitude is widely used on various mobile OS platforms,
such as iOS, Android, BlackBerry and Windows Phone; lots of development examples and
discussions can be found through the official website (http://www.wikitude.com). The AR Displaying
system follows the Wikitude’s architecture, providing virtual objects based on GPS and multiple
interactions with the virtual-real learning environment.
Apache Struts2 development framework is used for the remote data server, and MySQL
database server was chosen for its free and easy-to-use features. HTTP protocol and JSON
transmission format are the common data communication pattern between client and server. Table 1
shows the overall requirements needed to develop this mobile AR-based campus touring system on
cultural activity.
Table 15: Requirements for System Implementation.
Client OS
Client Language
Mobile Device
Server Database
Server Structure
Data Communication

Android 2.3+
Java JDK, Android SDK, Wikitude SDK
Android Smart Phone
MySQL
Struts2
HTTP protocol and JSON transmission format
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3.2.2 User Interfaces
Beside the development tools mentioned above, Adobe Photoshop is used to design user interfaces of
the mobile client app, and Google Earth is selected to construct Point of Interest (POI) information in
Beijing Normal University (BNU).
In Figure 3, after launching AR Displaying system, GPS information will be accessed
immediately and then POI information will be loaded relative to user’s location. At this time, when a
user points the smart phone to the library, a virtual object which represents the library will be
supplemented on the screen. After that, the user could click this virtural object and get more detailed
activity information of library for learning.
Figure 4 shows the captured images of the auxiliary collaboration system, including login,
activity information list, submitting a comment and user’s followed activities on the smart phone
screen.

(a) Get GPS Information

(b) Load Virtual POI Objects

(c) Show Activity List Panel

(d) Detailed Activity Information

Figure 31. AR and GPS based activity information module.

(a) Login

(b) Activity Information List

(c) Submit a Comment

(d) User’s Followed Activities

Figure 32. Captured images on the smartphone screen.
The mobile AR Displaying system and auxiliary collaboration system work together to
produce a better user experience. AR Displaying system aims at supporting outdoor learning, while
auxiliary collaboration system is necessarily designed to record the learner’s individual data and
learning history, which plays an important role in social collaborating.
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4. Evaluation & Feedbacks
To measure the effectiveness of this proposed system, a small sample of students in BNU was chosen
for a system evaluation. The purpose of this survey is to determine whether this system could
facilitate the effectiveness and usability of cultural activity propagandism and learning on campus,
compared with traditional medias, such as print or Internet media. Online open-ended questionnaire is
utilized for data collection.

4.1 Test Design
4.1.1 Participants
17 random-chosen participants from School of Educational Technology in BNU are invited for this
system evaluation.

4.1.2 Methodogies
Participants are divided into two groups, named Group 1 and Group 2. The former consists of 8
students, while the latter consists of 9 students. In particular, none of these participants is freshman.
Two different preprocessors were applied in Group 1 and Group 2 respectively. As for Group 1, the
participants were told with the background of system development and were trained to interact with
the mobile client app. On the contrary, participants in Group 2 haven’t received any related operation
instructions or supplementary material on this system at all.
Table 16: The Differences between Group 1 and Group 2.
Group 1
9 students

Participant
Preprocessor

1.
2.

Group 2
8 students

told the background of system
development
trained
in
operation
instructions

none

The evaluation session followed the preprocessing, and lasted one day. At the end of
evaluation, all participants in both Group 1 and Group 2 completed the open-end questionnaire online.
The survey includes questions about essential personal information, objective questions on
system effectiveness and usability, and subjective questions. Essential personal information gets us to
know the general experience and habits of current students. Objective questions allow users to
compare this system with traditional medias they used before and thus to validate the actual effect and
usability. As for subjective questions, participants are encouraged to give their own suggestions,
benefits and limitations, regarding this system.
Validations for effectiveness and usability are executed separately in this test. As for the
effectiveness, we analyze the objective questions statistics on effectiveness part respectively in two
groups; if there are more participants in both groups agree that this system is more effective than
traditional medias, it will prove the effectiveness of this system by default. For the usability, we
compare the objective questions statistics on usability part between two groups; if there is no
significant difference there, it will verify the usability of this system, vice versa.

4.2 Results and Analysis
4.2.1 General Background of Participants
Four prominent trends among current college and university students are concluded as follows:
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With the construction of the campus wireless network, accessing Internet resources through smart
phone is generally accepted by more and more students.
An overwhelming majority of participants in both Group 1 and Group 2 consider it necessary to
get informed of campus cultural activity information.
Most of them regard both print media and Internet media as the most effective and efficient
approach in cultural activity propagandism and learning.
Few participants know augmented reality, let alone mobile AR technology.

4.2.2 Differences in Two groups
For the purpose of determining the differences between the proposed mobile AR-based system and
conventional media, Likert rating scale (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree)
is applied to each assessment question.

Figure 33. The Agreement rate of User Experience between Two groups.




As showed in Figure 6, we can draw three conclusions as follows:
It is encouraging that more than half of participants in each group agreed that the proposed
system was better than conventional media in all seven aspects.
The attitudes towards usable, aesthetic and non-pollution questions were close in both groups.
Significant differences on efficient, recommendable, interactive and effective questions reflected
some imperfection in this system.

4.2.3 Causes Analysis
Different preprocessors could be the primary cause of different results in Group 1 and Group 2.
Lacking of fundamental operation instructions on the mobile client app, participants in Group 2 have
to spend more time than Group 1 in learning basic operations on their own, which could make the
participants with little patience feel awkward after several trying-outs. Therefore, more participants in
Group 2 consider that the app is not that recommendable. As for Group 1, thorough training before
evaluation may weaken their curiosity of this system, so the attitude towards efficient, interactive and
effective questions would decrease a little, correspondingly.

4.3 Feedback and Suggestions
4.3.1 Feedback
Mobile AR-based context-aware outdoor learning is strongly welcomed by most of participants. With
virtual objects added on top of the physical environment, real-life context is beyond what we can see
and touch. Hidden virtual contextual information arouses learner’s interests to explore the mysteries
in the campus environment. It brings students an amazing experience in learning more about cultural
activities outdoors.
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Natural interaction with AR Displaying interface gives students a more convenient and timely
assistance. Participants surely confirm that searching by pointing smart phone’s camera to real
destination is more user-friendly than typing keywords in the search menu which requires higher
logical thinking to abstract the correct descriptive keywords from specific entities such as buildings
and places. What’s more, a quick and visualized information retrieving process makes assistances
timely and easy to understand.
Social collaboration tools play an important role in supporting the context-aware outdoor
learning. Participants complain about loneliness in previous outdoor learning experience, and
appreciate that it definitely facilitates the effect of contextual learning by sharing and communicating
cultural activity information online.

4.3.2 Suggestions



Social collaboration capabilities should be further enhanced. Participants recommend that
inheriting some frequently-used collaboration tools in existing apps could be a fast way to
improve user experience of cooperating.
Limited hot spot coverage and weak GPS signal make participants feel frustrated. Free WiFi and
GPS signal are two crucial issues in the use of this campus touring system. Either inaccurate
location information or inaccessible Internet connection could decrease the effect of utilizing.

5. Conclusion
In this study, a novel campus touring system for cultural activity propagandism and learning has been
designed and implemented. Using advanced mobile AR technology and modern situated learning
theory, the proposed system can support context-aware outdoor informal learning in some degree.
With the help of smart phones’ built-in camera and GPS, visualized interactions with virtual objects in
the physical environment ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of context-aware outdoor learning,
which was concluded from positive feedback in the system evaluation.
In order to improve the evaluation effect, three suggestions need to be conducted in the
subsequent studies. First, in order to ensure the convenience and timeliness of user experience,
alternative access should be taken into account in broken WiFi and GPS signal situations. Second, the
effect of mobile AR-based situated learning could be optimized by better social collaborating designs.
Third, participants should not be limited to only freshmen students, and more case studies should be
performed by students with the experience of AR.
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Abstract: Previous studies show that storytelling is a powerful approach in EFL (English as
Foreign Language) elementary classroom because it can facilitate young EFL students to
engage in acquisition, provide a rich source of materials, and open communication and
interaction possibilities by telling their own stories. In recent years, digital storytelling in a
classroom further provides a strategy for teachers to effectively move beyond the print-based
texts and engage students in working with digital multimodal texts. Digital storytelling
requires students to bring together various modes such as written words, images, and sounds
into their own multimodal representations. Recently, many forms of electronic books such as
tablet PCs have become available to facilitate English learning and may be applied to
implement storytelling activities. Although theories and research support the significance and
education value of using digital storytelling, however, empirical studies of using digital
storytelling in EFL elementary context is scant because teachers are often overwhelmed by
difficulties such as students’ English limited English proficiency, teacher’s pressure of existed
curriculum and the lacking pedagogy of using digital storytelling. This study develops digital
storytelling pedagogy with iPads to overcome the difficulties and conducts a five-month
quasi-experimental study to determine whether digital storytelling pedagogy has the intended
effect on participants’ motivation and achievement. Two intact classes (N=32) were randomly
assigned as the digital storytelling group and traditional teacher-centered group. Participants’
achievement will be discussed.
Keywords: iPad, digital storytelling, EFL learning

1. Introduction
English as Foreign Language (EFL) learning has been implemented in Taiwan elementary schools for
many years. After several years of implementation, government officials and scholars revisited the
English-in-education policy for elementary schools. One of the most serious problems is students’
English abilities showed a bimodal distribution, with a low-score peak and a high-score peak
within each stage of formal education (Chen & Tsai, 2012). Extremely underachievers can hardly
recognize and write 26 alphabets correctly after six-year’s training; however, higher achievers can
write logical and coherent English composition with few errors. The major reason for the bimodal
distribution was that higher achievers may attend after-school English class for years. By contrast,
underachievers only learned English in school’s curriculum and their exposure to English learning is
relatively little. Therefore, a learner-centered pedagogy is necessary to address the need of the
students with a diverse level of EFL proficiencies.
A large body of studies indicated that storytelling is an imperative pathway to language learning
because storytelling focuses on students by putting them at the center of the learning process
(Benford, Bederson, Akesson, Bayon, Druin, Hansson, Hourcade, Ingram, O'Malley, Simsarian,
Stanton, Sundblad, & Taxen, (2000). Storytelling makes teaching and learning more relevant to
students’ life experience (Tsou, Wang & Tzeng, 2006). Students’ language use and literacy skills are
improved during the process during which they are called upon to organize, communicate, evaluate
and transform life experience in their own voices (Pesola, 1991; Wood & O’Malley, 1996; Wilson,
1997). Therefore, at an early stage of language acquisition, stories can offer a valuable way of
contextualizing and introducing new language, making students develop sensitivity to the way
language works (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lowrance, 2004; Wright, 1995).
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To facilitate EFL with storytelling activities in classrooms, this study implements a digital storytelling
approach using a storytelling platform with iPads. Due to the intuitive painting and record-play
manipulation interface, students can write, paint and record their English stories in the form of comic
style. Students can thus be motivated to record English oral reading to add vivid voice narration to
their picture stories. Students can also refine their English narration by deleting and re-recording for
performance. In addition, in order to prevent students from focusing on painting stories, a rubric was
shown to direct participants practically practice English. Furthermore, students are encouraged to
write self-related stories and they are encouraged to apply the vocabulary and sentences that they just
learned in class. The English storytelling activities may thus become friendly and comprehensible to
students. It is anticipated therefore that this digital storytelling approach can foster and encourage
playful English storytelling with digital elements and evaluation rubric in EFL context.
Since traditional teacher-centered and digital storytelling approaches provide different mechanisms to
facilitate student’s EFL learning, it is critical to examine that whether students’ motivation and
learning achievement are different. By providing a clear picture of what and how teachers and
students use digital storytelling, much can be learned to facilitate meaningful integration of digital
storytelling into language learning context. However, research which has empirically documented
students’ creating digital stories is scant (Baghdasaryan, 2012; Atta-Alla, 2012) and further study is
needed. To this end, this study conducted a five-month empirical evaluation to examine how the two
approaches can influence students’ motivation, and learning achievement.

2. Digital Storytelling Platform
In order to support richer media with which participants can not only sketch their own stories but also
record their English narration much easily, this study uses ipad as the main creation and performance
engine of each participant’s digital storytelling. In addition, a digital storytelling platform is designed
in the form of a comic book to facilitate student’s English acquisition by creating and narrating their
own stories. After logging, participants are able to write, draw and record their picture book stories,
shown as Fig. 1. The platform provides user-friendly painting functions which is similar to Microsoft
Draw. However, draw and paint programs such as Microsoft Draw do not explicitly provide the
means of using fingers to create stories, nor to share the resultant created product. The participants
could use the platform to depict a scene, portray a character or present a daily event. Also, participants
could devise a logical flow of events by adding episodes.

Figure 1. The interface of platform
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In addition to drawing a four-column story, participants could use the record function to add vivid
voice narration to their picture stories. Participants could refine their English oral reading by deleting
and re-recording. Their artifacts were just like audio comic books, shown as figure 2. The text below
the drawing is verbatim transcription of student’s voice narration. The focus was that the audio comic
books were totally created by participants themselves. In other words, participants were in charge of
their stories and participants played both roles such as screenplay and director. To sum up, the
storytelling platform is designed to foster and encourage playful narrative activity and help students
enjoy the creation and telling of stories with digital elements.

1

2

B: Hello everybody, my name is Becky. I am a
donut. This is my friend.
H: Hello, my name is Happy. I am a watermelon.
B: Happy, say hello.
B&H: Hello.

B: Wow! Happy, you see. We are at the beach.
H: Yes. I am like a beach.
B: Were you at the beach last week?
H: No, I wasn’t.
B: Where were you last week?
H: I was by the sea.
B: Oh.

3

4

H: Hi, Lucky (Becky), were you at the beach last (narration) In the afternoon, Happy and Becky go
week?
home.
B: No, I wasn’t.
B: It is nine o’clock pm.
H: Where were you last week?
H: Oh yes. Becky good bye.
B: I was by the lake.
B&H: Good bye.
H: Why?
B: Because I can go fishing.
H: Oh.
Figure 2 A student’s English story.
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Before conducting the digital storytelling, the teacher introduced the interface and operation of
storytelling platform. Then the teacher introduced the process of how to create English. The process
begins with topic selection and the narration process (Ohler, 2008).
Select topic: Participants are free to select the story topic that they want to share. In particular,
participants are encouraged to create stories about their real life situations and experience. For
participants who have no ideas of selecting a topic, they may use the similar topic of text book.
Write a Script: After selecting a topic, every participant needs to develop a story line and write out a
script. Hence, when writing the script, they will have to bear in mind that they are writing a text
to be read out loud. For participants who do not know how to develop the story line, they are
allowed to copy and edit the lessons story that they just learned. In other words, they can modify
the characters, dialogues and story line according to the lesson story. Besides, in order to enable
participants to practice what they learned in the previous two weeks, participants are asked to
implement at least four words and two sentence patterns from the lesson. Hence, participants can
practically practice and apply their English competency they learned during the storytelling
creation process. In addition to written script, participants have to add drawing and painting in
their story. However, they are advised to focus on the how to give their meaning across with the
oral narratives instead of drawing and painting.
Record: With ipad and platform, participants record their oral narratives with microphone.
Listen: Participants listen to their narrative, and redo either the script or the recording if necessary.
Review: Participants evaluate their created stories by themselves. If they are not satisfied with their
stories, they need to revise their process to refine their stories. If yes, they can upload and share
their artifacts on the website. The self-evaluation can be taken as a good opportunity to demand
from participants a thorough review of spoken and written discourse features.

3. Evaluations
This study administrated an empirical experiment to investigate whether digital storytelling approach
may enhance young EFL learners’ ability of listening, oral reading, sentence writing and their
perception toward storytelling. The participants in this study were 64 sixth graders with a mean age of
12 years, attending a suburban elementary school in Taiwan. All participants had started to learn
English since they were first graders. The major reason of selecting sixth graders as participants was
that they are anticipated to have basic communicative skills after five years’ English learning. Two
intact classes (N=32), led by the same English teacher, were randomly assigned as the storytelling
group and traditional group. Each group was further divided into higher achievers and underachievers
according to their school mid-term and final test scores, teacher’s observation and class participation.
The English proficiency level of two groups was similar according to their school test scores. In
addition, both groups had basic computer literacy due to three year’s computer training course.
However, none reported prior experience of using ipads or storytelling platforms.
Table 1 showed the learning achievement result of the two groups in terms of listening, speaking,
sentence reading/writing and overall performance. The result showed that storytelling group
outperformed traditional group in overall performance (t=2.42, p<.05) which means participants used
storytelling approach may have better learning achievement compared to traditional group. However,
the result showed that there was no statistically significant different in terms of listening (t=0.00,
p>.05) and sentence reading/writing (t=1.39, p>.05), implying that two groups’ listening
comprehension and sentence reading/writing ability was similar. The reason may be that the
storytelling approach did not facilitate students to practice the abilities above. Instead, participants
were encouraged to tell their stories in storytelling group. Hence, two group’s listening
comprehension and sentence reading/writing ability was not different.
By contrast, the result showed that statistically significant difference exists between the two groups in
oral reading competency (t=2.70, p<.01), which indicated that storytelling approach may effectively
enhance participants’ oral reading competency compared to participants who did not use storytelling
in class. This can be possibly because storytelling group need to practice reading out loud their own
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narratives repeatedly before they record their own voice in the platform. Participants had
opportunities to keep speaking English. In addition, every participant in storytelling group could listen
to his or her own oral narratives and thus may realize what and where to improve in his or her
recording. On the contrary, although traditional group also practiced reading English sentences, they
did so was because they were under teacher’s guidance and they may read English sentences
passively. This finding indicated that the active storytelling approach in this study may enhance
participants’ oral reading competency by helping participants focus better on the oral reading with
record function.
Table 1 Achievement test result
Competency
Listening
Oral reading
Sentence reading / writing
Overall

Group

N

storytelling
traditional
storytelling
traditional
storytelling
traditional
storytelling
traditional

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

M
(full
scores)
4.38 (5)
4.38 (5)
4.13 (5)
2.84 (5)
7.00 (10)
5.84 (10)
15.50 (20)
13.06 (20)

SD
1.45
1.52
1.54
2.20
3.27
3.39
3.82
4.23

t

p

.00

1.000

2.70

<.01

1.39

.170

2.42

<.05

*p<.05, ** p<.01

4. Conclusion
Storytelling is commonly used as a pedagogical tool to make some abstract ideas or concepts more
concrete. However, traditional storytelling is constrained to express in oral narratives or text form.
According to Piaget's stages of cognitive development, adults may fully understand the meaning and
explanation by plain text because they have mature abstract logical thinking ability (Piaget, 1953). By
contrast, those young EFL students aged between seven and twelve years old are in the Concrete
Operations Stage which indicates that they are mature enough to use logical thought or operations, but
can only apply logic to physical objects. To be more specific, young EFL students may not really
understand the abstract concepts or ideas through the oral or written explanation of traditional
storytelling (Liu et al., 2011). By contrast, photos, drawings and animations are commonly
implemented in digital storytelling and these physical objects should facilitate young students can
apply for logical thinking and better understanding. The results of this study support that digital
storytelling involving drawing and voice narration may benefit EFL in students’ oral reading
proficiency. It is thus suggested that educators may apply the Tablet PCs to enact the storytelling
activity to promote EFL in classroom settings.
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Abstract:In this research, the authors attempted to clarify how mobile devices are best
utilized in overseas fieldwork in higher education to enhance reflective learning, especially in
developing countries where wireless connectivity is NOT stable. Mobile devices can be used
to promote reflective learning in fieldwork from the following two aspects, (1) to promote
personalized and collaborative reflective learning and (2) to help students create conceptual
perspectives based on the data collected from various resources such as field notes. However,
in many cases, students do fieldwork where wireless connectivity is NOT stable. Students may
develop skills to use mobile devices effectively to reflect upon their learning and develop
conceptual perspectives about another culture.
Keywords:Overseas fieldwork, iPod touch, Mobile Devices, Reflective Learning

1. Introduction
Overseas fieldwork in higher education has become popular in Japan under the aim of nurturing
global citizenship. Universities encourage students to work with people overseas collaboratively and
to learn how to live and work in a global society. In addition, overseas fieldwork enables students to
learn by bringing them into contact with other societies and cultures.
From an educational perspective, the benefits of overseas fieldwork can be directly linked to
Dewey’s (1961) assertions. Dewey argued that education should not be merely the “subject matter of
schools”, isolated from the subject matter of life experiences. In overseas fieldwork, students can
situate themselves in authentic environments and become global citizens through “reflective
learning”. Reflective learning is “the process of internally examining and exploring an issue of
concern, triggered by an experience, which creates and clarifies meaning in terms of self, and which
results in a changed conceptual perspective” according to Boyd &Fales (1983). It is, however,
reported that overseas fieldwork itself does not promote “reflective learning” (Kawai 2013).
Reflection is an active process to explore one’s own experiences in greater depth. This can be
done during an activity or as an activity in itself. The important point of reflection is to learn by taking
into perspective one’s own actions and experiences. To promote reflective learning in the fieldwork,
the authors focused to using mobile devices. Educational practitioners pay more attention to mobile
devices because the increasing popularity of mobile devices and recent advances in wireless
networking technologies. Although mobile devices face temporary and unannounced loss of network
connectivity (Capra et al. 2002), especially in the fieldwork in developing countries, mobile devices
can be used to promote reflective learning in fieldwork from the following two aspects; (1) to promote
personalized and collaborative reflective learning and (2) to help students create conceptual
perspectives based on the data collected from various resources such as field notes.
The first purpose of using mobile devices in the fieldwork is to promote personalized and
collaborative reflective learning. Students in the fieldwork learn ‘anywhere, anytime’ both personally
and collaboratively. Mobile devices deliver ‘just-in-time’ and ‘just-for-me’ information to learners
(Shih, Chang, Chen, & Wang 2005). Thereby the students will be able to explore their own
experiences in greater depth by accessing learning resources and asking others through the Internet
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whenever they have questions during their fieldwork. In general, when faced with an abundance of
unfamiliar situations and when they have questions during fieldwork, students would not explore
them because there is not enough available information to help them understand matters. Mobile
devices enable students explore their question and obtain answers through their own initiative.
The second purpose was for field notes. In fieldwork, students take “field notes”. The term
'field notes' is used to cover a wide range of types of information including text, image and sound data
that might be collected in the field, created or modified in the field, or consulted and analyzed after
returning from the field. These notes might be merely recorded descriptions. Individual notes rarely
stand-alone. The iPod touch enables students to integrate, interrelate, and arrange notes in sequences.

2. Research objective
Despite the advantage of using mobile devices for fieldwork in developing countries, there are
problems that interfere with its effective use. In general, the most powerful aspect of using a mobile
device is the ability to use a wireless network. Research on mobile learning illustrates the usefulness
of the portability of mobile devices coupled with wireless connectivity. However, in many cases,
students do fieldwork where wireless connectivity is NOT stable. Therefore, students do not always
obtain ‘just in time’ and ‘just-for- me’ information whenever they need to access learning resources.
In spite of the lack of network connectivity, mobile devices are useful in fieldwork with respect to
asynchronous discussion tools, where the format of interaction facilitates contributions in a student’s
own time and at their own pace (Salmon, 2004) and aspires egalitarianism (Bender, 2003).
Therefore, in this research, the authors attempted to clarify how mobile devices are best
utilized in overseas fieldwork to enhance reflective learning, especially in developing countries where
wireless connectivity is unstable.

3. Outline of the case study
Overseas fieldwork was conducted in India by a university in Kyoto in February 2012 for 19 days in
Bodh Gaya, India. Seven students went to rural areas in India for fieldwork with an instructor.
Respective students individually investigated their research topics working collaboratively with local
people using an iPod touch, as a mobile device. Students worked mainly in village sites where
network coverage was poor. Consequently, students used their iPod touch’s offline during the activity
and returned daily to the city to use the Internet.
The objective of the fieldwork is to develop context-awareness of the local NGO, named
Niranjana Public Welfare School in Bodh Gaya, by addressing local issues, concerning education,
medical care, orphans, social work, etc. The 'context awareness' indicates that students understand the
real situation of people living and working in the NGO, based on data collected from various
resources throughout their fieldwork experience.
Respective student had her own research topics, for example, students A researched on “Life

of Indian girls living in rural villages” and students B researched on “Farming for sustainable
development”. After orientation, students individually conducted fieldwork using the iPod touch
with people in places related to their research topics. For instant, ST (A) studied “the life of Indian
girls living in a rural village”. She visited Indian girls at the age of 10-15 in a rural village and
interviewed them, their family and the NGO staff, who support them. ST(D) studied a medical care
for rural people that NGO regularly provides. She followed a medical doctor, who worked in an NGO
clinic whenever and wherever he went, even for medical treatment tours to rural villages. She also
interviewed patients who came to the clinic from rural villages.
After their fieldwork, respective students personally uploaded their reflection about their own
research to a Wordpress blog tat an Internet café in the nearest city. At the same time, students
gathered together daily in the evening for at least two hours to reflect collaboratively and discuss their
personal reflections.
Before the fieldwork, prior and subsequent learning activities were conducted. In the prior
learning activities, the students studied about India and local issues by communicating using SNS
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(Facebook) and a video conferencing system (Skype) with students of Gaya Collage, Gaya, who were
collaborators of the fieldwork. In addition, students prepared iPod touches by installing useful
applications such as Wordpress for use as an e-portfolio, Facebook and Twitter for communicating
with their friends and family, Dropbox for sharing data, Decopic for decorating pictures with colored
pen and iBooks with necessary information scanned from guide books about India. Other applications
were installed during the fieldwork according to need. In the subsequent learning activities, students
developed e-book and documentary videos based on the data collected in the fieldwork.

4. Research methodology
The authors employed qualitative research methods. The data was collected from seven students who
participate in the fieldwork as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Target Students (on Feb 2012)
ST(A)
ST(B)
ST(C)
ST(D)
ST(E)
ST(F)
ST(G)

Major
English
German
Global Affairs
English
English
English
English

Year
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th

Sex
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Overseas fieldwork experience
None
None
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

First, the authors collected information through a questionnaire containing the following
questions; kinds of applications they used, the purpose of using your iPod touch, When iPod
touch was used, its’ advantage and issues of using iPod touch for fieldwork.
Second, after analysis of the questionnaire results, the authors employed semistructured interviews with student participants in groups based on the results of the
questionnaire including (1) how iPod touch helps their reflective learning and (2) how they
reflected their experiences using iPod touch.
In a stage of analysis, applications that the students used were categorized according to their
purpose of using the iPod touch. The authors discussed the data with the students in order to clarify its
advantages and disadvantages and categorized like Table 2.
The interview data was data was processed in for phases. First, the transcript was reduced to
information relevant to the research topics. Second, the authors did open coding phase-by-phase.
Third, the coded data was analyzed according to a table made by analyzing the questionnaire data.
Fourth, the authors discussed how mobile devices enhanced students' reflective learning.
Table 2: Applications and methods of iPod touch use in fieldwork
Purpose
For
survey

Applications
Evernote

Camera /
Video
camera
Memo

How to use
To sort out and
integrate various
audio-visual data into
one application.
To take photos and
movies connecting
what students think
and feel.
To take notes of
whatever students
think and feel
anytime and
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Advantages
Can combine various
audio-visual data into
one.

Disadvantages
None

Can take photos and
movies anytime and
anywhere because of
its portability
No need to bring pen
and notebook. Just jot
down notes by hand or
with touch pen.

Camera doesn’t
have focus system.

Hard to type on the
small keypad.

Voice
Recorder
iBooks

GPS Map

anywhere.
To record interviews
and local songs.
To refer to
information about
India. PDF files were
saved in advance.
To identify
geographical
location.

Easy to set up
recording. Can share
data immediately.
No need carry any
books. Save only
necessary data into
iBooks.
Can make an original
map by connecting
with photos.

Difficult to find data
later.
Additional
information cannot
be added without
computers.
Results were
influenced a great
deal by the Internet
environment.

5. Findings and Discussion
5.1 The method of iPod touch use in fieldwork
After analyzing the data, the authors found that the students used the iPod touch mainly for three
purposes. Firstly, the iPod touch was used to conduct surveys. In fieldwork, students collected various
types of data including sounds and images such as photos, movies, and geographical maps, interviews
and information from books and the Internet. Features such as camera, video camera, voice recorder,
GPS map and iBooks were used to collect data. This data was stored in Evernote in order to classify
and integrate the different types of data. This enabled students to examine the collected data
comprehensively.
Secondly, the iPod touch was used for communicating with local people as well as family and
friends of students. To communicate with local people, photos and movies were used to facilitate
communication that was at times problematic due to language barriers. Although they spoke in
English, miscommunication could and did occur because they did not share a common native
language. To update and keep in touch with their friends and family, students used Facebook and
Twitter daily. Students were encouraged to learn from their fieldwork by obtaining feedback from
their friends and families in Japan.
Thirdly, the data collected was used for reflection. Dropbox was used to share ideas and
images with other students. Respective students obtained different viewpoints and findings by
referring to other students’ data. Through viewing the visual and audio data shared in Dropbox,
students were able to reflect from different viewpoints. Wordpress was well used for an e-portfolio.
By writing portfolios, students were able to reflect about they did, what they could not do and what
they will do the next day. In addition, students responded more critically to comments and questions
received from others in Japan on the Wordpress blog posts. Multimedia data such as photo, movie and
sound data were useful in assisting students to reflect on what they though and how they felt.
Furthermore, students repeatedly listened to the sound data of interviews until they understood them
clearly. This practiced helped them become accustomed to listening to English spoken with a local
accent and helped students to communicate with Indian people.

5.2 Discussion from the perspective of reflective Learning
The authors will discuss how the iPod touch enhanced students’ reflective learning by quoting
students interview data. Six features of using iPod touch to enhance reflective learning are clarified.
(a) Multiple type of data collection
Multiple type of data collection helped students to reflect on their experience. ST (D) said, “When I
saw something interesting, I took photos. When I heard something interesting, I recorded sound by
voice recorder. When I find something interesting, I took memos. I mostly did not miss what I want to
explored during the fieldwork by using iPod touch”. ST(C) said, “I used Evernote to integrate
multiple type of data to reflect comprehensively my experience.” In the fieldwork, students recorded
by photos, sounds and memos that they were interest in and asked local people what they were.
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At the time, local inhabitants answered in English with a strong Hindi accent, so students did
not understand the answer clearly. So students recorded the data and asked someone at the hotel to
explain what was said.
(b) Spot records of new findings and questions and reflection
Students recorded on their iPod touch whatever, whenever and wherever they found something
interesting and something they questioned. In fieldwork, unexpected matters occur daily. The students
continuously encountered new experiences. Therefore, it was difficult for students to annotate
interesting events they encountered on the spot. The iPod touch helped students to record their
findings and questions on the sport and reflect on it after the activity. ST (G) said, “I faced something
interested in any time, but I would not know what it was at the time because I did not understand
Hindi although I asked about it to local people. Then usually I would give up exploring them. But by
using the iPod touch, I could bring my interest and questions to my Indian friends who speak English
in order to ask them what they were.” Thus, the iPod touch helped students to explore their
experiences over time and place through the utilization of recorded data.
(c) Improvised communications
The iPod touch connected students to local people. The students create opportunities to communicate
with local people using the iPod touch. For example, they took photos and videos and showed them to
local people. The local people enjoyed watching them and became more interested in communicating
with the students. Thus, students were able to obtain a wider range and greater detailed data by
communication with local people. ST (E) said, “ I played with children using Decopic. First, I took
photos of kids and decorated them with stamp and pen on the iPod touch. The kids enjoyed a lot
playing with it. Then, the kids opened their heart to me. So I made good friends with them and started
understanding more deeply and clearly their life and sense of value. So I decided to research on their
life and sense of value.” Improvised communication helped students to access and research the life of
local people.
(d) Connection with prior and subsequent learning
Students were able to connect their experience during the fieldwork with prior and subsequent
learning. Before the fieldwork, they studied about India as a prior learning activity. They saved useful
data such as map of field site, basic information on money exchange, treatment of sick, manner,
religion etc. Students referred to this data when they needed information to better understand their
experiences. In the field site, wireless connectivity is unstable, so the students could not connect to the
Internet whenever and wherever as in ubiquitous learning. Therefore, they saved the necessary
information in advance into the iPod touch and referred to them whenever they needed. When
students needed additional information during their fieldwork, they downloaded and saved
information to their iPod touch at a local Internet cafe.
In addition, students collected data related to subsequent learning used when developing
documentary videos. They intentionally collected data that that they needed for develop documentary
videos into iPod touch. ST (A) said, “I collected data based on my question about the life of Indian
girls.” Actually there were many interesting things during the fieldwork, but I focused on life of
Indian girls because I wanted to develop documentary of it. In spite of that want to learn more about
India beyond her questions, but could focus on her research because other students shared their
finding. They were collecting data that explored other areas.” Having a goal of developing
documentary videos encouraged students to experience and reflect with specific question and deepen
their understanding on their research topic.
(e) Mental and cognitive support from people in Japan
Students received feedback from friends, parents, staff and teachers at their university in Japan using
Wordpress and Facebook. Connecting with people in Japan helped students mentally and cognitively.
From mental viewpoints, the students were motivated by obtaining feedback from people in
Japan and wrote more frequently and concretely their reflection on the e-portfolio. ST(E) said, “ I am
happy to received comments from my parents that they were surprised to read my daily on the
Wordpress and that they admired me”.
From cognitive viewpoints, the students had other perspectives based on their questions that
they could research. ST (C) said, “Questions on my reflection from my friends (in Japan) made me to
have different perspectives to think on my question.”
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The students went daily to the Internet café in the city to upload their reflections on
Wordpress and Facebook as a portfolio and received message from people in Japan.
(f) Gathering of personalized and collaborative reflections
During the fieldwork, students first reflected on their personal experience and shared their reflections
collaboratively. During fieldwork, respective students conducted their research related questions
individually or in groups. After collecting data, they reflected and recorded their findings in the memo
of the iPod touch offline. At evening, they went to the Internet café to upload the data to Wordpress
and/or Facebook. At night, all students gathered to share their reflections for 1-2 hours based on their
personal annotations. Collaborative reflection influenced student attitudes and behaviors the next day.
ST (F) said, “Discussion with other students helped me to think about my questions from multiple
viewpoints. I researched on medical care for rural people. Firstly, I just followed doctor, nurse and
patients to understand how a medical care center run. Through discussion, I paid more attention to
audio-visual media that was discussed in collaborative reflection. The rural people do not have
literacy, so it is important to use audio-visual media as well as oral and written explanation. Through
this finding, I could have question how the doctor and nurse communicate with rural people when
they gave care. “That became my question”, ST (B) said, “collaborative reflection was very beneficial
for me. It was first time for me to go to developing countries, so I did not know how to behave. But I
gradually understand what I had to do, what I had to think about, and how I had to behave by listening
and exchanging ideas with other students.”

6. Conclusions and future direction
In this paper, the authors clarified how mobile devices are best utilized in overseas fieldwork to
enhance reflective learning, especially in developing countries where wireless connectivity is
unstable. The authors described how students used mobile devices for three purposes: survey,
communication and reflections. In addition, the authors identified the advantages and disadvantages
of using the mobile devices in the field site where the network is not stable. The results showed that
the mobile devices enhanced students’ reflective learning in the following ways: (a) multiple type of
data collection, (b) spot records of new finding and questions and reflection, (c) improvised
communications, (d) connection with prior and subsequent learning, (e) mental and cognitive support
from people in Japan and (f) gathering of personalized and collaborative reflection.
As a future direction, the authors will research the outcomes of reflective learning in overseas
fieldwork. In their reflective learning, students are expected to apply their learning to other context
such as daily life and/or studies at university.
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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss the addition of technologically supported informal social
networks for the exchange of previously implicit information attached to documentation
within formal organisational frameworks. Focusing on the implementation of technologies to
support this social interaction, we first look at why social networks are a topic discussed in
recent times, then we put forward plans for a new system developed for this purpose.
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1. Introduction
The complexity and value of informal social networks is a topic that has been discussed and examined
for many years in various disciplines such as social psychology, sociology, anthropology, and
knowledge management (Radcliffe-Brown 1930/1940, Wasserman et al. 1994, Mullins 1973).
Within organisational frameworks, research highlights the importance and consequences between
both formal and informal actors and interactions (Gulati and Puranam 2009). However,
understanding the complexity, and guiding the underlying processes in this context are said to be not
thoroughly understood (Soda and Zaheer 2012).
Computational methods aimed at analysing and supporting the massive amounts of data
generated within these social networks are increasingly becoming the mainstay of academicians and
organisational administrations alike (Palonen 2000, Wasserman 1994, Cranmer 2011). More recently
however, advances in technology are changing the way interactions themselves occur within social
networks, thus leading academicians and practitioners striving to develop technologies to foster the
creation of effective social networks.
Within the following sections of this paper, we present unique plans outlining the use of
mobile devices and ubiquitous technology to not only facilitate informal social networks contained
internally within a formal organisational setting, but in addition monitor the dynamic process relating
to the creation of the informal social network itself. Using currently existing mobile and ubiquitous
technologies, we look at the possibility of externalising the formerly tacit user knowledge attached to
documentation distributed within an organisation.

2. Informal Social Networks within Formal Organisational Settings
Informal social networks have been referred to as a separate entity functioning in parallel with its
formal counterpart, and interactions taking place within these informal networks are largely unseen
(Smith-Doerr and Powell 2005). Benefits surrounding the technologically facilitated connection of
these two networks is an area of research still in somewhat infancy. Being that informal social
networks are in many ways invisible, and that connecting these networks to formal networks is seen
as difficult by traditional methods, presents difficulties in how we as researchers monitor the process
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and creation of these networks within formal organisational settings. Research demonstrates the
importance of informal mechanisms within organisations as beneficial in terms of collaborative
problem solving (De Cremer 2008, Maitlis 2005), however facilitating and understanding these
informal networks is of course difficult. Casciaro and Lobo (2008) refer to specific benefits
associated with informal social networks in organisational contexts, such as advice and friendship, but
both of these not only imply a direct connection in time-based synchronisation, but in addition imply a
connection of trust.
Social Network Services (SNS), or systems that facilitate the connection of users via online
technologies, have been defined as a network of users who are typically connected offline (Boyd and
Ellison 2007), however other studies expand on this by demonstrating that SNS is also used as a way
for users to venture out and make contact with users outside their immediate circle of offline
friends/acquaintances (Joinson 2008, Perotti 2011). Within formal organisational frameworks, of
course informal social interactions already exists, and one could also assert that at least some of these
interactions are conducted via the use of SNS. However, when looking at how SNS is used within
formal organisational settings, it has been suggested that organisations underutilise the technology
(Mullarkey 2012).
It is our assertion that it may be possible to bridge informal and formal social networks within
the formal organisational structure using current technologies. By allowing users within the formal
structure to comment, communicate, and share tacit knowledge surrounding the formal documents
within an organisation, we believe that this interaction may provide a structural catalyst for further
informal social interaction. Furthermore, the system may also provide valuable insight into what kind
of individuals within the organisation are social by nature.

3. Meta-Documentation: Background and Function
As mentioned previously, we aim to use ubiquitous technologies to facilitate an informal social
network aimed at sharing and disseminating the previously tacit knowledge attached to documents
within a formal context. As we know, within any formal organisational setting, there is a plethora of
documentation that must be utilised and distributed throughout any given day. These documents may
pertain to simple orders that must be verified and accepted, proposals that need authorisation, or
simply registrations of varying descriptions.
However, many types of documents have underlying procedural elements associated, extra
information not clearly stated on them directly, or require revisions that are seen by certain users
when dealing with these forms. In addition, members within the organisation may simply have
questions pertaining the use of these documents, or even simple queries regarding the next step after
completing certain procedures surrounding these documents. It is this underlying information and
knowledge that is integral to the inner workings of any successful organisation, but unfortunately due
to complex hierarchical structures, many of the issues and the knowledge associated, are
communicated via informal interactions rather than typical formal procedures. We aim to have this
knowledge disseminated and shared via our system, but just how can ubiquitous technology provide
an adequate platform on which to help build effective channels of informal communication that can
not only be monitored, but also be guided in the direction of choice?
When looking at recent advances in CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning),
CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work) systems (Ohara 2001, Paavola 2002, Stockwell
2007), and in addition, the advances being made in mobile and ubiquitous technologies for use in
educational frameworks (Ogata 2004/2010), we assert that there may be many benefits to using these
systems to foster and construct informal social networks surrounding the documentation within a
formal setting, but what kind of system may work?

3.1. The System Outline, and How it Functions
Our proposed system is based upon mobile devices such as tablets or smartphones. These devices
must have the ability to be online, read and analyse QR-Codes, and in addition be able to take
photographs. Each document will have a QR-code printed on it that corresponds to stored
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information within the system pertaining to the document in question. By accessing the QR code, a
user will be presented with any additional information other users thought necessary to have with the
document. In addition, other users will be able to share, comment, and add extra information to
existing entries. The extra information and knowledge attached by others occur dynamically,
meaning that as users have ideas they can simply externalise those ideas via the system instantly.
When users have certain knowledge and information that can be shared regarding a certain
document, they would simply scan the QR code and then externalise this knowledge in either text
form, with recorded video, or voice recording. This previously unshared tacit knowledge could be
associated with procedural elements of the document that may have changed, errors associated with
the document, or ideas for changing how the document functions within the organisational setting.
Subsequently, all of this knowledge can be then shared, referenced, commented on, and added to, by
other users of the system. This then forms an informal social network that is directly attached to the
documents within a formal organisational setting.

Figure 1. QR-code placement example.

3.1.1 In Practical Use – Hypothetical Sample Scenario Introduction
During the course of the day, an administrative employee will have to handle numerous documents
pertaining to various in-house tasks and duties. As an employee becomes experienced with the
internal procedures, tacit knowledge surrounding these practices increases in value. Hierarchical
structure often dictates how this knowledge is shared amongst other personnel, thus leading to
difficulties in knowledge exchange between staff with varying status in the organisation. Social
networks tend to be the only way in which tacit knowledge regarding certain procedural elements of
the organisation are shared amongst certain employees. Bellow we present a functional scenario in
which our system facilitates this informal social interaction amongst users outside of the individuals
own circle of acquaintances. We believe that this not only works to bridge the informal and formal
networks within an organisation, but in addition allows experiential tacit knowledge to reach varying
levels of administrative personnel.

3.1.2 Hypothetical Sample Scenario - The Issue
An employee finds a problem with a certain document being rendered obsolete. This is due to the
creation of another document that is in direct functional contradiction. Based on prior knowledge, this
particular employee understands the issue, and sees what she/he is doing as an inefficient practice.
Very often hierarchy will dictate if this particular employee has the status to comment or advise her
superiors of the perceived issue. If hierarchical structure is steep, and the employee does not have
access to superiors, she will often turn to her informal social network to express the issue amongst her
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peers within the organisation. We see this as a cumbersome and laborious way of sharing information
that may ultimately have an impact on the function surrounding these particular documents.

3.1.3 Hypothetical Sample Scenario - Externalisation
Each document within the organisation has a QR-code printed on the top left-hand corner. These QRcodes represent a doorway to accessing the additional information kept server-side in what we call a
meta-document. As stated above, an employee has an issue that pertains to a particular document.
What he/she would simply do is scan the QR-code and then externalise any additional information or
problems he/she might have surrounding the document in question.

3.1.4 Hypothetical Sample Scenario - Sharing
Once the employee has uploaded any issues or information surrounding the document in question,
other employees can then access this information via two methods. The first surrounds other
personnel simply scanning the same QR-code on the document. Scanning the QR-code will present
the user of the system with any/all the externalisations of others pertaining to the particular document.
The second way of accessing these externalisations comes in the form of using the web-based client.
Using the web-based client allows a user to access any uploads regardless of individual document
scanning. This presents the user with a complete overview of issues or information surrounding the
internal documentation of the organisation.

3.2 Benefits
We assert that this system can facilitate the creation of an informal social network that may yield
positive changes in the way we distribute information and knowledge, thus possibly impacting the
formal areas of the organisation itself. By allowing users to connect and express concerns in an
informal manner, yet have those externalisations remain contextually relevant to certain
documentation within the formal organisation, we present a tool that could have far reaching
applications and benefits in organisational settings.

4. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we have outlined a method that uses mobile devices and ubiquitous technology to not
only create an informal social network, but also facilitate the externalisation of tacit knowledge
pertaining to documents circulating within formal organisational settings. By discussing the benefits
of informal social networks within organisations, and also a possible way with which to tap into the
knowledge base of these informal networks, we have presented a method surrounding the use of
ubiquitous technologies to facilitate the creation of an information social network to externalise tacit
knowledge.
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Abstract: In generally, most people learn about typing skills by practicing, and emphasizing
on learners’ familiarity with the keyboard and position. Chinese input methods are not simply
typing by looking, it needs decoding by phonological or character shape in different forms and
then the decoded as input keying sequence. In Zhuyin input method, for example, typist knew
through literacy pronunciation after saw the character, then decoded and get a “key sequence”
to enter by pronunciation decoding. Literacy skills of children are not as good as adults, it is a
key about the character can be successfully decoded by pronunciation. In this study, we tried
to analyze the process of students’ practice typing. The practice duration may affect the
students’ level of typing ability. Most important, there is a significant impact on enhancing
children’s typing skills as improving their one of literacy skill.
Keywords: typing skill, Chinese input method, practice duration, literacy, word cognitive

1. Introduction
The use of technology in the classroom has increasingly been the object of study in recent years, and
one way to interact with computer – typing has become an essential skill with young students. Several
researches showed that a part of students can’t learning by technology goes well because they are not
good at typing skills (Wolfe & Manalo, 2004; Yu & Cheng, 2003). How can we help for children to
development their typing skill? When asked how we acquire typing ability, it will require lots of
practice. Besides, it requires a high level of concentration, visual attention and quick reaction time. In
addition, students must have good typing habits for using computers (Figure 2(a)). Of the above
strategies, it can decrease the mistakes and make them get higher typing speed.
We defined the minimum unit of Chinese is a character. Before the typist is typing, a
character must be translated into a “key sequence” (Figure 2(d)) and typist will type a “key sequence”
of Chinese character (Figure 2(e)). The typists have one more step to pick the right word from a list of
choice. This method of the most Chinese input involves multiple steps per character, and they
perceive it as being too complex and slow (Wong, Chai, & Gao, 2010). Therefore, it is difficult and
intuitive to translate the character to key sequence for typists who speak or write Chinese (Lin &
Sears, 2005).
We had designed a typing game which emphasized sustain the children typing exercise to
help them learning the basic typing ability. When the typing skill of children was constructing,
teachers ask them to be familiar with typing action and key position through much practice. In this
process of typing practice, perhaps we ignored the children’s capacity to translate character into a key
sequence. The ability is involved the typists’ literacy skills, especially children. So that children’s
typing skill did not only depend on their efforts of practice, but also are associated with their word
cognitive. If the students cannot enhance their typing skill effectively, it may be the bottleneck of
literacy.

2. Typing ability and literacy of children
Procedural learning is repeating a complex activity again and again until all of the works combine
with the action to automatically produce. So the acquisition of skill requires much practice includes
typing. Although the typing learning is a kind of procedural memory, but there are a bunch of
complex message to be processed before pressing key. In fact, a process of type action is complex, it
involves the visual receiving, message processing in the brain and fast motor execution by fingers
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(Liang, 2009). During acquisition of typing skill, there is a general shift from cognitive to motor limits
on performance. Expert typing is characterized by mental processes that overlap in time, successive
keystrokes made by fingers of different hands (Gentner, 1984).
We know that Chinese input method is divided into two categories, pronunciation -based
input method and shape-based input method. Strictly speaking, the Chinese typist received the
information by visual when they saw the character on the screen (Figure 2(b)) and converted the
character into “key sequence” through their brain in different ways before he/she typed (Figure 2(d)).
We defined this process is called “pronunciation/shaped decoding” which is complex and makes
people feel tired (Liang, 2009). It were not noticed in many typing training, because the time they
occur too close, people think it is not to go through formal learning and acquisition of skills
(Olinzock, 1998).

太陽

太陽
(a) Correct typing position

(b) Target words (The Chinese
words
“太陽”
means

(c) To know the
pronunciation of
Chinese words

太 ㄊㄞˋ
陽 ㄧㄤˊ
(f) Input the “key
sequence” on the
keyboard

(e) Decoding the character
The character’s (太) key
sequence is “ㄊ”, “ㄞ”, “ˋ”.
The character’s (陽) key

(d) To translate a character
into “key sequence”
(pronunciation
decoding)

sequence is “ㄧ”, “ㄤ”, “ˊ”.
Figure 2. The process of Chinese typing in pronunciation decoding by Zhuyin input method
In Taiwan, the phonetic symbol, named bopomofo (Zhuyin), is used as an educational tool in
elementary school. Furthermore, Zhuyin is also a kind of input method for Traditional Chinese
characters and most common input method in Taiwan. As a result, the novice typist had to know
pronounce of character to type (Figure 2(c)) or else he/she will fail in method of pronunciation
decoding. Therefore, the effect of learning typing skill will relate to the ability of word literacy.
Because the action of Zhuyin symbols to read and recognition depends on the phonological
processing (Hsuan, Su, Chen, Yu, Wang, Chang, & Chu, 2012) and literacy ability equal to the
phonetic symbols learning well (Lee & Ko, 2009). Children’s literacy ability has not been mature with
adults, so the pronunciation decoding is particularly important for them.

3. Method
3.1 Participants and experimental environment
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In this work, we try to analyze the typing practice course record in grade 2 students of elementary
school. There are 204 elementary school students who aged 8 to 9 years in the same school participate
in this experiment. Every student has owned a small touchscreen laptop in a wireless environment
classroom and other design, mathematics and language digital materials for learning activities was
provided. Before typing exercise, the students have accomplished phonetic fingering and Chinese
Characters typing training last semester. Students in the second grade start typing Chinese words
practice by phonetic input method for two semesters.

3.2 System design
A flow-based typing game was developed for sustaining the typing practice of students, entitled MyPet-Typing (Liu, Liao, & Chan, 2012a). In this work, the typing exercise focused on Chinese words
typing practice. The game is designed with breaking through the barricade for children and difficulty
degree of level refers to formal educational textbook in elementary school of Taiwan. When the
students was practicing, they can pass the question until they answered correctly, and spend on
average five minutes of practicing per mission. Through the way to accomplish the mission to unlock
next station and get basic reward, such as virtual currency, star-level in this system.

3.3 Data collection
Data were collected primarily by means of computer record of the My-Pet-Typing system that the
students practiced for one year. The system recorded the answer which were entered by students, the
results of question was right or wrong and unit time in every subject. It was also to save the practice
duration of single practicing exercise, the number of right/wrong score, rate of accuracy and typing
speed when they had finished their missions. Incidentally, typing speed is that the student can type the
number of words in one minute in accordance with the Computer Skills Foundation (CFS). All
records of students is a detailed typing information, it can be used for follow-up analysis to build their
typing capacity or system modifications reference.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Typing speed and practice duration
The main purpose of typing activity will promote the typing speed to students. The typing speed is
that the typist can input the amount of characters in one minute. The participants in this study showed
the typing speed on average is 12.48 wpm (Word per Minute) to sustain practice for two semesters. In
this study, the researcher wanted to through the difference between the students’ practice time and
typing speed to understand the construction of typing skills. To take every 5 wpm as a group to
analyze about the relation with practice time and typing skills level.
Table 1. Students typing speed group table (n=204)
Typing speed
(wpm)
0~5
5~10
10~15
15~20
20~25
25~

Average of practice time
(minute)
22.97 (0.00)
198.76 (115.37)
333.00 (160.10)
357.22 (193.28)
549.45 (255.87)
480.51 (304.41)

IQR
(Inter-Quartile Range)
0.00
146.10
168.83
262.74
414.97
533.85

Numbers
1
62
105
24
6
6

Table 1 presents the mean of practice time, standard deviation, IQR (Inter-Quartile Range),
and the numbers of students in every group. We can represent the above problem with the box-andwhisker plot shown as Figure 3. With the students practice, typing skills increases gradually improve
until the typing speed is level-up to 20 wpm. A puzzling phenomenon is the original situation, typing
speed increase with the progress of practice time, but the groups of typing speed more over 20 wpm,
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whose practice time is even less than the lower ability groups. With a higher level group, the greater
difference between the internal practice time. In other words, the students who have more and less
practice time is likely in high achievement group simultaneously.
Therefore, the students began to practice typing skill, getting more and more practice of students can
get higher typing achievements. When typing speed is raise to a certain level, for example 20 wpm,
practice time is no longer the only factor to enhance typing skills. The typing problems are possibly
due to the difficulty of pronunciation decoding after the familiar motion. In this case, the cognitive
pronunciation decoding may become an important factor to enhance typing skills of children.

Figure 3. The relation between practice duration and typing speed in box-and-whisker plot of children

4.2 The effect of children’s literacy on typing speed
To further analysis in this study, all students will be divided into high-achievement literacy and lowachievement literacy group and then compare with practice time of two groups in each of the
achievements of the typing speed (Figure 4). Either high and low capacity of literacy, the results are
presented that with practice time increases, the typing speed will be also increased. The result is like
the above arguments, showing the practice time difference starts from 20 wpm group.

Figure 4. To compare with high-achievement and low-achievement literacy in each typing speed
groups
Figure 4 highlights difference between the two literacy-achievement groups. Through the
result obtained, we can assume that if a student who has high-achievement literacy can reach 20 to 25
wpm after he/she has practiced around 400 minutes later. Conversely, if he/she is a low-achievement
literacy student to practice time nearly 700 minutes to achieve the same type speed. Possible reasons
for this conclusion is the higher word literacy skill makes students have better pronunciation decode
ability, it can shorten the typing time and has a higher success rate of typing. When the typists faced
with decoding failure, they do not know what they can enter, even if the typing action quickly is also
useless. However, the children’s literacy and typing ability have interaction effect.

4.3 Children typing process of observation
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According to the researchers observed the typing exercise in the classroom. The students were
observed that they were very familiar with the keyboard and position, because of misuse the phonetic
symbols cause failure in typing. The students can know "ㄣ(/en/)" or "ㄥ(/eng/)" where the key is, but
they cannot distinguish which one was used because they have similar pronunciation. In the Chinese
input method, the students will find out the character by trial-and-error method when they decoding
error and cannot find out the correct character from the list. Therefore, the children who have many
decoding faults in typing will affect the success rate so that typing speed was reduced.

5. Conclusions
In view of an important exercise for typing is practice, we also purposed literacy factor will affect to
students’ typing skills. Because reading and decoding the character in typing process is only a very
short time, it is often ignored in typing action. About children typing training exercise in addition to
increase familiarity with the keyboard, the decoding and word recognition ability are the important
capability, too. Typing skills training needs to be supported by students’ literacy and also can promote
students’ ability to facilitating the numerous Chinese words (Liu, Liao, & Chan, 2012b). However, the
general consensus is that the Chinese input approach to learning is based on “proficiency”, but the
students must be accepted the teachings of appropriate before they begin to practice. We interpret that
the students meet the criterion of “investment practice longer, higher achievement typing ability be
getting”. It is mainly to encourage students to practice diligently on learning typing skill and enhances
the literacy ability by training process.
The study found that students with high-level typing speed, they are typing in practice time is
not necessarily higher than the low-level students, and even spend less time to the performance can be
obtained. Because second grade students have large differences in word literacy, so the students'
Chinese input capability and literacy itself is also a considerable degree of relevance. The gap caused
by the level of literacy achievement put into practice time and students’ differences from achievement
of typing ability. However, not all of students who are learning Zhuyin input method is fit. If the
phoneme inadequate capacity to spelling phonetic symbols, they cannot do the decoding operation on
pronunciation. In order to enter by keyboard as the main input method, the students can consider
learning to shape decoding based input method.
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Abstract: Contemporary E-learning research tends to separately evaluate the effectiveness of
mobile learning or web 2.0-based learning. Although the independent use of these
technologies in the short term reveals substantial research value, in the long run, if we can
integrate the various technologies according to their tool-specific features, this combination
will be able to bring students greater learning benefits than their individual use. By means of
reviewing and comparing both aspects of research articles published in six major SSCI
journals from 2006 to 2010, this study primarily aimed to understand the individual current
mobile and Web 2.0-based learning research. The results should be helpful for researchers in
identifying interesting topics for further exploration. A comparative analysis of both literature
tracts could then predict the potential benefits of integrated use of different technologies,
suggest practical recommendations for implementation, guide the direction of educational
applications, and provide effective instruments for evaluation.
Keywords: Social learning, Mobile learning, Evaluations

1. Introduction
Over the years, researchers have endeavored to use different tools to facilitate students’ learning. For
example, conducting learning with mobile devices (mobile learning) developed earlier and obtained
many practical learning effects. Mobile learning helps to encourage children to explore outdoors and
learn actively. For example, an encyclopedia of ecology for mobile devices might facilitate students to
better understand animals they may encounter (Chen, Kao, & Sheu, 2003). Also, a guide agent might
suggest students to visit a certain path In wetlands (Tan, Liu, & Chang, 2007). It can be said that one
feature of mobile learning is to reconnect students to nature, which can be a knowledge enriching
experience.
Similarly, although Web 2.0 technologies developed later than mobile learning, they are also
gradually rising as a useful tool to support learning. In Web 2.0, learners can read and simultaneously
write in the Web, during which learners become both the consumers and producers of learning
resources. For example, blogging is now being widely used to facilitate discussions among students
by publishing students’ comments on an e-learning web site (Hou, Chang, & Sung, 2009). Numerous
virtual professional communities have developed to stimulate knowledge sharing among experts. As a
result, one of the main features of Web 2.0-based learning is to enhance communication and
collaboration among participants in the Web-based learning (Huang, Yang, & Tsai, 2009).
Contemporary E-learning research tends to separately evaluate the effectiveness of mobile
learning and web 2.0-based learning; however, in other areas, many examples of integration applying
both tools can be found. For instance, ecologists have taken their handhelds and probes to a stream for
water-quality evaluation, resulting in more efficient water management (Chaubey, Cherkauer,
Crawford, & Engel, 2011). The report of aggregated datasets creates awareness of environmental
issues. Sociologists share local folk customs to research peers with mobile devices for characterizing
social behavior in a society (Mercer, 2009).
With an experience in the development of mobile learning and web 2.0-based learning, we
have seen an emerging trend in the integration of web 2.0 technology into mobile learning. Through
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the review, analysis and comparison of previous research results regarding technology-enhanced
learning, which allows for a unique understanding of the characteristics of each technology and a
prediction of the potential benefits of integrated use of the different technologies.

2. Methodology
In this section, we intend to investigate the research status of both mobile and Web 2.0-based learning
from 2006 to 2010. Six major research journals related to technology-based learning were selected for
analysis, including the British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET), Computers and Education
(C&E), Educational Technology & Society (ET&S), Educational Technology Research &
Development (ETR&D), Interactive Learning Environments (ILE) and Journal of Computer Assisted
Learning (JCAL). These journals have been widely accessed and are recognized as having high
impact factors according to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) Journal Citation Reports. We
aim to answer three research questions as follows:
1. What interactive patterns among humans, computers, learning objects and contexts are revealed in
the research?
2. How are technologies such as PDAs, mobile phones, Blogs, and Wikis used by students and
teachers in these articles?
3. What data collection methods are used in the research?

2.1 Searching and selection procedures
This study surveyed both the mobile learning and Web 2.0-based learning papers published in Social
Science Citation Index (SSCI) database from 2006 to 2010. Six major technology-based learning
journals were reviewed, including the BJET, C&E, ETS, ETR&D, ILE and JCAL. These journals are
widely accessed with high impact factors based on journal citation reports released by the ISI.
Two experienced researchers were asked to scan 93 mobile learning papers and 89 Web 2.0based learning papers of these six journals using keyword searches including mobile learning and
web 2.0 (blog, micro-blog, photo-sharing, social bookmarking, social network, wiki, youtube etc.).
Only papers identified as being of the type ‘articles’ in the SSCI were considered. In addition, any
publications that focused purely on examined usage profile, viability as an assessment tool, and
attitudes without conducting the topic of learning outcomes were excluded. The precision of selected
articles was checked by two researchers. After two iterations of selecting the papers and discussing
inconsistent decisions, 31 articles concerning mobile learning and 24 articles concerning Web 2.0based learning were identified.

2.2 Data analysis
To answer the first research question, we used Sung, Chang, Hou, and Chen’s (2010) human–
computer–context interaction (HCCI) framework to guide our analysis and coding. This framework
explicates four levels of interactive patterns among humans, computers, learning objects and contexts,
namely as 'peer-computer-context', 'student-computer-context', 'student-computer-object', and
'student-computer'. Two new subcategories also emerged from the data, namely 'peer-computer' and
'peer-computer-object'.
As demonstrated in Figure 1 below, there are six levels of interactive patterns (Sung, et al.,
2010). Level one is the student–computer interaction, in which students may access information in
computers. Level two is the student–computer–object interaction, where a system can draw students’
attention equally to real objects (e.g. real exhibits) and virtual materials (e.g. web pages), rather than
only the virtual material itself. Level three is the student–computer–context interaction. At this level,
students not only pay attention to the physical features of the real objects, but also interact with the
context of real objects (e.g. historical background or cultural context) to have a more in-depth learning
experience. Level four is the peer–computer interaction, where students can communicate with peers
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by using computer-medicated technology. Level five is the peer–computer–object interaction. At this
level, students will discuss with peers about the learning objects. A system can facilitate the
interaction between each of the visitors based on their common concerns with the real objects. Level
six is the peer–computer–context interaction. The difference of interaction between levels five and six
is that level six includes the feature of supporting peers to exchange everyday situations in relevant
contexts. At level six, learners can provide the necessary context information; however, a system at
level six needs to provide some mechanisms to integrate scattered information into a complete
context.

Figure 1. The types of interactive patterns

To address the second and third questions, we employed Churchill and Churchill’s (2008)
approach. The ways in which technologies may be used were categorized into the following
subcategories, including 'multimedia access tool', 'communication tool', 'capture tool',
'representational tool', 'analytical tool', 'assessment tool', and 'task managing tool'. The data
collection methods, on the other hand, were categorized into the following subcategories,
including 'test or quiz', 'questionnaire', 'interview or focus group discussion', 'observation',
and 'content analysis'.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Interactive pattern
Figure 2 shows the analysis suggested that the two most common patterns centered on
student-computer interaction (32.3%) and student-computer-context interaction (25.8%) in
mobile learning articles, and peer-computer interaction (45.8%) and peer-computer-object
interaction (33.3%) in Web 2.0-based learning articles. Only a few studies applied peer–
computer–context interaction in either mobile learning (6.5%) or Web 2.0-based learning
(12.5%).
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Although 8 papers applied student-computer-context interaction in their mobile
learning research, which is high, the effort to design and maintain a context-aware learning
content was also considerable (Hsiao, et al., 2010; Liu, et al., 2013). The researchers typically
struggled with context awareness as an important enabler of more situated learning. The next
frontier (peer–computer–context interaction) is not yet well populated. This indicates that
there is a great potential for researchers to extend the Web 2.0 services to mobile learning,
where learners provide the necessary context information.

Figure 2. Interactive patterns of both mobile and Web 2.0-based learning articles selected from
2006 to 2010

3.2 Uses of technologies
Figure 3 reveals that the two most frequent uses of technologies centered on utilizing the
devices for multimedia access (93.5%) and task management (71%) in mobile learning
research, and communication (75%) and representation (79.2%) in Web2.0-based learning
research.
Overall, this implies that mobile devices have been used as a tool to enhance
information availability and accessibility, and to extend the learning environment far beyond
the classroom walls and school schedules. However, pure content delivery is a rather poor
way to activate learners or motivate them for deeper learning (Frohberg, Gothe, & Schwabe,
2009). Thus, some alternative tools such as capture and assessment tools can promote active
learning rather than merely passive. On the other hand, use of technologies as communication
and representational tools in Web 2.0-based research is natural and within expectations.
However, few web2.0-based learning studies support the tools to realize higher pedagogical
goals, as mobile learning research did (e.g. half of mobile learning research conduct the
assessment as an instructional strategy to guide students’ learning with mobile devices, such
as Chu, Hwang, Tsai, and Tseng’s (2010) and Hung, Lin, and Hwang’s (2010) research).
Thus, this implies that integrated use of different tools will provide a variety of functions to
facilitate deep learning. Furthermore, it is worth paying more attention to the development of
analytical tools for acquiring immediate analyzed results (e.g. use of graphing programs to
plot temperature data, or use of social network analyzing tools to visualize learners’ social
networks (Dawson, 2010).
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Figure 3. Uses of technologies of both mobile and Web 2.0-based learning articles selected
from 2006 to 2010

3.3 Data collection methods
Figure 4 shows that the most common data collection methods for mobile learning articles and Web
2.0-based learning articles are test or quiz items (77.4%) and content analysis (70.8%), respectively.
ingle line spacing throughout the document.
This implies that mobile learning research prefers to conduct the quantitative approach to
evaluate their research results. On the contrary, Web 2.0-based learning research opts for qualitative
analysis. Thus, we advocated using mixed methods (both quantitative and qualitative approaches)
when conducting studies of integrated use of tools. In addition, because the integration technology
environment could keep records of both the learners’ learning processes and their social interactions,
it allows researchers to explore the relationships between social behavioral patterns and learning
performance in the future (Lee, McLoughlin, & Chan, 2008).

Figure 4. Data collection methods of both mobile and Web 2.0-based learning articles selected
from 2006 to 2010

4. Conclusions
While considerable attention has been paid to both mobile learning and Web 2.0-based learning, their
current development progressed slowly and in a limited way (Frohberg, et al., 2009). For example,
Frohberg, et al. (2009) found that most mobile learning projects were in independent and formalized
contexts, but hardly any in a socializing context. Similarly, Hughes (2009) noted that there was high
use of Web 2.0 tools for playful activities, but low use of collaborative knowledge construction. With
an experience in the development of mobile learning and web 2.0-based learning, we have seen an
emerging trend in the integration of web 2.0 technology into mobile learning, so called mobile web
2.0 learning. Therefore, this study reviewed and compared both aspects of research articles published
in six major SSCI journals from 2006 to 2010. The results can firstly understand the current status of
mobile and Web 2.0-based learning research (in particular, the current E-learning domain lacks a
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review of Web 2.0-based learning research). In addition, a comparative analysis of both literature
tracts could then realize their characteristics.
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Abstract: This study presents a conceptual framework of applying mobile augmented reality
technology on peer assessment to reduce the bounds of work reviews and assessment.
According to mobile technology and augmented reality, students can show their design in
various ways at different places or in different situations. This paper proposes a novel mobile
peer-assessment system which combines augmented reality with the reviewing and assessing
processes. This framework enables students to enhance work interpretation, frequently interact
with peers, represent their thinking and reflect upon their own works. Furthermore, the mobile
AR technique provides personalized and location-based adaptive contents that enable
individual students to interact with the mixed reality environment and to observe how works
are possibly applied to the real world in the future. The whole process assists students in
reviewing works based on various dimensions, gaining proper knowledge, cultivating critical
thinking skills and reflection as well as promoting meaningful learning.
Keywords: Augmented reality, peer assessment, mobile learning

1. Introduction
Peer assessment has been widely recognized as an educational arrangement and a learning tool for
enhancing student’s participation and improving student’s performance (Topping, Smith, Swanson
and Elliot, 2000; Van den Berg, Admiraal and Pilot, 2006). Previous studies related to education,
business, health and science on self and peer assessment in higher education have indicated that
students who involve in the interactive assessment process can enhance their interpretation and
reflection (Searby and Ewers, 1997; Ballantyne, Hughes and Mylonas, 2002; Prins, Sluijsmans,
Kirschner and Strijbos, 2005; Price and O’Donovan, 2006). In recent years, mobile technology
provides the potential of creating innovation learning experiences. In order to eliminate the limitation
of space and time, mobile peer assessment positively influences the assessment methods and
outcomes and enables students to submit their own work, review peers’ work, mark and provide
feedback conveniently by using their own handheld devices. However, during the peer assessment
process, providing students with sufficient information to review peers’ work is preferable.
Augmented reality (AR) is the technology that provides the right contents at the right place at the right
time. The mobile AR technique is able to overlay virtual objects on the real work to present rich
information to students and construct meaningful presentation by combining location-awareness and
contextual learning. In order to provide full insight into effective peer assessment processes, this study
presents a conceptual framework for providing intelligent and mobile supports through incorporating
the AR technique to enhance work presentation and the effectiveness of peer assessment. In this
framework, the difficulty of reviewing peers' work and understanding peers' thinking can be resolved
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and sufficient information representation enables accurate assessment. Most importantly, appropriate
assessment criteria and rich feedback facilitate students to reflect upon their own work and improve
the quality of their work. Through reviewing peers' work in various situations, students are able to
acquire more knowledge.

2. Applying Mobile Augmented Reality in Peer Assessment
Regarding how to effectively involve students in peer assessment, these processes including
exploration of assessment criteria, presentation of works, assessment methods, coordination of
assessment and feedback are very critical (Chen, 2010; Lan, Lai, Chou and Chao, 2012). Appropriate
technologies applied in peer assessment can assist the reviewing and assessing activities. In recent
years, students attempt to learn in various locations, and therefore some studies have proposed the
critical issue of how to use handheld devices to enhance assessment (Penuel, Lynn and Berger, 2007;
Shin, Norris and Soloway, 2007). Students can use handheld devices to flexibly do self- and peerassessment inside and outside classrooms (Chen, 2010). Chen indicated that combining mobile
technology with the concept of round-table presentations, the mobile self- and peer-assessment system
can assist teachers to arrange assessment activities more flexibly and make students more attentive to
presentation, interaction and feedback in the assessment process. However, most of these studies
emphasize the exploration of assessment criteria, marking process and the promotion of feedback to
enhance the effectiveness and reflection of peer and self- assessment. Actually, it is a very critical
issue that students’ work can be presented in detailed during the assessing process. Through reviewing
peers’ work, students can understand how to mark and reflect upon their own work.
In order to present students’ work and ideas sufficiently during the assessment process,
augmented reality (AR) is the technology that shows the right contents for the right device to the
proper person at the right place and at the right time (Chang and Tan, 2010; Chang, Tan and Tao,
2010). AR allows the user to see the real world, with virtual objects superimposed upon or
composited with the real world. AR supplements reality, rather than completely replacing it (Azuma,
1997; Azuma et al., 2001). It can overlay virtual objects on the real world to fulfill the feeling of
immersion and therefore supplements user’s everyday life with information, images, sounds, and
other sensory information from their devices. Shortly to say, through putting a virtual layer of
information over the real world, AR pretends that virtual objects are real and presented at the right
place. In recent years, significant advancements related to wireless and mobile technologies make
handheld devices which combine several utilities to be the most convenient platform for the AR
technique. The camera on the handheld device can capture images of real world, a compass can detect
the direction of user’s face, the GPS receiver can locate the position of users, and the monitor can
show the images of the outcome that the mobile AR technique create, which can be text, table, image,
video and their combination. Even more, extra components such as buttons or tables can be included
for interaction. The mobile AR technique provides pliable mobility and a location independent service
without constraining the individual to a specific area. According to the NMC Horizon Report 2012 K12 Edition, AR supports visual and highly interactive forms of learning in education. Students can use
it to construct new understanding based on interactions with virtual objects that bring underlying data
to life as it responds to user input (NMC Horizon Report, 2012). Numerous researches has proposed
how the AR technique helps students to learn, such as serious games, language learning, e-books,
storytelling, driving guidance, and so on (Azuma, 1997; Van Krevelen and Poelman, 2010; Chen and
Tsai, 2012). By this way, AR holds the possibility to revolutionize the way in which information is
demonstrated to people and has great potential for on-demand, context-aware, and collaborative
training (Hollerer, 2001). Moreover, the mobile AR technique provides personalized and locationbased adaptive contents for individual students to interact with the mobile viewing environment, and
see how works are applied to the real environment in the future at the current place.
According to the above mentioned, the mobile AR technique can obviously support students
to review peers’ work during the peer assessment process. Formerly, in a design course, students only
review the work based on assessment criteria such as originality, produce skill, colour scheme and so
on but cannot view the usability of the work in the future in this environment where the assessor
located. However, the most important functionality of a location-based mobile AR technique is to
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provide the proper contents according to students’ current location. The relevant contents in students’
vicinity can be presented by the mobile AR technique automatically while students walk in the area.
For example, in the design course, while students stand in a specific environment, they can observe
how a painting can be hanged on the wall or becomes a fresco or how a handiwork can be rebuilt to a
sculpture putting in the environment. The mobile AR technique can fuse digital media with the
physical world to create the proper conditions for locative, contextual and situation-based demo
scenarios. In this study, during the peer assessment process, assessors not only assess the work
presented in front of them but also image the future application of the work. Therefore, assessors can
know the design skills and ideas of designers as well as the usability of the work in the future.

3. System Architecture
In the educational field, there are many situations cannot be experienced in the classroom. Augmented
reality is the latest technology that can accommodate or modify their learning experience to their
specific needs. Augmented reality is defined as a real-world environment whose elements are built
upon computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data. In this study, AR
allows students to see virtual objects about peers’ works or contents in a real world environment with
the aid of camera during the assessment process. The overall framework of the use of mobile AR
technique in peer assessment is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The architecture of the mobile augmented reality peer assessment system
During the whole learning and assess process, all procedures are parted into three modules
including the authentication module, the context aware module, and the interactive assessment
module. There are four databases in the cloud, including the student profiles, hardware sensor, the AR
and virtual object database and the assessment database. The authentication module enables right
people to get right information to assess right works. The context aware module enables assessors to
use proper device to receive right context for assessment. In the context aware module, the device
model detects students’ devices and collects local data in order to choose a proper context list in the
content model. The content model provides right materials to assessors from the virtual object
database. Students can use an authoring tool to create AR tag, work introduction, and even AR
situations. When the uploading work is done, the proper content can be overlaid on the real world
image through the AR technique, and thus assessors mark these works more conveniently and
accurately. According to the application of the AR technique on work demonstration, the assessment
module enables assessors to review peers’ works conveniently and intuitively. Assessors can give
feedback to assessees and create new AR situations for the work that can assist assessees to reflect
upon their work design. For teachers, they can know how students review peers’ work from the AR
situations and give more feedback to assessors and assessees. Moreover, teachers can create integrated
AR situations for further applications.
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Figure 2 indicates the process of the use of the AR technique in peer assessment. At the
beginning of the assessment activities, students must login to authenticate their identities. There are
two kinds of characters including assessors and assessees who need to upload works. All data related
to students have been built in the student profiles. Next, the system detects how many kinds of sensors
the student’s handheld device has. Camera is the most important function for assessees. An assessee
should create a demonstration situation for his own work by using the AR authoring tool. If there is no
camera in the assesse’s handheld device, he/she should upload some images or video files. For an
assessor, if the sensors in demand do not exist in the assessor’s device, the interactive interface model
will be activated to ask the assessor some questions to check the right situation. Subsequently,

assessors have to involve in assessment activities including assessment representation, marking,
coordination of assessment result and constructive feedback.
Figure 2. The process of the mobile augmented reality peer assessment system

4. Illustrative Example
In this study, some undergraduates majoring in visual communication design enrolled a fundamental
design course and were arranged in small groups. The teacher assigned a painting work and then
students could receive the notification on their own mobile phone or tablet. Students had three weeks
to prepare their drafts and the exposition of their design ideas after which these were uploaded onto a
mobile augmented reality peer assessment system. Subsequently, during the assessment process, the
teacher designed two activities in which students had to mark peers’ work in an indoor environment
as well as in an outdoor environment. The assessment situations in indoor and outdoor environments
and the interfaces of the system were presented in Figure 3.
In the indoor situation, assessors go to the exhibition to capture the tag through their own
camera on handheld devices. Then, they can see the work that can be constructed as a physical
produce in the real world. The introduction of assessees’ work and the assessment criteria can be
shown on the device at the same time. In the outdoor situation, assessors go to outside to capture the
tag on the wall, and then the visual work is presented on the wall in the real world. Assessors can
review the assessees’ information and assessment criteria as well. However, assessment criteria are
different based on the varied situations. For example, assessment criteria including suitable,
originality and colour scheme have to be considered in the indoor assessment, and assessors mark the
dimensions of suitable, exquisite level and usability in the outdoor assessment according to the
features of outdoor situation. By this way assessors can mark the usability of the work at the current
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location. In addition, all assessment related to the work can be presented simultaneously on the device
as shown as the right side of Figure 3.

Figure 3. The demonstration of the mobile augmented reality peer assessment system
According to the different surroundings, students are not only able to acquire the relative
explanation and representation of work but also apply appropriate assessment criteria that produce
sufficient assessment results to mark peers’ work. The system facilitates students to observe other
assessors’ marking as well as receive assessment feedback. Therefore, students can reflect upon their
work according to the various and meaningful feedback received.

5. Conclusions
This study proposes a novel framework which incorporates augmented reality into the reviewing and
assessing process to enrich peer assessment. The mechanism enables students to review and assess
peers' work represented with the AR technique through combining virtual objects with the real world.
Students can use their own handheld devices to capture and acquire appropriate information at the
right time in the right situation. The mobile AR technique provides flexible mobility and locationbased adaptive contents to interact with the assessing work and the real world for individual students.
By incorporating the AR technique, the proposed framework enhances work interpretation, frequently
interact with peers, represent their thinking and reflect upon their work. The overall process facilitates
students in fostering critical thinking skills and improving the quality of their work as well as
promoting meaningful learning. Although the proposed framework has indicated the assistance of
incorporating AR in peer assessment, considerable work remains to be done, including further largescale classroom experiments and system adaptability.
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Abstract: Computational thinking is one of the most important skills for using computers.
Most existing learning systems for computational thinking work only on desktop or laptop
computers, although the popularity of smartphones has rapidly been growing. Moreover, most
existing programming languages to teach are based on English and most learning systems
employ poor user interfaces. Thus, such programming languages and learning systems are not
suitable for users who are not familiar with English or who are enchanted to such user
interfaces.
We propose a gamified learning system using an appealing user interface with a
novel icon-based non-verbal programming language. Our system works on smartphones with
which many Japanese teenager students are more familiar than PCs. Our system employs an
appealing interface that a female student designs for other female students and icons to
motivate university students to learn programming through playing. We conducted an
experiment with 16 female students from Waseda University to evaluate our system. We
confirmed our system motivated the students to learn programming and helped learn
computational thinking concepts.
Keywords: Learning system, computational thinking, programming language, smartphone

1. Introduction
The achievement of ubiquitous computing will become reality due to the wide use of smartphones
(Ballagas, et al., 2007). Although the spread of computers gives birth to the necessity of
computational thinking (CT) (Wing, et al., 2006), investigation results of the ACM show the relative
unpopularity of computer science compared to more traditional mathematical disciplines (Felleisen, et
al., 2009).
To motivate students for learning programming, we propose a gamified learning system using
an appealing user interface (UI) with a novel icon-based non-verbal programming language. We
summarize five features of our learning system as follows.
 Affinity for smartphones: Our system is an Android application working on smartphones instead
of desktop or laptop computers (PCs). Smartphones are more popular and familiar than PCs with
this demographic.
 Game: Our system provides a game that requires users to write programs in our icon-based
language. Users unconsciously learn CT concepts through playing our system.
 Appealing UI: Our system employs appealing graphics for our UI and our icon-based
programming language. To conduct an experiment to Japanese university students, our system
employs graphics that a Japanese female university student designs for other students. Such
graphics motivate students to play a game and learn CT.
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 Icon-based non-verbal programming language: Our language consists of only 11 icon images,
which indicate the user avatar’s actions. Users can more easily write programs using icons than
text.
 Verbal programming language based on Native language: Our system converts our icon-based
languages into our verbal programming languages mutually so that users can confirm what the
icons mean. To conduct an experiment to Japanese university student, our system employs
Japanese-based verbal programming language.

2. Related Work
We investigated why many Japanese students tend not to want to study computer science and learn
programming. We found the following three obstacles: unfamiliarity with PCs, programming
languages with difficult English words, and poorly designed UIs. In this section, we show several
existing work related to the obstacles and discuss about our system design to remove the obstacles.

2.1 Learning System for Programming and Computational Thinking on PCs
There have been studies on how to encourage young girls to learn programming and CT (Resnick, et
al., 2009), (Esper, et al., 2013). Scratch is a programming environment that enables young people to
create their own interactive stories, games, and simulations (Resnick, et al., 2009). The core users are
between the ages of eight and 16. Young people can learn seven CT concepts: sequences, loops,
parallelism, events, conditionals, operators, and data. CodeSpells is a video game that enables young
people to learn Java programming (Esper, et al., 2013). CodeSpells successfully taught 40 girls
between the ages of 10 and 12 Java programming for the first time in their experiment.
Although the effectiveness of them is confirmed in their experiments, their environments
work on only PCs. Our system concentrates on smartphones to motivate more students because the
popularity of smartphones has rapidly been growing in Japan and US (Smith, 2012), (Nielsen Co.,
Ltd., 2012).

2.2 Learning System for Programming and Computational Thinking on Smartphones
There also have been studies on learning systems with smartphones. White, et al. utilize smartphones
as computing platforms in education (White, et al., 2011) Martin et al. developed a learning system
called IPRO that works on the iPod Touch with a visual programming language (Martin, et al., 2013).
Wolfgang proposed a visual programming system that works on Android smartphones for children
(Slany, et al., 2012). Tillmann et al. proposed a programming system that works on smartphones with
a simple programming languages based on English (Tillmann, et al., 2011). Their system has a smart
editor that suggests next inputs similarly to integrated development environments (IDE).
Although their systems work on smartphones well, their systems have no appealing UI that
motivates users to learn programming languages. Our system has an appealing UI with an icon-based
programming languages, thus, it is more effective to motivate for learning programming.

2.3 Icon-Based Educational Programming Language
Igo et al. conducted questionnaire study on reasons bachelor Japanese students from Yamaguchi
University dislike programming (Igo, et al., 2007). They reported that 69% of 39 students who
attended the programming lecture at Yamaguchi University disliked C programming language, and
31% liked it; 46% were intimidated by English, and 54% were not. They reported that 78% of the
students who were intimidated by English disliked C programming language and 22% liked it, and
52% of the students who disliked C programming language were intimidated by English and 48%
were not.
That is, the students who were intimidated by English tended to dislike C programming
language and the students who disliked C programming language tended to be intimidated by English.
This result indicates that one of the reasons students dislike C programming language is because C
programming is based on English. Thus, our system avoids using English for Japanese students.
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2.4 Appealing User Interface
A UI is one of the most important things that motivate users to use the software. Cho et al. reported
that good UI designs could motivate learners to continue using their e-learning tools (Cho, et al.,
2009). Nittono et al. found that viewing such cute (or Kawaii in Japanese) images promoted careful
behavior and narrow attentional focus regardless of gender (Nttono, et al., 2012).
An appealing UI (e.g. using Kawaii images) can motivate students to learn programming and
can help students concentrate on programming. However, existing learning systems have no such UI.
Thus, our system employs such an appealing UI for students.

3. Overview of Our Learning System
We developed our system with an icon-based non-verbal programming language. Users learn
programming based on three CT concepts: sequences, loops, and parallelisms, through playing a
game. The game consists of 13 stages that are similar to problems of puzzle games.
Each stage shows an example-dancing avatar (chicken). Users write a set of commands that
replicates the dance steps. The user avatar (baby chick) and the example avatar (chicken) dance the
same when the user’s dance steps correctly replicate the example’s. Our system then shows the user
that the dance steps are correct.
Figure 1 shows two game screenshots in which a user successfully (right) and unsuccessfully
(left) solved a stage. The left screenshot is wrong because the example avatar raised the left wing
while the user avatar raised the right wing. Although the avatar graphics were designed for Japanese
female university students, we can replace these images with other images designed for others.
Our system was developed as an Android application; therefore, users can learn CT concepts
with our system anytime and anywhere. Moreover, people communicate with others via smartphones
more frequently than PCs in Japan. Thus, smartphones will be more familiar and deep for people than
PCs. This tendency does not apply to only Japan but also worldwide.

Figure 1. Screenshot of our Android application (wrong and correct answers on left and right sides).

4. Programming Language Design
We designed our programming language to address the following issues for students who are not
familiar with English.
 Most programming languages assume that users write code not with smartphones but with PCs.
People who frequently use smartphones rather than PCs tend to believe programming is not easy.
 Most programming languages force to write code containing English words, symbols, and
numbers. People who dislike English or mathematics tend to believe that programming is difficult
and boring.
The left side of Figure 2 shows the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) of our language. The images in
the BNF are icons similar to emoticons that are commonly used in mobile e-mail (Derks et al. 2007).
Our language consists of nine action commands for making the user avatar dance and one
loop command for representing repetition behavior. Eight of the nine action commands indicate
raising or lowering the user avatar’s left/right wing or left/right leg. The last action command
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indicates jumping. The loop command indicates repeated action commands with the specified
numbers. Our language use only numbers for indicating the number of repetitions.
The eight action commands, except jumping, indicate changes in the state of the user avatar.
For example, after executing the raising right wing command, the user avatar continues to raise the
right wing until executing the lowering right wing command. On the other hand, the jumping
command indicates just that command, i.e., after executing the jump command, the user avatar will
automatically land without executing any other command.
The nine action commands, the loop command, and ending sing of loops can be represented
by icons or Japanese statements, which are interconvertible. That is, users can write programs with
only icons and numbers for loops without character-based statements. The right side of Figure 2
shows same program written using character-based statements (Japanese) and numbers and using
icons and numbers. Users can convert programs by changing the upper tabs.

Figure 2. Backus-Naur Form of our icon-based programming language (on left side). Same program
written using Japanese and numbers and using icons and numbers (on right side).
The stmt indicates each line in the program written in our language. It can contain multiple
actions, which are the action commands, or one loop_stmt, which is the loop command. Our system
executes each line of the program sequentially from the top line to the bottom line at a constant time
interval. Note that our system skips lines that contain no action command. The stmt is executed at the
same time, that is, multiple action commands on the same line are executed simultaneously.
For example, the third line of the program in the right side of Figure 2 contains the raising left
wing and the raising right wing commands. When executing the third line, the user avatar raises both
wings simultaneously. The user avatar will lower both wings at the next time because the fourth line
contains the lowering left wing and the lowering right wing commands. When executing the sixth line
containing only the jumping command, the user avatar jumps and will land at the next timing.
There are four reasons our system uses icons instead of words. Icons are 1) familiar to
smartphone users, 2) informative, 3) appealing, and 4) language-independent.
1) Most people use icons to write e-mails with mobile phones and smartphones. Thus, icons
are familiar with smartphones users. 2, 3) Icons contain more information than characters. Users can
write programs with fewer icons than characters. Moreover, icons can be designed to be more
appealing.
4) Icons do not depend on characters so users can learn CT concepts independently from
native languages. If users do not want to use Japanese, they can write programs using icons with our
language. Our system supports the inter-conversion between Japanese statements and icons just to
explain what icons mean. Moreover, we can replace Japanese statements with other statements in
other languages.

5. Evaluation
We conducted an experiment for evaluating the following research questions (RQs). Although our
system does not distinguish users by gender and native language, we investigate the following RQs
for Japanese female university students because the UI of our system is designed by a Japanese
female university student for other Japanese female university students.
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 RQ1: Does our learning system improve Japanese female university students’ impressions of
programming?
 RQ2: Does our learning system motivate Japanese female university students to learn
programming?
 RQ3: Is our learning system more effective for learning three CT concepts than by reading lecture
notes?
Sixteen Japanese female university students from Waseda University in Japan participated in
our experiment. Nine out of the 16 were liberal arts students and seven were science students. We
divided the 16 students into a group that used our learning system and a group that did not. Note that
we divided the liberal arts students and science students into the two groups as evenly as possible.
We conducted the following steps of our experiment for the group that used our system.
1. We gave a preliminary questionnaire to determine the students’ impressions on programming and
their motivations for learning programming.
2. The students used our learning system for approximately 40 minutes.
3. We conducted an achievement test for determining the depth of understanding of the three CT
concepts of sequences, simultaneity, and loops.
4. We gave a post-investigation questionnaire with the same questions as the preliminary one.
The group that did not use our learning system learned CT concepts with lecture notes for
approximately 40 minutes instead of the third step.
To investigate RQ1 and RQ2, we gave preliminary and post-investigation questionnaires to
eight of the students who used our learning system. We asked the following four questions about their
impressions of programming. A) Do you feel programming is mainly geared toward males? B) Do
you feel programming is scientific and not suitable for liberal arts students? C) Do you feel
programming is difficult? D) Do you feel programming is boring? We also asked the following
question about their motivations for learning programming. E) Do you not want to learn
programming? The students answered our questions based on a six-point scale (1 strongly agree and 6
strongly disagree).
The left side of Figure 3 is a box plot of the questionnaires results. The result indicates that
the students’ impressions of programming and motivations for learning programming improved
because the positions of all the boxes moved upwards compared with the preliminary results.
Moreover, all the highest values and the central values, except for the question A, of the answers for
our post-investigation questionnaires improved in comparison with them of our preliminary
investigation questionnaires. On the other hand, no lowest points of the answers changed between our
preliminary and post-investigation questionnaires. Thus, our learning system can generally improve
Japanese female university students’ impressions of programming, but it is difficult to mitigate very
bad preliminary impressions of programming.

Figure 3. Questionnaire results on impressions of programming (A-D) and on motivations for learning
programming (E), note that A-E and A’-E’ indicate preliminary and post-investigation questionnaires
(on left side). Percentages of questions answered correctly in achievement test (on right side).
To investigate RQ3, we gave an achievement test to all 16 students. Our achievement test
consists of three problems for determining how effectively they understood the three CT concepts of
sequences, simultaneity, and loops. We used a different game where the avatar’s movements were
two-dimensional instead of the dancing for fairness. We also provided a programming language
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similar to our dance language in our learning system for our achievement test. The language consisted
of four action commands; left, right, up, and down on a one-hundred-square board instead of nine
action commands. The language also had the same loop command as the one in our dance language.
The first and second problems required the students to write the track of the avatar that moves
on the board with the given programs with loop commands. The programs of the first and second
problems used one loop command and dual loop commands, respectively. The third problem required
the students to write a program that moved the avatar in a zigzag line with sequential commands. The
fourth problem required the students to write a program that moved the avatar diagonally with
simultaneous commands.
The right side of Figure 3 shows the results of our achievement test. All the students that used
our system solved the first, second, and third problems correctly. On the other hand, several students
that did not use our system did not solve these problems. Moreover, more students that used our
system solved the fourth problems correctly than those who did not use it. Thus, our system helped
them learn the three CT concepts more effectively compared with using lecture notes.
Therefore, we successfully improved Japanese female university students’ impressions of
programming (RQ1), motivated Japanese female university students to learn programming (RQ2).
Our learning system was more effective for learning three CT concepts than by reading lecture notes
(RQ3).

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We developed a novel learning system using an appealing UI with an icon-based programming
language. Our system motivates university students to learn programming and aids to learn three
concepts of CT. Although our current system uses a UI and icons which a female university student
designs for other female university students, our system can switch them to other UIs and other icons
for suitable other people. Eight female university students improved their impressions of
programming and their motivations for learning programming, and results of our achievement test by
using our system in our experiment. Therefore, our system is effective and useful to learn
programming and CT.
In future, we will prepare other UIs and icons for other students and will confirm that UIs and
icons that students like are different depending on ages, genders or cultures. Moreover, we will
confirm learning effectiveness depends on UIs and icons. We will also add new feature to convert our
icon-based programming language to real programming languages such as Java, then, will help
students to migrate from our programming language to real programming languages. Finally, as
another direction for future work we will connect our learning system with toys such as robots that
dance using our programming language so that our system try to catch more students’ interest.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a method to detect failure of learning to support one-toone instruction in the classroom, using quiz responses in Moodle, a course management
system. Failure of learning is defined as a situation in which the correct answer rate of a
particular learning topic in a quiz is significantly lower than the correct answer rate of other
topics answered by students in the same quiz. In this study, the researchers identified the
presence or absence of failure of learning in actual classes to evaluate the usefulness of the
proposed method. The results revealed that more instruction was given to the experimental
group.
Keywords: Course Management System, Failure of Learning Detection, Learning Analytics

1. Introduction
Course management systems are able to accumulate a vast amount of information; this accumulated
collection of education data is extremely valuable for analyzing students’ behavior. Data mining in
course management systems is the automatic extraction of implicit and interesting patterns from the
historical data on learning activities, for example, lessons, forums, and quizzes (Klosgen and Zytkow,
2002). Through data mining of a set of quiz responses, we are able to detect failure of learning (a
situation in which students attempt to solve problems but, in encountering unexpected difficulties, are
unable to progress smoothly (McCartney, Eckerdal, et al., 2007)). In course management systems,
some topics of interest regarding failure of learning are as follows: how to determine failure of
learning in real time, and how to present failure of learning information to teachers and students.
Providing one-to-one instruction for students with special needs can be very effective for
learning in the classroom (Friend and Bursuck, 2006). Failure of learning, to enable one-to-one
instruction by providing teachers the learning contents of the lack of understanding.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a method to detect failure of learning in students using
their quiz responses in Moodle, a course management system (Moodle, 2012). The proposed method
is to use a data analysis strategy (Dale and Vitalija, 2003) to identify students exhibiting failure of
learning, and to provide one-to-one instruction as well as instruction for the entire class. In this paper,
we identify failure of learning as an event where the correct answer rate for a particular item is
significantly lower than the overall correct answer rate for other items on the quiz. The significance of
this research is that it can grasp the students in lack of understanding by detecting the failure of the
learning.

2. Determining Failure of Learning
The purpose of determining failure of learning is to identify learning challenges in both the entire
class and in individuals. To determine unsuccessful learning, we identify questions on the Moodle
quiz that correspond to each learning unit and to each learning topic. It is necessary to enter the names
of learning units and learning topics and to map them for each question in advance; data mining
techniques are then applied to the quiz responses. A chi-square test of independence of statistical
methods is employed to determine the failure of learning.
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The failure of learning of the entire class is derived from a comparison of the correct
answer rate in the classifications of items, such as learning, and a significantly lower unit. A
chi-squared test of independence is employed to determine the rate of failure of learning.
With this test, we assess whether the values of row and column items are independent (Bull
and Rastin, 1992). The algorithm of determination for the class is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The teacher enters the learning unit, learning topic, or question as an item, as well as the
significance level.
The responses of participants to the quiz questions corresponding to the entered items and their
parent classification items are obtained from Moodle.
The rate of correct answers for each item is calculated.
If the correct answer rate of an item is lower than the correct answer rate of its parent
classification, a chi-squared value is calculated from that item’s correct/incorrect answer rate and
its parent classification’s correct/incorrect answer rate. The degree of freedom in the test is 1.
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the item is outputted from the chi-squared value and the
significance level.

3. Presenting Failure of Learning
After determining the presence of failure of learning through the algorithms mentioned in Section 2,
we present the information in visual to teachers and students (Figures 1 and 2).
On the “Quiz Responses” page (Figure 1), the correct answer rates for learning topics for
which students demonstrate failure of learning are displayed in red. This method of presentation is
discussed previously with the students during class time. Then, a list of students who gave incorrect
answers is displayed. In this list, the student IDs of those who have exhibited failure of learning are
shown in red (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Quiz responses of the entire class.

Figure 2. A list of students who gave incorrect answer.

4. Evaluation
The objective of evaluating the system is to assess the usefulness of failure of learning detection to
support teachers’ instruction and students’ learning. We developed the following two hypotheses
regarding the usefulness of the proposed method:
(1) Students who exhibit failure of learning receive extra instruction from teachers.
(2) There is a difference in the amount of time students devote to reviewing quiz responses.
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Hypothesis 1 can be confirmed from the instruction log, where the teacher records how much times/he
spends with students. Hypothesis 2 can be substantiated using the difference time students review the
quiz items.
The course, which lasted for two hours each time and went on for six weeks, was entitled
“Basic Programming Exercises” and consisted of three phases: lecture, quiz, and exercise. A fiveminute quiz was given at the end of each lecture. An evaluation experiment was carried out with the
teacher of two classes using the same learning content; students were randomly assigned to one of the
two groups. In one class (the experimental group), the teacher and students were presented with the
information on their failure of learning, while in the other (the control group), this information was
not presented. The student ID numbers of the experimental group are shown in red and that of the
control group in blue (Figure 2). Hypothesis of difference are compared to the corresponding
percentage of the number that is different from the number of experimental and control groups.
Teachers and students did not know who was in either group.
The experimental group received 57 instruction sessions (25.0%) and the control group
received 34 (13.9%) that of the number of teachers (Table 1). The experimental group was the most
statistically significant at 5%. In the experimental group, the quiz responses were viewed by students
89 times (71.9%), whereas in the control group, responses were viewed by students 64 times (49.8%)
(Table 2). The experimental group is statistically significant at 5% level of significance.
Table 1: Number of instruction sessions for students with failure of learning.
Type of instruction
Class
Individual
Total

Experimental group
11
46
57

Control group
0
34
34

Table 2: Number of times quiz responses were viewed by students.
Examinees
89

Experimental group
Number of views
164

View rate
71.9

Examinees
64

Control group
Number of views
122

View rate
49.8

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to detect failure of learning in one-to-one classroom instruction
using the quiz responses in Moodle, a course management system. This method defines failure of
learning as occurrences in which the correct answer rate of a learning topic in quiz responses is
significantly lower than the correct answer rate of other learning topics. We then evaluated the
usefulness of this method in actual classes. The experiment revealed that a significantly large number
of students checked their failure of learning status. Additionally, there was also a difference in the
amount of instruction given to students: students in the experimental group received more instruction.
From these results, it can be concluded that detecting and presenting failure of learning using the
proposed algorithm is useful for teachers’ instruction and for students’ review and learning.
Future work is that it is related to learning content in the teaching of the past and thus to
analyze the learning content which is a factor of failure of learning contents.
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Abstract: Twitter is a very famous communication tool. We focused on Twitter as a platform
of a response system to collect comments of audience about a presentation. We have
developed a system that automatically generates a responsive environment about the
presentation using various input and output interface. In this paper, we describe the outline of
our system and the performance validation of our system.
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1. Introduction
Twitter has been used as not only tweet everyday but also a method of questioning and presentation of
opinion at some conferences and events (Reinhardt, 2009). In educational technology research, there
is a study that explored the students’ computer-supported collaborative learning behavior based on the
Facebook platform (Chan, 2012). On the other hand, Twitter, a micro-blogging tool, has been
recognized as a learning tool, and many researchers and educators have already begun investigating
its benefits and limitations (Kanjanapongpaisal, 2012). Social networking sites such as Twitter
allow for informal learning (Hall, 2009). The tweet has effective for searching the Web to find some
questions (Arai, 2012). There is a study that uses Twitter as a back channel of presentation of lectures
in order to extract useful information to share audience’s opinions and questions (Oishi, 2012). So we
focused on Twitter as a response system to collect comments of audience about a presentation.

2. Our approach
The clicker is famous as a response system. However, it limits the answer-pattern from learners
because it is fixed by hardware input interface. In our approach, a presenter posts to Twitter about the
presentation and receive responses from the audience via Twitter by triggering it. The approach
supports to collect their responses in an open environment by the following methods.
(1) Embedding response information to the slide
In this study, the contents and type of the response are embedded in the presentation slides in order to
adapt the response item and slides.
(2) Post to Twitter in synchronization with the presentation
Our system will automatically post to Twitter the slide content to suit the progress of the slide using
the response information incorporated in the slide.
(3) Prepared the response interface
Our system dynamically creates a response interface corresponding to the slide. The audience input a
response or tweets about the slide through this environment.
(4) Delivery of Twitter response information
By posting to Twitter response results of the audience, our system encourages the other participations
on Twitter and assists to rally a lot of responses.

3. System implementation
3.1 System configuration
(1) Presentation system
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This is a system for a presenter and handles a PowerPoint file (pptx format) as the presentation file.
The presenter describes response contents in the notes area of PowerPoint using a response

Figure 1. User interface.
definition language beforehand. The system analyzes the PowerPoint file before presentation in order
to create a presentation definition file. The system also posts automatically to Twitter as the
presentation progress. The system posts note information in the PowerPoint slide, URL of the slide
jpeg image and URL to navigate to the mobile response system.
(2) Mobile response system
We implemented this system for the audience. It has a Web based mobile interface for a tablet or
Smartphone as a response system. It generates the response screen using the response definition
language in the pptx file.
(3) Response Management Server
This server manages information about the presentation slides in order to realize the above functions.

3.2 User Interface
We describe below the user interface of each system (Figure 1).
(1) Presentation system
This is used to read PowerPoint files and registration of Twitter account. It does not display during the
presentation and work background of PowerPoint. The system tweets the note information of the slide
by detecting the slide-changed event of PowerPoint. Moreover, the link to the response system is
appended to the Tweet.
(2) Response system
This interface is called the URL in the tweet that the presentation system posts automatically. It
consists of the following screens.
(A) Response main screen
This displays the image of the presentation slide in progress. The user can move the presentation slide
page by tapping the left and right of the slide image. The slide outline button displays the note
information on the PowerPoint slide. The user can post a tweet to Twitter by adding the three intents
("comment" or "question" or "tweet") by pressing the comment button input. Tab button switches the
response screen and input screen.
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(B) Response input screen (multiple choice mode)
This screen displays the question and the multiple choices by the radio button. The user selects one
choice button and send.
(C) Response input screen (Yes / No mode)
This screen displays the question content as well as the choice mode. The user can send a response to
the choice of either Yes or No and be able to post the response result to Twitter through on her/his
own account.
(D) Response summary screen
Response management server collects analyze the response from the user and displays the results of
the analysis to this screen. This information is shown to the only user who sent the response. We used
the Google Chart API in order to the response results.

4. Evaluation
We examined the out system to use without any problem in some conference presentation. We have
tried to use our system in the conferences in August 2011, March 2012, May 2012, and December
2012. As a result, we got the response from the user who is not in the conference. He said, “I can
understand the contents of a presentation via the Twitter”.
In the Society of December 2012, we did not put the URL of the image slide to post a
presentation system. We got the comments that he wants the slide-image because it is difficult for him
to understand the contents of the only character via the Twitter. We can see the needs of posting slideimage from this result. In the conference on December 2012, our system has stopped working a
problem of network environment A poster session at the Society of November 2011, we made a demo
of our system and get the comments that are “It is not good to show the response to all users” and
“there is resistance to user the Twitter account. In the future, we modify our system to handle the
communication errors in in the network trouble and implement the access control function for the
user’s privacy.
About the verification of system operation in a presentation, it took some time to read the
presentation file into our system. It means that it is necessary to prepare the system setting shortly
before the presentation. About the post to Twitter during a presentation, the system was able to post to
Twitter without disturbing the presentation process. Moreover, the user (audience) can response
her/his answer to the response system in real time and our system stored the result to the datastore
immediately.

5. Conclusion
We have developed a response system using Twitter in this study. Our system delivers a presentation
information using Twitter in order to collect responses from the on-line user who is not in the same
room. Then the system tally the number of the user’s responses. In future work, it is necessary to
modify the system to run continuously, even when the network is unstable. We also implement private
setting function of response collection results. Further, it is necessary to find the improvements from
the use of actual, leading to improve on the system.
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Abstract: Research in ubiquitous learning (U-learning) has gained attention of a large number
of researchers and a number of ubiquitous learning systems are now available in the literature.
Majority of these systems have been developed to resolve a specific problem in a given
context; their development approaches do not dictate ubiquitous context usage requirements to
fill in. U-learning systems developers need to have a clear and a general view of how their
intended systems make use of the ubiquitous context. This paper introduces a comprehensive
view of context usage through three different view-points inspired from Dowson’s work
(Dowson, 1993) each one capturing a particular aspect of context handling. Then a set of
facets is associated to each given aspect in order to study, understand and appropriately
describe it. The findings of this research are aimed to provide context-aware u-learning system
developers a clear understanding of the context usage in such systems and help in underlining
the requirements of the u-learning environment. This research is also aimed to help in
comparing and evaluating context-aware u-learning systems according to the descriptive
system views.
Keywords: context-awareness, ubiquitous learning, context modeling, context analyzing and
management, context execution

1. Introduction
The quality of distance learning is strongly linked to its degree of adaptation to the learning context
(Liu & Yang, 2005). This has led to the evolution of distance learning environments into contextaware environments, particularly into ubiquitous ones (Ogata, Akamatsu, & Yano, 2005), with
particular focus on learning context. These environments aim to provide the necessary means to take
into account the context and assist learners in following a learning situation personalized to their
contexts. However, current context-aware u-learning applications are often developed in ad-hoc
manner to resolve a specific problem in a given context. Such ad-hoc approaches did not dictate
general requirements of ubiquitous context usage; subsequently developed applications rarely fulfill
environmental requirements. Hence, u-learning system developers need to have a clear view and
understanding of the different aspects of u-learning context usage.
The context usage world in u-learning environments deals with the locations where the context is
established and handled. Three interactive domains are inspired in this research from Dowson’s work
(Dowson, 1993) - to describe processes in process centered software engineering environment dealing with the three aspects of the context usage (figure 1): context modeling, context analyzing and
managing, and context execution domain.

Figure 34. Ubiquitous Learning Context Usage World
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2. The context Modeling View
The context modeling domain contains the model of the ubiquitous learning context. The context
modeling view depicts, throw its three facets, the represented objects covered by the context model,
their properties and the degree of faithfulness of the context model. The coverage facet concerns the
contents to be modeled. The description facet treats the properties of what is represented. The
faithfulness of the modeling approach facet describes the extent to which the established model
describes faithfully the real world. Table 1 summarizes the detail of the context modeling view’s
facets.
Table 17: Summary of the Modeling View
Facet
Coverage

Description

Faithfulness of the MA

Facet Details
Coverage: Set (Enum {information, relationship})
Information source: Set (Enum {physical, virtual, logical })
Heterogeneity
Information type: Set (Enum {sensed, profiled, derived})
Provider: Set (Enum {local, remote})
Mobility
Update type: Set(Enum{periodical update, update on change, update on request})
QoC parameter: Set(Enum {up-to-datedness, trustworthiness, completeness,
Quality
significance})
Context
Multi viewpoint: Boolean
information
Subjectivity_viewpoint: Set(Enum {system, learner, teacher})
Subjectivity
properties
Subjective_rate_type: Set(Enum{quantitative, qualitative})
History_recording: Boolean
Recorded_information: Set (Object)
History
History_record_format: Enum {Set (Object), function}
Abstraction_level: Set(Enum {low-level, interpreted, aggregated })
Abstraction
Granularity_level: Enum {low, medium, high}
Granularity
Relation type: Set (Enum{association, dependency, hierarchy, composition, aggregation, instantiation})
Relationship
Constraints on relation: Boolean
properties
Faithfulness degree: Enum{faithful, moderately faithful, unfaithful}

3. Context Analyzing and Managing View
The context analyzing and managing view is studied in terms of the following three facets. The
construction facet indicates the construction technique used for building the current context instance.
The analyzing facet describes how the analyzing and managing domain analyzes detected learning
context information. It is described by a set of sub facets concerning the context information
processing and the context imperfection detection. Finally, the managing facet illustrates the used
techniques by the associated domain to manage context information. Facets’ details are given in table
2.
Table 18: Summary of the Analyzing and Managing View
Facet
Construction

Analyzing

Managing

Facet Details
Construction technique: Enum {central, distributed}
Processing technique: Set (Enum {interpretation, aggregation})
Information processing
Detection technique: Set(Enum{up-to-datedness based, trustworthiness based, completeness based,
significance based, QoC combinations})
Imperfection detection
Detection level: Set (Enum{context acquisition, context processing, context appliance}
Imperfection type: Set (Enum {incorrect, inconsistent, incomplete, redundant})
Detection strategy: Set (Enum {Static, Dynamic})
History reuse: Boolean
History reuse
Reused objects: Set(Object)
Resolution technique: Enum{user preferences based, QoC parameters based, drop-latest, drop-all, drop-bad}
Imperfection resolution Resolution time: Enum{design time, execution time}
User intervention: Boolean
Adaptation factor: Set(context object)
Adaptation level: Set (Enum{presentation, content, behavior})
System adaptation
Adapted objects: Set (context object)
Adaptation type: Enum{adaptativity, adaptability, mixed}
Recommended material: Set(object)
Material type: Enum {internal, external}
Recommendation
Recommendation technique: Enum {collaborative, content-based, knowledge-based, hybride}
Runtime model adaptation: Boolean
Model adaptation
Model evolving: Boolean
Model evolving
Evolving type: Enum{Dynamic, Static}
History reuse: Boolean
History reuse
Reused objects: Set(Object)
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4. Context Execution View
The context execution view deals with the detection of the context information and users’ feedback. It
is described with reference to the context change facet and feedback facet as mentioned in table 3.
Table 19: Summary of the Execution View
Facet
Context change
Feedback

Facet Details
Context change type: Set (Enum {new information, updated information})
Feedback detection: Boolean
Feedback type: Set (Enum {quantitative feedback, qualitative feedback, comments, suggestions})

5. Research Issues
The instantiation of the proposed description of the context usage world within a list of six contextaware u-learning systems allows their evaluation by bringing out their main features and limits. Based
on this evaluation, it is noticed that u-learning systems need to cover the modeling of a very complex
and dynamic learning situation combining online and offline information pieces and relationships.
Hence, adaptation factors should cover the combination of situation entities, and adaptation should
take into consideration adaptation of the content, the presentation and the system behavior. Context
model covers very large context information pieces and relationships which are not all needed based
on the runtime detected situation. Hence, runtime model adaptation could be applied to reduce
monitoring overhead. A main issue for u-learning systems is to cope with the runtime learning
context, especially with unforeseen changes that could occur during system execution.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a descriptive view of the context usage in context-aware u-learning environments is
proposed. Three domains composing the context usage world are identified and detailed with
reference to their associated views. Each view is described by a list of facets and each facet is
described by a list of sub-facets or attributes. The suggested description allows establishing a
structured baseline from which the three main aspects of context usage can be easily identified and
compared. This description was build to respond to the following purposes: to have a clear overview
of context usage within every studied u-learning system, to identify its drawbacks and to analyze the
possibility to propose new research issues. In this paper, the focus was maintained on how the ulearning context should be used; however, there is still no consensus on what is learning context, how
it should be represented, and how its representation should be developed. Hence, next work will focus
on the establishment of a common evaluating framework for u-learning systems along four different
and complementary worlds (including the context usage world); each world is capturing a particular
aspect of u-learning context.
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Abstract: This paper analyses the relationship between creative behavioral processes that
occur in the games and the gameplay experience. The research approach applies a behavioral
and verbal protocol to analyze the factors that influence the creative processes used by people
as they play computer games from the puzzle genre. Creative processes are measured by
examining task motivation and domain-relevant and creativity-relevant skills factors. This
paper focuses on the reliability of the factors that are more strongly related to creativity. The
findings show the creative components occurred to yield levels of creative performance within
puzzle game play activities. Results show that increased engagement in creative processes
during gameplay resulted in a better player experience. Task motivation and domain-relevant
skill as a component of the creative problem solving processes were particularly influential, as
was the use of creativity-relevant skills.
Keywords: Creative components, Task motivation, Domain-relevant skill, Creativity-relevant
skill, Puzzle game, Behavioral assessment, Verbal assessment, Gameplay Experience,
Learning Practice

1. Introduction
The dramatic growth of gaming as entertainment and the pervasive quality of game play experiences
has led to a need to better understand the phenomena. Much research in this area has focused on the
negative (for example, game addiction), and only recently have researchers begun to examine the
positive consequences of gameplay experiences. While there has been significant growth in gamebased learning research in the past two decades (e.g. (Prensky, 2003), (Habgood and Ainsworth,
2011)), this research focuses on games that have been specifically designed for educational purposes.
The positive benefits of commercial games primarily designed for entertainment purposes, have only
recently become a focus within the games research community (e.g. user experience(Wang, 2008),
mood (Ryan and Deci, 2000) and cognitive reasoning(Spence and Feng, 2010). Prior research has
suggested that problem ability depends on applying domain knowledge and a skill associated with
analyzing information in problems(Sutherland, 2002). Jeffries (2011) studied a conception of skills
relevant to creativity within game design. While current research demonstrates the effectiveness of
some games in facilitating creativity, this study focuses on the extent puzzle games foster people
creative problem solving processes.
In terms of problem solving, video games have contributed to the practice of enhancing problembased learning processes. The experiences and learning that occur in computer games may enhance
creative processes (Yee Leng et al., 2010). Games support the development of critical thinking
through visualization, experimentation and creativity (Amory, 2007), and provided players with the
theoretical tools to think critically about challenges (Rockwell, 2002). Visualization and problemsolving are an integral part of adventure and strategy games and players are able to visualize the cause
and effects of their own actions and develop intrinsic decision-making skills (Amory et al., 1999).
Game elements may provide a problem solving process experience as players break down tasks,
engage meta-cognitive skills and think critically.
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2. Creative Components
The componential model of creativity describes the ways in which people enter the stages of the
creative activity. The componential framework of creativity has problem solving at its core and
includes three major components: domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant skills and task
motivation(Amabile, 1983). As people solve problems they generate response possibilities from an
array of available pathways and explore the environment to determine the best solution. Domain
knowledge plays an important part in the generation of an acceptable solution. Engaging in playful
activities or fantasy can have a positive effect that influences the active engagement of creativityrelevant processes(Amabile, 1996). Creative-relevant skills influence the quality of the ideas produced
and task motivation influences the quantity of ideas(Amabile, 1983, Amabile, 1989, Amabile, 1996).
In seeking to understand the creativity, El-Murad and West (2004) adopted a similar approach to
Amabile work. Amabile emphasizes aspects of managerial practice that affect creativity. The
componential framework of creativity (Amabile, 1989) has problem solving at its core and includes
three major components: domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant skills and task motivation. In an
appropriate environment, high levels of three components occur to yield high levels of creative
performance(Lubart and Sternberg, 1995).

2.1 Task Motivation
The task motivation is specific to a particular task that is a baseline attitude toward the task and
matches the person’s own interest(Brown, 1989). It is an important component during the problem
presentation stage and during response generation. Task motivation refers to determinant of the
difference between what an individual can do and what he/she will do. Convergent thinking in a
creative process occurs in the idea validation stage(Amabile, 1996). It allows an individual to select
the correct way to approach the task at hand, with the ability to select a single response from a series
of alternatives(Clark et al., 1965).

2.2 Domain-relevant Skill
Domain-relevant skills form the basis from which any performance must proceed. This component
incorporates factual knowledge, technical skills and special talents in a particular domain. The
information, skills and talents that an individual brings to a task influence the creative preparation
process. Domain-relevant skills define the set of possible responses available to a person(Amabile,
1996). Any problem domain consists of a unique set of rules and practices (Wang, 2008) and this
knowledge allows people to identify various strategies for conducting information analysis. Domainrelevant skills provide the material drawn on during operations that determine problem-solving
pathways. They also provide the criteria that will be used to assess the response possibilities(Amabile,
1996). Knowledge of a particular domain influences the evaluation process(Brown, 1989).

2.3 Creativity-relevant Skill
Creativity-relevant skills include cognitive style, application of heuristics for the exploration of new
cognitive pathways, and working style(Amabile, 1983). These factors influence the response
generation process. Heuristic thinking is individual skills that rely comfortably on their feeling for the
situation. Differences in cognitive style result in different behaviors with respect to the way
individuals gather and evaluate information(Gutierrez and Greenberg, 1993). Creativity-relevant skills
act as an executive controller that influences the way in which the search for responses will
proceed(Amabile, 1983). Brown (1989) stated that creativity-relevant skills include abilities to
concentrate for the long periods of time. The relevant characteristics are commonly reported as
correlates of creative people, including self-discipline, ability to delay gratification, perseverance, and
absence of conformity(Brown, 1989). Problem solvers automatically activate areas of knowledge that
are associated with the past problem solving experience and relevant knowledge(Santanen et al.,
2002). This component includes a cognitive style characterised that refer to ability to break set during
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problem solving. Individuals can gain experience with idea generation that may devise their own
strategies for creative thinking processes(Amabile, 1996).

3. Games for Learning
Playing games has a significant role in helping people to learn (Paras and Bizzocchi, 2005). Learning
the rules of a game allows players to interact with game objects and avoid an environment of
frustration and confusion. This learning experience allows player greater freedom in terms decisionmaking. The interactive experience with the game environment allows people to express their
creativity and intentions (Sweetser and Johnson, 2004). Creating authentic and engaging gaming
activities that incorporate educational content and process may lead to new learning practices. The
informal learning linked with games can provide a foundation for innovation which can be applied in
a formal learning situation (Spikol and Milrad, 2008).

4. Puzzle Games
In terms of problem solving, video games have contributed to the practice of enhancing problembased learning processes. Game performance may be influenced by the player’s prior
experience(Hong et al., 2012). This study focuses on the engagement in creative activity that is the
result of individuals being intrinsically motivated to interact, and the learning that occurs through
prior positive experiences. The relationship between educational theory and game design appears to
require appropriate puzzles integrated into strong story line where game technology is used to create
an entertaining experience (Amory, 2007). Modeling creative gameplay focuses on puzzle games. In a
puzzle game, the gameplay is the physical and mental activities. Gameplay includes the game’s rules,
the various choices and challenges(Prensky, 2002). The relationship between the use of creative
processes during gameplay and player experience is examined in the context of three puzzle-based
games – Portal 2, I-Fluid and Braid. While these games have different mechanics, goals and setting,
they all require the player to solve puzzles to progress through the game.

5. Assessing Creative Potential of Computer Games
Measurement of creative potential involves examining the relationship between tasks, from both
domain skill and creative skill perspective, and the effect of intrinsic motivation(Ruscio et al., 1998).
It has been used previously to measure creativity in structure building activities, collage making and
poem writing. The research yielded a specification of particular task behaviors that strongly predict
creativity. The model proposed by Ruscio et al. (Ruscio et al., 1998) identifies task motivation as a
measure of involvement in tasks. Behaviors such as set breaking, task pace, exploration, enjoyment,
and concentration are identified as the ways in which intrinsic motivation manifests itself within the
creative process. The creative game potential measures identified good reliability for the 9 task
motivation factors through these behaviors are (Inchamnan et al., 2012):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involvement (A1): Work on solving the problem;
Stability (A2): Refining the integrity or stability of a problem solution within the game;
Set breaking (A3): Manipulates materials; uses or attaches them in new ways;
Pace (A4): Speed at which participant works on tasks/challenges; a slow to fast gradient of
working rate;
Planning (A5): Organizes material; establishes an idea, order to build in, steps to take;
Playfulness (A6): Engaging in tasks in curious manner; trying out ideas in a carefree way;
Exploration (A7): Curious, or playful testing out of ideas
Enjoyment (A8): Having a good time, finding pleasure in the task / challenge; and
Concentration (A9): Focused on the task; not distracted.

The measures identified by Ruscio et al. (1998) as predictors of creativity are assuredness, difficulty
and exhibited uncertainty. Some researchers have been adapted to formulate creative game potential
measures in terms of domain-relevant skills in the context of computer gameplay They include
(Inchamnan et al., 2012):
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•
•
•

Exhibited uncertainty (B1): Self-initiated backtracks by using intentionally moves to previous
locations or revisits a particular game task / challenge.
Assuredness (B2): Confidence: certainty of ability to complete task; assuredness in going about
the task; not doubtful, timid, or anxious. Pace and the speed at which particular task /challenge
are addressed; a slow to fast gradient of playing rate; and
Difficulty (B3): Problem with self: uncertainty, self-doubt, and negative statements about ability
or mood. Negative exclamations by using usually one word, can be two or three; curses or
otherwise sharply negative statements.

Creativity-relevant skills are measured through the specific process factors of concrete focus, concept
identification, wide focus and striving (Ruscio et al., 1998). These have been adapted for the
gameplay context. The creative game potential measures, in terms of creativity-relevant skills, are
(Inchamnan et al., 2012):
•
•

•
•

Wide focus (C1): Goal statements: Something that cannot be done in one step, future oriented;
restatement of problem given, self-imposed goal, statement dealing with a desired final goal, etc.
Irrelevant to task: Anything not related to performing the task / challenge;
Striving (C2): Difficulty: encountering problems or obstacles to completing some or all of the
tasks/challenges. Transitions: Movement to new area of action; includes place holding utterance.
Question how: Questioning how or what to do; what is currently being done. Repeat something:
Repeats instructions, words or concepts presented in the game: Exclamations: based on positive
or negative outcomes;
Concrete focus (C3): Talks about task: statements of like or dislike about the task. Describes
game elements: statement about texture, color, or other attributes of elements, naming game
elements; and
Concept identification (C4): Analogies: Description or statement containing an analogy or
metaphor. Aha: Eureka-type statements; abrupt change in activity. Transitions: movement to new
action; includes place holding utterances.

6. Research Design
This study assesses components occurred to yield levels of creative performance within puzzle game
play activities. The methodological contribution of the study is the demonstration that creative
behaviors and processes that occur during puzzle gameplay can be examined using behavioral
observation techniques and verbal protocol analysis. Using behavioral observation techniques and
verbal protocol analysis were may be able to identify and quantify predictors of creativity(Ruscio et
al., 1998). Game task behaviors and verbalizations were coded to obtain empirical indices of the
assessed factors: task motivation, domain-relevant skills and creativity-relevant skills.

6.1 Participants
Nineteen participants participated in the study (31.6% of female, 68.4% of male). They had an
average age of 24, ranging from 18 to 34(M= 23.79, SD= 4.35). Most participants were familiar with
playing games with 52.6% indicating that they played games daily, 15.8% several times a week,
15.8% once a week, 5.3% once a month; 10.5% indicated that they do not play videogames.

6.2 Procedure
Participation in the study involved being observed while playing the three selected games: Portal 2,
Braid and I-Fluid. The order in which players were presented with the games was varied to avoid
order effects. Participants played approximately 45 minutes in total. They played each game for 15
minutes. To examine the creative process, participants were video recorded while playing the games.
Two researchers gathered data through behavioral and verbal coding techniques. A video coding
scheme was used to capture the type and frequency of observable behaviors and participant
verbalizations. Video coding was completed for each of participant. Two raters coded pilot videos to
ensure rater reliability for details of the development of this technique and all measurement items.
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This approach provides a good approximation of the significance level for the treatment and time
effect, through three treatments as playing the three selected games.

6.3 Materials
Game related behavior was used to assess participants’ level of creativity during various game
activities on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (low) to 7 (high), and through the use of a
frequency tally. Seventeen items related to task motivation (e.g., “Participant works on solving
problems within the game.”). The items were grouped within nine variables: Involvement, Stability,
Set breaking, Pace, Planning, Playfulness, Exploration, Enjoyment, and Concentration. All of items
were assessed using 7-point Likert scales. Twelve items were included to analyze domain-relevant
skill factors (e.g., “Participant feels certain about his/her ability to complete tasks in the game”). The
items were grouped into 3 variables: Exhibited uncertainty, Assuredness, and Difficult. Seven items
were assessed using a 7-point Likert scales and data for five items was captured as frequency counts.
Eighteen items were designed to measure creativity-relevant skills (e.g., “Participant is able to
develop his/her own goals within the game”). The items were grouped into four variables: Wide
focus, Striving, Concrete focus, and Concept identification. Only three items were assessed using a 7point Likert scales. Fifteen items were assessed using frequency counts.

7. Results
To make each variable contribute equally to the mean, values of frequency items are standardized
Figure 1 shows the comparison of average scores based on standardized values as variables for
creativity components: Task motivation, Domain-relevant skills and Creativity-relevant skills for each
game. In Portal 2, the level of task motivation and Domain-relevant skills are highest. I-Fluid has the
average for three components. Braid has the highest for creativity-relevant skills and lowest for both
task motivation and domain skills. While player behavior indicative of task motivation and domainrelevant skills were generally high for each of the games, engagement in creativity relevant skills was
low in comparison.

Figure 1. Creative potential components for each game

7.1 Behavior Analysis of Task Motivation
According to means difference (Figure 1), the coding results show the example of puzzle game play
activities influence the high level of task motivation in Portal 2. Conversely, in Braid gameplay
activities engage low in comparison.
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7.1.1 Involvement Activities
Both games allow participants high works on solving the problem within the game activities. In Portal
2, the player works to solve a wider variety of portal puzzles and expansive story to escape from the
room (M=5.79, SD=0.71). In Braid, the player progresses by finding and assembling jigsaw puzzle
pieces (M=5.47, SD=0.67).
7.1.2 Stability Activities
These activities of both games show high refining the integrity or stability of a problem solution. In
Portal 2, the player can move one to one, rotate objects in real time such as “…get the box across gaps
through holes in the walls and around obstacles”(M=5.68,SD=1.00). In Braid, the player can read
some sort of information from words. After a few seconds or minutes of reading his/her amassed a bit
of knowledge and can find ways to apply it (M=5.11,SD=0.85).
7.1.3 Set Breaking Activities
These activities allow participants to use objects and materials in different ways. In Portal 2, the
player can use the portal gun to get in and use the cube to open the door (M=5.16, SD=1.30). In
Braid, the player can use a shift button to complete some task such as pick the key form the enemy in
the cave (M=4.74, SD=0.91).
7.1.4 Pace Activities
These activities required more high speed within Portal 2 progresses from a slow to fast than Braid
activities. In Portal 2, the player spends a lot of time tangling with spatial reasoning puzzles in test
chambers form slowly to fast (M=5.00, SD=1.15). In Braid, the clock has always ticked down for
bonus point, but only 15 minutes, the player cannot achieve a bonus point (M=4.53, SD=1.04).
7.1.5 Planning Activities

Figure 2. Portal 2 Planning Activities
Planning activities that participants can organize materials in both games are high. In Portal 2, the
game challenges player to use portals to traverse rooms in unusual ways such as a player-character
executing the "flinging" manoeuvre gains speed by falling into the blue portal to shoot across a wide
gap upon exiting the orange portal in Figure 2 (M=5.42,SD=1.30). In Braid, the payer can use
enemies to complete his/her task such as use the enemies to jump higher (M=5.05, SD=1.05).
7.1.6 Playfulness Activities
In Portal 2, participants can engage more in game tasks than Braid. The game needs the player to find
a way to add an element to the puzzle, which the player will have to ponder before they can take
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action (M=5.42, SD=1.02). In Braid, the player got trapped in the Jigsaw Bridge and tries to find out
what the meaning of whole puzzle (M=4.84, SD=0.81).
7.1.7 Exploration Activities
In Portal 2, encourages more playful testing out of ideas than braid. The player can use portal gun to
get the idea of get in or get out (M=5.37, SD=1.12). In Braid, the game allows the player test his/her
ideas how to get the key in Fig. 3. (M=4.84, SD=0.67).
7.1.8 Enjoyment Activities
The gameplay tasks are higher positive enjoyment activities in Portal 2 than Braid. In Portal 2, the
player follows a logical sequence that is satisfying to discover the puzzle (M=5.37, SD=1.26). In
Braid, the player said cute and smile when saw the animal at the castle (M=4.63, SD=0.74).
7.1.9 Concentration Activities
Related to concentration in problem solving activities, both games provide minimal distraction the
game tasks. In Portal 2, the game tasks provide the player to think and do the action without penalty
of time (M=5.37, SD=1.16). In Braid, the player feels comfortable to complete the puzzle pieces
(M=5.21, SD=1.06).
7.2 Behavior Analysis of Domain-Relevant Skills
The coding results show the example of puzzle game play activities influence average domain
relevant skill in I-Fluid. While in Portal 2, player behavior indicative of domain-relevant skills was
generally high in comparison.
7.2.1 Exhibited Uncertainty Activities
Both games provide participant can reverse or undo steps or action in the game activities. In I-Fluid,
the player can reverse or undo all the time without penalty (M=4.32, SD=1.56). In Portal 2, the game
allows players trial-and-error until they come upon the solution such as “It’s on to opening portals,
jumping off ledges, and redirecting light in bouts” (M=6.53, SD=1.26).
7.2.2 Assuredness Activities
Assuredness activities allow players confidential in going about required tasks. In I-Fluid, the
absorbent surfaces such as paper or biscuits will soak player up that make common sense (M=4.74,
SD=1.02). In Portal 2, the puzzle rooms are incredibly well designed in there is no hard and fast rule
with the game’s difficulty curve (M=5.42, SD=1.43).
7.2.3 Difficulty Activities
Both games allow participants feel uncertain completing tasks. In I-Fluid, the small objects to take
control make player feel uncertain such as player said in Figure 3 “It too tiny for me”
(M=5.47,SD=1.64). In Portal 2, the new player cannot get the ideas how to use the cube to open the
gate (M=6.16, SD=1.07).
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Figure 3. I-Fluid Difficulty Activities
7.3 Behavior Analysis of Creativity-Relevant Skills
The coding results show the example puzzle game play activities influence high creativity relevant
skill in Braid. While in Portal 2, player behavior indicative of creativity-relevant skills was generally
low in comparison.
7.3.1 Wide Focus Activities
Wide focus activities are composed of goal statement and irrelevant to tasks, for example the current
problem that need to be solved more than one step. These activities both games are low. In Braid, the
player has to solve jigsaw to create bridge and can go to solve next problem in Figure 4 (M=2.26,
SD=0.96). In Portal 2, the Player have to get the cube from one room first and then get to the next
room for leave the cube to open the gate and escape from the next door (M=2.53, SD=1.47).

Figure 4. Braid Wide Focus Activities
7.3.2 Striving Activities
Both games are high in striving activities that participants encountered obstacles while completing
tasks in the game. In Braid, the player cannot get the key in the small place, because there is too small
for Tim (M=5.53,SD=0.68). In Portal 2, the player dies from the enemies before find the way to
escape from the portal (M=5.05, SD=1.18).
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7.3.3 Concrete Focus Activities
While focused concretely on the task at hand, participants talks about the qualities of the materials,
objects or attributes of the game world. In Braid, the player said about the qualities of the materials,
objects or attributes of the game world “Shift button is very useful...” “The game is look like easy but
not easy” (M=5.37, SD=1.80). In Portal 2, the player said “The game look like the movie” (M=6.1,
SD=1.24).
7.3.4 Concept Identification Activities
Concept identification refers to the selections of problem solving solution, for example participants
have an abrupt change in activity designed to help complete a game task. The result shows both game
are low. In Braid, the player cannot solve the whole jigsaw then has an abrupt change in activity
designed to help complete a task change by doing other action for getting ideas (M=0.74, SD=1.02).
In Portal 2, the player cannot complete task then go to main menu and find the early level to play
(M=0.74, SD=1.09).

8. Discussion and Conclusions
The research identified the key specific components of puzzle computer game experiences that may
be measured to assess a game’s potential for supporting creative activity. The example activities in IFluid and Portal 2 show an important part in the generation of an acceptable solution in terms of
domain-relevant skills through exhibited uncertainty, assuredness, and difficulty activities. Engaging
in playful Braid and Portal 2 gameplay activities; including wide focus, striving, concrete focus and
concept identification activities can have a positive effect that influences the active engagement of
creativity-relevant processes. Task motivation influences the quantity of ideas through set breaking,
pace, planning, playfulness, exploration, enjoyment and concentration activities as shown in Portal 2
and Braid activities. The creative potential prediction involves the relationship between task creativity
within a knowledge domain and the effect of intrinsic motivation on the process.
The task motivation factor includes involvement, stability, set breaking, pace, planning, playfulness,
exploration, enjoyment and concentration are high. These activities contributed to the practices that
refer to participants are motivated by their feeling of positive challenge in problem solving. Domain
skill activities in three games show high exhibited uncertainty, assuredness and difficulty activities.
These skills refer to familiarity with factual knowledge for solving problems in the domain.
Knowledge of a particular domain influences the evaluation process in creative potential processes.
Creativity-relevant skill component includes wide focus, striving, concrete focus and concept
identification that refer to ability to break set during problem solving. These activities are low which
means puzzle gameplay that refer to ability to break set during problem solving are low. The activities
may influence other gameplay genre. The puzzle gameplay integrated into strong story-lines that may
not provide break set while completing the progressive game tasks.
The results show the significant domain skill difference between Portal 2 and Braid; these games have
different mechanics, goals and setting. Portal 2 has a high mean of task motivation and domainrelevant skills and low creativity-relevant skills. Braid has a high mean of creativity-relevant skills
and low task motivation and domain-relevant skills. The results will enable the relationship between
games mechanics to be examined through creative components in the future work.
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Abstract:Manyresponses of catastrophic natural disaster did not perform properlyto an
appropriate standard. This often occurred when first responders were involved, especially
novice volunteer who did not have the accurate decisionmaking skill. One of the main issues is
the lack of regular training to develop such skills. It has been pointed out that exercise of the
non-technical abilities, such as decision-making has an enormous impact on effective disaster
response.However, some researchesshow that there are difficulties to conduct live practice for
the disaster situation similarly. In addition, the novice volunteer cannot receive maximum
advantagesfrom live training due to feedback limitation where reflection from actual
circumstances is required to improvethose skills.The purpose of this research is to design a
mobile game based learning (mobile GBL) for developing such skills. First of all, we
conducted a preliminary survey to assess the awareness of the ethical decision-making skill of
the novice volunteer from high school and university organizations in Indonesia. We asked
these respondents to answer three categories of questions encompassed six components of
moral intensity. We also interviewed some experts from the official search and rescue (SAR)
organization in Indonesia to confirm first responder requirements. Based on these preliminary
surveys and interviews, we have designed a training system called Magnitude which enables
the novice volunteer to develop their ethical decision making skill at all times during official
disaster management training inside and outside of class, and expect them to improve their
performance in disaster response activities.

Keywords: Mobile Game Based Learning, Ethical Decision-making Skill, Novice
Volunteer, Disaster Response.
1. Introduction
Indonesia is geographically located within the areas that have been victims of catastrophicdisaster
effectsfrequentlyso-called “the Ring of Fire’, that is,the Ancient Australia-Indian Continent, the
Pacific Ocean Floor, and the Eurasian Plate. These areas are at risk of natural disasterspersistently,
such as, earthquakes and tsunamis, landslide, flood and violent eruptions, which can be devastating. In
December 26, 2004, a destructive earthquake with 9 of Richter scale strikes Aceh, a province in
Sumatra Island, Indonesia. More than 165,708of people reported dead and missing and affected an
estimated $5 billion in economic destruction.Awkwardly, this disaster is not the last disaster striking
Indonesia. Several disasters were caused thousands of people died and lost, damaging public vital
facilities and requiring persistent recovery.
Many facts on disaster responses in Indonesia show that these activities are still sporadically
performed. It must be admitted that many of the actions undertaken aim to decrease the impact of the
risks posed by the disaster. For example, disaster rescue training for Boy Scouts and youth member of
Red Cross Society. However, a volunteer must be trained as much as possible in order to have broad
knowledge of disaster response. In other words, the volunteer should be able to conduct training
programmes independently to increase their skills.It is argued that decision-making in emergency
response is a vital skill for first responders. The decisions can impact the capability of response
agencies to do their work (FEMA, 2010).
This research aims to contribute an alternative to the existing volunteer training system.
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Furthermore, the research endeavours to supply a mobile game based learning (mobile GBL) to
develop decision-making skills, especially ethical decision-making skills in natural disaster response,
with high motivation and playful learning.
2. Literature review
2.1 Decision-making skill in natural disaster response
A natural disaster is an event or series of events that pressure and disrupts the lives and livelihoods
caused by natural factors leading to the emergence of environmental damage and loss of property,
physical and psychological impact and personal calamities. Occasionally, we have to face a disaster
situation that becomes a portion of daily live. Anyone can be affected by it involving an earthquake
and tsunami, flooding and a landslide, or other life-threatening disasters.
Disaster response is a series of activities carried out immediately at the time of disaster. These
actions are to deal with the negative impact comprising the rescue and evacuation of casualties,
fulfillment of basic needs, protection of refugees, etc. The importance component in emergency
response period including ease of access in the deployment of human resources, such as, expert first
responders and volunteers, equipment and logistics; ease of access in the form of commands and
command system; emergency response command post; emergency field command post, and
emergency operations plans. However, disaster response and rescue are sometimes unprepared. The
short time span of disaster response necessitates the utilization of all resources and requires accurate
decision-making (Carrillo et al, 2011). Decision-making is a process of determining the best decision
from a number of alternatives to perform activities in the future.
One key issue in the preparation of disaster response is training for decision makers and
emergency responders in dealing with the catastrophic circumstances. Particularly, it has been
highlighted that the exercises of the non-technical abilities, such as, situation awareness and decision
making have a tremendous effect on successful and effective disaster response and management. The
ability to distinguish present and probable difficulties can positively affect the victims (FEMA, 2010).
Sinha was studied the influence of experience in decision making of firemen (Sinha, 2005). The
research shows that experience is one of the main factors for accurate decision making followed by
education and training.
2.2 Ethical decision making
The problems facing social and humanitarian actions such as disaster first response are many and
frequently require selecting a choice between contrary options. Decisions made on a moral basis may
have critical impacts on the societies. James Rest’s in Lincoln (Lincoln, 2001) described that ethical
decision making is a combination of four stages, including (a) Moral sensitivity (moral awareness) is
aptitude to distinguish a moral issue in a situation. (b) Moral judgment is conveying and calculating
moral reasoning when selecting possible solution on the moral problem. (c) Moral motivation (moral
intention) is selecting a choice with high intention which representing a different value of moral
decision. (d) Moral courage (moral action) is an ability respecting to a moral intention in personal act.
However, process of making an ethical decision will face to a failure if the decision maker did a
failure at any step of these components.
Furthermore, Jones (Jones, 1991) explains six components of moral intensity influencing all
stages of ethical decision making described by Rest’s (Lincoln, 2001). These components are essential
in the process of ethical decision-making. (1) Magnitude of Consequence, which is defined as the sum
of the harms (or benefits) affecting the victim by a moral act. (2) Social Consensus, which is defined
as the degree of social agreement that a proposed act is ethical (or unethical). (3) Probability of Effect,
which is defined as the probability of the harms or benefits caused by the act. (4) Temporal
Immediacy, which is defined as a period between the ethical act and the effects of the action. (5)
Proximity, which is defined as sense of closeness of social, cultural, psychological, or physical
intimacy between the actor and victims. (6) Concentration of Effect, which is defined as the number
of people affected by a given magnitude of harms or benefits.
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2.3 Mobile GBL and related work
Serious games have been fostered in the education field for a long time, such as, in the domain of
personal training in military, business and emergency. It is offer a situation with minimum cost that
can impress learners to explore many choices in a virtual setting. For example, training for
management of disaster and emergency using Play2Train, a virtual learning in Second Life
environment. Hewitt, Spencer, Mirliss, and Twal (2010) stated “virtual world can provide an
engaging, learning-intensive alternative to face-to-face scenario exercises”. Such game also delivers
the direct advice affecting the learners can receive suggestion to change their action immediately
(Caird-Daley, Harris, Bessel and Lowe 2007). Metello, Casanova, Carvalho (2008) applying serious
game techniques to simulate the situation of emergency. The authors designed a simulation engine
presenting some situation of emergency through serious game. In this system, they implemented real
disaster data using techniques of geographical information system and dynamic modelling.
Increasing of mobile technology motivates scholars and researchers to stimulate learning
technique using a mobile device. Mobile learning provides a beneficial of blended formal and
informal learning properties. Because mobile devices have small size, it provides the main affordance
of mobile learning which learners can carry the system anywhere and use it for training activities
ubiquitously (Churchill and Hedberg 2008). Another affordance of such system is a mobile games
implementation that it can directly suitable into the desired learning situation. Klopfer (2008)
described “mobile games provide many opportunities to consider the game play thoughtfully, discuss
it with others, and reflect on its significance, without requiring substantial investments in game-play
time”. To sum up, learners can engage in mobile games for a few minutes a day or week, and it is
enable learners to grasp educational subjects within playful learning independently.
3.

Preliminary Research

3.1 Interviews
We conducted some interviewsby visiting some disaster experts in National Search and Rescue
Agency Chapter Bandung (BASARNAS) and the other disaster experts from Non-Government
Organization (NGO) experienced in disaster response activities. Many of them were experienced in
disaster response activities, such as, Aceh earthquake and tsunami in Indonesia 2004, China
earthquake, Sendai earthquake and tsunami 2011 and the other disaster activities around the world.
This was very valuable phase to confirm the requirements of the system. All of information from
expertise might classify the position of the system in the domain of volunteer training. From all of the
interviews, we gathered many conclusions answering following questions:
What are common mistakes and difficulties for novice volunteers?
 Strong spirit but less skill; the majority of the volunteers who worked to help disaster response
come from communities. Many of them only rely on the spirit of unprepared. Confusion maybe
happened when working in the disaster area, ifthey do not have appropriate skills.
 Do not care about rules; in some case, many volunteers especially novice volunteers work as
disaster response without sufficient expertise. This condition is not only causing threat their safety
but also disrupting disaster response process.
What are fundamentalcriteria’s of disaster first responders in Indonesia?
 Getting multi skills; the volunteers should have many skills due to limitation of disaster response
resources. If they master these skills, they can work in a variety of disasters. For example, a
volunteer should have competences on diving so he/she can take action in flooding disaster. On the
other hand, he/she may also have climbing skill, which he/she can tackle landslide evacuation.
 Knowing the culture and environment; Indonesia is a big country, which has many cultures and
islands. The volunteers considered doing disaster response activity in Indonesia requisite to know
diversity of cultures and area that has potential disaster. Moreover, if some day disaster occurs in
that area, theymight adapt to with the situation quickly so they will be able to carry out emergency
response duties with the best performance.
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Relating to decision making skills, what are the requirements?
 Strong analysis; the volunteers should have critical thinking to analyze problems occurred in
disaster field. This is an important point of view from experts related to common problems belongs
to novice volunteers in decision making.
 Good behavior; on disaster response, a volunteer will find a lot of issues requiring immediate
decisions. Sometimes the problem is more related to ethical matters. He/she who has the good
behavior would be very easy to make a decision.
How to improve volunteers’ skills?
 Regular disaster simulation; Disaster simulation should be conducted frequently in scale of Family,
School, and Community. This regular simulation will build instinct to take instant response to
solve problems occurred in disaster striking.
 More practice, it is important for volunteers to practice as much as possible. More practice will
improve and maintain their skill recurrently, so he/she can keep the skills until disaster happened.
3.2 Surveys
To identify the importance of the system, we organized a preliminary survey. We distributed the
questionnaires to measure the understanding of the novice volunteers’ ethical decision-making skills.
We selected a number of the novice volunteers from high school (HS) and university (Univ.)
organizations in Indonesia. Using questionnaires to collect demographic data, we divided the
respondents into two categories, that is, experienced and inexperienced volunteer.
The first group, as shown by table 1, consisted of eighteen volunteers who had been part of
the organization for more than 2 years. Some of them had actual volunteer experiences in flooding
and landslide disasters and also had many practice in emergency and rescue, such as, triage, wall
climbing, and scouting. Table 2 describes another group comprised of fourteen volunteers who joined
less than 1 year ago. This group was a newcomer in disaster and emergency voluntary. They did not
have any experience in training and real situation of disaster and emergency. Main reason for
categorizing the respondents was that we could compare the comprehension about moral aspect on
ethical decision-making.
Table 1: Features of experienced volunteer

N

18

Educational
Background

Sex

Age (year)

Member
Experience
(year)

Experience in training (times)

Experience in
Disaster
Response

HS

Univ.

M

F

14-17

18-20

21-23

1-3

>3

1

2-3

>3

Never

Yes

No

10

8

11

7

9

7

2

12

6

0

10

8

0

2

16

Table 2: Features of inexperienced volunteer

N

16

Educational
Background

Sex

Member
Experience

Age (year)

Experience in training (times)

Experience in
Disaster
Response

HS

Univ.

M

F

14-17

18-20

< 1 year

1

2-3

>3

Never

Yes

No

6

8

12

2

6

8

14

0

0

0

6

0

14

3.2.1 Questionnaire
We provided eighteen questions contained scenario example of ethical problems. Those divided into
three categories, which each category enclosed six components of the moral intensity influencing all
phases of ethical decision-making. We sent these to a psychologist to review the questions in
psychology point of view. It was highly necessary to assess the questions to determine whether the
scenarios covered ethical matters.
The first category had scenarios that must be answered with disagree. For example, a question
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contained a Probability of Effect. “Floods hit a suburb of South Bandung, Indonesia. There is a
collapsed bridge under which a dead boy trapped. Mr. Pandu, a novice volunteer, is eager to cross the
river to evacuate the boy, without wearing a life jacket”. In this scenario, we knew that a victim
trapped under the collapsed bridge was dead, so it was not too urgent to evacuate immediately. The
volunteer should understand the basic principle of disaster response to prioritize his personal safety
before rescuing the victims.
The Second category must be answered with agree. We modified questionnaire above as
follow: “Floods hit a suburb of South Bandung, Indonesia. There is a collapsed bridge under which a
little boy trapped and unconscious. Mr. Pandu, a novice volunteer, is eager to cross the river to
evacuate the boy without a life jacket”. In this modified scenario, we knew that there was a little boy
trapped under a collapsed bridge. He should take a risk to cross the river with swift currents to
evacuate the boy. We could identify that the victim was unconscious, so we had an opportunity to
save his life. If evacuation finished immediately, we could save the victim from the effect of the river
current.
The last category contained the open question reflecting three conditions: Do, Do not, and
Confusion. For example, “Mr. Pandu is a special person on the disaster response team. He has a lot of
skills not owned by the others team members. One day when a catastrophe disaster occurred, as a
member of advanced disaster responder team, He is asked to go into the disaster areas soon. At the
same occasion, he also has the responsibility to care his family members, including his sister and his
beloved mother who suffered injuries caused by the disaster. What is the best decision between two
options?” In this scenario, the respondents needed deeper thinking than previous questions. We knew
that Mr. Pandu faced into two dilemmas. If he decided to take care his family members, there were a
lot of problems appeared in disaster response. His expertise was necessary for accurate action and
quick response. However, if he decided to go with his job and left his family, there was also a
problem. Psychologically, he intended to help in advance his family, and it would cause interruption
of his concentration in first response activity.
3.2.2 Results
Data collected from category one, and two of the questions did not show the difference between two
groups. Experienced and inexperienced respondents possessed the tendency to answer questions with
closely similar result. For example, for a following scenario of Concentration of Effect: “After a
devastating earthquake occurred, a tsunami hits Pangandaran coastal. Mr. Pandu is a novice volunteer.
He is also a victim of this disaster. His home was collapsed, and he lost his mother. He heard valid
information that his mother is in a medical center. He decided to meet her, but at the same time, Mr.
Pandu found a family with four family members lived near his home was injured. After he had seen
his mother, he knew that one of family members of his neighbor was died”. Most respondents, as
visualized by figure 1, could identify this situation clearly and answer the question correctly.

Figure 1.Results of question category one contained scenario of Concentration of Effect (1. Strongly
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disagree, 2. Disagree, 3. Neither Agree Nor Disagree, 4. Agree, 5. Strongly agree)
Table 3 shows the result of the last category of questions.The most of experienced
respondents answered the question correctly, andonly few of them faced to confusion. It explains that
the experienced respondents understood the problems clearly, so they made the right decisions.
However, the majority of inexperienced respondents were confused when making their decision.
Table 3: Data collected from the third question category

Question (Moral Aspect)
DO
1. Magnitude of Consequence
2. Social Consensus
3. Probability of Effect
4. Temporal Immediacy
5. Proximity
6. Concentration of Effect

12
12
13
11
15
13

First Group
Respondent = 18
DO
CONFUSED
NOT
6
0
5
1
2
3
5
2
3
0
4
1

DO
2
3
5
5
4
2

Second Group
Respondent = 14
DO
CONFUSED
NOT
4
8
6
5
1
8
2
7
3
7
3
9

4. Magnitude model
4.1 Ethical decision making in Magnitude
Ethical decision making is critical aspects of successful and efficient disaster responses. In
such case, six moral factors usually appeared during the responses. However, most of the novice
volunteers have difficulties to solve disaster issue specifically in the process of making an ethical
decision because of unclear understanding of these factors. Hence, ethical decision making in
Magnitude is a significant concern of the research.

Figure 2: Ethical decision making model in Magnitude
To establish the best ethical decision making, we implemented the six moral aspect into some
actions which the learners should collect much information as shown in figure 2. (a) Victim
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information is complete data including the number of victims, illness, and social background. (b)
Disaster information is disaster scale and type. (c) Situation awareness is knowledge of the
circumstances that will be occurred later. (d) Public opinion is public comments and responses on the
action that has been done. (e) Commander direction is all advices from disaster response leader related
to responses stages. (f) Teammate opinion is a comment or judgement from the other members of the
team. If the learners get confusion after comparing these aspects, they may search many similar
disaster cases in the database of disaster histories. This database will guide them to have a wideranging of knowledge of past disaster.
We identified there are two unique factors of moral aspects i.e., Social Consensus and
Proximity. Learners who have different preferences and social background, such as, culture, religion
and the other social aspect will have a different angle to view issues related to these factors. For
example, a learner comes from a rural area where the distance between one places to another is very
far apart, may talk to the other (victim) loudly. However, another learner from an urban area may
speak to the other with a soft voice. This example explains the differences between decision making
and ethical decision making. In ethical decision making, social background and behavioural of the
learners are dominant. Regarding of these differences, the system should supply multi parameter rules
to assign the values, which are acceptable by all of the learners regardless of learners’ background.
We design an artificial intelligent (AI) module as a part of an ethical decision making plugin for
Unity3D game engine. It supports the system to engage the learners distinguishing moral aspects
clearly on the process of making an ethical decision.
4.2 Framework
There are many researches that aim to utilize serious games in the domain of decision making skills.
For example, The Human Factors Integration Defence Technology Centre, Canfield University, UK,
studied the system for training decision-making skill in the military using serious games on a PC
(Caird-Daley et al, 2007). However, none of the significant researches focused on improving ethical
decision making skill.
Using mobile devices, on the other hand, volunteers can acquire non-technical skill of disaster
response regularly. It can be used not only during official class of disaster response training but also
be played and practice in other places at all times. However, most technical skill exercise in disaster
response should be conducted in the outside area where outbound training facilities needed. For
example, volunteers will attend some comprehensive training, such as, High Angle Rescue
Technique, Jungle Rescue, Collapsed Structure Search and Rescue (CSSR) and Water Rescue
(Sanubari 2009). Hence, training manager could integrate this system into actual training curricula to
fulfil the necessity of non-technical skill experience, which such skills preparation is expensive and
risky to establish. In addition, increasing of mobile technology due to decreasing of mobile device
price. Smith (2013) reports statistical data of smartphone ownerships in United States that around
79% of the teenager and young adult (age 17-24) has smartphone. Mobilemonday (Rao 2011)
published a report of mobile trend in Southeast Asia. It is show that smartphone ownerships in
Southeast Asia include Indonesia tend to increase in the future. Both survey results encourage us to
exploit mobile game based learning for developing very necessary skill in disaster response. In
summary, mobile GBL benefits from the novice volunteers, interaction with his/her environments in
order to accumulate knowledge, with high levels of motivation for learning.
Prensky (2001) defined many genres that have the potential to support the learning of decision
making skill. Based on his argument, the proposed game called Magnitude combines various genres
that support learning these skills, including simulation, strategy, and role-playing. We plan to develop
the system using unity3D, a mature game engine on the market. Use of the existing game engine
admits this research to focus on developing the framework for providing learning content. On the
server side, a system administrator (training manager) can create game scenarios described in the
following section, and collect and analyse assessment data. On the client side, a player can update the
level of the game, generate a dynamic game level, and send the assessment result to the server. We
provide a mobile application, which have a function to manage the system. Research also developed
some additional module to fulfil system necessities, such as, create an authoring interface for
deploying the game levels and scenarios constructed by training manager. Figure 3 shows the design
of the mobile GBL framework for developing ethical decision-making skill in disaster response.
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Figure 3: Magnitude Model
4.3 Example scenario
The game seats its learner in disaster response situation. Learner will be asked to play the role of a
member of the disaster first responder team. At starting level of the game, player may receive
information from virtual character that has the role as a disaster commander. Player has a job to
distinguish the type and impact of the disaster. Player should identify disaster data, such as, the
affected area and disaster type include earthquake, tsunami, landslide or the others type. Afterward,
he or she should be able to choose the equipment that will be used in action. As a member of first
responder team, it is essential for the player having the skill to choose respond aids to make sure that
their activities in first response will be done efficiently. It is also necessary to pay attention to the
safety aspect of his actions.

Figure 4: Design of Example Scenario Using Petri Net
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Game mechanic will continue to a selective situation of disaster environment. For example,
situation when floods disaster hits a suburb of a city. This scenario measures the learner
understanding of ethical matters in disaster response; that is Concentration of Effect and Probability
of Effect, when making a decision. Figure 4 shows the design of example scenario using Petri net
(Araújo, Roque 2009). As a volunteer, a player has a duty to rescue the victims spontaneously. There
is a collapsed bridge under which a little boy with head injuries is trapped. The player should find
complete information about the bridge structure, victim’s information and his condition. He or she
may gather reports from news highlights in game user interface. The news highlights inform to the
player the statistical report of river current level, weather prediction and some information from
witnesses. In this case, the player will be confronted into two conditions. First, he/she should cross the
river to evacuate the body, without wearing a life jacket. This action may risk his/her safety. If
suddenly the river overflows very fast, it causes not only losing the opportunity to rescue the victim
but also making problems for his/her own safety. Second, he/she can wait until the other volunteers
arrive with a life jacket, but this may result in loss of the victim’s life. In near place, there are a
number of elderly who suffer low body temperature due to bad weather. He/she needs blankets as
soon as possible to cover their bodies from the cold wind. It is also significant to evacuate the elderly
victims immediately. Finally, the player will be faced to a condition, which there are a number of the
dead victim found on riverbanks. It is also necessary to evacuate the corpses quickly to prevent
massive disease.
Gathering much information from such resources is very necessary for the player to analyse
how to make the best decision. There is much information, some of them are informative, and it may
guide the player to make a comprehensive consideration, but the others perhaps contain hoax and junk
information. By the contrasting information from a reliable source and others, the player will be
forced to build widespread analytical thinking. To prioritize one of these choices, the player needs the
competence of critical thinking and problem solving to make the best decision. If he/she confuses to
make the best decision, he/she can ask virtual character about pros and cons of each action. He/she
also can search many similar situations in the previous disaster database to study how these problems
resolved. After the player finishes a level of the game, the game mechanics will be continued to select
another game level systematically.
5.

Conclusions and future work

Many researchers have recommended a number of development methods and game models for
learning. However, there has not been a mobile game based learning focused on improving ethical
decisionmaking skill in disaster response. Furthermore, this research provides contributions to the
field of mobile GBL by (i) providing directions for future research based on learner necessities; and
(ii) contributing to the original model of natural disaster response training to improve ethical
decisionmaking skill. Future work will focus on the development of the system and evaluation
ofitsusefulness.
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Abstract: Table-top Role Playing Games (RPGs) can be a powerful educational tool, but
many teachers either aren’t aware of that, or don’t know how the game works. This problem
could be alleviated with an authoring tool that facilitates the process of creating educational
table-top RPG adventures and, at the same time, provide an introduction and computer-based
support to this game genre. Literature on available authoring tools oriented to the creation of
games in educational contexts is still scarce. Therefore, this article presents our efforts
towards the design of a web authoring tool that aims at helping both teachers and students in
the creation of educational table-top RPG adventures and also in the posterior use of these
adventures in the classroom. The goal behind this work is to promote this genre of games and
computers in education.
Keywords: Game-based learning, educational table-top RPG, authoring process, narrativedriven educational games.

1. Introduction
Game authoring tools allow teachers to feel ownership over the content they are using in the
classroom, and can even make them feel more comfortable with it (Carbonaro et al., 2008). Authoring
also permits that educators fit their curricula into a game, instead of fitting a game into their classes,
which is usually what happens when they pick up educational games from the shelf. For the students,
the game authoring process itself can be a valuable learning experience, because it allows them to
express their creativity (Carbonaro et al., 2008; Resnick et al., 2009; Robertson and Nicholson, 2007)
and even learn and practice computer programming skills (Resnick et al., 2009; Robertson and
Nicholson, 2007).
Literature shows that most of the current game authoring tools are either focused on the
programming aspects of the creation process (Resnick et al., 2009; Yatim and Masuch, 2007) or too
tightly bound to a specific technology or template (Carbonaro et al., 2008; Marchiori et al., 2012;
Mehm, Göbel and Steinmetz, 2012; Robertson and Nicholson, 2007; Rubegni, Sabiescu and Paolini,
2008; Wetzel, Blum and Oppermann, 2012), which ends up generating games that have to be used as
they are. Of course, if the intention is that the authoring process plays the educational role, then the
inflexibility of the final product is not a problem. However, many of the authoring tools we indicated
earlier are, in fact, intended for teachers to create media the students will simply consume (Marchiori
et al., 2012; Mehm, Göbel and Steinmetz, 2012; Rubegni, Sabiescu and Paolini, 2008; Wetzel, Blum
and Oppermann, 2012).
Therefore, we propose an authoring tool that not only helps both teachers and students in the
creation of their own games but also enables a collaborative experience between them in the
classroom. These objectives can be achieved through table-top Role Playing Games (RPGs). This is a
game genre in which the players interpret the roles of the central characters in a narrative. The tabletop categorization means that the game takes place in the physical world, not in the electronic world.
This means that the story, the environments and the interactions between the characters are entirely
described by the players, to each other, through speech. The somewhat opposite RPG category is the
computational one, in which the computer provides a graphical interface for the game setting and for
the characters. Another important distinction between the two categories is that in table-top RPGs one
of the players must assume the role of the Game Master (GM), who is responsible for preparing the
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story’s script, being its narrator and acting as the referee on the interactions between the players. In
computational RPGs, the computer acts as the GM. This brings much more inflexibility since the
players interact with a machine, a deterministic system, and not with a human. Therefore, the story
and its outcomes are restricted to what the game designers and programmers have previously
established. To the context of this work, these are the most important differentiations between the
existing types of RPGs. Tychsen et al. (2005) further explain the differences between all the RPG
categories.
From the previous description, it’s easy to see that table-top RPGs are by definition a
collaborative storytelling experience. When used as an educational tool, they can help create an
encouraging learning environment, bringing students and teachers together (Hergenrader, 2011).
However, for people who have never played table-top RPGs before (and even for those who have), it
can be very challenging to create an RPG adventure that is fun, has a good story and is educational.
To our knowledge, there’s no available authoring tool that helps in this task, and this is the gap we
want to address with the tool proposed in this paper. Therefore, in section 2 we present the theoretical
background of our work. In section 3, we report how we went from a paper to a digital prototype of
our tool. In section 4, we present our concluding remarks.

2. Background
In the educational context, authoring tools are usually directed either to the teachers or to the students.
In the first case, the tool helps to create a product that the students can use to study (like slide
presentations or courseware) or interact with (like games or multimedia). In the second case, the idea
is usually that the authoring process in itself is educational. Literature on authoring tools that have
been or are being developed for educational purposes in the last decade (Berlanga and García, 2005;
Bottino and Robotti, 2007; Carbonaro et al., 2008; Kuo and Huang, 2009; Marchiori et al., 2012;
Mehm, Göbel and Steinmetz, 2012; Nešic et al., 2011; Resnick et al., 2009; Robertson and Nicholson,
2007; Rubegni, Sabiescu and Paolini, 2008; Wetzel, Blum and Oppermann, 2012; Yatim and Masuch,
2007) led us to the three categories of authoring tools shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Classification of authoring tools in educational contexts.
Class
Author
Authoring Products
Teacher’s Role
Create interactive
educational contents
to use in class

A

Teachers

Educational Games
Interactive Stories
Educational Multimedia

B

Students

Games
Interactive Stories

Supervise or guide
student’s works

Teachers

Learning Design
Learning Objects
Class Plan
Courseware

Create plans and
materials to support
the class

C

Student’s Role
Interact (but not
contribute) with the
contents created by the
teachers
Learn determined skills
during the authoring
process
Study the materials the
teacher shared

This classification is quite broad, since the intention is to separate authoring tools that
somehow incorporate interaction and play (Classes A and B) from the ones that aim at helping
teachers to create “traditional” class materials, such as class plans, slide presentations and e-learning
resources (Class C). With these categories in mind, we took a closer look at the authoring tools that fit
into Classes A or B. Table 2 shows some technical and educational specifications we’ve encountered
in these tools.
Table 2: Technical and educational specifications of authoring tools from Classes A and B.
Intended
Tool
Reference
Technology Involved
Learning Goals
Authors
ScriptEase
Carbonaro et
Students
ScriptEase augments the English students learn by
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al. (2008)

Aurora Toolset, making
it easier to use.

<e-adventure>

Marchiori et
al. (2012)

Teachers

StoryTec

Mehm, Göbel
and Steinmetz
(2012)

Teachers

Scratch

Adventure
Author

1001Stories

Tidy City

GATELOCK

Resnick et al.
(2009)

Robertson and
Nicholson
(2007)

Rubegni,
Sabiescu and
Paolini (2008)

Wetzel, Blum
and
Oppermann
(2012)

Yatim and
Masuch (2007)

Students
Teachers

Students

Teachers
Students

Teachers

Students

<e-adventure> is a
platform for the
authoring of educational
point-and-click
adventure games.
StoryTec is a tool for
making narrative-driven
serious/educational
games.
Scratch aims at making
it easy for anyone to
program their own
interactive stories,
animations, simulations
and games.
Adventure Author is a
set of educational tools
that were designed on
top of the commercial
game Neverwinter
Nights 2 and that are
used to create interactive
stories.

1001Stories is a tool for
creating multimedia and
multichannel narratives.

Tidy City is a locationbased scavenger hunt
game in which players
solve riddles to find the
treasure. The users can
also add their own
riddles.
GATELOCK is a game
authoring tool that uses
visual programming to
simplify game
developing for children.

designing interactive
stories, thereby also
exercising their creative
expression.
Students interact with the
narrative-driven games
created by the teachers,
testing previously
learned concepts.
Students play the games
and interact with the
contents the teacher
introduced in the game.
Students or teachers
exercise their creative
and systematic thinking,
by using programming to
express their ideas.
In the game design
process, students develop
their creativity and metacognitive skills such as
planning, organization
and reflection.
Teachers can create
multi-media narratives
for their students to
watch or students can
create their own
narratives with teacher
supervision.
The teacher can add
riddles about locations or
buildings for the students
to solve during the
treasure hunt.
By creating their own
games, students develop
creative thinking and
programming and
problem solving skills.

Each tool in Table 2 provides different resources in order to facilitate different tasks; none of
which, however, address the creation of table-top RPG adventures. This is a task that is intimately
related to writing compelling narratives and integrating them with gameplay elements. Although
ScriptEase, <e-adventure>, StoryTec, Adventure Author and 1001Stories all help making narrativedriven multimedia, they have two main drawbacks regarding our goal: first, the authoring product is
an interactive multimedia, meant to be simply consumed, which means it doesn’t natively allow a
collaborative experience in the classroom; second, the tools don’t provide a narrative structure to
guide the authors, helping them to create good stories, with the exception of StoryTec and its scene602

based narrative structure. Tidy City, on the other hand, also produces a game to be consumed but that
is centered on puzzles, not narratives. Finally, Scratch and GATELOCK provide a visual
programming language that lowers the difficulty for writing computer programs but not necessarily
creating good stories.
Therefore, there’s a gap in literature for authoring tools that aid in the creation of educational,
collaborative and game-based narratives. In this paper, we propose an authoring tool for making tabletop RPG adventures that integrate a good story with gameplay elements. The tool is based on a
framework we created, called “Beginning, Middle and End (BME)”. The next subsection explains, in
short, this framework and how it guided our prototyping process.

2.1 The BME Framework
“Beginning, Middle and End (BME)” is a conceptual framework that was conceived through the mix
of the two frameworks proposed by McDaniel et al. (2009) and by Sharda (2007), each of which
aimed at aiding in the creation of narratives for slightly different media: games (McDaniel et al.,
2009) and educational multimedia (Sharda, 2007). They also had two fundamental similarities
between them. First, the narrative structure both followed had three main components that could be
summarized as beginning, middle and end. Second, in both frameworks that same narrative structure
was recursive, that is, each beginning, middle or end component could be divided into beginning,
middle and end, and so on. Despite the similarities, the frameworks from McDaniel et al. (2009) and
Sharda (2007) each had their own advantages and drawbacks. To create the BME framework, we
incorporated the similarities and tried to take only the strong suits from McDaniel et al. (2009) and
Sharda (2007). The main disadvantage of the framework from McDaniel et al (2009) was the
complexity of the structures it proposed, making them hard and impractical to use. On the other hand,
it had great principles from Semiotics embedded into the framework, such as the three-act dramatic
narrative structure, and the use of symbols to reinforce the message of the story. That work also
adopted great practices from Participatory Design, adding flexibility to the creation process and
allowing, for instance, to rearrange parts of the story as appropriate, at any time, if the author feels it
will make the narrative more compelling. On the other hand, the proposal of Sharda (2007) had a very
simple recursive structure, composed of problem, solution, beginning, middle and end. The
disadvantage of Sharda (2007)’s framework was the repetition of “problem” and “solution” in the
whole structure. We found more practical to use them only in the higher-level story, that is, in the
description of its overall concept. In this same description, we also merged the beginning, middle and
end structures from Sharda (2007) with the three-act structure from McDaniel et al. (2009). We called
“micro stories” the recursive structures composed of objective, beginning, middle and end.
“Objective” was a simplification of “Problem” and “Solution” from Sharda (2007). The result is the
following high-level description of the BME framework:








State the concept of the story in the form of a problem.
State the high-level solution to that problem.
Decompose the solution into three dramatic acts, Act I (Beginning), Act II (Middle), and Act III
(End).
Define the primary symbols of the story, such as characters and environments.
 If possible, explore the relationships between the symbols.
Inside each act, create micro stories that are stated in the form of Objective, Beginning, Middle
and End.
 As long as necessary, expand each micro story into other micro stories with the same
structure.
 Feel free to change the micro stories places, to test where they best fit.
Whenever possible, attach to the micro story an interaction element that describes how the
player(s) can interact with that scene.
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These steps don’t have to be followed in any specific order. This gives more freedom to the
author of the story, since s/he can write down the ideas as they come up and later rearrange them as
best suits the purpose of the narrative.
This framework was tested and refined through two scenarios of use. In the first, a History
teacher worked closely with a researcher in order to create an educational table-top RPG adventure
about Getúlio Vargas, one of Brazil’s presidents. In the second scenario, a group of researchers used
the BME framework to create an adventure based on the tale of Little Red Riding Hood. Both
scenarios were useful not only to refine BME, making it as practical as possible, but also to create the
prototype of the web tool that implements BME. In the first scenario, the use of the tool was
simulated using a paper prototype (Snyder, 2003), similar to the one shown in Figure 1. Since the
BME framework suffered a few changes after the test in the second scenario, some fields in the actual
paper prototype were a bit different than what’s shown in Figure 1, but we feel this is necessary to
better reflect how the framework actually works.

Figure 1. BME paper prototype interfaces.
The figure to the left is the “General View” of the story, where the author defines the problem
the story will approach and what will be the solution to that problem (first two steps of the BME
framework). The figure to the right shows the micro story creation interface, which can be used either
to insert micro stories into the acts, or to write down the acts themselves, since micro stories and acts
all share the same structure. This enables the author to rearrange the micro stories whenever
necessary, even transforming them into the high-level description of an act if s/he sees it fits. Both
screens in Figure 1 have the same heading. The idea behind it is that, at any moment, the author has a
view of the whole story through the “timeline” that shows the sequence of the acts and the micro
stories between each act. The arrow in the screen to the right indicates that the new micro story is
being inserted in Act I. Also, the three buttons next to the timeline give the author access, at any time,
to the main components of the tool: the “General View” (dark circle), the “Characters” (stickman),
and the “Interaction Elements” (dark square). Finally, the “New Micro Story” screen also shows a
“plus” button next to each “Beginning”, “Middle” and “End” component. This is to enable the author
to associate either a “Micro story” (following the recursive structure), an “Interaction Element” or a
“Character” to that particular moment of the new micro story. These two elements will be explained
further ahead.
In summary, at the end of the first scenario we had a whole adventure about Getúlio Vargas
written in paper. After the second scenario, the BME framework was refined and so the next step was
to digitalize the prototype and the adventure, to test the use of both in the classroom. Next section will
describe how this was made.
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3. From the paper to the Web: Designing with the students
The practice in the classroom had two main objectives: first, to see how much the narrative structure
helps the GM during the game; second, to see how much the tool helps the players in creating and
interpreting their characters. To achieve these goals, we created a series of web forms using Google
Docs. The forms intended for the GM enabled us to digitalize the Getúlio Vargas adventure that was
entirely on paper. We made a form for the “General View” and another for the micro stories. This
way, during class the teacher and the researcher (both acted as GM during the game) could consult the
high-level story and the micro stories. The forms intended for the players (students) were meant for
character creation and registering the story from their character’s perspective. Figures 2 and 3 show
the main interfaces used in this practice.

Figure 2. The “Story Structure” interface, intended for the Game Master.

Figure 3. The “New Character” interface, intended for the players.
The interface in Figure 2 represents the view the GM has of the narrative structure. Through
it, s/he can see the description of each one of the three acts in the form of “Objective”, “Beginning”,
“Middle” and “End”. In addition, these last three components of each act also have micro stories
associated to them. The micro stories share the same structure of “Objective”, “Beginning”, “Middle”
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and “End”. During the practice in the classroom, the GMs used the “Story Structure” interface to
guide them in the narration of the adventure to the players. It gave the teacher more confidence over
what would happen next, leading him to trust not only the authoring tool but also the RPG as a
teaching method.
The interface in Figure 3 represents the character creation form used by the students during
the practice. Besides giving their characters a name, it was established with the teacher that the
students would have also to give it a virtue, a weakness, an object of value and a social group. The
three social groups in the form (Workers, Military and Urban Elite) surfaced during the creation of the
adventure as the most influential ones in Getúlio Vargas’ ascension to power. The idea behind
thinking of a virtue and a weakness was to help the students best interpret their characters by basing
their behavior on these features. The last field of the form was meant for the players to write down the
story of their characters. This was important not only to make the students reflect upon the narrative,
but also to keep a record of what happened during class, which is crucial if the game is divided into
more than one class. It’s also useful for the teacher to create post-game activities. For instance, in this
practice, after the adventure was completed the students were asked to create a story with three scenes
(Beginning, Middle and End) that answered the question “Was Getúlio Vargas the father of the poor
and the mother of the rich?” The records of the adventure from different perspectives were important
for the students to reflect upon the question and try to answer it using the characters and events from
the adventure.
It’s important to note that the fields in the character creation interface were exclusive to the
adventure about Getúlio Vargas. Therefore, the idea is that, in the actual authoring tool, the authors
can establish how many fields there will be and how they will be named, so that the “New Character”
form is tailored to the context of the adventure. Another important observation concerns the “Story
Structure” interface. Note that, in Figure 2, in the filled out “Middle” field it is written “Interaction:
(…)”. This means that the author planned that, in that moment of the adventure, there would be an
interaction between characters from the Military and the Urban Elite social groups. The authoring tool
predicts several types of interaction that can occur during the game. Figure 4 shows the form that
allows the author to associate an interaction element with a moment of a micro story or of an act.

Figure 4. The “New Interaction Element” interface.
Figure 4 shows that, in table-top RPGs, there are two basic types of interaction: between
characters or between a character and the environment. The type determines how that interaction will
be judged by the GM. In Figure 4, the dashed square indicates the judgment types related to the option
that was not selected (Character vs. Environment). The judgment types that have an “R” next to them
are the ones that require a form of resolution, which can be, for instance, dice rolling. The general idea
behind these forms of resolution is to dilute the GM’s power, adding randomness or chance to the
results of the interaction, instead of only the GM’s final word. Figure 4 shows the most usual forms of
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resolution found in table-top RPGs, but in the actual authoring tool, the author will be able to define
new ones, as long as s/he associates it with an interaction type and a judgment type.
In the next subsection, we will present some of our impressions on the impact of the RPG in
the classroom and we will discuss how the previously described practice guided the creation of a
computerized authoring tool.

3.1 Discussion
The idea of the creation of an authoring process for educational table-top RPGs came after we
applied, in the classroom, an adventure that was described in an RPG book. Although it was
historically contextualized, there were many fantasy aspects that led the History teacher to fail to
identify with the game contents. Since this can be true in many cases regarding the use of educational
games in the classroom, we decided to involve the teacher in the creation of an RPG adventure. Since
a teacher’s time is scarce, we needed an authoring process that was easy and quick to use. After we
created the BME framework and applied it to create the Getúlio Vargas adventure along with the
History teacher, we were able not only to refine our framework, but also to elaborate an RPG
adventure that had value to the teacher, since he was its author. In this matter, we believe two aspects
are noteworthy. The first is the power of authorship. From the use of a third party adventure to the use
of his own story, the teacher’s behavior shifted from confused and distant, to excited and actively
participant. Evidence to this was the many moments when he interpreted characters, such as Getúlio
Vargas, for the students to interact with. He also seemed more confident and reassured that the game
was connected with his discipline, and that it had actual educational purpose. This brings us to the
second aspect we want to discuss: the contrast between fiction and reality. The Getúlio Vargas
adventure had great historical precision, at the teacher’s request. However, it’s interesting to note that
even History books present someone’s opinion or point of view. Hence, they are not completely
precise or free of even a hint of fantasy. Therefore, the positive aspect of authoring is that it allows
people to choose the amount of fantasy they find acceptable to their work. To maintain this degree of
freedom, during the creation of the adventure about Getúlio Vargas, the researcher acted only as a
guide to the teacher, orienting him on how to use the BME framework. The researcher only
intervened to suggest narrative or gameplay elements, such as “cinematic cuts” (fast-forward or
rewind) and moments where interaction between characters would be suitable. Also, a paper version
of the form in Figure 4 was used to explain to the History teacher each of the elements contained in it.
The teacher opted to use just dice rolling for actions that required a resolution, given he found it more
dynamic than the other options. In the actual authoring tool, there will be help documentation linked
to the form, so the user can understand how to use the interaction elements in his stories. In fact, all
forms will have some kind of help documentation, so the user can understand and utilize the tool.
It’s also important to observe the way the authoring process affected the students. The RPG
adventure created by the teacher can be seen as an incomplete screenplay, with gaps that have to be
filled by the player’s decisions and interactions during the game. Therefore, the students acted as coauthors of the final version of the screenplay, by deciding what their characters did and said in
specific moments of the narrative. This gave them the opportunity to interact with each other, discuss,
negotiate, and finally express in speech and in writing what their character’s point of view in the story
is.
All the activities described thus far have been guiding us in the creation of a computer system
that intends to be an authoring tool for educational table-top RPG adventures. Figure 5 illustrates the
main decisions the practices with the teachers and the students helped us make.
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Figure 5. The architecture of the authoring tool.
In summary, we opted for the Web as system platform, since it doesn’t restrict the access to
specific operational systems or machine configurations. It also makes it easier to save the narratives,
share them and use them with a group of players. The activities also showed us three main roles the
system must attend to in different ways: author, GM and player. The authors are those who create
adventures. The GM is the one who takes an adventure and plays it with other people, assuming the
role of Game Master. The GM can be an author, but the other way around is not necessarily true.
Given the previously noted power of authorship, it’s important that the GM can edit an adventure, so
that, for instance, if s/he is not its author, s/he can tailor it to his/her needs. Finally, the player is the
one who interprets a character in a game in which someone else is the GM. For this reason, the GM
must be able to create characters for his/her players to use.

4. Conclusion
Table-top Role Playing Games can be a powerful educational tool, but they can also be very hard to
use, especially by people who have never played them. The main challenge is in creating an
interesting narrative, and then integrating it with gameplay elements. To overcome this challenge and
to address the gap in literature for authoring tools aimed at educational table-top RPGs, we proposed
in this paper a web tool that implemented a conceptual framework we created, called “Beginning,
Middle and End (BME)”. Our main goal was to come up with a design that aided in the creation of
educational narratives and also in their application in the classroom in the form of a collaborative
storytelling game.
To achieve this objective, we first created and tested a paper prototype, used in the authoring
of an adventure about President Getúlio Vargas. Later, this prototype was digitalized using Google
Docs forms. The digital prototype was, then, used in the classroom to test both the Game Master’s
(GM) and the players’ sides of the tool. This test showed that, for a teacher, the authoring tool not
only brings out a sense of ownership and empowerment over the game, but also gives confidence in
its use during class. For the students, the tool gave them the chance to create their own characters and
register the story from their perspectives. This allowed them to practice writing skills and to reflect,
after the game, about the role their characters played in the overall story. Moreover, teacher and
students could reflect about the “real” history of that president era by confronting it with the narrative
created and story played.
Therefore, we believe that we have achieved our primary goal. During the process of going
from the paper to the web prototype, we were able to test the main features from the BME framework:
the narrative structure and its integration with gameplay elements (characters and interaction).
Secondary interface elements, such as the heading for navigating through the acts and the tool, were
left out of the digital prototype, but that was due to matters of time and simplification. The final
design still includes them. Overall, we believe the work presented in this paper represents a step
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forward both in the design of narrative authoring tools and in the mixed use of games and technology
in the classroom. However, it’s important to note that the work presented here is mostly the design
process of an authoring tool, in which the intended users of the system actively participated. We
recognize, though, that an evaluation with the users is still needed, as soon as a functional version of
the system is completed. It would be important to test different scenarios, ranging from teachers from
different subjects to students from different age groups. Therefore, next steps in this work involve
finalizing the system and making new experiments with it. For instance, we would like to place the
students as the GMs, allowing them to create their own incomplete screenplays for other students to
fill in with their own characters. It would be interesting to see how much fantasy they would place in
their creations, especially when there is no formal student/teacher barrier between GM and players.
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Abstract: Because of advancement of health technology, life expectance has extended and
has made global population aging dramatically. Interventions to improve health-related
quality of life and social opportunity of older adults are strongly needed. In this paper, we
proposed to a somatosensory video game and sedentary activity group to improve older
adults’ reaction and health-related quality in nursing homes. Forty older adults aged more
then 65 were recruited from a nursing home and divided into two groups, a somatosensory
video game and a sedentary activity group. Participants completed 30-minute somatosensory
video game or 30-minute sedentary activity interventions three times a week for 4 weeks.
Grasping ruler test and SF-8 were two assessment tools used to measure their progress in
reaction time and health-related quality of life and to assess the benefits and outcomes of the
interventions. The findings identified that the somatosensory video game intervention
successfully created positive impacts on their reaction time performance and the sedentary
activity intervention can improve their health-related quality of life significantly through a 30mintue sessions three times a week for 4 weeks.
Keywords: video game, social game, play, health, quality of life, somatic learning

1. Introduction
Health technology advancement has extended global life expectance and has made population aging
dramatically. In Taiwan, aging population over 65 years old exceeded more than 10% of the total
population and have more than two millions people in 2012 (Ministry of Interior accounting office,
2013). Along with the fast growth of aging population, older adults who have to transfer to residential
institutions or nursing homes also increase to 250,000 due to the change of family structure and the
lack of family-based care givers (Coehlo, Hooker and Bowman, 2007; Gallagher et al., 2011).
However, older adults who transfer to residential institutions or nursing homes may feel depressed
and have poor quality of life with losing original family/social support, independence, and personal
privacy (Funk, 2010). Winningham and Pike (2007) also identified that institutionalized older adults
may suffer depression and have lower functions of immune system and shorter life expectancy
because transitions and replacement process creates massive outflow and constrains of social
opportunity. Therefore, interventions to improve health-related quality of life and social opportunity
of older adults have strongly needed to be developed. According to Chiang (2012), with a variety of
technology-based leisure interventions, Wii Fit programs were recommended to be used as an
interventional tool was because their games were accessible and popular and the designs of their
programs had numerous benefits to promote physical, psychological and social health. They believed
that using somatic video games would be a viable and valuable approach to develop possible healthpromoting interventions for institutionalized older adults. In this study, we proposed to use a
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somatosensory video game and sedentary activity group to enhance reaction time and health-related
quality of elderly in nursing homes.

2. Method
2.1 Participants
Forty older adults aged more then 65 were recruited from Yung Shin elderly nursing home and
divided into two groups, a somatosensory video game and sedentary activity group. Except for one
participant had to withdraw because of physical illness and personal consideration, all other
participants completed 30-minute somatosensory video game or 30-minute sedentary activity
interventions three times a week for 4 weeks. Pre- and post- tests were administrated before and after
the interventions and were utilized to assess the benefits and outcomes.

2.2 Intervention
Table 1 demonstrates the design of two programs of the interventions. Elderly in the somatosensory
game group played the "Fruit Ninja" game developed by Xbox 360 Kinect (See Figure 1). Single
mode was selected and began from the beginner level in every intervention. Players who had better
reaction could play longer continuously (maximum 30 minutes) and had higher scores. On the other
hand, participants in the sedentary activity group, as a control group, were arranged to play arts and
crafts games, such as knitting, puzzle, and tangram painting, …etc. (See Figure 2)
Table 1: Somatosensory game group with sedentary activities activity cycle.
Time
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Somatosensory game group
Game teaching demonstration
Single mode
(Recorded time record score)
Single mode
(Recorded time record score)
Single mode
(Recorded time record score)

Sedentary group
Marble rolling painting
Yarn knitting
Popsicle stick picture frame
making
Tangram painting

Figure 1. Elderly played somatosensory game in seating and standing position.
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Figure 2. Elderly in the sedentary activity group played arts and crafts.

2.3 Measurement
Two measurement tools were used to measure their reaction time and health-related quality of life.

2.3.1. Grasping ruler tests
In this test, examiners used a 30 centimeters ruler and placed it between examinees’ thumb and index
finger. Examiners reckoned one to five, and then, dropped the ruler when counting to five.
Examiners had to grasp the ruler by using thumb and index finger. The scale that examinee held
would be recorded. Each examinee executed this test twice and the better scores were chosen.

2.3.2 SF-8
The SF-8 health-related life quality questionnaire measured health-related quality of life. There are 8
items in this questionnaire which includes general health (GH), physical function (PF), role physical
(RP), body pain (BP), vitality (VT), social functioning (SF), general mental health (MH), and role
emotional (RE). Those self-report questions can contribute to two domains of health-related quality
of life, physical component summary (PCS) and mental component summary (MCS). The value of
PCS ranges from 0 to 63.83 and the one of MCS is from 0 to 60.73.

2.4 Data analysis
SPSS 18.0 was used for statistical analysis that included descriptive statistics and non-parametric
methods, such as Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test.

3. Findings
3.1 Demographic Background
Table 2 shows the comparison of two groups’ demographic background. First of all, there is no
significant difference between two groups. However, according to the result of Mini-Mental Status
Examination (MMSE), older adults in both groups have mild cognitive impairments (MCI). In their
regular assessments of activities of daily living (ADLs) and instrumental activities of daily living
(IADLs), individuals in somatosensory game group had 64.25 points in ADLs and 6.15 points in
IADLs and were considered as “partial independent” and individuals in sedentary activity group got
46.58 points in ADLs and 4.47 points in IADLs and were considered as partial independent.
However, there is no significant difference between two groups due to the high standard deviation.
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Table 2: Participant demographic information.
Items
Age

Group
Somatosensory game group
Sedentary activity group

n
20
19

Mean (SD)
85.6(8.50)
81.6(5.4)

p valuea
.15

MMSE

Somatosensory game group
Sedentary activity group

20
19

18.90(6.70)
17.50(6.16)

.50

ADLs

Somatosensory game group
Sedentary activity group

20
19

64.25(28.11)
46.58(30.69)

.07

IADLs

Somatosensory game group
Sedentary activity group

20
19

6.15(4.28)
4.47(3.26)

.18

Note: a: Mann-Whitney U test.

3.2 Impacts on Reaction
Table 3 demonstrates the reaction improvement of both groups after intervention. Elderly in the
somatosensory game group, after the four weeks "Fruit Ninja" intervention, their reaction did have
significant improvement (p < .05). However, elderly in the sedentary activity group did not
demonstrate any significant differences in reaction time performance (Table 3).
Table 3: The somatosensory game and sedentary activities in the month response capability table.
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Group
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Somatosensory game
19.38±6.12
15.26±7.62
group
Sedentary activity
21.80±5.65
17.82±8.93
group
Note: unit to centimeters, a: Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test.

p valuea
.003
.53

3.3 Impacts on Health-related Quality of Life
Table 4 demonstrates the improvement of health-related quality of life after intervention. Elderly in
the sedentary activity group had significant improvements in both PCS (p < .05) and MCS (p < .05).
However, elderly in the somatosensory game group did not show any significant improvements after
the intervention.
Table 4: The somatosensory game in the month and sedentary activities related quality of life table
Physical component summary（PCS）
Group
Somatosensory
game group

Pre-Test
48.29±7.62

Post-Test
46.59±8.22

p value
.18

Sedentary
activity group

42.69±11.76

48.37±9.22

.04

Note: a: Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test.
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a

Mental component summary（MCS）
Pre-Test
55.24±6.88

Post-Test
51.97±10.55

p valuea
.18

55.03±6.10

50.61±9.06

.02

4. Discussion
In this study, we found that somatosensory video game trainings can significantly improved reaction
time on elderly who are partial independent with 4-week intervention. According to Castel, Pratt, and
Drummond’s (2005) research, they had similar findings and found that video game players
demonstrated faster response times than non-gamers. In addition, Kwok and Tsang (2012) identified
that older adults who played arts and painting can have better living qualities at home and their
findings echoed our results in the sedentary activity group who had significantly improvements in
both physical component summary (PCS) and mental component summary (MCS) with 4-week arts
and crafts interventions.

5. Conclusion
This study identified that the "Fruit Ninja" game intervention successfully created positive impacts on
their physical function, reaction time, through a 30-mintue sessions three times a week for 4 weeks.
With very limited physical training, elderly in sedentary activity group did not have significant
progress after the intervention. However, the sedentary activity intervention can improve their healthrelated quality of life significantly. With doing knitting, puzzle, and tangram painting and those
sedentary activities, elderly enjoyed their additional opportunities in mental satisfaction and social
interactions. Those opportunities created positive impacts on their quality of life and made them feel
better.
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Abstract: This paper investigated 3-4 year old children’s engagement levels while they were
playing iPads. Observations were used in this study. Eighty students participated in this
study. This paper made three important contributions, which include a) children’s
engagement levels were medium to high while playing iPads, which supports the play-based
learning theory in early childhood education, b) young children can use touch screen
technology and gestural interfaces in their learning, and c) children were having fun,
expressed especially in their verbal languages and utterances. Early childhood educators and
young children’s parents may find this paper useful in providing access and guidance for
young children to use iPads to play and learn.
Key words: engagement levels, iPads, play-based learning, touch screen technology, gestural
interface

1. Play-Based Learning in Early Childhood Education
One of the biggest differences between early childhood education and other education is the manner
in which educators address children’s learning. Being that early childhood focuses on child-centered
learning, initiated by the child during play and supported by other children and adults, compared to
other education, which is subject driven and facilitated by the educator (Gonzalez-Mena, 2008). Playbased learning is also supported within the Australian Early YearsLearning Framework (EYLF)which
indicates that children ‘organise and make sense of their social worlds, as they engage actively with
people, objects and representations’ whilst engaged within play (DEEWR, 2009, p. 46).
From a developmental perspective, experts believe that symbolic and imaginative play
provides the foundations for all domains of development (Ebbeck&Waniganayake, 2009). GonzalezMena (2008) further justifies the use of play for children by explaining that play is a ‘developmentally
appropriate practice’, in that it directly relates to children’s stage of development as defined by
theorists. However, other research also indicates that there is a growing concern of the value of play,
especially in relation to the value of play over more structured work, such as drill-repetitive practice
(Lim, 2010). Nevertheless, research clearly shows that play within the early years provides a
meaningful and culturally responsive curriculum (Lim, 2010). Hence, it is important to differentiate
play from work. Gonzalez-Mena (2008, p. 99) describes five tenants why play differs from work, they
include that play involves: (1) active engagement, (2) intrinsic motivation, (3) attention to the means
rather than the ends, (4) nonliteral behaviour, and (5) freedom from external rules.

2. Touch Screen Technology, Gestural Interface and iPads
Although it was not recommended that children under the age of three use digital play (Flynn
&Chiten, 2008; Nielsen, Simcock, & Jenkins, 2008), research indicates that by three not only are
children developmentally ready to use digital play, but that they are effective and engaged users
(Haugland, 2000). Supporters for the use of educational technology within early childhood settings,
such as McCarrick and Li (200), argued that the use involves children’s strong motivation and
engagement with the use of educational technology. Technology can be made more motivating and
educationally effective by using animation and children’s voices and giving simple, clear feedback
(Clements &Sarama, 2007).The current study used an iPad as the technology of choice for the project.
A number of factors led to this decision, these include the nature of the tablet interface for early
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childhood learners and the current popularity of tablet computers within Australia. A tablet computer
is technology that is a gestured based mobile computer, which allows the user to manipulate
technology via physical interactions (Anderson, Anderson, Simon, Wolfman, VanDeGrift&Yasuhara,
2004).
The interface associated with tablets involves the use of gestural interface devices. The use of
gestural interface devices within the educational sector has been gaining momentum in schools and to
a lesser degree, preschools for a period of time, for example smart board technology. The tactile
nature of gestural interfaces fits well with early childhood pedagogies and the emergent fine motor
development of children within the early childhood age range. Segal (2011), for instance, suggests
that new technologies allow for new opportunities to include touch and physical movement, which
can benefit learning in contrast to less direct methods such as somewhat passive interactions of a
mouse and keyboard. Wigdor and Wixson (2011) describe these new technologies as natural user
interfaces (NUI). They explain that NUI are potentially the next evolution in computing. As a new
medium in the world of computing, Wigdor and Wixon (2011, p. 9) believe that the experiences
created by the user interface of NUI and how those technologies are leveraged will potentially ‘better
mirror human capabilities, optimize the path to expert, apply to given contexts and tasks, and fulfill
our needs’.
Within the scope of human abilities, embodied interaction involving digital devices is based
on the theory of embodiment, that cognition is affected by our interaction with the environment.
Embodied interaction involves more of our senses than traditional (mouse-based) interfaces, and
includes touch and physical movement, which are thought to retain the knowledge that is being
required. Research by Chan and Black (2006) found that immediate sensorimotor feedback received
through direct manipulation of animation through the hands allowed for increased learning as
compared to passive animation conditions. Furthermore, Saffer (2009) suggests that human beings are
physical creatures and we like to interact directly with objects. Interactive gestures allow for this form
of learning hence a greater likelihood of meaningful learning experiences. Therefore, gestural
interfaces, such as the iPad provide a hands-on experience and support cognition as explained within
embodiment. However, the design of the gestural interface and associated software will play a very
large role in the effectiveness of such devices and ability to transmit knowledge.
There is a growing body of research on the nature of spontaneous gestures and their effect on
communication, working memory, learning, mental modeling and reflection of thought (Segal, 2011).
Research (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly & Wagner, 2001; Kessell&Tversky, 2010) indicates that
gestures augment working memory and serve communication for both memory and solution
enactment. Gestures are actions and can help people imagine mental operations and perform mental
transformations (Chu and Kita, 2011). Moreover, gestures reveal information about children’s
developmental stage and could support learning. For example, research by Goldwin-Meadow (2009)
explains that gestures play a role in changing children’s knowledge, as children can explain in
gestures what they may not be able to do in speech. Goldin-Meadow, Cook and Mitchell (2009)
further indicated that children produced a particular set of gestures while learning new mathematical
concepts of grouping which aided in retaining knowledge and solving problems. Other researchers
also found that children use gestures in mathematics frequently to comprehend as a problem-solving
tool (Carlson, Avraamides, Cary & Strasberg, 2007).
In the light of the above literature review, the present paper aimed to investigate if and to
what level areyoung children engaged with games using touch screen technology and gestural
interfaces, and provide an in-depth understanding of use of the technology, in early childhood
educational settings

3. Methods
This research used qualitative research methodology and observation research methods. Denzin and
Lincoln (2005) stated that observation can be used as a “fundamental basis of all research methods” in
social and behavioural science. Therefore, in this study, semi-structured field observation was used to
collect information about children’s engagement in child care centres.
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3.1 Participants
Eighty children participated in this study. Of the 80 participating children, 44 (55%) were male, and
36 (45%) were female. Forty (50%) participating children were from South Australia, and forty (50%)
were from Northern Territory of Australia.The age range was from 36 months (above 3 years) to 59
months (under 5 years old). Children were classified as 3-4 years age group (43.8%), and 4-5 years
age group (56.3%).Of the 80 children, 12 children (15%) were attending child care centre(s) full time
(10 sessions per week), 68 children (85%) were attending child care centre(s) between 4 sessions to 8
sessions.

3.2 Instrument
The tool “Assessing for learning and development in the early years using observation scales: Reflect
respect relate” from the Department of Education and Children Services (2010b) was used to analyse
the participated children’s engagement or involvement in playing the iPad2 game. The Involvement
Scale (DECS, 2008, p. 81) described nine signals that a child participating in an activity was indeed
‘involved’, they include: (1) concentration, (2) energy, (3) complexity/creativity, (4) facial expression
and posture (non-verbals), (5) persistence, (6) precision, (7) reaction time, (8) verbal
utterances/language, and (9) satisfaction. The rating within each signal was designated as 1, m or h
and the aggregation of those signals ranked the observation on a scale, being: (1) scale rate 1-no
activity, (2) scale rate 2-frequent interrupted activity, (3) scale rate 3-more or less maintained activity,
(4) scale rate 4-actvity with intense moments and (5) scale rate 5-sustained intense activity. The scale
rate also had descriptors to assist in grading, for example scale rate 1-no activity, was where the child
showed the indicators of (1) no concentration: staring daydreaming (2) an absent, passive attitude (3)
no goal-orientated activity, aimless actions, not producing anything (4) no signs of exploration and
interest, and (5) not taking anything in, very little mental activity.
3.3. Procedure
All children participating in the proposed research were observed during their first use of the
iPad, and 5 times after for a total of 6 observations. Each observation was two-minute in duration,
started at anytime whilst the child was using the iPad2 and continues. After a two minute observation,
the researcher took time to make notes and fill out the rating. Each observation required a score sheet
and label for each child for the 6 observations.
Data were transcribed, entered and analysed. The researcher took approximately 4 weeks to
enter all the written answer in to the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS), and spent another
week to confirm all the data were entered correctly.

4. Results
This section reported children’s engagement in playing Apps based on the Engagement Scale (DECS,
2008) in the areas of Concentration, Energy, Complexity and Creativity, Facial expression and
Posture, Persistence, Precision, Reaction time, Verbal utterances and Language, and Satisfaction.
Each child was observed six times on these six areas with 2 to 5 minutes apart from each other. Each
time all the six areas were rated using a 4-point scale (0 = no engagement, 1 = low engagement, 2 =
medium engagement, and 3 = high engagement).
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of the six areas. It was found almost all
the areas other than “Verbal utterances and Language” were rated above “medium engagement”.
Among them, the areas “Facial expression and Posture”, “Persistence” and “Concentration” were
rated closer to “high engagement”. A repeated measures ANOVA was applied across the 9
frequencies. A significant effect was evident (see Table 1). This suggests that all areas in engagement
scale were discriminating effectively between the items.
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Table 1:Engagement of children’s playing Apps (means)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean
2.90
2.83
2.80
2.50
2.39
2.26
2.23
2.05
1.79

Facial expression and Posture
Persistence
Concentration
Reaction time
Precision
Satisfaction
Energy
Complexity and Creativity
Verbal utterances and Language

SD
.47
.50
.47
.57
.65
.51
.50
.37
.64

N
80
80
79
80
80
80
80
80
80

Note: (a) The means were presented in order, from highest to lowest, using 4-point scale anchored (0 = no engagement, 1 =
low engagement, 2 = medium engagement, and 3 = high engagement). (b) A repeated measures ANOVA on the above means
revealed a significant effect, F (8, 624) = 90.17, p <.01.

It was of considerable interest to investigate the relative engagement among these different 9
areas. That is, they were rated across the areas, and thus it is of value to examine for differences
across the areas in average ratings.The ratings of Concentration, Energy, Complexity and Creativity,
Facial expression and Posture, Persistence, Precision, Reaction time, Verbal utterances and Language,
and Satisfaction, are significantly related, p< .05. Figure 1shows that Facial expression and posture
was rated highest and Verbal utterances and Language was rated lowest.

Figure 1. Means of ratings of Concentration, Energy, Complexity
and Creativity, Facial expression and Posture, Persistence,
Precision, Reaction time, Verbal utterances and Language, and
Satisfaction

Figure 2. Means of general ranking of 6 observations.

General ranking in each observation were also rated from 0 (no engagement) to 5 (high
engagement) in children’s engagement. General ranking was also rated 6 times per child. It was
found the mean of general ranking for all the participating children was 3.71, and standard deviation
was .87.
It was of interest to find whether there was an improvement for the participating children in
their general ranking from the first observation to the last observation. It was found there was no
significant improvement between the first observation and the last observation, p = ns. However, there
were some minor differences among the general ranking over 6 observations (see Figure 2).

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Use of iPads and touch screen technology in children playing can provide children with a userfriendly and fun learning environment and access to learn and develop their fine motor skills(Allen
&Marotz, 2010), as long as the appropriate games or apps were chosen for the children.
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This study makes three important contributions to our knowledge on the use of iPads in young
children’s engagement in playing and learning. One, children can engage themselves very actively in
playing iPads. This finding was consistent with Gonzalez-Mena (2008) description that these
children’s engagement in the almost all the areas other than “verbal utterances and language” were
active engagement, and emphasised that playing with iPads can assist children with organising, and
making sense of their social worlds (DEEWR, 2009).
Two, playing iPads provided fun to young children while they were playing. The score in the
nine areas in engagement scale presented that most participants had high facial expressions while
playing iPads. These findings supported Anderson et al (2004) and Clements and Sarama (2007)’s
statements that iPads can allow children to have sense of fun through physical interactions with the
softwares provided by touch screen technology.
Three, as to the relationship between the use of iPads and touch screen technology, the
findings from this study agreed with Wigdor and Segal (2011)’s suggestions that touch screen
technology can benefit children’s learning in contrast to a mouse and keyboard. The gestural interface
provided by iPads can be leveraged better children’ learning needs (Chan & Black, 2006; Saffer,
2009; Wigdor&Wixon, 2011).
There are several limitations for this paper: a) the enjoyment levels while children playing
iPads were not analysed; b) children’s fine motor skills development were not analysed by using the
Engagement Scale; and c) the data was based exclusively on the students’ observations. The data was
based solely upon 80 children in South Australia and Northern territory in Australia. These factors
limit generalisation to the student population as a whole.
Therefore, a number of research directions can be identified. Data needs to be gathered from
children from other disciplines and from other geographical regions. Future research will also need to
be undertaken to further explore children’s enjoyment levels in playing iPads. Future research will
also need to focus on what kind of iPad games can help children improve their learning outcomes,
such as in the areas of literacy and numeracy. Last but not least, further study will be needed to
investigate how educators from child care centres and young children’s parents’ attitudes could
influence children’s access and skills in iPads within and outside child care centres to better support
children’s learning.
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Abstract:
Therapists have search for a better solution to integrate with sensory integrative therapy for
the purpose of multisensory stimulation for children with sensory integration dysfunction
(SID). This research designs a digital posture game using in treating SID. Challenges in this
game mainly designed to stimulate the vestibular and proprioceptive of SID children. Patients
have to transform their postures to accomplish the game task, achieving therapeutic purposes.
Researchers hope through this game, we can provide the therapist more treatment information
of patients to improve the overall effectiveness of the treatment.
Keywords:Sensory integration dysfunction, Kinect, digital game, game design

1. Introduction
Recently, there is a new type of treatment appear for SID, using digital somatosensory interactive
games (Lee, Chuang, & Lin, 2011). Traditional treatment for SID is often refused by the young
patients since repeated actions were uninteresting. Digital game is offers a very different option.
Because somatosensory interactive game device does not require large space and equipment like
traditional treatment (Chuang, Hsu, Huang, Lee, 2012) and the children could proceed with the
treatment at home as the caregivers could save time from traveling. Moreover, users can get instant
feedbacks from the digital game right after they complete the tasks in the game which increases the
sense of interaction, confidence, and accomplishment (Chuang, Lee, & Chen, 2010). It prolongs the
training for better effectiveness.
Most studies in the past used Nintendo Wii and Wii balance board as the therapeutic tools
(Chuang, et al., 2010; Lee, et al., 2011; Lin, 2009). When Wii is used, players need to control the Wii
remote which may cause distractions from the training (Erhel&Jamet, 2013; Tsai, Yu, & Hsiao,
2012). It is also possible that the Wii remote would be thrown out accidentally can hurt other players
or cause damages to the environment (Taylor, McCormick, Impson, Shawis, & Griffin, 2011). Wii
balnce board is mostly used to train patients’balance control ability by sensing the gravity moving, but
the range of motion is limited to the board. It reduces the diversity of the training actions. In 2010,
Microsoft published Kinect for Xbox 360. Players can interact with the game with body movements.
This study would develop a game for SID treatment using Kinect for Xbox360.
Commercial off-the-shelf games today had bad influences to children such as creating too
much excitements or having demanding tasks which are overloading to children especially those with
SID. Thus, this study intends to design a game that can stimulate vestibular, proprioception and
improve the balance control ability rather thanusing commercial off-the-shelf as the base model (Lin,
2009). Functions like treatment instructions, skeleton positions are added so that patients’ motions and
balance control abilities can be improved. At the same time, patients’ motivation to receive the
treatments, confidence and sense of accomplishments can be increased.
When patients are playing, we hope caregivers can give some help and feedback to patients
through the instructions in the game, and give the records to therapists so they can make further
adjustments for the follow-up treatment.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Sensory integration
“Sensory integration theory” was first proposed by Anna Jean Ayres. She evolved this theory to
explain the relationship between “the defect of abilities to understand the information from body and
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environment” and “difficulties of academic and action learning” (Bundy, Lane, & Murray. 2002).
Categories of sensory include proprioception, vestibular, hearing, sight, and tactile. SID
means whenbody was stimulated, the message could not be combined effectively, and further affect
the performance of the functional coordination. SID is presented in two ways: "Modulation
dysfunction" and "Dyspraxia". A patient may have individual or combineddysfunctions.
Dyspraxia means the ability of making plans is damaged. Dyspraxia includes four
dysfunctions: postural deficits ,deficits in tactile discrimination,bilateral integration and sequencing
deficits,and somatodyspraxia. On the other hand, modulation dysfunction includes four types,sensory
defensiveness,gravitational insecurity,aversive responses to movement,under responsiveness to
sensation (Bundy et al., 2002).

2.2 Rehabilitation treat and digital game
Digital game was generated for people’s entertainment, and further developed for other applications
such as educational training. When people playing digital games, they have to use equipment as
medium to interactive with games. In past few years, more innovative game consoles such as
Nintendo Wii, Sony Eye Toy, Xbox Kinect, and so forth were released. The way of game controller is
changing. Players can use body postures with limbs or body gravity shifts to control the game. These
activities combined withsound and light effects could make rehabilitation process more fun and
effective(Taylor et al., 2011).
Nowadays, interactive computer games have entered the field of rehabilitation (Joo et al.,
2010). Physical therapy is based on a conception─“repeat” to achieve actions in a range or stimulate
a specific muscle group. However, long-term and continuous single movements would make people
feel tedious which ultimately lead to ineffective rehabilitation. But by playing games, the
rehabilitation is presented in the form of entertainment. It could increase patients’ learning motivation
which is important to rehabilitation (Taylor et al., 2011).
Today, digital games were used as rehabilitation in many ways. But many studies used
commercial games as the tool. Although these games could help patients to have physical progress in
balance and strength, there are still restrictions because the games are not designed for rehabilitations
(Taylor et al., 2011). Tasks in the commercial games may be too hard to achieve or control to patients.
Feedbacks from the game consoles are perhaps not complete enough. Game interface may be too
exciting to cause seizures (Joo et al., 2010). And most of the clinical experiments used natural
observations that have little strict controls in the experiments (Primack et al., 2012). Therefore, the
effectiveness of commercial off-the-shelf games in rehabilitation is still open to question.

3. Research method
3.1 Experiment designandsubjects
The game of this research would be designed and played by Kinect for Xbox 360. Patients would be
trained by playing this game hoping the effectiveness can be as well as receiving the conventional
treatments. The goal of the experiment is to observe whether the game could improve participants’
limb control, and how they would feel and think about the game.
This research cooperates with occupational therapists from a national hospital. Before the
treatment, occupational therapists would evaluate the participants’level and symptoms of SID. They
will help to diagnose and screen out 10 patients that are suitable for the experiment. Patients are first
and second grade elementary school children, age between 7 and 8 years old who have one or more
sensory disorders, either proprioceptive, vestibular, or balance.
The participants of this research will be divided into experimental group and control
group.Therapists and caregivers of both groups need to write sensory integration functions assessment
scale for children, sensory profile, and checklist for the sensory integration development in the pretest and post-test. The experiment will take three months. Control group receives conventional
treatment provided by professional therapists for 30 minutes each time, twice a week. Experimental
group receive the same treatment with the additional digital game treatment designed in this study for
extra 1 hour each time. 10 minutes break are taken for every 25 minutes game. During the experiment,
researchers observe, record, and capture image by the side. Researchers could give subjects verbal or
physical guidance as the patients requires assistance. For the rest of time, researchers would remain
un-intervened. If patients have physical or mental problems at the site, trainings will be rescheduled.
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Caregivers of the experimental group are interviewed about the patients’ medical history, daily life
conditions, and school lives.

3.2 Experimental venue and tools
The experiment would be conducted in an university laboratory. The experimental site will be
equipped with TV, Kinect for Xbox 360, and the game designed for the treatment. Past studies showed
that Kinect is an useful tool for assessing postural control in the clinical setting (Clark et al., 2012;
Zhang, Song, Shao, Shibasaki, & Zhao, 2013) since it has certain accuracy to the identification of
users’ skeleton. Also, the cost is low; caregivers can save a huge amount of medical expenses. We put
soft texture pad on the ground to prevent accidents. Sensory integration therapy, “Sensory Integration
Functions Assessment Scale for Children”, “Sensory Profile”, and “Checklist for the Sensory
Integration Development of Children” will be used.

3.3 Data collection and analysis
This study uses on-site observations and interviews to collect data. Players’ gaming processes are
recorded and compared with the measurement forms of the body postures. Movement evaluation
results are shown with movement errors. Post-tests of the experimental and control groups are
compared to investigate the differences of the players’ movement control abilities.

4. Game Design
4.1 Game character andfeatures
There are two characters in this game, protagonist and Non-player character (NPC). There are many
different kinds of NPC in this game. Each level had its own NPC, and most of them are enemies or
their leaders who attack the protagonist.This game uses the previous versions (Chuang at al., 2012;
Lin, 2009) and other commercial games to investigate the pros and cons of the game. Features of SID
treatments were extracted for the design of the game. Problems of commercial gameslike have
complicated interface, fast rhythm, and little feedback (Joo et al., 2010)were avoided in the game
designed in this research, and more tasks were provided to strengthen players’ vestibular,
proprioception, sight, and balance coordination training. Players would adjust their body movements,
postures, and angles to control the avatars in the game.

4.2 Tasks design
The game starts with a story as follows.
Amusement park is children’s paradise. One day aninvader comes to take over the amusement
park. All places are guarded by his minions. Players play the role of the amusement park guardians
who are responsible to defeat the enemies and challenge the invader trying to get back the park. Five
different levels were design for this game:
Level 1- Sealedgate: The task in this level,players need to use both handsto designate the
magic ball of the right color into one of the four positions. As the players complete the task, the sealed
gate would open so the protagonist can enter the amusement park. In this game, hand waving is to
train players’ proprioception, and the color matching is to train sight and color distinguish ability
Level 2- Magmatic hell: The task in this level is to go through the single-plank bridge. Players
have to dodge the attack of the enemies and collect magic balls at the same time. As the scenery of the
game is to simulate balance beams, players are trained to overcome their fear of height and lower the
sense of gravitational insecurity. The whole challenge can train players’ sense of balance,
proprioception, and sight coordination.
Level 3- Sky drifting:The task in this level is to flights to chase enemies, dodge theirattack,
and collect magic balls. Players need to use their upper body angel to control the flights. The game
requires players’ fists to be higher than their elbows, and elbows higher than their waists. Therefore,
the game trains players’ balance and proprioception ability, and stimulate their vestibular ability.
Level 4-Valley of landmine: The task in this level is to pass through the landmine area to
reach the location of the invader. In the game, players have to move their body to keep themselves
balance, and place their feet on the guided area to avoid explosion. The game trains players’ balance
and proprioception ability.
Level 5-Final duel: The last task of the game is to defeat theinvader. Players need to combine
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the magic ball to create weapons to fight the invader. Players need to dodge the attacks of the boss
and adjust their throwing directions to aim at the moving boss. In the end of the game, players have to
pass through the swinging single-plank bridge and fire the last attack. These movements would train
players’ hand-eye coordination, balance, and sight.

Fig.1Level 1

Fig.2 Level 2

Fig.3 Level 3

Fig.4Level 4

Fig.5Level 5

4.3 Game rule and system setting
There are two tasks in each level, easy and advanced. All beginners start from the easy task, and
advancement to the advanced task after the easy task has been completed. In the game, players need to
follow the guideline shown on the screen. If there are actions that cannot be detected by Kinect, game
would stop until players adjust their actions to fulfill the skeleton coordination range requirements. At
the end of each level, the game would display the number of actions taken successfully in the task,
and the time spends for the task. The completion of each level would gain the players a log file, in
which are numbers of success and failure numbers in each task, times of pause, and time for
competing the tasks.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
The game designed in this study still has some technical limitations. For example, crossing legs would
cause skeleton extracterror so that some balance training actions cannot be properly shown in the
game. Although finger extension action and gestures can be detected in the game, body strength is
still undetectable.
Today’s technique can successfully extract skeleton of hand-held items, and can distinguish
the minor differences effectively. In the future research, this movement can be added into the game
design so that players can touch tools in different materials to lower down users’ sensory
defensiveness. Other than that, simple voice control can be added in the game to train users’ control
abilities to tongue and mouth shape. Such as stimulate vestibular and proprioception actions are also
options to future studies.
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Abstract: 21st century education has to be self-generating and self-sustaining, freely
accessible to anyone, anytime, anywhere, and characterized by collaborative, two-way applied
acquisition and mastery of productive and metacognitive knowledge, skills, and attitudes. As a
medium of delivery, a digital entertainment game requires an integrated continuum of
achievable roles including consumer, producer, and manager of content and activities in
gameplay, community, management, and development. This paper identifies a variety of
digital entertainment games which demonstrate some of these features, evaluates their
potential value using our Game Regulated Applied Integrated Learning model, and discusses
implications for selection and design of game systems intended for education.
Keywords: Agency, applied learning, collaboration, game-based learning, game design, game
development, identity, integration, metacognition, presence, self-sustainability, user creation,
user generation, user management

1. Introduction
Post-formal education is the term we use for teaching and learning systems and structures that
supplement or replace traditional ones provided or regulated by governments and centered on the
physical schoolhouse. “Learning by doing” and game based learning theories suggest that these types
of education should as much as possible be self-generating and self-sustaining, freely accessible to
anyone, anytime, anywhere, and characterized by collaborative, two-way applied acquisition and
mastery of productive and metacognitive knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Schank et al., Gee, 2003,
Castronova, 2007, Maher, Bilda, and Gül, 2006). This is 21st century education.
The reality of and need for post-formal education is implicit and explicit in the area of game
based learning (Gee and Shaffer, 2010, Shaffer and Gee, 2005, Ondrejka, 2004). As a medium of
delivery, it follows that an online game system should provide an integrated continuum of achievable
roles including consumer, producer, and manager of content and activities in gameplay, community,
operation, and development (Shaffer, 2006, Taylor, 2006).
Models are needed to assess the value of games and their features for post-formal education,
both to select and to design games for educational purposes. In previous work, we have presented
such a model: Game Regulated Applied Integrated Learning (Elwell, 2012).
Here we apply the GRAIL model to assess the suitability of several current and upcoming
online games for post-formal education. Our objectives are, first, to summarize the GRAIL model and
use it to derive criteria for assessing games, second, to apply these criteria to features of selected
games, and third, to organize and evaluate our findings.
We present a summary of the GRAIL model, including theoretical foundation and criteria for
assessment and design of games for post-formal education. Next we give descriptions of the games
selected for this study and their relevant features. We then conduct assessment of those features
according to the criteria of the model, followed by discussion of the results. Lastly, we present a
conclusion, acknowledgements, and references.
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2. Summary of the Game Regulated Applied Integrated Learning Model
2.1 Theoretical Foundation
Learning by doing (Schank et al., Gee, 2003, Gee and Shaffer, 2010, Shaffer and Gee, 2005), learning
by making (Ackermann, 2001, Papert and Harel, 1991, Papert, 1987), and learning by teaching
(Biswas, 2005, McGonigal, 2011, Schwartz, 2009), supported and bound together with learning by
being and becoming (Shaffer, 2006, Chee, 2007, Chee, 2010), can form a continuum that maps well
onto traditional concepts and practices of human learning and development. The Vedic stages of
active life, brahmacharya, grihastha, and vanaprastha, or the guild progression of apprentice,
journeyman, and master, for example, give the form of role and identity to stages of learning. This
indicates an opportunity to incorporate and integrate these learning approaches into a single game
system based on experiential learning (Kolb, 1984), where, for example, players participate in a
society of agents (Smith, Maher, and Gero, 2003) that teach and are taught.
In our model (Elwell, 2012) of game regulated applied integrated learning, a pattern for
developing and thinking about learning skills, relying on the elements of presence, agency, and
identity, is established in game play, extended and applied in joining and managing game related
activities and environments, and made interactive with the outside world (see Fig.1).

Figure 1. Integration of activities starts a cycle of doing, making, teaching, and becoming
The model prescribes certain features for a game system. First is basing character actions and
development on a three stage process of taking on roles and developing identity through learning by
doing, making, and teaching. Second is integrating this process with game related community and
development activities in a user configurable environment that facilitates the application of game
based learning to venues and activities around and outside the game, and ultimately to practical life
disciplines and situations. Third is using principles of user generation, creation, design, and
management to make the game system self sustaining and self generating, and its role in learning
open-ended, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Cycle becomes helix as content and level of activities progress
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2.2 Criteria
We will now identify criteria that can be used in assessing the suitability of particular game systems
for post-formal educational purposes. Game systems will be assessed for features related to the model
of a continuum of “spaces” within which gameplay and game-related activities and learning occur.

Figure 3.
Integrated
learning helix
progressing
along a
continuum of
spaces for
application
As
seen
in
Figure 3., these are the play, community, management, and physical spaces. By leading apex players
from sharing play content and “tips”, through media and game content creation and management, to
the actual development and operation of the game system as an enterprise, knowledge, skills, and
attitudes also progress from being applicable mainly or solely within the game system to ones
applicable to planning, developing, and operating any sort of enterprise or activity in the social and
media integrated world of the 21st century.
For this assessment, we will organize our criteria into the categories of:
• space integration – whether the game system includes and integrates content and activities of
gameplay, community, and management (see Fig. 1)
7. player and learner integration – whether the game system attracts different types of players
and learners (Bartle, 1996), and whether it rewards or requires collaboration among them
8. role achievability – whether the game system and enterprise provides a path for progressing
from player to content or community creator or manager to professional
9. self generation and sustainability – whether the game system and enterprise allows user
activities and content to substantially sustain or operate itself
10. applicability of learned knowledge, skills, and attitudes outside the game system

3. Selected Games and Features
3.1 Game and Feature Selection Criteria and Listing Format
We have selected seven games to represent a variety of genres and platforms, popularity, and features
consistent with the GRAIL model. Each is listed by name, year of release, current availability, and
payment model, followed by a simple description and features of special interest. We have not
included games for which user content creation (“modding”) is popular but not facilitated by the game
system itself.
Neverwinter Nights (2002, free to play and host after one-time purchase): implementation of
tabletop medieval fantasy role playing game Dungeons & Dragons, with toolkit and client features
allowing content construction from provided content, integration of player created content, player
hosting and “dungeon mastering” of games; player content creators hired by developer Bioware as
professional staff.
Second Life (2003, currently operating, free and premium membership): Not a game, but a
shared virtual entertainment environment, characterized by real-time collaborative user creation of
objects and scripted functions, user ownership of created content, and two-way convertible currency
(Elwell, Cook, and Medeni, 2007, Leigh, et al., 2010).
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Team Fortress 2 (2007, currently available, free to play): Character class based capture the
flag game requiring collaboration among different play styles, map tools included, sale of player
created content in company store with profit sharing.
League of Legends (2009, currently available, free to play with paid premium content):
Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA, a subgenre of realtime strategy) game in which players
choose “champion” characters with specific abilities to join teams competing to destroy each other's
bases; professional “eSports” play, video-streamed for player and fan audiences, involves integration
of
player
webcam
images
and
other
elements
into
the
game
UI.
L.A. Noire (2011, currently available for purchase for Xbox): a single player epistemic game
(Shaffer and Gee, 2005) using groundbreaking visual and sound elements to immerse the player in the
role of a police detective and fostering metacognitive learning through emphasis on observation,
reflection, and consequences of actions and choices.
BioShock and BioShock Infinite (2007 and 2012, currently available for purchase): first person
single player games with stories, environments, and gameplay features intended to foster learning and
reflection on philosophical and ideological movements and themes, providing an example of how
such games can be intentionally designed to effectively achieve pedgagogical goals.
TUG (The Unnamed Game) (2015, free to play and host): “a multiplayer open-world
sandbox-RPG using new technology and social sciences to directly involve players in the game’s
design” (Nerd Kingdom, 2013) crowd-funded via Kickstarter and in open alpha as of this writing.
(Note: Since we assume their features to be well-known to readers in the field of game based learning,
neither Minecraft nor World of Warcraft is included in this study.)

4. Assessment
Table 1 presents assessment of each selected game according to the criteria derived from the GRAIL
model. The levels of assessment are as follows:
• None – the feature is not present in the game system and enterprise
• Fair – the feature is present but not sufficient to be useful in education
• Strong – the feature is sufficient to be useful in education
• Complete – the feature is sufficient to fully meet associated GRAIL criteria
Table 1: Features of Selected Games Meeting Criteria of the GRAIL model.
Space
Player type
Role
Self generation Applicability
integ.
integration
achievability
of learning
Neverwinter Nights

Strong

Fair

Complete

Complete

Strong

Second Life

Strong

Fair

Strong

Complete

Complete

Team Fortress 2

Fair

Strong

Strong

Strong

Fair

League of Legends

None

Fair

Fair

None

Fair

L.A.Noire

None

None

None

None

Strong

Bioshock

None

None

None

None

Strong

TUG*
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
* TUG's assessment values reflect projections and claims of its developers (Nerd Kingdom, 2013)

Discussion
We found that, while each game had one or more features suitable for post-formal education, none
had sufficient applicability or integration to be considered as an “off the shelf” structural supplement
or replacement for traditional schooling. Moreover, we found no chronological trend in that direction
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on the part of developers and distributors of digital entertainment games.
In fact, the game with the greatest suitability was Neverwinter Nights, released in 2002 and no longer
supported by its developer.
The currently most popular shared virtual environment game, League of Legends, has
successfully spawned a rich and active learning-based community – and even professional play, but
lacks integration of player generated affordances and media. Player-streamed gameplay videos
commonly involve the player not simply superimposing, but integrating his own content into the
game's UI, including a webcam of himself. This integration occurs, however, separately from the
game system. Moreover, relatively few can hope to become professional players, and no path is
provided to achieve other professional roles using knowledge, skills, and attitudes learned in the game
system.
Shared virtual entertainment environment Second Life has actually downgraded or abandoned
features, such as real-time collaborative content creation, creator ownership of content and services,
educator discounts, and convertibility of in-world currency to “hard” currency, that had made it
interesting and useful for post-formal education (Elwell, Cook, and Medeni, 2007).
Conversely, upcoming game TUG explicitly draws on game based learning for foundation of
its design and philosophy of its goals, and promises features consistent with the GRAIL model. It is
possible that new and emerging business models such as “crowd funding” may clear the way for new
pedagogical and learning models in digital games.

Conclusion
This paper applied the Game Regulated Applied Integrated Learning model to assess several current
and upcoming digital entertainment games for use in 21st century education. We summarized the
GRAIL model and used it to derive criteria for assessing digital entertainment games, applied these
criteria to selected games, and organized and evaluated our findings.
We found that the overall integration called for by the model does not appear close to fruition
in digital entertainment games. On the other hand, while no single game in the market or in
development offers all the specific features GRAIL requires, nearly all these features can be found in
one or more games. Moreover, no technical or market obstacle exists to prevent integration of such
features in the near future. In this sense, we conclude that the metaphorical glass is indeed both halfempty and half-full.
Our findings have significance for selection of commercial games for educational purposes.
The GRAIL criteria provide a rubric that can reduce uncertainty and trial-and-error in selecting games
for teaching and learning by helping educators to “ask the right questions”.
Most significant, however, are implications for game design. Crowd-funding offers an
example of the opportunity for new game design and business models to be explored, including ones
explicitly involving concepts and philosophy from the field of game based learning and suitable for
post-formal education.
Use of the GRAIL model in deeper case study of particular digital entertainment games is
indicated as future work.
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Abstract: In classroom, group competitive game is widely believed to be a motivationenriching strategy, and has been suggested as a way to stimulate participants’ engagement.
However, different students perceive the same competitive activity with different feelings.
The more we understand students’ characteristics, the more adaptive support we can provide
students. This study aimed to explore the different cognitive styles causing to the influences
on the frustration tolerance and achievement through a tablet group competitive board game.
In the aspect of cognitive style, the differences between field dependence and field
independence were explored, and in the aspect of group competitive game, a face-to-face
group competitive board game named “Multiple-Choice Practice Island” as the classroom
setting was implemented on tablet as an APP. A pilot study was conducted in which twentythree 3rd grade students were involved. The results demonstrated that group competitive game
can increase the students’ frustration tolerance whether they are field dependent or field
independent cognitive style students, and the low-achieving field independent students
perceive more learning achievement in the group competitive game.
Keywords: Face-to-face competitive game, cognitive style, frustration tolerance, APP

1. Introduction
Social activity design and how it affects learning have been considered as important issues in
educational research (Vygotsky, 1978). With the development of technological learning tools, more
and more technological learning resources can support face-to-face group learning (Chang, Chuang, &
Ho, 2013). Accordingly, the exploration of the group learning interaction has become a crucial issue.
Among the various social learning activities, competition, an instinctive human behavior, plays a role
in the design of a technologically supported learning environment. Obviously, excessively
competitive learning activities can have many negative effects. High-achieving students and lowachieving students perceive the same competitive activity with different feelings (Cheng, Wu, Liao &
Chan, 2009). People who walk away from a victory will experience a different emotional state than
the ones who walk away from a loss (Kohn, 1992). However, competition is generally considered an
effective technique in motivating people to learn and to excel (Yu, Chang, Liu & Chan, 2002; Chang,
Yang, Yu & Chan, 2003). Adding an element of competition is widely believed to be a motivationenriching strategy in play, work, and education (Deci, Betley, Kahle, Abrams & Porac, 1981; Chang,
Wang, Peng & Hsu, 2010). Additionally, competition has been suggested as a way to stimulate users’
direct involvement and interest. The use of competition strategies in a classroom is a method that
incurs both positive and negative effects. Studies on the challenge of applying competitive strategy in
a learning environment therefore should focus on understanding how competition affects the students’
attitudes, such as frustration tolerance, and how to take advantage of students’ increased motivation
and positive learning effects, and decrease the negative effects of competition.
Classrooms are the environment where students spend most of their daily time and where they
encounter learning activities designed to cover cooperation, competition and individual learning.
Johnson and Johnson (1998) mentioned that competitions need to be kept light and fun, preferably in
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the format of a game. Additionally, students should be grouped homogeneously. Beyond the
explorations of classroom learning activities, researchers are interested in understanding students’
emotional development (Schutz & Pekrun, 2007). Because each learner has her/his own characteristic,
different individual human factor will influence the group learning activity under the learning
circumstance of the same learning task. The more we understand students’ characteristics, the more
adaptive support we can provide teachers and students. Integrating social activities into classroom
environment is an important issue when designing technology-enhanced classroom learning systems.
Digital learning devices in classrooms provide teachers and students with a new interaction media. In
the classroom, technology is a facilitator that helps aid quality interaction between teachers and
students under a well-designed content and pedagogy.
In this study, a tablet APP supported competitive learning activity named “Multiple-Choice
Question Practice Island” was designed and implemented for the teachers and students to have faceto-face group competitive game in the classroom. Through this system, the students can interact with
their peers face-to-face on the tablet simultaneously to complete computer-assigned multiple choice
questions tasks. Through the tablet APP group competitive board game, the objective of this study is
to investigate different cognitive styles causing to the influences on the frustration tolerance and the
students’ achievement.

2. Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island System
2.1 System Introduction and Outline
Practice is regarded as an important element for effective instructional outcomes (Gagne, Briggs, &
Wager, 1992; Dick et al. 2001). Gagne (1985) has concluded that there are several necessary
conditions for effective learning of each type of objective, and one condition that pertains to all
domains of instructional objectives is practice of the desired skills. Besides, a student with fluent skill
can reduce her/his cognitive load, and can indirectly enhance her/his learning outcomes. Hence, the
“Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island” game geared towards developing a face-to-face domainindependent system, which can engage students in the practice activity to promote better learning, and
to engage students in drill-and-practice exercises was launched.
The main interface of the “Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island” comprises four parts:
Item Showing Area, Answering Area, Game Map, and Agents as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Screenshots of Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island Game.





Item showing area: Multiple-choice questions, a domain independent item bank format, are
posted to users via the item showing area.
Answering area: Four options are displayed in the answering area, and players answer the
multiple-choice questions via the answering area.
Game map: Users and their competitors participate in a competitive activity on the game map.
Agents: One to four agents selected by the users are displayed on the game map.
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At the start of the game, the icons represented the players are placed at the begging of the game
map. All the players then answer the multiple-choice questions posted by the tablet in turn. The player
is given a random number ranking from 3 to 8 upon choosing the correct answer, and the player’s icon
is moved according to the number the play got. Several shortcuts are designed on the game map. A
user jumps forward to the next stop upon reaching the shortcut position. A user must places her/his
icon on the “Winner” position to win the game. The practice of the system is shown as Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Practice Scenario and Its Real Implementation.

3. Methods
To assess the different cognitive styles causing to the influences on the frustration tolerance
and effective learning outcome through the Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island game,
several research tools, including the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) worksheet
(Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971), mathematical frustration tolerance questionnaire
(Clifford, 1988) and mathematics achievement test worksheet, were applied. Among the
research tools, the GEFT reliability was .82, and the mathematical frustration tolerance
questionnaire reliability was .86. A quantitative approach was applied. The independent
variable was cognitive style divided into field dependence (FD) and field independence (FI)
based on the GEFT test result. Besides, the students were further cataloged into highachieving and low-achieving students measured in accordance with the mathematics
achievement pre-test result. Dependent variables were frustration tolerance and achievement.
According to the GEFT test result, ten of the students were distinguished as field
independence, and thirteen were field dependence. Three to four students as a group was
assigned to play the face-to-face Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island game.
The subject of this experiment is third grade ten thousand addition and subtraction
topic. Before the experiment, the students were measured with mathematics achievement test
worksheet and frustration tolerance questionnaire survey. When played the Multiple-Choice
Question Practice Island game, three to four students shared a tablet. The multiple-choice
question item was displayed on the tablet randomly. All the students played the MultipleChoice Question Practice Island game four times in two weeks. Each time lasted for one
hour. All the results of the game were recorded including the players’ scores, the players’
answers, the ranking, and the players’ movements. The pre-test and post-test were applied
before and after the four-time gaming section separately.
3.1 Frustration Tolerance Results
The frustration tolerance questionnaire was applied before and after the experiment.
ANCOVA results showed that different cognitive styles and achievement of students in
frustration tolerance caused no interaction (F=1.44, p>.05), which means that the group
competitive board game did not result in differences in the different cognitive styles and
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learning achievement. Mathematical frustration tolerance dependent sample t-test results
showed that all students have significantly improved in the Multiple-Choice Question
Practice Island game. Mathematical frustration tolerance measured significantly higher than
the pre-test (t=-2.4, p<.05), which means that all students’ mathematical frustration tolerance
significantly improved after playing the game.
Table 1: Dependent sample t-test on Math Frustration Tolerance

Variable
Frustration tolerance pre-test
Frustration tolerance post-test

M
76.48
80.04

N
23
23

S.D.
12.30
12.12

t
-2.40

Sig.
.026*

* p<.05

3.2 Achievement Results
Regard to the mathematics achievement, the ANCOVA analysis was adopted to compare the
different cognitive styles and the test scores of pre- and post-mathematics achievement. Table
2 lists the summary of the results.
According to the results, differences between students in different cognitive styles and
achievement under the influence of the pre- and post-test results for the analysis of
covariance, cognitive styles and learning achievement have significant interaction (F=4.62,
p<.05), and with different cognitive styles have significant differences (F=9.61, p < .05) (see
Table 2). For further interaction test of simple main effects found the low-achieving students
with different cognitive styles were significantly different (F=6.97, p<.05). Furthermore, the
low-achieving field independence (M=97.33) students were significantly higher than the lowachieving field dependence students (M=77.58). However, the phenomenon was not found on
high-achieving students.
Table 2: ANCOVA summary of different cognitive styles and achievement
Variable
Cognitive styles（A）

SS
654.31

Achievements（B）
Cognitive styles* Achievements（AxB）

124.85
314.60

df
1

M.S.
654.31

1
1

124.85
314.60

F
9.61

1.83
4.62

Sig.
.006
**
.192
.045*

**p<.01, *p<.05
Table 3: Simple main effects summary of different cognitive styles and achievement
Variable
A variable（Cognitive styles）
b1（High-achieving）
b2（Low-achieving）
B variable（Achievements）
a1（Field Independence; FI）
a2（Field Dependence; FD）
*p<.05

SS

df

M.S.

F

Sig.

Post-hoc tests

35.66
795.06

1
1

35.66
795.06

.94
6.97

.356
.033*

FI＞FD

1.56
242.29

1
1

1.56
242.29

0.64
2.30

.807
.160

4. Discussions and Conclusions
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In classroom, group competition is widely believed as a motivation-enriching strategy, and
practice is regarded as an important element for effective learning. To test the group
competitive practice game idea, in this study, a Multiple-Choice Question Practice Island
game was designed and implemented, in which up to four students can face-to-face play a
drill-and-practice game on a tablet simultaneously. To assess the different cognitive styles
causing to the influences on the frustration tolerance and achievement through the MultipleChoice Question Practice Island game, a pilot study was applied. Twenty-three third grade
students were involved, of whom ten were distinguished as field independence and thirteen
were field dependence.
The pilot study indicated that:
1. Game might enhance the students’ frustration tolerance
In the frustration tolerance study, there was no significant difference between students on
different cognitive styles (F=1.44, p>.05), which indicated that the group competitive game
did not affect students with different cognitive styles frustration tolerance. However, the
frustration tolerance dependent sample t-test results indicated that the students’ frustration
tolerance had significantly improved (F=30.68, p<.001). It means that the students after using
the group competitive board game could effectively improve frustration tolerance degrees.
2. Low-achieving field independence students perform better in the group competitive game
The study results indicated that there was an interaction exists (F=4.62, p<.05). The lowachieving cognitive style students had a significant difference (F=6.97, p<.05). According to
the results, the low-achieving field independent students performed significantly better than
the low-achieving field dependent students. That means that the group competitive game is
conductive to the low-achieving field independent students, but no difference for highachieving students. The reason might be that the low-achieving field independent students
have less subject to interference from their peers. Conversely, the field dependent students
are vulnerable to the impact of the external environment with more external factors and peer
interactions. For high-achieving students, there is no significant different on achievement,
and the reason might be the ceiling effect due to high achievement rate of progress was not
significantly different.
These two findings, the group competitive game might enhance the students’ frustration
tolerance and the low-achieving field independent students have better achievement in the
group competitive game, are interesting. However, this is a pilot study. The experimental
design and the participant numbers still have room to improve, and the results need to verify
more detailed.
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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to understand the outcomes of using a somatosensory
game intervention and a chair-based exercise program on elderly. Forty older adults aged
more then 65 were recruited from Yung Shin nursing home and divided into two groups, a
somatosensory video game and chair-based exercise group. All participants were required to
complete 30-minute somatosensory video game or 30-minute sedentary activity interventions
three times a week of 8 weeks. Pre- and post- tests were administrated before and after the
interventions and utilized to assess the benefits and outcomes. Soda Pop test for eye hand
coordination and grasping ruler test are two measurement tools were used to measure their
reaction time. The results identified that the "Fruit Ninja" game intervention did not
successfully created positive impacts on their reaction through a 30-mintue sessions three
times a week for 8 weeks. However, 8-week chair-based exercise program did have
significant impact on their reaction time. In terms of eye hand coordination, both
somatosensory game and chair-based exercise programs were effective to enhance their
performance.
Keywords: Reaction, eye hand coordination, somatic learning, video game, chair-based
exercise

1. Introduction
Aging society is a commonly concerned issue in Taiwan. With the development of medical and
technology, recent Taiwan Health Bureau’s Statistics shows that Taiwan’s elderly population
increases dramatically (Ministry of Interior Accounting Office, 2012). According to the Taiwan
national statistics, the elderly population above 65 years old has reached 2,600,152 and took up
11.15% of the total population (Ministry of Interior Accounting Office, 2012). Taiwan has become
one of the fastest aging countries in the world. Due to the fast-growing aging population, chronic
diseases come along with the aging trend. Elderly people, who suffered from chronic diseases, losing
their independence and needing long-term care. The rapid growth of older adults makes the
increasing demand and requirement for long term care and have become urgent and significant issues
for policy makers and related professionals.
Aging is inevitable and regularly causes muscle loss, atrophy, and chronic diseases affecting
their activities and physical functions for daily living of the elderly. However, past studies pointed
out that physical functions and cardiorespiratory endurance still could be maintained or improved
through various physical activity programs (McMurdo and Burnett, 2009). Somatosensory games and
traditional sports are identified as effective interventions to promote functional fitness. Brumels and
his colleagues (2008) found that both traditional sport training programs and somatosensory games
are able to improve clients’ balance measurements significantly and identified that somatosensory
games have better outcomes in enjoyment and engagement. In addition, the somatosensory game can
improve attention, cognitive function, hand-eye coordination, reaction, balance improvement and fall
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prevention (Belchior, Marsiske, Sisco, Yam, Bavelier and Mann, 2013; Chiang, Tsai and Chen, 2012;
Grosjean et al, 2010). To sum, elderly still have opportunities to maintain their independency and be
safer and happier to enjoy their life through appropriate aerobic training, muscular strength training,
flexibility stretching activities by using somatosensory games or functional physical fitness courses on
balance, coordination and agility. Therefore, the purpose of the study is to understand the outcomes
of using a somatosensory game intervention and a chair-based exercise program on elderly.

2. Method
Forty older adults aged more then 65 were recruited from Yung Shin nursing home and divided into
two groups, a somatosensory video game and chair-based exercise group. All participants were
required to complete 30-minute somatosensory video game or 30-minute sedentary activity
interventions three times a week of 8 weeks. Pre- and post- tests were administrated before and after
the interventions and utilized to assess the benefits and outcomes.
Elderly in the somatosensory games group played the "Fruit Ninja" game developed by Xbox
360 Kinect. Single mode was selected and began from the beginner level every intervention. On the
other hand, participants in the chair-based exercise group, were arranged to play the body extension
relaxes and tension belt training, ...etc.

Soda Pop test and grasping ruler test are two measurement tools were used to measure
their reaction time. Examinees have to do those movements twice and the total spending time will
be recorded. Grasping ruler test, each examinee will do this test twice and the better score will
be recorded. SPSS 18.0 was used for statistical analysis that included descriptive statistics
and non-parametric methods, such as Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test.

3. Findings
3.1 Demographic Background of the Participants
There is no significant difference in their age, the mini-mental state examination (MMSE), activities
of daily living (ADLs) and instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) between these two groups.
Scores in MMSE of both groups were lower than 24 and stands for those participants had mild
cognitive impairment. Both groups had scores in ADLs between 61~80 and had mild disabilities.
However, participants in two groups have scores lower than 15 in IADL and had very poor
performance in their instrumental activities of daily living.

3.2 Outcomes of Reaction Time and Eye-hand coordination
After 8-week somatosensory game intervention, "Fruit Ninja", participants did not have significant
progress in reaction time (p > .05). However, participants in chair-based exercise group did have
significant improvement in reaction time (p > .05). Both groups had significant progress in the
performance of eye-hand coordination (p > .05).

4. Discussion
In this study, we found those chair-based exercise can significantly improved reaction time on elder
who are partial independent with 8-week intervention. According to Snowden et al. (2011) and the
colleagues, they had similar findings and identified that multicomponent chair-based exercises could
improve reaction time and other cognitive functions, In addition, we also found that both
somatosensory game and chair-based exercise can significantly improve their performance in eyehand coordination for older adults. These results echoed the research findings by Achtman, Green
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and Bavelier (2008) and Marques et al. (2011). They also found that somatosensory game can
decreases in manual dexterity, hand-eye coordination and general cognitive abilities and
multicomponent exercises training can improve their agility, such as eye-hand coordination and eyefoot coordination.

5. Conclusion
This study identified that the "Fruit Ninja" game intervention did not successfully create positive
impacts on their reaction through a 30-mintue sessions three times a week for 8 weeks. However, 8week chair-based exercise program did have significant impact on their reaction time. In terms of eye
hand coordination, both somatosensory game and chair-based exercise programs were effective to
enhance their performance.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’
qualitatively through interviews. We allowed Japanese sixth-grade elementary school
students to use the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’ in order to identify and observe plants. We
interviewed the students to investigate their subjective impressions of using this guide. The
results indicated that this guide was effective in supporting the identification and
observation of indicator plants.
Keywords: mobile systems, outdoor learning, science learning

1. Introduction

When learning about plants, it is important for students to go outdoors in order to identify and observe
them, but it can be difficult to use a written plant guide when they are outdoors. In recent years, it has
become apparent that mobile systems can effectively support this kind of activity (Huang, Lin, &
Cheng, 2010). We thus developed a mobile system called the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’ to support the
identification and observation of indicator plants of vegetation succession (Muratsu et al., 2013). The
purpose of this study was to investigate the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’ qualitatively through interviews, in
order to clarify its effectiveness in supporting students’ identification and observation of plants.

2. Outline of the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’
The ‘Pocket Plant Guide’ is a system designed to present
information on 12 species of indicator plants using an
iPhone/iPod Touch platform. Figure 1 shows the home
screen of the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’. Flicking the home
screen to the left reveals the remaining 6 types of
indicator plants also shown as icons. The important
feature of our guide is its use of plant sketches instead of
the photographs, which have been used in previous
systems (e.g., Huang et al., 2010). Scientists alter the
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Figure 1:
Home Screen

Figure 2:
Image of Sketch

natural world in some way to facilitate the observation of subjects (Lynch, 1990). Sketches have been
used more than photographs to identify and observe plants because plant characteristics can be more
visible in a sketch (Figure 2). This guide includes three functions: the first is a color display of the
characteristic parts. This function helps to identify indicator plants that have distinct leaf or fruit
colour features; the second is a function that enlarges the leaves and fruits. This feature was included
to support the identification and observation of indicator plants that have characteristic leaf shapes or
leaf veins; the third is a display of the backside of the leaves. This feature may be used to identify and
observe characteristic leaf shapes and vein structures on the backside of indicator plants.

3. Evaluation of the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’
3.1 Evaluation Method
The subjects comprised 17 Japanese sixth-grade elementary school students (aged 11–12 years). The
evaluation task was to investigate the students’ subjective impressions of using the ‘Pocket Plant
Guide’ based on individual interviews. This investigation was carried out on November 17, 2012. The
students, who were divided into groups of six, took part in an activity to identify and observe 12
species of indicator plants included in the guide. The students were each provided with a guide. The
activity time was approximately 20 min. After this activity, the students were interviewed about using
the guide. The duration of the interviews was approximately 5 minutes per person.

3.2 Results
Based on the interview records, we created categories for classifying the students’ statement and then
counted the number of student responses for each category (Table 1). The most common category was
“I liked the color display of the characteristic parts of the plant,” with 12 students, followed by “It was
good that I could see the backside of the leaf,” with 10 students. Table 2 shows the statements of
Subject 1 regarding the support for identifying plants provided by the color display of the
characteristic parts and the display of the backside of the leaves. Subject 1 had difficulty in identifying
the Rubus microphyllus as the front side of its leaf was a similar shape to that of another plant.
However, by using these functions, Subject1 was able to confirm the white color of the backside of the
leaf and thereby identify it. The third most common category was “It was good that I could enlarge the
plant’s leaf,” with 9 students. Table 3 highlights the statements of Subject 2 regarding the function
that enlarges the leaves. Subject 2 stated that this function facilitated the observation of plant features
that would otherwise not have been noticeable without the guide. The fourth most common category
was “After looking at the sketches, I wanted to confirm what I had learnt by observing the actual
plant,” with 5 students. Table 4 shows the responses of Subject 3 on how the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’
enhanced engagement in identifying and observing plants.
Table 1: Number of students responding to each category.
Category
No. of students
I liked the color display of the characteristic parts of the plant.
12
It was good that I could see the backside of the leaf.
10
It was good that I could enlarge the plant’s leaf.
9
After looking at the sketches, I wanted to confirm what I had learnt
5
by observing the actual plant.
N = 17, includes multiple answers.
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Table 2: Statement relating to the support for identifying plants provided by the color display of the
characteristic parts and the display of the backside of the leaves.
I:
Please tell us what you liked about the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’.
S1: I could see both the front and back of the leaf.
I:
For example, on which plant did you notice this?
S1: Rubus microphyllus. I couldn’t identify it because the front of the leaf was the same as that of
another plant. So I looked at the back of the leaf and I was able to work out it was a Rubus
microphyllus.
I: Interviewer，S1: Subject 1
Table 3: Statement relating to the support for observing plants provided by the function that enlarges
the leaves.
I:
Please tell us what you liked about the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’.
S2: I thought the explanation of the Rhododendron was good. Three leaves grew out of the tip of
the branch, and the back of the leaf looks white colored. The guide showed that not only did
the leaf have hairs, but also described points that you wouldn’t notice just by looking.
I: Interviewer，S2: Subject 2
Table 4: Statement relating to a student’s enhanced engagement when identifying and observing
plants.
I:
Please tell us what you liked about the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’.
S3: [Omission] For example, for the Mallotus plant, it showed us its characteristics in color and by
using the enlarging function. I think that having these sorts of functions completely changed
the way I understood the plant and made it a lot more enjoyable. I really liked these functions
as I think they made it more enjoyable for me later when we were looking at the actual plants.
I: Interviewer，S3: Subject 3

4. Conclusion
The results of the evaluation show that many of the students found the guide useful when identifying
and observing the plants. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the ‘Pocket Plant Guide’ is
effective in supporting the identification and observation of plants, and moreover, that it produced a
certain level of benefits in terms of enhancing students’ engagement.
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Abstract: Several studies have shown that playing violent video games can increase
aggression and frustration and anger. This study uses an instrument that is used by Williams
(2005) and the aggression questionnaire Buss-Perry Scale (1992) in order to determine
whether violent video games, frustration and difficulty influential games simultaneously
against aggression and anger. The participants of this research were 60 students (33
undergraduate student and 27 senior high school students). The results of this research
indicated that the level of game difficulty, frustration and violent video game played
simultaneously will effect to the aggression and anger. This study also showed relationship
between respondents who play games on the warnet (game station) with a tendency to play
violent video games and aggression.
Keywords: Level of game difficulty, violent video games, game station, frustration,
aggression, anger

1. Introduction
Video game that contains of violence is increasing every day. Based on the annual report of selling
games from NPD Group, it mentioned that 10 most wanted video game in 2012 showing violent
content, such as "Call of Duty: Black Ops II," "Halo 4," "Assassin Creed III," "Borderlands 2" dan
"Call of Duty:. Modern Warfare 3" (Larsen, 2012). Brad Bushman (2010), a professor communication
and psychology in Ohio, mentioned that violent video game is one of the factors that affect the
aggressiveness (Larsen, 2012).
A metaanalytic review about video games revealed that violent video games can increase
aggressiveness in children and young adults. Experimental and non-experimental studies, both with
men and women in the lab and in the survey support this conclusion. The analysis also revealed that
violent video game increase physiological passion and aggression related to thoughts and feelings.
Playing violent video games also decreases pro-social behavior (Anderson & Bushman, 2001, 2010).
Besides, frustration could reveal the aggression shown by Mc Clelland and Apicella (1945) who has
conducted a laboratory studies that demonstrate a causal relationship between frustration and
aggression (Saxena, 2005).
Violent video games and frustration can also affect the appearance of anger. It is seen from
the studies that anger significantly mediate the effect of violence video games on aggression.
Specifically, participants who were more affected to the video game violence, tend to get angry easily
than participants who did not get angry (Giumetti & Markey, 2007).
When the violent video games and frustrating effect on the emergence of aggression and
anger, the main attraction of the researcher to determine whether violent video games, the level of
difficulty of the game and frustrate simultaneously affect the aggression and anger.

2. Preliminary Research
2.1 Method
This research uses descriptive analytical method; the technique used multiple linear regression
analysis and correlation analysis. Subjects were 60 respondents (33 undergraduate student and 27
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senior high school students) that consist of 28 women and 32 men. Instrument used was a research
instrument developed by Williams (2005) and the aggression questionnaire Buss-Perry Scale (1992).

2.2 Result & Discussion
Results of this study indicated that the level of game difficulty, frustration and violence experienced
by respondents for those played game regularly affect the aggression with SD = 18.999, Std Error of
the Estimate = 17.532 and F = 4.429 (P>0,05). Furthermore, the same variables simultaneously affect
the anger with SD = 14.444, Std Error of the Estimate = 12.121 and F = 4.429 (P>0, 05).
Other results in this study signify that there was a significant relationship between frustration and
anger with r = 0.509, frustration and aggression with r = 0.482 (P>0, 05), video games and aggression
in the cafe with r = 0.444 (P>0, 05) and video game violence and blood that comes with r = 0,864.
Respondents who play online video games in Internet cyber café tend to play violent video games
with r = 0.719 (P>0, 05).
Table 1: Correlations difficult video game, frustration, violent video game

Difficult Video
Game

Frustration

Violent Video
Game

Difficult
Video Game

Frustration

Violent
Video Game

1

.255(*)

.334(**)

.049
60
1
60

.009
60
.313(*)
.015
60

.334(**)

.313(*)

1

.009
60

.015
60

60

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

60
.255(*)
.049
60

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The results also suggest a correlation between video game difficulty with frustration and video
games containing violence. Games contain high levels of difficulty that can cause frustration.
Frustration can escalate quickly intervening to anger. Threats feed the anger. Behavior can quickly
intervening go from words of anger - yelling and swearing - to the action of words - pushing, property
destruction and even personal attack (Barb Dorn, 2007). Individuals who play violent video games can
lead to anger (Kumarasuriar, Pangiras, Sinnapan & Koran, 2011). Therefore, Results of this study
Indicated that the level of game difficulty, frustration and violence experienced by respondents for
those games played regularly affect the anger.
Difficult video games, frustration, violent video games can increase aggression. Aggression is
caused by frustration appears to play a tough game. Williams (2005) has conducted research and
results showed that violent neither the content nor frustration affected heart rate. Violent content did
not affect frustration although blood pressure increased blood pressure. Individually, both violent
content and frustration did increase of scores on a scale designed to measure feelings of anger and
aggression will continue to increase (Giumetti & Markey, 2007). This study indicated whether violent
video games, the level of difficulty of the game and Frustrate simultaneously affect the aggression and
anger.
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Abstract: The authors perform promotion activity on science and technology for primary
school children with human following robot. This robot can follow a particular person as
target. In our activity, the children enjoy interaction with robot by being followed as the target.
Enjoying with the robot, they are interested in the science and technology. In this paper, we
present framework about the human following robot. Also we demonstrate the interaction with
the robot in our promotion activity.
Keywords: Human-Robot Interaction, Open-RTM, Mobile Robot

1. Introduction
As a leader of society in the future, it is important to be interested in society and technology to
children. To satisfy children’s interest, the authors have an inspiration to take a chance with robotics.
Thus, we performed promotion activity on science and technology. In our activity, the children can
enjoy interaction with a human following robot. This robot can follow a particular person as a target.
By following robot, the children are interested in the science and technology. In this paper, we present
interaction between the children and the robot in our activity. To present the interaction, we introduce
about the human following robot at first.

2. Human Following Robot
The authors are developing human following robot as shown in Figure 1 (Masahito et al, 2012). The
robot can follow a particular person as a target. To discriminate the target, the robot has two sensors.
The first is stereo camera “Bumblebee2” made by Point Gray. The camera can determine the target by
color image. The second is laser range finder “UTM-30LX” made by HOKUYO AUTOMATIC
CO.LTD. The laser can get target position by distance data.

Figure 1. Framework of Human Following Robot
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Block diagram how to follow the target is shown in Figure 2. The robot detects the target position
using two sensors. Next, the robot orders camera platform and wheeled platform through velocity
control. Looping these processes, the robot follows the target (Takemura et al, 2009). We use the
camera platform “BiclopsPT” made by TRCLab, and the wheeled platform “Reference Hardware”
made by AIST (Advanced Industrial Science and Technology).

Figure 2. Block Diagram how to Follow Target

Flow chart how to detect the target is shown in Figure 3. If two sensors detect the target, the robot
detects the target position in velocity control. Next, tilt of camera platform and velocity of wheeled
platform are calculated. Finally, the robot orders these calculation results to each system. If two
sensors do not detect the target, the robot detects the target position with previous position. As these
systems’ platform, we use “OpenRTM-aist” developed by AIST (Ando et al, 2005).

Figure 3. Flow Chart how to Detect Target

3. Promotion Activity
The authors perform promotion activity on science and technology a few times a year. In the
activity, we invite primary school children into our laboratory. The children take a chance to
come into contact with robot and some mechanics. Enjoying interaction with human
following robot is one part of contents. Following as target, the robot is enjoyed interaction.
Figure 4 is shown images in our activity. In Figure 4, the children enjoy interaction with the
robot and are interested in the robot. After the activity, we heard comments to the children.
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The comments showed that most of the children are interested in the robot. Thus, these
comments were confirmed that our activity is effectiveness as interaction with the robot in
promotion activity on science and technology.
4. Conclusion
This paper presented framework about human following robot and a report about interaction
to primary school children with the robot in our promotion activity on science and
technology. In our activity, the robot followed child as a target. The children enjoyed
interaction with robot. Children’s comments after the activity showed that most of the
children are interested in the robot. Thus, we confirm the effectiveness of our activity with
human following robot in the science and technology.
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Development of a Management Game for
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the development of a management game, My-Pet-Shop,
to support incidental learning for English vocabulary. The design rationale of the system lies
in the fact that vocabulary learning should learn from meaningful context rather than abstract
description. In addition, a management game could help students regulate their learning in a
joyful way. Based on the two rationales, we develop the My-Pet-Shop, which consists of three
components, including self-representation, self-management, and social interaction. In
addition to the introduction of the three components, their underlying thoughts are also
described. In the near future, the system usability and its influences on student learning would
be conducted.
Keywords: Management game, incidental learning, English vocabulary

1. Introduction
Vocabulary plays a critical role in learning a foreign language because vocabulary is a fundamental
element to link other skills, such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Specifically, an adequate
number of vocabularies could help students communicate well with others (Nguyen & Khuat, 2005).
However, it has been indicated that, on the one hand, rote vocabulary learning might be a boring
exercise and it is difficult for students to be engaged in such learning activities. On the other hand, it
has been indicated that vocabulary acquisition should not separate from learning contexts. Instead, the
meaning of vocabularies should be acquired from contexts. In such a vein, more and more digital
games are related to vocabulary learning (Yip & Kwan, 2006). This is because game playing is a
popular way to engage students in language learning (Schultz & Fisher, 1988).
Among game genres, the genre of management games has several unique characteristics. For
instance, management games not only engage students in a game playing, but also offer students
opportunities to play the role of manager, during which students learn how to make decision and also
learn how to be responsible. In other words, students need to learn how to regulate their planning,
strategies, and behaviors for the game goal. This key characteristic is closely related with selfregulated learning, especially when students could manage their learning in a management game.
Nevertheless, how a management game could support vocabulary learning is seldom investigated.
Thus, it is still unclear concerning the benefits and limitation of such a game-based learning
environment. In this study, a game-based learning environment, My-Pet-Shop, is developed. Based on
this system, its influences on student learning could be further investigated in the near future.

2. Development of My-Pet-Shop system
2.1 Theory and system concept
The development of the My-Pet-Shop system is underpinned by the theory of incidental learning
(Marsick & Watkins, 1990), in which learning takes place without students’ intention to learn. More
specifically, incidental learning refers to that learning occurs naturally as the by-product of another
interesting activity, and thus could be regarded as the side-effect of the activity. Since incidental
learning allows students to learn in a joyful activity, it has been related to game-based learning,
especially in the domain of English vocabulary learning (Huang & Yang, 2012; Nguyen & Khuat,
2005). Based on the incidental learning, we develop the My-Pet-Shop system, which consists of three
components, including self-representation, self-management, and social interaction.
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2.2 Self-representation
Since people tend to regard the behavior of their self-images in the virtual environment as themselves
(Nass et al., 1998), it is significant to consider how to help students represent themselves in the virtual
environments so that their identities and ownerships could be established. For a learning environment,
self-representation is also significant for students. In addition to students’ identities and ownerships,
self-representation is further closely related with students’ engagement and their self-efficacy about
what they learn. Because of this significance, virtual characters are often used to enhance students’
feelings of telepresence (Qiu & Benbasat, 2005) in the virtual environments. By doing so, the students
could clearly observe what they did and what they gained via virtual characters, the cause-and-effect
relationship between effort they made and outcome they gained become clearer, which, in turn, might
shape their positive learning attitude.
As illustrated in Figure 1, avatars are used to make students be more aware of their learning
status in this study. Avatars are frequently used in digital game-based learning to represent the
students’ presence, appearance, and actions. This is due to the fact that avatars refer to graphical
representation of students’ self-image in the form of virtual characters. More specifically, the students
not only could see what they do from a third-person point of view, but they could also be observed by
others via these virtual characters. Thus, avatars could enhance students’ feelings of telepresence,
even as their second-self or alter ego in the learning environment (Qiu & Benbasat, 2005).

2.3 Self-management
Although digital games have different genres, management games are chosen to support incidental
learning. Such choice is due to the fact that, on one hand, a management game can concretize what a
student has learned as manipulated objects. On the basis of concretized objects, the sense of ownership
on what they have learned could be enhanced, which, in turn, might contribute to the self-awareness of
learning status. By doing so, managing the concretized objects is just managing their learning. On the
other hand, a management game involves the process of control, goal-setting, monitoring, and
improving, which could be aligned to self-regulated learning. This process gives students freedoms to
determine what to do, pursue their different goals, and develop their distinguishing features, which are
also helpful to their individual learning.

Figure 1. Screenshot of My-Pet-Shop

Figure 2. Street of the pet-shops

Based on the reasons described above, a pet-shop management game is developed to support
English vocabulary learning. Students play as the role of manager to run a pet-shop, in which guests
would visit the pet-shop to ask for different services, such as buying the pets, feeding their pets,
washing their pets, and healing their pets. The game goal is to satisfy the needs of these guests. For
instance, as shown in Figure 1, a girl with her mother comes to the pet-shop to buy a pet. While the
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girl expresses which pet she wants, the pet-shop manager needs to respond to her correctly. Under
such a context, the student would learn the vocabulary from the situation, instead of abstract one. In
addition, the goal for the student is to run the pet-shop well. The student would be engaged in the
game-playing, which results in the side-effect of the vocabulary learning.

2.4 Social interaction
Regarding the social interaction, the design focus has shifted from self-representation and selfregulated learning to social interaction, which is underpinned by the hypothesis of zone of proximal
development (Vygotsky, 1978), a distance between what students can achieve by themselves and what
they can achieve when provided with appropriate support through social interactions with peers. In
other words, social interaction offers more opportunities to enhance student learning. The protocol of
social interaction could be further categorized as collaboration and competition. In this study, the
protocol of competition is used to promote social interaction. This is because, on the one hand,
competition is a powerful motivator for student behavior regularly applied in education research.
Some studies have found competition to have positive effects on student learning (Cheng, Wu, Liao,
& Chan, 2009).
On the other hand, the protocol of competition involves the concept of open learner model:
making the status of students’ learning accessible to the students themselves within the educational
system (Bull et al., 2009). The movement from “hidden” to “open” student models benefits students in
various ways. For example, open student models serve as a “mirror” (Bull & Kay, 2007; Velez,
Fabregat, Bull, & Baldiris, 2009) or “virtual companion” (Chen, Chou, Deng, & Chan, 2007) so that
students have more opportunities to reflect on what they have learnt and have not yet mastered. Thus,
as shown in Figure 2, the street of pet-shops is designed to foster social interaction. Students could
observe and visit the pet-shops of their friends.
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Abstract: We developed a full-body interaction digital game “Human SUGOROKU”. This
game enables elementary school students to enjoy and learn vegetation succession by playing
simulation game with their body movement. We conducted this game to elementary school
students and effects of the system were investigated with questionnaires. The result showed
that the full-body interaction promotes a sense of immersion in the game. This paper describes
the structure of this game and the questionnaire results.
Keywords: Interactive Content, Ultrasonic Sensor, Embodiment, Learning Support System

1. Introduction
Elementary school students often find it difficult to understand environmental problems because they
cannot easily experience the knowledge they gain at school. In this light, we are aiming to collaborate
with schools to teach elementary school students about environmental problems.
Toward this end, we have developed a simulation tablet game based on the digital SUGOROKU board
game for vegetation succession (Matsumura and Takeda, 2010), (Deguchi, Inagaki, Kusunoki,
Yamaguchi, Takeda and Sugimoto, 2010). This game simulates the real forest area of Mt. Rokko in
Japan. Figure 1 shows students are playing the tablet game. Multiple players can participate in a
SUGOROKU game. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the digital game. There are grids around the board
and each player handles a piece. Players move their own pieces on the grids according to event cards,
with their aim being to have the most advanced piece. In our game, a piece corresponds to a plant and
grids correspond to the succession phase of the plant. Event cards disturb or promote plant growth.
The window visualizes vegetation succession according to the progress in the game. In other words,
the children play the role of plants in the simulation. We conducted an experimental evaluation that
revealed that our game effectively stimulated the interest of students and supported their learning.
However, one drawback of our game is that it is digital and is therefore played on a computer screen;
we found that the virtual world did not well approximate the real world. The experimental evaluation
suggested that making the virtual world more immersive would not only further motivate the students
but also enhance their further understanding. To immerse students in the digital game, we focused on
realizing operations via body movements.
Accordingly, we are developing a new learning support system called “Human SUGOROKU.”. In
tablet game, we use a touch panel interface. Students move pieces by using a mouse or a touch pen.
To make this game more immersive, we replaced the touch panel interface with a full-body interaction
interface that was developed by combining a human detector interface to measure a person’s
movement and the digital game core to run the digital SUGOROKU game. In Human SUGOROKU,
the students themselves move on the board as pieces and play the digital game.
We conducted an experiment for the elementary school students to verify the affect of full-body
interaction. We took questionnaires to the students after they played both the tablet game and Human
SUGOROKU. Based on these results, we examined the affects of Human SUGOROKU. In this paper,
we describe the structure of Human SUGOROKU and the evaluation experiment.
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Figure 1. Tablet Game

Figure 2. Screenshot of Digital Game

2. Human SUGOROKU
Figure 3 shows Human SUGOROKU. In Human SUGOROKU, people operate the pieces of the
digital SUGOROKU game by moving on the board drawn on the floor. To realize this operation,
technologies to measure a person’s position and to identify people in the room are necessary. A
technology to measure a person’s 3D position through attached ultrasonic sensors has already been
proposed (Nishida, Aizawa, Hori et al. 2003). Because the transmitters have unique identifiers, the
ultrasonic sensors can measure the positions of people using the transmitters and identify them.
Accordingly, we used ultrasonic sensors as the human detector interface. Receivers are placed on the
ceiling and transmitters are attached to people moving on the grids drawn on the floor.
Figure 4 shows the structure of Human SUGOROKU. This system is composed of ultrasonic sensors,
two computers, and a projector. The digital game core runs on the computer and is projected by the
projector. Therefore, learners can visually understand the state of the game. A server computer is
connected to the ultrasonic sensor. Another client computer runs the digital game. By setting
transmitters that correspond to a type of plant piece in advance, we can understand the type of plant
and the position of a learner. This information measured by the ultrasonic sensors is sent over the
network. Therefore students can play the digital game by their body movement.

Figure 3. Human SUGOROKU

Figure 4. System Configuration

3. Evaluation
We conducted an evaluation experiment to clarify whether it is easier for elementary school students
to immerse themselves in the virtual world of vegetation succession through “Human SUGOROKU”
compared to a “Tablet Game”. The subjects were 35 students (ages 11–12 years) at an elementary
school Kobe, Japan. Elementary school students played both games. A questionnaire survey was
conducted after students played both games.
The research task involved of four statements. We asked elementary school students to rate statements
about the “Human SUGOROKU” game and “Tablet Game” separately using a 5-point scale: ‘Strongly
agree’, ‘Somewhat agree’, ‘Neither agree nor disagree’, ‘Somewhat disagree’, and ‘Strongly
disagree’.
Table 1 shows the statements and responses of the elementary school students.
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First, we mention the results of the individual evaluation on the “Human SUGOROKU” and “Tablet
Game”. Of all the responses from the elementary school students, we categorized ‘Strongly agree’ and
‘Somewhat agree’ as positive responses and ‘Neither agree nor disagree’, ‘Somewhat disagree’, and
‘Strongly disagree’ as neutral or negative responses. Skegness in the number of responses was then
examined using Fisher’s exact test. We found that the number of students who gave a positive
response was significantly higher than the number of students who gave a negative response on all
statements on the “Human SUGOROKU” and “Tablet Game” (p < .01).
Based on this result, it can be said that elementary school students was able to immerse themselves in
the virtual world of vegetation succession in both the “Human SUGOROKU” and “Tablet Game”.
Next, we describe the results of comparing the tendencies in responses on the “Human SUGOROKU”
and “Tablet Game”. To determine whether there is a difference in the tendency of responses to the two
games, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted. We found that the number of elementary school
students who gave a positive response on Statement ‘I was able to get a real sense of being a plant’
was significantly higher for the “Human SUGOROKU” than with the “Tablet Game” (z = -2.132, p
<.05).
We can confirm that the characteristics of the “Human SUGOROKU” in which the players can use
their entire body to act as a plant contributed to this result. Based on this, we can conclude that the
“Human SUGOROKU” had a certain advantage over the “Tablet Game” in terms of being able to
easily immerse oneself in the virtual world of vegetation succession.

Table 1:Results of questionnaires.
SA
I was able to get a real sense of being a plant
Human SUGOROKU*
20
Tablet Game*
11
I felt happy when I moved forward
Human SUGOROKU*
22
Tablet Game*
23
I hoped the number of my plants would
increase
Human SUGOROKU*
22
Tablet Game*
24
I had fun
Human SUGOROKU*
28
Tablet Game*
29
N = 35; p< .01 SA:Strongly Agree A:Agree N:Neither agree
Disagree

A

N

D

SD

10
17

3
6

1
0

1
1

11
8

1
3

1
1

0
0

6
6

6
4

0
1

1
0

6
1
0
0
4
1
1
0
nor disagree D:Disagree SD: Strongly

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we described the full-body interaction digital game “Human SUGOROKU”. In this
game, elementary school students can learn vegetation succession by their body movement. We
conducted experiment to elementary school students and investigated effects of this system by
questionnaires. The results of questionnaires showed that this system enabled students to be more
immersive than “Tablet Game”. Thus Full-body interaction was effective to promote students’ sense
of immersion in simulation game.
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Abstract: The creation of language learning materials is very labor-intensive, but a lot of
learning content gets lost at every change due to its inability to adapt to new technologies,
products, services, pedagogical models and educational demands. For the educational
publishing sector, this low reusability or lack of sustainability, combined with the high
authoring cost, certainly for a small market like Flanders, seriously hampers the profitability, if
not already the viability, of the activity. Learning content, on the other hand, is vital for the
quality of education and, indirectly, for society in general.
The objective of our current research is to deliver an ontological specification of an authoring
interface for creating sustainable language learning content based on the identification of
psychological requirements on the one hand, and on solving technological issues on the other.
It is based on our object model for software architecture and database structuring: a model
which is the result of more than 20 years of research and development in the field, and which
has been thoroughly validated theoretically and empirically over the last couple of years.
The result should be an ontological specification for publishers: the entire project should yield
a significant reduction of production cost on the one hand, and an increase in sales on the other
by opening up both their product range and their markets.
Keywords: Sustainable learning content, generic database structures, authoring of language
learning content, user interfacing

1. Introduction
In this article we will discuss the requirements which should be taken into account when designing an
authoring interface for developing sustainable language learning content. Based on an already
developed and implemented generic object model, currently being tested on technological
requirements, our endeavor is to deliver an ontological specification which can then lead to
subsequent research and development projects.
The impact of education on society, on cultural life, scientific achievements and economic
prosperity can never be overestimated. Trying to improve the quality of education is or should be a
lifetime challenge for educational researchers, teachers and policy makers. Educational research
focuses on aspects such as learning styles, learner motivation, evaluation, class management or school
policy. The Institute for Education and Information Sciences (IOIW) at the University of Antwerp is,
since 2008, slowly gaining a solid reputation in this area. Not only theoretical aspects, but also more
applied issues in the fields of educational technology, instructional design and engineering deserve our
attention. We try to focus on topics where there is an obvious need on the one hand (a clear demand
from educational reality) and a lack of available knowledge (a clear need for epistemological
contribution) on the other.
The factors which triggered our attention were a/ a clear problem related to learning content
which will be described in more detail below, b/ the fact that there is a clear lack of literature and
findings on the topic and c/ our vision based on our track record since 1986 in the field of educational
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technology and the production of learning materials (Colpaert & Decoo, 1999). This research should
be seen as a stage in the empirical and theoretical validation of this vision as working hypothesis in an
engineering approach.
By using the term learning content, we do not only refer to traditional textbooks, but also to
materials such as syllabi and handouts, interactive exercises in applications like Hot Potatoes or
QuestionMark, course content in electronic learning environments like Blackboard, video and sound
clips (podcasts), presentation slides in Powerpoint or Prezi, materials for Interactive Whiteboards,
web pages, wikis and e-reader content. The creation of this learning content is a very specific, laborintensive activity for the following reasons:
- Writing learning content does not happen in a linear way, but it involves an arduous cyclic process
of creating, editing, combining, structuring and formatting materials in several layers.
- Content should comply with many pedagogical, linguistic and cultural requirements such as to be
linguistically correct, adapted to a specific level and context, engaging and attractive, as interactive
and relevant as possible and to be politically correct by avoiding any statements or images which
could insult or irritate individuals or minorities.
- Most authors work with a text processor like Word or with a Desktop Publishing program like
QuarkXPress, Adobe Indesign or Microsoft Publisher, but to our knowledge there are no tools
developed by design for assisting developers of learning content, teachers and/or authors in
creating learning content and for speeding up the production process.
- It is not easy to retrieve, select, evaluate and integrate materials developed by others, due to the
fact that they are protected by copyright, not accessible or difficult to copy-paste.
- These materials contain text, images, sound and video, all with or without some levels of tagging,
metadata or interactive functionality. Especially in the case of language learning, this functionality
can become very complex (Colpaert, 2004). The more ‘enriched’ or interactive these materials, the
higher the cost.
On the other hand, language learning content should continuously be updated, adapted, rearranged and
rechecked at every change in the learning context. These changes can be due to a curriculum change, a
new pedagogical approach such as the 4CD/ID model (Van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2013) or the
Dynamic Systems Approach (Larsen-Freeman, 2009), the integration of a new technology such as
tablets or Interactive Whiteboards (Van Laer, Beauchamp & Colpaert, 2012), and to changing learning
styles, attitudes and preferences.
Existing learning content is not easy to change. This is mainly due to the fact that most learning
content has been created in a dedicated format: it is determined by the medium or the technology of
the educational artifact as product. We can distinguish several levels of complexity from low to high:
- Standard multimedia formats such as RTF, DOC, MP3, JPG, and even PDF.
- Enriched standards such as RDF.
- Standards for structuring and transporting data such as XML. While XML is a relatively open and
adaptable format, it does not offer enough functionality on the levels of authoring and database
queries.
- Dedicated closed database systems with specific structures such as Blackboard exercises.
- Some applications still work with ‘inline data’, meaning that content is provided as simple strings
in the source code.
Content gets lost far too quickly due to this inability to adapt, to be reused, exported, transferred. In
other words, due to its lack of sustainability.

2. Rationale
In order to remedy this problem, learning content should become more sustainable. We define
sustainable in this context as the sum of four properties: generic, reusable, interactive and open.
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- Generic: Content should be authored, structured and accessed independently from any concrete
device or medium and should be stored in a separate database. Its structure should not be
influenced by any product as possible output.
- Reusable: Learning content should be made as transferable or exportable as possible to a wide
variety of media, technologies and carriers, such as traditional hard copy textbooks, digital
customized printed material on demand, mobile app exercises and materials for Interactive
Whiteboard use.
- Interactive: Learning content can be ‘flat’ text, audio or video. There are however several
possibilities for offering more information (e.g. enriched materials by semantic tagging afford
more accurate selection of suitable learning materials) or more functionality (e.g. interactive
exercises containing exercise types, answer possibilities, feedback scenarios, error analysis and
remediation, reporting and logging).
- Open: Learning content should be as accessible, open and authorable as possible for allowing
easier co-construction, updating and adaption.
Very little has been published on the topic from a theoretical and pragmatical point of view. Table 1
lists 3 related fields where relevant initiatives have emerged.
Table 1: List of relevant initiatives
Educational
SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model), and later IMS-QTI (Question
and Test Interoperability Specification) defined standards for the representation of
modelling
exercise content and results, supporting the exchange of learning objects between
authoring systems, applications and learning environments. Although they can be
considered as generic to a certain extent, both standards did not take into account
many authoring requirements nor a wide variety of non-electronic output products
and services.
EML (Educational Modeling Language) was developed by the Open University in the
Netherlands; http://celstec.org/content/educational-modelling-language ; EML is
no longer under development. EML was taken as a base to develop the IMS Learning
Design specification (http://dspace.learningnetworks.org). See page
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Educational_modeling_language.
See also Jovanovic et al., 2005; Verbert & Duval, 2008; Manganello et al., 2013.
Content
sharing

KlasCement is a Flemish portal for teachers in primary and secondary education. One
of its functionalities affords the exchange of learning materials like Hot Potatoes
exercises. While KlasCement stimulates exchange and collaboration, it does not
support a specific format for doing so.
The Flemish PUBELO project (PUBliceren in een Elektronische LeerOmgeving)
conducted research on how digital learning content can be made reusable, and on
the roles of different actors involved. The project only covered digital content and
did not take into account the broader ‘sustainability’ requirements as mentioned
above.
Knooppunt is a Flemish-Dutch portal for accessing learning content from various
publishers with only one registration. The project tackles valuable administrative
issues, but does not deal with content structure itself.
OER or Open Educational Resources (Colpaert, 2012) is a recent phenomenon
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inspired by Open Source. While OER could reduce teachers’ workload and increase
learning effect considerably, our current and ongoing research indicates possible
technological, psychological and conceptual factors which could prevent this
initiative from receiving the impact it deserves.
MOOCs or Massive Open Online Courses represent a similar initiative, mainly geared
towards opening up existing courses to more participants. The openness of these
courses, however, is sometimes questionable.
Open Data: this recent approach mainly focuses on making public data available for
app developers. Combined with forms of Ambient Intelligence or Augmented Reality,
the Open Data phenomenon promising possibilities for education.
Publishing

Most publishing work seems to be done in InDesign, with an eye on HTML5 as
strongly emerging standard for digital and more interactive publications.
Relevant initiatives are EPUB3 Grid ( http://www.idpf.org/epub/30/spec/epub30overview-20110908.html), and the IWT project Paper to X by VIGC (Vlaams
Innovatiecentrum voor Grafische Communicatie).

It should be made very clear that this research tackles a completely different problem than the above
mentioned movements and initiatives, but at the same time they are strongly intertwined,
complementary and relevant. Content should be stored separately and independently from any
electronic learning environment, output product or publishing tool, but at the same time this content
structure should take into account these elements. This approach is innovating and novel, yet based on
our long track record on the topic.

3. Our track record
3.1. Origins
We have been developing since 1986 a long series of applications and project tools (see detailed CV
on www.ua.ac.be/jozef.colpaert > Documents), representing a total of more than 150 man-years in
projects for the university, government, institutions, industrial companies, publishers and Europe.
Initially the content of these developed programs was stored in a specific dedicated database structure
(every application had its own structure). In 1997 we developed a new platform in Windows that
focused on two requirements: generate a wide variety of applications with the same source code, and
have the content in a separate database. In fact, there were two databases: the first contained all
information for the application to run (identity and appearance, menu systems, behavior and
interaction) while the second contained the learning content. Both databases were based on different
object models, but they were both open, readable and updatable, at least for authorized people.
The learning content was stored and structured in a relational Access database. The advantage of this
approach was not only the strong integration with Visual Basic programming, but also the fact that
authors could easily make their own interfaces as forms, based on queries, and reports. Some authors
even succeeded in writing their own error-checking routines in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications).
In the Eventail/Arcades Interactive Textbooks project (with Wilfried DECOO), a longer-term
project with publisher Van In, we initially converted language textbooks into interactive applications.
Gradually, we started first structuring a database of learning content so that CD-ROM and textbook
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could be generated at more or less the same time as different output products. We gradually applied
this approach in projects where possible: the BIS Online project for the Flemish department of
Education, SELOR language tests for the Belgian Civil Service Commission, and a series of European
projects. Finally, we ended up working more with the same object models behind the database
structure of several different programs. These object models were not technical, but reflected a
reasoning for opening, reading, editing and updating a specific database.
3.2. The generic object model
In 2004, we developed an object model that complied with all possible requirements and defended this
research as doctoral dissertation (Colpaert, 2004; Colpaert, 2006).

Figure 1. Generic Object Model
The object model (see figure 1) has the following features:
- Simple: the Class of the Generic Object Model only contains a number of properties and methods,
the last property being a collection of objects of the same type.
- Scalable complexity: the last Collection property allows the object model to generate itself into a
complex tree structure in the case of a long exercise with complex functionality; it can also remain
very simple in the case of a plain text.
- The object model pretends to be able to tackle all known exercise, task and interaction types in
language learning.
- As a simple object to be called, it represents a powerful communication mechanism between client
and server. A complex exercise can be retrieved, loaded, run and returned with only simple lines of
code.
- The same object can be used for loading, but also for unloading the exercise, returning information
to the server about learner behavior and performance, qualitative data about the learning
experience and user feedback.
- The database of learning content can be structured in the same way as this tree-structured software
object model. The advantage of this is that a simple recursive routine can then be used to load and
unload the object.
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Prototyping showed that the proposed object model was compatible with XML (automatic conversion
with programming in VB.NET) and also in theory with Learning Object Specifications such as
SCORM.

3.3. Subsequent projects
We started focusing more on the database than on software structure. The object model seemed to be
applicable to the most diverse topics and functionalities, but the problem appeared to be more
psychological and ergonomic.
In a UFOO (University Fund for Innovation of Education) project for our own university, we
developed a concrete database structure in Access with interface for developing interactive exercises
in Blackboard (Colpaert & Cornillie, 2008). Although this Entreposage Universel project succeeded
in keeping content outside Blackboard from a technical point of view, it did not deliver the expected
results on the users’ side. After a thorough analysis of this phenomenon, we found two explanations:
a/ the interface was not user-friendly enough and b/ the interface was not generic enough: it was too
much influenced by the in-depth structure of Blackboard exercises.
In subsequent projects such as Eurocatering, DISCO and TRUVO, the need for an authoring
interface became apparent as content for these projects were being developed in XML/SQL
environments. Our research visits worldwide reminded us also that the interface had to be able to
generate content to a wide variety of products and services, also non-digital or semi-digital products
such as printed materials on demand.
The recently started IWT-project E-ducate.me from publisher Diligentia, on the generic
structuring of complex learning content for geography, using the same object model for the software.
The geography course consists of interactive web materials, but also printed materials.

4. Research description
4.1. The need for a generic interface
While generic structuring (for instance if carried out in a relational database) may appear fairly
readable and authorable, surrounding factors in a normal working environment can make things quite
complex: large data, many co-authors, complex functionality, author support (queries, forms and
reports for content analysis), error checking and prevention (quality control), integration and reuse of
existing materials, and generation of content into a wide range of products and services.
In order for the object model to be implemented and to lead to significant and sustainable
results, we need to develop an authoring interface, or at least define an ontology. Therefore, two
research lines are needed:
- Technological feasibility: while the proposed object model has shown to simplify software design
to a considerable degree, a number of aspects should be tested thoroughly: testing on specific
strategies (graphs, visualization and interaction for mathematics, chemistry and physics), virtual
environments, compatibility with SCORM, IMS-QTI and other standards, the possibility to export
to DTP programs, security issues, cloud data, OER etc.
- Psychological aspect: The generic structuring makes it more complex for authoring at first sight.
We need to specify an ontological interface for allowing authors to create content in a supportive,
creativity stimulating, functional, reusable and sustainable way.

4.2. Methodology
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The adopted methodology is a mixed-method approach consisting of a theoretical, an empirical and an
engineering component.
- The theoretical component involves the analysis of multidisciplinary literature and available data in
order to yield a complete status quaestionis on relevant psychological aspects in authoring (a.o.
Cooper, 1997; Colpaert, 2010; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2009), and more
importantly, to come up with a conceptual framework for guiding the next empirical stage.
- The empirical component involves quantitative and qualitative data gathering about authors and
publishers. The quantitative part focuses on how they currently work. The qualitative focuses on
how they feel, and what their attitudes and expectations are.
- The engineering part will try to bring together this author’s object model, results from the parallel
technological research and the results of the previous stages in this project, and generate an
ontological specification following a traditional ADDIE design approach.
As a caveat we wish to mention here that it is not our intention to measure any effect of a particular
treatment nor to prove that a statement is true or to show correlations. The project does not involve an
experimental part as the interface will not yet be used with authors in real-world circumstances. The
actual development of the interface and its usage will be the topic of a subsequent project.

5. Expected effects for the educational publishing sector
The above described research should have a positive impact on making development of language
learning content an economically more viable and even profitable activity. In this section, we will
explain why an authoring interface for sustainable learning content can have a significant effect on
education in general, on the production of learning content and on the publishers’ business model.
Publishing educational content is a vital, but not very viable nor extremely profitable activity in
Flanders. Educational publications represent more or less 21 % of all publications in Flanders (for
more figures see Delsaerdt 2012).

5.1. Concrete result for educational publishers
An ontological specification should be seen as a detailed description of a system and its behavior.
It will consist of a detailed description, visualization, example source code of key routines and
possible prototypes of the front end (screen layout and functionality), back end (architecture
backbone) and object models.
The granularity (detailedness) of the description should allow any publisher to have the
interface developed (and adapted to the local needs and preferences) in a minimum of time and at a
very low cost. More importantly, the interface should not be perceived as a technology, but more as a
reasoning based on common sense. It should simply feel as the best, safest way of storing their
learning content. The concept will be protected under Creative Commons License, and in a subsequent
project be distributed as Open Source.

5.2. Expected effect for the sector
Generally speaking, it is difficult to quantify accurately the expected impact of the interface, as all
depends on how many publishers will implement it, to which degree and for how many products.
Based on the following arguments, as a reasonable target to be evaluated, we could state that the
development of a unit of learning content would cost 50 % less, and yield 50 % more sales. This is our
hypothesis to be validated by comparing expected outcome with realized outcome.
5.2.1. Reducing the production cost
The first expected effect of the interface for sustainable learning content is that it will take less hours
for an author to produce a certain amount of language learning content. Thanks to an interface that
will offer more possibilities for creating, for querying, reporting, searching, retrieving and
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implementing content and to generate the product layer (which makes integrating content in the final
product much easier).
5.2.2. Extending the product range
Now almost all learning content is stored in a dedicated structure, determined by a specific medium
such as a book or a technology such as an app. Content is mostly linked to one specific output product.
The proposed generic model for structuring sustainable learning content allows the output towards a
wide variety of products such as …
Table 2: Product Range
Traditional textbook
Tailormade textbook
Learning content on Demand
Learning Content for Specific
Purposes

Open Educational Resources
Interactive Applications
Mobile intelligent apps
Learning Support
Business-to-Business
Researcher data

The textbook as product remains the same, but content is
generated from the generic database into a DTP system for
further layout and finishing.
Schools can order tailor-made textbooks, with selected
chapters and adapted layout (e.g. with school logo).
Printing on Demand (PoD).
Learning Content can be delivered on demand, in any
digital format such as PDF, eReader, …
Content can also be delivered in specific formats for
specific devices such as Interactive Whiteboards,
Presentation Tools (such as Powerpoint or Prezi),
Interactive exercises in Blackboard, Hot Potatoes or
Moodle.
Publishers can play a new role in contexts where teachers
wish to co-construct their own learning/teaching content
by providing an interface.
Content can be made highly interactive for use in specific
applications such as adaptive tests, interactive textbooks,
virtual environments and serious games.
Limited Interface but huge possibilities in terms of
Intelligent Tutoring and Augmented Reality.
Content can be generated into supporting material for e.g.
remote human coaching, autonomous learning etc.
Learning Content can also be made accessible through an
API, allowing other businesses to create Open Data
applications.
Finally, publishers can open up their data for commercial
and scientific research.

5.2.3. Extending the market
Foreign educational products, especially language methods, are being offered on the market, but they
are mostly ill-adapted to the specific requirements of Flemish education. Flemish publishers offer
products that are better adapted: written in Dutch, adapted to our pedagogical traditions and
educational policy, and generally speaking offering a better didactic quality. This adaptation, however,
considerably reduces the market if publishers are unable to quickly adapt their products to another
mother tongue or educational setting. And this market is already very small.
The proposed generic interface and database of sustainable content will allow publishers to
change the mother tongue or the educational features of a product. Combined with online business
technologies, this would open a world market for Flemish publishers.
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5.2.4. Sustainability
The separation of content in a generic database, so that this content becomes sustainable on the one
hand, and the world market on the other will lead to a new business model.
The new business model entails a new range of products and services, a new production model,
new markets, new market pull & market push mechanisms, and above all, a new way of looking at
content, learning and technology.

5.2.5. The authoring experience
The targeted interface should lead to more self-efficacy, fun, creativity, motivation and didactic
quality for authors. The interface could possibly also be used for teachers who want to involve their
students in course creation (such as the author’s wiki on http://ce3.ua.ac.be/wiki ). It could also be
used as an interface for creating OERs or with MOOCs.

6. Conclusion
Language learning content can and should be structured and stored in a sustainable way, defined as
generic, reusable, authorable (open) and allowing interactivity of scalable complexity. Language
learning content can be structured as a collection of a collection of a collection of items, with as many
collection levels as deemed necessary: from a plain text (only one level with one collection) to
complex task-based scenarios. In this collection structure, it is possible to use the same, simple, object
model, consisting of properties and methods which govern appearance and behavior of the object
content. The proposed structure appears to work well in client/service environments such as webbased applications or mobile apps, but also for generating a wide range of products and services, also
non-digital.
The problem seems to be that it remains quite a challenge to explain to authors how to structure
their data in a sustainable way. One of the reasons might be the reason why they should do it, the other
being how they would feel empowered and enabled to do so. Psychology will be the crucial element in
this respect.
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Multimedia Annotations on Sentential Listening
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Abstract: Multimedia annotations of both definitions and visual aids have been reported to
facilitate vocabulary learning based on learners’ performances on word retention. Vocabulary
auditory input, however, was overlooked in many studies; listening comprehension, likewise,
was seldom assessed as learning outcomes. The purpose of the present study was to explore
the effects of vocabulary auditory input and those of learning style preference on vocabulary
learning, in general, and on sentential listening comprehension, in particular. English
beginners, 423 in total, were recruited from various junior high schools in Taiwan. Five nouns
and five verbs, selected as the target words, were embedded in a reading text and annotated by
one of the four methods: text-only, text-picture, text-sound, and text-picture-sound. One month
before the treatment all participants were required to take a pretest of the target words; and,
their learning style preferences, including verbal, visual and auditory, were determined by a
questionnaire. In the treatment session every participant was randomly assigned to one of the
four annotation groups aforementioned and read the text. Immediately after the reading they
took a vocabulary recognition test and a listening comprehension test; the two tests were
administered again two weeks later without prior notice. The data was submitted to two-way
repeated measures ANOVA, with annotation type and learning style as between-subject
factors, time of measurement as within-subject factor, and scores of the two tests as
dependable variable. The results showed that in the recognition tests, none reached
significance level but time of measurement, with the immediate higher than the delayed. In the
listening tests, only the main effect of annotation type reached significance level, with textpicture-sound group and text-sound group both outperformed text group; no differences were
found between the immediate and the delayed posttests. While various annotations had
equivalent effects on vocabulary learning, annotations with audio input contributed to the
construction of phonological knowledge of new words, facilitating their listening
comprehension in sentences. More importantly, the effects of audio input sustained for two
weeks. The learning style preference of our English beginners, whether verbal, visual or
auditory, played no role in vocabulary recognition and listening comprehension.
Keywords: Multimedia annotations, auditory input, listening comprehension, learning style
preference

1. Introduction
Multimedia annotations for vocabulary learning and teaching have become a research interest
for almost two decades (Chun & Plass, 1996; Plass, Chun, Mayer & Leutner, 1998). The
major findings of the previous studies supported dual coding theory (Pavio, 1986) and the
generative theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 1997). That is, learning vocabulary with
textual definitions and pictures produced the best learning outcomes (Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii,
2006; Yoshii & Flaitz, 2002) whereas the effects of learning new words with video clips are still
inconclusive (Al-Seghayer, 2001; Chun & Plass, 1996; Lin & Tseng, 2012). One of the crucial
aspects of vocabulary learning, auditory input, has been well studied in relation to captions
(Aldera & Mohsen, 2013; Hsu et al., 2013, Syndorenko, 2010; to name the latest). However,
auditory input has received comparatively little attention in multimedia annotations (Chun &
Plass, 1996; Yeh & Wang, 2003) even though its role in vocabulary learning and acquisition
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is inseparable (Nation, 2001); subsequently, the assessment of vocabulary learning in terms of
listening comprehension has been scant. The imbalance found in this trend of research on
auditory input for vocabulary learning and on listening comprehension for vocabulary
acquisition triggered the present investigation. Other than the presentation modes of
multimedia annotations, the learning style preference of a learner is also considered a crucial
factor. When learning with multimedia materials, learning outcomes are likely dependent
upon learners’ multimedia preferences. Verbalizers prefer learning with text and visualizers
with images (Plass, Chun, Mayer & Leutner, 1998; Chen, Hsieh & Kinshuk, 2008); but, those
who favor auditory input are not yet examined in empirical studies. The present study was
mainly intended to investigate the effects of auditory input of new words on vocabulary
learning and on comprehending sentences containing the new words; it also examined
whether language learners’ multimedia preferences affected their learning vocabulary and
their comprehension.
2. Vocabulary Learning and Multimedia Annotations
Learning vocabulary has been a primary task for language learners. Language learners have been
suggested to do extensive reading to expand vocabulary size incidentally (Krashen, 1989). However,
they may run the risk of wrong guessing and inference of word meanings from the context in the
reading process (Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii & Flaitz, 2002). Researchers thus become interested in
exploring the effectiveness of glossing in assisting vocabulary learning in reading activities. Watanabe
(1997) suggested that marginal glosses facilitated incidental vocabulary learning; Kost, Foss and
Lenzini (1999) stated that looking up printed text-plus-picture annotations resulted in better
vocabulary acquisition. With the development of computer technology, there are more studies
investigating the effects of different modes of multimedia annotations on word learning and revealing
the beneficial effects of dual-modal annotations (Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii, 2006; Yoshii & Flaitz,
2002).
The facilitative effect of presenting multimedia annotations in dual modes is supported by
dual coding theory (Pavio, 1986) and generative theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 1997).
According to Pavio (1986), learning is enhanced when verbal and nonverbal messages are processed
in working memory simultaneously. The generative theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 1997)
posited that better retention is made possible if learners select, organize, and integrate incoming
messages presented in verbal and visual modes. In accordance with the theories, provision of input in
dual modes in multimedia annotations were suggested and encouraged for a desirable learning
outcome.

2.1 Learning new words with definitions, pictures and films
Since theories have suggested that presentation of both verbal and visual messages enhances learning,
there are abundant studies on exploring the effectiveness of supplying varied visual input such as
pictures and videos in addition to textual input in multimedia annotations. The series of studies on
multimedia annotations mainly began with the investigation of the effects of annotations incorporating
translations and still pictures on incidental word learning in reading tasks because pictures can be
easily presented in a paper-based or computer-mediated learning environment. Kost et al. (1999)
examined the effects of reading printed glosses showing textual and pictorial materials on vocabulary
learning. The participants were randomly assigned to read a German text under three glossing
conditions, including textual glossing, pictorial, and textual-plus-pictorial glossing. The results,
corroborating dual-coding theory (Pavio, 1986), showed that the learners accessing both textual and
pictorial input recalled word meanings better. They retained the meanings of the new words after a
lapse of time. The researchers thus concluded that building verbal and visual representations of new
words resulted in enhanced mapping of the new information in mental model. Additional pictorial
input provided more cues for retrieval of word meaning, thus enhancing learning and retaining of new
words.
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By replicating the study done by Kost et al. (1999), Yoshii and Flaitz (2002) explored the
effectiveness of multimedia annotations in facilitating learning verbs. The college students were at the
beginning level and were randomly assigned to read an English text by consulting English definitions,
simple-line drawings, or both materials in glosses. In line with Kost et al. (1999), it was found that
presenting dual modes of glosses facilitated word learning. The students exposed to only the pictorial
input had better performance on recalling word meanings than those exposed to only textual input.
Yet, the superiority disappeared in the definition-supply test with a strict scoring system. Yoshii and
Flaitz then contended that the pictorial input may not fully convey word meanings, which in contrast
were likely to be achieved effectively by textual input.
After the study on verbs, Shahrokni (2009) particularly examined whether the use of
multimedia annotations enhanced the learning of concrete nouns. The college students at the
beginning level were recruited to read an online passage and were randomly assigned to an annotation
group, namely text only, picture only, and combination group. Definitions in the target language and
real-life pictures were regarded as verbal and visual input respectively. The results, extending the
early findings, revealed that dual-modal multimedia annotations were conducive to learning nouns. It
concluded that the students reading both verbal and visual messages retained more words, regardless
test type; specifically, they did well on both word and picture recognition tests.
Questioning the validity of vocabulary assessments, Yanguas (2009) argued that word tests
alone did not serve as satisfying measures because they did not reveal learners’ learning behavior. He
applied think-aloud protocols in addition to word tests to examine the effectiveness of multimedia
annotations. The participants were randomly assigned to text-only, picture-only, and combined group.
Unlike many previous studies, the results indicated that the combined group did not significantly
outperform the text-only and the picture-only group. In other words, the finding did not support
generative theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 1997). The effectiveness of multimedia annotations
in this qualitative study was not evident because learners made more efforts to comprehend the
reading text instead of attending to the learning of specific words.
Other than studies investigating the effects of multimedia annotations by presenting drawings
or pictures visual input, there were studies focusing on examining videos or animations as visual
stimuli. In the study conducted by Chun and Plass (1996), three types of multimedia annotations were
designed, including definition only, definition plus picture, definition plus video, and were all
annotated in the reading text. The participants were allowed to consult these three types of annotations
at will. Interestingly, it was found that the availability of multimedia annotations induced more lookup behavior. The results showed that the consultation of additional pictures instead of videos
contributed to better word learning. Chun and Plass contended that it may be because the learners
were allowed more time to process the new information when they saw the pictures; thus, better
learning outcomes.
Using same multimedia annotations, Al-Seghayer (2001) conducted a similar study. The
finding confirmed the generative theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 1997). He agreed that
presenting dual-modes of multimedia annotations was beneficial for vocabulary; but, unlike Chun and
Plass (1996), he found that better learning outcomes were achieved by using additional videos not
pictures. Dynamic input was suggested to be of merits to facilitate “conceptualizing language,” which
meant the mapping of meaning to language form, because videos “more readily depict connections or
provide a gestalt” (Al-Seghayer, 2001, p.224).
Different from the previous studies, Lin and Tseng (2012) incorporated animations and films
in the multimedia annotations. They intended to examine whether presenting text, text plus picture,
and text plus animation or video in multimedia annotations lead to different outcomes in the learning
of nouns containing difficult concepts. The results revealed the beneficial effects of providing
multimedia annotations; in line with Al-Seghayer (2001), viewing animations or videos was found to
help to learn difficult words. In contrast, Lin and Tseng argued that presenting additional pictures
failed to enhance word learning because of the cognitive overloads imposed on the students.
Apart from research specifically investigating varied supplementary visual input, there are
studies examining the effects of presenting triple-modes of multimedia annotations on incidental
vocabulary learning. Audio input was particularly provided in the studies. Yeh and Wang (2003)
probed into in what way the college students in Taiwan benefited from different multimedia
annotations presenting text, text plus pictures, text plus pictures and word sound. The college students
were reported to have benefited from consulting annotations in which text and pictures are presented
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instead of annotations that displaying text, pictures, and word sound. The authors explained that the
students’ limited listening ability degraded the positive effect of presenting audio input. Their study
also showed that the students’ learning style preference did not affect the effectiveness of different
types of annotations in enhancing incidental vocabulary learning.
Individual difference has been acknowledged to have an influence on the effectiveness of
instructional designs. As a result, some researchers further attended to the role individual difference
plays along the line of studies on multimedia annotation. Yoshii and Flaitz (2002) indicated that both
learners at beginning and intermediate level may benefit from the consultation of multimedia
annotations. Yeh and Wang (2003) found that the effectiveness of varied multimedia annotations was
not impacted by the college students’ learning style preference. On the other hand, the findings in the
study done by Pass et al. (1998) revealed that visualizers were more likely to have better retrieval of
word meanings if they were able to trace images. In addition, Chen, Hsien and Kinshuk (2008) found
that learners of higher visual yet lower verbal ability especially benefited from multimedia annotations
presenting pictures, while learners with higher verbal ability were able to learn well by accessing
merely textual information. Although the results was not conclusive, it cannot be denied that
individual difference have a role to play in affecting the effectiveness of multimedia annotations in
word learning.

2.2 The present study
The concerns of the present study are audio input as one type of the multimedia annotations, sentential
listening comprehension as one assessment of the learning outcomes, and learning style preference as
one factor of learning effects. As discussed before, the positive effects of presenting dual modes of
multimedia annotations on facilitating vocabulary learning have been acknowledged. Few studies
examined in what way learners benefit from multimedia annotations incorporating additional audio
input to learn vocabulary. Audio input such as word pronunciation was not present in most early
studies. In effect, informing word pronunciation is of value because phonological knowledge of a
word along with word form and meaning are aspects of word knowledge (Nation, 2001). For
beginners, word pronunciation may be important input when they need to familiarize themselves with
the rules or systems of a new language. In terms of learning outcomes, most studies designed their
assessments by asking learners to choose or provide word meanings. Whether learners differed their
levels in acquiring new words, for example, comprehending sentential oral descriptions based on
knowledge of newly-acquired words, is not clear. Finally, the mediating effect of individual difference
on the effectiveness of various multimedia annotations is not yet conclusive. Yeh and Wang (2003)
found that learning style preference did not impact the way English students at tertiary level benefited
from multimedia annotations. However, it remains unknown if English beginners’ learning style
preference affects the effectiveness of different types of multimedia annotations in assisting learning.
Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects of different types of multimedia
annotations incorporating textual, pictorial, and audio input and those of different learning preferences
on facilitating vocabulary learning as well as comprehension of sentential oral descriptions. The
research questions are addressed as follows: Which type of multimedia annotations facilitates
vocabulary learning? Which type of multimedia annotations facilitates sentential listening
comprehension? And, does learning style preference affect vocabulary learning? Does learning style
preference affect sentential listening comprehension?

3. Method
3.1 Participants
The participants were 423 seventh and eighth graders in five junior high schools in northern and
southern Taiwan. During the experiment, they were considered English beginners who needed textual
and auditory input when learning new vocabulary.
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3.2 Materials
3.2.1 Reading text
The participants were required to read an annotated online text on dancing. The reading text adapted
from various sources by the researchers contained 185 words in length and its readability was 3.0 in
accordance with Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level.

3.2.2 Target words
Five nouns and five verbs in the reading text were chosen as the target words. Webb (2005) stated that
nouns and verbs were the most often seen parts of speech in unmodified reading passages. The ten
target words were on the English reference word list at senior high level recommended by College
Entrance Examination Center (CEEC) in Taiwan. They were of pedagogical value and were unknown
to the participants. Each target word was annotated in the reading text explained immediately below.

3.2.3 Annotations
To explore the effects of different modes of annotations on vocabulary learning and sentential
listening comprehension, four types of multimedia annotations were designed. First, text-only
annotations (the Text Group) showed textual information including spelling, translation, and an
example sentence for each target word. Second, text-plus-picture annotations (the Picture Group)
presented the textual information mentioned above and pictures illustrating each example sentence.
Third, text-plus-sound annotations (the Sound Group) provided the textual information and
pronunciation of each target word and each example sentence. Fourth, text-plus-picture-plus-sound
annotations (the Combined Group) provided the textual information, pictures, and pronunciation of
the words and example sentences.

3.3 Instruments
3.3.1 Vocabulary pretest
The vocabulary pretest was designed to assess the participants’ background knowledge of the target
words. The students were required to provide definitions of the words that they knew; otherwise, they
checked “I don’t know” next to the words.

3.3.2 Perceptual English learning style questionnaire
To determine the participants’ learning style preference in this study, a modified version of perceptual
English learning style survey was designed based on Perceptual Learning Preferences Survey
proposed by Kinsella (1993) and Ko (2002). There were 21 statements in the questionnaire, each of
which required the participants to rate on a 4 Likert-scale of frequency from always (4) to never (1).

3.3.3 Vocabulary recognition test
The recognition vocabulary test was in a multiple-choice format. The participants were asked to
choose the correct Chinese translation for each target word. For each question, the correct answer was
presented along with two other distracters. The questions in the delayed recognition test were the same
with those in the immediate test except that the order was changed.

3.3.4 Listening comprehension test
The listening comprehension test on the ten target words was designed to assess the participants’
ability to comprehend sentential oral descriptions. Each question contained a sentence made with one
target word and read by a native speaker; and, each question was presented with three colorful
pictures. The participants were asked to listen to each sentence and to choose the picture that correctly
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depicted the sentence they heard. The questions in the immediate and delayed listening
comprehension tests were identical except that the order of the questions was changed.

3.4 Procedure
The vocabulary pretest and perceptual learning style preference survey were administered one month
before the treatment. The participants were first identified to be learners of verbal, visual and auditory
inclination based on their responses on the learning style preference questionnaire. Then the
participants reporting identical learning style preference were randomly assigned to one of the four
annotation groups, namely, Text, Picture, Sound, and Combined. In the treatment session, the
participants were asked to read an online text and to consult multimedia annotations. Right after the
treatment, they took an unexpected vocabulary recognition test and listening comprehension test. Two
weeks later, they took the two same tests without prior notice.

3.5 Data analysis
The present study looked into the effects of different modes of multimedia annotations on facilitating
vocabulary learning and listening comprehension. In addition, it examined whether learners’ learning
style preference affected the effectiveness of multimedia annotations. The scores on both the
vocabulary recognition tests and the listening comprehension tests were analyzed by using two-way
repeated measures ANOVA with annotation type (4 levels, Text, Picture, Sound and Combined) and
learning style preference (3 levels, Verbal, Visual and Auditory) as two between-subject factors and
time of measurement (2 levels, Immediate and Delayed) as within-subject factor.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Results
4.1.1 Pretest of the target words
All participants were required to take the pretest that assessed their knowledge of the target words. To
make sure that the target words were unknown to the sampled participants, those who scored one point
or more in the pretest were excluded from the study. That left 423 participants who received zero
point on the pretest, which ensured the homogeneity of the sampled participants.

4.1.2 Vocabulary recognition posttests
The descriptive statistics of the two recognition posttests were shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Vocabulary Recognition Posttests
Annotation
Type
Text

Picture

Sound

Learning
Preference
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total

N
25
52
28
105
26
49
26
101
26
45
36
107

Immediate Posttest
M
SD
6.96
2.406
7.69
1.925
7.18
2.881
7.38
2.326
6.77
2.438
7.20
2.731
8.08
2.208
7.32
2.553
7.46
2.596
7.56
2.554
7.94
2.254
7.66
2.453
673

Delayed Posttest
M
SD
6.84
2.641
7.10
2.724
6.68
2.816
6.92
2.709
6.65
2.560
6.86
2.739
7.46
2.687
6.96
2.672
7.58
2.671
7.20
2.881
7.64
2.789
7.44
2.782

Combined

Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total

26
50
34
110

7.85
7.68
8.18
7.87

2.493
2.591
1.930
2.370

8.12
7.46
7.41
7.60

2.776
2.525
2.476
2.564

In the immediate posttest, the Combined Group attained the highest mean (M = 7.87, SD =
2.370), followed by the Sound Group (M = 7.66, SD = 2.453), the Picture Group (M = 7.32, SD =
2.553), and the Text Group (M = 7.38, SD = 2.326). In the delayed posttest, the results showed that
the Combined Group performed the best (M = 7.60, SD = 2.564), followed by the Sound Group (M =
7.44, SD = 2.782), the Picture Group (M = 6.96, SD = 2.672), and the Text Group (M = 6.65, SD =
2.560).
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no interaction between annotation type and
learning style preference (F(6,411) = 0.705, n.s.), no effect of annotation type (F(3,411) = 1.997, n.s.)
and no effect of learning style preference (F(2,411) = 0.526, n.s.). The differences between the
immediate and the delayed posttests were significant (F(1,411) = 7.431, p < .05), with the scores of
the immediate posttest higher than those of the delayed one, suggesting a forgetting slope over two
weeks.

4.1.3 Listening comprehension posttests
Table 2 showed the descriptive statistics of immediate and delayed listening comprehension tests; and,
same rankings were found as those in the vocabulary recognition posttests. In the immediate posttest,
the Combined Group attained the highest mean (M = 7.06, SD = 2.177), followed by the Sound Group
(M = 6.77, SD = 2.226), the Picture Group (M = 6.62, SD = 2.144), and the Text Group (M = 6.12,
SD = 2.269). In the delayed posttest, the results showed that the Combined Group achieved the best
listening comprehension among the four groups (M = 7.10, SD = 2.475), followed by the Sound
Group (M = 6.79, SD = 2.706) and the Picture Group (M = 6.65, SD = 2.535); and, the Text Group
came the last (M = 6.07, SD = 2.486).
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Listening Comprehension Posttests
Annotation
Type
Text

Picture

Sound

Combined

Learning
Preference
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total
Verbal
Visual
Auditory
Total

N
25
52
28
105
26
49
26
101
26
45
36
107
26
50
34
110

Immediate Posttest
M
SD
6.00
2.062
6.42
2.387
5.68
2.212
6.12
2.269
6.23
2.550
6.59
2.081
7.08
1.787
6.62
2.144
6.58
2.469
6.73
2.359
6.94
1.897
6.77
2.226
7.19
2.079
6.62
2.294
7.62
1.985
7.06
2.177

Delayed Posttest
M
SD
6.16
2.495
6.35
2.504
5.46
2.426
6.07
2.486
6.04
2.676
6.78
2.486
7.04
2.474
6.65
2.535
6.96
2.569
6.78
2.575
6.67
3.014
6.79
2.706
7.58
2.335
6.84
2.518
7.12
2.532
7.10
2.475

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no interaction between annotation type and
learning style preference (F(6,411) = 1.139, n.s.) and no effect of learning style preference (F(2,411) =
0.068, n.s.), but a main effect of annotation type (F(3,411) = 4.491, p < .05). Post hoc LCD pair-wise
comparisons revealed that the Combined Group and the Sound Group scored significantly higher than
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the Text Group, indicating that the vocabulary auditory input facilitated sentential listening
comprehension. As for the time of measurement, the differences between the two posttests were not
significant (F(1,411) = 0.006, n.s.), suggesting a strong retention of auditory input over two weeks.

4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Vocabulary learning
The present study found that two-mode and multiple-mode of annotation were not reported to
contribute to significant better performance, contradicting to the results in previous studies (Lin &
Tseng, 2012; Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii and Flaitz, 2002). Textual information alone was argued to
facilitate learning if translation was clear and precise enough. It is likely that Chinese translation
presented in the four types of annotation in the present study well-informed our English beginners of
word meanings. Also, Lin and Tseng (2012) maintained that multimedia annotations incorporating
translation and video were conducive to learning nouns conveying difficult cultural concepts. In the
present study, the target words were selected based on the word list for senior high school students.
Though they may be slightly beyond the participants’ current ability to learn, they were not really
beyond the students’ ability to understand the word meaning with the help of Chinese translation.
Despite the fact that multimedia annotation did not significantly contribute to superior
performance in recall and retention of word meaning, its effectiveness in enhancing vocabulary
acquisition should not be neglected. In the present study the Combined Group still scored the highest
in the two recognition posttests. Compared to the students receiving only textual information, the
learners accessing additional pictorial and audio stimuli better recalled word meanings because they
were more likely to trace the images in the recognition word tests (Yoshii, 2006). Additionally, the
presence of word sound may also allow the learners to attend to the associations of word form and
word meaning. It is delightful to know that the Sound Group obtained higher score than the Text and
the Picture Group in the two recognition posttests. This reemphasizes the inseparable role of sound in
vocabulary learning. For our beginners, not being able to associate word forms with their sounds
means incomplete learning of new words; the presence of word pronunciation helps our beginning
adolescents acquire word meanings.

4.2.2 Sentential listening comprehension
The finding that learners in the Combined Group and the Sound Group achieved better sentential
listening comprehension than those in the Text Group strengthened the potential and value of
multimedia annotation in English learning. Multimedia annotations that incorporate audio-pluspictorial or audio messages in addition to textual messages assisted learners in acquiring and retaining
new words efficiently. More importantly, they are probable to facilitate integration of vocabulary
knowledge of new words into learners’ linguistic system and further induce better performance on a
complicated listening task which required learners to complete by activating knowledge of the
previously-learned words.
The superiority of multimedia annotations incorporating textual, pictorial, and audio messages
in facilitating listening comprehension confirmed Mayer’s generative theory of multimedia learning
(1997). Desirable learning outcomes could be achieved because learners construct verbal and visual
representations of a word (Mayer, 1997) and thus had more than one route for retrieval of new words
(Chun & Plass, 1996). Moreover, Brett (1995) contended that learning was enhanced because
concurrently presented verbal, visual, and audio input in multiple annotations may “be more finely
tuned” and “be more readily converted to “intake”” (p.81). In other words, the multiple messages
available in the Combined Group were more likely to be integrated into the learner’s existing
linguistic system and were stored in long-term memory. In this sense, the incoming information
introducing the new words was not only input but becomes part of the schema, which could be
activated for dealing with a new task. In addition, connecting input presented in varied modal allowed
learners to recall knowledge from long-term memory based on multiple cues (Baggett, 1989).
The fact that the Picture Group did not have significant better performance than the Text
Group in the listening tests was quite surprising. It has been acknowledged that presenting verbal and
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visual information enhanced vocabulary learning (Chun & Plass, 1996; Kost, Foss, & Lenzini, 1999;
Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii & Flaitz, 2002). It seemed that the superiority of dual-modal annotations
incorporating textual and pictorial messages in enhancing learning disappeared when the goal was to
accomplish tasks requiring listening skills. The results indicated that although the connection between
textual and pictorial information of a word contributed to the retrieval of word meanings, it failed to
help our beginners to construct the spoken form of a new word. Baddeley (1992) maintained that the
channel in which articulatory messages were processed was necessary for acquiring native and
second-language vocabulary. This suggested that supplementary audio input is particularly essential
and is likely to amplify the effectiveness of multimedia annotations. The results in the present study
further revealed that multimedia annotation did not assist our English beginners in acquiring spoken
form of a new word without the presence of audio input.
In addition to the Combined Group, the Sound Group was reported to outperform the Text
Group in the listening comprehension posttests. It is worth noting that the learners benefited from
multimedia annotations particularly providing audio input and then achieved outstanding listening
comprehension. In the discussion of effectiveness of multimedia annotations, test type was suggested
to influence performance on vocabulary test to certain extent. Kost et al. (1999) claimed that there was
corresponding effect of annotation type and test mode. That is, students accessing textual information
recalled word meaning of the target words better when they were given translations in the multiplechoice test, whereas students accessing graphical information showed better retention when they were
prompted with graphic cues. In line with Kost et al. (1999), Yoshii (2006) suggested that there was an
interaction effect between annotation mode and test type. He posited that the learners having access to
both textual and pictorial messages were able to retrieve word images; thus, they outperformed those
of single-mode in the definition-supply word test instead of the recognition test.
Likewise, the finding of the superiority of the Combined and Sound Group in the listening
comprehension tests in the present study confirmed corresponding effect of annotation type and test
mode suggested by Kost et al. (1999). The listening comprehension tests may favor learners accessing
audio input. Lynch (1998) stated that phonetic, phonological, and lexical along with other four sources
of information were needed for comprehension of listening messages. Learners must recognize word
sound first so as to further make sense of an oral description. The audio information available in the
annotations informed the learners of the word sound, that is, the phonetic information. As a result,
learners are more likely to identify the spoken target words and then understand the oral descriptions.
Moreover, our results showed that the English beginners received noticeably highest scores when they
were concurrently presented with pictorial and audio input together with textual input. It might be
because the accompanying pictures provided the learners with additional routes to recall word
meanings (Kost et al., 1999) and to associate spoken word form with word image with ease. Our
learners were able to identify and recall word meaning, sound, and images efficiently in a listening
task.

5. Conclusion
The aim of the present study was to investigate in what way presenting different modes of multimedia
annotations influenced recognizing new words as well as comprehending new words in a spoken
sentence. Although the differences were not found in learning word meanings, annotation type had a
significant effect on affecting performance of sentential listening comprehension. To be specific,
learners consulting multimedia annotations that provided textual as well as audio messages or that
presented textual, pictorial, as well as audio messages achieved better listening comprehension
immediately after and two weeks after the treatment than those reading textual information. It was
also found that learners’ learning style preference did not significantly influence the effectiveness of
different types of multimedia annotations in both vocabulary learning and sentential listening
comprehension.
The findings in the present study reinforced the importance of incorporating audio input into
multimedia annotations. English beginners tend to ignore correct word pronunciation and thus fail to
associate spoken word form with written form. As a result, they are more likely to encounter greater
barriers when they contrive to make connections between word form and meaning. Provision of
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additional audio input such as word sound is suggested in that it informs learners of precise
pronunciation and equips them with phonetic and phonological knowledge of new words. Provision of
multimedia annotations incorporating textual, pictorial, and auditory messages should also be
promoted because it enables learners to retrieve and retain not only word form but also word meaning
efficiently.
The effectiveness of presenting multiple modes of multimedia annotations in assisting
listening comprehension was made evident in the present study. Yet, there are still some limitations of
the present experimental design. First, the participants were from junior high schools in northern and
southern Taiwan. Future research need to investigate how learners at intermediate or tertiary level are
assisted by using multimedia annotations in improving vocabulary recognition and sentential listening
comprehension. Second, the present study assessed the learners’ ability to comprehend sentential oral
descriptions after they learned the new words from the contents presented in multimedia annotations.
Future research can further investigate whether learners are able to comprehend longer oral passages,
in which target words are essential to construct meanings.
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Abstract: Since the term intercultural communication was introduced by Edward T. Hall in
his book (1959), The Silent Language, issues about intercultural communication have been not
only been dealt with in the field of Humanities but also in any area related to human
interaction. Moreover, recent researchers have devoted systematic attention to developing
“cultural fluency”, “cultural literacy” or “intercultural competence”. The methods through
which culture is acquired also have changed from a traditional information acquisition
approach to a process-oriented constructivist approach. That is, there has been a movement
from approaches where learners are largely simply told about the target culture by the teacher
to students’ active participation in construction of understanding about the target culture along
with reflecting on their own culture. Using technology as a means to acquire culture is no
longer particularly new, but, as Goodyear (2005) argues, the use of technology holds particular
promise for the creation of learning settings that can interest and motivate learners. In order to
promote students’ active participation in learning culture and to help students’ understanding
and reflection on various cultural context—including their own—this study adapted an
inquiry-based activity using WebQuests. One of the attractive sides of WebQuests is that
students are able to use various resources actively to do a task through organizing information
and applying the knowledge acquired to real-life situations. The aim of this study is to help
students enrolled in an intercultural communication class to understand various cultural
contexts through a systematic inquiry-based approach using WebQuests, and with the goal of
eventually improving their intercultural competence. The study used concurrent quantitative
and qualitative data. The quantitative data were collected through pre- and post-surveys and an
adapted version of the GENE (Generalized Ethnocentrism) scale questionnaires during the
course. The analyses of students’ reflection during class discussion and essays written on
completion of the WebQuests were measured as the qualitative data. The results of the study
show students’ positive improvement qualitatively and quantitatively.
Keywords: intercultural competence, cultural context acquisition, inquiry-based activity,
WebQuests

1. Introduction
Advances in telecommunication tools and the development of faster transportation means has
brought people together from different parts of the world into contact at school, at work, in their
neighborhood and in cyberspace. Today only 10% of the countries in the world are racially or
ethnically homogeneous (Harris, Moran & Moran, 2004). This means that in an increasingly global
environment, developing intercultural understanding and an ability to live and work with people
having very different backgrounds is a key in succeeding in our global lives. In fact, developing
“cultural fluency”, “cultural literacy” or “intercultural competence” have received systematic attention
from many researchers since the 1990s, and many scholars have defined and suggested models of
intercultural competence (Byram, 1997; Deardorff, 2006; Fantini, 1995; Howard et al., 1998; Kim,
1991; Neuliep, 2006; Rathje, 2007; Stier, 2003; Ting-Toomey, & Kurogi, 1998).
Neuliep (2012) defined intercultural communication competence as “the degree to which you
effectively adapt your verbal and non-verbal messages to the appropriate cultural context” (p. 424).
For this, he suggested that speakers are required to have some knowledge of the person with whom
they are communicating, the motivation to communicate with people from different cultural
backgrounds and the appropriate verbal and non-verbal communication skills in order to encode and
decode messages. In addition, Stier (2003) suggested that there are two competencies referred to in
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intercultural competence: content competencies and processual competences. Content competencies
are related to “knowing that” – the aspect of not only other cultures but also one’s own culture.
Processual competences refer to “knowing how” – the aspect of intercultural competence involving
intrapersonal and interpersonal competencies. The intrapersonal competencies are related to cognitive
and motivation skills and the interpersonal competencies refer to interactive abilities.
Based on the claims from Neuliep and Stier regarding acquisition of intercultural competence, it
can be said that in order to develop intercultural competence, we need to know and understand various
aspects of our culture and also other’s cultures. Related to this process, we need to have the cognitive
and emotional motivation to cope with encountering unfamiliar settings as well as some appropriate
verbal and non-verbal skills to interact with people from different cultural backgrounds. Accordingly,
it is essential to reflect on this process in order to developing intercultural competence into cultural
acquisition classes.
The methods of learning culture have been changed from a traditional information acquisition
approach to a process-oriented constructivist approach (Shrum & Glisan, 2005). That is, the
approaches where learners were predominantly simply told about the target culture by the teacher
have moved to approaches encouraging students’ active participation in construction of their
understanding of the target culture along with reflecting on their own culture. There have been already
a number of studies which discussing the use of technology in order to promote students’ active
participation in learning culture (Belz, 2003,2007; Chun, 2011; Chun & Wade, 2004; Kramsch &
Thorne, 2002; Levy, 2007; Müller-Hartmann, 2000; Schneider & von der Emde, 2006; Ware &
Kramsch, 2005). According to Goodyear (2005), this is due to the fact that the use of technology holds
particular promise for the creation of learning settings that can interest and motivate learners.
This study adapted inquiry-based activities using WebQuests to help students understand and
reflect on various cultural contexts, included their own. Dodge (1997) defines WebQuests as “an
inquiry-based activity in which some or all of the information that learners interact with comes from
resources on the Internet” (p. 2). There are several previous studies which have highlighted various
aspects of WebQuests, in particular the program design (Dodge, 2001; Halat, 2008; Hassanien, 2006;
Maddux & Cummings, 2007; March, 2004, 2006). One of the attractive sides of WebQuests is that
students are able to use information actively to do a task through organizing information, preparing
them to apply the knowledge acquired to real-life situations. Students’ active engagement can be done
both in individual work and/or cooperative group learning which goes beyond simple information
gathering, rather bringing up important skills such as critical thinking, peer interaction, problem
solving, and decision making, which would also be expected to foster learner autonomy (Ikpeze &
Boyd, 2007; Lara & Reparaz, 2007; Luke, 2006; MacGregor & Lou, 2005; Oliver, 2008; Schweizer &
Kossow, 2007; Sen & Neufeld, 2006). In recent years, WebQuests have been widely used in both
higher educational setting and secondary educational organizations in the United States, a tendencies
that has also extended to other countries (Dodge 1995; Dunn & Marinetti, 2004; Wang, 2007).
The aim of this study is to help students in an intercultural communication class to understand
various cultural contexts using a systematic inquiry-based approach incorporating WebQuests, with
the goal of eventually improving their general intercultural competence.

2. Method
This study was carried out in a Communication Studies course entitled, “Intercultural
Communication” at Hosei University, in Japan. The course is an undergraduate seminar course. The
aims of the course are to enable students to be aware of and respect cultural diversity through
exploring various cultural contexts and eventually to apply the knowledge learned in class into their
intercultural experiences. There were 20 students in the seminar, and although the classes were
conducted in English, it is not a foreign language course. The students were of an intermediate level of
English, and important concepts of the lessons were presented and explained in both Japanese and
English. This study involved the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative
data were collected through a pre-test and a post-test during the course, and the qualitative data were
analyses of students’ reflections in class discussion and in post-treatment essay.
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2.1 Pre-test and post-test
All of the students who were enrolled in the course completed the GENE (Generalized
Ethnocentrism) scale questionnaire to measure their ethnocentrism. They completed the same
questionnaire in the first day and the last day of classes during the course. The questionnaire was
adapted from the GENE scale by Neuliep and McCroskey (1997). The GENE scale is composed of 22
items, 11 worded positively and 11 worded negatively, and was designed to reflect a conceptualization
of ethnocentrism that can be experienced by anyone, regardless of their culture. The original
questionnaire was in English, but was translated into Japanese, with the Japanese version of the
questionnaire being re-translated by a different translator into English for comparison with the
original. The questionnaire was in form of five-point Likert scales, ranging from 1 = strongly disagree
to 5 = strongly agree. Scores on the GENE scale range from 15 to 75, with higher scores representing
higher levels of ethnocentrism (i.e., are more likely to believe that their own culture is better).

2.2 Design
To improve students’ intercultural communication competence, the course was designed in four
stages: (1) lectures about fundamental concepts about culture, (2) completion of WebQuests tasks, (3)
class discussion, and (4) writing an essay. These are explained in more details forthwith.
(1) Lectures: Based on previous studies about developing intercultural communication
competence, it is important for students to have motivation to adopt other cultures. This
motivation is related to having an open and receptive mind as well as a reduced degree of
ethnocentrism. For this, teaching some basic but essential issues about culture is very
important. Before students explore their own and other cultures, the lectures focused on
fundamental concepts such as; culture is not innate but learned, how our culture influences our
perceptions, behavior, language, habits, daily lives, various cultural patterns in the world, and
deceptive factors in intercultural communication such as stereotyping, racism, ethnocentrism
and so on. These concepts are helpful for students to explore their culture and other cultures
from a third person’s position. Lectures were provided for seven weeks
(2) Webquest activities: The main purpose of doing the WebQuest activities was to make students
actively aware their own culture and other cultures through finding some of the roots or
backgrounds of the images and behavior of their own culture and other cultures. In completing
the WebQuest tasks, students needed to find out general images and fixed images of
Japan(ese) and America(ns) from their communication styles, business activities, school or
daily lives, and so on. After identifying these images, they needed to find out and explain the
historical background of how these images came into being, the social organizational
structure, religions, language, and the diverse cultural patterns such as may be defined through
Hofstead’s five characteristics of cultures, Hall’s theory of high and low-context of culture,
the M and P-time of cultures, and so on. Lastly, they needed to identify the unique cultural
patterns for Japan(ese) and America(ns).
Topics for the WebQuest tasks were:
1. Find out general images and fixed images of Japan(ese) and America(ns).
2. Find out how these images came into being. You can explain these images through
the historical background, the social organizational structure, religions, language,
and the diverse cultural patterns and so on.
3. Identify Japanese cultural patterns and American cultural patterns based on the
result of task.
All of the resources needed for the tasks were selected online by the researcher, taking
into consideration students’ cognitive capacities and linguistic abilities. The various resources
were selected to maintain students’ motivation to find out the necessary information, and thus
included a balance of both heavy and light contented materials such as academic sources,
news reports, personal blogs, and video materials written in either Japanese or English. These
activities were carried out in class over a four-week period combining both individual work
and group (consisting of around three students) work. Students found out information through
the provided websites individually and on the final day of the WebQuest tasks, each group of
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students shared their information and discussed some similarities and differences between the
two cultures.
Group discussion before class discussion was deemed as important for the Japanese
students because it allows them to support and confirm their views with each other. Through
doing this, it is much easier for students to voice their opinions confidently in front of other
people in class discussion.
(3) Class discussion: After finishing the WebQuest tasks, students shared their experiences, and
discussed their perceptions and understanding toward Japanese culture and American culture
and people.
(4) Essay writing: Students were required to submit a reflective essay based on the WebQuests by
the final day of the course. Students were asked to organize their knowledge from the lectures
and the WebQuests, including comparisons of the cultural context between Japan and the
United States.
The final essay topic was: “Identify unique cultural patterns of Japanese and American
cultures from their communication styles, business activities, education, daily lives and so on,
and explain these cultural patterns based on their historical and various social backgrounds
and the diverse cultural characteristics covered during this course.” Students were required to
submit the essay in English.

3. Result and Discussion
The quantitative data through the pre- and post tests were analyzed using the Statistic Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) 21.0 program. For this study, the reliability of the pre-test was .94 for the
GENE 22-item scale (M = 36.70, SD = 6.05), as determined by Cronbach’s alpha, while the reliability
of the post-test was .97 for the GENE 22-item scale (M = 32, SD = 5.26), as determined by Cronbach's
alpha. Higher mean scores indicated higher ethnocentrism, and scores above 55 are considered as high
ethnocentrism. As the result showed, students’ ethnocentrism score measured at the end of the course
was lower (M = 32) than the score measured at the first day (M = 36.70) of the course. According to
Neuliep and MaCroskey (1997), one of effects of ethnocentrism is that it clouds our perception of
others. That is, we have a tendency to judge others based on our cultural standard. Therefore, it is
obvious that at high levels, ethnocentrism is an obstacle to effective intercultural communication.
Accordingly, the fact that students’ scores on the ethnocentrism scale dropped indicated that their
ability to put themselves into the position of others and their ability to understand other cultures
improved.
Regarding the qualitative data through students’ reflection in class discussion and in their
written assignment, overall students showed a largely open and receptive attitude toward American
culture. At the same time, many of them appeared to analyze some of the reasons why Japanese
culture caused misunderstanding to others. They also suggested acting flexibly when they interact
with people from different cultures. The following comments are examples of students reflecting on
Japanese culture, their own culture:
 “One of Japanese people’s characteristic is a “shy”, so we, Japanese rarely say our own opinion
publically. And I never try to speak up in front of other people. However, I found out that being
quite, especially in a meeting can give negative impression. From now on, I will try to say my
opinion more clearly.”
 “I didn’t know there are so many negative images with Japanese and Japanese food. I used to
complain about people who don’ understand about our food culture. However, I have had those
foods since I was young, so I like it. Like me, American people and other country people believe
their food is the best. If we respect each other’s food, we will be not hurt each other’s feeling”
Regarding American culture, the following statement from a student showed their understanding
about American people’s communication style and behavior based on information about American
history and cultural patterns.
 “When I looked at American people who come to Japan, they look very rude and are noisy. They
are talking each other loudly in public place. However, I found out they have learnt to say their
opinion clearly since they were young and it is very important to communicate in their
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multicultural society. I realized that the different society system can shape people’s
communication style.”
As shown in this sample of students’ reflections after the WebQuests, most students said that the
information obtained through the WebQuests help them to better understand the content of the
lectures. Students were able to be more aware of what other people think about themselves, that is,
how they are seen by people from other cultures. Furthermore, they were able to think about that what
elements of their behavior and communication styles might cause misunderstanding to people from
different cultures. Towards other culture, American culture in this study, they showed an effort to try
to understand widely the differences in cultural values, behaviors, and the communication styles
which characterize American culture. Of course, there were a few negative comments about the
WebQuests task, such as the amount of time taken to read all of the materials, the need for more
resources written in Japanese. However, one of the more notable observations was that many students
oriced statements such as the following: “culture gives great influence on people’s thoughts, behavior
and lives”, “there is no good culture and bad culture”, “culture is changeable so we can be flexible in
our behavior depending on the situation” and so on. These are basic but very essential concepts to
understand various cultural issues. That students used these concepts to explain the cultural issues
might indicate they developed their cognitive and motivation skills in intercultural competence.

4. Conclusion
The aim of this study was to encourage students in an intercultural communication class to
understand various cultural contexts and improve their general intercultural competence using a
systematic inquiry-based approach incorporating WebQuests. The course was designed in four stages
to improve students’ intercultural communication competence: (1) lectures about fundamental
concepts about culture, (2) completion of WebQuest tasks, (3) class discussion, and (4) writing an
essay. Combining knowledge of culture in general with WebQuests activities enabled students to keep
a balance between understanding fundamental cultural concepts including the general nature of
culture, and exposure to various cultural perspectives and experiences.
WebQuest activities have been used in many different university foreign language courses
around the world., and many studies have shown positive effects of WebQuests. Through this study, it
is suggested that WebQuest activities helps students to better understand the content of their classes
through actively finding information through various resources—not textbooks, but rather real voices
from other people on the Internet. This process is able to motivate students in their learning process. In
addition, as the result of the GENE scale showed, WebQuests promoted the main objective of studying
intercultural communication through changing learners’ perceptions and attitudes about their culture
and other cultures in positive way. Moreover, through the result of this study, it was possible to see the
potential of using WebQuest activities in non-English language learning course. If teachers are able to
design WebQuest activities considering their students’ learning and linguistic capacity, WebQuests can
be used to fit effectively into a range of class types and overcome linguistic barriers that might hinder
their potential outcomes.
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Abstract:This paper describes an implementation of technology-mediated, task-based
multiliteracy project involving digital-storytelling as a foreign language instruction in Japan
and validates the effect of digital storytelling on learner’s awareness on the foreign language
anxiety and PBL skills. Blended into presentation course on the basis of Ono, Ishihara and
Yamashiro (2012), the tasks of digital story-telling provides the learners with the opportunities
to reflect themselves on each process from brainstormingto complete the movie. The project
reduces foreign language anxiety for low-level students. This study compares such
studentswithstudents with high proficiency level in order to investigate how these two groups
are different. The result suggests that our project had an effect on foreign language anxiety for
low-level learners and on PBL skills on high-level learners. This study further examines how
the themesof the presentation affect their PBL awareness. It will be shown that the“too
personal” theme does not motivate learners for PBL, but that the theme “favorite things”
motivated the most among the three topics carried out in our project.
Keywords:Digital storytelling, Project-based learning (PBL), Foreign language teaching,
topic effects

1. Introduction
In the field of foreign language teaching, it is generally acceptedthat when language is practiced in
meaningful contexts with activities that makeconnections to learners’ lives, students attain
competency for real-world communication (Castaneda, 2013;Brown2007; Hadley, 2001; Shrum &
Glisan,2010).Since the instruction paradigm shifted from Behavoristic to Communicative, Task-based,
project-based, and content-based approaches have sought to integrate learners in authentic
environments (Warschauer and Healey, 1998). Modern technologyin the field of Computer-Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) provides various kinds of tools tosupport such learning styles and
enhance the authenticity of communication (Zhao, 2003). In Japan, an example of the typical “English
as a Foreign Language (EFL)”countries, more and more classrooms have been changed into wired
setting, which means that “one-computer-to-one-learner” environment is becoming more common.
This paper is concerned with the implementation of technology-mediated, task-based
multiliteracy projects involving digital storytelling in a foreign language presentation course
conducted at a Japanese national university. As was stated in Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro (2012),
creating movies can be considered to be a useful task in the following two ways: (i) the task is
comfortably accepted by learners with less confidence in speaking, because they can avoid speaking a
foreign language in front of the audience, and (ii) the practice entails planning, writing, scripting,
obtaining feedback from peers, revising, designing storyboards, digitizing the story elements, and
presenting the product to an audience (Lambert, 2006, 2007). In other words, each process to the goal
of completion of a movie requires learners to utilize some essential PBL skills like critical thinking,
computer-literacy, linguistic competence, and so on.
The purpose of our research is to show how the learners’ awareness toward foreign language
anxiety is reduced and how about the learners with high-level linguistic competence. This study
further examines what kind of the theme will motivate the students most to participate in the project.
This paper first starts with clarification of the role of digital storytelling, one example of technologymediated, task-based multiliteracy projects, in a foreign language teaching by reviewing some
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important previousstudies. After showing our teaching model carried out in a Japanese national
university in chapter 3, we would like to how our research was conducted in chapter 4.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Digital Storytelling
The merits of conducting digital storytelling in a foreign language classroom are mentioned in the
literature(Castaneda, 2013; Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro, 2012; Bell, 2008; Dal,2010; Obari,2009).
Ellis (2009), an advocate of DST, believes that it is the key to great teaching and dynamic learning,
adding that it is a unique method of communication that enables students to express their thoughts and
ideas in their own unique ways, and also improves reading fluency, comprehension, and
vocabulary.Storytelling and learning are inextricably intertwined because the process of composing a
story is also a process of meaning-making. Because the stories provide a record of students’ thinking,
teachers can use them in assessing student progress toward learning goals.In a Japanese EFL context,
there are some studies suggesting the effect of digital storytelling in EFL courses(Ono, 2008; Kimura,
2010; Agawa, 2012; Obari, 2009, and so on) . As reviewed in Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro (2012),
however, these previous studies of Japanese EFL digital storytelling projects mainly focus on
collaborative digital storytelling project. These kinds of projects usually involve one movie creation
for one group consisting of three to six members. In addition to common collaborative activities like
peer reviewing and self-evaluation, our project assumes “one-to-one” environment using CALL rooms
and LMS. The CALL room will make it possible to conduct individual movie making. But very few
studies have dealt with the effect of digital storytelling in a CALL environment.
Movie production, compared with face-to-face presentation in public, isa useful task to use English for
meaningful purposes especially for students with little confidence or less motivation.This activity
avoids the situation in which the student stands in front of the students in panic. Instead, they can
spend sufficient time to practice speaking to record their sounds many times until they feel that it is
perfect. The situation will become more serious when they give a project-based academic oral
presentation, since the materials and their vocabulary become more difficult. In a digital storytelling,
however, even students who are less motivated to study a foreign language at an academic level can
actively participate in the project because they can take active roles of other PBL activities like
searching the net, designing the layout of PowerPoint, operating edition or other kind of computer
software, and so on. Ono (2008) and Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro (2012) demonstrated that the
digital storytelling course reduced foreign language anxiety and encouraged the less-motivated
students to participate in the project.Their study demonstrated that the improved items through the
digital storytelling project can be abstracted into three factors according to our factor analysis;
“Anxiety in the Classroom”, “Information and Computer Skills” and “Enhanced Interest”. You might
wonder if there is any effect of digital storytelling to learners with much confidence, who have very
little foreign language anxiety and are always willing to speak in a foreign language. This is a crucial
question for the current research and we would like to validate that the digital storytelling project
improves PBL skills for high-level learners through comparative examination between the two highand low- level classes.

2.2 Technology-mediated, Task-based Multiliteracy Projects
Castaneda (2013) provides a thorough and detailed description on why the digital storytelling falls
into the definition of “Technology-mediated, Task-based Multiliteracy Projects”. Pedagogically, the
digital storytelling process is an example of a “multiliteracy” approach.Because of its simultaneous
use of foreign language and technology, students must not only learn to cope with an increasingly
globalized societyby connecting with other cultures through language, but must also gain competence
inrepresenting their own thoughts with new communication technologies. Digitalstorytelling using a
foreign language “marries these two aims”(p.47).
The project is made up of several aggregated tasks. According to Nunan (2004), “projects can be
thought of as ‘maxi-tasks,’that is a collection of sequenced and integrated tasks that all add up to a
final project” (p.133). Digital stories can be considered as consisting of meaningful tasks in
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whichstudents use the foreign language to convey astory to the audience. In the field of language
teaching andlearning, such production of ameaningful outcome is considered task-based learning.
Chapelle (2001) considers the useof tasks in a technology setting from the view of the 21stcentury
skills.Technology-mediated tasks increase students’ motivation (Olsen, 1980; Ushida, 2005). Thus,
Castaneda (2013) claims that thedigital storytelling project is a distinctive and motivational
technology-mediated task.

2.3 Foreign Language Anxiety
Anxiety has been shown to negatively influence foreign language learning including achievement
(Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1986). Reading, writing, as well as listening in a second
language can trigger anxiety, but speaking seems to be most anxiety-provoking, perhaps because of
the requisite immediacy of the response (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1986).In the
process of movie production, students avoid feeling anxiety or becoming in panic as they often feel
when they make face-to-face presentation in public. They are also provided with opportunities to
revise their works in each process until they feel that they are perfect. Especially, speakers with less
confidence had to overcome anxiety or apprehension when they speak in public. Stories are revised,
edited, and revisited several times, with established steps that move the author from concept to
completion.
In the case of academic oral presentation in front of people with the use of PowerPoint, the
situation will become more serious. Some unaccustomed presenters speak or even “read” an difficult
English script holding a piece of paper and operate PowerPoint at the same time, which leads to their
panic in front of the audience. Since the demand for more global human resource development is so
great in Japan, the contents and linguistic materials must be “academic” to some extent regardless of
student’s linguistic competence. With these things in mind, the introduction of digital storytelling may
bring about a solution model over foreign language anxiety.

2.4 Topic Effect
Naturally, the effect of storytelling depends to the purpose, the instructional design, and so on. Miyaji
(2011), in a case study of introducing digital storytelling to enhance self-understanding, picked up
three kinds of themes and studied how students worked on each of them. The three topics are "selfunderstanding", "story for children", and "future course" and it was reported that there was a change in
the degree of self-understanding. In our project, we carried out digital storytelling in a first-year EFL
course and picked up the following three themes for the study; (i) on one foreign country the instructor
picked up (Unknown country), (ii) on one foreign country students want to introduce to the audience
(Favorite country) and (iii) on your future; about yourself in four years (About myself).
The familiarity of the three themes seems to be: (iii) About myself > (ii) Favorite country > (i)
Unknown country. So the general expectation would be that the most motivating topics among these
three might be (iii) About myself. In terms of acquiring new knowledge, the theme which gives the
student more opportunities to learn a lot of academic knowledge might be: (i) Unknown country. This
study considers which theme enhanced the students’ awareness for PBL skills.

3. Course Plan
3.1 One-to-one Environment
Our course involves the use of ICT in many ways and computer-assisted teaching method is well
motivated. Making good use of presentation software like PowerPoint is thought to be a necessary
skill for academic or other social presentations in public. Peer evaluations and other collaborative
activities are essential in our course plan to understand the issue, clarify the point, and organize their
opinions. All the products created in each class are collected and stored in order that the student and
teacher can see and reflect their progress toward their goals. Recent Computer Assisted Language
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Learning (CALL) System is designed in terms of implementation of socio-constructivism as an
integrative model (Takeuchi, 2008). The collaborative teaching approach naturally falls on computer
assisted language learning environment since it is designed for facilitation of both individual activity
and group activities like discussion and peer evaluation in the classroom. In order to work on their
task outside the classroom, the course is connected with Learning Management System; Moodle,
which makes it possible to enhance their study at home. The rough image of our class environment is
given in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1. The Outline of Our One-to-one Model (Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro, 2012).

3.2 Lesson Plan
We conducted this course in two different classes: Class A is a high-level class in which there are 24
students and 12 students have experienced studying abroad more than one year; and class B is a class
consisting of 35 students and only one student has been abroad. The class B underwent the project in
2012, which was reported in Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro (2012). For Class A, the course was
conducted in 2012. The basic content of the lesson plan for Class A is the same as that of Class B. For
each theme, we spent five weeks to complete one project. Details each week’s activity is summarized
in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Our Course Plan for Each Theme.
Week
1

Lesson
Brainstorming,
Research

2

Searching,
Organization

3

Recording,
Edition

Content
Net research
Watching news on
youtube
Completion of
organization worksheet
PowerPoint creation
Sound recording
Movie edition

Evaluation (1)

Evaluation

Evaluation (2)

Evaluation

4
5

Activity
Discussion on the country
/one’s future
Decision of title
Discussion on
organization
Script
Creation of first movie
Peer-evaluation on first
movie
Completion of evaluation
sheet
Completion of evaluation
sheet
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Technologies
Internet browser, On-line
discussion, File download
File control/submission,
Office (Excel, PowerPoint), Online discussion
File submission, Text-to-speech,
Sound recorder, Movie maker,
On-line discussion
File control/submission,
Office(Excel), CALL(Income)
File control/submission,
Office(Excel), CALL(Income)

4. Research
4.1 Method
The purposes of this research is as follows: (i) the effect of our project-based movie-presentation
course on foreign language anxiety and PBL skills considering two classes of different levels; and (ii)
the effect of the theme on the awareness of PBL activities. As to (i), we adopted the following two
instruments. As to foreign language anxiety, we employed a Japanese version of Foreign Language
Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Yashima et al., 2009).As to
(ii), the questionnaire research used in Miyaji (2011) was employed. This questionnaire includes the
following subcategories like searching, computer literacy, cooperation, planning, achievement,
creativity, and so on. See Table 2 below for question items. As to (i) we carried out a t-test to see if
there is a significant difference before and after the course. For Class B (Low-level class), the result of
Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro (2012) was employed for comparative analysis. Note that the students of
Class A (High-level class) went through the same teaching plan: they carried out the project for
Theme (i) (Unknown country) for five weeks for the first time, and they underwent the pre- and posttests for foreign language anxiety and PBL skills. We conducted factor analysis of significant items to
examine interrelationship between those items. As to (ii) we carried out the questionnaire research on
PBL skills for Class A when movies of each of the three themes are completed in order to observe
which theme motivated the learners the most.
Table 2: Question Items.
1
2
3
4

I
I
I
I

have an interest in computers.
have understanding of computers.
have technical skills with computers.
know methods of computer use.

5 I have a skill in clarifying problems.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

skill in mapping out a plan.
skill of deepening of understanding knowledge.
skill of studying independently.
skill of collecting information.
skill of sorting information and necessary data.
skill of analyzing information.
skill of expressing self-opinions in sentences.
skill of expressing through non-verbal media.
skill of creating simple explanations.
skill of giving a presentation.
skill of understanding others' explanations.
skill of communicating with others.
skill of accurately judging self-evaluations.
skill of accurately judging others' opinions.
skill of improving and correcting.
skill of performing detailed investigations.
skill of completing research.
skill of cooperating with each other.
sense of fulfillment.
sense of accomplishment.
skill of solving one's own problems.
skill of organizing information.
skill of thinking independently.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

29 I have a skill of creating something.

61

30 I like talking to people.
31 I like speaking English in front of people.
I am never quite sure of myself when I am speaking in
32
my English.

62
63
64

I don't care for making mistakes in English class.
I tremble when I know that I'm going to be called in English class.
It frightens me when I don' t understand what the teacher is saying in English.
It wouldn't bother me at all to take more English classes.
During English class, I find myself thinking about things that have nothing to
do with the course.
I keen thinking that the other students are better at English than I am.
I keen myself calmed down in English examination.
I start to panic when I have to sneak without preparation in English class.
I worry about the consequences of failing my English class.
I don't understand why some people get so upset over English classes.
In English class, I can get so nervous I forgot things I know.
It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my English class.
I would not be nervous sneaking English with native sneakers.
I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher is correcting.
I feel nervous even when I prepared for English classes well.
I often feel like not going to my English class.
I feel confident when I sneak in English class.
I am afraid that my English teacher is ready to correct every mistake I make.
I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in English class.
The more I study for an English test, the more confused I get.
I don't feel pressure to prepare very well for English class.
I always feel that the other students sneak English better than I do.
I feel very self-conscious about speaking English in front of other students.
English class moves so wieldy I worry about getting left behind,
I feel more tense and nervous in my English class than in my other classes.
I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my English class.
When I'm on my way to English class, I feel very sure and relaxed.
I get nervous when I don't understand every word the English teacher says.
I feel overwhelmed because I have learn a lot of grammatical rules to speak
English well.
I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I sneak English.
I would probably feel comfortable around native sneakers of English.
I get nervous when the English teacher asks questions which I haven't
prepared in advance.

4.2 Result
4.2.1 Foreign Language Anxiety and PBL Skills
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Table 3 below showed interesting results. The results of these two classes showed an almost
symmetric relation between PBL skills and Foreign Language Anxiety. Students of high-level class
seem to feel that the BBL skills, rather than Foreign Language Anxiety, greatly improved after the
project. In contrast, those of low-level class seem to feel that the course had an effect on reducing
foreign language anxiety, instead of the impression that the course improved PBL skills.
Table 3: Significant Items Before and After the Course.
High-level Class

Low-level Class

Significance

M

SD

3 I have technical skills with computers.

-0.333

0.717

-2.789

.008

4 I know methods of computer use.

-0.361

0.723

-2.996

.005

5 I have a skill in clarifying problems.

-0.139

0.990

-.842

.406

7 I have a skill of deepening of understanding knowledge.

-0.333

0.756

-2.646

.012

+

9 I have a skill of collecting information.

t-value (Two-tailed)
**

Significance

M

SD

0.361

0.990

2.188

.035

0.194

0.856

1.363

.182

0.417

0.967

2.584

.014

0.139

1.291

.646

.523

t-value (Two-tailed)
+
+

-0.361

0.683

-3.174

.003

**

0.167

1.108

.902

.373

10 I have a skill of sorting information and necessary data.

-0.556

0.877

-3.803

.001

***

0.389

1.128

2.068

.046

11 I have a skill of analyzing information.

-0.500

0.697

-4.305

.000

***

0.250

1.025

1.464

.152

12 I have a skill of expressing self-opinions in sentences.

-0.361

0.639

-3.389

.002

**

0.167

0.971

1.030

.310

13 I have a skill of expressing through non-verbal media.

-0.528

0.971

-3.263

.002

**

0.028

0.878

.190

.851

14 I have a skill of creating simple explanations.

-0.556

0.809

-4.122

.000

***

0.000

0.926

.000

1.000

15 I have a skill of giving a presentation.

-0.417

0.770

-3.247

.003

**

0.139

1.073

.777

.443

16 I have a skill of understanding others' explanations.

-0.333

0.756

-2.646

.012

+

0.139

1.268

.657

.515

20 I have a skill of improving and correcting.

-0.361

0.639

-3.389

.002

**

0.333

1.146

1.745

.090

21 I have a skill of performing detailed investigations.

-0.389

0.728

-3.205

.003

**

0.194

0.980

1.190

.242

27 I have a skill of organizing information.

-0.250

0.692

-2.168

.037

+

0.361

1.099

1.971

.057

28 I have a skill of thinking independently.

-0.389

0.766

-3.045

.004

**

0.333

1.146

1.745

.090

32 I am never quite sire of myself when I am speaking in my English.

0.083

0.732

.683

.499

-2.250

1.610

-8.384

.000

***

36 It wouldn't bother me at all to take more English classes.

0.139

1.246

.669

.508

-0.722

1.560

-2.777

.009

**

38 I keen thinking that the other students are better at English than I am. -0.167
0.028
39 I keen myself calmed down in English examination.

1.082

-.924

.362

-1.250

1.857

-4.038

.000

***

0.910

.183

.856

1.278

1.386

5.532

.000

***

41 I worry about the consequences of failing my English class.

0.083

1.025

.488

.629

-1.833

2.324

-4.734

.000

***

42 I don't understand why some people get so upset over English classes -0.361
0.083
44 It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my English class.

0.867

-2.499

.017

-2.250

1.918

-7.039

.000

***

0.937

.533

.597

-1.194

1.754

-4.087

.000

***

45 I would not be nervous sneaking English with native sneakers.

-0.083

0.906

-.552

.585

-1.333

1.690

-4.733

.000

***

46 I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher is correcting.

0.000

0.862

.000

1.000

-0.556

0.998

-3.339

.002

**

48 I often feel like not going to my English class.

-0.167

0.910

-1.099

.279

1.333

1.897

4.216

.000

***

49 I feel confident when I sneak in English class.

-0.083

0.554

-.902

.373

-2.444

1.463

-10.027

.000

***

51 I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in English 0.056
-0.111
52 The more I study for an English test, the more confused I get.

1.194

.279

.782

-0.500

1.363

-2.201

.034

+

0.820

-.813

.422

1.167

1.765

3.967

.000

***

53 I don't feel pressure to prepare very well for English class.

0.028

1.341

.124

.902

0.667

1.957

2.044

.049

+

59 When I'm on my way to English class, I feel very sure and relaxed.

-0.139

0.798

-1.044

.304

-0.778

1.267

-3.682

.001

***

60 I get nervous when I don't understand every word the English teacher -0.028
64 I get nervous when the English teacher asks questions which I haven't 0.222

0.878

-.190

.851

-0.472

1.341

-2.112

.042

+

0.929

1.435

.160

-0.500

1.108

-2.707

.010

+

+

+

* * * : p< . 0 0 1 , * * : p< . 0 1 , * : p< . 0 1 , + : p< . 0 5

Then, we conducted a factor analysis to observe interrelationship among clustered items in each
factor. All these significant items were subject to a principal axis factor analysis with Promax rotation.
For each analysis, the items with factor loadings (>|.35|) are shown on Table 4 and 5. Our analysis
resulted in three factors for both classes, although the clustered items in each factor were different.
Considering the clustered items in each factor, the labels were given to each factor for both classes. As
was shown in Ono, Ishihara and Yamashiro(2012; p.547), repeated here as Table 4 below, three
factors were produced by our factor analysis: Factor 1 “Anxiety in the Classroom”, Factor 2
“Information and Computer Skills” and Factor 3 “Enhanced Interest”. As to Table 5 (high-level class),
two factors were abstracted. Considering the items in factor 1, they are basically items that constitute
comfortable learning. So we named Factor 1 “Information and Computer Literacy”. Similarly, as
toFactor 2, “Attitude toward Academic Thinking” was named because the items are concerned with
students’ awareness toward deeper way of thinking and communication for an academic purpose.
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Table 4: Factor Analysis (Low-level Class)
Factors
1
It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my English class.*

2

3

-.891

-.089

.487

I get nervous when the English teacher asks questions which I haven't prepared in advance.

.727
.721

.062
-.217

.101
.411

I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher is correcting.

.620

-.101

.067

I get nervous when I don't understand every word the English teacher says.

.491

.191

.125

-.051
-.008

.805
.786

-.018
.054

I have technical skills with computers.

.069

.537

.274

I often feel like not going to my English class.

.124

.010

.596

-.024

.045

.580

.023

.273

.511

I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in English class.

I have a skill in clarifying problems.
I have a skill of sorting information and necessary data.

I keen thinking that the other students are better at English than I am
It wouldn't bother me at all to take more English classes*

accumulative variance = 65.7%

Table 5: Factor Analysis (High-level Class).
Factors
1

I know methods of computer use.
I have a skill of giving a presentation.
I have a skill of creating simple explanations.
I have a skill of sorting information and necessary data.
I have a skill of deepening of understanding knowledge.
I have a skill of collecting information.
I have a skill of analyzing information.
I have a skill of expressing through non-verbal media.
I have a skill of expressing self-opinions in sentences.
I have a skill of understanding others' explanations.
I have a skill of thinking independently.
I have a skill of performing detailed investigations.

2

0.811
-0.188
0.770
0.052
0.725
0.092
0.655
0.162
0.637
0.208
0.599
0.289
0.529
0.273
0.477
0.103
0.123
0.798
-0.128
0.779
0.097
0.735
0.202
0.470
accumulative variance= 63.8%

4.2.2 Topic Effects
As noted above, our project is composed of three themes; unknown country, favorite country and
myself. The results of analysis of variance regarding these degreesare given in Table 6. Nine out of the
25 items showed significance among three themes. Among these three topics, “about myself” is
expected to motivate the students for PBL task. This, however, is not true in our project. As shown in
Figure 2 below, the most familiar topic, “about myself in four years”, seems to have least motivated
the students among the three themes. The most enhancing theme is “About favorite country”.
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Table 6: Results of Multiple Comparison.
(i) Unknown country (ii) Favorite country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

I have an interest in computers.
I have understanding of computers.
I have technical skills with computers.
I know methods of computer use.
I have a skill in clarifying problems.
I have a skill in mapping out a plan.
I have a skill of deepening of understanding
I have a skill of studying independently.
I have a skill of collecting information.
I have a skill of sorting information and necessary
I have a skill of analyzing information.
I have a skill of expressing self-opinions in
I have a skill of expressing through non-verbal
I have a skill of creating simple explanations.
I have a skill of giving a presentation.
I have a skill of understanding others' explanations.
I have a skill of communicating with others.
I have a skill of accurately judging self-evaluations.
I have a skill of accurately judging others' opinions.
I have a skill of improving and correcting.
I have a skill of performing detailed investigations.
I have a skill of completing research.
I have a skill of cooperating with each other.
I have a sense of fulfillment.
I have a sense of accomplishment.

Mean
3.8182
3.8000
4.1636
4.2182
3.6182
3.6727
4.2000
3.8909
4.2545
4.0545
3.8000
3.8727
3.7091
3.5818
4.0727
4.1818
3.7091
3.7636
4.0909
3.8364
3.5091
3.6727
3.1818
4.0000
3.9455

SD
.96400
.75523
.89781
.80946
.80487
.84007
.70448
.89593
.77503
.75567
.82552
.74671
1.08308
.83202
.93995
.66919
.83161
.81567
.77633
.73946
.90006
.92405
1.03800
.94281
.80319

Mean
3.8727
3.9636
4.1818
4.1091
3.8727
3.8545
4.3091
4.2000
4.2545
4.1091
3.8909
4.0182
3.8545
3.7091
4.0000
4.2364
3.5455
3.8182
4.1273
3.8182
3.6000
3.5636
3.2182
4.1455
4.1091

SD
.94388
.88115
.90453
.87502
.90379
.80319
.90006
.96992
.94708
.97511
.87502
.84964
1.14533
.93636
1.07152
.66566
.87809
.81856
.84007
.88382
.87348
1.19820
1.03084
.93131
.93636

(iii) Myself
Mean
3.8545
3.8364
4.0000
3.9636
3.7091
3.7455
3.6545
4.0545
3.6000
3.6545
3.6182
4.1455
3.5455
3.6364
3.8545
3.3455
3.2364
3.5818
3.4909
3.6545
3.5273
3.3818
2.9273
3.8182
3.8545

SD
1.02593
.95769
.94281
1.03573
.89593
.98542
.96644
.89065
.80737
1.04027
.99053
1.00771
1.05089
.93023
.97026
1.09237
1.10493
1.04865
1.21522
1.07528
.93995
1.04511
1.10310
.94459
.98917

Comparison
(i) and (ii)

(ii) and (iii)

(i) and (iii)

＋
＋
***

***

***

***
*

**

**

*

＋
*

***: p <.001, **: p <.01, *: p <.05, +: p <0.1

Figure 2. Significant Items.

4.3 Discussion
As was shown in Table 4, our technology-mediated, task-based multiliteracy approach for low-level
students had an effect on reducing foreign language anxiety, enhanced the use on computers, and
raised their motivation to participate in the project. In contrast, Table 5 showed that the project
enhanced high-level students’ attitude toward computer literacy and skills of communication for an
academic purpose.This seems to be natural considering such students have little anxiety for using
English and they tend to concentrate on the content of their movie instead. The implication from these
findings is that our project reduces foreign language anxiety and enhanced computer literacy for lowlevel students. In contrast, high-level students with little foreign language anxiety were inspired to
acquire information literacy and skills for academic purpose.This validates the claim that technology693

mediated tasks increase students’ motivation (Olsen, 1980; Ushida, 2005) and that the digital
storytelling project is a distinctive and motivational technology-mediated task (Castaneda, 2013).
As to the theme effects, the findings of Figure 2 is very interesting. The most enhancing topic was
Theme (ii) Favorite country. One might expect that the most “personal” topic like Theme (iii) will be
the most encouraging for the project, which was not true in our research. However, the “too
personal”theme does not let the students actively participate in the project. Instead, Of course it should
be important as well to reflect on their life because this fosters their cognitive and mental
development. But it is another issue whether the “personal topic” is really the best theme for digital
storytelling project on the basis of peer review. Anyway, the findings will have an important
implication that the theme has an influence on students’ attitude toward the movie.

5. Concluding Remarks
This paper describes an implementation of technology-mediated, task-based multiliteracy project
involving digital-storytelling as a foreign language instruction in Japan and validates the effect of
digital storytelling on learner’s awareness on the foreign language anxiety and PBL skills. Of course,
further research is required on the more effective implementation of the digital storytelling. So far, the
impact is too limited in depth and scope. However, our findings will lead to the possibility that digital
storytelling can serveas a viable means to achieve meaningful goals in the foreign language classroom.
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Multimedia Teaching Material with Text-toSpeech (TTS) on English Learning
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Abstract:This study aimed to explore the effects of the multimedia teaching material
incorporated with TTS on college students’ English learning. 44 sophomore participants
enrolled in the course “English Reading” were selected as volunteers at one selected university
in Taiwan. The techniques of data collection in this study included (a) questionnaire, (b) openended questions, and (c) pre-test and post-test of vocabulary tests. This study found that the
multimedia teaching material (a) enhanced students’ vocabulary learning, (b) facilitated
students’ pronunciation and listening, (c) constructed knowledge, and (d) raised learning
motivation. The effects of multimedia teaching material found in this study can be linked to
students’ autonomous learning and teacher autonomy.
Keywords: Text-to-speech; multimedia teaching material; student learning; teacher autonomy

1. Introduction
Since multimedia teaching material plays a key role in language learning, this study presented an
instructional technique which revolutionized the teaching and learning landscape across the world.
Namely, this study incorporated text-to-speech software embedded in the lecture slides assisted with
teaching aids such as videos, animations and music to investigate effects on students’ language
learning. The TTS technique is a kind of speech synthesis software that is used to generate a “readaloud” or spoken version of typed text from a variety of document types such as emails, e-books, and
web pages and documents. According to Rughooputh and Santally (2009), the process of
instructionally incorporating text-to-speech (TTS) in universities is a new pedagogical method that
can be seen to help schools to deal with current challenges. The purpose of this study was to explore
the effects of the multimedia teaching material incorporated with TTS on college students’ English
learning. The research question was addressed as follows:
 How do students perceive the multimedia teaching material on their English learning?

1.1 The TTS technique
The multimedia teaching material consisted of the use of TTS software to generate the complete
lectures prepared in sound format, video, and vocabulary acquisition. The material used in multimedia
teaching material included:
 Microsoft PowerPoint
 Nature Reader Software
 Next Up Technologies Text-Aloud (trial version)
 Bytescout PPT to Video Scout Software (trial version)
 Available lecture notes, textual explanations and learning activities
Figure 1 demonstrated how the course material that included text, audio, video, graphics and pictures
synchronized with TTS in the power point presentation. As Figure 1 showed, the vocabularies in the
text can be clickable to elaborate their definition and usage. The power point presentation provided the
printed text, definition of vocabulary, usage, synonyms and antonyms. The course instructor also
inserted the visual and audio aids related to the topic of the course presentation that is likely to be
available online into PPT slides to provide students more background knowledge. As Figure 1
presented, a video available on www.Jimrogers.tk was inserted into the course PPT to make students
understand more about Jim Rogers.
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2. Method
2.1 Participants
44 sophomore participants, including34 female and 10 male, enrolled in the course “English
Reading” were selected as volunteers at one selected university in Taiwan. The instructor totally
presented 20 lessons in the course presentation. The course was 18 weeks long and consisted in 2
hours a week of face-to-face class. The research process lasted one academic year, two semesters.

2.2 Data Collection
The techniques of data collection in this study included (a) questionnaire, (b) open-ended
questions, and (c) pre-test and post-test of vocabulary tests. In reporting the findings, all participants
were given a pseudonym to assure their anonymity.

2.3 Data Analysis
All quantitative data regarding the multimedia teaching material were analyzed using
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). The mean and deviation were calculated for all the
scores. T-tests for vocabulary learning were also run to observe proficiency achievements from pretest to the post-test. Significance level was set at .05.
The answers to the set of open-ended questions were initially compiled into main categories
reflecting their perceptions of multimedia teaching material. For the sake of consistency, whenever
appropriate, answers were further categorized into themes included in the research questions.

3. Results
As the results showed, the utilization of this multimedia teaching material appeared four
effects on students’ English learning. This study found that the multimedia teaching material (a)
enhanced students’ vocabulary learning, (b) facilitated students’ pronunciation and listening, (c)
constructed knowledge, and (d) raised learning motivation.

3.1 Enhanced students’ vocabulary learning
The results showed that the multimedia teaching material incorporated with TTS software
helped students’ English vocabulary learning from open-ended questions, questionnaires and pre-post
test results. The analysis of open-ended questions found that students perceived the multimedia
teaching material contributed to their vocabulary learning, increased vocabulary size and satisfied the
PPT presentation. Clearly, the results in this study corresponded to the five steps of vocabulary
acquisition (Brown & Payne, 1995): (a) having sources for encountering new words; (b) getting a
clear image, either visual or auditory or both, of the forms of the new words; (c) learning the meaning
of the words; (d) making a strong memory connection between the forms and the meanings of the
words; and (e) using the words. The results showed that students are likely to build connections
between visual text and graphics representations through the application of TTS.
In addition, for Level 1000 words, there was no statistically significant increase in vocabulary
test scores from pre-test (M = 87.77, SD = 11.99) to post-test (M = 85.07, SD = 6.43), t (43) = 1.241,
p > .05. The result also implied that students’ vocabulary size ranged around level 1000 words. The
findings indicated that the multimedia teaching material had positively affected students’ vocabulary
size, especially for level 2000 words. Namely, when visual text is presented with spoken text in PPT,
students may be motivated to success and achievement in vocabulary learning. The results supported
that conclusion that students performed better on vocabulary test when they were allowed to use a
combination of visual text, graphics and spoken assistance (Kost et al., 1999).
Furthermore, the analysis of the questionnaire showed that added value and motivation
dimensions have higher mean scores (M=3.88, SD=0.65; M=3.87, SD= 0.72). The two dimensions
with higher mean scores revealed that students realized the images, sounds and animations presented
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in the multimedia teaching material improved their vocabulary learning. The realization of the
evaluation on the multimedia teaching material was measured through the statements in the added
value dimension: “item 6: The images in this learning material help me to learn”(M=3.94, SD=0.63),
“item 7: The sounds in this learning material help me to learn” (M=3.98, SD=0.64) and “item 8 “The
animations in this learning material help me to learn.” (M=3.90, SD=0.60).
In the motivation dimension, students gave high ratings for the statement: “ item 10 : I try to
achieve as high a score as I can in this learning material” (M=4.06, SD=0.72). On the other hand,
although the applicability dimension didn’t reach a higher mean score, the item 2 “I feel that this
learning material will help me to do better in the test” had a higher mean score(M=3.98, SD=0.54).
The data from item 10 and item 2 showed that the multimedia teaching material encouraged students
to achieve higher score. This led to cautiously conclude that the finding supported the multimedia
teaching material was designed to allow a learner possibility to decide where and when to proceed.
The findings of this study suggested the way of using visual media supported vocabulary
acquisition and helped increase achievement scores. When the multimedia teaching material in the
study was examined to foster their vocabulary learning, meaningful learning occurred when students
engaged in cognitive processes. To summarize, the results of the open-ended questions analysis
corroborate in most aspects what was observed in the quantitatively analysis: the multimedia teaching
material enhanced their vocabulary learning.

3.2 Facilitated students’ pronunciation and listening
Forty-four students in open-ended questions agreed that the multimedia teaching material by
using TTS facilitated their pronunciation and listening. The open-ended description in Table 7
illustrated the participants’ views of the multimedia teaching material on English pronunciation and
listening.
At the same time, some of the responses reflected other benefits of the use of TTS of the
multimedia teaching material, which were often perceived as tools that provide immediate feedback,
improve English pronunciation and speaking, and imitate the accent of native-speakers of English.
The responses clarified the statement that speech recognition provides an optimal solution to
pronunciation learning (Neri et al., 2001).The results in this study also suggested that the use of
authentic audio-visual texts can teach the spoken and provide students with authentic language input
that is rich enough to promote language acquisition (Klassen & Milton, 1999)
The analysis of open-ended questions showed the audio function in PPT allowed the course
instructor play and replay the sound any number of times so that students had more chances to practice
their listening. In addition, 34 out of 44 students from questionnaire agreed that the audio function in
the multimedia teaching material improved their listening. The results found that students are more
likely to notice their problems or differences on English pronunciation while listening to the
simulating voice of native speaker of English. At the same time, they would try to pronounce the
sounds of that person like a native speaker of English does. When they practiced more by imitating or
hearing the simulating voice in TTS, they tended to acquire new vocabularies and subject knowledge.
This learning approach contributed to students’ English learning. The results corresponded to the
findings of Weyers (1999) that the multimedia teaching material can be seen as a valuable source of
authentic target language usage that has positive effects on students’ listening comprehension and
communicative skills.

3.3 Constructed knowledge
The analysis of the open-ended questions presented that the information obtained from the
multimedia teaching material helped them to increase knowledge. Specially, students were impressed
by the video presented in the multimedia teaching material.
This learning process suggested that the multimedia teaching tool enabled students to have
awareness of their own knowledge and ability to understand control and manipulate individual
learning processes. The results in this study corresponded to the statement that computer-based
technologies helped further by making it easy for learners to construct, recall, and modify visual
representations and kept them for a long period of time (Jonassen, 2000; Novak & Canas, 2008). This
can be explained that visual methods helped externalize and elicit the abstract structure of knowledge
and human brains have rapid processing capabilities to acquire and retain visual images (Jacobson &
Archodiou, 2000; Paige & Simon, 1966).
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The data from open-ended questions and questionnaire showed that students in this study were
in a so-called ZPD (zone of proximal development, Vygotsky, 1978) because they were in the process
of rising into a new level of skills and knowledge and progress depending on the understanding of
some detail. Mayer (2001) also stated that knowledge should be constructed through meaningful
learning, which takes place when learners deliberately seek information to relevant knowledge that
he/she has already possessed. In this study, students constructed knowledge as a way of making
meaning of exercises. So, the findings in this study showed that video offered a new way to deliver
content and instruction to students, and further constructed knowledge.
3.3 Raised learning motivation
Motivation affected all learning and made people behave the way they do. In this study, the
data from open-ended questions showed that the multimedia teaching material raised their motivation
to learn English.
The reported results showed that the multimedia teaching material promoted students
motivation, expectation and incentives to learn English. As Ruohotie & Nokelainen (2003) explained,
the key concepts of motivation include incentives, self-regulation, expectations, attributions of failure
and success, performance goals. When the multimedia teaching material led students to be goaloriented, motivation affected their vigor. The results indicated that the multimedia teaching material
raised students’ motivation.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate a group of L2 learners' perceptions of and
attitudes towards the use of the multimedia teaching material incorporated with TTS in a foreign
language classroom. Through a survey questionnaire, pre-post tests and open-ended questions, this
study investigated how language learners view the use of the multimedia teaching material
incorporated with TTS and its putative effects on motivation, involvement and participation in the
course, assessment, and potential learning gains. Students' statements indicated that they believed the
use of the multimedia teaching material in their classes promoted vocabulary learning, facilitated
students’ pronunciation and listening, increased their learning motivation and participation in class,
constructed knowledge and, more importantly, contributed to English learning. With regards to the
research question: how do students perceive the multimedia teaching material on their English
learning?, the overall results suggested that the participants view the use of the multimedia teaching
material positively. The effects of multimedia teaching material found in this study can be linked to
students’ autonomous learning and teacher autonomy.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to identify the effects of problem-based learning
(PBL) instruction on Chinese-speaking university students’ English grammar learning by
means of the Internet. To achieve this purpose, this study examined whether or not the PBL
approach can improve students’ knowledge of verb complements by comparing the data
collected from two types of instruction: (1) PBL instruction with 26 participants and (2) nonPBL instruction with 30 participants. All participants attended a course that used the same
textbook and the same Internet resources. The grammar pre- and post-tests were administered
at the beginning and end of the study. The findings showed that there were significant
differences between the two groups in the total score on the post-test and the sub-test score on
the blank-filling section in the post-test. By comparing the scores on the pre- and post-tests for
each treatment group, the statistical results show that the PBL group achieved significantly
higher post-test mean scores than its pre-test mean score. The study implies that PBL in
university English courses has the potential to enhance acquisition of grammar knowledge.
Keywords: PBL approach, second language learning, the Internet, verb complements

1. Introduction
The advanced computer technology has developed the Internet into a massive knowledge database and
a universal learning resource. While computers are widely used in most language classrooms, the
Internet has also been progressively introduced into classrooms (Singhal, 1997). Lee (1997) stated,
“the Internet has been increasingly considered as a pedagogical tool by which one can create
innovative language experiences for [second language] teachers and learners” (p. 400). It has proved
its great potential in all aspects of second language acquisition. The effects of the Internet on English
learning have also been verified (Kaufman, 2006; Lai & Kritsonis, 2006; Mosquera, 2001; Wilson,
2004). With these positive results concluded from earlier studies, the author intended to integrate the
Internet into English grammar instruction.
Grammar is indispensable in language teaching (Ellis, 2006). From the linguistics point of
view, a language is composed of sounds, lexicon, and grammar. Among these three elements, some
linguistics experts particularly emphasize the important role of grammar. For example, Chomsky
(1965) claims that grammar can be regarded as a theory of a language. “[L]anguage without grammar
would be chaotic; countless words without the indispensable guidelines for how they can be ordered
and modified” (Bastone, 1994, p. 35). Dedicated to teaching Chinese students grammar, Wang (2010)
considers grammar as the frame of a house and argues that sounds and lexicon may form a meaningful
language system only through grammatical sentence structures. Grammar still plays an essential role
in English learning; learners should be taught with grammar. However, there are numerous
grammatical rules. This study only focused on the instruction of verb complements (VCs). Verbs are
one type of content words. Moreover, verbs comprise the bulk of the text, contributing substantially to
delivering the real meaning of a sentence.
An effective teaching method is essential to successful grammar learning. Without a proper
teaching method, learners likely cannot improve their grammar learning even if they are offered welldesigned Internet learning resource. During the past decade scholars of grammar teaching have been
examining grammar teaching methods to promote mastery of a second/foreign language (Andrews,
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2007; Mohamed, 2004). This study applied the Problem-based learning (PBL) approach to examine
whether it can help learners who learn English a foreign language (EFL) to acquire grammatical rules
effectively.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Problem-Based Learning Curriculum
Problem-based learning is a student-centered and problem-based learning pedagogic approach that
provides resources, guidance, instruction, and opportunities for students to develop their professional
knowledge and problem-solving skills. In a PBL classroom, the teacher gauges the difference between
what activities students can do on their own and what they need to learn to do to solve the problem.
Then the teacher designs activities which offer just enough of a scaffold for students to overcome this
gap in their knowledge and skills (Greening, 1998). Overall, the teacher acts as a facilitator to support
students to learn the skill of solving problems. The students take on active learning strategies to seek
solutions to real-world problems and, more importantly, to develop skills to become self-directed
learners. The present study applied the PBL approach to conducting English grammar instruction.
In a PBL curriculum, the problem is not only a starting point to activate a course but a
centerpiece of this learning approach. The instructor should prepare problems and apply them in class
to guide learning. However, a problem is not just the one related to the content of the material or the
ones the students answer in a quiz or test. Expanding the scope, Bridges (1992) refers to a problem as
a situation “for which an individual lacks a ready response” (p. 5). The students fulfill their knowledge
gap in the situation constructed around the problem. In a PBL curriculum, teachers structure their
courses around a variety of problems that are embedded in relevant, richly contextualized situations.

2.2 The Internet in English Learning
Constructivists contend that supportive environments are important to successful learning (Paris &
Byrnes, 1989). Problem-based instruction that adequately uses instructional resources will be very
effective for the enhancement of knowledge construction. Among the variety of instructional sources,
the Internet is believed to be particularly useful and suitable for the PBL approach because it offers
various information accesses. The Internet is constructed like a network formulating an interaction
between information and people. The PBL approach integrated with the Internet may reflect a
constructive approach. Such a combined Internet teaching approach is likely to foster learning and the
transfer of learning due to meaning connection between the content in the textbook and the real world.
In this study, the Internet is used as a support to assist the learners to acquire grammar knowledge.
Using the Internet to access authentic language material is another area from which EFL
learners benefit. Mosquera (2001) asserted that the Internet offers “tons of authentic material that can
be used in the EFL classroom” (p. 464). This advantage is particularly useful for learners studying in
non-native English speaking countries. There is no doubt that the Internet is regarded as an immense
source of authentic information (Lai & Kritsonis, 2006; Mosquera, 2001; Singhal, 1997; Wilson,
2004; Zhong, 2008). For example, Zhong (2008) stated that “[l]earning resources from the Internet not
only are very colorful, but also multi-channeled, multi-perspective, multi-leveled and multi-formed”
(p. 150). Lai and Kritsonis (2006) claimed that students could get various authentic materials either at
school or from home 24 hours a day by connecting to the Internet. The Internet also contributes to the
understanding of the target language culture by providing authentic language input and increasing
various contacts with native speakers of the target language through a wide range of websites.
In sum, the growth of the Internet has had a great impact on English teaching and learning.
The instruction outcomes that traditional textbooks (e.g., paper-based books) and traditional learning
media (e.g., pen, blackboard, and chalk) cannot even compete with those produced by the Internet
(Kaufman, 2006). Pointing out the indispensability of the Internet in English learning, Wilson (2004)
concluded that “we must open the minds of educators and motivate the learners by unlocking the
doors and allowing the spider to cast her electronic Web of English around our students in and out of
the classroom” (p. 2).
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2.3 Research Purpose and Research Question
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of the PBL approach on university students’
learning of verb complements. For the purpose of this study, the following question was addressed:
Does the participants’ learning of verb complements with the PBL instruction significantly
differ from that with the non-PBL instruction?

3. Method
3.1 Participants
Participants were first-year university students at National Taiwan Ocean University in Taiwan, 26 in
the experimental (PBL) group and 30 in the control (non-PBL) group. The 56 participants were all
native speakers of Chinese and learned English as a foreign language (EFL). Their English ability is
classified as intermediate level by the university based on the participants’ scores for English in the
General Scholastic Ability Test held by the College Entrance Examination Center in Taiwan. Their
English ability ranged from grade levels 9 to 12 out of a total of 15, where grade 1 refers to the lowest
level and grade 15, the highest. The author conducted an English proficiency test and independent
sampling t-tests to further assure that there were no significant differences between the two groups’
English reading and listening abilities.

3.2 Grammar Pre- and Post-Tests
The pre- and post-tests included the same question items but with varied item sequence. Both tests
contained 30 question items measuring the participants’ knowledge of verb complements, such as
gerund as subject, gerund as object, infinitive without object, infinitive with object, and bare infinitive.
The grammar test included two sub-tests: the multiple-choice sub-test with 20 items and the blankfilling sub-test with 10 items. The participants received a score of 1 each time they selected or wrote a
correct answer, giving a total possible score of 30 for the grammar pre- and post-tests, 20 for the
multiple-choice sub-test and 10 for the blank-filling sub-test. The pre-test was given before the first
class session, and the post-test was administered immediately after the last class session.

3.3 The Textbook and the Internet
The study was administered in a language lab with 50 computers. Each participant used one computer
to view the material and the Internet. The textbook was adopted from the Footprint Reading Library
(Waring, 2009), which includes a non-fiction reading series for English language learners. The title of
the selected textbook is Cupid the Dolphin and is graded as intermediate level with 1,600 headwords.
From the textbook, two themes were designed to lead the participants to do extensive reading on the
Internet. The extensive reading activity was to warm up the target grammar rules they learned in class.

The Internet was used as a supportive tool. The participants read the articles related to
the two themes on the Internet. The two themes are Facts about Dolphins
(http://www.dolphins-world.com/Dolphin_Facts.html), and Texas Marine Mammal Stranding
Network (http://www.tmmsn.org/about/about.htm).
3.4 Treatment
The intervention study is a pre-test/post-test design. Before the treatment program, the two groups of
participants were given a pre-test to measure their knowledge of verb complements. The two groups
received the same learning content. However, the experimental group additionally received the PBL
Instruction, while the control group had conventional instruction.

Two intact English classes joined this study and were randomly assigned to one of the
two treatment conditions. All participants in each condition attended a required freshman
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English class that covered the same content of the assigned materials. The class met once a
week for two hours over a 14-week period. The duration of each meeting per week was a
period of 100 minutes. The instructional activity was conducted with two themes and each
theme was instructed for a duration of seven weeks.
The PBL group served as an experimental treatment, while the control group served as a
comparison treatment. Table 1 summarized the teaching scheme of the two treatment conditions for
Theme One. The second theme followed the same scheme.
In the first class session of the two groups, the instructor started the lesson by introducing the
topic. This is because the result received from an earlier study conducted by Lin (2011) indicated that
over half of the Chinese-speaking participants tended to read the topic and predicted the content of the
upcoming section of the text. The topic introduction may activate the participants’ prior knowledge
related to the topic.

Table 1: The teaching scheme of the PBL and non-PBL treatment conditions.
•
• PBL Instruction

1
• 2

• 3

• 4

• Non-PBL Instruction

The teacher introduces the textbook and the The teacher introduces the textbook and the
theme.
theme..
The teacher demonstrates verb complements The teacher demonstrates verb complements
and explains the functions of VCs.
and explains the functions of VCs..
•
Students read the textbook, search for
Students read the textbook and search
VCs in the textbook and write down the •
answers to the following two questions: (1) for VCs in the textbook and the instructor
What are the functions of VCs in the explains the functions of VCs in the sentences
sentences? (2) What are the meanings of the and translates these sentences.
sentences imbedded with VCs?
•
Students read the Internet article of
•
Students read the Internet article of
the first theme, search for VCs in the article
the first theme, search for VCs in the article
and the instructor explains the functions of
and write down the answers to the two
VCs in the sentences and translates these
questions mentioned above.
sentences.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Comparison of the PBL and Non-PBL Groups
In total, 56 participants were given a pre-test at the beginning of the treatment and a post-test at the
end of the treatment. The collected data were analyzed from a quantitative viewpoint to answer the
aforementioned research question. Independent-sample t-tests and paired t-tests were used to analyze
the quantitative data. Table 2 summarizes the mean scores and SDs of the grammar pre- and post-tests
for the two groups.
There were no significant differences between the PBL and non-PBL groups on the pre-test:
the total score (t = 1.357, df = 54, p = .181), the multiple-choice sub-test (t = -.058, df = 54, p = .954),
and the blank-filling sub-test (t = 1.811, df = 54, p = .076). The PBL group made significantly better
gains on the total score of the grammar post-test than the non-PBL comparison group (t = 2.355, df =
54, p = .022). Specifically, the PBL group made significantly better gains on the blank-filling score of
the post-test than the non-PBL comparison group (t = 5.641, df = 54, p = .000); there was no
significant difference between the two groups on the multiple-choice score of the post-test (t = .037, df
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= 54, p = .97). At the end of the semester, the participants who received the PBL training generally
performed better than those who did not receive any PBL training in learning knowledge of verb
complements. The finding suggests that the instructor’s direct interpretation of grammar rules is not
efficient; the added problems activate the learner to review their knowledge of VCs and hence utilize
it correctly. From the result of the blank-filling sub-test, an interpretation of the results is that the PBL
approach can be an efficient way to improve the participants’ ability to produce correct forms of verb
complements.

4.2 Within Group Comparisons
Regarding the within group comparisons of the PBL group’s pre- and post-tests, the PBL group’s total
mean score (Mean = 20.23) on the post-test was slightly better than its total mean score (Mean =
19.31) on the pre-test, but the difference fell short of statistical significance (t = .1.324, df = 25, p =
.197). However, it can be noted that the PBL group received a significantly higher mean score on the
blank-filling post sub-test than its score on the pre-test (t = .4.34, df = 25, p = .000). The result
suggests that the PBL approach obviously improved the participants’ ability to write down correct
verb complements in terms of sentence context.
Regarding the within group comparisons of the non-PBL group’s pre- and post-tests, there
were no significant differences in the total score, the multiple-choice sub-test score, or the blankfilling sub-test score. Judging from the three mean scores, the participants in the non-PBL group
received lower scores on the post-test than on the pre-test. This result suggests that the participants
receiving the teacher-led instruction did not make obvious progress in their knowledge of verb
complements.
Table 2: Means and SDs for the grammar pre- and post-tests.

Pretest Multiple-choice
Blank-filling
Total
Posttest Multiple-choice
Blank-filling
Total
Note. p <.05

PBL Group
Mean
12.69
6.62
19.31
12.23
8.00
20.23

SD
2.478
1.235
2.839
3.076
1.386
3.702

Non-PBL Group
Mean
12.73
5.83
18.07
12.20
5.67
17.87

SD
2.803
1.877
3.841
3.078
1.668
3.785

5. Conclusion
This study attempted to compare PBL and non-PBL grammar instruction, and aimed to determine
whether PBL instruction is more efficient in a 14-week treatment than non-PBL instruction. In
general, the results of the current study suggest that synthesized with the results of the totaled mean
score and the blank-filling testing mean score on the post-test, the PBL approach successfully fostered
the participants’ knowledge of verb complements. The positive result is due to the significant outcome
of the blank-filling sub-test. More specifically, the PBL approach significantly improved the students’
ability to produce correct verb complements in the blank-filling evaluation format. This may be
attributed to the active process of knowledge application. As Dewey (1963) stressed, students learn
what they do, not what they are told. The students in the PBL group dedicated to finding out the
answer by reading the material and writing down answers to the problems. In contrast, the participants
in the non-PBL group were led by the teacher.
Armed with the results concluded from the present study, three instructional recommendations
are presented for second language teaching professionals with the intention to use the PBL approach.
First, the instructor should include a writing task in the grammar curriculum when using the
PBL approach. In the PBL group, the instructor proposed problems related to the textbook, and asked
the participants to write down the answer. Through the process, the students wrote and read their
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answers. Their conceptions of verb complements were repeatedly reinforced. Therefore, the task of
writing down answers can help students to write down correct forms of verb complements.
Second, the Internet is a proper database to support the practice activity in the grammar
instruction. In this study, the participants of the PBL group read the supplementary articles surveyed
from the Internet to further familiarize themselves with how verb complements are used in the context
of real world. The language professionals may integrate the Internet into their instruction.
Third, the learner is encouraged to take responsibility for his/her own learning. In this study,
PBL instruction aimed at a learner-centered curriculum. The learner took on greater responsibility for
the instruction process than their counterparts in the control group. The teacher acted as a facilitator,
guiding them to achieve English grammar knowledge. In fact, a multimedia environment has access to
an endless world. There are so many on-line resources for learners to find the solutions to problems.
During the process of solving problems, it is not efficient for the learner to follow the teacher’s
explanations to learn linguistic knowledge of the target language. The learner needs to actively figure
out the answers to the problems.
However, due to the limitation of the testing technique, the beneficial effects of the PBL
approach do not hold up well at all. In this study, a delayed test was not administered, so whether the
effects of instruction endure is questionable. As Truscott (2007) pointed out “[t]eaching is not a
success if it produces only short-term benefits, disappearing soon after the instruction is over (p.10).”
At present, the grammar pre- and post-tests are a type of immediate test. In future research, delayed
post-tests should be added to examine whether the PBL approach has lasting benefits for EFL
students’ grammar learning. Although it cannot be currently generalized that the PBL approach
produces lasting impacts on EFL university learners, this approach still have value for enhancing
learners’ ability to acquire the knowledge of verb complements.
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Abstract: This research studies the consequence of using open-source software, which is
known as the StyleWriter, on learners’ motivation in learning of English Writing. 60 primary
students (30 in the treatment group, 30 in the control group) from a Malaysia primary school
were engaged in this study. An ANCOVA analysis that was carried out in this research
explained that there was a significantly better score on the group of students who accessed to
StyleWriter compared to the group of learners who made used of the MS Words learning
technique. Students from the treatment group were also found to be more motivated in
learning of the English language. Most of the learners were paid special attention and showed
extra self-confidence in learning the English writing method. Though, there was significant
difference in the terms of ‘satisfaction’ in learning English involving the both groups. The
consequences of this research propose that the combination of computer technology in the
teaching and learning of English essay writing in common was helpful.
Keywords: Computer assisted language learning, StyleWriter, motivation, attention, relation,
confidence and satisfaction

1. Introduction
English is a language that is broadly used in every part around the world. Undeniably, English
is a language that has a role as a means of communication in both formal and informal events. In
Malaysia, English language is used as a second language and the position of English in Malaysia is
simply believed as English as a Foreign Language (EFL) relatively than English as a Second
Language (ESL). The incorporation of computer technology in education has provided additional
difference in the teaching and learning development Language practitioners from the entire world are
continually discovering approaches to teach English in an improved and more motivating setting.
They attempt to create the language classes and lessons extra motivating yet significant by means of
the computer technologies in the classrooms. The introduction of integrating computer in the teaching
and learning practice in Malaysia started taking roots in the 1980s, whereby the computers have been
a component of the school system although not as an instrument to teach and to learn.
Computers in English Language Learning are viewed through CALL or CAI since students
use the computers to develop and practice their English. Computer programs were specialized and
produced by a variety of manufactures to catch the students’ attention and make the learning
experience more successful specially to teach students in a unique learning environment. Topics are
created for every skill level with a solid means of learning. The subject materials are comprehensive
and allowing students to be learner-centered (Zhang, 2007). Wide ranges of software are offered to
practice students in variety skills such as writing, reading, listening and speaking. In writing, students
can use any kind of word-processors to practice writing. Some resourceful word-processors permit
students to verify their spelling and find words in the thesaurus (Boswood, 1997). Since 1970’s,
computers have been long associated with writing and importantly with language learning. Computer
is a gadget that can be a challenging, creative tool and a resource in ESL classroom (Procter, 2006).
Nowadays, computers are well acknowledged as the tool which creates our lives much easier compare
as decade ago where virtually everybody consideration computers as multifaceted and expensive
device.
Studies also have been conducted by researchers to identify whether the use of this computer
program could have positive effect in the language learning classroom. For example, Figueredo and
Varnhagen (2006) conducted a study on the use of computer in writing found out that students were
able to correct the surface mistakes with the aid of spelling and grammar checkers provided in the
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computer software than they corrected with the dictionary. Therefore, these two researchers concluded
that the use of spelling checker for weaker students who have poor writing abilities and are blocked by
the mechanical aspects of writing was useful.
Besides performance, motivation towards learning languages is also an important factor that
may influence students’ tempo and achievement of second or foreign language learning (Yu-mei,
2009). Attitudes is one of the sub elements of motivation in learning a language (Gardner, 1985).
Based on his judgment, Gardner refers motivation as the combination of effort plus desire to achieve
the goal of learning the language plus favorable attitudes towards learning the language. The
investigation of language learning motivation is an important field in language pedagogy since it is
seen as one of the key variables contributing to the successful acquisition of a foreign or second
language (Kormos & Csizer, 2010). These studies revealed a variety of results that reflected the
complexity of examining motivation in language learning. Moreover, several studies in the foreign
and second language field have acknowledged the social and contextual influences on individual
motivation. Most importantly, these studies were concerned with what kind of motivation led to
higher proficiency achievement (Mills, Pajares & Herron, 2007).
Researches also have been conducted the effects of using computer program towards students’
motivation. For example, Daniels (2004) conducted a study on the motivational effects of computer
technology on writing instruction. Questionnaires were dispersed and the outcomes explained that
students’ had better motivation and able to write lengthy essay when computers incorporated into the
writing process. An investigation about the Inspiration software was done by Eib and Cox (2003).
According to the authors, this exploration was done by a language arts instructor on the consequences
of technology-based prewriting tasks to identify the excellence of students' writing. The outcomes of
the statistics show that there was improvement on the abilities in the group strand of writing once
students employed the Inspiration program for prewriting. Besides, students gained higher marks on
their writing coursework and accomplished their exercises more repeatedly (Eib & Cox, 2003).
Holdich and Chung’s (2003) analyzed the outcomes of the computer tutor, which is known as
HARRY, in their study. Three respondents were involved whereby they wrote organized and HARRY
assisted narrative. Before, during and after writing their essays, the respondents were given informal
prompts as of HARRY. Stories were also written by control group respondents with no any support. It
is reported that students who applied HARRY software wrote good essays and believed that HARRY
in addition help them in dealing throughout a number of writing tasks. They were able to present
special characteristics of the writing process as asked for.
A study carried out by Lin, Kajita and Mase (2007) was to examine the viability and
efficiency of employing a narrative, story-based computer assisted language learning (CALL) method.
This method was used on learners to learn Japanese kanji lettering. An experimental assessment
outcome points out that there was a statistically significant on students’ motivation and learning
method. The approach used on students for a two-week period had increased and enhanced students'
motivation as well as learning approaches for learning kanji, as calculated by the Motivated Strategies
for Learning Questionnaire. Criterion by Educational Testing Service and MyAccess by Vantage
Learning are Taiwan two of most popular computer-based writing tools in. By using these tools,
student are able to get instant comments in the form of both holistic score and analytic explanation on
grammar, theme, usage, organization, and content improvement, select from a choice of essay topics
and to perform multiple drafts. Elliot and Mikulas (2004) concluded that after using MyAccess, more
than 85% of the learners rated their satisfaction with the automated comment on their essays as both
helpful as well as accurate. Students felt motivated and felt comfortable in employing the computerassisted writing program, MyAccess, as a writing tool.
Based on the earlier studies on CAI/CALL usefulness studies in academic performance
indicate that an instructor should find out more resourceful methods to progress learners’ success in
English classes, as students are extremely more adapted to computer individually. It has been
accomplished that the majority of the computer programs make teaching and learning language easy
by the appearance of sound, images and interactive settings and offering a variety of exercises and
information. For that reason, learning via the computer software builds students confidence, they
become more self-governing of their teachers and more accountable to their individual learning. In
this case, the students are being motivated to use more hard work that facilitates them to learn
intensely.
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2. Research Objectives
The main aim of this study was to identify the effectiveness of using StyleWriter software in
writing assessments compared with the Microsoft Word. The study also investigated the effect on
students’ motivation in learning English Language writing.

3. Methodology
A pre-post-test quasi experimental design was used in this study. In order to allow the
collection of the statistics, a quantitative study technique was carried out. This experiment was
conducted in seven weeks involving the students of experimental group and control group whereby
the StyleWriter software was exploited by the students from the experimental group and the Microsoft
Words by the control group students. 60 students of year five from Sekolah Kebangsaan Taman
Universiti, Seri Kembangan were involved in this study. The respondents were chosen from two
different classes to represent the control and experimental groups. The most important instrument
employed in this research during the pre-test and the post–test sections is the worksheet writing test.
The components of this writing test were grammar, spelling, vocabulary, sentence structure and
overall performances. The pre-test was conducted in order to find out the students’ writing ability in
connection to the teaching purpose intended for this investigation.
A pre-test was given to the students in the first week. They were then given a post-test and
survey subsequent to the completion of the experimental process. At this stage, students from both
groups were given a brief explanation on the purpose of this study as well as on the methods of filling
up the questionnaire form. In this research, to measure the students’ motivation in learning English,
the researcher had made used the Instructional Materials Motivation Survey (IMMS), which was
developed by Keller in 1987, based on the ARCS motivation model. This first dimension measured in
this model is the students’ attention (ATT) which calculated the level to which the technique
employed in both groups could initiate and maintain learners’ motivation throughout the
experimentation process. The subsequent scale measured is the relevance (REL). This scale helps to
examine if students are able to recognize the importance as well as the usefulness of what was trained.
The third degree, confidence (CON), measured the level to which students believe that they can
effectively achieve the objectives and jobs set out throughout the lesson. Lastly, the satisfaction (SAT)
dimension measured the reactions of achievement and inherent feelings of the respondents through the
lecture. A total of 24 items from the IMMS were made used based on the 4-point likert scale ranging
from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree). A pilot study has been conducted to a group of
students which were not involved in this study to examine the reliability of the motivation
questionnaire. Analysis shows that all motivation dimensions achieved more than 0.800 (Attention =
.826; Relevance = .877; Confidence = .848; Satisfaction = .869)

3.1 StyleWriter Software
StyleWriter software is an influential script editor that directly hooked on all edition of
Microsoft Word. It is said to be the World's prime approach as well as English Usage Checker. This
software instantaneously make over ones writing into a simple English that is short and snappy,
understandable, and legible. The writing software has only one of its kind whereby this software is not
only intended for students but writers of all age in either kind of writing assignment such as legal
documents, editorials, employee handbooks and so forth (refer Figure 1). StyleWriter seeks out for
thousands of writing blunders by appearing the recommendation box unexpectedly by giving simple
explanations how one is able to correct every sentence (refer Figure 2). The writing mistakes consist
of terminology and conceptual words, difficult vocabularies, hidden verbs, wordy expressions, lengthy
sentences as well as inactive verbs.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of spell checker.

Figure 2. Screenshot of Grammar Checker.

4. Finding
A one-way between-group analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to compare the
effectiveness of two different types of computer software for English language writing assessments. In
this study, the independent variables were the two groups (StyleWriter group and Microsoft Word
group) while dependent variables were the post-test scores using pen and pencil after conducting the
experiment for 7 weeks. The pre-test scores were used as the covariant in this study. Preliminary
checks were conducted to ensure that there was no violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity,
homogeneity of variants, homogeneity of regression slopes and reliable measurements of the
covariate. After adjusting for pre-test scores, there was a significant difference between the two
intervention groups on post-test score on writing assessments [F(1, 57) = 146.014, p = .000, partial eta
squared = .719).
Students taught using StyleWriter scored an average of 3.38 marks as compared with 2.0 marks
for students who underwent using Microsoft Word (see Table 2). This finding indicates that, after
controlling the pre-test scores, students who had been exposed to the use of StyleWriter achieved
significantly better scores as compared with those who had been taught using the Microsoft Word for
English language writing assessments
Table 1. Levene’s Test of Equality of Error
F
.139

Df1
1

Df2
58

Sig
.711

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics
Group
MS Word
StyleWriter

Mean
2.00
3.38

Std. Deviation
.402
.444
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N
30
30

Table 3. Test between Subjects Effects
Source
Corrected Model
Intercept
Pre-test
Group
Error
Total
Corrected Total

Type III Sum of
Squares
28.509
9.117
.493
25.390
9.911
473.125
38.421

Df

Mean Square

F

2
1
1
1
57
60
59

14.255
9.117
.493
25.390
.174

81.978
52.433
2.834
146.014

Sig.
.000
.000
.098
.000

R squared = .742 (Adjusted R Squared = .733)
The next section of the findings examined whether there were any differences in students’
motivation during the experiment using StyleWriter compared to those taught by conventional
methods. Findings indicated that students exposed to StyleWriter were more highly motivated across
all the scales (Attention, M = 4.83; Relation, M=4.79; Confidence, M=4.78; Satisfaction, M=4.83; and
Overall Motivation, M=4.81) than Microsoft Word (Attention, M=3.74; Relation, M=3.77;
Confidence, M=3.72; Satisfaction, M=3.76, and Overall Motivation, M=3.75). In order to determine
the statistical significance of each item between the two groups, an independent sample t-test was
conducted (refer Table 4). The results showed statistically significant differences at the p<.05 level in
all motivation dimension (Attention, Relation, Confidence and Satisfaction). Overall, the finding
shows that students were taught using StyleWriter not only better in their assessments writing score
but also they were more motivated in the class compared to those exposed in Microsoft Word
Table 4: Independent Sample T-Test for Students’ Motivation between StyleWriter group and
Microsoft Word Group

Attention
Relation
Confidence
Satisfaction
Motivation

Microsoft Word
Group
3.74
.379
3.77
.344
3.72
.318
3.76
.324
3.75
.163

StyleWriter
Group
4.83
.180
4.79
.161
4.78
.171
4.83
.182
4.81
.099

P (significance value)
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*

5. Discussion
The integration of computer software such as StyleWriter in teaching and learning in the
classroom offers prospects to keep students engaged in new, creative and innovative approaches of
learning. Using technologies in proper in the classroom allows students to widen their mind in order to
think and give reasons linguistically. In this study, the results explained that in mastering the writing
technique and the components of the linguistics namely grammar, vocabulary, spelling and sentence
pattern, the students from the treatment group did better than the control group. This gives an idea that
making use the StyleWriter in classroom modules can develop the students performance in English
essay writing and also in learning English in all-purpose. The outcomes of this study are constant with
those from previous studies (Holdich & Chung, 2003; Eib & Cox, 2003).
An additional characteristic studied in this study is the learners’ motivation level when
learners’ were exposed to the usage of StyleWriter software in the classroom. It is believes that, in
order to have a successful learning, students’ motivation is significant requirement. Based on the study
done by Monteith (2004), the collision of technologies in teaching and learning can be determined
from reliable reports obtained on students’ motivation to learn when computer is in use. In this study,
learners who made use of the StyleWriter felt more motivated in learning the English language
contrast to those students in the control group who only employed the Microsoft Words. This result
was supported by a study done by Daniels (2004), Lin, Kajita and Mase (2007), Elliot and Mikulas
(2004) reporting similar results where by students who utilized the information technology had
effectively motivated learners in the learning process.
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6. Conclusion
The combination of technology in learning English ought to be supported. English language
teachers in Malaysian schools play an important role in their daily teaching process. Teachers should
make the best use of whatever suitable software that is obtainable, including the open-source software
which is accessible with no charge. With the use of computer technology in teaching and learning
process in a classroom gives confidence to students to be more active in their contribution, thus
supports the learning. Even though the current study was carried out in one of a primary school in
Malaysia, there are no excuses or explanation should be given on why the advantages of computer
utilization in classrooms would not be an advantage in the learning of English at all stages, from the
elementary school to the higher education level. At institution of higher education as well as teacher
training academics, lecturers who are teaching the English Language courses should integrate the
usefulness of employing computer software in teaching English.
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Abstract: This paper provides a content analysis of studies in Mobile Assisted Language
Learning (MALL) that were published in ten Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) journals,
including ReCALL, Computers & Education, and Computer Assisted Language Learning so
on. Only papers that were identify as MALL-related, full-length paper, and published during
2008 to 2012 were analyzed. After comprehensive review, 44 articles were used for this study
to answer the following questions: (1) what is the status of those MALL articles published in
these selected journals from 2008 to 2012, (2) what research sample groups related to MALL
were selected in these articles from 2008 to 2012, and (3) what language learning topics
related to MALL were adopted in these articles from 2008 to 2012? According the analysis
results, the distribution of articles is 12, 6, 7, 10, and 9 from 2008 to 2012. It was found that
research samples in higher education were selected most (31). We can find that the elementary
school students (3), high school students (5), and teachers (1) are seldom used in MALL
activities. Hence, we may claim one of the trends shaping the MALL studies from 2008 to
2012 is to exploit college student as convenience sample. On the other hand, the results
implied that MALL researchers should pay more attention on applying MALL to elementary,
high school, and others because it becomes popular for K-12 students using mobile devices to
access digital information. Overall, the analysis results provide insights and patterns of MALL
research trends for language instructors and researchers. Consequently, this study contributes
to clarify the route of pass five years and indicate a feasible roadmap for MALL research.
Keywords: Content analysis, mobile assisted language learning, research trends.

1. Introduction
Chinnery (2006) concluded that it does seem quickly headed for a world where m-learning is a
fashionable channel for language study. Furthermore Chinnery (2006) quotes Colpaert’s (2004)
words as “the mobile hype will burst out as soon as tools become available allowing teachers and
researchers to develop their own mobile applications and tools." It is found that the number of articles
about mobile and ubiquitous learning has signiﬁcantly increased from 2001 to 2010 (G. J. Hwang &
Tsai, 2011). Many studies investigated the feasible roles of mobile technology, such as smart phone
and tablet, in the educational context and scenario (G.-J. Hwang, Tsai, & Yang, 2008; Mcconatha,
Praul, & Lynch, 2008). The term "mobile learning" generally refers to a subset of "ubiquitous
learning" by using handheld computers for learning, such as smart phone, tablets, and notebooks. In
general, the definition of mobile learning focuses on enhancing knowledge building and understanding
of learners by changing the pattern of learning activities; ubiquitous learning emphasized on learning
anytime, anywhere. We use "mobile" to refer any sort of learning that learners can take advantage of
the learning opportunities offered by mobile technologies; meanwhile, we use "ubiquitous" to refer
that learners can learn anywhere and at any time. There was a strong view that mobile learning should
move away from the model of ‘anytime, anywhere’ access(Sharples, 2006). Thus, we use mobile
learning to cover both of them in this paper.
Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL) is the intersection of mobile learning and
computer-assisted language learning. Many studies indicated that MALL is very effective, especially
for vocabulary acquisition and listen comprehension (Chang, Chen, & Hsu, 2011; H.-R. Chen &
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Huang, 2010; Lee, 2009; Sandberg, Maris, & de Geus, 2011). Mobile devices can gather and respond
information to the current location and environment. For instance, C.-M. Chen & Li (2010) proposed a
personalized context-aware ubiquitous learning system (PCULS) to scaffold vocabulary learning by
locating learners’ position from GPS. Wu, Sung, Huang, Yang, & Yang (2011) proposed a ubiquitous
English learning system that integrates a reading guidance mechanism into the development of an
English learning environment. Huang, Huang, Huang, & Lin (2012) reported a ubiquitous English
vocabulary learning (UEVL) system to enhance vocabulary acquisition systematically and analyze
learning portfolios on UEVL.
This paper provides a content analysis of studies in Mobile Assisted Language Learning
(MALL) that were published in ten Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) journals, including British
Journal of Educational Technology (BJET), Computer Assisted Language Learning(CALL),
Computers and Education (C&E), Educational Technology & Society (ET&S), Innovations in
Education and Teaching International (IETI), Interactive Learning Environments (ILE), Journal of
Computer Assisted Learning (JCAL), Journal of the European Association for Computer Assisted
Language Learning(ReCALL), Language Learning & Technology (LLT), and Turkish Online Journal
of Educational Technology (TOJET). Over three thousand articles were published in those journals.
Only papers that were identify as MALL-related, full-length paper, and published during 2008 to 2012
were analyzed. After comprehensive review, 44 articles were used for this study to answer the
following questions:
(1) what is the status of those MALL articles published in these selected journals from 2008
to 2012,
(2) what research sample groups related to MALL were selected in these articles from 2008
to 2012,
(3) what language learning topics related to MALL were adopted in these articles from 2008
to 2012?

2. Results
According the analysis results, the distribution of articles is 12, 6, 7, 10, and 9 from 2008 to 2012. The
following journals, which most concerned about MALL, are defined as “core” journals in this paper:
ReCALL, Computers & Education (C&E), Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), British
Journal of Educational Technology (BJET), and Journal of Computer Assisted Learning (JCAL).
Figure 1 shows the number of MALL-related articles published from 2008 to 2012. The red bar
indicates the number of MALL-related articles published in ten SSCI journals; the blue bar indicates
the number of MALL-related articles published in five “core” journals, that is 10, 6, 2, 5, and 8. The
number of articles in 2008 is highest because ReCALL journal has a special issue on MALL edited by
Lesley Shield, Agnes Kukulska-Hulme and June Thompson (Shield & Kukulska-Hulme, 2008). From
the results, it can be seen that the proportion of MALL is very small in mobile and ubiquitous learning
studies. Furthermore, most of MALL-related articles are contributed from “core” journals.
There are ten articles selected from ReCALL, including: 1)An overview of mobile assisted
language learning: From content delivery to supported collaboration and interaction. 2) Challenges
faced by modern foreign language teacher trainees in using handheld pocket PCs (Personal Digital
Assistants) to support their teaching and learning. 3) Identity, sense of community and connectedness
in a community of mobile language learners. 4) Investigating learner preparedness for and usage
patterns of mobile learning. 5)L'italiano al telefonino: Using SMS to support beginners' language
learning. 6) MALL Technology: Use of Academic Podcasting in the Foreign Language Classroom. 7)
Mobile Assisted Language Learning in university EFL courses in Japan: developing attitudes and
skills for self-regulated learning.8) The potential of using a mobile phone to access the Internet for
learning EFL listening skills within a Korean context. 9) Using PDA for undergraduate student
incidental vocabulary testing. 10) Will mobile learning change language learning?
Five MALL-related articles were selected from C&E, including: 1)A ubiquitous English vocabulary
learning system: Evidence of active/passive attitudes vs. usefulness/ease-of-use. 2) Using ubiquitous
games in an English listening and speaking course: Impact on learning outcomes and motivation. 3)
Cell phone video recording feature as a language learning tool: A case study. 4) Is single or dual
channel with different English proficiencies better for English listening comprehension, cognitive load
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and attitude in ubiquitous learning environment? 5) Mobile English learning: An evidence-based study
with fifth graders.
Six articles selected from CALL are: 1)Using audio blogs to assist English-language learning:
an investigation into student perception. 2) A mobile-assisted synchronously collaborative translation–
annotation system for English as a foreign language (EFL) reading comprehension. 3) Effectiveness of
vocabulary learning via mobile phone. 4) Content presentation modes in mobile language listening
tasks: English proficiency as a moderator. 5) Learners' attention to input during focus on form
listening tasks: the role of mobile technology in the second language classroom. 6) Optimising the use
of wireless application protocol (WAP) sites for listening activities in a Korean English as a foreign
language (EFL) context.
There are five MALL-related papers from BJET. They are: 1) Investigating the roles of
perceived playfulness, resistance to change and self‐management of learning in mobile English
learning outcome. 2) The impact of mobile learning on students' learning behaviours and performance:
Report from a large blended classroom. 3) m-Learning: An experiment in using SMS to support
learning new English language words. 4) Effect of screen size on multimedia vocabulary learning. 5)
Voice over instant messaging as a tool for enhancing the oral proﬁciency and motivation of Englishas-a-foreign-language learners. There are five articles selected from JCAL, including: 1)A contextaware ubiquitous learning environment for language listening and speaking. 2) Effectiveness of
vocabulary learning via mobile phone. 3) How artefacts mediate small-group co-creation activities in
a mobile-assisted seamless language learning environment? 4) Vocabulary learning by mobile-assisted
authentic content creation and social meaning-making: two case studies. 5) The role of electronic
pocket dictionaries as an English learning tool among Chinese students. Four articles in ET&S were
carefully chosen, including: 1) A Mobile Device and Online System with Contextual Familiarity and
its Effects on English Learning on Campus. 2) Learning Cultures on the Move: Where are we
heading? 3) Personalized Intelligent Mobile Learning System for Supporting Effective English
Learning. 4) Ubiquitous English Learning System with Dynamic Personalized Guidance of Learning
Portfolio.
Four articles from LLT were chosen, including: 1) Effects of short-term memory and content
representation type on mobile language learning. 2) Emerging technologies mobile apps for language
learning. 3) Mobile-assisted language learning: designing for your students. 4) Emerging technologies
from memory palaces to spacing algorithms: approaches to second-language vocabulary learning.
There are two articles carefully selected from TOJET, including: 1) Exploring college students’
attitudes and self-efficacy of mobile learning. 2) Reexamining the effectiveness of vocabulary learning
via mobile phones. There are two related articles in IETI according the criteria, including: 1)
Mobile‐device‐supported strategy for Chinese reading comprehension. 2) Students’ experiences and
engagement with SMS for learning in Higher Education. A article from ILE is: Personalised contextaware ubiquitous learning system for supporting effective English vocabulary learning.

Figure 1. Number of MALL-related articles published from 2008 to 2012.
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It was found that research samples in higher education were selected most (31). By dividing them into
core and other journals, there are 22 research samples from college students in the core journal articles
and there are 9 samples from college students in the non-core journal articles. Table 1 illustrates the
sample group distribution of selected MALL articles in this study. We can find that the elementary
school students (3), high school students (5), and teachers (1) are seldom used in MALL activities.
Moreover, the sample groups selected by non-core journals are similar with the orders in core
journals. Hence, we may claim one of the trends shaping the MALL studies from 2008 to 2012 is to
exploit college student as convenience sample. On the other hand, the results implied that MALL
researchers should pay more attention on applying MALL to elementary, high school, and others
because it becomes popular for K-12 students using mobile devices to access digital information.
Table 1: Sample groups selected for MALL studies from 2008 to 2012.
Sample
group
Core
Non-core
Total

Elementary school
students

High school
students

College
students

Teachers

Nonspecified

3
0
3

3
2
5

22
9
31

1
0
1

2
2
4

Table 2 shows that the language learning topics selected in the 44 articles. Since some MALL studies
used their system on many language learning topics, they will be double counting. For instance, Liu &
Chu (2000) published an article on Computers & Education about using ubiquitous games in an
English listening and speaking course. That article will be counted both in listening skills and oral
skills. After calculation, the first rank of language learning topics in MALL is vocabulary learning
(16). The second and third rank of language learning topics in MALL is listening and reading
comprehension (14, 13). It shows that using mobile device to learn vocabulary seems a successful
application. From the results, using MALL on the speaking skill may be a potential research focus
because voice/speech recognition will enter realm of mature technologies in the near future. Overall,
the analysis results provide insights and patterns of MALL research trends for language instructors
and researchers. Consequently, this study contributes to clarify the route of pass five years and
indicate a feasible roadmap for MALL research.
Table 2: Language learning topics selected in MALL articles.
Language
learning topics
Core journals
Percentage
Non-core
Percentage
College samples
Percentage
Total

Vocabulary

Listening
skills

Speaking
skills

Reading
skills

Writing

nonspecified

13
28%
3
18%
13
27%
16

12
26%
2
12%
8
16%
14

7
15%
2
12%
12
25%
9

7
15%
6
35%
4
8%
13

3
7%
1
5%
10
20%
4

4
9%
3
18%
2
4%
7

As Figure 2 illustrated, from 2008 to 2012, Taiwan scholars published in MALL related articles most,
followed by American scholar published 7 and British scholar published 5. In core journals (20082012), 11 MALL articles were published by Taiwan scholars, followed by scholars from United States
and United Kingdom. Taiwan scholars have published an astonishing number of articles in core
journals, accounting for 30.6% of the total number of MALL articles in core journals. Moreover, it is
interesting to know that more countries have contributed to the MALL core journals. The 44 articles
come from 15 countries; scholars contributed only to core journals (i.e. no other MALL article in non718

core journals) located at the following 8 countries, including Norway, Australia, Hong Kong, Qatar,
Netherlands, Turkish, Korea, Singapore.

Figure 2. Major contributing countries of MALL from 2008 to 2012.

3. Conclusion
This paper analyzed the articles published on SSCI journals about mobile-assisted language learning
from 2008 to 2012. Five journals are classified as the core journals because we can find more articles
about MALL on them. The study shows the findings: (1) the number of articles published in core
journals is more than 50% in all 44 selected papers, (2) Most research samples come from college
students in higher education no matter the articles in core or non-core journals, (3) there are very few
MALL studies which were focus on the learning topics about writing skills, (4) Scholars come from
Taiwan contributing most MALL articles and most scholars worldwide pay attention on core journals.
We hope that the results of the content analysis of most important MALL articles can be provided to
the government, researchers, and instructors as the reference of planning future research and designing
application development in the field of MALL.
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Abstract: The purpose of this thesis is to implement a 3D situational English learning process
which is based on Task-based approach. To achieve this goal, we created situational setting on
Second Life and combined the framework of Task-Based Learning approach proposed by Jane
Willis in 1996 to design a three-stage teaching process. Under the topic of daily basis English,
we have designed an online 3D virtual English program for students to carry out situational
English learning in the future.
Keywords: Second Life, Task-Based Learning, Virtual Environment

1. Introduction
While the Internet is in vogue, the patterns of teaching is proceeding a significant evolution.
Traditional method of teaching in the classroom has evolved into teaching online. 2D platform was the
main platform used in online meeting in early days, but it was more difficult to display the settings
and the sense of immersive. Hence, some teachers use 3D platform to compensate for inadequacies in
2D platform. Among these 3D platforms, Second Life is widely used in teaching because its flexibility
in design and complete functionality. Language learning appears most common in the application of
Second Life.
We have studied the experience and advices from many scholars who had taught lessons
through Second Life and focus on the suitable teaching methods for Second Life and the limit of
Second Life. Savin-Baden(2009) pointed out that teaching activities in virtual world often lack the
support of relative teaching theories , which makes students get lost easier in there. When teaching
activities are combined with computer technology, it becomes quite different from traditional teaching
patterns. It requires proper teaching process to make teaching more effective(Dexter, et al., 1999).
Therefore, we need to examine even more cautiously on the relationship between the usage of virtual
world and teaching theories, and how they work with each other(Girvan & Savage, 2010).
Additionally, we have learned that it is inappropriate to let students learn by themselves without any
guidance in Second Life. Although 3D virtual world provide a platform for learning along with
sufficient freedom in operation, it lacks relevant guidance. So, it requires good teaching design to fully
develop the advantage of virtual world(Mayrath, et al., 2007).
Currently, many researchers are still looking for suitable English teaching process for virtual
world. We combined the framework of Task-Based Learning approach which was proposed by Jane
Willis in 1996 to design a three-stage 3D English teaching process in the virtual environment in
Second Life (Willis, 1996). We expect to provide a more suitable language teaching process for
Second Life.

2. Literature Review
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2.1 Learning English in Virtual
Virtual World is an interactive simulate environment which is constructed by many virtual objects. It
contains a gigantic database in which stores data such as basic argument, attribute, sound track,
movement, behavior of every virtual object. It also contains initial settings like console, background
and windows(Biocca, 1997). Users can communicate and interact with others through controlling their
Avatars. Recently, MMOG(Massively Multiplayer Online Game) was very popular and became the
synonym of 3D virtual world. One kind of MMOG is called MMOSG which emphasizes the social
interaction. The famous Second Life, BLUEMARS, IMVU are all MMOSGs.
Although the main purpose of playing MMOSG is to socialize instead of learn, teachers can
design activities for their teaching purposes with its high flexibility, expandability and freedom. Many
educators start to use virtual worlds to teach students (Boulos, et al., 2007; Prasolova-Førland, et al.,
2006).
Language learning is the biggest in the field of education, especially English learning (2009).
There are countless teaching methods in terms of English teaching. For example, the Direct Method,
Situational Language Teaching, Cooperative Language Learning, Task-Based Learning, the AudioLingual Method, Competency-Based Language Teaching, etc.

2.2 Using Task-based Learning (TBL) in English learning
Task-Based Learning (TBL) is in the center of attention among all the teaching methods mentioned
above in the educational community. TBL is a teaching method which constructed by learning tasks.
Teachers use TBL to let their students learn languages spontaneously by executing tasks. During the
process, students are able to maintain their motives to compete the tasks, to have high interest in
learning and get a sense of achievement after they finish the tasks.
Jane Willis described the construction of Task-Based Learning theory further in the book "A
Framework for Task-Based Learning"(1996). She came up with a three-stages teaching process
(Figure 1) as following:

The Pre-Task Stage: First, let students know the words, phrases, sentences and grammar relate to
the course tasks. This stage is also in accordance with the Constructivist’s ideas of the importance
of Prior Knowledge for students’ follow-up learning(Bischoff & Anderson, 1998; Novak &
Gowin, 1984). Before entering the next stage, teachers also need to give students the instructions
about the tasks in the next stage.

The Task Cycle Stage: Students already have the prior knowledge in the first stage. Teachers
would either divide students into groups or assign personal tasks and guide them to execute the
assigned tasks. Students need to accomplish the tasks by using the prior knowledge they learned
in the first stage and consider how to present their results. Their results would either be presented
orally, in the paper, or in any designate way told by teachers. In this stage, teachers are
supervisors and will not be involved in the tasks. But they can give feedbacks to students after
they finish the tasks.

The Language Focus Stage: In this stage, teachers and students discuss and analyze together
about the language-relate problems such as vocabulary and grammar happened in the learning
process in second stage. Teachers would correct students’ language use with extra activities to
improve their language proficiency.

Figure 1. Willis' three stages of Task-Based Learning.
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Since late 90s, Task-Based Learning is widely used by language educators until now. Harmer
pointed out in his book that using TBL can improve outcomes in second language learning(Harmer,
2008). In 2009, TBL was proved again that it has positive effects on language learning. Because of the
reasons mentioned above, we choose TBL as our teaching method and designed programs according
to Willis’ TBL structure.

3. Research Method and Design
3.1 Research Method
Scholars pointed out that students will easily get lost in virtual world when the learning activities are
not designed on the basis of teaching theories(Savin-Baden, 2008). Computer-technology-basis
teaching is different from traditional teaching pattern, and teachers need proper teaching process to
have higher teaching effects (Dexter, Anderson, et al., 1999). Therefore, it needs cautious survey on
the relationship between teaching theories and 3D virtual environment and the way they help each
other. Other scholars also mentioned, although the 3D virtual environment provides a platform to
learn at your will, it lacks of relative learning guidance. Teachers need a well-designed teaching
process to fully develop the advantage of 3D virtual environments in teaching.

3.2 Framework Design
We designed a learning process based on Jane Willis' three stages of Task-Based Learning. Situations
in supermarket are chosen to be an example. The learning process is as following:

Step1. the Pre-Task Stage：
In this stage, teachers could use the Web PPT we designed on Second Life to instruct the
students. The Web PPT is a 3D virtual 6-sided viewer. Teachers are able to teach prior knowledge
like words, phrases, sentences, grammar which related to the tasks on Web PPT. After that, teachers
would explain the following tasks to students.

Figure 2. Teacher uses Web PPT in teaching in the Pre-Task Stage.
Step2. the Task Cycle Stage：
Task1：Purchasing goods
Students are divided into groups and were informed the goods they need to buy by notecards
or oral instructions. Students need to cooperate together to purchase the goods and tell their teacher
what they have bought in English.
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Figure 3. Task1 in the Task Cycle Stage：Students are purchasing the goods.
Task2：Asking prices
Students are asked to tell teachers goods price orally or by notecard. They would enter
supermarket to check and calculate prices. The fastest person to hit the buzzer and answer the
questions correctly gets the points.

Figure 4. Task2：Students answer the prices by hitting the red button.
Task3：Group discussion
Teachers introduce all the commodity area to students. Afterwards, teachers would request
students to discuss and answer which area is most suitable for these goods and explain their supportive
reasons.

Figure 5. Task3：Teacher leads students to visit supermarket.
Step3. the Language Focus Stage：
In this stage, teachers discuss and analyze language-relate errors happened in prior stages with
students. To strengthen practices, teachers will assign a suitable script for students and request
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students to do additional role-play according to their weaker points. Students are able to improve
themselves by using the vocabulary and phrases they learned in this program in the role-play. Students
in different groups could cooperate together with team spirit. Beside teamwork, teachers could correct
students’ sentence structure and pronunciation during the role-play which in turns improves their
English speaking more accurately.

Figure 6. The role-play game in the Language Focus Stage.

4. Conclusion and Future Research
Since Second Life has high extensibility and expansibility, it is worthy to be developed continually in
language teaching (Kaplan & Haelein, 2009). Investigating what other suitable teaching methods
should be applied in virtual worlds is also a topic worth further researches (Girvan & Savage, 2010).
Our research designed a TBL situational learning process which could be developed, expanded and
heightened its value. We hope it would be a foundation for further researches on this topic.
In the future, we will let students take virtual situational English learning lessons on Second
Life to evaluate overall learning condition of students. We will find out if TBL's combination with the
Second Life have effects on English learning. Most of learning-related literatures discusses results,
methods or effects and rarely focus on motivations of learning and influences on attitudes (Lucia,
2008; Andreas, et al., 2010; Petrakou, 2009; Herold, 2009). As a result, we would execute researches
on these two aspects in the futures.
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Abstract: The development of technology is so fast and tremendous that humans find ways on
how to communicate fast, cheap, and practical. Several ways can be done to communicate in
writing in the virtual world, for instance by using electronic mail and social media such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Friendster. Such habits apparently flourished to several layers of
society, even though it was started by teenagers and youngsters who always appear
progressive and innovative. It is not rare to find abbreviations such as gw (I/me), mo (want),
blg (say), thq (thank you), skrg otw (now on the way), ma (with), bkp (Dad), ke rmh y (to the
house), se7 (agree). In this research, there are three things that can be classified, such as (1)
written communication with mobile phone media (short message), (2) written communication
in social media (Facebook), and (3) written communication in chatting such as in MIG 33.
Written communication with short messages, can be further classified to be (1) short message
that uses abbreviations (2) combination of the use of letters, abbreviations, and numbers.
These two classifications are elaborated in the concept of discourse to find the series of
complete communication from the beginning until finish. Written communication in short
message, social media (Facebook), and in chatting, actually posses similar patterns, which are
abbreviating the word, using a variation of numbers and letters, using unnecessary punctuation
mark in a series of sentences, writing uppercase and lowercase letters in one sentence.
Keywords : language, written, virtual, world

1. Introduction
Language has an important role for human lives. In its use, Indonesian language is very
diverse. This diversity may be caused by several factors, depending on the needs and purpose of
communication. Usually, people communicate verbally and written. In verbal communication, we can
directly talk face to face, or through several media such as telephone, mobile phone, or teleconference. In verbal communication, we can speak by obeying the language rules that occur, or we
can use the broad spectrum of language depending on the needs and to whom we speak and in which
situation and condition we are in. Also in written language, we can use the good and proper
Indonesian language, or use various languages according to the needs. The point is that in both verbal
and written communication, there should be an understanding between the speaker and the listener,
and between the writer and the reader so that good communication can be established.
Actually, the use of written language should be more careful and thorough, so that the readers
can understand the series of sentences coherently from the beginning to the end. This is because no
direct communications were done. To ensure the effectivity of the delivery of message, the
grammatical functions such as subject, predicate, and object and the connection between those
functions should be complete and real, so that wrong interpretations do not happen. However, based
on the current reality with the advancement of knowledge and technology development, written
language is no longer used carefully, and seems to be used haphazardly, especially in the virtual
world.
The development of technology is so fast and tremendous, such that humans find ways to
communicate efficiently, cheap, and practical. Only in seconds, they can be connected to the world
without space and time limits. This is what is called the virtual world, a facility that spoils human to
visit anytime, anywhere, and anyone providing that they have the necessary media to connect to the
world. There are at least several ways that can be done to communicate in writing in the virtual world.
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For instance by using electronic mails, social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Friendster, and many
other social media that appear recently along with the human needs. Long before that, humans have
also communicated in writing through mobile phones, by using short message service (SMS).
Written communication in the virtual world differs greatly with the usual daily
communication. In the virtual world, humans find practicality in using sentences; this is caused by the
limit of space and word character. Thus, abbreviation of words often emerges.
Habits such as the above apparently flourished to several layers of society, even though it was
started by teenagers and youngsters who always appear progressive, innovative, and different from the
others. It is often found abbreviation of words such as: gw (I/me), mo (want to), blg (say), thq (thank
you), skrg otw (now on the way), ma (with), bkp (Dad), ke rmh y (to your house), se7 (agree) that is
compiled to become a sentence (“Gue mau bilang terima kasih, sekarang on the way sama bapak ke
rumah you, setuju.” Or in English “I want to say thank you, now on the way with Dad to your house,
agreed.”). Or such as “y, t’rah km pi g da mslh k” (“it’s up to you, but there is no problem, right?”).
Such phenomena can be found in written communication through short message and
Facebook. The problems that arise are whether this communication can proceed, and whether both
sides can understand the messages conveyed, so that misinterpretations do not happen. This matter
becomes the focus of the writer’s discussion to prove that with the above abbreviations, written
communication can still proceed well. The two things elaborated in this discussion are (1) written
communication with mobile phone media (short message), (2) written communication in social media
(Facebook), and (3) written communication in chatting in MIG 33. Written communication by short
message is further elaborated into (1) short message that uses abbreviations, and (2) combination of
the use of letters, abbreviations, and numbers. Both were elaborated in the concept of discourse to find
the series of complete communication from the beginning until finish.
2. Theoretical Background
In analysing a discourse, three theories were used, which are the standard discourse theory by
de Beunggrande dan Dressler, Grice’s cooperative theory, and the famous Dell hyme’s with
communication taxonomy.
In written communication, various languages are often used by the language users, both
standard and non-standard. It is usually found in the form of news, announcement, or advertisement.
In order for that variation can be made as a communication tool, it needs to fulfil the standard of
textuality. De Beunggrande dan Dressler express the seven standard of textuality, which are:
1)
Cohesion,
2)
Coherence,
3)
Intentionality,
4)
Acceptability,
5)
Informativity,
6)
Situationality,
7)
Intertextuality.
Cohesion is the dependency of the elements that build a discourse. Language elements, both
words and sentences that are read or heard, depend on each other and forming a series. Dressler
(1981:3) stated that this dependency caused the reader or listener to be able to interpret those series
without having problems.
Coherence is a configuration of concept and relation behind the text physically. This concept
relation raised the relationship of cause and effect, time, action, locution, subject, object actions,
purpose, and world knowledge. Concept is the configuration of knowledge that is divided into main
concept and secondary concept. Main concept includes object, situation, occurrence, and action.
Whereas the secondary concept includes condition, subject, attitude, relationship, attribute, form,
section, cause, reason, intention, etc...
Intentionality is linked with the attitude of the writer or reader. This attitude of the writer or
reader utilizes cohesion and coherence to reproduce a discourse. In conversational discourse, for
instance, what can be captured by the listener or reader is the coherence of the information, and
material connection of the language elements. With this coherence and cohesion, writer or speaker can
find the purpose. Acceptability is connected with the attitude the reader or listener in understanding a
discourse. Reader or listener utilizes cohesion and coherence in order to understand the intention of
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the speaker or writer. A set of events or occurrence will form cohesion and coherence only if the event
or occurrence is relevant to the reader or listener. The acquisition of knowledge of an event or
occurrence is based on cooperation between speaker/writer and listener/reader. Only by this manner,
the objective or purpose of the speaker/writer can be achieved.
Informativity is linked with whether a discourse (text) is expected or unexpected, whether it is
known or unknown, the occurrences or events that are presented in the text is expected or unexpected,
known or unknown by the reader/listener. The situationality of a text is shown by the relevance of a
text towards situations or events. Of course as other standards of textuality, situationality is linked
with the event that is stated with its cohesion and coherence. That text contains high informativity
(Dessler, 1981:163).
Intertextuality means that the order of speech is linked by the form or meaning to their series
of speech, usually the speech that precede and follow. Intertextuality actually stresses more on a
standard of textuality that refers to the discourse of books, especially text books.
Grice (1957) is known with the introduction of pragmatic approach. The concept of pragmatic
approach that was introduced includes three things, which are meaning, context, and communication.
One of the types of pragmatic approach that is relevant to discourse is the cooperative theory. Grice’s
concept of central pragmatic is speaking meaning and cooperative principle.
Speaking meaning does not only include the difference between two types of meanings, which
are between semantic meaning and pragmatic meaning, but also the meaning that is sourced on the
intention of the addresser (speaker) in communication. Furthermore, Grice separated between nonnatural meaning and natural meaning. Non-natural meaning is interpreted as the meaning that is
proportional to the purpose of communication. Meanwhile, natural meaning is the meaning contained
by a lingual unit, for example a word, phrase, or sentence.
Grice (1975) revealed that in the cooperative principle, a speaker or writer should fulfil four
maxims. Maxims are the principles that that need to be obeyed by the participants of communication
in interacting, both textual and interpersonal in the means to smoothen the communication process.
These cooperative principles are 1) maxim of quantity, 2) maxim of quality, 3) maxim of relation, and
4) maxim of manner.
In the taxonomy of Hymes (1972), a method to determine the communication events is
proposed. The components of communication are shortened into speaking. The analysis of
communication can be done by applying the concepts of communication units, which are: S: setting:
time, place and other physical conditions. Scene: psychological balance to setting. (Record of setting
can be changed, for example from formal to informal). P: Participants: speaker or sender, E: Ends:
purpose and objective. A: Act sequences: form and content of message. K: Keys: tone of speaking,
serious or relaxed. I: instrumentalities: channel, writings, telegraph, dialects, standard language. N:
norm of interaction, norm of interpretation, and G: genre: story or advertisement, etc...

3. Discussion
Writing is an activity to create a communication between two sides by using scripts. These
scripts should have a meaning so that they can be understood by two sides. Writing activity grows
rapidly according to the development of age. The development rate of information technology also
affects the development of writing activity. This can be seen through several means, for example
through internet (e-mail, blog, website, chat, and others).
One of the aspects of writing that utilizes the growth of information technology is by SMS
(short message services). The forms of SMS nowadays are increasingly diverse, which involve the
mixing of languages (Indonesian with regional languages and Indonesian with foreign language),
abbreviations in writing, the use of numbers instead of letters, and the use of incorrect punctuations.
As the effect, the use of foreign vocabulary, invention of new terms unjustly, expansion of vocabulary
meaning, and others that could not be avoided.
The use of written language in mobile phone or hand phone, well known as short message
service (SMS), is a new breakthrough to deliver brief and express message and information. The use
of written language in short message service (SMS) is generally short and discontinuous.
SMS language or what is termed as short message, is full of abbreviations, starting from “you”
abbreviated into “u”, “ga pakai lama” (don’t be too long) with “gpl”, and many other slang
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abbreviations. The objective is to accelerate writing and saving characters due to the limit of space.
With such conditions, it is expected that the message can be quickly delivered. However, sometimes
these abbreviations cause trouble in reading and understanding the message. It is feared there may be
miscommunications.
Written language in short message that is used by teenagers is quite different, not following
the standard rules, which are the good and proper uses of written language. One of the requirements of
good and proper use of language is the use of language that follows the standard rules, or considered
as standard in the utilization of appropriate and harmonious style according to the group of speaker
and the type of language used. Teenage language tends to choose casual style, so that it is not too
normative (awkward). This is reflected in the use of vocabulary, sentence structure, and intonation.
This kind of pattern is the daily written language that can be found in short messages, in Jakarta and in
various parts of Indonesia. In fact, the adults are also often doing the same thing.

3.1. Written language in short messages
In accordance with what the author pointed out in the introduction, several examples of
written language in short message in the form of abbreviation is presented below, followed by the
meaning in English.
Dwi :Nis, ad d rmh ga ?
(Nis, are you at home?)
Anis: ad, mang na pa ?
(Yes, what’s wrong ?)
Dwi : we k rmh km y ….
(I want to go to your house… )
Anis: ok, tmbn km mo k rmh gw, ad pa ?
(Okay, it’s unusual for you to come to my house, what is the matter?)
Dwi : we ad prlu, nnti we crtain y ….
(I need something, I’ll tell you later)
Anis: oh gtu , ok we tngu d rmh.
(Oh I see, okay I’ll wait for you at home)
Also, pay attention to this short message below:
Sry bgt k ddt jd bgn, bsk krj y ka, smngt ka spya nk jbtn. Amn qu sht ja ka, kk gmn ?u pst kk
dh tdr y, sry y, udh dh swt drm ja.
The above message is a discourse that contains a series of complete sentence and meaning in
English as follows.
I’m sorry, Ka Didat, to cause you to wake up. Are you working tomorrow, keep fighting so
that you can get promoted. Amin. I’m fine Kak, how about you? Uh you must be asleep, I’m sorry,
okay, sweet dreams.
Furthermore, short messages using the variation of letters, abbreviations, and numbers are
presented as follows.
Mus : Oo..3mX n4 Ka’imnd4h cXrnX d 690R p4 95n??..n4 MyuZ tau pRasa4n n4
ka’ind4h…… ka’ ot6 9x 6’mksd 9!2 kox mus tau dy syn9 69tz 5 ka’ind4h
Indah: skrg ka indah da drmli td ka otb ngbhs soal bgor jd ka indh agk ksl j..mus knl
sm orng’y gag?
Mus : dx knl. . .95n or9 n4, kyx 4p,5u mint fot n4 tp y9 d krm fot n4 ka’ind4h
Indah : ouh, gag knl y. . .dl ka otb prnh cnita gag tntng una??
Mus : ka ‘ ot6 pnh cr!t lox k4’ un4 tu 16h tua, tp pnd!em lox ka’ot6 dx nanya dul
9!2, cu5n tu che y9 muz tau, iy che k4t n4 krudun9an n4 1o5 prnh l!at oxxx
The above dialog is a series of short messages that contains a complete discourse and English meaning
as the following.
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Mus : Oh, are you in Bogor now? Mus understand how Kak Indah feels… Kak Otib did not mean to
do that. Mus know he loves Kak Indah very much…
Indah : Now I’m at my house, Kak Otib was discussing about Bogor, so Kak Indah was a little bit
annoyed.. Do you know the person?
Mus : No I don’t… how is the person? I want her picture, but you send the picture.
Indah : Oh, you don’t know.. Did Kak Otib ever tell you about Una??
Mus : Kak Otib told me that Kak Una is older but reserved, if Kak Otib doesn’t ask she won’t ask
first… That’s all Mus know, that’s right, Mus knows that she wears hijab; Mus haven’t seen
the person yet.

3.2. Dialog in social media (Facebook)
The use of written language in Facebook language in the status is generally short,
discontinuous, abbreviated, mixture of languages, and using punctuations, numbers, and deleting the
functions of a sentence, especially in teenagers who often use written language in Facebook status.
The example of a dialog taken from the social media is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. a dialog taken from social media
The above dialog has the full discourse and meaning in English as below :
Be patient, Tiwi. It also happened when Ratna was in SMA 88, the school had greeted well
and directly asked for a letter but the campus had not yet started. The campus is also waiting for a
letter from diknas. If it’s your fortune in that school, you would still be there. But if not, maybe the
school that Tiwi chose was not the best for your group. There are far better places that Allah has
prepared for Tiwi and friends, now what is left is to pray.
Thank you, Ratna.

3.3. Dialog (chat) in MIG 33
This site is very popular among youngsters, even though in reality, adults like to make use of
this site. Usually they use Yahoo Messenger or YM, because this is a site that can use web cam and
headset for the user. Here are the dialog of Dini and one of her friends named Ken.
rifky_thea : Askum
niepuspitasari : ws..
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rifky_thea: Lam ken,ku ken , nak mana
niepuspitasari: nak tng...u nak mn?
rifky_thea: Tng.mana? Ku krwg
niepuspitasari: pakem..ouhh krwng.
rifky_thea: Pakem kaya rem aja
niepuspitasari: pasar kemis mksudnya...
rifky_thea: Owh.tanggerang ya
niepuspitasari: y...
The above dialog contained a full discourse and meaning in English as follows.
rifky_thea : Assslamualaikum
niepuspitasari : waalaikumsalam
rifky_thea: Greetings, I’m Ken where do you come from?
niepuspitasari: From Tangerang … Where do you come from?
rifky_thea: Which part of Tangerang? I’m from Kerawang
niepuspitasari: Pakem, .oh Kerawang .
rifky_thea: Pakem (grip) just like a brake
niepuspitasari: I mean Pasar Kemis...
rifky_thea: Oh.Tanggerang
niepuspitasari: yes…..
From the elaboration above, it evidently affect the students who are in the process of learning,
especially in the learning of writing. In one side, there is a positive aspect that the students are
motivated to write, but on the other side, the students write by mixing the good and proper Indonesian
language with slang. This surely cannot be justified. It is widely known that in the learning process, a
teacher is obliged to teach the good and proper Indonesian language. Therefore, if a teacher finds a
student using slang in the learning process and he/she is speaking, the teacher can correct it. However,
if the student uses slang in writing, then it is the obligation of the teacher to correct and return the
student’s work, so that the student knows the language errors that was made.

4. Conclusion
Written communication in short messages, in social media (Facebook), and in chatting are in
fact having a similar pattern. This pattern contains abbreviation of words, the use of a variation of
numbers with letters, the use of unnecessary punctuations in a series of sentences, writing uppercase
and lowercase letters in a sentence.
Written communication in short messages, in social media (Facebook), and in chatting can
work well and smoothly if the two sides understand the symbols or punctuations used. Even though
various forms were written, both sides can communicate well. This means that the patterns used have
already become an agreement between the users.
By looking at the dialog as a complete unit, we can conclude that the three written dialog
models that are discussed above fulfil the criteria as a discourse. This can be proven by the existence
of communication that still flows even when using various patterns.
This discussion in very interesting to be further studied as a more complex research. There are
many benefits that can be obtained, in which we are able to know about the variation of languages, so
that we know that such language that has been elaborated are used in daily written communication by
the community in electronic mails, social media, and chat.
The author hopes that what has been described above can be a contemplation that the written
communication language has grown rapidly, according to the creativity and ability of someone to
invent new things.
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Abstract: The future professional world of today’s Engineering students is becoming a lifelong learning process where they have to adapt to a changing market and environment full of
new opportunities and challenges. Thus, the development of a series of personal and
professional skills, in addition to technical content and knowledge, is a crucial part of their
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skills, the knowledge of modern languages, especially English, stands as pivotal to achieve
successful communication, which is a fundamental ability in an increasingly international
world.
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1. Introduction
The future professional world of today’s Engineering students is becoming a life-long learning process
where they have to adapt to a changing market and environment full of new opportunities and
challenges. Thus, the development of a number of personal and professional skills, in addition to
technical content and knowledge, is a crucial part of their learning process and, consequently, of
higher technical education and training. Among these skills, the knowledge of modern languages,
especially English, stands as pivotal to achieve successful communication, which is a fundamental
ability in an increasingly international world. With the necessary time constraints found in current
higher education curricula, modern universities should face the problem of training their students in
both technical content and professional skills if high quality educational standards are to be met. An
area where this match may be successfully targeted is in teaching Languages for Specific Purposes
(LSP), since modern languages are tools to enable effective communication in a given context (a
technical context, in our case). Therefore, it is not surprising that a new pedagogical trend in modern
education systems that is increasingly becoming popular is what has become to be known as Content
and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), which promotes the delivery and acquisition of specific
subject matter through the active use and practice of a foreign or second language. From a pedagogical
point of view, CLIL is supposed to be highly beneficial as a way of contextualized learning, since it
helps improve both language and technology skills (also known as content knowledge) in an
integrated way. This paper presents a project for the implementation of CLIL through the use of
Clilstore, a multifaceted site which (i) caters for teachers who wish to create or find multimedia
language learning units to use with their students and (ii) offers a repository of language learning units
in a variety of languages which students can access directly and use independently, developed as a
result of the EU-funded Tools for CLIL Teachers project. Firstly, the pedagogical rationale of the
project will be discussed. Secondly, the authoring tool and delivery platform will be illustrated in
15

Clilstore is the product resulting from the Tools for CLIL Teachers project funded by the European
Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme. The project is coordinated by Kent Andersen
(SDE College, Odense, Denmark) and is integrated by a further 7 institutions. The author is
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For further information, please go to http://www.languages.dk/tools.
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terms of it being an appropriate environment to implement CLIL in higher technical education. A
practical example will be given combining English language learning and electrical engineering
subject matter. Finally, some conclusions will be drawn from the study and general pedagogical
guidelines will be put forward.

2. Content and Language Integrated Learning
Content and Language Integrated Learning was recognized as a teaching methodology by the
Commission of the European Communities in its Communication No. 449 on Promoting Language
Learning and Linguistic Diversity: An Action Plan 2004 – 2006, published in 2003. This document
states that: “Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), in which pupils learn a subject
through the medium of a foreign language, has a major contribution to make to the Union’s language
learning goals. It can provide effective opportunities for pupils to use their new language skills now,
rather than learn them now for use later. It opens doors on languages for a broader range of learners,
nurturing self-confidence in young learners and those who have not responded well to formal
language instruction in general education. It provides exposure to the language without requiring extra
time in the curriculum, which can be of particular interest in vocational settings. The introduction of
CLIL approaches into an institution can be facilitated by the presence of trained teachers who are
native speakers of the vehicular language.” It also lists a number of proposals for actions at a
European level that will supplement Member States’ own initiatives, which specifically includes
promoting CLIL in the following ways: a) by funding a series of transnational projects for the
development and dissemination of new, specific methodologies for teaching subjects through
languages other than lingua francas; b) by increasing support to schools wishing to introduce a CLIL
approach, in particular by encouraging extended exchanges of teachers between partner schools; c) by
organising events for decision-takers and inspectors and launching a major new study on the benefits
of CLIL; and, d) by gathering and disseminating information on the availability of CLIL in European
education and training systems, based on the collection of available data by its Network.
As we can see, efforts are being made to generalize CLIL in the European Union (EU)
Member States due to a firm belief that this approach may benefit not only the acquisition of a specific
subject matter, but also set a framework for meaningful use of a foreign language during a given
educational stage.
According to the EU’s policy on multilingualism, CLIL involves teaching a curricular subject
through the medium of a language other than that normally used. The subject can be entirely unrelated
to language learning, such as engineering subjects being taught in English in a university in Spain.
CLIL is taking place and has been found to be effective in all sectors of education from primary
through to adult and higher education. Its success has been growing over the past 10 years and
continues to do so.
Teachers working with CLIL are specialists in their own discipline rather than traditional
language teachers. They are usually fluent speakers of the target language, bilingual or native
speakers. In many institutions, language teachers work in partnership with other departments to offer
CLIL in various subjects. The key issue is that the learner is gaining new knowledge about the subject
matter while encountering, using and learning the foreign language. The methodologies and
approaches used are often linked to the subject area with the content leading the activities. CLIL's
multi-faceted approach can offer a variety of benefits. It:
• builds intercultural knowledge and understanding
• develops intercultural communication skills
• improves language competence and oral communication skills
• develops multilingual interests and attitudes
• provides opportunities to study content through different perspectives
• allows learners more contact with the target language
• does not require extra teaching hours
• complements other subjects rather than competes with them
• diversifies methods and forms of classroom practice
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• increases learners' motivation and confidence in both the language and the subject being
taught

3. The Tools for CLIL Teachers project
The Tools for CLIL Teachers project has created a free online service where language teachers can
author and share content-rich, multimedia learning units featuring the creator’s own choice of audio,
video (e.g. from Youtube), text (e.g. a transcript) and images/graphics. No installation or setup of
software is required. The authoring tools feature a unique and innovative element of functionality, i.e.
the ability to automatically link every word in a text to online dictionaries in over 100 languages.
The teacher has the choice of either sharing the resulting webpage online from the system’s
repository or of downloading the webpage for later upload to websites or networks e.g. institutional
VLEs. One of the advantages of this system is that technical knowledge of FTP/URL and online
publishing is not required.
The online service also enables authoring of learning units from mobile devices (e.g. iPads)
and is compatible with any operating system (Linux, Windows, MacOS, Unix etc.). The learning
materials may also be accessed and used via smart phones, and materials may also potentially be
authored from smart phones. It is hoped that the ability to access the learning materials from smart
phones will encourage teachers to create materials and integrate these into their teaching practice.
The user friendliness of the system also benefits teachers of mainstream languages and result
in bespoke VOLL (Vocationally-Oriented Language Learning) and CLIL materials in the LWUTL
(Less Widely Used and Taught Languages). The inclusion of Arabic also serves a large and growing
target group teaching and learning that language.
The authors are convinced that the online system, both the content authoring tool and the
repository of materials, will be of huge benefit to educational institutions and learners alike, not least
because the service is free of charge and open source (i.e. to enable future development). Crucially,
the authoring tools and resulting content can be used from inexpensive mobile devices and older
computers as they do not require high data processing capacity or bandwidth. This is a key factor in
facilitating the adoption of technology, as there is no assumption that end users will need to acquire
new hardware or upgrade their existing hardware in order to avail of the service. Such unseen costs
frequently prevent the uptake of new technology and are a source of frustration for potential end users
who recognise the benefits of new technology.

4. Clilstore, Multidict and Wordlink
In this section we shall describe Clilstore and its two integrated tools, Multidict and Wordlink. All
three applications are accessed online from www.multidict.net.
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Figure 1. Clilstore homepage.
4.1. Clilstore
Clilstore (see Figure 1) is a multifaceted site which (i) caters for teachers who wish to create or find
multimedia language learning units to use with their students and (ii) offers a repository of language
learning units in a variety of languages which students can access directly and use independently.
Students are also welcome to register as authors and create and share units. The repository of existing
units is open access; therefore, teachers or students wishing to use existing units do not have to
register with the service before viewing or using the materials. Anyone wishing to create units must
first register and have their email address verified. The authoring interface has been designed to be
user-friendly, however, new users are encouraged to read the step by step guides provided on
www.languages.dk/tools and if possible to avail of one of the many training workshops offered by the
Tools team. The emphasis in Clilstore units is on multimedia i.e. using combinations of video, audio,
images, text, hyperlinks and supporting secondary technologies which allow for the creation and
sharing of interactive language exercises etc. In order for Clilstore language learning units to be most
effective, however, they should contain a significant amount of text. The reason for this is that a key
element of what makes Clilstore a unique language learning service is the way the software treats
embedded texts. At the touch of a button all words are automatically linked to our bespoke dictionary
interface Multidict, which places online dictionaries in over 100 languages at the learner’s disposal,
thereby enabling them to interrogate texts at their own pace and according to their own learning
requirements.
In Figure 2 below, we have a view of the Clilstore student interface where users (teachers or
learners) can use a series of filters to find learning units specified by language, learner level
(according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), word count, video
length or keywords.

Figure 2. Clilstore student interface.
The highlighted items in the image correspond to the following options:
(1) Dropdown menu allowing navigation between the student interface and the author interface.
(2) Filter by the source language of the unit, i.e. the main language featuring in the audio, video or
text content of a unit.
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(3) Filter by the learner level as specified by the unit authors in accordance with the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). The scale ranges from A1 to C2,
with A1 being the easiest and C2 the most difficult.
(4) Filter according to the length of embedded texts by word count.
(5) Filter according to the length of any embedded video files.
(6) Filter by keyword in the Unit Title.
(7) Filter by keywords in the author generated summary of the unit or the unit’s embedded text.

Figure 3. The view of a unit in Clilstore.
Figure 3 above illustrates a view of a unit once it has been selected. As we can see it includes
an embedded video sequence from the BBC, integrating the entire script. By virtue of Wordlink, all of
the words in the script have become automatically linked to a myriad of online monolingual and/or
bilingual dictionaries in a wealth of language pairs. In the image we can see that the word “quote” has
been clicked on, triggering the Multidict dictionary interface to appear on the right hand side of the
screen. Here we can see the parameters for the word being looked up; i.e. the source language, the
target language for our translation and our selected dictionary. The author of the unit will have already
indicated the source language, therefore, this lets Multidict know where to begin. The learner can
select the language they wish the search term to be translated into, or if they select e.g. English to
English they can perform a monolingual consultation. The user can quickly switch between
dictionaries by using the drop down menu of available sources or by clicking on the dictionary icons.
They are not required to re-enter the search term in order to switch between dictionaries.
4.2. Multidict
Multidict functions as a stand-alone online dictionary interface accessible from
www.multidict.net/multidict but also as the one stop shop for all of the language combinations
featured in Clilstore language learning units. Once users of Clilstore units click on words in embedded
texts, the Multidict interface opens beside the Clilstore unit thereby facilitating easy dictionary
consultation for learners. The majority of the 100+ languages catered for by Multidict will feature
multiple online dictionaries, therefore, if a learner is not satisfied with the first result from their search
(which they will have performed by simply clicking on a word in the embedded text) they can simply
consult another source by either selecting it from the drop down menu of available dictionaries or by
clicking on the dictionary icons, without having to re-enter the search term. Multidict will also
facilitate bilingual consultation between pairs of languages for which no print dictionary exists (e.g
Irish Gaelic to Scottish Gaelic).
4.3. Wordlink
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Wordlink can link most webpages word-by-word to online dictionaries, it is the software which
facilitates the automatic linking of every word in embedded texts within Clilstore language learning
units and can also be used as a stand-alone tool accessible from multidict.net/wordlink for learners
who wish to easily consult online dictionaries as they read through webpages.

5. Considerations when creating a CLIL unit
When designing dual-purpose learning materials, close co-operation between the language specialist
and the subject specialist becomes crucial in order to design and implement pedagogically sound
materials that serve the acquisition of knowledge in two disciplines. Due to the fact that these two
disciplines –foreign language learning and the given subject matter– may rely on different approaches
to knowledge acquisition and teaching methodologies, both the language and the subject-matter
specialist have to design learning tasks and activities that complement each other, serve both purposes
and are well balanced (Gimeno, 2008).
There are a number of teaching approaches such as task-based learning or problem-based
learning that, together with more traditional methodologies, can be implemented to the advantage of
both subjects in a CLIL setting.
Task-based learning involves completing everyday tasks using the target language. These
tasks, conversely to exercises in a language class, normally aim at non-linguistic outcomes. They
focus on meaning rather than on form and seek to achieve a practical goal (Nunan, 2004). In problembased learning, on the other hand, learning is driven by challenging, open-ended problems; students
engage in collaborative group work, and teachers adopt the role of “facilitators” rather than
“knowledge-providers”. Problem-based learning is also believed to enhance content knowledge and
foster the development of communication and self-directed learning skills (Gimeno, 2008). In a CLIL
context posing open-ended problems to our students can obviously take on many forms depending on
the content subject we are intertwining with foreign language instruction. Technology, therefore, can
play a major role in facilitating the key elements in order to carry out a learning task.
The Clilstore authoring tool is particularly suited for CLIL learning contexts in the sense that
it favours the development of activities that not only stimulate the use of a foreign language but also
foster the acquisition of vocabulary. Additionally, many of the online dictionaries linked to the system
are technical dictionaries, thus allowing specific technical and scientific language input to be the base
for the development of the learning activities.

6. Conclusion
To conclude, it is worth noting that the system described here is completely free of charge
and is open source. It relies on an ever growing repository of didactic units which is also
freely available to the language learning and teaching community at large.
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Abstract: This paper describes a new paperless Korean learning support system for
teachers and students who are preparing for Korean proficiency exams. The proposed
system uses a Bluetooth network and learning applications based on the SQLite
Database in Android devices. Experimental results show that the proposed system is
useful for providing learning materials without network infrastructure.
Keywords: Korean learning system, tree-type network, Android, Bluetooth, SQLite

1. Introduction
To give Japanese students motivation for learning with the aim of passing Korean proficiency exams,
we offer a Korean language class. In every class session, students take a paper-based mock
examination (past and possible future exam questions) in a repeated manner as preparation for the
Korean proficiency exams. After a mock examination is implemented, a teacher marks the exam
papers and records the scores before the next session and gives feedback to students based on their
results, thereby helping students to maintain their motivation for learning at a high level, not only
during the class, but also up to the exam dates. However, such a learning style imposes a heavy burden
of class preparation on teachers, and provides few benefits to students when managing and reviewing
numerous printed materials.
To overcome those problems, Morita (2011) proposed an online automatic aggregation system on
which aggregated students’ answers can be marked on site using a classroom equipped with a Web
server, mobile PCs, and a wireless LAN. Recently, many e-learning systems have been proposed for
mobile devices, with materials based on PCs redesigned for mobile use. However, although numerous
previous systems have used conventional e-learning environments such as learning management
servers and wireless LAN or 3G telecommunication networks (Y. Suzuki, 2011, J. White and H.
Turner, 2011, V. Nguyen and V. Pham, 2012, M. Wang and J. Ng, 2012, C. Chi, C. Kuo, and K. Lin,
2012, W. Ahmad, A. Shaarani, and S. Afrizal, 2012), it is difficult to make use of conventional
learning systems when using lecture rooms or portable devices without access to communications.
As a solution to this problem, we propose a new paperless Korean language learning support system
that uses Android devices. The proposed system requires no conventional e-learning environment,
which constitutes a major difference from conventional systems. This feature leads us to infer that the
proposed system can be used in a classroom without a learning management server and a network
infrastructure. Therefore, using the proposed system enables a teacher to work toward maintaining
students’ motivation for learning and to reduce the burden of class preparation even in a regular
classroom. It can also offer students a mobile learning environment that has fewer time and space
constraints. The operation of the proposed system was verified by an evaluation experiment. Its
availability as a new educational service is anticipated.
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Figure 1. Tree-type network.

Figure 2. Outline of flowing data of each device.

2. The Proposed System
The proposed system consists of the three applications of the teacher’s device, the relay’s device, and
the student’s device. The applications in the teacher’s device and student’s device respectively include
learning support and learning function based on the SQLite database. Functions of a connection and
transmission and reception of data are implemented at each application. A Bluetooth network
infrastructure can be built by using the functions in the proposed system. We developed these
applications by using Android Developer Tools (ADT), and the compiling version was Android 2.3.
These all details are described below.

2.1 Tree-type Network
We briefly describe the connection function of the proposed system. Establishment of a Bluetooth
connection among Android devices (S stands for server device; C stands for client device) follows the
following general procedure.
(Step 1) Enable Bluetooth on S and C. Then S and C can start enabling discoverability and
discovering device states, respectively.
(Step 2) C requests a pairing setup with S. After the authentication passkey is confirmed, C can make
a connection request to S.
(Step 3) S accepts the connection request from C. A mutual connection is established for S and C.
However, the general operation in steps 1 and 2 is troublesome. If a teacher conducts the connection
procedures above for 30–40 students’ devices at every class session, then the time to complete the
connections to all devices and the possibility of connection troubles resulting from operational errors
can be expected to be onerous. Therefore, the proposed system conducts a pairing setup after
determining a connection destination for each device in advance. Although devices that have
registered each other once the pairing setup can be connected using only step 3 while obviating steps 1
and 2, they have not yet produced a network with high fault tolerance.
To overcome this obstacle, we develops a tree-type network with high fault tolerance using a device to
perform relay processing between a teacher’s device and students’ devices, as shown in Figure 1. In
other words, all devices of students become end devices. Even if unspecified students’ devices are
missing, communications among other devices are unaffected. The proposed system conducts a
pairing setup between a teacher’s device and relay’s devices, and between relay’s devices and
students’ devices in advance. In doing so, from the next time and thereafter, it starts the connections
automatically according to the pairing information that is registered once, simultaneously with the
startup of each device. Therefore, a tree-type network can be built easily.
However, although the official Bluetooth specification allows connection of seven Bluetooth-enabled
devices concurrently, the number to be connected depends on the manufacturer or the model in the
case of Android devices. To our knowledge, the number of Android devices to be connected to
Bluetooth varies among manufacturers and models, from a minimum of two to a maximum of seven.
Because the proposed system uses Android devices connectable up to seven devices as a teacher’s
device and relay’s devices, a teacher’s device can concurrently connect to a maximum of seven relay’s
devices. A relay’s device allows six concurrent connections to students’ devices. Therefore, the
proposed system is useful by a maximum of 42 students at a time. A Korean language class at our
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university usually has limitations on the number of students who can take the class, not exceeding
approx. 40. Consequently, the maximum number (42) of students who can use the proposed system is
regarded as reasonable.

2.2 The Functions of the Each Developed Application
We briefly describe the functions in the developed applications of the teacher’s device, the relay’s
device, and the student’s devices of the proposed system, respectively, and present several illustrative
figures. Figure 2 shows an outline of the transmission and reception of data among devices with the
tree-type network.
Figure 3(a) shows the main screen of the developed application in the teacher’s device. The
application has three functions: question-checking (Fig. 3(b)), question transfer (Fig. 3(c)), and
learning history (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)) are described below. A teacher can check the contents of a mock
examination by the number of exams using the question-checking function and can transfer the mock
examination questions to students with the question-transfer function. The learning history function
enables a teacher to review a detailed learning history of the answer data transferred from students,
such as the number of examinees, the highest and the lowest scores, and the average scores by number
of exams and by student. A mock examination saved in the teacher’s device consists of two parts: a
reading test (60 score) contains text files; a listening test (40 score) contains audio and image files.
Mock examinations (10 times) are registered at the database in the teacher’s device in advance. The
size of one mock examination is approx. 2.7 MB. These operations of the developed functions are all
based on the tree-type network constructed using the Android devices’ Bluetooth and SQLite
database. Therefore, using this application enables a teacher to work toward maintaining students’
motivation for learning and to reduce the burden of class preparation even in a regular classroom.
The relay’s device performs data transmission and reception between a teacher’s device and students’
device.
Figure 4(a) shows the main screen of the developed application in the students’ device. The
application has two functions: learning and a learning history are described below. Students can make
an automatic connection to the relay’s device with the learning function and can receive reading (Fig.
4(b)) and listening (Fig. 4(c)) of mock exam questions transferred from the teacher’s device. After the
mock exam

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 3. Examples of functions in the developed application of teacher’s device.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 4. Examples of functions in the developed application of student’s device.
is completed, students can check their results as soon as the data are transferred to the teacher’s
device. The learning history function enables students to confirm their mock exam results in detail by
the exam number, as shown in Figures 4(d) and 4(e). Therefore, the application can offer students a
mobile learning environment that has fewer time and space constraints.

3. Evaluation experiments
To verify the operations of the proposed system, we placed Android devices (T stands for teacher’
device, R stands for relay’ device, S stands for students’ device) on the desk in a regular classroom
without a network infrastructure as in the following conditions.
 Arrangement range: 4.4 × 5.4 m
 Arrangement interval: 55 cm
 Number of Android devices used: 50 devices (T, 1 device; R1–7, 7 devices; S1–42, 42 devices)
 The file size of a mock examination is 2.7 MB
 T and R1-7 are pairing each other in advance.
 Rn (1≤n≤7) and S{(n-1)×6+1}－S(n×6) are mutually paired in advance.
Figure 5(a) shows the outline of arrangement of Android devices. The real scenes are shown in
Figures 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d). Android devices used in these experiments were various, including
smartphones, tablets, and audio players. Table 1 presents detailed specifications of the Android
devices used.
First, we performed building of the tree-type network with the Android devices eight times. The
average connection times between T and R1–7, and R1–7 and S1– 42 were 5.1 and 4.9 s, respectively, as
shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). The average connection times between T and each R were constant.
However, the average connection times between each R and each S were not constant at Tablet
devices (ICONIA A100: S31–33, 36) and audio player devices (NW-Z1050: S13–18), as shown in Figure 6(b).
The reason Bluetooth specifications differ from those of other devices such as smartphones.
Second, we performed transfer of a mock examination file 8 times for S1–42 from T via R1–7. Average
transfer times between T and R1–7, and R1–7 and S1–42 were 190 and 153 s, respectively as shown in
Figure 6(c) and (d). All average connection times between T and each R were constant.
Finally, we confirmed that answer data from the students’ devices were transferred with no problems
until the teacher’s device via the relay’s device. All answer data were registered accurately in the
database.
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In this evaluation experiment, the proposed system was confirmed that building of a tree-type network
in a short time, transfer (send and receive data), and database update were functioning normally.
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Figure 5. Performance among the devices implemented the each developed application.
Table 1. Android device specifications.
T, R1–7, S1–6, 37–39
S7–12, 40–42
S13–18
S19–24, 34–35
S25–27
S28–30
S31–33,36

Model

Bluetooth

CPU

Screen

OS

Manufacturer

Connectable

ISW13HT
Nexus 7
NW-Z1050
ISW11HT
SO-04D
SGPT111JP/S
ICONIA A100

4.0
3.0 + EDR
2.1 + EDR
2.1 + EDR
2.1 + EDR
2.1 + EDR
2.1 + EDR

MSM8660A
Tegra 3
Tegra 2
QSD8650
MSM8960
Tegra 2
Tegra 2

4.7 inch
7 inch
4.5 inch
4.2 inch
4.7 inch
9 inch
8 inch

4.0.4
4.2.1
2.3.4
2.3.4
4.0.4
4.0.3
3.2.1

HTC
Acer
Sony
HTC
Sony
Sony
Acer

7
4
2
2
7
3
3
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Figure 6. Results of connection and transfer time.

4. Conclusion
As described in this paper, we proposed a new paperless learning support system to improve the
learning environment of the class to prepare for Korean proficiency exams. Because the proposed
system builds a tree-type network using Android devices, it can provide learning management without
a conventional e-learning environment such as a learning management server and a network
infrastructure. Operation of the proposed system, as verified by evaluation experiments, shows great
promise: the system can be available and useful in regular classrooms without a conventional elearning environment. Future studies conducted with practical use of the proposed learning system in
classrooms without a communication environment will clarify its educational importance.
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Abstract: To examine the uses of information technology (IT) in early childhood language
education, this paper reviews 34 studies to synthesize the current literature. Considerable
insights are provided by these conceptual and empirical studies. A synthesis is given of with
regards to the different pertinent IT features and how young children’s language development
is influenced by these features. These pertinent IT features include digital picture, video, audio
clips, website, game, Microsoft office, electronic file, blog and diagram. The findings are then
based on literature to underpin how to use IT wisely for the language development of young
children. The synthesis would like to highlight that, the nine pertinent IT features are somehow
related to young children’s language developmental domains, and ways to use these features.
This seems probable to shed lights on future IT research, design, and implications in young
children’s language development.
Keywords: Information Technology (IT), Early Childhood Education (ECE), young children,
language development

1. Introduction
Nowadays, IT is more accessible for young children, caregivers and ECE settings. Young children are
competent in a wide range of up-to-date IT products. These IT products are smart phone, smart TV,
tablet computer, interactive whiteboard and video game console. Meanwhile, the other IT products
such as digital cameras, desktop, laptop and television still play an important part in young children’s
lives. Despite the popularity of IT, the ECE literature lacks a first hand, up-to-date review to explain
how to use IT for young children‘s language development in recent four years. This synthesis paper
addresses this timely issue by identifying the key features of IT and presenting alternative ways to
implement the useful features of IT.
At the pragmatic level, since IT is attractive to both young children and their caregivers for
decades, knowing how to utilize IT wisely is an important issue. Either accessed by young children or
operated and controlled by caregivers, IT has the potential to support early language development in
diverse ways. At the policy level, most developed countries’ ECE policies and curriculum guides
require caregivers to use IT to support young children’s language development. At the research level,
there is a lack of consensus concerning IT and young children with regards to identify the useful
features of both traditional IT and up-to-date information technological. Based on the three levels, this
synthesis paper would like to synthesize both conceptual and empirical studies in ECE to address the
use of IT for young children’s language development before six years old.

2. Review of the Literature
2.1 The Up-to-date IT: Define the key Features
Up-to-date and old IT products are usually blended with each other. IT enhanced life has been a
catalyst to facilitate children’s development(Cohen & Uhry, 2011). The development can be strongly
affected by the various IT products they accessed and the duration of each individual manipulation.
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Wolfe and Flewitt (2010 ) suggested clarifying the role of IT in the processes of young children’s IT
use at home was crucial to ensure that all children had equal access to developmental opportunities.
And Yelland(2011) declared that how to use IT was fundamental to social and personal futures for all
citizens in the twenty-first century. Young children have known how to manipulate IT
products(Plowman, Stevenson, McPake, Stephen, & Adey, 2011). They have been constantly aware of
the functions beside these IT products. For example, Young children know how to switch IT products
off and on, fast-forward and rewind. They also understand the IT is a way of communicating with
others.
Both up-to-date and old IT products have facing fast-paced transformation(Flewitt, 2011). By
watching television (TV) program on computer, computer has the functions of electronic media. By
integrating the Internet and Web 2.0 features into smart TV, TV has the functions of computer. These
IT products are tablet computers, smart phones, and smart TV. The old video game console is
substituted by Nintendo Will, Microsoft Xbox, and Sony Play Station. Under this circumstance, the
boundaries have been blurred. It is difficult to define whether the merger is a TV, computer, game
console or a hand phone. Furthermore, additional studies stressed that the impacts of IT on young
children should be studied across developmental domains(Lim, 2012)..

2.2 The Purpose
As yet, there have limited studies regarding how these key pertinent features embedded in the merger
of IT influences young children’s language development. A research synthesis has recently been
started by the authors, with the goal of exploring IT use in ECE and to address the following research
question: How to use IT products with respect to its key pertinent features in young children’s
language development? In this study, the pertinent features include digital picture, video, audio clip,
website game, Microsoft office, electronic file, blog, and diagram.

3. Methods
3.1 Research Design: Systematic Narrative Synthesis
According to research designs of 34 selected studies, qualitative design was adopted by 19 studies,
quantitative design was adopted by 9 studies, mix-method design was adopted by 1 study only, and 5
studies were conceptual works. As qualitative research designs and conceptual works have more
threats to validity than experimental designs, statistical methods (meta-analysis) cannot be used to
analyze and summarize the results of the included studies. Thus, this paper adopts systematic narrative
research design.

3.2 Search Procedures and Selection Criteria
Three search approaches are adopted: hand search 10 journals related in ECE, ancestry approach and
descendancy approach. The selection criteria were: (a) reported from January 2009 to August 2012;
(b) published in English; (c) published journal articles with primary data; (d) involving young children
below 6-year-old and the use of IT for language development with the following keywords:
“information technology (IT),”“information communicate technology (ICT)”, “computer,”
“website,” “software,” “media”, “television,” “video games,” “digital camera,” “smart phone,”
“tablets,” “interactive whiteboard” and “language development”.

4. Key Pertinent Features and Language Development
Overall, 34 studies drew attention to the variety of features offered in different IT hardware, software
and different settings. Usually, an IT product may comprise more than one feature such as digital
picture, video and audio clips. These reviewed studies provide a framework to highlighting the
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language development domain that be supported by pertinent features of IT. Each study was analyzed
on how to use IT wisely to extend the language development of young children. The following
discussion draws on figure1, which summarized our framework as it related IT and young children’s
development.

Figure 1. Overall Framework
This framework revealed the dimensions of IT in which for the purpose of informing an
argument on how to use IT for young children’s language development. These dimensions were
therefore used to structure the following sections, which provide highly condensed accounts of the
main findings arising from the ECE literature. We therefore moved on form the in-depth descriptions
of the framework.

4.1 In-depth Analysis How to Use the IT Products Wisely for Young Children’s Language
Development?
Digital picture feature was the catalyst to extending the opportunities for language development (Hill,
2010; Yelland, 2011). It also was a kind of literacy recourse for young children(Flewitt, 2011). Digital
picture feature was used commonly in storytelling and immersion learning. During a storytelling
section, young children used digital pictures skillfully to narrative by dragging different background
pictures and main character pictures on the screens(Lisenbee, 2009). The published E-books were
additional resources for young children to build their reading fluency(Korat & Blau, 2010). This kind
of E-book’s included the frequency words by highlighting and repeating them (A. Karemaker,
Pitchford, & Malley, 2010; A. M. Karemaker, Pitchford, & O’Malley, 2010; Korat & Blau, 2010;
Lacina & Mathews, 2012). Another use of digital pictures is immersion learning. For example, digital
pictures were used as the labels for activities plan and incorporated into young children’s storytelling
and group work (Lin, 2012; Yelland, 2011). Young children used digital pictures to make stories and
podcasts. They integrated digital pictures to created narratives of their real life experience (Yelland,
2011). Young children were the knowledge co-constructers when they made their own electronic
books with digital pictures (Hourcade, Parette.Jr, Boeckmann, & Blum, 2010; Shifflet, Toledo, &
Mattoon, 2012).
Video feature was used to expand young children’s vocabulary, print awareness and reading
comprehension skills(Lisenbee, 2009). As An and Seplocha(2010) mentioned if a child watch a video
about train, s/he saw and heard words which related to directions and parts of the train. And video of
an excursion was used to get young children engaged in sharing their stories(Yelland, 2011). When
integrated into language training programs, videos have positive effects on developmental language
delay(Balkom, Verhoeven, Weerdenburg, & Stoep, 2010). Although, a research conducted with 12
young children indicated that they thought the certain video had same fun regardless the type of IT
products(Levy, 2009). Hourcade, et al(2010) indicated young children learned better from large
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screens. And Mendelsohn et al(2010) indicated that the verbal interactions with young children
mitigated the flaws of video exposure. Similarly, the more teaching focus interactions the higher
degree of engagement in learning was found during video exposure (Fender, Richert, Robb, &
Wartella, 2010; Penuel et al., 2009). To choose a video, a content analysis of 58 videos for young
children below three-years-old was conducted. It indicated that videos with explicit language claims
had significantly higher percentage of scenes with language content and language-promoting
strategies than those without such claims (Vaala et al., 2010). Moreover, with the careful selected by
the ECE educators, the online videos for young children were cost-effective, match young children’s
language development, and useful resources(Pretti-Frontczak, Jung, & Pfeiffer-Fiala, 2010).
Audio feature reinforced the connection between writing and speaking (McPherson, 2009;
Parette, Hourcade, Dinelli, & Boeckmann, 2009). For example, it embedded in E-book as read out
when each word lighted up (A. Karemaker, et al., 2010; A. M. Karemaker, et al., 2010; Korat & Blau,
2010). Young children language awareness was developed by touching the words or letters to hear the
audio on the interactive IT products(M. R. Davidson, Fields, & Yang, 2009). Furthermore, audio
recording enhanced the engagement and interest of early literacy activities (Fesakis, Sofroniou, &
Mavroudi, 2011; Hourcade, et al., 2010).
Website feature promoted language development in conversational aspects (C. Davidson,
2012; Fesakis, et al., 2011).Video-sharing website related to pattern language development(An &
Seplocha, 2010). Interactive website offered short interactive books which focused on sounds, words
and letters(Lisenbee, 2009). Young children demonstrated their funds of knowledge through these
exponentially growing video-sharing and interactive websites(Fantozzi, 2012). And Websites feature
was commonly designed to work together with certain products to promote early literacy. Young
children accessed websites from software, package of electronic toys and other commercial
products(Nixon, 2011). For example, LeapFrog spaces focused on phonics, reading and early writing.
And it instructed parents the ways to encourage valued language development activities(Nixon, 2011).
Game feature improved language development by repeating and reinforcement as a
supplement ECE curriculum (McPherson, 2009; Penuel et al., 2012; Penuel, et al., 2009). Game which
embedded in educational IT products was designed in different reading levels(Lacina & Mathews,
2012). The wide range of visual and auditory cues offered various options. For example, Humpty
Dumpty game invited young children to create a nursery rhyme-type story by making selections from
the various auditory, symbols, print and visual cues (Levy, 2009). And the matching games which
required young children memorized the position of words expanded their language skills (Shifflet, et
al., 2012; Wolfe & Flewitt, 2010 ). Beside these cues of the game feature, verbal interactions
moderated the adverse impacts of young children game exposure(Mendelsohn, et al., 2010).
Microsoft office feature provided many opportunities for young children to become competent
early writers. It scaffold young children’s left to right concept and word composition(Hourcade, et al.,
2010). By composing words on Microsoft office, young children managed to participate in emergent
literacy programs successfully(Lim, 2012). Microsoft office was commonly used in daily ECE
practice. For example, educators facilitated both mainstream and at risk young children to develop
their own projects and reinforced learning through Microsoft office (PowerPoint)
presentation(Parette.Jr, Hourcade, & Blum, 2011). And the Microsoft office feature in a talking book
could integrate both educator and young children’s voice, animation and activities(Parette,
Quesenberry, & Blum, 2010). It facilitated young children to acquire phonemic awareness at fast
rate(Parette, et al., 2010). Furthermore, educator facilitated young children at risk’s word recognition
by using instruction-supported Microsoft office (PowerPoint) slides (Parette, Blum, Boeckmann, &
Watts, 2009; Parette, et al., 2010).
Electronic files feature facilitated a series of activities to situate in one story which helped
young children to engage in a long lasting and multiple learning processes(Fesakis, et al., 2011). It
was also a good method to document young children’s learning experience(Parnel & Bartlett, 2012).
Blog feature provided relevant information of ECE language education in order to ensure
appropriate and meaningful language learning experiences(An & Seplocha, 2010).
Diagram feature was labels for activity plans which incorporated into young children’s
storytelling and group work(Yelland, 2011). For example, block-building was one of the most popular
activities in young children’s play. Block-building plan could be made by IT products’ diagram
feature.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
By drawing on research literature that related young children‘s language developmental domain to the
use of IT features, this synthesis put forward the use of IT in ECE. Digital pictures feature promoted
young children’s language by means of storytelling and immersion learning. Video feature
strengthened young children’s print awareness and reading comprehension. Audio feature reinforced
the connection between writing and speaking and as strategies of scaffolding and guiding. Website
feature promoted early literacy in communication and pattern language development. Game feature
which integrated with the educational functions served as ECE curriculum supplement. Microsoft
office feature nurtured left to right concept, word recognition and word composition. Electronic file
feature engaged and documented young children’s long lasting and multiple learning processes. Blog
feature provided an online community where ECE educators got useful information to ensure
appropriate language learning experience. Diagram feature facilitated educators to make daily activity
plans.
And when selecting IT products for young children, we must consider about the embedded
pertinent features. To harness pertinent IT features will bridge the different streams of IT and in order
to establish a smooth transition of different IT products. Beyond consider the pertinent IT features,
careful consideration must go into how to use IT. The reason is when young children engage in certain
IT products or programs, the using of strategies may influence development.
The 21st century ECE educators need to integrate the rapid advancement of technology into
their daily practice. It is important for them to adapt and use IT wisely to cater the 21st digital native
young learners. By examining how to use these nine pertinent IT features, this paper open the
possibilities of rematch these features in different IT products. This may strengthen the usefulness of
IT product more clearly and practically and highlight the new research directions. We suggest that by
valuing the influence of IT in ECE, future research can see the IT features as the bridge between IT
products and young children’s language learning. So, a shift in interests towards IT features will
begin. For example, there is an evident interest in supporting fully integrated IT in ECE. The ECE
educators take into consider the different approaches embedded in their IT integrated curriculum.
Similar to IT features which also embedded in the curriculum, educators and researchers can use and
uptake these features for the future of young children’s language development.
To sum up, this body of work not only reflected the particular pertinent features to promote
young children’s language development, but also ways to use these features.
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Abstract: Few studies have examined the effect of Digital Storytelling technique (DST) on EFL young
learners’ reading and writing performance. This study thus aims to investigate the effects of DST on
vocabulary learning, reading comprehension and writing skill development of 27 EFL sixth graders in
Taiwan. In a three-period instruction, the participants were first required to read two self-created digital
storybooks on the theme “Christmas” on the Storybird platform; next, they were given a pretest for
vocabulary and reading comprehension based on the two instructional storybooks. Through the
explanation of vocabulary and the use of a question-and-answer approach to facilitate comprehension,
the participants received subsequent reading instruction focusing on examining the logical sequences of
the two storybooks. The posttest was held at the end of the reading instruction. In the second session,
they created one storybook on the theme of Christmas on Storybird through teacher-student and studentstudent collaboration. The results of a repeated measure t-test showed that the students improved their
vocabulary and reading comprehension significantly after receiving the instruction using digital
storybooks. Further analysis of the audio and video recording revealed that the students developed their
writing skills through their prior reading experience of the two storybooks, the teacher-student
collaboration and even the student-student interaction.
Keywords: Digital storytelling technique, reading comprehension, writing skill development,
young EFL learners

1. Introduction
1.1 Digital Storytelling
Digital storytelling technique (DST) is defined as traditional storytelling equipped with technology
devices, and involves interaction between readers and writers. In recent years, researchers of
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) have suggested that DST is one type of technique
which can enhance students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing skills (Abdollahpour & Maleki,
2012; Abidin, Pour-Mohammadi, Souriya, Tiang, & Kim, 2011; Xu, Park, & Baek, 2011; Yoon,
2012). Ohler (2008) proposed that DST can enhance students’ writing skill development since DST
instruction requires students to write the story and negotiate the meaning with the teacher and their
peers at the same time. Furthermore, Suleiman (2011) found that DST benefited Malay children’s
listening, speaking and reading skills through the interaction with the teacher and peers.
Regarding the relationship between DST and writing skill development, previous studies have
suggested that the combination of technology-integrated learning and social constructivism can
achieve desired educational objectives (Koohang, Riley, Smith, & Schreurs, 2009; Neo & Neo, 2010;
Sadik, 2008; Yang, & Wu, 2012). Kesslor (2009) assigned writing tasks for 40 Mexican pre-service
teachers on Wiki, and then asked them to provide comments and feedback to one another. After peers’
editing, the participants started to self-edit their composition and then the researcher corrected the
grammatical errors of their final version. Questionnaire result revealed that the participants were
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willing to contribute to the collaborative task in terms of peer- and self-editing. Furthermore, through
peer- and self-editing they gained much confidence on understanding the meaning of the contents
instead of being distracted by the errors they made.
In a recent study, Yang and Wu (2012) explored the effects of DST on 110 Taiwanese EFL
tenth graders’ academic achievement, critical thinking and learning motivation. Students were
randomly assigned to the DST instruction group or the traditional lecture-type instruction group. After
implementing storytelling instruction to the two groups, students received the academic achievement
test, including the vocabulary, grammar, listening, reading, and writing components. The results
showed that the students receiving the DST instruction outperformed those receiving the lecture-type
instruction on the listening, reading and writing test. Through social interaction with peers, the teacher
and even the text itself, DST can thus enhance the experimental subjects’ writing skill development. A
review of prior studies revealed that most digital storytelling related studies adopted a text-first and
multimedia-next approach for older students to tell or write their digital stories.

1.2 Reading-to-Writing Connection
In English learning, reading and writing are the skills related to written language, and usually young
learners acquire reading skills, followed subsequently with writing skills, in elementary school. While
reading and writing are two distinctive skills in English language learning, Stevens, Madden, Slavin,
and Farnish (1987) proposed “Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition” approach, in which
reading activities are integrated with writing activities for students during acquisition of English.
Additionally, Giesen (2001) stated that reading and writing reinforce each other and promote learning
when they are integrated in classroom activities.
From the empirical end, Ito (2006) investigated the correlation between 68 Japanese EFL
junior high school students’ reading comprehension and writing performance. Students’ reading skills
were first evaluated through the reading test selected from Test of English for International
Communication (TOEIC). Next, writing instruction was conducted to require students to write an
English essay. The result revealed students’ L2 reading skills affected their L2 writing skills, and the
two skills are moderately linked with one another. Hence, reading skill is an important characteristic
of writing skill since reading is the basis of writing, and writing is the interpretation of reading.
Izquierdo and Reyes (2009) investigated 119 Spanish undergraduate first year students’
reading comprehension through reading articles on the blog. The students had to write down
comments in English to negotiate the meaning of the articles with their group members. Questionnaire
results revealed that using blog motivates students to read since blog provides an interactive
environment and helps students become more autonomous in learning while becoming less dependent
on the teacher.
Durukan (2011) investigated the effects of a “Cooperative Integrated Reading and
Composition” technique on Turkish elementary school students’ reading comprehension and written
expression. The results showed that the students receiving the integrated instruction outperformed the
students receiving the traditional instruction. Based on the above findings, instruction involving
reading and writing activities is considered beneficial to young learners’ language acquisition.

1.3 Introducing Storybird Digital Storytelling Website (http://www.storybird.com)
According to one of the hypotheses in Dual Coding Theory proposed by Paivio (2006), the nonverbal
(images) and verbal codes (words) are functionally independent and can have additive recall effects.
Therefore, the combination of digital images and words are assumed to have a positive effect on
language learning.
Storybird is a digital storytelling website, with professional artists creating vivid pictures and
authors writing storybooks. Storybird was established in 2009 and was developed by Mark Ury. It
currently numbers at least two million members and includes five million storybooks. One hundred
thousand schools have registered, a fact indicating that many teachers around the world implement
Storybird in their classes. The website provides 19 theme categories which are closely related to
young learners’ life experience, including Adventure, Animals, Diary, Dreams, Education, Family,
Friends, Guides, Health, Humor, Life, Literary, Magic, Mystery, Poetry, Romance, Scary, School
Life, and Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Moreover, 5 age levels have been provided to categorize the storybooks:
Preschool (1-4), Kid (5-7), Tween (8-12), Teen (13-19) and Adult. Additionally, Storybird provides
three kinds of identifications, including “Regular Users”, “Teachers” and “Students.” Review papers
have suggested that Storybird is an art-inspired digital storytelling website that is easy to
use, free of charge, collaborative/social, sharable, and classroom-friendly for young learners
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(Ryder, 2012; Ullman, 2012). Storybird was recently evaluated by Kuo, Chiang, Lin, Cao and Yen
(2012) as an appropriate website for promoting Chinese young EFL learners’ collaborative writing
skills due to better learner fit, better teacher fit, and the “Class Library” and “Discussion”
supplementary functions. Regarding reading-to-writing connection, Storybird strongly emphasizes
reading others’ digital storybooks as input and encourages an image-first and text-next approach
to motivate learners to produce digital storybooks as output. However, no empirical studies have
been conducted to test the effects of using Storybird as teaching/learning materials to
promote EFL young learners’ vocabulary acquisition, reading comprehension and writing
development. Differing from most of the previous DST related studies which adopted the
text-first and image/video/audio next approach, Storybird conversely encourages an image-first
and text-next approach. For elementary school young learners, it is believed that art-inspired images
or photos are more appropriate in facilitating their four skill development (Wang, 2010; Yang & Wu,
2012).
This study thus aims to investigate the effects of DST on Taiwanese EFL sixth graders’
reading comprehension and writing skill development. Two research questions will be answered in
this study:
1. Is digital storytelling technique effective in improving Taiwanese EFL sixth graders’ vocabulary
learning and reading comprehension?
2. How is digital storytelling technique effective in enhancing Taiwanese EFL sixth graders’ writing
skill development?

2. Method
2.1 Participants
Twenty-seven sixth graders from one intact class in central Taiwan participated in this study. Their
average age ranged from 11 to 12 years old. They have received English instruction from the third
grade with 40 minutes and from fifth grade with 80 minutes per week. The participants’ scores on the
reading section of the Cambridge Young Learner English Starter Test (YLE) ranged from 16 to 100
points. The mean score was 70.41. According to the participants’ YLE reading scores, the homeroom
teacher randomly assigned them into four small groups to form mixed ability groups. Each group
consisted of 6 to 7 members.

2.2 Materials
Teaching English to fifth and sixth graders in Taiwan elementary schools became compulsory starting
2001. According to the General Guidelines of Grade 1-9 Curriculum of Elementary School Education
proposed by the Ministry of Education in Taiwan, culture teaching is a crucial part for English
teachers to develop language learners’ understanding of Western customs. In addition, cultural
awareness has been claimed to be an important element of language learning (Chien, 2013). This
study therefore used the Storybird platform for reading instruction in which two digital storybooks on
the theme of Christmas were created by the first author (http://storybird.com/books/christmas-day235/; http://storybird.com/books/what-kind-of-gift-do-you-want-to-give-your-dog/), modified by the
second author, and proofread by a native speaker of English who has taught English in a university in
Taiwan over twenty years. The vocabulary in each storybook was created referencing the Vocabulary
Quotient (National Taiwan Normal University, 2009) to fit the participants’ current vocabulary
proficiency. Taking class time limit and the students’ proficiency level into consideration, each digital
storybook contained only 6 pages and each page included only one complete sentence. The images of
the two storybooks were respectively selected from Shisher Naik’s (2011) and Rebecca Shepherd’s
(2011) artworks.

2.3 Instruments
With a high reliability coefficient of .901, the first instrument was a self-developed pretest/posttest
including ten vocabulary questions and ten comprehension questions. The vocabulary matching
questions were designed by referencing Vocabulary Quotient (National Taiwan Normal University,
2009) to meet the students’ current vocabulary level. The test consisted of ten English vocabulary
items and twenty Chinese translations to reduce guessing. For reading comprehension, the students
were asked to answer ten multiple-choice questions based on their understanding of the two
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storybooks. The second instrument was a collaborative writing task which requires the students to
create one digital storybook on the topic “Christmas” with the same theme as the reading task.

2.4 Procedures
This study was conducted on December 24th, 2012. The DST instruction was implemented in a
classroom equipped with one personal computer with internet connection, one projector and screen.
The experiment was a three-period instruction including five parts: introduction to the features and
operation of the Storybird platform, a pretest of vocabulary and reading comprehension, DST
instruction, a posttest identical to the pretest, and the teacher-student and student-student collaborative
digital story creation. In the first period, the instructor introduced the three types of account provided
by Storybird, the functions of the website, and how to create a digital story. In the second period, after
the five-minute warm-up, the participants were required to read the first instructional digital storybook
silently without any help for 3 minutes. In the following 7 minutes, they were asked to answer the ten
vocabulary and reading comprehension questions on the answer sheet. Next, the instructor spent 10
minutes teaching the content of the digital storybook through the explanation of vocabulary and the
use of a question-and-answer approach to facilitate comprehension as well as to examine the logical
sequences of the storybook. At the end of the first period, the participants were given the posttest for
the first storybook. In the second period, the participants received the same instructional process on
the second digital storybook within 20 minutes.
Subsequent to the reading session, the four groups together spent 20 minutes creating one
digital storybook on the same theme of Christmas with the instructor. After deciding on using the
artwork of “Gooey S. A.” (2011) on the theme of Christmas as the writing assignment, the four groups
together selected 8 digital images out of 111 digital pictures by taking the storyline into consideration.
Each group first chose two images; next, each group brainstormed together and negotiated meaning
with their group members or the class to create two sentences to fit in with their two chosen images.
As a facilitator, the instructor provided some keywords or prompts for them and helped them type the
sentences on each story page of the Storybird platform using the teacher’s account. Finally, after the
participants completed the created storybook, the instructor guided the class to chorally read the story
to verify the content of the story before publishing the digital storybook with the title of “Christmas
Day” on Storybird (http://storybird.com/books/christmas-1290/).

2.5 Data Collection
Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. From a quantitative perspective, according to the
pretest and posttest scores, a repeated measure t-test was conducted to see if there was any significant
growth in the participants’ vocabulary and reading comprehension after receiving the DST instruction.
For writing skill development, the instructor set up a video camera in the back of the classroom to
record the participants’ collaboration during the writing process within and among the groups. In
addition, the processes of choosing the pictures by each group and writing on the Storybird platform
were recorded by Snagit, a screen-capture software which allows users to grab the image or video of
what they see on their computer screen. Finally, both audio and video recordings were collected to
analyze the participants’ writing process and skill development. From the qualitative perspective, the
audio recordings were transcribed and analyzed through protocol analysis to see the participants’
writing process and writing skill development.

3. Results and Discussion
To answer the first research question, Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the
subjects’ performance in the pretest and the posttest. The pretest result showed that the participants
scored an average of 71.30, whereas the posttest result revealed that they scored an average of 81.48.
Table 1: Results of the repeated measure on the vocabulary and reading comprehension scores.
Pretest
Posttest

N
27
27

M
71.30
81.48

SD
26.11
20.13

Maximal score = 100
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F
14.35

P
.001

The result of a repeated measure t-test showed that the DST instruction using the two artinspired digital stories significantly improved the participants' vocabulary performance and reading
comprehension in the post-reading phase (F(1, 26) = 14.35, p < .001). In summary, the DST
instruction was shown to have a positive effect on the participants’ vocabulary learning and reading
comprehension.
In addition, to answer the second research question, qualitative analysis of the audio/video
recording revealed that the four groups took the storyline into consideration through discussion and
interaction with their group members since they were found to discuss among the groups to verify if
the image of each page was proper to continue the story. Second, when they started to create the
sentences to describe the images, most of the groups likely recycled some keywords the instructor had
taught them during the reading session. This provides strong support for the reading-to-writing
connection model (Durukan, 2011; Giesen, 2001; Stevens, et al., 1987). Third, during the composing
session, the content of page one was created completely in English, whereas the other story pages
were produced partially in English and partially in Chinese. For example, initially Group 1 produced
the content for page two as “The reindeer sends gifts”. Through the teacher’s provision of a useful
prompt “The reindeer sends the gifts to whom”, Group 1 students were able to modify the story
content as “The reindeer sends the gifts to everyone”. In producing the content for page five, Group 3
students said “三個天使sing for Christmas Day”. Moreover, when composing the content for page six
Group 3 students said “兩個baby把花圈放在Christmas tree”. It appeared that the words angel and
wreath are difficult for the students. However, with the help of the instructor, Group 3 could modify
the content for page five as “Three angels are singing a song for Christmas Day”. Finally, by
providing some keywords such as excited which the students have known to help Group 4 to continue
the storyline, it revealed that they made efforts to give feedback to make the story fluent. The
following is the 8-page story content produced by the students as a whole class.
Today is Christmas Day (p1).
The reindeer sends the gifts to everyone (p2).
A boy/girl wants a panda for the Christmas gift (p3).
A girl gets many gifts (p4).
Three angels are singing a song for Christmas Day (p5).
The two little angels are putting the wreath on Christmas tree (p6).
I am not good, so I do not get the gift. I feel sad (p7).
The babies are good, and they are excited to get the gifts (p8).
.
In summary, out of the 72 tokens (42 different words) created by the students, 17 tokens
(24%) were likely recycled from the reading session. Furthermore, the students were able to produce 9
different words/11 tokens (15%) by themselves such as reindeer, everyone, girl (x 2), boy, panda,
sing, good (x 2), sad, and baby. It is likely that the students have acquired these vocabulary items prior
to the experiment. It is also noticed that the combination of art and words inspired and motivated some
of the reluctant readers and writers in the present study.
4. Conclusion
The DST technique implemented in the present study was found to have a positive effect on
Taiwanese EFL sixth graders’ vocabulary, reading comprehension and writing skill development. The
reading improvement is both due to the teacher’s elaboration of the two art-inspired digital stories and
the interaction through the teacher-student question-and-answer interaction. For the writing skill
development, the students were found to work collaboratively with their peers, seek help from the
teacher, use their prior knowledge and provide feedback to help their peers create the storyline
smoothly. Although the sample size in this study was small, the results of this preliminary study shed
light on the possibility of integrating digital storytelling into elementary classrooms to facilitate EFL
young learners’ reading comprehension and writing skill development through teacher-student
collaboration and student-student collaboration. For future studies, with familiarity with the digital
story production process and the operation of the Storybird platform, it is suggested that each small
group of students can be asked to produce an individual digital story. Follow-up studies can also
compare the effectiveness between teacher-student collaboration and student-student collaboration.
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Abstract: The research of peer response has been majorly focused on older age students.
However, we argue that young age students obtain the possibility of doing peer response under
the context of writing revision. In this paper, we develop a peer response experiment in the
classroom for second-grade students in order to facilitate their story revision. The result
indicated that second-grade students were able to revise their writing through the two peer
response experiments. In addition, students’ preference on certain kind of comment types was
also discovered. That is, second-grade students preferred using praise and reminding
comments. Meanwhile, students tended to directly adapt given prompt example sentences and
create personalized comments. One special revision behavior was found that second-grade
students revised their writing beyond the scope of received comments. This is an ongoing
research and further analysis and studies will be continuously processed.
Keywords: Peer response, writing revision, response types

1. Introduction
In traditional writing instruction, teachers in Taiwan are used to set topics, provide writing structure,
and revise essays. However, for some students, they may be unable to completely take advantage of
the instruction to their writing or incapable of transfer the knowledge successfully. Thus, peers are
another alternative source of interpreting the instruction contents. By the interaction with peers,
general writing skills are not only re-interpreted and re-understood, but also improved (MacArthur,
2007).
Under the line of peer response research, we found that young age students seemed to be
considered as writing beginners and excluded from the subject recruitment. It might because young
age students were thought as less proficient at language use and social interaction with peers.
However, it is risky and too late to tackle students’ writing issues after the problems reveal. We
should take students’ writing issues into consideration before students encountering writing
difficulties. Hence, we propose this study to investigate whether young age students are able to
participate in the peer response experiment and take advantage of peers’ comments on revising their
writing.

2. Peer Response for young age students
Young age students have the possibility to review peers’ writing and give comments. BangertDrowns, Hurley, and Wilkinson (2004) indicated that better writing skills in early ages facilitate
students’ content-area learning when they are in later ages. Research on peer response to improve
writing revision have been mostly adapting high school or college students since a number of research
recruited senior students (e.g. Holliway & McCutchen,2004; Topping, 1998). However, young-age
students have the potential to give comments on peer writing and participate in peer response
activities. Dixon-Krauss (1995) conducted a study to observe how first- and second-grade students
interacted and discussed peers’ written stories. He found that students’ journal entry writing improved
for copying peers’ thoughts to rephrasing the story discussion points. In sum, young age students,
especially in early grades, have the possibility to do peer discussion and give comments for the writing
of their classmates.
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3. Methods
3.1 Participant
The participants of this study were a second-grade class consisting of 15 male and 13 female students.
The location of the elementary school is at the northern Taiwan. In order to conduct the trials, each
student needed to have two completed stories ready on the Drawing & Writing System (Liao & Chan,
2013) before the experiment.

3.2 The trial of Peer Response
3.2.1 Procedure
The experimental trial contained four phases, which were (1) mini-lesson instruction, (2) peer
reviewing, (3) writing sharing and verbal peer response, and (4) writing revision. Before the
experiment, all students were divided into seven groups. Each group consisted of 4 students. Students
were arranged into each group by the teacher. The experimental trials were processed twice during
the December in 2012. The purpose of the first trial was to introduce and guide students the whole
experiment process. At the second trial, the research provided less guidance. Students became more
familiar with the procedure and tasks. The writing topic of the first trial was “A day of my dad” and
the second trial was “Firework.”
In the first phase of the experiment, one of the researchers gave a mini-lesson instruction
about the concept of peer response, the benefits of peer response on peers’ writing revision, the
appropriate manners in the phase of verbal writing sharing and verbal peer response, and the tips for
using peers’ response on revising self’s writing. In the second phase, students were told to review
peers’ writing within the group. During this phase, students read peers’ writing and typed the
comments in the Writing Response System (please refer to section 3.3.2). In the third phase, students
as reviewers verbally shared their writing to the group members in sequence. When the reviewers
gave comments, they could read the comments typed on the system in the second phase. If students as
reviewers shared extra comments while they present, they need to type them in the system afterward.
The third phase would be completed after each group members share their own writing and gave
comments verbally to other writers. In the fourth phase, each writer revised their writing based on the
comments given by the group reviewers typed on the Writing Response System. The trial would be
completed after the writers finished revising their writing.

3.2.2 Writing Response System
In this study, Writing Response System was developed to scaffold peers’ response. The Writing
Response System was organized based on two roles of students on the system, the reviewers and the
writers. Through this system, students as reviewers could read peers’ writing and give comments on
the Drawing & Writing System. Meanwhile, students as writers could revise their writing according
to received comments.
At the beginning, the reviewers chose peers’ writing to read. After reviewing the writing, the
reviewers clicked “response” functions to type in comments. Under the function of “response,” three
prompts were given to assist the reviewers, which are “Praise,” “Remind,” and “Correction.” Each
prompt contained five to seven sample sentences for adaption. Reviewers used Praise prompts when
they admired the general contents of the writing. Reminding prompts were used when reviewers
thought the contents, structures, or details should be added or revised. Correction prompts were used
when reviewers saw mechanical errors such as wrong words or punctuation. The sample sentences
were designed as “I think you use phrases appropriately that makes your story becomes vivid, for
example…” When a sample sentence was chosen, reviewers were guided to re-specify exact words,
phrases, or paragraph for the responding writing. For example, the reviewers needed to revise the
sample sentence as “I think you use phrases appropriately that makes your story becomes vivid, for
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example, you use ‘itching in your heart’ to say that you are touched.” The prompts provided here
was to categorize the response types for further analysis.
After the writing was reviewed, the writers could see the functions of “check” and “revise” on
the right side of the webpage when reading their writing. The “check” function was to show the
comments from reviewers, and the “revise” function accessed to the writing revision interface. For
example, when the writer is going to revise him/her story, s/he can click “check” function to see what
comments were received.

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis
In order to correctly define whether a student revised his/her story, the researchers individually
compared writing before and after revision. Students’ writing was defined as revised when there were
words added, deleted, or corrected. This part was to see the extent that students revised their writing.
On the other hand, the comments each student received were separated initially based on the
three kinds of prompts provided on the “response” function for reviewers. Besides, the researchers
further categorized each prompt based on how it was used (response behaviors), which are (a) directly
use prompts, (b) modify prompts, and (c) create comments. “Directly use prompts” means students
did not modify the prompts but only used it by a click. For example, a reviewer saw a sample
sentence “There are many words written wrong, such as...” but merely clicked it without specifying
what the wrong words were. “Modify prompts” indicates students revised the prompts and specified
the comments for the writing. For instance, a reviewer saw a sample sentence and modified the exact
situation in the writing as “You should add more supporting details, for example, you mention about
the firework but you didn’t say who was involved.” The italic and bold words are the modified part.
“Create comments” represents students came up with the comments without applying any of the
prompts. For example, a reviewer student gave the comment “I like your story because you point out
what you really feels when you are getting alone with your dad.”

4. Results and Discussion
In this study, 28 students participated but only analyzed the data from twenty-seven students (fourteen
male and thirteen female) because one student was unable to complete two stories for the two trials at
the beginning of the first trial. This student still involved in the two trials but the data was excluded.
In the first trial, 128 comments in total were given. After receiving comments, there were
fourteen students revised their writing and thirteen students did not revise their writing. In the second
trial, 120 comments were given and twenty-three writing were revised (see Table 1). Only 4 students
did not revise their writing. After two trials, more students revised their writing. This might be
because students have known the peer response trial better and been able to revise the writing by
referring to the received comments in the second trial. Furthermore, students may have realized that
the peers’ comments were more easily to be understood and more interaction was allowed during the
group comment sharing and writing revision phases.
Table 1: Received comments and writing revision
Trials
Comparing items
Number of received comments
Student number of writing revised
Student number of writing unrevised

Trial 1

Trial 2

128
14
13

120
23
4

4.1 Comments from the reviewers
In Figure 1 shows the comparison between the response types in the two trials based on the analysis of
the percentage of given comments from all students. Response types in this study were categorized as
Praise, Remind, and Correction. From Figure 1, the percentage that students used Praise comments
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range from 37 to 40 percent in two trials. At the same time, the percentage that students used Remind
comments was around 31 to 36 percent. The usages of Praise and Remind comments in two trials did
not show great difference. Last, the percentage that students used Correction comments in two trials
is around 25 to 28 percent. It can be seen that students used Praise and Remind comments more
frequent than Correction comments.

Figure 1. Response types in two trials
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45,00%
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17,19%
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40,00%

50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
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10,00%
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44,53%

Percentage of comments

Possible explanation of the reason why students’ use Praise comments frequently might be
because they wanted to maintain peace with the writers beside them. In addition, students in the age
of second grade may usually be encouraged to admire the work from other people instead of
criticizing. On the other hand, Remind comments were also regularly used might be because reading
is to understand the meaning that texts reveal instead of separately recognizing words. Students tend
to focused on the structure and logic of the story to understand the stories. If there were inconsistency
or unreasonable parts that hindered them from understanding the writing, they were more likely to
find out. However, Correction comments were less used might be due to students’ lack of proficiency
of recognizing wrong Chinese characters from the writing.
In Figure 2 shows the comparison of the response behaviors between the two trials. In this
study, we defined three response behaviors, which were “Directly use prompts,” “Modify prompts,”
and “Create comments.” For the behavior of Directly use prompts, there were 40-44 percent of
comments used in the two trials. For Modify prompts, there were 15-17 percent of comments used.
For Create comments, there were 38-45 percent of comments used.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the behavior of Directly use prompts and Create comments
were majorly occurred. For directly use prompts, it may be because the system allowed students to
use prompts without modification. Hence, most students would simply click and use because it was
the easiest and fastest way to complete the comments giving task. For Create comments, it was also
occurred regularly may due to its personalizing flexibility. Students could create comments without
formal, long, or complete sentences. They could create comments simply with a phrase or a few
words. For example, a created comment could be “You should write more.” Moreover, students
could create comments that beyond the prompts. Nevertheless, the behavior of Modify prompts
were less occurred might be because of the burden of specifying the revising details.

Modify scaffolds Create comments
Reseponse behaviors

Figure 2. Response behaviors in two trials

4.2 Revisions of the writers
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trial 1
trial 2

In Figure 3 reveals that more words were revised after writing revision in both trials. Moreover,
students in the second trial revised more words than in trial 1. From this progress we could draw the
inference that students have progressed to take advantage of peers’ comments while they revised the
writing.

Figure 3. Revision behaviors in two trials
In Figure 4, we can see that the number of students who did not revise the stories decreased
and students who revised the stories increased. In addition, we carefully compared stories from each
student and the comments individual story received and found that most students would revise their
stories based on the comments. Interestingly, we also found that some students revised their stories
without referring to the comments, which meant students’ revision beyond the scope of comments. It
is a surprising discovery that young age students are not only able to revise their writing in accordance
with peers comments, but also inspired to revise their writing without even being reminded. Possibly
explanation might be students gain more awareness of the authentic readers. In addition, students
might get more critical when they revised the writing after the time they reviewed peers’ writing.
In most research of peer response for writing revision, researchers pointed out that students
(usually were older age students) could do parallel revision. However, little has been concerned
whether students were able to revise beyond the comments. Hence, we will keep looking deeper to the
revised writing and analyze the revision types.

Figure 4. Number of students and revision behaviors in two trials
In summary, second grade students were able to revise their writing in accordance with peers’
comments. In addition, we found that Praise and Remind comments were mainly used. It indicates
that students tended to praise at peers works and gave structural suggestions. On the other hand, the
response behavior of directly use prompts and creating individualized comments occurred more
frequent. It means that students tended to directly use prompts may be because they want to efficiently
complete the task of giving comments. As for frequently creating personal comments, students may
think it easier than modifying the prompts because there was no certain restriction for it. Hence, they
could do it freely without making the sentences of the comments complete. One encouraging result of
students’ revision was that some second grade students in this study were able to revise their writing
beyond the scope of peers’ comments. It sheds light on the potential of peer response and quality
writing of young age students.

4.3 Future work
There are some obstacles that younger students cannot overcome easily as older students in the writing
and revision. For example, the mechanical errors in older students’ writing would be less. Moreover,
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senior students are easily to come up with high level comments, while younger students might
sometimes have problem to even understand the comments. Hence, second-grade students’ may need
to learn how to be a critical reviewers and experienced writers.
This is an initial study to understand young age students’ interaction through peer response to
revise the writing. Although we explored second-grade students’ peer response on writing revision,
the scope of this study was only on initial exploration of the peer comments and writing revision
behaviors. We only report descriptive information of the data in this article. However, to deeply
understand the relationship between peer comments and writing revision behaviors, we will continue
further analysis of the collected data. First, although we have noticed that students preferred using
Praise and Remind prompts than Correction prompts and also different response behaviors, we will
keep analyzing the quality of the given comments, seeing if the responses can be categorized into
different levels. Second, in this study we only divided students’ revision behaviors into positive and
negative, next step we will analyze the revision levels of students’ writing, trying to explore the
relationship between the levels of students’ revision behaviors and the quality of received comments.
Last, since most students would directly use the provided prompts without modification, we will
adjust the prompts using functions and make sure that students use a prompt after modification.
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Abstract: In the evaluation of Web 2.0 language learning websites, various aspects to be evaluated are often
distinguished, such as the visual design, the pedagogical content, and the involvement of multiple technologies
(Liu et al., 2011). In order to make the evaluative judgments, the methods commonly used include expert
judgment by inspection of the website, or user judgment obtained from surveys of learner attitude (Chwo, 2013).
This study aims to add to this range of evaluation methods by exploiting a relatively new research tool,
eyetracking (Reichle et. al, 2013), to help establish what options are in fact better. We took as an example the
instructions presented on screen for various tasks and, based on the types given in the Livemocha website (Chwo
et al., 2012), devised webpages allowing us to measure how four eye movement related effects differ with nine
binary webpage choices ranging from visual design (e.g. dark or light background) to pedagogical content (e.g.
presence or absence of a picture). Six Taiwanese learners of English major student participated. Results show
that the titles, background colors and highlighted prints will increase our EFL (English as Foreign Language)
learners’ fixation frequency and the focal browsing time. However, the opposite result goes to the illustration
relevant to the reading text. Moreover, the increasing number of the word count in the text will shorten the
fixation frequency and focal browsing time. Lastly, the location of the illustration will not affect the browsing
behaviors. The interpretation and the potential factors contributed to the findings will be discussed.
Keywords: Livemocha, visual interface design, website function design, eye tracking

Introduction
State of art thinking about promoting learning English as an international language
highlights the urgent need for computer literacy which is considered to be an integral part of
this enterprise (Alevizou & Connole, 2010; Stevens & Shield, 2009; Yeh, 2009). Following
up on this, Levy (2009, 2010, 2011) cautioned that users of technology should firmly
establish their focus and priorities so that genuinely viable applications of technology can be
made. Hence, we see the formulation of a set of sound evaluation and assessment criteria
which can be applied to our EFL learners’ Web 2.0 resources as indispensable for our
educational practitioners (Yang & Chan, 2007; Burston, 2003). For this purpose, in fact, Liu
et al. (2011) propose the following multi-dimensional framework of areas to consider when
evaluating English learning websites:
1.

Web Usability concerns how easy the website is to use and learn from, and includes
three key components: ease, user experience, and interaction design. Ease is about
simplicity for use and learning, user experience concerns how satisfied a person is after
using the website, and interaction design focuses on the simplicity of the interaction and
how far it offers a good experience.
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Learning Materials concerns the quality of tutorials, tests, games, online social
networks, learning management systems, peer-supported learning, self-controlled
learning, and teacher-led learning.
2.

3.

4.

Functionality of Assisting Language Learning concerns how far a website functions to
assist a student in learning a language, which is the key to success for learners using
interactive materials on websites.
Technology Integration relates to the use of multiple technologies, such as email,
Skype, and chat, in the learning materials to help learners engage in learning with ease
and satisfaction.
Learner Preferences covers learner opinions about the content and the function, the
ease of use, and the appearance of a website. The highest valued preference is that for
the content and the function while the preference that is valued the lowest concerns
appearance. The learners in Liu’s study preferred websites that had useful, practical
content.

Based on the above discussion, the main aim of the present study is to seek alternative
instruments other than survey and interview in order to locate potential factors that might
facilitate or hinder our EFL learners’ learning via Web 2.0 resources. By doing so, it is hoped
that an evaluation criteria which are relevant to our EFL learners can be identified so that an
integrated guideline can be available when teachers and instructors would like to filter or
select relevant Web 2.0 resources for their students. It is hoped that the findings of this study
can serve as a stepping stone to inform the establishment of a set of useful criteria that will be
usable in the selection or even the design of the Web 2.0 resources for our EFL learners. As
our example, we would like to focus on Livemocha, the second largest social network Web
2.0 resource, and consider its potential benefits for our EFL learners (Liaw, 2011).
A previous study of Livemocha has already been carried out by Chwo et. al (2012) to
assess our technology university EFL learners’ perceptions of and attitudes to Web 2.0
informal learning with the Livemocha program, after a six month trial, and whether learning
style and learning strategies affect them. A mixed method study was conducted using
interviews and a questionnaire based survey to assess whether learning style and learning
strategy impacted our technology university EFL learners’ degree of satisfaction, learning
attitude, and other general perceptions, about visual interface design and website function,
with respect to Web 2.0 informal learning with the Livemocha program. The interview results
showed that writing, chatting and speaking are the most attractive functions for our EFL
learners. From the survey, no significant correlation was found between learning style or
strategy and attitudes to Livemocha. However, significant correlations were found among the
four measures of attitude to and perception of Livemocha: participants’ learning attitude,
degree of satisfaction and judgment of visual interface design and website function. A further
analysis was again conducted by Chwo (2013). Overall attitudes were mostly very favorable,
especially towards the visual clarity of the program and the usefulness of its functions
supporting writing and speaking and interaction with native speakers. There was some
evidence in the first study that the social networking function of the program was seen as
useful for its own sake independently of value for language learning and that this served to
engage students who otherwise did not use social learning strategies. On the other hand, the
fact that learning attitudes and degree of satisfaction both significantly correlated with
website function and visual interface design suggests that the latter are critical for the success
of any program such as Livemocha. Therefore, the goal of the present study is to inform
teachers and web designers by following up on this initial finding to explore potential
variables relevant to visual interface design that might be instrumental in optimizing learning
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achievement. Several eye tracking experiments has provided interesting findings regarding
reading experience (Biedert et al., 2010; Buscher, 2010; Duggan et al., 2011; Guest Editorial
2010;Mayer, 2010). However, its application to Web 2.0 resources such as Livemocha is still
yet to be explored:
2. Research Questions
1. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with the presence or absence of
the topic?
2. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with a dark or light background?
3. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with or without the presence of
the additional text in the sentence?
4. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with the presence of advert or
not?
5. What are the findings for Livemocha website screen design with single or multiple topics?
6. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with the presence or absence of
the relevant illustration?
7. How about the presence of relevant versus the irrelevant illustration to the text and the
location of the illustration?
8. What is the finding for Livemocha website screen design with the presence or absence of
the highlighted vocabulary?
3. Methodology
3.1 Participants
A total of six day-school Taiwanese English major senior students volunteered to
participate in the Livemocha eye tracking experiment. They are either former participants of
the Livemocha six month trial during their sophomore year, or a member of the Livemocha
research team. They are all familiar with Livemocha and were paid to participate in this
experiment. We adopt Arabic numbers to identify the participants.
3.2 Instruments
The eye tracker eyeNTNU-180, a software with fixation calculator, was used to record,
collect and calculate eye movement data. A Chinese and English version of Livemocha
website pictures was purposely designed to assess the potential variables as to how visual
interface design will affect our EFL learners’ browsing behavior. The design of the
Livemocha pictures is described in Chen (2007). Due to the restriction of this short paper, we
can only present partial results of English version of the experiment of which eight categories
were designed to contrast the difference. They are listed in the research questions.
3.3 Procedure
The six participants were called in two by two to the self-access center. Two assistants
were there to help them put on the eye tracking glasses. A visual test was carried out to ensure
a focal point could be located on the screen. Brief instructions were explained verbally with
an instruction page displayed on the screen prior to the main experiment. A pilot test was
firstly carried out in the evening class to detect any potential flaw so adjustments could be
made for the main experiment. It was found in the pilot study that students with heavy
mascara or cosmetics contact lenses were not able to read clearly with the eye tracking
glasses. The same went for students who wore thick glasses (poor sighted). Consequently,
students in the formal study were informed to either use contact lenses or not to wear any
heavy mascara make-up when participating in the experiment.
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Four dependent variables were measured to gauge the effect of the different task
versions that we were comparing. They are: 1. the duration of the first fixation (ffd), 2. the
latency of the first fixation(ffl), 3. the number of fixations (nof), 4. the total contact time (tct).
As far as the focus areas are concerned, we use the region of interest (roi) 1 ~ X to specify
the focus segmental areas, when roi X was used to indicate any area outside of the roi area.
An example can be seen in figure 1 & 2.

Figure 1: the presence of the advert in the visual interface design

Figure 2: the absence of the advert in the visual interface design
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5. Results and Conclusion
In answer to the first research question, in the absence of the topic, the students’ ffd ( 80
≦ x ≦ 292) takes a longer time and there is a greater nof ( 4 ≦ x ≦ 29) on the main text.
In the presence of the topic, the students take more time on the title (topic). However,
students also took longer time on the ffd ( 0 ≦ x ≦ 191 ) on the RX area. Probably because
defining the roi area does not highlight the inaccuracy and many regions are defined in RX
area.
In answer to the second research question, when the background is dark, the students notice
the title first and exhibit ffd ( 102 ≦ x ≦ 266 ) on the title for a long time before moving on
to other areas.
In answer to the third question, the ffd of the students in each area decreases when additional
text is given in the sentence.
In answer to the fourth question, the presence of the advert is very eye-catching. The students
have a lengthier tct ( 0≦ x ≦ 394 ) when there is an advert and also have an increased nof (
0 ≦ x ≦ 19 ).
In answer to the fifth question, the students spend less time on the ffd on the multiple topics
than on a single topic. We can see the decreased ffd and tct.
In answer to the sixth question, because the R5 area is a much bigger space, the students took
a longer time on it, so the tct ( 535 ≦ x ≦ 5466 ) is longer on these areas. However, with the
presence of relevant illustrations students pay more attention with the ffd ( 102 ≦ x ≦ 267 )
on other areas.
In answer to the seventh question, the students are not interested in illustration when the text
and the illustration are relevant to each other. On the other hand, the students’ ffd ( 0 ≦ x ≦
293 ) takes a longer time and nof ( 0 ≦ x ≦ 5 ) on illustrations that are irrelevant to the text.
The most probable explanation is that the students do not understand the content of the text.
No matter where the illustration is placed, it does not affect the student on the ffl or the ffd
when reading the text.
As for the eighth question, because there is longer text in the R14 area, the ffd of the students
( 0 ≦ x ≦ 245 ) on the highlighted vocabulary area is higher than that on the un-highlighted
vocabulary.
In a nutshell, the presence of a topic in Web 2.0 resources appears to be essential and helpful
for our EFL learners, together with the dark background color where the title can be
accentuated and visually appeal to our readers. These are the focal areas that our readers
prefer to visit when they browse Web 2.0 resources. Moreover, highlighting can facilitate our
EFL learners’ reading of Web 2.0 resources. However, we also acknowledge the limitation of
our eye tracking experiment since the use of the eye tracking device meant that our
participants were not allowed to click browse through the website as they normally might.
This is a limitation that we need to improve on in the near future so that the experiment will
resemble real browsing behavior. Nevertheless, with these interesting findings, we are able to
make suggestions to website designers and instructors regarding visual design and key
functions to assist EFL learners’ Web 2.0 learning.
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Abstract: The study was conducted to advance EFL speaking instructional design that
endeavored to not only provide students alternative opportunities for oral practice after class
but also affect their perception of English speaking confidence. In order to encourage the
students to engage with a continual learning immersion on English speaking practice, the use
of audioblog was taken as facilitation to aid out-of-class learning. To this end, the study aimed
to discover two folded perspectives: (1) whether the EFL students’ English speaking
confidence would vary before and after the facilitation engaged in the instruction; (2) if so,
whether and how the number of recording uploads on audioblogs influence their English
speaking confidence accordingly. The participants were 574 senior night school students
attending the required English speaking class for one semester. They were tutored to
accomplish one theme-related oral recording and post it on their audioblogs after each in-class
instruction. Pre/ post- surveys were given to the students to collect responses of their English
speaking confidence, as well as the amount of oral recording uploads were gathered for data
analysis. The findings of this study showed that a significant difference of improvement on the
students’ English speaking confidence by the assistance of oral recording practice.
Additionally, regarding different number of oral recording uploads, it displayed that those who
accomplished at least four oral recording uploads had a significant difference on English
speaking confidence while comparing to those who did none. Although the outperformance on
students’ English speaking confidence was appeared only if they uploaded a minimum of four
oral recordings, an ascent of English speaking confidence was illustrated via those who did
more oral recording uploads on their audioblogs. In sum, the findings of this study highlighted
that in terms of ‘more practice’ on EFL speaking, the instructor should be cautious about
adapting the English speaking instructional design as well as a systematic extent of speaking
practice.
Keywords: EFL, perception of English speaking, English speaking instruction, audioblog,

1. Introduction
Speaking skill, a means of verbal communication, offers various interactions among interlocutors for
communication. In terms of learning practice, the speaking skill has been highlighted as one of
essentials in English language learning, for the most part, in English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
setting. However, due to the fact that the nature of EFL setting lacks of occasions for learners to
communicate with interlocutors in the target language, i.e., English, the EFL learners seem to in short
of English speaking opportunities for practice. Accordingly, it might lead to complex emotional
impact, such as English speaking anxiety increasing, English confidence break down, and
subsequently affect their willingness to speak out in English. As a result, regarding this weakness of
EFL setting, it brings EFL instructors into further contemplation of alternative instructional design to
fulfill adequate engagement for learners on speaking practice. Thus, it is a need of the speaking
instructional design concerning a continual learning immersion, which not only emphasizes in a
classroom-based teaching but also a connected follow-up of out-of-class learning.
Further to satisfying this need of a comprehensive speaking instructional design, this current
study attempted to utilize an effective tool, computer-mediated communication (CMC), as the
facilitation to assist different designed speaking activities for speaking practice. The CMC tool has
been widely corroborated its advantages on supporting language learning (Hegelheimer & Tower,
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2004; Stepp-Greany, 2002), as well as benefiting particularly on speaking (Alastuey, 2011; Ko, 2012;
Sun, 2012; Yanguas, 2012). Along with two modes of CMC tool, that is either synchronous or
asynchronous approach, such as chat room and videoconferencing, or email exchange and blog, has
distinct functions to aid diverse language learning purposes. As to the emphasis of this study to
encourage learners to have a continual learning immersion for English speaking practice, the
asynchronous CMC approach, i.e., use of audioblog is taken as an implement for each learner on outof-class learning. To this end, this study aimed to examine whether the EFL learners’ English
speaking confidence alters among number of recording uploads on their audioblogs for speaking
practice. The research question was addressed as follow: Is there a difference of learners’ English
speaking confidence by the number of English oral recording uploads on audioblogs?

2. Literature reviews
According to previous studies on EFL learning, lacking of practice often led students to an
unfamiliarity of English language (Alastuey, 2011; Xiao, 2007). The speaking, which a skill was
required to be active producing information presented a particular learning difficulty in EFL learning,
and it was even more obvious to EFL Asian students (Liu, Zhang, & Lu, 2011). Consequently, the
students would be easily anxious about the time to speak in English, and be deficient in building
English confidence (Cao & Philp, 2006). Ellis (2008) pointed out that student English learning
attitude, such as confidence in English should be considered as one of the essential elements affecting
learning performance. In the meanwhile, Yashima (2002) argued that to have confidence in the target
language communication, it would positively influence willingness to communicate in the language.
Thus, in order to offer more opportunities for EFL students to speak in English, and further increase
their English confidence on English speaking, an alternative instructional design for speaking practice
was proposed in this study. By this means, not only to encourage students to communicate more in
English, but also to ultimately be confidence in English speaking.
Zou (2013) and Ko (2012) specified that by applying a suitable medium as an aid to satisfy
the need of an English instructional design was able to benefit effective English learning. Therefore, a
speaking instructional design which included both in-class and out-of-class learning was presented to
provide more oral practice opportunities for students. More precisely, this study designed to discover
the out-of-class learning that employed one of the effective CMC tools, audioblog, to facilitate
speaking practice. Audioblog was defined by combing audio with blog, which inherited key features
of blog with the use of voice for expression (Huann & Thong, 2006). In other words, the audioblog
attended to appeal the mixture of audio and text that allowed various modes of presentations, such as
texts, hypertexts, pictures, or videos to supplement the audio post. Hsu, Wang and Comac (2008) and
Huang and Hung (2010) displayed that the representation of audioblog could serve as a great tool for
instructors conducting speaking assessment regarding the curriculum. Even more, by integrating the
use of audioblog in the instructional design, it enabled students to come up with discipline and manage
their own learning progress (Sun, 2009; Tan & Tan, 2010).
According to empirical studies on the use of audioblog for speaking practice, it affirmed that
the audioblog could enhance students on cognitive and affective aspects, such as strategy learning and
motivation (Fareed, 2010; Hung, 2011). Overall speaking, several studies have explored how the use
of audioblog could play a role to assist speaking practice for the target language (Hsu, Wang, &
Comac, 2008; Huann & Thong, 2006; Sun, 2009, 2012), which was positively reported in pedagogical
context (Fareed, 2010). However, from these previous studies, it also noted several important issues in
using audioblog: (1) students tended to lose interests engaging in audioblogs progressively; (2) the
size of class would influence audioblog activity in class; (3) a lack of face-to-face interaction; and (4)
with rehearsal practice before uploading on audioblog, it concealed the authentic speaking. To this
end, this study was essentially based on a speaking instructional design which the audioblog was taken
as one part of facilitation to assist students on speaking learning. More specifically, the use of
audioblog mainly served students at out-of-class time instead of in-class instruction.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Participants
The participants were 574 senior high school (grade 10) students who attended the required English
speaking class for one semester. Apart from a general English class, they did not have other
experiences of a formal English speaking class at school formerly. Besides, all of them had basic
computing skills, such as surfing the Internet and being able to create a Google mail account.

3.2 Instruments
In order to provide each learner to have their own audioblog access, Google Blogger was selected for
the use because of its free entry, friendly interface, and ease of registration for senior high school
students. In the meanwhile, each student was able to adorn their own audioblogs with preferred color
and layout, which made each audioblog space individually and characteristically. In addition to
uploading the out-of-class work on their space of Google Blogger, an open online voice recorder,
namely, Vocaroo (vocaroo.com) was taken as the tool to assist recording. Students were able to record
the work online directly, and embed the code on their own audioblogs afterwards to complete the
recording work. Moreover, a means of pre-survey (whether be confidence in English speaking) and
post-survey (whether be able to increase English speaking confidence by recording English oral
practice on the audioblog) was given to collect students’ responses on scaling their English
confidence.

3.3 Procedure
The English speaking class that the students attended was to encourage and advance their English
speaking confidence, and allow more opportunities for English speaking practice. It was a semesterlong class which contained seven thematic English speaking instructions. Due to the fact that the
students would engage in heavy study load at the end of the semester, the seventh oral recording was
optional for them to share their ideas on their audioblogs. Each thematic class followed by four
revolving activities, which were thematic oral practice, thematic oral composition, interpersonal
appreciation, and sharing and reflection respectively. Additionally, the pre-survey and post-survey
were delivered to gather level of their English speaking confidence before and after the English
speaking instruction.

3.4 Data analysis
Analysis of a paired sample t-test was conducted to compare the students’ pre-survey answers of their
English confidence in speaking with their post-survey responses of whether their English speaking
confidence changed after having oral recording practice on audioblogs. Also, in order to examine
whether the number of English oral recording uploads on students’ audioblogs would affect their
English speaking confidence after all, one-way ANOVA was used to be suitable to compare three or
more independent groups of sampled data. A series of post-hoc tests (Scheffe’s method) was also
employed to assess if there was any significant difference in the mean scores on the number of oral
recording uploads (independent variable) influencing their English speaking confidence (dependent
variable). The independent variable was the number of English recording posting on students’
audioblogs. The dependent variable was the students’ English speaking confidence, which was
defined by their self-reporting on five-point Likert scale (1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3=
neutrally, 4= agree, 5= strongly agree), the post-survey. Additionally, descriptive analysis was also
engaged in reporting mean scores of English speaking confidence among the number of recording
uploads.
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4. Results and discussion
Table 1 reports the result from paired sample t-test comparison examining the students’ responses of
English speaking confidence via pre-survey and post-survey. The result displayed a significant
enhancement in English speaking confidence between pre-survey (mean= 3.16, S. D.= 0.97) and postsurvey (mean= 3.54, S. D.= 0.96), t= -7.48, p<.01, which by employing the assistance of oral
recording uploads on audioblogs. Furthermore, to understand whether the EFL students’ English
speaking confidence alters among the number of recording uploads on their audioblogs for speaking
practice, the current study is keen to figure out if there is a difference of students’ English speaking
confidence by different number of English oral recording post on audioblogs. There were seven
thematic English instructions administrated during the semester; however, students were coached to
complete six relevant oral recordings in total, which the seventh one was not required. According to
the different number of posting oral recording on audioblog, the students were divided into eight
groups with regard to the number of recording uploads: T0 (n=126), T1 (n= 84), T2 (n= 69), T3 (n=
43), T4 (n= 53), T5 (n= 55), T6 (n= 130), and T7 (n= 14). More specifically, these eight categorized
groups indicated the numbers of student and the number of the posting recording, which meant that
among the total 574 students, there were 84 students did only one recording and there were 130
students completed six recordings as example. Then, a series of ANOVA test analyses were conducted
in this study, and the results are presented in Table 2.
Table 1: Pre/ Post- Survey Samples t-test Analysis
Pre-survey

Be confidence in English speaking
Be able to increase English speaking confidence by recording English oral
practice on the audioblog

Post-survey
Paired Samples Test

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pre- survey Post- survey

.000

As revealed in Table 2, the average of mean scores of distinct recording number was 3.10,
3.46, 3.48, 3.44, 3.87, 3.76, 3.78, and 4.14 respectively, and T7 revealed the highest mean score
(mean= 4.14) while T0 showed the lowest (mean= 3.10). Additionally, Levene’s test for homogeneity
of variances uncovered that there was no violation on the assumption of homogeneity of variances
(Levene= 1.36, p= .22). Further to utilizing one-way ANOVA to examine whether or not there was
observed differences on the mean scores of English speaking confidence for the eight groups. The
result yielded a statistical significance (F (7, 566) = 7.80, p<.01) among the groups. In other words, it
confirmed that the eight groups behaved dissimilarly on the attitude regarding English speaking
confidence, yet, it did not display where the significant difference took place among which groups.
Accordingly, a series of Sheffe tests (post hoc tests) further determined where precisely the
significance lay of significant mean difference between groups. The results from post hoc Sheffe tests
disclosed that four sets of groups had significant mean differences, which were between T4 and T0
(mean difference= 0.77, p<.01), T5 and T0 (mean difference= 0.66, p<.01), T6 and T0 (mean
difference= 0.68, p<.01), and T7 and T0 (mean difference= 1.04, p<.05). Conversely, it was no
significant mean difference among other two groups.
Table 2: Influence of the Number of Recording Uploads on Students’ English Speaking Confidence.
N
Mean
S. D.

T0

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

126
3.10
0.91

84
3.46
1.01

69
3.48
0.96

43
3.44
0.80

53
3.87
0.94

55
3.76
0.94

130
3.78
0.87

14
4.14
0.95

7.80**

F (ANOVA)
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T4>T0
T5>T0
T6>T0
T7>T0

Scheffe Test
Note: *p<.05, **p<.01

In terms of the results revealed from the current study, it attempted to figure out whether the
EFL students’ English speaking confidence alters among different number of recording uploads on
their audioblogs for speaking practice. Though the English speaking class was a required course for
the grade 10 students, it was obvious to see unlike efforts they spent doing the English oral recording
works after class. More specifically, the number of student who fulfilled the oral recording works was
distinct. For instance, among 574 students, there were approximately 22% of students (T0, 126) did
not post any oral recording on their audioblogs at all, and there was a low of student number (T3, 43)
who completed three oral recordings in total on their audioblogs. For those who completed all six
recordings (T6, 130) reached the highest number among others. Also, it was interesting to observe that
there were 14 students accomplished seven oral recordings on their audioblogs, particularly because
the seventh oral recording was an alternative which was not a requirement.
According to the abovementioned result from pre/ post- survey, students’ perception on
English speaking confidence significantly improved after engaging with English oral practice on
recording uploads on their audioblogs. Further to understanding whether the number of oral recording
uploads affect the students’ English speaking confidence, it was compared to the students (T0) who
did not upload any oral recording on their audioblogs, the rest of the students (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6,
T7) led to an outperformance on mean score of English speaking confidence; especially, for those who
finished four (T4) and seven (T7) oral recordings respectively achieved a peak on English speaking
confidence mean score. Additionally, the supplementary post hoc Scheffe tests further indicated that
the students who completed at least four oral recordings scored statistically greater than those who did
no oral recording. However, students who did one, two, and three oral recordings showed no
significant difference on their English speaking confidence concerning those did any. Similarly, apart
from associating with (T0) group, the results did not reveal any significant difference between other
groups (T1 to T7). In other words, the findings might imply that if the students have had more
opportunities for English oral practice, in this case, they accomplished English oral recordings and
uploaded on their audioblogs, it might boost their English speaking confidence from time to time. As
Trang, Bldauf Jr. and Moni (2013) indicated that the majority of EFL students still suffered
considerably from English language learning anxiety which would affect their English speaking
confidence, and the instructor should be cautious concerning this issue relatively in the instructional
design. Yet, in addition to the finding of this study, the number of oral recording uploads seemed to be
highlighted as a matter affecting their English speaking confidence, which triggered a farther
investigation of adapting the use of audioblog on assisting the out-of-class English speaking practice.
According to Hsu, Wang and Comac (2008) revealed that some students posted fewer audio clips and
failed to sustain their motivation throughout the semester, which might require diverse activity designs
to supply the learning gap. Thus, this study employed the use of audioblog in the after-class activity,
to provide a space for EFL students carrying on a lasting opportunity of speaking practice. Hence, by
achieving a degree of the number of oral recording posting on audioblogs, the students’ English
speaking confidence showed positively higher than those who did none; although it did not reveal any
significant results between the students who did less than three recordings. Still, a rise of inclination
on students’ English speaking confidence was presented to those who completed more oral recording
uploads. In brief, the finding might further indicate that the nature meaning of “more practice” which
referred to not only giving extra once or twice exercise, but also a systematic pattern for extensive
practice. By doing so, the EFL students could even advantage more to an English-oriented setting for
speaking practice; conversely, a consideration on offering a variety of encouragements to those who
did none or less recordings was suggested.

Conclusion
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The current study attempted to advance the EFL speaking instructional design to not only offer
students alternative opportunities on oral practice after class but also have an impact on their
perception of English speaking confidence. Thus, by a thread of lasting the in-class thematic speaking
instruction which covered various theme-relevant ideas, the students were instructed to accomplish
one theme-relevant English oral recording on their audioblogs afterwards. The findings of this study
exposed that the students’ English speaking confidence did improved statistically in terms of the
supplementary oral recording for speaking practice. In addition to noting that there was an influence
between different number of recording uploads and the enhancement of English speaking confidence.
It underlined that if the students could have achieved to an extent of oral practice during the out-ofclass period, it would be a benefit on increasing their English speaking confidence. In other words, if
the students merely took efforts working on a couple of oral recording practice, the impact on
increasing of English speaking confidence would not be significantly apparent although an ascent of
the more oral recordings they completed the more English speaking confidence they gained. Besides,
a few limitations of this study design were revealed and worth of further investigations; such as a
comparison between gender differences and reduction the number of participants with regard to
integrating qualitative analysis for deepening educational implications.
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Abstract: In this paper, we proposed a practical model of language learning which combined
3 kinds of activities: reading, creating, and sharing. Students need to read some books, create
their own products, and share them. In particularly, this model incorporates voluminous
reading and sustained creating into substantial sharing in order to develop the students’
competence of language. Based on this model, we developed a learning environment, entitled
iBookTalker. In iBookTalker environment, students play the role of booktalkers; they can
recommend their favorable book freely through richly varied expressions, such as drawing
form, written form, and oral form. That is, students will be transformed from a reader into a
creator.
Keywords: reading, creating, sharing, language learning

1. A Practical Model for Language Learning: Reading, Creating, and Sharing
This study proposed a practical model of language learning which combined 3 kinds of activities:
reading, creating, and sharing. Students need to read some books, create their own products, and
share of them. In particularly, this model incorporates voluminous reading and sustained creating into
substantial sharing in order to develop the students’ competence of language, seeing Figure 1. This
model will provide some benefits to students. First, reading activity could cultivate a student as an
independent learner. Second, creating activity could enhance student’s ownership of book and reading.
Final, sharing activity could foster social interaction among students. In other words, this model will
build a learner-centered learning environment for encouraging voluntary reading, advocating sustained
creating, and increasing substantial sharing of students. This is an important educational goal.
Moreover, Chi (2009) also considered that learner-centered learning environment should provide
students with opportunities to actively participate in accessing resources, construct their knowledge,
and communicate with peers in different learning contexts.

Figure 1. A practical model for language learning: reading, creating, and sharing.

1.1 Encouraging Voluntary Reading
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Previously research widely used an approach which encourages students to read extensively on their
own or with minimal guidance and feedback from teacher (Pilgreen, 2000). These studies attempted to
increase the amounts of independent or recreational reading, such as Sustained Silent Reading (SSR),
Drop Everything and Read (DEAR), Accelerated Reader (AR), and various incentive programs
(National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, NICHD, 2000). Moreover, these
projects often have no formal name, but take the same form of requirements that students engage in
unsupervised independent reading at school or home. A significant approach is Modeled Sustained
Silent Reading (MSSR), which emphasizes two features: teachers’ modeling and students reading
habit for young students to developing early literacy (Atwell, 2007). MSSR, as a set time, in every
morning each student and their teacher read silently for a substantial period of time without
interruption. Each student also free selects a few books to read. Hence, a practical model for language
learning needs that encouraging voluntary reading habits.

1.2 Advocating Sustained Creating
Pilgreen (2000) indicated that different follow-up activities could promote the reading activities.
These follow-up activities should have no responsible, which is essentially different from traditional
responsible reading reports (Atwell, 2007). These follow-up activities can be implemented in various
ways, such as book talk, discussion, or even dramas, in which students play the major roles; teachers
can scaffold their representation or discussion according to the real situation. This can be realized by
offering students different follow-up activities ways so that each student can find a suitable one for
recommendation. In other words, through these different recommendation ways, students are able to
share their experience of reading their favorite books to classmates. For instance, students who like to
sketch might be willing to recommend by drawing a picture; verbally expressive students might like to
record a piece of talk about a book. Hence, a practical model for language learning should establish an
environment to encourage students to create more, students will learn by sustained creating. That is,
students can product some recommendation for book with drawing and writing.

1.3 Increasing Substantial Sharing
The classroom is a social place, in which a student’s concepts, beliefs, and behaviors are strongly
influenced by their classmates. For instance, when students find out that reading and creating is
interesting and meaningful, their reading and creating of behaviors and attitude may be modeled by
their fellow classmates, spreading out subsequently to the whole class a good reading and creating
atmosphere. This model provides an outlet for sharing reading enthusiasm with others. Students are
often voluntary to join and engage in exchanging opinions. Consequently, students not only like to
read and create more and more, but also like to share them with their peers. Hence, we considered that
classroom with networked community serves as a social stage for demonstrating personal performance
to the class, especially their recommendations based on the books they like. Being a social stage for
students to show their individual performance to their classmates, in the hope that this will promote a
whole class atmosphere for students’ sharing. Hence, a practical model for language learning needs
that students increase substantial sharing across classroom or networked environment.

2. iBookTalker: An Novel Approach Integrated Reading with Creating and Sharing
2.1 iBookTalker
In this study, we proposed a practical model of language learning which combined 3 kinds of
activities: reading, creating, and sharing. Students need to read some books, create their own products,
and share of them, seeing Figure 2. In particularly, this model incorporates voluminous reading and
sustained creating into substantial sharing in order to enhance the students’ competence of language.
Based on this model, we developed a drawing with writing environment to share students’ products,
entitled iBookTalker. That is, iBookTalker coordinated previous My-Bookstore system (Chien, Chen,
Ko, Ku, & Chan, 2011) and Drawing & Writing system (Liao, Lee, Wu, & Chan, 2012; Liao, & Chan,
2013) for language learning in order to enhance the authentic language usage of students. Hence,
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iBookTalker combined reading, creating, and sharing in order to improve the competence of
children’s Chinese language. Students would naturally develop their language skills.

Figure 2. iBookTalker: An novel approach integrated reading with creating and sharing.
In iBookTalker environment, students play the role of booktalker; they can recommend their favorable
book freely through richly varied expressions, such as drawing form, written form, and oral form. In
particularly, students need to re-organize the contents of book, and re-construct it by their own way,
such as words and drawings. After completing the products, students have the opportunities to
demonstrate it in classroom openly, and they also can interact with the classmates in a follow-up Q &
A activities. In short, iBookTalker environment will stimulate students to become a bidirectional
knowledge providers instead of unidirectional knowledge recipients. That is, students will be
transformed from a reader into a creator.

2.1.1 Book Selection and Recommendation in Reading Phase
In reading phase, iBookTalker supports students to build their reading portfolio, such as book
selection and recommendation. Students can freely select the books which interested them to read
every day. More specially, first, students borrowed some books from the class library, and then they
began to read quietly; after reading, students needed to express their thoughts for the book by
predefined questions and recorded their own reading list in this system; final, students selected some
books to recommend to other students among these interesting books. Teachers also can assist the
students to select books through teachers’ or other students’ recommendation. These varied
recommendations from different students will expand significantly the students’ experience of
reading, and attract students to seek and read the different topics of books. Reading brings
recommendation; recommendation also brings reading.

2.1.2 Knowledge Connection and Product Creation in Creating Phase
In creating phase, iBookTalker creates a natural extension of drawing and writing that empowers
students to create and share their own stories with other children around the world. In this process of
creation, students would find the interesting element from the process of drawing and transfer into
writing, and presenting their products. In particularly, first, students need to think and organize the
ideas in mind, and then draw pictures; then, students need to describe and explain these pictures, and
then write down some scripts according to the previous ideas; final, students need to share and present
these scripts and pictures with others. In other words, students can produce their drawings, writing,
and speech based on their ideas from book reading. Students also created their products which connect
life experience and book content. This is, numerous output possible drives by numerous input.

2.1.3 Product Presentation and Publishing in Sharing Phase
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In sharing phase, iBookTalker provides two dimensions of sharing for students: oral presentation and
storybook publishing. The former, students can present their products by oral language. The recorder
helps students to rehearse their presentation and increase their confident. Because the recording
provides students to record and listen to their voice, then revise it carefully. In other words, the cycle
of rehearsal contains listening, revising, re-listening, and re-revising. The latter, students can organize
and publish their own products into a personal small book, called storybook. The storybook
encourages students to reflect and accumulate the ownership. The storybook provides students to
inspect and reflect their previous products of story events and characters’ emotion, and the process can
support to create next products. In other words, the process of publishing includes inspecting,
reflection, and creation. In short, students can share their own personal stories or book excerpts by
Q&A activity and voting in the classroom or on the Internet.
In summary, we also believe that iBookTalker can empower students to read, create, and share
wonderful stories about their lives and gain greater cultural perspective through stories. iBooktalker
also encourage continual, voluminous, and lifelong reading, creating, and sharing.

2.2 Students’ Play the Different Roles in iBookTalker
In iBookTalker environment, students can play the different roles, such as, painter, writer, and orator,
seeing Table 1. The different roles will bring many benefits for students. More specifically, first,
students as a painter who read a book and learn to use their imaginations and creativity to visualize
idea into drawing. Second, students as a writer who read a book and learn to identify the synopsis of
book, and organize the content according to the timing of story. Final, students as an orator who read a
book and learn to discuss the different parts of book based on different audiences.
Table 1: Students’ Play the Different Roles in iBookTalker.
Roles

Descriptions
Students can learn to use their imaginations and creativity to visualize idea into drawing.
Painter This means that students required to think whole picture of story and remind their memory
deeply.
Students can learn to identify the synopsis of book, and organize the content according to the
Writer timing of story. This means that students required to trace the structure of story and enhance
their reading comprehension.
Students can learn to discuss the different parts of book based on different audiences. This
Orator means that students required to transform their own language and express their own
understanding.

2.3 The Benefits of iBookTalker for Students
This study developed iBookTalker environment that encourages students to think about read a book of
expression, choice, and plan. In particular, first, iBookTalker could foster students’ ideas and the
imagination through multi-expressions, such as drawing form, written form, and oral form; second,
iBookTalker could assist students to choose book next time, such as read a book or an authors’ book;
final, iBookTalker could facilitate students becoming a thoughtful planner for reading, such as
students could easily be arranged and considered to read the book.
In iBookTalker environment, students can be easy to share their perspectives with others and obtain
other students’ background knowledge about the books. Because students could combine their life
experience with story into their products. This implies that peers’ products will expand original
perspective of each student. Hence, under book talking and sharing, students tend to read the books
which they previously are not interesting or never contact.
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3. Next Steps
Next, we will have an opportunity practically to examine the model in a primary school to understand
students’ competence of language for reading, creating, sharing and the influence of iBookTalker. We
will also explore the relationships among reading, and creating, and sharing in order to determine
whether increasing students’ reading motivation. We hope that future research will provide more
detailed results.
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Abstract: In order to assist EFL students with low English proficiency in learning writing
skill, we propose a framework of a virtual environment to evaluate common errors that the
students often conduct in writing essay. The system is a service applied in platform linked
with other NLP services to help with language analysis. The system mainly focuses on finding
the writing errors related to semantic meaning selection, incorrect structure to indicate the
intended meaning, non-smoothing sentence in topic, and etc. The system improves the
students' writing skill by providing questions relating to the matters they are writing.
Keywords: Single Idea of Concept, Unified Paragraph, English as Foreign Language Learning
(EFL), Writing Skill, Low English Proficiency, Natural Language Processing (NLP)

1. Introduction
Writing is one of the most troublesome skills in teaching (Pawapatcharaudom, 2007). For
non-English-native students, the usage of words may be ambiguous due to the low efficiency
and lack of understanding in word senses. The hardest part is to find the intended meaning of
sentences from the written content.
In Thailand, English studying program in lower-secondary school education (Grade 7-9)
isn't arranged as a study program in major likes in high school education (Grade 10-12) or
University. Students who study English in lower-secondary school education will be taught
English as one subject including all basic skills in.
The English teacher may choose low English Proficiency students (LEPS) who have
under average score in English writing skill. LEPS are not able to develop their English skills
independently. They need an English teacher to suggest and explain about the reason of
making mistakes. Thus, a Virtual Environment for English as Foreign Language Learning
Platform (veEFL) is built to assist improving English writing skill for the LEPS.
The best way of studying writing is to enable the students to develop their thinking by
themselves. Some of them have difficulties in how to continue the story. As provided a
writing assignment about “What is your favorite hobby?”, for example, most of the
learners…”. On the other hand, the LEPS may come to impasse to construct sentence (or
expand sentences) smoothly.
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Therefore, veEFL provides the students with questions relating to the matters they are
writing. veEFL will generate the questions from the student’s input sentence at real time.
veEFL will analyzing structure of the input sentence and extracting into keywords. By this
method, the student will expand the idea from the generated questions from veEFL. The
result is that they can write more sentences related to the topic and understand by themself
how to construct more sentences relating to the keyword.
To implement the above-mentioned tools, there are several necessary Natural Language
Processing (NLP) resources and tools such as WordNet for synonymous and hierarchical
meaning, FrameNet for theme accordance, and Syntactic Parser for analyzing main verb,
subject and complement, and so on. To facilitate the writing assistant tools, Web Service is
introduced to link existing services from shared service.
2. Common Errors in EFL Writing skill of Low English Proficiency Students
Thai Grade 7 students have started studying English from vocabulary, part of speech, type of
sentence and tenses respectively. For Thai Grade 8-9 students, they have practiced English
writing. If the students want to create good English Writing skill, they need to know how to
apply Unified Paragraph idea and Paragraph Composition together. This skill will make the
students create their own ideal writing essay.
There are three obstacles of writing Unified Paragraph for: (1) Semantic Meaning
Selection, (2) Incorrect structure to indicate the intended meaning, and (3) Non-smoothing
sentence in topic. (Kritsuthikul, Nattee, Supnithi, & Hasegawa, 2012) The last problem (Nonsmoothing sentence in topic) is also a problem of creating Paragraph Composition.
2.1 Semantic Meaning Selection
Semantics is the study of the meaning of linguistic expressions. It concerns about the relation
among words, phrases, signs and symbols. So, the problem on Semantic Meaning Selection is
the problem of choosing an inappropriate word applied in a context to create a misunderstood
translation and lead difficultly to find the intended meaning in the sentences from the written
content.
Most of Low English Proficiency of Thai students often uses Thai to English translation
as a pattern applied in English writing. This leads them to use a word to word translation. In
such circumstances, the teachers may find it particularly difficult to guess the accurate
meaning of students' thought without having personal discussion. In order to expedite the
study of writing, tools for scoring are essential for writing a given topic and suggesting
appropriate writing concept
To resolve this problem, Thai knowledge would be applied as follow are needed (1) the
most frequently misused word to word translation from Thai to English, (2) Thai WordNet
(Leenoi, 2008), and (3) Thai FrameNet (Leenoi, 2010).
2.2 Incorrect structure to indicate the intended meaning
The structure of a sentence is a group of words gathering as a sentence in order to create the
intended meaning. The structure is related to grammars. Incorrect structure is also grammar
mistakes. Incorrect structure is more likely to express the wrong intended meaning.
In Thai language, there is no rule of verb inflection. They can use all the same verb in
any time of situation but in English, we have to change the verb form to suit with the time of
situation happens. Though this type of error is not serious mistakes, it can create the problem
of misunderstanding. However, Semantic Meaning Selection problem is difference because it
doesn't make the grammatical errors in the sentences
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2.3 Non-smoothing sentence in topic
When we write an essay, there are many groups of sentences gathering together as a
paragraph in order to describe what the content is. Every single sentence in a topic will be
arranged to generate the author's idea. Smoothing sentence can help the teacher easily
sequence the story line as the topic. Therefore, we can imply that non-smoothing sentence in
topic can lead both the student and the teacher misunderstood the intended content.
For example of the sequence of time. There are three sentences gathering together to tell
the story: (1) “I go to school.” (2) “I study Math in the afternoon.” (3) “I play football in the
morning.” the correct order would be sentence number (1), (3), (2) respectively.
For example of non-coherence. There are three sentences gathering together to tell the
story: (1) “I go to school.” (2) “My father likes fishing.” (3) “My friend likes playing
football.” from these sentences, none of these sentences is related together.
Lastly, writing smoothing sentences can help not only the students organize and
generate their idea but also the teachers understand the story easier. To resolve this problem,
Single Idea of Concept is applied to assist the student to writing more smoothing.

3. Single Idea of Concept
Unified Paragraph is a paragraph which focuses on explaining one idea in one paragraph so
Unified Paragraph is a part of “Single Idea of Concept”. Unified Paragraph consists of three
parts; introduction, body and conclusion (Crossley, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2011). Due to
the ability of LEPS, some of them cannot write many sentences. Therefore, we would like to
apply only the concept of Single Idea to this method.
Single Idea of Concept is a basement of writing ability which helps the student not to
miss his/her objective of writing by focusing one story at a time. Most of LEPS are not able to
write a full form of paragraph which is required more skillful in explaining English with long
sentences or many short sentences to be a paragraph. Therefore, we would like to use Single
Idea of Concept to help the student to express his/her mind by not focusing on the correct
form of a paragraph in order to avoid narrowing the student's idea.
For example, the student has an assignment about telling about your hobby. Single Idea
of Concept will be used to help the student of what his/her hobby is. The student will be given
the question relating to the word "hobby" such as “What is your hobby?”, “Where do you do
your hobby?”, “When do you do your hobby?”, “Who do you do your hobby with?”, and
“Why do you like your hobby?”
Then, the student can begin his/her story by answering those above questions. For
example,
My hobby is playing football. I play football at garden yard. I play football after
finishing school. I play it with my father. I like play football because it is fun and good for
health.
Though, this is not a full form of a paragraph but it helps the student to express his idea
and write more sentences about his story. Single Idea of Concept helps the student developing
his/her mind with one idea in one story. It is a basic of good writing to write the story straight
to the point of what he/she would like to talk about.
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4. System Architecture
Developing innovative products needs a lot of time and budget consumption. If there is not
good enough platform, it is very difficult to accomplish the innovative service. The current
trend on research is to aim collaboration among other parties and to develop a large scale
project. The management of project is to integrate all components and become a challenging
task.
We propose a new web service platform named veEFL that is compliant with WS-I.
WS-I is a specification for maximizing compatibility with Web Service Platforms. This
platform will support Document/literal wrapped SOAP message binding style, RESTful with
Token-based Authentication for easy to consumed web service, and WebSocket for two-way
communication over the Internet. The system architecture and interface image show in Figure
1.

I go to school
school
My school located at
Asahi-dai, Nomi-city

REST

go to

I go to school by bus
from my home to
school by
bus

from xxx bus stop and drop at xxx bus stop

• go to
• school

• What time do you go to
school?
• Where is your school?
• What subjects do you
learn at school?
• How can you go to
school?
• …

The application using “Single Idea of Concept”
approach based on veEFL Platform

Figure 1. System Architecture and Interface Image

This system is designed by concern of 3 difference aspects as follow (1) Common
Errors in Writing of EFL learner aspect (2) Infrastructure aspect, and (3) NLP aspect. veEFL
is acted as a service broker to synergize all aspects together.
4.1 Common Errors in Writing of EFL learner aspect
This view point focuses on how these platforms can help Thai students who have Low
English Proficiency. This is an example of applying “Single Idea of Concept” approach to
resolve “non-smoothing sentence in topic” in veEFL.
English writing assignment for Thai Grade 8-9 students, the teacher often specifies
writing topics for students. Writing topics will be simple open-ended questions about the life
style of the students. Examples of simple assignment for English writing: “What is your
hobby?”, “What do you do on your free time?”, and so on.
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Though these questions are simple, most of their writings have a problem of nonsmoothing sentences in a topic because of not understanding of Single Idea of Concept. To
build a tool for applying a story line concept to be a single idea concept is advantage. This
tool is a writing guideline as a story line. The initial concept is shown in Figure 2.
• Today
• Yesterday

• What time do you go to school?
• What subject do you study at school?

How do you go to school?

I go to school

• Where is your school?

veEFL

• Science
• Math
• Nomi
• Kanazawa

Today, I go to school.
I study Math.

Low English Proficiency Students

My school is in Nomi-city.

Figure 2. Example of Application for Story Line Concept as Single Idea Concept

This system will receive input and assume the first sentence as a topic sentence. For
example, “How do you go to school?” The system will analyze the elements of each sentence
such as “go to (v)” and “school (n)”. Then, the system will suggest the story related to the
word appear in a topic sentence. In some questions, the system can give a possible answer
such as “What subjects do you study at school?” This will help the students to write more
detail sentences on their story.
veEFL will prepare essential web service to solve Single Idea of Concept's problem
such as Syntactic Parser Web Service, Question Generator Web Service, and so on. In any
case, Web service not registered in veEFL can consume external Web Service from External
Service Wrapper such as WordNet Web Service, and FrameNet Web Service.
The Example of application based on veEFL Platform show in Figure 1 (in right side).
The left panel is shown the conceptual dependency of initial sentence from student, “I go to
school”. The top-right panel is shown the extracted keywords from initial sentence. The
application can extract into 2 keywords: “go to” and “school”. The highlight on “school”
keyword is an active keyword. The bottom-right panel is shown generate questions relating to
an active keyword. The student will see the questions and expand his/her idea to write other
sentences.
4.2 veEFL infrastructure aspect
veEFL is a combination of several technologies for assisting English learning. It pores on
increasing Thai student's writing skill.
The basis of the system is the development of unique task based service template and
sequencing them to accomplish the final objective. In the beginning phase, the initial service
template would be a service for practicing basic skills such as translation service template.
The main system consists of (1) Virtual Environment Learning Platform Service
Infrastructure Standard, (2) Learning Service Manager, (3) Virtual Learning Composite
Workflow Builder, and (4) Learning Service Authoring Tools.
(1) Virtual Environment Learning Platform Service Infrastructure Standard is the one
for service template on learning. It focuses on fast, simple and reusable generation of service
template. The service template is designed to be connected as JSON style RESTful web
service and supported to WebSocket Technology for variety of service available such as
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stateful service, broadcast streaming service, real-time collaboration service and so on. (2)
Learning Service Manager is a controlling system of service flow and user permissible
activity. (3) Virtual Learning Composite Workflow Builder is a connecting system to compose
two or more existing services into complex service. It focuses on the simplicity of usage and
instant composing existing services. (4) Learning Service Authoring Tools are the ones for
composing services as components like Rich internet application (RIA).
4.3 Natural Language Processing (NLP) Aspect
To efficiently manage the English content, NLP tools are mandatory to handle language
information. A POS tagging tool and a syntactic parser are subjected to syntactic analysis
while semantic information is taken care by available English WordNet and FrameNet. These
tools will be used to analyze students’ writing for correctness, compatible meaning and
collocation of the sequence of lexical constituents.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose veEFL as a new Web Service infrastructure platform. We apply the
existing service platform of NLP tools with the idea of realizing a meaning of writing essay to
find the connection between written content. We plan to develop a scoring system to evaluate
the smoothness of topic between written sentences of LEPS, and develop a system to suggest
the appropriate way on writing.
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Abstract: This qualitative study examined two issues with regard to English as Foreign
Language (EFL) writing by analyzingthe contents of student online writing as well as the
feedback and suggestions provided by both the experts and their peers. Twenty seven
university students majoring in English participated in a one-semester-long study carried out
across two private four-year institutions in central Taiwan. The students wrote essays based
on news articles read and discussed in class, then submitted their essays for review by a group
of semi-anonymous peers and experts. Students then were encouraged to adopt suggestions of
their reviewers in creating a second draft of their essay. The experts consisted of the two
instructors at the two institutions, as well as qualified colleagues and graduate students. The
peers in this study were not classmates but rather students at the other participating institution.
The two issues this study focused on were the numbers of adopted suggestions from peers and
experts, as well as the accuracy of those suggestions, in an attempt to draw useful conclusions
about how students value their various sources of feedback. Results show that students prefer
expert to peer suggestions, but the data regarding suggestion accuracy is inconclusive.
Keywords: peer review, peer feedback, CMC, student preferences

1.

Introduction

Peer review has long been accepted as a valuable, and valid, strategy for teaching language
skills in L1 classrooms (Nystrand& Brandt, 1989), and in recent decades has enjoyed a growing
popularity in L2 environments as well. As far back as the mid 90’s researchers have been reporting
the usefulness of face to face peer review for improving overall English writing quality in ESOL
classrooms. Mendonça and Johnson (1994) and Paulus (1999) both employed face to face peer review
in tertiary ESOL contexts, in classrooms whose students had widely different language, education, and
personal backgrounds. Both studies found that draft quality significantly improved when students
received globally-oriented reviews from their peers and were able to revise accordingly.
In concert with the progress of technology, more recent studies have examined the impact of
computer mediated communication (CMC) on peer review. Liu and Sadler (2003) reported on a
quasi-experiment in which two university freshman English composition classrooms, comprised of
both native and non-native English speakers, were assigned to engage in traditional (face to face) or
CMC (both synchronous and asynchronous) peer review activities. Comparisons were drawn with
regard to the volume of comments made in the various modes, the types of comments made, and
students’ general satisfaction with the activity. The results were mixed. The students who had
engaged in face to face peer review generally felt better about the experience, stated that they
understood more clearly why their peers had made the comments they had, and their conversations
were generally more globally focused (i.e., less focused on line edits). The CMC group of students
generated a larger volume of comments of all kinds, including more global comments, then their
analog counterparts. There were complaints, though, about the technology – the students found the
software employed for asynchronous reviews unwieldy. A decade later, when students are more techsavvy, and the tech itself is generally more intuitive, we may be able to focus on the evidence that a
CMC mode for peer review exhibits no major deficiencies when compared to a traditional, face to face
mode.
The purpose of the present study is to assess student preferences for sources of review, and the
relative validity of those sources. Chinese L2 speakers of English engaged in CMC (computer
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mediated communication) review sessions in which they uploaded an essay to a class website and
received reviews from anonymous experts and anonymous peers. This study seeks to ascertain if
students choose to adopt suggestions from one source over another when revising their essay, and
analyzes the correctness of those two sources in hopes of finding useful implications for
pedagogy.Many peer review studies use teacher review in tandem (for instance, Paulus, 1999), and
others have used experimental procedures to examine the usefulness of peer review as compared to
expert review (Cho & MacArthur, 2010). Few, though, have looked into student preferences for one or
the other. Thus the present study asks the following two questions, embedded in an asynchronous
CMC context:
1) When students are given feedback by both anonymous experts and anonymous peers, what is
the rate of adoption of suggestions between the two sources?
2) How correct were peer suggestions for revision as compared to expert suggestions of revision,
assuming that the expert suggestions were correct?

2.

Research Design

2.1 Context
The study took place over one semester and across two tertiary education institutions in central
Taiwan. The two universities had a focus on teacher preparation (TP) and general education (GE)
respectively, and one English composition class at each university participated. The instructors of the
two classes were experienced EFL teachers and researchers, and they collaborated to ensure
consistency of structure and content across their classes. Naturally each instructor brought their
personal philosophies and nuances to the course, but the general layout of both courses was as
follows.
Students were informed at the beginning of the semester of the nature of the cross-institutional
review activities they would be engaging in, and were coached in performing globally-oriented written
peer review. News articles were then read and discussed in class, and students were assigned to write
reflection essays based on those articles. Guidance and prompts were provided so that students’ onus
was shifted from idea generation to essay production. Once students completed their essays, they
uploaded them to a class website and the reviewing process began. Each student was assigned a
numerical designation to preserve anonymity, and was directed at two or three essays written by
students at the other participating university. Expert reviewers, culled from among the qualified
acquaintance of the two instructor-researchers, picked their own usernames and were similarly
directed at two or three student essays. All reviewers, student and expert alike, were provided with
the same holistic rubric against which to judge the essays they read. Students, after receiving reviews
from, on average, one or two experts and two or three peers, revised their essays and uploaded their
second drafts. This process took place twice for two different news articles.
2.2 Participants
The participants in this study were all English majors, mostly female and between the ages of nineteen
and twenty. They were attending one of two participating universities in central Taiwan, one general
education (GE) university, and one teacher preparatory (TP) university. The students at the TP
university numbered 20 and the composition course they were taking was required. They were all
sophomores. The GEuniversity students were fewer, only 15, juniors, and their composition course
was an elective. However, a total of only 14 of the TP students and 13 of the GE students completed
all four of the required drafts, thus the total participants in this study are 27.
2.3 Data Analysis
The essays and reviews were collected from an online platform, especially designed for this acrossinstitutionalanonymous peer and expert review and analyzed by a qualified graduate student.
Suggestions made by peers and experts were counted and qualitatively analyzed for correctness by
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comparison with the text. Then second drafts were compared to first drafts and to revision
suggestions to ascertain which, and whose, suggestions were adopted.

3.

Findings and Discussion

Question 1. When students are given feedback by both anonymous experts and anonymous peers, what
is the rate of adoption of suggestions between the two sources?
The results of the analysis of rate of adoption of suggestions show that the students in the study placed
a slightly higher value on the suggestions of experts as compared to the suggestions of their peers. In
the first round of writing-review-revision, it was found that students from the TP university worked 18
out of total 75, or 24%, of expert suggestions into their drafts, whereas they applied 21 out of 118 or
only 17.8% of suggestions made by their peers. Similarly, students at the GEuniversity adopted a
higher number but lower percentage of peer suggestions as opposed to expert suggestions in the first
round of writing. Out of total 102 expert suggestions, they adopted 41, or 40.2%, and out of total 151
peer suggestions they adopted total 49, or 32.45%.
Table 1 – First Writing Cycle Rate of Adoption of Peer vs. Expert Suggestions
Peer suggestions
Expert suggestions
Total
Adopted
%
Total
Adopted
%
TP
118
21
17.8%
75
18
24.0%
GE
151
49
32.5%
102
41
40.2%
TP = Teacher Prep university students GE = General Education university students
These trends gained strength in the second writing cycle, suggesting that students found their
peers’ reviews significantly less helpful than those provided by the experts. The TP students adopted
29 of 88 or 33% of the experts’ suggestions but a meager 5 of 112 or 4.5% of their peers’ suggestions.
The GE students adopted 50 of 132 or 37.9% of the experts’ suggestions but only 39 of 136 or 28.7%
of their peers’ suggestions.
Table 2 – Second Writing Cycle Rate of Adoption of Peer vs. Expert Suggestions
Peer suggestions
Expert suggestions
Total
Adopted
%
Total
Adopted
%
TP
112
5
4.5%
29
88
33.0%
GE
39
136
28.7%
50
132
37.9%
TP = Teacher Prep university students GE = General Education university students
A number of factors must be taken into account when interpreting these numbers. For one,
most students received more peer reviews than expert reviews, which accounts for the greater volume
of peer-sourced suggestions total, and therefore the greater volume (although not greater proportion)
of peer-sourced suggestions adopted. Second, it is worth noting that a qualitative assessment of the
various sources reveals that peers tended to leave more grammatical, line-level suggestions – much
easier to adopt than the global, discourse-level suggestions which the experts tended to provide.
Finally, differences between the two student groups may be partially explained by differing
proficiency levels. The TP students, although slightly younger, were judged to be rather more
generally proficient in English by both the instructors. This may be the reason for their consistently
cool enthusiasm for their cross-institutional peers’ suggestions; they felt that their own judgments
were more valid than those of the less proficient GE students.
The fact, however, that both the more and the less proficient groups of students seemed to
prefer the suggestions of experts to the suggestions of their peers may carry implications for
pedagogy. Much has been made of the benefits of peer review, but would students perhaps rather
receive instructor reviews? How can the usefulness of peer review be combined with the face validity
of instructor review? One option is to stress to students the purposes for using peer review: to develop
critical thinking skills via writing reviews (Trautmann, 2007; Li, Liu &Steckelberg, 2010); to obtain
the general advantage of having more than one (e.g., more than just the instructor’s) opinion on a
piece of writing (Cho & MacArthur, 2010); to stress the communicative nature of writing via
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interaction with readers (Mendonça& Johnson, 1994). It has been shown that peer review training is
important in maximizing the quality of reviews given and student willingness to adopt those reviews
(Min, 2006), but it may be equally important to ensure that students understand not just the how, but
the why – what peer review is intended to accomplish.
Question 2. How correct were peer suggestions for revision as compared to expert suggestions,
assuming that the expert suggestions were correct?
The data in answer to this question are highly mixed and permit little in the way of conclusions. It
was found that, in the first round of writing, the GE students – who, it must be recalled, were the less
proficient peers – submitted 103 correct suggestions for revision out of a total 118 suggestions.
Therefore their rate of correctness was 87.3%, an acceptably high percentage. This stands in strange
contrast to the TP students, of whose 151 suggestions for revision in the first writing cycle only 94, or
62.3%, were correct. In the second writing cycle, the two groups of students’ positions were switched.
The GE university students submitted 79 correct suggestions out of a total 112, or 70.5%, whereas the
TP university students’ rate of correctness rose to 77.9%, with 106 correct suggestions out of total
136. Finally, the experts’ suggestions were nearly 100% correct across both writing cycles. These
findings are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 – Rate of Correctness of Suggestions for Revision Between Both Student Groups over Both
Writing Cycles
First Writing Cycle
Second Writing Cycle
Total
Correct
%
Total
Correct
%
TP
151
94
62.3%
136
106
77.9%
GE
118
103
87.3%
112
79
70.5%
Experts
162
161
99.4%
234
227
97.0%
TP = Teacher Prep university students GE = General Education university students
While it is difficult to discuss implications for pedagogy aside from a general conclusion that
students may be right to put greater faith in the suggestions of experts, interpretation of the data may
offer its own suggestions. It is posited that these numbers may have been skewed due to differences in
student commenting priorities. For instance, an impressionistic analysis of the reviews shows that the
less proficient group, perhaps feeling less sure of themselves when commenting on global concerns,
may have emphasized simple grammatical fixes and line edits in the first round of performing peer
review. By sticking to their comfort zone, they ensured that a large majority of their suggestions were
correct. The more proficient students, on the other hand, seem to have tried from the start to focus, as
instructed in their peer review training, on global concerns, and with some success. In the second
round of writing the less proficient students began to stray from their comfort zone and make globallyoriented suggestions, while the more proficient students, having already made a start, simply
continued to improve. Thus it may prove useful for both student reviewers and review receivers to
have extensive training and practice in offering globally-oriented review suggestions, so that they feel
more comfortable both giving and receiving reviews once peer review activities begin.

4.

Limitations and Future Research

This study was limited by size (only 27 participants), and by that lack of perfect control of all
variables which is collateral to a context involving multiple institutions and instructors. Further, while
students were encouraged – and taught – to focus their reviews on global, discourse-level issues, both
student and expert reviewers still made, with varying degrees of frequency, suggestions for
grammatical and line-level edits. The present study has not been equipped to differentiate between
on-target (globally-oriented) suggestions and off-target (line-level) suggestions. Future studies may
explore this avenue in greater detail to ascertain whether such variance in the data has a significant
effect on what conclusions may be drawn therefrom. Future studies may also consider varying the
foci of peer and expert reviews, varying the chronological order of reviewers, or applying an
experimental treatment in which one group is thoroughly informed of the empirically documented
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benefits of peer review, as hinted at above. Finally, future studies may be able to illuminate numerical
trends via supplemental qualitative interview data.
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Abstract: The purpose of present study is to develop an automated test assembly tool for
Chinese word-segmentation test. Word familiarity and word similarity were both controlled in
the experiments. The study examined the effectiveness of automated test by comparing its
performance with the traditional test, which was developed by linguistic experts. The results of
the present study indicated that the children’s performances on traditional Chinese wordsegmentation tests and automated Chinese word-segmentation tests were consistent and
comparable. Data collected in different age groups and with larger sample size should be
investigated for future research.
Keywords: automated test assembly tool, Chinese word-segmentation test, word familiarity,
word similarity.

1. Introduction
In the past, there were few studies investigated the importance of Chinese word-segmentation
skill (Hsu & Huang, 2000; Li, Rayner, & Cave, 2009). One major characteristic of Chinese text is that
there is no space between words, therefore, for Chinese readers, it’s critical to find word boundaries to
reach reading comprehension. In other words, word segmentation is a very important skill involved in
Chinese reading. Two variables were generally considered by human experts when a Chinese wordsegmentation test was developed. Usually, linguistic or language experts spend tremendous amount of
time defining word familiarity and word similarity based on their expertise and experience. To solve
this problem, the present study aims to develop a test assembly tool to generate Chinese wordsegmentation test automatically. The degrees of word familiarity and word frequency were
manipulated in the experiments to assess children’s word-segmentation skill. The purpose of the
present study are:
To define word familiarity and word similarity.
To develop an automated test assembly tool for Chinese word-segmentation test.
To examine the effectiveness of the automated test assembly tool.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Chinese word segmentation
In the past, some studies have examined the effect of Chinese reading when the spaces added
between the Chinese words. However, the results found no benefit for Chinese reading (Hsu & Huang,
2000; Inhoff, Liu, Wang, & Fu, 1997). Moreover, some researchers investigated the eye movement
control to Chinese readers, and the research results showed that word frequency and word
predictability could effected the Chinese readers (Rayner, Li, Juhasz, & Yan, 2005; Yan, Tian, Bai, &
Rayner, 2006). In summary, the Chinese word-segmentation is a very important skill for Chinese
readers. However, the traditional word-segmentation tests were developed by language or linguistic
experts, and they have to spend more time to define the words similarity and familiarity. It’s a
practical values for developing the automated test assembly tool for word-segmentation tests.
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2.2 Latent semantic analysis
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a technology for representing the contextual-usage meaning
of words by using mathematical method which is called singular value decomposition (SVD)
(Landuaer & Dumais, 1997). The advantage of LSA is that it produces the similarity measures of two
words (or two sentences, or two texts) relations based on the semantic space. In the semantic space,
each word or text unit is represented as a vector. LSA computes their similarity by computing the
cosines of their vectors. The more similar the vectors are, the higher the LSA cosine is. Some past
studies showed the reliabilities of the LSA-based assessments have been as good as the reliabilities of
human raters asked to make the same judgments (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Laham,
Rehder, & Schreiner, 1997).
LSA provided the semantic similarity of any two words (texts) in more applications such as
AutoTutor, Summary Street, and iSTART (VanLehn et al., 2007; Graesser et al, 2004; Kintsch et al,
2000, Wade-Stein & Kintsch, 2004; MCNamara, Levinstein, & Boonthum, 2004). Past studies have
shown that the importance of vocabulary learning and the advantage of computing the words’
semantic relation. The presented study defined the words similarity by using LSA and developed
deferent types of Chinese word-segmentation tests to examine the effectiveness of automated tests

3. Method
3.1 The definition of word familiarity
Word familiarity was defined by character frequency and word frequency. The original word
familiarity was defined as follows:
wf + wf b + ... + wf z
tf
F = w* a
+ (1 − w) * n k
(1)
n
wf i
tf j

∑

∑

i =1

j =1

Where w is the weight for the character frequency and 1-w is the weight for word frequency.
wf i is the character frequency and tfj is the word frequency. The purposes of the presented study
examined the effectiveness of the weight w to define the optimal weight for the word familiarity by
comparing the experts’ scoring. The presented study selected 60 terms from child corpus (Liao, 2011)
and asked 8 experts in language and literacy education to rate the score of the familiarity of these
terms on 7-points scale (1~7). The term has higher score means more familiar.

3.2 The definition of word similarity
The present study used Latent Semantic Space (LSA) to define the similarity of words. LSA is
a mathematical and statistical method for extracting and presenting the meaning of words and
passages based on a large corpus of texts (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). LSA uses a statistical
technique called singular value decomposition (SVD) to condense a very large corpus of texts to 100–
500 dimensions spaces (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). In the LSA space, it can provide the semantic
similarity between each word and passage by computing the values of cosine. The equation of word
similarity as follows:
cos (ti ,t j ) =

ti t j

T

ti t j

(2)

Where ti is the vector representation of word i, and tj is the vector representation of word j. ti
is the vector length of word i.
3.3 The automated test assembly tool for Chinese word-segmentation
One of the objectives in the present study is to define word familiarity and word similarity for
developing the automated test assembly tool for Chinese word-segmentation test. The interface and
instruction of the proposed tool is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Select the
degrees of word
familiarity

Input the numbers of
words in each item.

Press the button to
generate the test.

Select the degrees
of word similarity

Figure 1. Interface of the automated test assembly auxiliary tool for the Chinese wordsegmentation test.

Figure 2. Interface of the Chinese word-segmentation test.

3.4 The effectiveness of the automated Chinese word-segmentation test
The LSA semantic space in the present study was generated from children corpus, which
consists of 10568 words and 5219 documents. Three hundred dimensions were used in the present
study.
This study examined the effectiveness of different types of Chinese word-segmentation tests
by comparing them with the traditional tests, which were developed by linguistic and language
experts. Table 1 presents the types of Chinese word-segmentation test used in the study. Three levels
of word (semantic) similarity were manipulated: high, medium and low, and the two levels of the
word familiarity were manipulated: familiar and unfamiliar. Fifty-two 5th graders were assessed with
both traditional word-segmentation tests and automated word-segmentation tests. None of the children
was previously diagnosed with any emotional, behavioral or sensory difficulties.
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Table 1: The different types of Chinese word-segmentation tests.
Traditional word-segmentation test

Automated word-segmentation test

Familiarity

Familiar/Unfamiliar

Familiar/Unfamiliar

Similarity

High/Medium/Low

High/Medium/Low

4. Results
This study devised an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the familiarity of Chinese
terms. Table 2 presents the results of this experiment. It showed that when the function given the
weight w=0.1 to the single word frequency, 1-w=0.9 to term frequency, the familiarity of terms and
experts’ score were the highest correlated (r= 0.511). This result indicated that the effectiveness of the
assessment was better than just considered only single word frequency or term frequency.
Table 2: Correlation between experts and the familiarity of terms.
Human scores
0.448
0.418
0.511
0.473
0.456
0.445
0.437
0.431
0.426
0.423
0.420

Single word frequency
Term frequency
w=0.1
w=0.2
w=0.3
w=0.4
w=0.5
w=0.6
w=0.7
w=0.8
w=0.9

Children’s performance on traditional Chinese word-segmentation tests and automated
Chinese word-segmentation tests was examined. The correlation between the traditional wordsegmentation tests and automated tests showed in Table 3 and Table 4. The results showed that the
scores of traditional Chinese word-segmentation tests and the automated Chinese word-segmentation
tests were highly correlated (r=0.845, r=0.803, r=0.809) between familiar words and different degrees
of word similarity (high, medium, and low). As well, the unfamiliar words and different degrees of
word similarity (high, medium, and low) were also strongly correlated (r= 0.674, r=0.803, r=0.721).
The strong correlations indicate that traditional Chinese word-segmentation tests and automated
Chinese word-segmentation tests are comparable.
Table 3: Correlation between traditional tests and automated tests (familiar words)
Traditional tests
High
Medium
Low
Traditional
tests
Automated
tests

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium

-

.688**
-

Low

.661**
.668**
-

Automated tests
High
Medium
Low
.845**
.755**
.651**
-

.617**
.803**
.647**
.748**
-

.694**
.800**
.809**
.743**
.792**
-

**p<.01
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Table 4: Correlation between traditional tests and automated tests (unfamiliar words)

Traditional
tests
Automated
tests

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Traditional tests
High
Medium
.804**
-

Low
.631**
.697**
-

Automated tests
High
Medium
.674**
.739**
.747**
.803**
.409**
.557**
.725**
-

Low
.654**
.690**
.721**
.587**
.697**
-

**p<.01

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The study aimed to develop an automated test assembly tool to assist teachers to assess
children’s word segmentation skills effectively and efficiently. Moreover, the study defined word
familiarity and word similarity to establish the automated test assembly tool for Chinese wordsegmentation test. In summary, the experiment results showed that traditional Chinese wordsegmentation tests and automated Chinese word-segmentation tests are comparable; however, further
investigation is required. Data collected in different age groups and with larger sample size should be
suggested.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to develop automatic keyword, three-layer concept
map, and scoring for supporting and measuring college students’ summaries in reading
academic texts. The three layers represent: (1) the central idea of a text, (2) the main idea of
each paragraph, and (3) the supporting ideas of each paragraph. A sample of 52 college
students who study English as a Foreign Language (EFL) was grouped into the experimental
and control groups, 28 and 24 students in each. The results of this study indicate that the
students of the experimental group made more significant improvement on reading
comprehension and summarization after receiving the explicit and strategic feedback of
automatic keywords, three-layer concept maps, and scores than students in the control group.
The automatic keywords, three-layer concept maps and scores not only become reliable
predictors to evaluate the students’ summarization but also serve as scaffolds to improve their
reading comprehension and summarization as they actively engage in self-regulated learning.
Keywords: Automatic measurement, automatic scaffold, summarization, three-layer concept
map

1. Introduction
A recent trend for evaluating students’ language proficiency has been to assess their integrated
reading and writing skills, rather than discrete skills (Kırmızı, 2009). In acquiring reading and writing
skills, students need to identify key words from each paragraph, construct concept maps to decode
texts, and integrate the main ideas or key elements into an organized and logical summary (Kırmızı,
2009). Summarization is a particularly difficult task for EFL students to learn as they have to
determine what content in a passage is the most important and transform it into succinct statements in
their own words (Weigle and Parker, 2012). Summarizing a text requires students to understand the
meaning of the vocabulary, analyze text structure, select the essential ideas across paragraphs, and
write the ideas into a summary in their own words (Brown, Day, & Jones, 1983). That is,
summarization is a reading-based writing as students require preliminary reading before paraphrasing
main ideas from the texts.
While previous studies have examined the scaffold of concept maps on reading and writing, this
study focuses on the keyword extraction, automatic concept maps and automatic scores as feedback
for learning to write summaries. First, many studies have merely proposed general and unclear rules
for writing a summary. Without explicit guidance or instruction, novice summarizers are unable to
determine what main ideas are missing or what irrelevant details are included in writing summaries
(Liu, 2011). Second, many studies have emphasized the benefits of using concept maps to support
students’ reading and writing; however, few studies have investigated keywords and concept maps as
the scaffolds and measurement for writing summaries. Third, most studies only generated concept
maps from the frequency of keywords in corpora (e.g. Cimiano, Hotho & Staab, 2005). However,
various sizes of corpora may influence the complexities of the concept map.
To fulfill the research purpose of this study, which was to develop automatic keywords, concept
maps, and scores to support and measure college students in learning to write summaries, four
research questions were addressed: (1) What progress do students make with the scaffold and
measurement of automatic keywords, concept maps, and scoring?, (2) What are the relationships
among automatic concept maps, summarization, and reading comprehension?, (3) How does
automatic keywords, concept maps, and scoring help students write summaries?; and (4) What are
students’ perceptions toward automatic scaffold and measurement on their summarization and reading
comprehension?
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2. Method
A total of 52 freshmen from a university in central Taiwan were recruited to learn how to write
summaries with the scaffold and measurement provided by automatic keywords, concept maps and
scores. According to the results of the university survey, most of them (94%) did not have any
experience in writing an English summary or with an online summarization instruction, although they
had learned EFL for eight to ten years. Before receiving the instruction on summarization, the students
were asked to take the reading section of the standardized test, such as Test of English for
International Communication (TOEIC), as the pre-test to identify their English language proficiency.
The mean score and standard deviation of the 28 students in the experimental group on the pre-test
were 283.39 and 30.16, while the 24 students of control group’s mean score and standard deviation on
the pre-test were 287.51 and 33.64. The 28 students in the experimental group underwent keyword
extraction, automatic concept maps, and automatic scoring in online instruction. The 24 students of
the control group received only onsite instruction without any online scaffolding strategies of keyword
extraction, automatic concept maps, and automatic scoring.

3. Results
3.1 Students’ progress in reading comprehension and summarization
A paired-sample t-test compared the means of pre- and post-tests of reading proficiency for both
experimental and control groups. The results show that the students of experimental group made great
reading improvement as the mean scores increased from 283.39 on the pre-test to 328.38 on the posttest. There is a significant difference between the pre-and post-tests in reading (t(27)= -4.47, p < .00).
In contrast, the mean scores of control group on the post-test (320.59) are represented little reading
progress than that of the pre-test (287.51). A slightly difference between the pre-and post-tests is
found (t(23)= -2.83, p< .03). The results indicate that online instructional intervention of keyword
extraction, automatic concept maps, and automatic scoring are beneficial scaffoldings for the students
of experimental group grasping main ideas and learning to write summaries.

3.2 The relationships among concept map, summarization, and reading comprehension
The correlation between concept maps (scores from the automatic three-layer concept maps),
summarization (P-density), and reading comprehension (reading scores on the TOEIC post-test), and a
total composite measure of this scale. The significant correlation between the concept map factor and
the summarization factor (r= 0.86) indicates that concept maps provide scaffolding for the students to
write a summary and enhance their reading comprehension. The significance ranges from 0.83 (for
concept maps and summarization factor and the total scale) to 0.97 (for reading comprehension factor
and the total scale). In other words, the more the students of experimental group employed the
automatic concept maps as they wrote their summaries, the better their reading comprehension and
writing skills were.

3.3 The scaffold of automatic concept maps on summarization and reading comprehension
The onsite instruction was conducted to help the students accumulate the fundamental knowledge
toward drawing their concept maps. After identifying each group of main ideas, the students were
encouraged to practice filling in keywords on a paper-based concept map as a “planning” stage before
writing their summaries. Based on their concept maps, they were able to complete and later revise
their summaries (final draft 1). After receiving the onsite instruction, the keyword extraction,
automatic concept maps, and automatic scoring was included in the online instruction. Student A was
one of sample cases to receive keywords and automatic concept map (see Fig. 1) to clarify the
connection between each group of main ideas and supporting details in the text. Later on, he was
asked to write his final draft 2 based on his main idea identification. A score was automatically
generated and shown on the screen to inform him how good his summarization was.
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Figure 1. The automatic three-layer concept map provided to students

4. Discussion and conclusion
From the results of this study, it was found that the scaffold and measurement of automatic
keywords, three-layer concept maps, and scores had a distinct influence on the students’
summarization and reading comprehension. As the students actively and accurately employed the
automatic keywords, concept map, and automatic scoring in writing summaries, they were able to
have better reading comprehension and summarizing skills. In other words, the automatic
measurement and scaffold of keywords, concept maps, and scores facilitated the students to integrate
important ideas in a text for enhancing their conceptualization and self-regulated learning as they
received immediate and individualized feedback (i.e. the highlights of keywords and scores) without
the limitations of time and space.
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Using Concept Maps to Enhance EFL Students’
Collaborative Writing: Paper-based and
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Abstract: This study investigates the effectiveness of concept mapping (CM) at the prewriting stage by using it in collaborative writing, and by comparing paper-based and
computer-mediated modalities. The research questions address(1) students’ perceptions of
concept maps in both paper-based and computer-mediated modalities, and (2) the extent to
which CM facilitates students’ writing in a collaborative writing setting ACCORDING TO
WHAT STANDARDS?. The participants were eighteen non-English majors enrolled in a
writing class in a university in central Taiwan, and were divided into six collaborative writing
groups. The individual interview method was used to elucidate students’ perceptions of paperbased and computer-mediated based CM in collaborative writing. Student writing samples
from before and after the experimental treatment were collected compared to ascertain impact.
Students satisfaction with and perceptions of the two modalities of CM writing were mixed.
The paper-based modality was deemed more convenient from drawing maps, and seemed to be
more conducive to generating more ideas. The computer-mediated modality was more
convenient in that it could be used at any time and any place, and through the Internet,
students could invite more people to help with generate ideas. It was implied that the primary
benefit of the computer-mediated modality was its accessibility to the internet. The
implications of this study are (1) CM is an effective tool for collaborative writing, and (2)
writing teachers can adapt either the paper-based or the computer-based modality of CM to
best meet their students’ convenience.
Keywords: Concept maps, collaborative writing, computer-mediated writing

1. Introduction
Writing is probably the most difficult skill to master when learning a language. Learners have
to learn tremendous amounts of vocabulary to precisely express their thoughts and knowledge;
grammar in order to communicate understandably; and rhetorical conventions of the target language
before they can transform their thoughts into organized writing. During the process of organization,
visualizing abstract concepts enables students to make the connection between their cognitive
processes, and the content of a piece of writing the relation between contents and the cognition
process. Cognitive visualization techniques in effect make thoughts visible and can facilitate the
development of writing skills (Jacobson, 2004).This study is designed to guide students in making
their thoughts visible with the aim of improving their writing ability.
One cognitive visualization technique is concept mapping (CM). CM represents one’s
understanding of the topic by mapping concepts and their relationships. CM typically involves three
stages: (a) idea generation, (b) idea sorting and organization, and (c) representation of ideas on a map.
Concept maps can help learners to generate more ideas about writing, especially at the pre-writing
stage. The process of concept mapping can help learners to arrange, rearrange and see the relationship
between the main concept and the details (Liu, 2010). In collaborative concept maps, all the group
members have the opportunity to develop their social communicative skills and stimulate their
motivation for writing through discussion (Guveng & Acikgoz, 2007). They can organize and
negotiate ideas and existing knowledge to create new information in a way that is not observed in and
apply in their group concept maps work, which is not observed in individual work (Kinchin & Hay,
2005). This study investigates the effectiveness of CM for brainstorming by using it in collaborative
writing and by comparing paper-based and computer-mediated CM. The research questions to be
addressed are as follows:
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1) What are students’ perceptions of using concept maps as a brainstorming activity in
collaborative writing in the paper-based and computer-mediated modalities?
2) To what extend does CM facilitate students’ writing in a collaborative writing setting?

2. Methodology
Participants were eighteen non-English majors enrolled in a writing class in a university in
central Taiwan. Almost all the participants had no experience in using either concept maps or in online
collaborative writing. The participants were divided into six groups; each group had three team
members.
After accomplishing both paper-based and computer-mediated writing tasks, the participants
were interviewed to examine their perceptions about using CM in general, the relative benefits of
paper-based versus computer-mediated CM, and the usefulness of using CM for writing in the two
modalities. The individual interview method was used to elucidate students’ perceptions on these
topics. Student writing samples from before and after the experimental treatment were

collected compared to ascertain impact.
3. Results
Results from the interviews show that students’ feelings about using concept maps are
generally positive. Students said they benefitted from and enjoyed the lessons. They commented on
the advantages of using group concept maps as a brainstorming activity to help them organize their
ideas, and further to clarify their writing structure, content, and discourse. For collaborative writing,
CM in both modalities provided members with a means to visualize the group discussion and organize
the ideas generated as shown in Figure 1. Student opinions on \ paper-based versus computermediated CM writing were mixed. The paper-based modality was seen to be more convenient for
drawing the map, and, as can be seen in Figure 1, it seems to have been more conducive to generating
more ideas. On the other hand, the computer-mediated modality was cited as more convenient for
engaging in at any time or place. Further, through the Internet, students could invite more people to
help generate more ideas. Thus it seems that the major benefit of the computer-mediated modality was
its connection to the internet. The implications of this study are (1) CM is an effective tool for
collaborative writing, and (2) writing teachers can adapt either the paper-based or the computer-based
modality to best meet their students’ convenience.

Figure 1. Samples of in paper-based (left) and computer-mediated (right) concept mapping
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The Impact of Technology Use on Student
Satisfaction in English Classes
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Abstract: This study aimed to find out if students’ satisfaction in English classes is associated with the
frequency of teachers using technology teaching support, such as E-learning or web-based learning
resources. The participants for this study were students who enrolled in the author’s classes and therefore
were considered as convenient samples (n＝151). They were given extra credits to complete the
questionnaire that was designed for the purpose of this study. This study found that student satisfaction
for English classes is significantly positively associated with the frequency of teachers using technology
teaching support (r＝.742, p＜. 01). Furthermore, after conducting Chi-square test, Pearson value showed
that there were four items (Q 1, 2, 7, 17) student’s satisfaction was significant different among three
different programs (four-year program, two-year program, and five-year program.) In addition, six items
(Q 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 17) student’s satisfaction appeared significantly different among freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Lastly, limitation, implications and suggestions for further research are addressed.
Key Words: technology use, E-learning, satisfaction

1. Introduction and Literature Review
Teachers pursue innovative uses of technology for enhancing classroom delivery methods,
accommodating a better communication with their tech-savvy students, demonstrating their progress
in teaching style, and advancing their teaching effectiveness. A number of researches suggest that
instructional technology used appropriately can result in overall positive outcomes such as increased
access to resources, enhanced student communication and increased perceptions of learning (Althaus,
1997; McComb, 1994; Rowland, 1994). However, Turman and Schrodt (2005) claimed that students’
satisfaction for the course and teacher may be negatively affected when they perceive that the teacher
uses too much or too little technology. On the contrary, the indiscriminate use of technology for its
own sake has drawn criticism as well (Lane & Shelton, 2001). Although teachers are facing the
challenge of carefully integrating the use of technology while teaching, one thing is crystal clear—
today’s college students enter the classroom with certain expectations for their teachers using
technology to make the teaching/learning more interesting and diversified. Students respond with less
positive feelings toward the course and teacher when their expectations are violated (Turman &
Schrodt, 2005). Technology allows teaching to be tailored to the individual to a greater extent than is
normally possible. As Larsen-Freeman (2011) stated, computer-assisted language learning (CALL)
could adapt to diverse learners by analyzing their learning progress and then providing them
customized feedback, eventually, improving their language proficiency. Most importantly, students
will experience the pleasure of learning. This in turn can contribute to a positive learning attitude, as a
result, leading to greater success in learning English.
English teachers continuously seek for a better solution to handle the class or deliver a lecture in a
more effective way. As a novice or experienced teacher, making your class interesting and attractive
may be a more appropriate solution nowadays. With the use of technology, students have more
autonomy in what they choose to focus on, and result in using more language they are learning
(Thorne, 2006).Technology is not simply contributing machinery or making authentic material or
having resources available, but it also provides the learner with great access to the target language
(Larsen-Freeman, 2011). Gradually, technology shapes how we view the nature of what learning
really is. Kern (2006) indicated that the rapid evolution of communication technologies has changed
language pedagogy and language use, enabling a new way to create and participate in the teachinglearning process. Though technology enhances language learning experiences, it also contributes to
reshaping our understanding of the nature of language learning; therefore, technology should be
integrated into the curriculum and not just added in without careful planning (Cameron, 2008). The
purpose of this study is to explore what outcomes might result when the teacher uses technology
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teaching supports while teaching. Would students’ satisfaction to the teacher and the course be
influenced in a positive way? Consequently, this study was guided by the following research question:
RQ: Do differences in the use of instructional technology correlate with students’ satisfaction in
English classes?

2. Method and Findings
2.1 Participants
One hundred fifty-one students from the Applied English Department, where the author is
currently employed, participated in this study. Participants (N=151) were distributed in three different
programs, 13.2 % from the 5-year program, 7.3 % from the 2-year program, and 79.5% from the 4year program. The gender composition of the respondents in this study was 29 males (19.2%) and 122
females (80.8%). The distribution of respondents by class level was shown with freshmen 46.4%,
sophomore 3.3%, junior 9.9%, and seniors 40.4%. Participants’ mean age was 20.36 with SD 2.04.

2.2 Procedure
Students were asked to report their satisfaction for their English teacher’s use of E-learning,
multimedia resources, web-based resources, online communication forums, and presentation software
such as PowerPoint while teaching. A 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5
(strongly disagree), was used. A questionnaire, “Use of Internet and E-learning Student Satisfaction
Survey” was designed purposely for this present study. Questions mainly covered two aspects. The
first was how well their teachers used E-learning or web-based resources and their satisfactions (Q 1,
2, 3,4,5,18), and the second focus was students’ preference of using online technology for learning
English (Q 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17). The alpha reliability for this present study was .876 with
an M=37.808 and SD=7.838.

2.3 Findings
To answer research question, the Pearson r was conducted. The analysis revealed that students
tend to be more satisfied with the course when the teacher utilizes technology such as providing
teaching resources, r＝.742, p＜. 01. Thus, this explained 55% of variance in students’ positive
feedback for learning English via web-based approaches. Their satisfaction to the course was likely
enhanced when the teacher incorporated technology use while teaching. Descriptive statistics were
applied to analyze the data. In order to understand if there are any differences in student satisfaction to
the course when the teacher uses technology resources among different programs, years, and genders,
Chi-square test was computed. Within 18 questions, there are four items (Q 1,2,7,17) among three
different programs and six items (Q 1,3,5,7,8,17) which showed significant difference among fouryear students. But among genders, there is no significant difference indicated. Details are listed on the
following two tables.

Table 1: Significant Items of student satisfaction between different programs.
Item Descriptions

Pearson Chi-Square
Test Value

Degree of Freedom

Sig.

19.205

6

.004

13.508

6

.036

16.808
13.856

8
6

.032
.031

Degree of Freedom

Sig.

24.471

9

.004

21.458

9

.011

1.

My teacher is very skilled at using
the Internet and E-learning platform.
2. My teacher’s responses are faster due to the
use of the Internet and E-learning.
7. I feel it is convenient to use E-learning.
17. Personally, I like the sense of diversity and
richness of the Internet or E-learning.

Note. p＜.05

Table 2: Significant items of student satisfaction between different years.
Item Descriptions

Pearson ChiSquare
Test Value

1.

My teacher is very skilled at using
the Internet and E-learning platform.
3. Because my teacher uses the
Internet and E-learning while teaching, it
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makes me put more heart and effort into the
course.
5. My teacher’s use of the Internet and Elearning make me more satisfied with the
course.
7. I feel it is convenient to use E-learning.
8. I like to use the computer, the Internet, and
multimedia to learn English.
17. Personally, I like the sense of diversity and
richness of the Internet or E-learning.

18.972

9

.025

27.276
20.065

12
9

.007
.018

21.201

9

.012

Note. p＜.05
3. Discussions
First, analysis of the results from this survey indicated that English teachers from the Applied
English Department generally were very skilled at using the Internet and E-learning platform (84.2%),
however, still a high percentage of students (61.6%) indicated that they hope there will be more
teachers using web-based resources or E-learning while teaching. Seventy-three percent of students
felt the E-learning platform was convenient to use. Students liked using this platform not only to
interact with classmates and upload assignments, but also to take quizzes, or exams, with percentages
ranging from 43.7% to 69.5%.
Second, student satisfaction also was reflected in a high percentage of positive feedback on
teachers using web-based or E-learning resources while teaching. For instance, students felt that
teacher’s responses were faster (64.9%), and it made them willingly put more heart and effort into the
course (59.6%). Additionally, they judged their teachers to be more professional (67.6%), which
resulted in their satisfaction with the course (57.6% to 64.3%).
Third, the result of analysis once again strongly confirmed that because students live in a modern
society nowadays, their learning styles have changed. Eighty-five percent of students indicated that
they like using computers, the Internet, and multimedia to learn English due to the diversity and
richness of web-based learning resources. Furthermore, a high percentage of students (88.1%)
indicated that their learning interest tended to be enhanced when the teacher used online resources.
Finally, very interesting data appeared when students answered a “traditional way/classroom” of
learning.” Above 40% of students marked “no comments” on two questions asked in a different way
(Q 9 & Q 15). This might be interpreted that a traditional teaching approach still plays an important
role in English classrooms nowadays. Yet, 60.2% of students responded that they prefer learning with
involvement of the Internet or E-learning use, in contrast to traditional classroom blackboard teaching.
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Abstract: In this research, we have developed a system which supports Japanese
pronunciation learning for foreign students by using speech recognition software named Julius.
We have realized automatic evaluation of learner’s pronunciation by using speech recognition
software. In our system, beginners can check their pronunciation without depending on a
teacher. We have also implemented learning courses which meet the needs of learners. The
learner can learn according to the level of own Japanese by the pronunciation learning course
that corresponds to the level of the Japanese-Language Proficiency Test. In addition, the
learner can learn one’s weak pronunciation selectively by learning course according to the
country in consideration of the native language interference.
Keywords: speech recognition, Japanese learning, learning courses

1. Introduction
A purpose of this study is to support the Japanese pronunciation learning of foreign students. Foreign
students need communication with the Japanese in daily life (Furukawa et al. 2011). Tools supporting
Japanese pronunciation learning are many teaching materials of CD, DVD and so on. However, a
judgment is difficult whether one’s pronunciation is right in the pronunciation learning using these
teaching materials. Therefore it is necessary that the learner has a teacher hear one’s pronunciation.
Thus, the learner can not perform learning efficiently because the learner can not learn at own
convenient time.
In this study, we focus on speech recognition and have developed a system which supports
Japanese pronunciation learning by using automatic pronunciation evaluation function (Okazaki et al.
2010). Because the learner can learn the pronunciation by an automatic evaluation function without
depending on a teacher, the learner can learn Japanese pronunciation at favorite time and easily.

2. System Overview
2.1 Operation of Our System
We show operation of our system in Figure 1. This system is composed of four modules. They are
user interface, a speech recognition, a true-false judgment module and a question database. The user
interface performs voice inputting, the display of question sentences, and the presentation of the
judgment results. In addition, it sends input sound data to the speech recognition module. The speech
recognition module sends recognition results to the true-false judgment module. The true-false
judgment module compares the question sentence with the sent words from the speech recognition
module. The question sentence database stores questions which set to a learner.
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We show learning screen in Figure 2. Black sentences are question sentences. The sentences
that the learner pronounced are displayed under them. The sentence that the learner pronounced is
displayed by a blue letter if the pronunciation of the learner is right. Otherwise the sentence that the
learner pronounced is displayed by a red letter. The question sentence is displayed by a hiragana when
the learner clicks a yomigana button. Furthermore, the learner can erase the answer with Clear button
or All Clear button.

Figure 1. Operation of our system.

Figure 2. Learning screen.

2.2 Development Environment
We show development environment of our system in Table 1.
Table 1: Development Environment of our system .
OS
Speech Recognition Engine
Speech Recognition Developer Tool
Development Environment
Using Language

Windows XP Home Edition SP2
Julius for SAPI 2.3
Speech SDK 5.1
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
C++

3. Automatic Pronunciation Evaluation Function
In this study, we have realized an automatic evaluation function using speech recognition software
named Julius (Julius development team, 2013). Our system evaluates the pronunciation of the learner
by comparing the question sentence with the result of the speech recognition. The automatic
evaluation function enabled the learners to learn pronunciation by oneself. In addition, the learner can
learn Japanese pronunciation exactly through frequent repetition receiving feedback.

4. Learning Courses
4.1 Learning course according to the level
The levels of foreign students who want to learn Japanese are various. In addition, Japanese has many
kinds of letters and there are the various pronunciations corresponding to those combinations.
Therefore it is necessary that the learner progressively perform pronunciation learning. The level of
the Japanese-Language Proficiency Test is divided into five steps (N1-N5) for coping the stage of
such the learner (JAPAN FOUNDATION, JAPAN EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES and SERVICES,
2013).In this system, we have implemented the learning courses so that the learner can perform
learning progressively in reference to a Japanese-Language Proficiency Test. We show examples of
the question sentences of each course in Table 2.
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Table 2: Examples of the question sentences in each course.
Basic Course
新聞をとる
I take a newspaper.
絵本を読む
I read a picture book.
本屋に行く
I go to the bookstore.

Standard Course
気温が変化する
Temperature changes.
公園の案内をする
I guide the park.
温泉に関心をもつ
I am interested in the
hot spring.

Advanced Course
決勝戦を実況する
I broadcast the final.
日記を出版する
I publish a diary.
出張で出費がかさむ
By a business trip
expenditure increases.

4.2 Learning course according to the country
It is known that foreign student’s weak points in pronunciation are different under the influence of the
mother language. We have implemented the learning courses according to the mother language
corresponding to it of nine countries. The leaner can learn one’s weak points in pronunciation
intensively by those courses. We show the weak points in pronunciation each of the mother language
in Table 3.
Table 3: The weak points in pronunciation according to each mother language.
Weak Point
Country
Bangladesh
Malaysia
Korea
India

The row of
ざ(za)

○

Vowel
Sound

○

つ(tsu)
○
○
○

The row of
ら(ra)
○
○
○

Voiced
Consonant
○

○

5. Conclusions
In this study, we have developed a Japanese pronunciation learning support system for foreign
students. In this system, we have realized evaluating Japanese pronunciation for foreign students by
using the speech recognition engine. In addition, we have made the learning courses according to the
level and according to the county. The learner can choose a learning course by one’s level and the
mother language.
As future work, we plan to implement model voice and learning history management. After
that, we are going to evaluate the usability of our system on practical use.
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Abstract: In recent years, many studies have examined the effectiveness of MALL (MobileAssisted Language Learning); however, little research has been conducted to discuss the usage
of VLSs (Vocabulary Learning Strategies) for mobile language learning. In this study, the
researchers proposed a mixed-modality vocabulary learning and offline-supported mobile
system for EFL (English as a Foreign Language) students to improve their English vocabulary
learning. An empirical experiment was conducted, accordingly, to evaluate the effects of the
proposed system for vocabulary learning. The experimental results indicated the proposed
system enhanced student vocabulary acquisition in general, and also benefited the participating
students with four different learning styles, which are visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile,
respectively.
Keywords: MALL, VLS, ESL students

1. Introduction
Vocabulary learning is considered one of the most important learning aspects for second/foreign
language acquisition. Mearn (1982) indicated that vocabulary learning is a major factor in successful
language acquisition for ESL students. Vocabulary knowledge and vocabulary size have a significant
impact on listening, speaking, reading, and writing in language learning. Oxford (1990) further argued
that VLS (Vocabulary Learning Strategies) can help English learners to remember a large vocabulary
more effectively. Learners can produce good learning outcomes if they use adaptive (beneficial)
learning strategies. How to develop good learning strategies which make use of application software
to assist ESL students in their vocabulary acquisition is a salient issue worthy of notice by SLA
scholars and instructors (López, 2010).
Recently, MALL (Mobile-Assisted Language Learning) has become a new focus for language
learning (Huang, et al., 2012). Chen and Li (2010) proposed a context-aware learning system, which
could detect learner location by wireless positioning techniques and provide meaningful vocabulary
within social, cultural, and life contexts. Lee and Chan (2007) developed a lifestyle-integrated podcast
system for mobile learning which also yielded extremely positive feedback, including the
improvement of uptake levels and the perceived effectiveness because it helped the students learn the
subject matter. The research on VLS (Vocabulary Learning Strategies) has focused on what
vocabulary learning strategies were preferred by L2 learners, and how the vocabulary of L2 learners
develops. Surprisingly little work has been conducted to explore the effects of using mixed-modality
VLSs on mobile-assisted language learning for ESL students.
This study proposed a mixed-modality vocabulary learning and offline-supported mobile
system based on previous research of the authors (Ou Yang & Liu, 2012), named MyEVA (My
English Vocabulary Assistant) mobile®. To explore the effect of MyEVA mobile® on vocabulary
learning, an empirical experiment was conducted to assess student learning outcomes by administering
a vocabulary proficiency pretest and posttest to the participants. In addition to proficiency levels, the
researchers also examined the preferred learning styles perceived by the participants to detect which
types of learners would achieve better learning outcomes. In conclusion, the experiment in this study
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aimed to answer following research questions: (1) Did MyEVA mobile® improve the learners’
vocabulary capability? (2) Which vocabulary learning strategy was most frequently used according to
the learners with different preferred learning styles? (3)Which learning styles can benefit most from
using MyEVA mobile®?

2. The Design of MyEVA Mobile
MyEVA mobile® is a mobile vocabulary learning system developed by the first author for Android
smartphones. MyEVA mobile® has two main features: 1) Applying a mixed-modality vocabulary
learning strategy: MyEVA mobile® includes four VLSs (word card strategy, flash card strategy,
Chinese assonance [similar sounding words] strategy, and imagery strategy) to help EFL students
memorize the target words. 2) Supporting offline use: word data, system data, log data, and user data
are stored in the client-side local database (i.e., on the smartphone). MyEVA mobile® can also be used
in environments that do not have an Internet connection, allowing learning to occur at any time or
place. Screenshots of four vocabulary learning strategies in MyEVA mobile® are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The screenshots of four vocabulary learning strategies in MyEVA mobile®.

3. Experiment, Findings, and Conclusion
The experiment included four steps: 1) Presetting - the researchers chose 55 target words form the
wordlist of the standardized TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication) for the
students to study, and the chosen 50 words were included in the pre- and post-tests. The MyEVA
mobile® system was packaged into an Android Appliation for the participants to download for study.
2) Training, PLSPQ (Perceived Learning Styles Preference Questionnaire) investigation, and
vocabulary proficiency pretest - at the beginning of the experiment, the researchers helped the
students to install MyEVA mobile® on their own smartphones and taught them how to operate the
system and use different VLSs to learn the target words. After the training, the researchers
administered the PLSPQ questionnaires and vocabulary proficiency pre-tests to the participating
students. The PLSPQ, consisting of 30 question items, was adapted from Reid (1987) and determined
the learning style of the participant from among the six major types of perceptual learning styles
(visual, auditory, kinesthetic, tactile, group, and individual). The vocabulary proficiency pretest,
containing three parts (English-Chinese translation, single-choice, and matching) had 50 questions
with a full score of 100 points. 3) Vocabulary learning phase - after step 2, the researchers began the
vocabulary learning via MyEVA mobile® and the participants were allowed one week for study. 4)
Vocabulary proficiency post-test and log data uploading - at the end of the experiment, the
researchers administered the vocabulary proficiency test to the participants again as a post-test. After
the subjects finished their post-test, the researchers helped them to upload the log data from their
smartphones by a special operation mechanism that the subjects had not known about previously
(note: this action needed to be performed in an Internet-connected environment). The log data
included all recorded operational behaviors of the participants during the period of MyEVA mobile®
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use, such as “which function was clicked?”, “which word was learned?”, “which VLS was used?”, and
so on.
Table 1: The summary of experiment results with six preferred learning styles.

To analyze the data collected from the tests, a paired t-test was performed to determine
whether the pre-test and post-test yielded a significant difference in learning achievement (at the 95%
confidence level). The statistical analysis showed a significant difference between the pre-test and
post-test (t = -2.14, p = 0.023<0.05) with a score of 32.50 for the pre-test and 41.60 for the post-test.
The overall VLS usage rates across the six different learning styles were WordCard (36.05 %),
followed by Flash Card (23.97%), Imagery (23.85%), and Chinese Assonance (16.12%), respectively.
Six different preferred learning styles according to the results of PLSPQ (N of Visual = 12, N of
Auditory = 13, N of Kinesthetic = 16, N of Tactile = 16, N of Group = 15, N of Individual = 7) as well
as the usage rate of four VLSs were identified (see Table 1). The t-test results revealed that there were
significant differences between the pre-test and post-test (p = 0.028, p = 0.025, p = 0.044, p = 0.038,
individually) for learners identified as having Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, and Tactile preferred
learning styles; however, no significant difference in learning outcomes (p = 0.064, p = 0.262,
individually) was identified for learners with either the Group or Individual preferred learning style.
The results also indicated that the participants with different preferred learning styles had different
VLS usage preferences.
Based on the findings, the researchers conclude that this study, combining learning strategies
and preferred learning styles with the goal of improving student vocabulary learning via a mobile
phone, was a successful one. The students did make improvements in their vocabulary acquisition.
The students appreciated it the most when the vocabulary was accompanied with sounds and example
sentences. The overall design of this study was more successful for students with Visual, Auditory,
Kinesthetic and Tactile learning styles, as compared to learners whose preferred learning style was
Group or Individual. These findings may not be generalizable due to the small sample size. The
researchers intend to conduct a future study with an enlarged sample size and with improved MyEVA
features, based on the current findings.
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Abstract: Reading comprehension is fundamental for EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
college students; nevertheless, many EFL students struggle with reading. This study aims to (1)
equip students with reading strategies through completing a series of reading tasks in a learning
system, and to (2) explore students’ reading processes. Students’ reading processes have been put
into six categories: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating.
After completion of the remedial English reading program, the EFL college students were able to
apply reading strategies and competently engage in reading activity.
Keywords: Reading instruction, concept mapping, reading strategy, online learning

1. Introduction
EFL college students are expected to have English reading strategies in order to complete
reading assignments. However, studies have shown that many EFL college students have
difficulty with reading comprehension. These EFL students do not have the necessary reading
strategies, or fail to apply strategies effectively; consequently, they are under-prepared for
higher education. Two major causes have been identified explaining why EFL students were
unable to acquire reading strategies from teachers to increase their reading comprehension
(Sung, Chang & Huang, 2008). First, it is reported that teachers do not have proper methods
and resources to teach reading strategies explicitly. Second, reading instruction takes a
signiﬁcant amount of time and energy for teachers to demonstrate how to apply reading
strategies efficiently to each student. Thus many college students did not receive explicit
training in reading strategies from their teachers before entering further education.
To enhance students’ reading comprehension, reading strategy training should be
incorporated into reading instruction, and helps students process information more efficiently.
On the contrary, reading strategy training is seldom implemented in the classroom, since it is
intricate and many teachers find it burdensome. Often teachers cannot afford the time and
energy to offer reading strategy training to students. Large class sizes in Taiwan keep teachers
from providing individualized support and guidance to students. Students have little
opportunity to learn how to employ reading strategies effectively to improve their reading
comprehension; consequently, many Taiwanese students have difﬁculties when they are
reading on their own. To enhance college student reading comprehension to meet course
requirements, researchers indicated that reading strategies should be employed (Kim &
Anderson, 2011). It is suggested that reading strategies should be taught explicitly for underprepared students to enhance their reading comprehension, since the lack of reading strategies
can interfere with students’ learning in their domain knowledge.
Responding to the need for learning reading strategies, many studies have attempted to
explore the nature and effectiveness of reading strategies. Several reading strategies have
been advocated to improve student reading comprehension (Sung, Chang, & Huang, 2008).
Those strategies include: (1) summarizing texts (e.g., identify main ideas), (2) self815

questioning, and (3) text enhancements (e.g., graphic and conceptual representations). Studies
on employing reading strategies have highlighted the importance of conceptual
representations (e.g., concept mapping and word clouds). Concept mapping and word clouds
have been applied to reading activities to help improve student learning and reading
comprehension. A conceptual map is a graphical map which visualizes concepts and
relationships among concepts (Novak, & Canas, 2008). Concept mapping has been widely
reported as positive in the facilitation of student language learning and reading (Hwang, Wu,
& Ke, 2011; Liu, Chen, & Chang, 2010; Villalon & Calvo 2011). Villalon and Calvo (2011)
stated that concept maps “have typically been used in reading activities to aid students’
comprehension of texts” (p. 16).
In previous studies, researchers have focused discussion on the effectiveness of
conceptual representations. Few studies have concentrated on the cognitive processes at work
when employing conceptual representations in EFL reading instruction (Liu et al, 2010).
Also, the process how students employ conceptual representations and how conceptual
representations facilitate student reading comprehension is still unclear. Moreover, ComputerSupported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments serve as alternative approaches to
helping co-construct knowledge and assist students with the self-monitoring of their own
reading process. In a CSCL environment, a learning system serves as a tool to facilitate
student collaborative reading. Students can easily employ concept mapping with the
assistance of concept mapping software (Novak & Canas, 2008). It has been suggested that
more empirical evidence should be collected to examine the pedagogical benefits of using
conceptual representations in CSCL environments.
2. Design of the remedial reading course and the reading system
2.1 The remedial reading course
The main purpose of this study was to explore EFL student reading processes through an
online reading system, and to investigate how conceptual representations facilitated student
cognitive processes. During a 12-week remedial reading instruction program, students were
required to apply conceptual representation strategies to complete reading tasks both in
classes and in the online reading system. The students learned how to apply reading strategies
through the following reading steps (e.g., remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing,
evaluating, and creating) which were based on a revision of Bloom's taxonomy to
comprehend reading materials (IOWA, 2012). The design of reading tasks aimed to raise
student awareness of how to apply conceptual representations as a reading strategy. The
students were trained to use conceptual representations to understand the macrostructure of
articles, and to retain the given content. After the 12-week remedial reading instruction
program, the students’ post-test scores were calculated to provide a quantitative measurement.
2.2 The online reading system
In this study, the online reading system (ICan) helps the teacher to monitor student reading
processes and evaluate their employment of reading strategies. The teacher can demonstrate
how to read an article and employ reading strategies with scaffolding to improve students’
reading comprehension. The reading system was designed by a research team where this
study is conducted. In the system, the students have to read six articles and complete assigned
reading tasks. The students can draw their own concept maps and compare those with
computer-generated concept maps in the online reading system. In addition, the online
reading system makes it possible for the teacher to monitor students’ reading process and give
students feedback based on their actions and products (i.e., concept maps, and summary
writing). The remedial reading instruction program is designed for students to have the
opportunity to practice concept mapping in a meaningful and interactive learning setting.
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Students can observe the products of their peers and learn from each other using the reading
system.
3. Conclusion
To boost EFL college students’ reading comprehension and reading skills, the online reading
system facilitates students to effectively engage in reading tasks and develop awareness of
conceptual representations in their reading processes. This reading system offers students
more opportunities to apply reading strategies into reading tasks. Moreover, with the
integration of online learning and concept mapping, EFL students received extra support both
from the teacher and the system. In this study, the students were aware of taking the
advantage in their reading processes.
A paired-sample t-test was used to testify to whether conceptual representation
training is an effective strategy to enhance reading comprehension. A significant difference (t
= 2.585, p<.05) between the pre-test (Mean = 185.76, Std. Deviation = 42.17) and post-test
(Mean = 216.22, Std. Deviation = 41.96) conditions was identified. This result highlighted
how student reading comprehension improved after the implementation of conceptual
representations. Also a one-way ANOVA test was conducted to compare the difference in
mean performance (scores) among the less-proficient group, and more-proficient group. The
different groups had significant influence on the improvement of the post-test (F= 7.444,
p<.05). Scheffe post hoc tests showed that the less-proficient group was significantly different
from the more-proficient group (Mean Difference = 25.21, Sig. = .006). These results
corresponded to previous research that less-proficient students benefit more from conceptual
representations training (Liu et al., 2010).
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Abstract: In this paper, we report on a database of feature film clips for foreign language
learning and describe constructive alignment of teaching with the learning of English as a
foreign language (EFL). The constructive alignment is threefold: (1) Film clips provide
intrinsic motivation and learning contents for reflective-active knowledge construction of
language and culture; (2) Output tasks through collaborative learning to involve EFL
learners’ active engagement; and (3) Task directions to serve as the structure of observable
learning outcomes for performance-based assessment and a formative goal of enhancing
students’ learning of language and culture. A total of 60 English majors in the required
writing course of Freshman Composition in a university in Taiwan carried out four
assignments, each of which involved the writing of a synopsis of the clip content, a
description of observed cultural differences, and a list of new vocabulary and expressions.
The preliminary results from students’ writing samples and post-test of vocabulary
knowledge suggest that students can benefit from the constructive alignment of the feature
film clips. In conclusion, the proposed approach of performance-based learning and
assessment constitutes a role change for instructors and learners. The constructive alignment
of the study demonstrates an EFL case that potentially transforms teaching and learning via
the integrated learning environment of feature film clips.
Keywords: film clips, constructive alignment, performance-based assessment, vocabulary
learning

1. Introduction
Clips cut from feature films and TV series allow teachers of foreign languages to introduce
authentic materials modeling cultural values and attitudes into the language learning environment. In a
classroom setting, the great value of using video lies in its combination of sounds, images and the
socio-cultural information about habits and traditions. However, such authentic videos are not
frequently nor widely implemented in the foreign language classroom. There are two obvious
problems for instructional use. First, films are created for native speakers of the language and
therefore lack the scaffolding and heuristic tools necessary to allow their exploitation in a classroom
environment. The other problem is that the length of feature film, or even television shows, either
discourages classroom use or the length impedes a close viewing of individual scenes. To make a long
video into short sequences, teachers also need to make the clips clear, independent, self-contained, and
interesting enough to motivate students and stimulate discussion. Such tailor-made design is too timeconsuming for the language teacher to consider using authentic videos.
For foreign language learning, this study reports on the Berkeley Language Center’s (BLC)
online database of 14,600 tagged clips from feature films and television serials in 23 languages. To
aid comprehension, the feature film clips are provided with a brief synopsis, a summary of the film’s
plot, a list of the spoken vocabulary in dictionary form, subtitle options, and a separate audio track
retarded by 50%. For teaching with the feature film clips, this study provides an application of the
LFLFC based on the theory of constructive alignment (Biggs, 1996), i.e., to align “teaching method
and assessment to the learning activities stated in the objectives, so that all aspects of this system act
in accord to support appropriate learning” (Biggs 2003, p. 11). The ultimate aim of aligning teaching
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into practice is to establish whether the students have been able to meet the learning outcomes,
namely, the acquisition of the foreign language and culture. In order to put aligned teaching into
practice, an approach of performance-based learning and assessment is proposed for language teachers
to align instruction with learning from feature film clips. Performance-based learning and assessment
represent “a set of strategies for the acquisition and application of knowledge, skills and work habits
through the performance of tasks that are meaningful and engaging to students” (Hibbard, 1996, p. 5).
As the learning activities are performed by the students, promoted by teaching via the feature film
clips, and tackled by the assessment tasks, the constructive alignment is threefold between instruction,
learning and assessment:
1. Feature film clips are used to provide not only intrinsic motivation but also the
instructional purpose for learning based on reflective-active knowledge construction of
language and culture;
2. Performance tasks through collaborative learning are intended for students’ active
engagement;
3. Task directions are served as the structure of observable learning outcomes for both a
summative assessment and a formative goal of enhancing students’ learning of language
and culture.
On the one hand, performance tasks via watching feature film clips can be interesting to
students, particularly in the process of collaboration where students can help each other with
constructing the important content. On the other hand, performance assessment helps answer the
question of what students learn. Performance-based assessment provides teachers with information
about how students understand and apply knowledge. Teachers can integrate performance-based
assessments into the instructional process to provide additional learning experiences for students. To
evaluate the effectiveness of using feature film clips to enhance teaching English as a foreign language
(EFL), two research questions are posed for pedagogical objectives:
1. What language competence will students develop via watching film clips?
2. What will students learn of the culture both explicit and implicit in the film clip?

2. Methodology
Drawing on the integrated learning environment of feature film clips, this study demonstrates
a case study of EFL learning in a required course of Freshman Composition for English majors in a
university in central Taiwan. Sixty students participated. They formed 19 groups and set their group
wiki for collaborative writing. Then for each film review, they needed to write three paragraphs
according to the task directions. As a result, students’ understanding language and culture can be
demonstrated in their writing assignment:
1.
2.
3.

Write a summary
Discuss cultural differences.
Discuss and share the vocabulary, phrases, or expression learned from the film clip.

The empirical study conducted the practice of the proposed approach to four film clips for
four weeks. Students watched film clips on their own and did the collaborative writing task on wiki.
The next week, the writing teacher chose some of students’ samples to provide good feedback practice
to strengthen the students’ capacity to self-regulate their own performance. Principles of good
feedback practice, based on a synthesis of the literature on formative assessment (Nicol, &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), were used to facilitate students’ self-regulated learning for their writing
assignment.
As film clips can provide authentic input to improve vocabulary acquisition through three
different channels (subtitles, oral text and images) that contribute to offer a better and potentially
longer lasting mental representation of new and old lexical items, the study investigates whether the
multimedia input enhances students’ vocabulary learning. The empirical data collected through preand post-test via the measures devised of Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) (Paribakht & Wesche,
1993, 1997) to assess the incremental development of vocabulary learning. A follow-up interview was
conducted to explore students’ processes and procedures for the film-reviewing tasks.
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3. Results and Discussion
The preliminary results of students’ writing samples suggest that all of students can benefit
from the constructive alignment of the feature film clips. Results of task completion show that only 4
tasks out of 76 (19 groups x 4 tasks) were not produced. Students’ responses in the interview reveal
that the use of prepared film clips puts instruction under the control of the students -- they can watch,
rewind, and forward as needed. The collaborative tasks were student-led and communication among
students determined the social construction devoted to achieving the common task. As the film clips
allow students to explore how the linguistic and cultural components contribute to the creation of
meaning, their writing samples demonstrate students’ understanding language and culture.
In terms of vocabulary learning, the deliberate learning of idioms and phrases were displayed
in their third paragraphs, while the non-intentional vocabulary learning concomitant with film
reviewing was shown in the paired samples t-test of VKS, indicating a significant incremental
development (p< .05) of the target 9 words (out of 10) in the four films. Half of the participants
(28/56) acquired one or two new words and about 18 % (13/56) participants acquired three to five
words in the post-test.
In conclusion, the study demonstrates a case of applying the principle of constructive
alignment that transforms the teaching and learning of English as a foreign language (EFL) via an
integrated learning environment of feature film clips. The proposed approach of performance-based
learning and assessment constitutes a role change for instructors, who must give up their front-of-theclass position in favor of a more guided contribution to the teaching process. Performance-based
assessment gives language teachers a better opportunity to detect errors in students’ language use and
cultural understanding. What the proposed approach does particularly well is to bring about a
distinctive shift in priorities — from merely covering material to working toward mastery of it for
learners. Also there is a change in the role of students from passive learners to active ones. Many
students are used to playing the role of passive participants in the classroom learning process, where
instruction is served to them. By contrast, performance-based learning puts more of the responsibility
on the shoulders of students by offering them greater opportunities for engagement, which may be of
particular value to students with accessibility concerns.
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Abstract: The purpose of the paper is to enhance the effects of the course of Teaching English
Grammar and Vocabulary in order to improve the students’ English grammar and lexical
knowledge and their teaching skills as well. The characteristics of the project are studentcentered learning, scaffolding instruction, problem-based learning, and project-based learning.
Through the process and reflections, this project equips the students with professional and
occupational abilities: Students not only learn the professional knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary teaching but also apply the theory and methods to lesson plan writing and teaching
practice with computer and digital files.
Keywords: grammar, vocabulary, teaching demonstration

1. Introduction
English ability has become required both at school and in the job market. For all the skills (listening,
speaking, reading, and writing), grammar and vocabulary are basic and important abilities.
Grammatical mistakes and wrong word choices may cause communication breakdown and even
misunderstanding. The students in the English department not only have to produce correct English
but also need to know how to teach, especially if they would like to become teachers. Actually, some
of the students have already been teaching English at cram schools. If they do not show correct
grammar and lexical usage and teach appropriately, their students’ English performance will be poor,
and this is a disaster.
To avoid or to reduce the disaster and to promote the students’ English abilities and teaching
skills, the course Teaching English Grammar and Vocabulary is offered. This course is elective and
students taking it generally have motivation and interest; nevertheless, the effects of the course on the
students are imperative. In addition, when the author was the chair of the department, she had many
opportunities to interact with the job market, like the publishers and cram schools; then, she realized
that qualified English teachers are in need. Therefore, the purpose of the project is to enhance the
effects of the course in order to improve the students’ English grammar and lexical knowledge and
their teaching skills as well.

2. Related Literature
The theoretical backgrounds of the paper are based on:

2.1 Student-centered Learning
Students’ needs, abilities, interests, and learning styles are focused, with the teacher as the facilitator.
Under the influence of progressive education and psychologists in the 19th century, some educators
have largely replaced traditional teacher-centered curriculum approaches with "hands-on" activities
and "group work", which the students determine on their own what they want to do in class. Scholars
like John Dewey, Jean Piaget, and Lev Vygotsky whose collective work focused on how students
learn is primarily responsible for the move to student-centered learning. It allows students to actively
participate in discovery learning processes from an autonomous viewpoint. Various hands-on
activities are administered in order to enhance successful learning. Distinctive learning styles are
encouraged in a student-centered classroom. Thus, different approaches like audiolingual, TPR,
suggestopedia, and so on are administered in class for contents of grammar and vocabulary.

2.2 Scaffolding Instruction
Scaffolding instruction as a teaching strategy originates from Lev Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory and
his concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD). “The zone of proximal development is the
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distance between what children can do by themselves and the next learning that they can be helped to
achieve with competent assistance” (Raymond, 2000, p.176). Scaffolding teaching strategies gear to
support learning when students are introduced to a new subject. In order for learning to progress,
scaffolds should be gradually removed as instruction continues, so that students will eventually be
capable of demonstrating comprehension independently. For example, a sample lesson plan is
provided before teaching demonstration in which students need to design their own lesson plan.

2.3 Problem-based Learning
Problem-based learning (PBL) was developed in the late 1960s and has been the most influential
innovation in medical education during the past 40 years (Wood, 2008).
In problem-based learning, a small group of students (usually 6 to 8) is presented with a
problem (Smith, et al., 1995). Students discuss and analyze the problem, and try to allocate tasks
among group members to solve the problem. When the group members meet again, they share new
information and knowledge. The group may accept the solution(s), or resolution of the problem
(Wood, 2004). The instructor usually serves as a facilitator. The facilitation is not knowledge driven,
but focuses on metacognitive process (Savery and Duffy, 2001).
The student-directed PBL encourages active learning, and often includes peer teaching. The
programs are resources intensive and time consuming, and bring pressure to group members to learn
collaboratively (Azer, 2001).

2.4 Project-based Learning
Project-based learning is a comprehensive approach to classroom teaching and learning that is
designed to engage students in investigation of authentic problems (Blumenfeld, et, al., 1991). Within
this project-based context, learners searched for information resources that would accompany their
project ideas (Land and Greene, 2000). Projects involve students in solving authentic problems.
During the process of building real solutions by working with others, students’ learning interest can be
increased. Since the students need to formulate plans, track progress, and evaluate solutions, projectbased learning can enhance deeper understanding and improve competence in thinking (Blumenfeld,
et, al., 1991).

3. Procedures
The procedures of the project were conducted as follows: (1) Diagnose typical difficulties of the
learners on grammar and vocabulary and bring out solutions collaboratively. (2) Consolidation
exercises are presented for different levels of meaning and usage. (3) Teaching demonstration—
students of different teams adopt different teaching methods to teach one aspect of grammar. Each
team hands in a lesson plan of their demonstration which can be on campus and off campus. (4)
Through reflections on the process of the project, improvements are suggested and included in the
portfolios. The materials are uploaded onto the system of e-learning.
The participants were 75 juniors and seniors of the English department who enrolled in the course.
They were divided into 14 groups of four to six members.
The computer technology which enhanced learning included You-tube clips, PowerPoint files, online links, and so on.
The sections about diagnosis of difficulties on grammar and vocabulary together with the
consolidation exercises were evaluated by the instructor researcher, and the parts of teaching
demonstrations were peer evaluated by the students. Thus, the students’ knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary was enhanced and their teaching skills were developed.

4. Results and Discussion
With the encouragement of the creative teaching project, the course Teaching English Grammar and
Vocabulary is more interesting and effective than before. Digital teaching materials such as the
PowerPoint files have been uploaded to the e-learning system for future reference. An experienced
teacher in cram schools (e.g. the Giraffe, Joy English, Melody, Kid Castle, and other private English
language teaching institutes) and public schools was invited to give a talk to introduce the similarities
and differences among the institutes and share her teaching methods and materials. The students liked
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the event and found it helpful. Students’ expectation and confidence in their future occupation are
assured as well.
One of the most critical differences between student-centered learning and teacher-centered
learning is in assessment. In student-centered learning, students participate in the evaluation of their
learning. This means that students are involved in deciding how to demonstrate their learning.
Developing assessment that supports learning and motivation is essential to the success of studentcentered approaches (Pedersen & Doug, 2004). The students’ performance is evaluated both by the
teacher researcher and the peers. During the weekly meetings, there are Q-&-A sessions, and the
students who provide appropriate answers get rewards. At the end of the course, students hand in
portfolios by which the whole process and effects of the course are reviewed and reflected.

5. Conclusion
This study has focused on students’ needs, and based on their abilities, scaffolding has been provided.
That is, students’ difficulties have been diagnosed, solutions brought out, and samples provided.
In all, this study has accomplished the following aspects:
 This project fulfills the need of the job market: Schools, especially primary schools and junior
highs, and cram schools need qualified/excellent English teachers with grammatical and lexical
proficiency and good at teaching skills.
 This project equips the students with professional and occupational abilities: Students not
only learn the professional knowledge of grammar and vocabulary teaching but also apply the
theory and methods to lesson plan writing and teaching practice.
 This project provides opportunities for students to understand similarities and differences
among cram schools and public schools in terms of the teaching methods and (digital)
materials.
 This project provides opportunities to cooperate with the relevant business: Students can
practice teaching for example at Joy English, and the skills can be transferred to the business
as in-service training.
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Abstract: An e-learning tool (called myERT, “my English Reciprocal Teacher”) was
developed to provide a blended learning environment where reciprocal teaching of an English
textbook, targeted at EFL technology-majored students, was employed as the main purpose. A
pilot study was conducted to test myERT and the result showed positive feedback. The basic
functions and the observed benefits in the pilot study run are reported in this paper.
Keywords: Tablet, reciprocal teaching, English textbook, EFL

1. Introduction
Technology-majored students in Taiwan, where English is treated as a foreign language (EFL),
usually have to read English textbooks about the subject matter on their own without their teachers’
guidance (Dreyer & Nel, 2003, Hsu & Ou Yang, 2013). Most of the teachers of technology-related
courses are able to teach the contents of the textbooks; however it is difficult for them to deal with the
English part of the textbooks in class due to limited class time. Therefore, reading comprehension of
the textbook sometimes becomes very challenging for those technology-majored EFL students while
guiding reading by the instructors is impossible. With this in mind, the authors developed an elearning tool named my ERT to help technology-related majors to conquer their fear of, and
difficulties in, reading their textbooks written in English.
Since teaching English for Specific Purpose (ESP, i.e. Technology English in this case) in the course
of technology related subjects has proven to be difficult, the first author, based on his own experience
with students enrolled in a software engineering course in a national university in Taiwan, allocated
about six additional hours on top of the regular class meeting hours to teach ESP. The results indicated
that the students gained a better understanding of English and their competence also improved after
the activities, based on the scores of a pre- and a post-test, as well as a questionnaire. However, some
limitations accompanying this course appeared to prevent the students from making a significant
amount of improvement in the past. The authors believed that the introduction of a new e-learning
tool, runnable on both tablet and regular computer, designed to address the past limitations might be
of importance. Therefore, this paper focuses on the design, functions, and benefits of this new elearning tool.

1.1 Applying reciprocal teaching to teach reading comprehension of English textbook in a
technology course for EFL students
Reciprocal teaching (Palincsar & Brown 1984; Doolittle et. al, 2006) has long been proven as a useful
strategy to enhance reading comprehension because it can enhance the learners’ capability to apply
reading strategies to their reading from individual and social development perspectives. In reciprocal
teaching, students are trained to use both reading strategies to solve reading comprehension from
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specific aspects and the metacognitive strategies to mentally regulate their own reading process
through various highly interactive instructional techniques among teacher and students.
In our practice in the past of applying the reciprocal teaching (without using an e-learning tool), the
teacher first explicitly taught the four reading strategies (questioning, clarification, summarization,
and predicting), and another four strategies specific to the subject matter (a total of eight strategies),
then the teacher demonstrated the reading strategies with sample articles (called “the initial RT
session” in this article). More demonstration was done by the teachers, then (1) small group
discussion followed the demonstration, (2) student leaders demonstrated these strategies with the
teacher’s assistance (scaffolding) and (3) less and less scaffolding was provided. These steps are
called “continuing RT session”. The teaching of the four reciprocal teaching basic strategies and four
subject-specific strategies (in the initial session) helped the students to build a good understanding of
reading strategies which can be applied to their reading. The practices in the continuing RT session
helped students to become skilled at, and to master these strategies from the perspectives of individual
and social development.
Based on the authors’ past experiences, some problems have occurred when using reciprocal teaching,
including (1) teachers of the technology course could provide the initial session for the reciprocal
teaching, but then only a few continuing sessions could be provided due to time constraints; (2) the
sub-group discussion and the student leaders’ practice sometimes needed teacher supervision, and the
teacher could not always find time for the supervision; and finally (3) students might need continuing
practice with reciprocal teaching for more chapters in the text books in order to master the reciprocal
teaching reading strategies; however, class meeting time was not available to do so.

2. An e-learning tool, myERT, for blended reciprocal teaching and its basic functions
To this end, the authors argued that a more time-efficient and effective solution to solve the
aforementioned problems was indispensable. Therefore, the “myERT: my English Reciprocal
Teacher” application, runnable on both tablets and desktop computers, was developed in the context
where the initial sessions were conducted as usual without myERT, and then later continued with
blended use of myERT. More materials and interactions were provided by myERT in the continuing
RT sessions for students and student leaders to practice reciprocal teaching where the teacher could
monitor their progress by joining the interaction from time to time, as well as monitor student progress
and make any correction, if needed.
Software requirement analysis was conducted based on the aforementioned pedagogical practices
where mock-up screenshots and flow charts were produced, the intermediate results were verified with
volunteer students, and myERT was constructed and tested. Basic functions for myERT are as
follows:
Functions for students themselves:
(1) Students could mark any portion of the text (ranging from a vocabulary word to an entire
section), provide their own content, and label the content as the result of their applying
“clarification”, “summary”, “prediction”, or other reading strategies. Students could also
choose to publish the labeled content to teachers for review.
(2) Students could view all their labeled content based on different reading strategies, and a
small icon would be displayed on screen to indicate the existence of such content.
(3) Students could view the answers from the teachers regarding their questions, and the
portion of the text corresponding to their question could be highlighted.
Functions for the interactions from students to teachers:
(1) Students could mark any portion of the text which they had difficulties understanding, and
make it as a question for the teacher.
(2) Students could answer questions posed by the teachers.
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(3) Students could provide responses to teachers when teachers made requests for students to
apply certain reading strategies.
Functions for the interactions from teacher to students:
(1) Teacher could mark any portion of the text, provide his/her own content, and label the
content as the result of his/her applying clarification, summary, prediction, or other
reading strategies. The results of this marking and writing were available to students as
the demonstration of the teacher’s modeling of applying such reading strategies.
(2) Teacher could mark specific text to make it a question for students to answer.
(3) Teacher could answer question from the students
(4) Teacher could mark specific text to make it a request for students to apply clarification,
summary, prediction, or other reading strategies. The students’ responses were sent back
to teacher for review.
Functions for teachers themselves:
(1) Teacher could conduct statistical analysis to understand which parts of the text had the
most of questions, clarifications, or applications of other reading strategies by students.
(2) Teacher could conduct statistical analysis on the responses and answers returned from
students to analyze the quality of the students’ learning.
Functions for student leaders: The student leaders had the first, second, and fourth of the functions
listed above for interactions from teacher to students in order to perform as the student leader.

3. Further works
In this paper, we present the design idea and basic functions for blending a new e-learning tool,
myERT, into reciprocal teaching. Through our prototype and pilot study, teachers and volunteer
students, who practiced regular reciprocal teaching together without myERT, had positive feedback
about the experience. For our future research, we will continue to conduct more quantitative-based
studies to examine the effectiveness and efficiency of myERT, and modification and updates of
myERT will be made accordingly, based on further research findings.
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Abstract: This research aims to 1) describe the use of technology in Budi Utama Multi-lingual
School in Yogyakart,a Indonesia, 2) investigate the development of students’ Chinese
vocabulary used in creating a story on online cartoon, and 3) identify students’ attitude
towards the application of collaborative learning in Mandarin language learning. The research
design is based on a quasi-experiment using both qualitative and quantitative approaches to
collect and analyze data. Three classes participated in this study: one class acting as the control
group using text-based instruction where students work individually on a cartoon without
online resources; the other two classes being the experimental groups 1 and 2. In experimental
group 1, students worked individually on an online cartoon whereas in experimental group 2,
students worked collaboratively to an online cartoon. All participants are Grade 5 students of
Budi Utama Multi-lingual School in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The collected and analyzed data
include performances on Chinese vocabulary, notes, and video recordings of lessons. It is
anticipated that experimental group 2 outperforms the other two groups and that experimental
group 1 performs better than the control group
Keywords: online cartoon, Mandarin Chinese, collaborative learning, computer supported
collaborative learning (CSCL), technology- enhanced language learning (TELL)

1. Introduction
Presently Mandarin is an increasingly popular language to learn around the world and it has the largest
number of people who speak it as their first language. In Indonesia there were more than 620
Mandarin schools during 1965-1966. However, due to the political problems, most of those schools
were forced to close in 1967 (Wen, 1997). After 1998 reformation, especially under President
Abdurrahman Wahid (also known as Gus Dur) a new policy in relation to Chinese Indonesians was
implemented.
The trends in the period of 2012-2017 are: workplace is increasingly collaborative, driving
changes in the way student projects are structured; the abundance of resources and relationship made
easily accessible via internet is increasingly challenging us to revisit our roles as educators; education
paradigms are shifting to include online learning and collaborative models; and there is a new
emphasis in the classroom on more challenge-based and active learning (New Media Consortium
(NMC) Horizon Report, 2012). Cartoon, both manual and online has positive effects on students.
Cartoon engages attention and serves as entertainment; moreover it presents information in a nonthreatening manner (Clark, 2000). Moreover, cartoon can also be used as stimuli to encourage
thinking and discussion skills (Doring, 2002). Another research shows that students who learn using
cartoon achieve higher test scores and provides examples of why they enjoy learning in this manner.
By using cartoon the students engage themselves in self-motivated practice (Rule & Auge, 2005).
Additionally, most of the studies are text-based or teacher-centered rather than interaction or
communication-based (Kukulska-Hulme & Shield, 2008). From the previous studies mentioned
above it can be concluded that online cartoon in TELL and CSCL studies is still a potential research
area.
2. Literature Review
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2.1 Cartoon Online
The simplified visual representation and the recurrent plot typical of cartoons help the students to
elicit their interest. Students have assessed cartoons positively as they add fun to the course, make
learning easier, and provide permanence. They can reduce repetition and allow teacher to run classes
without the need for textbooks. They also make remembering words easy and promote creative skills
and motivate students to learn (Jylhä-Laide, 1994).
The website www.toondoo.com offers a free and payment online cartoon platform that allows
students to pick up some parts of their lesson in order to create their own lesson notes and their own
file as a cartoon. On that column, learners can choose the shape of the cartoon (box), the personality,
the background, the caption, etc. They can also store their cartoons and then create a cartoon book.
Further, learners may publish their cartoons on line or keep them private.

Figure 1. Example of cartoon using www.toondoo.com
2.2 Collaborative Learning and CSCL
Long (1990) names four advantages of group work, namely it 1) increases the quantity of language
practice opportunity, 2) improves the quality of students talk in several ways, 3) helps individualize
instruction, potentially allowing students to work at their own pace, probably using different materials,
and 4) can help improve the affective atmosphere in the classroom, the intimacy of the small group
setting often being especially valuable, without being shy or linguistically insecure students.
Collaborative learning (or peer-assisted learning) can improve the cognitive activity of students
(Hartup, 1992) and their reading outcomes (Greenwood, 1996; Ghaith, 2003; Slavin, 1988).
Collaborative learning can also increase motivation and satisfaction (Ushioda, 1996), as well as the
enthusiasm of students through the achievement of goals as a group (Nichols & Miller, 1994).
CSCL is synchronous cooperation/collaboration through shared workspaces (Baker & Lund,
1996; Plötzner et al., 1996). Yet, most of the empirical studies using innovative CSCL-specific tools
(beyond windows sharing as part of video conferencing sessions, etc.) were usually based on selective
experiments, often in the laboratory ( Fischer & Mandl, 2001).

3. Methodology
3.1 Research Approach
Mixed between qualitative and quantitative approaches would be used to collect and analyze data. The
research design would be based on quasi-experiment.
3.2 Research Participants
Students of Grade 5 were the participants of the research. There were three classes participating in this
study: students in the control group were taught in text-based instruction and individually work on
cartoons without online resources; those in experimental group 1 created online cartoons individually;
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and those in experimental group 2 worked collaboratively to create online cartoons.
3.3 Research Procedure
The research was conducted in the early weeks of school year 2013/ 2014 (July-September, 2013).
One week before the school starts, the researchers needed to make sure that computer and the internet
work well. The experimental classes got 1-2 week trainings on how to operate the computer and how
to access www.toondoo.com. The procedure consists of four phases.
A. A.

A. B. Design

A. C.

A. D.

Vocabulary

Cartoon Lesson

Vocabulary

Questionnaires

Figure 2. The Research Phases
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Abstract:Social standards nurture individual self-efficacy beliefs. Such models influence
learners’ performance in so that they can learn to recognize in others, alternate means to
think, act, and do. One of these models is the meaningful other, whose role is explained in
the present paper. Together with the implications that are unveiled through its discovery and
recognition instances in online environments and the analysis of learners’ actions along this
process, this paper attempts at examining how useful might such recognition process be in
the self-regulatory actions of learners. It is expected that instructors and researchers raise
awareness on the recognition of meaningful others in online settings, in order to establish
sound pedagogical proposals that might assist learners and teachers towards the appraisal of
more efficient self-regulatory actions and successful academic performances.
Keywords: meaningful other, self-efficacy, self-regulation, online learning, adult learning

1. Introduction
According to Bandura’s social cognitive theory principles (1986, 1997), there are four main
sources that influence people's beliefs about their efficacy: mastery experience, vicarious
experience, social persuasion, and physical and emotional states. Zimmerman (2000) asserted that
“self-efficacy is assumed to be responsive to changes in personal context and outcomes, whether
experienced directly, vicariously, verbally, or physiologically” (p.88). With this in mind, there is a
correlation between social influences and self-efficacy beliefs. This paper focuses on a target social
model constructed by learners: the meaningful other.
A highly important source for people to obtain information about what they can do and
strengthen their self-beliefs of efficacy is through the vicarious experiences provided by social
models, generally obtained by observing the actions of other individuals, such as classmates, peers,
and adults (Bandura,1997). For Bandura (1997), the state of being instilled with feelings of
capability while observing similar people succeed increases one’s self beliefs of having the
competences to master similar activities. Similarly, to see other people fail—despite strenuous
effort—diminishes the observers’ judgments of their own efficacy and destabilizes their
efforts.Students can use this information to create their own expectations about their behavior and
its future consequences. In academic environments, the influence of this source of self-efficacy is
significant, especially when students are not sure about their own capabilities or when they have
had a limited previous experience (Pajares, 1997).Drawing on the principle of effectiveness to use
social standard models to influence one own’s performance, online instructors should be
concernedabout the ways in which learners observe and look for models in order to discover/boost
their self-efficacy beliefs. This knowledge, in turn, might powerfully assist learners’ self-regulatory
processes.Generally, such individuals that become reference points have desirable competencies
which serve as knowledgeable standardsof comparison and contrast. Such standards, forBernstein
and Crosby (1980) and Sorrentino and Higgins (1986), equate to the concept of the meaningful
other: “a reference point is a factual standard defined by the performance or attributes of another
individual who is meaningful to the evaluator, either because of the relevance or appropriateness of
the individual’s attributes for social comparison”(p.27).In alignment with self-judgment actions
(conceivedwithin one of the sub-processes proposed by Bandura), individuals can discover
themselves through the otherby means ofnormative standards, which are mainly based on
performance of the other and are usually acquired by observing models (Schunk, 1994, p.361).
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In this study, the notion of the meaningful otheraddressesthe online context; however, it
should be remembered that this concept can be used in both online and offline settings.In the
online context, the meaningful otheris defined as the individual who is a reference point and/or
standardto the learner in so that their performance or attributes are relevant and seem suitable to be
imitated.Such attributes might include the meaningful other’s exemplary academic performance
(generally determined by a successful goal-setting and goal-attainment process); the capability to
participate, socialize and engage in online discussions and/or activities by displaying exceptional
communication and argumentation skills to express and reasonably support personal viewpoints;
and the ability to lead and/or coach other peers by providing efficient support and maintaining an
encouraging attitude to help them reach success.

2. Research Methods
The notion of the meaningful other was discovered and validated in a study conducted by
Cuesta (2010). This qualitative study aimed at determining the effect of certain metacognitive
instructional strategies in the self-regulation of a group of adult English-teacherstraineesin a
Master’s programbeing taught through a virtual learning environment. Data was collected from
their online postings (n=3028) over a four-month period in the university course management
system (Moodle™). The students performed different tasks in this environment, including (but not
restrictedto) forum posts, class polls, short papers, presentations, and summaries. Protocols for
online observation, checklists for online assessment, and questionnaires were administered to them.
Data analysis was made following the grounded theory approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2008), in
which the use of a triangulation strategy was developed to ensure the validity of the study.

3. Findings and Discussion
Results in this study showed that participants often self-compared their performances with
those of colleagues they considered similar to themselves or who they believed had slightly greater
academic capacities. The majority ofstudents reported a classmate as a meaningful other, and only
a few identified the course instructor as ameaningful other. Both others provided participants with
motivational incentives and resources to improve performances and skills. However, it was
noteworthy that students did not overtly reveal the real identities of those individuals (except the
instructor’s); instead, they used certain codes to refer to them. This might indicate that learners
were not yet prepared to explicitly recognize the other’s perceived superiority and influence on
them, and/or that they have not yet been trained in doing it.Additionally, participants reported
having engaged in peer feedback actions in a meaningful way, given that the feedback gained was
useful ingenerating individual challenge, progress, confidence, and feeling of satisfaction.For
Bandura (1996), these aspects are essential for proving that there is significant value in considering
vicarious experiences provided by social models since “the greater the assumed similarity the more
persuasive are the models' successes and failures” (p.73). In the development of self-efficacy,
models are useful forself-monitoring and identifying possible strengthsand weaknesses. Individuals
(like the ones in this study) care when their models represent an ideal state and can use them as
predictors for support and success. In theseways, their perceived self-efficacy might be influenced
by the model behavior and its concomitant results.Findings also suggested the need for
supplementary research associated with age, genre, and cultural differences.
All in all, in the quest formore self-efficacious students who are able to shape situations
directed towards success and who can effectively control their own learning, suggests that the role
of social persuasion from others (particularlyteachers, and/or peers) should be further examined. It
is proven that social persuasion alters students’ confidence (Joët et al., 2011) and can generate
engagement and efficiency in learning. In early stages, learners who look to evaluative judgments
from others may be more easily influenced by what they tell them (Bandura, 1997). When learners
receive discrediting comments from other people, theirself-efficacy beliefscan be harmed (Pajares,
1997).Training learners and teachers to gain awareness that helps them respond effectively to the
influences posed by the environment should be in the teaching and research agendas ofeducational
stakeholders, so further investigation can be made across ages, language, and content areas
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classrooms.Therefore, online instructors should nurture opportunities to exchange and mutually
assess group, peer and self-performances by teaching learners to accept feedback constructively,
using it to continue enhancing their performance. Instructors should also scaffold students as they
to learn to establish and pursue goals in accordance withthree main criteria: specificity, proximity,
and difficulty (Schunk, 2001). This in turn, might also suggest a further applicability of these
criteria in personal and professional domains, as students learn to recognize what theybelieve-candoand turn those beliefs in achievablecan-do actions by monitoring theirprogress andassessingtheir
capabilities. Lastly, online instructors should guide learners to recognize and accept their
achievements and the achievements of others. In so doing, learners can become acquainted with
practices that will help them understand and manage success (as well as tobe prepared for possible
risk or failure) conditions by observing and structuring their own pathways to attain goals and
reach the expected outcomes.
In the same vein, learners and instructors arealso called to foster true collaboration (Brindley
et al., 2009), and be instilled with the sense of online community that Palloff and Pratt (2005) have
suggested, as students might be encouraged to undertake collaboration actions that enhance their
learning outcomes, by extending and expanding their learning experience, testing out new ideas by
sharing them with a supportive group, and obtaining critical and constructive feedback.
All of the foregoing measuresshould gradually reduce learner isolation and dropout rates,
phenomena which are likely to occur in the online environment. Additionally, these actions should
not only foster the emergence of self-efficacious individuals who are able to control their actions
and modify them at will for their ownbenefit, but also contribute to a more socially and affectively
aware community of learnerswho can make use of the other as a mirror from which to learn.
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Abstract: Many students have difficulty in translating from English to Chinese and Chinese to
English, particularly long and complicated sentences, and errors in their organizing
information often result in wrong interpretation of the intended meaning in the context. Few
papers offer a comprehensive guide to teaching translation in practice, especially embedding
technology into a translation class rather than simply searching for vocabulary items online.
The study explores the effectiveness of online collaborative translation activity. The
instruments used included a pretest, a posttest, and a UTAUT survey. The results are discussed
in terms of the effectiveness of the online translation tasks and suggestions are provided for
future task design.
Keywords: Collaborative translation, collaborative learning, Google Document

Introduction
This work-in-progress study explores the use of Google Document with peers who are Taiwanese
learners of English to translate an article in order to enhance their translation accuracy and skills
through communication regarding the translation process. Based on Halliday (2004) and Liao (2006,
2007), the approach with theme and information structure used here follows three steps: 1) Analyzing
the source text, 2) explaining the meaning, and 3) Restructuring the target texts. The research seeks to
understand whether an online collaborative translation activity using Google docs has a significant
impact on both the effectiveness and students’ perceptions of the process of acquiring English
translation accuracy and effectiveness (Kim, 2011; Shei, 2013).

Methodology
A total of 42 students in the Department of Applied Foreign Languages were recruited from two intact
translation classes at a technical university in southern Taiwan. They were divided into two groups: a
control group (n=18) and an experimental group (n=24). The experiment lasted for one semester in an
advanced translation class. According to an English test administered upon admission, students were
categorized as being of an intermediate level of English proficiency. Students were asked to complete
a pretest with multiple choice and paragraphs, an article translation activity done by three people in a
group (Chang, 2011), a posttest with similar test items and essays as the pretest, and finally a UTAUT
survey. Students in the experimental group did not only work as the group, but also work online
simultaneously by using the Google Document platform. The online collaborative translation activity
lasted for one hour per week. In the control group, three students worked on their own computers and
shared their translation answers written on the Microsoft word document 1 hour later. While in the
experimental group, three peers worked online with their own computers. In addition, they translated
the same online document at the same time by using Google Document. After the activity, learners
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were invited to complete a web-based survey with open-ended questions. Through the collection of
quantitative and qualitative data, this study aims to examine whether an online collaborative
translation activity has the potential to enhance learners’ translation accuracy and effectiveness as
measured by the posttest.

Results
The results of the study are further discussed in terms of performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, facilitating conditions, attitudes toward using technology, and learners’ intention
to use the system. This preliminary work indicated a significant improvement being made by
the experimental group in terms of higher accuracy rates in locating the right theme and
information pertaining to the translation. Students provided positive feedback regarding
translating an article with three peers at the same time, especially with regards to the fact that
they can see instant annotations using the Google Docs platform. An interesting outcome was
that technology could be embedded into a translation class, allowing students to feel more
confident in learning from each other, even though English is not their native language. The
results are discussed in terms of task design in undertaking this type of collaborative
translation activity
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Abstract: This paper describes the use of single-correct answer (SCA) and multiple-correct
answer (MCA) in assessing secondary school students’ grammar proficiency in Indonesia.

There were 154 students from year 11aged 15 year old that participated in the study.
From the total 154 students; 98 students participated in the SCA test session, 103
students complete the MCA test, and 84 students filled in the survey. In addition, 52
students were recorded to attend the three sessions from the study: SCA, MCA and
survey. Result of the study has shown that the design of SCA and MCA in multiplechoice the computer assisted language testing (CALT) program corresponds the main
principle of language testing similar to the paper-based testing format. Although the
design of both SCA and MCA tests fulfilled the requirement of CALL environment
such as interactivity, flexibility, content appropriateness as well as performance; as
the nature of test the application of SCA and MCA test in delivering the grammar test
was believed to suggest stressful environment. The authenticity setting of both SCA
and MCA test which was proposed to promote the originality of students’ work was
identified to drive uncomfortable testing situation. Within comparison between the
SCA and MCA tests, result of the study has shown that students preferred to SCA test
than the MCA test. The SCA test was believed to serve practicality for the students to
complete the grammar task for the sake of number of correct answer available.
Although students were challenged to complete the grammar test carried within the
MCA test format, students preferred not to have such testing as it created more
uncomfortable testing environment for them.
Keywords: Computer assisted language testing (CALT), single-correct answer (SCA),
multiple-correct answer (MCA), grammar test

1. Introduction
Computer has been widely used to assess language proficiency (Coniam, 2006; Dunkel, 1991; Lee,
2004; Y. Sawaki, Stricker, & Oranje, 2009). In promoting the benefits of computer in carrying the
language testing task, some literature (e.g. Choi, Kim, & Boo, 2003; Coniam, 2006; Lee, 2004;
Sawaki, 2001) evaluate the use of computer in testing language within comparison to conventional
paper-based test. Coniam(2006) evaluate the use computer-based and paper-based English listening
test. His evaluation of 115 students grade 11 and 12 from two schools attending the two mode of tests:
computer and paper based tests has shown that the students performed better in computer-based test
than the conventional one. In Choi et al.’s (2003) comparative study of a paper-based language test
and a computer based test at five universities at Korea, they found that the section of reading within
the computer based test received the weakest support. Choi et al (2003) believes that eye fatigue may
be factors harming students’ concentration while reading the passages on the computer. This
corresponds suggestion offered by Bridgman and Rock (1993) saying that computer based test need to
pay attention to the length of instruction given.
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Some authors view that open-ended questions (e.g. essay) offers wider room for measuring
cognitive process as well as behavior (e.g. Bennett et al., 1990; Birenbaum & Tatsuoka, 1987; Brown,
2004). Although multiple choice test format is likely viewed to be inferior in exploring students’
problem solving ability as well as constrain teachers from retrieving much information from the
students or test takers (Birenbaum & Tatsuoka, 1987), the test format may be seen as alternative of
test that offer less stress for students and practical. Within multiple choice test format, students may be
facilitated by available answers to the question items (Cheng, 2004) and retrieved direct feedback as
the test offers benefit in suggesting practicality of scoring (see Birenbaum & Tatsuoka, 1987;
Bridgeman & Rock, 1993).
In a study conducted by Coniam(1999), the use of multiple choice test in computer based
program is shown to be students’ preference compared to the paper-based test. Coniam(1999) argues
that students’ preference to the computer-based program is derived by simplicity of the program such
as clicking alternative answer in multiple choice test application. In addition, a study conducted by
Cheng (2004) has shown that students preferred the multiple-choice test compared to the multiple
choice cloze and the open-ended tests. Cheng (2004) discusses that students’ preference is mainly
derived by stimuli available in multiple choice test format. Furthermore, it is likely obvious that
alternative answers available in the multiple choice tests promote students for guessing. However, it is
still not clear if the scoring method applied in the three test formats may also attribute to such
students’ preference.
In Indonesian context, wide use of computer to facilitate language testing has been applied to
evaluate school teachers’ competence. For such use, the Indonesian government has developed webbased application to facilitate this teacher competency online testing as available to access at
http://www.ukg.web.id. Although teachers have been shown to get much exposures as well as
experiences in completing the online testing, they are likely to pay little interest of using computer to
evaluate their students’ language proficiency. There are three indications to this reluctance of using
computer for testing purpose in Indonesian secondary school context: 1) teachers’ inadequate
knowledge of testing principles applied in computer-based testing, and 2) teachers’ inability of
designing computer based test for classroom use. This paper describes principles applied in designing
SCA and MCA CALT programs in assessing secondary school students’ grammar proficiency. It also
discusses students’ preference to SCA and MCA CALT programs they experienced.

2. Method of the study
The study was conducted in a secondary school in Jakarta, Indonesia. A case study was chosen as the
method of the study for two main reasons: a small scale of the study and the degree of in-depth
investigation. There were 154 students from year 11aged 15 year old that participated in the study.
Questionnaire was developed to collect the data related to students’ preference to the SCA and MCA
tests. From the total 154 students; 98 students participated in the SCA test session, 103 students
complete the MCA test, and 84 students filled in the survey. There were only 53 students attending the
three sessions. These data from the 53 students were thus analyzed to show students’ preference to the
SCA and MCA tests.

3. Findings and recommendations
Result of the study has shown that the design of SCA and MCA followed the general principle of
testing such as clear test objective, test specification, test task, and scoring method. In addition, as the
SCA and MCA application was carried out in CALL environment, the requirement of interactivity,
flexibility, content appropriateness, and performance. The Docebo© platform is seen to match the
CALL environment for testing purpose. Within the comparison between the SCA and MCA tests,
result of the study has also shown that the SCA test serves practicality in its completion. This
practicality aspect has emerged due to the single alternative of answer available in the SCA test as
well as the way it is done.
Result of the study has shown that students’ view towards the application of SCA and MCA
tests is negative. Although the result of the study has shown that the MCA suggests more challenge to
the students to complete, students prefer not to have this format of testing as the test contributed to
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students’ stress.Therefore, it is recommended for further modification of computer based testing
design that facilitates motivation as well as comfortable environment for students while undertaking
the computer based tests.
This study is limited to the investigation of the students’ preference to the application of SCA
and MCA. The preference is particularly to reflect students’ convenience in using such SCA and
MCA programs instead of the language proficiency being tested. In addition, this study has not yet
been clear in suggesting the SCA and MCA multiple choice programs as alternative in testing area of
students’ language proficiency instead of computer affordability for language testing.Thus, it is
suggested for further research to drive its main focus on the area of language proficiency that may be
affordably investigated in format either of SCA and MCA multiple choice program.
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Abstract: This paper is about the use of a long-distance controlled robot system (LDCR) by
learners working in a blended learning setting. We describe an interactive robotic project that
was the result of an international collaboration between an Australian school of distance
education and a Japanese technical college. After citing research findings about the use of the
system across multiple curriculum areas we identify the technological and pedagogical
challenges encountered during the project and quantify significant gains for students, teachers
and the wider school community. The paper concludes that long-distance controlled robot
systems can be successfully integrated into blended teaching and learning paradigms and that
this is a potential educational imperative for 21st Century students and teachers.
Keywords: educational robots, long-distance controlled, Lego Mindstorms, synchronous
cyber classroom, blended learning

1. Introduction
An imperative for educators in an age of rapid and continuing advances in information and
communication technologies (ICT) is to ensure that 21st Century learners become highly skilled in
state-of-the-art, cutting-edge ICT. The pace of change demands that high skilling in ICT be escalated
over the next decade (Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs,
Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians, December 2008, p.4). While
schools in Australia and internationally are employing a range of technologies in teaching and
learning, including educational robots, the use of long-distance controlled robots, as described in this
paper, is a relatively new and untested application of ICT in educational paradigms. In this paper we
examine the role of the Internet and Web 2.0 tools, as part of our ongoing research and development
in e-learning paradigms (Hastie, Chen, Kinshuk, Smith et al, 2010, 2011, and 2012).
We report on an interactive robotic research and development project conducted during 2013
at Brisbane School of Distance Education (BSDE), through an international collaboration with
Kanazawa Technical College (KTC), Japan. The study augments previous research undertaken by
Kanazawa Technical College (Minamide, Takemata, Yamada & Hastie, 2012). BSDE was chosen as a
trial site because the school uses a ‘Blended Learning (BL) mode of delivery that combines different
instructional methods, modalities and delivery ‘media’, including online and face-to-face instructional
settings in which participants may be physically present and/or ‘cyber’. The ‘BSDE Interactive Robots
Project 2013’ used a robot operated by students via a laptop in a Blended Learning setting using a
synchronous cyber classroom, facilitated by an e-learning manager using a collaborative, and a
negotiated approach to content development decision-making (Hastie, Chen, Smith, Todd et al, 2008,
2011, 2012). The project sought to build bridges across the digital divide to include and empower
students living in rural, remote and isolated locations (Hastie, Chen & Leeming, 2010) and strengthen
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on-going international collaborations in the Asia-Pacific region (Hastie, Chen, Kinshuk, Smith et al,
2009, 2010).
The main focus of this study, however, was the introduction of robotics to ‘distance’ students
enrolled at BSDE in 2013 through the trial of an innovative Long-Distance Controlled Robot system
(LDCR), to develop high level skills in technology (ICT) and skills in multiple curriculum areas. We
cite new findings in which we describe an approach that can be adopted by teachers to integrate ICT,
specifically robotic technology, into the curriculum and propose strategies to help schools develop
Blended Learning modes of delivery. We now examine the literature on educational robots and
implications for students, teachers and school communities.

2. Literature Review
In a world where the boundaries between humans and machines are becoming more and more blurred,
it is apparent that our relationships with robots are becoming increasingly complex and will continue
to do so. We can only imagine the world in which today’s children will operate in the future as robots
continue their migration into traditional white-collar jobs and all areas of human activity. While the
term ‘robot’ is derived from a Czech word meaning ‘forced labour’, in this paper we define a ‘robot’
as a mechanical device that is capable of performing a variety of often complex human tasks on
command or by being programmed in advance, and as sometimes resembling a human. While robots
have been used for decades to perform tele-surgery and are now routinely used to perform complex
tasks on the International Space Station with controllers based on Earth, there is scant evidence in the
literature of the use of Long-Distance Controlled Robots in education. This study then is groundbreaking because it addresses the challenges faced by educators everywhere in integrating robotics
technology into mainstream education, particularly ‘distance’ education. With the next generation of
potential robotics engineers and innovators already in our schools, we need to prepare them for a
future in which robots will be all pervasive.
The literature is emphatic in urging us to escalate the up-skilling of young people in their use
of technology, specifically ICT. In the draft Shape of the Australian Curriculum: Technologies paper
(ACARA, 2012) the subject area ‘Technology’ is recognised as including the ‘creative processes that
assist people to select and utilise materials, information, systems, tools and equipment to design and
realise solutions’ (p. 1). The current Queensland technology syllabus (Queensland Studies Authority,
2003) also addresses this broader view of technology as involving the design and production of
innovative and creative products and processes to meet human needs and wants. The syllabus outlines
the need for students to work technologically and use resources including materials, systems, and
information to create products and processes. As a consequence, technological literacy can enable
them to ‘use, manage, assess and understand technology’ (ITEA, 2007, p.7). There is no direct
reference to the inclusion of robotics in the Queensland syllabus. However the Queensland Study
Authority, in their Queensland Curriculum Assessment Framework for Technology, advises teachers
that students who may be awarded an ‘A’ will demonstrate a very high level of knowledge and
understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes (Queensland Study
Authority, 2012).
Education Queensland supports schools and students who compete in the First Lego League
Robotics program, a robotics competition for middle school students (aged 9-14). In this program
mentors and educators work with a team of students and a LEGO Mindstorm Kit to prepare for
competitions. Students are encouraged to appreciate science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, using real-world context and ‘hands-on’ experimentation. The students work on-site
with their teachers and mentors in a Physical Face-to-Face setting, usually at a school. However,
students do not use a long-distance controlled robots system (LDRS), as described in this study. The
Long-Distance Controlled Robot system (LDCR) using ‘Robocube’, was initially developed for use
by students in Japan and for an international exchange between Kanazawa Technical College and
students at Singapore Polytechnic (Minamide，Takemata, Naoe, Yamada & Hoon, 2008). During
trials, one challenge that emerged was related to the user interface not being translated completely into
English resulting in difficulties for students using the system (Minamide, Takemata, & Hoon, 2009).
This was easily resolved. However, there were high costs associated with the ‘Robocube’ robot which
is manufactured in Japan and therefore not easily accessed internationally (Minamide, Takemata,
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Yamada & Hastie, 2012). A re-designed system sought to reduce costs and increase system security,
while ensuring ease of operation of the robot by students and teachers. This resulted in the selection of
the Lego Mindstorms NXT (Lego NXT) due to its wider availability (Hung, Chao, Lee & Chen, 2013)
and a new purpose-built LDCR system was designed by Kanazawa Technical College (Minamide,
Takemata, Yamada & Hastie, 2012).
We now describe a case study conducted during 2013 in which primary school students and
teachers at an Australian school of distance education participated in the trial of the re-designed
LDCR, and how they were introduced to robotic technology in an attempt to skill them at high level in
ICT, and enhance their general skill level across multiple curriculum-areas.

3. Research Methodology
3.1 Project instigation
In this paper we present findings from an interactive robotic research and development project
conducted at Brisbane School of Distance Education (BSDE), Australia, during 2013 in collaboration
with Kanazawa Technical College (KTC), Japan. The project was instigated in 2009 by Professor
Takemata and Professor Minamide (KTC) through an approach made to Ms Megan Hastie, an
Education Queensland Senior Experienced Teacher (BSDE), to test the use of a long-distance
controlled robot system (LDCR) by students operating in a ‘distance’ education technology enhanced
learning paradigm. In 2010 the Professors visited BSDE and demonstrated their Long-Distance
Controlled Robot system over the Internet. Initial interest and enthusiasm amongst BSDE
administrators and teaching staff for the robotic project was high and in 2011 the Professors returned
to BSDE. During the second visit the Professors donated a Lego NXT robot, cameras, a Dell laptop
computer, a router, cables and tools to BSDE, and installed a robotic field in the BSDE Library as
depicted in the photographs below:

3.2 Robotics Project launch
In 2013, Megan Hastie, re-launched the project with a focus on the BSDE Year 6 student
cohort. Students in this year level are typically aged ten and eleven years and are the ‘senior’
students in the Junior School. The Holistic Blended Learning Model was applied to the
project with Mode 10, the optimal mode, being the preferred e-learning pedagogy, as outlined
below in Table 1:
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Table 1: The Holistic Blended Learning Model (Hastie, Hung, Chen, & Kinshuk, 2010)
1
2
3

(PA + PS)
(PA + CA)
(PA + CS)

Physical Asynchronous + Physical Synchronous
Physical Asynchronous + Cyber Asynchronous
Physical Asynchronous + Cyber Synchronous

4

(PS + CA)

Physical Synchronous + Cyber Asynchronous

5

(PS + CS)

Physical Synchronous + Cyber Synchronous

6

(CA + CS)

Cyber Asynchronous + Cyber Synchronous

7
8
9

(PA + PS + CA)
(PA + CA + CS)
(PS + CA + CS)

Physical Asynchronous + Physical Synchronous + Cyber Asynchronous
Physical Asynchronous + Cyber Asynchronous + Cyber Synchronous
Physical Synchronous + Cyber Asynchronous + Cyber Synchronous

10

(PA + PS + CA + CS)

Physical Asynchronous + Physical Synchronous + Cyber Asynchronous + Cyber
Synchronous

Using Mode 10, students and teachers accessed print and multi-media resources (PA) related
to robotics, attended physical lectures on-site at BSDE (PS), accessed online digital resources (CA)
through links to robotics demonstrations and participated in weekly cyber synchronous session (CS),
including guest speaker events.
In February 2013, Year 6 students who were able to attend a physical lecture (PS) met oncampus at BSDE for an ‘Enrichment Day’. Students were introduced to the robot and the robotics
project proposal was explained. Student and parent enthusiasm for the project was determined at very
high level with corresponding high-level support from the school’s Principal, Parents and Citizens
Association and the Year 6 teaching team. Following the Enrichment Day, an invitation was issued to
all Year 6 students via the school’s Blackboard noticeboard to join the ‘BSDE Interactive Robots
Project 2013’. Participation in the project was voluntary and was open to all students irrespective of
their physical location with students informed that they could participate in the project through a
Blended Learning (BL) mode of delivery. Nineteen students (30%) out of a total sixty-five Year 6
students nominated, including eleven students (58%) located in Brisbane, seven students located
within one to two hours drive of Brisbane (37%) and one student (5%) located overseas. Five students
(26%) were female and fourteen (74%) were male.
In March 2013, twelve student members (63%) of the ‘BSDE Interactive Robots Project
2013’ along with three Year 6 teachers participated in the first meeting of the project. Nine students
(75%) participated PF2F at BSDE and three students (25%) joined the meeting CF2F, via Elluminate,
including one student (8%) from overseas. Three students (25 %) were female and nine (75%) were
male. Students were officially welcomed to the project launch by the school’s Deputy Principal who
stressed the innovative and ground-breaking nature of the robotic project for BSDE. Students were
then invited to ‘name’ the robot with the name ‘DCR13’ (an acronym for Distance-Controlled Robot
2013) being selected by popular vote. The students completed a Survey, a questionnaire comprising
seven questions, to determine their prior knowledge of robots, their learning expectations including
their expectations of project membership (frequency of meetings, meeting modes and locations).
Students and teachers discussed the broad aims of the project. These included learning about
technology with a specific focus on robotic technology, the ‘hands-on’ operation of robots, the design
of ‘terrain’ for robots to traverse, collaborative research and development on the application of robots
in everyday life, invitations to ‘expert’ guest speakers, and the contributions our project could make to
the fields of Science and Technology. Students then took turns to ‘drive’ the robot around a field using
directional keys on the laptop, with the three students connected via Elluminate interacting with
teachers and classmates using webcam and VoIP. Students spontaneously redesigned the field to
create different pathways and simple variegated terrain for the robot to traverse. Student discussion
during this time involved them in the identification of specific mediums (such as sand, gravel or
water) that may damage the workings of the robot and thereby eliminating these (through the
substitution of mediums to simulate these) from the terrain design. Students came together at the end
of the first meeting to plan future meetings. This included a timeline for the current phase of the
project with plans for the design of the terrain, the writing of a script to tell the story of the robot’s
travels, the role of the Narrator, rehearsals, leading to a presentation for parents, classmates, teachers,
and school administration at the end of Semester One (mid-June 2013).
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Following the first meeting the student survey data was collated and analysed, as shown in
Table 2 below:

Table 2: Student Survey 1:
Question 1

Student responses
Yes
No

I’ve had previous experience with robots.

80%
20%

Question 2

Student responses

What would you like to learn about robots?

How robots function (technical)
How robots can do chores
How to build my own robot
How to program robot better (programming, coding)

Question 3

Student responses

What would you like the robot to do?

Household chores and gardening
Transport objects
Be remotely controlled and armed with a ball
shooter
Help old people by making a cup of tea
Perform plays
Motion controlled (eg. wave = go forward)
Fly like a helicopter
Generate music
Look and move like R2D2

Question 4

Student responses

What type of terrain would you like to design for the robot to
traverse?

A mixture of sandy, rocky, muddy and hilly terrains
Dirt and stones
Jupiter
Investigating Europa (Jupiter’s moon)
Jungle
Mars
Sky
Underwater
A helipad for it to land on
Ramp course
I have too many to count.
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Question 5
Would you like to meet guest speakers who are
experts on robots?
Question 6
How often would you like our group to meet for the robot
project?

Question 7
Where would you prefer to meet?

Student responses
Yes
No

100%
Nil

Student responses
a. Once a week

45%

b. Once a fortnight

22%

c. Once a month

33%

Student responses
Always on-site at BSDE

45%

Always virtually via Elluminate

Nil

A mix of on-site (at BSDE) and virtual (Elluminate)
meetings

55%

In response to the student survey, students met CF2F with the lead teacher, Megan Hastie,
once per week via a synchronous cyber classroom (Elluminate) during May-June 2013. Using the
interactive synchronous whiteboard, VoIP, webcams and the chat-room, students planned and designed
terrain for the robot to traverse, and wrote a script for the presentation. In early-May, students who
were able to attend a PF2F on-campus session at BSDE built the terrain using a range of art and craft
materials. Those students unable to attend PF2F joined the session via a synchronous cyber classroom
(Elluminate) to participate in the assembly of the terrain and to rehearse the script for the presentation.
Students volunteered for various roles and duties for the presentation including Narrators, robot
operation, lighting, music and special effects. A date for the presentation was determined and
invitations to parents, BSDE staff and administration and fellow students for the presentation were
designed and emailed.
During this time (May-June 2013) several expert guest speakers gave presentations on
robotics to the students. Students and teachers linked via the synchronous cyber classroom to a
professor of Robotics at Cornell University, USA, and an academic working in robotics at the
Queensland University of Technology (QUT) on topics identified by the students in the survey data
above, and included question-answer opportunities for students.
It is anticipated that the Global IP address will be activated during September 2013 to enable
the project to achieve its initial aim of allowing students to control the robot long-distance. The robot
will remain on-site at BSDE and students will control it from their individual locations off-campus. In
September students will complete a second Survey in which they will have the opportunity to reflect
on the project and their expectations of future participation in the ‘BSDE Interactive Robot Project
2013’. This will assist with the planning of the next phase of the project which extends to the end of
2013, and it is anticipated that phase two will provide further research data.

4. Findings and Implications
The main finding in this paper is that the skilling of primary school students and their teachers in the
use of educational robots is not only possible, but is an imperative for 21st Century education. This
change is being driven by rapid and continuing advances in information and communication
technologies (ICT), particularly robotics, and this in turn demands the escalation of high-level skilling
in ICT over the next decade. As our relationships with robots become increasingly complex and as
robots continue their migration into all areas of human activity, 21st Century learners must be fully
prepared to live and work with robots. It is of paramount importance that the usual ICT suite of
subjects be broadened to include the study of robotics and for robotics courses to be given more
prominence at all levels in education. This will help grow the next generation of robotics engineers,
innovators and designers, starting at primary school and during the formative years of early childhood.
This means the study of robotics must become a key content area and that schools need to be
appropriately resourced. With teachers identified as the most transformative factor in the teachinglearning dynamic (Hattie, J, 2003), the up-skilling of teachers in the application of robotics technology
is critical.
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Our second finding is that the use of a Long-Distance Controlled Robot system (LDCR), as
described in this study, has the potential to provide unlimited access to educational robots for students
and teachers in rural, remote and isolated situations, irrespective of their physical location. Through
the use of the Internet and Web 2.0 tools, specifically the LDCR and the synchronous cyber
classroom, students and teachers were able to operate in a Blended Learning setting that put the world
of robotic expertise at their fingertips, helped them develop networks both within Queensland and
internationally, and built bridges through cyberspace and across the ‘Digital Divide’. As such the
project was totally inclusive and an indictment of the power of the Internet.
Our third finding is that primary school students and their teachers can work collaboratively
with experts in robotics to develop situation-specific projects that yield quantifiable academic and
social gains for participants at local level and internationally, and across multiple curriculum areas.
While students and teachers in this study focussed predominantly on the speciality area of robotics,
they also worked in the curriculum areas of Science, Technology and ICT, English, Mathematics and
the Arts.
A fourth finding is that risk-takers are needed to make projects of this type work. This is
because innovation involves risk and schools, with typically over-loaded curriculum, seldom have
time for anything extra. It takes vision and energy and key personnel in schools like BSDE, and in
institutions like Kanazawa Technical College, to recognise opportunities for students and to drive
innovation, as demonstrated in this study. Without the key teacher, the robot would have stayed
packed in its box. Instead the robot came to life, enchanted students and teachers, put the focus
squarely on Technology and high-level ICT skilling, and lead participants in new adventures in
thinking and learning, and as a consequence galvanised the collaboration between BSDE and
Kanazawa Technical College.
Finally, evidenced-based research of the sort gathered in this study can contribute new
findings to the fields of Science and Technology. This in turn will create career pathways and
employment at the cutting-edge of innovation for young Australians.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have described a ground-breaking trial of a Long-Distance Controlled Robot system
(LDCR) conducted during 2013 at an Australian school of distance education. The trial supports a
growing body of research in which the skilling of primary school students and their teachers in the use
of educational robots is identified as an imperative for 21st Century education. Globally educators
need to give higher prominence to the study of robotics to ensure students are adequately prepared to
live and work in a world where robots will pervade all areas of human activity. In the next decade, an
escalation of high-level skilling in ICT is critical if we are to develop situation-specific projects that
yield quantifiable academic and social gains for communities of learners at local level and
internationally, and across multiple curriculum areas. This will require vision, energy and the support
of key personnel in schools if the quantum shift to Blended Learning is to be achieved. In particular,
Australian educators need to optimise opportunities to collaborate with experts in robotics in the
Australasian region to ensure Australian students achieve world-class training in ICT that will lead to
career pathways and employment at the cutting-edge of innovation in what is described as the ‘Asian
Century’. One thing seems certain – it will be the century for robots.
Further technological support is required to determine the logistics around a Global IP address
that will allow students to control the robot long-distance, and thus achieve the project’s initial aim. It
is also recommended that consideration be given to the extension of the project to include other year
levels and faculties within Brisbane School of Distance Education, with potential to include other
Education Queensland schools of distance education and interested international partners in a wider,
longitudinal study.
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Abstract: The collection and marking of student artwork across a large jurisdiction such as
Western Australia is challenging where the work is submitted to a central location to be
marked by experts and returned to students. An alternative approach would be to submit
digital representations of the artworks online for marking. However, to give a valid and
reliable measure the representations would need to be of adequate quality. Further, judgements
of artworks are necessarily subjective giving concern about the reliability of marking for highstakes assessment. The comparative pairs method of marking lends itself to addressing this
problem and is feasible where the work to be marked is in digital form. This paper reports on
one component of a three-year study to investigate the representation of student practical work
in digital forms for the purpose of summative assessment. This study set out to determine
whether the digital approach was feasible and adequate fidelity could be achieved in order to
use the comparative pairs method of marking. The first phase of the project involved the
researchers creating digital representations of the artwork submitted at the end of secondary
schooling by a sample of students in the Visual Arts course and comparing the results of
marking these with the physical forms. The second phase involved a sample of students
creating digital representations of their own work and submitting them through an online
system for marking. The study found this process was feasible, and the results were
acceptable, but it lacked support from teachers and students who wanted the original artworks
to be assessed.
Keywords: Visual Arts, summative assessment, portfolio, digital representation

1. Introduction
Creative expression is difficult to assess largely due to the subjective nature of the judgements made
(Dillon & Brown, 2006). Where these judgements contribute to high-stakes assessment there are
concerns about the reliability of resulting scores. Recent research has suggested that a comparative
pairs method of marking may be the best approach to counter the subjectivity of judgements
(Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010; Kimbell, Wheeler, Miller, & Pollitt, 2007; Newhouse, 2011; Pollitt,
2012). This method is based on making comparisons between pairs of artefacts or representations of
performance and combining the results of these comparisons using a Rasch dichotomous model
(Pollitt, 2012). However, to effectively apply this method to a large sample realistically requires that
the work being judged is in a digital form so that computer software and networks can be used to
access the work, enter judgements and calculate scores. For the results to be valid these digital
representations of student work or performance must have an adequate level of fidelity for the
purposes of the assessment. At the same time the creation and submission of these digital
representations must be manageable and at minimal cost. Can this be accomplished for senior
secondary school high-stakes summative assessment for a highly creative area of the curriculum?
This paper reports on a component of a three-year study that sought to address this question.
This study used the practical work in two senior secondary courses in Western Australia (W.A.),
Visual Arts and Design, however, this paper only considers findings associated with the Visual Arts
course. The study built on five-years of research into the use of digital technologies to support highstakes summative assessment, which had included investigation of the comparative pairs method of
marking in collaboration with researchers from the British e-Scape project (Kimbell et al., 2007;
Newhouse & Njiru, 2009). The main purpose was to determine the efficacy of digital representations
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of student artwork for the comparative pairs method of marking for the purposes of high-stakes
summative assessment. The study built on three main intersecting areas of knowledge: assessment;
psychometrics; and digital representation. The processes and resulting artefacts (e.g. paintings and
sculptures) of student activity needed to be represented in digital form to measure their performance
for summative assessment purposes.
The assessment of practical creative expression, such as for Visual Arts, has typically been
done by students submitting a portfolio of work that includes created artefacts and process documents
(e.g. Madeja, 2004). This portfolio is then judged by an expert against a set of criteria and awarded a
score or grade. This approach has been reasonably effective for small-scale formative assessment
purposes such as with a teacher and her class. However, when the scale is larger and the stakes are
higher, management and measurement reliability become obstacles (Clarke-Midura & Dede, 2010).
This study sought to address management obstacles through using digital technologies and reliability
obstacles through applying modern psychometrics (Clarke-Midura & Dede, 2010; McGaw, 2006;
Ridgway, McCusker, & Pead, 2004).
Using portfolios for assessment is part of what Messick (1994) refers to as “performance-andproduct assessment” (p. 14) where a performance concerns processes and a product is a remaining
outcome. In the Visual Arts course in W.A. the existing focus of the final assessment was on the
product, with the process represented in a minor subsidiary form, although some would argue it should
be as important as the product (Dillon & Brown, 2006). Dillon and Brown point out that in the visual
arts while the product may be “tangible” the “meaning may not be clear or literal” (p. 421) so this
needs to be captured in representations of the process. They also highlight the assessment problem of
creating “representational and evaluative” frameworks that help identify differences in both “technical
and expressive ability”. That is so the assessor is provided with adequate evidence to make a balance
of judgements between the technical and expressive quality of the work submitted as representative of
the student’s “artistic” knowledge. That is why in our project we used a combination of photographs,
video, audio and text to represent the student’s work, with the artist’s “voice” (p. 419) in the audio and
text providing some explanation of the process and meaning.
Traditionally portfolios of creative work have been assessed for summative purposes using a
range of analytical techniques that aim to quantify identifiable aspects or qualities of the work. This is
much easier to accomplish for technical qualities than expressive (creative) qualities that are difficult
to describe alphanumerically and detached from the assessor (Dillon & Brown, 2006). Psychometrics
is the science that focuses on measuring such mental processes, quantifying the qualitative (Barrett,
2003). An analytical technique used by psychometricians is to describe each assessable quality as a
criterion with a set of quantified levels of performance or achievement, often represented in a rubric,
and then use some form of Item Response Theory such as Rasch modeling to generate a score or grade
(Humphry & Heldsinger, 2009). Although this is preferable to just adding up the scores on the criteria,
psychometricians such as Pollitt (2004) argue that this will not accurately measure a student’s
“performance or ability” (p. 5) because the nature of the performance is holistic and therefore a
holistic method such as the paired comparison judgement method is “intrinsically more valid”.
However, until recently this has not been feasible for large-scale assessment but may be with the use
of purpose built software, computer networks and digital representations of performances (McGaw,
2006; Pollitt, 2012).
Dillon and Brown (2006) argue that, “Digital media and information systems present the
opportunity to capture, store, and manage multiple forms of evidence about artistic products and
processes” (p. 420). The question is how can the knowledge and skills being assessed best be
represented in digital media to allow comparative judgements to be made? Then the question is
whether this can be accomplished in typical schools with their accompanying constraints? Our study
aimed to address these two questions.

2. Method
Our study addressed the questions of adequate digital representation and scalability to schools in two
phases. In the first phase we digitised student work that was submitted for high-stakes summative
assessment, and in the second students digitised their own work to be submitted online for external
assessment. In the first phase we compared the results of marking the digitised artwork portfolio with
the results of marking the physical artwork portfolio. In Western Australia (W.A.) for many years
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Visual Arts in senior secondary schooling has been assessed through analytically judging a physical
portfolio that at one stage was more a representation of process, termed a ‘visual diary’, but more
recently is largely the physical artworks themselves supported by a document containing an ‘artist
statement’ and photographs of intended presentation of the artwork. In a large jurisdiction such as
W.A. this approach provides many logistical and management challenges to add to the limitations of
measurement and the lack of an adequate enduring record for confirmatory purposes.
The study employed an action research design with the two development-evaluation phases
that involved the collection of a range of data analysed from the perspectives of students, teachers and
assessors. Students were surveyed and interviewed, teachers and assessors were interviewed, and the
scores from marking were analysed and compared. The analytical marking criteria provided for the
course were used by the study and initially the technical specifications for digitizing the portfolios
were determined through an analysis of syllabus requirements and a review of portfolios submitted in
the previous year.
The first one-year Development and Pilot phase occurred from July 2011 to June 2012, and
involved 75 Visual Arts portfolios from 11 schools being digitised by our research team and marked
using both an analytical and a comparative pairs method. The efficacy of the digital representations
was interrogated through interpreting the responses of students, teachers and assessors, and through a
comparison with the scores awarded to the original physical portfolios (Note: The awarding body
provided us with the raw scores from the official marking for the students in our sample.). The sample
was purposefully selected to ensure all teachers were experienced in teaching the Visual Arts course
having taught the course for a few years; many were also experienced external assessors.
The second one-year School-Based Implementation phase occurred between July 2012 and
June 2013, and involved 138 students from the penultimate year of 13 secondary schools. This sample
of schools was initially selected to ensure a representative range of typical schools were involved
including two from country areas and some from each of the three school systems (government,
Catholic and independent). Researchers supported teachers to facilitate students in digitizing their own
portfolios and uploading these to an online repository. As Dillon and Brown (2006) suggest it was
likely that with students digitizing their own work a more accurate representation would be formed.

3. Phase One – digitisation by researchers
In this phase of the study the artworks submitted by final year secondary students in the sample for
final examination were represented digitally by the researchers to allow online scoring. This was a
separate set of processes from the official scoring of the artworks for the purposes of graduation and
tertiary education entrance. Prior to digitization a set of procedures and guidelines for digitising were
drawn up after consultation with experts to review the course syllabus requirements and examples of
student two or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) artworks. These were then tested with work produced by
students from a Year 11 class at a local school and refined to give those listed in Table 1. Three teams
of researchers were trained in using SLR and digital video cameras to digitise the portfolios at the
central location to which all artwork portfolios for the state of W.A. had been delivered. Unfortunately
it was not possible to fully implement the procedures and guidelines as intended because we were only
given one day to access the work and the location had very little space available. Therefore backdrops
and lighting could not be set up, most 3D artworks could not be moved, and time did not permit
proper colour balancing and multiple attempts at photographs and videos. However, despite the
constraints a full set of digital files was created for each artwork portfolio. Each portfolio included
either 2D or 3D artwork, almost all included a one-page artist statement and most included a
photograph of the intended presentation. A substantial number of the artworks comprised multiple
pieces with the maximum number being 11 interconnected two-dimensional paintings.
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Table 1: Procedures and guidelines for the digitising of the Visual Arts portfolios by the researchers.
Artwork type
2 Dimensional

3 Dimensional

Digitisation Requirement
File type
ID number and match-box visible in each photo/video
Photo of ‘Artist Statement’ and proposed installation if provided
.jpg
One full size hi-resolution photo of 4 megapixels giving 300dpi at a .jpg
reasonable size. Additional photos for multi-piece artworks.
4 x close ups - extracted from main photo(s)
.jpg
All photos combined into one document
.pdf
HD Video (pan & zoom) - 10 secs
.wmv
ID number visible in each photo/video
Photo of ‘Artist Statement’ and proposed installation if provided
.jpg
Full size photo + size object such as a match-box
.jpg
At least 4 x angle photos (L, R, top, bottom)
.jpg
4 x close ups - extracted from main photo
.jpg
All photos combined into one document
.pdf
HD Video (pan & zoom) - 10 seconds
.wmv
3-D Animation for some works
.mov

Prior to uploading the digital files into the online repositories to be accessed by the assessors
some simple editing was required that included rotating and cropping, and for the videos a change of
file format to WMV. The four close-up images were created from the original photographs based on
advice from a Visual Arts teaching specialist. In addition a single PDF file was created using all the
original photographs and the close-up images. All the files for each student were copied onto USB
flash drives and given to them to review prior to completing a questionnaire. This process also
checked that the correct files were associated with each student prior to all files being copied to a
server for analytical marking, and uploaded to the MAPS online portfolio system for comparative
pairs marking.
Three experienced assessors were employed for analytical marking of the digital
representations and they were augmented with the teachers and some officers of the awarding body for
comparative pairs marking. The marking criteria for analytical marking of the digital representations
were those used for the official marking of the physical artwork portfolios as shown here (range of
scores points are in parentheses).
C1: Creativity and innovation: Artwork/s is outstanding, showing exceptional creativity and
innovation and the emergence of a distinctive style. (0-6)
C2: Communication of ideas: Ideas are skilfully realised and powerfully communicated in
sophisticated and highly coherent resolved artwork/s. (0-5)
C3: Use of visual language: Extensive and sophisticated application of visual language in the
artwork/s. Complex and highly resolved visual relationships are evident. (0-12)
C4: Use of media and/or materials: Highly discerning selection and refined use of media
and/or materials demonstrating sensitive application and handling. (0-5)
C5: Use of skills and/or processes: Extensive and sophisticated selection and application of
skills and processes. (0-12)
From these criteria one holistic criterion to be used in the comparative pairs marking of the
digital representations was generated at a workshop involving all the assessors.
Judgement about performance addresses students’ ability to creatively use visual language,
materials and processes to skilfully communicate an innovative idea in a resolved artwork.
Both methods of marking the digital representations were facilitated through online systems
accessed through an Internet browser. For analytical marking the research team developed a database
system using Filemaker Pro that displayed the digital representations and the rubric, and allowed
scores to be recorded using on-screen buttons. For comparative pairs marking the Adaptive
Comparative Judgements System (ACJS) associated with the MAPS online portfolio system was used.
This system, as described by Pollitt (2012), facilitates all aspects of the comparative pairs method.
Assessors were trained in the use of the system at the workshop where the holistic criteria was
generated.
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Teachers were asked to view the digital representations of their own students’ work, provide a
ranking, and then answer some questions. Overall they were negative about using digital
representations to replace marking of the physical artworks. They believed that assessors needed to be
able to ‘touch’ the artwork and get a feel for the ‘size’ of the work. Further they believed that some
artwork would not photograph well due to the materials and techniques used and that threedimensional work would not be adequately represented. From the survey of students it was also clear
that they did not think the digital representations were adequate to mark in place of the original
artworks. However, an analysis of the resulting scores showed a high significant correlation between
scores from both methods of marking the digital representations and the official scores awarded for
the original physical forms (r=0.86 for analytical and r=0.74 for comparative pairs, p<0.01). In fact
these correlation coefficients were much larger than those between the three analytical assessors of the
digital representations (r=0.51, 0.54 and 0.56, p<0.01).

4. Phase Two – digitisation by students
For the second phase students were assisted to create a digital representation of their own work, in a
similar manner to that employed by the researchers for the first phase of the study. They used the
technical specifications shown in Table 2, with the only major change from the first phase being the
opportunity to explain their work to the assessors as they recorded their video recording. They were
instructed to have a 2D or 3D artwork ready and they were guided on how to use the SLR digital and
video cameras prior to digitisation. They were able to do this in the close-up photos and the video. To
effectively digitise the artworks a backdrop support and lighting kit was used with the cameras. The
ePhoto kit (ePhoto Inc., 2012) used was inexpensive at less than $150 per kit and was purchased
online (Figure 1). It included two light stands and umbrellas, two 45w day light bulbs (5500K/2 x
32"), one black and one white muslin backdrop, and one background support system. As the system
was used in Australia, the four light bulbs that came with the kit were replaced with 105W 5500K
bulbs and light holders. The backdrop and lighting system was easy to store, transport, set up and use.
Students could easily be instructed on how to set up the system and their work for digitisation.
Table 2: Technical specifications provided for Visual Arts students and teachers (abridged version).
Component of digital representation
ARTIST STATEMENT
• 300 words containing the rationale for the conceptual and material development
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS
• Backdrop stand and sheet is to be used for the digital photos and the video supported by
provided camera/video lighting.
• Room natural or artificial light, ensuring that there are no shadows.
• Photos need to match the colour of the artwork.
• Ruler needs to be visible to indicate size of the work.
• Photographs need to be in focus.
• High resolution, 4 megapixels to give 300dpi at a reasonable size. 1,000 pixels on
longest side and/or up to 5MB in size.
MAIN PHOTO – 2D
• 2D artwork needs to be completely upright.
• 1 full size main photo of the work using a ruler as a size guide (photo 1).
• If the photo does not capture the work, a second photo can be taken.
MAIN PHOTO – 3D
• 1 full size photo taken from the front of the work including a ruler as a size guide
• 4 full sized angle photos (left, right, top, bottom)
CLOSE UP PHOTOS
2D – 2 photos of own choice to highlight two aspects of the work
3D – 4 photos of own choice to highlight four aspects of the work
VIDEO – 2D & 3 D
• Up to 12MB of HD Video (pan and zoom) - 20 seconds with audio annotations
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File type
.doc

.jpg

.jpg

.avi

Figure 1: Backdrop, stand and lighting kit system (ePhoto Inc., 2012).
Students completed a questionnaire about the creation of the representations of their artwork,
and their attitudes towards, and perceptions of, the digital representation of their artwork. It was clear
from their responses that they had little previous experience in representing their artwork digitally
with 86% indicating little or no experience. Further, 79% indicated that previously none of their work
had been submitted in digital form for assessment. In fact, very little of their work had been originally
created on computer but 55% indicated that they needed little or no help to digitise their artwork. They
were split evenly on confidence in digitising but 70% thought it was easy to do the digitisation and
81% believed the requirements were easy to follow. The majority (62%) felt that the photographs and
video represented their artwork well. However, 55% would have preferred someone else to do the
digitising, 87% would still prefer an assessor to mark their original artwork, and 80% believed that in
doing so they would receive a higher score.
There were open-response items that allowed them to identify the best and worst things about
creating the digital representations of their work. Most stated that the process was “easy” and “fun”
and they thought it was good to have digital copies of their work. Some had a number of pieces that
made up one artwork and they found it helpful to capture all of the pieces together. They also liked
being able to take close-up photographs and talk on their video to help them foreground details of their
work. Most were happy with the quality of the photographs even to the extent that some thought they
could make the work look better than it really was. Many comments also indicated that they thought
the digital versions would be easier to mark and would save on transportation, storage and damage.
However, there were a number of things about the digital representations that they did not like such as
that the video was too short and that they did not enjoy talking on the video. Some argued that their
original work would have “more impact” and look more “impressive” and that digitisation wasn’t a
true representation. They also felt concerned that digitisation did not show “fine details, texture and
doesn’t capture the essence” of the original artwork.
Overall the teachers were still not in favour of digital representations being marked in place of
the original artwork but some made positive comments about the outcomes of the digitisation by their
own students. One teacher stated: ‘I was very against it [digitisation] but after some terminal damage
to work for external examination I can see the benefit from a wear and tear point of view’. They were
more impressed with the quality of the photographs but still felt they missed some “subtle nuances”.
Generally they believed that the original work would score higher because the viewer could “interact”
with the work, the scale of the work was more obvious, and that the ‘digital representations do tend to
flatten artwork and work seems to lose its tactile quality’.
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6. Conclusions
At this stage our study has shown that visual artworks can be adequately digitised for the purposes of
summative assessment and that students can do this using relatively inexpensive equipment, systems
and software. However, teachers and most students are not persuaded of the adequacy, although if
faced without the choice of centralised marking of the physical forms of the work this may change.
The lack of experience of students, probably because there is currently no need to represent their work
digitally, is a likely explanation of the negative perceptions of many students. In Australia as the trend
continues towards a national curriculum with accountability requiring comparability of assessment it
is almost certain that online judgement or marking systems will need to be used to be cost-effective.
This approach will improve manageability (e.g. marking from anywhere, less use of physical space
and time), increase the reliability of the scores from marking, maintain an enduring record, and
provide knowledge of assessor perceptions. Using various forms of digital portfolios this can probably
be achieved in any curriculum area, even difficult areas such as visual arts. Our study is
demonstrating the viability of the technology so now political will and informed community attitudes
are needed to make the key decisions to move all aspects of assessment into the digital age.
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Abstract: For over a decade, online courses have grown in higher education on both a
percentage and numeric basis. With the increase of online learning in higher education, there
are increasing numbers of discussions about factors concerning successful online learning or
students’ achievement. This study examines the relationships among learners’ use of course
management system (CMS) interactive functions, attitudes toward CMS, and online learning
performance. Data was drawn from 407 undergraduate students who enrolled in a general
education online course from three universities in Taiwan. The results suggest that a
relationship between learners’ attitudes toward CMS and use of CMS interactive functions, but
not with online learning performance. In addition, the results indicated that learners’ use of
learner-self and learner-instructor/learner interactive functions are related to online discussion
participation scores, and learners’ use of learner-content interactive functions is related to
exam scores. Implications and future research directions are provided and discussed in an
integral manner.
Keywords: Interactivity, interactive functions, online course, online learning performance

1. Introduction
Students’ interaction is always an indispensable and fundamental component for their knowledge
acquisition and cognitive development in traditional face-to-face learning settings (Song & McNary,
2011). As online learning becomes more and more popular in today’s higher education, interaction
remains an important practical as well as a research issue. In the earlier distance education context,
Moore (1989) has proposed a three-dimensional framework that characterized interaction as learner to
content, learner to instructor, and learner to learner. After the framework was proposed, Hillman,
Willis and Gunawardena (1994) suggested a fourth dimension that characterized interaction as learner
to interface. Later, Soo and Bonk (1998) mentioned that learner-self interaction should also be
categorized into dimensions of interaction.
Since most of the online learning setting usually has no regular daily or weekly face-to-face
encounters, a course management system (CMS), such as Moodle or Black Board, is usually adopted
to provide all dimensions’ interactions such as delivering and managing online courses
materials/activities and students’ learning progress (Malikowski, 2008; West, Waddoups, & Graham,
2007). Therefore, whether CMSs provide sufficient and effective interactive functions that facilitate
students’ interactions and learning has also become an important research issue (Chou, Peng, &
Chang, 2010). Some studies (e.g., Chou et al., 2010; Kiousis, 2002; Thorson & Rodgers, 2006)
indicated that learners’ perceptions of interactivity are related to the overall online learning
environment and learners’ engagement. Other researchers proposed that perceived interactivity is a
strong predictor of learners’ attitudes toward a website. For example, Liaw (2008) investigated the
relationship among learners’ satisfaction, behavioral intentions, and the effectiveness of the
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Blackboard e-learning system. The results showed that both learners’ perceived usefulness and
perceived satisfaction affected their behavioral intention to use such e-learning systems.
Moreover, a few studies have been conducted to examine the relationships between learners’
behaviors in CMS and their learning performances. For example, Proske, Narciss and Körndle (2007)
found that the use of interactive functions indeed improved learners’ achievements. In other words,
students’ use of learning tools, such as marking and note-taking, were significantly correlated with
their learning achievement. Zimmerman (2012) also examined the relationship between learners’
interaction with learning content and their course grades. The result indicated that the more time
learners spent on interacting with learning content, the higher grades they gained. However, the
above-mentioned studies seemed to focus on only one dimension of the interaction (e.g., learnercontent interaction) or limited interactive functions (e.g., interface-related functions), thus lacked the
coverage of other interactive dimensions or functions. Furthermore, these studies used the course
final, composite grade as the only indicator for learners’ performance and thus neglected the other
possible indicators (e.g., performances of online discussion or group project).
In response to these lacks in the literature, the purpose of this study is to examine the
relationships among learners’ self-reposted use of multifaceted interactive functions, their attitudes
toward CMS, and their online learning performance (exams, group project, and online discussion).
The study adopted a classification of five types of interaction proposed by Moore (1989), Hillman et
al. (1994) and Soo and Bonk (1998), and the related dimensions of interactive functions for system
design provided by Chou (2003) and Chou et al. (2010), that is, learner-self, learner-content, learnerinterface, learner-learner, and learner-instructor. To assess learners’ use of interactive functions and
attitudes, this study developed a survey to collect quantitative data. The research questions here are as
follows:

How is learners’ self-reported use of CMS interactive functions?

What are learners’ attitudes toward CMS?

What are the relationships among learners’ use of the CMS’s interactive functions, their attitudes
toward CMS, and their different online learning performance?

2. Literature Review
2.1 Types of Interaction and interactive functions of CMS
Moore (1989) was the first to identify three interactive relationships associated with a non-face-to-face
learning environment: learner-content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, and learner-learner
interaction. Later, Hillman, Willis and Gunawardena (1994) argued that Moore’s three interactive
relationships did not take account of interactions between learners and the technologies that support
instruction and content in such learning, and suggested a fourth type: learner-interface interaction.
In addition, Soo and Bonk (1998) thought learners should develop ability to self-regulate in
the process of learning; therefore, they suggested the learner-self interaction as the fifth dimension of
interactive relationships. On the basis of the above studies, this study adopted five interaction types in
a CMS-based online learning environment, and considered that all CMS’s functions are designed to
carry out the need for various interactions for learning. However, since CMS’s functions for learnerinstructor and learner-learner interactions are largely overlapped, we combined the leaner-instructor
dimension and the learner-learner dimension to the new dimension named as learner-instructor/learner
interaction. In other words, this study had finally categorized all CMS’s interactive functions into four
interaction dimensions:

Learner-self interaction: Leaners can monitor and reflect their learning in learning process by
using CMS functions (Soo & Bonk, 1998), such as Grade-status tracking, Examination-status
tracking, etc.

Learner-interface interaction: Learners can interact with some form of technology medium as part
of the course requirements. In other words, learners can access desired information with a userfriendly interface in a CMS (Hillman et al., 1994; Peng, Chou, & Chang, 2008) by using the
function such as System update or System announcement.
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Learner-content interaction: Learners can acquire multimedia learning contents from a CMS
(Moore, 1989; Su, Bonk, Magjuka, Liu, & Lee, 2005) by using the functions of Study guidance,
FAQs.
Learner-learner/instructor interaction: Learners can communicate with instructors/other learners
and peers synchronously (online meeting, online chat rooms) and asynchronously (e-mail,
discussion boards) (Kearsely, 1995; Zimmerman, 2012) by using functions of Assignment
handling, Discussion board, and Email.

2.2 Attitudes toward CMSs
Learners’ attitudes toward the CMS are critical to determine whether they will accept or continue to
use such a learning system (Sun & Hsu, 2013). For instance, Liaw’s study (2008) investigating CMS
use by 424 Taiwan students found that both learners’ perceived usefulness and perceived satisfaction
affect their behavioral intention to use such e-learning systems. In addition, learners’ perceptions of elearning effectiveness might be influenced by interactive learning activities, method of instruction,
and e-learning system quality. Past research has also indicated that a higher level of interactivity is
more associated with enhanced positive attitudes (Johnson, Hornik, & Salas, 2008; Jung, Choi, Lim,
& Leem, 2002; Kettanurak, Ramamurthy, & Haseman, 2001). Thorson and Rodgers (2006) found that
learners’ perceptions of interactivity influenced their evaluations of a website. Chou et al. (2010)
indicated that the higher students perceived the CMS’s interactivity, the more positive perceptions of
CMS they had used.
Consequently, learners’ perceptions of interactivity are affected by interactive features or
functions, which are also relevant to their attitudes toward CMSs. However, thus far we have only
found more studies with regard to attitudes toward CMSs, there were a few researches discussing
about the relationship among learners’ attitudes toward CMSs, their use of interactive functions in
such CMSs, and their online learning performances. Therefore, the relationship among the three
elements (attitude, use, and performance) has become the focus of the present study.

3. Method
3.1 Participants
The participants consisted of 407 undergraduate students enrolled in the same general education
online course from three universities in Taiwan. These course materials were delivered via an eCampus learning management system III (the e3-system). The sample included 260 males and 147
females. Thirty-one (7.6%) participants were freshmen, 191 (46.9%) were sophomores, 140 (34.4%)
were juniors and 45 (11.1%) were seniors. About participants’ experiences of using the e3-system,
there were 114 (28%) participants using the e3-system under one year, 213 (52.3%) for two to three
years, and 78 (19.2%) for four to five years (see Table 1).
Regarding students self-reported use, 168 (41.3%) participants logged in the e3-system several
times a week, 126 (31.0%) several times a day, 61 (15%) once a day, 46 (11.3%) once a week, and
only 6 (1.5%) once every two weeks. Moreover, about 89 (21.9%) participants reported that they spent
11 to 20 minutes staying in the e3-system per log-in and 85 (20.9%) participants spent 21 to 30
minutes staying in the e3-system then logged out (see Table 1).
Table 1: Students demographics and self-reported use of the e3 system (N=407).
Measure and items
Gender
Grade

Frequency
260
147
31
191
140
45

Male
Female
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
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Percentage (%)
63.9
36.1
7.6
46.9
34.4
11.1

Experiences of using the e3- under 1 year
system
2-3 years
4-5 years
Frequency of logging in the e3Once two weeks
system
Once a week
Several times a week
Once a day
Several times a day
Average length of staying in the Under 10 mins
e3-system
11-20 mins
21-30 mins
31-40 mins
41-50 mins
51 mins -1 hr
1-1.5 hr
1.5-2hr
Over 2hr

114
213
78
6
46
168
61
126
42
89
85
38
19
33
37
43
20

28.0
52.3
19.2
1.5
11.3
41.3
15.0
31.0
10.3
21.9
20.9
9.3
4.7
8.1
9.1
10.6
4.9

3.2 Instruments
To meet the purposes of this study, we used the questionnaire to investigate students’ use of the e3system interaction functions and their attitudes toward the e3-system.
The questionnaire had three parts. The first part asked for students’ demographic information
(gender, grade, using the e3-system experience), as reported above. The second part asked for
students’ self-reported use of the e3-system interactive functions. The reason we used the self-reported
questionnaire instead of actual logging data was that the e3-system did not provide detailed records of
all interactive functions which learners have used. The questionnaire consisted of 19 items based on
four interaction styles: learner-self interaction, learner-interface interaction, learner-content
interaction, and learner-instructor/learner interaction. Each item referred to a particular function (such
as Assignment completion tracking) in one interaction style (such as Learner-self interaction)
provided by the e3-system and used a six-point Likert rating format: 1. never; 2. only once; 3.
occasionally; 4. regularly; 5. frequently; 6. always. Having a higher score indicated that students had
higher frequency to use these functions.
The third part of the questionnaire asked for learners’ attitudes toward the e3-system. This
scale consisted of four items using a five-point Likert rating format: 1. very low; 2. low; 3. normal; 4.
high; 5. very high. Having a higher score indicated that students had a positive attitude toward the e3system. In other words, the higher scores students got, the more positive attitudes they had toward the
e3-system.

3.3 Data Collection
In order to collect data, researchers handed out questionnaires along with their midterm in the
classroom. Students on a voluntary basis were asked to provide their identification numbers to the
questionnaire in order to match up their scores afterwards. The data was gathered for four semesters
from fall 2010 to spring 2012. A total of 541 questionnaires were given during the midterm. After
comparing to each student’s questionnaires to their grades, only 407 responses were usable for further
analysis.
In addition, this study used three scores for students’ three types of online learning
performance: group project, midterm/final exam, and online discussion performance. The following
are the details about the three scores:

Group project performance score: Two instructors and three teaching assistants assessed students’
group projects based on a set of criteria, including consistency, accuracy, completeness,
creativity, and organization.
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Midterm/final exam score: In order to evaluate students’ performance in this online course, a
midterm exam was held in the middle of the semester and a final exam at the end of semester.
Each student needed to take the paper-and-pencil exams in the classroom.

Online discussion performance score: The measurement of online discussion performance was
based on the number and quality of messages posted. Each student was required to have a
minimum of two postings per week including responding to the discussion issues posted by the
instructors and their peers; moreover, each student had to post two new messages for peer
discussion each semester. Quality of messages was scored by two instructors and three teaching
assistants based on clarity and reasonableness in their postings.
All students had composite semester final grade points that ranged from 32 to 97 (on a 100point basis), with a mean of 76.75 and a standard deviation of 13.51.


4. Results
4.1 Use of CMS Interactive Functions
Students self-reported their use of the e3-system’s interactive functions in four dimensions, as shown
in Table 2.
Table 2: Students’ self-reported use of the e3-system interactive functions.
The use of functions
Used (%)
Mean*
S.D.
Learner-self interaction
3.88
.859
1
Assignment-completion tracking
96.1
4.52
1.124
2
Task-list
92.6
4.18
1.332
3
Grade-status tracking
88.2
3.77
1.371
4
Presentation-status tracking
87.2
3.71
1.398
5
Examination-status tracking
83.3
3.69
1.526
6
Login-status tracking
82.6
3.44
1.457
7
Materials-viewed tracking
81.8
3.80
1.533
Learner-interface interaction
4.33
1.085
8
System announcement
95.3
4.78
1.182
9
Subscription to course-related information
87.2
4.26
1.482
10
System update
83.0
3.96
1.590
Learner-content interaction
3.98
1.009
11
Study guidance
92.6
4.12
1.307
12
Multimedia presentation
91.4
4.15
1.295
13
Learner contributing to learning materials
86.5
3.84
1.396
14
FAQs about contents
85.7
3.80
1.428
Learner-instructor/learner interaction
3.94
.784
15
Assignment handling
98.0
4.76
.935
16
Discussion board
95.3
4.59
1.173
17
Online survey
89.9
3.64
1.193
18
Class roster
84.5
3.23
1.311
19
Email
83.3
3.45
1.476
＊
Based on a 6-point Likert scale: 1＝never, 2＝only once, 3＝occasionally, 4＝regularly,
5＝frequently, 6＝always
The means for use of the e3-system’s interactive functions for the four dimensions were 3.88,
4.33, 3.98, and 3.94, respectively. In other words, on average, students used the e3-system’s
interactive functions occasionally to frequently. To be more precisely, in the Learner-self interaction
dimension, 96.1% of the students had used the Assignment-completion tracking function, 92.6% had
used the Task-list function, while 81.8% of the students had used the Materials-viewed tracking
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function. In the Learner-interface interaction dimension, the most used functions are System
announcement (95.3%) and Subscription to the course-related information (87.2%).
In the Learner-content interaction dimension, 85.7% of the students had used the FAQs about
course function (such as homework requirement and due-dates) and 92.6% of the students had used
the Study guide function (such as course objectives and weekly schedule). Finally, in the Learnerinstructor/learner interaction dimension, the functions students used most are Assignment handling
(98.0%), Discussion board (95.3%), Online survey (89.9%), and the least-used function is Email
(83.3%) for contacting instructors or with other learners.

4.2 Attitudes toward CMS—the e3-system
Students were surveyed regarding their attitudes toward the e3-system with four items: the overall
value of the e3-system’s collection of the interactive functions, the overall value of the e3-system’s
interactivity, the usefulness of the e3-system for online learning, and the preference of the e3-system
for online learning.
As shown in Table 3, 49.1% of the students’ overall value of the e3-system’s collection of the
interactive functions were high or very high, 43.5% of the students’ evaluation were about average.
Additionally, more than 70% of the students’ attitudes toward the e3-system interactivity were high or
very high, and only 2.2% of the students’ attitudes were low or very low.
Table 3: Students’ attitudes toward the e3-system.
very
low

low

normal

high

very
high

Mean*

n (%)
Attitudes toward the e3-system
3.71
The overall value of the e3-system
3
27
177
171
29
3.48
collection of the interactive functions
(0.7) (6.6)
(43.5)
(42.0)
(7.1)
The overall value of the e3-system
1
8
112
240
46
3.79
interactivity
(0.2) (2.0)
(27.5)
(59.0) (11.3)
The usefulness of the e3-system for
2
9
93
244
59
3.86
online learning
(0.5) (2.2)
(22.9)
(60.0) (14.5)
The preference of the e3-system for
0
18
128
208
53
3.73
online learning
(0.0) (4.4)
(31.4)
(51.1) (13.0)
＊
Based on a 5-point Likert scale: 1＝very low, 2＝low, 3＝normal, 4＝high, 5＝very high

S.D.

.581
.755
.668
.698
.741

Also shown in Table 3, more than 70% of the students indicated that the usefulness of the e3system for online learning were high or very high while 25.6% of the students’ considered average,
low, or very low. Moreover, 64.1% of the students indicated that their preference of the e3-system for
online learning were high or very high, 31.4% indicated average; only 4.4% of the students’
preference were low, and no one’s evaluation was very low.

4.3 Correlation Analysis
A summary of correlation analysis among students’ attitudes of the e3-system, use of the e3-system’s
interactive functions in four dimensions, and their three types of online learning performance were
presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Correlation of variables (N=407).
Variable
1
1. Online
discussion 1
performance score
2. Midterm/final
exam .597***
score

2

3

1
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4

5

6

7

8

Variable
3. Group
project
performance score
4. Attitudes toward the
e3-system
5. Use of Learner-self
interactive functions
6. Use
of
Learner-interface
interactive functions
7. Use
of
Learner-content
interactive functions
8. Use
of
Learner-instructor/
learner
interactive
functions

1
.527***

2
.445***

3
1

4

5

6

7

.049

-.046

.032

1

.110*

-.042

-.004

.332***

1

.077

.009

.030

.271***

.334***

1

.003

-.108*

-.056

.274***

.469***

.361***

1

.181***

.083

.081

.220***

.340***

.379***

.358***

8

1

A strong relationship appeared among attitudes of the e3-system and use of the e3-system
interactive functions. The positive correlation was found in the following combinations: attitudes
toward the e3-system and the use of Learner-self interactive functions (r=.332, p<.001), the use of
Learner-interface interactive functions (r=.271, p<.001), the use of Learner-content interactive
functions (r=.274, p<.001), and the use of Learner-instructor/learner interactive functions (r=.220,
p<.001). However, the relationship between attitudes of the e3-system and online learning
performance was not found. In other words, students’ attitudes toward the e3-system were not related
to their online learning performance, but were related to their use of the e3-system’s interactive
functions.
In addition, the results showed that online discussion performance score were related to use of
Learner-self interactive functions (r=.110, p<.05) and Learner-instructor/learner interactive functions
(r=.181, p<.001), but were not related to the use of Learner-interface interactive functions and
Learner-content interactive functions. The results also showed that midterm/final exam score were
negatively related to the use of Learner-content interactive functions (r=-.108, p<.05) and were not
related to students’ use of interactive functions in the Learner-self, Learner-interface, and Learnerinstructor/learner dimensions. As shown in Table 4, students’ group project performance score was
not related to any dimensions of the e3-system’s interactive functions that students have used.

5. Discussion
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the relationships among learners’ self-reported use
of a CMS (the e3-system) interactive function, attitudes toward such CMS (the e3-system), and their
three types of actual online learning performance. The findings were discussed below.

5.1 Students’ use of CMS—the e3-system
In this study, the results indicated that students’ self-reported use frequency of interactive functions
that the e3-system has provided was between “occasionally” and “regularly”. Across the four
interaction dimensions, on an average, students reported that they have used the Learner-interface
interactive functions more frequently than the functions in the Learner-self, Learner-instructor/learner,
or Learner-content dimensions. It is possible that only three functions were listed in this dimension
while more functions (4-7) were listed in other dimensions with a larger variance in percentages of
students’ indication of their usage.
Nevertheless, all 19 interactive functions provided by the e3-system were used by more than
eighty percent of the surveyed students. When investigating which functions students have used most,
it is found that the most-used two interactive functions are all related to students’ assignment: 98% of
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students have almost frequently used the Assignment handling function in the Learner-self dimension,
and 96.1% have almost frequently used the Assignment-completion tracking function in the Learnerinstructor/learner dimension. The results indicated that students most cared about their assignment;
they not only had turned in their assignments through the e3-system as required, but also regularly
checked whether they had successfully done so (the completion status) by using such function (the
completion-status tracking). The next most-used functions are Discussion board (95.3%), System
announcement (95.3%), Task list (92.6%), and Multimedia presentation (91.4%). Except for the
System announcement function which sends system maintenance or data backup-related news, other
functions are directly related to course requirements such as posting in the discussion board, checking
the number and status of learning tasks, and viewing the multimedia content. Across the 19 interactive
functions, the least-used functions are Materials-viewed tracking (81.6%), and Login-status tracking
(82.6%) in the Learner-self dimension. Although these two tracking-related functions were designed
to help students monitor their learning progress, it seems that the use of them was not directly related
to the course performance, therefore, relatively less students reported to have used them.

5.2 Students’ attitudes toward CMS—the e3-system
With regard to students’ attitudes toward the e3-system, we found that most students had a generally
positive attitude toward the e3-system. According to the four items, most students reported that their
evaluation of the interactive functions of the e3-system and overall interactivity of the e3-system were
between “normal” and “high”. A possible reason is that students used these interactive functions that
the e3-system has provided to fulfill the course requirements. For example, they used the Discussion
board to post messages and discuss the topics with peers or used the Assignment handling function to
upload their reports or homework. Therefore, students’ attitudes toward the e3-system’s interactive
functions and overall interactivity of the e3-system were positive.
In addition, most students reported that they considered the usefulness and preference of the
e3-system between “normal” and “high”. It is possible that because the entire online course used the
e3-system to be a main learning platform and all learning activities were organized in the e3-system,
therefore, students had no other choice but logged into the system to learn. It also seemed that the e3system as a CMS functions well to serve students’ whole class learning.

5.3 The relationships among use, attitudes, and online learning performance
What is the relationship between students’ use and their attitudes toward the CMS (the e3-system)?
The results indicated that students’ self-reported use of the interactive functions in the four dimensions
was significantly correlated with their attitudes toward the e3-system. In other words, the more
interactive functions students have used, the higher they evaluated the e3-system. Or, as they used the
e3-system more, they seemed to appreciate it more. It is possible that the e3-system is the only
channel to help students complete the course requirements, and the functions of the e3-system indeed
fulfill all their needs for the course.
However, it is somewhat surprisingly, in contrast to previous studies, that our findings showed
no significant relation between students’ attitudes toward the e3-system and their online learning
performance. This study used four items to assess learners’ attitudes toward the e3-system (the overall
value of the e3-system collection of the interactive functions, the overall value of the e3-system
interactivity, the usefulness of the e3-system for online learning, and their preference of the e3-system
for online learning), and the composite attitude scores were not significantly related to either learners’
group project performance score, midterm/final exam score, or online discussion performance score.
Past studies (e.g., Kettanurak et al., 2001; Sun & Hsu, 2013) all showed significant result that
students’ perceived higher interactivity would enhance their learning achievement. One explanation
for this inconsistent result may be that students used the e3-system just to fulfill course requirements,
such as handling assignments, viewing materials or posting on discussion board. Thus, whether the e3system is useful or beneficial, their online learning performance may not be influenced. Another
possible reason is that the e3-system and its interactive functions are minor or unimportant factors to
contribute to students’ all types of learning achievement. In other words, other factors such as
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students’ motivations, their hard-working degrees, and so on, which were not covered in the current
study, may be more important to affect their learning achievement.
Moreover, this study also found that learners’ use of the e3-system interactive functions was
not totally related to their online learning performance. In specific, learners’ online discussion
performance score was related to the use of Learner-self interactive functions and Learnerinstructor/learner interactive functions, but not related to the use of Learner-interface and Learnercontent interactive functions. It is very possible that students’ posting requirement was not kept
reminded by the instructors so that they had to be more responsive and use the Learner-self interactive
functions (such as Task-list, Assignment-completion tracking) and Learner-instructor/learner
interactive functions (such as Discussion board, Email) more frequently to fulfill such course
requirement; thus their online discussion performance score might be higher.
In addition, more surprisingly, students’ midterm/final exam score was not related to their use
of Learner-self, Learner-interface, and Learner-instructor/learner interactive functions, but was
significantly negatively related to the use of Learner-content interactive functions. One possible
explanation is that the Learner-content interaction dimension includes four interactive functions
(Study guidance, Multimedia presentation, Learner-contributing to learning materials, and FAQs
about contents). Not every function (such as Study guidance, Learner-contribution to learning
materials) is directly related to students’ exam performance. In order to check whether students’ use of
a particular function—Multimedia presentation—was related to their exam scores, further statistics
was conducted and found that, however, students’ use of such function was not related to their exam
scores (r=.077, p=.119). One possible explanation is that students only reported about their frequency
of using this function, not the length of each use. In other words, other factors such as the length of
each use or their attention degrees to the multimedia presentation, to name a few, may contribute to
the exam scores. Definitely this explanation need further research to prove.
Finally, students’ self-reported use of the interactive functions, in any dimension, was not
related to their group project performance scores. It means that the e3-system’s interactive functions
may not directly help enhance their group project performance. It is possible that students conducted
their group project by other communication channels such as face-to-face meeting; they may not
complete each assignment merely through the e3-system.

6. Conclusion
This research was motivated by the desire to gain a better understanding the relationships among
learners’ use of CMS interactive functions, their attitudes toward CMS, and their online learning
performance. First of all, this study found that students have used most of the functions that our CMS
has provided, and they used them occasionally or regularly. Students seemed to care about their
assignments most, therefore, they used the related interactive functions most to handle and check their
assignment turn-ins. Secondly, students seem to have positive attitudes toward the CMS in general
and its functions in particular. It is noted that, although this study suggested that learners’ use of
different CMS interactive functions were related to their overall attitudes toward such CMS, the
attitudes did not contribute to their various types of learning performance. Nevertheless, using some
interactive functions in the Learner-self interaction and the Learner-instructor/leaner interaction may
contribute to students’ overall online discussion performance.
To follow up the findings of the current study, we proposed several research extensions. First,
the use of CMS interactive functions was self-reported, further study can be conducted on students’
actual participations in an online course and its relationship with their self-reported use of CMS
functions, their attitudes toward CMS, and their learning performance. The actual participation could
be measured by the logging records of all interactive functions learners have used. In this case, we can
better understand the relationship among learners’ use of and attitudes toward CMS, and their various
performances.
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Abstract: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) has been used as a
conceptual framework for understanding how teachers harness various domains of knowledge
for technology integration. Guided by the research goal of discerning how a teacher’s ICT
integration effort can co-evolve with interactions between technology, pedagogy and content
knowledge, we examine, in this paper, a Chinese language teacher’s evolving TPACK on
seamless learning (continuity of learning moments across locations, time, technologies and
social settings) via the complexity constructs of distribution, enaction and emergence.
Complexity theory is employed as it foregrounds the interconnectedness of constituents in a
learning ecology, paralleling the philosophy that the three TPACK knowledge bases should be
studied in totality. The research questions are: (a) How was the knowledge of seamless
language learning distributed in the process of knowledge creation? (b) How was the
integration of technological, pedagogical and content knowledge enacted during the seamless
language lessons? (c) What emerged as a result of the complex interactions between
technological, pedagogical and content knowledge? Data is drawn from interview transcripts,
student artefacts, meeting minutes, lesson plans as well as fieldnotes collected over two years’
of lesson observations and professional development sessions. Our analysis attenuates two
findings that are underplayed in the TPACK literature on language learning: 1) the integration
of formal and informal learning activities, which can be enhanced by affordances of
technological platforms, is pivotal for encouraging output (artefacts); 2) building a
participatory culture offers students more opportunities for sustained and self-organised peer
learning. The paper concludes with the discussion on the pedagogical implications of findings
and future directions for research.
Keywords: complexity theory, TPACK, emergence, seamless learning, ICT integration

1. Introduction
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) has been used as a conceptual framework
for understanding how teachers synthesise the different knowledge bases when integrating technology
for teaching and learning. Originating from Shulman’s (1986) work on Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK), Thompson and Mishra (2007) position TPACK as the dynamic interdependence of
the three knowledge areas. Recognising their intertwining nature, Koehler and Mishra (2008) contend
that it is difficult to compartmentalise the three components in teacher’s practice. To examine such
interconnectedness between the knowledge domains, we propose foregrounding the use of complexity
theory-informed principles of distribution, enaction and emergence to complement TPACK’s
framework. Chai, Koh and Tsai (2013) have highlighted the importance of such juxtaposition of
theoretical frameworks between TPACK and other frameworks to deepen TPACK. In addition, given
that TPACK are in essence knowledge that emerged from the complex interplay between teachers’
knowledge and their perception of the environment, the complex theory perspective is likely to be a
suitable framework to unpack how TPACK are formulated and enacted by teachers. The proposed
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hybrid theoretical lenses will be used to analyse a case study that arose from our two-year schoolbased study of MyCLOUD (My Chinese Language ubiquitOUs learning Days) (Wong, Chai, Chin,
Hsieh, & Liu, 2012). We hope to operationalise the qualitative study of teachers’ emerging TPACK
by looking specifically at: 1) how decisions regarding the use of technology is distributed across
resources, processes or learning spaces; 2) how teachers enact and improvise technology-enhanced
lessons and how this enaction influence their TPACK; 3) the emergence of proficiencies, cultures or
new practices as a result of using technology in Chinese language learning classrooms. Our purpose is
to provide empirical evidence on how teacher’s ICT integration efforts can co-evolve with the ongoing interactions between technology, pedagogy and content.

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Underpinnings
2.1 Seamless Learning and Seamless Language Learning
The notion of seamless learning was first espoused by Chan et al. (2006). It is a form of technologicalpedagogical knowledge that leveraged on the affordances of mobile computing to enable the use of
1:1 (one-device-per-student), 24x7 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) mobile devices for seamless
learning. Seamless learning occurs when a person experiences continuity in learning moments, and
consciously bridges the multifaceted learning efforts across a combination of locations, times,
technologies or social settings (adapted from: Sharples, et al., 2012, p. 24). Initially construed without
specific reference to content knowledge, seamless learning can be adapted for language learning,
culminating in the notion of Seamless Language Learning (SLL) that foregrounds the on-going
technology-mediated process of language learning across different learning spaces, thereby helping
language learners to connect the linguistic inputs and outputs through meaningful contexts.

2.2 Complexity Perspective
The central tenet of complexity perspective is that in a complex system, one cannot isolate any factor
as all constituents in a system may “compound each other’s effects in ways that both increase and
diminish their aggregate influence” (Mason, 2008, p45). Changes in one component would therefore
have ramifications throughout the system. Similarly, for learning, Sumara and Davis (1997) contend
that “there is no direct causal, linear and fixable relationships” and “all contributing factors in any
teaching or learning situation are intricately and complexly related” (p. 414). In language learning,
Syverson (2008) also sees literacy development as a function of complex adaptive systems where
individuals, groups and cultures have influence on literacy practices that can only be studied as a
whole. Echoing this view is Walsh (2008) who feels that reading and writing cannot be separated from
students’ environment which is now interlaced with new media, proffering opportunities for “reading,
writing, viewing, listening and responding simultaneously” (p101). The use of complexity lens can
therefore transcend the dichotomy between individual and socio-cultural views of second language
learning as it considers the holistic processes and relationships which learners are embedded in.
To look at the inter-dependence of subsystems in a complex language learning situation, we
adopted three of Syverson’s (2008) complexity constructs: distribution, enaction and emergence.
Distribution refers to how cognition can be distributed beyond the body to be shared across a myriad
of constituents such as “individuals, tools and environmental factors” (Nelson, 2011, p97). Enaction
refers to the practices or activities through which relationships, flows and connections manifest in the
form of knowledge that is subjected to on-going changes, situated in specific environments or larger
social spheres (Nelson, 2011; Syverson, 2008). Emergence happens when “new structures, activities,
texts and thoughts arise out of the self-organising of agents” (Nelson, 2011, p96-97). We believe that
the three constructs will aptly illuminate the multi-level influences that affect teacher’s TPACK as the
nested influences can be studied through iterative feedback loops at the sub-system levels of: (a)
knowledge distribution; evident from the interplay of university-school partnerships, teacher’s holding
technological-pedagogical-content knowledge, students’ language knowledge and affordances of
learning resources residing with the platform; (b) teacher’s enaction, which can be studied through the
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inter-dependence of her TPACK and (c) emergence of new knowledge, studied through teacher’s
reified TPACK and student’s emergent usage of Chinese language.

2.3 TPACK
Synthesising from the literature reviewed (Chai et al., 2013; Mishra & Koehler, 2006), the seven
constructs of TPACK are defined as follow: (1) technological knowledge (TK) refers to knowledge
about the use ICT hardware, software and associated peripherals; (2) pedagogical knowledge (PK)
emphasises knowledge about students’ learning, instructional methods, learning theories, and
assessment to teach a subject matter without references to content; (3) content knowledge (CK)
encapsulates subject matter without consideration about teaching it; (4) pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK) is the knowledge of representing content knowledge and adopting pedagogical
strategies to make the specific content/topic more understandable for the learners; (5) technological
pedagogical knowledge (TPK) delves into the knowledge of existence and specifications of various
technologies to enable teaching approaches without reference towards subject matter; (6)
technological content knowledge (TCK) focuses on how to use technology to represent, research and
create the content in different ways without consideration about teaching and (7) technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) is the holistic consideration of using various technologies to
teach, represent and/or facilitate knowledge creation of specific subject content. Chai et al.’s (2013)
review of TPACK indicates that while there are hundreds of studies using the TPACK framework,
qualitative studies targeted at language learning are few. The authors also contend that the conception
of TPACK can be made more explicit by articulating the contextual factors influencing its
development. We concur and in this paper, we will be foregrounding the use of complexity theory to
unpack how teacher’s technological-pedagogical-content knowledge can be activated by ecological
factors which will influence the emergence of technological integration skills in Chinese language
classroom.

3. Method
3.1 Context
3.1.1 Context of Language Learning in Singapore
In Singapore, all teaching subjects are taught in English except for the mother tongues. English
Language has become the preferred day-to-day language among the younger generation. There is
increasing evidence that Chinese Language teachers are facing greater challenges in engaging students
to learn Chinese; and that students’ Chinese Language proficiency level has been declining (Ong,
2002). In addition, Chinese language instruction is predominantly teacher-centred and
decontextualised (Liu, Goh, & Zhang, 2006). As such, there is a need for researchers and practitioners
to explore and develop alternative pedagogies that promote a self-directed and participatory culture of
learning that is deeply rooted in socio-constructivism.

3.1.2 Context of School and Project
The experimental school is a neighbourhood primary school that has carved a niche in the use of 1:1
computing for student-centred learning across all levels. MyCLOUD is one of the projects conducted
in the school through school-university partnership. An instantiation of SLL, MyCLOUD aims to
develop a scalable mobile- and cloud-computing-assisted Chinese Language learning environment. It
includes the articulation of the learning design framework and the employment of a technological
platform which encompasses the following functions: digital voice-over text passages, studentgenerated mobile dictionary (known as ‘Mictionary’), social networking space, discussion forum and
essay writing function. Every student was equipped with an Acer Iconia slate (tablet) with camera
function and a 3G data plan. The students used the slates primarily for data collection, artefact
creation and online interactions from Primary 3 to 4 (3rd-4th grade). A typical classroom lesson
include students taking photos based on contextual needs, making sentences and publishing them on
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the social portal for sharing and critiquing. The engagement level of students was predicated on
whether they were enculturated in carrying out extended authentic language learning activities after
school.

3.1.3 Profile of Participating Teacher
Three teachers with different profiles participated in MyCLOUD intervention. None of them received
formal training about TPACK. As we want to achieve depth rather than breadth in terms of
articulating the interconnection of TPACK knowledge bases, we only include the case study of one
experimental teacher, Serene, in this paper as she has the highest level of self-agency and her mixedachievement experimental class displayed the highest level of engagement. Serene was invited to
participate in this project as she had many years of experience in championing school-based research,
working alongside university researchers over three different projects that spanned five years. Known
for her high level of enthusiasm and creativity, she was able to motivate students in the projects she
had spearheaded and was thus highly regarded by the department as one of the trailblazers. She used
to be a graphics designer and did not enter the teaching profession with high proficiency in Chinese
Literature. However, she was very confident about her pedagogical and technological knowledge, as
well as her ability to inter-mesh the three knowledge bases.

3.2 Data Sources and Analysis
To further our research interests, we analysed a range of qualitative data comprising interview
transcripts (mid-intervention and post-intervention), student artefacts, meeting minutes, lesson plans
as well as fieldnotes from lesson observation and professional development sessions. We focused
more on qualitative data as we are examining a complex phenomenon that is irreducible to individual
components, thus rendering the quantitative causal explanation ineffectual. Episodes that pointed to
her knowledge on technology, pedagogy and content were singled out and their inter-relationship
studied. Using the complexity constructs of distribution, enaction and emergence as our organising
structure to report our findings, we were guided by the following framing questions to aid our
analysis: (a) How was the knowledge of seamless language learning distributed in the process of
knowledge creation? (b) How was the integration of technological, pedagogical and content
knowledge enacted during the seamless language lessons? (c) What emerged as a result of the
complex interactions between technological, pedagogical and content knowledge?

4. Findings
4.1 Distribution
This vignette is an exposition of how Serene’s TPACK was shaped by multiple mutually-constituting
influences. Evidence was drawn from her devised lesson plans, enacted lessons and interview
transcripts. In this section, we report the findings on how knowledge and practices of seamless
language learning were distributed in the process of knowledge co-construction between teachers,
researchers, learners and technology.

4.1.1 Knowledge Distribution Between Serene and Researchers
Collaborative lesson design was the means for the team to formulate the classroom learnng practices.
A typical co-design cycle comprised six stages: (1) researchers suggested and negotiated the design
guidelines for lesson plans with the teachers; (2) teachers provided first draft of the lesson plans; (3)
researchers provided feedback on the draft; (4) teachers and researchers collectively refined the lesson
plans; (5) teachers enacted the lessons and (6) teachers and researchers made further changes to the
lesson plans or design guidelines. The researchers shared their theoretical understandings while the
teachers contributed knowledge about the environment and the students. Mutual respect empowered
the teachers and the researchers to create TPACK for SLL. The team’s collective expertise was
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synthesized through collective negotiation and crystallised in the form of broad pedagogical
objectives. As the predominant knowledge broker, Serene had the liberty to further customise the
lesson activities. Examples include selectively incorporating researcher-recommended pedagogical
strategies that most aptly meshed with the content of textbook passage as well as counter-proposing
and simplifying the criteria of researcher-devised rubrics so that they could be more easily understood
by her students (Meeting minutes\20120716).
Similarly, Serene’s lesson plan was also being modified iteratively by the actors involved.
Researchers deliberated on whether the learning objectives of the lessons were specific and
measurable; whether the learning activities were inter-connected and whether the evaluation of
students’ progress was present. In the instance that these features were oblique, the researchers would
recommend strategies such as using the framework of 5W1H (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) to
help students develop, re-write and narrate the text passage. (Lesson plan\2012\Lesson 7). The
iterative process was also an exposition of distributed cognition where the intellectual inputs of
various actors shaped each others’ mental models about teaching and learning.

4.1.2 Knowledge Distribution Between Serene, Researchers and Students
At the classroom level, there was also participatory democracy. The most representative example was
the incorporation of students’ idea to conduct interview and posting interview content online as
learning activities, triggered by their mutual appreciation of the recording functions of the slate.
Although a review of lesson plan and post-lesson observation suggested that the activities and goals
were diffused and disjointed, the students were apparently highly engaged in the activities. Serene
explained the merits of such practice:
Allow the students to think. You can learn a lot from the students……Students can provide many
perspectives and suggestions. I asked what they think they would learn and the activities we can
conduct. When they brought up ideas, I would let them know that I would consider adopting them.
When I really incorporated their ideas, they would feel extremely proud. (post-intervention
interview\co-construction\20120508)

Serene gave students opportunities to express what was meaningful to them and allowed them
to determine their learning goals, suggesting the presence of a participatory learning ecology.
In addition, due to researchers’ advocacy of emphasising more on linguistic output before
input of knowledge, she delayed the rectification of mistakes so as to empower students to partake in
peer evaluation/critiquing. Misconceptions were surfaced and rectified through class discussion. This
revolutionised the traditional notion of language teaching where input took higher precedence before
output (Pica, 1994). These meaning-making engagements not only enhanced students’ self-directed
learning and collaborative learning competencies, they were also aligned with the spirit of
constructivism, departing from the traditional mode of relying on memorisation for language
acquisition. Recognising active contributors’ efforts towards building a buoyant online community,
she invited those students to be platform moderators. The vivacious peer exchanges then motivated
other students to use the platform on a sustained basis.

4.1.3 Role of Technology in Distributing Knowledge
Technology also played a vital role in terms of enriching the content of language learning, manifested
in the creation of artefact across temporal and spatial dimensions. Students spontaneously documented
interesting episodes that happened during and after school hours. Serene created a virtuous loop when
she consciously merged such distributed resources into the classroom for consolidation or discussion.
Technology afforded students and teacher a common platform to create content from their lenses
which became teaching resources in classrooms. They exchanged views on peripheral but pertinent
issues related to the content of textbook. In one of the lessons on “Watching Television”, Serene asked
students to share on the social networking site the television programmes they liked to watch. These
resources became lead-in content to the main body of textbook passage (Meeting mintues\20120714).
Her use of Mictionary also served as a “launch pad” for consolidating new vocabularies. As the
technology allows tagging, it enabled teachers and students to structure the content. The module also
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allowed students to find out the pronunciation and explanations of the vocabularies. Thus, these
embedded technologies allowed students to be more self-directed. This was made possible as part of
the epistemic authority about content knowledge was re-distributed and the incidence of teacher’s
direct transmission practices reduced due to the affordances inherent in the abovementioned
technological probes.

4.2 Enaction
This section reports on the how the integration of technological, pedagogical and content knowledge
was customised during the enaction of seamless language lessons. For enaction, we looked
specifically at how Serene displayed her situational intelligence as well as improvised learning
material.

4.2.1 Circumventing Technological Constraints In-Situ
After implementing the online environment, Serene was quick to point out the technological
constraints of the portal and found ways to work around them. One limitation of the portal was that
students were unable to upload or sequence photos/images in a consecutive manner to be used as a
storyboard for essay writing. Being a resourceful champion, Serene taught students how to create
photo collage on PowerPoint instead, which could be subsequently uploaded to the portal as a single
object. She also used PowerPoint appropriately as visual cues; scaffolding aids for group discussion;
props for role-play activities and time management tool for monitoring class activities. The activation
of TK (use of Powerpoint) to overcome technological constraints to fulfil pedagogical need of creating
storyboard (PK) for essay writing (CK) is an act of creating TPACK. Serene also displayed situational
intelligence by proposing the use of alternative technology when conventional technology failed. To
illustrate, when students could not share their artefacts with group members through MyCLOUD
platform, she would combine the use of another portal or ask students to create free email accounts for
the purpose of disseminating photos to group mates during fieldtrips (Lesson plan\20120217; Meeting
minutes\Reflections on fieldtrip\20111115). Reflexively, her acts informed the university researchers
on how the system needs to be improved.

4.2.2 Integrating and Customising the Use of Technology
Beyond what was discussed in the co-designed lesson plan, Serene integrated multimedia technologies
to accentuate the content of the text. As an example, in one of the lessons that revolved around
learning language through drama and role-play, she was able to embed sound clips and images in
PowerPoint to re-create the different scenes depicted in the textbook passages. (Fieldnotes\Lesson
7\20120912).
Whilst many Chinese teachers perceived the school-subscribed textbook-complementing
Flash animation package as an effective multimedia representation of textbook content, Serene seldom
used the package in her lessons. She rationalised:
The flash animation is just digitised text and some students have already subscribed to it and can
view them at home anytime. It wasn’t very different from the physical textbook. If I do use it, I
only play the animated segments. Moreover, in MyCLOUD portal, there is also a module on
digitised text, so there is no need to spend precious time duplicating the activity. I would rather
spend the time on other interesting activities that students can partake so that they can really
understand the content of textbook and the contextual use of topical vocabularies. (postintervention interview\content representation\20120508)

Serene’s TPACK was exemplified here as she articulated how choices regarding content
representation were made. Her pedagogical focus was on students’ interest and active learning. As she
perceived that the use of the animation package did not add much value in terms of helping students
understand the content of textbook better, she designed other pedagogical activities to utilise the
additional time freed from opting out of the above activity.
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4.2.3 Aligning the Use of Technology with School and Pedagogical Goals
Enactment is also influenced by contextual factor such as the school and project’s emphasis on
bridging formal and informal learning. Serene was able to leverage on serendipitous learning moments
to achieve this blending. One prominent example was Serene’s attempt to upload a photo collage that
described how a bird that accidentally flew into her office was subsequently freed. She then associated
the moral of the story with the textbook passage of “Life Liberation of Fish”: She explained:
When the bird flew into the staff room, even if this was not within our job scope,…I tried to link this
incident with the ninth topic on “Life Liberation of Fish”. When the two contexts were synergised,
students will understand the meaning of the text passage. (post-intervention interview\opportunistic
learning\20120508)

After her online trigger, the students responded with enthusiasm, making comments about the
physical appearance of bird and exercising moral reasoning to see if it was ethical to free the bird in
the manner displayed in the picture collage. Serene would spend time outside curriculum hours to
review the work and provide an array of online feedback, ranging from correcting grammar, helping
students to expand content or socialising with them. The distribution of ideas among teacher,
researchers and students mentioned in the preceding section also affected Serene’s subsequent lesson
design. As she incorporated ideas in a spontaneous manner, her lessons were perpetually a work-inprogress, unfolding through the moment-by-moment instructional decisions.
Whilst the above incident shows how Serene brought informal context into formal lessons,
she also made deliberate efforts to design activities so that the context from formal curriculum can
spillover to students’ informal learning context. For example, “Growing Green Bean” is the last
passage of Primary Three’s textbook and as part of extended activity, Serene asked students to grow
green beans at home, record their observation and document their observed changes on MyCLOUD
platform. Students went beyond factual description and described how they felt as they observed their
green beans over time. All these evidence suggest strongly that her teaching practices were emergent
and aligned with the project’s philosophy of forging the continuity of students’ learning moments in a
just-in-time fashion. MyCLOUD had thus provided an overarching framework for Serene to re-think
about her pedagogical practices, thus manifesting the spirit of seamless language learning. We further
articulate the construct of emergence in the next section.

4.3 Emergence
In this section, we are interested in examining how new structures, texts, thoughts, culture, practices
or proficiencies arise out of the self-organising acts of agents.

4.3.1 Emergence of New Pedagogical Strategies
For Serene, her exploration and experimentation with new teaching approaches culminated in an
expanded repertoire of pedagogical strategies, especially in terms of allowing students to do selfexploration before her intervention. She described:
I usually ask them (students) to make preparations prior to lesson, so that it will be easier when I go
through the textbook passage. Sometimes, I will also single out some vocabularies, but instead of
teaching them, I asked them to find out the meaning themselves and take photos that best
exemplified the meanings of vocabularies. (post-intervention interview\pedagogical
strategies\20120508)

Here, she articulated her ease of incorporating the new philosophy of emphasising output before input,
a pedagogical strategy which she had not employed before the intervention. However, her expansion
of the abovementioned TPACK did not come without internal struggle, especially in relation to the
pedagogical practice of delayed validation. Said Serene:
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Researchers have recommended that I do not correct students’ mistakes on the spot. I have to
withhold validation. It was not easy for me as I was worried students’ misconceptions would be
entrenched. I waited and waited, not knowing when is a good time to intervene. I did try to
facilitate without correcting directly. At first, I corrected mistakes in a direct manner, worrying
that I will neglect or miss out some mistakes if I don’t have time to revisit. (post-intervention
interview\delayed validation\20120508)

The above explicated the fact that Serene’s TPACK was influenced by researchers’
pedagogical framework on language learning. Experiencing pedagogical dissonance in the beginning,
she eventually tried this pedagogical approach. Although Serene saw instances of peer learning but
she felt that the success was contingent on the competency of students. Most students were not able to
go beyond pointing out wrong words. Towards the end of the intervention, she had the following
insight:
I felt that the consolidation (of students’ artefacts and misconceptions) could be done better. For
MyCLOUD, consolidation is of utmost importance. We must reinforce and bolster the correct
usage of vocabularies. (post-intervention interview\delayed validation\20120508)

Of equal importance to consolidation is the integration of learning design. Serene’s ability to
integrate the use of MyCLOUD into the current curriculum beyond the prescribed intervention hours
constituted another aspect of her prominent growth. She integrated many mobilised lessons due to the
positive feedback loop received from students regarding the learning activities and her own initiative
to use technology to bridge formal and informal learning during in-class facilitation. Her previous
projects used technology as an add-on but this project required its routine use. She understood the
importance of positioning Chinese language as a living language that had to be integrated into
students’ daily life and actively fostered the bridging of formal and informal learning. She encouraged
students to bring their slates to school twice a week and gave formative feedback when going through
students’ artefacts in class. Her phenomenal success in this area could perhaps be due to the bidirectional influence of both her prior TPACK as well as iterative and reified TPACK after embarking
on the intervention. In her previous projects, she also worked relentlessly to foster the informal use of
Chinese idioms during out-of-class contexts, albeit using smartphones instead of slates. These
embedded tacit TPACK was transferrable to her current project, apparent from how she scaffolded
current students using past examples of student artefacts. She also nourished herself by constantly
drawing insights from educational websites:
I will find time to surf the net and look at how language lessons are conducted in other countries. I
will input “creative teaching” first, and then narrow down to the scope of “language”…..some are
related to mobile learning. Also, I continue to use the successful methods that I adopted in the
previous projects I have participated in. (post-intervention interview\source of
inspiration\20120508)

Serene would then implement viable ideas in class, driven by the intention to use technology
for inciting motivation. Her pedagogical strategies were coalesced around this objective.

4.3.2 Emergence of New Classroom Culture and Higher Self-efficacy
Due to Serene’s enculturation efforts, there was a critical mass of students who had developed the
habit of micro-blogging about their lives. The class artefacts were heterogeneous and online
exchanges vivacious. Highly positive about the impact of MyCLOUD project on her students’
language learning, Serene illustrated how the intervention had transformed two of her students, both in
terms of building self esteem and improving their borderline results significantly. Ted, who initially
disliked Chinese, advanced from Band 3 (50-69 marks) to Band 2 (70-84 marks). He wrote on the
portal:
In the past, I dislike Chinese. MyCLOUD helped me improve a lot. Last year, I performed poorly
for Chinese and would have failed if I scored one or two points less. The examination paper was
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very difficult. But now, I find the Chinese examination a breeze and could complete within half
an hour. I visit the portal every other day……I love Fridays as I will get to take photos outside
classroom and make sentences. I like to share my posts and look forward to receiving classmates’
reply. (artefact\20121103)

Another student, Shane, used to be an introvert and a victim of bullying in his lower primary
days. He discovered new-found confidence through expressing himself online. He scored 39 marks in
his first Chinese examination in Primary Three, but managed to pass the subject by the second year of
intervention. He attributed his improvement to his intensive engagement on MyCLOUD portal. In
particular, he felt the Mictionary and essay sharing modules had supported and enhanced his
vocabulary acquisition efforts (artefact\121102).

4.3.3 Emergence of Technological Competencies
Another emergent competency that we observed was that students’ technological literacy skills had
improved. Serene noted that the students counter-proposed to her about creating their own artefacts
when she asked them to find ready images related to Singapore history from Google (post-intervention
interview\prosumers\20120508). This suggests that students had become “prosumers” (Tapscott &
Williams, 2008) who were able to “consume” information and use technology to “produce” artefacts
to illustrate the context of their constructed sentence.
Synthesising the three lenses, we see that the distribution of ideas, resources and learning
spaces can synergistically and dynamically shape the enaction of Serene’s lesson and inevitably lead
to the emergence of new culture and practices. To iterate succinctly, the distribution of ideas among
teacher, students and researchers led to the in-situ enaction of Serene’s lessons as well as the
emergence of a new participatory class culture and the reification of Serene’s TPACK. We discuss the
implications in the next section.

5. Discussion and Future Research Directions
In the preceding sections, we have labouriously outlined the evidence that demonstrated Serene’s
TPACK. Serene’s success was partly fuelled by her devotion, creativity, risk-taking attitude and fierce
determination to ensure the intervention worked. Her prior TPACK before intervention both shaped
and was shaped by her enactment of new instructional methods, forming discursive processes and
feedback loops. Apart from her personal traits, Serene’s success in integrating technology can also be
attributed to the following: (1) She leveraged on her prior TPACK accumulated over years of
championing many research-based ICT projects which saw her effectively scaffolding students on
creating contextually-rich artefacts; (2) She actively forged the connection between formal language
learning and informal daily life happenings by “walking the talk”, posting interesting photos of her
overseas trip and making comments about students’ posts, frequently flavoured with tinge of her
humour. Her prior success in similar projects (see: Wong, 2013; Wong, Chen, Chai, Chin, & Gao,
2011; Wong, Chin, Tan, & Liu, 2010) also fuelled her conviction about the value of bridging formalinformal learning which saw her exercising her tacit knowledge in this project; (3) Serene’s active
facilitation sparked off children’s enthusiasm, resulting in self-organised online exchanges and
reporting similar to photo-journaling. The learning environment became a constant flux of interactions
that had a life of its own which lasted way beyond the end of the intervention cycle. This selfsustained interest in communication suggested that the portal had become an embodied part of
students’ life. (4) Serene also encouraged distributed decision-making in terms of lesson planning,
which highly engaged her students who were eager to contribute ideas.
What pedagogical implications does this vignette have on language learning and technology
integration? While we cannot make generalisations or causal attributions about the effect of
intervention on students’ academic results in this paper, we can put forward the proposition that
Singapore students’ motivation to learn Chinese will most likely be improved if the teacher could help
them cultivate the sustained habit of engaging in free writing, coupled with the pedagogical strategy of
building up a participatory and prosumer culture to perpetuate their self-organised interests. Learning
environments such as MyCLOUD can support these endeavours where students can create artefacts
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on-the-go and publish their work instantaneously. As long as the culture of co-creation and sharing
was established, students would be willing to extend the usage of language beyond classroom hours
and experience the benefits of socio-constructivism as the spirit of community became more palpable.
We would also like to reiterate that by stressing on “self-organisation”, we do not mean no
intervention is needed. Instead of using top-down approach as the term “intervention” is commonly
understood, intervention when located within the complexity paradigm takes shape in the form of
culture building. Like what Serene did, she initially enculturated the students and established the
conducive conditions for interaction and thereafter, allowed things to enfold over the course of time.
She intervened not to control what was written online, but to provide stimulus for further exchanges.
There was “bounded instability” as she was guided by the overarching objective of creating a seamless
learning experience for students while at the same time tolerated chaos. Her intervention was indirect
and faded into the background once the use of portal became integrated into students’ life.
At the point of writing, we have scaled up the use of MyCLOUD learning package to all
Primary 3 classes in this year and had started the professional development sessions for affiliated
schools which will be embarking on this model next year. What we would like to continue to pursue is
to track the TPACK of the new participating teachers at the beginning, mid and end cycle of
intervention and see how their changing TPACK affects lesson enactment. As the teachers came from
schools with different technological profiles, the implementation of MyCLOUD in a wide variety of
conditions will help us enhance the robustness of intervention design and thus address the limitations
of findings based on a single case study. This can potentially inform both research and practice on
how to equip language teachers with critical TPACK to help them integrate technology seamlessly in
classes.
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Abstract: Electronic textbook has significantly potential to change the traditional ways of
teaching and learning. In this paper, we conducted a research to examine the change from
paper textbook class in Technology Rich Classroom (pTRC) to electronic textbook class in
Technology Rich Classroom (eTRC) from the perspective of effective learning, by using a
mix-method design of interview, questionnaire and on-site observation. There were 209
students and 12 teachers from six classes equipped with iPads from two primary schools were
taken part in the study, and each class conducted 4 eTextbook sessions and 4 paper textbook
sessions. We compared the 24 eTextbook sessions and 24 paper textbook sessions by
analyzing class activity capacity, classroom behaviors and technology roles. The comparison
shows: (1) There are significant differences in class activity capacity between eTRC and
pTRC. The ratio of classes which effectively completed the learning activities as planed in
eTRC is higher than in pTRC, and Learner Engagement Indicator (LEI) in eTRC is
significantly higher than in pTRC. (2)There are significant changes in classroom behaviors
between eTRC and pTRC. The allocated time for teachers in eTRC is significantly lower than
in pTRC and engaged time for students in eTRC is significantly higher than in pTRC. Students
participate in classroom learning activities significantly initiatively and positively in eTRC
compared to in pTRC. (3) Students attitudes to technology and satisfaction in eTRC are
significantly higher than in pTRC.
Keywords: electronic textbook class, paper textbook class, technology rich classroom, class
activity capacity, classroom behaviors, technology roles, effective learning activity

1. Introduction
In recent years, the criticism of traditionally structured stand-and-deliver classrooms has been
dominantly present in our pedagogical literature. The traditional instruction reflected an “old” style of
instruction wherein “students sit quietly, passively receiving words of wisdom being lectured by the
lone instructor standing in front of the class.”(Halpern, 1994). In this instructional style, it is expected
that students will answer questions generated by their teachers. (Sungur & Tekkaya, 2006) Bowers &
Flinders (1990) describe the teacher-centered model using an analogy from industrial production in
which students become “products”. Students’ needs, interests, and abilities were neglected, the
syndrome of boredom was intensively developed, and knowledge was not integrated but acquired
partially. (Gary, 2005). Learning, however, rarely if ever occurs passively. Various issues of
classroom instructional activities have been widely discussed owing to the rapid advancement of
digital technologies.
Technology rich classroom is a technology enriched learning environment, which can range
from simple computer classrooms to extravagantly appointed classrooms equipped with computers,
projectors, Internet access, and communications technology allowing for distance and real time access
to a vast array of resources (Ott, J., 2000). The use of computer and relevant digital devices has the
potential to change physical and psychosocial classroom environments in either negative or positive
ways. As students become increasingly more reliant and absorbed in technology, some researchers
argue that the new generation students are different from the previous generation (Tapscott, 2009;
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Prensky, 2010). Huang et al (2013, in press) also pointed out there is a gap between learning ways
digital native preferred and what k-12 classes provided. The new technology roles in their lives have
affected many aspects of their learning traits, such as they learn differently and approach schoolwork
differently than students did even a few years ago. This impacts learning, and some school districts are
addressing students’ need to get answers instantly, to communicate as they learn, and to create
information and share it with others.(Bebell & O’Dwyer, 2010) So, Learning is clearly in the midst of
a dramatic transformation. From the incorporation of mobile devices with their “anywhere, anytime”
access to information to the rapidly growing presence of tablet devices and digital books, clear
challenges are being raised to existing models of how students’ think, learn, and make decisions.
(Michael, Priya, &Scott, 2011). News reports and studies confirmed that learning to collaborate with
others and connect through technology are essential skills in an information-based society.
In fact, how to design new learning contents or curriculum to support 21st Century students
learning is an emergency task for practitioners. In different ways the researchers have appealed to the
theorists, and practitioners to understand that the challenge for our education system is to leverage
technology to create relevant learning experiences that mirror students’ daily lives and the reality of
their futures. Many researchers pointed out that electronic textbooks (eTextbooks) were a good choice
for adapting learning requirements of new generation students. The proliferation of multimedia in
eTextbook has introduced new ways of conveying information, often involving an element of
interactivity that could help students engage in learning activities. ( McFall, Dershem, & Davis,2008).
The use of eTextbook provides for engaging and effective learning experiences for particular learners
(either paced or tailored to fit their learning needs) or personalized, which combines paced and
tailored learning with flexibility in content or theme to fit the interests and prior experience of each
learner. These factors suggested that eTextbook would be more accepted in the future.
To meet the teaching and learning requirement from Chinese k-12 schools, Chen et al. (2012)
stated that eTextbook was a special kind of eBook developed according to curriculum standards,
which meets the students’ reading habits, facilitates organizing learning activities, and presents its
contents in accordance with paper book styles. Actually, eTextbook has been available to educational
institutions for many years in developed countries. In Japan, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications (MEXT) proposed the deployment of eTextbooks to all elementary and junior high
school students by 2015, in the “Haraguchi -Vision”, in late 2010. In Korea, the “Education and
Human Resources Development Ministry” and the “Korea Education and Research Information
Service Korea” have been developing digital textbooks under the policy of “Government's Plan to
Introduce Smart Education”. In the above policy, eTextbooks are scheduled to be introduced into
elementary and junior high school by 2014. According to a report published in USA Today, the
Obama Administration is advocating the goal of an eTextbook in every student’s hand by 2017. With
the emergence of utilizing eTextbook initiatives on the rise, it is promising that research has found that
eTextbooks support significant opportunities for improvement within the educational setting. To date,
however, studies of electronic textbook class have not provided adequate information in two areas: (a)
descriptions of electronic textbook class that are effective for students’ learning; (b) the effects of
technology roles and classrooms instruction. In this context, the comparison between paper textbook
class in Technology Rich Classroom (pTRC) and electronic textbook class in Technology Rich
Classroom (eTRC) are worthy of being explored and discussed.
So, in this paper, an attempt was made to seek the answers to the changes in eTRC and pTRC
settings with the following research questions:
(1)Is there any change of class activity capacity between eTRC and the previous pTRC?
(2)What changes transpired between the teachers’ and students’ behaviors that happened in
eTRC compared to pTRC?
(3)Is there any difference in the technology roles between eTRC and pTRC?

2. Research design
2.1 Defining eTextbook class (ETC) and paper textbook class(PTC)
For the purpose of this study, eTextbook was defined as texts that are digital and accessed through
mobile handheld devices (Jeong, 2012). All of the eTextbooks examined in this study were displayed
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on iPads. In this study, we define the eTextbook within iPads as the combination of handheld devicesassisted learning environment and curriculum contents that includes diverse learning tools, rich
learning resources, and real-life learning contexts. Paper textbooks were print on paper and all of the
paper textbooks examined in this study were publisher produced. During the Autumn 2012 semester,
participants from six classes in Grade 4 in two primary schools were selected to take part in 4 classes
that offered a paper textbook, content, activities, and assessments within each class were print on
paper. Then they take part in 4 classes that offered an eTextbook. When they implement learning
activities with eTtextbook, content, activities, and assessments within each class were all displayed on
handheld learning device (iPads).

2.2 Research Framework and Procedure
In this research we are trying to compare the changes from paper textbook class in Technology Rich
Classroom (pTRC) to electronic textbook class in Technology Rich Classroom (eTRC) in three
respects, including activity capacity, classroom behavior, and technology role, as shown in Figure 1.
The differences of instructional process between the two settings are the types of textbooks.
The primary issue is to identify the three variables of the changes. So the variables can be
defined as follows:
Class Activity Capacity (CAC): it refers to the amount of effective learning activities in a class, in
which the effective learning activity for a student refers to the process the student completes
learning tasks and achieves learning objectives within a certain period of time. So, a learning
activity would be calculated if there are three components, such as learning tasks, learning
methods and assessment inclusively, in its process.
Classroom Behavior (CB): it refers to action or action series in a classroom for both the teacher and
the students. Basically, the classroom behavior consists of two categories related to teacher(s) and
students respectively.

Technology Roles (TR): it refers to the functions and benefits of technology involved in a class,
which make the class different from the previous one. Herein the technology includes computer
network, devices, supportive software, and digital resources in the classroom.
paper textbook class in Technology Rich
Classroom (pTRC)

electronic textbook class in Technology Rich Classroom
(eTRC)

Teacher

• 1 Computer
• 1 projector
/whiteboard/TV set
• Teaching Aids if
needed

Paper textbook

Comparing Activity Capactity

Comparing Classroom Behavior

Teacher

eTextbook

Comparing Technology Roles
Students

• eReader (iBooks)
• 1:1 Handheld Devices
(iPads)
• 2 Wireless Projector
+Apple TV
• Classroom Response
System (iTeach)
• (With1site facilitator)

Students

•
•
•
•

Data Sources

Notes of On-Site Observation
Live-Video Capture
Questionnaire for Students
Interview with Teachers and
Students
• Teachers Reflection report

Figure1. Research framework for comparing between eTRC and pTRC

2.3 Targeted classes
There are six classes in Grade 4 from two elementary schools in Beijing taking part in the research. 12
teachers (5 from Chinese subject, 3 from English subject, 2 from Science subject and 2 from Math
subject) and 209 students from six classes are involved in this research. Since selecting class is a big
challenge of comparability, we identified all the lessons with new contents taught and the contents
with same or similar types in comparison pair of eTextbook class and paper textbook class. For each
teacher, we collected 2 pTRCs and 2 eTRCs. The class settings are shown in Figure2. Finally, we
collected 24 eTRCs and 24 pTRCs.
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pTRC

eTRC
pTRC
Figure2. The class settings in the two elementary schools

eTRC

2.4 Data collection and analysis
2.4.1 Class Activity Capacity
We developed a checklist for on-site observation. It helps the observers to focus on how many
effective learning activities happened in a class and how many students are engaged in each learning
activity.
For effective learning activity: The necessary conditions for a learning activity are of learning tasks,
learning methods and learning outcomes which should be observable and assessable in a class.
We calculate the number of learning activities which were completed by students and the number
of learning activities which were not completed by students in a class respectively. We also
calculate the number of classes in which learning activities were effectively completed. A class in
which learning activities were completed is scored “1” and a class in which learning activities
were uncompleted is scored “0” by the observers.
For Learner Engagement Indicator (LEI) in a class: The Learner Engagement Indicator for a class
refers to the ratio of the weighted sum of the student amount with different number of effective
learning activities to the CAC (number of effective learning activities for a class), as is shown in
the following formula(A):
LEI=(X1 + 2*X2 +…+L*XL)/(L*N)
(A)
Where Xi denotes the number of students whose amount of effective learning activities were
completed.
L denotes the Class activity capacity, i.e. the number of effective learning activities in the
class.
N denotes the number of students in the class.
For example, in one class, the target students are selected using a sampling method, which
includes 6 girls and 6 boys. According to our on-site observation, 5 learning activities are carried out
within a class period. The number of students whose amount of effective learning activities was
completed is calculated respectively. That is to say, for the 12 target students, there is 1 student
engaged in one learning activity, 2 students engaged in two learning activities, 3 students engaged in
three learning activities, 5 students engaged in four learning activities and 1 student engaged in five
learning activities. So, according to formula (A), LEI= (5*1+4*5+3*3+2*2+1*1)/ (5*12) =0.65.
Actually, The scorers sat in the back or the side of the classroom, sometimes scorers were
required to move around to observe the content of the work in which a particular target student was
engaged.

2.4.2 Classroom Behavior
We developed a classroom behavior inventory consisting of two categories with five items. The first
three items, such as BT1, BD2 and BD3, which were adopted from the teachers’ categories proposed
by Zhong & Cui (2008) and Bower, Hedberg and Kuswara (2010), the other items, such as BI4 and
BC5, which were revised from a Classroom Observation Tool (ICOT) developed by ISTE(2009), as
shown in Table1. To assess the validity of the coding scheme, it was examined by three experts and
two teachers. The classroom behavior inventory helps the observers to calculate the duration of the
teacher’s behavior and students’ behavior accurately and respectively.
We have done the reliability analysis before analyzing the data. Two scorers did the on-site
observation and video analysis separately with the reliability analysis formula adopted from Hsu &
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Hsu (2009), the level of reliability between scorers was over 90%, which meets the requirement of
content analysis.
Regarding the validity, analysis results were sent to teachers who taught those courses for
verification. They would check whether there was omission of important content or whether it met the
requirement of this research.
Table 1. Coding scheme for analyzing classroom behavior in a class
Item
Transmission (T)
Directing (D)
Dialogue (D)

Individual
learning (I)
Cooperative
learning (C)

Description
Lecturing; criticizing or justifying authority; modeling.
Giving directions or suggestions
Asking questions; accepting feelings; accepting or using ideas of students; praising and
encouraging; talking simultaneously; response (individual); response (group) ; response
(whole class); initiation.
Exercises and quiz, Reading textbooks, Listening and repeating from textbooks, creating
/sharing works
Discussing with peers, Exercises and quiz, Role-play in the group, Info. Analysis, creating
/sharing works

Coding
BT1
BD2
BD3

BI4
BC5

2.4.3 Technology Roles
We adopted a framework, SMART model, which was developed by Yang & Huang (2013, in press) in
order to investigate the technology roles in a class from teachers’ perspective. We compared eTRC
and pTRC according to the five components, including Showing Content, Managing Environment,
Accessing Resources, Real-time Interacting and Tracking Learning Process. We recorded the
technology roles from the above five dimensions during all the classes when doing on-site
observation. Meanwhile, reflection forms were given to teachers to collect the level of their attitudes
towards eTRC and pTRC from the above five dimensions.
We developed a questionnaire that consisted of two parts with 11 items to collect students’
opinions. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of 5 items with students’ satisfaction in the two
class settings, which were adopted from the USE Questionnaire developed by Lund (2001) and
validated by Huang et al. (2012). The second part of the questionnaire consisted of 6 items, about the
students’ attitudes towards technology and motivation, which were designed by the researchers. All
the items used a five-point Likert scale, where 1 represents ‘‘strongly disagree” and 5 represents
‘‘strongly agree”. To assess the validity of the questionnaire, it was examined by three eTextbook
experts and two teachers. The internal consistency and reliability were tested by means of the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, and the result for the sample as a whole was 0.91. We sent out
questionnaires to 209 students and acquired 164 effective questionnaires, with 78 from boys and 86
from girls. The recovery rate of questionnaires was 78.47%.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Changes on Class Activity Capacity
One of the objectives of this study was to examine whether there is any change of class activity
capacity between an eTRC and a pTRC or not. According to the necessary conditions for a learning
activity (learning tasks, learning methods and learning outcomes) in a class, we calculated the
numbers of classes in which learning activities were effectively completed as planned.Table2 displays
the descriptive statistical analysis of the ratio of classes which effectively completed the learning
activities in eTRC and in pTRC respectively. In pTRC, there were 12 out of 24 classes in which
learning activities were effectively completed, which account for 50% of all the paper textbook
classes. In eTRC, there were 17 out of 24 classes in which learning activities were effectively
completed, which account for 71% of all the eTextbook classes. The ratio of classes which effectively
completed the learning activities as planed in eTRC is higher than in pTRC, which increased by 21%.
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In addition, this study also examined the Learner Engagement Indicator in a class. Table2 also
shows students were more engaged in learning activities in eTRCs compared to in pTRCs (MineTRC
=0.65>MinpTRC=0.26).
Table2. Descriptive statistics of classes in eTRC and in pTRC
Teachers

pTRC
C1

L

C2

eTRC

L

% of Total(C1+C2)

C1

L

C2

L

% of Total(C1+C2)

1 Ms.Rong

1

0.63

0

0.48

50%

1

0.93

1

0.93

100%

2. Ms. Zhou

1

0.46

0

0.40

50%

1

0.94

1

1.00

100%

3. Ms. Guo

1

0.59

0

0.58

50%

1

0.89

0

0.73

50%

4.Ms.Yang

1

0.55

0

0.45

50%

1

0.75

1

0.95

100%

5.Ms.Zhang

1

0.43

1

0.49

100%

1

0.78

1

1.00

100%

6. Ms.Lu

1

0.68

0

0.79

50%

1

0.89

0

1.00

50%

7. Ms.Wang

1

0.45

0

0.77

50%

1

0.84

0

0.70

50%

8. Ms.Liu

1

0.56

1

0.57

100%

1

0.82

0

0.69

50%

9.Mr.Li

0

0.36

1

0.27

50%

1

0.89

1

0.89

100%

10.Mr.Zhang

1

1.00

0

0.71

50%

1

0.86

0

1.00

50%

11.Ms.Li

0

0.94

0

0.67

0%

1

0.65

0

1.00

50%

12.Ms.Wang

0

0.35

0

0.26

0%

1

0.90

0

0.95

50%

Total

9

50%

12

3

5

71%

Notes：C1= classes from the first time; C2= classes from the second time; 1= classes in which learning activities were effectively
completed; 0=classes in which learning activities were uncompleted; L= Learner Engagement Indicator.

Table3. Independent sample t-test between eTRC and pTRC

Learner Engagement Indicator

Ratio of classes in which learning activities were effectively completed

Classes

N

Mean

S.D.

pTRC

24

0.56

0.19

eTRC

24

0.87

0.11

pTRC

24

0.50

0.51

eTRC

24

0.71

0.46

t
-7.027**

-1.479

**p<0.01

Table 3 shows the independent sample t-test results between eTRCs and pTRCs. It can be
seen that the class activity capacity in eTRCs made significant progress in “Learner Engagement
Indicator” during all the 48 classes with p < .01.This finding complies with what has been reported by
researchers, that students have more extensive opportunities to be engaged in the learning activities if
their instructors adopt student-centered learning mode and select appropriate multimedia materials in
order to promote effective learning activities for students. (Ching-Kun Hsu1 &Gwo-Jen Hwang,
2013). And for “Ratio of classes in which learning activities were effectively completed”, there was
no significant difference between eTRCs and pTRCs.
In addition, from the interview results, we found that technical issues, the complexity of
learning tasks, the articulation of learning methods, the engaged time (time students actually engage in
learning tasks) are the main factors to influence the classes in which learning activities were
completed.
Therefore, there are changes of class activity capacity between eTRCs and pTRCs. It can be
derived that the ratio of classes which effectively completed the learning activities as planed in eTRC
is higher than in pTRC, teachers and students completed the learning activities with the help of
eTextbooks and digital devices which provided by technology rich classroom. Further, Learner
Engagement Indicator (LEI) in eTRC is significantly higher than in pTRC.

3.2 Changes on Classroom Behavior
This study further examined whether there is any change in classroom behavior between eTRC and
pTRC or not. With regarding to changes of teachers’ behaviors, there are significant differences in the
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items of the total time for transmission and the total time for directing behaviors between eTRCs and
pTRCs during all the 48 classes with p < .01, as shown in table 4. The total time for transmission
behavior was shorter in eTRCs compared to in pTRCs. The total time for directing behavior of
teachers went higher when using eTextbook in the classes, compared to using paper textbooks. There
was no significant difference regarding to the total time for dialogue between teachers and students in
all the classes.
So, it can be derived that the allocated time (time scheduled by the teacher for a particular
lesson) and the actually used for instructional activities is less in eTRC than in pTRC. The time is
under the direct control of the teacher has been changed, which make the teacher behavior has been
changing from transmission to dialogue and directing.
Table 4. T-test of the time for teachers’ behaviors between eTRC and pTRC (units: minute)
Classes
Transmission

Dialogue

Directing

pTRC

N

Mean

S.D.

24

10.47

eTRC

24

6.07

0.74

pTRC

24

13.16

1.30

eTRC

24

12.47

0.76

pTRC

24

1.57

0.52

24

2.75

0.63

eTRC

2.04

t
9.929**

2.455

-7.099**

**p<0.01

Regarding to changes for students’ behaviors, the total time for students’ behavior was longer
in eTRCs compared to in pTRCs. Further, there are significant differences in the items of the time for
individual learning and time for cooperative learning between eTRC and pTRC, (p<.01), as shown in
table 5.
Table 5. T-test of the time for students’ behaviors between eTRC and pTRC (units: minute)

Individual learning

Cooperative learning

Classes

N

Mean

S.D.

t

pTRC

24

7.36

1.49

-4.123**

eTRC

24
24

8.79

0.82

pTRC

6.92

1.78

eTRC

24

11.20

1.41

-9.273**

**p<0.01

Specifically, in terms of “individual learning”, there are significant differences in the items of
“Listening and repeating from textbooks” and “creating /sharing works” between eTRC and pTRC
with p < .01, as shown in table 6. In eTRC, students are more engaged in sharing works to achieve
high level learning objectives. There were no significant difference regarding to the “Exercises and
quiz” and “Reading textbooks” in all the classes. So, it can be derived that students have changed their
learning ways in the classroom, from passive receiving presentation information to active participating
in various of learning activities.
Table 6. T-test of the individual learning behaviors between eTRC and pTRC (units: minute)

Exercises and quiz
Reading textbooks
Listening and repeating
from textbooks
creating /sharing works

Classes
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC

N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Mean
3.32
2.69
2.56
2.63
0.00
1.30
1.29
2.27

S.D.
1.50
1.32
1.35
0.78
0.00
1.31
0.96
0.76

t
1.539
-0.225
-4.839**
-3.940**

**p<0.01

In terms of “cooperative learning”, there are significant differences in the items of
“Discussing with peers”, “Info. Analysis”, “Creating /sharing works” between eTRC and pTRC with p
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< .01, as shown in table 7. In eTRC, students could complete their learning activities with peers and
carry out more kinds of learning activities with the help of the handheld learning device. There were
no significant difference regarding to the “Exercises and quiz” and “Role-play in the group” in all the
classes. So, it can be derived that students finished effective learning activities through cooperative
ways more frequently in eTRCs compared to pTRCs.
Table 7. T-test of the cooperative learning behaviors between eTRC and pTRC (units: minute)

Discussing with peers
Exercises and quiz
Role-play in the group
Info. Analysis
Creating /sharing works

Classes

N

Mean

S.D.

pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1.31
2.41
2.85
3.00
1.97
1.92
0.00
1.36
1.04
2.37

1.08
1.42
1.45
1.24
1.49
1.56
0.00
2.27
0.92
0.69

t
-2.969**
-0.392
0.116
-2.937**
-5.671**

**p<0.01

From the analysis results of classroom behavior, it could be concluded that the total time for
teachers’ behaviors in classes was shorter than that of students’ behaviors. eTRCs could boost the
shifting of classroom instructional structure from the teacher-centered to the student- centered.
Further, the interviews with teachers and students revealed the following findings:
The teachers have the willingness to utilize technology to support teaching and change their teaching
behaviors.
Students are motivated to finish learning activities more initiatively in eTRCs, than that in the pTRCs,
such as discussing with teachers and classmates; showing works, doing exercises and quiz.
There for, significant changes on classroom behaviors were found from the study, including
the total time for teachers’ behaviors in eTRCs was shorter than that of teachers’ behaviors in pTRCs.
Students participate in classroom learning activities significantly initiatively and positively in eTRC
compared to in pTRC.

3.3 Differences of Technology Roles
In addition, this study also examined whether there is any difference in technology roles between an
eTRC and a pTRC. The results of interviewing with teachers and students revealed the findings as
shown in Table8. It can be seen that both teachers and students are highly dependent on technology
for implementing and administrating learning activities in eTRCs.
This finding also complies with what has been reported by researchers, that there are a few
important benefits of technologies for students in a class, including holding their attentions, motivate
students to take actions, increase their interests for learning, and make learning easier (R.K.
Samanta,1991).
Table 8. Differences of technology roles in eTRC and pTRC
Technology Roles

eTRC
•

Showing Content

•
•

Managing
Environment

•
•

pTRC

More beneficial to show the contents continuously
since at least two screens can be open at the same
time when presenting the teaching materials
More clarity when the students receive the
presentation
Showing learning materials instantly (students’
eTextbooks, works.) on the screen via AirPlay
A more flexible layout of the chairs and desks, such
as, semicircle, parallel, straight rows.
Easier to distribute the teaching materials
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•
•

•
•

Only one screen for presenting the
teaching materials with PPT
Learning materials only be
showed through discourse and
physical projection

Mainly straight rows for chairs
and desks
Distributing teaching materials

•
Accessing
Resources

•

•
Real-time
Interacting
•
Tracking
Environment
/Learning Process

•

one student at a time
Taking more time to access to
digital resources, since it is
separate from the paper textbook
The digital resources do not match
the students’ requirements with
personalized learning.

More rapid access to digital resources with iPads
since it is integrated with eTextbook
Digital resources are more adaptive to personalized
learning

•

More flexible human computing interaction in real
time, e.g. student-teacher interaction with iPads is
instant; student-student interaction with iPads is
instant.
Beneficial for testing the learning environment,
including sound effects, lighting, circuitry.
Beneficial for testing the learning processes,
including monitoring the students’ note-taking
behaviors, degree of engagement.

•

Mainly real time interaction
between teachers and students via
discourse, role-play.

•

Difficult to monitor the learning
environment
and
learning
processes,
Challenging for creating a
personalized learning environment

•

•

Table 9. Independent sample t-test of Student perceptions toward technology roles in eTRC and pTRC
Attitude to technology
Motivation
Satisfaction

Classes
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC
pTRC
eTRC

N
164
164
164
164
164
164

Mean
3.63
4.21
3.86
4.06
3.70
4.20

S.D.
0.57
0.72
0.75
0.80
0.50
0.80

t
-3.277**
-0.969
-2.561*

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

This study paid special attention to the students’ perceptions of technology roles in eTRC and
pTRC, including attitudes towards technology, motivation and satisfaction. Therefore, Table 9 shows
the T test results of students’ perceptions toward technology roles in eTRC and pTRC. The scores of
students’ perceptions toward technology roles in eTRC are higher than 4.00 on averages. Students’
attitudes to technology and satisfaction in eTRC are significantly higher than in pTRC. Regarding of
motivation, there is no remarkable difference in eTRC and in pTRC. This means that students agreed
with and had positive perceptions of technology roles when using eTextbooks in Technology rich
classroom. Further, various technologies are used as learning tools for enhancing learning
performance in order to meet the diversity of students.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we conducted a research on the changes of a class utilizing eTextbooks in K-12 schools
initiatively, by using a mix-method design of interviews, questionnaires and on-site observation. We
compared activity capacity, classroom behaviors and technology roles between eTRCs and pTRCs.
The results and analysis above showed:
There are significant differences in class activity capacity between eTRC and pTRC. The ratio of
classes which effectively completed the learning activities as planed in eTRC is higher than in
pTRC, and Learner Engagement Indicator (LEI) in eTRC is significantly higher than in pTRC.
There are significant changes in classroom behaviors between eTRC and pTRC. The allocated time
for teachers in eTRC is significantly lower than in pTRC and engaged time for students in eTRC
is significantly higher than in pTRC. Students participate in classroom learning activities
significantly initiatively and positively in eTRC compared to in pTRC.
Teachers are highly dependent on technology for implementing and administrating learning activities
in eTRCs. Students’ attitudes to technology and satisfaction in eTRC are significantly higher than
in pTRC.
This is a tentative research on exploring the changes between eTRC and pTRC in K-12
schools, which need to be investigated on a larger scale incorporation more samples, and more
evidence needs to be collected to confirm the findings of this research. Beijing Municipal government
has sponsored a program that will conduct more research in the near future. The program will be done
Beijing Digital School (BDS).
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Abstract: This paper reports an on-going case study on the project of “Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) for seamless science inquiry” in a primary school in Hong Kong. The study
aims at investigating how the students advanced their content knowledge in science inquiry in
a seamless learning environment supported by their own mobile devices. The topic of inquiry
was “The Anatomy of Fish”. Data collection included pre- and post-domain tests, student
artifacts, class observations and field notes. Content analysis and a trialogical approach were
adopted in the data analysis to trace the students’ knowledge advancement. The work of one
group of students was used as an example. The research findings show that the students
advanced their understanding of the anatomy of fish well beyond what was available in the
textbook.
Keywords: BYOD, seamless science inquiry, trialogical approach

Introduction
In the digital age, mobile technologies have become embedded and ubiquitous in students’
lives. Parallel to that, studies on “mobile-assisted seamless learning” which refers to seamless
learning mediated by a 1:1 setting, have boomed (Wong & Looi, 2011). In general, mobileassisted seamless learning research has focused on students provided with a uniform type of
device (Song, Wong, & Looi, 2012). However, nowadays more and more learners bring their
own mobile devices wherever they go for their learning and communication needs.
How school students use these various types of personally owned devices to support their
science inquiry in a seamless learning environment has rarely been explored. In addition,
despite the fact that inquiry-based learning in science supported by technologies has been
promoted for decades and has apparently yielded intended outcomes, it is reported that
science inquiry practices are challenging tasks for students, especially for young learners due
to various issues (Krajcik, Blumenfeld, Marx, & Soloway, 2000). Further, with seamless
learning studies on the rise, tracing the distributed and sparse nature of interactions through
and over mobile devices poses a challenge for understanding students’ knowledge
advancement (Looi, Wong, & Song, 2012).
In the light of the above issues, this study is aimed at investigating the question, “how do
students advance their content knowledge in science inquiry in a seamless learning
environment supported by their own mobile devices?” The rest of the paper introduces the
relevant literature first, then describes the research design. Finally it presents the results,
followed by discussion and conclusion.
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1. Literature
1.1 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) for mobile-assisted seamless learning
According to Wong and Looi (2011), one aspect of mobile-assisted seamless learning
concerns the “combined use of multiple device types” (p. 2367). In recent years, more and
more studies have attempted to investigate how mobile learning can be leveraged to increase
student engagement and teacher productivity through the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
model (Project Tomorrow, 2012; Rinehart, 2012). According to Alberta Education (Alberta
Education, 2012), BYOD refers to “technology models where students bring a personally
owned device to school for the purpose of learning”. MacGibbon (2012) maintains that the
concept of BYOD is simple: if a student already has a preferred mobile device at home, it is
practical to bring it to school rather than duplicate cost and waste learning time to navigate a
school-issued device. BYOD is considered a technology model for learning in the 21st
Century which is “Mobile Devices + Social Media = Personalized Learning” (Project
Tomorrow, 2012). Although BYOD is generally considered to help promote better outcomes
via a more personalised learning and an enhanced engagement between home, school and
other spaces, how BYOD works in real-life inquiry-based pedagogical practices has rarely
been studied. Moreover, possibly students’ enthusiasm for using BYOD for learning
anytime, anywhere might be reduced as time goes on (Rinehart, 2012), in which case, the use
of the technology alone would be insufficient to foster learning without the adoption of
appropriate pedagogies (Song, 2007).
1.2 Guided science inquiry for young learners
Inquiry learning can be charaterised as a process of posing questions, gathering and analyzing
data, and constructing evidence-based explanations and arguments by collaboratively
engaging in investigations to advance knowledge and develop higher-order thinking skills
(Hakkarainen, 2003; Krajcik et al., 2000). Teachers are expected to play a facilitating role to
help learners to brainstorm ideas, generate questions for exploration, plan and carry out
investigations, collect data, gather information, and apply the information to analyze and
interpret the data (Krajcik et al., 2000). However, research findings show that students lack
inquiry skills and need considerable support to become knowledgeable about content,
competent in using inquiry skills, proficient at using technological tools, productive in
collaborative work and capable of articulation and reflection (Krajcik et al., 2000). To guide
young learners in science inquiry, it is suggested that guided inquiry be adopted in the
pedagogical design (Hakkarainen, 2003).
1.3 Methodological issues in mobile-assisted seamless science inquiry
In seamless science inquiry supported by mobile devices, due to the limited screen size, and
the mobile nature of the activities, learning can occur in constantly changing contexts such as
home, school and other spaces (Looi et al., 2012). To capture the seamless science inquiry
process is a demanding task. We need to examine holistically and “re-construct” learning
occurring in different contexts in order to track learners’ inquiry learning processes and
outcomes in continually moving and re-constructed contexts in a seamless learning
environment (Looi et al., 2012).
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2. This study
2.1 Context
The study took place as part of an on-going one-year project of “Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) for seamless science inquiry” in a class of Grade Six with twenty-eight students in a
primary school in Hong Kong, adopting a case study approach (Merriam, 1998). The study
was carried out for over half a year, and involved three science units with six topics. For this
paper, we chose to examine the students studying the topic “The Anatomy of Fish” in the unit
“Biodiversity”.
2.2 BYOD and mobile apps
Of the twenty-eight students, twenty-four used mobile devices brought by them from home.
These were ten iPads, eleven Android tablets or smartphones, two iPhones and one iPod.
Four students did not own a device, so the school lent them iPads to use. “BYOD” in this
study refers to “the technology model where students bring a personally owned mobile device
with various apps and embedded features to use anywhere, anytime for the purpose of
learning”. Students could use the mobile devices to take photos, videos or record audio files
for their own learning needs. They could also access the internet via WiFi in school. Three
mobile apps were used in the science inquiry, namely Edmodo, Evernote and Skitch. Edmodo
– a free social network platform - was used for students to communicate, share information
and work, submit assignments, and coordinate learning activities seamlessly. Evernote is a
suite of free software and services designed for note-taking and archiving (refer to
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evernote for details). Students used Evernote to record their
learning journeys, make reflections and share with peers. Skitch – a mobile app - was also
recommended
to
the
students
for
annotating images
(refer
to
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.evernote.skitch for details.).
2.3 Inquiry-based learning pedagogical design in primary science
In our pedagogical design, we adopted an inquiry-based learning model consisting of six
elements, namely engage, explore, observe, explain, reflect and share. The model is shown in
Figure 1. The learning activities were carried out in a seamless learning environment across
class, home, school lab and online learning spaces.

Figure 1. Seamless inquiry-based learning model in primary science.
The seamless learning activities for inquiry into understanding “The Anatomy of Fish” is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The seamless inquiry-based learning activities on “The Anatomy of Fish”
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Activities (As)
A 1 Engage
(in class)
A 2 Explore
(in wet markets)
A 3 Observe
(in school lab)

A 4 Explain
(in school lab)
A 5 Reflect
(online)
A 6 Share
(online & in class)

Description
Engage: Access

Hong

Kong

marine

fish

database

online

http://www.hk-

fish.net/chi/database/feature/feature.htm

Explore a few kinds of fish in the wet market, take photos, find out the names of the
fish and upload them to Edmodo. Students also share other information about fish on
Edmodo.
There are four kinds of fish prepared by the teacher for each group to observe. They
need to observe and find out the scientific names of the fish and their anatomy with
the help of a magnifying glass. They are encouraged to make full use of their mobile
devices in the observational process.
Label the body parts of the fish using the mobile app – Skitch to explain the anatomy
of a fish, and upload it to Evernote which is shared in Edmodo.
Reflect on the guided questions in Evernote, e.g., Q1: Why are the four kinds of fish
called fish? Q2: What have you learned?
The students upload their labeled anatomy of fish and reflections to Evernote to
share; they also share their work in class for evaluation.

2.4 Participants
The twenty-eight students were divided randomly into seven groups of four students. We
chose to focus on one group as an example to trace the students’ inquiry process. The group
has four members, two boys and two girls, given pseudonyms of Ran (boy), Tin (boy), Ling
(girl) and Nini (girl). Tin and Nini used their own iPads, Ling used her own smartphone, and
Ran used an iPad borrowed from the school. The teacher had around eight years of work
experience and had participated in the professional development of innovations using the
inquiry-based approach. In the students’ science inquiry process, the teacher acted as a
facilitator to guide the students’ inquiry skills, and encouraged the students to use the mobile
apps of Evernote and Skitch, and Edmodo to facilitate their inquiry process.

2.5 Data collection and analysis
To examine how students advanced their scientific knowledge of the anatomy of fish, data
collection included pre- and post-domain tests, student artifacts (postings on Edmodo,
postings on Evernote, captured photos, captured recordings, captured videos, worksheets),
and class observations. The pre-domain test had two main questions: pre-Question 1 (pre-Q1)
“What do you know about fish?” and pre-Question 2 (pre-Q2) “Please draw a concept map to
show what you know about fish.” The post-domain test also had two main questions: postQuestion 1 (post-Q1) “What have you learned most about fish?” and post-Question 1 (postQ1) “Please draw a concept map to show what you have learned about fish.”
In the data analysis, to explore their knowledge advancement process, we focused on
examining how students constructed, refined, elaborated, and created artifacts both
collaboratively and individually through three streams of analysis. First, regarding individual
knowledge advancement, we examined and marked the whole class’s pre- and post-domain
answers to pre- and post-Q1 and Q2 by coding the students’ answers and concept maps, and
categorizing them into different types. We then counted the numbers in each category to gain
better understanding of the students’ learning, process. Secondly, regarding collaborative
knowledge advancement, we adopted the trialogical approach (Hakkarainen, & Paavola,
2009) to trace students’ progress in science inquiry, focusing on one group as an example.
The trialogical approach emphasizes group collaborative development of mediating objects or
artifacts rather than focusing solely on idea improvement. We traced the development of
artifacts in the student learning activities in order to explore how groups work together to
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make sense of the problem inquiry situations (Stahl, 2002), and understand how students
progressively refined artifacts or further elaborated upon shared artifacts in their inquiry
process (Hakkarainen, & Paavola, 2009). The artifacts included concrete objects (e.g., real
fish), and conceptual / knowledge artifacts (e.g., text, pictures, and drawings). Finally, we
coded students’ postings in Edmodo and Evernote related to the development of content
knowledge about fish (Merriam, 1998). Whenever necessary, field notes were used
throughout the data analysis process for the purposes of triangulation.

3. Results
3.1 Results of pre- and post-domain tests
We collected 21 pre-domain test sheets, and 27 post-domain test sheets. By pairing the preand post-domain tests, we obtained 20 valid pairs of students’ test sheets. Table 2 shows the
summarised results of pre- and post-Q 1 (“What do you know about fish?” and “What have
you learned most about fish?”) and Q 2 (“Please draw a concept map to show what you know
about fish.” and “Please draw a concept map to show what you have learned about fish.”).
Table 2. Pre- and post-domain test results
Questions
*pre-Q1

*post-Q1

Pre-Q2

Summarized results
The answers varied and were categorized mainly into 7 types, including: knew that a fish uses
gill to breathe (80%), knew that a fish lives in water (60%), knew that a fish takes various
kinds of food (45%), knew that fish is our food (20%), knew that a fish has scales (20%), knew
that there are different kinds of fish(15%), and others (40%).
e.g., Student A: I knew that a fish can swim, has scales, lives in the seas or somewhere with
water, uses gills to breathe, eats seaweed, small sea creatures or small fish. If there is no water,
they will die.
The answers also varied, and were categorized mainly into 7 types. They are: learned more
about the anatomy of fish (85%), learned that a fish has more body parts than expected (40%);
learned that a fish has lateral lines (45%), learned that a fish has a few fins and a tail (25%),
learned that a fish has visible or invisible scales (25%), learned that a fish has teeth (15%), and
learned that there are more varieties of fish(10%).
e.g., Student A: Fish live in water. They have scales, teeth, gills, mouth, eyes and lateral lines.
The students expressed what they knew about fish in concept maps. Out of 20 students, 7
(45%) students used only one or two body parts (mostly gills) in the nodes of the concept
maps; the other nodes and links between nodes were related to how fish live, eat, and grow in
their world.
e.g., Student A’s pre-concept map
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Post-Q2

The students expressed what they had learned about fish in concept maps. Out of 20 students,
19 (95%) students drew the body parts of the fish in the concept map, which exhibited
knowledge that was well beyond that which was available in their textbook. In addition, 15
(75%) students extended and revised their prior concept maps done in the pre-domain test by
adding the body parts and functions to the map except 5 (25%) students who only drew the
body parts of the fish.
e.g., Student A’s post-concept map

* Individual student’s answers usually fell into a few categories.

3.2 Results of the group’s knowledge advancement on fish in science inquiry
Activities 1 & 2: Engage and explore (in and out of class)
In the first activity, the teacher engaged the students by introducing some online information
about fish in class, and then group members Ling and Tin explored the information about fish
on various websites in class and at home, and shared these on Edmodo (see Figures 2 and 3)
using their mobile devices or computers at home; group members Ling and Tin also went to
the wet market and took some pictures of different kinds of fish and shared them on Edmodo
to get a general understanding of fish. Figure 4 posted by Ling is an example of this. Ling
also made a recording using her mobile device to describe the kinds of fish she observed in
the wet market, and uploaded it to Evernote which was shared on Edmodo.
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Figure 2 Website about fish shared by Ling

Figure 3 Website about fish shared by Tin

Figure 4 Photo taken in a wet market shared by Ling

Figure 5 Studying the fish by Nini

Activities 3 & 4: Observe and explain (in school lab)
In the lab, the four group members observed four kinds of fish bought and distributed by the
teacher, and each of them was responsible for finding out the scientific name and labeling the
body parts of one kind of fish. They studied the fish attentively with the help of a magnifying
glass, took pictures of the fish, and labeled the body parts on the captured photo using Skitch
app, and finally uploaded the labeled photo to Edmodo. Figure 5 shows Nini studying a fish
using a magnifying glass. Figure 6 shows that in the group, three members were using an iPad
and one was using a smartphone to explore the information about fish online in Edmodo.
Figure 7 shows that Ran was comparing the information recommended by group member Tin
in Edmodo about the fish online with the fish he was studying while labeling the anatomy of
the fish using the mobile app Skitch.

Figure 6 Mobile devices used by the group members

Figure 7 Ran - working on the fish

Activities 5 & 6: Reflections in Evernote and share
All four members posted their labeled anatomy of fish to Evernote shown in Figure 8 (a), (b),
(c) and (d) and wrote their reflections for sharing.
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Figure 8 (a), (b), (c) & (d) Four kinds of fish labeled by Tin, Ling, Ran and Nini

All the members wrote their reflections on Evernote except Nini. Tin reflected:
“Today, we did an inquiry into “fish”… I divided the fish into several parts. They are:
eye, pelvic fin, gill, spiny dorsal fin, anal fin, etc. The fish I studied and the other fish my
group members studied all belong to fish because all of them have gills, anal fins, fins and
scales. Based on these, I know that they are fish. In addition, before the experiment, I thought
that fish is hard if it is not cooked; after the experiment, I learned that what I thought was
wrong. Fish meat is not hard at all, but soft and elastic. From the experiment, I learned a lot of
knowledge about fish, for example: anatomy, features, quality of fish meat and scales.”
Ran reflected that “I learned in Wednesday’s experiment, different body parts of the fish,
for example: lateral line, gill, pelvic fin, and spiny dorsal fin. The fish I studied is Golden
Threadfin Bream”. Ling reflected that “All of them are fish because they use gills to breathe
and use fins to move.” Only Nini failed to post any reflections. The teacher encouraged her
by commenting on the labeled fish she uploaded to Edmodo, “Great! Well done!! Can you
find the name of this fish?” Encouraged by the teacher, Nini worked hard to find out the name
and detailed information about the fish and posted it to Edmodo.
The group of students investigated both collaboratively and individually the anatomy of
fish. The process was traced and documented, and is shown graphically in Figure 9. Due to
space limitations, only a small number of the students’ mediating and conceptual artifacts can
be shown in the paper.

Figure 9 Tracing the group’s knowledge advancement on “The Anatomy of Fish”

4. Discussion
The pre-domain test results show that students’ pre-domain test answers and mapped concepts
were not focused on the anatomy of fish (See Student A’s example). After the inquiry in the
lab supported by personal mobile devices was completed, the post-domain test answers
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indicated that the students’ learning was focused more on the anatomy of fish and the
functions of the body parts. Their presented concepts shown in their post-domain concept
maps also demonstrated more focus on the anatomy of fish. Also, in their maps, the
relationships between the concepts were shown properly. This indicates that students’
understanding of fish anatomy was enhanced as a result of their BYOD for seamless science
inquiry. Further, by tracing one group’s inquiry process, we were able to follow and analyse
how the group members developed their artifacts relating to the anatomy of fish. Their
science inquiry was mediated by the artifacts/objects developed earlier both collaboratively
and individually supported by their mobile devices across different learning spaces of wet
market, home and school lab.
The findings of the study indicate that integrating the BYOD technology model into
guided inquiry-based pedagogical design and implementation in a seamless environment will
help young learners’ advance their content knowledge. By referring to shared artifacts on the
social network Edmodo and Evernote, and their own observations of fish in the wet market
and the school lab supported by their own mobile devices, the students acquired knowledge
about fish way beyond what was available in the textbook. Our observation revealed that, in
the course of their science inquiry, students had a sense of ownership and control over their
own learning which was lacking in previous mobile learning research where they had to
borrow the mobile device from school (Corlett, Sharples, Bull, & Chan, 2005). We found
BYOD can facilitate students’ science inquiry by enabling them to access and share artifacts
online anytime, anywhere, which cannot be easily achieved using desktop computers. In
addition, BYOD can enable students to capture “just-in-time” photos, and audio and video
files, and to upload these files to Edmodo and Evernote for instant sharing. It can also allow
students to edit captured photos for specific learning needs without time and space constraints
(e.g., labelling the captured fish photo in the school lab). These can greatly enhance the
flexibility, mobility and interactivity of learning at comparatively inexpensive cost
(Hakkarainen & Paavola, 2009) and foster students’ personalized learning (Song et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, the technology model alone might not be the full explanation for helping
students learn (Song, 2007). Rather, it is its combination with the guided inquiry-based
learning model that contributed to the students’ inquiry process. This finding is in line with
the relevant studies in the literature (Hakkarainen, 2003). The teacher’s guidance is also
needed during science inquiry.
The results of the study also show that using a trialogical approach to trace the students’
individual and group inquiry in multiple spaces can help make the learning process and
outcome visible (Stahl, 2002). The visible conceptual artifacts in the form of pictures, text,
videos and recordings documented the students’ learning process and mediated their learning
progressively (Hakkarainen, 2003). Interestingly, students’ science inquiry skills were also
improved in tandem with their knowledge advancement. The development of student’s
inquiry-based skills will be addressed in later writings.

5. Conclusions
This paper reports an on-going case study on the project of “Bringing Your Own Device
(BYOD) for seamless science inquiry” in a primary school in Hong Kong, choosing the topic
of “The Anatomy of Fish”. To understand how the learners advance their content knowledge
in science inquiry in a seamless learning environment supported by their own mobile devices,
the study focused on examining the pre- and post-domain test results as well as adopting a
trialogical approach to trace the development of students’ content knowledge about fish using
a group of students’ work as an example. The research findings show that the students made
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great knowledge advancement in understanding the anatomy of fish beyond the knowledge in
the textbook supported by BYOD.
The study contributes to the literature in two ways: (a) a BYOD technology model in
conjunction with an inquiry-based pedagogical practice was shown to have a positive impact
on students’ knowledge advancement; (b) the trialogical approach used to trace students’
domain knowledge advancement across different spaces shed some light on the types of
methods that could be used to study seamless learning processes and outcomes.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the innovation to enhance the way Indonesian teachers
conduct their professional learning and development. Using an ICT-based community named
OLC4TPD (Online Learning Community for Teacher Professional Development), a group of
educators across Indonesian archipelago participated in this grassroots initiative to develop
their professional competencies on ongoing basis. This paper presents three learning journeys
of three educators, i.e. a teacher, a teacher educator and a school leader, with different
education, socio-cultural backgrounds and ICT literacy from this community. The emphasis on
learning experience, challenges and impacts in their professional learning development is the
focus of this paper.
Keywords: Teacher Teacher Professional Development, TPD, Online Learning, Online
Learning Community, OLC, Online Learning Community for Teacher Professional
Development, OLC4TPD, Information Communication Technology, ICT, Community of
Practice, CoP, Learning Journey, ICT4D, HCI4D

1. Introduction
The rapid pace of technological innovation has changed the knowledge-based society and gradually
changed the way teaching and learning are conducted over the past decade (Hargreaves, 2003). The
role of teachers has increasingly shifted from the knowledge provider to the facilitator of a learning
process. This change has been difficult for teachers, requiring substantial amounts of professional
development to adopt.
In Indonesia, the most of the current TPD practice still focuses on teacher-centred approaches,
where the delivery is mainly in the format of face-to-face interaction. This practice needs to be
revisited as they have shown a lot of drawbacks to answer the needs of the knowledge-based society in
the 21st century. These TPD activities usually limit the opportunities for teachers to grow their
professional competencies, in addition to the limitations to constantly provide sufficient resources,
especially for teachers who live and work in rural and remote areas, where access to facilities and
resources, such as mentors and infrastructures are inadequate.
A number of recent studies have explored the use of ICT as a means to facilitate and support
TPD (Arvaja et al., 2010; Barab, 2006; Duncan-Howell, 2007; Lloyd & Cochrane, 2006; Scott &
Scott, 2010; Scott, 2010; Whitehouse et al., 2010). In these studies, ICT has been used extensively to
facilitate effective processes of knowledge sharing and construction among the community members
across geographical locations. Some of the identified benefits include the flexibility for teachers as
community members to engage in ongoing reflective and collaborative learning, facilitating the
process of knowledge transfer and construction and providing sustainable ongoing support for the
teachers. Yet, only after 2007 (Sari and Herrington, 2013; Sari, 2012a, 2012b and 2012c; Sari and
Lim, 2011 and 2012; Sari and Tedjasaputra, 2010), when we started to design and develop an ICTbased community of practice named OLC4TPD (Online Learning Community for Teacher
Professional Development), we could empirically study how the ICT-based community transformed
the way Indonesian educators develop their personal and professional competencies, which will be
detailed in the format of learning journey.
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2. Background of the Study
This study employed ICT to facilitate the delivery of online learning and to support the knowledge
building and construction among the community members, i.e. Indonesian educators. Considering the
unique ICT landscape of Indonesia, where the distribution of sufficient ICT infrastructure is unequal
across the archipelago, the authors have designed and developed a professional learning and
development framework to be systematically examined and implemented in this context. While some
parts of the archipelago may have a limited exposure to ICT, Indonesia has been internationally
considered as the home of the second largest Facebook users in the world. With the rapid adoption of
mobile technology in daily life, most of the users access Facebook through their mobile devices.
These facts have made Indonesia a good place to explore the potentials of ICT beyond day-to-day
communication and entertainment tool.
While the concept of Online Learning Communities (OLC) was common in Western
countries, such as Australia (Duncan-Howell, 2007; Lloyd & Duncan-Howell, 2010; Scott & Scott,
2010), Canada (Friesen & Clifford, 2003), United States (Dede, 2006; Whitehouse, McCloskey, &
Ketelhut, 2010) and Finland (Arvaja, Hämäläinen, & Rasku-Puttonen, 2010), this concept was still
considered new by most Indonesian educators when we introduced it in 2007. Nonetheless, the
existing studies advocate that OLC is a viable means to cultivate sharing and provide a sustainable
support for teachers (Dede, 2000; Lock, 2006). OLC provides an opportunity for teachers to reflect
and examine their practice, which can lead to transformative professional development (Windschitl,
2002).
After two years of intensive field research, we founded an OLC-based TPD initiative so called
OLC4TPD on 15th October 2009 to address the needs for ongoing professional learning and
development of educators in Indonesia and the demands of the 21st century learning and teaching. In
this community, a group of Indonesian educators who share a common interest and goal to improve
the quality of education in Indonesia made a commitment to engage in the process of social learning
and learn from each other in developing themselves personally and professionally. The community
employed a number of online tools – both synchronous and asynchronous tools to support the social
learning interaction.
The data in the study was collected during the period of 2009-2012 (Sari and Herrington,
2013; Sari, 2012a, Sari and Lim, 2011) using the data collection instruments described in Table 1. As
an important part of the data analysis, the learning journeys describing three key stakeholders in the
OLC will be described in the following section.
Table 1: Data Collection Instruments
Instruments
Interview 1
(Phase 1 and
3)
ICT Survey
(Phase 1)
Brainstormin
g
(Phase 1)
Community
Transcript
(Phase 3)

Participant

Subjects
Teachers and Teacher Educators (West
Java)

Purpose
To investigate the existing practice of TPD in
Indonesia.

Teachers and Teacher Educators (West
Java)
Teachers and School Leaders (East Java)
Teacher Educators (West Java)

To investigate ICT landscape and
competencies (infrastructure, access and
literacy) in related to TPD in Indonesia.
To explore design ideas for the design and
implementation of OLC for TPD.

OLC4TPD Members
• Teachers
• Teacher Educators
• School Leaders
• Education Researchers

•
•
•

From a number of educational institutions in
Indonesia
OLC4TPD Members
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To investigate the feasibility of
OLC4TPD implementation.
To investigate the social learning
interaction in OLC4TPD.
To investigate the impact of OLC4TPD
for professional development of its
members.

To observe the community members’ social

Observation
(Phase 1 and
3)

Interview 2
(Phase 3)

•
•
•
•

learning interaction with the technology and
among each other by participating actively in
OLC4TPD synchronous.

Teachers
Teacher Educators
School Leaders
Education Researchers

From a number of educational institutions in
Indonesia
Teacher Educators (West Java)
Teachers and School Leaders (East Java)

To investigate the impact of OLC4TPD for
professional development of its members.

3. The Learning Journeys
The implementation of OLC4TPD in Indonesia has opened up a new path for ongoing
professional learning and development of teachers in Indonesia. The initiative has brought each
individual to a different learning journey. This section discusses how the innovation in TPD has
transformed the personal and professional competencies development of three educators in this study.

3.1 Adi, the Teacher Educator
Adi was a 30-year old teacher educator, who worked at an Indonesian non-governmental organisation
for about five years. As a mathematician, Adi had a five year-experience as a teacher in a school and a
five year-experience as a teacher trainer. He had been actively developing his professional
competencies by reading books and articles related to his profession, conducting classroom action
research, delivering seminars and workshops in various venues.
When the project started, Adi was not new to technology. He had access to desktop and laptop
computers both at home and office, as well as access to the WI-FI and ADSL Internet at his office. He
had been using a computer and the Internet for more than five years, for learning, working,
entertainment and communication. Beside his laptop, he also used his Nokia Smartphone to
communicate with colleagues, friends and family while he was at work. During the preliminary
survey, Adi acknowledged that he was highly skilled with using the Internet, especially with using
emails and an online community. However, he admitted that he only had some basic skills with
blogging, writing a wiki, podcasting, using social media, using file or content sharing and using online
learning environments (Sari, 2012a, 2012b and 2012c). He used a lot of search engines, such as
Google to search for information.

3.1.1 Learning @OLC4TPD
Adi was an open-minded person, who appeared to be open to new ideas, to have positive attitude
about anything, to share any of his thoughts and willingness to interact with new and existing
members of OLC4TPD. He had a unique way of engaging with other educators in an online
discussion. His postings were usually controversial, so that they invited a lot of discussion among the
community members. He raised discussions that challenged the teachers to think outside the box and
to be reflective about their current practices.
Participating and making a significant contribution to the community has made Adi to be
considered as an informal community leader by the other community members. Another teacher
educator respectfully considered him as a leader who knew more than him. He positively responded to
any requests addressed to him from the community members. Although he was new to most of the
technology used in the community, he was not afraid to try and learn. His strong motivation was
inspired by his eagerness to “share and contribute to other people”, while at the same time “to reach
out to teachers in remote areas of Indonesia”.
He believed that attending and participating in OLC4TPD online meetings was always
rewarding. In one of his reflective comments, he said,
I always felt encouraged in each online session, as I am able to learn something new… I could actualise
myself…. I felt fortunate because during the one-hour online session, I could meet great people with
different expertise and experiences from various places in Indonesia and overseas…. I am very happy as I
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can share and contribute to other people and they valued my thoughts … I feel supported through the
community, especially my future career” [DB: 17 November 2009].
His experience in the online learning community has increased his commitment to support the activities. He
said, “I am always encouraged to prepare to the best of my abilities when delivering talks to OLC4TPD
community members” [Interview, July 2010].

3.1.2 Challenges
One of the main challenges faced by Adi during his participation in OLC4TPD was related to access
and connection to the Internet, in particular during an online meeting. When he first joined the
community, he only had access to the Internet at his office. His office used a WI-Fi hotspot and ADSL
connection, but the connection to the Internet often dropped when he participated in synchronous
online discussions using Skype with many people. His voice faded when he was talking and his
Internet connection went on and off.
The problem was usually solved by testing the equipment beforehand and by preparing the
presentation in advance. The eModerator often worked with him to ensure that he was able to prepare
his presentation and present it at its best. She asked him to send his presentation before the meeting
and had a one-to-one discussion about his talk over Skype. On the day of presentation, the eModerator
would read Adi’s presentation and give any necessary explanation, while Adi added more information
and answered questions using the Skype chat room. The eModerator would read his answers,
questions and additional information and facilitate further discussion. The members usually posted
questions and comments spontaneously using audio, because many of them joined the meeting as a
communal activity group (in a big group of 10-20 people). Thus, it was not feasible for each of them
to type into the chat window.
The strategy usually worked well as he was able to present and share his thoughts to the rest
of the community members whom he never met before. They were able to connect and communicate
properly during the online meetings and day-to-day discussion in OLC4TPD discussion forum.
However, he also shared thoughts about his concern during the interview in July 2010.
I feel distressed when I could not get any good Internet connection in my office and I had computer
problems … I feel disappointed when people could not get my message across, during an online
meeting discussion due to technical problems …I felt dissatisfied, I could not listen to the discussion
clearly and thus I could not learn anything.

However, regardless of any technology challenges he faced, he said,
“Attending an online meeting is important for me, therefore, I always felt nervous when I could not
attend the online meeting on time.”

3.1.3 Impacts
After about a year of his participation in the OLC4TPD online meetings, Adi grew his confidence to
make an interaction with the English-speaker presenters. He became more pro-active in initiating an
English-speaking conversation, when there was any chance to do so in online meetings. In 2011, he
started to send some abstracts to several international conferences. Some of his abstracts were
accepted and he was invited to present. Thus his confidence grew through presenting the paper in
English. As a part of his professional development, he often asked for the researcher to review for his
paper and/or co-present the paper virtually through Skype.
He felt that through OLC4TPD he has developed his professionalism and he always wanted to
share his experience to his colleagues who worked and lived in rural and remote areas. He motivated
them to join OLC4TPD online discussion. He said to them that he was proud to be a member of
OLC4TPD and invited them to join. Some of his colleagues also joined OLC4TPD through his
recommendation. He also occasionally demonstrated how OLC4TPD online meetings worked to inservice teachers in remote and rural areas by inviting the eModerator to be online while he was there.
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He invited a teacher from a rural and remote area to give a presentation with him in November 2010
on one of OLC4TPD online meetings. This colleague worked in a junior secondary school in a rural
and remote area in Indonesia and he was very excited to get a chance to share his first-hand
experience from his school. He was overwhelmed by the opportunity to meet and share with other
educators across different geographical locations in Indonesia.

3.2 Bambang, the School Leader
Bambang was a 52-year old male school superintendent with more than 25 years experience as an
educator. He oversaw several local public schools in a district of East Java. Compared to most
Indonesians, Bambang was considered fortunate as he had got an opportunity to pursue his
postgraduate study overseas and had been appointed to represent Indonesia to lead an Indonesian
school in another country. As a man with many hats, Bambang obviously is a busy person. He said, “I
have too many activities and assignments that need to be done.” His busy schedules often became his
professional hurdle.
Similar to Adi, Bambang acknowledged that he was highly skilled with the Internet, i.e. using
email, social media and online community, but he only possessed basic skill on writing a blog, wiki
and using online learning environments and did not to know much about podcasting and file or
content sharing.
Bambang joined OLC4TPD after meeting the first researcher on Facebook at the end of 2010.
Motivated by his personal interest, he joined and came to be one of OLC4TPD members on Facebook.
He was particularly interested in participating in the fortnightly online meeting. His main intention
was primarily to meet and have an academic dialogue with OLC4TPD Hotseat speakers and
OLC4TPD members, who came from different places in Indonesia and overseas for each meeting. He
had been trained to think critically and ask a lot of questions, thus having the opportunity to have a
critical dialogue with educators was like a treat for him. He always looked forward to attending the
next online seminar, because he “can learn a lot of lessons that can improve the quality of education
in his place.”

3.2.1 Learning @OLC4TPD
Bambang was a proactive initiator in the community. He often suggested that it would be beneficial
for his teachers by joining OLC4TPD. Receiving a lot of benefits from the community, he first invited
one of the schools he supervised to come aboard and participate in the online meetings and other
community activities. He supervised their participation, made them commit and evaluated their
participation.
He actively engaged in the knowledge sharing and exchange in the online learning
environment by posting, commenting, questioning, answering and contributing to the community.
Bambang mainly used the Web Portal Discussion Forum, Skype and email to facilitate his online
professional development. He made 12 percent of the total postings contributed by the community
members during the period of October 2009 to May 2010. He attended more than half of the online
meetings (n=29) conducted fortnightly through Skype. Interestingly, he only made one post on
OLC4TPD Facebook during the period of October 2009-2010. His first interaction with the researcher
happened on Facebook chatting. He used the Facebook chat room a lot in order to have a conversation
with the eModerator or other members. Email was the most common tool he used to communicate and
consolidate various matters related to OLC4TPD. As ICT was his ‘partner’ in learning, Bambang
always tried to make the most of different online learning environments to support his process of
teaching and learning.
Bambang always demonstrated his extensive knowledge about education and government
policy through his postings. As a government officer, Bambang used to consider issues from both a
government point of view as well as that of an educator. He tried to grow awareness about existing
policies in the Indonesian education system in other educators. Thus, most of his postings on the Web
Portal Discussion Forum could be categorised as Constructive Uses of Authoritative Sources in the
Twelve Socio-Cognitive Determinants of Knowledge Building (Scardamalia, 2002).
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At OLC4TPD, Bambang was known as an experienced leadership figure. His virtual identity
had been built throughout the time, through his active contribution in sharing about the Indonesian
education system and its policies, for example:
In response to your question, I would like to share with you the government laws that are available and
must be applied as the foundation of education in Indonesia. Starting from UU No 20/2003 – System of
National Education, then there is another Government Law No 19/2005 about National Education
Standard that governs all education organisation must fulfil 8 standards, including assessment in hard
and softcopy. The document can be accessed in form of soft copy or hard copy through Ministry of
National Education’s website…

As an initiator, Bambang played an important role in bringing people to the online
community. He facilitated a group of junior secondary teachers to join. He assisted in the transition
process, so that this group of teachers could move forward beyond ‘peripheral participation’ in the
community (Wenger, 1998; Wenger, Dermot and Snyder, 2002). Once the group settled, he started to
introduce a new group of teachers from a different school. Using the same strategy and following the
same cycle, he invited at least four different groups of teachers from different schools in his district.
These groups of people became happy repeat customers of OLC4TPD, who faithfully participate in
the online activities from then.

3.2.2 Challenges
Using ICT to interact with other educators online was not a challenge for Bambang. With his skills, he
required only minimum assistance, but reached maximum outcomes during his participation in
OLC4TPD. The only inquiry he made was when he wanted to know what OLC4TPD online meeting
procedure was in the beginning. He was able to download the Skype application, install and download
it himself and he also was able to register for other OLC4TPD online learning environments, such as
Facebook and the Web Portal Discussion Forum. He also only experienced one technical difficulty,
where he wanted to post a comment on the Web Portal Discussion Forum, but he was not sure whether
it had posted successfully. He clicked the post button twice, which resulted in double postings. He
said, “I am so sorry. There was a technical problem on my computer, so my comment got posted twice
and I edited as it is. Thank you”. While he knew there was a problem, he seemed not to know how to
solve the problem. In his second posting that he said he had edited his posting, yet, in fact, the posting
still had the same problem. Interestingly, Bambang never asked for any help.

3.2.3 Impacts
In OLC4TPD, Bambang had a lot of opportunities to share his extensive knowledge and experience
with educators from Indonesia and overseas. His rich knowledge and experience gave a new
perspective to the educators to think different aspect of education, such as assessment.
I remembered when I read the Egyptian Gazette – a daily newspaper in Cairo, which featured an article
with a similar title as yours. I also agree with your writing on the 2nd paragraph as it reminded me the
writing of Mr … (name) from … (a name of a well-known university in East Java), which said many
learners experience “learning for test” syndrome ... [DB: 21st February 2010].

While Bambang contributed a lot to the community by sharing his insight on how to improve
the quality of the education system in Indonesia, he received a lot of feedback from other community
members that were rewarding for him. He usually wrote at the end of most of his postings, “…please
let me know what you think” as he wanted to hear from other educators about how they perceived his
ideas and thoughts. Their feedback was the real reward for him.
Despite his busy schedule, Bambang benefited from the flexible learning schedule offered by
OLC4TPD. He was able to join in any ongoing online TPD activities, whenever he got a chance.
Through his interaction in OLC4TPD, he was enabled not only to meet people from his physical
community, but also the wider community across Indonesia and overseas. This experience enriched
his professional practice. In one of the interviews, he said,” I received a lot of inputs relevant to my
professional job” [Interview: July 2010]. He acknowledged the importance of OLC4TPD for his own
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and other educators’ professional development by saying “OLC4TPD is very useful for learning and
development. I hope that OLC4TPD will continue to grow and especially to provide a forum for
sharing with experts from all over the world” [Interview: July 2010].

3.3 Eko, the Teacher
Eko was a 40-year old male Math teacher from a state junior secondary school in a rural area of West
Java province. He had been a teacher for more than 17 years. After finishing his Bachelor in
Education degree in Math at a teacher-training institute, he went back to his remote village and
followed his calling, which was to improve the quality of education at the local school. His wife, who
was also a teacher, followed his path to teach in a state primary school at Eko’s village. Eko’s
secondary school was located up a mountain, which is a 5-hour drive from Bandung city (West Java
Province). While Eko had to leave home very early in the morning on his motorcycle everyday and
take 2 hours one way to his school, some of his students had to walk 3 to 4 hours one way to reach the
school.
The first author had the first contact with Eko in 2009 after an International Conference in
Lesson Study that was conducted at his teacher-training institute. During the conference, the
researcher met Eko’s boss, who was the Principal of his school and had a chat with him about the
possibility of involving teachers at his school during the initial phase of this study. He agreed and
suggested the researcher contact Eko. Although Eko was a Math teacher, he was considered more
highly qualified than other teachers to liaise with the outside world, because of his professional
qualification and ICT competencies. Eko was given the responsibility to deal with some IT-related
matters in his school, including online communication. The Principal said, “Contact Eko. Here is his
number. He is good with computer and email, so you can always be in contact with us when you are
back in Australia.” Several teacher educators from his teacher-training institute also advised the
researcher to making a connection with Eko’s school. One of the teacher educators said, “Eko is our
contact for that school and he can be your contact too.”
Using ICT for professional development was Eko’s long-term vision. He said that he could
only use ICT at minimum capacity for his professional development at that stage, but he had a vision
that one day he could use it “to obtain the information about the development of teaching and
learning methods, compare education system in other places and adopt suitable ones were suitable for
the school”.
3.3.1 Learning at OLC4TPD
Eko was the first three teachers who received the email invitation and decided to join the community.
Among the early members, Eko was the only courageous teacher who built a simple personal site on
OLC4TPD Web Portal with his broken and simple English. He made his first posting through the Web
Portal Discussion Board nine months after he became a member in 2009 and his post was related to
the Lesson Study approach, which was a TPD approach practiced at his school. He grew his
confidence to contribute after he met the researcher face-to-face for the first time at one of national
education conference. The researcher and Eko had a long informal chat, where he asked the researcher
a lot of questions regarding OLC4TPD and how he could be involved in the community more actively.
He shared some of the challenges he encountered as he participated in the community over the
previous months, which included time, ICT literacy, ICT access and the feeling inferiority.
During the first 9-month of joining the community, Eko said that he had passively monitored
and followed OLC4TPD online activities. He shared how much he had learnt during the last nine
months since his first registration as a member. He said that he had received a lot of useful
information for his professional development. The researcher discussed with Eko what he could do to
participate in OLC4TPD and encouraged him to take a more active role in the community.
The day when the first author met Eko face-to-face was a turning point in his online
professional development journey with OLC4TPD. Growing in confidence, he started to take a more
active role in the community and proved to himself that he had the capability to do so. The face-toface meeting with the eModerator was a significant time in Eko’s OLC4TPD engagement as from that
time he started to become one of the most determined and persistent member of the community.
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My hope to join this forum is same as Lesson Study, if in school-based lesson study I can share with
colleagues from the same school and in district level subject-matter lesson study, I can share with all
teachers who teach similar subject in the district, teacher educators from teacher-training institute A and
education government officers, I hope that through this forum, I can share with more people. Hope this
will help me to make a meaningful teaching and learning process in my classroom [DB: 02 September
2010]

Eko loved to share. His spirit of sharing was apparent in his online interaction. He not only
liked to share his own experiences, but he also liked to respond to questions posed by other
community members. The following is an example of his response to a teacher who complained about
the need to make a change at school, when there were a lot of challenges due to mountainous
workloads and commitments.
The role of the government officer, especially the headmaster, is very important. When someone who
liked reading led my school, the teachers were slowly influenced by his habit. They became to like
reading. When the price of the newspaper became 1000 IDR (10c), our teacher started to subscribe for
it [Facebook: 19th November 2010].

Most of his postings were categorised as Real Ideas and Authentic Problems in Twelve SocioCognitive Determinants of Knowledge Building (Scardamalia, 2002). He shared a lot of his authentic
experiences from the school, which were unique and useful to give an insight and comparative
perspective in the community. The authenticity of his experience was significant as a reference for the
other community members to learn about the success or failure of certain methods, approaches, or
thoughts practiced in the classroom.
There was an interesting finding from the study that showed how Eko who used to be timid
and later proactive after face-to-face motivational talk with the eModerator, had been successfully
influenced his own community to take part in the same professional learning and development journey
as him. There were many new members participating in OLC4TPD mentioned Eko’s name in their
introduction. A couple of times, his name appeared on the Facebook. They usually said, “I am Eko’s
friend from school...” or “I know about this community from Eko”.
Apparently, Eko never stopped sharing is experience with his colleagues about OLC4TPD
‘behind the scenes’. Although he did not actively contribute by posting information on the Web Portal
Discussion Forum or Facebook, he would share any information that he got by printing it up and share
it with his friends who did not have sufficient access to ICT. One day when commenting about videobased teaching resources shared by the eModerator, he said, “I will try, thank you, because many of my
friends also asked for it” [April 2011]. He meant that he would share this information with his
colleagues offline. Through his efforts, his friends started to grow in their awareness about OLC4TPD.
Many of them joined OLC4TPD at a later stage, as the mobile Internet connection got better at their
school.
3.3.2 Challenges
OLC4TPD has led Eko to a new professional development journey he never imagined before, while
he still faced a lot of ongoing challenges in relation to his involvement with OLC4TPD. The main
challenges were related to time and ICT access. The significant distance from his school to his home,
where he could get Internet access, often caused him to come late or miss an online meeting. In
December 2010, after missing a meeting, he regretfully said, “Oh no, I wanted to come, but on
Thursday after leaving early from school, I still arrived at home at…”
3.3.3 Impacts
Joining OLC4TPD opened a new door for Eko’s professional development. Despite his particular
circumstances, Eko has been able to reach his dream that he stated to the researcher at the beginning
of study, which was to “engage in ongoing professional development so he could carry out a
meaningful teaching and learning process for his students, so they can develop themselves.” The
online learning environments had provided flexibility across time and geographical differences. Eko
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was able to obtain new information that he never had before without having to travel five hours to the
teacher-training institute in the city. He was also able to expand his previously limited professional
learning network and engage more in the process of information exchange and knowledge building.
Eko apparently had grown more in his confidence, knowledge and skills related to
international-standard education systems and practice. In the beginning when the researcher met Eko,
he was very hesitant to speak in English and even teach in English. As he moved beyond his
legitimate peripheral participation and engaged in more meaningful and deep social learning
interaction, he received value from his participation.
As OLC4TPD conducted a number of sessions about international education system, Eko
received more exposure to this area that subsequently helped build his professional competencies. His
competencies and confidence seemingly influenced his decision to take the new appointment as a
teacher in a Leading to International-Standard School in the neighbouring district recently.

4. Discussion
The learning journeys of the three educators, i.e. a teacher educator (Adi), a school leader (Bambang)
and a teacher (Eko) have demonstrated how OLC4TPD has transformed the way things have been
practiced in Indonesia. Taking an active role in the community could benefit both themselves and the
rest of the community members. Each individual had his own uniqueness to contribute in building the
community of practice. The role boundaries of leaders and teachers have gradually become blurred in
the online community. It seemed that each community member had the same equal footing and rights
to improve themselves and people around them.
These educators shared the common characteristic, i.e. the passion of sharing. All of them
believed in ongoing professional development to build their professional competencies. Although
working together (gotong-royong in Bahasa Indonesia) is part of the Indonesian national identity, the
willingness to think and question critically is not easy for most Indonesians, because Indonesia is a
high power distance society. The educators had shown that an educator should be able to think
critically about the subjects they teach and discuss them with their colleagues academically. They also
demonstrated how they exploited various online learning environments to support their professional
learning process.
Better proficiency with ICT will enable community members to learn and engage more
actively in this ICT-based online learning environment. While the types of communication tools,
access and infrastructure would influence how far one would be able to exploit the potentials of this
community, the eagerness and courage to learn and try using ICT beyond communication and
entertainment purposes were more crucial.

5. Conclusion
The learning journeys of these three key stakeholders in the OLC4TPD has shown several evidences
how OLC-based teacher professional development is a viable means to support ongoing TPD
activities in the 21st century (Sari, 2012a, b and c). The continuous learning activities conducted in this
community have helped these educators to develop their professional competencies and fulfill the
critical demands of educating students in the 21st Century. This model of TPD can be considered a
“flexible, authentic, reflexive and personalised model of TPD to support, guide and inspire teachers”
as suggested by Lloyd and Duncan-Howell (2010, p.60). This community has also served its main
goal to open up a new horizon for the educators to explore and experience a new way of professional
learning, but there are still many levels to go through in order to improve this model and integrate it in
every day teaching and learning practice (Sari, 2012a; Sari and Lim, 2012).
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Abstract. This paper described a practical use of kit-build concept map (KBCM) in science
learning class in an elementary school in order to evaluate learners' understanding ongoing the
teaching. The responsible teacher of the class reported that the information provided from KBCM
is useful to decide complementary teaching ongoing class and improve his lesson plan of the next
class. We have confirmed that the map scores in KBCM have significant correlation with the
scores of standard test of science learning. This case study suggests that KBCM is a promising
tool to estimate learners' understanding in classroom.
Keywords: kit-build, concept map, formative assessment

1. Introduction
It is usually difficult for a teacher to estimate learner’s comprehension for his/her lecture, although it
is indispensable to complement and improve his/her teaching (Sadler, 1989). Concept map (Novak &
Gowin, 1984) is promising way to assess learners' comprehension but it is usually difficult for learners
to build and hard for teachers to compare or evaluate because the components of concept maps are
often different. Kit-build concept map is a new framework to build and diagnose concept maps
(Funaoi, 2011 &Yamasaki, 2010 & Sugihara, 2012).
In this paper, we report two practical uses of kit-build concept map system (KBCM) in science
lessons in an elementary school as a realization of instantaneous assessment of learners’
comprehension for the contents of teaching. This assessment is a kind of formative assessment (Sadler,
1989) that is an important topic of technology-enhanced learning (Beatty, 2009 & Lee, 2012). In
KBCM, a learner makes a concept map by assembling provided parts (we call this method “kitbuild”). The parts, then, are generated by decomposing an ideal concept map that is prepared by a
teacher as the goal of his/her teaching. Because both the maps made by learners (learner map) and the
ideal map made by the teacher (goal map) are composed of the same components, it is possible to
compare or overlap them. KBCM provides the teacher with information about learners’
comprehension as a map made by overlapping all learner maps (group map), differences between the
group map and the goal map. The teacher is also able to check each learner map and compare it with
the group map, goal map or another learner map.
Through the practical uses of KBCM, the responsible teacher of the classes judged that the
information provided from KBCM was useful to grasp learners’ comprehension and the teacher was
able to improve his ongoing and the next teaching based on the information. Then, we found that there
was positive correlation between scores of leaner maps calculated by comparing students’ maps with
the goal map and their scores on a standard assessment test as for learners in the first class. These
results suggest that KBCM is a promising approach to realize instantaneous assessment of learners’
comprehension for a lecture. In this paper, two practices and results are reported. The content of the
first lecture was “The sun’s orbit seen from the northern hemisphere”, and that of the second one was
“The sun’s orbit seen from the southern hemisphere”.
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2. Procedure of the First Practice
Teaching with KBCM was carried out for two classes in the third grade in an elementary school.
There were 38 learners in each class. The procedure of the teaching was as follows.
1. The teacher selected a topic of the lesson and made a teaching plan for the topic. In this practice,
the topic was “Seen from the northern hemisphere, the sun rises from the eastern sky, passes
through the southern sky, and sets in the western sky”. The teacher planned to use two class
times (one class time is 45 minutes) for this topic.
2. The teacher creates a concept map that expresses the goal of comprehension of the lesson. The
goal map is shown in Figure 1.
3. The teacher taught the topic at the first class.
4. In the middle of the class, the teacher required the learners to make a map with KBCM in order
to confirm their understanding. Leaner interface of KBCM is implemented on media tablets.
Then, each learner made his/her map with his/her media tablet. It took about five minutes. When
learners made their maps, they walked around freely and talked each other. This is a way to use
KBCM in collaborative learning situation (Hirashima, 2011). The scene is shown in Figure 2.
This is an important benefit to implement KBCM with media tablet (Sugihara, 2012). After this
collaboration, the learners had improved their understanding.
5. Learner maps were sent to KBCM server through wireless LAN and diagnosed by overlapping
and comparing. By comparing the group map with the goal map, it is possible to generate a kind
of group map that is composed of lacking links in the learner maps. Figure 3 is the group map
composed of the lacking links we obtained in the first class. This map can be generated by
comparing the group map and goal map, and then, displaying only lacking links. The bracketed
numbers indicate the number of learner maps that don't include the corresponding link. This map
informed the teacher that the learners tended to overlook “passes through” link between “Sun”
and “Southern sky” (that is, fifteen learners in the class could not linked correctly) and “doesn’t
pass through” link between “Sun” and “Northern sky” (that is, thirteen learners could not linked
correctly).
6. The teacher examined the information provided from KBCM and found weak points of learners’
comprehension of the first class. As mentioned in above step, the teacher found that “passes
through” link between “Sun” and “Southern sky” and “doesn’t pass through” link between “Sun”
and “Northern sky” were weak point of the learners. Therefore, the teacher made supplemental
explanation based on the information.
7. The teacher required the learners to make a map and upload it again. Then, the teacher checked
the maps in the same way with the step 5.
8. The teacher made a supplemental explanation with KBCM again in the same way as he had done
in the step 6.
9. At the end of the class, the teacher required the learners to make a map to confirm their final
comprehension.
10. The teacher modified the lesson plan of the second class immediately based on the results of the
first class in order to emphasis the links that the learners overlooked in the first class. Then, by
using the modified lesson plan, the teacher conducted the class.
The teacher planned to teach “the sun’s orbit seen from northern hemisphere” in the first class
time, and “the sun’s orbit seen from southern hemisphere” as an advanced topic in the second one.
This was because the teacher thought that the learners would understand the contents about “the
sun’s orbit seen from northern hemisphere” immediately. However, in fact, the teacher found that
they didn’t understand as well as he estimated by looking the lacking links. Then the teacher
modified the lecture plan, and taught more precisely about “the sun’s orbit seen from northern
hemisphere”.
In this way, the teacher could perform the flexible lecture checking the students’
understanding with the ongoing assessment provided from KBCM. The topic of the second practice
was “the sun’s orbit seen from southern hemisphere”, which had not been taught in the first practice.
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Figure 35. Goal Map of the First Practice

Figure 36. Learners Building Concept Maps in Classroom

Figure 37. Group Map Composed with Lacking Links

3. Analysis of the Results of the First Practice

3.1 Comparison Map Scores with Standard Test Scores
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The score of the leaner map is calculated by (number of correctly connected links in a learner map) /
(number of links in the goal map). It represents the degree of coincidence of learner’s map and goal
map, and takes the value of 0 to 1. We have compared the learner’s map scores with learner’s standard
assessment test scores of science that were carried out to evaluate general ability of science. The test
was carried out before the lesson, so it doesn’t cover the topic in this lesson. Here, we cite the test
scores to compare learners’ general ability of science with their map quality.
In the first class, the average final map score was 0.882 (SD=0.0.285). As for these learners,
the correlation coefficient between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores of the standard
assessment test of science was 0.337. The result was statistically significant (N=38, p=0.039). This
means that higher ability learners in science made better concept maps. In addition, the correlation
coefficient between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores of the mini-test (about the same
topic as the map) was 0.395. The result was statistically significant (N=38, p=0.014). These facts
suggest that the map quality would reflect learner’s comprehension for the topic.
In contract, as for the second class learners, their average final map score was 0.967
(SD=0.117) and the correlation coefficient between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores
of the standard assessment test of science was -0.170 (p=0.307), and the correlation coefficient
between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores of the mini-test was 0.284 (p=0.081). In
this class, even learners with low ability in science could understand the lesson enough thanks to the
effect of the improvement based on the information provided from KBCM. That caused a celling
effect, and it made the correlation coefficient low. The scatter grams of Figure 4 and Figure 5 show
the relationship between map scores and mini-test scores of each class.
The celling effect is shown on the scatter gram of the second class. As for the second class,
the average of map scores is 0.967 and the standard deviation is 0.117. The sum of these is 1.084. This
is higher than the maximum value map score can take. In this way, the ceiling effect of the second
class is statistically confirmed.
Table 20. Correlative Coefficients Between Final Map Scores and Standard Test Scores, and mini-test
scores

General science test
Mini-test

1st class
0.337 (p=0.039)
0.395 (p=0.014)

Figure 4. Mini-test and Final Map Scores
in the 1st Class.

2nd class
-0.170 (p=0.307)
0.284 (p=0.081)

Figure 5. Mini-test and Final Map Scores
in the 2nd Class.

3.2 Internal-Class Improvement
Figure 6 shows the user interface of the system that the teacher in a class used to check learners’
comprehension. Right side is the area to show several kinds of group maps and left side is the area to
modify the group map. It is possible to show or hide lacking links and excess links of all learners in
the group map. Excess link is a link that is contained in the learner’s map but isn’t contained in the
goal map. It represents the learner’s misunderstanding. Contrary, lacking link is a link that isn’t
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contained in the learner’s map but is contained in the goal map. It represents where the learner doesn’t
understand. By moving the sliders on the left side of the interface, it is possible to view only lacking
links or excess links of large numbers.
The teacher noted that the system brought effective information that the teacher didn’t
expected, and he reported that it was impossible to gasp such understanding situation of learners
without the system. Figure 7 and 8 show the number of lacking links in each class. The teacher
checked lacking links in first maps, and conduct complementary explanation for the learners to
promote the understanding of the links. In this practice, the teacher modified the visualized links of
the group map and showed it the learners directly when he gave supplementary teaching in order to
focus their attention. The learners also paid special attention to the shown map and links and accepted
they were reflected their comprehension.
3.3 Cross-Class Improvement
The teacher not only conducted supplementary teaching based on the information he grasped from the
group maps, but also modified the lesson plan of the second class. Because the second class was
scheduled just after the first class, he didn't change the main story or materials but take care to
emphasis and explain politely concerning the lacking links. Of course, there was explanation related to
the links but the teacher judged that the explanation was not enough.
Table 2 shows averages of science test scores and map scores of each class. The average final
map score of the second class is higher than that of the first class. The difference is marginally
significant (p=0.096). The difference is not so significant, but it seems that this is because the averages
of scores are too close to the upper limit of the score. Besides, there is no significant difference
between the averages of science test scores of each class (p=0.624). These facts suggest that the
improvement of the lesson was effective.

Figure 6. User Interface for Teacher to Check Learners' Understanding.
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Figure 7. Lacking links in the
1st Practice, 1st Class

Figure 8. Lacking links in the
1st Practice, 2nd Class

Table 2. Map Scores of each class in the first practice
1st class
0.704
0.809
0.882

st

Average 1 map score（ /1）
Average 2nd map score ( /1)
Average 3rd map score ( /1)

2nd class
0.783
0.888
0.967

4. Procedure of the Second Practice
The second practice was carried out for two classes in the third grade in an elementary school. The
students are the same as those in the first practice. There were 38 learners in each class. The procedure
of the teaching was almost same as that in the first practice. After the teacher taught the topic, he
required the learners to make a map three times. Explanations were made by the teacher between the
map makings. Figure 9 shows the goal map of this practice.
In this practice, students made groups composed of four students, and talked each other using
terrestrial globes and lights and small dolls (about 3 centimeters tall) to think about the sun’s location
seen from Australia. The students considered in which direction the sun can be seen from Australia by
exposing the terrestrial globe to light from the just beside. With the fixed light and spinning the
terrestrial globe, they thought in which direction in the sky the light begins to appear, passes through,
and begins to disappear. The doll was put on Australia on the terrestrial globe, and learners thought in
which direction in the sky the doll can see the light.

Figure 9. Goal Map of the Second Practice
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5. Analysis of the Results of the Second Practice
5.1 Comparison Map Scores with Standard Test Scores
Like the first practice, we have compared the learner’s map scores with learner’s standard assessment
test scores of science.
In the first class, the average final map score was 0.638 (SD=0.279). As for these learners, the
correlation coefficient between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores of the standard
assessment test of science was 0.056. The result was not statistically significant (N=38, p=0.740). In
contract, as for the second class learners, their average final map score was 0.914 (SD=0.201) and the
correlation coefficient between the scores of the final learner maps and the scores of the standard
assessment test of science was 0.391 (p=0.015).
Because the topic of this practice was advanced one, the distribution of the map score was
partial towards the bottom. That made the correlation coefficient low. Contrary, in the second class,
more students understood the contents of the lecture than those in the first class thanks to the
improved lecture. Then the correlation between map scores and science test scores became significant.
The scatter grams of Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the relationship between map scores and science
test scores of each class.
Table 3: Correlative Coefficients Between Final Map Scores and Standard Test Scores, and mini-test
scores

General science test
Mini-test

1st class
0.337 (p=0.039)
0.395 (p=0.014)

2nd class
-0.170 (p=0.307)
0.284 (p=0.081)

Figure 11. Mini-test and Final Map Scores
in the 2nd Class.

Figure 10. Mini-test and Final Map Scores
in the 1st Class.

5.2 Internal-Class Improvement
Figure 12 and 13 show the number of lacking links in each class.
In the first class, there were more lacking links about northern sky and southern sky in the first maps
than in the second ones. The teacher confirmed that, and changed the plan of the lecture. After the
students made and uploaded the second map, the teacher gathered students around a platform, and
explained how the sun is seen from Australia using a terrestrial globe and a light and a doll. That was
different from the teacher’s plan. He planned to have students think by themselves at that time.
In this way, the teacher could change the lecture plan and make the flexible lecture taking
learners’ understanding into account with KBCM.
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5.3 Cross-Class Improvement
In thinking with a terrestrial globe and a light, you should take the slope of the earth’s axis into
account, and take care of from which direction you pose the light to the terrestrial globe. Without that,
it is difficult to think in which direction in the sky the sun can be seen from Australia when the sun is
in just front of Australia (at noon). If the relative position of the light and the terrestrial globe is same
as that of the sun and the earth in winter, it is easy to notice that the light can be seen in the northern
sky from Australia at noon, while if the relative position is the summer’s, it is difficult to notice that
the sun can be seen in the northern sky from Australia at noon because the light which posed from the
just beside is seen almost just above Australia. So in thinking in which direction of the sky the sun can
be seen from Australia at noon, you can take easiness by placing the terrestrial globe and the light in
the relative position in winter.
In the first class, there were many students who didn’t realize that the sun passes through
northern sky and doesn’t pass through southern sky because the relative position was not indicated by
the teacher. Contrary, in the second one, it was indicated and more students realized that. Figure 9 and
Figure 10 show the numbers of lacking links in each map in each class. These show that the numbers
of lacking links “passes through” and “doesn’t pass through” declined as the lecture proceeded in the
second class, while in the first one, the numbers of those lacking links increased. It suggests that the
consideration using a terrestrial globe and a light without the appropriate indication caused students’
misunderstanding.
Besides, the lacking links related to eastern sky and western sky are declined in number in
both of the classes. This was because simply using a terrestrial globe and a light, these contents
become more understandable regardless of the relative location of the sun and the earth. In this way,
we have confirmed that the teacher could improve what he wanted to improve indeed, and how it was
realized.
Table 4 shows averages of science test scores and map scores of each class. The average final
map score which represents students’ final understanding of the second class was higher than that of
the first class. The difference is statistically significant. Besides, there is no significant difference
between averages of science test scores of each class. These facts suggest that the improvement of the
lesson was effective.
In the first class, the teacher judged the contents of the lesson was more difficult for the
students than he expected, and then he changed the flow of the lecture in the second class. The
students of the first class didn’t think with terrestrial globes before the first map making, while those
of the second one did it before the first map making. This is why the first maps in the first class had
many lacking links related to eastern sky and western sky, while the first maps in the second class had
little those lacking links.

Figure 12. Lacking Links in the
2nd Practice, 1st Class

Figure 13. Lacking Links in the
2nd Practice, 2nd Class
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Table 4. Map Scores of each class in the second practice
st

Average 1 map score（ /1）
Average 2nd map score ( /1)
Average 3rd map score ( /1)

1st class

2nd class

0.395
0.526
0.638

0.632
0.882
0.914

5.4 Questionnaire
After the lectures, we conducted a questionnaire survey on the students. The questions are shown on
Figure 14, and five-point scale was used. The averages of each question in each class are also shown.
We gained totally positive opinions from the students of both classes, for example, “It was fun to
make maps”, and “It was easy to make maps”. This suggests that students of third grade in an
elementary school have no problem in making KB maps.
Besides, as for the question “Did you talk each other when you made your maps?” the average
in the second class is higher than that of first one. It seems that this was because the number of
students who understood the contents increased in the second class thanks to the improved lecture, and
then they could share their opinions actively.

Figure 14. Result of the Questionnaire

6. Conclusion remarks
The teacher thinks that assembling a concept map with Kit-Build system and answering to a mini test
has the almost same meaning as a method to check students’ understanding, and that the former is
superior because of its automatic and real-time analysis. Besides, positive evaluations were gained
from the students by the questionnaire. From these and the analysis of the results, we conclude that the
use of Kit-Build system was useful as a method to check students’ understanding. To extend the size
of practice and confirm the usefulness of KBCM are our important future work.
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Abstract: The goal of this study was to forward information technology (IT) in education
among secondary schools for promoting the paradigm shift to learner-centered learning. This
study investigated the readiness of secondary schools in Hong Kong for IT integration into
curriculum delivery. All 463 secondary schools in Hong Kong were invited for a territorywide survey. With the response rate of 72.79%, the feedback from 337 schools indicated that
most of the secondary school teachers confidently and habitually used IT for curriculum
delivery. The teachers were adapted to integrate the use of digital resources, especially the
free-of-charge ones, into students’ in-class learning process and after-school learning tasks.
The teachers were also willing to try the pedagogical use of Web 2.0 technologies for
supporting subject learning and teaching. This study revealed that secondary schools in Hong
Kong are ready to forward IT integration into curriculum delivery for learner-centered
learning. It also revealed the need of sustainable and scalable teacher development to help
teachers enhance pedagogical competency in promoting learner-centered learning along with
the trend of digital classrooms.
Keywords: Curriculum delivery, IT integration, learner-centered learning, secondary schools,
territory-wide survey

1. Introduction
In Hong Kong, the popularity of digital culture makes teachers and students in the secondary school
sector ready for teaching and learning with the use of information technology (IT). To meet the trend
of digital classrooms in school education in the twenty-first century, secondary school teachers in
Hong Kong should be able to demonstrate competency and habits for the pedagogical use of IT. This
study used a territory-wide survey to investigate the current state of IT integration into curriculum
delivery in secondary schools in Hong Kong. The goal was to forward the use of IT in local secondary
schools to promote learner-centered learning in twenty-first century classrooms.

2. Background of Study
The popularity of digital technology drives the use of digital resources and communication tools in
school education. Learners are expected to access resources, other than textbooks, in the digital world
on their own and negotiate meanings with peers for deep learning. This requires a learner-centered
approach in which students actively develop deep understanding of subject knowledge. According to
Chi’s (2009) comprehensive review, the learner-centered approach, which integrates the elements of
active, constructive and interactive learning into subject learning, is a possible way to engage students
in deep learning efficiently and effectively (Fischer, Kollar, Stegmann, & Wecker, 2013). In fact,
there is a global advocacy for the paradigm shift to learner-centered learning, of which students are
exposed to a learning environment where they are the center of knowledge generation (Beyers, 2009;
Wong & Looi, 2011). Students are provided with opportunities to actively participate in the process of
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accessing resources and communicating with peers in learning tasks to construct knowledge in
different learning contexts (Chi, 2009; Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, & Sendurur,
2012). In a technology-supported learning environment for learner-centered learning, teachers are
expected to acts as a learning guide to encourage students’ engagement in learning process (Ertmer et
al., 2012; Hsu, 2008). They are also expected to be ready to apply various strategies that honor
students’ self-management and mutual support in the process of knowledge construction. Examples of
the favorable strategies include providing students with access to online multimedia resources for idea
formulation in authentic learning scenarios, and encouraging students to use Web 2.0 technologies for
idea exchange in group discussions within collaborative learning tasks (Crick, McCombs, Haddon,
Broadfoot, & Tew, 2007; Hsu, 2008; McCombs & Vakili, 2005).
Twenty-first century classrooms are digital ones, in which students typically use portable
computing devices and social learning networks for resource retrieval and interpersonal
communication related to subject learning (Chan, 2010; John & Wheeler, 2008; Wong, 2012; Wong &
Looi, 2011). The use of social learning networks in digital classrooms can make students’ learning
processes transparent to teachers and peers, as these systems are able to track the process of peer
interaction during classroom learning and after class. The learning process in typical digital
classrooms often requires students to connect to digital resources for the retrieval, selection and
sharing of authentic information from multiple sources with different perspectives to generate
knowledge on their own or with peers. The creation of digital classrooms is an important way to
promote active, constructive, and interactive learning under the learner-centered learning paradigm
(Gut, 2011; Kang, Heo, Jo, Shin, & Seo, 2010).
The governments of many countries in the Asia-Pacific region have continuously invested in
the promotion of IT in education in secondary schools. In Hong Kong, the government has made a
significant investment in IT in education since late 1990s. In its current educational IT strategy, the
Hong Kong government sets to further promote the effective use of IT in enhancing learning and
teaching. It includes various measures of helping school teachers to continuously practice and enhance
IT-related pedagogical practices, such as supporting school teachers to access curriculum-based
teaching modules with suitable digital resources through a one-stop governmental teaching resource
depository (Education Bureau, 2008). In order to identify ways to forward IT in education across
secondary schools in Hong Kong for the promotion of learner-centered learning along with the trend
of digital classrooms, this study examined the readiness of local secondary schools for integrating IT
into curriculum delivery across different subject areas.

3. Method
This study conducted a territory-wide survey to review the current state of IT integration into
curriculum delivery in secondary schools in Hong Kong. All 463 secondary schools in Hong Kong
were invited to join the study. A total of 337 secondary schools participated in the questionnaire
survey. This gave a response rate of 72.79%. A web-based questionnaire was established on an online
platform for data collection. The questionnaire had eight questions: the first one was a “Likert scale”
question for collecting data on what extent teachers’ use of IT for curriculum delivery (see Table 1),
and the other seven were “single selection” questions for collecting data on how teachers used IT for
curriculum delivery favorable for learner-centered learning (see Tables 2 and 3). The principal or
his/her representative in each surveyed school was invited to complete the anonymous questionnaire
in a self-administered approach. The first question was responded by all the 337 school
representatives. For the other seven questions, school representatives were requested to collate data
from all subject panel members in their schools; with a final number of respondents at 25,711. A
reliability test was conducted for the question that collected information about targeted respondents’
self-perceptions; and the Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of that question was 0.71.

4. Results and Discussion
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Secondary schools in Hong Kong were found to have integrated IT into subject learning and teaching.
Local secondary school teachers were found to use IT frequently in day-to-day subject teaching. As
Table 1 shows, teachers across different subject areas in the surveyed schools indicated that they often
used IT, with mean ratings around 4 (“a lot”). The teachers who taught computer/IT nearly “always”
(a mean rating close to 5) used IT in subject teaching; while teachers in physical education used IT
less frequently in their teaching.
Table 1: Extent of teachers’ use of IT in various subjects (N = 337).
Subjects
Computer/IT
Liberal studies (for senior secondary levels)
Arts
Science
Others b
Personal, social and humanities education
English language
Technology education
Chinese language
Mathematics
Physical education
a
Five-point Likert scale from 1 = “never” to 5 = “always.”
b
Examples are library period, religious studies, and so forth.

Mean a
4.89
4.34
4.05
4.00
3.95
3.91
3.88
3.84
3.69
3.24
2.56

SD
0.37
0.79
0.90
0.83
0.96
0.82
0.80
0.88
0.82
0.87
0.90

In general, secondary school teachers in Hong Kong had confidence in the use of IT for
learning and teaching. As Table 2 shows, nearly 80% of the teachers in the surveyed schools felt
confident or very confident of using IT for learning and teaching. Across different subject areas,
computer/IT had the largest proportion of confident teachers (around 95% of the teachers in the
subject panel). There were also a large proportion of confident teachers in science and arts (both
around 85%).
Table 2: Teachers’ confidence and experience using IT for learning and teaching by individual
subjects.

Subject

N

Count (%) of surveyed teachers who reported
being confident
using IT for
assigning
using emerging
or very
learning/
students to use
technology a
confident using teaching in the
IT to perform
for learning/
IT for learning
month before
learning tasks
teaching
/teaching
the survey
after school
2791 (69.69)
3324 (83.00)
1768 (44.14)
2071 (51.71)
2907 (69.12)
3522 (83.74)
2443 (58.08)
2164 (51.45)
2518 (75.87)
2319 (69.87)
741 (22.33)
1465 (44.14)
2258 (85.14)
2257 (85.11)
1021 (38.50)
1440 (54.30)
811 (79.51)
846 (82.94)
489 (47.94)
468 (45.88)
1489 (95.94)
1482 (95.49)
1321 (85.12)
1167 (75.19)

Chinese language
4005
English language
4206
Mathematics
3319
Science
2652
Technology education
1020
Computer/IT
1552
Personal, social and
3024
2283 (75.50)
2506 (82.87)
1195 (39.52)
1576 (52.12)
humanities education
Arts
942
801 (85.03)
835 (88.64)
590 (62.63)
572 (60.72)
Physical education
889
621 (69.85)
423 (47.58)
164 (18.45)
310 (34.87)
Liberal studies
3015
2427 (80.50)
2639 (87.53)
1826 (60.56)
1821 (60.40)
Others b
1087
895 (82.34)
849 (78.10)
334 (30.73)
472 (43.42)
Overall
25711
19801 (77.01)
21002 (81.68)
11892 (46.25)
13526 (52.61)
a
Examples of emerging technology are Web 2.0 technologies such as blogs, wikis, and podcasts.
b
Examples are library period, religious studies, and so forth.

Teachers’ regular use of IT in learning and teaching would be an attribute to their confidence
in the pedagogical use of IT. As shown in Table 2, over 80% of the teachers in the surveyed schools
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used IT for learning and teaching in the month before the survey. Across the different subject areas,
teachers of computer/IT, arts, liberal studies, and science made IT an integral part of day-to-day
curriculum delivery, with over 85% of the teachers in these subjects using IT for learning and
teaching.
Secondary school teachers in Hong Kong also integrated IT elements into students’ afterschool learning tasks. As Table 2 shows, nearly half of the teachers across different subject areas
assigned students to use IT to perform learning tasks after school. Around 85% of the computer/IT
teachers used this practice. Over 60% of the teachers in arts and liberal studies also designed afterschool learning tasks that required students to use IT.
In addition, secondary school teachers in Hong Kong made pedagogical use of Web 2.0
technologies such as blogs, wikis, and podcasts. Table 2 shows that more than half of the teachers
used emerging technology for learning and teaching in the month before the survey. Across different
subject areas, around 75% of the computer/IT teachers made such attempts. Over 60% of the arts and
liberal studies teachers tried to use emerging technology for teaching purposes.
It was common for secondary school teachers in Hong Kong to use digital resources for
learning and teaching. Table 3 shows that free-of-charge resources were the most popular type of
digital resources for learning and teaching, with over 60% of the teachers using this type of digital
resource in the month before the survey. The free-of-charge resources used were mainly provided by
educational publishers and/or educational authorities, and developed by school teachers. The
governmental teaching resource depository was the second most popular resource, used by nearly 25%
of the teachers. Offline or online fee-charging resources were less popular, with around one-fifth of
the teachers using them for learning and teaching.
Across different subject areas, over 65% of the computer/IT, liberal studies, science, and arts
teachers used free-of-charge resources. Over 25% of the liberal studies, computer/IT, personal, social
and humanities education, and science teachers used the governmental teaching resource depository,
and around one-third of the liberal studies, English language, and computer/IT teachers used offline or
online fee-charging resources in their curriculum delivery.
Table 3: Teachers’ use of digital resources for learning and teaching in individual subjects.

Subject

N

Count (%) of surveyed teachers who reported
using the
using free-of-charge
using offline or
governmental
resources for
online fee-charging
teaching resource
learning/teaching in
resources for
depository for
the month before the
learning/teaching in
learning/teaching in
survey
the month before the
the month before the
survey
survey
755 (18.85)
2467 (61.60)
727 (18.15)
856 (20.35)
2422 (57.58)
1387 (32.98)
588 (17.72)
1828 (55.08)
362 (10.91)
698 (26.32)
1799 (67.84)
482 (18.17)
235 (23.04)
591 (57.94)
160 (15.69)
476 (30.67)
1166 (75.13)
480 (30.93)

Chinese language
4005
English language
4206
Mathematics
3319
Science
2652
Technology education
1020
Computer/IT
1552
Personal, social and
3024
810 (26.79)
humanities education
Arts
942
218 (23.14)
Physical education
889
154 (17.32)
Liberal studies
3015
1144 (37.94)
Others a
1087
171 (15.73)
Overall
25711
6105 (23.74)
a
Examples are library period, religious studies, and so forth.

1928 (63.76)

513 (16.96)

626 (66.45)
312 (35.10)
2199 (72.94)
610 (56.12)
15948 (62.03)

162 (17.20)
75 (8.44)
1194 (39.61)
135 (12.42)
5677 (22.08)

In summary, secondary schools in Hong Kong have made IT an integral part of learning and
teaching. They provide many resources related to educational IT that encourage teachers to use IT in
curriculum delivery. Local secondary school teachers across different subjects are generally confident
of and adapted to the use of IT for learning and teaching. The results reveal the emerging trend in
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local secondary schools of IT integration into curriculum delivery for learner-centered learning; as a
fairly high proportion of local secondary school teachers took initiatives in tailoring the use of IT
(especially the free-of-charge digital resources and Web 2.0 technologies) for subject learning and
teaching, which is in line with the strategies suggested by researchers for promoting learner-centered
learning. There is a solid foundation in the local secondary school sector for encouraging teachers to
strengthen students’ roles in using IT to build and share subject knowledge in digital classrooms.

5. Conclusion
This study had a goal of forwarding IT integration into curriculum delivery across secondary schools
in Hong Kong for promoting learner-centered learning along with the trend of digital classrooms. It
used a territory-wide survey to investigate how and to what extent teachers’ use of IT for curriculum
delivery in local secondary schools. It found that around 80% of secondary school teachers in Hong
Kong built confidence and habits of using IT for teaching. As over 60% of the teachers are ready to
use diverse types of digital resources (especially the free-of-charge ones available on the Internet) and
over half of the teachers start to integrate emerging technology (such as Web 2.0 technologies) into
day-to-day subject teaching, the secondary school sector in Hong Kong has a solid foundation for
promoting learner-centered learning in digital classrooms. In the paradigm of learner-centered
learning, teachers are expected to act as facilitators who observe students’ learning processes and
provide timely support, so that students can control their own learning in the classroom. It is different
from the teacher-centered approach well-established in the local secondary school sector, that teachers
commonly are the learning authority and control students’ learning in the classroom. To forward IT in
education, teachers have to enhance their competency in the strategies for promoting learner-centered
learning, such as engaging students in the use of various digital resources and Web 2.0 technologies
for the sufficient access to learning information and convenient exchange of learning products.
As the paradigm shift to learner-centered learning in digital classrooms is relatively new, there
should be policy support and professional development for teachers in order to better prepare them for
coping with the challenges in the motivational and practice changes correspondingly. On the one
hand, the educational authorities should provide schools with policy incentives to share innovative
practices related to the use of IT for promoting learner-centered learning. On the other hand, the
research community should work with schools on further research into the design of professional
development for preparing teachers for the long-term and impactful changes in teaching motivations
and teaching practices, with a focus on creating opportunities for students to actively engage in
constructive learning and peer interaction using portable computing devices and wireless Internet
networks. One of the future directions is integrating the concepts of collaborative apprenticeship
model premised on community of practice (CoP) (Glazer & Hannafin, 2006; Lawless & Pellegrino,
2007) into the design of sustainable and scalable professional development, which emphasizes
reciprocal interactions and experience sharing among teachers for mutual scaffolding under an
iterative process of developing, implementing, reflecting and refining pedagogical practices. Further
case studies will be considered in order to showcase the strategies that teachers, after completing
related professional development, implement for promoting learner-centered learning.
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Abstract: All primary school children in England and Wales are expected to have access to a personal online
learning space, commonly referred to as a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). However, since their
introduction evidence suggests primary schools are experiencing difficulties with the use of VLEs on a whole
school level. A qualitative case study approach was used to identify the views and experiences of six ICT
coordinators towards the implementation and continued use of VLEs in primary schools in England. Data was
collected using semi-structured interviews. There were four key themes and various subthemes identified. The
main themes included methods of implementation, barriers towards the use of a VLE, increasing the uptake of
the VLE and benefits of a VLE. This study identified how to integrate the VLE, the main barriers teachers face
and possible suggestions to overcome these barriers. The study provides some consideration and possible debate
as to whether the introduction of a VLE into primary schools in England has been successful.
Keywords: virtual learning environment, information communication and technology, views and experiences,
qualitative, primary education

1. Introduction
In 2005 the United Kingdom (UK) Department for Education and Skills (DfES) published its estrategy, Harnessing Technology: a system wide approach to the application of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) in education. As part of this strategy, the government laid down
the expectation that by 2010 all pupils in England and Wales should have access to a personal online
integrated learning space, often referred to as a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). Prior to this
government initiative VLEs were relatively unheard of in primary schools in the UK. In 2003 the
British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (BECTA), a government agency set up
in 1997 to ensure the delivery of effective and innovative use of technology in schools, failed to
identify a single UK primary school using a VLE. Since then there has been a rise in the number of
VLEs assisting with the delivery and facilitation of learning in primary schools. Yet despite these
increases BECTA (2009) highlights that primary schools in England and Wales are experiencing
difficulties with the implementation and development of a VLE on a whole school level.
To attempt to understand the reasons for this there are to date four relevant studies that seek
the views of pupils and teaching staff towards the VLE in primary schools (Berry 2006, Aubrey-Smith
2007, Massey 2010, & Rourke, 2010). Yet interestingly, to my knowledge, there are no studies
available that specifically identifies the experiences of primary school ICT coordinators use of
integrated learning environments. In recent government reports the ICT coordinators are considered
the "driving force behind improvements in the school’s ICT teaching and learning” (Ofsted, 2002:
p7), and “the effectiveness of the ICT coordinator or subject leader was critical to the success of the
good and outstanding schools” (Ofsted, 2011: p18). Understanding the experiences of primary school
ICT coordinators use of the VLE may be helpful to know in order to maximise the uptake of a
classroom VLE by students and teachers alike.
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The current study, therefore, examines the individual views and experiences of six ICT
coordinators working in Barnet, North London, UK towards the implementation of a VLE into
primary schools. The study specifically aims to address the following:
• How have subject leaders introduced a VLE into their school?
• What barriers they faced during the implementation of a VLE and the successful methods
employed to overcome these?
• What current issues the subject leader or other staff members are facing and how they plan to
deal effectively with these?
• Overall have VLEs been effectively integrated and used by primary school teachers since their
implementation?

2. Method
2.1 Participants
A local website, named the Barnet Partnership School Improvement (BPSI), provided details of the
ICT coordinators working in Barnet, North London, UK. Six ICT coordinators employed in English
primary schools were purposively selected to participate in the study. As shown in Table 1 the study
sample reflected a variety of ICT coordinators of varying levels of experience and working in a range
of primary school settings.
Table 1: Demographic detail of participants
Participant Gender Position*
Number of
Number of Years as
Number of
number
Years Teaching
ICT Coordinator
Pupils in School
1
Female
AST
18 Years
17 Years
200-250
2
Female
CT
15 years
10 years
200-250
3
Female
AST
13 Years
8 Years
150-200
4
Female
CT
6 Years
5 Years
200-250
5
Female
AST
12 Years
10 Years
700-750
6
Female
DHT
28 Years
12 Years
300-350
*AST = Advanced Skills Teacher; CT = Class Teacher; DHT = Deputy Head Teacher

2.2 Procedure
Data was collected using semi structured interviews, and these were guided through the use of a topic
guide as shown in Table 2. Interviews were undertaken in spring 2012 and took place at the
participant’s own school. All interviews were digitally audio-recorded through the use of a
microphone. The length of interviews ranged from 20 minutes to 40 minutes. Interviews were
transcribed verbatim by an external source.
Table 2: Topic guide used in semi-structured interviews

1) How did you introduce the VLE?
2) Which parts of the implementation process did you find successful?
3) What were the main barriers you faced?
4) What strategies did you develop to overcome these barriers?
5) Do you feel the VLE has been successfully implemented in your school?
6) What were the main contributions to the success of the VLE?
7) Did you experience any reluctance from members of staff?
8) What is the management structure of your VLE?
9) How do you assess the effectiveness of the VLE in your school?
10) Have you managed to maintain momentum? If yes how? If no, why?
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2.3 Data Analysis
Interview transcripts were analysed using a content analysis approach (Cohen, Manion and Morrison,
2007). Transcripts were read through several times to become familiar with the data and to look for
emerging patterns. Pieces of the text were then coded with descriptive words which were sufficiently
close to that which it was describing. Following the coding of data the pieces of text were then placed
into categories, and entered onto charts in the computer software package Microsoft Excel to assist in
managing and comparing the data. The transcripts were again reread, searching for data to support or
reject the preliminary categories or until no new themes emerged.

2.4 Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval was sought from the University of Hertfordshire Ethics Committee. The study was
undertaken in accordance with the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2011)
guidelines, and written informed consent was obtained prior to participation.

3. Results
There were four main themes identified each with various subthemes. The themes are illustrated
using quotations from the research participants followed by their ID number in brackets.

3.1 Theme 1 Methods of implementing the VLE
3.1.1 Support from management
Most participants recognised they, the ICT coordinators, were the driving force behind the
implementation of the VLE. Yet in order for this to be successful they highlighted the importance of
support from the head teacher and members of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) in the running of
the VLE. It was also important the VLE was seen as a priority issue in the school.
“You’ve got to have someone really pushing it from the very top down” (Participant 5)

3.1.2 Staff Training
It was recognised that teaching staff should be given an adequate amount of time and training to
develop their understanding of the VLE and ICT skills. Five of the participants organised staff
development meetings prior to introducing a VLE. In addition the ICT coordinators offered one to
one training and support for teachers requiring extra help, as well as ‘refresher’ training sessions
throughout the year.
“I actually sat individually with teachers, so that we could actually develop something that
was useful for them” (Participant 3)

3.1.3 Piloting Process
Three of the participants piloted the VLE within one classroom, usually their own class, and then
approached another willing member of staff to pilot the VLE in that teacher’s year group. This was
thought to be advantageous in that the piloting process may brainstorm ideas to further aid its
implementation. It could then be used to highlight the benefits with remaining members of staff.
“I..sat down with (the Year 2 teacher)..and showed her how to do all the editing and she was
somebody who really went away and developed it and ended up coming up with something that was
far better than I’d been playing around with”. (Participant 3)
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3.1.4 Children
All but two participants involved children in the process of implementing the VLE. It was noted some
children grasped using the VLE quickly and were then selected to upkeep the homepage of the VLE.
Also those children who were confident in being able to use the VLE were paired up with children
who were less confident to offer support i.e. a “buddy” system.
“I had a group of children called my website monitors…and then the website monitors went
into classes to teach (other children) and teachers” (Participant 6)

3.2 Theme 2 Barriers towards the use of a VLE
3.2.1 Enthusiasm
Participants indicated their members of staff were concerned with a number of issues including user
friendliness, fear, poor ICT skills and concerns regarding time and workload. This appeared to result
in immediate reservation by staff towards the uptake of the VLE. Similarly in children there was
greater enthusiasm initially but this was noted by some participants to be short lived. It was recognised
that the content on the VLE needs to be updated regularly to maintain children’s interest.
“I thought they’d go ‘okay, that’s cool, let’s go with it’ but they didn't” (Participant 4)

3.2.2 ICT Skills
Participants reported that staff who were ‘good’ with ICT skills were more likely to use the VLE.
Despite initial teacher training in using the VLE, ICT skills remained an issue with members of staff.
Participant 2 and 3 thought it was related to a lack of confidence. One participant suggested the
importance of teachers to practice their ICT skills soon after the delivery of the training. A couple of
participants discussed the difficulties in embracing staff to use the VLE with some members of staff
becoming defensive and embarrassed by their lack of understanding and reluctant to ask for help.
“..technophobes – generally it’s more the fact that ‘this is new and scary and I don't know
what to do with it, so I can’t possibly teach it’.” (Participant 5)

3.2.3 Time and workload
Three of the participants reported a lack of time to be a key concern of staff members, and staff
perceived the VLE as creating extra work and pressure for teachers, particularly towards maintaining,
updating and creating pages and resources to use online.
“Staff spoke about the time to actually create their pages.” (Participant 1)

3.3 Theme 3 Increasing the uptake of the VLE
3.3.1 Involving parents
Interviewees 3 and 4 discussed how they delivered training for parents including the benefits of a VLE
and how to use it. Another participant has attempted to communicate with parents by creating a
‘parents area’ on the VLE and uploading prize draws, competitions, treasure hunts and school
newsletters but so far with limited success. Introducing parental logins appears to be a future area the
participants are considering.
“If we...nab those parents...early on and have...an expectation that there’s the VLE going
on...they could become more involved in their children’s education...using the VLE.” (Participant 3)

3.3.2 Links throughout the curriculum
Four of the coordinators discussed how the VLE is or at least should be built into the curriculum of a
school. This would enable the VLE to be actively used in lessons as part of the ICT and creative
curriculum. It is suggested that it may also assist teachers and other coordinators see the relevance of
the VLE and the potential impact it could have on their subject area.
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“I delivered a staff meeting showing how we could actually use the VLE to support that
Literacy work that we were doing and I felt that that may encourage the Literacy coordinator.”
(Participant 3)

3.3.3 Avoiding duplication
It was considered important that the VLE is perceived to help reduce workload for teachers. A
suggestion made by participants 2 and 5 was to replace every day administrative tasks such as the
school diary and daily notices onto the VLE.
“We used to publish newsletters on paper, every week…that was a phenomenal amount of
investment in paper and time...And now it’s all online.” (Participant 6)

3.4 Theme 4 Benefits of the VLE
3.4.1 Out of school learning
The opportunity to use the VLE at home and out of school provides increased learning opportunities
for students. Three interviewees discussed how the uploading of resources to be available outside of
school could support the teaching of a class topic. The majority of participants discussed how
uploading homework and other resources improved children’s learning, as well as allowing children to
complete work at home and hand in via the VLE.
“My Year 5 class, who’ve just started doing hand-ins, they say ‘oh, it’s so much better to do it
like that.” (Participant 4)

3.4.2 Online Communication
With the use of forums, instant messaging, votes, publishing, web design, hyperlinks, online hand-ins,
videos and photos children have increased opportunity to virtually communicate with classmates both
in and outside school aiding social development, as well as with children in schools around the world.
“We had like little discussions…it made people come, log on and find out if anyone’s
messaged anything back, just to get them on there and interacting with it. Pupil wise; my class loved
it” (Participant 4)

3.4.3 Promoting E-Safety
Three coordinators discussed how the VLE has been used throughout their school to promote and
educate the children about their e-safety. These participants discussed a number of examples of issues
where there were discussions on what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate material online. This
has helped educate children as well as raise awareness throughout the school of uploading only
appropriate material and the consequences of breaking established rules.
“They know what to do if they come across something that their not comfortable with. And
we just rely on them reporting it to me and they do.” (Participant 6)

4. Discussion and conclusion
Effectively implementing an integrated learning environment, or VLE, was dependent on a supportive
head teacher and the SLT viewing the VLE as a priority. It was also considered good practice to pilot
the VLE into teachers’ classrooms, ensure adequate staff training is delivered and involve children in
managing the VLE. In particular it appears evident then that the varying levels of ICT capability
among staff members need to be reflected in the tailoring and delivery of training. Possibly, for
example, by creating beginner, intermediate and advanced class workshops towards ICT skills and
using the VLE in general.
The main barriers to the uptake of the VLE included lack of enthusiasm, poor ICT skills, and
time and workload pressures. It seems reasonable to suggest that staff need time to master the tools
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and skills associated with the use of a VLE. Ideas to overcome these barriers and increase the uptake
of the VLE were reducing the perceived workload of the VLE, involving children and parents, and
linking the VLE with the curriculum. The involvement of parents was a commonly stated suggestion.
BECTA (2003) postulates that the VLE could be used to involve parents within the learning process
of their children. Indeed the most regular heard question at parents’ evening is parents asking how
they could help with their child’s learning at home. Furthermore since children in primary education
are reported to spend three times longer using ICT at home than they do when in school (DfES, 2001),
BECTA’s (2003) suggestion may seem logical.
A personal interest was whether VLEs have been effectively integrated and used by primary
school teachers since their implementation. This however has been slightly difficult to answer
convincingly from the findings of my research study. There were reported benefits of the VLE that
emerged through the analysis of the findings, and these were not intentionally sought. These benefits
included out of school learning, online collaboration and promoting e-safety. However it does appear
from five of the six ICT coordinators I interviewed, and also from my own practice, that VLEs are still
in their early deployment in primary schools in England. To convincingly establish if VLEs have
been successfully integrated in primary schools in England further areas of research are needed. This
may include using interviews or surveys, to gain the experiences and opinions towards the VLE by
other members of the school environment including the teachers, children and parents. Ultimately, an
integrated VLE in primary schools in England is likely to be perceived as successful when it offers
educators the opportunity to provide activities and resources which will engage students and promote
independent inquiry; thereby extending their learning outside of the classroom.
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Abstract: The new Australian Curriculum aims to be suitable for the needs of 21st Century
society and as such has explicitly defined a number of key roles to digital technologies. This
should provide opportunities for schools and teachers to build on past reforms and prepare for
the future. Over the past few years I have had various roles contributing to the development of
sections of the Australian Curriculum, specifically the Technologies curriculum area, the
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) general capability, and the embedding of
ICT use across some of the curriculum areas. In this paper I explain my personal
understanding of the place of digital technologies in the Australian Curriculum and the
connection between these different roles for ICT.
Keywords: curriculum, digital literacy, computing

1. Introduction
In 1979 I started work as a new secondary school teacher at a school that was fortunate enough to
have one computer terminal that could be used to dial into a mainframe computer. This terminal had
to be shared among about 1000 students and therefore at the time the only impact on their curriculum
was doing a few lessons on programming in BASIC. Since then I have witnessed the rapid
development of digital technology, to the point now where the hardware is so inexpensive and small
that many Australian schools have more computers than students, the software is so interactive and
flexible that there is almost nothing we want to do with it that we can’t, and systems are so connected
and accessible that we can do this wherever and whenever we want. This all provides many
opportunities for schools such as unlimited access to information and resources, support to implement
almost any learning activity or strategy, the customisation of resources and activities, greater
professionalism, and better communication. At the same time these digital technologies are becoming
increasingly popular in our society with, for example, almost every teenager in Australia having a
Facebook account; in 2010 that was 1,962,320 (Australian Newspaper, 5/1/2011). Should we be using
these new technologies because they are popular and relatively inexpensive? NO … BUT …. in
making decisions about using technologies we need to respond to two basic questions.
Does schooling today adequately prepare children for living and working in our society
tomorrow, or even today?
Are we happy with the learning opportunities we are providing for the range of children we
have in our schools?
In essence the first question concerns the relevance of our curriculum and the second the level
of engagement children of varying capabilities and motivations have with our curriculum. If the
response to these is … NO and NO … as it is for myself, then we need to consider the options, and in
particular the opportunities provided by digital technologies. In responding to the first question we are
confronted with the fact that digital technologies have permeated living and working in Australian
society, and as a result our children need to learn how to take advantage of the technologies, and avoid
becoming subservient to them. In responding to the second question we are confronted with the fact
that we have rarely been able to address the diversity of characteristics of the children in our classes
and there is evidence that the ‘gap’ between the most and least successful students is widening
(Gonski et al., 2011). As a result we need to make changes to our curriculum content and pedagogy to
improve the relevance of, and student engagement with, our curriculum.
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In being asked to commence writing a new national curriculum for Australia the organization
that became the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) determined to
write a curriculum for the 21st Century (National Curriculum Board, 2009). For the reasons discussed
earlier this meant an early focus on the place of digital technologies in the curriculum, firstly to embed
use in all curriculum areas, then to develop a general ICT capability, and finally to create a
Technologies curriculum area that included the study of digital technologies.
In Australia, schools and school systems, are controlled by state-based authorities. Thus
curriculum has been state-based, often with substantial curriculum differences between the states.
There had been earlier attempts to increase the consistency between state curricula by developing
curriculum frameworks that in most states were used to guide the development of curricula. However,
this time the aim was to have a single Australian curriculum to be adopted by all states and all school
systems. The aim was to write the curriculum in phases starting with four curriculum areas:
Mathematics; Science; English; and History. Although this has largely gained the support of educators
and the public, this is not universal (Ditchburn, 2012).
Very early in the development I was afforded a small role in advising the writers of the first four
curriculum areas on the inclusion of ICT. The purpose was to develop the ICT capability of students
for life and work in Australian society, and to support improved learning across the curriculum. These
purposes hark back to the earlier questions. However, because the curriculum was to be written as
descriptions of content (National Curriculum Board, 2009) only the former purpose could really be
addressed. That is, many ways that teachers would use ICT as pedagogical tools in teaching some
content would not appear in the curriculum and thus couldn’t be connected to the general ICT
capability. Therefore to assist the curriculum writers a description of ICT capability was constructed
and then presented through an age-based continuum. At the same time, similar work was being
conducted to describe other general capabilities, such as literacy and numeracy.

2. ICT capability
What is ICT capability? I believe that ICT capability is a special case of technological capability
(Kimbell, 2004). It is not just skills and knowledge of specific hardware and software. It is observed
when ICT is used to facilitate the completion of tasks, and the solution of problems. It is the ability
that we display when we are able to use knowledge, skills and dispositions towards ICT to perform
relevant tasks and solve problems. We need knowledge or understandings about ICT systems,
components, operations, capabilities, limitations, and use in society. We need skills in using ICT
systems and we need informed attitudes toward ICT use personally, and in society. ICT capability is
relative to the person, the community and the technology available. It relies on the development of
transferable and useful conceptions, skills and perceptions that mature over time. As with the
development of other capabilities such as literacy and numeracy, what is learned in earlier years
supports later years; there needs to be a progression over time.
I joined a group of Australian educators to assist in developing a description of ICT capability
and a continuum showing progression. The definition finally agreed upon was as follows.
Information and communications technology (ICT) capability refers to the capacity to
use ICT appropriately and ethically to investigate, create and communicate ideas and
information in order for individuals to function effectively at home, at school, at work
and in their communities. (Australian Curriculum, 2012a)
We then went through a process of reviewing relevant frameworks and other curriculum
documents that already existed for the Australian state education systems (e.g., Education Department
of Western Australia, 1998) and various international jurisdictions. Determining the scope areas, or
organising elements, as reported, referred substantially to the National Educational Technology
Standards (NETS) for Students framework (International Society for Technology in Education, 2007),
UK’s ICT Curriculum (Department for Education and Employment, 1999), and to a lesser extent
frameworks developed by other organisations (e.g., The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009;
WestEd, 2009). In determining stages or profiles along the continuum we had the National
Assessment Program research reports from the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER)
(Ministerial Council on Education, 2007), that could be checked against the other frameworks.
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The end result was a set of five organising elements with three being central to student activity
and two supporting that activity. These were represented in a diagram that is shown in Figure 1. The
concept was that students would develop ICT capability as they used it to investigate, create and
communicate through the curriculum. In order to do this they would need to learn how to manage and
operate the technology (hardware and software) and would need to do so applying appropriate social
and ethical practices. Each organising element was explained using components that were described
for particular stages of schooling in terms of what students should be able to do. Since that time these
statements have been reviewed a number of times usually resulting in minor changes to wording but in
a few cases there have been substantial changes. For example, recently an original component of the
organising element Communicating with ICT was combined with one from Applying social and
ethical practices and replaced with Understanding computer-mediated communications; this better
represented sections of the English and the Arts curricula. Another example was to include the
concept of generating data within the Investigating with ICT; this better represented sections of the
Mathematics curriculum. The currently accepted nature, form and structure of the Australian ICT
general capability is always presented at the website (Australian Curriculum, 2012a). Table 1 shows
the current structure of the organising elements.

Figure 1. A graphic representation of the organising elements of the ICT capability in the Australian
Curriculum (Australian Curriculum, 2012c).
Table 1: Organising elements of the ICT general capability (Australian Curriculum, 2012a).

Organising element
Applying social & ethical
protocols and practices when
using ICT
Investigating with ICT

Creating with ICT
Communicating with ICT
Managing and operating ICT

Components of the organising element
Recognise intellectual property
Apply digital information security practices
Apply personal security protocols
Identify the impacts of ICT in society
Define and plan information searches
Locate, generate and access data and information
Select and evaluate data and information
Generate ideas, plans and processes
Generate solutions to challenges and learning area tasks
Collaborate, share and exchange
Understand computer mediated communications
Select and use hardware and software
Understand ICT systems
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Manage digital data
I initially envisaged that much of the activity of students across the curriculum would involve
the Creating with ICT element of the capability, in particular generating products as solutions to
problems (“Generate solutions to challenges and learning area tasks”). I recognised that these
solutions would include different digital types and initially a list of potential types were explained to
help curriculum writers to consider a broad range of digital solutions. At the time I listed some types
of digital solutions: Publishing and Presentation; Word Processing; Graphics and Animation;
Audio/Music; Video; Data Processing; Control/Programming; and Computation and Modelling.
Profiles that describe demonstration of capability at Years F, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are presented as a
sequence of the continuum on the website with examples and links (Australian Curriculum, 2012b).
Although the capability is presented in small chunks associated with components of the organising
elements it is still intended that teachers develop the capability systematically and in context of the
curriculum areas. I believe that the focus should always be on conceptual development rather than
one-off activities (e.g. an understanding of the structure of ICT systems & functions of components).

3. Embedded in all curriculum areas
It was clearly always the intention to embed the requirements of the ICT general capability within all
areas of the curriculum (National Curriculum Board, 2009). However, I believe that the over-riding
consideration in using ICT to support the requirements of a learning area should be to solve
educational problems, not to build ICT capability. Appropriate use of ICT will not always contribute
significantly to ICT capability. For example, if senior secondary students use Yenka science modelling
software it is unlikely that clicking and dragging on objects will advance their ICT capability, despite
the value to science outcomes in using the software. Conversely when children in the early years of
schooling use software such as Millie’s MathsHouse this is likely to not only contribute to
mathematical understanding but also add to their ICT capability.
The ICT general capability continuum assisted in matching the expected capabilities of students
with the requirements for the applications of ICT being used. The Australian curriculum areas have
the ICT ‘hooks’ that school systems leaders and teachers can use to contribute to a systematic and
comprehensive development of ICT capability. The Australian Curriculum website (Australian
Curriculum, 2013a) helps by providing the ICT capability as a filter within each of the curriculum
areas and then links to the components of the capability, and to supporting resources through an online
repository accessed through a tool known as Scootle (Education Services Australia, 2013). Although
the capability is now embedded in the Australian curriculum and should contribute to student ICT
capability this will necessarily be patchy and inconsistent. Therefore, in the same way that language
literacy is overseen by the English curriculum area, and numeracy by Mathematics, I believed that a
curriculum area was needed that would ensure a comprehensive ICT capability.

4. Technologies curriculum area
Finally a Technologies curriculum area was conceived with two distinct subjects: Design and
Technology; and Digital Technologies. The former focusing on technologies associated with materials
such as food, wood and metal; and the latter focusing on computer-related technologies. When the
full draft was prepared for consultation (Australian Curriculum, 2013b) each subject was organised
into two strands, defined differently for each subject: Knowledge and Understanding; Processes and
Production. The content of the subjects was described for Foundation (age 5) to Year 10 (age 16) in
two-year phases of schooling with the focus of the strands changing from phase to phase. Although
the content was described separately for each subject it was not intended that they should necessarily
be taught separately. In fact teachers were encouraged to integrate implementation wherever possible
between the subjects, and across other curriculum areas.
The curriculum area had a number of key overarching ideas: systems thinking; creating
preferred futures; and project management. Naturally it had strong links with the ICT general
capability, explained as, “While much of the explicit teaching of ICT occurs in the Digital
Technologies subject, key ICT concepts and skills are strengthened, complemented and extended in
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Design and Technologies as students engage in a range of learning activities with ICT demands”
(Australian Curriculum, 2013b). The Knowledge and Understanding strand of Digital Technologies
included: how data are represented and structured symbolically; the components of digital systems
(software, hardware and networks) (Years 5 to 10 only); and the use, development and impact of
information systems in people’s lives (Australian Curriculum, 2013b). This strand focused on
developing the underpinning knowledge and understanding of information systems: data, processes,
digital systems, people, and their interactions. It also included understanding of the impact of digital
technologies in people’s lives. The Processes and Production strand of Digital Technologies was
very much informed by the theory of Computational Thinking (Wing, 2006). The components of the
strand were: collecting, managing and interpreting data when creating information, and the nature and
properties of data; using a range of digital systems and their components and peripherals; defining
problems and specifying and implementing their solutions; creating and communicating information,
especially online (Australian Curriculum, 2013b). This strand focused primarily on defining and
solving problems through using digital systems, critical and creative thinking and applying
computational thinking – a problem-solving methodology. Students were to develop and use
increasingly sophisticated computational thinking skills, and processes, techniques and digital systems
to create solutions to address specific problems, opportunities or needs. It was also suggested that
students would apply procedural techniques and processing skills when investigating, creating,
communicating and sharing ideas and information and collaborating in online environments.
Key concepts for the Digital Technologies subject are related to the construct of computational
thinking (Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) and the International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE), 2011). Fundamentally this is a problem-solving methodology that
begins with formulating problems, logically organising and analysing data, and representing it in
abstract forms such as data tables, digital graphs, spreadsheets, models and animations. The end result
should be automated solutions through algorithmic and declarative logic, and determining the best
combinations of data, procedures, and human and physical resources to generate efficient and
effective information solutions. Key concepts of abstraction, data collection, specification, digital
systems, and interactions permeate the content of the proposed curriculum (Australian Curriculum,
2013b). It is stated that the concept of abstraction overarches much of the content particularly relating
to the concepts of data representation and specification, algorithms and implementation. Data
collection (properties, sources and collection of data), data representation (symbolism and separation)
and data interpretation (patterns and contexts) contributes to the design of solutions. Solutions require
specification (descriptions and techniques), algorithms (following and describing) and implementation
(translating and programming). Digital systems involving hardware, software and networks provide
interactions between people and between digital systems, data and processes.
An example of the form of the curriculum is elaborated from the F-2 section of the document
(Australian Curriculum, 2013b).
2.4 Identify, explore, and use digital systems (hardware and software components) for
personal and classroom needs by …
2.5 Follow, describe, represent and play with a sequence of steps and decisions needed to
solve simple problems by …
A teacher interpreting these to construct a program of lessons for a class may think of using
robotics, digital microscopes, or even a visual programming environment, as contexts for students to
learn. The curriculum also provides achievement standards associated with content descriptions. At
this stage the Technologies curriculum is under review and therefore nothing is certain and I believe
that it is likely that individual state authorities and schools will determine how it is implemented.

5. Conclusion
From the first uses of ICT in schools in the 1970s the connection between the curriculum and the
technologies has become progressively more complex. I believe that digital technologies have
complex, varied and complementary roles within the Australian curriculum as it now stands. Firstly,
they provide Pedagogical Tools in all areas of the curriculum, including the Technologies area (e.g.
accessing information, simulations, supporting communication and collaboration). Secondly, they are
related to particular Content within many areas of the curriculum (e.g. calculators in Maths
computation and modelling, GPS in Geography, technological change in History, digital art, digital
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video analysis for coaching in HPE, device control in Science). Thirdly, they provide Technical Tools
to support the design process in the Technologies area. Finally, they provide the Subject for study in
the Digital Technologies subject in the Technologies curriculum area. That is, the production of a
digital solution is an end in itself. Over the next few years I hope that these pieces of the curriculum
jigsaw fit into place to better prepare our children for living and working in our 21st Century society.
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Abstract: Considering that limited studies have investigated the teacher enactment (TE) of
complex ICT-facilitated lessons, a study on exploring the TEs of lessons supported by a
science inquiry and collaborative learning environment (Collaborative Science Inquiry, CSI)
was conducted. In the study, the topic was “diffusion and osmosis”, and the participants were
two teachers with their 43 students (Grade 7) from a secondary school in Singapore. Through
examining the two teachers’ characteristics of verbal behaviour and scaffolding for students,
as well as comparing students’ learning artefacts and performance, this study uncovers the
differences in TEs of CSI lessons and their influence on students’ learning. The findings and
implications can inform the effectiveness of assisting TEs with complex science learning
environments like the CSI system.
Keywords: CSI learning environment; teacher enactment; collaborative inquiry

1. Introduction
Recently, many stuides have focused on investigating the relationship between teachers’ attributes and
their teaching practices to improve the quality of ICT-facilitated instruction (Song & Looi, 2012).
However, pedagogically effective use of ICT tools in education is far from being a reality, in spite of
the huge advances in ICT. In the ICT-facilitated class, teachers need to orchestrate ICT-facilitated
classrooms, dealing with both ICT and non-ICT artifacts and handling social interactions at various
levels. In this study, we attempt to represent, interpret and compare the enactments of two teachers
doing a lesson that incorporates the CSI (Collaborative Science Inquiry) learning environment.
Through fine-grained data analysis, we intend to uncover the differences and variations of the TEs
when teachers implement the designed CSI lessons in secondary school classrooms. This will inform
the effective ICT integration in science instruction towards narrowing the gap between the designed
lessons and the actual enacted lessons.

2. CSI Learning Environment
The CSI system embeds a guided inquiry framework and social interaction functions (i.e. CSCL
design elements).It is designed to help secondary school students (Grade 7 to Grade 11) acquire
sophisticated understanding of scientific concepts and develop crucial learning skills (Sun & Looi,
2013). A teacher module providing a multifunctional authoring tool for designing and editing
instructional content, attaching simulations and questions, managing students’ groups and assessing
learning artefacts. The main working sections include Profile, Subject Management, Project
Management, Simulation Library, Solutions Review, and Mailbox. The teacher allows for selecting
the inquiry phases (i.e. Contextualize, Question & Hypothesize (Q&H), Pre-model, Plan, Investigate,
Model, Reflect and Apply) based on her lesson plan and filling in the content in each phase. The
student module is comprised of four sections: Profile, My Project, Group Management, and Mailbox.
It allows students to access the assigned project to participate in inquiry activities and to complete a
series of tasks with or without their group members. As the main venue of inquiry, the “My Project”
window consists of four panes: inquiry phases, shared workspace, group member list, and a chat tool.
The shared workspace stores the content or tools for each inquiry phase. Student inquiry is guided by
the inquiry phases laid out on the tool bar. Students can switch between phases by clicking different
tabs. During inquiry activities, CSCL design elements embedded enable students to do peer review,
peer discussion, and synchronous modelling and editing.
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3. Theoretical Framework
To attain effective TEs in inquiry-based instruction, Crawford (2000) proposed teachers should play a
more expansive range of roles in facilitating inquiry activities. While Abdu et al (2012) concluded that
teachers mostly acted as a moderator in CSCL learning context who provided three types of assistance
for facilitating students’ learning, namely, presenting the challenge, supporting group’s collaboration,
and supporting meaning making. These studies emphasize that the roles teachers act in an inquirybased class or a CSCL setting impact the quality of the TEs. The ways in which teachers assist,
respond to and intervene in students’ work are also frequently discussed and taken as important
indicators for evaluating their performance. Most mentioned that teachers’ patterns of assistances
affect students’ forms of collaboration and their quality of collaborative work (Onrubia & Engel,
2012). Based on the above literature review, the dimensions for studying TEs in collaborative inquiry
with the CSI system are identified as: 1) Teacher verbal behavior, namely, the essence of TEs in the
CSI instruction and the patterns of teacher-student interaction in the collaborative work (Gillies,
2006); 2)Teacher scaffolding for different levels (i.e. class, group, individual) which enables us to
distinguish the valuable TEs that facilitate students’ science learning; 3) Students’ performance in test,
learning artifacts and collaborative work which reflects the impact of TEs on students’ learning. The
following research questions will be addressed:
• What are the major differences in TEs between different teachers when they implement the CSI
lessons?
• How do different TEs affect students’ performance in collaborative inquiry?

4. Methods
4.1 Participants
Two teachers and their 43 students (21 from Class A, 22 from Class B) from a junior secondary school
in Singapore participated in the study. Teacher A (TA) (male) and Teacher B (TB) (female) were
similar in their ages, teaching experience and background. Class A was taught by TA, and Class B was
taught by TB. In the CSI lessons, students mostly worked in pairs (Npair=96), with three groups
working in triads.

4.2 The design of CSI lessons
The topic “Diffusion and Osmosis” in the Secondary 1 science curriculum was selected by the
teachers and researchers. The inquiry phases were designed in the following order: Overview,
Contextualize, Q&H, Pre-model, Investigate, Reflect, and Apply. The first lesson concluded with the
students’ Pre-model activities was intended to captivate students’ interest in learning about “diffusion
and osmosis” and to identify their levels of prior knowledge and misconceptions. Meanwhile, students
were encouraged to develop collaborative learning skills through peer review, peer discussion and coconstructive modeling. In this lesson, students reviewed the textual information in Overview. In
Contextualize, they were introduced to a story presented in the form of a comics. Students were then
guided to discuss and articulate their answers to the two questions in Q&H. In Pre-model, students
watched two videos that introduced real experiments to gain some awareness of the macro-phenomena
of diffusion and osmosis. With sketch tool, they were then required to draw two scientific models
individually to represent the processes of diffusion and osmosis at the particulate level and then
collaborate with their partners to pose elaborated models. In the second lesson, students interacted
with three simulations and answered the guiding questions in Investigate. Finally, each student wrote a
self-reflection on his hypothesis, pre-models and conceptual changes in Reflect. Students ultimately
validated their new understanding via answering questions in Apply.

4.3 Data Sources and Data Analysis
Data sources included video and audio transcripts of the lessons, students’ pre-and post-test scores,
learning artifacts and their performance in the collaborative work. Three categories of teacher verbal
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behavior: instructions, questions and mediated-learning (i.e. scripts, prompts and challenging ideas)
were modified from Gillies’ and other relevant research (Gillies, 2006; Morris, et al., 2010). A
frequency count of different types of teacher verbal behavior was completed. The recipients of the
teacher talk (i.e. individual, group, and classroom) and the phases their talk emerged were also
analyzed. In order to reveal the roles teachers acted in class, the content of the scaffoldings and its
frequency at each phase were examined.
Identical pre-and post-tests modified from two-tier “Diffusion and Osmosis Diagnostic Test”
were used at the beginning and concluding stages of the CSI lessons (10 minutes for each) for probing
students’ conceptual understanding(Odom & Barrow, 1995). Students received one point for each
correct item, so the highest score was 20. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to identify the
difference of achievement between the pre-test and the post-test in each class, which served the basis
for comparing the changes of conceptual understanding of two classes. The learning artifacts
including students’ answers to Q&H, Investigate and Apply questions, pre-models and their
reflections were assessed according to their quality and rate of work completion. Finally, to assess
students’ performance on collaboration, their involvement in the activities and their peer discussions
were examined and discussed. During classroom observation, four observers stood by to collect data
and were prepared for offering assistances on technological problems. Two researchers participated in
transcribing the videos and audios, coding data on teacher verbal behavior, their patterns of
scaffoldings, analyzing test scores, and students’ performance. The inter-rater agreement reached
89.15% for teacher verbal behavior, 92% for teachers’ patterns of scaffolding, and 93.46% of
students’ performance.

5. Findings and Discussions
5.1 Teacher verbal behavior
As we found that TA acted more as a guide and mentor who offered the guidance of inquiry activities
(i.e. the sequence of inquiry phases) and the descriptions of specific tasks (i.e. purpose, procedures,
the form of activities), as well as emphasized the duration of each task before the students did the
activities. Being not as frequently involved in students’ peer discussions, TA spent most time in
prescribing scripts of the tasks, and walking rounds to check and monitor students’ progress.
Consequently, more talk concerning instructions (9) and scripts (18) for the classroom were delivered
by TA than by TB. All the verbal behavior we observed in TA’s lessons was targeted at the class level.
This indicates that TA laid great emphasis on class management through offering task-related macroscripts and procedural prompts (instructions: n=9; mediated learning: n=34, with 18 scripts and 16
prompts). He frequently tended to “control” the class in the stage of pre-test, system login, overview
and inquiry phases (Q&H, pre-model, Investigate), but this kind of “control” was rarely directed at
groups or individual activities, as few verbal behavior appeared on the group and individual level. It
was apparent that TA tried to follow the lesson sequence as designed in the lesson plan, and to make
students to follow his instructions strictly, which aimed to orchestrate class through regulating the
whole class’s progress in collaborative inquiry. Moreover, strategies on the use of chat tool, peer
review and peer assessment, and collaborative modeling were also explained and elaborated at that
moment.
Compared to TA, TB was involved in peer discussions in most groups, assisting them in
explaining task and understanding knowledge. More mediated-learning prompts (38) were generated
in TB’s lessons. In order to guide the understanding of some concepts, TB often challenged students’
previous ideas through asking questions (3) and using metaphors (6). Thus, in the CSI lessons, TB
acted more as a motivator, diagnostician and collaborator in students’ collaborative inquiry work. The
most noted difference was that TB was always busy walking through the groups and assisting groups
or individuals at each phase as students requested. A similar frequency of scripts and prompts was
observed in each phase for the whole class. This demonstrates that TB also had competence in
managing students’ progress. TB was more frequently involved in students’ collaborative activities and
peer discussion in inquiry, especially in the Pre-model phase. 8 prompts for groups and 10 prompts for
individuals were found in this phase. In the Pre-model phase, TB provided immediate feedback to
students’ requests and acted as an adoptive facilitator to help students complete the tasks at both
individual and group levels. Different from TA, TB’s instructions and mediated-learning scaffolds were
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more related to guiding students to gain understanding of the domain knowledge of diffusion and
osmosis. She was really good at motivating groups’ deep thinking of concepts through challenging
students’ previous ideas or knowledge. Though the introduction of the purposes and the learning
objectives of each phase was somewhat neglected, TB elaborated on the sequences of tasks at each
phase, and attempted to steer students’ activities and collaboration to the appropriate direction.
Generally, the instruction delivered by TB was more student-centered. It was conducive to students
engaging with the task at hand. More specifically, we noticed that during her interactions with
individuals or groups, TB focused on reviewing and commenting on students’ results and picking up
ideas and opinions generated by the students. TB was able to gain some insights into the students’
current understanding and knew how discussion should be initiated.

5.2 Teacher scaffoldings
In CSI lessons, the teachers tended to provide students with appropriate scaffoldings on understanding
knowledge, carrying out the inquiry tasks, and coordinating the collaborative work. But the frequency
and the phases these scaffoldings offered, and the recipients of the scaffoldings targeted at were
different. According to data analysis, from Pre-test to Investigate phases, multiple scaffoldings were
offered to students in both teachers’ lessons (TA=34; TB=70). As TB actively diagnosed students’
problems in each phase and prescribed appropriate and immediate scaffoldings to students, more
scaffolding was provided in TB’s class. TA attempted to provide general scaffolding for the class when
he reviewed and checked students’ work. More scaffolding was provided by TA at the beginning
stages of the lessons (from Pre-test to Q&H). Starting from the Pre-model phase, TB was involved
more actively in students’ activities than TA did, especially in the individual and group activities. In
contrast, the frequency of scaffoldings in TA’s class reduced dramatically from Pre-model phase. We
infer that students’ work focused on exploring simulations and doing self-reflections, less structured
information was needed at those stages. So TB left more room for students to learn new knowledge by
themselves, TB supported more for students’ exploring new knowledge. Findings revealed that most of
TA’s scaffoldings targeted at the classroom (classroom: n=24, individual: n=11) and were provided
before tasks and during tasks (before task: n=17, during task: 15, after task: n=2). On the contrary, TB
preferred to offer assistances to groups or individual students (classroom: n=25; individual: n=45)
while they were doing their tasks (before task: n=11, during task: n=59).

5.3 Students’ Performance
5.3.1. Test achievements
17 and 19 valid tests were obtained in Class A (TA) and Class B (TB) respectively. Results of pairedsamples t-test showed that the mean score differed between the pre- and post-tests in both classes at
the .05 level of significance (Class A: t=-4.152, df=16, p=0.001< .05; t=-5.920; df=18, p=0.000< .05;
Class B: t=-5.920, df=18, p=0.000< .05). Students in Class A and Class B had attained great
improvement on conceptual understanding of diffusion and osmosis after the CSI lessons. For Class
A, students had comparatively better prior knowledge (M=10.53; SD=2.503) than students in Class B
(M=8.53; SD=2.695) at the beginning of lessons. While, the comparison of achievement scores
indicated that the disparity of mean scores between Class A and Class B had been reduced from 2
(pre-test: M classA=10.53; MclassB=8.53) to 0.97 after the CSI lessons (post-test: M classA=14.18; MclassB
=13.21).Thus, initial results could be obtained that the CSI lessons could significantly facilitate
students’ science learning and improve their conceptual understanding. Through comparison, we also
found that different classes performed differently in the achievement test. We noticed that the class
(Class B) which received low scores on prior knowledge benefited more than the class (Class A)
which attained higher scores on prior knowledge.

5.3.2 Learning artifacts
With appropriate instructions, questions and teachers’ efforts on mediating learning, both classes went
through the tasks in the lessons, but different in the work completion and work quality. This is closely
related to the TEs as we observed. First of all, as we mentioned earlier, TA allocated more time at the
beginning stages, and TB devoted herself more to the work at later stages. Consequently, significant
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difference found in students’ performance at Q&H that students in Class A reached higher work
completion (73.5%) and responded more correctly to the Q1 (correct answers: 53.4%) and 44.4 % for
Q2. In Class B, 60% of students responded to Q&H, with 50% and 35.3% correct answers for Q1 and
Q2. This indicates that TA’s description of skills for peer review and peer discussion facilitated
students’ responses to questions at Q&H. For Class B, we detected that students who failed to finish
their work were confused on the purposes and skills for the Q&H tasks.
In the Pre-model, Class A and class B constructed similar numbers of individual models
(Class A: n=16, Class B: n=14) in their private modeling space. Class B performed better in building
models of diffusion and osmosis. Among the 14 completed models, 10 models could represent the
components of diffusion and osmosis, with partially incorrect relationship among components; 8
models in 16 of Class A failed to represent their understanding of diffusion and osmosis, which
consisted of incorrect components and relations. As we mentioned earlier, TB was involved frequently
in students’ peer discussion, and provided various scaffoldings for them to complete the modeling
activities, which improved students’ understanding of relevant concepts. For the collaborative models,
students’ work completion was not as high as their individual with 20% in Class A and 13% in Class
B, this was largely related to the limited class time. It still reveals that students performed better in
collaborative work as this required more modeling skills and collaborative skills.
Similar findings were found in their answers in Investigate. Both classes answered the
questions after they manipulated simulations, their knowledge about diffusion and osmosis was
improved more than they were at earlier stages. We found that although Class B received lower scores
of pre-tests, they could respond to the questions in Investigate as well as Class A, even better for some
questions. For the Reflect, compared to Class B (36.4%), Class A provided more critical reflections
(45%) with the critiques, and the proposals of improvement, as well as further explanation of the
artefacts. Most students in Class A followed a sequence of self-reflection, peer review, revisions
following TA’s instruction. Thus, more full interpretations of reflections, like critical reflections were
generated in Class A. While, in Class B, students focused more on their own reflections and missed
elaborating their own reflections through peer review eventually. And for the performance at Apply,
Class A and Class B provided high correct answers to the three questions (83% on average). These
indicate that they had achieved more improvement in conceptual understanding and in solving
problem in new context. There was no significant difference in their responses to the Apply questions
as students were required to fill in the answers by themselves.

5.3.3 Collaborative tasks
In Class A, students sat normally and chatted with their group members using chat tool integrated in
the system. The “voice” was only heard in the Pre-model phase as students in the same groups sat
together to do face to face peer discussion, as the modeling tasks were of difficulty and complexity
and online chatting may not be enough to exchange the ideas and information. The class became more
active as students shared ideas with their group members to review, evaluate and elaborate their
models. As they received substantive scripts and prompts from the teacher, they rarely asked for
assistances from the teacher directly. This enabled the students to develop independence and
ownership of knowledge. However, students who had limited ability and knowledge were found to be
lost in their activities.
In Class B, students sat with their partners in all collaborative activities as proposed in the
lesson plan, not just did in Pre-model phase as Class A did. Most of them chatted with their partners in
a face to face manner. Hence, more “noises” were heard in class B. When TB approached the group
who requested for assistance and then directed that group to build understanding and knowledge of the
tasks, students in other groups were not disrupted. They actively discussed their collaborative work,
sharing ideas and debating the conflicting views. Their collaboration was more productive in terms of
knowledge understanding. We found that they had strong willingness to invite TB to join their
discussion to evaluate their artifacts, share understanding of concepts, explain the purposes and
procedures and other relevant information about the tasks. However, with limited knowledge and
skills on collaborative learning, they requested more scripts from TB on the work division of
collaborative work and the procedures and purposes of these tasks. They spent more time completing
their work.
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6. Conclusion
In summary, although teachers and researchers co-designed the CSI lesson plan and proposed the TEs
with general teaching strategies for supporting the implementation of the lessons in class, significant
differences were found between the TEs of two teachers’ in CSI lessons. In general, both teachers
followed the proposed inquiry phases to execute their instruction, but variations emerged in their
verbal behavior, scaffoldings and students’ performance in collaborative work. TA offered scaffolding
for the whole class, while TB’s mostly targeted at groups and individuals. TA attempted to use formal
and repeated language to monitor the progress of students’ work and to get his class to follow the CSI
lesson plan strictly. TB focused more on scaffolding problem solving with more efforts on building
knowledge on key concepts. In the CSI class, TA acted more as a mentor and guide for the teacherguided classroom. TB played more roles as a motivator, diagnostician, collaborator, and facilitator in
the student-centered classroom. Influenced by different TEs, the students performed differently in test
achievement, learning artifacts and collaborative work. To sum up, there may still be challenges for
teachers to conduct effective ICT-facilitated lessons in classroom settings when they were offered a
complex learning environment. Thus, the central contribution of this study is not present a process of
the competition between two TEs but to investigate the variations of TEs and the mutual
supplementary of two TEs after uncovering their characteristics and impact on students’ performance.

7. Implications
Arising from the above analysis and conclusions, we summarize the following implications for
improving teachers’ ICT-facilitated instruction. For teachers whose TEs are more similar to TA’s
(teacher-guided instruction), we suggest teachers intervene more actively at any time in students’
collaborative work and act as an adaptive facilitator in students’ peer discussion instead of only acting
as a guide and mentor (Chiu, 2004). While walking round in the class, the teachers can interact more
with their students in motivating their engagement and probing their understanding. For teachers
whose lessons are more similar to TB’s (student-centered learning), we suggest more efforts be paid to
providing macro-scripts on sequences of inquiry, purposes and procedures of tasks before the
activities and to emphasizing them during the activities. The scaffolding should not only be aimed at
conceptual understanding, but also at the development of the use of regulatory strategies. Hence, it is
important to enculturate all students with good skills in peer review, collaboration and modeling.
Additionally, the teachers are also suggested to ask more exploratory questions if most students have
difficulty in seeking solutions to some problems. For both classes, we propose that the teachers should
guide students to conduct more productive and exploratory peer discussion, in which the teacher is
consciously attempting to cede more responsibility to the students for leading and sustaining the
dialogue on concepts, prior knowledge and methods.
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Using ICT in the teaching of Visual Arts. A
situational analysis at secondary level in
Mauritius.
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Abstract: This paper seeks to report on the use of ICT in secondary Visual Arts classrooms in
Mauritius. Using data from questionnaire, focused group discussion and classroom
observations, the paper discusses three key issues: ICT tools used in teaching Visual Arts, how
ICT tools are used in the teaching of Visual Arts and scope and barriers in using ICT in the
teaching of Visual Arts. The participants were 70 secondary Visual Arts teachers. Chief
among the findings is that there exists a huge disparity among schools in terms of availability
and use of ICT resources in Visual Arts classes. Other barriers in the use of ICT also exist.
Findings indicate that the most commonly used tools are the computer and projectors and the
most frequently utilized applications are Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. These are used
mainly for preparation of lessons and instruction in class. The findings suggest that the
creative possibilities of ICT are not fully tapped, often due to teachers’ lack of manipulative
skills in handling tools and softwares. The study also shows that the use of ICT depends on
teachers’ attitudes towards its use. While some teachers acknowledge the contribution of ICT
in teaching and embrace new technologies, many find dissonance between art and ICT and
continue to use ICT in a limited manner. The paper argues strongly for considerations by
policy makers for further provision of ICT tools in schools as a possible remedy to the present
situation. Moreover, the paper discusses the need for support to teachers in the form of
professional development, dialogue among Visual Arts teachers and creation of networks
which can also be a potent vehicle for encouraging integration of ICT in Visual Arts
classrooms. Finally, the author suggests that a genuine effort to support Visual Arts teachers
would also necessitate an acknowledgement and understanding of their beliefs, values and
concerns.
Keywords: Visual Arts, Information and Communication Technology, teaching.

1. Introduction & Context for the research
Mauritius has attempted to promote Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in schools
since the late 1990s which is reflected in its national policy and in its strategic plans for Education
(MoEHR, 2008) which aims at fostering innovation and generating new knowledge for the sustainable
development of the nation. A major step forward in the reform of the secondary school curriculum in
Mauritius was the ‘National Curriculum Framework, Secondary’ (MoEHR, 2010). This policy
document provides the structure that guides education at secondary level in Mauritius. It considers the
emerging needs and emphasizes the integration of computer technology across all mandatory teaching
areas at secondary level. One significant recommendation in the NCF is that ‘curriculum transactions
be increasingly woven around ICT enabling students to understand, use and adapt technologies and
ICT tools confidently to meet their needs’ (MoEHR, 2010:15) However, preliminary observations in
Visual Arts (VA) classrooms suggest that the potential of ICT does not seem to be fully recognized
and utilized in the VA rooms. This study was prompted by a profound curiosity to probe further into
the situation. In fact, ever since the implementation of the NCF in 2011, little research has been
conducted to look at the use of ICT in VA classrooms. The aim of this research is to identify common
ICT tools utilized in the teaching of VA; investigate how ICT tools are used in the teaching of VA and
consider scope and barriers VA teachers experience in using ICT in the teaching and learning of VA.
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2. Literature Review
A range of early as well as recent literature associated with practicing teachers’ uptake of ICT have
informed this research (Fullan, 1991; Veen ,1993; Dupagne & Krendl, 1992; Mumtaz, 2000; Loveless,
2003; Phelps & Maddison, 2008). These studies discuss how ICT is used in classrooms and also
reveal a number of factors that influence teachers’ decisions to use ICT in the classroom. Limited
resources within schools have been identified as a great impediment to the integration of ICT in
teaching. Lack of ICT facilities results in lack of ICT integration, which in turn results in lack of
sufficient computer experience for both pupils and teachers (Dupagne & Krendl, 1992, Delacruz,
2004).
These literatures also recognize other common factors influencing the use of ICT in teaching:
ease of use, support from school and colleagues, time required to successfully integrate technology
into the curriculum, incentives to change and commitment to professional learning. Many authors
articulate concerns regarding teachers’ resistance to change which they often attribute to a resistance
to organizational change and teachers’ perceptions and personal and psychological factors. Many
argue that this resistance is, to a great extent, based on confusion and an unclear understanding of the
change needed and the reasons why these changes should take place (Fullan, 1991; Phelps &
Maddison, 2008) Likewise, early as well as recent researches have often pointed that, other than these
external factors, internal factors such as teachers’ values, beliefs and attitudes are major and
significant contributors to teachers’ preparedness to use ICT (Veen, 1993; Phelps, Graham &
Thornton, 2006). Findings from these studies acknowledge that, in many cases, such internal factors
far outweigh external factors and suggest that the actual use of ICT also depends largely on teachers’
personal feelings, skills and attitudes to ICT in general.
A number of studies discuss the potential of ICT in the VA classroom in supporting creativity,
maintaining student engagement and providing inspiration (Brown, 2002; Wood, 2004). ICT resources
such as scanners, printers, drawing and painting softwares, digital still and video cameras, and the
Internet can support students’ artistic expression (Brown, 2002; Neylon, 1996) and help them in
exploring solutions to design problems (Matthews, 1997). ICT also provides new scope for learning
where students’ engagement can be maintained through the use of inspiring, up-to-date and userfriendly tools (Wood, 2004). Studies reveal that collaborative students affect positively the use of ICT
in teaching as the digital natives are far more technologically savvy than the institutions where they
study (Desai, Hart, Richard & Thomas, 2008) and hence assist teachers when required. Authors also
argue that ICT helps to prepare students for career opportunities as students who are comfortable with
digital art can find jobs in commercial visual arts contexts, such as advertising, animation and other
computer graphic industries (Matthews, 1997). Moreover, ICT allows students who are not very good
at manipulating traditional media to shift the focus from the execution of the art work to the message
to be communicated, thus enhancing self expression (Wood, 2004).
Research studies over the past thirty years provide evidence as to the concerns surrounding
VA teachers’ willingness to integrate ICT in their teaching (Duncan, 1997; Matthew, 1997; Phelps &
Maddison, 2008) and the findings reveal that concerns about its use are quite similar to that
experienced by teachers more broadly: lack of resources, poor training opportunities, lack of support,
lack of time and teacher’s perceptions and beliefs as being inhibitors to the use of ICT in teaching
(Delacruz, 2004; Henning, 2000). However, there are also some issues specific to VA teachers. In
fact, a significant obstacle to the use of ICT in teaching of VA is the incompatibility that teachers
perceive between technology and art (Hicks, 1993; Wood, 2004). Many VA teachers hold to their
traditional ideologies concerning the framework of aesthetics and do not appreciate the use of new
technology in their classrooms.
Based on the literature reviewed, a conceptual framework for the study was developed (Figure
1). The framework describes the interlocking relationship between three main stakeholders (policy
makers, teachers and the school) which can stimulate change for a better use of ICT in the teaching of
VA.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework underpinning the study

3. Methodology
To document the situation both in depth and breadth and for the purpose of triangulation, a mixed
method was employed whereby the use of questionnaire has been balanced with a focus group
discussion (FGD) and classroom observations. The conceptual framework guided the choice of the
data collection tools as well as the items in the questionnaire and FGD.
3.1 Sampling process
The secondary schools (both private and public schools) in Mauritius are divided into four educational
zones and both public and private schools are guided by the same curriculum. The educational zones,
the type of school (private and public) and teachers’ age were factors considered in the sampling
process. Gender and teaching experience were also considered during the sampling exercise. A total of
70 in-service VA teachers participated in the survey. Notably, all teachers were computer literate. In
the context of this study, a ‘computer literate’ teacher is one who possesses the basic knowledge and
ability to utilize computers for elementary use in schools.
3.2 Research tools
A questionnaire consisting of both closed and open ended questions was administered to the 70
participants. It was divided into two parts: Part A aimed at collecting data on the personal profile and
background of the teacher and Part B was meant at gathering information on the teacher’s use of ICT
in teaching. Teachers were sent the questionnaire through dispatch and the dully filled forms were
returned to the researcher within a month.
After a first analysis of the data collected from the questionnaire, 40 classroom observations
were carried out using an observation checklist in both lower and upper secondary VA classes. The
observed teachers were representative of the sample. These observations enabled an inquiry into both
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teaching practices and teachers’ attitudes towards the use of ICT in their classes. The participation of
learners was also observed though this was not the main focus of the research.
A FGD was also held with 15 VA teachers, representative of the sample, to probe further and
clarify findings obtained from the questionnaire and classroom observations, especially regarding
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. The FGD was of one hour duration and was conducted at a neutral
venue to avoid any conflict of interest that might bias the data.

4. Discussion of Findings
Findings suggest that much disparity exists among public and private schools regarding the ICT tools
available in VA rooms. Since the disbursement of the private schools’ grants depends on the VA
rooms’ resources and infrastructure, most VA rooms in private schools are equipped with the basic
ICT tools. In the absence of such mandatory instructions by the MoEHR, VA rooms in public schools
hardly have any ICT equipment. The basic ICT equipment in VA rooms in most private schools are
computers, projectors and screens. Graphic softwares and equipment like scanners and printers are not
commonly present as these are optional requirements. Findings from school observations revealed that
ICT is used more frequently with upper secondary students aged between 15 to 19 years due to
smaller class sizes and its use range from a minimal to an extended use. While only 12% use ICT on a
daily basis, 37% use it weekly and 33% once a month.
However, although there is evidence that many VA teachers are using ICT, they are merely
using it for preparation of lessons and instruction in class. Participants use Microsoft Word to create,
record, store, distribute, access and retrieve their own information (Desai et al., 2008) while Microsoft
PowerPoint enables teachers to display images, downloaded video clips and notes sequentially and
efficiently during explanation and demonstration. This provides opportunities for transforming VA
teaching as teachers have new tools to organise and present information, hence enriching lessons
through multimedia (Bridwell & Mc Coy, 1991) Internet is also used to gather information in order to
enhance the quality of teaching materials and lessons. Internet allows access to up-to-date and
unfamiliar information, for example, international artists and ebooks which are often unavailable in
local libraries. Wikipedia is the most popular web link among VA teachers and the most commonly
used media site is YouTube.
The tools and applications commonly used in VA classrooms are not necessarily those
designed to support creativity (Delacruz, 2004). ICT equipment like scanners and printers and graphic
softwares are rarely used for hands on activities or to engage students in group work and
experimentation. This is often due to unavailability of resources or teachers’ lack of technical
expertise and familiarity in handling these equipment and softwares. Only 25% of participants use ICT
for hands on activities with upper secondary students consisting of research on the Internet,
experimentation and image modifications using graphic softwares and scanners. ICT is seldom used
with younger students as most of their classes are run in normal classroom set ups where no ICT
equipment is available and taking them to the ICT labs require advance planning and negotiation with
colleagues which is often a tiresome and discouraging exercise. It seems that in the Mauritian VA
classrooms, it is not yet a common practice for ICT to be used for hands on activities which can
support creativity, students’ artistic expression or self-expression as suggested by many authors in the
reviewed literature (Brown, 2002; Wood, 2004; Neylon, 1996). The few participants who use graphic
softwares either learnt it during their course of study or through self-directed exploration and support
from friends. Findings from FGD also suggest that teachers with long years of experience in using the
traditional approach seemed quite unwilling to adapt and innovate their practice through the use of
ICT tools such as graphic softwares. Few participants also say that they were unaware of how ICT
could be integrated in the teaching of VA.
However, the survey sheds light on an interesting use of social networks by VA teachers. 66%
of participants use social communication tools to communicate and assist their students. The most
common social site used is Facebook where students post images of their artworks on their walls and
receive feedbacks from teachers and peers. Such social interaction positively affects the teacherstudent relationship. Moreover, such endeavors create communities of practice (Lave, 1991; Wenger,
1998) as students communicate with their peers and teachers and learn collaboratively (Neylon, 1996).
However, only 17% of participants use these social sites to support collaborative use and exchange of
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learning resources among colleagues or the teaching community at large. Instead, most participants
used these sites for personal social interaction and communication.
The research findings also highlight the obstacles that VA teachers face in the use of ICT in
teaching. Resource constraint and a lack of ease of use of ICT tools is the main barrier to the use of
ICT in VA classes while other barriers highlighted in the literature were equally present among the
findings of the study. A lack of support from school, parents and colleagues and time constraints were
other barriers that emerged from the findings. However, though many authors suggest that a lack of
interest in professional development was a factor hindering the use of ICT, such a barrier did not
emerge from the study. Instead, many participants said that there was a dearth of opportunities for
professional development provided by the school, the MOEHR or other local institutions. Most
participants said that they would welcome professional development programs that could equip them
better to use ICT in their teaching.
Findings from FGD is in line with the literature which suggests that teachers’ values and
attitudes and their resistance to change are also significant factors influencing teachers’ preparedness
to embrace ICT (Phelps et al., 2006). In fact, most of the 7% participants who never use ICT claim
that they found that there was an incompatibility between technology and art (Hicks, 1993; Wood,
2004). According to them, the organic nature of art should be recognized and valued. What can be
produced by engaging in the artmaking process, using one’s hands, by feeling the material and its
textures, could never be replaced by ICT. Participants also convey reservations, if not fear, that the use
of Internet could stifle student creativity and originality as they often copy directly from downloaded
images. Concerns regarding the ‘overuse’ and ‘misuse’ of ICT were expressed by participants
particularly ardently as they believe that students’ over reliance on graphic softwares could hinder the
development of technical competencies in the use of traditional techniques and media and make
students not want to draw. ICT reluctant participants were also often those with long years of teaching
experience who do not feel a need to change as they are content with their tried and tested teaching
styles. (Fullan, 1991; Phelps, 2008)
4. Implications & Conclusion
The NCF mentions that the technological era was providing such a rich assortment of sophisticated
gadgets that schools needed to take cognizance of this contextual reality and re-invent themselves
(MOEHR, 2010). However, the study indicates that the appropriate support structure needs to be
strengthened in Mauritius to facilitate similarly a re-invention of teaching. The impetus to embrace
ICT in VA classrooms does not stem only from curriculum directives but should also be sustained
through appropriate support to teachers. The present situation suggests that there is an urgent need to
address the three interlocking frameworks for change: policy makers, the school and the teacher. The
situation calls for school systems and policy makers to look into the provision of fundamental
infrastructure and appropriate tools for a smooth integration of technology in pedagogy. Opportunities
for professional development in ways which take account of teachers’ values, attitudes, beliefs,
motivations, and concerns should also be provided. Research show that the teachers who have a high
value for ICT and perceive it to be useful are often the ones who use it to transform their teaching
(Cox, M., Preston, C. & Cox, K. 1999). Workshops could be a good platform for introducing new
ideas about the relationship between technology and creativity and could motivate and influence VA
teachers to learn with and from their colleagues (Phelps et al., 2006), hence building networks to share
experiences and address issues and concerns regarding use of ICT in teaching of VA. Willis (1996)
rightly pointed out that the integration of ICT in teaching and learning is a complex process that
involves personal, group, organisational, institutional and even cultural change. The embedding of
ICT in pedagogy in the Mauritian context necessitates a wide analytic frame that takes into account
regulatory frameworks and policies of national education systems to tackle the problem of resource
constraints while also considering more complex factors like teachers’ professional development and
teachers’ perception and attitudes, hence preparing the conducive environment where ICT as a
teaching and learning tool could flourish and grow.
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Abstract. The ability to formulate and apply principles are crucial 21st Century skills. These
skills are inherent in Mathematical thinking processes, which require learners to search for
abstract problem-solving methods that would serve as analogy-enhancing bridges enabling
transfer between different task situations. Consequently, two component skills that need to be
mastered are pattern recognition and reasoning. In this exploratory study, we adopted an
inquiry-based approach to design technological scaffolds. Wre aimed to investigate the
relation between the teacher's beliefs, his design of instructional practices, the design of
technology and students' learning outcomes. We discovered that epistemic agency can be used
as the core design factor, redefining earlier definitions of context. Furthermore, teachers'
beliefs clearly influenced how he sequenced the classroom curriculum, how he relates
Mathematical problems with real life, how he identifies, interprets and addresses students'
misconceptions (especially with regards to the lower-performing students) and how students
should be motivated to learn. From the students' perspective, based on the Technology
Acceptance Model, the highest score was for satisfaction when using the system, followed by
usefulness (i.e., the system helped them to reason and think), ease of use and opportunities to
practice. We inferred from this high score that students liked being challenged by diverse
problems of increasing difficulty. comparisons between their pattern recognition and fill in the
blanks answers eshowed that our system was able to identify implicitly how students actually
think, areas students need further help with and most importantly, may be able to utilize
students’s thinking strategies to implicitly predict student performance in Mathematics. Based
on these findings, we suggest implications to teacher professional development/TPACK.
Keywords: Inculcating Mathematical thinking, epistemic agency, design of technologymediated environments, teacher professional development

1. Introduction
The 21st century and globalization have challenged teaching-learning beliefs and practices in every
classroom. Hence, there is a need to regard classrooms as emergent systems, dynamically adaptive to
real-world demands, constantly revising and refining or even designing and developing new teachinglearning models.
Schoenfeld (1992) and Balacheff and Kaput (1996) argue that learning Mathematics is not
only about content and algorithms but about Mathematical thinking processes, i.e., helping learners to
search for abstract problem-solving methods that would serve as analogy-enhancing bridges enabling
transfer between different task situations. In addition, English (2002) highlights that all students
should have democratic access to powerful Mathematics ideas. Democratic access involves not only
access to content and technology but also cognitive access and provision of more engaging/quality
Mathematical learning experiences where understanding and analysis are of a higher educational
priority than Mathematical computations. Consequently, one of the priority themes and issues for
Mathematics education research in the 21st century is how to prepare Mathematics education
researchers (Sowder, 2000) with regards to theories and methodologies related to teacher professional
development, students' knowledge building and the design of learning contexts.
Some evidence of technology's crucial role in scaffolding learning in emergent classrooms are
Jones, Langrall, Thornton, and Nisbet (2002)'s findings at the elementary school level. These findings
are for specific content domains such as Schwartz & Yerushalmy's (1984) Geometric Supposer,
Laborde's (1985) Carbi-geometry, Battista (1988) Shape Maker and Yim (2010).
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The Humanity-based approach (Chan, 2007) attempts to develop an individual's capacity both
from the individual and the social perspectives, drawing from a direct link between research outcomes
and practical applications and refinement of theories/research. We are interested in one of the key
factors, which determines the design of learning environments and learning activities and thus
determines how successfully theory and practice can be bridged, i.e. teacher beliefs. Prior research by
Song and Looi (2011) investigates how specific teacher beliefs impact specific teacher practices and
how these practices influence the design of student inquiry learning in specific domains in a CSCL
environment. Elaboration on these aspects are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Aspects that influence the design of student inquiry learning
Teacher's beliefs

Teaching philosophy will affect teachers in curriculum planning
and teaching methods (Crawford, 2007).

Teacher's practice Analysis of teachers' teaching experience, understanding the site conditions, the
problems encountered in the practice teaching will help the design of more
effective technology-assisted learning environment (Song and Looi, 2011).
Students' learning Conduct a situation analysis to explore the difficulties encountered by
the students in learning Mathematics, in order to improve the learning process
and outcomes of all students, with special emphasis on lower-achieving students.
Findings confirm that the two teachers' enactment of different beliefs led to different
practices. Consequently, these shape the students' opportunities for progressive inquiry and learning.
They discover that the teacher who has "innovation-oriented" beliefs is inclined to enact the lesson in
patterns of inquiry-principle-based practices as well as enhance learning experiences with the use of
technology. These patterns in turn refine student inquiry processes and the effective use of technology
affordances.
2. Objectives
Based on the above studies, we aimed to investigate how the teacher's beliefs influence his design of
instructional practices and consequently, students' learning outcomes. Next, we hypothesized that it is
possible to inculcate Mathematical thinking by regarding its learning as an inquiry process and by
regarding epistemic agency as the core design factor for the design of practices in the classroom. We
chose to focus on epistemic agency because students' ability to self-direct their own learning
(epistemic agency) will determine how meaningful and effective learning will be. Furthermore, to
contribute to real community needs, students need to identify and apply principles by themselves.
Consequently, we adopted Song and Looi's (2011) constructs as criteria for evaluating the
teacher's beliefs and practices in the classroom and subsequently, attempt to associate and derive
implications to students' learning. We expect that if our hypothesis is found to be sound, then our
contribution is to confirm the crucial role of with epistemic agency as a key design factor in designing
learning context.
3. Related work
The theory of "identical elements", currently the most prevalent notion about transfer, first came into
conception from Thorndike's (1906) study. He notes that transfer of learning occurs when both
learning source and learning target share common stimulus-response elements. His findings concur
with Gage and Berliner's (1983) findings that learning and achievement levels are dependent mainly
on learning and achievement prerequisites. The notion that transfer of learning depends on learning
and achievement prerequisites eventually led to the development of a hierarchical curricular structure
in education, which is often referred to as the spiral learning approach. Hence, designing learning
content and activities to help students recognize patterns and incrementally increase difficulty is likely
to facilitate transfer and consolidation of learning.
Studies such as by Sandoval and Daniszewski (2004), Tillema and Orland-Barak (2006),
Weinberger and Fischer (2006), Crawford (2007), Jacobson, So, Teo, Lee, Pathak, and Lossman
(2010) and Song (2011) indicate that teacher beliefs and teaching practices are intrinsically related.
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These studies highlight that changes in teachers' beliefs influence their planning decisions and
subsequently, the design of curriculum. Hence, by understanding the teacher's beliefs, we can better
understand how the curriculum and learning practices are designed (and how to design technological
aids) to improve the learning process and outcomes. Furthermore, since learning involves inquiry,
teacher practices need to be evaluated based on inquiry instructional principles. Consequently,
mapping between student and teacher inquiry processes may help capture specific key elements in
inquiry practices.
4. Methodology
This study is exploratory in nature. Hence, we used the mixed method approach. We interviewed an
elementary school teacher who has seven years of teaching experience to better understand the sociocultural contexts within which teacher teach and students learn Mathematical thinking. Subsequently,
we demonstrated the system to the teacher and the students used the system for two class periods. We
video-captured students' learning processes and evaluated their perception towards our system based
on the Technology Acceptance Model (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003).
5. System design
Our main objective was to scaffold students to discover the patterns/principles underlying the concept
addition (non-carry forward) through implicit inquiry via repeated practice. Each round of practice
increases in difficulty. We hoped that once the students were able to recognize these
patterns/principles, they would be able to transfer these patterns/principles to answer all questions
regardless of the level of complexity. We also hoped that through this system, we could cultivate
curiosity in Mathematics and provide the playground for learning Mathematical reasoning after school
hours.
We designed and developed two main types of problems, i.e., pattern recognition (Figure 1)
and fill in the blanks (Figure 2). For each type of problem, there are different levels. These levels are
designed to chunk learning and subsequently, help reduce cognitive load.

Figure 1. Example of pattern recognition exercise

Figure 2. Example of fill-in-the-blanks exercise

5. Findings
The teacher demonstrated "innovation-oriented" beliefs which inclined him to enact the lesson in
patterns of inquiry-principle-based practices. He was positive about enriching learning experiences
with the use of technology. These beliefs resulted in the students’ good scores in the hands-on session.
The following subsections elaborate further on these points.
5.1 How do the teacher's beliefs influence his design of teaching strategies?
The teacher whom we interviewed was an elementary school teacher with seven years of teaching
experience. We present below our interview findings.
5.1.1 Sequencing
Reference to prerequisite concepts and comparison between examples are two of the more common
methods that he used to teach concepts. However, he believed that making comparisons is difficult.
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He would begin with the Big Ideas and then zoom in into the examples and calculations. For example,
for the problem 1 + 8 + 2, we know that if we calculate 8 + 2 first, it will equal 10. Add on 1 and it
will equal 11. The Big Idea here is that numbers can be represented differently using different
combinations and grouping of numbers.
5.1.2. Relating Mathematical problems with real life.
He made the lesson interesting by linking learning Mathematics with real life situations. He found that
linking problems with real life applications are especially helpful to lower-achieving students.
5.1.3 Identifying students' misconceptions
He identified students' misconceptions of the concepts as a matter of whether they start calculating
from the left or from the right. If they started from the left, then they would face difficulty when it
comes to problems involving carry forward of place values. He believed that both visualization and
linking learning mathematics with real life situations were necessary to create deep processing and
understanding.
5.1.4. Motivating students
He believed that students should compare their own current learning with prior progress. If there is a
sense of accomplishment, they would be motivated to learn further. Furthermore, students should
learn by collaborating, not competing. Such practice will require a change in students' attitudes.
Hence, teaching methods should be designed to create not only a sense of accomplishment but more
importantly involve a change in students' attitudes towards what constitutes learning and success.
5.2 Teacher's perception towards the design of the problems (pattern recognition and fill in the
blanks) posed by our system
The teacher believed that as the students have learned the concept of addition, they should be able to
cope with the problems posed by the learning system. For the open-ended fill in the blank questions,
he perceived these as challenging but the difficulty level was not beyond the students. Their primary
motivation were a cumulative sense of accomplishment, and this motivated students to continue
learning. Furthermore, he agreed with the design of the pattern recognition and fill in the blanks
exercises because he believed that by practicing, students would be able to identify the patterns in
reasoning and consequently grasp the underlying principles.
From the above, both the teacher's beliefs and our system's epistemology were similar. As such, he
was able to accept our system's design and regarded our system as having positive usefulness in
helping students think deeper to identify the principles underlying the various problems posed by our
system. He also regarded the system as having potential in helping students learn the concept of carry
forward more effectively.
We will next look at students' learning performance to better understand and identify areas that we
need to look further into in designing technological scaffolds that would help even the lowerperforming students to improve in Mathematical thinking.
5.3 Students' learning performance with regards to our system
Students were all grade 2 students in one of Taiwan's experimental school. As the students were in
grade 2, they were used to answering questions which require them to calculate the sum. They were
positive about the system. The highest mean was 4.24 indicating high satisfaction when using the
system. The second highest mean was 4.12 indicating that most of the students found the system
useful. The third highest mean at 3.92 provided support for why they found the system useful, i.e. in
helping them reason and think. Another positive aspect highly rated by students was the ease of use
and opportunities to practice with the high means of 3.88 and 3.84 respectively. We inferred from this
high score that students liked being challenged by diverse problems of increasing difficulty.
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For more detailed analyses, we looked at whether students calculated from right to left or
from left to right. For the pattern recognition problems, all the students except two managed to score
above 90%. For the pattern recognition problems, fourteen out of twenty three students obtained 100%
while seven students obtained 92%. As for the fill-in-the-blank exercises, some students did not do
well for the first two questions but subsequently they appeared to have made sense of the problems
posed and managed to answer correctly although the difficulty level had increased. Based on the
teacher's practice in emphasizing principles over mechanical computation, we inferred that a possible
reason was because they were able to identify the principles that were being tested and were able to
apply the correct principles.
For the fill-in-the-blank exercises, students made more mistakes in the first two questions.
However the number of errors reduced towards the later part. It was possible that students were trying
to figure out the principles to apply and once they had figured it out, they managed to perform better.
Four students were consistently calculating from left to right. Three scored 100% for the
pattern recognition problem and one scored 92%. Out of the three, two managed to answer all fill in
the blanks exercises correctly whereas one answered question two wrongly. Based on comparisons
between their pattern recognition and fill in the blanks answers, we predicted that student id 179
would likely perform best in class followed by student id 174.
Eleven students exhibited uncertainty when answering the fill in the blanks problems.
However, nine of them were very certain when answering the pattern recognition problems. This
implied that they may not have fully grasped the principle being tested. This finding was interesting as
it showed that our system was able to identify implicitly how students actually think, areas students
need further help with and most importantly, may be able to predict student performance in
Mathematics. We will investigate deeper into the types of questions they had doubts with, in our
future work.
Last but not least, considering that the students' performance with regards to the problems
posed by our system is good with only two scores below 90% (the lowest score being 75% and 83%),
and the highest 100%, and considering that they regard the system as fun, we inferred that this was
due to the good match between teacher beliefs and practices, student' understanding and practices and
our system design.
6. Implications to teacher professional development
We suggest some implications for teacher professional development based on Technology, Pedagogy,
Content and Knowledge or TPACK.
1) Knowledge: In terms of Knowledge, teachers need to be well-versed with principles, Big Ideas and
multiple ways to represent numbers and multiple techniques to calculate different representations.
Teacher professional development should expose and train teachers with regards to the above and
most importantly, highlight the reasons for each representation or technique.
2) Content: The design of the content can be simple but increasing in degrees of difficulty, placing
emphasis on pattern recognition and evaluation of these patterns.
3) Pedagogy: The design of curriculum and its planning should consider the diversity of
representations and techniques and their suitability to the students' level taking into consideration
aspects 1 and 2 above.
4) Technology: Different teachers would bring with them different beliefs from their past experiences
and past learning as students themselves. Hence, the design of supporting or mediating technology
should take into account these inherent beliefs and practices from the teacher's past and yet
incrementally motivate and scaffold them to explore, experiment techniques from their peers
through collaborative learning technologies.
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Abstract: This paper explores the relationship between the three factors that influence the
acceptance of m-Learning. A sample of 210 respondents was selected whereby the
respondents have to be m-Learning users to be included in the survey. A structured, selfadministered questionnaire was used to elicit responses from these respondents. The findings
indicate that perceived ease of use (β= 0.490, p < 0.001) and perceived usefulness (β= 0.474, p
< 0.001) were positively related to positive attitude to use m-Learning. Furthermore, perceived
ease of use (β= 0.936, p < 0.001) was found to be a significant predictor of perceived
usefulness. This goes to show that perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and attitude are
the three main drivers of m-Learning acceptance. Implications of the findings for developers
are discussed further.
Keywords: Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude, m-Learning

1. Introduction
Mobile and communication technologies hold a huge potential to reshape cultures and
societies with the capabilities to connect peoples in this digital era with a vast of information at any
time and any place. Mobile technologies played its part in enhanced learning methodologies. mLearning has become a phenomenal in the field of education throughout the world. m-Learning as a
kind of learning model allowing learners to retrieve learning materials without time and place
constraints using mobile technologies and the Internet (Ozdamli & Cavus, 2011). m-Learning refers to
the use of mobile devices such as personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile phones, laptops and
computer tablets to support teaching and learning (Alsaadat, 2009). m-Learning as a point where the
mobile computing and e-Learning are overlapped to create learning experiences at anytime and
anywhere (Kambourakis, Kontoni & Sapounas, 2004)
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) were used as a basis of this study as it has empirical
evidence in explaining technology acceptance (Hu , Chau, Sheng & Tam, 1999). Additionally, TAM
is one of the most widely used models in ICT acceptance (Gefen & Straub, 2000; Stoel & Lee, 2003).
TAM is also a basic theory that has been used in many empirical studies related to technology
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). TAM proposes two concrete concepts that are perceived ease of use
(PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) (Davis, 1989). Both of these dimensions have been
extensively studied in various field of technology adoption. In this study, PU refers to the extent to
which student believes teaching and learning activities through m-Learning can be useful and increase
their learning performance. While, PEOU refers to which one believes that m-Learning is easy to
operate without any effort. Meanwhile, ATT is generally defined as either positive or negative
feelings towards the performance of a specific behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). ATT in this study
refers to the extent either where student received positively or negatively the use of mobile technology
as a form of teaching and learning.
A study carried out by Nasri and Charfeddine (2012) who examined the factors that influence
the acceptance of internet banking using TAM as the basic model. The findings showed that PEOU
has a positive relationship towards PU. Meanwhile, a study conducted by Seif, Sarmadi,
Ebrahimzadeh and Zare (2012) also found that PEOU have a direct positive effect on PU. Direct
effect between PEOU and ATT has been tested in various aspects in acceptance technology. Positive
relationship between PEOU and ATT proved in the context of mobile banking (Raleting & Nel,
2011). At the same time, PEOU and ATT showed a significant direct effect in determination of user’s
acceptance of e-government services (Suki & Ramayah, 2010). Aside from that, both dimensions
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showed a significant relationship in e-Learning acceptance. In general, literature has been highlighted
the presence of relationship between PEOU and ATT. The past literature also had shown significant
relationship between PU and ATT. For instance, a study conducted by Raleting and Nel (2011) found
that PU has positive influence on ATT towards the use of mobile banking. Additionally, Seif et al.
(2012) and Teo (2011) also found direct effect between PU and ATT in the context of e-learning
acceptance and factors that influence teachers to use technology. In line with the past literature
reviews, it can be hypothesized in this study that the students’ perceived ease of use of m-Learning
will be significantly influenced by their attitude (Refers figure 1).

Figure 1. Research framework
1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this study are to develop a structural model of students’ acceptance towards mLearning among university students. This study will analyze the relationship of the selected factors,
which are perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived usefulness (PU) and attitude towards m-learning
(ATT).
1.2 Research hypotheses
In this research, these following hypotheses were proposed:
H1 : There is a significant relationship between students’ PEOU and ATT to use m-Learning.
H2 : There is a significant relationship between students’ PU and ATT to use m-Learning.
H3 : There is a significant relationship between students’ PEOU and PU to use m-Learning
2. Methodology
A total of 210 respondents participated in this study was selected by using random stratified sampling.
The respondents are students from the Faculty Educational Studies in one of the local university in
Malaysia. m-Learning in this study refers to the use of Short Messaging Service (SMS) as a medium
of communication between the respondents and instructors to support the learning process throughout
one semester (14 weeks). For the purpose of the study, we used a portal for sending bulk SMS to the
respondents. The contents of the SMS categorized into five types; learning contents, quizzes, special
greeting, motivation and course management. For quizzes SMS, the respondents were required to give
their answers as part of their course evaluation. After 14 weeks, a set of questionnaires distributed to
the respondents to gather the necessary data for this study.
2.1 Statistical procedure
Each response from the questionnaires coded first in a SPSS program as soon as the questionnaires
collected. Descriptive statistical analyses such as mean were analyzed using SPSS while structural
equation modeling analysis was conducted using AMOS software.
2.2 Analysis of measurement model
Before proceed analyzing the measurement model, the reliability of the construct need to be checked
first. Each of the constructs shows a good reliability with value exceed .70 (DeVellis, 2003). The next
step is to conduct an evaluation of convergent validity from the measurement model. Convergent
validity is the extent to which different assessment methods will be equivalent to the measurement of
the same trait (Bryne, 2010). Convergent validity implies the extent to which the indicators of latent
variable that are theoretically related should be highly correlated. All factor loadings exceeded 0.70,
which accounts for 50% of the variance. Factor loading, Average Variance Extracted (AVE) and
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Construct Reliability (CR) were used to confirm the convergent validity. Loading values proposed by
Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson & Tatham (2010) were .50 and .70 or higher. AVE values of .50 or
greater indicates good convergent validity (Hair et al., 2010). CR should be .70 to show good internal
consistency. Based on the table 2, it shows that the factor loading exceeded .70, AVE measure
exceeded .50 and CR exceeded .70, suggesting adequate reliability.
Meanwhile, Goodness-of-fit is used to access the models overall compatibility hypothesis
(Ho, 2006). There are three categories of fitness index namely incremental fit, absolute fit and
parsimonious fit (Hair et al., 2010). Hair et al. (2010) recommended the use of three or four fitness
index with at least one index form incremental fit and absolute fit. Hair et al. (2010) also suggested
that the reported value of Chi Square, degrees of freedom (df), CFI (Comparative Fit Index) or TLI
(Tucker-Lewis Index) and RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) has provided unique
information that sufficient to evaluate a model. Based on this term, researchers have used four fitness
indexes. TLI and CFI which represent incremental fit categories, RMSEA fit which represent absolute
fit categories, and Chisq / df (Chi Square / Degrees of Freedom) which represents the category
parsimonious fit, in oder to test the measurement model and structural model. Appendix 1 shows the
information related to the fitness index used in this study.
Table 1. Goodness of fit measure for structural equation modelling
Category

Index

Measure

Literature

Comments

0.966

Level of
Acceptance
TLI > 0.90

Incremental Fit

TLI

Bentler & Bonett
(1989)

TLI > 0.95 is a
good fit

Incremental Fit

CFI

0.97

CFI > 0.90

Bentler (1990)

Absolute fit

RMSEA

0.074

RMSEA < 0.08

Browne & Cudeck
(1993)

CFI > 0.95 is a
good fit
Range 0.05 to 1.00
acceptable

Parsimonious fit

Chisq/df

2.157

Chi Square / df <
5.0

Marsh & Hocevar
(1985)

The value should be
less than 5.0

The measurement model at the beginning of data analysis showed poor fit indices. Hence, researchers
need to perform model modification by deleted items from latent variables. Several items were
deleted according to the suggestion modification indices by AMOS. The finalized structural model as
shown in figure 2. The chi-square goodness-of-fit value obtained was 284.73. TLI and CFI were also
tested and these indexes exceeded .90 (refers table 1). Meanwhile, the value of RMSEA used to
represent the proposed model was 0.074 and this value is acceptable. Consequently, the revised model
is considered as having passed all the criterion values (TLI, CFI > .90, RMSEA < .08, Chisq/df < 5)
and showing a better fit with data.

Figure 2. Finalized Structural Model
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2.3 Hypotheses Testing
The first hypothesis postulates that the students’ perceived ease of use has a significant influence on
their attitude towards m-Learning. Based on the results, significant influence of perceived ease of use
was indicated on attitude (β= 0.490, p < 0.001), and thus supporting hypothesis 1. Meanwhile, second
hypothesis investigates the students’ perceived usefulness has a significant influence on their attitude
towards m-Learning. Based on the hypothesis testing, perceived of usefulness was shown to have
significant influence on attitude (β= 0.474, p < 0.001), supporting hypothesis 2. The third hypothesis
postulates that the students’ perceived ease of use has a significant influence on their perceived
usefulness. Based on the results, there is a significant coefficient linking perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness (β= 0.936, p < 0.001). Thus, hypothesis 3 was supported. The summaries of
hypotheses testing summarized into table 2.
Table 2. Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis
H1
H2
H3

Path
PEOU
PU
PEOU

Estimate




ATT
ATT
PU

S.E
.502
.476
.954

C.R
.100
.099
.057

P
5.006
4.823
16.711

Standard
Estimate
***
***
***

Results of
Hypotheses
Supported
Supported
Supported

3. Discussion
The advanced of technologies especially mobile technologies have brought many positive changes in
education settings especially in higher education. With the new technological innovations, learning
can take place through mobile devices. One of the ways of learning via mobile learning is using SMS.
According to Moore (1997), this type of learning would reduce the transactional distance of
psychological and communication space especially among distance learners (Moore, 1997). It also
enables the lecturers to reach out their students outside of conventional communication spaces. As a
result, m-learning would help to keep students connected to their lecturers and their peers. It is
important to study the factors related with the acceptance towards this type of learning.
This study investigates the relationships between three factors which are perceived usefulness
(PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU) and attitudes towards m-learning. Finding of this study shows
that there is a significant relationship between PEOU and ATT in the context of m-Learning. Result of
this study has confirmed that students who felt that mobile learning is easy to use will have a positive
attitude towards m-Learning. This finding is in line with the study that being carried out by Raleting
and Nel (2011), Suki and Ramayah (2010), Park (2009) dan Kuo and Yen (2009). Besides, based on
the direct effect of PU on ATT, students were expect to use m-Learning when it was perceived as
useful and when they felt the worthiness of using m-Learning will enhance their learning. This is
consistent with the studies by Relating and Nel (2011), Ju et al. (2007), Suki and Ramayah (2010),
Park (2009), Seif et al. (2012) and Teo (2011). Similarly, finding of this study found a significant
direct relationship between PEOU and PU. In other words, students were likely to use m-Learning
when they felt that m-Learning is easy to use and useful.

4. Conclusion
In brief, each selected factors investigated in this study directly influenced the acceptance of mLearning. m-Learning would be one of the possible method in teaching and learning. Students in this
study have shown that the acceptance of m-Learning relies on these three selected factors: perceived
ease of use, perceived usefulness and attitude towards m-Learning. In short, finding of this study
found that students felt that m-Learning is useful, easy to use and they have a positive attitude towards
it.
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Appendix 1
The summary of mean, loading, CR and AVE.
Construct

Indicator
pu2

Perceived
Usefulness

Loading

3.79

.863

3.84

.916

3.84

.910

3.86

.897

3.84
3.95
3.92
3.81

.928
.910
.902
.845

I think that m-learning is convenient to use.
I would likely find m-learning flexible for interaction.
I would likely find it easy to do academic activities via mlearning.
It would be easy for me to become skillful at using mlearning.

3.92
3.90
3.86

.936
.905
.894

3.83

.854

att3
att4
att5

I would do well in a mobile-supported course.
M-learning is a worthwhile tool
M-learning is likely to be adopted in the future in some form.

3.89
3.95
4.06

.904
.911
.908

att6

M-learning has assisted my overall learning processes this
semester.
I can plan better for my learning with m-learning than without
it.
Overall, I believe using m-learning is very effective.

3.93

.939

3.70

.840

3.90

.929

pu3

pu6
pu7
pu8
peou1
peou2
peou4
peou5
peou6
peou8

Attitude

Mean

Using m-learning would likely enable me to accomplish
learning tasks more quickly.
Using m-learning in this course would likely increase my
productivity.
Using m-learning in this course could improve my
performance.
I think that m-learning helps me in better understanding of
what I have learnt.
I think that using m-learning for this course is a good choice.
I think that m-learning is good for learning
M-learning is easy for me.
My learning interaction in m-learning is clear.

pu4

Perceived Ease
of Use

Item

att7
att8
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Abstract:Between the different traditional learning tools and the rapid rise of technology and
ease of access to them, students are presented with a multitude of avenues for learning. With
so many resources available, students have to learn to be selective. By finding out what tools
and services students use the most, this research aims to determine how students avoid
information overload and getting lost in cyberspace. To do this, a survey was carried out at the
Ateneo de Manila University in Manila, Philippines. Using a print questionnaire, 942 students
were asked 145 questions about their media usage for learning and related topics. Analysis of
the data included analysis of variance and comparing mean values by creating rankings of the
different media services. It was aimed to find out what services are used the most, and to what
extent. The results showed that students are more inclined to use online resources such as
Google, online course material and literature, though there is still great appreciation for
traditional learning media such as books and printed handouts from teachers. Filipino students
seem to prefer self-learning, whether through traditional or non-traditional means, rather than
learning through social media.
Keywords:Media, media use, higher education, e-learning, information overload, learning
media, web 2.0, information science

1. Introduction
In theirarticle, KheFoon Hew and Thomas Brushconclude that, despite how helpful the use of
technology is to student learning, its use is affected by six barriers, two of which are institution, and
attitude and beliefs (Hew and Brush, 2007, p.223).Such things as the school’s timetabling structure
and planning, and the teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards technology, they say, can cause the
underuse of technology. As a result,its impact may not be as transformative as policy makers and
educators assert. While this point is debatable, it does compel us to examine how students do indeed
make use of their technology resources. Are these being maximized? Are they used to support
critical thinking, analysis, and active learning? Do they support meaningful interactions between
teachers and students, or are they used mainly for socialization or information dissemination?
Between the different traditional learning tools, the rapid rise of technology, and the ease of
access to it, students are presented with a multitude of avenues for learning. With so many resources
available to them, disorientation is natural. Information overload is a “state of affairs where an
individual’s efficiency in using information in their work is hampered by the amount of relevant, and
potentially useful, information available to them” (Bawden and Robinson, 2009, p.182). It has been
found to lead to stress and physical illness (Edmunds and Morris, 2000, p.18).Students therefore have
to be selective in the choice of their resources in order to perform efficiently.
In his study, Ruffenumerates five main factors that can contribute to causing information
overload(Ruff, 2002, p.6). Among the five is technology, which he says plays a significant role.
Technology “not only helps to create content information, it also gives us access to vast amounts of it
(Ruff, 2002, p.7).” He counts email, intranets, extranets, and the Internet as major sources of
information overload. More recently, a number of other major sources have come out such as social
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter, smart phones and mobile applications, and instant
messengers.
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Among the different per-factor solutions Ruff presented in mitigating information overload,
one he proposed is to “spend more time and money improving user ability to operate technology fully
and successfully (as opposed to buying more and better technology) (Ruff, 2002, p.11)”. It is therefore
important to see which forms of tools and technology students find most helpful, which ones they
prefer to use, and which ones they find most satisfying in order to inform and direct technology
investments in the university.

2. Objectives
The purpose of this media survey was to explore and measure the use of media for learning among
students at the Ateneo de Manila University (ADMU). The following questions about Filipino
undergraduate students were of interest:
 Which services are often used and to what extent?
 How satisfied are students with the different media services?
 Which media services are accepted by the students, and which are not?
 How do the preferences of ADMU students compare to those from another university?

3. Theoretical Model
Media are seen as technologies supporting and extending communication, while information can be
seen as a special (asymmetrical) form of communication. Media acceptance, in the context of this
survey, is considered to be a special form of technology acceptance and is an indicator for the quality
of media use from a subjective point of view of the students (See Figure 1). As no absolute assessment
of this quality is possible, media quality is to be evaluated by measuring the acceptance of as many
media services as possible, which are relevant for studying and comparing the results.
Media Acceptance

External Dimensions

1

2

Usage Satisfaction

Usage Frequency

3

...

Measure Model
Figure 1. Model of media acceptance (Grosch, 2011)
While media acceptance itself is seen as the dependent dimension, the external factors that
possibly influence usage are understood to be independent dimensions. All these dimensions have to
be specified in a certain measuring model and survey instrument in an additional step.A total of eight
dimensions were defined. The central dimension “media use for studying” was operationalized in
usage frequency and satisfaction variables of 53 media services (106 variables; print, computer and
online media). The central dimension “acceptance of media” is represented in the right square above
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and the external dimensions are placed in the left field in the theory model. They contain the following
dimensions and amounts of variables:
 Use of media for leisure (8 Items)
 Educational biography (4 Items)
 Study performance (2 Items)
 Socio-demographic variables (4 Items)
 Media skills (6 Items)
 Learning behavior (8 Items)
 Access to media (9 Items)

4. Methods
The survey used the methodology developed during the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
media survey in 2009, which was then again used in the Mahidol University International College
(MUIC) media survey in 2012 (Grosch and Gidion, 2011). In this survey, the acceptance of 53 media
services was measured, also by creating a mean average of both usage frequency and satisfaction.

4.1 Population and Sampling
The population under study was composed of 942 college students of the Ateneo de Manila University
(ADMU), spread out almost evenly across all year levels. The breakdown is as follows: 22%
freshmen, 25% sophomores, 29% juniors, and 24% seniors. All four schools of the ADMU were
almost equally represented. The distribution of respondents per school is as follows: 22% from the
School of Humanities, 31% from the School of Social Sciences, 23% from the School of
Management, and 24% from the School of Science and Engineering. Survey questionnaires were
handed out over the summer andfirst semesters of school year 2012-2013.

4.2 Instrumentation
The research team made use of the paper-based survey questionnaire designed to gather data regarding
the ADMU college students and their media service usage. The questionnaire was based on the survey
developed by Grosch and Gidion during the KIT media survey in 2009 (Grosch and Philips, 2012,
p.65). Two sub-sections were of main concern to this paper: the frequency of use of each media
service, and the satisfaction of using each media service. The other sub-sections that were of interest
were the student’s educational background and personal data, patterns of media service use, and media
service literacy. For the questions on frequency of use, the scale was from “Never” (0) to “Very often”
(5). For questions on satisfaction, the scale was from “Very unsatisfied” (0) to “Very satisfied” (5).
All questions had an “I don’t know” option, which was tantamount to a “Not applicable”.

4.3 Routing of the Questionnaire, and Gathering of Results
When the questionnaire was finalized, the research team went from class to class of the sample
population, and handed out the surveys. The respondents were given about 10 to 15 minutes to
complete the questionnaire, upon which they were immediately collected.

4.4 Analysis
Once the answered survey questionnaires were gathered, the results were tabulated using an
appropriate statistical software package. The analysis included the following:
A.

The profile of respondents
 General demographics
 Patterns of media service use
 Media service literacy
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B.

Media service acceptance
Frequency of media service usage
 Satisfaction of media service


A total of 942 questionnaires were collected. The database was edited by changing the labels,
transcoding values, and creating additional variables. Following the theory concept of media service
acceptance, the variables “usage satisfaction” and “usage frequency” were merged into a media
acceptance variable ((Valueusage frequency+ Valueusage satisfaction)/2).

5. Results
Of the 942 students surveyed, 56% were male and 44% were female. Their ages ranged from 15 years
to 24 years, with mean of 18 years of age.It is interesting to note that such an age range for university
students is possible in the Philippines because basic education previously only required 10 years of
education: 6 in elementary and 4 in high school. So if a student began elementary at the age of 5, he’d
only be 15 by the time he entered university. 94% of the respondents were Filipino. The mean year
level of the students was second year college and in their undergraduate studies. The respondents had
high levels of skill in the use of digital media services such as presentation software, spreadsheet, and
word-processing software. They were adept at Internet searching. In their free time, activities with
highest means are Facebook, YouTube, reading books, and watching TV. Respondents also preferred
to study and do research on their own, on their computers and over the Internet rather than at the
library or in groups.
The usage frequency and satisfaction values were used to calculate media acceptance ranking
of the surveyed media services. The questionnaire for the 53 services asked both “how often do you
use the following services for study?” and “how satisfied are you with the following services for
studying?” See Table1 for the top 10 media services, and Table 2 for the bottom 6 media services
based on their calculated media acceptance.
The results show strong inclination towards Google search and having Internet connections at
home for being most accepted media services in terms of studying, followed by a student’s personal
Notebook/Netbook, printed handouts and online slides from teachers, and other self-learning tools and
resources. More alternative learning methods such as less used social networks, mobile phones,
tablets, and mobile applications showed very low acceptance values, receiving acceptance means
ranging from 1.50 to 2.00. The difference gaps between frequency of use and satisfaction of the most
accepted media services are very minimal, which would mean that ADMU students prefer using
services they are satisfied with, rather than services they are simply obliged to use.
Table 1: Top 10 media service usage of Ateneo de Manila University students.
Acceptance
Frequency
Media Service
Rank M
SD
N Rk M
SD
N Rk
Google search
1 3.62 0.56 708
1 3.64 0.80 787
1
Internet at home
2 3.53 0.68 723
2 3.58 0.85 793
2
Notebook/Netbook
3 3.27 0.95 688
5 3.14 1.31 787
3
Printed handouts
4 3.26 0.75 702
3 3.23 0.99 790
5
from teacher
Online slides from
5 3.24 0.73 695
4 3.16 1.01 786
6
teacher
Working with own
notebook on
6 3.17 0.84 612 13 2.69 1.43 781
4
campus
Campus Wi-Fi
7 3.11 0.86 642
9 2.80 1.35 786
9
E-mail account not
8 3.08 0.87 533 14 2.64 1.49 771 16
from university
E-books
9 3.05 0.84 653 10 2.76 1.24 788 10
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Satisfaction
M
SD
3.52 0.73
3.46 0.87
3.28 1.00

N
708
723
692

3.23 0.92 702
3.21 0.90 695
3.24 0.92 612
3.10 1.05 642
2.94 1.08 533
3.09 1.00 653

Print-version
textbooks

10 3.04 0.85 701

7 2.88 1.11 787

8 3.12 0.98 701

Table 2: Bottom 6 media usage of Ateneo de Manila University students.
Acceptance
Frequency
Satisfaction
Media Service
Rank M
SD
N
Rk
M
SD
N
Rk
M
SD
Mobile phone
Tablet
computer
E-learning as
part of the class
Mobile apps for
learning
Google+
E-book reader

N

48 2.00 1.18 605

28 1.55 1.44

791

45 2.22 1.27

607

49 1.98 1.27

496

39 1.16 1.47

774

37 2.36 1.31

500

50 1.96 1.00

515

29 1.48 1.28

748

46 2.21 1.18

538

51 1.84 1.15

483

40 1.12 1.30

771

48 2.18 1.28

488

52 1.59 1.24 400
53 1.50 1.10 414

44 0.84 1.31
48 0.62 1.12

769
770

53 1.81 1.39
51 2.06 1.31

408
419

The results are similar to the Mahidol University International College (MUIC) 2012 survey
results (Grosch and Philips, 2012) in that Google search, printed handouts from teachers, personal
Netbooks, and email were among the top ten most accepted media services. The rankings of the most
accepted services differ after that. See Table 3 for the top 10 comparative results.
Table 3: Comparative results of the ADMU 2012 and MUIC 2012 surveys.
ADMU, PH
MUIC, TH
Media Service
Rank
Rank
Google search
1
1
Internet connection at home
2 *
Notebook/Netbook
3
5
Printed handouts from teacher
4
2
Online slides from teacher
5
14
Working with own notebook on campus
6
18
Campus Wi-Fi
7
15
E-mail account not from university
8
6
E-books
9
25
Print-version textbooks
10
13
* Not included in the MUIC 2012 survey

6. Summary
The purpose of this paper was to determine which media servicesAteneo de Manila University
(ADMU) students prefer (operationalized as acceptance of use, frequency of use, and satisfaction of
use), how accepted thesemedia services were among them, and how their preferences compare to
those of students from the Mahidol University International College (MUIC). We found that Google
search, the Internet, portable computers, online slides, on-campus Wi-Fi, and online lecture notes were
most accepted by ADMU college students. It is interesting to note that printed media—handouts and
textbooks—still rank in the top 10 most accepted media services. This implies that the technology
infrastructure of ADMU is used largely for information dissemination and literature searches. This
may be explained by the fact that ADMU is still a traditional university in which students and teachers
meet at regular times, face-to-face. There are opportunities, though, to use these technologies to
support complex learning through learning software, e.g. simulations and games.
There were a few similarities between ADMU and MUIC students. Google search, printed
handouts, and their own personal Netbook computers were among the most accepted media services
among MUIC students, much like their ADMU counterparts. However, print versions of textbooks,
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and working with personal notebooks on campus were less accepted by MUIC students. These
findings seem to point to differences in available infrastructure. ADMU’s support for notebook
computers might be more satisfying than that of MUIC. In this regard, MUIC might benefit from
more investments in on-campus mobility support. On the other hand, ADMU might invest even more
on on-campus Wi-Fi. ADMU might also consider partnering with hardware vendors to help students
avail of student pricing for acquiring their own mobile devices. Finally, ADMU may be able to use its
resources to further support learning by investing in more subject-specific learning software.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe a collaboration project between a municipality and a
university in Sweden where the aim has been to integrate ICT in classrooms through an open
process of collaboration at different levels. Teachers, process managers from the municipality
and researchers from the university have met regularly over a two-year period of time in
Collaborative Development Groups (CDG). In these groups the participants have discussed
and worked progressively with issues generated when implementing new technology in
educational practices. The collaboration was designed as an open process over an extended
period of time in order to enable a reflexive process between participants at different levels.
Some salient aspects of how the collaboration has contributed to school development in
general are accounted for in this paper. Furthermore, how the collaboration has aided in
developing the use of ICT in classroom practices is explicated. One conclusion that can be
drawn is that new competences have evolved from the work in the CDGs and the extended
dialogue on how to use technology pedagogically. The teachers pedagogical knowledge has
during the process been merged with their technological knowledge as well as the content
knowledge of the subjects they teach (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). For researchers and teachers
to work together under a longer period of time has enabled the development of a reflective
pedagogical use of ICT.
Keywords:School development, collaboration, ICT, innovative teaching

1. Introduction
The access to technology in Swedish schools is comparatively high (European Commission, 2013,
Skolverket, 2013). However, the everyday use of ICT in classrooms has not increased to the same
extent as the availability. While earlier surveys showed that teachers expressed the need for in-service
competence development, there appear to be a change in recent studies, where teachers instead point
out the need of competence development regarding how to use ICT pedagogically in their subjects
(Skolverket, 2013).
Historically, a number of projects have been implemented in Swedish schools with the aim of
promoting ICT in schools. Investments in technology and in-service training, have been carried out at
different levels; as investments in technological infrastructure and professional development, both
individual and collaborative. However, the focus regarding the use of ICT in schools, has often been
on either the technology in itself or on the handling of it (Karlsohn, 2009). In this paper, a
collaborative project between a municipality and a university around the implementation of ICT in
schools and preschools will be presented and discussed. One of the intentions with the project was to
evade focusing on technology and instead relate technology to pedagogy and content. Mishra and
Koehler (2006), in their TPACK-model, argue that it is necessary that these three components are
related to each other if technology is to be productively integrated in educational settings.
The collaboration was designed as an open process which was developed along the way.
Groups, called collaborative development groups (CDG) consisting of teachers from schools and
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preschools, a process manager from the municipality´s school development department and a
representative from the university met regularly during eighteen months. A primary tenet was that the
teachers should have the primary ownership of the issues worked with and the working process. In the
CDGs, the participants discussed how to use ICT in schools and preschools and they read and
discussed articles and research regarding various areas of interest. The teachers conducted small-scale
investigations in their classrooms where they explored new ways to use ICT. Documentation of the
investigations were later discussed andanalysed in the CDGs. A core idea is that the CDGs offer a
reflective space.
The CDGs are designed as a context-specific, or thematic, approach to professional
development of teachers. They are similar to Professional Learning Communities (PLC) as described
by Defour et al (2009). However, the purpose of the CDG is primarily not to improve learning
outcomes as in PLCs. The area of interest in the CDG concern the design and development of learning
environments that support all students´ learning, rather than on how achieve specific learning
outcomes in certain subject matter areas. To improve learning outcomes is more a secondary goal,
which the learning environments aim to facilitate.
Timperley (2008) advocate for a context-specific approach to professional development of
teachers as it enables teachers to identify and solve issues in their particular teaching situations. To
treat teachers as technicians who can be expected to implement new sets of behaviour which they have
been taught, is an approach which disregards the complexity of teaching as well as teachers need to be
responsive to their students. Instead teachers and external expertise need to be involved in discussions
in order to develop understandings which are meaningful in the teachers´ practical contexts (ibid.).
These kinds of discussions have been an essential part of the project, in particular in the CDGs.
Reporting on projects with a similar collaborative approach Sutherland et al (2009) and
Barnes and Sutherland (2007), state that the participants are challenged in their beliefs about teaching
and learning when engaging in reflective discussions about their own practice. Barnes and Sutherland
(2007) reach the conclusion that these collaborative partnerships where teaching and research cultures
are blended “potentially lead to more insightful notions of the inner workings of a classroom” (ibid., p.
290).Timperley writes that the current practices of teachers’ need to be challenged and teachers need
to be supported when making changes in their practice. She claims that external expertise is necessary
in order for teachers to be able to “understand new content, learn new skills and think about their
existing practice in new ways” (2008, p. 20).As the CDGs consisted of teachers as well as process
managers from the municipality and representatives from the university, different actors, with
different expertise, could share, challenge and support each other in these groups. Even though the
intention was to develop classroom practices the CDGs also facilitated mutual developments, or colearning (Barnes & Sutherland, 2007), through a reflective process where the different actors engaged
in discussions and developed shared understandings around the issues they focused on.
Parallel to the CDGs, other group constellations met on a regular basis. The process managers
from the municipality´s school development department and the representatives from the university
regularly had meetings where they continually monitored and evaluated the on-going processes in the
CDGs which enabled common themes and different group processes to be further discussed. In the
CDGs the representatives from the university have mainly been Ph.D. students. Their roles in the
groups have been to challenge, feed in research-based information and support in the way described
by Timperley (2008). An important aspect is to guide teachers in their development of a language to
talk about their teaching. As the Ph.D. students are experienced teachers themselves, they also have
practical knowledge of what teaching entails which Timperley(ibid.) sees as crucial when engaging in
context-specific professional knowledge.
What an open process containing actors from different institutions and at different levels of
the school system, entails will be discussed in this paper. What can be seen as positive effects, as well
as dilemmas, and what can be learnt from participating in such a process are questions that this article
attempts to further illuminate.

2. The school – university collaboration
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At the beginning of 2011 the municipality saw a need to elucidate the relationship between technology
and pedagogy when investing in ICT in their schools. The University of Gothenburg was contacted by
the municipal school authorities to find out whether it was possible to design a joint project where the
university followed the implementation of ICT in schools and preschools in the municipality.
The collaborative project was, in the initial documentation from the municipality,
conceptualized as participatory research. From the university’s point of view the collaboration was
considered as a school development project, with potential for researchers to access data. The
collaboration hence worked on the premise that the municipality and the university, partake in the
collaboration with slightly different aims. The different standpoints can be seen to reflect the purpose
of different institutions where the municipality is responsible for developing the schools within their
jurisdiction while the main concern for the university is to document and analyze the school
development processes. Thus, the municipality and the university share a common interest in how to
develop and integrate the use of ICT in educational settings.
No goals or objectives were formulated for the teachers´ improvements of their practice at the
start of the collaborative project. Instead, each CDG was to formulate their own agenda and
objectives, to plan their work and to find a focus area. The main idea was that the teachers should
bring their concerns and questions to the CDGs where they were further discussed and reflected upon
by all participants in the CDG. The teachers were urged to document their practice e.g. by taking notes
or video recording their classroom practice, as a foundation for reflection and enhancement of their
teaching individually and in the CDGs. The teachers then tried ideas in practice and documented it so
that it could be further discussed in the groups. These reflection-action cycles resemble the iterative
cycles that are the core methodology in design-based research (DBR).
The collaborative project was organised in different levels. A steering group consisting of a
professor from the University, the head of the School development department in the municipality, a
process manager from the school development department and a Ph.D. student met regularly to plan
and discuss what needed to be done at the different levels and the content of meetings where several
groups were involved. The second level consisted of a group of researchers from the University and
process managers from the school development department and the third level contained the CDGs. A
fourth level was the classroom level, where the practical work was carried out. TheCDGs consisted of
approximately 4 to 8 teachers, a process manager from the municipality´s school development
department and a representative from the university. The construction with municipal responsibility
for managing the process was regarded as critical. The first and the second level mainly functioned at
an organisational level where planning and evaluating the process were the main concerns. The work
done in the CDGs were aimed at discussing and developing classroom practices where the integration
of ICT as a pedagogical tool was the main focus. The groups consisted of teachers interested in
specific themes or subjects. The teachers primarily came from different primary schools and
preschools in the municipality.
Once or twice every semester everybody involved in the collaboration project at the three
levels met to discuss different topics in reflective seminars. These meetings were a way to monitor and
follow different processes at different levels and members from the CDGs were able to present the
work they were involved in to a larger audience. At the meetings the steering group also reflected on
the process in order to pinpoint what had been achieved so far and what could be anticipated as the
next step in the process. .

3. Data
The primary data on which the claims of this article are built upon consists of the documentation
produced by the CDGs in the form of written text and multi-media productions, audio or videorecorded interviews with participants and video recordings of joint group sessions and seminars. The
participating teachers and preschool teachers and the process managers were also given an evaluation
questionnaire with eight overarching questions and open answers.
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4. Results
In the analyses three critical themes of the working process emerged: Collaborating in an open process
– strengths and dilemmas; Learning processes – individual and collective; and Learning and
documentation. These themes are presented below, illustrated by excerpts from the data.

4.1 Collaborating in an open process – strengths and dilemmas
The design of the collaboration project was intended as an open process where there was no clear or
predicted goal to be reached. This open process was intentional and aimed at creating a reflective
process where the participants saw their own involvement in the process as important. In an open
process the participants may designate their own individual goals as well as goals developed through
group processes. However, not proclaiming a set goal at the start of the process invoked uncertainties
in some participant as to what the process entailed and what was expected of them if they engage in
the process.
Excerpt 1
“The advantages have been that there has been a great possibility for participants to
influence and shape the process. Disadvantages are that it takes time to get started and
that the ambiguity involved in not knowing the intended goal meant that we lost some
participants in the initial phase.”
Process manager from the school development department

As is stated in excerpt 1, there were participants, mainly teachers, who decided not to continue to
partake in the collaboration. This was particularly prominent at the outset of the process. As the
different groups were established and started to meet regularly, the dropout rate declined. Those who
dropped out at an early stage of the process are to a large extent absent in the collected data and
therefore it is not possible to say whether their reasons for dropping out were related to the open
process or to other factors. Other participants, however, saw the openness of the process as a positive
experience which in itself was of importance and which increased the flexibility of the project.
The process managers from the school development department had experience from
partaking in and leading development projects of different kinds and could thereby reflect on the
difference between quicker and more common process and the slower process which they had been
involved in here.
Excerpt 2
“This is another type of process, building on the notion that learning develops over time,
we learn over a long period of time. We are obliged to do certain things between the
meetings. There is a next step, something we should try out or do.”
Interview with process manager from the school development department

The importance of “trying out” and doing things in the classroom in-between the meetings of the
group was pointed out as important in clarifying that there was a next step in the process and what that
entailed. That reflection recognizes both the support given in the CDGs, as well as the need to be
challenged in order to progress. Providing the teachers with tasks to do in-between the meetings was a
means to challenge and support the development of classroom practices and to make the process
which the participants were engaged in visible.

4.2 Learning processes – individual and collective
Being part of a CDG involved learning processes at an individual level as well as a collective one.
Over time the groups developed a collective understanding of the issues they were interested in and
which they had discussed during the meetings.
Excerpt 4
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“We have all had very different angels from which we have approached issues. In spite of
that we have often encountered similar problematic areas.”
Preschool teacher

Several participants reflected on the merging of individual and collective learning processes and the
enhancement of their own development when they were able to engage in how other members of the
group reflected on their experiences. The participants repeatedly expressed that their own
understanding and development had been enriched by partaking in the CDGs. By sharing with others
what they did and by listening to other group members´ experiences they had reached another
understanding of their own practice but also of general pedagogical issues.
One of the process managers from the school development department suggested that the
discussions in the groups had become deeper during the process and that they had reached a higher
pedagogical quality.
Excerpt 4
“They (the teachers) ask themselves critical questions. Initially with the apps they just
threw themselves at whatever but now they are more critical of how they use them….They
had a pedagogical competence but it was not visible to them. That has become visible to
them during the process. Then they had a digital competence which has been refined since
they have become better at using the digital tools – but then these two competences have
also merged”
Interview with process manager from the school development department

What is voiced here is that the teachers who participated in the CDGs not only developed their
competence in handling digital tools and their pedagogical competence, but also merged the two. The
collaboration has enabled the participants to connect their pedagogical knowledge with their content
and technological knowledge which, in turn, has enabled them to use ICT in a pedagogical manner
where it was adapted to the content of particular subjects. This process took time and was developed
in stages throughout the meetings.According to Timperley it “typically takes one to two years for
teachers to understand how existing beliefs and practices are different from those being promoted, to
build the required pedagogical content knowledge, and to change practice” (2008, p. 15). The process
required active involvement in dialogues where shared interests were reflected upon and where the
group, and the individual participant, developedand merged their pedagogical, technological and
content knowledge.

4.3 Learning and documentation
An example of the projects' effects on the involved teachers' practice can be found with the preschool
teachers implementing tablets to their daily practice. In preschool, pedagogical documentation is about
documenting the children’s activities together with the child. Filming, taking photos and notes are
significant elements for documenting the activities of the children and for reflecting together with
them. This makes it possible for the children to become co-creators (Palmer, 2012).
The preschool teachers previously documented the children in their preschools using ready
made electronic sheets and matrixes. When the teachers were equipped with tablets they experienced
how the method with which they conducted their pedagogical documentation changed. The children
became involved in ways that they had not been previously. The teachers no longer saw themselves as
observers, but rather as co-producers.
“We as teachers are no longer on the outside, we are co-explorers, we are together in
discovering and reflecting.”
Interview with preschool teacher

The teacher and the child shared the creation of the pedagogical documentation. The design of the
project with the university and the municipalities´ school development department as active
participants in the CDGs brought in new tools for reflecting onhabituated methods. The understanding
of practice deepened as ideas discussed in the CDGs were tried out in the classrooms. The preschool
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teacher described how the reification of their work in the documentation changed the learning process
and the understanding of what learning means and entails.

5. Conclusions
An open collaboration between a municipality and a university has in this article been described and
some salient aspects of how collaborations like this one may contribute to school development in
general and development where ICT is considered to be integrated in classroom practices in particular,
has been illuminated.
The design of the collaboration stems from the idea that the development of knowledge is a
generative concept. A platform for collaboration is needed in order to develop knowledge which can
be tried out in practice. Another premise for the collaboration is that it is a locally driven process,
owned by participating schools and teachers. The processes have to take place locally and closely
relate to the work carried out by teachers in order to develop the teachers’ practice and their
understanding of how to incorporate ICT in their work with the pupils.
Through the work carried out in the CDGs, the participants have developed a “new”
understanding of the relation between technology and pedagogy where technology is subsumed as
well as subordinate to pedagogy. Even though claims are often made that pedagogical issues should
determine the use of technology in education, the discourse about these issues often mainly concern
the use of technology. Pedagogy is reduced to technology. In the CDGs the participants initially
focused on technology but gradually their focus changed so that how to make pedagogical use of
technology in different content areas became the main issue. That ICT in different shapes and forms,
is part of the development of society today is an important premise when regarding how to integrate
ICT in education. ICT cannot merely be seen as a tool or technology but rather needs to be regarded as
part of the infrastructure of education.
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Abstract: Our research effort presented in this paper relates with developing digital tools for
mathematics education at undergraduate university level. It focuses specifically on studies
where mathematics is not a core subject but it is very important in order to cope with core
subjects. For our design, we adopt a participatory design method, involving collaboration with
students and teachers. As a first step in our design, we developed in collaboration with
teachers a set of visualization applets using GeoGebra for the “Mathematics for Multimedia
Applications” course taught for Media Technology students at Aalborg University
Copenhagen. Then we conducted focus groups with students where they reflected on the
introduction of these applets and proposed ways to improve them or alternative ways to
present the specific part of the curriculum. At the same time, we conducted observations of
teachers and students during lectures and exercise time. During these observations we were
able to investigate how the applets were used in practice but also to get insight in the
challenges that the students face during mathematics learning. These findings together with
student feedback inspire the next round of design requirements for the development of digital
tools that support mathematics teaching and learning at university level.
Keywords: Mathematics teaching and learning, participatory design, technology-enhanced
learning, GeoGebra

1. Introduction
The importance of mathematics education is widely acknowledged. Its (inter)disciplinary, practical,
and cultural value has been highlighted since the first schools made their appearance. Back in the 17th
century, Locke argued that mastery in mathematics allows children to develop into autonomous,
useful individuals who will understand “the natural rights of man,” “will seek the true measures of
right and wrong,” and will apply themselves “to that wherein [they] may be serviceable to [their]
country” (Locke, 1880). Moreover, the social and political dimension of mathematics education has
been extensively studied (Valero & Zevenbergen, 2004).
Despite its importance, performance of many undergraduate university students in
mathematics education is poor (Bialek & Botstein, 2004; Timcenko, 2009). Various causes of poor
performance in undergraduate mathematics are identified in literature (Peelo & Whitehead, 2006).
One of them is the lack of necessary background in the subject, which is deteriorated by the fact that
over the last years an increased number of students are taking time out from studies after completing
high school - often referred to as a “gap year” (Martin, 2010). A gap year makes the transition from
high school to higher education harder and aggregates the so-called “transition problems” (Gueudet,
2008). Moreover, wider participation in higher education has brought students with very different
backgrounds to university classes, transforming them to a really heterogeneous group of people.
Finally, changes in the specification of qualifications for high school students have also made
traditional assumptions about mathematics knowledge of entrants to university courses obsolete
(Greene & Forster, 2003).
In the last decades, the rapid development in ICT has provided new possibilities for education
to integrate digital technologies into schooling and thus enhance teaching and learning. Over the past
decades, research has extensively addressed various aspects of the introduction and use of digital
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technologies in primary and secondary mathematics education. However, little is known about the
current extent of technology use and mathematicians’ practices in university teaching (Lavicza, 2007).
This is because research in university level mostly concentrated on issues related to students’ learning
in undergraduate mathematics and described or evaluated theoretical frames that are used in
technology-related research in the domain of mathematics education (Drijvers et al., 2010). Our
research explores the potential of use of digital technologies in mathematics education at university
level, taking the theoretical frame (i.e. Problem Based Learning - PBL) as granted. Therefore, a brief
description of research efforts focusing mainly on introducing technology in mathematics education at
university level is provided below.
The use of technology for mathematics teaching and learning can be classified in two
dimensions: the use of domain-specific mathematical software and general use of learning
technologies and e-learning tools. In approaches where domain-specific mathematical software is
used, Matlab, GeoGebra and Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) are the most popular choices.
Matlab, which is an environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming,
has been particularly popular in mathematics courses intended for engineering students. (Behrens et
al., 2010; Chang, 2011). GeoGebra, which is open source dynamic mathematics software that
combines the ease-of-use of dynamic geometry software with some basic features of computer algebra
systems, has been used mainly for undergraduate mathematics (Diković, 2009; Jaworski, 2010).
Finallly, CAS are software programs that support manipulation of mathematical expressions in
symbolic form and their educational uses have been examined by a number of studies (Brito et al.,
2009; Thomas & Holton, 2003).
Advances in e-learning tools can be used in an innovative manner for enhancing students’
experience of mathematics teaching and learning and for enabling students’ autonomy in the learning
process. Specific e-learning services provide support for mathematics instruction in higher education,
such as ALEKS (Assessment and Learning Knowledge Spaces, www.aleks.com) and WebCT (Course
Tools, www.blackboard.com) (Brinkman, Rae, & Dwivedi, 2007; Tempelaar et al., 2011).
With reference to the above-mentioned work, we have identified a couple of deficiencies in
the existing approaches that require further research attention. The first aspect that we consider worth
researching is involving the users (i.e. teachers and students) in the design of such approaches.
Therefore, we are adopting participatory design as a method for developing our approach. Another
interesting research issue is the development of technologies that are not connected to a specific
course or study but focus on mathematics at university level in general. The only limitation of our
research is that it focuses on undergraduate university studies where mathematics is not a core subject,
but still is important for coping with core subjects. We focus on such studies because students lack not
only background but also motivation in studying mathematics. On comparing our research efforts with
the aforementioned projects and the identified deficiencies, our approach tries to first investigate
teachers and students needs and difficulties in mathematics education, and then design learning
material that takes into account these findings. These efforts take place into a PBL environment that
provides a theoretical framework for our design.
The paper is organized as follows: section two discusses Problem Based Learning (PBL) that
constitutes the theoretical framework of our approach while section three presents our methodological
approach, namely participatory design, which aims at involving teachers and students in this research
effort. Afterwards, we introduce a set of design implications for digital tools in mathematics education
that was compiled during our collaboration with teachers and students. The paper ends with a
discussion and an outline of our future work.

2. Theoretical Perspective
PBL is a student-centered pedagogy in which students learn through the experience of problem
solving (Kolmos, Krogh, & Fink, 2004). The goals of PBL are to help the students develop flexible
knowledge, effective problem solving skills, self-directed learning, effective collaboration skills and
intrinsic motivation. In PBL learning begins with a problem to be solved, posed in such a way that
students need to gain new knowledge before they can solve the problem, and thereby learning both
thinking strategies and domain knowledge. PBL supports also group work. Working in groups,
students identify what they already know, what they need to know, and how and where to access new
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information that may lead to resolution of the problem. Moreover, PBL represents a paradigm shift
from traditional classroom/lecture teaching. The role of the instructor in PBL (known as the tutor) is to
facilitate learning by supporting, guiding, and monitoring the learning process.
Mathematics courses in our department are conducted in the form of lectures, which are
followed by exercise sessions in groups. The lectures are given by a professor, who follows a
transmission teaching model and uses slides projected on the wall for communicating the content of
the curriculum. After these lectures, the students have to work in groups in hand-in assignments, based
on the notion of PBL group work. The assignments are typical math exercises that are solved by hand.
In some cases (e.g. numerical integration, linear algebra), students are asked to hand in a solution in a
computer program (i.e. Matlab), along with the by-hand solution. During the exercise time, there are
two teaching assistants, who support the students during this process but only when the students ask
for it. In order to complete successfully the course, the students have to pass an individual written
examination.
Our current research effort focuses on building educational material for transforming
assignments for mathematics education according to PBL stance. We intent to introduce new learning
activities, where students can experiment with pre-made digital mathematical visualizations but where
also are asked to create their own in order to solve course assignments. An important aspect of our
research is therefore the combination of PBL group work, where students are considered to be active
agents who engage in social knowledge construction, with activities, where students are building
mathematical concepts through development of computer applications.

3. Methodological Approach
Participatory design – also called cooperative design – is the inclusion of all stakeholders (e.g.
employees, partners, customers, citizens, end users) within a development team, such that they
actively help in setting design goals and planning prototypes (Schuler & Namioka, 1993). It is an
approach that attempts to ensure that the product designed meets the stakeholders’ needs.
In the field of technology-enhanced learning, participatory design has been used in order to
enable teachers and/or students to participate effectively in the design of digital educational tools
(Winters & Mor, 2008). It is expected that active participation of the target group will result in tools
that will correspond to their needs and interests, and thus be engaging and better accepted
(Magnussen, Buch, & Misfeldt, 2003; Siozos, Palaigeorgiou, Triantafyllakos, & Despotakis, 2009).
Since we are focusing on students who lack motivation, we decided to adopt a participatory
design method. By involving students in the design, we aim at developing tools that students will find
interesting and attractive, and consequently at increasing their motivation to study. Furthermore, we
want to investigate how teachers and students can contribute to this design collaboration. We are
guided by beliefs that both groups should participate effectively in the design of educational
applications, and that their expertise in education (each group is considered to be an expert in different
aspects of education) could be especially critical. Each participant should be seen as an equal element
contributing to the design, but at the same time none of them should have the full responsibility for the
participatory design decisions.
As a first step in our design, we decided to investigate how the “Mathematics for Multimedia
Applications” course is taught for Media Technology students and how digital technologies could
contribute in improving teaching and learning for this course. This course is given during the second
(spring) semester and introduces mathematics needed for media technology applications. The course
covers basic elements of Calculus, Trigonometry, Geometry, and Algebra.
Our participatory design involves two professors, two teaching assistants, and seven students
all related to the “Mathematics for Multimedia Applications” course. Our hypothesis was that
incorporating all participants in one design team would create barriers in expressing criticism for
established practices or for other participants’ performance. Therefore we approached each group
separately and established different ways of collaborating with each group.
In order to establish a common ground, and to avoid obstacles imposed by the culture and
professional jargon of software design in our interaction with professors, we created a cooperative
relationship between the professors and a software engineer, which spanned the fall semester of 2012.
The software engineer worked with them in five sessions to design an intervention based on digital
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technologies for the “Mathematics for Multimedia Applications” course. During this phase, we gave
full control to the professors to decide what kind of digital technologies should be introduced in the
course, and which parts of the curriculum would be suitable for working with such technologies.
The students group composed of three females and four males. The collaboration with this
group of students took part in thirteen focus group discussions, because this type of discussion
produces data and insights that would be less accessible without interaction found in a group setting.
During these sessions one of our research team moderated the focus group discussion on students’
experience with the specific course assignments.
Although teaching assistants play a subsidiary role in the “Mathematics for Multimedia
Applications” course, we believe that their contribution to our design is valuable. By having the
opportunity of supporting the students while they are working on their assignments, they get insight
into which parts of the curriculum are challenging for students. Our collaboration with them was
established in the form of group interviews during the semester. During these interviews we aimed at
getting feedback on how students worked in their assignments and whether and how they used the
developed applets.
In order to get insight in the process of teaching and learning in its natural setting, we have
conducted overt, direct observations of seven lectures and of seven exercise sessions (for the group
that we are collaborating with). During these observations we gathered data on individual behaviors of
students and teachers (the professor and teaching assistants) and interactions between them. Moreover,
we were able to evaluate the introduction of the developed applets in the course. These findings will
be incorporated in the future steps of our design and are presented in the next section.

4. Results
The preliminary results reported in this paper concern the initial phase of our participatory design,
where an intervention conceptualized by teachers was performed in an introductory mathematics
course, and then feedback from students and teaching assistants was gathered, together with
suggestions for alternative interventions. Table 1 summarizes the findings regarding which parts of the
curriculum are considered challenging by our groups, informed also by our own observations of
students working on their assignments.
Table 1: Challenges in the curriculum reported by teachers and students.
Topics
Basic arithmetic
Algebra
Trigonometry

Calculus
Geometry
In various topics

Challenges
Negative numbers, absolute value, factors and multiples, adding/multiplying
fractions
Difference between a variable and a parameter, notation of a function,
summation operator (∑), properties of systems of linear equations
Definition of sine and cosine in the unit circle, trigonometric functions and
their diagrams related to the unit circle, difference between radians and
degrees
Definition of derivative, meaning of derivative, applying the chain rule in
differentiation, finding the anti-derivative of a function,
Vectors: addition, dot product
Proof of theorems

Our findings from collaborating with the different groups seem to suggest that professors,
teaching assistants and students do not always share same perceptions about how the mathematics
curriculum should be taught and which parts of it are challenging. While professors focus on
visualizing mathematical concepts (e.g. trigonometric functions, definition of derivative, addition of
vectors), students and teaching assistants stress the importance of focusing on basic mathematics first
and also presenting applications of mathematics in Media Technology.
At the beginning of our sessions both professors agreed that teaching and learning for the
“Mathematics for Multimedia Applications” would be enhanced by incorporating interactive learning
material (applets) in teaching in order to visualize core mathematical concepts. An example of an
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applet is shown in Figure 1. This material was not connected directly with course assignments, a fact
that resulted in students not using it during their exercise time.

Figure 1. Visualizing Linear Transformations:
Students can change the matrix of the linear transformation by using the sliders, and observe
how the grid and image are transformed.

5. Discussion and Future Efforts
In this paper we have illustrated how our initial participatory design efforts resulted in a set of
interactive learning activities that were used in teaching a mathematics course in Media Technology
students. These activities provide visualization of mathematics concepts that teachers considered
important and challenging for students. By conducting focus groups with students following this
course, we were able to get feedback on challenging subjects in the course and on improving the
learning activities. We also conducted observations of lectures and exercise time of the course, in
order to gain insight on problematic areas and adapt our research on dealing with them.
One issue that needs to be considered is the different perceptions of teachers and students
about how digital technologies can be introduced to mathematics education and what the challenging
topics are. Our participatory design enables us to consult both groups and design interventions that are
based on both perceptions. Moreover, an important issue that became evident while observing students
in exercise time is that the level of difficulty and interactivity of the developed educational material
should be adjusted to students’ cognitive ability. If the learning tasks evolve fast and are complicated
compared to students’ abilities, then they would not have any added value. On the other hand, if
learning activities evolve slow or are trivial, students would easily lose interest. Finally, connecting
mathematics to its applications is very crucial if one wishes to improve student engagement and
performance.
The next step is to use the aforementioned findings to better inform the design of a foursession workshop in mathematics. This workshop will serve as an introduction to the courses
“Computer Graphics Rendering” and “Computer Graphics Programming” in Media Technology.
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Abstract: With the advance of technology, the price drop and the increasing reliance of
personal computers showed possibilities on transforming our current education. As mentioned
in Bloom’s 2-sigma problem (Bloom, 1984), one-to-one classroom learning proved a
significant learning outcome compared to the conventional. Therefore, with the assist of
technology, applying 1:1 learning in the regular practice might be the ultimate goal for the
educational transform. In this study, we explored the experiences and showed encountered
problems for 1:1 learning in Taiwan. The experience was categorized into users and
technology, followed by the analysis of criteria that based on empirical observations. As a
result, the observation provided a guideline for the technology readiness, which consisted of
the perception of users (teachers & administrators, students & parents) and the stability of
pedagogical and hardware integration (pedagogy/software and devices). The result of this
study also suggested that further attention should be addressed on the hardware infrastructure
and the teacher’s professional training, because there were over 50% of encountered problems
that were mainly the problems for stability of computer hardware (54.41%). Most problems
encountered by teachers & administrators could be solved by effective professional trainings
and flexible school assessments (31.00%). Nevertheless, neither students nor parents showed a
high participation ratio in this study (14.59%).
Keywords: one-to-one, technology adoption, technology acceptance, technology readiness

1. Introduction
In recent years, WWW or Internet accelerated the growth of information. Not only the adolescents or
adults, but also the children received external stimulations passively or actively by the common use of
technology. 21st century is believed as the age of information explosives, and the rapid growth of
technology easefulness strengthened the connection between the useful information and the human
mind. Although some studies described the technology adoption in the classroom learning
(Macmillan, Liu, & Timmons, 1997; Schrum, 1994, 1997), the use of technology was limited to a
shallow application for the regular practice (Cuban, 1986; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Nevertheless, the
pedagogy in classroom learning remained unchanged regardless the power or possibilities by
technology. Therefore, additional efforts should be offered for the integration with technology
(Gülbahar, 2007). Therefore, two possible explanations for the aforementioned problems might be the
technology readiness and the pedagogical effectiveness for technology application.
In this study, technology readiness involved the technology acceptance or experience by users
(teachers, school administrators, students and parents) and the stability of pedagogical and hardware
integration (network devices, laptops, or software). The effectiveness of technology readiness affected
the success for 1:1 learning. Therefore, in exploring the technology readiness, this study focuses on:
 The experience of teachers and school administrators: this was vital for the success of 1:1
learning in the classroom (Collis, 1996). Transforming education needed supports by the
teachers and school administrators. Without teachers’ or school administrators’ assistance or
tolerance, they would easily suspend or reject the application of 1:1 learning into their
classrooms. Therefore, professional trainings for teachers were a must for the educational
transformation (Joyce & Showers, 1983, 1995).
 The perception of students and parents: compares to the experience of teachers and school
administrators, the perception of both students and parents was a challenging task. Most students
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were not eager to learn autonomously, or even some of them were being forced to go to the
elementary school. Therefore, students’ motivation became the first priority, and the smoothness
of self-paced learning pedagogy was important for enhancing students’ willingness. On the other
hand, the support from parents was also important because it would help both students and
teachers consolidate the concept of 1:1 learning.
 The stability of pedagogical and hardware integration: it involves how the seamless
integration between the learning pedagogy and the infrastructure. The way of integration
between devices and pedagogy was important; therefore, the stability and the reliable of the
devices played an important role for 1:1 learning. The learning activity would be unstable when
the computer network was unreliable, and the users (teachers and students) would be frustrated
for the partial information that they had received.
In order to overcome the problem, this study designed a 3-cycle model for exploring the
experience on adopting 1:1 into the regular practice. Therefore, this study intended to find out:
1. Would the 3-cycle play a certain role between users and researchers?
2. What would be the key factor(s) that affecting the technology readiness in 1:1 learning?

2. Related Work
2.1 Technology acceptance
Many studies discussed the technology acceptance for our current education. Venkatesh, Morris,
Davis, & Davis (2003) defined the technology acceptance as a means of explaining the intention for
the usage of information systems. Therefore, in order to understand the perception of one’s
willingness/intention to doing something, a previous study by Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) described the
theory of reasoned action (TRA) for the prediction of behaviour intention, attitude and subjective
norm. Then, the technology acceptance model (TAM) was derived from TRA model, in which Davis
(1989, 1993) believed that the investigation for users acceptance was also crucial for describing one’s
behavior. He suggested that the key factors that affecting the use of technology were the perceived
usefulness and the perceived ease of use.

2.1.1 Perceived Usefulness
The meaning of perceived usefulness implied whether the technology was feasible by the user’s
perception and the job performance after applying technology. A system with high degree of
perceived usefulness would reinforce the relationship between the user’s belief and performance. In
other words, if the user thought that the technology was helpful, s/he would be more engaged to use
the technology (Davis, 1989) and therefore s/he would reach a higher achievement at work (Venkatesh
& Davis, 2000). A similar study by Moore & Benbasat (1991) also showed that the innovative
technology would strengthen the user’s social status, and they believed that the usage of technology
was perceivable, observable and communicable.

2.1.2 Perceived Ease of Use
The meaning of perceived ease of use implied the user’s perception on the naturalness of using
technology. It referred the user’s belief when s/he was using the technology without extra cognitive
loads. An easier system would be more likely accepted by the user. For that reason, it would also raise
the intention by using technology. The other studies described the perceived ease of use as the degree
of user’s beliefs on accomplishing the jobs by using technology (Compeau & Higgins, 1995), the
degree of anxiety and enjoyment by technology, and the objective usability for the comparison of
actual effort to complete specific jobs (Venkatesh, 2000).

2.2 Assessing criteria
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User’s perceptions and the system’s usefulness are crucial in the technology acceptance model
(TAM). Liu, Chen, Sun, Wible, & Kuo (2010) discussed the technology acceptance to understand the
feasibility of technology-enhanced learning. Liu et al. extended TAM for exploring the factors that
affecting the usage of online courses. They also described the technology acceptance based on the
perception of human (learners & teachers) and system (hardware connections, online content &
software platform). Liu’s evidence showed that the perceived variables (usefulness, ease of use,
intention to use an online community) could help predict the usage of online learning community.
Therefore, in this study, human’s perceptions (teachers & administrators, students & parents) and the
stability of pedagogical and hardware integration (Wireless conditions, hardware or software issues,
content development) will be considered as foundations for exploring the factors in 1:1 learning.

3. Method
3.1 School background & data collection
In this study, 1:1 learning was applied in a public elementary school, which was located in the
countryside of Taiwan. In this school, although some families were economic disadvantages, most
parents agreed to buy laptops for their children to learn in school (BYOD, bring your own device).
This study followed the 1:1 learning model by Chen, Liao, Chien, & Chan (2011) that students would
learn by math missions in most regular math classes.
The data was collected from September 20, 2012 to April 30, 2013. All classes in Grade 2 and
Grade 3 (16 classes in total, with 27-29 students in each class) were applied 1:1 learning pedagogy.
438 elementary school students (229 Grade 2 students, 209 Grade 3 students) and 16 teachers were
involved in this study. The empirical data was collected by consultation and observations, which was
mainly based on user’s experiences, and the data was categorized into users’ perceptions (teachers &
administrator, students & parents) and the stability of pedagogical and hardware integration (hardware
or software) (to be discussed in 3.3), in a form of online spreadsheet with the information such as
categories (device problems, suggestions, or special needs), comments/problems, data/time … etc.

3.2 Design
In order to apply 1:1 learning into classrooms, there needs to have an effective design for the sake of
sustainability. Therefore, this study follows Design-based Research (Brown, 1992), for the capture of
empirical data to refining the current pedagogy. Another goal of this model is to test whether this
model will play a certain role between researchers and users. Furthermore, we believe that this will be
helpful for the further design in 1:1 learning. The 3-cycle model is composed of Refine, User
Acceptance Questioning (UAQ) and Feedback:
1. Refine: Researchers designed and/or tuned the system for the needs in 1:1 learning. Every
new function or modification would be simulated for predicting the real situation, and the new system
was self-evaluated for minimizing the negative effect on the usage.
2. UAQ: The term UAQ was derived from UAT (User Acceptance Testing). Rather than
providing tests for teachers to evaluate the 1:1 learning pedagogy, this study helped the teachers to
reflect the situation by asking every teacher for the usage problem. Once the teachers or students
encountered a problem, teachers would immediately record the situation, which consisted of the
condition of usage, date and time, and optional information.
3. Feedback: Every afternoon in the school day, the interviewee would visit every teacher.
The goal of the visit was to understand the perception of the system, encountered problems, and the
interviewee would record teachers’ comments/complaints. Later, the interviewee would discuss the
problem with the researcher for further follow-ups or make additional system tuning.

4. Result and Analysis
For the first research question, the 3-cycle model played a certain role between users and researchers.
After months of usage, both users and researchers were familiar with the 3-cycle model. From the
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researcher’s observation, this model provided not only a bridge for communicating with each other,
but also an opportunity for helping researchers and teachers resolving the technical or conceptual
problems collaboratively. Consequently, this 3-cycle model showed a ‘joint-venture’ phenomenon that
brought teachers as one of the researcher (Cole & Knowles, 1993) because most teachers would
sometimes have suggestions or would argue with the researcher about the pedagogical design of the
pedagogy. This kind of partnership would possibly increase the success of technology adoption,
because teachers owned the expert knowledge and authentic experiences in education. For the second
research question, the encountered events during the 1:1 learning were recorded and categorized by
the criteria listed in Table 1, 2, & 3, for the acceptance of teachers & administrators, the acceptance of
students & parents, and the stability of pedagogical and hardware integration, respectively. Also, a
summary for the frequency of encountered events in 3 categories was listed in Table 4.

4.1.1 The experience of teachers & administrators
Table 1 described the experience by teachers and school administrators. The number in the
parentheses implied the total amount of corresponding events. Most problems appeared in this
category were mainly the usage problem (40 times), which could be solved by professional trainings.
For example, some teachers received the usage training before the 1:1 learning pedagogy was applied,
but they would easily forget what they had learned, and they would ask about the application of the
system once again. Besides, some other teachers would provide suggestions (16 times) for the
application of 1:1 learning pedagogy, and most suggestions were related to the conflicts between the
traditional practice and 1:1 learning pedagogy. Almost every teacher in the 1:1 learning class worried
about the individual difference and the assessment for students (3 & 17 times), because the formal
assessment was designed for average students. Teachers might need time for overcoming the new
challenges in 1:1 learning, and a flexible/negotiable assessment was suggested to free the limits of
traditional education.
Table 1: Observed criteria for the experience of teachers & administrators.
The experience of teachers & administrators (101 events in total)
1. Professional training & application (40)
5. Interface suggestion (14)
2. Pedagogical suggestion (15)
6. Class arrangement (3)
3. Individual difference (3)
7. Special care for students (9)
4. Assessment (17)

4.1.2 The perception of students & parents
Table 2 described the encountered problem for the perception of students & parents. Since students
learned by math missions, most problems were mainly students’ perception for the status of math
missions. The response of math mission implied the feedback or output by the learning missions or
material, such as the results by unexpected usage by children, the usage of specific input methods, or
the rewards for mission accomplishments. The solution to the response problem could be the
additional training for students or a simplified design for math missions. Besides, the duplicates of
math mission status stated the insufficient variety of math missions, where students were easily
confused with the similar design for different math missions. It was suggested that additional
decorations or rearrangement for math learning missions should be considered in future content
development. On the other hand, there seldom existed the problems or suggestion raised by parents.
The reason to this phenomenon might due to the financial background of families, because a lot of
student’s families are two-incomes. Only a few of parents got involved in the design or pedagogical
application.
Table 2: Observed criteria for the perception of students & parents.
The perception of students & parents (47 events in total)
1. Status of math mission (42)
2. Requirement for learning after-class (1)
1.1 Length (4)
3. Parent's perception (4)
1.2 Duplicated missions (10)
3.1 status enquiry (1)
1.3 Response (26)
3.2 reject due to health problem (1)
1.4 Learning effectiveness (2)
3.3 content & interface (2)
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4.1.3 The stability of pedagogical and hardware integration
Table 3 showed that the most common problem for the stability of pedagogical and hardware
integration. Although the software usage reached the highest amount of events in this category. Most
software usage problem was caused by the unstable of wireless networks. As a result, we doubted the
reliability of computer software, and even 1% of data loss might result fatal errors on learning. Even if
this problem seemed minor in 1:1 learning, it might refer to the contingencies caused by either human
or computer hardware. Therefore, it was suggested that there should be a guarantee for ensuring the
stability of the network communications.
Table 3: Observed criteria for the stability of pedagogical and hardware integration.
The stability of pedagogical and hardware integration (179 events in total)
1. Infrastructure (11)
4. Platform (39)
2. Networks (40)
5. Software usage (62)
3. Content design (16)
6. Student’s PC hardware (11)

4.1.4 The frequency of the encountered events in 1:1 learning
Table 4 showed the summary for the frequency of encountered problems in 1:1 learning. The stability
of pedagogical and hardware integration held over 50% of problems in 1:1 learning. The reliability of
pedagogical and hardware integration remained the most challenging part among those categories. It
was suggested that a fine-tuned software platform or powerful hardware was needed and should be
carefully evaluated before applying 1:1 learning pedagogy in the regular practice. Besides, the number
of problems in experience of teachers & administrators showed that teachers & administrators were
more eager to comment on the events or problems in 1:1 learning. Two reasons might be able to
explain the situation. First, teachers held the responsibilities on the pedagogy, and the 1:1 learning
pedagogy challenged their expertise in the classroom. Second, as mentioned in 3.1, teachers received
training before the 1:1 learning was applied. They understood the concept or pedagogy well, so that
they would be able to point out more problems in 1:1 learning.
Table 4: The frequency of the encountered events in 1:1 learning.
Date\Category
Teachers & administrators
Students & parents

Pedagogical and hardware integration

Sept, 2012
Oct, 2012
Nov, 2012
Dec, 2012
Jan, 2013
Mar, 2013
Apr, 2013
Total (100%)

8 (57.14%)
20 (41.67%)
44 (54.32%)
42 (66.67%)
13 (43.33%)
28 (50.00%)
24 (64.86%)
179 (54.41%)

3 (21.43%)
14 (29.17%)
29 (35.80%)
17 (26.98%)
15 (50.00%)
17 (30.36%)
7 (18.92%)
101 (31.00%)

3 (21.43%)
14 (29.17%)
8 (9.88%)
4 (6.35%)
2 (6.67%)
11 (19.64%)
6 (16.22%)
49 (14.59%)

5. Conclusion
This study showed the experience on the adoption of 1:1 learning into public schools. In this study, the
experience was recorded and addressed in different categories, which included user’s perceptions
(teachers & administrators, students & parents) and the stability of pedagogical and hardware
integration (hardware & software). Although the empirical data was collected and discussed in this
study, further experimental assessments and statistical analysis should be carefully applied for the
perception of users and the integration of technology. By applying the 3-cycle model (Refine->UAQ>Feedback) between researchers and users, the interaction phenomenon implicitly showed a
partnership for transforming teachers into one of the researchers. In addition, this study provided a
guideline for further development in 1:1 learning, as the empirical data showed that the stability of
infrastructure (including network problems) and more effective professional trainings should be taken
into further considerations.
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Abstract: The Problem Oriented System (POS), SOAP, and Focus Charting are popular
methods of recording nursing activities as a way to improve collaborative nursing practices.
However, explicit training methods for what and how nurses should write these recording
systems for their nursing have not been sufficiently established. In regard to such trainings, we
consider that a tutor’s thinking process is more important than the actual thinking result (e.g.,
a comment document). Our approach is to express tutor’s intention of teaching as a map in
order to develop an educational tool that can be used in trainings on what and how to think in
recording their activities. This paper presents an overview of the reviewing tool we developed,
which provides tags as criteria of a tutor’s judgment. We have confirmed that, at least, the
proposed method does not hinder a tutor’s review of a nurse’s case writing.
Keywords: Educational program, writing training, ontology, nursing education

1. Introduction
Service organizations generally use work records in a prescribed format to record complex situations
or unexpected sudden changes on the site to enhance the effect produced by the cooperation of
individual members. In hospital nursing structures, for instance, individual nurses record their own
actions in nursing records; such as Problem Oriented System (Weed, 1968), SOAP (Cameron and
Turtle-Song, 2002) and Focus Charting (Lampe, 1997); for shared use by colleagues and in medical
care by unit and organizational teams. When these kinds of records are introduced, the success of their
usage is determined by the criteria for what is, in an individual’s reflective thinking, important to
record, and by the guidance on how to approach that question.
Since 2011, we have provided guidance for nurses on how to record their thought processes in
actual cases of reflection on nursing (Chen, et al., 2011; Cui, et al., 2011), in cooperation with a
hospital nursing organization in Japan. To our knowledge, there are no established guidelines for
capturing the details of one’s thought process, and guidelines of this sort can greatly benefit nurse
trainings on how to record reflections. We have concluded that in order for a guidance method to be
established, first, tutors need to share their thought processes that took place at the time of teaching
amongst themselves. For the evaluation of a guidance method and, in particular, to benefit
inexperienced tutors, it is necessary to devise a structure for accumulating information on not only the
actual advice given, but also on the intention and thought processes in teaching cases.
This paper outlines the concept of a structure to accumulate the intention of teaching and
represent it in a mind-map format. For instance, a tutor will describe in advance a map format
showing that the training will prioritize the criterion of whether nurses have been sufficiently trained
in the topics that are to be written about in the record. We consider this structure for the accumulation
of such information, together with nursing records and annotations on how and what criteria in the
map are to be judged when the tutor actually reviews the records.
Section 2 describes our educational goal for nursing records. Section 3 presents an overview
of case writing by nurses, and Section 4 describes the map representation of a tutor’s intentions
generated using a reviewing tool we developed.
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2. Teaching Goals
This paper describes the type of teaching aimed for in this study. With the support of University
Hospital A and General Hospital B in Japan, we conducted teaching based on “cases” in which nurses
reflected on their experiences and wrote down their ideas.
As “thinking” involves tacit mental processes, it is not possible for another person to give the
learner detailed and explicit instructions to a full extent (Seta, et al., 2013). With this in mind, we held
workshops over a period of two years. The workshops were designed to help learners gain thinking
skills in the same way that training wheels help beginners learn how to ride a bicycle. In other words,
the thinking skills taught were entirely aimed at application in the workshops and thus should be
differentiated from regular, everyday thinking.
In the first year of the workshops, learners selected one experience from their professional
lives and reflected on it. They wrote it up as a case based on a list of 13 thinking elements (“tags”)
(see Section 3) that we provided. Next, they explained their case to the other learners and engaged in a
discussion about it. This sequence of activities was repeated three times during the first year.
We aimed to reduce the burden on learners by asking them to perform thinking not in parallel,
but in a sequential order, whereby they first carefully considered the experience on their own and then
discussed it with others.
In the second year, nurses participated in the workshops as leaders who made corrections to
and commented on cases written by other nurses. The leaders were told to use simple language when
explaining why a tag should be used for a certain thinking pattern as opposed to a different one. In the
first year, the nurses tacitly considered their experiences using tags. In the second year, they were
asked to list the multiple ways of using tags and then to write about the process of comparison they
used and carefully reflect on it, describing their thoughts clearly.
In our teaching experience, novice tutors: such as leaders who join in 2nd year; often have
difficulties expressing their thoughts in the review feedback, whereas expert tutors can explain their
thoughts in a more explicit manner. In this study, the leaders express the intention in map
representation for assistance of their reviewing (describe in Section 4). Functions of the assistance are
considered as the following:
(A) When the leaders review member’s case, they can read the intention of experts’
teaching of the past. They can have the words to consider about teaching way consciously.
(B) The leaders can compare the actual changes between original case and revised case by
receiving tutor’s advices. They can know the effectiveness of each instruction.
Thus, our roadmap of education, shown in Figure 1, consists of two parts: in the first year, “learning
by doing” and in the second, “learning by explanation.” We believe that this activity encouraged a
deeper study of their thinking patterns.

Figure 1. Roadmap of education in the Sizhi workshop.
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We are planning that nine members and three leaders join in a workshop and about five nurses
become new leaders per year. Through the core member of Sizhi workshop community is increasing
over year, we intend to spread team medicine over the entire organization.

3. Realization Cases
We held three workshops, called “Sizhi,” which means “thinking about knowledge” in Japanese, at
University Hospital A. Each workshop was held over a two-day period. At present, 26 nurses have
participated in the Sizhi workshops since 2011. Four of these nurses became leaders who completed
three workshops well. The workshop schedule and number of participants are as follows:
-

Workshop 1: May 21, 2011 and June 4, 2011. 4 nurses as members.
Workshop 2: September 3, 2011 and September 17, 2011. 12 nurses as members.
Workshop 3: December 25, 2011 and January 15, 2012. 10 nurses as members.

This section describes the outline of the “realization cases” written by the nurses based on their
reflective recordings in the workshop. The cases written at the Sizhi workshops are called “Sizhi
cases.”

3.1 Reflective Recording by Nurses
In reflective recording, the nurses reflect on their own nursing and document the following five
phases.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Scene: List the events that took place.
Knowledge telling: Reflect on your own thinking at the time, and select appropriate tags for
each description, such as “Fact (Patient),” “Fact (Medicine),” “Policy,” “Premise,”
“Assumption,” “Judge,” “Policy,” “Guess,” and “Result.”
Thinking of another party: Different from Phase 2, describe what another person in the
scenario may have been thinking, and select, in the same way as in Phase 2, the
relevant descriptive tags.
Conflict: Describe any contradictions between the contents of your writing in Phases 2 and 3.
State the cause of the conflict. A “Conflict” tag is provided.
Creation: Describe the knowledge that transcends the conflict described in Phase 4. Create
knowledge that generalizes specific cases. The tags “Reflection,” “Resolution,” and
“Knowledge Building” are provided.

Figure 2 shows an example of a nurse’s writing in Phase 2 “Knowledge telling” and Phase 4
“Conflict.”

Figure 2. Example of a nurse’s writing from Phase 2 “Knowledge telling” and Phase 4 “Conflict.”
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4. Review Process

4.1 Defining the Intention of Reviewing
The tutors provide guidance in the form of feedback to nurses who have written realization cases. This
feedback includes constructive comments, evaluations, and reasons in relation to the case as a whole,
advice on future learning targets, knowledge instruction, general comments that are independent of
individual cases, and concrete comments on specific cases. Figure 3 shows a concrete example of
feedback, called a “comment document.”
An experienced tutor in the Sizhi workshop gave feedback in the form of a map, shown in
Figure 4. The map, called “Reviewing process map (R-map),” consists of criterion nodes and choice
nodes, with the statements from the feedback shown in the choice nodes. In the R-map shown in
Figure 4, the tutor first sets the criterion as to whether the content is represented in a concise manner,
enabling one to reflect on one’s own thinking, and then considers the following cases: Moving to the
conflict criterion as the content has been well described, moving to the criterion for splitting the
content into two cases as both topics have been mixed up, or advising to reconsider the subject as the
description is complicated. Thus, R-map ensures that the feedback corresponds to the results of the
tutor’s thought process.
The tutor generates a comment document to advise the learner on how to improve his or her
Sizhi case. Every sentence (i.e., comment) is associated with the R-map through the use of the
reviewing tool described in Section 4.2.
Comments on Ms. Hanako’s Sizhi case

Review

Thank you for dedicating your time to tackle the difficult task of precisely conveying your thoughts. You have
an excellent understanding of the knowledge-building method. You have provided descriptions of very
difficult conflicts, and have accurately depicted the problems faced by nurses in the workplace. I am
particularly impressed by your thoroughness in presenting the thoughts you had at the actual times you
made the decisions, without becoming too immersed in the results of the case. This is not an easy task for
most people to perform.

Figure 3. Example of comment a document written by a tutor.
When a novice tutor cannot read the intention from only the comment document, he/she
might understand the author’s intention from the R-map through the association with the sentences.
Tutors can create comment documents with our reviewing tool, called the “Sizhi reviewing tool,”
which is described in next Section.

4.2 Sizhi Reviewing Tool
The Sizhi reviewing tool was developed for assisting tutor’s reviewing as function (A) in Section 2.
The tutor first uses a general mind-map editor application to define his/her reviewing criteria,
choices, and feedback. The file which is saved in XML format and loaded into the Sizhi reviewing
tool.
The tool shows the reviewing criteria and choices in the R-map format. The tutor can select a
choice from a pull-down menu in Figure 5. Then, the attribute pull-down menu dynamically updates
according to the selection, and the tutor can choose an appropriate comment as feedback or create a
new comment in the “Update Attribute” text box below. The tutor then clicks the “Next Step” button
to move to the next criterion. When every criterion has been chosen, the comment document, which
consists of all the selected comments, is generated. The tutor can also add concrete comments that are
specific to the case.
New comments that are created during the review are automatically added in the R-map.
Then, the new R-map is reloaded into the Sizhi reviewing tool, and the new comments are shown as
choices in the pull-down menu, along with the other pre-written comments.
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Figure 4. Reviewing process map (R-map) (partial)
defined for the Sizhi workshop at General
Hospital B.

Figure 5. Reviewing tool implemented as a
web application.

4.3 Results
We tentatively introduced the Sizhi reviewing tool in the instruction given at the Sizhi workshop held
at General Hospital B in 2013. Seven nurses attended the workshop, and an expert tutor who had
taught three workshops for two years reviewed all the Sizhi cases using the Sizhi reviewing tool.
The topics of the Sizhi cases are the following: “Control a dementia patient”, “Care for a
nurse who is absent from a meeting”, “The measures dialysis patient”, “Trouble with patient’s
family”, “Using tranquilizer”, “Dietary restriction”, and “Arrangement of medical staff.”
The tutor designed his reviewing process in R-map for the Sizhi cases. Table 1 shows the
results of the tutor’s review that consists of “Problem”, “Causes of the problem”, “Instruction of the
solution”, and “Suggestion about the effectiveness of the solution.”
He designed a total of five R-maps and completed all seven comment documents. Note that all
comments can be associated with the R-map. During the tutor’s review, the R-map was updated and
reloaded into the Sizhi reviewing tool five times.
The result indicates that, at a minimum, the proposed method did not hinder the tutor’s review
in the seven cases. To confirm the effectiveness of the reviewing method, we need to perform another
evaluation experiment.
Further, a problem was identified through the reviewing process. R-map assumes an
instructional strategy, so the tutor needs to define several R-maps in order to express each strategy.
One of the reasons for this is that R-map mixes the educational goal with the reviewing process. For
example, the tutor may think that there are too many problems to address all at once and decide to
focus on only two problems in the comment document. In this context, the two reviewing processes
are the same for the learners; however, the concrete problems of learners’ cases are different. Thus, Rmap requires two maps for two reviews.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a format for expressing reviewing intention based on our teaching
experience and aimed at establishing a guidance method that captures in detail the thought process
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involved in reviewing nurses’ Sizhi cases. The Sizhi reviewing tool hierarchically associates a tutor’s
comments with his or her reviewing criteria and choices. We introduced this method into actual
nursing education for writing cases.
Currently, we are designing a new method that separates the tutor’s educational goal from
each reviewing process for a Sizhi case. The educational goal can be defined generally as an ontology.
A reviewing process model, such as R-map, can be created by combining instances of concepts in the
ontology. We are developing a tutoring repository tool as function (B) in Section 2.
At present, four nurses have completed the Sizhi workshop and become leaders at University
Hospital A. They are planning the next workshop, which involves understanding the educational
policy of the nursing management department and investigating the requirements of nursing fields. In
the next Sizhi workshop, they will review the participants’ Sizhi cases. In the future, we plan to hold
three Sizhi workshops and give birth to 15 new leaders in next three years.
Table 1: Results of the tutor’s reviewing the Sizhi cases with the Sizhi reviewing tool.
Problem
Failure of setting single topic about
suffering.
Failure of clarifying the important points.
Failure of distinction between the fact and
the judgment.

Thinking after the event.
No fundamental conflict.
Failure of constructing conflict with
“Policy” thinking element.

Cause of the problem
Impossible to imagine another results.
Difficult problem with no answer.
Confusing the cause and the result.
Impossible to think different with own.
Unthinkable agony.
Actual judgemnet.
Impossible to find out the principal reason of the conflict.

Instruction of the solution
Method of comparing the cause with the
To think extemely.
result.
How to distiguish the judgement in
Learning analysis of distress.
reflection.
Learning "Policy" thinking elment in
How to find out the property of the case.
reflction.

Suggestion about the effectiveness of the solution
Freedom from the distress.
Clarifing the reason of the distress and
guidance to the solution.

Deeper understanding about the problem.
Avoidance of excessive generalization.
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Abstract: Teach 10000 Teachers is a project supported by the Government of India for
training large numbers college instructors through distance education. The mode used is
Synchronous Remote Classrooms (SRC), in which lectures are transmitted from a single
location and participants attend them synchronously in their respective classrooms. In this
paper we present a model for adapting well-known active learning (AL) strategies from faceto-face classrooms to the SRC mode, so as to enable effective learning. Our model identifies
three levels of interactions – student-content, student-student and student-instructor – and then
adapts these interactions to the SRC mode, using the affordances of the technology. We
implemented this model with five AL strategies, in a 1-week workshop. We validated the
model by examining participants' perception of the effectiveness of the AL strategies for their
learning and engagement. We found that 86% of 1287 participants found our adapted AL
strategies to be useful in learning. We also found that there is a high correlation (γ=0.75)
between the perceptions of overall satisfaction and usefulness of AL strategies.
Keywords: Distance education, synchronous remote classroom, teacher training workshop,
active learning, adaptation model

1. Introduction
Teach 10000 Teachers (T10KT) is an initiative under the National Mission of Education
through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT) of the Government of India. The
goal of T10KT is to improve the quality of higher education faculty in the country through distance
education workshops. The mode used is Synchronous Remote Classrooms (SRCs), in which lectures
are transmitted from a single location and 50-100 participants attend them synchronously in their
respective classrooms, located at 150-200 different geographic locations. Each classroom has a remote
centre coordinator (RCC), who is trained to facilitate the instruction.
Due to the large scale of this program, it is important for workshop instructors to go beyond
traditional lecturing and ensure that participants remain engaged. Several researchers have reported
effectiveness of active learning (AL) strategies in distance education programmes (Koszalka &
Ganesan, 2004; Jaffee, 1997). All have emphasized the need of adapting pedagogical practices to
technology affordances, for effective learning. This need for adaptation arises while implementing
active learning strategies in the SRC mode, since the set of affordances and constraints of this mode
are different from the other modes.
In this paper, we present a model for adapting well-known active learning strategies from
face-to-face classrooms to the SRC mode. The remote centre coordinator (RCC) and technology
mediate the interaction between the instructor and the participants. In our model, the RCC plays the
role of a proxy instructor, as well as an information transfer agent, while technology plays the role of
enabling communication. We implemented this model using five active learning strategies – ThinkPair-Share, Classroom Voting, Pros-Cons Analysis, Peer Review and Muddy Points. We validated the
effectiveness of our model by administered a survey to obtain participants’ perceptions of the
effectiveness of the active learning strategies. The survey contained questions on a Likert scale on
participants’ perceived learning and satisfaction, and on the facilitation provided by the RCC and
technology. The results show that 86% of the 1287 participants found our adapted active learning
strategies to be useful for their learning. We also found that there is a high and significant correlation
(γ=0.75) between perceptions of overall satisfaction and usefulness of active learning strategies.
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2. Related Work
The major modes of distance education (DE) include asynchronous, synchronous, blended and
mixed modes of learning. Asynchronous mode facilitates the self-paced learner and permits different
kinds of interaction, feedback and facilitation (Spiceland & Hawkins, 2002) through the internet.
Synchronous learning happens when all the participants are virtually present at the same time even
though they may be physically at different locations (Bernard, et al., 2009). Blended learning, which is
becoming more common, accommodates the synchronous meetings through face-to-face (f2f)
classrooms and online discussions as well as asynchronous activities (McGee & Reis, 2012). In a
mixed-mode, there are no f2f interactions but there are good portions of synchronous and
asynchronous modes of learning. An example of yet another mode was seen in The University of West
Indies Distance Teaching Experiment (Kuboni, Thurab-Nkhosi, & Chen, 2013), which utilized an
audio-conferencing facility linking several remote sites synchronously to support f2f instruction.
The key interactions or transactions in an educational environment happen between instructor,
student and content (Shale and Garrison, 1990). A major challenge for a DE program is to reduce the
transactional distance, identified as “a psychological and communications gap” (Moore, 2007), that is
created in part due to the physical distance between learner and instructor. DE research has been
unanimous about the need for more learner interaction (Bernard, et al., 2009; Jaffee, 1997). Arbaugh
(2005) has reported that students perceived learning is affected by ease of interaction and instructors’
emphasis on interaction. Anderson and Dron (2011), while tracking the evolution of DE, note that
there has been a shift towards greater engagement of the learners in the more recent DE
implementations.
Active learning in face-to-face classrooms encompasses several strategies designed to engage
the learner in the learning process for providing the necessary learning outcomes (Prince, 2004).
Active learning has been implemented in different distance education modes using different strategies.
The strategy of instructional conversation in the synchronous discussion groups wherein the instructor
and participants starts construction of a lesson based on participants' ideas and experiences is an
established method of implementing AL in synchronous mode (Lara et. al., 2001). The blended
learning mode offers several examples in terms of debates, case studies, group reports, interactive
websites etc. to implement AL strategies (McGee & Reis, 2012).
DE programs in Asia have utilized technological solutions like e-learning and mobile based
systems. A major drawback reported about Asian DE design is regarding the need for instruction
designers to upgrade their knowledge of the selection and use of methods and media (Baggali &
Belawati, 2009). Jagannath and Jobanputra (2011) do mention the possibilities of SRC mode within an
earlier experience in India mentioning the need for structuring interactions for AL. The current study
is one such attempt to address this problem. The SRC mode combines some features of synchronous
delivery mode, with others of f2f classrooms, but it does not incorporate all necessary features to
directly implement practices from either mode. Hence we need a model of adaptation of active
learning strategies, considering the affordances and constraints of the SRC mode.

3. Model for Adapting Active Learning Strategies to SRC Mode
We created our model for adaptation of AL strategies to SRC mode using the following
process. We first examined characteristics of AL strategies in f2f classroom mode. The three levels of
interactions – student-content (S-C), student-student (S-S) and student-instructor (S-I) – are adapted to
the SRC mode, using the affordances of the technology and incorporating mediation by the Remote
Centre Coordinator (RCC). The S-C and S-S interactions do not have major changes in the SRC
mode, but the S-I interaction has to be adapted to counter the transactional distance. We then
categorize S-I interactions into three types: (i) Instructor directives, in which the instructor gives
directions to students for performing an activity, (ii) Student responses, in which students respond to
the instructor after completing the activity, and (iii) Discussion/Feedback in which the instructor gives
feedback on students' responses and discusses the topic. Instructor directives are adapted by having
the RCC play the role of proxy instructor within the local SRC and relaying the directives the
students. Student responses are adapted by having the RCC play the role of proxy instructor to
aggregate the responses and the role of information transfer agent to sends the aggregated response to
the instructor. Discussions and feedback are adapted as a combination of the above.
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Figure 1: Our model for adapting AL strategies to SRC mode
These adaptations can be better understood with two examples of their usage within the
workshop. First we see how the AL strategy of Think-Pair-Share (TPS) has been adapted within the
SRC mode. Technology plays the role of facilitating information transfer (Grey background in Fig. 1).
In the Think phase, the RCC plays the role of information transfer agent to convey the instructor’s
directives and the role of the proxy instructor to implement the instructor directives (downward blue
arrows in Fig. 1). In the Pair phase, the RCC performs the role of proxy instructor to ensure studentstudent interaction (horizontal brown arrows in Fig. 1). In the Share phase, the RCC performs the role
of proxy instructor to collect student responses and aggregate them, and the role of information
transfer agent to convey the aggregated response to the instructor for subsequent discussion (upward
green arrows in Fig. 1).We note that the actions in each phase of the TPS in our adaptation remain the
same as those in a single face-to-face classroom. Hence despite an increase in the physical distance
between the learners and the instructor, our model of adapting AL strategies to SRC mode helps
mitigate the transactional distance.
Similarly consider the strategy of peer review, used for increasing collaboration and providing
formative assessment. In a small f2f class, the instructor initially poses the problem which is solved by
students. Then, they review each other’s solution and report back to instructor. In the SRC adaptation,
the instructor first poses the problem to student (Blue), and provides necessary guidelines to solve it.
The RCC now plays the role of the proxy instructor (Blue) and ensures that the participants in his/her
SRC work on solving the problem. The participants then perform the peer-review process within each
SRC (Brown). The RCC is then instructed to collect, aggregate and send the queries to the instructor,
via chat (Green).The instructor addresses these queries and responds to the entire class when needed.
Note that in each of the above adaptations, as far as a student is concerned, the steps remain
the same as the original strategy in a f2f class. Hence we believe that our adaptation model would
have the same effectiveness for a student, as that of a single classroom implementation. We have
validated the effectiveness of our model through student perceptions, as explained in the next sections.

4. Implementation of the Model
We implemented our model for adapting AL strategies to SRC mode in a two-day workshop
on ‘Research Methods in Educational Technology’. The participants of the workshop, corresponding
to the 'students' in our model, were 5094 in-service college-level instructors, across 204 SRCs. The
goal of the workshop was to train the participants to plan and conduct educational technology studies,
starting from identifying the components in educational research, to positioning their ideas based on
analysis of existing literature, to designing rigorous experiments to validate their ideas. The workshop
was held on two consecutive Saturdays, to take into account the availability of participants.
The workshop consisted of both synchronous and asynchronous modes of interaction. A video
conferencing application, A-VIEW (A-VIEW, 2013) was used for the synchronous interaction. The
RCC facilitated the synchronous interaction, by playing the dual role of proxy instructor and
information transfer agent, as described earlier. Prior to the workshop, the RCCs had received training
about their roles. The asynchronous interaction was facilitated using Moodle and participants were
asked to engage in off-line discussions and submit assignments.
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The diversity in multiple dimensions – geographic location, cultural background, engineering
domain, age and experience – added to the challenges in designing the instruction and treatment, over
and above the SRC mode. We chose five AL strategies – Think-Pair-Share, Classroom Voting, ProsCons Analysis, Peer Review and Muddy Points. Their choice was based on the instructional goals of
the workshop. For example, Pros and Cons Analysis was chosen because participants need to be
trained to critically analyze and evaluate existing literature, for positioning their own work.

5. Validation of Model
We investigated the effectiveness of the model in terms of participants’ perceptions of their
learning and engagement from the workshop which was implemented based on our adaptation model
of active learning strategies. We administered a survey questionnaire to determine participants’
perceptions. As mentioned in the Introduction, our research questions are:
RQ1: What are participants’ perceptions of the usefulness of the active learning strategies for
their learning?
RQ2: How do participants’ perceptions of the usefulness of active learning strategies affect their
overall satisfaction?
RQ3: How do the mediators of student-instructor interaction, that is, RCC and technology,
affect participants' perceptions of the usefulness of the active learning strategies?
The research design that was used to answer the above questions had the following features:
Sample: A total of 5094 participants had registered from across 204 Remote Centres for the
workshop. Of these, 2778 participants were present for all sessions, among which 1484 filled out
responses to the survey. The sample for this study consists of 1287 participants who consented to
participate in our research. All participants were instructors in colleges from different parts of India.
Majority of participants had post-graduation (Masters Degree) in their respective domains.
Instruments. A survey questionnaire was administered on the participants at the end of second
day through Moodle, to understand their perceptions on the various aspects of the workshop. The
survey questionnaire contained 18 questions on a 5 point Likert scale (From Strongly Disagree to
Strongly Agree). These items were categorized based on constructs of medium, synchronous mode
strategy, satisfaction and learning, which were related to different aspects of the workshop. An
example of an item from the construct ‘synchronous mode strategy’ includes: “The session on
‘Addressing the Common Queries’ from Chat/Discussion forums was useful”, which specifically
looked into the adaptation of the active learning strategy Muddy Points. Another example is the item
“I found the activities such as ‘Think-Pair-Share’ and ‘Voting’ helpful for improving my
understanding of concepts learnt”. An example of an item that addressed participants’ perception of
overall learning was, “As a result of the workshop, I feel confident of tackling educational technology
research problems”.
Analysis. We first grouped the survey responses based on the construct that they address. We
analyzed the data by calculating the response frequencies of participants’ perceptions of the different
active learning strategies (RQ1). To determine how the perceptions of the usefulness of AL strategies
affect overall satisfaction (RQ2) and how the mediators RCC and Technology affect perceptions of
usefulness (RQ3) we calculated a rank correlation. As the responses were limited to the 5 point Likert
scale, we use the gamma correlation coefficient, which is used when working with ordinal level data
that is ranked in a small number of response categories. The gamma statistic is designed to determine
how effectively a researcher can use information about an individual’s ranking on one variable to
predict that individuals ranking on the other. We calculated the correlation between the responses to
the mediators of student-instructor interaction - Technology and RCC – with the responses on the
usefulness of active learning strategy and overall satisfaction.

6. Results
Figure 2 shows the frequency of responses on survey questions which looked into the
perception of participants in terms of their overall learning and satisfaction. In terms of overall
learning (N=1287), 283 participants strongly agreed and another 823 agreed that workshop has had
positive impact on their learning. While 158 remained neutral on this, a small minority of 23 people
did not believe that their learning was improved (Disagree – 17 and Strongly Disagree - 6). In terms of
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overall satisfaction, 432 participants strongly agreed, 774 agreed and 62 remained neutral towards the
question on overall satisfaction. Here also there was a very small fraction (Disagree – 7, Strongly
Disagree – 12) of participants who did not hold similar views on satisfaction with this workshop.

Figure 2: Participants perception of Learning and Satisfaction
Table 1 shows the number (percentage) of responses to individual active learning strategies.
We note that a majority of participants - 87% average over all strategies - agreed or strongly agreed
that active learning strategies were useful for their learning.
Table 21: Frequency of participants’ response on usefulness of AL strategy
Strongly agree
AL strategy
eutral
Agree
Disagree
TPS & Voting
Pros-cons
Muddy Points
Peer Review

19 (1.5%)
17 (1.3%)
44 (3.4%)
7 (0.5%)

1.2%)
0.9%)
1.9%)
1.2%)

(7.7%)
(6.9%)
(13.5%)
(12.1%)

(64.9%)
(53.4%)
(64.3%)
(63.9%)

Strongly
Agree
319 (24.8%)
482 (37.5%)
218 (16.9%)
286 (22.2%)

To determine if participants’ overall satisfaction was related to either the effectiveness of the
active learning strategies (RQ2) or to other variables like technology and RCC (RQ3), we calculated
the rank correlation between these variables. It can be seen from Table 2 that, there is a high of
correlation between overall satisfaction and all these variables. The values for correlation coefficient
(γ) of usefulness of active learning strategies were found to be 0.75, and that of learning environment
within RC and facilitation by RCC were 0.536 and 0.501. All these correlation coefficient are highly
statistically significant (p<0.001). The correlation with facilitation by technology was 0.354.
Table 22: Correlation between overall satisfaction and other variables
Facilitation by
AL strategy
Conducive
γ (N=1287)
Learning
RCC
usefulness
Environment
Overall Satisfaction

0.75

0.536

0.501

Facilitation by
Technology
0.354

Also the correlation between the participants perception of usefulness of individual active
learning strategy to the mediating variable of RCC facilitation was found to be generally near to or
above the significant figure of 0.300 while that of technology was always found to be less than 0.300.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
Our research questions focused on the participants’ perceptions of the usefulness of AL
strategies (RQ1) and their effect on overall satisfaction (RQ2). Based on the results (Fig. 2) we infer
that AL strategies are effective for learning in a distance mode program, thereby reconfirming known
results (Prince, 2004). The positive responses to the survey questions and their strong correlation
(Table 1) indicate that the effective implementation of Active Learning strategies had a strong impact
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on overall satisfaction of the workshop. Our third research question was how the RCC and technology,
which are the mediators of student-instructor interaction, affect participants' perceptions of the
usefulness of the active learning strategies. Based on Table 1, we can infer that the impact of RCC’s
facilitation has had a major impact on the participants’ perception of learning and satisfaction
compared to that of technology. We infer that technology is important, but plays a secondary role, that
of facilitating instructor-student transactions across geographical distance.
The study has provided an easy adaptation model for active learning strategies in an SRC
mode. This model provides this ease to both instructor and RCC without demanding too much effort
from either of them. The amount of RCC training required to make this model work is also
significantly less. The effectiveness of the strategy in terms of participant satisfaction has already been
shown above. The key to this model is that it does not change the face-to-face implementation of the
active learning strategy in terms of its student-student or student-content interaction; rather it uses the
affordances available within the SRC mode to implement the student-instructor interactions
effectively. Thus from a student’s perspective, there is no difference in the active learning strategy
adapted to the SRC mode, compared with the f2f implementation of the strategy.
The two major affordances used within the model are technology and the Remote Centre
Coordinator. Technology is used to facilitate information transfer between participants and instructor.
The role of RCC is crucial as he/she has the dual role of information transfer agent as well as proxy
instructor within each Remote Centre. The model we proposed prescribes how the student-instructor
interaction from a f2f active learning strategy is to be implemented based on whether this interaction
falls into the category of ‘information transfer’ (such as collecting responses) or ‘proxy instructor’
(such as the facilitating a student-student discussion). We have shown how the model can be
implemented for five different active learning strategies. We believe that the proposed model can be
applied to adapting other active learning strategies in SRC mode by classifying the student-instructor
interaction in the strategy into either of the above categories. Other universities or agencies
implementing courses and workshops in SRC mode can use our model to adapt active learning
strategies.
As a follow-up to this study, we intend to conduct further validation of the model, by
investigating the leaning gains of the participants.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe an approach to lesson study activity for primary school
science instructors supported by a web-based education assistance system; we test it in an
undergraduate-level teacher-training course at our university and present its effects on
students. Five trial lessons were conducted with one group of student teachers teaching the
class and the others acting as schoolchildren; lesson study was held after each trial lesson.
After every trial lesson, students input responses to the questionnaire and comments on the
lesson using their own mobile phone or computer; results were displayed on a big screen in the
classroom and on each student’s mobile. Then, the class discussed the science lesson with
reference to these results. After that, we administered another questionnaire about the students’
views of science lessons before and after a series of lesson studies. As a result, the students’
views changed on many points regarding how children learn, for example, “Children change
their own ideas’, ‘Children become aware of their own ideas,” “Children explain natural
events and phenomena in words,” and “Children persuade other children holding different
ideas.” We therefore find that this approach is effective for teacher training, helping student
teachers develop metacognitive views of science education.
Keywords: View of science lessons, lesson study, pre-service teacher training, web-based
education assistance system

1. Introduction
The authors of this paper educate future primary school teachers, especially in science education. We
try to help our students develop constructive views (Duit, 1985; Scott, 1987) of their science lessons,
including important concepts such as the recognition that not all knowledge cannot be taught
didactically, that children construct new ideas themselves, that helping children change concepts is
one of the most important aims of science lessons, and so on. However, we have felt for a long time
that a non-negligible portion of our students tends nevertheless to retain conservative views of science
lesson. To address this issue, we introduced a web-based education assistance system called REAS
(“Realtime Evaluation Assistance System”) in the trial lessons conducted in our class. After every
lesson, we conducted a web-based questionnaire and collected written answers to questions about
science lesson after every trial lesson, and presented the results to the class and discussed them. This
approach to lesson study allowed us to focus the class on the intended learning. In this paper, we
present the effects on students’ thinking.

2. Procedure
2.1 Participants
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A total of 59 third-year undergraduate students taking a course called “Elementary School Science
Education” in the latter semester of 2012 participated in our study. Pre- and post-responses from 52
students on their views of science lessons were gathered as data

2.2 Design of the Lesson and of the Questionnaire
The schedule is shown as Table 1.
Table 1: Schedule
1 Questionnaire on views of science lessons (pre-); lecture: what is science lesson?
2 (Lecture:) Problem-solving in science classes and the nature of scientific ‘problems’ and
‘questions’
3 Various naïve conceptions in science
4 Effecting conceptual change in learners in science lesson
5 Teaching materials and arranging a teaching plan 1 (in groups)
6 Teaching materials and arranging a teaching plan 2 (in groups)
7 Teaching materials and arranging a teaching plan 3 (in groups)
8 Trial science lesson 1: The character of Magnets (third-grade science)
9 Trial science lesson 2: The function of wind and gum (third-grade science)
10 Lecture by a primary school teacher: Actual primary school science lessons
11 Trial science lesson 3: The nature of bubbles in boiling water (fourth-grade science)
12 Trial science lesson 4: The weight of salt dissolved in water (fifth-grade science)
13 Trial science lesson 5: Why the moon waxes and wanes (sixth-grade science)
14 Questionnaire on views of science lessons (post-); lecture: what is science lesson?

Each trial lesson class consisted of the following components:
A) The first half of a trial science lesson conducted by a group of student teachers (15
minutes)
B) Experiment by student teachers acting as schoolchildren, guided by the teacher group
(15 minutes)
The latter part of the trial science lesson (15 minutes)
Immediately after the trial lesson, each student input questionnaire responses and comments to
the website using their own mobile phone or PC; responses were displayed in a histogram and
comments in a table on a big screen and on each student’s mobile.

3. Result
Students’ pre- and post-views of science lessons are shown as Figure 1. If we look at the
change in “strongly agree” responses, we see that students’ view of the effectiveness of
science lessons for almost all items improved. In particular, “(5) Children change own ideas,”
the proportion of students responding “strongly agree” increased by 16% to 28%. Also, for
“(9) Children become aware of their own ideas” and “(10) Children become aware of other
children’s ideas,” “strongly agree” responses increased 7% and 8% respectively. However,
‘(13) Children become aware of changes in their own ideas’ saw a small decrease in “strongly
agree” responses.
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Figure 1: Comparison between Pre- and Post-Views of Science Lessons (N=52)

4. Implication
Our students’ view of science lessons improved in many ways. In particular, the students
became more conscious of children’s ideas and changes in them. However, consciousness of
the metacognition behind these changes did not improve sufficiently.
Thus, trial lesson study supported by a web-based feedback system was effective in
several ways in the education of student teachers, but can still be improved.
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Abstract: Film is one form of information and technology that is rich of sources of
content for language courses. It is beneficial for classes that is often limited to
provide visual support for other text-based and language content activities. The idea
of using students’ selected films related to students’ themes preferences combining
with collaborative learning and role play is the focus of this research.
Key words : Film, roleplay, BALLI, SILL
1.

Introduction

The fact that English is a foreign language in Indonesia demands the students to have extra
efforts if they would like to master English. In this case their beliefs about language learning and the
language learning strategies might influence the learning process and in the end the achievement they
afford. A student who believes, for example, that one must never say anything in English until it can
be said correctly will probably avoid speaking most of the time. Indeed, Wenden (1987:104) supplied
preliminary evidence that students beliefs about language-learning can influence their languagelearning strategies. Therefore, knowledge of student beliefs about language-learning is an important
step toward understanding the cause and background of learning strategies.
Learning theory in the past decade has expanded dramatically because of the introduction of
multimedia. Several lines of research have evolved (e.g. Cognitive load, Multimedia learning, and the
list goes on). The possibilities for learning and instruction are nearly endless. The idea of media
convergence is also becoming a major factor in education, particularly higher education.
Problems of the Study
Based on the assumption that university students have already had certain beliefs about
language-learning and employed various strategies in their language-learning, this study will
specifically find the answers of the following questions. Is there any development of the students'
beliefs about language learning and language learning strategies if Film and Role play is used in the
program?
This study investigated effects of level of learners’ intrinsic motivation and use of embedded
motivational strategies with an enhanced-relevance component multimedia program for English as a
foreign language learning. Two major variables, learners’ beliefs about language learning including
motivation, and language learning strategies were examined.
As beliefs about language-learning and language-learning strategies are considered to be the
important factors that influence the success of language-learning, this study is aimed at investigating
the role of film and role play in improving beliefs and language learning strategies in this case
English in the faculty of teacher training and education.
2.

Methodology

The subjects of this research were one class of the third semester English Department
students at UHAMKA. There were thirty students all together who join Listening-Speaking 3 course.
In the beginning of the course the students were asked to fill in BALLI and SILL questionnaires. The
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same questionnaires were again filled in after 16 meetings (@150 minutes). During the sixteen
meetings they were asked to create groups of four to five members. Each of the member are suggested
to prepare one film as an alternative for group selected film. In Listening Speaking 3 there 12
themes/situation that are suggested to be discussed. They are traveling, transportation, shopping,
accommodation, occupation, instruction, condition, stress, adolescence, adulthood, friendship and
loves. In sixteen meetings the groups were asked to choose 4 out of 12 different themes. Then, they
were suggested to choose any films to find four different scenes (10-15 minutes) for four different
themes. The scene were suggested to have English transcription to be rewritten. Each of The scripts
from the selected scenes were read aloud in one meeting. Then the next meeting it was performed in
front of the class by each group exactly as it is in the film. Feedback from the students from the other
group and from the lecturer were given in every meeting.
Student selected Film

Group Work

Script Reading
Role Play
3.

Personal preferences
Group preferences
Arouse interest and give motivation for learning
Selected Themes
Selected Scenes (10-15 minutes)
Rewriting the transcribe from the selected scenes
Giving learning theories to master the information
Summarizing and reviewing
Reading the script aloud
Reviewing the pronunciation and expression
Playing the role play based on selected scenes

Result and Discussion

From BALLI analysis, it seems that the students beliefs more that they have special ability for
language learning. They also believe that the most important part of learning a foreign language is
learning vocabulary words and grammar and translation. They also would like to learn English so
that they can get to know native speakers of English better. Learning a foreign language is different
from learning other academic subjects is also believed more by the students. They realize more that it
is important to practice with cassette or tapes. They were also more motivated to learn English well to
get better job. Therefore they want to speak English well. They are more motivated to have native
speaker of English friends as they believe that everyone can learn to speak a foreign language. Yet,
they believe more that it is easier to read and write English than to speak and understand it.
The development of some strategy from SILL items were more than others especially items
4, 5, 22, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 45, 46, and 47. Those strategies state that : I remember a new
English word by making image or picture of the word to help me remember the word. I use rhymes
to remember new English words. I try not to translate word for word. I pay attention when someone is
speaking English. I plan my schedule so I will have enough time to study English. I have clear goals
for improving my English skill. I think about my progress in learning English. I try to relax whenever
I feel afraid of using English. I encourage myself to speak English even when I am afraid of making a
mistake. If I do not understand I ask the other person to slow down or say it again. I ask English
speaker’ to correct me when I talk. I practice English with other students.
There are six types of development of Language Learning Strategy that is shown in the chart
above. The development of memory strategies, cognitive strategies and metacognitive strategies could
be seen more than others. Advancement in course level or years of study does not necessarily mean
that students use better strategies in every instance (Oxford, 1989:237). First, language students might
spontaneously develop new and better strategies as they become more advanced. Second, the nature of
the task requirements might change (often becoming more communicative, though not necessarily!) in
higher-level courses, and students might respond with strategies tailored to the task requirements.
Third, students with poorer strategies might perform worse than students with better strategies and
therefore drop out of language study before reaching higher level courses.
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In the end of sixteenth meeting other questionnaire about the students responses of the use of
film and role play in the program were also delivered to the students to fill in. The percentage of the
answer of the questionnaire are shown in the table below.
Do you think film and roleplay help you to learn English?
Do you enjoy the classes?

Would you like to go with the program?

Do you feel motivated

Yes
Not Much
Yes
Not Much
Yes
Not Much
I don’t know
Yes
Not Much
I don’t know

63%
37%
83%
13%
76%
3%
20%
73%
20%
6%

It seems that most of the student (87%) stated that they enjoyed the classes with film
and role play and seventy three percent of them are motivated by the program . The rest do
not stated clearly about it. Seventy six percent from 30 students stated that they would like to
continue using film and role play. One of them would like to be helped with explanation and
the rest do not state clearly. Sixty three percent of them admitted that film and role play help
them learn English. Yet they stated that the help was not much. Related to roleplay Fleming
in Zyoud (2006) stated that playing the roles or drama is inevitably learner-centered because it can
only operate through active cooperation. It is therefore a social activity and thus embodies much of the
theory that has emphasized the social and communal, as opposed to the purely individual, aspects of
learning. The use of drama techniques and activities in the classroom provides exciting opportunities
for foreign language learners to use the language in concrete "situations". Zyoud further added that
one of the greatest advantages to be gained from the use of drama is that students become more
confident in their use of English by experiencing the language in operation.
4.

Conclusion

Film as a source of content in language courses is often still limited to providing visual
support for other text-based and language content activities. Yet, the selected Films related to chosen
themes by students that is combined with collaborative learning and performed in scenes Role play
would improve students beliefs about language learning and their language learning strategies. It is
suggested for further finding about this research to investigate influence of this program to the
students’ communicative competence.
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Abstract: Editing Wikipedia can increase participants’ understandings of subjects, while
making valuable contributions to the information society. In this study, we designed an online
course for undergraduate students that included a Wikipedia editing activity. The result of a
content analysis of the term papers revealed that the suggestions made by the e-mentor and the
teacher were highly supportive for the students in our case study, and it is important for
Japanese students to check Wikipedia in English before making their edits in Japanese.
Keywords: Wikipedia, Online Course, Project Based Learning, Information Ethics

Introduction
Wikipedia is an online, user-written encyclopedia. It is supported by 286 languages and is the seventh
most visited website in the world. According to Knight & Pryke(2012), 75% of academics and
students use Wikipedia at British universities.
In some universities, project-based learning activities that include Wikipedia editing have
been designed. Moy et al.(2011) conducted a project for graduate students studying chemistry. They
reported that having the students edit Wikipedia had some effects on their acquisition of scientific
knowledge and their abilities to communicate with general audiences. In another study, Chiang et
al.(2012) showed that students could learn from Wikipedia editing processes.
In this study, we focused on methods to facilitate undergraduate students editing Wikipedia in
Japanese. We designed an online course that required students to edit Wikipedia in Japanese, and we
conducted this course twice in two years. We call Wikipedia in Japanese ‘Wikipedia’ in this paper.
The purpose of this study is to examine ways to support students in editing Wikipedia throughout the
university's courses.

1. The Objective of Research
1.1 The Design of the Course
This online course was conducted at a university in 2011 and 2012. A teacher and an e-mentor
supported the students. Thirty students participated in the activity in 2011 and 36 students participated
in 2012.The course was focused on information society and information ethics. Some lectures that
were related to these topics were provided at the beginning of the semester. The students were
required to take on-demand lectures and submit reports using Learning Management System(LMS).
In the middle of the semester, the teacher also provided a program to facilitate students’
participation in social media. In this program, they had to use Social Networking Service (SNS) such
as Twitter, Facebook and Q&A communities. At the end of the semester, we conducted the project
that included Wikipedia editing activities.
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1.2 Wikipedia Editing Activities
In order to help students develop general research skills and Wikipedia editing skills, we taught the
following research points and three core policies of Wikipedia as shown below
(1) Neutral point of view
(2) Verifiability
(3) No original research (Wikipedia: Core content policies)
“No original research” means that the editors should show appropriate resources or references
when they edit Wikipedia. These policies are useful to teach the basics of research skills at a
university. During the first lecture of the project, we presented three purposes of this project described
below.
(A) Contribute to the information society by editing Wikipedia
(B) Learn basic research methods
(C) Acquire communication skills using the Internet
We provided a Bulletin Board System(BBS) on the LMS to facilitate discussion in the class.
The students were asked to report and discuss their proposals for edits to Wikipedia on the BBS every
week. They could choose any topic related to information society or information ethics. Moreover,
they could choose whether they would make their edits on Wikipedia in Japanese or only propose
them on the local BBS. The teachers and e-mentor gave feedback about the contents, style, and format
of their proposal. After the e-mentor approved the proposals, the students could edit Wikipedia. For
the term paper, they had to write about the process of editing Wikipedia or making the proposals,
including what they learned through the activity.
The course was changed slightly in 2012. The first change was the number of lessons for the
Wikipedia editing activity. The lessons were increased from five to seven. Second, we changed the
method of providing feedback, and we encouraged the students to check Wikipedia of English in
2012. This is because the contents in English had relatively high possibilities than in Japanese.

2. Research Methods and Resources
In this study, we examined the students’ edit on Wikipedia or their proposals on the BBS. In addition,
we examined the term papers, and considered the ways to support the students who want to edit
Wikipedia.

3. Results
3.1 Editing Wikipedia

Year
2011
2012

Table1: The number of students who edited Wikipedia or posted only in BBS
Edited Wikipedia in
Only proposal
The number of students
Japanese
on BBS
16
14
30
19
17
36

Table 1 shows the numbers of students who edited Wikipedia in Japanese or posted only on the local
BBS. As previously mentioned, they could select whether they edited Wikipedia or only proposes an
edit on the BBS. About half of the students edited Wikipedia, and there are no differences between the
two years.
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3.2 Comments from the Students
We examined the students’ comments in the term papers. 16 students (53.3%) referred to the advice
given by the e-mentor or teacher in 2011, and 23 students (63.9%) mentioned this in 2012. This result
suggests that the students considered the feedback from the e-mentor or teacher to be useful, as shown
in comment A. 10 students referred to Wikipedia in English as shown in comment B from 2012.
Other student commented that comparing Wikipedia in Japanese and English helped them to
decide on content, as shown comment C.
Comment A: I learned it was difficult to represent the fact clearly. I posted proposals on the BBS, but
the e-mentor suggested that explanations such as “recent year” and “many papers” are too
vague, and suggested “You should write more concretely.” So, I revised it.
Comment B: By comparing Japanese and English, I had more opportunities to study different
opinions.
Comment C: A piece of content in Japanese only included Japanese case, but Wikipedia in English
had many cases throughout the world. Therefore, I first translated the English Wikipedia
contents. If I didn’t check Wikipedia in English, I felt that I couldn’t try to edit at topic in
Japanese.
About 80% (8 out of 10) of the students who referred to Wikipedia in English edited
Wikipedia in Japanese. Though 42.1% (8 out of 19) of the students who edited Wikipedia in Japanese
mentioned Wikipedia in English in their term papers, only 11.8% (2 out of 17) of the students who
only posted proposals on the local BBS referred the contents of Wikipedia in English. In order to
examine the difference, we should focus on that Wikipedia topics are written by many people.
Therefore, to identify how to write or decide proposals, we should review at the point of view of 'the
wisdom of crowds(Surowiecki 2005)’.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we designed an online course that included Wikipedia editing activity for undergraduate
students. As a result of conducting this course for two years, about half of the students actually edited
Wikipedia. Feedback comments provided by the e-mentor and teacher affected the students in a
positive way. In particular, having students check Wikipedia in English was useful for the Japanese
students in our case study.
The next step in our project is to consider the effects of the activities
and to check the students’ contributions to the Wikipedia community after the completion of the
course.
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Abstract:For some students, science is not an interesting subject, this thing impacts on
students science comprehension and their studying result that less than the required standart. It
is caused by teachers less precise of giving the learning, the teachers only use the lecture
method without using the media as an instrument that can support the students science subject
comprehension, and the teachers still use themselves as the information source center for their
students, so that what happen in the class is Teacher Center.As therapidprogress ofscience and
technologythe
teachers
requiredto
constantly
innovatein
developingquality
learningandmeaningful .Weblogas a mediathatcan beused by teachersin teachinghas greatly
contributed
totheimprovementof
student
understandingin
science
teaching.The
resultsprovethatthere is an influenceof theinternetas a learning science media to the learning
result of the students.This isevidenced by thet-testatsignificance levelα=0.05anddegrees of
freedom(df) =58obtainedvalue oft =8.933and thetable =2.002. t count> t table, thenHois
rejected. Application ofthe Internetas a learning mediacanhelpstudentsin improvingtheir
learning result.
Keywords: internet, blog, learning media, science, elementary school

In teaching process there’s an educative interaction, which is an active two-ways relation that
have the quality of education.To guarantee the efectiveness of this educative interaction, a media
variation as a communicator between the teacher and the students in delivery of teaching material is
needed.Because studying is a process in human being, so teacher is not only the source of learning,
but one of the components of the learning source that can be called as a person.
Mediais atoolintermsof communicationchannels. In this case, the role ofcommunication
channelswillbeveryimportant,becauseofthe channel the message is delivered.It is becausea teaching
media is greatly help the educator or the teacher in giving the learning effectively and
efficiently.Teachersshouldusethebestmediatofacilitate thelearning, because, a good process
ofcommunicationand a goodlearningfacilitycanprovide abetter learningresulttoincrease thestudent
studying accomplishmet.The main goal of the learning media is to integrate the effective aspect,
cognitive, and psychomotor, which are very important in student learning process.
At this developing science and technology era, the professionalism of teacher is not enough by
teaching students ability only, but also with the ability to manage the information and surroundings to
facilitate the students studying activity. The teacher has to be able to pack the concept of students
studying, either environmentally, place of learning method, valuation media system, or facilities and
infrastructure so that can simplify the students in learning.The technology of information can also
solve the education problem that we face, if the technology of information can be developed or
adopted and pack compatible with the learning technology principals.One of the most affected
technology in learning technology is the technology of information, especially computer and the
internet. Internet has enabled all the people to communicate and exchange the information anytime
easily and quickly. One of the utilization of the internet technology in education is a learning program
with the web basic namely learning portal.
In learning with the internet basic, teacher can use one of the internet application facility for
the learning requirement. We can use World Wide Web (WWW). WWW is a large collection of any
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kinds of documentation that saved in any server around the world, and that documentation were
developed in hypertext and hypermedia format, using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) all
documents will be connected each other as a word, visual, etc. Nowdays, Internet has been an absolute
necessity for education organization or personal who wish to publish themself in the internet media.
With the easy access, bring through everyone to have personal website for free such as blog.
Internet also be used programmatically. Teacher can utilize internet as media of learning. For
example, teacher provide an interactive or non interactive website which supply learning material then
student allows to access. By opening teacher’s blog, students can find all information and learing
material that can be used to answer all teacher’s query. Students also can ask a quetion and give a
comment for every learning material post.
Blog is a web application which accomodateperiodically post onacommonwebpage. That kind
of website ussualy can be used by all of the internet user, appropriate to the topic and purpose from
the blog user.Concomitant with its progress, blog is more widely used as a personal site and a selfactualization media or sosialization media. Blog is a name that firstly used by Jorn Barger on
December 1997. Jorn Barger used the nameWeblogto mention the group personal website.
This is called as an indirect learning. In the indirect learning, studying-teaching proccess occur
with the lag time (time difference), physically teacher and the students are in the different place so that
the students can learn it anytime and anywhere.
Especially in Science learning, it is very necessary to present any kind of source and media to
help the students in increasing their competence of understanding the material.Generally, science is a
large human knowledge that reached by observing and sistematically experimental, and be explained
by the rules, laws, pricipals, theories, and hypotheses assistance.
The using of media in science learning proccess is very helpful in increasing the proccess
skills which has been a characteristic of science. Prcocess skillsaretheskills acquiredfrom thetrainingof
mentalabilities, physical, socialandbasicskillsas an activator ofhigher skills(Wahyana,
1997).Fundamentalcapabilitiesthathave been developedwilleventually beaskill. Science process
skillsdefinedbyPaoloandMarten(in Carin, 1993:5) is(1) observed, (2) trying to observewhat is
observed,(3) using the newknowledgetopredict what will happens, (4) testthe predictionsunder
conditionstosee if theforecastis correct.
Based onthe research, obtained the fact thatusing aweblogas a media
oflearningmakesstudentsmore
interestedinfollowing
thelearning
materials.
Besides,theuse
ofWeblogsas alearningmediacanalsoincrease theactivity of studentsstudyingbothinside andoutside the
classroom. Andthe statistical dataalsogave a positive resultfromthe use ofWeblogsin science
teachingthat isthe priceof t=8.933andt table(at the significance level(α) =0.05with58degrees of
freedom) is2.002, it can be concludedthat theinternetas a media oflearninghas a positive effecton
students science learning results.
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